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Noted Alumni On Weekend Panels

Describe, Evaluate Varied Careers
Career weekend marked its seventh year, Friday nif^ht, as

faculty, alumni and students gathered in Jesup Hall to hear the
initial panel, "Nothing but the Trutli."

Television personality "Bud" Collyer served as the panel's
moderator. He was assisted by scientist Dr. Louis Fieser '20, busi-
nessman Schuyler Cole '24, gov-
ernment offleal John Ohly '33

educator Phillips Stevens '36 and
creative artist Stephen Botsford
'41. These alumni were questioned
by seniors Eric Wldmer, Tony
Stout and Ben Field, Junior Jim
Campalgne and sophomore Stu
Brown.

The question and answer format
Icentered primarily around pre-

parations for careers and occas-
.slonally pointed questions on the
opportunities or drawbacks inher-
ent In certain professions. Bus-
inessman Cole fielded most of the
inquiries concerned with graduate
school versus company trainee
programs and the position of bus-
iness in American society. Ohly,
of the ICA, dealt with the oppor-
tunities for careers in government
service and the limitations of the
bureaucracy.

BUSINESS CAREERS

Saturday's program consisted of
a series of ox tensive alumni pan-
els in spscific vocational fields.

Those interested in business car-
eers could attend panels on adver-
tising and public relations, man-
ufacturing and production, mar-
keting and investment, graduate
schools of business administration,
sales, finance or foreign business.

Panels were also held in law,
medicine, education and the min-
istry.

The panelists described their

own lines of work, and told the
qualifications necessary for their

particular vocations.

EDUCATION PANEL

In the panel on education, for
example, Philips Stevens '36, head-
master of Wllllston Academy, and
Philip A. Jenkin '34, assistant su-

perintendent of Swampscott, Mass.
public schools, gave their views on
work in independent and public
schools respectively. Prof. Freder-
ick H. Stocking '36, of the English
department, spoke on the person-
al qualities necessary for a teach-
ing career. The panel was moder-
ated by President Baxter '14, who
offered some of his own views on
the differences between secondary
and higher education.

In some of the panels, such as
milnistry and law, a graduate stu-

dent was Included to give his point
of view on the subject.

AMT Weekend Fare:

Four One Act Plays
Pour short, one-act dramatic

productions will be offered by the
AMT over Houseparty Weekend.
The performances are to be held
free of charge, and will begin at
8:30 each evening, February 9,

10, and 11.

Three Actors and Their Drama,
a play by Michel deGhelderode, is

the first of the quartet, featuring
Bill Barry, Jon Harsch, and Mrs.
Mary Schneider. It is described as
"a medieval drama woven into a
modern setting." Three Blind
Men, a short and brutal drama by
the same author, follows with
Henry Stabeneau, Steve Pokart,
Mac Benford, and Thomas Wil-
liams. The play is based on a
painting by Brueghel.

Luigi Pirandello's By Judgment
of Court, a drama about an Ital-

ian village and a man with the
Evil Eye, is played by Archie Pal-
mer, Ash Crosby, and Dagmar
Hessenland. John Czamowski and
Steve Pokart will be featured
in the fourth and briefest of the
one act plays. Act Without Words,
a mime about two men in a sack
which lasts only about three min-
utes. This final offering was writ-

ten by Samuel Beckett.

61 Faculty Appointments Announced

9 New Members, 21 Reappointees
Five members of the Williams College faculty have been promoted to the rank of full pro-

fessor, two have been granted tenure, and four have made assistant professors. The jironiotions, all

effective lulv 1, were announced today by PresiJent lames Phinney Baxter IH.
The new full professors were

Recently appointed full professors are (left to right)
Piper, Hastings, Greene, Rudolph, and Oliver.

Messrs.

Eusden Reveals Operation Haystack;

Students To Teach In Hong Kong
BY JOHN T. CONNOR

In chapel last Sunday, Chaplain
John Eusden announced plans for

"Operation Haystack,"—the first,

college-sponsored, summer service

project in the Far East. Under
this program a small group of

Williams students and Chaplain
Eusden will go to the British

Crown Colony of Hong Kong,
three miles from Bed China, to

'Program' Funds

London Scholar
The Trustees of Williams Col-

lege have just appointed a prom-
inent English Art authority to a
newly-created chair In the Art
Department.
Made possible by funds contri-

buted to the Williams Program,
the new position of Robert Ster-

ling Clark Professor of Art will

be occupied by John Wyndham
Pope-Hennessy, currently keeper
of Architecture and Sculpture In

the Victoria and Albert Museum
in London, England.

In addition to holding many de-

grees. Professor Pope-Hennessy
has written a number of books. In-

cluding "The Drawings of Dom-
enichino at Windsor Castle,'' "A
Lecture on Nicholas HiUlard," "It-

alian Gothic Sculpture," and "It-

alian Renaissance Sculpture."

The new Professor was educated

Endow Art Chair;

Assumes Position
at Oxford, served in the Air Min-
istry from 1939-1945, and was
Slade Professor of Art at the Un-
iversity of Oxford from 1956-19-

57. He is also the brother of James
Pope-Hennessy, the British his-

torian famed for his works on
Queen Victoria and Queen Mary.

Professor Pope-Hennessy's ad-
dition to the Art Department In-

creases its Complement to six

members. He will specialize in

Renaissance Art with particular

emphasis on the Italian Masters.

Commenting on Professor Pope-
Hennessy's appointment. Profes-

sor Whitney Stoddard of the Art
Department said: "It will be a
terribly exciting thing both for

the college and community to

have a great scholar like John
Pope-Hennessy here teaching a
subject of which he is a master."

Top Artists On

Carnival Agenda
The confirmed Williams party

goer will have a wide choice of

activities during the upcoming
Winter Carnival weekend. They
range from swimming to ski

meets, rock 'n 'roll to folk music,

and, as Sports Illustrated so apt-

ly put it, from snuggle to guzzle.

The weekend gets officially un-

der way on Friday night with the

All College Dance. Herb Pomer-
oy's dance band and The Northern

Lights rock 'n 'roll group will fur-

nish the music.

The ski meets starts Saturday
morning with the downhill race,

followed in the afternoon by the

slalom race. The varsity basket-

ball and swimming teams will al-

so be in action.

CHAPIN CONCERT
Pete Seeger and Joan Baez ar-

rive for a combined concert on
Saturday night in Chapin Hall,

which will be followed by a Fresh-

man dance, roaring fires, and date

-killer punch. Big name rock 'n

'roll bands will be featured at

teach and work with Chinese re-

fugees and residents.

Explaining how Operation Hay-
stack has evolved from conjec-
ture to reality, Eusden said that
the "idea began this Pall. One
place where the United States has
done nothing in this field of ser-

vice is in the Far East. Accepting
this need, we were then faced with
the problems of deciding how to

get over there and where to go?
Ruling the Philippines and Japan
out as not in greatest need of such
work, we discovered that there
was really no place to go in South-
east Asia, but that there was a
place where Southeast Asians go.

And that place is Hong Kong."
"In Hong Kong we will teach

English to Chinese refugees at the
New Asia College, an independent,
liberal arts and scientific institu-
tion that is supported by Britain,
private subscriptions, and the
"Yale-in-China" program. At the
college we will also be working in
the recreational and health pro-
grams and teaching United Sta-
t£s culture and history to those
already well-versed in English.

"In addition to our functions at
New Asia College, we will work
with the Student Christian Move-
ment Center, helping to run boys'
camps, summer conferences and
assisting In manual work projects.
In this connection, we might also
teach English at a night school
for adults.

Continued on Page 3, Col. 4

Seeger, Baez Scheduled Saturday

In First Simultaneous Appearance

Folk singer Pete Seeger will ap-
pear Saturday night in Ciiapln

Hall.

some of the houses Saturday af-

ternoon and evening. Billy and
Lilly. Bobby and the Bishops, and
The Ventures highlight the list.

Sunday, dawning perhaps too

bright and clear. wiU feature the

slalom and jumping events of the

ski competition at the new Ber-

lin Mountain facilities.

Pete Seeger and Joan Baez,

mainstream folksingers apprecia-

ted by both popular and critical

groups—the miserable misinform-
ed and the inside dopesters alike

(although the two groups hate
each other)—will give a double
barreled hootenanny Saturday
night at 8:30 p.m. within the au-
stere confines of Chapin Hall.

Reportedly the first simultane-
ous appearance of the two per-

formers, the concert has been
scheduled by the Sophomore
Council as part of the traditional

Houseparties' activities. The Class

of '63 is sponsoring the social ac-
tivities of the 1961 Winter Carni-
val.

The gaunt Seeger, who believes

that "mass participation Is the
most important element In the re-

vival of interest in folk-singing,

will probably encourage the audi-

ence to join him in some of the
singing. The most famous member
of a folk-singing family, he was
formerly featured with the Weav-
er*.

Miss Baez, a relative newcomer
to the field, being 19-21 years of
age (either the Time reporters do
not read the liner notes, or the
liner note writers don't read
Time) is fast becoming a fad with
both the folk-buffs and the
"masses". A student at some col-

lege or university near or in Bos-
ton (once more it's Time vs. the
liner notes) was first acclaimed
nationally after a 1958 Newport
appearance. Williams men know
her largely through her latest top
selling Vanguard album and a
concert she gave last November
at Bennington College. She has a
healthy soprano voice, of which
the vibrato lends a haunting qual-
ity to her ballads.

COLLYER COORDINATOR

Mike Collyer. '63. coordinator of

houseparties, said that while See-

ger's and Miss Baez's styles are

dissiinilar, he hoped they would
sing together after giving solo per-

I formances.

ail promoted from associate pro-

fessor status. They are: Fred
Greene, Political Science; Philip

K. Hastings '44, Political Science

and Psychology; H. William Oli-

ver, Mathematics; Anson C. Piper
'40, Roman Languages: and C.
Frederick Rudolph '42, History.

William C. Grant in Biology and
John B. Sheahan in Economics
were given tenure and elevated

to associate professors. The new
a.sslstant professors are: William
A. Little in German, Donald B.

Whitehead in Biology, .Man Wild3
in English, and Joseph R. Altott in

Physical Education.
21 REAPPOINTED

In addition, the Board of Trus-
tees has reappointed 21 'acuity

members without promotion. Re-
appointed as assistant professors

for three years were Louis C. Per-
ez, Romanic Languages; H. I^ee

Hlrsche, Art; William C. Blight,

Biology; and Icko A. Iben, Physics.

Five have had their assistant

professorships extended as fol-

lows: for two years, Samuel K.
Edwards, Classics; for two years,

Sydney Eisen, History; Robert 'Lee

Gaudino, Political Science; Fred
Stephen Licht, Art; and George
Finley Stevens, Mathematics.
Reappointed for one year: Rich-

ard B. Pommer, Instructor in .Art;

Donald Mochon, visiting architec-

tural critic; Berton Roffman,
graduate assistant in Biology; Ro-
bert T. Matthews, instructor in

Drama aiA assistant director of

the A.M.T; John Watson, techni-

cal supervisor of the A. M. T.;

Nicholas Fersen, Instructor in Rus-
sian.

Also: Robert O. Collins and John
Continued on Page 5, Col. 1

Phi Bete Holds

Panel Discusmn
Phi Beta Kappa will sponsor a

panel discussion on contemporary
Italy, her politics, art, and litera-

ture tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the
student union's Rathskellar.

Mike Small '61, who has spent
some time in Italy, will moderate
the panel commemorating Italian

unification. Political science pro-
fessor Vincent Barnett will dis-

cuss the pressing problems and
nuances of the present-day Ital-

ian parliamentary system. Art pro-

fessor Frederick Licht will r>peak

on the subject of Italian art. He
will emphasize the Visual Arts,

discussing forthcoming films on
the subject and the role of "futur-

ism" in modern Italian art. The
third faculty member of the panel,

Orover Marshall, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Romantic Languages,
will talk about current trends in

Italian literature.

Frosh Sculpt In Snow
The freshman class began pack-

ing snow for its Winter Carnival

snow sculpture Sunday afternoon.

The frosh are constructing a bust
of retiring President Baxter in

front of Chapin Hall.

The design, submitted by Chris
Raphael '61, was selected winner
by the art department. Jim Cald-
well and John Anderson are co-
chairmen of the frosh committee
to build the bust.

Several members of the Purple
Key Society, In charge of the
weekend, have been giving assist-

ance to the inexperienced fresh-
men. Assistance from veteran up-
perclassmen on the details of the
design is urgently needed. Be-
cause of their late start, the frosh-

will be working many hours tm-.
I der lights during the week.
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Policy

. . . instead of looking on discussion as a stumbling block in the

waij of action, we think it an indispensible preliminary to any

wise action at all.

Pericles, Oration

The incoming hoard of the RECORD accepts Pericles Creed.

It regards discussion as a necessary prere(|iiisite to wise action.

It adopts this creed as the hasis of its editorial policy and, in so

doing, acknowledges a dual responsibility, a privilege, and a faith.

A participant in any discussion must accept the responsi-

bilities inherent in his participation. He must articulate a clear

and consistent ))oint of view; and lie must honor a ])lurality of

ideas. If he ignores the first res]5onsibility, he is not a true par-

ticipant. If he ignores the second, true discussion is impossible.

The RECORD will endeavor to ]jresent a clearly defined and
consistent point of view. Given the assumption of discussion,

an editorial which is not well defined becomes useless. It can

elicit no clear resjaonse. An editorial which is not consistent is

worse than useless. It is not worthy of the respect which must
precede, and underlie, response.

The RECORD will also endeavor to honor points of view
differing from its own. The limitations which are imposed upon
editm-ials by the jiresupposition of discussion, must, however, be
applied to letters. Letters to the editor, like editorials, participate

in tlie discussion and therefore should be both clear and consistent.

Both relativism and dogmatism are rejected. The require-

ments of clarity and consistency do not necessarily imply dog-
matism. The recognition of pluralism does not necessarily im]olv

relativism. To accept discussion as legitimate is to renounce all

claim to messianic truth. To accept discussion as the only method
to wise action is to affirm the existence of a better, or best, action.

The distinction between good and bad opinions is maintained
within the context of |)lurality.

Participation in any discussion implies not only responsibility

but also privilege. It is the participants' right to lend dii'ection to

the discussion. The writer of editorials, as well as the w^-iter of

letters, must retain freedom in his choice of subject matter. Tlie

RECORD therefore pledges neither to crusade nor to abstain from
crusades. Neither pledge is tenable. The first implies that the
crusade itself is meaningful, regardless of the cause. The second
implies that no cause is worthy of personal committment and
defense.

The RECORD accepts the faith that underlies Pericles' creed.

It will set upon this faith in the willingness and ability of the
members of a community to discuss matters of mutual concern.
The discussion with which the RECORD will be concerned cen-
ters upon the community of Williams College. The subject mat-
ter will be those things which affect Williams undergraduates
as students, and as persons.

President James Baxter Lectures On Curriculum;

First In The Series On Faculty Lectures For 1961

Thinking Out Loud

Drop the temperature to zero or below . . .

Career weekend, desjDite inclement weather, turned out to be
a big success, with more attendance at the Saturday panels than
expected, almost twice as much as last year, according to Under-
graduate Chairman John Byers. After the glibly run "ask a silly

question, get a silly answer" panel on Friday night the students
were overwhelmingly satisfied with the next clay's events and
especially with die chance to talk informally to men in a prospect-
ive field of employment, as Williams man to Williams man, rather
than in the tenser situation of a "for real" interview.

Regardless of the darkness of Williamstown life when the sun
sets at 5:00 p. m. or earlier, there is presently quite a bit of fer-

ment on campus. Some sophomores are hoping to be accepted on
a plan by which they will spend their junior year studying in
Africa. The new Eisen Gargoyle independent study group will
grant some students a chance to think and present ideas outside
of class on a high intellectual plane. Some members of the upper
classes are in the process of forming a new, inexpensive publica-
tion to be filled with subjective articles on both campus and
broader issues. This is an age of thinking.

Or is it? Listening to the radio's popular songs one would
think "originality" has been subverted by "crass materialism".
It seems songs are now written in pairs: "Save the last dance for

me"—"I'm saving tlie last dance for you", "Are you lonesome to-

night?"—"Yes, I'm lonesome tonight", "You talk too much"—"I talk

too much", and so on. Maybe it's an age of stulification.

Or is it? The Purple Key Society recently made a study of

Houscparties and was to bring out a report suggesting changes
as a result of compiling answers to their questionnaires. But the

faculty curriculum committee made this unnecessary by minor
revisions which will among other things get rid of Fall House-
parties and Spring Houscparties. Also the faculty decided against

an honor system change favored by the majority of the voting stu-
dent body. Maybe, in regard to faculty viewing tlie students' de-

sire to change the world of WUliams in which they live, tliis is

an age of apathy.
Continued on Column Two

"Those of us over sixty have
seen fashions change and return

In women's clothes and In curri-

cula . . . When my father came to

Williams In 1885 his classmates

all took the same courses. This

had once been standard operating

procedure the country over but

Harvard broke the mold and the

elective system began rapidly

spreading."

President Baxter thus opened
the 1961 series of Faculty Lec-

tures, discussing "The Williams
Curriculum, 1937-61" last Thurs-
day In the Thompson Biology Lab-
oratory.

The new curriculum, "whose
brand names were concentration
and distribution," the president

continued, was soon adopted at

Williams, "where it was rightly

believed that the smorgasbord of

unlimited electlves was too exten-

sive and quite expensive."

TWO DECADES' GROWTH
Although the curriculum did

did not change much between his

graduation in 1914 and his retum
in 1937, the four year Latin re-

quirement for admission had been
dropped in 1934. "In 1937 the col-

lege offered HO-'j courses and 14

majors. We had 820 students, a

Faculty of 73, and an instruction

budget of $351,672. Today we have
a Faculty of 118 and an instruc-

tional budget of $1,500,000. We
are offering 201/'2 courses to 1,130

undergraduates."
Cross-discipline courses were

And then again, it's an age of

excitement. In the outside world
we expect big things of the Ken-
nedy administration and we hope
that Mr. Schuman is right that
a third world war may never be
fought. Closer to home we wait
expectantly for John Sawyer's in-

coming administration and on a
selfish level hope that no more
wars, such as one in Laos, will be
waged in which we will be allowed
to participate. In this excitement,
we live in an age of some anxiety.
The RECORD will try, to use an

old phrase, to do as it sees fit in

this coming year. Sometimes It

will be "conservative", looking at
issues in the long run and viewing
the status quo or moderate chang-
es as the best possible way of do-
ing things. At other times it will

take a "liberal" view and crusade
for large immediate changes which
It feels will be to the college's ad-
vantage both in the short and In
the long run.

. . . and simmer lightly under
two feet of snow.

—DAVIS

inaugerated In 1939-40, leading to

the American History and Litera-
ture major. The major in Political

Economy was first offered in 1946,

and "has proved a distinguished
success."

PRESIDENTIAL POWERS
"There are some things that a

President can do to strengthen the
curriculum, notably by flowing
some free money Into areas that
seem to need reinforcement. His-
tory, Government, and Economics
were strong at Williams in 1937
and are much stranger today."
"The principle areas that need-

ed strengthening," Baxter con-
tinued, "were the natural sciences
and the humanities.'"

"The Physics. Chemistry, and
Biology laboratories had been built
in the nineties for a college of un-
der 360, they were ill equipped,
and wretchedly under-maintain-
ed." A small electronics laboratoi-y
was followed by the three story
addition between the Chemistry
and biology buildings.
HAPPIEST DAY
New physics and biology facili-

ties took second priority, after in-
creasing faculty salary endow-
ment, in the post-war fund drive.
The president recalled that "the
day we inaugerated these two fac-
ilities, with President Conant as
the guest speaker, was for me the
happiest day since the war end-
ed."

"As most of you know," he con-
tinued, "I have been just as eager
to build up the Humanities as the
other two Divisions . . . The prob-
lem, it seemed to me, was to con-
tinue the Classics with a staff

proportionate to the number of

students, and to build up the oth-
er areas in the humanities: the
modern languages, art, music, and
the drama."
Speaking of foreign languages

has been stimulated by language
tables in the dining halls, French
plays, and the language labora-
tory; Spanish became a major in

1950, and Williams now offers

three years of Russian, with a
fourth contemplated.
PRAISES ART DEPT.
"No department in the first di-

vision has done more to strength-
en interest in the Humanities at

Williams than the Art Depart-
ment," Baxter remarked. "Each
lecture in our introductory art

course since the war has had to

be given twice because of our lack

of a large enough classroom."
"The acquisition of the admir-

ably equipped Adams Memorial
Theatre in 1941 greatly stimula-
ted interest in the drama both in

the college and the community."
He noted also the contributions of
Professor Connelly's Public Speak-
ing courses, and the Philosophy
and Religion Departments to the
strength of the Humanities at
Williams.

QUALITY UP
Considering the curriculum in

general, Baxter observed that
"since the Faculty report of 1950,

we have Improved instruction at
Williams for the whole student
body as well as for the expanding
?roup who are candidates for the
degree with honors . . . Just as the
luality of the students has risen,

thanks to the heavy overapplica-

tion for admission, the quality of

teaching has risen, too.''

"How far can we go in provid-

ing small-course instruction? We
have a great deal more of it than
undergraduates find in the uni-

versities and in most small col-

leges, both in the size of sections

in the courses of the first two
years and In the number of cour-

ses, mainly honors courses, open
to upperclassmen."
ADVOCATES CHANCE
"On the whole, I believe we ov-

erteach. especially the better stu-

dents, who I think would be bet-

ter off taking four courses In-

stead of five, and having more
time for fewer term papers, for

their honors thesis, for auditing a

course or two, and for exploring

on their own."
"I think small discussion groups

are of great value, but that many
courses that vely on them entire-

ly could be as effectively given

with one lecture and two section

meetings a week, or two lectures

and one section meeting. The sav-

ing in manpower would be con-

siderable. Some of It could be ap-
plied to individual instruction."

President Baxter concluded by
saying that "curriculum changes

over the past two decades have
improved our teaching at Williams

but the largest part of our success

is due to the quahty of our teach-

ers and of our students."

"GREAT EFFECT"
"One great effect of good teach-

ing is that it leads many students

to seek to become teachers them-
selves ... I am more glad than I

can say that my successor is a
teacher of long experience who
has gained valuable experience

both at Williams and at two great

universities."

"You will discover that he is as

convinced as I am that just hold-

ing, the line is not enough and
that we must continually do bet-

ter."
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TV Performer Leads

Creative Arts Panel
BY JOHN WILSON

Three very articulate and cap-
able speakers made the Creative
Arts Panel of Career Weekend a
pleasure to listen to and to watch.
Under the chairmanship of tele-

vision performer Clayton (Bud)
CoUyer '31, the panel coiisisted of
Burnham Kelly '33, Dean of Cor-
nell's College of Architecture, and
Bruce Palmer '54, Instmctor of
English at Newark Academy and
author of the novels, Blind Man's
Mark and Flesh and Blood.

The discussion was initiated by
Collyer, who noted that to be real-

ly happy each person must do that
work which he loves best. ".Show
business," he remarked, "has a
higher rate of unemployment than
any other," so that anyone bound
In this direction had better pre-
pare himself for the struggle and
the disappointments along the
way to possible success

Digressing to the potential of
radio In the future of the enter-
tainment world, Collyer was par-
ticularly optimistic. "Today it's

all music," but radio "is not dead
by any means." As a means of pre-
paration for further steps into en-
tertainment. It is excellent, es-

pecially as background for tele-

vision.

STRUGGLES IN ARCHITEC-
TURE
Burnham Kelly, the second pan-

elist, opened his remarks by ex-
pressing his agreement with CoU-
yer's forecast of strugle for the
young creative artist. "The things
we manipulate in the physical de-
sign field are hard to explain un-
til you've done it,'" he said, sug-
gesting the amount of time and
effort which go into developing
the qualities of a good architect.

In the next two or thi-ee dec-
ades, Kelly went on, we should see
more building of physical plant
in the country than everything
since the days of the Indians.
Good architects are needed for

the job, especially in "the center
of cities, where we are taking
whole sections at a time," and In
rebuilding them, planning for "a
social and physical texture.''

MATTER OF INTANGIBLES
Architecture, he said, is largely

a matter of Intangibles, citing as
an example, the popular eliding

living room wall. In wintertime
the thing Is impractical and inef-

ficient in retaining heat, but come
spring, flowers, and coffee on the
veranda, the door justifies Its ex-
istence, "Q. E. D."
To master the intangibles and

to create, "you have to find out
who you are," suggested Kelly,

evincing concern for the education
and individualism of the young

Emcee "Bud"' Collyer '31

architect. Both are prerequisite to

this profession, where shifting

burdens to other shoulders is dif-

ficult and where the architects Js

constantly charged with "making
decisions" for himself.

ON WRITING
"The publishing business is like

a can of dog food. The exterior is

bright, but the stuff Inside all

tastes the same." Such is the op-
inion of Bruce Palmer, '54, who
ought to know, having written, as

he says, nine books, four of which
have been sold. "Writing is an
obsession as well as a profession,"

he said wryly. The same sort of

devotion to the written word is

required of the young author that

the entertainer has for his art. As
in the other two areas, he must
again be prepared for the inevi-

table setbacks.

Palmer depicted the qualities of

a writer as four in number: tal-

ent, but not necessarily a great

deal of it, as evidenced by the

deluge of third rate books which
swamp the market. "How many
can remember the name of a best

seller two years ago?" he question-

ed rhetorically. Perserverance: the

writer has to finish what he's

started. Long-suffering patience:

"It takes a decade to make one-

self a writer . . . , a lifetime to

make literature."

THE GOOD AGENT
And finally, there is the sym-

pathetic shoulder of a good agent,

who directs your books to the right

publisher, shakes your hand and
congratulates you if it is sold, and
then takes 10% of the $1,500 ad-
vance royalty check, which is just

about all the young writer ever

gets off his first book.
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operation Haystack: Purposes And Particulars
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Continued from Page 1, Col. 4

Working with Chaplain Eusden
on this program Is Sidney Lovett,

the former Yale chaplain, and now
connected with Yale-ln-Chlna,
who was able to give the Opera-
tion the backing of his organiza-
tion. Through the enthusiasm of
President Baxter and the Williams
Board of Trustees, Eusden was ab-
le to get financial backing for the
program.
NEED FOR SERVICE GREAT
"The need for our services in

Hong Kong is very great" Eusden
feels. "Those who would be taught
by us have the basics in English,
but lack the training in conversa-
tion, grammar and writing ability.
Such drill and practice is impor-
tant to them for good Jobs in
Hong Kong itself or their respec-
tive countries if they return. Al-
so it is very difficult for them to
obtain higher education in the
United States or elsewhere if they
do not have a thorough knowledge
of English. We would be teaching
not only refugees, but residents of
Hong Kong and students from all

over Southeast Asia.

OBVIOUS ADVANTAGES
"The advantages of such work

are many. There is the obvious
chance for Williams students to

correct the false image of the Uni-
ted States by face-to-face con-
frontation. We can do this not on-
ly by what we do for them but also

by just our presence among them,
answering questions, etc. Secondly,
there is the advantage of having
a sense of mission. This is not just
in the Christian sense, but in

helping where help is needed.
There is no other city in the world
where the gap between the rich
and poor is so great.

"Next, Operation Haystack has
tremendous vocational possibili-

ties. The actual contacts with

Brown '37 Discusses

Career Opportunities
By PETE JOHANNSEN

"The growth of the economy is

such that today there is a great
demand for college graduates in

all branches of business. When U
left college, we were in a depres-
sion. Jobs were few and far be-
tween, to the point that anybody
who got a job was very fortunate."

So commented Mr. C. Stuart
Brown '37, chairman of the Gra-
duate Committee on Career Week-
end, on the contrast between job
opportunities in 1937 and 1961.

He further stated that currently

most graduates "may pick and
choose" between several job of-

ferings. In comparison, "Less than
25% of my graduating class had a
job when they left Williams."

CAREER WEEKEND
Evaluating the third Career

Weekend in which he has partici-

pated, Mr. Brown said, "There has
been a deeper interest and less

sightseeing this year among un-
dergraduates." As chairman of the
Advertising Public Relations Pan-
el, he added, "I was impressed
with the type of questions asked In

this panel.''

Ml'. Brown stated he was pleas-

ed with the attendance, especially

in view of the bad weather, and
expressed his great appreciation

to all the alumni who wended their

way back to snowy Williamstown.
He also commended Clayton "Bud"
Collyer '31, on the success of Fri-

day night's discussion."
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those people by students interest-

ed in the ministry or priesthood
and in finding out about relief

and suffering will prove invaluable
to them. It will temper the amug-
ness that can be so harmful in
the ministry. Lastly, this experi-
ence will be highly educational
within the perspective of the
whole East-West struggle. The col-

lege is essentially western. But
there are Communist schools
nearby. Communist Influence is

everywhere. The Bank of China
in Hong Kong is Communist, for

Instance. Meeting all sorts of
Communists and knowing about
communism on the practical level

are advantages of obvious value.

APPLICANTS

Application forms for this pro-
gram will be ready at the end of
the week at the Chaplain's office.

The group will consist of four,

five or six students. Emphasis will

be placed on Juniors and Seniors,

but "we encourage exceptional
Sophomores and Freshmen to ap-
ply. A faculty selection committee
will choose those going by March
1st. The financial situation looks

good. The college has given us
$2500 for this summer. Room will

be supplied by New Asia College,

and we may get further help from
a foundation." As it stands now,
the trip should cost about $1000
for each individual.

Those selected will train in ad-
vance by taking a University of
Michigan course—"Teaching Eng-
lisn to Foreigners"—this semester
a'- Williams. Collateral reading on
Southeast Asia will be supplied.

and personnel from Yale-in-China
win give briefings on procedure.
"We plan to arrive about the first

of July and will stay for eight
weeks. We will fly directly to Hong
Kong aboard P an American
World Airlines.

BAXTER COMMENTS
President Baxter, whose back-

ing has been largely responsible

for Operation Haystack's estab-

lishment, feels that "the United
States has as great a stake in the
Far East as anywhere else. I think

that this program can do a lot as

far as giving those people (Chin-

ese) a better idea of the United
States. They have a sterotyped
impression of America and these

boys can help to correct their mis-
conceptions. Summer travel for

a lot of Williams men is not worth
ten cents on the dollar." In this

program, he seemed to feel, a stu-

dent would get his money's worth.
Explaining that the American

movement itself started at Wil-

liams, Baxter stated that this op-
eration "would bring into partner-

ship the tradition of the Haystack
Movement" with a modern inno-

vation.

"The operation is set up and
waiting for use;" E^isden ex-

plained. "There is a def-

inite need; and we hope there

will be a minimum of wasted ef-

fort. This program has the possi-

bilities of becoming one step, how-
ever small, toward better under-
standing between Communist
China and the United States. Such
understandings will be vital In

the near future."
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Career Weekend One Viewpoint
V. ~The. folluuxing article presents the view of one student on

li'nqttobe necessarily taken as the view of the editors of the

one student on the subject of "Career Weekend, and
RECORD.

. "I want to get to the top as fast

as I can," said the tan-sweatered

student. "Should I join a small

company or a large company?"

Other questioners were idealis-

tic, challenging. "What is the bus-

inessman's responsibility to Amer-
ican Society?" "Do companies

force conformity to a corporate

image?''

The dichotomy of these two at-

titudes shows the basic problem

of career weekend. It seems to be

designed with the intent to ap-

peal to all, selfish or altruistic, in-

formed or vague, interested or

merely curious. As such it is al-

most inevitably doomed to vague
and predictable generalities.

Sophomore Woody Lockhart's

question on whether employers
considered college students an in-

tellectual force or a collective

group of beer-swlUers .gained val-

idity from Friday night's perform-
ance. The technique of using a

"name" personality to draw hord-

es of spectators appeared a fail-

ure. To someone interested from
a^technical or sociological point of

view in the contemporary phen-
omanon of the professional emcee,
replete with an always ready
smile. Bud Collyer's perfonnance,
was fascinating. Without his ad-
mittedly glib, skillful direction the

panel probably could not have
come off at all. CoUyer was a dedi-

cated and perpetual performer,

but his relevance to a Williams
audience was highly doubtful. His

Jokes and habit-conditioned ref-

erences to "you ladles in the audi-

ence" were capped by his impas-
sioned Geritol commercial at the

midpoint of the program.

Most of the questions and an-
swers were predictable. It was un-
fortunate that many of the real-

ly challenging questions were
dealt with only superficially.

When confi'onted with controver-

sial queries on The Organization

Man, exploitation of foreign re-

sources, planned obsolescence, and
the responsibility of business to

American society, H. Schuyler

Cole's busy brows radiated integ-

rity as he denied all. His attitude

implied three healthy cheers for

the American Dream and a ifrm
conviction that if he built a bet-

ter soap the unwashed masses
would forthwith beat a path to

his door. A far more disinterested,

honest and creditable view of the
difficulties and rewards of gov-

ernment seiTice was given by John
H. Ohly. Unfortunately, too little

was heard from scientist Fieser

and educator Stevens. Ex-Record
columnist Stephen Botsford show-
ed great insight as, apparently
realizing that "Nothing" would be
a better title for the panel, he
maintained a bored silence

throughout. Asked for a revealing,

human-interest reminiscence on

BUT aren't you

OVERDOING IT

AliTTLE?

You can't overdo a good
thing. So be sure that you
have plenty of the brew
that gives you first beer
pleasure every beer
through. Always make it

Schaefer all around.

BY JOHN KIFNER
his first interview, and his sti-ug-

gle for success he waspishly snap-
ped "My mother was married to

the founder of the firm." Despite

the blasts at apathy usually con-
tained in these columns, students

seem to have an Intrinsic sense of

worth. Student attendance was
generously estimated at "maybe
150" mostly freshmen.

The activities of Saturday, how-
ever, met with universal approval.

These panels and consultations

would seem closer to the Ideals

and purposes of career weekend.
The real value of this institution

lies in introducing the rewards,
demands and values of various
profession to those seeking infor-

mation. This is especially valid in

the case of freshmen and late-de-

ciding seniors. The possibilities of

getting personal contacts and au-
torltative advice are provided by
the interview sessions. Approxi-
mately 400 students were estima-
ted to have attended the panels.

The attitude of many students

participating was disappointing.

A few minutes serious thought or

a cursory reading in many of the
fields would have elicited much
the same information as was
gleaned by questioners in many
panels. Yet many students exhibi-

ted a fatuous sense of self-satis-

faction at attending panels at all,

as if they had made a concrete
step toward the future. Even
more disturbing were the ques-
tioners who sought a success for-

mula or mold. What subjects

should I take; what should I ma-
jor in; what activities should I

go out for were perhaps the most
frequently asked questions. Rath-
er than taking Professor Stock-
ing's advice to search within
themselves, make an honest eval-

uation and then decide on a car-

eer, they seemed to wish to adopt
themselves to a .success image. The
Institutionalizing of a problem in-

to a "Weekend" seems for many
a satisfactory substitute for

thought, and the lure of a com-
muter ticket In a gray flannel poc-
ket is stronger than the spirit of

adventui'e and service.

Yet the majority of Williams
men must eventually leave the Ivy

tower, and their choice of a career

is perhaps the most Important de-

cision they will ever make. Thus,

President Baxter's judgment of its

Importance is not mere flattery.

While it is even more important

than Spring Housepartles, it

seems relegated to the position of

the off-est of off weekends. In to-

day's crucial times, the supposed

cream of American youth who

reap the benefits of a Williams

education cannot be content to be

merely good pushers of soap. Thus

Eric Widmer's closing question of

the Friday night panel aptly sums

up what we should ask ourselves

"Is your career the most impor-

tant thing in your life?" If it is

worthwhile. It should be.

So, we asked the typical Wil-

liams man, "How did you like the

Weekend?"

"Just great," he said, unfasten-

ing his sklls from his sports car.

"You just can't beat that Dart-

mouth Winter Carnival."
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RECORD Editors Achieve Distinction

In Diverse Fields After Graduation
The edltorship-in-chief of a col-

lege newspaper is a coveted posl-

I

tion in any academic community.
The post requires a high degret

)f leadership and creativity, and
it is interesting to note the highly
iuccessful postgraduate careers of

3ast editors of the Williams Re-
cord.

Three former editors-in-chief

leed no introduction to Williams
itudents: President James Phin-
ley Baxter in '14, James Mac-
?regor Burns '39, professor of Poli-

:lcal Science and noted author and
C. Frederick Rudolph, Jr. '42, pro-
fessor of History.

SEVERAL IN TEACHING
Several other ex-editors have

turned to the teaching profession.

After graduating from Williams as
class valedictorian, James W.
Hurst '32 went to Harvard Law
School, where he subsequently
made the Law Review. From Har-
vard, Hurst went directly to the
Supreme Court, as law secretary
for Justice Louis Brandeis.
After a few years of this valu-

able apprenticeship. Hurst joined
the law faculty of the University
of Wisconsin, where he is now pro-
fessor. He has utilized his liter-

ary background in numerous legal
articles, and in 1958 President Na-
than Pusey of Harvard presented
him with the James Barr Ames
Prize for his book. Law and Con-
ditions of Freedom in the Nine-
teenth Century.
WINS FULBRIGHT GRANT
Mitchell V. Charnley, Jr. '19 has

directly combined his work on the
Record with his teaching. Since
1934 he has been a distinguished
journalism professor at the Un-
iversity of Minnesota. In 1941 he
won an Alfred A. Knopf fellowship
to write a biography of Thurlow
Weed. Recently the State Depart-
ment awarded him a Pulbright
lectureship to the University of
Florence. Last year Wisconsin ap-
pointed him assistant Dean of the
College of Science, Literatui-e and
ihe Arts.

Several alumni used theh- Re-
cord posts as stepping-stones to
careers in newspaper work. The
most notable example is Raymond
A. McConnel, Jr. '36. McConnel
began his career locally, as a staff
reporter for the Troy Record.
Fi'om there he moved across the
country to Lincoln, Nebraska,
where he eventually became editor
of the Nebraska State Journal.
CAMPAIGN INNOVATION
In 1948, Newsweek turned the

national spotlight on his activities

in the Nebraska presidential pri-

mary of that year. Discovering
that the state law did not require
a candidate's consent to his en-
trance in the primary, McConnel
headed a bipartisan committee
that made certain that all pro-
spective candidates were presented
to the public. Although some cri-

ticized this as "an indefensible

violation of privacy", Newsweek
commended McConnel for giving

Nebraskans "a real and full choice
among all the seriously mentioned
Presidential possibilities."

McConnel also intiated a "Truth
Offensive" program to dramatize
the vital importance of UNESCO.
The U. S. National Committee for
UNESCO adopted a resolution that
followed his program.
WINS PULITZER PRIZE

In recognition of these activities
his paper was awarded the 1948
Pulitzer Prize for the "most dis-
interested and meritorious public
service by an American newspa-

per." McConnel himself was chosen
by the U. 8. Chamber of Com-
merce as one of the Ten Outstand-
ing Young Men of 1950. He was al-

so elected national director of the
Managing Editors Association of
the Associated Press. Recently he
accepted an editorial position with
the Independent and Star-News
in Pasadena, California.

POLITICAL POSITIONS
Edward L. Bacher "11 and Frank

W. Mcculloch '26 are both pre-
sently connected with the national
political scene. Bacher taught at
the Georgetown Foreign Ti-ade
School for four years. He was a
member of the Chamber of Com-
merce from 1920 to 1943, and dur-
ing that time he was departmental
head of foreign commerce, nation-
al defense and war service. For a
decade, from 1935 to 1945, he con-
ducted National Foreign Trade
Week in this country, and his
autobiography was written up in
the Washington Times-Herald.

ACTIVE IN LABOR
Prank McCulloch became active

in the Illinois labor movement
after he received his degree from
Harvard Law School. In 1935 he
was made a member of the Con-
gregational Council for Social Ac-
tion. A year later he was chosen
chairman of the Illinois Workers
Alliance, and he subsequently led
a state-wide sit-down strike for
higher wages and the right to un-
ionize.

Eusden Decries Loss

Of 'Sense Of Mission'
The decadence of our present

American civilization was decried
in Chaplain John D. Eusden's ser-
mon. "The State of the Union and
Career Weekend", in the Thomp-
son Memorial Chapel Sunday eve-
ning. Reverend Eusden spoke with
fire and conviction as he condem-
ned the softness and lack of na-
tional purpose in America today.
The chaplain began by pointing

out the lack of old time "elec-

tion sermons", when ministers
were called upon to preach ser-

mons stating their views on con-
temporary affairs. He went on to

state that Americans are now
seeking personal comfort and se-

curity, with "a minimum of so-

cial responsibility".

PRIVATE WELFARE
In its early history, the mission

of the United States was identi-

fied with freedom, Eusden ex-
plained. He quoted from the pre-
amble to the Constitution to sub-
stantiate this. Now the govern-
ment has made decisions opposed
to individual freedom. What has
happened?

"We are busied with private

goods, private wealth, and private
welfare.'' The fact that we present
to the world ... Is the face of the
individual or the family as a high
consumption unit with minimal
social responsibilities . . . the father
happily drinking his favorite beer,

the mother fondling soft garments
newly rinsed in a wonderful new
detergent, the children calling

from the barbecue pit for their

favorite sauce for their steak . .

.

Reverend Eusden closed by urg-
ing students to consider public
service, not just private welfare,
in choosing a career as he harked
back to Career Weekend. The var-
ious summer service projects avail-
able were also cited as opportuni-
ties for spreading our basic ideals.
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GREEN NEGROES
BY EDWARD VOLKMAN

If Negroes were green, there
would be no race problem in

the United States. The reason-
ing behind this seemingly friv-

olous statement becomes ap-
parent upon examination of the

nature of prejudice.

The main ingredient, com-
mon to all prejudice. Is xeno-
phobia. There must be a sharp
dichotomy between he who Is

prejudiced and he who Is the

object of prejudice. The line of

demarkation may be economic,
racial, religious or ethnic.

Prejudice is usually a two-
way street. But, this facet of

it Is often not apparent because
the group which Is "In", so to

speak, is united In a desire to

exclude the other group, while
the "out" group is split by its

members' desire to be accepted
or assimilated into the "in''

group. Further, when the min-
ority Is a substantial one. It

can be almost as effective as

a majority in resisting the con-

sequences of prejudice If It is

united in action, e. g., the

Southern sit-ins.

This leads us to the two me-
chanisms which cause the dis-

appearance of prejudice. The
first is assimilation. Western
society transformed itself so as

to provide social mobility or

the prospect thereof which
served as a carrot dangled be-

fore the proletariat to make it

strive for social improvement
and prsvented the development
of class consciousness.

The o'.hcr stimulant to the

disappearancs of prejudice Is

the creation of a .situation

which makes the maintainence
of the prejudice more costly or

painful than the relinquish-

ment of same.

The various prejudices that
have arisen in America (Jew-
ish, Catholic, Immigrant, Ori-

ental) have abated through the

medium of assimilation. While
it would be naive to state that
prejudice is dead in America,
it can be accurately described

as minor In scope. That Is, it

can be so described if one ne-

glects the Negro situation.

There would appear to be
many factors which separate
the Negro as a group from oth-
er groups which have been the

object of prejudice. The ob-

vious ones are the size of the
minority, the former slave sta-

tus, and the skin color. Yet, the
Catholic minority is larger and
Orientals differ in skin color

from the majority of the popu-
lace.

It can be gathered from rac-

literature that racism, A-
h ?rlcan style, Is composed of

fear and guilt. Guilt arising

from the dominant society's

treatment of the Negro and
fear arising from possible retri-

bution, and also, it would seem,
from the peculiar myth con-
tent that devolved In regard to

the Negro. The last is what
gave rise to the opening sen-

tence.

The American College Dic-
tionary offers eleven definit-

ions of "black" as an adjective,

eight of which are definitely of

a pejorative nature and two
which are mildly so. The Ne-
sro has been derogated by as-

sertions that he possesses many
Innate characteristics of a de-
meaning nature, none of which
have a basis in fact. Yet, there

undoubtedly are traits pecu-
liar to the Negro. This should
not be surprising ar the Negro
has a long history of relative-

ly strict inbreeding as a genetic

population.

The point Is that In attemp-
ting to deal with anti-Negro
feeling on a racial basis we
neglect the Irrational compo-
nents of prejudice which have
precluded peaceful assimilation

of the Negro Into the general

population. There undoubtedly
is a large area of myth, in our

literature, popular culture and
even in our souls, which is pri-

marily due to the Negro's

blackness. Recognition of this

highly irrational element will

enable us to deal with it In

terms of what it is, i. e., a
societal netu'osis. That is, it

is not amenable to rational dis-

suasion, it is desperately per-

sisted in, it is capable of moti-

vating violent action and it In-

hibits the freedom of its vic-

tims. Hence, one who is vic-

timized by this social neurosis

must dislike all Negroes.

Unless the bases of this neu-

osis are exhumed and analyzed,

the best that can be hoped for

is to drive the superficial symp-
toms underground; to repress

them. This is not enough.

Student Concert Features Kidd '63,McBean '61

In Works By Hindemith, Handel, Mozart, Frank
By ROBERT K. CIULLA

On Sunday afternoon, the De-
partment of Music presented a con-

cert featuring James Kidd '63,

pianist, and Bruce McBean '61,

organist. They were assisted by an
instrumental ensemble under the
direction of Thomas Griswold.
Bruce McBean played Handel's

Concerto for Organ and Orches-
tra in F Major along with three
shorter solo pieces: Brahm's Chor-
ale Prelude "O Gott, du frommer
Gott," Franck's Pastorale in E Ma-
jor, and Purcell's Voluntary on the

Doxology (Old Hundreth).
COMPETENT STYLE
The Handel Concerto was per-

formed in competent style by Mr.
McBean, and the orchestra pro-

vided an effective accompaniment.
The Andante was especially lovely,

played with a good sense of the

musical line. One feels however
that McBean is not quite in com-
plete control of his sensitive and
responsive instrument.
The frequent miscues and undue

acceleration of tempo, as in the

Allegro of the Handel, can in part

be explained by nervousness.

Nevertheless, this reviewer wished
that McBean had been more con-

fident and dominating in his tech-

nique.

ACOUSTICAL PROBLEM

Megaw, Stocking, Gifford Granted

Prizes For Planning Ideal College

Trustees Announce Appointments
Continued from Page 1, Col. 5

M. Hyde, instructors in History;

Hugh W. Klrkpatrlck, part-time
visiting Instructor in Physics; War-
ren F. Ilchman, instructor in Po-

litical Science; Hugo Lijeron and
Edward H. Worthen, instructors

in Romanic Languages; William
J.. Smith, poet in residence and
lecturer in English; and James G.

Taaffe, Thomas M. Woodson, John
I. Gardner, and Eugene Mirabelll,

Jr., instructors In English.

9 NEW APPOINTMENTS
President Baxter also announc-

ed the Trustees' approval of nine

new appointments to the faculty

for one-year terms for next year.

In addition to John Wyndham
Pope-Hennessy, new Robert Sterl-

ing Clark Pi-ofessor of Art, the new
appointees are: William T. Fox,

Instructor in Geology; William S.

Jacobson, Charles T. Samuels, and
Donald B. Stauffer, instructors in

English; Ronald W. Tobln, in-

structor in Romanic Languages.

Also: Karl M. Busen, part-time

visiting Instructor In Physics;

Gerhard U. W. Fritz and Charles

E. Taylor, both of the Class of

1961 here, graduate assistants in

Physics. Philip F. Smith, assistant

director of admissions, has been
named part-time instructor in His-
tory for the current semester.

The Trustees have granted as
well five sabbaticals and five

leaves of absence. Sabbaticals

were given to : Professor of Physics
Howard P. Stabler, Professor of

Art Whitney Snow Stoddard, and
Professor of Mathematics H. Wil-
liam Oliver, all for one year. Pro-

fessor of Psychology Arthur F.

Jenness and Professor of Drama
and Director of the A. M. T. Giles

Playfair have received sabbaticals

for the second semester next year.

The leaves of absence include:

Kermlt Gordon, William Brough
Professor of Economics, for one

year, to enable him to serve with

Profesors Walter W. Heller and
James Tobln on the President's

National Council of Economic Ad-
visors.

English Professors Gifford, Megaw and Stocking are recipient.^

of $1000 in prizes for essays on the ideal liberal arts college.

Three members of the Enghsh Department have won a co-.ileat

to formulate an original educational program and curriculum
suitable for a new college. First prize was won by Associate Pro-

fessoi- Robert N. E. Megaw, second by Morris Professor of Rhe-
toric Fred H. Stocking '36, and third by Associate Professor Don
C. Gifford.

The contest, ojien only to members of the Williams faculty,

was designed to elicit outline plans for a hypothetical small col-

lege which would be, in the eyes of the entrants, "the most
effective educational instrument" in the liberal arts tradition. Em-
phasis was placed on the opportunities open to an entirely new
institution to depart from traditional forms and methods in organ-

ization and teaching procedures.

Funds for the prizes, which were $600, $300, and $100, re-

spectively, were provided by a grant to the College from the

Thomas West Hammond Foundation, an educational trust of

Boston.

Both soloists faced problems
due to the poor acoustics in the

Thompson Chapel, but the pian-

ist's were greater because of the

position of the piano. Unfortu-
nately there was no alternative

to the arrangement. Both the or-

ganist and the pianist did very

well, on the whole, in balancing
with the orchestra.

James Kidd's major work was
the Mozart Ninth Piano Concerto,

K. 271, in E flat. It was given an
exciting reading. The first move-
ment was played at an exuber-

ant tempo, and the beautiful An-
dantine was given proper feeling.

FINE TECHNIQUE
The exciting Rondo finale was

begun at quite an exacting tempo,
but Kidd was able to overcome the
difficulties he set for himself. He
has a fine technique and excellent

musical ideas to go along with It.

The orchestra unfortunately had
its problems with the Mozart, be-

ing out of tune with good consis-

tency in the first movement, and
being left in the dust by some of

the more rapid orchestral passages
in the finale.

The most exciting performance
of the program was Kidd's rendi-

tion of the Hindemith Piano Son-
ata no. 3. It was performed with
effective climaxes and contrasts

by Mr. Kidd, who usually was able

to overcome the temptation to

over-pedal. Especially fine were
the Sehr-Lebhaft (very lively) and
Fugue - Lebhaft (lively fugue)
movements.

The Music Department will offer

another student concert In the
Spring. The next two offerings of

the Thompson Concert Committee
will feature pianist Beveridge
Webster, on Fi'iday evening, Feb-
ruary 17, and the KroU Quartet,

a week later, February 24.

PERSONAL

ATTENTION TO

PROBLEM GIFTS

AT

MARGE'S
GIFT SHOP

Colonial Shopping C^siter

LUPOQuality Shoe Repair

Al the Foof of Spring St.

Valentine's Day Reminders

Heart-Shaped Box Of Chocolates

(wrapped and mailed)

Alio

Chanel, Lanvin, Giierlain, Caron Perfumei

HART'S DRUG STORE

how to win by a head
Winning glances that lead to romance (s) are easy to come
by if you go buy 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic—made specially for

men who use water with their hair tonic. 'Vaseline' Hair
Tonic is 100% pure light grooming oil-replaces oil that

water removes. 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic won't evaporate, stays

clear and clean on your hair. And just a little does a lot

!

VASELINE HAIR TONIC
•VMCt'NC- •• • KCttliri*ID THkOIMARM Of SHm>IIOU0H-r«l*e-| lUff
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Varsity Wrestlers Defeated, 17-13,

By Visiting Coast Guard Grapplers
A sb-oiij; Coast Guard contiiiffeiit defeated the Williams var-

sity \vrestliiij{ team 17-13 Saturday iu the Eph's closest matcli of

the season.

Williams dominated the first half of the match. Jim Moodey
at 123 easily overpowered his O|)i)onent, nearly pinning him. Win-
ning on points, Moodey extended

his season wins to three, having

lost only to New England cham-
pion of Springfield.

BIEBER PINS
Jlm Bieber at 130 displayed su-

perior wrestling skill, pinning his

Coast Guard opponent at 2:53 of

the first period. Joe Dibella, voted

Most Outstanding Wrestler of the

New England Championships last

year, pinned outweighed John
Kifner in the 137 match. Captain
Skip Chase was unable to compete
due to a leg injury.

Larry Bauer, leading and in full

control of his oppenent, won by

default when the Coast Guard
147 pounder sprained his knee in

the second period.

The Purple team took none of

the four succeeding matches. Jeff

Howard lost to Lightner of Coast
Guard on points. In the closest

individual match of the afternoon,

at 167, Jack Staples lost by one

point on riding time. The match
pivoted on a controversial call by

the referee who ruled one of Sta-

ples' take-downs off the mat. Pi'ed

Noland lost to his shadow-boxing
opponent at 177.

As happens frequently, the

heavyweights had to wrestle the

deciding match, with the score at

14-13 in favor of Coast Guard.
The first period was a scoreless

draw, with Bill O'Brien of Wil-

liams taking the initiative in four
off-mat takedowns. The match
was decided in the final period,

however, with O'Brien losing by
a take-down.
The Ephs next meet UMass, a

team that Coast Guard has beat-
en decisively this season, and
stand a good chance of notching
a win.

Squash Players

Beat Canadians
The varsity squash team scored

their fifth straight victory of the

season, decisively defeating the

University of Toronto 7-2 Sat.

night on the Williams courts. The
Eph victory was highlighted by
three matches won in straight

games and two matches won by
incredible rallies.

Number one man Bruce Brian,

though hard pressed throughout
his match, was the first to de-

feat his opponent In straight

games. Brian's example was then
followed by Steve Thayer and Bill

Hyland.

BOTTS, BERNHEIMER RALLY
In the closest matches of the

day, Ephman John Botts and Len-
ny Bernheimer were both forced

to overcome large deficits to win
in five games. Bernheimer won
his match on the final point when
his opponent's desperation drop
shot hit the metal below the foul

line. The other Eph victories were
scored by John Leathers and Ned
Shaw, who easily disposed of their

opponents in four games.

Athletic Cancellations

The varsity basketball squad
will play Amherst on the op-

ponents' court, Tuesday, Feb.
21. The game, originally slated

for Saturday, Feb. 4, was re-

scheduled due to the bad wea-
ther.

The varsity swimming team
also cancelled its away meet
with the Colgate squad on Feb.
4 because of weather. The meet
has not been rescheduled.

The freshman basketball

squad cancelled its game with
the Lord Jeffs on Feb. 4. The
frosh have rescheduled the
game for Tues., Feb. 21, on the
Amherst court.

Hockey Tops Colgate

9-2; Freshmen Lose
Varsity hockey easily skated to

their tenth victory of the season
Monday, subduing Colgate 9-2 on
the new spacious Colgate rink.

Tommy Roe, the phenomenal
sophomore from St. Paul, Minne-
sota, scored four goals and three
assists to move up with the top
five scorers in the East.

The win was Williams' third

by a 9-2 count, Colgate sharing a
fate common to Amherst and
Hamilton. Unlike the first two
games, however, the purple took
a commanding lead at the outset
and never were headed. Unlike
early in the season when the Eph
icers were content to roar back
from first period deficits, the past
three games have shown Williams
stopping all enemy scoring efforts
lentil later in the game.

RESERVE STRENGTH
The entire squad saw plenty of

action in the free-wheeling battle.

Coach McCormlck alternated 3
lines, five defensemen, and two
goalies, giving his young squad
valuable game experience.
Much of the success of the '60-

'61 campaign is due to the depth
of the team, characterized by the
spirit and hustle of the "Chinese
Bandit" third line, the only five

man line in college hockey. With
the return of graying veteran
George Lowe, the screaming shots
of Emil Kratovil and Gene Good-
willie, the twisted, distorted ef-

forts of Nick Ohly, and the stac-
cato stickhandling of little Dougie
Maxwell, Bill McCormlck can
shuffle his lineups and keep the
opposition guessing.

ST. PAUL PUNCH
Last year, Williams was losing

heartbreakers to teams compar-
able to Colgate. The big difference
this year is the St. Paul second
line, centered by Tom Roe, with
Andy Holt on his left and John
Roe on his right. The line is a
natural, for the trio has years of
high school experience together
behind them. Tom is the stick-

handler, the precision shooter;
John, a converted defenseman,
swoops in off the wing with a
wicked backhand and an improv-
ing fake across the goalmouth;
Andy is the passer as well as the
rebounder. Together, the three
have dominated the scoring
columns of aUnost every Williams
game. Against Colgate, for exam-
ple, the second lii.e figured In all

but the last goal.

FRESHMEN BLANKED
Freshman hockey was soundly

defeated by the talented Colgate
yearlings, 7-0, directly after the
varsity contest, despite the excel-
lent goaltending of Joel Reingold,
who kicked out over 40 shots.
Playing 20 minute periods for the
first time, the freshmen never
stopped going full tilt against the
superior skating and stickhand-
ling ability of the opposition.

Ephs Win Mile Event

For Millrose Trophy
The Williams Winter Relay

team took first place in the John
O. Anderson One Mile College Re-
lay at the Millrose Games In "Ma-
dison Square Garden Friday night.
Running in the sixth heat, the
Ephmen defeated teams from Pro-
vidence College, CCNY, lona and
Columbia in the time of 3:28.

Leadoff man Dave Kleffer pass-
ed the pack after two laps of the
eleven lap race and the Ephmen
never relinquished the lead. Rick
Ash, Karl Neuse, and John Os-
borne followed Kleffer and stead-
ily increased the Eph lead.

Varsity Hockey Downs Both

Cornell And ^ew Hampshire
Two exciting wins, a 3-2 overtime thriller over Cornell Friday and a 6-2 triumnh against New

Hampshire, f'urtht<i' established Bill McCorniick's varsity icers among the top small college teams
in New England. The two wins put the Eph's record at 9 victories, two losses.

Williams drew fiist blood in the Cornell contest late in the first period as Johnny Hoe angled
shot

"

Middlebury Captures Carnival Title;

Ephs Drop To 7th At Dartmouth

Squash

Sherpas attached to Williams Outing Club prepare for assault on
Everest by packing snow on Townsend Slope at Berlin Mountain.

Changing conditions, a lack of

practice due to the finals' break,
and a shortage of specialization all

combined to drop Williams, with
490.5 pts., Into the seventh place
slot in the Dartmouth Winter
Carnival. "The guys had their pro-
blems" commented Tom Phillips,

captain of the Eph ski team, but
"if we ski up to our capacity we
ought to be up to Maine."

Choate

Defeats Freshmen
The freshman racquet squad

succumbed to an able Choate
team by a 7-0 score, Monday, Feb.
6. In spite of the lop-sided score,

the match was well played for the
inexperienced frosh.

The highlight for the day was
Charlie Elliot's fine match, which
went five games. The Eph num-
ber-four man won the first and
fourth games bi;t was finally beat-
en 15-13 by his exhausted Choate
opponent. Two other Ephmen,
Davis Taylor at the number three
spot and Frank Thayer at number
five, won their first games but
could not keep up the pressure
needed for wins. They both lost

by 3-1 scores.

Pacing the Choate squad at the
number one position was Heck-
scher, who was runner-up for the
Junior National Interscholastic
Championship, which was played
during Christmas vacation. He de-
feated Henry Stanton 15-6, 15-7,

and 15-13.

Coach Clarence C. Chaffee sta-
ted he felt "the boys did a good
job." He noted that only Taylor
had any experience playing squash
before coming to Williams.

Heckscher (C) df. Stanton (W)

:

15-6, 15-7, 15-13.

Vanderbllt (C) df. Birgbauer
(W): 15-7, 10-15, 15-9, 15-10.

Peckham (C) df. Taylor: (W)

:

13-15, 15-10, 15-11, 15-U.
Campbell (C) df. Elliot (W):

15-18, 15-13, 18-15, 7-15, 15 to 13.

Liberman (C) df. Thayer (W)

:

13-15, 17-15. 15-3, 15-8.

VanderHorst (C) df. Green
(W): 15-9, 15-11, 11-15, 15-9.

Bliss (C) df. Ranes (W) : 15-6,

15-10, 15-5.

The first three places in the
famous Carnival fell to Middle-
bury (586.6), Dartmouth (551.0),

and the University of New Hamp-
shire (543.2), respectively. The
comparatively poor Williams'
showing is as annual as the meet
itself, but Eph performances prac-
tically always improve In subse-
quent competition. Last year, for

instance, Williams came in eighth
in the Carnival, but later qualified

for the nationals with a ranking of

third place in the East.

The best Williams' performance
in the Fi'iday morning slalom was
turned in by Phillips, who took
12th place with two times of 59.0

and 56.8. The team score totaled

70.5 points, leaving the Ephs tied

with Harvard for 8th place. Fri-

day afternoon, over a slow course.

Spike Kellogg, the team's best

cross-country skier in one of its

strongest events, tied for ninth
position in a time of 60.42. 88.4

points and an 8th place finish was
the team total.

Over a "narrow and tricky"

downhill course, cleared by skiing,

Phillips turned in the best Eph
time, 62.0, and a 23rd place finish.

In this particular event, three out

of the next four positions were
taken by the Williams' contingent:

Gagnier (24th); Kellogg (25th);

and Rosendahl (27th).

Even the Finns at the Carnival

were hampered by the unusual
Jumping conditions and the falling

in a Pete Marlow shot from'the
defense. Meyers of Cornell opened
things in the second frame when
the loose disc skidded off a de-
fender's blade into the nets.

SEESAW BATTLE
The seesaw battle, featuring

more than its share of penalties,
tipped towards Williams again in
the third period when Tom Hoe
scored on a rebound. Cornell even-
ed the score minutes later and
was pressing when the final buz-
zer sounded.
The sudden death overtime had

gone but two minutes when Marc
Comstock who is most effective

at close range, scored the winning
goal on a scramble in front of the
cage.

Both goalies, Lang Kennedy of
Cornell and Williams' Al Lapey,
were called upon to perform their

gymnastics repeatedly through-
out the contest. Kennedy was cre-

dited with 31 stops to Lapey's 25.

T. ROE TOPS MARK
Brothers Tom and John Roe

again dominated the scoring col-

umns as Williams notched their

eighth win in 10 starts over New
Hampshire. Sophomore Tom offi-

cially broke the school scoring re-

cord of 32 points with a goal and
four assists. His record now stands
at 36 points with nine games to

go. John Roe provided the scoring

punch of the afternoon with a
three goal "hat trick."

John Roe put Williams In the
lead with 1:15 gone in the first

period on a scramble in front of

the net. Williams didn't score

again until late in the second per-

iod, John Roe again sinking the
disc. Throughout the first two
periods, the Eph defense did a fine

job of keeping the puck in the

New Hampshire zone. However,
as much as they dominated play,

Williams was continually missing
the net with their shots, or having
a pass intercepted.

The roof fell in the third period,

however, as Tom Roe netted a 15

footer and Marc Comstock follow-

ed on a picture play from behind
the net.

HEATH SPARKS DEFENSE
A major factor in the success

of the hockey team this year has
been the hard-hitting defensive

play of sophomore Mike Heath.
Heath, the most-feared checker
on the squad, rushes the puck well

and has an Improving shot from
the point. Mike scored his second
goal of the campaign in the third
period.

snow. Rosendahl, with Jumps of 99
and 102 feet and 17th place, was
the top Eph Jumper, with the
team as a whole ranking 5th.

Figured on the basis of slalom
and downhill results, the Alpine
comined netted the team 6th
place; and the nordic combined

—

calculated from the Jumping and
cross-country results— gave the
Ephs a 5th place rating.

HI FI -- STEREO COMPONENTS
H. H. SCOTT
AMPLEX

JENSEN
KLH

GARRARD
HARMAN-KARDON

Complete Stock of All Leading Manufacturers

BUILD YOUR OWN KITS
HEATHKIT— EICO — PACO — DYNAKIT — CITATION — H. H. SCOTT

AMATEUR RADIO Or CITIZEN'S BRAND EQUIPMENT

TUBES — PARTS — ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

SOUNDCO ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
COMPANY, INC.

147 Dwight St.

Springfield, Mass.

"Western New EngUmds Electronic Center
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Noble Scholarship Awarded To Eric Widmer '61;

Plans Study At Columbia In Far Eastern Affairs
Eric C;. Wicimer '61 is the winner of a .scholarship ^rant of the Edward John Noble Founda-

tion. The award carries a stipend of $2000 per year for as lonjr as the holder continues his graduate
study and the cjuality of his performance remains satisfactory.
Widmer received the grant for

study in the Graduate Faculties
of Columbia University, where he
will enter the Department of Far
Eastern Affairs. He Intends to

specialize In Chinese studies as
preparation for later work in

China in perhaps a journalistic or
a governmental capacity.

The Noble Foundation writes to

coUejes and universities of its

choosing, asking their presidents
to nominate outstanding seniors
President Baxter recommended
Widmer and Alan P. Bogatay to

the Foundation this year.

INTERNATIONAL FELLOWS
As an adjunct to his study at

Columbia, Widmer hopes to be
accepted In that University's In-
ternational Fellows Program
which entails cross-discipline stu

dy in a particular localized area
It Involves a summer area train-

ing program.
Widmsr, who came to William-

from Deerfield, Is a member o'

Gargoyle, the senior honor society

He last year received the Gros-
venor Memrial Cup, awarded an
nually to the outstanding member
of the junior class. Twice elected
president of his class, he is now
finishing his term as president of
the College Council.

A standout on the varsity foot-
ball and lacrosse teams, he served
ed last year as a Junior Advisor
Participating In the Mead Fund
Summer program, he worked in
the office of Chester Bowles, then
Congressman from Connecticut.

Ernest J. Simmons, Noted Lecturer,

Discusses Tolstoy; * War And Peace

'

A lecture entitled "Tolstoy the
Artist in War and Peace" will bs
delivered by Ernest J. Simmons of

Columbia University In Chapin
iibrary, Tuesday Feb. 14, at 8
'. M. The discussion, sponsored by
he Williams Lecture Committes
and the Department of Russian
at Williams, Is free to the public.
Dr. Simmons has been at Col-

ambia University since 1946,
^here he holds a professorship of
.iussian literature and is a mem-
oer of the Department of Slavic
l/anguages. He was chairman of
che Department of Slavic Langu-
ages there until 1958. The pro-
fessor has written a book on the
novelist he will discuss, titled Leo
folstoy, (1946).

He has received A. B., A. M., and
Ph. D. degrees from Harvard and
iias visited the Soviet Union on
oix occasions, first in 1928-29 and
again in 1932, 1935, 1937, 1947,
and 1958. Simmons taught at Har-
vard and then at Cornell, where
ne was chairman of the Depart-
ment of Slavic Languages and Lit-
irature from 1942-46, before co-
-ng to Columbia.
At various times he has been on

-he Joint Slavic Committee of the
American Council of Learned So-
cieties and Social Science Re-
search Council, the Academic

J. Baxter Is Immortalized In Snow
Freshmen Assured Rain Is Coming

BY LISLE BAKER
Once a year, as sure as death,

taxss, and College Chapel, the
Freshman Class attempts to play
Praxiteles. This year, under the
benevolent hand of the Purple
Key, the Class of '64 is trying to

carve a likeness of good President

Baxter out of a coUosal pile of

dirty snow.

Since Jim Caldwell's chain gang
has only had the design since
Sunday afternoon, construction
has gone on at a fast, furious
and fumbling pace. As this article

goes to press the dirty mess is

changing from an abstract horror
into more of a likeness of a frosty

thimble, only on a Batman and
Robin scale. Any moment now, we
expect to see crooks pop out of a

giant toaster and do battle with
Batman and his small friend.

Such considerations bother Jim
Caldwell not at all. He confident-
ly says that "the Job will be done,"
and there is good reason to believe

he will do the impossible. Cynics
in all classes have cried, "failure,

failure, you'll never get enough
snow." But Jim and his team have
got enough and more.

Fri.-Sat. Schedule
FRIDAY
8:30 Experimental Theatre: three

one-act dramas, by Piran-

dello, de Ghelderode, and
Beckett. Adams Memorial
Theatre.

9-1 All College Dance: Herb
Pomeroy and his Orchestra:
the Northern Lights, Baxter
Hall.

SATURDAY
9:30 Varsity Skiing (Downhill)

New Williams Ski Area
2:00 Varsity Swimming: Williams

vs. Bowdoin
1:00 Varsity Skiing (Slalom) New

Williams Ski Area
8:00 Houseparty Concert: Pete

Seeger and Joan Barz, folk

singers, Chapin Hall
7:00 Varsity Basketball: Williams

vs. W.P.I.

Still the skeptics ci-y "fraud''
and make suggestions for titles,

almost all of which are unprint-
able. One kindly soul suggested
raffling it off as a door prize
so that the winner could have
^ne inconceivable joy of placing
it on his coffee table and using
It for a conversation piece. An-
other offered to blow it up for
a Grand Finale to the Winter
Carnival. But in spite of such un-
gentlemanly comments, the
dauntless class of '64 rushes a-
iiead and prays for success, or if

.;nat falls, for rain.

Meanwhile, Tom Pox's Law has
been proven again: the number of

laborers is inversely proportional

CO the number of days spent work-
ing. The initially powerful labor

force has now dwindled to a few
orave members of the snow sculp-

ture committee and the candi-
dates for freshman class office,

all eager to prove their willing-

ness to give their all for the class.

Still the work goes on, and still

the sculpture looks like a dirty

popsicle, but we wish them well.

Ernest J. Simmons
Freedom Committee of the Am-
erican Civil Liberties Union, the
executive council of the Modern
Language Association and in 1953-
54 he was president of the Com-
mittee on Educational Future of
Columbia.
He has also been editor of the

"American Slavic and East Eur-
opean Review," and on the editor-

ial board of "The Slavonic Re-
view" in England, the "American
Slavic and East European Re-
view," and general editor of the
"Columbia Slavic Studies Series."

Dr. Simmons' publications in-
clude English Literature and Cul-
ture in Russia, (1935); Outline of
Modem Russian Literature 1880-
1940, (1943); and Through the
Glass of Soviet Literature, (1953).

Adelphic Union Plans

Debate On ' Ad Man

'

The controversial subject of ad-
vertising will be the topic of a
debate sponsored by the Adel-
phic Union and billed as "Madi-
son Avenue versus the Berkshlres.'"

The resolution is that modern ad-
vertising be condemned!

Constituting the opposition will

be two Williams graduates en-
gaged in the advertising business.

They are William Sussebrick, '53,

and James Haskell, '52. Support-
ing the affirmative will be Associ-

ate Professor Power of the Econ-
omics Department and Professor

Connelly of the Public Speaking
Department. The former will ar-

gue that advertising is economi-
cally wasteful. The latter will dis-

Continued on Page 3, Col. 3

Italy Phi Bete Topic

In Wednesday Panel
An analysis of "Modern Italy,"

her poiiucs, art and literature,

was given Wednesaay evening, m
Me Kamskelier oy Political Sci-

ence i^roiessor Vincent iriarnett,

Aro Proiessor Frederick Xacht, and
ijrovtr iviarsnall, Assisianc Pro-
iessor of Homantic Languages,
xhe discussion, moderated by
iViiKe Small '61 and sponsored by
one Phi Beta Kappa isocieuy, was
ill commemoracion of me cen-
Ltnnial of ihe uniiication of Italy.

Presenting the paradox of the
Classical Italian "nour of rom-
ance, wnen tne fragance of vhe
pasi, comes ihrougii lo tne pre-
sent'' and the contemporary
leality of the "noisy, dirty city,

.nat seems all out of control oi

Mose' wno Innaoit it. Barnet^
-list emphasized tne youtn of a
democratic system wnicn dates
iiom World War 11 and then pro-
ceeded to tackle tne question oi

whether, even in a progressing
country, a broad consensus on
atmocratic principles can be mad.,
vo form a truiy aemocratic socie-
ty." Dr. Barnett elaooratea on tnU
problem by explaining the cur-
rent political "iine-up and trends,
inciuaing tne character of tne
Communist left and tne demo-
cratic center."

COMMUNIST THREAT
Outlining History and mech-

anics of the young, democratic
government, he evaluated tne sig-

nificance of current Communisi,
influence in Italy. "The Commu-

nist Party has gained strength
even though there has been"
much economic growth ana re-

covery since the War. ' This does
not undermine the tneory tnat as
wealth increases, commuiusni will

lobC Its iniiuence. 'ims iimaence
lies caleiiy in "tne depressed,
agrarian areas of tne country."
ine cnalieiige lies, ne leeis, in
completing tne tax reform and
aeveioping the poor "ooatn" be-
lore coinuiunist iruiuence uccomeo
permanent.

Barnett views the communist
vote as a primitive 'proi-est vote
against tne present puutiCai ;juua-
tion of a uatnoiic-aouiiiiai,da

Ciiristian Democrtinc raity in
power. It is tne cnauenge oi Ital-

ian pontics toaay to pr^viue "lor
an euiergdnce oi real alternatives
in pontics."

L,lcril ON ART
Tne reason tnat Italian Art has

always eiijoyea a "traan/ion of
icaoeiship in J<;urope" aim has
always been 'so inuuensciy heai-
tny is, accoruing to ivir. luicni,

i/flat it IS based on a constant cor-
respondence DctWten tne artist

ana the major oiock oi tne popu-
lation."

Adnering to tradition, the arch-
itectui'e 'moves Qirectiy oat of
public need ' and is 'CdiTiea ofi

with dignity and a proiouna seiidj

of beauty.' "Brilliant" in cnarao-
ter, contemporary Italian arcni-
tecture can extract a "maximum
of beauty out of nothing more

Continued on I'age 3, Col. Z

Keynes Delivers Zambezi Lecture

In Entertaining Evening At AMT
BY ED JUST

"Livingstone would have turned
over in his grave, had he seen tne
skyscrapers and gas stations in
Rnodesia," commented Quentin
Keynes, explorer, inventor, ana
literary critic, describing his Af-
rican safari during the summer oi

1958. The lecture, entitled, "The
Zambesi, I Presume," was held in

the AMT last Monday night.

Keynes explained that tne pur-
pose of the safari was to retract

Dv. David Livingstone's journey to

the source of the Zambesi River
in 1859 and to see the changes
tnat had occurred in the sur-
rounding area during the 100 yeai
period. Continuing in his rapid
A-itty, English accented manner Oi

jpeaking, Keynes made constant
.eference to an original letter tha.
-.ivingstone had left at the mouti.
jf the Zambesi in a bottle, in hop.
jf a British naval ship finding it.

ihe letter described the land and
,ne people, and noted where ht
ad carved his initials. Keyne.
nade the discovery of the initial.

DL'', carved on the Inside of a

.loUow tree, some 72 feet in cir-

cumference.

Seeger, Pomeroy, Baez Will Entertain On Weekend

As Carekee Williams Students Make Merry Plans

Performers for the traditional houseparty concert and dance will be Pete Seeger, Joan Ba;z. and
Herb Pomeroy. Pomeroy's nationally-known band will provide music for the dance Friday night. Seeger,

long known as a folk singer, and .loan Baei, more recently risen to fame, will perform at the folk music
concert Saturday night.

The Zambesi, Africa's third
largest river, winds tnrough Rhod-
esia and Mozambique to tne In-
dian Ocean. Livingstone made his
way from the moutn to the source,
a relatively small spring in Nor-
thern Rhodesia. The small group,
however, composed of Keynes,
Dave Coughlin '61, Sir Lawrence
Olivier's son, Tarquln, and Afri-
cans did the reverse, beginning at
the source. Keynes recorded the
entire Safari on Film, capturing
such natural beauties as "the im-
mense grandeur and mistiness" of
the 350 foot high Victoria Falls,
discovered by Livingstone in 1854.
He also filmed lions, elephants,
rare birds and antelope at ex-
tremely close range.
HYDROELECTRIC POWER
Commenting on social trends, he

remarked that city sophisticates'
attitude toward their tribal danc-
ing and rituals was one of super-
iority mixed with approval that
the customs lived on. A second de-
velopment was that of hydroelec-
tric power and a 450 mile lake re-
sulting from the Kareba Dam.
'This is the greatest change in
the area since Livingstone's time,"
stated Keynes. The dam seems an
anomaly when contrasted with the
surrounding undeveloped and
sparsely populated land.

Sunday Schedule
For once a houseparty Sunday

should prove Interesting and ex-
citing. By 9:00 A. M. the stalwart
members of the cross-country ski
t3am will be swinging into their
grueling race through the Savoy
Forest.

BAXTER IN CHAPEL
The speaker at ths .special 11:00

chapel service will be president
James Phlnney Baxter III. Presi-
dent Baxter's speech will be en-
titled "The Whole Armor of God "

SKI JUMP
At 1:00. President Baxter will

dedicate the new college ski area
at Berlin Mountain.
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Purple Key Proposal
RESOLVED:

Recognizing the necessity and the value of the Spring trips

taken by the Williams athletic teams, yet also aware that many of

these trips involve engagements in areas and against schools which

prohibit integrated athletic contests, "The Purple Key Society", in

its capacity as the liaison between the Athletic Department and

the student body, urges the members of the Department of Ath-

letics to investigate training schedules in terms of discriminatory

policies, and as a result of the investigation, be prepared to offer

alternatives to the present itineraries.

Through the baniihig of discrimuiatory clauses in the con-

stitutions of fraternities at Wilh'ams and through the success of

Total Opportunity at Williams this fall, it has become a policy

of the college to rid itself of any vestiges of institutionalized dis

crimination. The Purple Key's proposal is consistent with the ac-

cepted princi]3les of the Williams community. It simply carries

these principles into the field of athletics.

This issue has recently attained national prominence in the

realm of major league baseball. A short time ago, the New York

Herald Tribune printed an editorial commending the Yankees

on their attempt to quarter their negro and white ballplayers in

the same hotel in St. Petersburg:

The Key ]jroi)osal vvoukl do the same thing for Williams

teams. No squad, it suggests, would go South to stay where Ne-

groes would DC excluded. No team would be scheduled which, be-

cause of legal or social resistance, would refuse to play an inte-

grated team. New itineraries would be consistent with the schools

position on discrimination and would avoid any misinterpretation

of this position in the future.

C. C. Elections
For the proper functioning of student politics there is a need

for good, po]5ularly elected leaders.

This year there has been a maximum of inefficiency sur-

rounding the circulation of petitions for prospective College

Council candidates. The RECORD suggests this change in the

mechanics of circulation. The circulators should be required to

pick up the petitions within a short S])ecified time—say from 8:00

a.m. until noon on Monday. Then the RECORD, or the DAILY
ADVISOR, could jirint the names of each circulator and his can-

didate and put this information before the entire student body
before another specified time, say 1:00 p. m. Wednesday. After this

time the circulators would be allowed to carry around their re-

spective sheaves of pa]5er and get them signed. Thus no one would

use up his three signatures before knowing whether he was giv-

ing them to candidates he really wanted to run.

Confusion has surrounded the present system. Those names

Erinted in this issue may be entirely unrepresentative of the final

allot. Some prospective candidates may not have their petitions

filled in the rec|uired time; others may have petitions circulated

for them, and filled, any time through Friday.

The Class of '63, a prime example of the chaotic conditions,

is circulating 25 or more |)etitions, eacli requiring the necessary

40 signatures. Since mathematically that class of less than 300

members cannot muster enough signatures at three pev man, some

signers will inevitably have written their names in a losing cause,

their man will never get his name on the ballot.

If voters knew earlier whose petitions they might sign, there

would be a greater possibility of the best-(|ualified candidates

reaching the ballot and eventually attaining office. It's better to

take some part in campus politics by signing in ignorance rather

than not at all, but it would be best if the electorate could be

sure of getting the men they want on the ballots.

Letters to the Record:

Creen Negro:
Mr. Ed Volkman, writing of

"Green Negroes," gathers a true

potpourri of banalities, absurdi-

ties, and omissions together.

Prejudice requires differentiation

between the "in" and "out"'

groups. True, the "ins" are united,

but the "outs" are atomized by
individual desires to become "ins".

Volkman does not point out what
jccurs here. The "outs" lose all

group consciousness. In itself, this

does not assure assimilation, but
.he opposite precludes it.

Now, in the case of the Negro
Ms process becomes impossible;

.he Negro cannot change his skin.

Thus, whereas numerous minori-

jes are assimilated through the
OSS of differentiating factors and
Janices, this avenue is closed to

the Negro. Anti-Negro prejudice

is a basically different problem.
Volkman then discusses the

bases of this prejudice: fear,

guilt, and mythology which re-

volves around "blackness." So far

nothing original. But he infers

from this that a "societal neur-
osis" with those infected forced

to dislike all Negroes. Even among
that group which has become the
scapegoat of Northern "liberals",

the Southern whites, there is in

fact no such hatred.

Let us transcend Volkman's rea-

soning. Prejudice is learned be-

havior; it does not arise spontane-
ously. Thus it can best be termed
morality—a value system. I am
not championing these values,

merely identifying them for what
they are. As yet I have avoided
value judgments.
Thus prejudice today is a phil-

osophy which assigns the Negro
a lowly place in society. It be-

comes hate only when attempts
are made to disturb the philoso-

phy.

The rationality involved must
then be redefined. No system of

morality is rational at its base,

but given its premises it may work

HAPPY CARNIVAL

Call

ALLSOP'S

WHEN YOU'RE

THIRSTY

DELIVERY SERVICE

DIAL GL 8-3704

134 COLE AVE.

WILLIAMSTOWN

DONT

MISS

THE

SKI CLOTHING

SALE AT

THE LOFT

(over Allsop's)

134 COLE AVE.

PHONE GL 8-4412

itself out with internal logic. This
is the case here.

There is another neglected fac-

et. This involves attitudes arising

less from prejudice than self-in-

terest. These stem from observa-
tion of the actual Negro sub-cul-

ture in the United States. The
backwardness of this sub-culture
has led all but extremists (on both
sides) to advocacy of gradualism.
Total integration of the Negro
Into society is a long way off.

Oversimplification, such as Volk-
man's is not at all edifying. It is

aimed more at grinding an axs
that portrays reality. There are

numerous scrambled-eggheads
who refuse to accept rationality

except as it is contained in their

thoughts. Yet they are irrational.

They are blind to the true nature
of prejudice and the true state of

the Negro sub-culture.

By now the moralists are un-
doubtedly outraged because this

has not been a diatribe against
bigets. In one sense it is. It is no
defense of bigotry, and bigotry has
two faces. But beyond this, I am
indicating that diatribes are not
called for. Morality—not moralism
—is needed. Discrimination is

wrong and not the creation or
fault of the Negro. This is basic.

But it is not a case of the lOevll

working through corrupt and per-
verse me:i. This is too basic.

So no diatribes and no distor-

tions. This is a complex problem;
there is no simple solution. Nor
is there any simple cause. Enemies
of prejudice are done a disservice

by those who through distortion

and oversimplification deprive the
position of any semblance of in-

ternal logic or rationality.

Jon Searles

Letters:

John E. Sawyer:
I have not seen in any of the

accounts of John Edward Sawyer
mention of the fact that he is the
son of the late William H. Sawyer
of the Class of 1908. I am sure all

Williams men are delighted with
the election of Mr. John Edward
Sawyer as President of Williams,

but the members of the Class of

1908 have a special pride and sat-

isfaction in the choice. His father
was a man whom his classmates
held in the highest esteem and in

affectionate regard. We are con-

fident that the new President Is

a most worthy son both of his

father and of Williams.
Yours sincerely,

Sumner Ford

Classes Vote Monday
- 52 Seeking Offices
The Juniors, Sophomores, and

Freshmen will hold elections for

class officers and representatives

to the College Council on Monday
between one and eight P.M. in

Baxter Hall. The College Council,
which runs the elections, will man
separate voting booths for each
class.

A president and secretary-trea-

surer will be elected along with
three members to the College
Council for the Juniors, two mem-
bers for the Sophomores, and one
member for the Freshmen. Pre-
ference for candidates will bs
marked on the ballots numerically
and in reverse order, that is

the Juniors will mark their

preferences 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, the Soph-
omores will mark their preference

4, 3, 2, 1 and the Freshmen will

mark their preference 3, 2, 1. The
ballots will consist of a list of

those registered candidates who
were able to garner forty petition

signatures from their classmates.

THE CANDIDATES
Class of '62: Jere Behrman,

Chip Black, Rob Durham, Bruce
Grinnell, Bob Henry, Fenner Mil-

ton, Bob Panuska, Skip Ruther-
ford, John Shoaff, Pete Thorns,

Bill Vaughn, Phil Wirth.

Class of '63: Reece Bader, Joel

Barber, Russ Bradley, Stuart

Brown, Bill Boyd, John Churchill

Mike CoUyer, Gordon Davis, Ter
ry Davis, Ash Edwards, Tony Pah-
nestock. Brooks Goddard, David
Jeffrey, Morris Kaplan, John Kif-

ner, Frank Lloyd, Roger Mandle,

Sandy McPeck, Allen Mondell,

George Renwick, .41an Bchlosser,

Robert Seidman, Mike Totten,

Roger Warren, Winston Wood.

Class of '64:; Lisle Baker, Terry
CoUison, Bob Denham, John Fos-

ter, Dennis Helms, Robert LeRoy,
Dick Magnuson, Leo Murray, Reg-

gie Ray, Mike Reilly, Hall Reecks,

Bill Rose, Bob Warner, Peter Wil-

ey, Victor Youritzin.

HOWARD
JOHNSON'S
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Amherst Ends Compulsory Chapel;

Still Must Attend Secular Meetings
Reprinted from the Amherst Stu-
dent:

Monday January 30—Preslden'
Plimpton announced this mornln'?
that Religious Chapel has been
abolished, and is now a relic of

the past.

President Plimpton's decision
was delivered to undergraduates
this morning in his "Chapel" talk
and the administration's action
was reported to the College Trus
tees in their meeting In Washing-
ton this weeltend. "It is time for
a new phrass to be coined to re-
place the term 'chapel'," the Pres-
ident said.

"CREATIVE EXPERIENCE"
President Plimpton accompan

led his statement abolishing re-
ligious Chapel with a defense of
secular chapel as a valuable Col-
lege institution whose quality
needs to be improved. "Since secu-
lar meetings in Johnson Chapel
will still have required attendance
I am anxious for these msetings to
bs top-flight affairs," .stated Pres-
ident Plimpton. "I would hope this
morning gathering of the .student
body can be a real creative ex-
perience: it can be a learning
positive part of college life if it

is approached with attention and
comprehension."

In his talk this morning, the
President addressed himself to the
purpose and advantages of secular
Chapel. He pointed out that the
unifying effect of "touching as

FOR
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Three Sports Highlight Carnival

Skiing, Swimming, Basketball Here

Grinnell, Newton Head Grid Squad;

Rutherford, Ryan Soccer Captains

Juniors who will lead their teams next fall. Left to rieht: Newton,
Grinneli, Rutherford, Ryan.

At the football team's annual
banquet Tuesday evening Bruc.=.

Grinneli and John Newton were

chosen co-captains of the Wil-

liams varsity football team. A few

days earlier it was announced thai

the soccer team had elected as

co-captains Skip Rutherford and
Bill Ryan.
Newton, from Holyoke, Mass.,

and Grinneli, from Northampton,
played football against each other

in grammar school and later in

prep school, Newton for Exeter

and Grinneli for Deerfield. The
two first played together as Wil-

liams freshmen on a team which
lost only one game and was Lit-

tle Three champion.
AUTUMN PROWESS
On the gridiron this past fall

left-halfback Newton was the sec-

ond best ground-gainer for the

Ephs, with 210 yards for a 3.7

average. Quarterback Grinneli

played behind John Whitney and
completed 14 out of 32 passes for

255 yards. Often Grinneli shone
as a running and blocking back.

Ryan lettered in soccer his last

two years at Baldwin High School

'64 Swimmers Lose;

Wester Nips Record
On Feb. 8, the Williams fresh-

men swimming team lost to its

toughest adversary of the year,

Deerfield Academy, by the small

margin of 49-37. The Eph team
held the lead until the last tWO

events of the meet: the 200 yard
medley relay and the 200 yard
freestyle relay. Every man per-

formed well in many cases, better,

than could be anticipated.

WINNERS
John Wester led the team by

taking two firsts, one of which
broke the 200 yard individual

medley freshmen record that he
set earlier this year. His record

now stands at 2:22:00 for this

event. Bill Bachle also placed

first in two events, with Sandy
Kasten a close second in both.

Dick Herberich and John Mor-
row rated first and second, re-

spectively, in the 100 yard breast-

stroke.

PREVIEW
The freshmen will meet Wes-

leyan at Wesleyan on Saturday,

Feb. 18, for their next meet. Af-

ter Wednesday, the prospects for a

winning streak which would carry

them through the Amherst meet,

seemed good. This meet will be

held at Lasell Gymnasium on Sat-

urday, Feb. 25.

QMi JL^

ENDS SATURDAY
2 NEW FEATURES
WALT DISNEY'S

"TEN WHO DARED"
In Color

Plus

"IN BETWEEN AGE"
SUN., MON., TUES.
"LET NO MAN WRITE

MY EPITAPH"
with

Burl Ives Shelley Winters

Ello Fitzgerald Jean Seberg

ALSO NEW!
"DESERT ATTACK"

John Mills Sylvia Syms
Feb. 15 "MIDNIGHT LACE"

on Long Island. His senior year
there he was captain and all-
county. In his three years at Wil-
-iams he has always filled the
starting right full-back slot. Buth
jrford began his soccer career a.
ilpiscopal High School. In his fi-

nal year there he made Washing-
con, D. C, All-Metropolitan ana
was selected as player of the year
A speedy lineman, Rutherforc
scored four goals this past fal
and led the team in combinec
ioals and assists.

jpring athletes
All four men participate ir.

ipring sports. Grinneli pitches fo.
.he baseball squad, Newton play.,

ihortstop, and Ryan catches
Rutherford employs his swiftnes..
jn the lacrosse team.
Grinneli and Newton replace Lou
GLzzetti as leaders of the footbal.
squad, and John Whitney who ac-
ted as captain after Guzzetti was
injured in the first game of the
season. Ryan and Rutherford re-
place '60 co-captains Ben Field
ind Bobby Adams.
BAXTER HONORED
The football team's banquet was

given at the Faculty Club by Pres-
ident J. Phinney Baxter and Mrs.
Baxter. At the banquet the team
and coaching staff presented the
retiring president with a nearly
regulation-sized mounted silver

football in appreciation of Bax-
ter's support for football through-
out his years at Williams.

A variety of sporting events this

weekend will supplement the soc-

ial calendar to round out the Win-
ter Carnival schedule.

Ski events, the prime attraction

of the Carnival, will take place

in the morning and afternoon

both Saturday and Sunday. At
that time, the new ski area will bs
dedicated and opened for competi-
tion. Saturday there will be an
afternoon swim meet, to be fol-

lowed by freshman and varsity

basketball games.
Williams will be involved in a

ski meet with Middlebury, Dart-
mouth, New Hampshire, Norwich,
Paul Smith, Harvard, and Ver-
mont. These teams all participa-

ted in the Dartmouth Carnival

ast week in which Middlebury
won first place. Williams placed

seventh in their first meet.

Captain Tom Phillips Jeads the

Ephs in alpine events, Spike Kel-

logg in cross-country, and Bruca
Gagnier in jumping.
The order of events has been al-

tered from the originally publiciz-

ed plans. According to the new
schedule, the downhill events will

take place Saturday morning at

9:30; the slalom, that afternoon

at 1:00, both at the new ski area.

Sunday morning, the cross-coun-

try will be held at Savoy Forest,

east of North Adams. The carni-

val will be climaxed by the jump-
ing event, Sunday afternoon at
the ski area.

Finnish ski-jumper Ossi Lask-
onen exhibiting his modern aero-

dynamic style in demonstration at

college's new 45-meter jump on
Tuesday.

Why should you buy your ski equipment

in Williomstown ?

1. We are recognized as one of the top

ski shops in the nation.

2. Any complaints or adjustments are

handled efficiently here.

3. We know New England terrain and

the type of equipment needed.

4. You are sold by our expert who backs

up our merchandise.

5. Naturally-like a car dealer we ser-

vice our skis in our own repair de-

partment.

6. Our prices ore as low or lower than

in the city.

BUY HERE AND BE SATISFIED

House Of Walsh Ski Shop

Eatablished 1891

SWIMMING AND B. BALL
Two o'clock Saturday afternoon,

the Williams .swimming team will

be pitted against Bowdoin. The
Eph swimmers are 2 and 1 so

far this season. Bowdoin is 4 and
1.

Highlighting the meet will bs
several closely contested battles.

The 50 yard freestyle will match
Eph Tom Herschbach against
Bowdoin's New England intercol-

legiate champion, Tilton, Terry
Allen will test Scarpino of Bow-
doin in the 200 yard backstroke.

In basketball, Williams will try

to continue their winning ways

In a game with WPI. The Eph.s

will be out particularly to stoii

6' 6'' sophomore center Henry
Schroeder and Andy Edelman
who scored 18 points in last year':

86-79 Williams victory.

The purple hoopsters will bi

seeking their thirteenth viotor\

against only two official losses

Bob Mahland, with a 21.4 point
average per game, will lead thi

Ephs offensively. Dan Vorhees ami
Sam Weaver, leading the team

with 139 and 129 rebounds re-

spectively, will try to keep the

Ephs in control of the ball.

OnCampus
with

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

"A GUIDE FOR THE DATELESS"

With the cost of datiiifi; rising liiulier and liiuhor it is no wonder

tlmt so niiiiiy of us men aro turniiif!; to discus tlirowiiiR. Niitur-

ally, wp would prefer nuzzling warm coeds to flin^inij; cold

disci, but who's got tiitit kind of money? Prices boiuR what tiiey

are, tlio avcniKO man today has a simi)lo choice: dating or eating.

ITnipss the average man happens to be I'liister 8igafoos.

Finstcr cainn to college with the normal ambition of any

average man: lie wanted to find the prettiest coed on campus

and niaki' her his. Mr looked long and carefully, and at last he

found her— a tall job named Kretchma Inskip, with hair like

beaten gold.

lie asked hor for a djitr. She accepted. He apjiearcd at her

sorority house that night, smiling, eager, and carrying a bouquet

of modestly priced flowers.

"Now then," said Kretchma, tossing the sleazy flora to a

pledge, "where aro we going tonight?"

Finster was a man short on cash, liut long on ideas. He had

))re|!ared an attractive plan for this evening. "How would .you

like to go out to the Ag cami)us and .see the milking machine?"

he asked.

"Ick," she replied.

"Well, what voiild you like to do?" lie asked.

"Come," said she, "to a funny little place I know just outside

of town."

And away they went.

The place was Millionaires Roost, n simple country inn made

of solid ivory. It was filled with beautiful ladies in backless

gowns, handsome men in dickeys. Original Rembnindts adorned

the walls. Marlboro trays adorned tlie cigarette girls. Chained

to each table was a gypsy violinist.

]i'instcr and Kretchma were seated. "I," said Kretchma to

the waiter, "will start with shrimps remoulade. Then 1 will have

lobster and capon in nuideria sauce with asparagus spears. For

dessert I will have melon stuffed with money."

"And you, Sir?" said the waiter to I'^inster.

".lust bring Tue a puck of Marlboros," rcjilied Finster, "for

if ever a man needed to settle back and enjoy the mild benefi-

cence of choice tobacco and easy-drawing filtration, it is the

.shattered hulk you see before you now."

So, smoking the best of all possible cigarettes, Finster watched

Kretchma ingest her meal and calculated that every time her

fetching young Adam's ajiple rose and fell, he was out another

97;!. Then he took her home.

It was while saying goodnight that Finster got his brilliant

idea. "T.isten!" he cried excitedly. "I just had a wonderful
notion. Next time we go out, let's go Dutch treat!"

By way of rei)ly, Kretchma slashed him across the face with

her liousemother and stormed into the house.

"Well, the hock with hor," said Finster to himself. "Slie is

just a gold digger and I am well rid of her. I uin sure there are

many girls just as beautiful as Kretchma who will und(-rstand

the justice of my position. For after all, girls get iw nmch
money from honie as men, so what could be more fair than
sharing expenses on a date?"

With good heart and high hopes, Finster began a search for

a girl who would ajiiireciate the eciuity of Dutch treat, and you
will be pleased to hear that he soon found one— Mary Alice

Hematoma, a lovely three-legged girl with sideburns.

® lOfll Mas Shulmfta
• • •

We're no experts on Dutch treat, but here's an American treat
we recommend irith enthusiasm—Marlboro's popular new
partner for non-Hltersmoker»-thtPhilipMorria Commander.
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Behrman, Kaplan And Ray Elected

With 76pc. of Student Body Voting
Witli 76% of the student body voting, Jere Behrman '62, Morris Kaplan '63, and Reggie Ray

'64 were elected class presidents in the class elections.

The junior class had the lowest percentage (55%-152) of voters, as Skip Rutherford was chosen
Secretary-Treasurer, and Pete

{Thorns, Rob Durham and Chip
Black were elected College Coun-
cil Representatives. Bruce Grin-
nell and Phil Wirth will be first

and second alternates. Besides
Kaplan, Milce Totten was elected

Secretary-Treasurer of the Sopho-
more class and Stu Brown and
John Kifnsr, CC representatives.

Bill Boyd and Bob Seidman will be
the alternates. ^6% of the class

participated in the election (219

voters).

High Frosh Turnout
The Freshman class had an un-

usually high participation percent-
age (91%), as 279 voters elected

Ray, president, Lisle Balcer, sec-

retary-treasurer and Bob Warner,
CC representative, with Reily and
CoUison filling the alternate slots.

Jere Behrman is the present
Junior class president and is sec-

retary of the CC. A JA, Jere is al-

so a Physics Honors Major and
has been on Dean's List for five

semesters. He has served on the
Honor System and Discipline

Committee and the CC Finance
Committee. He received the Bene-
dict Prize for the outstanding
math student and is a Tyng and
National Merit Scholar.

Morris Kaplan is on the Becord
staff, a member of the Lecture
and Curriculum Committees, Vice-
president of Delta Phi and a CC
Alternate. On Dean's List for three

semesters, he is also on the board
of the new political magazine,
Nexus. Reggie Ray is presently a
CC Representative and the rep-

presentative of Entry A Sage.

Before coming to Williams, he was
treasurer of his class at Darien
High School.

Discussion Picks

Theme: 'Symbol'
"Discussion", the new student

society for the confrontation of

ideas on a high intellectual level,

held its first meeting last Thurs-
day night. After choosing Tad
Day "61 as head of the group, the
society decided upon "The Nature
of Symbol" as its topic.

In discussing this theme, the

group plans to hold four meetings
throughout the rest of the year at

homes of either faculty or dis-

tinguished members of the com-
munity. Each senior member of

the society, which now numbers
sixteen, will present a paper deal-

ing with the subject from his par-
ticular viewpoint. The members of

the group will then discuss the
paper on the basis of their general

knowledge or on reading which
the speader has assigned before-

hand.

Topic IMultl- Sided

The value of the topic, the so-

ciety determined, was its varied

possibilities for discussion. Day
gave as examples the application

of "The Nature of Symbol" to the

use of propaganda in Mass Media
or to the problem of communica-
tion in the fields of science.

Sidney Eisen, Associate Profes-

sor of History, who both suggested
the society to Gargoyle and is

'Discussion's" faculty adviser,

said that the group would attempt
to provide both for an exchange
of ideas and also for a confronta-
tion of the different modes of

thought of its members.

At the first meeting to be held
at Chaplin Eusden's house on
February 23, Tad Day '61 and
Eric Davis '61 will present papers
on "The Use of Metaphor In

Sciefice," and "The Use of Meta-
phor In Literature."

Presidents-Elect Jere
Ray '64.

Morris Kaplan Regg'ie

Harper Delivers Faculty Lecture

On Two Cases Of Roman Murder
Roman Murder was the subject

of Classics Professor George M.
Harper's dissertation Thursday in

the second of the 1961 Faculty
Lecture Series. His remarks were
based on two cases involving Ci-

cero, the famous Roman orator, in

"the last troubled and violent

years of the Roman Republic,

when political pressures and mili-

tary terrorism interfered with or-

derly and dispassionate processes

of law."

The first of the two cases dem-
onstrated Cicero's political and
personal courage In his Defense of

Sextus Roscius' alleged patricide.

In his opening oration Cicero

showed his concern for the defen-

dant by proclaiming that he had
chosen to defend Sextus, not that

he might have an adequate de-

fense but to prevent his being a-

bandonsd altogether.

Enemies' Gain
The charges against Sextus were

supported by Chrysogonus, one of

Sulla's henchmen. In the course

of the trial, Cicero proved that
the prosecution had actually been
an accessory to the murder of the

elder Sextus. The orator proved
that while the younger Sextus had
gained nothing from his father's

murder, two of his enemies had
come into a large share of the de-

ceased property, fraudulently ap-
propriated by Chrysogonus.

Cicero strengthened his defense
by stating that Chrysogonus had
levelled this "monstrous charge"
against Sextus, hoping that, since

no trials had taken place for a
long time, "public opinion would
demand the condemnation of the
first man brought to trial."

Sextus Exhonorated
Cicero pleaded eloquently in

Sextus' behalf, begging the jury

not to become the "accomplices of

dishonest brokers and assassins"

by declaring the defendant guilty.

Sextus was eventually declared in-

nocent, but there is no record of

his ever having regained the prop-
erty that was rightfully his.

When the trial ended, Cicero

deemed it "pinident" to leave

Rome and Italy for the season so

that "Chrysogonus' anger and
Sulla's almost certain displeasure

might abate.''

Begins Defense

In the second case, Cicero acted

in the behalf of Aulus Cluentius

Habitus in 66 B. C. He was charg-

ed with the murder of Statius Al-

Continued on Page 2, Col. 1

Carnival Queen And Top Sculpture

Middlebury Wins Winter Carnival;

Ephs Take Third With 539.9 Pts.
The Williams ski team fell one-tenth of a point short of sec-

ond place in the twenty-first Winter Carnival and first to be held
on the newly cleared Townsend slopes of Berlin Mountain. The
University of New Hampshire, who compiled 540.0 points in the

six events edged the Ephmen.
Middlebury, as expected, with

its two great specialists, Olympian
Gordon Eaton in Alpine, and John
Bower, in Nordic, was the easy
winner of the Carnival, leading
second place New Hampshire by
over fifty points, totaling 590.6.

'Skimeister' Phillips

The Williams performance was
a notable improvement over the
seventh place Eph finish at the
Dartmouth Carnival, and was
high-lighted by Captain Tom
Phillips' winning the skimeister

trophy, signifying the best over-

all performance of the tourney's

six events, a laurel which fell to

Art Bookstrom, co-captain of the

Dartmouth squad, the previous
week. President James P. Baxter
presented the trophy Sunday ev-

ening at the banquet held for

the competing teams.
Bower, skimeister of two carni-

vals last year, captured firsts in

both cross-country and jumping
(Nordic events), in the latter by
making two 46 meter (149 Jeet)

jumps and a 43 meter jump. The
45 meter jump was dedicated by
President Baxter Sunday before

the competition commenced.

Lydia Blair, a freshman at the

University of Texas, was chosen

queen of the 21st annual Williams

Winter Carnival on Saturday

night. She was the date of Linn

Draper '64, once a classmate of

hers at Lamar High School In

Houston.

The court of the 5' 7" brunette

consisted of : Sue Fisher, Skid-

more freshman and date of Al

Weatherwax '63; Mary Lou Zuzo-
lo, A. B. Davis High School Sen-
ior date of Phil Aberman '63; Ni-

na Corell, freshman at Green
Mountain Junior College and date

of Gary Kirk '63; and Sheila Cass,

Wheaton College junior and date

of Mike Fosburg '62.

St. Anthony's snow sculpture.

designed by Boots Coleman '62,

won the fraternity sculpting con-

test.

e Armor Of God
3axter Chapel Topic
"I had no Idea how tough a

alace the world was going to be, or
.vhat strains it would place on our
jourage and our character," re-

narked retiring President James
.'hinney Baxter, III. He compared
lis college and past-college years
,n a sermon entitled, "The Whole
Armor of God,'' at the Thompson
.Memorial Chapel on Sunday
morning.

President Baxter cited the de-
pression of 1932, his own struggle
with tuberculosis, and the experi-

ences of those he knew while at
Harvard who succumbed to the
difficulties.

Strength from Religion

"I am increasingly impressed
with the great strength many
people draw from religion. This
phenomenon seems to be true of
many Catholic, Protestant and
Jewish friends who have some-
thing precious inside them on
which they can draw when the go-
ing gets difficult."

Expressing his ideas on predes-
tination. President Baxter stated,

"I heartily agree with the coun-
sels, 'When you pray, put it all

up to God. When you take action
remember that it is up to you."
He noted praying "for a better

sense of values, greater patience,

and more strength and skill to

work in a good cause. Once we
admit our dependence on a high-
er power our efforts fall into a

better relationship to our fellows,

our country, and the whole free

world. We gain humility from that
relationship and humility is some-
thing of which we and the whole
world have need."

Responsibility Toward Life

In emphasizing a strong accep-
tance and responsibility toward
life, President Baxter commented,
"Each one of us has the respon-
sibility for developing to the full

all the talents entrusted to him.
We have no right to sit back and
let others make the efforts neces-
sary to keep the free world pros-
perous any more than we have a
right to refuse to risk our neck In

its defense. We can draw added
strength and better sense of pur-
pose from reliance on a higher
power, but in action we must re-

member we are on our own. When
St. Paul urged the Ephesians to

put on the whole armor of God
he used a metaphor that has Ion?
had a special significance for me."
Using the anology of protection
in the struggles of life with spir-

itual armor President Baxter sta-

ted, "What matters Is not wheth-
er we sink, if sink we must, but
whether we sink with colors fly-

ing."

First Element: Truth
Describing the nature of the ar-

mor, he commented. "The first

element in our defense Is ti-uth.

If we have equipped students with
tools for dislodging truth from a
mass of error or irrelevance, then
we have led them along the right

path."

Righteousness and Peace

"The second is righteousness.

Not self-righteousness, but the
spirit of fair play and tolerance

for political ideas that do not
match our own."

"Against discrimination and vio-

lence you must set your faces,

having shod your feet 'with the
preparation of the Gospel of

Peace," the third element. The
great tasks of the younger gener-
ation must include at least the
minimizing of war and industrial

conflict," throwing his wirth on
the side of peace and conciliation.

\
Captain Tom Phillips . . . Ski-

meister.

Eaton raced to a first over the

tricky slalom course, leaving
Bookstrom of Dartmouth nearly
four seconds behind In the com-
bined times for the two runs. In
the downhill, only one-tenth of a
second behind teammate and cap-
tain of the Panthers, Lee Kauf-
man (1:10.9), Eaton placed sec-

ond.

Downhill and Slalom
A fast, dry, and unfamiliar

course faced the skiers Saturday
morning for the downhill event.

Gagnier, with a time of 1:14.6,

turned in the best Eph perfor-

mance and tied for eighth place,

while Rosendaal and Phillips,

with duplicate times of 1:17.4,

shared the fifteenth place slot,

Kellogg finished twenty-first,

while Berry was one of the sev-

eral who were tripped up by the

Continued on Page 4, Col. 5

RECORD Compel Drive

The RECORD will commence
its winter competition for mem-
bership on the editorial and
photographic staffs with a pre-

liminary meeting Thursday
night at 7:30 in the Rathskel-
lar. Editor-in-chief Stew Davis
and staff editor Rick Seiden-
wurm will direct the meeting.
Any interested freshman or

sophomore, with or without
previous newspaper experience,
is urged to attend. This year's
compet program, as planned by
Seidenwurm, will be run on a
more personal and informal
basis than in previous years.
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Honor System

The proposed hoiioi- system clianj^e has been vetoed by the

faculty. The c|ucsti()n of this ijaiticular change has, at least for

the present been resolved. A more basic cjucstion is implied in

the occurrence of a faculty veto over a student majority. The stu-

dent body's responsibility for the honor system has been ques-

tioned.

It is undeniable that this majority was, in absolute terms,

small. It was by no means insigniticant. The referendum on the

proposed change represented a student decision and tlie faculty's

veto, a rejection of that decision.

One answer to the ouestion of student responsibility is that i'.

does not exist. The faculty is thus ultimately res]5onsible for hon-

or among students. The assumption is that honor is a function

of academic training and, as such, can be taught.

So education becomes the process of teaching virtue. The
student has only to obey rules and form good habits. He has

lost his right to cjuestion the legitimacy or justice of the rules

under which he lives, but he has gained a guarantee. He will be

an honorable person when he leaves.

It is not likely that he will remain an honorable person. The
student leaves Williams for new institutions and new teachers.

If honor is no more than institutionally imposed conformity, he

will adojit a new honor. The academic machine can perhaps stam]3

a code of honor uijon the student but it cannot e.\])ect this stamp
to be indelible. Honor becomes a modified proctor system, rele-

vant only to a college class room.

The alternative is to considei- honor as a function of individual

development and, as such, inseparable from individual respon-

sibility. The student himself must be made responsible for honor
among students.

Individual responsibility does not deny, but rather empha-
sizes, the necessity of law. The honor system is a body of law
which represents a standard accepted by the Williams community.
Its value lies in its representative finiction. The student must
examine the standard and question the adecpiacy of the laws
which re|>i-esent this standard. It is unlikely that he will do either

if he has been told that he is incapable of examining the stan-

dard, and had his wrist slapjied for attempting to change the

laws.

If the student confronts the honor system from a position of

responsibility he will attempt not only to obey but to understand
its rules. He may thus gain something which is truly permanent;
he may gain a degree of personal development and comprehen-
sion which is more basic than any social code. He will have ac-

cepted honor as an individual.

The faculty's veto re|>resents an effort to maintain a tradition

bound and academically neat definition of honor. In so far as it

denies student responsibility, it strikes at the very basis of the

honor system. The faculty may well have maintained the appear-
ance of honor in a system at the expense of true honor in the in-

dividual.

Cicero Involved In Roman Murder Cases

Thinking Out Loud

Of Seeger And Chapin

People would come to hear Pete Seeger sing, whistle, or, as

the saying goes, drop a pin , , , no one even begrudges him his

little lectures on pacificism, e(iuality, and sane nuclear policy;

in fact, singing along witli him, they often find tlieniselves agree-

ing with him.

And it's a good thing that Seeger can put up with the incon-

veniences of modern electronics, for Cliapin Hall has done it

again. Acoustics liave never been the strong point of that |)ar-

ticiilar building, but crowds of pciiple "paying good money" can

take just so much, as can entertainers. At least no one had to pay

to see the famed Robert Frost tliis fall wlien he read his jjoetry

and commented on it, unheard oi- lunirti by piTliajis the first five

rows. Somehow more jx'ople heard Seeger, and appreciated him.

As tliough he gamely put u)) with the off again on again mi-

crophonic system, an audience e.\|)eeting to enjoy the nuances

of his strumming were often straining tlieir ears or, when the

gadjets were working, trying to ignore the too-lond sounds pro-

duced every time Seeger ran his fingers up the strings of his in-

strument.

Few who were there will deny that the tried performer and

the rising young star were "just great". But the artists would have

been more effective had their captive audience not been preoc-

cupied with various irrelevant sounds and the stifling heat.

Letters To The Record

Honor System:

It Is disillusioning in the fullest

sense to see the names of three of

the most applauded members of

the Williams senior class signed

bsneath an article as bad as the

ane in the issue of January 21,

3ntitled, "To the editor of the

Record". It makes one wonder
who is doing the applauding.

This article is bad for three rea-

sons: first, it argues from a num-
ber of false assumptions; second,

it contains a direct and presump-
tions insult to the faculty of the

College; and third, it indicates a

fundamental misunderstanding of

the nature of education and of the

academic community. Ordinarily,

I have a distaste for letters to tne

editors, but when an article is as

bad as the one in question, and
the names of the authors as good,

someone had better say ,something,

or there won't be anything left.

False Assumptions
The false assumptions are: 1)

"The faculty was aware, certain-

ly, of student support for this

small change in the honor sys-

tem." It couldn't possibly be a-

ware of this support, since only
sixty-five per cent of the student

body even bothered to vote on the

issue, (What the use of the ad-
jective "small" indicates about the

position of the authors, I leave up
to the readers. It baffles me.) 2)

"One cannot easily discount the

opinion of seventy-nine per cent
of the students voting in the ref-

erendum." Why one cannot is cer-

tainly beyond me, since that nev-

enty-nine per cent is only fifty

per cent of the total student body.

In the next sentence, the authors
make the surprising statement
that this represents a "strong stu-

dent decision" In favor of the
change, 3) "No one is more con-

cerned that the honor system
function well than the student
body," If this were true, it would
not only be unnecessary to have
an honor ,system, but unnecessary
to have a faculty as well. After all,

what good is a faculty If It does

not have more interest in, know-
ledge of, and desire for such stan-

dards as honor—a necessary in-

gredient of vli-tue—than the stu-

dents?

things, student readers would cer-

tainly have been at a loss to know
what in the world to do. Maybe,
they should start a faculty honor
system.

Missed Distinction

The third major fault of the
article is that it fails to make or
understand the distinction be-
tween the academic t>"i the poli-

tical community. The position of

the authors would have many
merits if applied to the political

community, where, for practical

reasons, honor cannot be assumed
as an absolute standard, justice

often leads to "unfair" conclu-
sions, and mercy is often the only
approach to equity. But in the ac-
ademic community none of this

is true, for the ultimate consider-
ations must be theoretical—the
teaching of virtue, the develop-
ment of character—and theory
must not be undermined by prac-
tice. No matter what the difficul-

ties, the community as a whole
must attempt to move out of the
cave. To undermine the standard
of honor by considerations of mer-
cy—^poetic or otherwise—is nec-
essarily to move back in. This, a-
bove all, is what education must
avoid; this is what the academic
community is all about.

Continued from Page 1, Col. 3

buis Opprianicus senior, the

charge being brought by his eon,

Opprianicus the younger, Cicero

began his defense. Harper related,

by asking the jury to consider the

elder Opprianicus' sordid past.

The wily Roman's oration unfold-

ed a web of criminality, that in-

cluded murder, torture, and at-

tempted bribery on the part of the

elder Opprianicus and his fifth

wife, Sassia,

Eight years prior to the trial,

Opprianicus had been convicted of

attempting to poison Cluentlus,

the same man that was the de-

fendant in this trial. Opprianicus

had also hired as assassin to kill

Marcus Aurlus and, when the Job

was finished, killed the hireling.

He poisoned his brother and his

brother's pregnant wife to gain

control of the Opprianicus proper-

ty.

Disposed of 'Wives

Unencumbered by any of his

four previous wives he married
Sassia; he had poisoned one of

them, two had died, and he had
divorced the fourth. He had also

"disposed" of Sassia's current hus-
band and had tried to bribe six-

teen of the jurors at his trial with
some 640.000 sesterces. This at-

tempt failed and he was convicted.

Sassia attempted to Incriminate
Cluentius with information ex-

torted from her slaves under tor-

ture. This attempt at exoneration
also failed and her husband was
sentenced.

Harper concluded his speech by

observing (after Mommsen) that

"the criminal statistics of all

times and all countries will hardly

furnish a parallel to the dread-

ful picture of crimes—so varied,

so horrible, and so unnatural

—

which the trial unfolda to ua."

Insult to Faculty

This suggests the second major
fault of the article: Its Insult to

the faculty. In the last paragraph
of the article—the last, that is,

before Shakespeare offers some
thoughts on justice and mercy,

(the connection to the subject of

honor being left, I assume, to the

creative reader)—the authors

write the following sentence: "To
those faculty membei-s who hon-

estly disagree with the majority

of the students, we express ones

again our belief that their worries

about student honor were, and
still are, unfounded." The authors

don't say what they express to

those members of the faculty who
dishonestly disagree. We must be

thankful for that. If the authors

had gone very much beyond the

Implication that there Is a gener-

al dishonesty afoot in the faculty.

and a dishonesty made doubly ev-

il by Its concern with general stu-

dents rather than particular

Necessary Clianges

There are certainly changes
which could and should be made
in the present honor system, (Af-

ter all, what kind of honor Is it

that only applies under certain

highly specific conditions — two
seats apart, constantly resigning

pledges, etc.?) But the authors

of the article in question, and of

the proposed change in general,

are moving In exactly the wrong
direction: they are looking down,
instead of up,

Williams College is not the prac-

tical world; and happily. Its facul-

ty seems intent on not letting its

honor become the honor of the

practical world,

I suggest that the authors stop
criticizing the faculty and start

learning from It. (I suppose that

Is unfair. Still, I can't help think-

ing that anyone who wants to go
back Into the cave hasn't learned

very much ... at least not about
direction. I supose they know a lot

about the cave.)

A. C. Stout, '61

Hunt On ' Lycidas*
J. Clay Hunt, Professor of

English, will deliver a talk on
John Milton's "Lycldas," the
third in this year's Faculty Lec-
ture Series, tomorrow afternoon
at 4:30 In the Thompson Bl-
logy Lab. Copies of the poem,
which should be read prior to
the talk, are available In the
main hall of the library.

On successive Thursdays,
from now until Spring Vaca-
tion, the Faculty Lecture Series
will offer Prof, Lawrence on
Franz Kafka, Ass't. Prof. Nau-
ert on the Renaissance. Ass't.

Prof. Matthews on Surrealism,
Assoc. Prof. McGill on "The
Nature of the Beast," and Prof.
Poote on "Dating the Past."

Experimental Theatre

Offers Exciting Fare
By Morris Kaplan

An overflow crowd added var-

iety to their houseparty fare by
attending the production of four
experimental plays presented b>

Cap and Bells at the AMT Thurs-
day. Friday, and Saturday eve
nlngs. The many people who cam.
seeking entertainment and stimu-
lation from this selection of avant
?arde theater were not disappoint
sd. Comedy and serious drami.
were combined to produce an am
using and exciting evening.
Samuel Beckett's short Act

Without Words II provided a flni

curtain-raiser which set the ton'

for the experimental works to fol

low. Skillfully performed by AM'l
veterans Steve Pokart and John
Czarnowski. the pantomime wa.s

an Interesting comment on thi

monotony and emptiness of hu-
man life. The actors succeeded in

communicating a wealth of in

sight without the use of words
The distinctions between thr

two approaches to life which they
represented were finely drawn:
Czarnowski's mixture of fear and
awe as he went through the simpU-

process of waking, doing, and re-

turning to sleep contrasted sharp
ly with Pokart's busybody, hyper-
thyriod attack on the same busi-

ness of getting through the day.

Shakespeare Parody
de Ghelerode's Three Actors and

Their Drama, a play on the ap-

pearance-reality theme, suffered

somewhat from the inexperiencs

of the actors Involved. This lack

of professionalism resulted in a

confused and confusing interpre-

tation of the prologue and epilo-

gue of the play. However, this is

carping criticism. The play-within-

the-play, which constitutes the

main body of the work, was ex-

ecuted with :(-eal finesse.

Apparently mere at home in

broad satire than in the more
serious scenes, the cast played

the parody on heavy-handed El-

izabethan drama with comic .skill.

The audience responded with gales

of laughter, and the play came off

as marvelously funny. The au-

thor's intention may have been

more serious, but everyone ap-

preciated and heartily enjoyed the

spoof,

Crosby Electrifying

Much more serious in its theme
Is Pirandello's By Judgment of

Court. Perhaps the best-written

of the plays, this work is yet an-

other comment on the fate of the

exceptional man in society. Ash
Crosby was superb in the demand-
ing role of Chiarcharo, the old

man accused of possessing the

evil eye. At the conclusion of the

play, rich in irony, he reached

moments of electrifying power.

In shorter parts, Dagmar Hes-

senland, Claude Duvall, and Peter

Hayes gave polished performances
which added to the over-all ef-

fect of the play, Archie Palmer
was an unfortunate choice for the

role of Chief Judge; his saccharine

voice and manner failed to do jus-

tice to an important character

and to balance the effect of Cros-

by's overpowering presence on the

stage.

The evening concluded with de

Ghelderode's Three Blind Men, in-

spired by a painting by Breughel.
Despite the painfully obvious
"message" of the play. It proved
to be the most exciting of the four

works, Mac Benford, Steve Pokart,

and Tom Williams brought pathos
and touches of humor to their

roles as the three blind pilgrims.

Director Charles Webb exploit-

ed to the fullest the visual power
of the situation. The piteous sight

of the threesome, groping, tap-

ping, and chanting their way
around the stage, had tremendous
dramatic force. Helnrlch Stabenau
brought to the role of Lamprido,
the one-eyed ruler of the land of

ditches, his usual polish and stage

presence. Three Blind Men suc-

ceeded in capturing and stimulat-

ing the imagination of the au-

dience and in providing moments
of sheer cxcitment.
The Experimental Theater has

offered another example of the

rewards to be gleaned from a

small production which utilizes

student talent and takes advan-
tage of the more modest stage to

present avant-garde drama. Wll-

liamstown theater-goers should
look forward to still more excit-

ing and stimulating evenings
from this talented and ambitious
group.



The Apparent Paradoxes Of Pete Seeger
bif Hank DeZutter

Although Pete Seeger is recognized as a folk singing "star", he thinks that the big-name "star

idea is a vicious thing, which can easily ruin any art." He is also a first rate banjo picker, but still

insists that "tlie best banjo pickers in the country are unknown outside of their hometowns," Seegur
is infamous for his radical political views, yet he denies that he has a particular message to preach
to his concert audiences. -—

* Charmless And Confusing Disarray

'

Marks Worthless Darwin Exhibition

"I'm merely a catalyst," he
said "bringing some good songs

to good people, and if I do my
Job right, these songs are great,

and perform their magic."

The Pete Seeger of all of thesa

apparent paradoxes brought some
of his "good songs to the nood
people" of the Williams College

Houseparty community Saturday
night. He was at his best while
manipulating and directing a col-

lege collage of both "in" and "out"
folk people In singing familiar and
relatively unknown tunes. He feels

that he is performing his function

in bringing folk music back to the
folks, but was quick to deny that
he was a "pure" folk nlnger.

"I am a professional, who, des-

pite my abilities as a performer,

is not a real folk singer."

He lauded a recent experiment
In "folk festivals" at the Univer-

sity of Chicago "which really lived

up to its name," by featuring un-
known amateur folk singers from
the South and the West. He r.ald

that it was not a "variety show"
which features professionals

but a "nice song swapping ees-

sion."

He sang enough of suffering,

violence, and racial and econom-
ical injustic3 so that some political

analysts who came to hear Seeger

the radical could be convinced

that he came to .spread his parti-

cular brand of humanitarian no-

cialism among the complacent
bourgeois.

Yet, he offered enough of a

variety of the different types of

folk tunes, sprinkling love ballads,

and even a few meaningless dit-

ties between his "message songs"

for one to prove that Seeger, ths

political reformer Is subordinate

to Seeger the artist
—"catalyst"

while he is on the stage. Indeed,

human suffering is a dominant
theme of all of folk music, not
merely those selections sung by
Seeger.

In an interview before the con-
cert, Seeger said that his "art"'

was basically one of authentically

producing his selections. In that

he does perform a selective role

he can not claim political sterility

while on the stage. If the "Seeger

the reflective artist vs. Seeger the

political propagandist" dilemma
can be resolved at all, it could be

said that Seeger Is neither merely
a folk singer striving for authen-
ticity, nor merely a socialistic re-

former using his stage as a means
to arouse (if he is even that), but
plays both of these roles as well as

many others, to become Pete See-

ger who, as he said, "can only au-
thentically be myself."

He classifies himself as one
"who has been denied many
of his pursuits because of his var-

ious radical opinions of one sort

or another," and mentioned that

on March 6 he will be tried for

contempt of Congress in Washing-
ton. He claims, however, that he
has been "luckier than others.

I've been able to make an Income
because people still want to hear
me sing in spite of my beliefs."

By Theodore C. Albert

If one should like to see the

spectacle of 8' by 4' posters on the
life of Charles Darwin propped in

charmless and confusing disar-

ray against the Doric columns
and sills of a Jeffersonian rotun-
da, without simultaneously ,Tlean-

ing any new or essential informa-
tion about Darwin and the theory

of evolution, he might avail him-
self of the current display in the

Rotunda of Lawrence Hall while

the opportunity lasts.

The faults with the museum's
current exhibit, "Charles Darwin:
Evolution of an Evolutionist,"

fall into three broad categories

—

place, arrangement, and level.

Out of Place

In the first instance, the ex-

hibit is curiously misplaced in the

Lawrence Art Museum. It has

nothing to do with art; it concerns

natural history. It should be in the

Thompson Biology Lab, if there is

room in the lobby. But even if

Lawrence is the best place on cam-
pus for such an exhibit, the Ro-
tunda is not the best place for its

display.

Amidst the motley work of art

—an Assyrian bas-relief, Jacques

Villon pastels, sculpture ranging

from an appropriate model of

"The Puritan" to a contemporary
abstract, and early .American Jur-

niture—the 20 huge poster panels

are a further desecration of an at-

tractive space already damaged
enough by its ugly light fixtures

and fire extinguisher.

Livid Pastel Blocks

Using livid blocks of pastel color

to rescue the large black print and

gray photographs from void ex-

panses, the huge spare posters

might blend into a modern, anti-

septic style museum interior, like

that at Amherst. But their es-

sential unattractiveness only adds

anachronism to ugliness in their

present setting.

To make matters worse, there

is no apparent order in the ex-

hibit. In a concession to the room,

the big rectangles are "arranged"

in two concentric circles—some on

3nd, some on their sides, some on

the floor, and some on a walst-

'ligh sill—in a sort of second-floor

Piccadilly Circus.

There are no directions to lead

an already undirected viewer

through the exhibit; and just as

well, for most of its parts are

apparently unrelated to their

neighbors. If there is a planned

pattern of movement, it is a maze

without walls, and It proved too

much for this guinea pig.

Geographic Jumble

For example, two enormous on-

end posters, tracing the voyage

of the HMS Beague through the

Indian Ocean, are ten feet apart,

propped on opposite sides of the

columner circle, and facing in op-

posite directions. A broad white

Joan Baez Discusses

'Genuine^ Folk Music

line against a pale blue back-
ground was Intended to show the

route of the Beagle.

Had the posters been placed
immediately next to each other,

they would have had some mean-
ing. But they were not together. If

the viewer did not manage to 'ind

the supposedly accompanying pan-
el, he merely saw two broad white
lines leading, at least in the case

of the first panel, from nowhere
to nowhere.

No Coherence

With the posters fio Dcattered,

and unnumbered for sequence
(except on the backs, usually hid-

den), there is neither coherence
nor fluidity in the display. The
idea can work, if presented In a

linear arrangement as Intended, or

better yet, on television. The lat-

ter has been done .-several times,

as in a program on Darwin in the

University of Michigan syndicated
series, "Genius." But it cannot
work when it is slapped into a
formless jumble as it currently is

in Lawrence.
BJven more damning than these

exhibitional faults is the intrinsic

worthlessness of this exhibit for

a Williams College audience. "Dar-
win: Evolution of an Evolutionist"

is junior high school science fare.

Aside from its sketchiness, its

level of intellectual appeal is not

college caliber.

It offers only Information which
any Williams student, teacher,

parent, or date should have.

Amidst scientific and biographical

commonplaces, it has nothing to

offer except some elementary bio-

graphical source material.

Familiar Ideas, Items

Some of the photographs nnr

quotations are interesting, but aV

of the ideas and many of the items

themselves are familiar to anyone
with even a remote or scanty con-

tact with the subject. The tone

of the exhibit is set by these ex-

cerpts from one of the posters

(presumably either first or last

in the series)

:

"Where does Darwin stand to-

day, one hundred years after the

publication or OKgin of Species?

"This is a pertinent question,

because our world is in almost all

of its aspects quite changed from
the world of a century ago ... It

is safe to say that Darwinian ev-

olution stands firmly established

today ... In Science, as in other

fields of human knowledge and
endeavor, new discoveries often in-

validate old ideas, but . . . today
most scientists accept evolution

as a fact beyond dispute."

A TRAVELING SEMINAR ON
CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN POLITICS

7 students traveling in Peugeots 403

Designed for independently-minded students who shore o common

interest

Talks by distinguished statesmen and businessmen in 6 focol points

of political activity

The summer seminar will be led by a young Amsricon professor.

Stays at small holiday resorts are included.

Dutch student drivers are guides for sightseeing and will arrange

get-togethers with foreign students.

All-inclusive price—$1240 for 76 days, with round trip trans-

Atlantic passage on N. B. B. S. student sailings.

NETHERLANDS OFFICE FOR
FOREIGN STUDENT RELATIONS (N.B.B.S.)

29 Broadway, New York 6, N. Y.

liy Alan Schlosser and
C. Haskell Himonda

An overflow Winter Carnival
audience of would-be folk music
afficionados was treated to a brief

but entertaining glimpse of "pure'

folk music as sung by jt'ete Seeger
and Joan Baez.

At the begmning of the concert.

Miss Baez stood alone before tht

microphone, gazing with slight ap-
prehension at an audience which
was "for her" from the start. Hei
reputation as an outstanding folk

singer had filtered down from
Bennington and Hanover, so thai
the magnificence of her volet

came as no surprise to the au-
dience. Her nervousness was ap-
parent when she opened the con-
cert with "Silver Dagger", punc
tuated in mid-song with an amaz-
ed "There are so many of you!'

Conquered Audience
Both Miss Baez and the audi-

ence warmed up in the course o^

the next two songs. By the timt

she had finished her fourth num
ber, an "inspired" rendition Oi

"Lonely Night'' done after tht

manner of, but without apologies

to. The Diamonds, it was obvious

that she had conquered both rock'-

n'roll and the auclience.

Discussing in a backstage inter-

view, the artists who have influ-

enced her, she said: "At first 1

liked Odetta very much. I still do
but I'm tending more and more
toward bluegrass music now." She
added that her next album, which
will appear sometime this year

will reflect this new interest. In
response to a question regarding

forthcoming albums with other

performers, she expressed a de
sire to record with Earl Scruggs

and Lester Piatt, two well-known
exponents of bluegrass music.

Her recent activities have been
confined largely to concerts on
college campuses. Apropos of the

concert she gave at Williams' fa-

vorite neighbor, she said: "There's

a bright crew of people at Ben-

Kappa Alpha Leads

Intramural Clashes

With identical 6-0 records in

hockey and basketball, and a first

round victory in the squash tourn-

ament. Kappa Alpha is threaten-

ing to make a rout of the winter

intramural leagues. However, the

Kap lead may be only temporary,
depending upon the result of to-

night's hockey game with DU and
the challenges presented by Ta-
conic and Phi Gam in basketball.

The intramural squash tourna-

ment began on February 14 with
each house and freshmen entry

entering men in two singles and
one doubles match, the best ag-
gregate score advancing into the
next round. As of press time, KA
was the only house in the second
round, having defeated Sig Phi.

nington. I liked the girls there,

while I usually don't care much
for the audiences at womens'
ochoois."

Blames Promoters
"I'm in conscious rebellion

against the Kingston Trio and the

Brothers Pour— anybody should
oe." Miss Baez said with a gentle

jmile. "Much of the corruption of

iolk music stems from uhe trend
vvhich such groups represent.

..hough the blame is not due to the

groups themselves, but to the press

igents who promote them as gen-

iine folk singers."

She went on to give her views
on the position of folk music as

an art form today. "Bluegrass
.nusic is the purest form of folk

.nusic we have today. In fact, the

real mountain music may never
3ome down out of the hills.''

No 'Foik' Background
While she stated a desire to

iing pure folk music, Miss Baez
readily admitted her own limita-

jons. "Coming from the city, I

don't have any real 'folk' in my
oackground. Thus, I've had to do
illegal things—I've learned songs

a-om records and out of books."

Joan Baez seems to be an artist

on the threshold of real stature

in her chosen field. She has a de-

linite idea of what she would like

to be—a singer of genuine folk

.-nusic. At this point, armed With

a matchless voice and a native sen-

sitivity to her material, she is

engaged in an active search for

the proper road toward this aim.
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A UNIVERSAL- INTERNATIONAL RELE.^SE

See It From the Start!

AT: 1:15 - 4:55 - 8:35
ALSO NEW!

"THE SHAKEDOWN"
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Batik Print sport shirts by Arrow capture

the look of the hand-worked prints of Java.

These rich muted tones provide your

wardrobe with a new expression of color.
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Basketball Edges W.t .1.

Blast Springfield Five
On Saturday, before a rather

small, but noisy Winter Carnival

crowd, the Wiliams basketball

squad defeated a scrappy, hustling

team from Worcester Polytechnic

Institute, 70-61. The Purple play-

ed a rather ragged game, and

came out on top only by virtue of

a strong finish.

In a very sloppy first half, the

WPI quintet matched the Eph-

men basket for basket, and the

half ended with the score knotted

at 29-29. Dan Voorhees kept Wil-

liams in the ball game at the out-

set, accounting for the first eleven

points. The Williams shooting was

off, and buckets were hard to

come by. Andy Edelman and Ro-

ger Curtis, WPI's backcourt duo,

played tight defense against the

Eph's leading scorer, Bob Mah-
land, limiting him to only two

points in the first half. WPI hus-

tled off both boards, and gener-

ally out-played Williams during

the half.

In the second half, the Wil-

liams attack took shape, and an

out-classed WPI team was unable

to contain it. The Ephs were hit-

ting the boards well, and the fam-

ed Williams fast break was de-

vastating. Mahland broke loose,

hitting five of ten shots from the

floor and six foul shots without

a miss, for a total of eighteen

points for the game. Dan Voor-

hees, whose hand was consistently

high above the rim, netted seven-

teen points, grabbed numerous re-

bounds, and started several fast

breaks.

Bip Springfield

On Thursday, the Williams

hoopsters ripped Springfield, 85-55

on the Maroon home court. Wil-

liams jumped off to a 15-2 lead

after a few minutes, and was
never challenged. In this hot

streak, Bob Mahland led the way
with several quick baskets. Both
the Williams offense and defense

were superb, with the Purple hit-

ting for 33 of 68 shots, while

Springfield only netted 25 of 79.

Excellent performances were

turned in by Steve Weinstock,

who had sixteen points and cix-

teen rebounds, Dan Voorhees, the

game's leading scorer with twenty-

one points and Bob Mahland, with

twenty points and five rebounds,

and Jay Johnston, with nins

points and six rebounds.
v». Ul'l
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Mike Totten, Fete Thorns, Bob Durham, John KUner ... Newly-
elected College Council officers.

' Modern Advertising Be Condemned
'

Debated By Admen And Critics

Durham College Council President;

Thorns, Kifnen Totten Gain Offices
The Newly elected College Council has just chosen Robin Durham '62 as its new President to

succeed Eric Widmer '61. Peter Thorns '62 was elected the new Vice-President, John Kifiier '63 Sec-
retary, and Mike Totten '63 tlie new Treasurer.
Durham promised that the new

Council would be "the responsible
voice of student opinion both to

the present and to the New Ad-
ministration. "Going on to outline

his objectives, the new President
explained that one on the princi-

ple considerations of the new
Council would be the same that
occupied the one it succeeds: the

proposed change In the Honor
system Constitution. He .said "The
Honor System can only work If

it is supported by ths student

body. If the majority of student

opinion Is in favor of the proposal,

the Council will try to clarify this

fact to the faculty!!

Durham said also that he would
look to closer cooperation between
the Student Curriculum Commit-
tee and the Faculty Curriculum
Committee, with special emphasis

on a re-evaluation of the present

system and the consideration of

such ideas as a Tri-mester System,

a four co'jrse schedule, and more
independent stvdy.

Finally, Durham hoped that the

new Council "working through

the Rules, Nominations and Elec-

tion Committees, could effect a

re-evaluation of the present El-

ection Procedure."

Durham, who is president of the

Junior Advisers, has taken

part in many campus activities

dirin? his career at Williams. In

addition to being on the Career

Weekend Committee, the honor

system committee, and the Rules

Nominations and Elections Com-
mittee, Rob has participated in

the College Council for two years

is a membsr of the varsity r>wim-

ming team and is on the Dean's

I'jist.

Pete Thoms, the new Vlce-Pres

ident, is also a Junior Advisor. Be-

sides his service on the Student

Union Committee and the Chapel

Board, Pete was a member of the

varsity rugby team.

Mike Totten, the New Treasur-

er, has gained experience as Sec-

retary-Treasurer of the Freshman
and Sophomore Councils. He was
also on the freshman soccer

and lacrosse teams, and the var-

sity soccer team. He designed the

successful Sophomore Dorm Coun-

cil.

John Klfner, the new Secre-

tary, in addition to his active car-

eer on the Sophomore Council, has

written both for the Record and

the Purple Cow. His athletic car-

eer includes membership on the

varsity cross-country, wrestling

and track teams.

IVladlson Avenue clashed with
Berkshire idealism Monday night,
as the question "That Modern Ad-
vertising Be Condemned" was de-

bated in Jesup Hall.

Debating for the Affirmative
were John Power of the Economics
department and George Connelly,
head of the Public Speaking De-
partment. Defending the advertis-

ing industry were Messr. James
Haskell '52 of Sudler and Hennes-
sy, and William Suessbrlck '53 of
Benton and Bowles.

In his opening statement, Pow-
er made it clear that he was not
opposed to all advertising. "Objec-
tive, honest, relevant communica-
tion about products is Important
in a business economy," he con-
ceded. He condemned most mod-
ern, high-pressure advertising as
irrelevant, misleading, and not
contributing to an informed pub-
lic. He noted that modern ad-
vertising is leading us into a rat
race of conspicuous consumption
in living standards and demands
rise simultaneously.

Mr. Suessbrlck pointed out the
12 billion dollar industry to the
;conomy, although he admitted it

was vulnerable to criticism and
had Its excesses. He stressed that
selling was highly important to

the economy and must continue
if the economy is to grow. He
pointed out that there was no ad-
vertising In communist countries

to spur consumer demand.

Fraud and Deceit

Connally attacked modern ad-
vertising on the basis of poor
taste. Even more important, he
stressed the large element of frauQ
and deceit prevelent in modern
advertising. He illustrated his case
with many factual examples.
Haskell admitted that some ad-

vertising was misleading. Ht
pointed to the positive good that
advertising does by supporting the

mass communication media ana
by specific public service pro
jects. He pointed out that it was
to the interests of advertising in

the long run to be honest and faC'

tual.

In their rebuttle, the advertising

men stressed the honesty and re-

sponsibility of their industry

while their opponents blasted the

useless "creation of art fully con-

ceived wants.''

Columbia Professor Simmons Talks

On Leo Tolstoy As Creative Artist
By Frank Lloyil

"Tolstoy made life live in War
and Peace." This was the summa-
cion of the lecture of Ernest J.

Simmons, professor at Columbia
University, given in the Chapin
Library Tuesday evening. Sim-
.nons, the author of deiinitive bi-

ographies of both Tolstoy ana
r'usnkin, was quite at iiome win.

nis subject and conveyed it co "ont

capacity audience with jovia.

warmth.
He made it clear to the audience

I'rom the first that although Toi

itoy is the best-known Russian
author outside his nation, Pusnkin
"is to the Russian what Shake-
speare is to us." Tolstoy, however,

IS less dated than most Russian
.iterature, and seems to have a

.niversal social consciousness.

Birth of a Novel
The history of the writing of

War and Peace is that of a series

jf false starts in many directions.

Tolstoy first intended to center

nis novel about an exiled Decem-
orist revolutionary who returns to

.Russia and place it in 1856. For

listorical background to find the

developing forces in his hero's

youth, Tolstoy's "intellectual cur-

osity drove him further and fur-

ther into the past, to 1825, then

L812, and finally 1805."

Here, then, in 1805, his novel

was to start. But it was to be on-

'.y one volume of a trilogy, the fin-

al volume embodying his original

plan. After six years of writing

however, "the finished product

lad no resemblance to the initial

conception. Peace was to be the

lentral thread at first, but Tol-

stoy's newly conceived philosophy

Df history soon took precedence."

"Brilliant Characterization"

The book contains more than
500 characters, and the reader

reels himself "lost in the forest of

ife." Narration moves smoothly
from Petersburg to Moscow, and
then to country estates and the

scenes of war, with the epic of

four families binding the chapters
together.

"Tolstoy's brilliant characteriza-

^on creates for each individual a
listinct personality in a different

)rose style. One critic has com-
nented, 'even the dogs and horses
ire individuals.' For over 500
characters this is no mean task."

Natasha, "perhaps the greatest

leroine in fiction," has the sym-
)athy of all after the revelation of

'er humanizing Idlosyncracies in

he midst of the glitter of society,

'rince Andrew and Pierre "rep-
•esent the dualism in Tolstoy's

^wn nature." Tolstoy had the in-

•iellectual pride of Andrew, but the
lesire to live for others as did
Pierre, and their conflict was his

nternal one.

The most controversial topic in

Tolstoy's panorama is his theory
of history as a predestined force
in which individuals were merely
pawns. "Man lives consciously for

himself, but is at the .same time
the unconscious instrument of his-

torical events."

Beverid^e Webster

Gives Piano Concert

Leading pianist, Beveridge Web-
ster, will give a concert consisting

of works by Beethoven, Bartok,
Chopin, and Ravel gave a concert

Friday night at Chapin Hall.

Webster, born in 1908, received

his first piano lesson when he was
five years old. It was soon detec-
ted that the young musician was
gifted with the extraordinary tal-

ent of maintaining perfect pitch,

exceptional sight-reading ability,

and a superb facility at the key-
board.

At the age of thirteen, Webster
moved to Paris and continued
making progress, studying under
Isidor Phillips. The following year

Debaters Hold Practice For McGill;

Surrender vs. Atom War Is Topic
The Rathskeller was the scene

of a debate by Paul Hill, '62, Dick

Paul. '62, Andy Hero, '62, and

Pete Trescott, '62, on the proposal

that "Surrender to Russia is Pref-

erable to Risking Humanity in a

Nuclear War." The debate, spon-

sored by the Adelphlc Union, is in

preparation and practice for the

McGill Tournament.

Five College Leaders

Discuss Joint Problems
Williams was host February 15-

17 to the eighteenth annual Pen-

tagonal Conference, a group of

leading administrators from Am-
herst, Bowdoin, Dartmouth, Wes-

leyan and Williams. These lib-

eral arts college pundits discussed

problems of concern to all five

New England institutions.

Development of graduate pro-

grams, the problem of science In

the liberal arts college and over-

1

seas student exchange programs I

were among the main areas ex-

amined. Other topics considered

were sophomore slumps, changes

,

in language requirements and the
'

current policing techniques of the

boy-girl relationship at the five

campuses.
The presidents and other auth-

orities of the respective colleges

attended. Representing Williams

were James Phlnney Baxter, 3rd,

President; Charles A. Poehl, Jr.,

Samuel A. Mathews, Robert R. R.

Brooks, Frederick C. Copeland,

and Harlan P. Hanson.

Fraternity Elections
Alpha Delta Phi
President — Bruce Grlnnell

Vice President — Peter Thoms
Secretary — Phil Worth

Beta Theta Pi

President — Skip Rutherford

1 Vice President — Scott Mohr
2 Vice Pres. — John Calhoun
Secretary — Russ Bradley

Chi Psi

President — Chip Black

Vice President — Kent Collins

Delta Phi
President — Eugene Vickery

Vice Pres. — Morris Kaplan
Secretary — Arthur Palmer

Delta Upsilon

President — Kit Jones

Vice Pres. — Mike Brimmer
Secretary — Roger Mandle

Delta Kappa Epsilon

President — Jerry Campalgne
Vice President — Al Hood
Secretary — Pete Calloway

Delta Fsl

President — Ralph Temple
Vice President — Nell Devaney

Kappa Alpha
President — Dick MacCauley
1 Vice President — Jef Corson

2 Vice President — Paul Hill

Secretary — Walter Floyd

Phi Delta Theta
President — Ed Warren
Vice President — Lee Franklin

Secretary — Andy Hess

Phi Gamma Delta

President — Dave Bentley

Secretary — Bill Waddell

Phi Siema Kappa
President — Joel Goldstein

1 Vice President — Murray
Ingraham

2 Vice President — Irv Marcus
Secretary — John Dorman

Psi Upsilon
President — Lloyd Johnston
1 Vice President — John Russ
2 Vice President — Peter Jones
Recording Sec. — J. Donovan
Corresponding Sec. — T. Davis

Sigma Phi
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Purple Key Proposal
The Purple Kei/ Society would like to express Us concern about

the misiiiulerstaiHlhio thai has arisen in connection with its res-

olution ill the Felmiani 10 issue of the Record. The remarks and

inleiyretation.'i which follow the resolution are strictly the senti-

ments of the Record editors. At this time, the Purple Key has no

desire to suo<iest the teniiiiuilioii of the .spring training trips. We
sugoe.it that as iimcti inforinalion us })ossihle he gathered about

these "training schedules in terms of discriminatory policies". It

is our considered opinion that iimi further action woidd require

a more complete knowledge of the .subject than is now available.

Mr. Thoms and Mr. Baxter have assured the Key that this

subject has been, and will continue to be, of primary importance

in formulating athletic policy.

Chi]) Black

President, Purple Key Society

The Record regrets certain implications drawn from the jii.x-

tajjosition of the Purjile Key Proposal and its editorial on this

projiosal in the Febrnaiy 10 issue. It legrets its misinter|5retation

of the Purple Key's position. It does not regret or retract its own
jjosition on the problem posed by the existing spring trip schedules.

The Record did not suggest that spring tri]5s be cancelled. It

inaintaiiis only that if these schedules are to be consistent with

established VVilliams ])olicy, they must not include contests closed

to Negroes,
—editors

Letters To The RECORD:

Letters to the Record:
ly three or four were ones he's no-

ted for and that he has made folk

singing classics. These were re-

ceived well, while the others were

not up to Mr. Seeger's standards.

There Is no question about Mr.

Seeger's stature among folksing-

ers, but one could not have known
It seeing him for the first time

Saturday night. His repertoire is

filled with hundreds of beautiful

and stirring folk ballads, but the

obscure and mediocre songs he

cliose Saturday nite as well as his

intermittent sermon could have

only been directed towards the

end of awakening what Mr. See-

ger feels is a complacent upper

class (which he feels Williams

symbolizes) to the suffering and
injustice in the world today.

I feel that Mr. Seeger had com-
mitted an Injustice in misjudging

the Williams student body, and In

his tiresome attempt to elevate

misery to the proportions of trag-

edy and as a result his perform-

ance suffered. The audience came
1100 or 1500 strong to hear Joan
Baez and Pete Seeger sing, and
not to hear a sermon that took

up too much of the concert. This

is not to deny the integrity of the

artist, especially in Mr. Seeger's

case where his personality Is a
.substantial part of his artistry,

but to remind him that he owes
the audience a good performance
because without it he is not an
artist.

//. 7', CifrrJii '62

Italian Panel:

In your recent article about the

Phi Beta Kappa panel on contem-

porary Italy, your reporter attri-

buted to me the statement that

modern Italian literature is pre-

dominantly dull. This is not at all

what I said, nor what I believe.

What I did say was that many
Italian writers consider present-

day Italian society dull and moral-

ly apathetic. The artistic problem
for these writers is, therefore, one

of creating a fictional world peo-

pled with morally responsible be-

ings out of a real world in which

moral responsibility seems neither

possible nor desired. I did not

mean to imply by this that the

works produced are dull.

Since others who heard my talk

may have misinterpreted my
words in the same way as your re-

porter did. I should appreciate

your publishing this letter so that

a quite erroneous impression may
be corrected.

Groi;t'r E. Marshall

Seeger's Purpose:
Pete Seeger's performance was

an indictment of what he feels

is a complacent and smug 20th
century, but more particularly

Williams College and what Seeger
feels it stands for. While showing
a great deal of stage presence and
living up to his reputation for get-

ting audience participation In

group singing and rounds, the im-
age he presented was one of a hu-
manitarian evangelist or itinerant

preacher. His choice of songs was
consistent with his message, near-
ly all being obscure folk tunes
and modern ditties calling our at-

tention to the fact that in this

wonderful 20th century there is

still suffering and injustice in the

world, bringing in our beloved

South, South Africa, the Cold
War, the atomic age and our In-

alienable right to all be cremated
together. He threw in a few court-

ship songs out of deference to

Houseparty Weekend.
He explained at the beginning

that he had come to sing a lot

of old songs that he had been
singing for years and a couple of

new ones, but of his selections on-

Honor System:
(a.) Williams may have a sem-

inary atmosphere but the catalog

offers no courses in "virtue."

(b.) The change in the Honor
System was minor and construc-

tive.

(c.) Like any democratic com-
munity Williams never attains 100

per cent participation in elections.

That 65 per cent of the student

body voted is quite striking. That
a four-fifths majority of those

voting favored the change .IS a
significant expression of opinion

on so minor an Issue. (It is in

fact 51.3 per cent of the student
body.)

(d.) On the basis of tuition a-

mong other things most students

would include Williams in the

realm of the "practical world.''

(e.) Expulsion from college may

well seriously stunt a young man's

life and career—these are rather

relevant parts of the "practical

world" and involve grave respon-

sibility,

(f.) If someone inadvertently

neglects to sign an honor state-

ment the professor calls it to his

attention and gets it signed at a

later date. This appears to be a
"practical" mode of operation.

ig.) The Honor Committee
should not be trapped by absolute

rules which—as pointed out by Mr.
Stout—are rather picayune in ap-
plication in the first place.

ih.» Williams already suffers

from paternalism. Undergraduates
are here to study and learn intel-

lectual disciplines. EVERYTHING
ELSE, from compulsory chapel to

varsity football, IS SUPERFLU-
OUS.

li.) By rejecting the students'

decision the faculty showed that

either (1.) they advocate a patern-

alistic approach to education mak-
ing the Honor System their re-

sponsibility or (2.) they gave in-

sufficient consideration to the

matter and took the safe way out.

(j.i Disagreement and criticism

is the crux of democracy and in-

tellectual progress away from "the

cave" I e.g. Galileo, Copernicus,

Luther, Jefferson, Samuel Adams
etc. etc.) No intelligent member of

the faculty can consider objec-

tion to a decision on a public mat-
ter an "insult." (I should) hope
he would welcome active criticism

—as opposed to "apathy.")
Ik.) The important point of this

argument has nothing to do with

the Honor System per se. The
point at issue is whether or not
Williams and her faculty encour
age the development of intelligent

responsible young men or merely
prolong and exacerbate the cast-
ing-off of the leading strings.

I
li.i After all, what is the Hon

lor System? Fundamentally it is a

I

guarantee that the degrees given
' by the college are earned and are

1
representative of a high degree

' of intellectual endeavor. They
, don't provide security clearance

:
for the civil service or a recom-
mendation to the proper Heaven.
The modified Honor System would
have provided such a guarantee
in ample measure. It would also

have avoided the error of petty

, dogmatism.

I
,S(,<)(( C. Mohr '(i-2

Academy Of American Poets Offers Prize

For Best Williams Undergraduate Poem

Department Plans

To Add Courses
The Religion Department wi;i

offer a considerably revised grouii

of courses for the 1961-1962 a(

ademic year.

Three completely new coursi'

,

have been developed. Religion 30

;

will be entitled Problems in Con
temporary Religious Tliouglit. A;
specified in the Curriculum Com-
mittee's revision report, the coi.

cern will be with such problen;

,

as "the nature of religious langi;

age, and symbols, the concept 1

1'

God, the bearing of Christin ,

faith upon the interpretation i <

history, the relationship betwe( i

reUgion and culture, and the i

lationship between science and i' -

ligion."

Religion 302 will present an v.-

tensified study of Contemporary
Tiicology, as the contempora /

theological scene has been pi' -

viously dealt with in sevei .1

courses. Concentrated in tlii>

nineteenth and twentieth centm-
ies, the readings will cover thj

Romantic and Existentialist move-
ments, Fuerbach and Nietzschf,

and Protestant theology from Har-
nack and Rauschenbusch to tliy

present day.
Jewish Thought

A new departure for the De-
partment will be a course in Mod
ern Jewish Thought, taught by

Mr. Spivey. This course fills an
obvious void, and it is at lea.st

partially a response to a student
demand for a more adequate pre-

.sentation of Judaism.
Change

A number of minor alterations

have al.so been approved. There
has been a change in emphasis in

the Introduction to Religion

course. Mr. Chandler feels that

tire present 201 is too much of a

"tourist course", devoted to jump
ing from one oriental .sect to an-
other. Tiie course will now begin

with a study of the "phenomen-
ology" of primitive and civilized

religions, in an "attempt to de-

termine what the questions of re-

ligion are'' before delving into the

specifics.

Mr. Chandler al.so emphasized

that the rarely-offered Religion

306. the Psychology of Religion,

would be a definite part of the

curriculum. Mr. Harned is leav-

ing next year, and his expected

successor specializes in this area.

This year for the seventh time

a prize of $100 will be offered by
the Academy of American Poets
for the best poem or group of

poems submitted by an under-
graduate at Williams.

Pounded in 1934 to provide fel-

lowships and prizes as an encour-

agement to American poets, the

Academy has awarded $5000 fel-

lowships to such distinguished

writers as E. E. Cummlngs, Robert
Frost, William Carlos Williams,

Leonie Adams, and Robinson Jef-

fers.

Last year In memory of Mrs.
Mary Cummlngs Eudy, the Ac-
ademy issued a booklet of the ten
outstanding poems from the var-
ious colleges. The poem selected

from the Williams group was "The
Pall" by Paul Watson, '58. In an
introduction to this booklet,

Louise Bogan, well known poet

WALDEN THEATRE

FRIDAY 7:15 ond 9:30

THE FUGITIVE KIND
Marlon Brando, Anno Magnani, Joanne Woodward

SATURDAY ONLY 7:15 and 9:15

THE UNFORGIVEN
Burt Lancaster, Audrey Hepburn, Audie Murphy

SUNDAY AND MONDAY 7:15 and 9:15

BEAT THE DEVIL
Humphrey Bagart, Jennifer Jones, Peter Lorre, Gino Lolabrlglda

Plus: THE FATAL GLASS OF BEER

Starring W C. Fields

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

MILUMIT" .^.4ftft

Bftwiff"

and poetry critic of the New York-
er, said "The range of emotion
and interest in these poems is

striking."

Recent annual awards at Wil-
liams have gone to J. Edward
Brash, '60, winner of the Hub-
bard Hutchinson Memorial Schol
arship, and to Walter L. Brown,
'60, with honorable mentions to

Erik Stefan Muller, '62, and Eric

H. Davis, '61.

May 1 Deadline
This year's competition will

close on May 1. To be considered
for the prize, poems must have
been written by an undergraduate
now enrolled in the College and
must not have been published ex-
cept in a local undergraduate pub-
lication. Competitors should leave

In Mr. William Jay Smith's box in

Stetson two typed copies of poems
they wish to enter in the contest

Nuclear Debate . . .

Continued from Page 1, Col. 4

Hero supported this attitude b.\

asserting that negotiations were

the key to the problem. He ac

knowledged the fact that they had
not been successful in the past,

but expressed the feeling that

they would become moi'e success

ful in the future; and also stress-

ed the fact that we have as yet

had no real negotiations with thf

Russians, so we have no basis for

judging their value.

At the conclusion of the debaU
a small percentage of the audiencf

expressed its reactions to the ar-

guments by a vote. The result wa?

an 8-5 decision in favor of the

negative team.

not later than the above closing

date. Entries may consist of a se-

quence of poems, or a group, not

to exceed five in number, of the

Individual poems.

HI FI - STEREO COMPONENTS
H. H. SCOTT
AMPLEX

JENSEN
KLH

"One OF THE GREAT
TIMELESS FRENCH

PICTURED I" Winjfen, Post

GARRARD
HARMAN-KARDON

Complete Stock of All Leading Manufacturers

BUILD YOUR OWN KITS
HEATHKIT— EICO — PACO — DYNAKIT CITATION — H. H. SCOTT

AMATEUR RADIO & CITIZEN'S BRAND EQUIPMENT

TUBES — PARTS — ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

SOUNDCO ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
COMPANY, INC

147 Dwight St.

Springfield, Mass.

"Western New England's Electronic Center
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Fertility Rites
Inj Edward Volkiium

Williams is oft rff't-rrt'cl to, lovingly, as a "small liberal

arts cull(',Hf witii intimate stucleiit-faculty relationships." While
this is ealcnlated to lure hrij^ht students to the Berkshires, it

does the sehool an injustice. The claim is overly modest; we
aie hiding; our light under a bushel. How many peojile realize

that Williams pcniodieally serves as one of the foremost field

laboratories in the world for st)ciiil anthrojjologists?

'I"hink of the money and time that the researchers save by
not having to travel ail over the world in order to uncover prim-
itive populations in order to study the origins of culture, reli-

gion and otiier social |)henoniena.

The Williams I'^ield Laboratory specializes in exhibitions

of fertility rituals. The L^aboratory is usually in .session three
tiini's a year, coincident with the seasons, ie,, I'^all, Winter and
Spring, this in itself is revealing.

The festivities begin with tlie great tribal dance on Friday
night. All are in costmne as the tribal meeting place is darkened
and the medicine men are commissioned to make loud noises.

There are many medicine men, each with their distinctive styles

and beats, hence, a warm cacaphony is usually the result. The
main tent begins to overheat and the tribe assumes the flushed
look coincident with high excitement and hormonal activity,

bye and bye, the tribe returns in dribs and drabs to their indi-

vidual tents, which, |)articnlarly in the winter season, are fes-

tooned with symbols and fetishes. ( No investigation has yet

determined if there are phallic connections.)

Each ol these tents is jirovided with its own medicine men
and eliaracteristic potables. When the celebrants fall where
they may from exhaustion the iterregnum comes. Saturday, the

tribe looking a little worse for the wear, arises to watch its

members engage in feats of manliness and virtue. While these
feats are unseen by many who are unable to open their eyes to

the sun, they are yet enjoyed. The fertility festival resumes when
dark cosily cloaks our great tribal lauds, and so it goes. Season
to season, year to year, generation to generation, and no one
can doubt the efficacy of these rites as the tiibal pojudation
continues to flourish.

Witchcraft Literature

In Chapin Exhibition
The current exhibit in the

Chapin Library, entitled "A Dis-

play of Witchcraft and Demono-
logy," consists of important works
published on the subject since

medieval times.

Most of the books reveal ex-

tremely well the attitude taken to-

ward witches throughout these

times. In wandering along the

cases enclosing the books, which
are explained by cards referring to

the pertinent passages, the visitor

is impressed primarily by the ser-

iousness with which this "phen-
omenon," now considered on the

lunatic fringe, was taken by people

who lived, historically speaking,

only a short time ago.

Witchcraft Documents
When the interested visitor takes

the slight effort necessary to read

the archaic printing in the older

volumes, he sees serious docu-

mented treaties on specific in-

stances of witchcraft and on trials

of some of the so called witches.

The exhibitions are arranged

chronologically to show first the

medieval works, then those of six-

teenth and seventeenth century

England, and finally works deal-

ing with American witchcraft, par-

ticularly the writings of Increase

and Cotton Mather and the Salem
witch trials in which Cotton

Mather played an infamous role.

Opposed to these disciples of the

witchcraft delusion are Robert
Calef's "More Wonders of the In-

visible World" and Francis Hut-
chinson's "Historical Essay on
Witchcraft", the work that is said

to have had the "last word on the

subject."

DitiyE

YburOW"

'Venerable' New England Tradition Prevails

In Nonpartisan Williamstown Town Meetings

Reverend Eusden To Lead Mission

To China In 'Operation Haystack'
Williams College is organizing

Operation Haystack'' in conjunc-

tion with Yale-in-China, to send

Chaplin John D. Eusden and four

to six undergraduates to Hong
Kong this summer. This program
is believed to be the first college

sponsored summer service project

in the Far East.

President Baxter, who has en-

thusiastically backed the project,

feels that "the U.S. has as great

a stake In the Far East as any-

where else. The Chinese have a

stereotyped impression of Ameri-

ca and these students can help

correct their misconceptions."

Chaplain Eusden agrees with this

idea, stating that the program"
will help to correct the false im-

age of the U.S."

While in Hong Kong, the group

will reside at New Asia College,

and will teach English to resi-

dents of Hong Kong and other

parts of Southeast Asia. Drill and
practice in conversation grammar,
and writing ability will be the

main part of the program.

A faculty selection committee,

headed by Chairman Henry N.

Plynt, will announce names of the

students who will make the trip by

March 1. Preference will be given

to seniors and juniors but ex-

ceptional sophomores and fresh-

men are encouraged to apply.
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LEASE a NEW Car

PURCHASE a NEW Car*

Rent a Late Model Car I
VOLKSWAGEN SIMCA
MERCEDES RENAULT
HILLMAN PORSCHE
*with Repurchase Plan availabie|

... or bring it home with you.

The pleasant, economical way to

travel in Europe. We make all or-

rongements for the Plan you prefer.

Write for full details

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CO.
Harvard Sq., Cambridge, Mass.

The town meeting—that vener-
able New England form of pure
democratic government—is the
most colorful component of the
government of Williamstown.

The regular meeting is held an-
nually, a warrant being issued to

duly "notify and warn" the citi-

zens. The three areas of its op-

eration are: appropriation of

funds, transfer of property, and
passing of bylaws, such as zoning.

Bylaws must be passed by two-
thirds of those present, money
matters requiring only a simple

majority for passage.

Attendance at the meeting rang-

es from 35 to 800, depending upon
the interest in the issues to be dis-

cussed, as announced in the war-

rant. Special meetings can also be

called in the event of pressing bus-

iness. Presiding over the gathering

is an elected moderator who acts

as chairman.

The government as a whole is a

S e 1 e c t m e n—Manager system,

known in other parts of the coun-
try as the Council Manager sys-

tem. It is patterned basically af-

ter a corporate organization.

Within this framework, a Board
of Selectmen is elected by the

total electorate by Australian bal-

lot. The members, who are not

paid, serve staggered terms of

three years a piece and hold regu-

lar meetings twice a month. Pri-

marily the board Is the official

policy-making organ of gov-

ernment. In addition, it serves the

function of a licensing board.

The board appoints a Town
Manager who serves for an indef-

inite term as the single official

executive head directing the ev-

eryday activities of the govern-

ment. He is responsible to the

board and can be dismissed at any
time.

There are few other elected of-

ficers, only the trustees of the Lib-

rary and school, who operate in-

dependently of the rest of

the government. The Town
Manager appoints the department
heads and various other necessary

officials.

The town government Is non-
partisan. There is no party or-

ganization in the local elections.

There are various pressure groups,

however. Most are transient, con-

cerned only with a particular Is-

sue. A few permanent though still

relatively Informal pressure groups

do exist, with broader, longer

range ideas as their basis.

The Selectman-Manager system

was established in Williamstown

in 1957. The town meeting, a typ-

ically New England custom, has

been an institution here since the

incorporation of the town.
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On Campus
with

MaxShuIman

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dohie Giliis", etc.)

"THE SLOW RUSH"

Illastrated below is the membership i)in of a brand-new national

fraternity ciiilcd Si^iui I'lii Ndtliiiit:. To jdiii Sijrim Phi Xotliing

and KL't this hideous iiitMiilx'isliip pin uh.solutoly free, siiiii)ly

take a pair of scissors and cut out the illustration and paste it

to your dickey.

Let iiu; hasten to state that I do not rccoininond your joining

Si(riia I'lii Nothing. The only tiling; I reconnncnd in this column

is Marlboro cifrarettes, as any honest man would who likos a
filtered cifrarottc with an inifiltcred taste, who yearns to settle

back and enjoy a full-flavored smoke, whose heart is (iiiiekencd

by a choice of soft p.ack or fli|)-to|) box and who Kt-ts paid every

week for writing this column.

It is difiiciilt to think of any reason why you should join

Sisna I'hi Nothinjr. Some people, of c()ur.>ie, are joiners by
natiu'e ; if you .are one such I must tell yoti there are any number
of better ornanizations than Si^na Phi Notliing for you to join—
the Mafia, for example.

But if you should join Sifiiia i'lii Nothing, let me Rive you
several warninifs. I'^irst off, it is the only fraternity that admits

girls. Second, there is no iiledge period; eacli new member im-

mediately jrocs active. Perhaps "inactive" is a more aeeiirate

term; there are no meetings, no drives, no campaigns, no sporis,

no games, no dues, no grip, and no house.

The only thing Signa Phi Nothing has that other fraternities

have is a fraternity hyiiui. In fact, two hymns were submitted

to a recent meeting of the national l)oard of directors (none of

whom attended). The first hymn goes:

Iloichn, boop-hooji-d-doop,

Mother's making Uuhhvr soup.

The secontl hymn is considerably longer:

A (•umixcii'n a roto,

A roail is a lane,

Whc7> you're cnlivg chnw,

Remember the mein!

Pending the next meeting of the nation.al board of directors,

which will never he held, members are authorized to sing either

hynui. Or, for that matter, Stardust.

Perhaps you are asking why there should be such a fraternity

as Signa Phi Nothing. I will give you an answer— an answer
with which you cannot possibly disagree: Sigtia Phi .Withitig

filln a irell-nceddl gnji.

.\re you siifTering from mental lieiilth? Is logic distorting

your thinking'.' Is ainhilion encroaching on your native sloth?

Are your long-cherished misaitprchcnsions retreating before a
sea of facts? In short, has edtication caught uj) with you?

If so, congratulations. Hut tell the truth— wouldn't you like

to make an occasional visit back to the good old days when you
were not so wise and composed and industrious—when you
were, in fact, nuttier than a fruitcake?

If you pino for those old fjimiliar miasms, tliosc dear, dead
vapors, join Signa Phi Nothing and renew, for a fleeting

moment, your actiuainlance with futility. We promise nothing,

and, by George, we deliver it

!

e imi m.. .shuim..

We, the maker» of Marlboro, promine timoking pleature and
ire thirtk you'll think tre rfp/ircr it—both from .Marlboro and
from our new unfiUered king-size Philip Morris Commander.
Welcome aboardl



Williams Swamps Springfield

Eager Ephs Set Two Marks
The Williams swimming team again demonstrated its power and potential as it swamped last

years New lingland champs, S,Kingf?eld, at the Sprindield pool last Wednesday. Iwo reeords tell

as the Williams swimmers gained a decisive margin oi 61-34 over the tough Sprnigtield team.

freestyle relay
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as
The 400 yard

team of John Moran, '63, Carroll

Connard, '63, Mike Dively. '61,

and Tom Herschbach, '62, pulled

strongly to a new New England

record for a twenty-yard pool of

3 '32.2.

Allen, fired up and swimming

hard, swept the 200 yard back-

stroke, setting a new college rec-

ord for a twenty-yard pool of 2:16

flat.

ROBINSON STRONG
Buck Robinson, '61, typified the

efforts of the whole team as he

swam a very good 2:29.4 in the

200 yard breaststroke with Carter

coming In second for Williams

Herschbach and Connard added to

the score with Herschbach getting

a 29 flat for the 60 yard freestyle

and Connard pulling 2:17 in the

220 freestyle.

WESLEYAN NEXT
Saturday, February 18, the Wil-

liams swimmers will journey to

Wesleyan for their first meet in

the Little Three. The Amherst
meet follows on February 25, af

ter a meet with Union on Wed-
nesday.

Second Period Rally Upsets Aces

As Stickmen Beat Springfield 7-5

SUMMARY SWIMMING
(Alln Rohit

Wyn

I.yiin;

400 medley reKiy: Willi.iiiv

Dcvaii-y, Moran), 4:01,6
220 frceslylc: I. Conii.inl (VV); 1 CoiikIiHii

(W): 3. Clark (Sp) 2:17.1

60 fr-cslyle: I. Ilorsillbacll (W); 2. Wyiin

(Sp) 1. Dively (W) 2'>.0

Dive: I. I'orrcr (S): 2. Holme (W); .i. Reeves

(VV)
100 freestyle: I. H.Ts,lib.icll (VV)

(Sp) 3. Brown (Sp) 53.7

200 liackslroke: I. Mien (VV): 2

McKeilian (VV) 2: Id

(New college record, 20 yard pool)

200 individual medley: I, Kaaney (S) ; 2.

A'len (W); 3. Lynn (Sp) 1:43.3

100 bnlterdy: I. KaariT (S): 2. Devaiiey (VV)

3. Porclielli (Sp) 57.2

441) (rcMlyle: I. Hull (S); 2. Coughlin (W)

;

3. Huppuch (VV). 4:57.1

200 breast stroke: I. Robinson (VV); 2. Car-

ter (VV): 3. McDonald (Sp) 2:2i).4

41)0 freestyle relay: 1. Williams (Moran. Con-

nard. Divelv, Herschbacll) 3:32.2

(New New l';nclanil record for 211 yd. pool)

Frosh Victors 52-41

The Williams freshman basket

ball team squeaked out its sev-

enth victory against three defeats

beating the RPI frosh 52-49. Tom
Jensen poured in twelve points in

the final period to secure the vic-

tory over the scrappy Engineers.

The baby Ephs jumped off to a
17-4 lead early in the game, and
were in front 27-19 at the buzz-
er. However, in the second half,

the Engineers came bouncing
back within two points, and the
game was nip and tuck for the
rest of the way. Finally, behind
Jensen's scoring punch, the Pur-
ple managed to pull it out in the
closing seconds. Jensen was the
leading scorer with fourteen, fol-

lowed by Poster and Silver, with
thirteen and eleven respectively.
Pilling out the scoring were Mac
Ewing and Ro-Ro-Rappaport,
with six each, and Steve Birrell,

with two.

The high scorer for RPI was
Siegel who netted sixteen.

Minnesotan Trio: John Roe, Tom Roe, Andy Holt

Yale Sweeps Match
From Williams Squash
The undefeated Yale squash ' as he forced his opponent Into two

team proved to have too much i 17-16 overtime games,
power and experience for the Eph This afternoon at four o'clock
racketmen Wednesday as they

,
the squash team will attempt to

trounced Williams 9-0 in New
j

get back on the winning side of

the second the ledger meetingHaven. The loss was
this year for the Ephs and end-
ed a four game winning streak.

Yale is considered to be, along

with Harvard, one of the possible

national collegiate champions.

The Yale squad, boasting five

sophomores and two juniors, was
seriously challenged in only three

matches. Ned Shaw posed the

most serious threat as he won his

first two games and had a 13-11

lead in the third game, only to lose

in five games. John Leathers, af-

ter losing his first game in over-

time, came back to win the third

game and played especially well

despite his loss. Steve Thayer was

also outstanding for the Ephs'

Williams' steamrolling hockey

squad ran into a stone wall mid-

way through the first period of

yesterday's game with American
international College of Spring-

iield, but managed to pull itseli

,.ogether by the second half of

period two to skate off with their

twelfth victory, 7-5.

Playing without the aid of ail-

ing first-string goalie Al Lapey,

„he team started off very quickly

ivith four goals in eleven minutes
of the first period. Any hopes of

repeating last Saturday's rout at

Amherst were stifled, however,

when the scrappy AIC stickmen
replied in kind with five straight

goals.

4-Man Line

After shots by Captain Larry
Hawkins and defenseman Tony
Stout put the Ephs in the lead

again, and held the Purple score-

less until Marc Comstock put the
game on ice by slapping the puck
into an open net with thirteen

seconds remaining in the game.
With 1:15 to go in the game, AIC,
in a desperation move, had pulled

their goalie out of the game and
began playing a four-man line.

Williams' defense held, however,

and the team added a tense vic-

tory to their winning record.

SCORING SUMMARY
IIRST I'KRIOD
1. (W) Holt (T. Roe) 2:32
2. (VV) Comstock (Hawkins) 8:03
I. (VV) I, Roe (T. Roe) 10:21

4. (W) Hawkins 10:44
5. (AIC) .Sears 15:30
6. (AIC) Kearney 17:30

7. (AIC) Tarsa 19:42
SECOND PERIOD
8. (AIC) Sears 1:00
<). (AIC) Wills 11:24

10, (VV) Hawkins (Beadic) 12:46
II, (VV) Stout 17:40
THIRD I'r.RIOD
12. (VV) Comstock 19:47
SAVKS: (VV) Rich 26: (AIC) Ilegsie 26.

VISIT THE SHOP OF COMPLETE
SKI SERVICE IN THE BERKSHIRES
Trade-ins on skis Gr boots

Complete Ski Equipment
Packages at reasonable prices

Our novel Try-before-you-buy plan permits you to

try out skis before buying them

Latest Ski Reports for all New England, with 24
hour service on HI 3-5100

Represented at Williams by Bill Anderson at Sig

Phi, GL 8-3233

Authorized Head and Hart Ski Dealer

^^
m

fy SKI DEN
COLF • TENNIS • SKIN DIVING

WENDELL HOTEL BUILDING
Pitttfield Tel. HI 3-5100 or Enterprise 6380

Mahland Sparks Purple Triumph With 24

In One-Sided Conquest Of RPI, 88-46
The Williams varsity basketball team trampled RPI 88-46

Tuesday. The Ephmen, led by sharpshooting Bob Mahland, jump-

ed out to a quick lead and were never challeiij^ed. The Purple fast

break worked all night, and the
Eph defeiise was excellent. Play-
ing steady, fast basketball, the
Purple extended their early lead

to 43-17 at half-time.

Williams kept the pressi;re on
the Engineers through the necond
half and extended their already
adequate lead. The Ephmen began
passing more as the half progress-

ed. They scored more easy shots
and drew more fouls. Lou Guzzat-
ti, in for Sam Weaver during pan
of the half, got half a dozen as-
sists on beautiful passes to team
mates. This attitude of looking
for a teammate before a shot has
been one of the most importan'.

factors in the great success of the
Williams quintet. As in the last

two games, the Purple five hit

both boards and limited RPI to

one shot most of the time, while
it often managed to get two or
three.

RPI Hangs 10-S Loss
On Freshman Hockey
The freshmen hockey squad ran

up against a tough RPI team
Wednesday and came out on the

short end of a 10-5 score. The
Williams goalies Rheingold and
Foster stopped 35 shots, but were
unable to reach six shots of RPI's
Dick Brookworth, who also had
four assists. For the Purple, John
Foehl scored twice and Bill Doyle
three times. The loss leaves the
squad with a 1-5 record, with three

more contests scheduled.

Ephs To Clash Here

With Wesleyan Teams
A tough wrestling squad, a med-

iocre squash team, and a swim-
ming team with three outstanding
sophomores: these are the Wes-
leyan opponents with whom the

Ephs will have to contend tomor-
row.

"A very tight match" Is the pro-

spect for Coach Pete DeLisser's

matmen, who will face difficult

matches in the heavyweight class-

es.

Wesleyan seldom produces out-

standing squash teams. With the

Ephmen moving Into the courts

against a team which lost 9-0 to

Amherst recently. Coach Chaffee
is confident of the outcome. Since

1939 Williams has compiled a rec-

ord of 14-1 against Wesleyan
teams.
Beaten by about 20 points by

Amherst, the Wesleyan swimmers
win meet Coach Mulr's strong

team, fresh from a victory at

Springfield, at which the 400 yard

relay team set a new record. Wes-
leyan's Alexander, In the 220 free-

style will probably be the tough-

est for the Ephs to beat.
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J. Clay Hunt Lectures

•^On Milton's Lycidas"
bt) Irv Marcm

"Lycidas seems to me one of the most absolutely interesting

jjoems in the Enj^lish lauf^uaj^e," began Professor J.
Clay Hunt in

the third of this year's Faculty Lectures entitled, "On Milton's

Lycidas." In his own inimitable

style, the Williams English Pro-

fessor attacked "the problem of

the formal structure of Lycidas"

before an overflow audience In

the biology building lecture hall,

Thursday afternoon.

After a brief biographical sketch

of the poet, John Milton, and his

creation, (Lycidas, was written on
the occasion of the death of Ed-

ward King whom Milton had
known when they were students

together at Cambridge.), Hunt
swung into his main argument.
"One critic says that Lycidas has

no artistic unity at all," he r.tart-

ed, "and that it is nothing but 'an

accumulation of magnificent frag-

ments.' " Hunt could not accept

this, he said. "Milton, of all Eng-
lish poets, is the one who would
accept most surely . . . that a poem
must have a controlling architec-

tural plan."

Pastoral Canzone!

In his criticism of the poem.
Arnold Barker compares the struc-

ture of Lycidas to music. Hunt
asserted, "The analogy to musical

structure is promising, and I sus-

pect that the fallacy In this theo-

ry is that it assumes that sections

which are conceived units of a

musical structure must also be

conceived as units of a logical

structure, and he therefore tries

to assign to each of the supposed

three movements a progression

terms of their content of idea. If

Milton is blocking out his poem
as a progression of different musi-

cal units, it is possible that he

may be arranging the different

sections of the poem with a con-

cern more for their effects of

tone than for their logical con-

tent."

Clay Hunt
Lectured on "Lycidas"

Musical Structure

At this point Hunt announced
his plan of attack. "Let's see if

we can analyze the structure of

Lycidas In terms of a musical pat-

tern; and then, if this works, see

further, where there is any cor-

respondence between this musi-

cal structure and recognizable lit-

erary genre." Indeed, in this last

lines of this work, Milton tells us

to do this.

Hunt divided the poem into two

parts, the dirge, and the conclu-

sion. "The dirge certainly starts

at line 15 with the invocation to

the classical Muses to 'begin,' the

lecturer pointed out. Here we find

the traditional pastoral imagery,

"using the literary machinery of

Idyllic nature description and the

mythological decoration of

Continued oin Page 3, Col. 4

Campaign Picked As
Critical Issues Head;

Spring Event Planned
Jim Campaigne '62 has been sel-

ected as the new Chairman of the
Critical Issues Committee. The
other members of the new com-
mittee include: Mike CoUyer '63,

Vice-chairman, Ralph Peck '62,

who will be in charge of arrange-
ments. Stew Davis '62, who will

oe in charge of publicity, Jim Pil-

grim '63, and Jim Blume '63.

Chairman Campaigne announ-
ced that there will be a .spring

conference, tentatively scheduled
for early April. The conference
will retain its previous format of
discussion periods on successive
evenings. The subject for the con-
ference, also tentative, is to be a
specific aspect of United States
Foreign Policy.

The Committee's previous pro
grams have been concerned with
the Liberal-Conservative and Lab-
or Management dichotomies.
Campaigne said that MacAlister
Brown, Assistant Professor of Pol-
itical Science, has agreed to serve

as Faculty Advisor to the Com-
mittee.

Debaters Storm McGilh

Affirmative Undefeated
A contingent of Williams deba-

ters, sponsored by the Adelphic

Union and coached by Professor

George Connelly, took part in the

annual McGill Debate Tourna-

ment on February 17 and 18. This

debate tournament which is ar-

ranged as part of the annual Mc-

Gill Winter Carnival is one of the

largest and most prestigious tour-

naments in existence.

The tournament is so an-anged

as to allow the debaters to take

part in the Carnival festivities.

There are only three rounds of de-

bate, and the topic is different

from the National Intercollegiate

Topic. Hence, the tournament

serves as a necessary break In

the monotony of debating the

same thing over and over again.

This year's topic was the ex-

Blood Donors Sought
On Monday and Tuesday,

March 6-7, the Red Cross will

hold Its annual drive for blood

donations in WilUamstown.

Prom 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. both

days donors are urged to con-

tribute at the Bloodmobile,

which will be parked near the

1st Congregational Church.

Williams students under 21

are reminded that parentlal

permission Is absolutely neces-

sary if they wish to give. The
cards for this purpose should

be sent home as soon as pos-

sible to Insure their return In

time. The Red Cross cannot

take the responsibility of ac-

cepting donations from minors

without this permission.

tremely Interesting and timely

question of surrender to Russia as

an alternative to risking nuclear

war. There were about forty

schools which sent delegations,

and the draw was so arranged

that the American teams were al-

ways paired against Canadian

teams. While the competition re-

sulting from this situation un-

doubtedly did a certain amount of

harm to American-Canadian rela-

tions, on the whole the experience

proved to be highly edifying for

all parties.

The negative for Williams con-

sisted of Andy Hero '62, and Pete

Trescott '62, while the affirmative

team was Paul Hill '62 and Ed
Volkman '62. Volkman was origin-

ally to have gone as a judge, but

was forced to substitute for Dick

Paul '62 who came down with

laryngitis at the last moment.

Affirmative Wins Three

The affirmative won all three of

their debates, but finished third

on points to MacDonald and St.

Michael's both Canadian Univer-

sities. The negative had the mis-

fortune of facing three of the top

six affirmative teams, but they

deserve a large measure of credit

for debating Sir George Williams

In the last round. To that point

Sir George Williams had been the

leading team In the tournament.

Union is Champion

The affirmative team amassed

a total of 118 points out of a pos-

sible 150. St. Michael's had 119

while MacDonald had 125. In the

final round the negative from Un
Ion College defeated MacDonald

to cop the tournament.

Houseparties Favored

By Capacity Crowds

To put it mildly (and badly)

Winter Carnival was a "capital"

success. Attendance at all of the

events sponsored by the sopho-

more class reached or exceeded

the maximum capacity of the

buildings in which they were

held.

"Topper" Terhune '63, financial

manager, stated that although

there are no exact figures on at-

tendance, rapid arithmetic shows

that there were between 800 and
900 people at the dances held

Friday night in Baxter Hall.

Chapin Capacity

The Saturday night folk music

concert, featuring Pete Seeger and

Joan Baez, (as if everybody does-

n't know), was the outstanding

success of the weekend. The con-

cert began at 8:30 and people had

been queued up in front of Chapin

Hall for better than an hour,

waiting to get In. Eventually, a

mob of between 1150 and 1200

people were jammed into the bulg-

ing building, far exceeding not on-

ly any previous attendance record

but the capacity of the hall as

well. Terhune, again estimating,

said that about 100 people were

turned away at the door, due to

police restrictions.

As backers of these events, the

Class of '63 realized a profit of ap-

proximately $250., which will go

into the class treasury.

Pianist Webster Gives

Undistinguished Recital
by James E. Johnson

Pianist Beveridf^e Webster was presented to a rather small

audience in Chapin Hall last Friday night. The recital was die

seventh event in the Department of Music's 1960-1961 season.

Mr. Webster played Beethoven's

Sonata No. 28, Chopin's Sonata
No. 3, a suite "Out of Doors"
(1926) by Bartok, and Ravel's

"Gaspard de la Nuit" (1908). His

performance was generally undis-

tinguished.

Last Saturday's Record, in an
article on Mr. Webster's past car-

eer, quoted enthusiastic comments
from both the New York Times
and the Herald Tribune. It Is not
disclosed how old the critiques

from which they came are, but
judging from Friday's perfor-

mance, they may well be of a ripe

old age. One feels that Mr. Web-
ster is past his prime as a con-

cert pianist.

Warm Up
The Beethoven sonata belongs

to a group of three late sonatas

originally named "Hammerkla-
vier," although this title now ap-
plies only to the huge Sonata No.
29. Mr. Webster used it to warm
up with.

The Chopin sonata which fol-

lowed was performed In a man-
ner which seemed to characterize

the painist, an inarticulate, plod-

ding quality resulting from over-

pedaling, bad rhythm, and wrong
notes. One major criticism must
be directed at the pianist's fre-

quent failure to achieve balance
between both hands, which was
at times so severe that the upper
parts were totally obscured by en-

ormous masses of sound In the
lower ranges.

More at Ease
Mr. Webster seemed more at

ease following the intermission.

Bartok's amusing suite emerged
with considerably more precision

and clarity. The five pieces dem-
onstrate one of Bartok's peculiar

ibilities, that of extracting new
sounds from old media. This was
.specially evident in numbers one
and four, "With Drums and Pipes"
and"Musiques Nocturnes."
The concluding Ravel work was

also more successful, although in
the Scarbo, the pianist again re-

sorted to banging, so much so
.aat the Steinway nearly retreat-

ed to stage left.

Beveridge Webster
Concert Pianist

Mead Fund Applications Available

For Washington D. C. Employment
Applications are now available

|
demic performance, post-graduate

in the Student Aid Office for the

Mead Fund program of summer
internship in Washington, D. C.

The program, which is entering its

sixth year, is made possible by a

gift made to Williams in the will

of Mr. George J. Mead. Mr. Mead
expressed the intention "that this

gift shall be used to improve the

quality of leadership and service

in all branches of government .

."

Members of the Junior Class

regardless of Major, are eligible to

apply for this program. The Mead
Fund Committee will select those

who show promise of profiting the

most from a first-hand working

experience in government. Aca-

plans, and a statement on what
the individual expects to gain

from such an experience all bear

on the final selection.

Grants and Loans

Each student will spend a min-
imum of six weeks in Washing-
ton and will make all the neces-
sary arrangements for his work
there. To the extent that condi-

tions permit, members of the

Mead Committee may assist the

interns in locating a position in a

Congressional or Administrative

office.

One or more Interns will receive

a minimum grant of $400, whik
others selected are offered loan

assistance from the Mead Revolv-

ing Fund. Additional questions

should be directed to Mr. Flynt of

the Student Aid Office.

NCAA Bid Accepted By Faculty;

Regionals Scheduled March 10 -U
By BUI Penick

Days of anxious guessing were
brought to an end Friday when
Director of Athletics Prank
Thoms announced that a bid to

play in the NCAA College Division

Basketball Championship had
been accepted by Williams.

The decision was reached
Thursday night In a meeting of

the Faculty Committee on Ath-
letics, which Includes Thoms
Chairman Whitney Stoddard

James Curry, John Sheahan, and
Dr. Thomas Urmy. The Athletic

Council, comprised of representa

tives from the faculty, alumni,

and student body, had recom-

mended acceptance at an earlier

meeting.

Regionals First

The first test for the Williams

squad will be the Northeastern

regional tournament, which In-

cludes three other teams that have

not been announced yet. Region
al play is scheduled for March 10

-11, with the site to be selected

later. The winner of this division

will then travel to EvansvUle, In-

diana, for the national finals on
March 15-17.

The opportunity to participate

in the tournament was happily re-

ceived on campus and especially

by Coach Al Shaw and the 12

members of his team. Two pre-

vious bids to the NCAA Cham-

pionship, in 1955 and 1959, had
been accepted, while a similar
bid last year was refused.

Team Ranked 15th
The Ephmen, who are ranked

15th nationally among small col-

leges by virtue of an impressive
16-2 record, still have four games
to play in the regular season, in-

cluding two with Amherst and
one with a pesky Wesleyan team.
Season play ends on March 4,

giving the team a week to rest and
to prepare for the tough regional
tournament.

CC Applications Due
Applications will be accepted

for College Council Committees
this week. Rules, Nominations,
and Elections Committee chair-

man Jere Behrman '62 is re-

opening applications to allow
for new and additional entries.

Any students who applied in

the fall should check with their

representatives to make sure
their forms are in the commit-
tee's files.

Upperclassmen may obtain
forms from their house presi-

dents Wednesday and fresh-

men from their entry represen-
tatives Thursday. All applica-

tions must be turned in to the
same officers by Friday dinner
In order to be considered.
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NCAA Bid
Tlie student body owes the Facidty Committee on Athletics a

vote of f!;ratitiide. Its doci.sion to accept a bid to the NCAA Col-

lege Division Basketball Championship reflects understandinj^, not

intimidation.

It is indeed unfortunate that the question of an NCAA bid

should arise at a time when feelings between student body and
faculty are runniiij^ liigh- Because of this situation, it is inevitable

that some students will interpret the Committee's decision as a

"victory" for the .students in making the faculty yield. This is

probably not the case.

Student pressure, in the form of a small demonsti'ation by the
Faculty Club where the Committee was suijposedly meeting
Thursday night, had nothing to do with their decision. The deci-

sion had been leached and the meeting adjourned almost half

an hour befort; the demonstiation formed. It is conceivable that

such an exhibition, if it hud been on time, might have reversed

the decision to accept the bid.

it is true that the weight of student oijinion favored accept-

ance, and it can be certain that this was considered by the Com-
mittee. Neveitheless, the Committee's primary consideration was,
and, rightly so, the weight of argument pro and con. In this re-

spect, the decision was not of submission but of wise judgment.

—penick

Letters to the RECORD
Beta Position:
To the undergraduate body:

This statement is Intended to

clarify the situation concerning
Beta Theta Pi and its General
Fraternity. Last year all Williams
fraternities were required to pro-,

vide a statement to the effect that
all social bodies rushing in the fall

of 1960 wobid do so with the priv-

ilege of choosing a man on per-
sonal merit and without regard
for race or religion. The Williams
chapter of Beta Theta PI, after

consultation with National officers

and careful perusal of the Frat-
ernity Constitution, submitted this

statement. At present, there
is officially neither a clause nor
an Informal fraternity agreement
that would assert or encourage
racial discrimination.

On December 1, 1960 this chap-
ter was enjoined against initiating

its pledge class until several prob-
lems could be resolved. The Na-
tional Injunction against the initi-

ation of the Beta pledge class was
based on the climate of opinion,

especially as seen in the enforced
selection of members under Total
Opportunity. We feel that this

charge has no foundation in fact
On February 16, 1961 the Dart-

mouth Beta chapter dropped out
of the General Fraternity \s'lth the
statement that they Interpreted

the injunction against the Wil-
liams Beta chapter as being evi-
dence of racial discrimination In
Beta Theta Pi. There can be no
doubt that the presence of a Negro
In our pledge class is a significant
factor. Beta comprises 98 chap-
ters, undoubtedly including many
people who are prejudiced. It re-
mains for the fraternity meeting
in convention to affirm again that
whatever the private definition of
personal merit may be on some
campuses elsewhere, racial dis-

crimination is not the policy of
Beta Theta Pi as a General
Fraternity.

Our position in this case should
be made clear by the following
statements:

1) The Williams chapter does
not practice any sort of racial dis-

crimination, and has acted in

terms of its statement to the Col-
lege.

2) The National Constitution

states that the criterion for mem-
bership is personal merit.

3) Should it be determined at
the national convention that this

Is not the case, the Williams chap-
ter will not remain a member of

the General Fraternity.

Chapter officers and the Wil-
liams College administration have
agreed on the course of action

chosen by this chapter, and have
Continued on Column 5

Drums

f/ouse Elections

TheU Delta Chi—

President — Larry Kanaga
Vice Pres. — Jere Behrman

Bill Robertson

Corresponding Sec. — Bob
Watklns

Recording Sec. — Alan Sch-
losser

Treasurer — Chris Sargent

Phi Gamma Delta

—

President — David Bentley

Treasurer — Pete Pitts

Cor. Sec. — Steve Schwarz
Rec. Sec. — Bill Waddell
Historian — Prank Uoyd

Continued from Column 2
further agreed that on the 15th of
September the chapter will sub-
mit to the administration a state-
ment of its position on the ba.sis

of conclusions reached at the na-
tional convention in August.

The Zeta of Beta Theta Pi
Skip Rutherford, President
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Course Changes

In Music Dep't.
The faculty recently voted ap-

proval of a proposal by the music
department which will result in

the creation of four new courses

without any Increase in manpow-
er.

Noting that the "present music
202 course Is a somewhat abbre-
viated survey of the history of

music", the department will el-

iminate it from the introductory
material and offer Music 301-302:

Music in History on the junior

level in its place.

Three Eiectlves

To replace the current second
semester introductory course,

three eiectlves will be offered, al-

though music 201 will remain un-
changed as a basic theory course.

Music 202: Symphonic Music
will be a "study of symphonic de-

velopment as obseiTed in such
forms as the symphony, the sym-
phonic poem and the concert ov-

erture" taught by Professor Bar-
row. Music 204: The Opera will be

unchanged under Professor Shaln-
man from the present 305 course
and will show "the development
of opera from 1600 to the pre-
sent."

Beethoven Course

Pi-ofessor Griswold will teach
a new course. Music 206: Beetho-
ven, which will be a consideration

of selected compositions from
each of Beethoven's creative per-

iods" and win seek to place his

music "in its historical context
and evaluate the changes brought
about by his art."

Shalnman's Music in History

will be a "required elective" in

the major. Studying "the princi-

pal periods of the history of Wes-
tern music from the beginning of

the Christian Era to the present"

It, like the elementary harmony
course, will be open to students

with sufficient background by
petition.

Discontinuations

Under the adopted proposal,

three courses, Keyboard Music,
Music of the Middle Ages and
Renaissance, and Music from
1600-1820 will be discontinued.

The material formerly covered
therln will now be treated in the

new 301-302 course and partly in

202 and 206.

The manpower savings effected

will permit the Chamber Music
course to be given every year in-

stead of being bracketed. Also,

Music 305: The Concerto which
was discontinued in 1957 as a full

semester course will be reinstated.

Under Shalnman juniors In

this elective will study "the solo

concerto from the seventeemth

century experimental works of

Viadena and Oabrlelli to the nine-

teenth and twentieth century vir-

tuoso compositions of Uzt,

Brahms, Ravel."

Bruce Axelrod '63, New WMS President,

Sees 'Educational Station' Serving College
"WMS-WCPM offers the stu-

dent the chance to gain self-con-

fidence, speak on his feet, meet
many people, and learn something
about the many and varied as-

pects of radio," commented Bruce
H. Axelrod '63, the newly elected

president of the Williams radio

station.

"We are an educational station

and hope we can prove a service !

to the college as well as a benefit

to the members of WMS," Axelrod
stated. "The new board hopes that
the radio station will be a source
of news to create and recognize
campus opinion. Radio is mobile
and should be there when the

news breaks. Of course, we will

continue to provide entertainment
for the Williams community, in

addition."

Laden With Ideas

The new board is laden with
Ideas and the station's recently

revised schedule reflects it. Axel-
rod offered a sneak preview of

some of this year's coming attrac-

tions: "Campus Session," a panel
of student opinion; a program
featuring local talent; faculty

discussions; broadcasts of faculty

lectures; a live show of folk music
from the Left Bank Coffee House;

pre-programmed news such as
"Washington Reports to the Peo-
ple." and "This Week at the U.N.,"
all types of music ("We are the
only radio station in the area
which carries classical music. Sub-
sequently we shall devote four
hours a day to it, programmed
for us by the Thompson Concert
Committee and the Williams Mu-
sic Department."); "Memory
Counter," a history of show music;
"Night Cap," featuring different

campus personalities as disc Joc-

keys; and "Music For the Quiet

Hour."
Recognizes Limits

Axelrod recognized the limits

of the station. "One of these prob-

lems will be solved shortly," he
announced. "For a long time wo
have had the problem of over-rad-

iation, that is, broadcasting over

too great a distance. To correct

this, the station is getting a new
AM transmitter, designed espec-

ially for us, which will enable us

to broadcast to the fraternity

houses and which will increase fi-

delity." Axelrod concluded, "Our
main problems are getting people

to listen and balancing our bud-

get. We are sure we can solve

these problems, too."

Faulty Student-Faculty Communications Hit;

Greater Use Of Existing Groups Called For
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We here at Williams are pain-

fully aware of the difficulty of

communications involving an ad-
ministration, a faculty of over 100,

and a student body of more than
1100. And recent events have dem-
onstrated circumstances of an in-

effective or unused communica-
tion system.

In the affairs of the college

several groups are intimately con-
cerned with the decisions regard-
ing their activities. The alumni,
the trustees, the administration,

the faculty, and the student body
all have a stake in such decisions.

This is not to question the loca-
tion of the decision-making power
in official hands, but only to point
out that all of the groups should
play a role in the consideration
and formulation of college policy.

Lack of the essential communi-
cation between these groups, and
between the student body and fac-

ulty In particular, has manifested
itself in at least three connections
in the past few weeks: the pro-
posal to alter the college calendar;
the faculty rejection of the stu-
dent-supported honor system
change; and the fiasco arising
from student misapprehensions
concerning faculty intentions to-
ward the NCAA basketball bid.

We have reached a sorry state
of affairs when completely mis-
informed student opinion, in the
form of rumor, can result In the
extreme embarrassment of Presi-
dent Baxter, who was entertain-
ing officials of four other colleges
in the Faculty House at the time
of the student "riot" Thursday
night.

For an academic community
which likes to think of lUelf In
terms of unified and cooperative

effort, such a turn of events Is

bound to be not a little distress-

ing. Students are left with the in-

delible impression that one hand
doesn't know what the other is

doing, and what's worse, doesn't
care. Faculty attitudes are neces-
sarily affected by rising student
animosities, perplexed concern for
the survival of "student respon-
sibility," and embarrassing de-
bacles.

Responsibility for the lack of

effective communication between
faculty and student body seems
to rest on many shoulders. Had
the students given a sober second
thought to the staging of a sf)on-
taneous (and, in retrospect, ludi-
crous) riot, this unfortunate situ-

ation might have been avoided.
By the same token, the high

tide of feeling and sense of having
been cheated after the faculty re-
jection of the honor system man-
date on the part of the students,
can be traced In part to the fail-

ure of the faculty to articulate
its reasons for the move.
The next—It is safe to assume

that there will be a "next" unless
communications Improve—In this

succession of Incidents might well
exact a higher toll In "face" and
In student-faculty relations than
have the others.

There are numerous existing or-
gans on campus which can and
should serve as vehicles of com-
munication. Gargoyle, the College
Council, the Social Council, Pur-
ple Key, the Record, and the WM-
S, all possess the potential to fill

this gap. It Is In the best Inter-
ests of all groups concerned, and
above all the college, that this

twtentlal be exploited to Improve
the present deplorable state of

campus communication.



Ephmen Sweep Meet

From Weak Wesleyan
The Williams varsity swimming

team swamped Wesleyan 63-31

last Saturday with the Ephmen
taking first place in every event.

The victory was enhanced by a
new record of 2:17.8 In the 200

yard backstroke, set by Terry Al-

len. This beat the old record, set

by Henry Tatem in 1959, by three-

tenths of a second. Allen's accom-
plishment was made even more
impressive by the fact that he
made It after going through four

hours of law boards, then taking

the three hour car trip to arrive at

Wesleyan.

Other than Allen's record-break-

ing effort, the times were not
exceptionally low as everybody
swam an easy race. The team is

now preparing for the meet a-
gainst Union to be held there on
Wednesday, and for the Amherst
meet to be held there on Saturday.
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(Author of "I Was a Teen-nge Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gitlis", etc.)

"I'VE GOT NEWS FOR YOU"
I know nil of you liiivo important things to do in the morning-
like getting down to l)reakfast before your roonin)ate eats all

the inarmalade— so you really cannot be blamed for not keeping

up with all the news in the morning papers. In today's column,

therefore, I have prepared a run-up of news highlights from

campuses the country over.

SOUTHERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
Dr. Willard Hale Sigafoos, head of the department of apthro-

l)ol()gy nt Southern Reserve University, and internationally

known as an authority on primitive peoples, returned yesterday

from a four-year scientific expedition to the headwaters of tlie

Amazon Hiver. Among the many interesting mementos of his

journey is his own head, .shrunk to the size of a kumquat. He
refused to reveal how his head shrinking was accomplished.

"That's for me to know and you to find out," he said with a

tiny, but saucy grin.

NORTHERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
Dr. Mandrill Gibbon, head of the department of zoology at

Northern Reserve University, and known to young and old for

his work on primates, announced yesterday that he bad re-

ceived a grant of .$80,000,000 for a twelve-year study to deter-

mine precisely how much fun tiiere is in a barrel of monkeys.

Whatever the results of Dr. Gibbon's researches, this much

is already known: What's more fun than a barrel of monkeys is

1^<kkmne^tdct$£l^kiuf^tic]^-(k^et^^»
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a pack of Marlboro. There is zest and cheer in every puff,

delight in every draw, content and well-being in every fleecy,

flavorful cloudlet. And what's more, this merriest of cigarettes

comes to you both in soft pack and flip-top box wherever cig-

arettes are sold at prices that do no violence to the slimmest of

purses. So why don't you settle back soon and enjoy Marlboro,

the filtered cigarette with the unfiltcred taste.

EASTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
The annual meeting of the American Philological Institute,

held last week at Eastern Reserve University, was enlivened

by the reading of two divergent monographs concerning the

origins of early Gothic "runes," as letters of primitive alphabets

are called.

Dr. Tristram Lathrop Spleen, famed far and wide as the dis-

coverer of the High German Consonant Shift, read a paper in

which be traced the origins of the Old Wendi-sh rune "pt"

(pronounced "krahtz") to the middle I^ettic rune "gr" (pro-

nounced "albert"). On the other hand, Dr. Richard Cummer-

bund Twonkey, who, as the whole world knows, translated

"The Pajama Game" into Middle High Bactrian, contended

in his paper that the Old Wendish rune "pt" derives from the

Low Erse rune "mf" (pronounced "gr").

Well, sir the discussion grew so heated that Dr. Twonkey

finally asked Dr. Spleen if he would like to step into the gym-

nasium and put on the gloves. Dr. Spleen accepted the chal-

lenge iiromptly, but the contest was never held because there

were no gloves in the gynuuisium that would fit Dr. Twonkey.

(The reader is doubtless finding this hard to believe as

Eastern Reserve University is celebrated the length and breadth

of the land for the size of its glove collection. However, the

reader is asked to remember that Dr. Twonkey has extraor-

dinarily small hands and anns. In fact, he spent the last

war working in a small -arms plant, where he received two

Navy "E" Awards and was widely hailed as a "manly little

chap.") o >Mi Mu siiiiiDu

• • •

New from the makers of Marlboro is the king-ihe unMtered

Philip Morria Commander—made in a brand-neiv way for a

brand-new experience in emoking pleasure. Get a6oard.

Squash Team Blanks Cards, 9-0,

Loses Closely To PrincetoD, 5-4
hif Pete Johannsen

The varsity squash team played two home matches this past weekend, blanking; Wesleyan 9-0

on Saturday, and losinj{ a tight one, 5-4, to Princeton, Friday. In tlie Little Thiee match, tlie Cardin-
als were able to win only two

Professor Hunt Analyzes Milton's ^Lydias*
Continued from Page 1, Col.

games, by 15-12 scores, from the
Eplis. Princeton set itself up for
victory with wins by its number
one, two, and three men.

Wesleyan Game
Williams sorely outclassed the

Redbirds, who lost to Amherst
already, 9-0 on Feb. 11. Co-cap-
tain Bruce Brian, playing number
one, easily defeated John Magec
by 15-6, 15-3, and 15-4 scores. The
Wesleyan man could not cope
with Brian's soft shots and corner
shots, in the run-away match. Co-
captain Clyde Buck also had lit-

tle trouble at the number two
spot, beating Dennis Huston 15-6
15-12, and 15-7. The Cardinal man
threatened only in the middle ol
the second game, when he briefly
tied Buck 12-12.

In the only matches in which
Wesleyan managed to win a game,
Eric Greenleaf beat Steve Thay-
er, at number six, 15-12 in the first

game, but then lost the next three
games 17-15, 15-3, 15-2. In the
seventh spot. Bill Hyland defeated
Pete Schniewind 15-8, 15-10, 12-15
and 15-5.

Princeton Game
The contest with Princeton

showed some better squash. The
Tigers' number one man and on-
ly senior, Steve Vehslage. nation-
ally ranked as top intercollegiate
player for the second straight sea-
son, defeated Brian 15-5, 18-15,
and 15-10. Brian tied Vehslage
13-13 in the second game but
could not break through for the
win. In the number two spot. Jun-
ior Jim Zug, ranked fifth inter-

coUegiately, also won his match
by defeating Buck 15-7, 15-11, and
16-13.

Our wins came in matches four,

six, seven, and eight, by John
Botts, Thayer, Hyland, and Ned
Shaw. Princeton, sporting a 6-2

record before playing Williams,
beat Amherst on January 28 by a
6-3 score.

nymphs, fauns, satyrs, and work-
ing for a tonal effect of pathos
by playing these suggestions of

the pleasures of this Arcadian
world against the sad fact of

death." In this opening section

the phrase "somewhat loudly"
seems inappropriate but we can
translate it into the Italian musi-
cal term, mezzoforte, "somewhat
loudly." The poem continues mez-
zaforte and then changes to forte

continuing in a tone of pathos.

Change Of Key

Suddenly there is a change of

key. A new style is introduced in

tlie "Fame" passage "by gutterals,

intensive diction with sug-

gestions of ugliness and violence,

and by sudden heavy rhythmic
stresses." Hunt judged, "The dom-
inant tone of this new style Is one
of bitterness and anger"—fortis-

simo in the second key.

The second section of the dirge

is organized by this same tonal

design: mezzoforte, forte, and
then fortissimo. After an inter-

lude which Milton tells us is cal-

culated to "interpose a little ease,"

the poet begins the third section

of the dirge proper, and "for the
third time this tonal pattern is

repeated in the poem": mezzo-
forte, forte, and fortissimo. "The
final outburst of grief comes with
dramatic suddenness, opening
with the plangent cry "Ay me!"'

Lycidas: a Tragedy

"But this does still not solve

the problem of what literary form
Milton has in mind as the con-
trolling pattern for the poem,"
Hunt maintained. "The emotion-

al effect of the conclusion is

clear: it is designed to purge a-

way grief and end the poem with
emotional calm. Before this con-
clusion the dirge alternate two
tonalities, each with a different

emotional effect"—fear or terror,

and pity. "What do we have then,"

Hunt queried, and concluded, "a
poem which alternately arouses

the emotions of pity and of fear,

and which ends by purging these

disturbances of mind and bring us
to final calm. And here we have
the answer to our problem: Ly-
cidas is written in the literary

form of tragedy, as that form was
defined by Renaissance neo-class-

ic critics who derived their ideas

from Aristotle's Poetics.

V

Frosh Win, 50-35,

In Card Swim Meet
By Denny Van Ness

The Williams freshman swim-
ming team won again Saturday,
50-35, over one of the best Wes-
leyan freshman teams in years.

Three new Wesleyan records, in

the 200 yard medley relay, the 50
yard freestyle and the 100 yard
backstroke, dominated the match.
Bill Baccle was the first Williams

victor in the 200 yard freestyle

with a strong sprint in the last 50

yards. Wesleyan had no divers, so

Guy Strickland and John Dixon
staged an exhibition in which Dix-

on emerged victorious. Marty Was-
serman was the next winner for

Williams in his best swim of the

year, 1:07.3, in the 100 yard but-

terfly.

Webster Wins 2

John Webster took first in the

100 yard freestyle, then in the 200

yard individual medley. Dick Her-
berich and John Morrow clinched

the victory for Williams by tak-

ing first and second respectively,

in the 100 yard breast stroke and
giving the Ephs a decisive lead

The team of Webster, Sandy Kas-
ten, Wasserman, and Baccle fin-

Continued on Page 4, Col. 3
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Icemen Win Twice Over Weekend

Varsity Defeats Bowdoin, Colgate
. . By John Wilson

Victory belonged to the Purple

Pi-iday and Saturday as a season-

ed and primed Williams hockey
squad skated out to meet two
tough opponents, Bowdoin and
Colgate. They returned with their

13th and 14th wins to add to their

already impressive record of 12-3.

"A real team effort" is one way
of describing the 7-5 Purple up-

set of the Bowdoin team Friday
evening. They were backed by the

most vocal crowd to see a home
game this season, despite the on-
again, off-again rain which made
conditions on the ice in the sec-

ond and third periods difficult for

the players.

Roe, Maxwell Score

A fast start and strong attack
gave Ephman John Roe a chance
to rack-up two goals in the first

period. The Bowdoin team re-

covered itself by the second period
and pressed hard after a third

Eph goal by center Doug Max-
well. Williams was able to stave

Off the main onslaught with goal-

ie Al Lapey making seven saves to

frusti'ate the Bowdoin team, as

the period ended with the score

standing 3-1.

Progressively worsening ice con-
ditions resulted in some lack of

control ahd coordination on the

part of both teams in the third

period. A goal by Bill Beadie was
quickly matched by one for the

Bowdoin squad, which was coun-
tered in turn by a second, by Marc
Comstock.
With Tom Roe and Pete Mar-

lowe both in the penalty box for

failing to drop their broken sticks.

Captain Larry Hawkins maneu-
vered behind the Bowdoin defense

and tallied the third Williams
goal of the period. Three more
Bowdoin counters and one by
Beadie finished it as the Purple
beat the team they had missed at

the Cornell Tournament.
Colgate Dropped 4-1

Saturday the story was similar,

with a 4-1 triumph as the out-

come when the Ephs played host

to Colgate. Colgate's tight defen-

sive work and pressing attack af-

ter an opening goal by Tom Roe
gave the Eph team plenty to keep
them busy as the visitors tied the
score. Passing problems kept the
Purple on the defensive most o!

the remainder of the period.

The Colgate defense collapsed

in the second period, and the Ephs
pushed a vicious attack. With the

goalie drawn hopelessly out of pos-

ition, Tom Roe picked up the first

tally, and a smoothly executed
Hawkins-Comstock combination

gave the Ephs a second. Roe pick-

ed up the third later in the peri-

od by skating behind the cage and
firing the puck into the net be-

fore the goalie could shift posi-

tions.

\ ..\

BUT aren't you

OVERDOING IT

AllTTLE?

You can't overdo a good
thing. So be sure that you
have plenty of the brew
that gives you first beer

pleasure every beer
through. Always make it

Schaefer all around.

Defensive maneuvering took up
most of the third period, and
neither team was able to convert

its efforts on the ice to a figure

on the scoreboard.

Grapplers Strong

In 14-12 Defeat
The varsity wrestling team won

four of its eight matches but was
defeated by Wesleyan by the nar-

row margin of 14-12, Saturday in

the opening Little Three match
for the Ephmen. It was the sixth

defeat in seven matches for the
grapplers.

Williams showed greater
strength in the lighter weights as

they won the first four matches
by decision. Jim Moodey, Jim Bie-

ber and Captain Skip Chase were
all outstanding as they won their

decisions by identical 6-0 scores.

Larry Bauer followed with a 5-1

decision and the score stood 12-0

for Williams after four matches.
The Ephs could not win another
point for the rest of the match.

Lose 12-0 Lead
Jim Ferguson, Wesleyan's can-

didate for All-East wrestler, pro-
vided the margin of victory for

the Cards when he pinned Bill

Penny in 1:48 in the only pin of

the match. Other Wesleyan victor-

ies were by Chris Sieger over
Geoff Howard 6-2, Tom Little-

wood over Jack Staples 6-3 and
Bruce Marks over Fred Noland
6-0.

The Ephs will have an oppor-
tunity to gain a thi'ee way tie for

the Little Three crown next week
as they travel to Amherst to meet
a good Sabrina team. The Jeffs
last week defeated Wesleyan 17-

13.

Williams Places 2nd

In NYAC Mile Relay
A disappointing first leg cost

the winter relay team first place
in the New York Athletic indoor
track meet mile relay Friday night
In Madison Square Garden. The
Williams time was 3:30, giving
the Ephmen second place behind
Providence College, whom they
have defeated twice this year.

Anchorman John Osborne turn-
ed in the best quarter mile time
as he ran the final leg in a speedy
49.8 seconds.
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Basketball Team Wins Narrowly, 40 - 39,

As Siena Loses Gamble For Closing Shot

Williams' four big men who arc NCAA-bound: Dan Voorhees, Steve
Weinstock, Bob Mahland, Sam Weaver.

By Neil Rappaport I bout three minutes remaining in

In a low-scoring thriller, the
Williams basketball team beat
Siena, 40-39, on Friday night. The
game got off to a slow start, as
Siena played possession basket-
ball, working the ball for a long
time in order to get good shots.

Both teams played excellent de-
fense, with Purple ace. Bob Mah-
land, netting only nine points for
the game.
With both teams matching bas-

kets, Williams managed to leave

the floor at halftime with a two
point advantage, 20-18.

In the second half, both teams
continued to play slow, careful
basketball, taking few bad shots
and making a good percentage
from the floor. The Williams fast-

break was contained by Siena,
and the Eph scoring punch was
greatly limited. However, with a-

the game, the Purple managed to

take a one point lead, 40-39.

Williams called time out, and
when the Ephs returned to the
floor, they began to stall, holding
the ball outside. A palming vio-

lation was called on Dan Voor-
hees, and Siena took over with
about two minutes to go.

After a time out, Siena daring-
ly began to hold the ball for one
last shot, and, with twelve sec-

onds left, called another time out.

They brought the ball In, and
tried to set up a shot for their

leading scorer, Woody Woodward,
but time ran out and they were
forced to try a desperation shot,
and the ball fell short of the hoop.
The leading scorers for Williams

were Mahland and Steve Wein-
stock, with nine points each.
Siena's 6' 5" Huntington had 22.

'63 Athletes Win

Wesleyan Routed
Basketball

In a high-scoring, defensively-
poor game on Friday, the Wil-
liams frosh lost to Siena, 83-79.

The Siena team was made up of
small, fast ballplayers, who stun-
ned the baby Ephs with their
sharp-shooting. The frosh trailed

almost all of the way, but man-
aged to take the lead In the sec-

ond half for a brief time. Howev-
er, Siena came back fast, helped
by Williams' excessive fouling.

For Williams, Mac Ewing was
leading scorer with twenty-two
points, and Al Poster, was
close behind with fifteen.

Again the poor foul shooting of

the freshman team was costly, as

the Purple sank only eleven of

twenty-three attempts. The lead-

ing scorer for Siena was Cunning-
ham, a classy little guard, who
netted thirty-three points.

Swimming
Continued from Page 3, Col. 3

Ished the meet by winning the 200

yard freestyle relay.

The freshmen's season, with on-
ly the Amherst meet to go, now
stands at three wins and two loss-

es, with co-captain John Webster
the only record breaker on the

team He broke Carroll Connard's
old record of 2:28.2 in the 200 yard
individual medley, and then broke
his own record so that now the

best frosh time in this event is

2:20.0.
-Sl'M.MARY
200 yard medley relay: I. Chisold, Dayton,

Brown, Oppmann (Wej). 1:5!. J.

(\Vc»lpy.in record)
200 yard (reeltyle: 1. Bacclc (Wil); 2. Por-

ter (Wm); 3. Hajer (Wm). 2:05.1

Majority Of Weekend Events

In Squash, Hockey Downs Kent
50 yard freestyle: 1. Shields (Wcs); Moore

(Wes): 3. Kasten (Wil). 23,6.
(Wesleyan record)

Dive: I. Dijion (Wil); 2. Slrickland (Wil).
48.81.

100 yard bullerfly: I. Wasscrman (Wil); 2.

Brown (Wes): 3. Cliissold (Wes), 1:07.3
100 yard freestyle: 1, Wester (Wil); 2.

Muore (Wes); 3. Lambert (Wes). S4.7
100 y:ird back stroke: 1. .Shields (Wes); 2.

Ganahl (Wil); 3. Porter (Wes). 1:04.0
(Wesleyan record)

100 yard breast stroke; 1. Ilerberich (Wil);
2. Morroiv (Wil); 3. Simon (Wcs). 1:12.5

200 yard freestyle relay: 1. Wester, Kasten,
Wasserman. Bacde (Wil). 1:39.5

200 yard itidividual medley: 1. Wester (Wil);
2. Sp--Itnan (Wil); 3, Boreer (Wes). 2:31.7

Wrestling
After capturing three early de-

cisions, the freshmen wrestling
team was shutout by Wesleyan In
the upper weight classes and lost

their opening Little Three match
to the Cards 21-9, Saturday in
Lasell Gym. What appeared to be
a Williams rout turned Into Wes-
leyan victory as the Cards won
the last five matches with three
pins and two decisions.

Lightweights Paul Merrlthew,
Captain John Winfleld, and Fred
Tuttle were standouts for the
Ephmen as each defeated his op-
ponent by decision. John Marshall
was unable to recover from an
early takedown and was the first

Card victim. Thereafter the Card-
inals turned the match into a rout
as Ephmen Jerry Pitman, John
Boeye and Chuck Provost were
pinned In succession.

Heavyweight Mike Reily provi-
ded one of the best matches of
the day. Though he was declslon-
ed 3-2, Mike almost pinned his
man ten seconds to go In the
match. The Frosh grapplers will

meet Amherst next week at Am-
herst.

Squash
The Eph freshman squash team

won its first match this season by
defeating Wesleyan 9-0, Saturday,
Feb. 18, at home. The frosh show-
ed fine form, losing not a single
game, to their Little Three rivals.

Amherst also beat the Cardinals
by a 9-0 score earlier this year.
Henry Stanton, playing number

one, beat his man 15-7, 15-8, and
15-11. Bruce Birgbauer, in the sec-
ond match, won all three games
by 15-7 scores. The most one-sided
victory was produced by Bud El-
liot, who won by 15-2, 15-8, and
15-3 scores in the number two
position. Pete Stanley, at six play-
ed the closest match, winning IB-
IS, 15-12, 15-12.

Hockey
A determined but Inexperienced

freshman hockey squad downed
visiting Kent School, 5-3, Satur-
day in a game marked by Eph dif-

ficulties in puck control and co-
ordinated teamwork.

After playing a defensive game
most of the first period, the Wil-
liams freshmen, helped by the ef-

forts of Dick Magnuson and Tim
Knowles, totaled up four rapid
goals in the second period while
holding the Kentmen scoreless.

Kent launched their own counter-
attack In the third period with
two goals, but the Ephmen tight-
ened their defense for the rest of

the game.
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Economist Lectures

On Soviet Planning Jqh^s Secretary-Treasurer
wit described the Soviet method of nlnnniiur uk fittimr */"One wit described the Soviet method of planninj^ as fitting

tlie economy to tlie plan rather than the plan to the economy. There
is some truth in this," stated Herbert Levine, economics professor

at the Un. of Pennsylvania, in h is lecture, "Soviet Planning Tecli-
nlques" Wednesday night In Grlf-

ECONOMIST LEVINE:
Soviet Planning Techniques

Alumni Drive Reaches

Successful Conclusion
The Williams Alumni Fund drive

has surpassed its goal for the

eleventh consecutive year with a
total of $312,307. it was announc-
ed Monday by John P. English,

executive-secretary of the Alumni
Fund. The goal was $300,000, for

the campaign, which ended Febru-
ary 15.

Alumni as a group contributed

the largest portion by giving

$243,340. There were 5,572 alumni
donors, and fifty-five per cent of

the alumni participated. This com-
pares favorably with the record-

breaking campaign in 1959 when
fifty-seven per cent of the alumni
gave.

Chairman Stanley Phillips '17

of Montclair, N. J., and Vice-

Chairman M. Michael Griggs '44

of Greenwich, Conn, express-

ed satisfaction with the result.

They pointed out that the goal

was surpassed and the rate of an-
nual giving maintained in a year

when alumni and friends were al-

so contributing substantially to

the Williams Program.

Contributions through the Al-

umni Fund are used for current
operating expenses of the College

and nonnally constitute about ten
per cent of the College's annual in

come.

i'in.

Levine, who is doing research
at present at the Russian Re-
search Center at Harvard, discuss-

ed the Soviet method of achieving
a consistency and balance between
the flow of inputs and outputs
with regard to annual, or short
term planning, the basis of the ec-
onomy.

The basis of the Soviet prob-
lem is the role of "funded" goods,
such as raw materials, whose al-

location is controlled by the Coun-
cil of Ministers and "Gosplan". Af-
ter World War II the number of

these goods soared to 1600. The
figure now stands at about 800.

The number, Levine noted, is in-

dicative of the degree of the prob-
lem.

Planning Hierarchy

At the apex of the planning
hierarchy, which coordinates and
plans the supply of all the fund-
ed goods, is Gosplan. The hier-

archy is geographically oriented,

with the Republics, economic re-

gions and Individual enterprises

completing the ladder. Describing

the flow and counterflow of the
statistical information, Levine

noted three stages leading to the

final yearly plan. The first is a

thorough statistical analysis of the

base period to uncover bottlenecks

in the economy. Then comes the

establishment of aggregate targets

or guideposts based on the con-

trol figm-es compiled. This process

Continued on Page 2, Col. 3

SC Elects Black President,

so Officers Black and Jones

Hastings Announces Roper Center's

Acquisition Of ' Soldier Study ' Data

Hunt, Eusden, Park, Lawrence

In WCC 'Idea Of God' Colloquium
"The Idea of God" will be the.W. Chandler, associate professor

subject discussed at a colloquium ' of Religion will moderate both

to be held next Monday and Tues- i panels. On Tuesday night at Saint

day evenings, February 27 and 28.

at Alpha Delta Phi and Saint An-

thony Hall.

The Williams College Chapel

Coimnittee is sponsoring the event.

The first panel will meet at A.D.

at 7:30 Monday night. Professor

J. Clay Hunt of the English de-

partment and Chaplain John D.

Eusden will be the speakers. John

Louis Rudnick '15 Maintains Office

With 285 Vote Lead Over Mason
Louis J. Rudnick '15 maintained

his three year seat as town board
selectman in last Tuesday's elec-

tions. Running against Frank V.

Mason, a local merchant, Rud-
nick secured 1285 votes over Mas-
on's 973.

This election, the closest Mr.
Rudnick has ever run, was a vote

of confidence for the present Sel-

WCJA Elections
Michael Yessik has been sel-

ected as the new president of

the WllUams College Jewish
Association at the elections held

Monday night for the coming
year's officers. Other officers

elected by the group are Steph-
en Franklin, vice-president;

Qai-y Ratner, treasurer: and
Steve Goldberg, secretary.

The purposes of the group
are to conduct weekly Sabbath
services at Williams College

and to offer spiritual and cul-

tural guidance in the Jewish
faith. All interested undergrad-
uates are welcome to Join the
organization.

ectman-Manager form of govern-

ment. Mr. Rudnick, one of the

"fathers" of the system stood for

the continued existence of the

government. His platform was
"honesty and responsibility in

town government."
Mr. Mason ran in four previous

elections and held office as a

town selectman before the present

system was inaugurated. Readily

able to find the cause of his de-

feat, he said that the four area

newspapers succeeded in "im-

pregnating" the townspeople with

the personalities of the candidates.

The choice, he said, should be be-

tween governments, not people, i.

e., not personalities. This person-

ality-bent of the opposition was a

"trick," he said.

The old system in WiUiamstown
was based on a three-man Board
of Selectmen. Its chief deficiency

was that issues tended to be solv-

ed by political expediency rather

than by a trained municipal auth-

ority. Now. there are five select-

men who hire a town Manager
schooled in town planning. The
Town Manager is J. Maynard Aus-

Contlnued on Pace 2, Col. 4

The new Social Council elected Chip Black '62 and Kit Jones '62 to succeed Fred Noland and
John Simonds as president and secretary-treasurer, respectively, at their initial nieetinjf Tuesday
nij^ht.

The Council, made up of the
fifteen fraternity presidents elec-

ted Black on the second ballot.

Dick MacCauley, Bruce Grinnell,

Ralph Temple, and Skip Ruther-
ford were the other presidential

candidates.

Black, president of Chi Psi, has
participated in varsity football,

is a member of the College Coun-
cil, and serves as president of the
Purple Key. Jones, president of

Delta Upsilon, is managing editor

of the Qui, associate editor of the
Record, and a member of the

wrestling team.
The new Council also heard a

proposal by Skip Rutherford con-
cerning the influx of students
from other colleges during big

weekends at Williams. He pointed
out several incidents of damage
done by these uninvited studsnts

and suggested that the Social

Council look into ways of prevent-
ing a recurrence of this problem.
Black feels that a statement by

the administration could perhaps
help alleviate this situation. Oth-
er schools, notably Dartmouth,
have used this method with some
degree of success.

The Council's major work is in

the Spring and Fall in coopera-
tion with the Rushing Committee.
Black enunciated "since the SC
is committed to Total Opportuni-
ty, its primary objective is to see

that it is successful next Septem-
ber." He further expressed the

hope that the concept of fraterni-

ties could be more fully realized.

"The fraternities should be more
responsive to the individual mem-
bers."

Simpson Of Political

Science Dept. Named
To Mid-East Society
Dwight J. Simpson, Assistant

Professor of Political Science, has
been named a member of the Ed-
ucation Committee of the .'Vmeri-

can Association for Middle East
Studies. Professor Simpson's ap-
pointment was announced by
Thomas Clark Pollock, President
of the association.

Professor Simpson, who has
been teaching an honors seminar
course in Middle Eastern Studies

at Williams, has long experience

and training in this field of work.

During 1957-1958 he was a Ford
Foundation Fellow attached to the
law faculty of the University of

Istanbul. During the summer of

1959 he was at the Middle East In-

stitute of Columbia University on
a grant from the Social Science
Research Council.

The Committee to which Pro-

fessor Simpson has been appoint-

ed has been assigned the task of

developing new programs that will

assist American colleges and uni-

versities in the enlargement and
improvement of their course of-

ferings on the Middle East on the
undergraduate level.

"The American Soldier Study",

an unusually rich body of social

science data, has been acquired by
the Roper Public Opinion Center,

according to Philip K. Hastings,

the Center's director. Hastings

considers this acquisition "one of

the most important since the Cen-
ter was established three and one-

half years ago."

The importance of the new mat-

erials is not based on sheer vol-

ume, but rather on the uniqueness

Anthony's, David A. Park, Profess-

or of Physics, and Nathaniel M.
Lawrence, Chairman of the Phil-

osophy Department, will be the

members of the panel.

Viewpoints on God
Each speaker will give a twen-

ty minute prepared talk on his

personal interpretation of God
and what He means to him. After

both panelists have spoken there

will follow a general discussion in

which the audience is encouraged

to participate.

The colloquium is opened to all

freshmen and the WCC strongly

urges them to come. This is the

first time the WCC has sponsored

a program of this sort. It hopes to

continue these programs in the

future, presenting one each sem-

ester.

Drawings In Chapin;

Hirsche Shows Work
The first showing of a dozen

original colored pen and ink draw-

ings entitled "Ornithological Hal-

lucinations" are on display in the

newly installed exhibition panels

in the Chapin Library.

These intricate and startling de-

signs are the creation of Mr. H.

Lee Hirsche, Assistant Professor of

Art. In a playful and non-scienti-

fic approach to the subject of or-

nithology, this talented member of

the art department displays an
entirely new facet of his fanciful

work.
The Hirsche drawings will re-

main on display until March 4,

concurrently with the exhibition

"A Display of Witchcraft and De-

monology" which occupies the

floor cases in the exhibition hall

on the second floor of Stetson Li-

brary. The Library is open daily

9-12 and 1-5, and Saturdays, 9-12.

of the research program and the

quality of the research effort. No
such study has ever been done be-

fore, and the professional staff re-

sponsible for the work is of the

highest order. The Soldier Study
materials include data from nine-

ty three separate studies conduc-

ted during a four year period from
1942 through 1945.

Among the major problems
studied in the research program
were: personal adjustment of

draftees to army life; attitudes to-

ward leadership and social con-

trol; special adjustment problems

of the Negro soldier; morale atti-

tudes of combat-flying personnel

in the air corps; combat motiva-
tions among ground troops; prob-

lems related to the control of fear

In combat; transitions to civilian

life; problems of rotation and re-

conversion; attitudes of ground
combat troops towards rear eche-

lons and the home front: and
medical treatment and hospitals.

Army Sponsored
The studies were sponsored by

the Research Branch, Informa-
tion and Education Division of the

U.S. Army. The research took

Continued on Page 4, Col. 4

Realistic War Drama
Premieres At AMT

"It is a great honor that we are

being allowed to do the American
premier of this play'' said Director

of the AMT, Giles Playfair, re-

ferring to Willis Hall's The Long
and the Short, and the Tall. This

effort, which will be directed by
Playfair, will be presented at the

Adams Memorial Theatre on
March 16, 17, 18.

The play is an extremely realis-

tic war drama concerning seven

British soldiers trapped behind
Japanese lines in Malaya during

World War II. They capture a
Japanese soldier and are forced to

decide whether to kill him or not.

This question forms the premise

for the plot of the play.

Stephen P. Pokart '62, will pro-

duce the play and also take the

role of one of the British soldiers.

"The play is very realistic and
earthy." he said, "as the author

tries to capture the spirit of Brit-

ish soldiers caught in war."
Experienced Cast

"The cast is made up of veteran

AMT performers," said Playfair,

"because it is so difficult to get

college students to project them-
selves as soldiers and especially

British soldiers, which is even
more difficult. Harvey Slmmonds
'61 will be featured as the Japan-
ese soldier while Woody Lockhart

Continued on Page 2, Col. S

CC Flight To Europe
The Williams College Council Is

sponsoring a Jet flight to Europe,
leaving New York City for Paris

on June 15, and returning Aug-
ust 18. This flight is an unusual
opportunity for traveling at a re-

duced price and is open to all Wil-
liams College students and their
immediate families.

A BOAC Jet Prop will provide
the first class round trip trans-
portation for $290. 55 persons have
already signed up for the flight,

with a total of 75 needed for the
plane to take off. Arrangements
are being handled by Roy Cohen,
'61.
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Bowdoin Senior Center
The Bowdoin Plan is surely a singular way of solving the

problem of expansion in a small New England liberal arts college.

It is now a fact on that campus, and will be instituted there in

the next few years.

The Bowdoin students generally oppose this change in the

status quo. They are not in favor of the plan for a "senior center",

and it seems that on the other hand they do not wish to incorpor-

ate a system of deferred rushing in order to handle an expanded

student body.
Going under the assumijtion that expansion is a good idea

in order to meet the needs of society in this age of heavy college

over-application, the new Bowdoin Plan will allow die college to

assimilate more men by taking the senior class out of the context

of fraternities and putting them in a central location. The ques-

tion is: will it work? It seems that the seniors are being taken out

of an atmosphere they have enjoyed for three years and herded

into a location for giouj^ advancement. They are being lifted from

tlie mainstream of the college and ]3ut into a new context which

is supposed to jDrepare them for life beyond college. The ojjpor-

tunities offered are great, but it is doubtful tliat most seniors, who
have spent tliree years in a certain way of life, will suddenly change

and become more intellectually oriented, devoted more to a "sen-

ior center" than to the larger college community which has been

their source of interest for so long. One feels that the center will

answer the needs and aspirations of only the top seniors, who
seem to be the ones most favoring it, and who are a small minority.

The center, which will be widely discussed until the day of

its actual inception by and among students and faculty, does

seem to be a good answer to the expansion problem in the context

of Bowdoin College. If even some of its ideahstic aims are realized,

it will improve the academic and intellectual climate. Four years

in a fraternity do limit the college exijerience. The fraternities

will certainly not be ruined, as they are already being run mainly
by juniors and sophomores. The houses will continue pretty much
as they are, although seniors are expected to show less interest

in them and therefoie, of course, will not be able as often to as-

sociate with or share intellectual interests with underclassmen
from whom they are separated.

The Bowdoin Plan does ajjpear most unfeasible and unnec-
essary for Williams. Here deferred rushing does tlie job of keeping
one class out of fraternities for a year, and gives the freshmen an
opjiortunity to become familiar with a college atmosphere, with
their classmates, and with upperclassmen represented by J.

A.s.

Here tliere is a greater intellectual atmosphere than at Bowdoin,
and fraternities have done their ijart in fostering academic inter-

ests. Within the present context WiUiams men who are generally

good students have an opjjortunity of stimulation provided by a

fine faculty, many challenging courses, and a well-run honors
Mogiam. Perhaps some of the ideas of the Bowdoin Plan could
e effectively incorporated here—more cross-discipline oppor-

tunities, more indejiendent study, a high-level requiied senior
course. But these "innovations" could easily come within the con-
text of the present system.

c;

Ft. Lauderdale Hosts Annual Jazz Festival;

Tickets Available Through 'Campus Life*
Since the City Council ot New-

port, Rhode Island has voted not
to have the annual Jazz Festival
there this year, the Festival will

be held in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,

under the auspices of a newly
formed Magazine Campus Life.

The first Annual Fort Lauder-
dale Spring Jazz Festival will be
housed in Ft. Lauderdale's War
Memorial Auditorium for a peri-
od of six days beginning Pi-lday
evening March 24th. Such Jazz
Greats as Chris Connor, The Hl-
Lo's, the Gerry Mulligan Sextet,
and Chris Columbo and His Gen-
tlemen of Jazz will be on hand
for the festivities.

To avoid sale of tickets to local
fans only, as was the case at New-
port, Campus Life is offering out
of town students an advance tic-

Icet sale until March 6, when the
local sales will begin.

Ticket Procurement
Students wishing to assure them-

selves admission to the Festival
may order tickets in advance by
writing to Campus .Life's New
York City office. The following In-

formation must be Included. The
evening you wish to attend (Fri-

day, March 24, Saturday, March
25, Sunday, March 26, Monday,
March 27, Tuesday, March 28,

Wednesday, March 29), the early

or late show (7:45 pm—11:00 pm),
and the number of tickets. Be sure
to include a second and third
choice of evening and perfor-
mance in the event your first

choice Is unavailable. Reserved or-
chestra seats are available at
$3.25. Send cash, check or money
order plus stamped self-addressed
return envelope to Festival, care
of Campus Life Magazine, 50 East
42nd Street, New York City, New
York. Make checks payable to the
Fort Lauderdale Jazz Festival.

To The RECORD
Speaking as a date familiar with

social events at Williams College,

I would like to offer a suggestion

for the Improvement of Winter
Houseparty Weekend (this being

done with the assumption that

Houseparty weekends will con-

tinue to exist next year). It seems
that choosing a queen for the
weekend is out of place In the

casual atmosphere provided for

the event. I feel it Is a particular-

ly embarrassing few moments at

Chapin Hall on Saturday night
when a girl is announced as queen
with no apparent significance In

the form of honor attached to

the choice. The embarrassment
continues as her "court" is an-
nounced. The basic idea is good
and could add to the weekend if

carried out properly, as at a form-
al or semi-formal dance. If house-
parties are to be continued, either

choosing a queen should be dis-

continued or an appropriate set-

ting should be provided for the
occasion.

Nancy Buermann, Cornell coed

Review

FOCUS

Levine Lecture
Continued from Page 1, Col. Z

requires about a month. The
third, and most important stage,

is the working out of the plan and
for confirmation by political lead-
ers. The plan is achieved by cal-

sulating inputs with "input
norms," the keys to realizing a
balance. "They are probably based
primarily on technological con-
siderations," explained Levine,

"and do not take prices much In-

to account. The norms also in-

clude a safety factor." The final

plan is determined through a ser-

ies of bargainings between the
various branches of the hierarchy.
Difficulties arise in making the
plan realistic, while attaining
greatest production on the low-
est input.

Economic Imbalance
In actually, there is usually an

imbalance between the supply and
demand. The uses of a commodity,
consisting mainly of production-
operation need, construction and
public consumption outweigh the
sources, which include production
and imports.

Economist Levine stated two
possible means of adjusting the
imbalance: increasing the input
or applying pressure on producers
to increase efficiency. "I strong-
ly feel that pressure is mainly
used because the number of fund-
ed materials to be readjusted
would be too great." If these
methods fail, however, materials
to low priorities are diminished.

by Edward Volkman
Volume I No. 1 of Focus has

made its appearance on campus.
This is a mimeographed sheet

which will appear bi-weekly. It is

edited by Pete Worthman '62 and
Bob Adler '61. As it is envisioned,

according to Worthman, it will

serve as an outlet for "liberal op-

inion" on this campus. It is the

outgrowth of a group of students
who meet Informally to discuss

the various issues in our contem-
porary world that are of interest

to them.
The members of this group feel

that there is a void in the area of

published material on those larger

Issues which exist outside of the
college community. They make no
claim to dissembling objective op-

inion, but are frankly concerned
with a written expression of the
"liberal view."

The initial issue contains two
essays, one by Bob Kaplan '61

which is an untitled discussion of
national purpose, and an essay
by Adler entitled Lumumba's
Death.
Kaplan's theme, which unfor-

tunately is not new, can be sum-
med up as, "We have lost our
sense of perspective, and our
material means become our ends."
He further questions the applica-
bility of our economic system to
the needs of the emergent nations,

and calls for a return to the ideals

of our founding fathers.

This article like the whole tone
of the publication is self-con-

Toivn Elections

Continued from Page 1, Col. 2

tin. The other offices associated
with the town government, town
clerk, town assessor, are Manager-
appointed offices.

Mr. William Cartwright, an as-
sistant at the College library and
an oldtime resident of Williams-
town, who is somewhat of an auth-
ority on town history, said that
the new system is slightly more
expensive than the old. This, he
said, was attributable not to waste
but to construction and comple-
tion of several projects which had
been due for some time. He cited
schools, street widening, and the
reorganization of the police sys-
tem.

Mr. Mason was somewhat of-

fended by the opposition's label of
Trojan Horse. He insisted that he

Brown Discusses Wesleyan Panel;

Compares With Williams Weekend
by John Weiss

"Wesleyan has a lot to learn,"

concluded Professor MacAlister
Brown, of the Political Science
Department, in discussing the
Wesleyan Career Weekend which
he attended on February 17 as a
participant on the Education and
Research Panel. Brown noted
many significant differences be-
tween the Williams Career Week-
end and the one he attended at
his alma mater.

The Wesleyan program, only In
its second year, appeared some-
what less polished than its Wil-
liams counterpart held for the
seventh time this year. The follow-

ing weaknesses were noted: the
Wesleyan program had only three
panels, which were, by necessity,

broad In scope; the college sched-
ule was not re-arranged to ac-

New Freshman Philosophy Course Created;

Gives Broad Foundation For Further Study
At its last meeting, the faculty

approved a substantial reorgan-
ization of the course offerings of
the department of philosophy.
The most important of these
changes is the establishment of
a freshman course in philosophy.
The new course is designed as

a study of main fields of philoso-
phical inquiry. The first semester
Is devoted to the theory of human
nature and Its relation to the
problems of ethics and political
philosophy. The second semester
will continue the study of value
theory In the areas of philosophy
of religion and aesthetics, conclud-

ing with problems in theory of
knowledge. The course will be or-
ganized around a pilot lecture and
two conferences a week taught
by all the members of the depart
:nent.

In effect, according to Profess-
or of Philosophy Nathaniel Law-
rence, the new course will sei-ve

as a broad foundation for further
study as well as an introduction
to the classical problems of phil-
osophy. It will serve as a guide
to the more specialized fields

which a student may be interest-
ed In pursuing.
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commodate the program; the
Weekend lacked full backing by
the administration; and it had
neither a full-time student com-
mittee nor a placement director

for co-ordinating activities.

The panels were held on Fri-

day evening after a brief Intro-

ductory speech by the head of the
alumni committee in charge of the
program. Students held private
conferences with the alumni on
Saturday morning. For the final

phase of the Weekend the panel-
ists were all invited to fraternities,

for lunch on Saturday afternoon.

Brown Joined three other alum-
ni on the Education and Research
Panel. The wide purview of the
field rendered impossible the hot
debate between Independent and
public schools that was enjoyed
by those attending the Williams
panel on Education and Teaching.
The discussion, In general, was less
specific. The other two panels
focused on Business and Invest-
ment and on Foreign Opportuni-
ties.

Brown said that he had "an-
ticipated a much more fruitful
session." The main rcsGons for
his aisappointment lies in the
newness of Wesleyan 's program.
However, he praised Wesleyan's
policy of inviting back fairly re-
cent graduates because he felt
they better understand student
outlook. Brown added that he had
given the people at Wesleyan some
copies of the Williams program
together with various Information
and suggestions, and he forsees

progress In the years to come.

sciously radical. The points mnde
by Kaplan are undoubtedly ac-
curate, but they are neither radi-
cal nor particularly astounding,
The temptation after reading hij
piece is to say that he is right
but so what? His message is wru
subtley presented and of a v. cy
simple nature. To wit, we, Am-
erlcans. are hyper-materialist and
hyper-nationalist.

Adler's work, Lumumba's Dcalli,
echoes the theme of Kaplan's, in
our fear of communism, we act in
preordained ways which are not
always applicable to the situation
at hand. This point may well be
granted, but in addition to the
purely literary sins of unsubtlciy
and unoriginality, Adler heaps tlie

unpardonable sin of Inaccuraoy
through oversimplification. Lum-
umba Is depicted as a hero-martvr
when in fact he may well have
been an old-fashioned demagogue
with power aspirations. We are
told that strong centralized gov-
ernment Is the only answer in the
Congo. Why? Adler makes many
assumptions that are Implicit and
never elaborated.

If Focus is ever able to get out-

side its own selfconscious radical-

ism, it can make a useful contri-

bution to campus life because its

essential premise that there is not

enough discussion of issues outside

the parochial campus sphere is

correct.

could not possibly destroy voting

power on the Board. He felt that
the present system will eventually
go, however, because of high tax-

es. The system is nsw, he said,

and the people will learn how it

operates.

Mr. Rudnick said In an inter-

view that He felt that

the opposition's tactics for vote-
getting Involved some obvious
chicanery. This was the reason
he said, that the vote was so close.

Mr. Rudnick was not the only
incumbent who was re-elected this

Tuesday. Mrs. Katherine Wyckoff,
wife of the former Placement Bur-
eau director, retained her two-
year seat on the town board. Mr.
Guilford Spencer of the Math de-
partment retained his three-year
seat on the Williamstown School
Committee. Mr. Robert G. L.

Waite succeeded in winning a

three-year seat on the newly form-
ed Mt. Greylock Regional School
Committee. Mr. Lloyd S. Blair,

father of Stan Blair '63, and him-
self a graduate of Williams ran
unopposed for the position of

Town Moderator.

Drama Premieres
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'63, John Czarnowski '61, Tony
Stout '61, Ash Crosby '61, Pete
Hayes '62, Tovl Kratovll '62, and
Pokart will portray the British
soldiers.

AMT Technical Director Jack
Watson will design and build the
set. which will be built around a
jungle hut. Again, the aura of

realism will be the main theme In
the design. Mike Small '61, who
composed the music for The Glass
Menagerie, will write the Inciden-
tal music for this production.

London Smash

Although Willis Hall, the play-
write, is not very well known is

the United States, he Is one of

England's brightest new talents.

The play had a tremendously suc-
cessful limited engagement at the
Royal Court Theatre In London
several years ago. In May of this

year, a British movie company
will release a film production of
the work, featuring Lawrence
Harvey, one of England's, and now
America's, foremost actors.

This play is the third premiere
to be presented at the AMT in less

than a year. Savanarola Brown,
by Max Beerbohm, presented ear-
lier this seascn, was a world pre-
miere. Last year, John Osborne's
The World of Paul SUckey had its

American premiere when it was
presented as the spring muslcaL



Time Marches On
h\f Edward Vulkmun

A dialogue that nuii/ well have occurred in the offices of

TIME MAGAZINE before the piiblisliini^ of an article entitled

CAMPUS CONHEIWATIVES in the i^mie of Februarii 10.

COPYWHITEIl: Eureka! I have found it!

SVPElilOH: (Aside) A witlt/ allusiun. Bright youna iium. Must
keep nil/ eye on him. New irontier in journalis^m and all

that jazz. (Aloud) You luive found what?
COPyWlilTEIi: A new trend. A veritable new frontier in col-

lege thouf^ht. Connercatism has come to the campus. Tra-la,

tra-lu.

SUPERIOR: Conservatism? Get serious. The conservative party

can't even nominate conservative candidates. Why even
the venerable Ivy League accepts more high school stu-

dents than ])rep school students. Conservatism has fallen

on lean days. You mu-ii be dingaling or something.
COPYWRITER: But it's a great idea.

SUPERIOR: Balderdash!

COPYWRITER: But it .iwings.

SUPERIOR: Poppycock!
COPYWRITER: But it will sell magazines.

SUPERIOR: Sell magazines? What was that idea again?
And so w born another new trend, tra-la, tra-la.

Unfortunately, the evidence dredf^ed up to support the

ap]3earanco of this allejfed trend does not order itself easily into

a coherent arffunient.

The argument begins with the establishment of a change
on the ]Dart of college students from a position of apathy to

one of envolvement. However, curiously enough, the evidence

cited to establish this change in posture shows rather con-

clusively that the cliange is in a libeial direction. Namely, the

student picketing of VVoolworth's, the march on Washington, the

action taken against the House Un-American Activities Com-
mittee and general denouncement of "everything from dull

teaching and miclear testing to compulsory H. O. T. C."

Having documented the ])renuse of student involvement,

the article next attempts to ))oint this involvement to the right.

Four "facts" are cited, three of which bear close scrutiny as to

their validity.

The first "fact" is that "Goldwater's The Conscience of a

Conservative is selling best at 200 college-town bookstores across

the land." The semantic ambiguity of this statement is too ob-

vious to discuss. But, the reasons for the undoubtedly high sales

of this book are worth discussing. In Williamstown, for in-

stance, this book is rc(|uired reading in at least one course, His-

tory 202 wliicii has an extremely high registration. Is it not

logical to assume that this situation prevails at other campuses

and that this would result in an abnormally high sale, especially

in college areas?

Next is a reference to the conservatism of Harvard's newly
elected Student Council President. Again, referring to our

own ex])eri('nce with student elections, now much weight does

the candidate's political beliefs have on our choice?

Finally, the point is made that in Michigan where Ken-

nedy won, the students at Ann Arbor favored Nixon. Further

at several other midwestern universities the ratio went as high

as 2-1 in favor of Nixon. This seems convincing, however, it is

well to note that the alleged trend is su])posed to be "new", and

it is an easily docmncntable fact, through the use of existing

surveys, that ]5eo|5le with college training usually vote Republi-

can in a ratio of approximately 2-1. Further, if anything this ratio

has decreased over the years and is still decreasing due to the

democratization of higher education opportunities.

One other major point of particular interest is the definition

of conservative that is used. This "resurgent" group is supposed

to include jn'ople whose politics range from the McCarthyite,

anti-Negro bigots on the one hand to the more conservative

supportCTs of Kennedy on the other. This is a group whose

components, 1 respectfully submit, are not entirely compatible

to say the least.

There are numerous insidious uses of terminology the most

blatant of which are a quotation referring to non-conservatives

as "liberal and dirty people", and Buckley depicted as sallying

forth "to slay the liberal likes of Harvard Historian Artliur

Schlesinger, Jr." There is a footnote which describes their meet-

ing at Newton College of the Sacred Heart in rather innocuous

terms, but hopefully, for the sake of the point to be made, no-

body reads footnotes anyway.

There is no crime in bringing a bias to your study of trends,

but there is a crime in ambiguous presentation of "facts" to

verify this bias. Time is guilty of this crime.

New Record Series Investigates ' Involvementism;

'

Sees Serious Trend Sweeping Apathetic Campuses
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In a recent (February 10) lead ar-

ticle in its Education section. TIME
magazine commented iiri a urowinn
tremi anionu unilerfiraduuten toward
what it called Involvementi.'im and
"a sluiri) turn In the imlitivut riuht."

Thl.i article i.s the first in a xeries by
lUiCOlil) staff writers Invcstiiiatinfi

this phemmieiui. The RECOUP real-

izes and hopes that xuch a series will

arouse conlrocersy and welcomes com-
nu;nt.

by fohn Kifner

Involvementlsm seems to be
sweeping the campuses. The "sil-

ent generation" of the '50s is be-
coming suddenly and highly arti-

culate. Issues are being debated
and acted upon. This might be at-

tributed to an Intellectual climate
in the country far superior to the
anti-"egghead" period In which
;he President's press advisors por-
trayed him as reading nothing
more weighty than paperback
westerns, and In which Mc-
Carthy's inquisitions suppressed
academic freedom. The loss of the
complacency of the early postwar
years and the growing concern
both with the Russian challenge
and with the position of govern-
ment in our own society have com-
bined to make students more pol-

itically alert and active.

However, in considering this

trend, it is Important to keep the
whole picture In mind. The na-
tion's college campuses are not in

a seething condition of political

ferment; and one can go for days
at a time without seeing mobs
carrying flags, be they red or

white. The majority of undergrad-
uates still prefer to be nonlnvolv-

ed, either from a lack of intei'est

or a fear that unseemingly politi-

cal views may hurt their future.

Where The Boys Are, the latest

popular literature on the subject,

portrays the college generation as

vaguely dissatisfied and search-

ing for goals, but bogged down in

a morass of conformity and secur-

ity-seeking. We are in large part,

a group of "razor-blade men."
This Is the type of mentality that
is afraid to put used blades in the

slot on the bathroom wall for fear

that it may someday clog up and
overflow.

In a recent feature for the New
York Times Masazlne, Robert
Daley noted that 80 per cent of

Pi-ench students were politically

committed, and that this idealis-

tic and unstable political force

posed a constant problem for Pres-

ident DeGauUe. In the past year

we have witnessed the fall of the

governments of Korea, Turkey and
Japan because of student opposi-

tion and demonstration. It is vir-

tually impossible for American
students to wield such power, for

several reasons. Primarily, this is

true because we live in a far more
satisfied and stable society with a
provision for peaceful change.
The system of sports and activi-

ties, lacking in European schools,

channels off student energy. The
European system of education is

based on a great deal of indepen-

dent study and reading, culmin-

ating in a massive final examin- I up

ation. This leaves the student Iree

to take a large amount of time off

demanded by political action. In

contrast to the American system
with its constant assignments and
tests. The foreign student is gen-

erally extremely serious, and giv-

en the time and the cause, chan-
nels his youthful energy into pol-

itical action.

Political action, when under-
taken by American students, is

seldom received with seriousness,

with the notable exception of the
recent southern sit-ins. This re-

veals a fundamental attitude to-

ward the colleges and universities

which undermines student in-

volvementlsm. Par too many un-
dergraduates and alumni still re-

gard the college years as a sort

of Never-Never Land of gaiety

and irresponsibility to be savored
before entering the Hard Cruel
World. It is a time for beer and
football weekends, rather than
black coffee and all-night politi-

cal discussions.

What we are dealing with, then,

is a growing and vocal minority.
Southern Negro students have re-

cently organized sit-in strikes

for equal rights, and have been
supported by Northern students

who picketed Woolworth stores

and (even here at apathetic, aca-
demic-pressured Williams) march-
ed on Washington. Viewpoints
have been expressed on everything
from dull teaching to nuclear test-

ing. It appears that the college

student may finally be growing

2nd NEW Main Hit!

'SNIPER'S RIDGE " — Jock Ging

On-campus interviews, February 28

There are outstanding careers in the fast-

growing field of data processing for talented

seniors and graduate students with practi-

cally any type of college degree.

It's easy to find out about these interesting

and important openings. An IBM repre-

sentative wants to talk with you about

them. And he'll be here on campus to do it.

You'll do well to request an interview if

you've majored in engineering, accounting,

mathematics, economics, business adminis-

tration or liberal arts.

For those with Imagination, resourcefulness

and a keen analytical mind, a stimulating

career lies ahead with IBM. The work we
ofTer is diverse and challenging. You associ-

ate with people who are leaders in their

fields. You handle important assignments,

move ahead rapidly, and receive a reward-

ing income right from the start. There's

plenty of room to grow at IBM.

Your next step? Ask your college place-

ment officer for additional information

about the fascinating career opportunities

in Marketing, Systems Engineering, Sys-

tems Service, and Programming now open

at IBM. And apply at once for your on-

campus interview. Your placement officer

will arrange this. If the date indicated above

is inconvenient, don't hesitate to call or write

me directly. I'll be glad to talk with you.

Mr. J. L. Sherry, Jr., Branch Manager

IBM Corporation, Dept. 882
184 South Street

PIttsfield, Mass.

HI 3-6469

Naturally, you have a better chance to grow with a dynamic growth company

IBM.
DATA PROCESSING



Precocious Daughter Of Prof. Power Expounds

Tat' Opines On Capitalism, Elvis, Politics, Dating
by Lisle Baker

"I supported Kennedy because
I didn't think thiat Humplirey
could win." Are tJiose the words of

a United States Senator? No in-

deed, they are the words of Pat
Power, the 14 year-old daughter of

Associate Professor of Economics
John Power.

Pat, blue-eyed lass of nigh five

feet tall, discLssed everything
from politics to Bennington with
enviable ease and candor. She i.s

one of three children, which in-

cludes her younger sister Marilyn
aged 13, and Michael, 5. The fam-
ily lives in a cozy Redwood house
off Gale Road near the Cluett

Center.

At Williamstown High School,

where she is a Freshman, she
holds an A-average.

She says that she likes her fam-
ily's intellectual atmosphere and
finds it "stimulating." One thing
in particular she liked is the travel

around the country that her fath-
er's career has brought the house-
hold. When she was asked which
area she preferred, she fired back
"The West Coast, definitely. Up
here its cold and isolated. Out
there, you're near large cities and
the climate is infinitely superior."

She then stopped and said;

"You know the opinions that I

express are not necessarily those
of the management of the house-
hold." She then unwound on a
variety of subjects, including:

Williams: "Eastern snob-
school—bound up in its own tra-
dition. I like the West Coast col-

leges, particularly Berkley, much
better because they are much
more broad-minded and have a
much mors interesting student
body. The whols flavor of Wil-
liams is different from the West
Coast. There it is not so full of

closed Ivy League Ideas."

Williamstown: "Typical New
England town. Conservative to the
core."

Politics and Parties: I am as
far left as I can be without be-

ing a socialist."

Sports: "Amateur athletics bore
me. I'd much rather watch a good
Professional team, like the San
Francisco '49er's in football, play

the game."

THE WILLIAMS RECORD
SAT., FEB. 25, 1961

'Precocious' Pat Power
Williamstown High: "An insti-

tution for mass-producing idiots."

Favorite Course: "World His-

tory—Tremendous."
College: "I want to go to a coed

college. Maybe Swarthmore in the
East; Reed, Stanford, or Berkley
in the West. I wouldn't pick a

typical eastern school, though, ev-

en if I could get a slightly better

education."
Bennington: "Beat without the

intellect."

Possible Major: "Anthropology,
Development Economics, or Pol-

itical Economy."
Career: "Possibly Economics."
Why Economics: "Its a nice

field because it isn't covered ov-
ercrowded. You've got doctors,

lawyers by the score, but very few
economists."

Capitalism: "Sort of unbeatable.
Socialism is a nice idea but un-
workable unless an atmosphere
of total idealism prevails. Capit-
alism, however, is based on self-

interest and greed. Thus Capital-
ism works better because while
idealism is temporary, greed will

endure. Capitalism permits ideal-

ism, but doesn't force you to live

your whole life with it."

Do You Like Rock n Roll?:

"No!"
What do you like: "Progressive

Jazz, especially artists like Paul
Desmond and Dizzy Gilllspie."

What about Elvis: "Disgusting.

He has no talent at all, although
he is a nice emotional outlet for

today's teenagers."

Dates: "Very little, they're bor

ing. Boys aren't interesting en-

ough.'"

Ideal boy friend: "Vei-y political

minded, intelligent and well read."
Typical friends: "They all adore

Adlai Stevenson."
Marriage: "I'm not going to get

married if I can help it. I

want a career and I don't think I

can have both. As far as children
are concerned, right now I don't
think I could endure the respon-
sibility of children if I ever get

married."

Republicans: "In Williamstown
they're frightening. Almost a
hangover from MacCarthy. They
are so bound up in traditionalism,
and isolationism, that they regard
anything the college does with
high suspicion."

President Kennedy: "A good
man. I hope he is more Influenced
by Chester Bowles than by Strom
Thurmond."

Jackie: "Its about time we had
someone with style in the White
House. She adds a little style and
beauty to the place. Mamie Eisen-
hower could hardly be called the
true representative of American
Fashion."

Unions and Labor Racketeering:
"Hoffa's tricks are bad but the
abuses of management are worse.
This collusion between the Elec-
trical Contractors is far worse
than the Union schemes."
Red China: "I think we ought

to send them a lot of food, simply
in the name of humanity. In ad-

dition we ought to admit Bed

I
start the long overdue Disarma-

I

ment talks with both the Soviet

I

Union and Red China. I cheered

I

when Senator Knowland got de-
feated in California."

' United Nations and the Congo

I

Crisis: "The Real blame for the
Congo Crisis and the whole Afri-

can mess must fall on the colonial

powers. They took a lot out of the
colonies and put little or nothing
back. With no responsible leaders

trained to succeed them, It's no
wonder the whole business blew
up.

About this time, I ran out of

questions and she ran out of

time, so I pulled out my trusty Pol-

aroid and finally got her picture

on the eighth try.

keep a head of the game!
Gentlemen preferred by blondes, brunettes, and redheads
prefer 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. That's because most men use

water with their hair tonic - and 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic is

specially made to use with water! The 100% pure grooming
oil in 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic replaces the oil that water removes
from your hair. In the bottle and on your hair, the difference

is clearly there! Just a little 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic does a lot!

it's dear ' <»

it's clean... it'
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Deferred Rushing Plan

Instituted At Wesleyan
by Juliii CiiHUDr

"Deferred rushing has been of-
fically approved by the Board of
Trustees" declared the February
14 issue of the Wesleyan Argus.
"This decision was made at the
Board's February 4 meeting . . .an-
nounced before the Alumni Coun-
cil (on February ID, and will go
into effect as soon as central din-
ing facilities for freshmen are
completed", hopefully by the Fall
of 1962.

Deferred rushing proposals and
sentiments are not new at Wes-
leyan. As far back as 1923, an Ad-
ministration Committee proposed
to delay rushing until the end of

the freshman year. But the fac-
ulty voted the proposal down and
the subject was not offlcally rais-

ed again until 1952 and again in

1959. In both of these instances,

delayed rushing reports and rec-
ommendations were Issued, but
both times student referendums
indicated strong preference for
immediate rushing.

Trustee Action
An editorial in the same Issue of

the Argus felt that "after the
1959 student rushing referendum,
it was generally agreed that no
matter what student opinion dic-

tated, the decision was solely with-
in the jurisdiction of the Board to
make." Accordingly, the "Special
Trustee Committee on Fraternity
Policy," which was created to "rec-

ommend to the Board comprehen-
sive University policies with re-

spect to the fraternities in the
future," gathered opinions from
all segments of the University and
issued the report that resulted in

the adoption of deferred rushing
by the Board.
The committee report stated

that, after studying the rushing
procedures of colleges similar to
Wesleyan, "there is no evidence
that the institution of a deferred
program weakens an existing fra-

ternity system." It emphasized
that "the timing and procedure
for implementing this decision

should be a matter of student
judgment to as great an extent as

possible, subject to administra-
tion and advised the administra-
tion to initiate discussion with
fraternity leaders on ths subject.

In compliance with this recom-
mendation, a "Joint Committee
of Fraternities," including rep-

resentatives from both the frater-

nities and the administration, was
established to serve "as a coordin-

ating body with proper represen-

tation and responsibility to study
these problems and make recom-
mendations to the appropriate or-

Roper Center Acquires

Continued from Page 1, Col. 4

place in many different American
milltai-y installations throughout
the world, including the European
theatre of Operations, the China-
Burma-India theatre, the Central
Pacific theatre and Alaska.

Director of the professional staff

in charge or the study was the
late Professor Samuel A. Stouffer
of Harvard University, who until

his death last summer was a mem-
ber of the Roper Center's Board
of Directors.

The new materials will become
generally available to the com-
munity of scholars through the
Roper Center and also are expec-
ted to be of particular interest to

undergraduates and the social

science faculty.
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ganizations within the University.
Student Reaction Varied

The February 17 issue of thi

Argus reported that "fraternity
presidents viewed the Board o
Trustees' fraternity report will

mixed feelings." The president o
Eclectic felt that delayed rushim
would be a "good thing for botl
upperclassmen and freshmen.'
AD'S president "accepted the plai
for the reality that it is," whili

DKE's prexy expressed conceri
over the "problem of decreaser-
revenue." In answer to this prob-
lem, the president of the Com
mons Club felt that although "ec-

onomic revisions would have to bf

made because of the reduction oi

members in a fraternity . . . thest

revisions would continue over !•

'transition period' and after ii

few years, fraternities would re

turn to normal size.''

The president of EQV question-

ed the possible effects of the plan.

"This plan might tend to increase

the power of the larger frater-

nities, while endangering the very
existence of smaller ones." Per-
haps the strongest Indictment of

the plan was given by the presi-

dent of Gamma Psi, who declar-

ed, "I've opposed delayed rush-

ing from the beginning on prin-

ciple. The value of having fresh-

men as an Integral part of the

house their first year outweighs

any arguments against immediate
rushing."

Procedure Now Issue

Whatever student feeling on the

matter of deferred rushing may
be, the Feb. 14 editorial declared

that "the issue of immediate ver-

sus delayed rushing is now closed

. . . The issues at hand now are

just what procedures of delayed

rushing will be used . . . The trus-

tees have explicity left these de-

cisions up to the students, sub-

ject to the administration ap-

proval, and we must set oursjlves

Immediately to the task in order

to have the most beneficial rush-

ing system."
Touching on many facets of the

program, the Argus felt that "one

important aspect of the present

system, in particular, is the fresh-

men's communication with upper-

classmen. We consider this con-

tact an extremely valuable part of

the freshman experience, and it

should be maintained even in ds-

layed rushing . . . This is a dscision

which we feel will benefit the

student body and Wesleyan by
giving freshmen the opportunity

to adjust to the demands of col-

lege and then see the fraternities

through the eyes of the college,

rather than viewing the college

through the perspective of the

fraternities . . . Delayed rushing is

beneficial in making the college

the first orientation for the I'resh-

men; but in gaining this ideal, we
should not limit the experience of

the freshmen by shutting off any
aspects of college life from them."

AMT Reopens Class

In Acting Technique
A stud9nt acting class that be-

gan last year with almost unqual-
ified success, was reopened again
this week by the Williams College

Drama Department.
This class, to be held twice

weekly in the Experimental
theatre of the AMT, will be con-
ducted by Robert T. Mathews, as-

sistant director of the AMT.
Open to all students, the class

will cover various styles of char-
acterization, with some discission

to be given to the Method, a style

which is very much in vogue these

days in theatrical circles. The
group will also attempt the various

forms of theatre, such as readings,
pantomimes, and improvisations.

Philosophy Courses
Continued from Page 2, Col. 3

In conjunction with the crea-

tion of a freshman course, never-

al junior courses will now be op-
en to sophomores. These Include
the history of ancient and modern
philosophy, logic, ethics, and
aesthetics. The major ssquence
has been altered to avoid overlap
in reading and subjects of study.

In addition, two new honors nem-
inars v/ill be offered: one on Kant
and one on problems in the phil-

osophy of the self.



Bowdoin Institutes New Senior Center Program
With this oHlcle, the RECORD

bcfiitvi a scric.i on impurtuut atul in-

teresting Inxlittitloiis. issues, and in-

navutions iit other colleges and uni-

versities. Our purinise in dealing with

salient educational and social forces

at other schools is twofold: to inves-

tigate and to evahiate, with a view
toward possible improvements in our

own college community.

hy John Joheless

Bowdoin College, In Brunswick,
Maine, is embarking on a unique
program to facilitate tlie expan-
sion of its student body. A Senior
Center will be establislied to serve

as the focal point of the senior

year in all its aspects. Its propo-
nents claim it will not only pro-
vide residential, dining, and social

facilities, but will also offer great-

ly enhanced opportunities for a
more mature, productive, and re-

warding educational experience.

When in 1957 the Governing
Boards of the College—consisting

of the President and Trustees and
the Overseers—decided to expand
Bowdoin's student capacity of 775-

800 by approximately 150, they
felt they were doing their part

in meeting the projected increase

in demand for higher education
in the 1960's.

Five Alternatives

The decision to expand raised

the problem of how best to absorb
the increase. Among the proposals

offered in this regard in the en-
.suing three years were the follow-

ing: 1) increase the memberships
of the existing fraternities, 2) in-

duce the addition of new fraterni-

ties to the social system, 3) en-
large the independent group and
accommodate it In new central-

ized faci!;t.e;i, 4> use such new xac-

llitics for one of the four classes,

which would be taken out of the
fraternities, 5) make Bowdoin co-

educational by admitting 150 fe-

male students.

In its preliminary report issued

last spring, the Faculty Committee
on the Implementation of the In-

crease in the Size of the College

was the first to propose the con-

cept of a Senior Commons. The
skeletal plan recommended by the

committee provided for the con-
struction by the College of dormi-

tory space for the increase in the
student body and a Commons for

about 300. Seniors would eat at

the Commons and live in dormi-
tories in and near the Commons.

Maintain Status Quo
The Student Council Committee

on Expansion advocated as near-
ly as possible the maintenance of

the status quo by absorbing the

increase in the present fraternity

system. Average house member-
ship would be boosted from 60 to

75-80 range. The already crowded
dining rooms would be enlarged

where possible; double-shifting of

meals would be instituted else-

where. The only new Investment
necessary would be in a dormitory
for 150. This proposal was not
adopted by the Student Council

but was presented to the Over-
seers as the work of a "group
of students."
The Governing Boards' Com-

mittee on the Size of the College
rejected improvisation within the
existing framework as impracti-
cable and detrimental. It saw cen-
tral facilities as a necessity and
saw three alternatives for their
occupancy—an enlarged non-fra-
ternity group, the freshman class,
or the senior class.

Most rroinisiiiK Plan
The committee's report was con-

cluded with the unanimous recom-
mendations that tlie College con-
struct dormitory space for 150 and
central dining facilities for 300;
that lounges and rooms for social
functions be Included; and that
the Senior Commons Plan was the
most promising proposal for the
utilization of the new facilities.

The Governing Boards approved
this report last June and appoint-
ed a Committee on Plans to de-
velop detailed working plans for
the venture. The work of the com-
mittee, in conjunction with stu-
dent and faculty groups, culmina-
ted In a Senior Center plan which
far surpasses the scope and am-
bitions of the original concept.
The following is a synopsis of that
committee's preliminary report
submitted to and approved by the
Governing Boards last December:
The governing purpose of a Sen-

ior Center is the fuller realiza-

tion of the potentialities of the
senior year. The present pattern
of student life—the Introductory
freshman year when sound foun-
dations are established; the more
enriched sophomore year, at the
end of which the major field is

chosen, the more concentrated
junior year when honors work is

contemplated—leads to the climax
of the undergraduate education in

the senior year, the opportunities

of which "are at present far from
being perfectly realized.''

The senior year, as it is can be

rewarding for the able student by
virtue of his elective courses, hon-
ors project, and work with faculty

advisers. But few seniors are real-

izing the full possibilities of the

senior year; most are content "to

drift with the current without ex-

erting much effort of their own."
After three years, our students

both need and are ready for a

change. They have devoted their

greatest energies to extra-curricu-

lar activities as juniors and sopho-

mores, who are assuming more
and more offices and responsibili-

ties in campus organizations. Of
course those w^ith marked interest

and/or aptitude will continue to

participate though they do not

control active leadership.

The fraternity is a central or-

gan of Bowdoin life. More than

its physical functions, it serves as

the unit for intra-college activity

of all kinds. "It teaches many val-

uable lessons in group living." But

these lessons have been learned by

the end of three years. Again, ac-

tive leadership of the houses Is

falling to the hands of the juniors.

In three years, many "have

made their contribution to their

fraternity house and the house to

them. As seniors they are ready

to move on." As seniors "they can

and should continue to contri-

De Keyserlingk, Fersen Direct Russian Table

Which Features Unique After-Dinner Plans
The Russian Table, latest addi-

tion to the language tables in

Baxter Hall, commenced activities

Tuesday evening. Under the guid-
ance of Mrs. DeKeyserllngk, and
Mr. Fersen of the Russian depart-
ment, and Mrs. Person, who spent
the past summer heading the

Middlebury Russian Chorus, the
table win continue to meet for

dinner and conversation each
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in the upper-
class dining hall.

"The pressure has been suffi-

ciently great from the students
to warrant having the table," com-
mented Mrs. DeKeyserllngk, em-
phasizing the student support of

the new project, organized in part
by Tom Scanlln, '62, Vic Yourlt-

zln, '64, Gary Webster, '62, and
Kent Paxton, '61.

Conversational Opportunity
The Russian Table, like the oth-

er weekly language tables, Is de-

signed to give students of the

language an opportunity to hear
and a chance to participate in

conversational Russian on a sim-
ple level. Because of the difficul-

ties Inherent in learning to speak
any foreign language, conversa-

tions will be consciously geared to

the understandable level.

A unique feature of the Russian

Table is Its after-dinner plans.

Coffee will be served in the non-

affiliate lounge or one of the base-

ment rooms, giving the partici-

pants a chance to relax and dis-

cuss things Russian. Russian rec-

ords, magazines, and singing dur-

ing the after dinner period are a

possibility forecast for the future,

depending on student initiative

and desires.
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bute" to their houses as they wish.
"Inevitably, however, the senior
is chiefly concerned with what
lies ahead." His security in the
College community is nearing an
end and he is looking to the fu-
ture,

"We believe that by bringing
the senior class together at this
critical juncture we can achieve
the most of what their new situa-
tion offers them. We can take ad-
vantage of the common concern
both with the work at hand and
with the future. Those who arc
disposed to drift passively are like-

ly to be caiight up in the exhil-
aration ci the increased intellec-

tual currents about them and will

strike out for themselves. The best

students will benefit again from
the enhanced interest around
them and from closer association
with their comrades faced with
similar problems."
The primary purpose of the

Senior Center program must be
development of the intellectual op-
portunities peculiar to the senior

year. Major work should continue
to be emphasized as the core of

the senior year. Those sharing a
major would be a natural basis

for grouping. Constant contact a-
mong; like-majors "should lead to

heightened inter-action and stim-

ulation.'' This and more frequent
conferences with faculty should
make the major subject a matter
of daily concern.

Another important area for im-
provement Involves "closer inte-

gration of the subject matter in

related fields." Through the en-

hancement of both the major and
related studies, it is hoped that
more students would qualify for

and undertake honors work.
A further aim is the institution

of a senior course designed to pro-

vide a common Intellectual ex-
perience for all seniors. It would
cross departmental lines to en-

courage the relation of various
disciplines and integrate all fields

of study, as well as attempt to

bridge the gap between college

and the world of affairs.

An alternative to the possible

rigidity of such a single senior

course would be seminars organ-
ized on the lines of the three maj-
or curricular divisions: literature

and the arts, natural science, and
social studies.

In addition to the academic pat-
tern, the facilities of the Center
could be used to quarter, enter-

tain, and meet with the many visi-

tors to the College—lecturers.

Sunday chapel speakers, institute

members, returning alumni in

graduate schools, business, and
the professions.

Bowdoin President James S.

Coles envisions September, 1963,

as the starting point for the ex-
pansion of the student body,

which will be achieved by increas-

ing the intake of freshmen from
approximately 210 to 248. In four

years, the enrollment would reach
the desired total of about 925.

It has not yet been decided just

when and how the removal of the
senior class from the fraternities

will take place, but it has been
suggested that the College would
probably have to financially as-

sist the houses until they achieve
the new average membership of 75

at the conclusion of the four years

of expansion.

Trustees Affirm Constructive Role

Of Fraternities On Bowdoin Campus
Important in the evolution and

adoption of the Senior Center

Plan at Bowdoin is the role of

fraternities on that campus. The
12 houses embrace 97 per cent of

the student body of about 775.

The Administration relies heavily

on those social units to satisfy

the residential, dining, and .social

needs of the students.

When expansion of the college

was fir.st approved in 1957 there

seemed a good cxiance mat de-

ferred rushing and creation of a

central freshman area would be

the means adopted for implemen-
tation of the increase in the size

of 'i-'iie college.

But the frate'-nitles eliminated

hazing and have .substituted or-

ientation programs which, in the

view of the Governing Boards,

have mede "immediate freshman
association in fraternities . . . con-

structive.''

Faith in Fraternities

Their position is that "the

Bowdoin fraternities during recent

years have shown marked im-
provement in meeting their re-

sponsibility in this regard (fresh-

man orientation), and that the

College has sufficient faith in the

role of fraternities at Bowdoin to

leave in their hands this all-im-

portant iiunction."

The Trustee and Overseer Com-
mittee on the Size of the College

see deferred rushing and a fresh-

man center as "a denial of the

fraternities' competence to handle
the most important phase of their

role and might so hurt the confi-

dence of the fraternities as to

jeopardize the process of stim-

ulating and helping them which
the College authorities have been
following."

The Committee "had difficulty

in visualizing the net benefits that

would accrue from the separate

freshman environment as com-
pared to fraternity association,

where the freshman is immediate-

ly exposed to contacts with a seg-

ment of all four classes, respon-

sible student leadership, and a

cross section of the whole College.

Freshman 'Bull Pen'

"A 'bull pen' of 250 freshmen,

coming from diverse backgrounds
and with diverse tastes and cap-

acities, cannot organize Itself nor

benefit from institutional treat-

ment en masse. The class must
be sorte into manageable groups

and given Individual attention

and guidance under cither the

fraternity pattern or college di-

rection in the separate freshman
community.
"The performance of the fra-

ternities is not and never will be

perfect, but neither can we see in

the alternative 'kindergarten

college an automatic solution."

The faculty committee on the

Implementation of the Increase

in the Size of the College also up-

held the importance and effec-

tiveness of the fraternity role in

freshman year orientation. In ad-

dition, "the fraternities have bsen

the basic unit of the College as

it organizes itself for various ac-

tivities, the adviser system, social

activities, studnt government,
and both athletic and non-athlet-
ic extracurricular activities."

Compatible with Purpose
"The position of the fraternity

as the basic living-unit at the
College with its dominance of the
social and extracurricular life of

the campis is not incompatible
with ty-e primary purpose of ihe
College as an eaucaiional institu-

tion."

This heavy reliance on and
commitment to strong fraternities

on the part of the Governing
Boards, the administration, and
the faculty is concurred in by the

students. The major objection to

the Senior Commons proposal by
the ?tiidpnts stems from this com-
mittment.

In a January poll, with 83 per
cent of the student body voting,

only 490 opposed the Senior Cen-
ter, 126 favored it and 53 had no
opinion. Student disfavor is based
on the assumption that pulling the

seniors out of the /ratarnities will

severely weaken the .social units.

The most vehement detractors r>ee

the plan as leadin? inevitab'y 'io

the destruction of the Bowdoin
fraternity system.

Proponents' Argument
But its proponents envision the

benefits of the Senior Csnter as

far outweig^ing the possible detri-

ment to the fraternities. The sen-

ior at Bowdoin seems to be the

least concerned and involved

member of a fraternity. The r.d-

vantages both to himself and to

his house of his being a member
have for the most part been real-

ized by the time he reaches the

senior year.

It is pointed out that the sen-

ior is the best able to benefit from
the centralized group-llvin? ex-

perience from the standpoint of

intellectual matirity. The advo-
cates of the Senior Center plan

argue that by the senior year, the

student's primary interests lie be-

yond Bowdoin and, more particu-

larly, beyond his fraternity.

Support Freshman Bushing
According to the Bowdoin stu-

dent newspaper, the "Orient",

those who are most opposed to

the fraternity system see no en-

couragement in the Senior C2nter

plan. And it ssems that among
those who oppose the Senior Cen-
ter, as well as among those who
support it, the committment to

immediate freshman rushing is

very strong, even stronger than

any opposition to the new plan.

In any event, the student body

and thsir fraternities will have to

live with the Senior Center at

least as long as is necessary 'io

prove itself good or bad. For the

Governing Boards have decided

that the Bowdoin Senior Center

shall come into being.
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Williams Basketball Smashes Middlebury, Amherst;

Obourn Shows Scoring Punch In 2I-Point Night
78-50, on Monday n

the Ephs ji:nipeu out to
The Williams basketball team trounced a quintet from Middlebury, 78-50, on Monday nij^ht,

in the starting line-up, the Ephs ji:nij:

Coach Al Shaw rested his regulars for the im-
With Bob Maliland and Sam Weaver missing from the starting line-up

a 21-7 lead after ten minutes. Substituting freely

portant Aniheist game coming on the next night.

Pete Obourn and Rog Williams

hit well throughout the game, and
the Purple rolled along to an easy

victory. Once again, one of the

highlights of the game was the

great passing of Lou Guzzetti, as

he assisted on a half dozen occa-

sions. Pete Obourn was the high

scorer for Williams with twenty-

one points, and Stewart led the

scoring for Middlebury with thir-

teen.

Crush Jeffs By ZO

Before a highly partisan crowd
at Alumni Gymnasium at Am-
herst, Williams crushed the fjord

Jeffs, 58-38. The Ephs started off

well, getting a 9-2 lead on baskets

by Dan Voorhees and .Jay John-
ston. With Johnston and Steve

Weinstock providing the spark,

the Purple led at half time, 32-23.

In the second half, the Wil-

liams five began to pull away,
with fine shooting by Voorhees
and Weinstock, and great re-

bounding by the whole team. The
passing became sharper, and the

Williams attack overwhelmed the

Jeffs, who played a possession

game and held the score down.
Weinstock was high man for the

Ephs, with seventeen points, fol-

lowed closely by Voorhees with
sixteen.

Sayles Contained
Weaver and Voorhees both

played great defensive games, lim-

iting Amherst high scorer Fred
Sayles to eight points, and con-

taining him on both backboards.
Sayles fouled out early in the
final quarter, as he was unsuccess-
ful in his attempt to hold Voor-
hees.

Williams star. Bob Mahland, al-

though he was limited to only one
point, played one of his finest

games. The Amherst defense con-
centrated not on stopping the Wil-
liams attack, but on holding Mah-
land. Bob passed well, and, when-
ever he cut through the middle,

drew two Amherst men off their

defensive assignments, setting up
many baskets for the Purple.

This victory for Williams was its

eighteenth against two defeats.

This year's team is the winning-
est in Williams basketball history.

Previously, the best record had
been seventeen and two.
n. MIDIJI.KBURY vs. AMIIKRST
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(Top) Roger Williams jumpiing against one of the taller members
disappointing Middlebury team, while Lou Guzzetti and Sam

Weaver wait for the tap. (Bottom) Guzzetti takes down a rebound,
with WilHams maneuvering for position under the boards.

of a

Skiers At Middlebury*^

Three Amherst Events
The Williams Ski Team, which

placed third behind Middlebury
and New Hampshire in its Win-
ter Carnival, will attempt to un-

freeze powerful Middlebury at

their own Winter Carnival on the

weekend of February 23, 24, and
25.

Williams will rely on the efforts

of its Captain Tom Phillips, re-

cent winner of the Skimeister A-
ward at the Williams Carnival,

and cross-country ace Spike Kel-

log, to try to overcome Middle-

bui-y's horde of Olympic Skiers.

Carnival Events

Middlebury has planned a host

of events, including a Klondike
Rush, an Ice Show, and a Carni-

val Ball to provide for the three-

day festival. Spectators from all

over New England are expected

to watch the ski events which in-

clude downhill, slalom, and jump-
ing competition among six New
England Colleges.

Amherst Contests

In addition to the contests at

Middlebury this weekend, Wil-

liams will compete with Amherst
in three events on Saturday.

Coach Pete DeLlsser's wrestlers,

who have so far compiled a 1-6 re-

cord, take on Amherst's grapplers

who defeated Wesleyan 17-13 last

week. DeLisser expects fierce com-
petition in the higher weight clas-

ses, but thinks we can hold our

own in the lower weights, as was
the case in the team's 14-12 de-

feat by Wesleyan last week.
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Movie Theatre Closes

Due To Block-Booking
by George Reath

The Walden Theatre will close

in mid-March if film distributors

serving this area do not cease

their Illegal prBictlce of "block
booking" and permit Peter Des-
mond, p|i-esent operator of the
theatre, to select and show the
films he wants to exhibit.

Desmond, who leases the Wal-
den from Cal King, owner of the

building and former operator of

the theatre, explained that block
booking Involves the refusal of a
distributor to release a picture for

exhibition unless the exhibitor a-

grees to play a certain number of

other films.

"I will not bring in films which
have nothing to say and which are

not entertaining; yet. to get the

good films which I want, I am ask-

ed to accept films of inferior qual-

ity. We will not be Intimidated,"

stated Desmond. He added that
block booking is a violation of fed-

eral restraint of trade laws, and
that cases relating to this practice

are presently being adjudicated in

a numb:r of states.

Right of Selection

The pjinl at issue is the ex-

hibitor's right to select the films

he wants to show-free from pres-

sure by the distributor. Desmond
noted that the sole criterion by
which many distributors judge
pictures is the amount of business

they have done at the box-office,

and not the quality of perform-
ance and production.

"Suing is not the answer at

present," he said, "for we have
neither the time nor the money to

bring suit. We have been fortunate

in that Mickey Daytz, a buyer for

over 140 theatres, has been able

to encourage distributors to sive

us pictures that we want by exer-

cising his influence and buying
power on our behalf. Now Wll-

liamstown has become a moving
center; distributors like to play

films here because our grosses this

fall have been so good. As a result

Mickey's influence isn't as great

as it once was.

"There is one notable excep-

tion—Janus Films, which distri-

butes all Ingmar Bergman pictures

in the United States, as well as

films such as "Ballad of a Sol-

dier". They have always been ab-

solutely scrupulous with us. Ed-

ward Ruff, who handles the Janus
product in the area is one of the

few people in the industry with vi-

sion. He understands what is pos-

sible when distributor and exhi-

bitor cooperate."
Continued on Page 4, Col. 5

Congenial Pelham '55

Named College Prexy
Peter D. Pelham '55, assistant

director of admissions at Williams
from 1956-1959, has been named
president of Mount Vernon Sem-
inary and Junior College in Wash-
ington, D. C.

A native of Darien, Connecticut,

Pelham holds a master's degree

from Harvard and is currently

completing his doctorate at the

University of Virginia. Before en-

tering Williams as an undergradu-
ate, he attended Kent School and
served in the Air Force in Ger-

many.
While serving in the admissions

department, Pelham succeeded in

attracting many prospective stu-

dents by his collegiate good looks

and impressive congeniality. Many
present undergraduates pay him
the honor of being the crucial fac-

tor in making them come to Wil-

liams, thinking, "If this is a Wil-

liams man. I want to be one."

Mount Vernon was founded In

1875. The preparatory school
and junior college have a com-
bined enrollment of about 350 stu-

dents. Pelham's appointment will

become effective at the beginning
of the 1962 term.

Lawrence Explains ' Kafka s Presentation Of Self'/

Discusses Three Critical Interpretations Of Kafka
"Kalka i.s ii symbolist of extraordinary power, complexity, and inventiveness. This combination

ol characteristics has wiietted tlic appetites of a erent iiimiher of systematic commentators."
It is tliis criticism directed to "how Kafka means" which was attacked by Professor of Pliiloso-

phy/ln "System and Symbol In

Discussion Considers Nature Of Symbol

Davis, Day Report On Literature, Physics

Peter Desmond

Spivey Denounces

Secular Approach
Chapel last Sunday was led by

the Reverend Robert Spivey, as-

sistant professor of religion at Wil-
liams. Spivey spoke on the inabili-

ty today to make decisions. Be-
cause of the atmosphere man lives

in decisions are too much for the
mind of man.

The power of making decisions

rests in the hands of educated
men. He has the power to shape
decisions, but his efforts have been
destructive. What, then, is wrong
with modern education? An at-

mosphere dominated by secularism

has destroyed the ability to decide.

Reverend Spivey defined secu-

larism as an atmosphere devoid of

religion. It is the attitude of

"minds alone"'. The secular atti-

tude is the attitude that the hu-
man mind is our greatest and on-

ly asset which leads to a desire for

material progress only.

In college life secularism is

worse than ever. The striving for

a goal becomes twisted. Students

miss the value of courses by look-

ing only for grades. Frustration

leads to self-pity.

At Williams self-pity became ev-

ident in the recent attempt to al-

ter the Honor System. "Grade ob-

jectivity" increases the pressure

on students and the amount of

cheating. The students now beg to

have the standards lowered and
asked to be pitied when they

cheat.

Man can no longer look to the

outside world and more education

for help in making his decisions.

But man's mind can be his most

helpful ally, when his mind is like

the mind of Christ.

With faith man need not decide

alone. The decision is made for

him already in the mind of Christ.

With service and Faith college be-

comes a place both to use one's

mind and a place of commitment

and decision.

Spivey concluded with by re-

peating his point that the human
mind alone cannot make decisions.

The world of God is the world of

genuine decision.

"Discussion", a new group to

promote the exchange of Ideas and
opinions, held its first meeting
Thursday night at the home of

Chaplain and Mrs. Eisden. The
group, composed of eight seniors,

six juniors, and two sophomores,
is considering the general topic
of "Communication and the Na-
ture of Symbol".
The subject of Thursday nights

meeting was "Symbol in Literature
and Science". Eric Davis '61 pre-
sented a paper considering the usa
of metaphor in literature, and Tad
Day '61 discussed the question
from the viewpoint of a physicist.

Davis dr""" his presentation
largely from the Ideas of literary

critic Northrop Prye. He began by
considering not individual sym-
bolic factors in a work of art but
"the poem itself as a primary
manifestation of symbol." Poetry
which lasts through the ages is

valued not because of the "Real
World'' it represents but because
it creates a second poetic world
which is valued for its own mer-
its: "this kind of reading may be
named centripetal in that it moves
in through the literal level of text

into poetic nature rather than out-

ward into Real Nature."
However, the poetic world is

constructed of particulars taken
from the world of everyday ex-

perience. Formal symbols, then,

result from a wedding of the liter-

al and descriptive functions of

language: "the symbol world must
resemble the real world enough to

make this transference of real

conflicts into the poetic world

possible, but must not resemble it

so strongly that the impossibilities

of the real world carry over into

the poetic."

When the symbolic aspects of a

poem are considered within the

context of a body of literature

Kaika's Presentation of the Self."

the fourth of the Faculty Lectures
being held Thursday afternoons
In the biology building.

System & Symbol
Urging his audience to find out

"what Kafka's presentation of the
and myth, it becomes apparent self is, regardless of the Gusceptl-

that there is "a common pool of

symbolic phenomena which make
up the poet's golden world." These
include such symbols as the pas-

toral world, the dying resurrected

man-god. etc.

Day introduced his considera-

tion of the role of symbol In the

natural sciences with a discussion

of the changes brought about in

scientific thinking by the concept
of relativity. The spacetime con-

tluum has succeeded Newtonian
absolute time and space as the

mode of viewing the physical

world.

The function of physics and the

other sciences is to produce sym-
bolic constructs which depict re-

lationships In the "real world" of

natural phenomena. All symbols

must be ultimately translatable

into terms of observable events,

like movements on an indicator

dial, sounds, and so on. The soal

of the sciences is to eliminate all

ambiguity, paradox, and irony

from this body of symbol. How-
ever, the actual process of arriv-

ing at these representations in-

volves discovering paradoxes and
trying to reconcile them through
new symbols.

The papers were followed by a
discussion of various ideas con-

tained within them, particularly

the notion of archetypal symbols,

and a consideration of problems

of communication between aca-

demic disciplines. Professors Gif-

ford, Park, Eisen, and Eusden par-

ticipated in the discussion.

Dwight Simpson In Group To Plan

Educational Frontier In Middle East
bij John loheless

Assistant Professor of Political

Science Dwight J. Simpson, in

his new capacity as a member of

the Education Committee of the

American Association for Middle

East Studies, has become involved

with an effort to develop a well-

planned program and a well-train-

ed pool of educators In Middle

Eastern studies in American col-

leges and universities on the un-

dergraduate level.

The committee, to be headed by

Dr. Louis M. Hacker, professor of

economics and former dean of the

school of General Studies at Col-

umbia University, will undertake

a survey of over 100 undergradu-

ate Institutions to determine what

is being done—in terms of man-

power, curriculum, and resources

—in the field.

Kroll Quartet Performs Beethoven

The KroU Quartet which performed in Chapin; See Review on Page 2.

When the state of Mid East

Studies in the country is deter-

mined, the committee will endeav-
or to foster improved offerings

wherever possible. It will attempt
to coordinate all phases of work
in the area in an effort to elevate

national competence in a part of

the world we have ignored to far

too great an extent.

Simpson observed that "in the

last ten years, the problems of the

area—in business, diplomacy, edu-

cation, philanthropy, indeed in ev-

ery sphere—have emphasized the
difficulties we encounter because

of our rather extensive lack of

knowledge of the region." He went
on to trace the implications of

this deficiency on American policy.

United States policy on the Mid-
dle East has been characterized by
an "overemphasis on military al-

liances." We have looked on the

countries in the area as links in

our International defense struc-

ture. We have attempted to make
them anti-Communist forces and
little more. The failure of this ap-

proach can be .seen in the fact

that "the area is no stronger mil-

itarily than it was ten years ago,

but a great deal of social unrest

has arisen.

Nationalism—Colonialism

"If we are to hope for any
measure of success in the area, he
suggested, we must change our
position. We must decide where
we want to stand on the nation-

alism—colonialism question and
arrive at an unequivocal position.

We must also reexamine our
stance on the matter of Israel

and its neighbors. Our policy has
been working to our own detri-

ment in terms of the whole Mid-
Continued on Pafe Z, Col. 5

bllity of his symbols to systematic
interpretation'', Lawrence first

analyzed the three prevalent r.ys-

tematic interpretations of Kafka.
The socio-political theory is

best supported by Kafka's first

novel, America, whose central

character is Karl Rossman. a .six-

teen-year-old boy "shipped off to

America by his parents when a
servant girl who .seduced him be-

came pregnant." Here, although
his details of American Mfe nre

quite inaccurate, "the picture as
a who'° has poetical truth."

Biographical Parallel

Karl's singleminded struggle to

become an engineer forces him
"into the total social complex, and
often it seems as if the maze will

completely encompass both young
Karl and his objectives." This
transparently parallels Kafka's
own desire to become a writer

while at the same time holding a
minor position in the government
bureaucracy.
The religious interpretation is

best supported by the last of Kaf-
ka's novels. The Cast'". The pro-
tagonist, called only "K", is awak-
ened one night in an inn in a
small town by a minor official

from the castle who demands his

permit for staying overnight. "A-
sain the svmbol is transparent, i.e.

what is Kafka's justification ior

existence, for hiving the •ight to

be in this world? K, in the story,

fraudulently claims to be a land
sui-veyor." Thus, "the artist ap-
pears, not as contributor .^nd man-
ipulator within society, but as top-
ographer and surveyor of that
same society.*'

But, havin-? bullied the offical

into beliveing that he is a survey-

or, K must still justify himself to

the impersonal bureaucracy of the
castle. But, ironically, "K's repeat-

ed efforts to get an audience with
the authorities result in his being

praised for work he has not even
begun."

Religious Symbolism
As to the religious r.ymbolism,

"the story thus becomes a quest

of the hero for the divine. His
travail is the travail of a man
seeking justification for his life

as he has determined it shall be.

Finally, his tragedy, or at least

the tragic element in his life, lies

in just this: on the one hand,
heaven does not really care much,
and on the other, the single in-

dividual is largely helpless."

The psychological Interpretation

of Kafka makes much of Freudian
sexual theory and Lawrence noted
that it is "nearly impossible to

avoid thinking in terms of the

Continued on Page 3, Col. 1

Blood Bank Here

The American Red Cross Blood-

mobile will be at the First Congre-
gational Church from 10:00 a.m.

until 4:00 p.m. on Monday, March
6 and Tuesday, March 7.

Since 1950 Williams students

have given nearly 1,600 pints of

blood. Almost 90 per cent of the
431 pints given in '51 during the
Korean War were donated by Wil-
liams men. Last year students
gave 155 pints. 80 in memory of

the late Pete Pergeson '60.

Director of Athletics Frank
Thorns '30, general chairman of

the drive, noted that students un-
der 21 years of age need their par-
ents' permission to give blood. He
went on to point out that the Red
Cross win only take blood from
donors In good health.
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'Free' Enterprise
Within the next tliree weeks tlie Waldeii Theab'e is expected

to close its doors. Taken alone, this is a bad thing.

Most of the movie distribntors dealing with the theatre's

operator have given him a choice: either take and show all the
movies we choose, or get no movies at all. Peter Desmond has
chosen the latter.

On a short-rnn basis Desmond's decision is bad; for he has
shouldered the social responsibility of providing entertainment.
By closing he takes from the community a chance for relaxation.

BUT, Desmond is viewing his dilemma idealistically and feels

a long-aun responsibility to VVilliamstown and to himself. lie

wants to show movies of cpiality, movies which will appeal to the
tastes of a college audience. In the past months his well-chosen
films have been well-received; in fact, the blending of intel-

lectual stimulation with entertaimnent has been a paying prop-
osition. In the past year high-quality movies have gained the
VValden an amount of respect it never enjoyed in the jjast.

Desmond's holding out under pressure shows a strength of
character uncommon in this materialistic age. We endorse his
stand.

To The RECORD:
Honor System:

February 27. 1961

Conversations with a number
of students have led me to con-
clude that there may be rather
wide-spread .misunderstanding of

the recent faculty vote on the stu-

dent proposal for a revision of
penalties under the Honor Sys-
tem. While I have no official sta-

tus in the matter which would
justify my acting as spokesman
for the faculty, I may perhaps be
able to reduce any such misunder-
standing.

The facts are that the faculty

debated fully and voted down, by
a substantial margin but by no
means unanimously, the student
proposal to reduce the mandatory
penalty for cheating on written

examinations. At the same time,

the faculty approved without dis-

sent a proposal that the President
establish a special committee to

study, in conjunction with the
students, the whole question of

academic dishonesty at Williams.
The President has subsequently
appointed such a committee, com-
prising both faculty and student
members.
The interpretation evidently put

upon the faculty action by many
students, and perhaps furthered
by what has appeared In the Re-
cord, is that the faculty Is ada-
mantly opposed to any changes
in tlie Honor System, no matter
what the students may propose.

I think this is inaccurate and by
no means demonstrated by the re-

cent faculty vote.

It would be presumptuous for
me to say what the position of

"the faculty" is. Obviously, "the
faculty" is something of an ab-
straction in this connection, and
individual views vary widely. A
good many voted for the stu-

dent proposal as It stood. Many
others. I presume, would vote
against reducing the mandatory
penalty for cheating on examina-
tions under any circumstances.
Still others, in my judgment, are
unwilling to take action on this

one aspect of academic dishonesty
without relating it in some appro-
priate way to the whole broad
field.

The student proposal dealt only
with reducing the mandatoi-y pen-

alty for cheating on examinations.

It did not consider questions of

literary dishonesty, plagiarism, or

other forms of cheating in the pre-

paration of term papers or other
written work done outside of class.

Many on the faculty have been

disturbed by the different stan-
dards currently applied to these
different forms of academic dis-
honesty. Many have been troubled
by the feeling that the objectives
of equity, as well as the effective-
ness of efforts to maintain the
highest possible standards of hon-
esty, have been hindered by the
ather artificial distinction made
between the kinds of academic
dishonesty. That distinction, in
their view, has been reflected not
only in the method of administra-
tion but in the disparity of sanc-
tions imposed. Others on the fac-
ulty have continued to point out
the difficulty of unifying the field
by extending the Honor System to
cover work done outside of class.
There is no faculty consensus on
this point, so far as I can tell,

but I believe there is a growing
consensus that it should be
thoroughly explored even though
initiatives in this direction in the
past have proved Inconclusive.
The student proposal, as it fin-

ally emerged, did not address it-

self to this problem. In my judg-
ment. It would have been more
sympathetically received had it

aimed at strengthening the atti-
tude of the college community
toward academic dishonesty in its

various aspects rather than at an
action which — justifiably or not— was bound to be Interpreted as
weakening this attitude. The stu-
dent proposal gave no evidence
that the students viewed their sug-
gestion as having any relationship
to the broader problem.

I think It would be fair to view
the faculty vote on the student
proposal, together with the vote
on the motion for a broader study,
as an indication of faculty un-
willingness to accept the specific
proposal without careful consider-
ation of its relationship to aca-
demic dishonesty in general. I
think it would be unfair to view
the faculty vote as disregard for
student views or as a declaration
that the present system is beyond
change. The resolution to study
the problem further, in conjunc-
tion with student groups, implies
both a concern for student opin-
ion and a willingness to contem-
plate change.

There is not doubt In my ailnd
that the members of the faculty
are as proud of and devoted to
the Honor System as the students
are. Together we can continue to

make it work successfully—and in

no other way Is It even remotely
possible.

Sincerely yours,

Vincent M. Bamett. Jr.

Harvard Faculty: *No*

NCAA Invite Declined
The following article appeared in

"The Harvard Crimson" on Thurs-

day, February 23. This lead story,

written by the newspaper's President

Robert E. Smith, '62, was entitled:

"Faculty Refuses to Allow Varsity

To Enter NCAA Hockey Tourney".

The Faculty Committee on Ath-
letics has refused for the second
straight year to permit the varsity

hockey team to enter the NCAA
national tournament.
As was the case last year, the

Committee gave no official reason
for Its action, but one member ex-

plained that "the emphasis upon
the tournament and upon the ath-
letic programs of some competing
schools has grown far out of pro-
portion."

The Committee has objected In
the past to the unfair reci-uiting

practices of Western colleges, but
according to a member. It feels

that it can make more progress
on the situation without making
its objections public or official,

Thomas D. BoUes, Director of
Athletics, said yesterday that the
University has been working
through the Ivy League for years
on the Western college problem.

In a brief statement the Com-
mittee said that It "has reviewed
the matter of the University's
position with respect to the NCAA
hockey tournament and has de-
cided that Hai-vard will not parti-
cipate this year. This decision will

be subject to review In the future
as the occasion demands."
"The Committee Is not going to

announce at the beginning of each
season whether we are interested
in playing in the tournament,"
BoUes stated.

A poll of the Committee was
completed Tuesday, BoUes said,
in answer to a request from the
Eastern hockey selection commit-
tee for contending teams to ex-
press their Interest In participa-
ting in the tournament.
"How Hai-vard may perform in

the tournament did not enter Into
the decision," BoUes maintained.
Dean Watson said last month that
the calibre of the hockey team
would be a factor.

Members of the team said that
they were led to believe that their

performance determined to a large
degree the Committee's decision.
Several players said that they
viewed their loss to Boston College
in the Beanpot Tourney as the
deciding factor in the decision.

They mentioned a telegram
posted In the dressing room before
the B.C. game on Feb. 13 bidding
them to "prove you are of NCAA
calibre;" It was signed "Dean
Watson." Watson denied yester-
day that he had sent the wire and
said that he was not sure who
would have sent it in his name.
Humm . . . why do .iports have to

be surroumled with inconsistant stor-

ies and mysterious telegrams.

—Record

Review

Kroll Quartet

Focus:
In his review of Focus Ed Volk-

man properly states its aim; to
present the so-called 'liberal view'.

The term liberal is a nebulous one
embracing many views. For pur-
poses of convenience people speak
of those with certain viewpoints
as 'liberal.' I fully concur in rec-
ognizing that there is a danger,
inherent in such a publication,
that the writers may take stands
and express opinions that have
not been thought out, but merely
present a liberal outlook for the
sake of portraying the author as
a liberal. I like to beUeve, howev-
er, that the policy of the members
of Focus is, and will be, one of ful-

ly considering the different sides
of an issue before arriving at an
opinion. When it is claimed that
the publication is 'self-consciously

radical', I think a legitimate criti-

cism has been carried too far. To
equate liberal and radical is not
only to commit a serious blunder
but also to attempt, by means of
the unfortunate connotations of
the word 'radical', to accuse Focus
of a position of irresponsible ex-

tremism that is in no way intend-
ed. The accusation of radicalism
directed at those who have opin-
ions which are. for want of a bet-
ter word, designated as liberal is

totally unwarranted. I think that
the valid criticism of Focus is un-
dermined by the failure to dif-

ferentiate between responsible lib-

eralism and radicalism.

Paul Worthman '62

by Robert K. Ciulla

The KioU Quartet was present-

ed Friday night at Chapln Hall in

a concert that can only be regard-

ed as a musical exp>erlence of the

highest order. The ensemble
scheduled an all-Beethoven pro-
gram which Included a string

quartet from each of the Compos-
er's three periods—Opus 18, no. 4,

in C minor; Opus 9S, in P minor;
and the famous Opus 59, no. 1, In

F major.
The Kroll Quartet is recognized

as one of the outstanding groups
of its kind in existence. The reader
will find here only agreement with
that opinion. It seems almost in-

sulting to these four outstanding
musicians to review their efforts

with the routine references to tone
color, balance, and so on. Suffice

it to say that technically their

performance was next to flawless.

Empathy and Harmony
The four men were so precise an

ensemble, so alive to the subtle di-

rection of first violinist William
Kroll, that even in the most dif-

ficult passages it seemed as

though one artist were perform-
ing. This kind of empathy and
harmony can only be achieved by
musicians of considerable sensiti-

vity and experience.

Whenever this reviewer finds a
performance of a musical compo-
sition particularly satisfying, he is

somehow made more aware of the

creativity and imagination of the

composer as well as of the tech-

nical and interpretive ability of

the performer. This Is the sign cf
true musicianship—an interpreta-
tion that will illuminate and en-
hance the creation of a composei

,

Such was the case Friday.
Beethoven's string quartets ai<i

marvelous compositions. They aiM
alive, colorful, and at times have
even a touch of humor. The Krol
ensemble brought to these works ;i

richness of sound and a superij

technique. But more Importani,
they brought the marks of out-
standing musicianship—the subtle
phrase, the perfect tempo, the el-

fectlve dynair'c. Simply put, th.t

Kroll Quartet, is an ensemble t.[

the highest artlsti-y.

A word must be said about th.'

large turnout for the concert. Thr
audience was exceptionally atteii

tlve and quiet during the perfoi'

mance, and most receptive at it

conclusion. The long and loud ap-
plause, and particularly the shout.-

of bravo at the end, unusual for

the familiar Wllliamstown concert

-going clique, were a most wel-

come sign of unreserved apprecia-

tion.

This was the second consecutivi'

year the Kroll has appeared here

On the basis of the quality of its

perfonnances here to date, we can
hope it will be an annual event.

The next musical presentation on
campus will be the Thompson
Concert Committee's sponsoring of

the Ti'i-Clty Symphony in Chapln

at 3:30 p.m. on Sunday, March
19. Edgar Curtis will conduct, and
there will be no admission charge.

Simpson Urges ^Vigorous Effort'
Continued from Page 1, Col. 4

die East. We must take a stand

and make a vigorous effort to

reach a conclusion of the prob-

lem."

A major topic of concern as re-

gards the Middle East is develop-

ment economics, which in Simp-
son's opinion, "could be effective

If divorced from the Cold War.
We think of assistance as a tool,

always looking for something in

return." Aid Is wasted on countries

where the social and political sys-

tems are not conducive to pro-

gress.

Blow-Up In Iran

An example of such a situation

is that in Iran, "where there will

probably be a blow-up within 18

months. The political regime has
no stability, no popular support.

Our aid is being wasted." Because
of our association with the re-

gime, the blow-up will hurt our
stake In the Mid East. "But we
probably won't do anything about
It until It happens," he predicted.

"We don't want to be accused
of meddling in the internal af-

fairs of other sovereign states. But
since we wlU be so accused any-
way, we ought to try to exert our
Influence to alter those systems.

"Russia is doing very well in

realizing its objectives in the Mid-
dle East. The U.S.S.R. Is effective-

ly using development assistance,

propaganda, and cultural ex-

changes. And, since the arms a-

greement with Nasser in 1955, they
have opened their long-desired di-

plomatic channels In the area."

Russian success in the Middle
East since World War II under-
scores the failure of Western poli-

cy—or lack thereof. We could have

prevented the Soviet's success by

being effective ourselves.

Overlying all, we have held the

idea that something can always

be done and done quickly. "But we
must think in terms of a decade

or a generation. We must begin to

stress careful, thoughtful, inform-

ed planning. The Middle East pre-

sents a massive, long-term, costly

project demanding expertise. We
must recognize it as such and act

accordingly."

Crisis to Crisis

As regards foreign policy and
its ramifications, we live from
crisis to crisis. The United States

has not had a coherent, longrange

policy on the Middle East. Simp-
son stated, "I am not overly op-

timistic about improvement in this

realm. I guess It is better to be

pessimistic and be pleased by any
successes. But, as long as we rec-

ognize the need, we will keep try-

ing, learn by experience, and a-

chleve something at least."

The entire Middle East is watch-
ing President Kennedy, who as a

Senator a few years ago delivered

a very controversial address ad-

vocating self-determination for

the Algerians. His present stand
on that question and the efforts

of his Administration in Mid East

Affairs—will have a considerable

effect on which way the Middle
East will go.

Errata

:

The Record wishes to correct a
mistake it made in the February
8th issue. Sydney Eisen was re-

appointed to the faculty for one
year instead of two as was stated.
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Jobs In Africa

Open To Seniors
Because of a shortage of teach-

ers in the East African Secondary
Schools, 150 young teachers from
the United States will be sent to

East Africa before the end of

June of this year. The Interna-

tional Cooperation Administra-

tion has given the major profess-

ional responsibility lor the Amer-
ican end of the plan to Teachers

College, Columbia University.

Eight Williams seniors have ap-

plied to the college for recommen-
dation. They are, John W. Allen,

Mike Bolduan, Michael Prazer,

Peter Gllck, David Hall. Robert
Marrin, Kent Paxton, and Dick

Verville. Prom this group, Wil-

liams will submit two or three

names to Columbia, where the

final choices will be made.
The 150 teachers will be divided

into three groups of 50. One will

consist of young teachers with

secondary school experience and

a Bachelor's degree, one will con-

sist of 50 graduates of the class

of '61 with a liberal arts degree,

no professional teaching experi-

ence, and no professional teaching

preparation. The third group will

be made up of 1961 graduates with

a Bachelor's degree and teaching

preparation.

The groups will all have a peri-

od of intensive training suited to

ihe particular group that they are

In during the coming .summer in

Africa. They will then proceed to

serve a two year term. All expenses

will be taken care of for the train-

ing period, and upon the assump-

tion of their teaching duties, reg-

ular expatriate teacher salaries

will be given.

The qualifications for appoint-

ment are extremely rigid. Men
must be high academically, re-

sourceful, and willing to serve real-

istically.

Lafayette And Colgate Face Spreading Fight Students' International Conference
Over Discriminatory Clauses In Fraternities

Lawrence On Kafka
Continued from Page 1, Col. 5

theory of the unconscious and the

theory of repression, when one
reads "The Trial", Kafka's second
novel and in fact, "Kafka's rela-

tions with his father are classically

those of the Oedipus complex."
"High Priests"

"In spite of all these compelling

facts, I see no reason to yield

Kafka wholly to the Freudians.

The Freudians are primarily high
priests of a system. It is my con-

viction that both high priests and
systems must be watched with un-
blinking caution."

In opposition to his systemiza-

tion of Kafka. Lawrence noted
that "Kafka was no architect of

a theory of human personality; he
was a presenter of the human self,

thi'ough the medium of an often

journalistic realism. Even assum-
ing this conciliation in terms of

temporal type, it represents only

one level of improvement over pre-

vailing interpretation. For we have
hardly touched the crucial subject

of what Kafka says about man.
about the self. Instead, we have
been preoccupied with how he
says it. This assassination by dis-

section is a common result of liter-

ary analysis when it becomes ex-

cessively systematic."

Tribute to Genius
"To classify Kafka's symbolism

as primarily religious or primarily

Freudian and moral or primarily

socio-political is to fall devastat-

Ingly short of an adequate tribute

to genius. Kafka is often compar-
ed to Joyce and Proust. However,
the comparison is inept."

"Rather his greatness rests in

his presentation of personality, for

even the young Joyce in the Por-
trait of the Artist does not present

such a sustained picture of the

complexities of inner life combined
with the radical capacity the hu-
man psrsonality has for being

shaped by what happens to it. And
it is this quality of being determin-
ed by the pattern of occurences to

which one is exposed that brings

me to the final point about Kaf-
ka."

"According to Max Brod, Kaf-
ka once said, "Balzac carried a
stick with the motto "I break every

obstacle.' My motto would rather

be. 'Every obstacle break me." . .

.

Kafka's writings, his Journals, his

conversations exhibit the sense set

for every puff of wind and no
helmsman, but only a terrified re-

porter in the crow's nest, scanning
an endless horizon of storms."

Two eastern colleges. Lafayette
and Colgate, have recently been
the scenes of controversy over ab-
olition of fraternity discrimina-
tion clauses. At Colgate immediate
constructive action has been de-
manded by the Board of Trustees,
and at Lafayette seventy-two fac-
ulty members have signed a peti-
tion expressing "strong disappro-
val" of fraternity discrimination
resutiting from either "national
clauses or from covert, veiled rea-
sons."

The Colgate Board of Trustees,
pursuing a recommendation by the
faculty and Student Senate for
fixing October 1, 1966 as a dead-
Una for abolition of discriminatory
clauses, has instructed the Ad-
ministration to report periodical-
ly on the progress being made to-
ward complete abolition.

The Board is ambiguous as to
what will be done if the fraterni-
ties fail to heed their "official de-
mand". The belief is stated in an
editorial in the Colgate Maroon
that this ambiguity is the result
of a desire to allow the fraterni-
ties and Administration some flex-
ibility. However the Board has in
the past been generally reluctant
to force the issue of total local
autonomy, citing the progress
made since 1954. Several of the
local chapters have already a-

chieved conditional local autono-
my.

The students themselves arc

enthusiastic about the abolition
of clauses; however, it is likely

that the national of at least one

of the fraternities Involved will

not take decisive action unless
the local chapter is faced with an
absolute deadline rather than an
ambiguous "official demand."

Lafayette

James P. Crawford, a represen-
tative of the Lafayette Faculty,
stated that the petition for abol-
ishment of fraternity clauses re-

sulted from a desire on the part of

some of the faculty to express
themselves individually rather
than in a faculty vote as had
been done previously. He said fur-
ther that the faculty hoped that
the students would subsequently
bear the burden of the problem
themselves.

To Convene At MIT March 5-12
Students representing 74 coun-

tries and the United States will

pool national viewpoints to pre-

sent an International Week, Mar.
S-12, at the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology.

Activities ranging from a panel
discussion of the Youth Corps
proposal to a program of inter-

national folk songs and dances
have been planned by the Inter-

national Program Committee of

the M.I.T. student government.

President Kennedy's recently

proposed Youth Corps program
will be the subject of a panel dis-

cussion on Tuesday, March 7.

Fraternities Debate Honor System Changes;

Pairings For Second Round Are Announced
The semifinals of the Interfra-

ternlty debates for the Stone
Trophy will take place the week of

February 27th. The subject is Re-
solved: That the penalty for
cheating under the Williams Hon-
or System should be suspension
from school. A Gargoyle Society
report on this topic caused much
controversy on campus and re-

sulted in a student referendum on
this aspect of the Honor System.

Two-Man Teams

Two debaters will represent each
of the sixteen teams, one from

each fraternity and one freshman

team. The matches will consist of

two main speeches of eight min-

utes each and two rebuttal speech-

es of four minutes each.

No dates have been specified, as
this will be worked out by each
team's representative. Professor

Connelly, head of the Adelphlc
Union, which Is sponsoring the
contest, announced these pairings

for the second round (with each
team's representative) : Beta
Theta Pi (John Volkhausen) vs.

Delta Kappa Epsilon (Richard
Adams); Delta Upsilon (Wally
Preble) vs. Phi Delta Theta (San-
dy Williams); Phi Gamma Delta
(Ron Lltowltz) vs. St. Anthony
(Sid McKenzie); and Sigma Phi

(John Searles) vs. the Freshman
team (Thomas Plati).

Youth Corps, as it is now envi-

saged would offer qualified young
men and women an opportunity to

work for the betterment of under-

developed countries. Much recent

controversy on college campuses
has centered around whether the

program will offer merely tempor-

ary draft deferment or permanent
exemption. The discussion, which
will be open to the public, will be-

gin at 8 p.m.

A second featured topic of In-

ternational significance will deal

with Cuba. The program will be

presented on Wednesday. March 8,

at 8 p.m.

Other phases of International

Week include an International

Dinner for faculty, students, and
administration, Simday, March 5;

a well known Indian movie, "Fath-

er Panchall." Thursday. March 9,

at 7:30 p.m.; a program of Inter-

national folk songs and dances,

Friday, March 10, at 8:30 p.m.;

and an exhibition of sports events

of India, Saturday afternoon at

2:30.

Tickets for the folk song pro-

gram and International Fiesta will

be available beginning February

27. in the lobby of the Main Build-

ing at M.I.T. or by calling Kresge

Auditorium or Technology Com-

munity Association.
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Dr. Frood has already ordered

9,652 "Remember How Great"

records. Don't let him get

them ail! Order yours NOW!

Get these twelve great original recordings—

in one 12" LP album— for $1.00 and ten

empty Lucky Strike packs! Hurry! Order this

fabulous album now! Here's a real collectors'

item—the original recordings of twelve mu-

sical classics together for the first time! Great

hits of swing, jazz and popular music magnifi-

cently reproduced by Columbia Record Produc-

tions on a 12" 331/3 LP. It's an unprecedented

offer. Order your album right now. Just send

one dollar and ten empty Lucky Strike packs

(easier to mail if you flatten them) together

with the filled-in shipping label below to

"REMEMBER HOW GREAT," BOX 3600, SPRING

PARK, MINNESOTA. Here are the great songs,

great artists included in the "Remember How
Great" album:

LOUIS ARMSTRONC
St. Louis Blues

COUNT BASIE

One O'clock Jump

LES BROWN
Sentimental Journey

CAB CALLOWAY
Blues In Ihe Night

XAVIER CUGAT
Brazil

TOMMY DORSEY
I Dream of You

EDDY DUCHIN
Stardust

OUKE ELLINGTON
Mood Indigo

HARRY JAMES
Ciribiribin

ANDRE KOSTELANEH
Night and Day

MARY MARTIN
My Heart Belongs to Daddy

DINAH SHORE
Buttons and Bows

To get "Remember How Great" album, enclose and mall $1.00 and 10
empty Lucky Strike packs, togeiner with filledln shipping label. Pleasi
print clearly. Orders received after May 31, 1961, will not be honored. II

sending check or money order, make payable to "Remember How Great."

SHIPPING LABEL

"Remember How Great"
P. O. Box 3600
Spring Park, Minnesota

TO
YOUR NAME

-ZONE- -STATE-
Offer good only In U. S. A. and Putrto Rico.

OTHI AMERICAN TOkACCO CO.



Recent Demonstrations

Display Involvementism
Thin Is the secotul in a series by

RECORD staff writers on student

involvi'inentism. Today's article deals

with two examiites of student twlill-

cal awareness aiul Mtlon. These ex-

amples aiipeur to he re/jreseiitative of

today's undergraduates', concerti with

individual liberties.

by John Kifner

On February 7, 1960, Fi-ed M.

Hechlnger commented in the New
York Times on the prevalence of

"Privatism" among contemporary
students. He quoted Dr. Edward
Eddy, provost of the University of

New Hampshire, who claimed that

todays student "is Interested pri-

marily in the maintenance of the

status quo—a very comfortable

status quo which makes him the

sought-after darling of business

and industry . . . <he) searches for

a rich, full life for himself. His

strong interests are centered on
the material benefits which he
and his family may be able to en:

joy . . . the constant question is

first: "What's in it for me?"
Hechlnger predicted that priva-

tism would not be enough, and he
was apparently right, for by year's

end a Look staffer melodramati-
cally burbled "Not since A.D. 1212,

the year of the Children's Crusade,
has there been a year of youth ac-

tivity to match 1960.

Sit-ins

Six days before Hechinger's ar-

ticle appeared, the Initial and per-

haps most important symbol of

the rebirth of active undergradu-
ate political interest occurred in

the sleepy southern city of Greens-
boro, North Carolina. Pour Negro
freshmen from North Carolina A
& T sat down at a Woolworth
lunch counter. Refused service,

they stayed i;ntil the store closed.

Within a week, student "sit-in"

demonstrations appeared through-
out race-conscious North Carolina,

and soon spread through the

south.

A divinity student at Johnson
C. Smith University (Charlotte,

N. C.) summarized the movement
from the student point of view:

"It's a manifestation of the unrest
among this generation of students.

It comes from their desire to

dramatize their Injustice of the
Negro's position. It is a part of

their feeling about the schools,

the vote—civil rights In general."

Students from over forty campus-
es risked fines, jail and mob vio-

lence in order to support the
movement. Religious, liberal, and
labor groups supported the sit-

in demonstrations; but the strong-

est support came from the hereto-

fore "Silent Generation. Vassar
girls picketed (decorously) for the

first time in twenty years, and at

colleges all over the North, chain

stores were picketed and scholar-

ship money raised. Harry Truman
snorted that the demonstrations

were "Communist Inspired," and
Eleanor Roosevelt said they were

"simply wonderful," but the col-

lege generation showed strong un-

animity in striking a blow for lib-

erty and equality.

"Un-American"

Un-American Committee

The most recent area of con-

troversy and involvementism has

centered on the House Unameri-
can Activities Committee. Many of

Its activities have seemed down-
right Unamerican. Its opponents
have charged that It is basically

unconstitutional, since its inves-

tigations have yet to produce any
legislation, that it is attempting
to destroy freedom of thought,
and constitutional protection of
individualism, that it is a strong
step toward a police state, and
that it charges guilt by associa-
tion. Its supporters retort that its

detractors are a pack of Commu-
nists.

On May 12-14, 1960 the commit-
tee conducted an investigation :in-

to alleged Communist activities

and propaganda among student
and youth organizations, with
hearings in San Francisco. A-
mong those subpoenaed was an 18
ye^r old sophomore at the Uni-
versity of California, who quickly
organized student opposition to
the hearings. Over 2,000 students
demonstrated when they were not
allowed in City Hall (already sec-
retly packed by pro-Committee or-
ganizations) and policemen used
fire hoses to break up the mob.
The San Francisco Chronicle, the
New York Times, the New York
Post, and even Senator Know-
land's own paper reported the ac-
tion as unduly brutal, since Sher-
iff Matthew Carberry publicly
stated "There was no act of physi-
cal aggression on the part of the
students."

Controversial Film

The Committee, however pro-
duced an unauthorized film called
"Operation Abolition," which at-
tempts to prove that the riots

were Communist led and that stu-
dents literally stormed the (pol-
ice) barricades. Were this true, it

would still be hard to reconcile the
production of propaganda films
with the purpose of the Commit-
tee. However, the film itself is

carefully and unfairly edited, pre-
sents erroneous information and
fallacious reasoning. William
Wheeler the Committee's chief ar-
ea investigator admitted on a TV
interview that the film has dis-

tortions and inaccuracies.

The showing of this film has
caused riots and student body pro-
tests at Harvard, Lehigh, Lafay-
ette and the University of Bridge-
port among others. A nation-wide
student movement is circulating

petitions to abolish the Committee
In support I of Representative
James Roosevelt's plea. Roosevelt
claims "... the committee is clos-

er to being dangerous to America

in its conception than most of

what it investigates . . . Specifical-

ly, I am convinced that the major

activity of the conunittee which

we have licensed is the abridge-

ment of the citizen's freedoms."

In reaction, a national movement
named the "Student Committee

for Congressional Autonomy" has

been formed to counter the "Com-
munist-led drive" to abolish the

Committee.

W'mstoivn High Institutes Changes;

Curriculum To Meet New Demands
Paying special attention to the

brighter students, WiUiamstown
High School has made many dra-

matic changes in their curriculum
The Mt. CJreylock Regional High
School, which will open in South
WiUiamstown in the fall, will use

the new curricilum that was in-

itiated last September.
Paul J. McDonald, youthful su-

perintendent-principal of Mt.
Greylock High, stressed that
"competition in colleges and the
business world becomes stiffer

each year. The conditions of our
times demand that each .student

acquire the best educational back
ground he can."

Seven Programs
Seven courses on study are of-

fered—college preparatory, busi-

ness college and junior college

preparatory, secretarial, book-
keeping-clerical, and three gen-
eral courses—home economics,
business and industrial arts. A-
bqut eighty percent of the stu-

dents are presently taking the col-

lege preparatory program. See end
of story for more after "program."
Most of the new courses are ad-

vanced or accelerated. Honors
work may be done in economics,
advanced mathematics, biology

and advanced science. Discussion
is still in progress as to the :aa-

ture of the advanced math syl-

labus—^statistics and calculus vy-
ing for primary attention. .African

and Asian affairs are being given
special emphasis In the college

prep history course. Advanced sci-

ence is a research-oriented course
and is designed to show the unity
of all the major .sciences.

Shorthand, typing, shop and
home economics for personal use
have been added for college-bound
students, although they carry no
credit and do not involve outside
of class preparation. Optional cul-

ture courses include history of art,

techniques of art, music apprecia-
tion and music theory. French is

being introduced in the third

grade and German will be started

next September.
Certain specific requirements

must now be met in order to re-

ceive a diploma or a certificate,

the latter being awarded to the

student for effort and a reason-

able amount of accomplishment.
To earn a diploma sixteen courses

must be successfully completed.

Previously sixteen points were re-

luired.

Enthusiastic Principal

McDonald, both energetically

enthusiastic about the new cur-

riculum and exhausted from plan-

ning for the move to the modern
building next year. Is quite pleased

with the changes and feels they
have been successful .so far this

year. He resolutely believes "these

changes need not worry the stu-

dents or make them feel that they
will be facing great difficulties in

the years ahead, but should make
them realize that education today
is a serious business requiring

consistent determination and ser-

iousness of purpose in order to

take advantage of the many won-
derful opportunities available."

Preparatory Program
The unsure bright child usually

is enrolled In the business college

and junior college preparatory
course so he may transfer to an-
other program when he has de-

cided. The secretarial course has
been made more demanding and is

geared toward making the student
as verbally facile as he is mechan-
ically efficient. The five percent
of the student body who are taking
the general courses are not spec-

ializing and plan to complete their

formal education with graduation
from high school.

Effort Marks
In addition to quarterly letter

grades, effort marks are given
each marking period in each sub-

ject. The lowest mark indicates

his capacity in this subject." A
new letter "S" has been added to

the normal A's, B's, etc. to indi-

cate that the work does not meet
minimum standards of quality but
is representative of the degree of

accomplishment that can reason-
ably be expected from the student.
F represents no minimim stand-
ards or degree of accomplishment.

Purple Key Weekend
Williams annual Purple Key

Weekend featuring the National
Collegiate Squash Tournament,

and varsity and freshman athle-

tic contests against Amherst starts

L'^lday.

As athletic liason between facul-

ty and students, Purple Key So
clety sponsers Purple Key Week-
end once a year to focus attention

on sports at Williams. In an ef-

fort to Increase attendance at ath-

letic events during the weekend
Purple Key encourages students

to have dates by sponsoring a
.iquare dance.

The dance will be held in the
freshman loun'ie at Baxter Hall

immediately following the basket-

ball game Saturday night. Ad-
mission will be free as will be the

beer served In the Rathskeller.

Ephmen Finish Third

In M-bury Ski Meet
Due to the rain and slush, the

ski meet at the Middlebury Win-
ter Carnival this past weekend was
unable to be completed. Only itie

.slalom and the cross country ev-

ents were able to be run off. Con-
ditions were termed too dangerous
to hold the downhill and Jumping
contests.

Middlebury won both the Slalom
and the cross country and when
events came to a close they were
in the lead with a total of 195.67

Dartmouth was second place with
186.96. and Williams was in third

with 175.70.

Seminar Tonight

There will be an informal
seminar on commercial banking
opportunities sponsored by two
officers of the First National
City Bank of New York. This
seminar will be held at the

Kappa Alpha House tonight at

7:30 P.M. The public, including

freshmen, are invited.

New President Presides At Frosh Council;

Room Assignment Procedure Is Outlined
The first meeting of the Fresh-

man Council after the class elec-

tions was held Wednesday even-

ing. President Reggie Ray presid-

ed, assisted by Secretary-Treasur-

er Lisle Baker and College Coun-
cil Representative, Bob Warner.

I

the other two electees.

I

Discussion of the Impending
': room assignments in the sopho-

more quad occupied the council's

Nauert To Lecture On Renaissance Period

In Light Of Society Of The Middle Ages
Tomorrow at 4:30 Assistant Pro-

fessor of History Charles G.

Nauert will deliver the fifth in

the current series of Faculty Lec-

tures. Speaking in the Biology

Laboratory, he will speak on "The
Renaissance: a Thread from the

Labyrinth."
Nauert wil^take as his point of

departure the publication in 1860

of Jacob Burckhardt's The Clvlll-

EBtion of the Renaissance in Italy,

which has stood as "the most im-

portant landmark in our under-

standing of the Italian Ren-
aissance. However, modern schol-

arship in the past half century at-

tacked almost every characteris-

tic noted by Burckhardt."

Characteristic Mood
Nauert will attempt to put to-

gether an Interpretation based up-

on the criterion that understand-

ing of an historical period "need

not pretend to comprehend every

aspect of the life of a period, but

only characterize the mood which
dominated the outlook of the edu-
cated classes."

Nauert told the Record that he
will try to show that the histori-

cal experience of a man of the
14th to 16th centuries was of the
collapse of all traditional atti-

tudes, institutions and ideas after

the middle ages. This led to the
bitter criticism of medieval civili-

zation and the attempt to recon-
struct civilization from an ideal-

ized classical antiquity so that the
very idea of a rebirth of civiliza-

tion was a conception of Ren-
aissance thought.

UPO
QualUtf Shoe Repair

At »h« Foot of Spring St.

attention for the greater part of

the evening. Williams' .Assistant

Treasurer, Shane Riorden, was
present to aid the council by ex-

plaining the details of the process

and procedure, which is so con-

structed as the thwart most of the

schemes which usually crop up to

circumvent the rules governing the

assignments or shift the odds in

favor of individuals.

Mr. Riorden emphasized that

freshmen desiring to room togeth-

er should make arrangements with

prospective roommates as soon as

possible, and designate one of the

group to draw, speak, and choose

for the group. His decision will be

considered binding for all of the

members of the group, and no

room changes will be considered

without the assent of ail students

Involved, either as primary or sec-

ondary parties.

Groups or individuals detected

attempting to "beat the system"

PERSONAL

ATTENTION TO

PROBLEM GIFTS

AT

MARGE'S
GIFT SHOP

Colonial Shopping Center

will automatically go to the bot-

tom of the preference lists. Fresh-

men interested in Including a Bow-
doin Plan student as one of their

roommates, Riorden continued,

should see Phil Smith, Assistant

Director of Admissions.

Baker Action Reviewed
Following Warner's comprehen-

sive summary of and observations

on the Monday College Council

Meeting, Ray outlined some of

his aims and procedural sugges-

tions for the council to consider.

He continued with a brief recap-

itulation of some of the Baker ad-

ministration achievements, incli^

ing: meat for Friday dinners; the

Thanksgiving banquet; the unique

absence of the perennial

Baxter Hall food riot; significant-

ly reduced snowballing in the

quad; and positive steps toward
freshman dorm hours (still under
faculty discipline committee con-

sideration).

FOR

HAIRCUTS

WILLIAMS

MEN

KNOW

IT'S

Walden Theatre
Continued from Page 1, Col. 1

Desmond deals with approxi-

mately 12 distributing firms; of

these, all but three practice block

booking to some extent. However,
he noted, these firms do not have
enough good films for him to deal

exclusively with them. 'There are

enough good films to make a su-

ijerb program here, if I could get

them."
Policy Pays Off

D=smond noted that the Wal-
den policy of "showing a good film

to a smaller audience rather than
playing a bad film to a full house"
has paid off this year. A group
from the Riggs Foundation in

Stockbridge, as well as moviegoers
from as far away as Manchester,
Vt., frequently make the trek to

the Walden for some of this sea-

son's offering.

The Walden will not close if

the distribu tors back down in their

demands, Desmond concluded. He
will not, however, accept films

sold to him on the basis of block

booking, and he will not concede
to the distributors the right of

selecting the films that the Wll-
liamstown moviegoing public will

see.

If the Walden can operate

throughout the year, Mr. Desmond
hopes to build a .small theatre be-

hind The Country Store, complete
with coffee shop.

Wondering how you'll ever get

head of financial woes?

Life Insurance ssvings give you
a head start on the future. Con-

sider the advantages of our
Protected Savings Plan, the ideal

estate builder for the young man.
It combines low cost with flexi-

bility to meet the economic
changes that are bound to occur

during a lifetime.

It will profit you to do some life

insurance planning now— while

you can gain by lower premlumsl

RICHARD SWEET
Campus Agent

St. Anthony Hall

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Ufa Insurance Company

of Philadelphia



Hockey Splits Games With Middlebury, Norwich;

Season Record Now Stands At 'Phenomenar 15-3
Varsity hockey toured the north

over the weekend, losing to a pow-

erful Mlddlebury sextet on Friday

and defeating Norwich 9-3 on Sat-

urday. The team's record now
stands at a phenomenal 15-3, with

two home games remaining. Soph-

omore Bob Rich, subbing for the

injured Al Lapey, turned In ex-

cellent performances In both

games, kicking out 56 drives In the

Mlddlebury contest.

The Panthers from Mlddlebury

rated fifth in the East and led by
the most prolific scorer in the

country, Phil Latreille, had no
easy go of it with the insurgent

Ephs. Prom the opening faceoff

the Williams defense tightened,

and although their backs were to

the wall throughout the first per-

iod, they held. Early in the per-

iod, Latreille picked up a loose

puck at center ice and outguessed

the defense, only to be thwai'ted

by plucky goaltender Rich. This

was the pattern for the remainder
of the period, as Rich steered a-

side 22 shots.

Second Period Collapse

Williams was a man down when
the Panthers batted in their first

counter from close range. Sec-

onds later Latreille Intercepted a

pass at the Eph blue line and
cashed his publicized slap shot.

From that point on, the smooth-
skating brother combination of

Dates, Bob, and Jerry Fryberger

took over for Mlddlebury. Each
scored once in the six goal sec-

ond period. Dates' goal topping

them all as he leaped over the de-

fense, fakEd the goalie, and push-

ed in the puck without breaking

stride.

Dsfenaeman Mike Heath scored

Williams' lone 5oal unassisted in

the final frame on a deflected shot

from the blue line.

Wild Norwich Game
Laurie Hawkins, Tom and John

Roe led Williams in the Noi-wich

game, each with 2 goals. 32 min-
utes in penalties were dealt out

by the officials, 18 of these to Wil-

liams. Despite the officiating, the

Ephs outskated Norwich from the

start, registering 3 goals in each
period, never in any serious
trouble.

In both the Norwich and Mld-
dlebury games, the purple defense
played outstanding hockey, break-
ing and setting up plays with
more and more assurance. Es-
pecially effective against Mlddle-
bury was Tony Stout, both in his
puck control and play making.

Scoring Summaries
l-IK.ST I'KRIOD . no .curing
.SKCONl) I'KKIOU
1. (Ml IlultKrceii (Ulrcill,?) 3 ;02,
:;, (M) l.alteillc (Cn-rmoiul) 3;2'i.

J, (M) Coy (J. Fryberger) 5:10.
4, (M) D, Kryberner (iiiiass.) IO;i().

5. (M) H. rrybertt.-i (J. Fryberger) l!:l().
I,. (M) J. Fryberger (uiiass.) 15:20.
Tlllkl) I'KIUOI)

7 (Ml llullgreen (Latreille. Germonil) 5:58.
8, (.M) Weekes (unau.) UJ:I5,
I. (rt I llealh (una»s.) 12:20,

WILLIAMS VS. .NORWICH
FIRST I'l'-.RIOI)

1- (Wl Manliiiis (Cnmslork) 4:JS.
.'. (Wl T. Roc (J. Roe) 6:10.
'. (Wl .1, Ro- (T. Roe) 15:40.
SF.IONI) FF.RIOI)
1, (W ll-alli (I. Roe) 3:58.
!. (W) Stout (Hawkins) 14:05.
I. (N| flrip (Skinn-r) 17:30.
(. (W) T. Roe (J. Roe) 19:20.
THIRD I'FRIOn
2 (N) Kennedy (Hiilingsl 5:55.
7, (Wl Hawkins (Lowe, lieoilie) 10:00.
1. (N) Hillings (Kennedy) 13:00.
S. (W) Beadie (Hawkins. Ma«well) 13:20.
'(, (W) J. Roe (lloli, T. Roe) 14:40.
TFAM SCORING I.KAIJFRS

I, Tom Roe
-'. H.iwkins
3. John Roe
4. Holt
5. H^adie
6. Comstoek

UfV jitlliattta ISrrarti
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5''4 Win Gives Jeffs

Little 3 Squash Title
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Muir Marks 25th Year As Eph Swim Mentor
by Dennij Van Ness

After the results of the last event of the Williams-Aiiihcrst swimming meet were announced,

co-captain of this year's team, Mike Uively, stepped to the microphone and asked for the attention

of the larw crowd of students, parents, former swimmers and friends of Bob Muir that was feather-

ed aroiinii Lasell pool. Acting as Master of Ceremonies for Bob Muir Day, Dively informed the

crowd that Coach Muir had just

won his twenty-second Little

Three championsliip in his twenty-

five years of coaching at WiUiams,

and then introduced the first spea-

ker of the day, President of Col-

lege. James P. Baxter.

President Baxter congratulated

Coach Muir and the team on .net-

ting a new New England record in

the 400-yard freestyle, and pre-

dicted that more victories would

come their way In the New Eng-

land championships next weekend.

President Baxter then went on to

praise Muir as a line coach and

wonderful individual. He conveyed

the best wishes and congratula-

tions of the trustees .and the

townspeople who knew Muir not

only as a coach but also as a man
always interested in the commun-
ity and the individuals within the

community.
Mrs. Muir Honored

Neil Devaney followed President

Baxter with praise for Mrs. Muir.

As he put it, "There's a woman
behind every man," and in recog-

nition of Mrs. Muir's devoted ef-

forts to help Coach Muir and his

teams at all times, he presented

her with a white orchid corsage

and a gold bracelet inscribed with

the Little Three emblem and a

large •'W.
Buck Robinson stepped to the

podium and presented Coach Muir

with the Little Three medal for

once again winning the Little

Three championship for Williams.

Next it was co-captain Terry

Allen's turn. Allen told of the

more than 100 congratulatory let-

ters and telegrams that had been

Muir Has Had Long Career In Swimming;

Proposes New Device For Child Instruction

Muir reads letter from President Kennedy as Dively loolts on.

letters in an album and then pre-

sented this album to the coach.

At this point Muir himself rose

and addressed the audience. He
humbly and sincerely thanked
every boy for being there, both for

himself and for his wife. He (said

that in his forty years of coaching,

his .stay at Williams was his "hap-
piest experience."

Herschbach New Captain

Dively announced that Tom
Herschbach, '62, would be next
year's captain of the swimming
team, and then read two letters

which he felt typified the many
that had been sent to Coach Muir.

The first, from Congressman Syl-

vio Conte, praised Muir for his

sent to Muir. He announced that
|
sportsmanship, character, and in-

the team had bound many of these
I tegrity. After expressing hlj sor-

row at not being able to be pres-

praised him as a wonderful coach,

stated that he had read a tribute

to Coach Muir in Congress and
that it could be found in the Con-
gressional Record for Feb. 23 by
anyone interested in reading it.

Kennedy letter

The second letter honoring Muir
was from one of his former swim-
mers from his days as coach at

Harvard. It told of his qualities

of leadership and friendship and
praised him as a wonerful coach.

This letter was signed by President

John :P. Kennedy.

Dively closed the ceremonies by
thanking Bob for his twenty-five

years of service to Williams Col-

lege and wishing him the best of

luck and health in the future.

Robert Muir first tried swim-
ming at the age of twelve. He
swam at Brooklyn High School,

where his coach was Matt Mann,
one of this country's legendary
swimming figures and presently

the coach at the University of

Oklahoma. Muir continued swim-
ming, captaining the team at
Boston University. While repre-
senting this school, he won two
National Y. M. C. A. records. In
meets, he would often compete,
and usually place, in every event
from water polo to diving. He also

amassed a total of nineteen New
England Senior AAU champion-
ships, excelling in the breast Btroke

and the back stroke.

In 1921, Muir began his coach-
ing career at the Boston Y.M.C.A.,

instructlno; students from Tufts.

M.I.T., and Boston University un-

der a special program. Over the

years, he has taught swimming
to and estimated 35,000 people,

of all ages. During this period, he
was also an Instructor of swim-
ming for the Boston Public Schools

Letters And Telegrams Honor Muir:,

JFK: 'Hope You Come For Dipf

Dunbar: 'High Quality Your faulf
The sorapbook given to Coach i Williams has been the high quality

Muir contains many letters of
|
of her swimming teams since the

praise and congratulations from 1 war (and this has been youi'

faculty members and coaches and fault!)

friends. Among these is a letter

from President John Kennedy who
was coached by Muir when he was
a Freshman at Harvard.

February 20, 1961

Dear Mr. Muir:

It is a pleasure to send you 3

word of greeting as your many
friends join in honoring the 25

years service which you have
given to Williams College.

Your career as a swimming
coach has done much for a host

of students at Williams — and
previously at Harvard. I am not

sure that my own swimming
has improved since I was a

freshman swimmer at Harvard,

but I have at least obtained

temporary custody of a swim-

ming pool here in Washington.

In the event that you should

come to this city, I hope you
will come for a dip.

Sincerely yours,

John Kennedy

The members of Coach Muir's

swimming team are perhaps those

closest to him. They have this to

say about him.
Mike Dively '61: "Bob has in-

fluenced me more than any other

faculty member at Williams. He
perhaps typifies the new Mark
Hopkins, with him on one end of

the log and his swimmers on the

other. The team is working for

Bob, not for themselves. The usual

comment before a meet is, 'I want
to win for Bob.'

"

Buck Robinson '61: "Bob has
always impressed me with his

qualities of forgiveness, patience,

and faith. He reminds you of a
clergyman," said Robinson, "He's

a very religious man."
John Moran '63: "Bob Muir has

taught me swimming ever since

I was three years old. I am closer

to him than any other person on
the Williams faculty.''

Terry Allen '61 perhaps best

expresses the thoughts of the -en-

tire team. "You realize that he is

one of the finest things that has
ever happened to you," said Al

len. "He is so much more than a
coach."

Ephs Sink Amherst, 63-32;

Win 18th Straight Little Three Title

Fredrick L. Sohuman, Professor

of Political Science: "To you —
teacher of champions and unfail-

ing friend of all who have sought

your wise counsel and generous

aid — we owe far more than we
can put into words or aver :i'epay."

Clay Hunt, Professor of English:

"Looking back over my twenty

years at Williams ... I can't think

of very many members of this

faculty who can stand up to you
when it comes to the business of

making the expert teaching of

their subject seems a part of a

whole and liberal education for

their students."

Henry P. Dunbar, Jr.. Varsity

Swimming Coach of Amherst:

"The eight years that I have

known you as a coach . . .
You

have never allowed our rivalry to

become bitter . . . and the few

Irritations I have experienced at

Williams have not been your fault.

Indeed, my major Irritation with

The Coach flanked
Dively, Connard, Moran.

by Pete Johanmcn
Williams won its eighteenth

straight Little Three swimming
championship last Saturday by

defeating Amherst 63-32, before

a large crowd celebrating Bob
Muir Day. The high point of the

meet was the posting of a new New
England Intercollegiate Swimming
Association record set by the 400-

yard freestyle relay team of .John

Moran, Mike Dively. CaroU Con-

nard, and Captain-elect Tom Her-

schbach. The new time was 3:30.2,

IS seconds faster than the 1057

record-setting relay team: Hershbach,

record net by Amherst.
Under the tutelage of Coach Bob

Muir, the varsity has now won 22

out of the last 25 Little Three
championships and 47 out of the
last 50 duel meets with Amherst
and Wesleyan.

Terry Allen set a college and
pool record by swimming the 200-

yard backstroke in 2:17.00, break-

ing his old record of 2:17.9. Hersh-
bach, in his leg of the 40-yard re-

lay, swam a 50.5-sccond hundred,

.1 second off the Williams' pool

record for the 100-yard freestyle 200 breaststroke.

"Coach Bob" teaching youngsters
to swim.

as well as a special examiner for

the American National Red Cross.

He has been a captain of the Ex-
aminers Corps since 1920.

To Williams In '36

In 1927, Muir became a faculty
member of the Silver Bay Train-
ing School and in 1930 he moved
to Cambridge to become varsity

diving and freshman swimming
coach at Harvard University. One
of his pupils at Harvard was the
present President of the United
States, John F. Kennedy.

In 1936, he came to Williams as
an Assistant Professor of Physical
Education and varsity swimming.
During his tenure at Williams,
Muir served as president of the
New England Collegiate Coaches
Association in 1941 and has held

the vlce-presidental post since

1941. He has also served two terms
as president of the National Col-

legiate Coaches Association. In
1948 and 1952, he was the assis-

tant coach of the U. S. Olympic
team, moving up to head coach for

the 1956 games. In 1957, President

Baxter awarded him an honorary
Masters degree from Williams.

Under the tutalage of Coach
Muir, Williams has had twenty-
seven undefeated varsity and
freshmen teams and nineteen .Ml-

Americans. In duel competition,
the Purple teams have won 154

race set by M. Martin in 1953.

Nine Firsts

The highest point-total for the
diving this year was turned in by
Bob Reeves, with a 71.52 score. In
total the Ephmen won nine out of
the eleven events, losing only the
200-yard Individual medley to
Laurie Osbourne and the 100-yard
butterfly to .Mike Laux.
About the closest race Williams

won was the 50-yard freestyle.

John Moran, pushed hard by Larry
Paine, beat the Jeff by about half
a man. The biggest runaway was
produced by a team of Allen, Buck
Robinson, Nell Devaney, and
Herschbach, who beat Amherst In
the 400-yard medley by over a
pool-length.

Other Eph winners were Con-
nard in the 220 freestyle, Devaney
in the 100 free, Dave Coughlln In
the 440 free, and Robinson in the

meets, lost 29, and tied 4; iiii>

teams have won the New England
championship eleven times.

New Muir Trophy

In honor of Coach Muir, Mr. ami
Mrs. George Dively, of Shaker
Heights, Ohio, the parents of co-
captain Mike Dively '61, have do-

nated a Robert B. Muir trophy to

Williams. This award is to b';

presented annually to "the out-

standing varsity swimmer on the
basis of performance, leadership,

and sportsmanship."

Muir said that the threi-

greatest thrills of his career were:
the receipt of the honorary Ma.s
ters degree from President Baxter;
being chosen head coach of thi-

1956 Olympic team; and receivint;

the awards and honors on Bob
Muir day.

As chairman of the stroke de-
velopment committee of the Na-
tional Collegiate Coaches Associa
tion, Muir has been responsible
for many constructive changes in

the present American crawl stroke,

the breast stroke, the back stroke,

and the dolphin stroke.

Muir is driven by the desire to

teach grammar school children
how to swim; approximately 4,000

children of this age drown in this

country each year, nearly half of

whom could be saved if they knew
how to swim as little as five feet.

Muir has devised a system where-
by children all across the country
could be taught to .swim quickly

and easily.

Bathtubs and Movies

The system would teach children
how to .swim by using "bath-tub
sized pools and movies." Muir al-

ready has the movie and, accord-
ing to him, the pools would be no
problem to build. "Every building
has a foundation, "explained Muir,
"just add two more walls and you
have a shallow pool.'' Once such
pools are built, structures much
like piano stools with baby's scales

on them would be bolted to the
floor. The children would He in

the "scales" and the "piano stool"

would be revolved until it was at

the proper level for each individ-

ual student.

The movie would be projected
against a wall while the children
were in the water. In the movie,
Muir demonstrates the dog pad-
dle technique and instructs the
children how to do it. After the
children begin to get the Idea and
co-ordinate their movements, in-

structors would put them In "belly

belts," a wide belt with a handle
on it to support the children as
they paddle around their stoools.

System to Save Lives

As the children gain confidence,

they would receive less and less

support until they swim without
any assistance. When a child is

able to "swim" three times around
their stool without any help, they
would receive a pin as a symbol of

their achievement. Muir feels that

this simple system would cut the

drowning rate of children in the

three-to-nine age group by two-

thirds. When asked why he was
so interested in the program, Muir
simply answered," I love kids. I

understand them." After his re-

tirement, Muir hopes to devote all

his time to instituting this sys-

tem.

Cont. Daily from 1:00 to 10:30

lilildiliiliiU
NOW Thru FRI.

A Delightful NEW Treat!

"WHERE THE BOYS ARE"

In Metro Color with
Connie Franch Dolorei Horta

Borboro Nicholi

PLUS!

"SNIPER'S RIDGE"

ALL NEW SHOW SAT.
"GOLIATH AND DRAGON"
Plui! "THE HALF PINT"
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WCC 'God' Colloquium
Monday

by mil PruHser

Monday night, February 27,

Mephlstopheles encountered St.

John In a civilized college dlscuss-

slon on "The Idea of God". Rever-

end Eusden from the "I like Qod
Camp" presented the "Christian

conception of the Idea of God." In

a definitive statement he remark-

ed "God Is being itself. He is being

above all that he has created." J.

Clay Hunt, "a member of the loyal

opposition," defined the idea of

God as a "literary symbol used to

express certain truths about the

human condition."

Hunt began the evening by stat-

ing that the panelists had no In-

tention of discussing the "exis-

tence of God". Frankly admitting

that "I do not believe in God,"
Hunt continued to say that the

question, "Will there be pie in

the sky when I die" did not In-

terest him at all. Those who had
come expecting "fight night at

the coliseum" had better leave be-

cause they would have a "damn
dull time."

MovlnT on to the Idea of God in

literature, Hunt noted the use of

the symbol of God by modern ath-

eistic writers such as Wallace
Stevens, W. H. Auden, and James
Joyce.

"Belief In God," Hunt continu-

ed, "comes from our subjective

sense that our lives have dignity.

It is a manifestation of a biologi-

cal instinct necessary for survival,

or as Wallace Stevens writes, 'a

violence from within which pro-

tects us from a violence from
without.' "

Faith in God

Entering the spotlight. Rev.
Eusden began, "I am advocating
faith in God. not faith In faith."

He outlined the two main contem-
porary fields in the "Idea of God".
The first is the Interpretation of
God in which "the nature of God
Is hidden". In the second "the na-
ture of God Is revealed."

"God Is a mystery not under-
stood. However we must accept his

being as a postulate In the faith

that it Is true." The revelation of

Qod is seen "not in the God who
is but in the God who acts."

"That God became man and suf-

fered Is the basis of his revelation

Christ is the Image of God be-

cause he recapitulates to sum up
man to God and sums up God to

man."

Tuesday
by Jerry Pitman

The second part of the WCC
sponsored colloquium "The Idea
of God" took place in St. Anthony
Hall Tuesday evening with David
A. Park, Professor of Physics, and
Nathaniel M. Lawrence, Chair-
man of the Philosophy Depart-
ment, participating in the panel.
A short Introduction by moder-

ator John W. Chandler, associate
professor of religion, considered
the idea of God being used as an
explanation for those things which
man's science and logic cannot
fathom, that is, fUllng In gaps In
knowledge. He stressed that this
Idea of God is passing, "God as a
hypothesis of explanation has
been driven from one human scene
to another."

Categorical "No"
In his talk, Professor Lawrence

asked the question, "... as a peo-
ple do we have a sense of ulti-
mate worth which binds us to-
gether In such a way that our in-
dividual enterprises and hopes
have some status beyond the small
life that pursues them?" His an-
swer, while not a "categorical no"
was more negative than affirma-
tive.

Lawrence put the blame for a
lack of a "sense of ultimate worth"
on organized religion. "The prac-
tice of religion in this country,
not excluding Catholicism, has of-
ten been by ignorant. Inadequate-
ly trained, and otherwise unqual-
ified men whose religious Insight
has gone no further than rehear-
sing and repeating the platitudin-
ous interpretations of minds which
are no longer capable of speaking
to the modern Intellect Our
contemporary Idea or Ideas of
God are for the most part Inar-
ticulate or archaic This con-
tentment with outmoded concepts
Is a sure sign of spiritual laziness
..." Lawrence seemed to feel that
there must be "... some unifying
sense of extra-personal worth . .

."

in a society to prevent its collapse.

Science and Relig'ion

Professor Park's talk was an at-

tempt to clarify the relation be-
tween science and religion. He
emphasized science as having con-
tributed three things to religion:

the sense of wonder, the sense of

fact, the understanding of myth.
He also pursued the question of

the overlapping of the areas of

science and religion. "The Idea
of God who can personally Inter-

vene is unscientific." Park went
on to say that the idea that
science denies personal interven-

tion by God does not necessitate

conflict. It only necessitates

choice. That is, the individual

must give Up one of the Idesis.

Charles Halsey Talks On Banking Careers;

Mentions Training Program For Applicants
Mr. Charles Halsey, a represen-

tative of the First National City
Bank, gave an informal talk last

Wednesday on the opportunities
for capable young men In the com-
mercial banking business In gen-
eral and specifically on the op-
portunities available in his own
company.

Speaking frankly Mr. Halsey
stated, "I thlnlc you ought to think
of banking as a business enter-
prise", Intimating that banking Is

not a business that one goes into
for the "fun of it".

He also mentioned that the
three important branches of com-
mercial banking are sales, re-

search, and production and that
his company is further split up
Into foreign, metropolitan, and na-
tional branches.

The commercial bank offers to

its customers primarily service and
money. With tills in common for

all banlcs the success of the sales-

oriented organization lies very
much in selling itself personally.

Orowth of the commeroial bank

also depends on the present ec-

onomy of the country.

Training Program
The training program usually

consists of assigning the applicant

to a productive Job and giving

him training In a "dummy bank",

which has all the equipment of an
operating bank minus real money.
The training period is also con-

cerned with talking to customers

about their business and becoming
familiar with the services the

bank has to offer. Once In the

program the trainee begins to

train himself by performing his

job. E^rery four months he is rated

and given a chance to discuss his

future interest in the company.
After mastering his initial job

at the "dummy bank", the trainee

is sent to a branch office for a

short time where he assumes a

similar Job. He then returns to

the "dummy bank" to learn a new
Job, which he again takes to the

branch office, and in this way the

trainees become well versed in

the technical side of banking.

Dean's List: Weber,
Mohr, Kaplan, Wilson

Highest In Classes
The recent posting of the first

semester Dean's List revealed that
31.1 per cent of the student body
has gained a B average or better.
This was a rise of 1.0 per cent and
4.1 per cent over the two previous
years, indicating a continuing up-
ward trend In academic achieve-
ment.
A total of 348 students gained

recognition, 23 more than In the
first semester of last year. They
were distributed In the following
maimer: 118 seniors (43.4 per
cent), 95 juniors i34.4 per cent),
63 sophomores <22.3 per cent,) and
72 freshmen (25.1 per cent).

Scott Mohr, class of 1962, led
the college with an 11.6 average.
Top honors were also gained by
Eugene Weber, 1961, with an 11.4;

Morris Kaplan, 1963 with an 11.0;

and John Wilson, 1964, with a
10.8.

The freshman class of 1964
showed the most sizable increase
by placing 6 per cent more stu-
dents on the Dean's List than
last year's freshman class. In do-
ing so, they attained the highest
scholastic average of any fresh-

man class In Williams College his-

tory.

Ivy League Applications Decrease;

Increased Tuition, Counselling Cited
In the past two weeks headlines

such as these have appeared in

nationwide newspapers and news-
magazines: "Tough Admissions
Publicity Backfires", "Ivy League
Is Losing Applicants," "licss Crush
in Ivy". Directors of admissions

from Hanover, New Hampshire, to

Princeton, New Jersey have re-

ported a fall in the number of ap-

plications to Ivy League Colleges.

In some cases the decrease ex-

ceeds 10 per cent.

Amherst, Included in the Ivy

League by the editors of Time, re-

ports a 20 to 25 per cent reduction.

This decline seems a highly un-

expected event in view of the fact

that last year's admissions offices

witnessed the largest crush ever

and expected a recurrence in

1961.

"Panic Button''

The magazines and newspapers

have blamed the fact that the ov-

er-publicizing of the difficulty of

getting into these top colleges has
scared away otherwise qualified

applicants. In commenting on this

conclusion Director of Admissions
Frederick C. Copeland remarked.

Phi Beta Kappa Picks

23 Junior Members ^^

The Williams Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa has just announced
the election of 28 new members, five from the senior and 23 from
the juni(M- class.

1961: Edward Martin Gramlich,
Stephen Frederick Klein, Richard
Gardner Robbins, Peter Siviligia,

James Ivan Urbach.
1962: Dennis Jerry Bauman,

Jere Richard Behrman, John
Thomas Calhoun, Henry Quigley
Conley, Michael Hobart Ebert,
James Harold Gordon, Williams
Thurston Gray, Simon Rosengard
Green, Stuart Yatman Jennings,
Lawrence Wesley Kanaga, Richard
Willam Leckie, Albert Penner Mil-
ton, Scott Chalmare Mohr, Wil-
liam Sterling Robertson, Jeffry
David Rosendhal, George Williams
Ross, Robert Harold Rubin,
Stephen William Schwarz, Wil-
liam Frederick Sommerfeld, Glen
Edward Thurow, Arthur Garfield
Webster, James Lippincott Wick,
Michael John Yessik.

To qualify for Phi Beta Kappa
a student must have at least eleven
A's over B's. Moreover, no more
than one fourteenth of the junior
class and one seventh of the senior
class can be elected to member-
ship. The class of '62 has filled its

quota, 23, and consequently no
members of this class may be elec-

ed this spring. Those who qualify
in terms of A's and B's icnust there-
fore wait until next year.

Tad Day '61, president of Phi Beta
Kappa, which admitted 28 new
members.

Brookings Institution

Names Prof. Barnett

To Advisory Board
Professor Vincent Barnett, Jr.

has been appointed to a twelve

man advisory board by the Brook-
ings Institute of Washington, D.

C, created to help determine how
economic, social and scientific re-

search can be encouraged and how
it can be used to improve develop-

ment assistance programs.
The study, jointly financed by

the International Cooperation Ad-
ministration and the Ford Found-
ation, is being undertaken because

of the lack of knowledge about
factors that actually determine
the outcome of the development
programs.
The major activities planned by

the advisory board are prepara-

tion of a series of background pa-

pers reviewing recent research

findings and research needs in re-

lation to problems of foreign aid

that are likely to be of signifi-

cance during this decade and a
conference of specialists in Wash-
ington this spring to discuss the

papers. Brookings intends to pub-
lish a monograph based on the

papers and the conference.

"I think the newspapers have put
a little too much emphasis on
the panic button."
Although many of the inter-

viewed admissions men agreed
with this thesis, the majority
pointed to the use of "more real-

istic counseling". Some officials

related the decrease to rises In

tuition, which range from $200 to

$300 In the Ivy League, and the
financial problems of a recession
year.

"Pressure Techniques"
In an article In the "Yale Daily

News" decline in applications

said to have been Influenced by
"pressure from smaller Eastern
schools such as Amherst and Wil-
liams. These schools are pressur-
ing the applicant to decide where
he really wants to go." Copeland
commented that this Is true at
Amherst where students applying
to schools that accept prospective
freshmen after May, namely Har-
vard, Princeton, and Yale are ask-
ed not to apply, but this is not so
at Williams. Copeland pointed out
that these pressure techniques
were being increasingly used at
other small colleges and that Wil-
liams disapproved of such tech-
niques because they are bad pol-

icy at an early disapproved stage
of admissions.

Better Counselling
Williams' completed applica-

tions are down 10 per cent also,

but preliminary applications are
a fraction above last year's. Cope-
land stated, "The reason for such
a decline Is almost entirely better

and more realistic counselling".

The position of the college coun-
sellor has become increasingly

important in the past few years,

and the Influence has caused
the spreading of senior class

applications over a much wider
area than just the East.

Along with better counselling of
good and average students, early
assurance to superior students of
acceptance has greatly reduced
multiple applications. "The quali-

ty of students sending in complet-
ed applications has not fallen off

at Williams," Copeland said.

In commenting on the further
need for financial aid as tuition
increases Copeland explained that
scholarships are and will be in-
creased as tuition rises. As evi-

dence of this fact the number of
students on scholarship, which in
previous years was around 21 per-
cent, was increased to 30 per cent
for the class of 19S4.

Prize Poet Roethke

Gives Chapin Reading
On Tuesday, 7 March, at 8 p.m.,

the Williams College Lecture Com-
mittee together with the Chapin
Library will sponsor Theodore
Roethke, well-known American
poet, reading his poems In the
Chapin Library. Winner of the
National Book Award and the Pul-
itzer Prize, Mr. Roethke Is the
author of five books of poems,
the most recent of which appear-
ed with the title "Words for the
Wind", in 1958.

Born in Michigan in 1908 and
educated at the University of
Michigan and Harvard, Mr.
Roethke has taught at Lafayette
College, Penn State, and Benning-
ton College. He is at present Pro-
fessor of English at the University
of Washington.

The reading Tuesday night will

open the special exhibition of
"Poetry Since 1880" arranged at
the Chapin Library for this oc-
casion. Besides a number of Mr.
Roethke's original manuscripts
and published poems, the display
contains a representative group of
early editions of Jules Laforgue,
T. S. Eliot, Stephen Spender. Dy-
lan Thomas, Richard Wilbur, W.
H. Auden, Lawrence Durrell, Rich-
ard Eberhart, Robert Lowell and
many others. Of the three score
Items in the exhibition, most were
lent by Barbara Howes and Wil-
liam Jay Smith, of North Pownal,
Vermont.

House Averages
The following is the scholas-

tic standing of the social groups
for the first semester of the
school year:

1. Theta Delta Chi 7.97
2. Beta Theta Pi 7.69
3. Non-affiliates 7.67
4. Sigma Phi 7.65
5. Phi Sigma Kappa 7.60
6. Zeta Psi 7.51
7. Delta Phi 7.32
8. Delta Psi 7.23
9. Phi Delta Theta 7.07

10. Delta Upsilon 6.85
U. Chi Psi 6.65
12. Psi Upsilon 6.62
13. Kappa Alpha 6.60
14. Phi Gamma Delta 6.59
15. Alpha Delta Phi 6.56
16. Delta Kappa Epsllon 6.50
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To The RECORD:
Focus I

Ed Volkman has written a criti-

cal review of my article on Pat-

rice Lumumba'.? death, criticizing

its "self-conscious radicalism" in

a style of self-conscious sophisti-

cation which he believes fitting for

an angry young critic.

I admit that a one page analy-

sis cannot adequately cover the

aftermath of Lumumba's murder
—clearly, I have over-simplified a
complicated issue. My aim, howev-
er, was not to eulogize Lumumba.
Where Volkman writes that he
may have been a demogogue, I

would go further and say that

there is little doubt in anyone's

mind that he was irresponsible

and demagogic in many ways. As
for the naive assumption that he
might have had "power aspira-

tions," I would remind Volkman
that a politician without power as-

pirations is hard to find; in the

Congo, such a figure doesn't ex-

ist. Condemnation of demagoguery
and power-seeking in the chaotic

Congo situation reflects a myopic
view of what a politician must ov-

ercome to rally mass support in

a country beset with tribal divi-

sions and given Independence with
no prior preparation.

The purpose of the article,

which I hope my unsubtlety

brought out, was to explain why
the ex-premier's death engender-

ed such hostility toward the West-
ern powers. If Volkman doesn't

think there is much feeling a-

gainst the United States in Africa

and Asia because of the murder

of Lumumba, he has not read very

much about it. Granted, Lumum-
ba's death might not have been

a great loss; nevertheless, he was

a martyr to many — a symbol of

African nationalism standing up

against continued Western at-

tempts to exploit the Congo.

It was impossible in my short

article to explain why a strong

central government is necessary.

To modernize a country, and this

is the aim of every African na-

tionalist, it is imperative to break

up the tribal institutions which,

by their very nature, are impedi-

ments to economic growth and the

establishment of modern institu-

tions. One of the great lessons of

the twentieth century, embodied

in the extreme examples of Russia

and China, and the moderate case

of New Deal America, is that

strong governments are necessary

in times of great upheaval. Indeed,

they are the only instruments for

modernizing a tradition-bound

society.

It is unfortunate that a genuine

attempt to evaluate a significant

historical event has been treated

as self-conscious radicalism. Per-

haps anything that goes beyond

the confidently accepted "free

press" of the United States is rad-

ical. If the assumptions of "The

Focus" seem too idealistic, it is

because they are the outgrowth of

a pessimistic uneasiness about the

course of an isolated society,

which often appears to be un-

prepared in a changing world.

by Robert Adler '61

IIroms
The review of the first Issue of

Focus is beset with inaccuracies
both as to the purpose of the pub-
lication and as to the substance
of the ai'ticles. Mr. Volkman mis-
takenly assumes that Focus is

guided by a stringent editorial

policy, which molds all opinions
to fit a particular viewpoint. The
fact is that Focus has no editors

and is composed of individuals
with varying points of view.

In my article, I was stating my
own conception of the purpose of

the publication. Mr. Volkman
fails to see that I was not only
suggesting a reevaluation of our
nation's goals, but also that I

was condemning, what I consider
to be, a lack of reflection and of

questioning in oui- society. 1 was
not advocating a "return to the
ideals of our founding fathers"
but was suggesting that even these
ideals need to be considered with
a questioning spirit.

Bob Kaplan '61

The RECORD is sympathetic to

internal disagreement on the part of
those people responsible for FOCUS.
However, the information that ap-
pears in the review as to editors and
editorial policy was elicited from
Pete Worthman '62 who claimed to

be a coeditor. That there is yet dis-

agreement can be attested by simply
comparing Worthman's letter in the
hist issue of the RECORD with this

letter.

—editors

Webster Concert
I feel that there are many mis-

representations and inaccuracies
of fact that must be set down in

disagreement with the review of
Mr. Webster's concert which ap-
peared in the Wednesday issue of
the Record, Vol. LXXV, #5, p. 1,

lead column. It is not my intention
in this letter to convert Mr. James
E. Johnson or anyone else to a
particular aesthetic choice or val-
ue judgment which is my own.

Mr. Johnson begins his review
with the statement that he feels

that the critiques of the N. Y.
Times and Herald Tribune which
were quoted in the Record's post-
humous announcement of the con-
cert were of a "ripe old age". As
a point of fact these critiques were
reviews of Mr. Webster's concerts
of this season and the later part
of last season. I would for the re-

mainder of this article like to

address myself as briefly as pos-
sible to the specifically factual
statements Johnson has made in

his article and to the manner in

which these were stated.

Mr. Johnson says of the Beeth-
oven Sonata #29 that, "Mr. Web-
ster used it to warm up with."
Hopefully Johnson is aware of the
difficulty and importance of this

work in any artist's repertoire of

Beethoven Sonatas and that any
artist who performs such a work
is staking his reputation on the
excellence of his performance.

Mr. Johnson should have point-

ed out the staggering technical
virtuosity and clarity with which
Mr. Webster ordered the various
elements of the piece into a logi-

cal artistic unity, which demon-
strated the influence of Mr. Web-
ster's teacher, Arthur Schnabel.
Mr. Johnson might also have men-
tioned his personal specific cri-

ticism of Mr. Webster's handling
of the intricate and technically

difficult passage work In the "Vi-
vace alia Marcia'' and, in parti-

cular, the trio of that movement.
If Johnson found nothing worth

Concert Letter
comment in Mr. Webster's per-

formance, I would like to know
whose interpretation he would
prefer to hear.

I next wish to consider the
specific criticisms of the Sonata
in B minor by Chopin which John-
son states was treated with an "in-

articulate plodding quality" that
he attributes to "over pedaling",
"bad rhythm" and "wrong notes".
One of the most Important de-
mands which Chopin continually
makes on all his interpreters is

a subtle and continuous use of the
pedal. It will be granted that the
various parts of the audience arc
subjected to the acoustical pecu-
liarities of Chapin Hall; neverthe-
less, It seemed from my place in

the audience that this challenge
was met with ease. The "Allegretto
.ua non troppo" was executed with
such reliability and mastery that
all the subtle formal structure of
the piece was communicated with
perfect clarity, so that each of
the major sections and Instances
of the recurrence of a theme were
brought out. I further hope that
Mr. Johnson did not confuse the
elaborate cross rhythms of the
"Presto non tanto" with some
rhythmic misunderstanding in

Mr. Webster's mind. Indeed, this

highly sophisticated structure was
built up with a careful attention
to dynamics so that the climax
finally erupted with a brilliance
that was electric. If Mr. Johnson
did not feel quite this way he
should at least have made men-
tion of the fact that the rather
considerable audience (350 plus)
called Mr. Webster back four
times when the number had end-
ed. Note must also be taken of
the elegantly treated "tempo rub-
ato" which Mr. Webster achieved
in the "Largo". .As to the matter
of "wrong notes" I personally was
aware of only one in one of the
long sections of passage work
which fill the piece and are of the
highest technical difficulty. I be-
lieve it will be conceded that one
note could not matter less.

Finally I think that something
ought to be said about the style
and diction of this review. Mr.
Webster Is an artist who has earn-
ed for himself a brilliant reputa-
tion here and abroad. It there-
fore is highly offensive that his
concert should be reviewed with
such ignorant, deficient and abus-
ive prose, reminiscent of a bad
imitation of the style of Time
Magazine. Such phrases as "ripe
old age", "warm up", and "re-
treated to stage left" in their con-
text express very little of any-
thing useful to the serious reader
of a musical review. Secondly, Mr.
Johnson makes no reference and
in fact seems little aware of any
of the great variety of technical
difficulties which the various
works contain. This was indeed
a program which required as much
concentration on the part of the
listener as it required ability on
the part of the performer. Third-
ly, Mr. Johnson is required to
make mention of the two encores,
Chopin's "Etude In C sharp min-
or" op. 10, No. 4 and one of Schu-
bert's "Moments Musicaux" also
in C sharp minor which were oc-
casioned by the enthusiastic de-
mands of the audience so that, in
fact, Mr. Johnson's is a minority
opinion. Finally there is a matter
of adolescent arrogance in the
far more serious statement that
"Mr. Webster is past his prime".
Certainly any artist is permit-
ted one "off" evening, if, in
fact, this was the case, and any
questions of an artist's failure

must be made on a thorough ac-
quaintance with the artist's most
recent appearances. All of Mr.
Webster's recent performances
have been highly praised.

One wishes that Mr. Johnson
had made specific mention of six

or seven recent cases of Mr. Web-
ster's poor performances if, in-

deed, he knows of any.

In conclusion one regrets the
editorial Judgment of the Record
in placing what is essentially a
personal, private and somewhat
nonfactual opinion on the first

page in the lead column when the
publicity for Mr. Webster's concert
was suppressed until the day fol-

lowing that concert. A thorough-
ly respected critic seldom receives

such a place in any newspaper.
Such an irresponsible opinion as
Mr. Johnson's can hardly be con-
sidered the most vital and inter-

esting "story" of the week.
Bowman G. Wiley, 61

Concert To Open

Hirsche Display
An unusual chamber music con-

cert, in conjunction with an art
show is planned for the Lawrence
Art Museum for Sunday afternoon
at 3:30. An instrumental ensemble,
featuring works by Beethoven and
Hindemlth, will perform under the
direction of Thomas Griswold, as-
sistant professor of .music.

The concert will mark the open-
ing of the two week art exhibi-

tion of paintings and drawings by
H. Lee Hirsche, assistant professor

of art. Twenty-five paintings and
twenty drawings, all executed in

the past two years, will be Includ-

ed in Hirsche's exhibition, the
first in four years. Both the con-
cert and the art collection are
free and open to the public. A re-

ception in Mr. Hirsche's honor will

be held immediately following the
concert, to which the public is al-

so invited.

Beethoven, Hindemith Featured
The musical program consists of

two works: Beethoven's "Septet
in E Plat," and Hindemlth's "Oc-
tet," the latter written with the
Beethoven opus as a prototype.
Both works call for unusual in-

strumentation, involving clarinet,

bassoon, French horn, and a group
of solo strings.

Musicians from the Williams-
town area participating in the
concert include Francis Cardillo
of North Adams, clarinet, and
Charles Thompson of Bennington,
bassoon.

Concert Letter
Two paragraphs of this letter have

been omitted due to space rcc/uirc-

ments. In the original letter the wri-

ter included a commentary on Mr.
Johnson's treatments of Ravel and a

specific statement on what should
be iiwluded in a musical review in

an academic community.

College Council Picks

Committee Members
Rushlnr Committee

Bob Henry '62 — Chairman
Phil Wlrth '62

Irv Marcus '62

Mike Ebert '62

Ned Shaw '62

Roger Warren '63

Terry Oavis '63

Foreign Student Committee
W. Floyd '62 — Chairman
Scott Mohr '62

Frank Wolfe '62

Ken Kerher '62

Perry Kingman '63

Bill Hubbard '63

Jon Weiss '64

Leo Murray '64

Teklew Neway — foreign studeni
representative

Houseparty
Pete Worthman '62 — Chairman
Ralph Temple '62

Bill Robertson '62

Mike CoUyer '63

Tom Boschen '63

Martin Wasserman '64

Honor Systems and Discipline

Pete Thoms '62 — Chairman
Mike Brimmer '62

John Shoaff '62

Rob Durham '62 — J.A. President

John Churchill '63

Stu Brown '63

John Liengang '64

John Wilson '64

Council Committee on Finance

John Roe '62 — Chairman
Stew Meyers '62

Bill Leckie '62 — treasurer of stu-

dent activities

John Osborne '63

Jim Pilgrim '63

Mike Totten — treasurer of CC
Steve Doughty '64

"RoUe" Dower — ex-officio

Infirmary

Graham Phipps '62 — Chairman

Bill Carter '63

3ob Binder '63

Carlton Brownstein '64

Been getting stuck in the snow?

We have sales on Snow Tires

Steele & Cleary Garage

off Spring Street

Next to Squash Courts
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SPORT COATS
H The newest of sport coatings ... in

/ the classic of natural shoulder model.*

...DEANSGATE.

FROM
$29.95
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Williamstown, Mass.



Harvard Grads Start Liberal Republican Journal;
* Advance' Will Support Case-Rockefeller Programs

hy Peter Juhanusen

A small group of Harvard grad-

uate students have recently begun

publication ol a progressive Re-

publican magazine, entitled Ad-

vance. Explaining the alms of

their journal, the editors stated:

"We hope that this maga-

zine will make some contri-

bution toward the task of re-as-

sessment, and to the larger task

of formulating a Republican pro-

gram for the sixties—based on

traditional principles and future

needs."
For Case, Rockefeller

The group, headed by Publish-

er Bruce K. Chapman and Editor

George P. Gilder, aligns itself

with the Case-Rockefeller seg-

ment of the party and Intends to

agitate for a continuation of the
alms and methods expressed by
the Republican campaign plat-
form. The magazine therefore
makes its primary objective a
push for abandonment of Gold-
water's conservative solution to
obvious Republican woes and
Dirksen's plans to use the party as
a means "to modify Kennedy's
proposals.''

The editors' opposition to strong
conservatism stems surprisingly
from a belief that a party so or-
iented would result in losing by
default to the "relentless author-
itarianism of the left." In addition,

they fear that the Dirksen pro-
gram will result In nothing more
than a watered-down me-too-lsm
for the Republicans.

with

[Author of "1 Was a Teen-age Dwnrf," "The Mann
Loves of Dobie Gillis." etc.)

"LOVE IN REVERSE"

Tlicy met. His heart lonpt. "I love you," lie cried.

"Me, too, bey," slie criml.

"Tell ine," he cried, ":ire you a girl of expeasive tastes'?"

"No, liey," she cried, "I am a nirl of simple tastes."

"Ciood," lie cried, "for my cruel father sends me an allowance

barely large enough to sujiport life."

"Money does not matter to me," she cried. "My tastes are

simple, my wants are few. .Just take me riding in a long, new,

yellow {'onvertible and I am eontent."

"( I()(idl)ye," he cried, and ran away as fast as iiis chubby little

legj^ conhl carry bim, for be bad no convertible, nor the money to

laiy one, nor the means to get the money, short of picking up his

stingy father by the ankles and shaking iiim till his wallet

fell out.

lie knew be must forget this girl but, lying on his pallet at the

dormitory, whimpering and moaning, he knew he could not.

.\t last an idea came to bim : though he did not have the money
to buy a convertible, perha|)s he had enough to rent one!

Hope reborn, be rushed at once to an .automobile rental

company and rented a y(;llow convertible for .?10 down |)lus lOfi

a mile, and with many a. laugh and ciieer drove away to pick

up the girl.

%jtl^titiyJm ihctHjbrfiTdJ.^ *

"Oh, goody," she said when she saw the car. "This suits my
simple tastes to a 'T'. Come, let us speed over rolling highways

and through bosky dells."

And away they drove. All that day and night they drove and

finally, tired but happy, they parked high on a windswept hill.

"Marlboro?" he said.

"Yum yum," she said.

They lit up. They puffed with deep contentment. "You

know," he said, "you are like a Marlboro-mild and fresh

and relaxing."

"IJut there is a big difference between Marlboro and me," she

said, "because I do not have a Selectrate filter nor do I come

in soft pack or fHp-toj) box."

They laughed. They kissed. He screamed.

"What is it, my dear," she cried, alarmed.

"Look at the speedometer," he said. "We have driven 2(K)

miles and this car costs lOf* a mile and I have only $20 left."

"But that's exactly enough," she said.

"Yes," he said, "but we .still have to drive home."

They fell into a profound gloom. He started the motor and

backed out of the parking place.

"Hey, look!" she said. "The speedometer doesn't move when

you're backing up."

He looked. It was true. "Eureka I" he cried. "That solves my

problem. I will drive home in reverse. Then no more miles will

register on the speedometer and I will have enough money

to pay!"

"I think that's a marvelous idea," she said, and she was right.

Because today our hero is in tlie county jail where food, clothes

and lodging are provided free of charge and his allowance is

piling up so fast that he will have enough money to take his girl

riding again as soon as he is released.

O 1001 Mm Shiilmu

Backward or forward, a line, neiv experience In smoking It

Uourt from the makers of Marlboroa—the unMtered, king-

tixe Philip Morris Commander. Welcome aboardi

Their Liberalism
Interestingly enough, however,

the Harvard organization express-
es the desire to "effectively utlliz?

the most vlgorois elements of both
liberal and conservative thinking."
They evidently wish to present
what might be called a white-
washed version of Democratic li-

beralism; 1. e., liberalism without
the corrupting influence of the
labor unions or votegetting pork-
barrel legislation, yet a liberalism
which avoids "reckless spendin?
and steady aggrandizement of fe-

deral power."
Their supposed conservatism

appears to consist of lip service

to the traditional political and
economic freedoms which concern-
ed the Forefathers and the Idea
that if state and local govern-
ments are doing what the pro-
gressive Republicans want, there
should be no federal Interference
in those programs.

Precarious Position

Basically then. Advance sets out

to steer the precarious course of

reconciling a liberal Republican
policy (large aid for depressed
areas, education, health, old-ag^
benefits, and housing) with their

fears of the liberal Democratic
policy of fiscal irresponsibility

continued centralization of gov-

ernment, and corresponding re-

duction of the importance of the

private sphere of the economy. T
is doubtful whether they can iTain

acceptance from the party they
wish to aid with such an amibi-
tious program.
Advance, Quincy House C-100,

Cambridge 38, Mass. $1.00 per
year for five Issues.

Conservatives

PoipjCM^fU

Frosh Squash Drops

Season's Finale 9-0
Toy Paul K'tzer

The freshmen squash team ab-
sorbed their second 9-0 defeat at

the hands of powerful Deerfield

Acadmey Wednesday at the win-
ner's court. This was the final

match for the squad, and made
their season's record won one and
lost six.

Although the Ephs won only one
of the twenty-eight games played,

Coach Chaffee did praise the gen-

eral play of the squad, especially

in the first three positions. Out-
standing for the Ephmen were
Charles Elliott, Bruce Birgauer

and Henry Stanton, as they lost

in three games but only by nar-

row margins. Larry Oreen posted

the sole Williams game victory,

though losing 3-1 in the ninth slot.

fcy ]iin Campaigne

Edward Volkman was correct

last week when he accused Time
magazine of distortion of fact in

its portrayal of the new "involve-

mentist-conservative" movement
that is supposed to be sweeping

the 60's. Times "ritualistic-liberal"

(the term is liberal-Sidney Hook'.s)

bias was in full view as authentic

conservatives became labelled by
their offhand comments (refer-

ences to "dirty liberal people,"

"anti-Negro bigots," "McCarthy
fanatics" are Time's way of smear-
ing a genuine postion right out of

existence, by warped definition).

Needless to say, Barry Goldwater,
some Kennedy supporters, Ann
Rand, Joe McCartliy, Negro sit-

inners, and disarmamenters are

not all bedfellows.

The conservative movement is

most easily exemplified by the
surprising youth of the majority

of the Goldwater supporters, to be

iure, but the issue is deeper than
this. Goldwater's book was a mere
manifestation of the profound
3mergence of coherent "retransla-

.lons" of the old liberal and Burk-
3an conservative philosophies. Con-
temporary conservatism is defined

3y these traditions. As I under-
stand the "revival", it began to

ilowly coalesce in 1948, following

.he publication of "The Road to

Serfdom" by Friedrich Hayek.
This book heralded the re-examin-
ation and reapplication of the

irudely put but correct principles

of Adam Smith and Edmund
;3urk.

America has lived with the ideas

of Smith and our founders for

nearly two centuries, without ex-

pressing their thoughts in a clear-

er manner than archaic and
simple analogies. Hence there has

been no progress in conservative

political and social theory for one

hundred years.

The hiatus is now past, how-
ever, and students are beginning

io read and express the clear word
of men like Wilhelm Roepke, Lud-
vig von Mises, Hayek, Milton Fried-

man, David McCord Wright, Henry
Hazlitt — the entire Chicago-

Austrian school of economic and
political philosophy. The "gospel''

is being spread by organizations

like the Intercollegiate Society of

Individualists (with 12,000 mem-
bers), and Young Americans for

Freedom (with a membership of

21,000). A reason for the non-
collegiate nature of the revival is

that the colleges in this country

are not offering the free market
and limited government thinkers

a fair shake in the classroom.

The new conservatives are not:

a) status quo preservers, b) south-
erners (who are "conserving tra-

dition for its own sake rather than
its merit") c) followers of Ayn
Rand, who, while she does a mag-
nificent job of destroying the men-
tal abberatlons of modern liberals,

lacks the contructlve and essen-
tial Christian humanism of a con-
servative. For a short definition,

here is the "preamble" to the con-
stitution of the Young .Americans
for Freedom, founded at Sharon,
Conn, last September: "That fore-

most among the transcendent
values is the individual's use of his

God-given free will, whence der-
ives his right to be. free from the
restrictions of arbitrary force;

That liberty is indivisible, and the
political freedom cannot long exist

without economic freedom; That
the purposes of government are
to protect these freedoms through
the preservation of internal order,

the provision of national defease,
and the administration of justice;

That when government ventures
beyond these rightful functions,

it accumulates power which tends
to diminsh order and liberty; That
the Constitution of the United
States is the best arrangement
yet devised for empowering Gov-
ernment to fulfill its proper role,

while rjstraining it from the con-
centration and abuse of power;
That the genius of the Constitu-

tion — the division of powers —
'.s summed up in the clause which
reserves primacy to the neveral

states, or to the people, in those
spheres not specifically delegated
to the Federal Government; That
the market economy, allocating

•esourcss by the free play of sup-

ply and demand, is the single eco-

nomic system compatible with the

requirements of personal freedom

and constitutional government,

and that it is at the same time

the most productive supplier of

human needs; That when govern-

ment interferes with the work of

the market economy, it tends to

reduce the moral and physical

strength of the nation; that when
it takes from one man to bestow

on another, it diminishes the in-

centive of the first, the integrity

of the second, and the moral au-

tonomy of both; That we will be

free so long as the national so-

vereignty of the United States is

secure; That history shows periods

of freedom are rare, and can ex-

ist only when free citizens concer-

tedly defend their rights against

all enemies ..."

N.V. TIMS2S-
'gorgmnn llOS fllwcd

*T!ie_yirgin_Spring'

v'lth o fierceneis of

r athit Imogery

t:ig» so fully «totei

t!i c cold posilon ond

t~ »lenee thot It leovet

t'lie viewer itunn^d."

INGMAR
BERGMAN'SW^

Vivien Leigh

Marlon Brando

"A STREETCAR

NAMED DESIRE"

HAVE FUN!

We actually don't expect

to see many Purple Key guests

in our long established em-

porium on this gala week-end

but if you do have a moment

we'll be happy to welcome

you.

Fiction

Non-Fiction

Outlines

Washbume's

The College Book Store

36 Spring St. Est. 1848
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Basketball, Hockey Teams To Meet Amherst Here;

Ephs Host Intercollegiate Squash Championships

Hamilton Upsets Ephs

In 5-2 Hockey Loss
The Haiiiiltoii hockey team held the powerful Williams of-

fense in check Wednesday afternoon, and came away with a 5-2

victory and one of the biggest upsets in Eastern coUemte hockey.

The game was played during a light snowstorm, which slowed year's winner, Steve Vehslage of

down the action to a considerable

The Eph basketball and hockey
squads wind up their '60-'61 sea-

sons Saturday, when Williams

hosts archrival Amherst during

Purple Key Weekend. The Nation-

al Intercollegiate Squash Cham-
pionships are also scheduled at

Williams, Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday.

Squash Nationals

The squash Nationals, played

here for the third time, will pit

about 50-55 of the country's best

college players against each other

during the long weekend. Last

degree.

The win for the visiting Hamil-

ton squad rested on the offensive

strength of center Jim Burke and
left-wing Bill Nichols, and on the

skillful antics of goalie Bob Marks.

The Burke-Nichols duo had all of

the goals and assists, with Burke
scoring three and Nichols hitting

the nets for two. Two of these

goals came when Williams was a

man down.
J. Roe Scores Twice

Although outshooting the visi-

tors two to one, the Ephmen
could not find the range on goal-

ie Marks. John Roe scored the

only Williams goals on scrambles

in front of the cage in the sec-

ond period, but the Purple was
held in the decisive third period.

Williams' record now stands at

an Impressive 15-4, while Hamil-

ton has managed to win only two
and tie one in 18 contests. The

Ephmen will wind up their season

Saturday in a home game against

Amherst, which has already this

season lost twice to Williams.

SCORlNi; SIM.M.VRV
F[RST I'KRIOD
I. (II) Nichols (unassisicd) 17:14

:. (H) Biirki: (uiiassisleil) 18:14

SECOND I'r.RIOD
3. CW) J. Roe (T. Roe) 13:31

4. (ill Burke (Niclmls) 14:04

5. (W) I. Roc (lloll) 15:09

T8HIRD I'KRIOD
(,. (ID Nichols (Burke) 10:32

7. (II) Burke (uiussisleil) 13:4<)

Beta's, Psi U's Dominate All-Star Hockey;

Squad To Challenge Freshman Team Soon
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Varsity Basketball Squad Defeats

Amherst; NCAA Regionals Next
The Williain.s ba.sketball team swept to their twentieth win of the sea.son, Saturday night, with

a 71-55 victory over a hard-fighting, but outclassed Amherst team. A large and enthusiastic home
crowd saw the Eph cagers become the winniiigest basketball team in Williams sports history, as

Williams bounced back from an
early eight point-deficit to make
a clean sweep of the campaign's

Little Three contests.

A sure-eyed Jeff team opened

quickly and bounced to an early

8-2 lead. On the short end by eight

points, the Purple offense started

to click and Williams went ahead

to stay. The half ended with Wil-

liams ahead, 34-27.

Mahland Stars

At the second half whistle, Bob
Mahland 's Jump .shot began to

find the mark and the Eph quintet

pulled farther out of range. Mah-
land, hampered recently by a bad-

ly sprained ankle, proved to fans

and Amherst that he was whole

again, driving and passing well,

and scoring 21 points to lead both

teams. Mahland bought his point

total to 412 points in 21 games,

concluding the regular season with

a 19.6 point per came average.

Prom then on Williams re-

bounding controlled both the of-

fensive r.nd the defensive boards

and Vm fast break kept the Lord

Jeffs huffing and puffing and out

of the game. Dan Voorhees, Eph
leaping soph star, knees and el-

bows flying, provided the re-

bounding edge over Amherst cen-

ter, Fred Sayles. Voorhees, right

behind Mahland in scoring this

season, poured in 17 points on

a variety of jump shots, drives

and follow-up shots. Jay John-

ston and Lou Guzzettl contribu-

ted seven points each in the Eph
victory. Amherst's Sayles put on
an outstanding individual perfor-

mance, tallying seventeen points

in his team's losing effort.

NCAA Bound
This weekend the Williams five

journeys to Springfield for the

NCAA Small College Basketball

regional championships. Victory

in the regionals will send the

team to the National tourney in

Continued on Page 4, Col. 3

B-towners Back From Outer World;

Joy Runs Rampant Among Ephmen

Jay Johnston goes up and over two Amherst defenders in Saturday's

71-55 win over the Jeffs.

Today marks the most import-

ant event of the second semester.

Today, Bennington reconvenes.

Spring has finally come to the for-

lorn Berkshlres, bringing with It

the pitter-patter of sandle-shod

feet. No longer is Williams for-

gotten and isolated, lost in Its

monastic valley. At last, the soft-

oninT, civilizing influence of wo-
men will be apparent in animalis-

tic Ephland.

The return of our northern

neighbor from its annual brief

brush with Reality is an event to

be hailed in all quarters. For most

Ephmen the accessabllity of B-

town is its primary asset. No long

drawn out safari begun befort

cocktails is necessary to beat out

neighboring schools. Bides may be

had at any hour of the day or

night. Route 7 is but a stepping

stone for th*? travel-hardened

dater.

Literature, the arts, and the

Middle East situation must be

brushed up on, for they will sup-

plant who-knows-who-at-tne-o;

ty as an important element of

conversation. Hint for the unini

Phi Delta Theta Hosts

Outing Club Banquet;

Way Chosen President
The Williams Outing Club held

its annual banquet Tuesday night,

"and a merry affair it was," stat-

ed one member. The dinner, held
at Phi Delta Theta, was to honor
those who worked on Winter Car-
nival and to elect new officers

for the Club.

Pete DrlscoU '61, outgoing Pres-

ident, thanked the group for their

work in organizing the Carnival.

Ralph J. Townsend, faculty advis-

er to the Club, reiterated this sen-
timent. After dinner, movies of

this year's Carnival were shown
to the enthralled audience.

Way Named Presfldent

Tony Way '62 was unanimously
elected to head the new .slate of

officers as President while Andy
Hess will fill the dual position of

secretary-treasurer. Under the

WOC's constitution, there are a

profligate number of vice-presi-

dents, each in charge of a specific

area; Bill Anderson '62, services;

Skip Babcock '62, cabins and
trails, John Oberteuffer '62, Win-
ter Carnival; Jack Sabln '62, win-
ter sports.

The Outing Club program In-

cludes care of every mechanical
function of Winter Carnival ath-

letic schedule, "from publicity to

getting Freshmen out of bed at 5

in the morning to go up to the

cross-country area In Savoy For
est." Included under this all-in-

clusive heading are packing down
the ski slopes, checking the slalom

gates, scoring the ski meets, and
taking care of the communica-
tions set-up.

Trinity Honor System Proposal Stirs Controversy

Academic Code Meets Opposition In Student Body
by John F. Wilson

What sort of Wonderland fantasy could have elicited an angry response like the one that fol-

lows from a student at Trinity College? "Could it be that most students fear that this Utopian pipe-

dream can never work at Trinity?'

This "Utopian pipe-dream" excoriated here is the hotly debated Honor System proposal which

groups in Trinity's Council of 100 and in the student body have made a bone of contention shortly

b(-fore student elections. Those, like Council Steering Committee Co-Chairman Charles Mixter

and Council President Roger MacMillan, who favor the proposal, argue that it would lead to a

"drastic and favorable change in the College's climate," while those who look with less sympathy

on the scheme, brand the system "a bunch of rules for Boy Scouts," and query, "Once you get this

thing in, how do you get rid of it?"

Trinity does not now have an

Honor System. Consequently the

controversy rages, not over wheth-

er modifications and revisions are

advisable in a pre-existing code,

but whether or not an Honor Sys-

tem should be established at all.

A similar proposal advanced

two years ago went down to de-

feat, and if the Tripod, the Trin-

ity paper, editorializes correctly,

a comparable fate is prophesied

tor the resurrected plan: "...it

doesn't have a chance against the

flagrant cowardliness, immaturity,

selfishness, and ignorance of the

student body."' Most of the oppo-

sition seems to be concentrated in

the student body en masse, rather

than in the Council or Steering

Committee, in which details, not

principles are the prime somxes

of dispute.

What is "this thing" which has

caused so much dispute and given

rise to such opposition? Basical-

ly it is a plan for an Honor Sys-

tem remarkably similar in its

general structural qualities to that

in effect at Williams. The three

page proposal contains provisos

for an Honor Council (correspond-

ing to the Discipline Committee),

honor pledges, "squealer clause",

severe disciplinary measurers, and

secret "trails" prescribed for those

accused of violating the code.

If adopted, the code will be en-

forced by the Honor Council,

which will handle reported infrac-

tions. As the proposal stands pre-

sently, a unanimous vote will be

required to effect convictions, at

which time "the penalty shall be

recommendation to the Dean of

Students for the separation from

the College of the man or men
convicted," the same penalty es-

poused by the Williams System.

Concomitant with this mech-

anism is another: "Recommenda-

tion to the Dean of Students for

leniency shall occur only upon

unanimous vote of the entire Hon-

or Council." A provision for leni-

ency has indeed been incorpor-

ated, yet at the same time the pro-

posed code fosters two incompat-

Continued on Face 5, Col. }

Nauert Speaks On ' Renaissance

A Thread From Tke Labyrinth
'

The Renaissance Period is a
"bewildering labyrinth in which
students and scholars alike wan-
der," asserted Assistant Professor

of History Charles G. Nauert in

the fifth Faculty Lecture of the

year entitled, "The Renaissance:

A Thread From the Labyrinth",

presented on Thursday afternoon

in the biology building. It was Mr.

Nauert's intention, by wandering
into the depths of this maze and
examining its intricacies, to

thereby discover the true nature

of the Renaissance Period.

Mr. Nauert first examined the

ways in which various historians

have attacked this problem in the

past century. Jacob Burckhart.

whose book The Civilization of

the Renaissance in Italy was pub-

lished in 1860, viewed the Italian

Renaissance as a great and won-
derful age which "marks the birth

of modern society''. Individualism,

the guiding force of the age, "oth-

erly-worldly values". In this re-

spect Renaissance men were "bas-

ically irreligious" while medieval

men were "basically pious".

Revisionist Mess

This so-called "Burckhartian

view" went unchallenged for al-

most fifty years, until finally met
by a wave of "modern revision-

ism". This movement, led by such

historians as Thorndike and Huiz-

inga, criticized Burckhart for

"presupposing a sharp break In

historical continuity". They ar-

gued that the Renaissance was
closely akin in spirit and religious

fervor to the middle ages, and
tended to tone down its alleged

"modem" achievements. They
called it the "waning of the mid-

dle ages"; or the "decadent term-

inal phase of the middle ages."

Extremists like Thorndike even

believed there was no Renaissance

century at all, but that a partial

Renaissance had taken place in

every century.

Contemporary Mood
In Mr. Nauert's opinion, both oi

these interpretations are weak. To
truly understand the Renaissance,
he argued, we must "inquire into

the contemporary mood which
prevailed." It was a time of .scep-

ticism, pessimism, and "above all,

uncertainty." Society "seemed to

be in full decay and collapse." It

depended upon an "economy
which had ceased to grow." Finan-
cial shocks, civil and foreign wars
papal conflicts, and the Black
Death added to the general dis-

tress.

'Conscious Rebel'
Mr. Nauert pointed out that the

Renaissance man was keenly a-
ware of these conditions. As a
result, he began to sack new stand
ards of culture. He became a

"conscious rebel" with a two-fold
program: to "criticize the present,

and seek remedies In the ancient
past." On one hand he "waged a
war of destructive criticism" a-
gainst the medieval period. On
the other hand he looked toward
antiquity as the "blueprint of a
culture he wanted to build." He
sincerely believed in an age of
"Renaissance light"' that would
"dispell medieval darkness."

Mr. Nauert criticized the view
that Renaissance men were basic-

ally "anti-religious". Some, he ar-

gued, were "deeply religious", and
others were "dangerously cool to-

ward religion," depending on the
individual man. More important
were his "cult of individual glory";

his "ideal of the many-sided
man"; and his "fiuitful interac-

tion of philosophical study and
Involvement in political life of the
state."

Mr. Nauert now felt ready to
give his own definition of the Ren-
aissance era: "that period in

which leaders of medieval thought
deliberately set out to cause a
Renaissance."

tlate: Israel Is good; the Arabs
are evil; read the Evergreen Re-
view instead of Time; the Bleeker

Street theatres are still huge, but
the Rhinoceros is also safe; the

Kingston Trio is too commercial
(i.e. popular) but Joan Baiz is

authentic.

Down on Rue Water Street, the

notorious dive known as the Left

Bank should experience a resur-

gence of business, as embattled
Ephs prove that they can be as

comfortable in a pseudo-Parisan
coffee house as in a pseudo-rustic

bar. Dark, leotarded beauties will

add immeasurably to the some-
what dungeon-like atmosphere,
and will fit in perfectly with the

travel posters, dim lamps, and
3asel-shaped tables.

After the long, cruel winter we
have been liberated from the twin
evils of isolation and circle-pin

conformity. No longer is it nec-

essary to chose between being a
recluse and traveling hours to

make small talk to a blind date in

a collegiate bar. We can simply
pull our boots on over our dun-
garees and head North. Or, for a
completely different approach, try

wearing a coat and tie. We guar-
antee that every Benningtonite
will be stunned, if not snowed.
Even the AMT will soon have
girls for its girl's parts.

We are sure that all here at

Williams, with the possible excep-
tion of the oruel overseers of to-

morrow's eight o'clock classes,

join us in saying:

Hooray, Hooray, Hooray!

C. C. Pres. Durham
Seeks Dynamic Work
In New Committees
The College Council should con-

stitute a "dynamic expression of

student opinion," .stated recently-

elected C. C. President Bob Dur-
ham. Monday evening the new-

College Council committees were
chosen.

Emphasizing that "committee
function is the basis of our whole
program," Durham said, "Three
areas are in need of immediate
C. C. action." The first of these

is the honor .system. The 1960-1961

Gargoyle proposal to alter the

honor system is now being consid-

ered by a joint faculty-student

Honor Committee. A full report

will be forthcoming.

Curriculum

Durham described curriculum

as the second area for examina-
tion. He said "The C. C. Curricu-

lum Committee for 1958 conduc-
ted a comprehensive study of the

tri-mester system. The possibili-

ties of a four course system will

also be examined. It may be found
that a trl-mester system would
lead to more stringent regulation

of student study while the four

course system would facilitate

more Independent study. Varia-

tions on the five-course system,
such as carrying four regular

courses and only having to pass
a fifth, will also be considered.

This work presupposes close co-
operation between faculty and
student committees."

Rushing

Durham described rushing as

the third area for College Coun-
cil action. The present C. C. poli-

cy is essentially that "we Intend
to stand by the system of Total
Opportunity with constant re-ev-

aluation and consideration of the
system."

In conclusion, Durham said,

"When President Sawyer arrives
next fall, the C. C. hopes to pre-
sent to him a representative re-
port of student opinion on all

these matters."
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Good Show!
As the .starting five from VVillianis walked off the basketball

floor in Saturday iiij;ht'.s game aj^ainst Amherst, old Lasell Gym-
nasium rang with the soimd of a]5|5lause for a solid two minutes-

nothing noisy, just steady applause.

It was a fine tribute for a fine and well-deserviug team, which

liad just finished season play with 20 victories out of 22 gomes
to become the winiiingest basketball team ever at Williams. Pri-

marily, however, the ai^iilause was a tribute to tlie hustle and
sportsmanship exhibited in evt'17 game by the Williams players.

And, finally, it was a tribute to Bob Mahland. Bob's being

held to one point in the first Amlieist game was somewhat ex-

ploited by the Lord Jeff fans and student newspaper, but he came
through in Saturdays game with 21 ]5oints and a fine overall ef-

fort.

This game provided a fitting climax to a brilliant season for

tlie entire team and Coach Al Shaw. That the basketball team

has become the darling of the entire college community could he

attested to by anyone seeking admission to Lasell Gym after

8:00 P. M. No Williams athletic contest has created so much ex-

citement in a long time.

The team now goes on to the NCAA small college tournament

with the enthusiastic backing of tlie entire student body which
expects big things from this Wondei- Five. Ever since the be-

ginning of the season there has been a steady crescendo of feeling

concerning the abihty of this team. UMass jolted it momentarily,

but its climax was reached with the heartbreaking two-point

loss to Army in the last three seconds. Regardless of the results

of the ii]3coniing tournament this will have been a great season,

but no one will be very surjirised if the team goes all the way.

Goodhue Claims 'Shabby, Unreliable' HUAC Report

To The Editor:

In tlie March 1 issue of the

Williams Record, you printed an
article on "Student Involvemen-
tism," and that article contained
such a vast array of inaccurate

and misleading statements per-

taining to the House Un-American
Activities Committee and its film

"Operation Abolition,"' that I

think it only fair that you should

print this letter In order to give

equal time to one who supports

the Committee.

The article first charges that

the Un-American Activities Com-
mittee (the word "Activities" is an
integral part of the Committee's

title, though the anti-Committee
forces love the semantic effect

created by omitting It) Is "basic-

ally unconstitutional," since "its

Investigations have yet to produce
any legislation." There is noth-
ing in the Constitution requiring

that Congressional Committees
can exist solely to recommend leg-

islation; Indeed, the Constitution

makes no mention of Congi-ess-

ional Committees at all, but, rath-

er, provides specifically that,

"Each House may determine the

Rules of its Proceedings." The
Supreme Court has upheld the

constitutionality of the HUAC.

"(The Committee) is attempt-
ing to destroy freedom of thought
and Constitutional protection of

Individualism." The Committee is

entirely justified in taking steps

to arrest adherence to, and pro-

pogation of, the Communist ideo-

logy, since American "freedom of

thought'" never has been consider-

ed as extending so far as to allow
the functioning of forces which
will ultimately destroy all freedom
of thought. (Perhaps "freedom of

speech" would be a better term
here, as nobody much cares what
a Communist or a pro-Communist
may be thinkinK, as long as he
does not try to translate his

thoughts into propaganda and ac-

tion.) A free society leaves the
door to freedom of speech open as

wide as possible; if it opens the
door all the way, to allow freedom
of speech to those (such as the
Communists) whose ultimate goal

is Buppression of this very free-

dom, then that society is unduly

risking its own institutions of
freedom. Paradoxical as it may
seem, the completely open society
can end in no other way then by
being a completely closed society.

It seems to me that the great
threat to freedom today is not in
the suppression of the rights of
Communists, but rather in the
suppression of the individual
rights of decent Americans: the
centralization of government In
Washington and the arrogation
of more and more regulatory pow-
er by government bureaucrats
has done far more damage to Am-
erican institutions of freedom
than investigations into subver-
sive activities. Incidentally, it Is

amusing to note how zealously
the modem "liberals'" proclaim
devotion to Constitutional prin-
ciples when defending freedom of
speech for Communists, and how
quickly the Constitution becomes
all of a sudden a "horse-and-bug-
gy document" which needs to be
"reinterpreted in the light of
modern conditions" whenever a
Constitutional provision prohibit-
ing power to the central govern-
ment is under discussion.

"(The Committee) is a strong
step toward a police state." On
the contrary, the HUAC and simi-
lar agencies have done much to
arrest the pace with which we are
approaching being Incorporated
into the police state of Com-
munism.
"(The Committee) charges guilt

by association." The Committee
investigates the background of its

witnesses, and If a witness has
been a member of a Communist
or a Communist-front organiza-
tion, the Committee has not only
the right but the duty to publish
that fact. EHfen if the witness's
membership In an organization
was long years ago, there Is no
reason not to assume that the
witness probably still holds the
same leanings, unless he has made
it abundantly clear that such Is

not the case. Whittaker Chambers,
Prank S. Meyer, James Burnham,
and J. B. Matthews are examples
of men who had been members of
Communist organizations but who
subsequently rejected those views

Continued In Col S

Continued from Col. 2
publicly. A strange thing (or may-
be not so strange) is that fre-

quently, when an organization is

exposed as a Communist front,

those who have been taken in by
the organization direct theii' at-

tacks, not toward the organization
which has duped them, but toward
those who exposed It!

With respect to the student riots

at the HUAC hearings in San
Francisco last May, the article

says, "The San Francisco Chron-
icle . . . reported the action as un-
duly brutal, since Sheriff Matthew
Carberry publicly stated, 'There
was no act of physical aggression
on the part of the students.' "

Neither did the San Francisco
Chronicle make any such state-

ment, nor was it on the basis of
the statement which is here attri-

buted to Sheriff Carberry but
which he categorically denies hav-
ing made. Here is what the San
Francisco Chronicle actually said:

"Friday afternoon's mob of 200,

mostly students, but not all inno-
cents in the art of mass-demon-
stration—threatened to force Its

way into the Un-American Ac-
tivities Meeting room against the
orders and warning of the police.

What, we wonder, does the con-
cept of 'law and order' mean to
these students? What does the
sight of a policeman's uniform
and the sound of his command
mean? Apparently to this mob,
nothing but a challenge to get
more stubborn and more defiant.
The performance by College and
university students in so ill-man-
nered, boorish, and obviously
dangerous a way, gets no sym-
pathy from us as an exercise of
your groping to understand and
improve the democratic process."
And as for the statement ascrib-
ed to Sheriff Carberry, which was
originally quoted in Reporter
Magazine in an article by Paul
Jacobs, the sheriff said in a per-
sonal telephone conversation with
Fulton Lewis, Jr., as reported by
Mr. Lewis on his nightly radio
broadcast: "I did not make that
statement. I do not know the writ-
er of the article, Paul Jacobs, and
have never spoken to him and
have never been intei-viewefl by
him. I was on the scene on Thurs-
day and Friday up to luncheon
time when I went for a luncheon
conference with the Chairman of
the Committee, Mr. Willis. The
disorders took place during lunch-
eon and I was in no position to
know anything about them. I did
not make that statement."
"The Committee . . . produced an

unauthorized (sic) film called
'Operation Abolition' . . . (which)
is carefully and unfairly edited
(and) presents erroneous informa-
tion and fallacious reasoning."
Just what the writer means by
the term "unauthorized" I don't
profess to know. The Committee
certainly has every right to pre
sent the findings of its Investiga-
tions in cinemtographic form, and
I know of no law denying it that
right or requiring any further
"authorization." As to the charge
that the film has been doctored
an official report of the FBI,
signed by J. Edgar Hoover, sets
forth the entire sequence of events
based on reports from FBI opera-
tives, and the report corroborates
the film "Operation Abolition"' In
detail. (Obviously I do not have
space to quote the entire report,

but copies can easily be obtained
from the FBI under the title,

"Communist Target—Youth.")
Mayor George Christopher of

San Pi-ancisco, who was right in

the thick of the riots, describes In
munute detail the events leading
up to the turning of the hoses on
the rioters by the police, and his

account too, substantiates the film.

A group of seven Baptist ministers

in the San Francisco area signed
the following statement: "More
than a dozen ministers were in

attendance at the Congressional
hearings of the House Un-Ameri-
can Activities Committee in San
Francisco. What we witnessed was
utterly fantastic. The shameful
demonstration against law and or-

der and against this duly consti-

tuted Committee of Congress de-
fied description. We sat In the
rear of the room on a raised plat-

form where we could easily ob-

serve the proceedings right in the
midst of the student demonstra-
tors. We studied the crowd care-
fully for hours . . . For nearly 15

minutes at one point this lawless

crowd of students from the Uni-

versity, together with party cadres,

had the chamber almost in their

control. The students, comprising
the rear third of the audience,

stood up on their seats and yelled.

Jeered, hissed, and scoffed at the
Congressmen. It was almost com-
plete breakdown of law and order.

We witnessed more violations of

the law in fifteen minutes than
we had seen in 15 years. The only

criticisms we have of the police

authorities were of allowing this

element to make such a mockery
out of law and order without Jail-

ing every one of the leaders. The
height of their devilish hypocrisy

was reached when they had the

consummate nerve to profane the

national anthem by singing it at

the peak of their demonstration

and giving expression to their

treasonable delight by singing

'Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory

of the Coming of the Lord.' The
depth of their deceit was reached

when this mob element put their

hands over their hearts and pledg-

ed allegiance to the flag. We shall

never forget the hisses and boos

that greeted Mr. Arens (the Com-
mittee Director) when he first

mentioned the name of God in

connection with one who broke
from the Party ... We came away
from this hearing absolutely con-

vinced of the overwhelming neces-

sity of continuing the House Com-
mittee on Un-American Activities.

No free agent could view the hear-
ings without being Impressed with
the fairness, justice, and dedica-
tion to a thankless but positively

necessary talk."

That the rots were Communist-
inspired is fully obvious to anyone
willing to look at the situation

objectively. This is not to say that
all, or even most, of the student
participants were Communist emy-
pathizers: but very definitely the
riots were organized by and for
the Communist party. There Is

abundant on-the-scene testimony
to the fact that the riots were
Communist - inspired. J. Edgar
Hoover's undercover operatives re-

ported months in advance on the
preparations being made by the
Party to organize these riots . .

.

Mayor Christopher, who, as I said
before, was present at the riots,

testifies that "Known communi-
ists — and I repeat this emphati-
cally — known communists were
in the lead of this demonstration."
Judge Albert A. Axelrod of the
San Francisco Municipal Court
ment with the FBI report as to the
fact that the riots were Commun-
ist-inspired. He says," I am con-
vinced that they (the students)
are not engaged in subversive ac-

tivities nor in spreading subversive
propaganda. However, they chose
the wrong means to accomplish
their purpose and let themselves
become victims of those who pro-
fit by creating unrest, riots, and
the type of conduct that is out-
lawed by the penal code. As a re-

sult, they were arrested, finger-
printed, and photographed, and
their efforts achieved a dlrectely

opposite result." (It is interesting
to note that the first sentence of

this quotation from Judge Axelrod
has frequently been quoted out of
context by those hoping to dis-
credit the film.)

Indeed, it seems that all on-the-
scene reports corroborate the film
in every detail both as to the dls-

orderlines of the demonstrators
and as to the fact that the riots
were Communist-inspired. (It is

to be noted that the National
Council of Chmches, in its recent
condemnation of the film, com-
pletely ignored the above on-the-
scene report by the Baptist min-
isters and relied solely on the un-
supported charges of a handful of
leftwing clergymen.)
So much for the charges that

the film is doctored, that the riots
were not Communist inspired, and
that police action was needlessly
brutal. This article on "Involve-
mentism" is as shabby a piece of
unreliable reporting as I have seen
in a long time, and I think that
In view of all the antl-HUAC ar-
ticles which the Record has been
publishing recently, it is only fair
that the other side should be heard
from at least once.
There Is one thing on which I

will agree with the writer of the
"Involvementlsm" article, and that
Is his approval of the fact that
studenU seem to be taking a more
active Interest in politics of late.
Indeed, I was especially gratified
to see that when a group of stu-
dents showed up at the White

ing
House recently to picket against
the HUAC, a second picket line

showed up to demonstrate in favor
of the Committee; and they out-
numbered the antl-Committce
pickets two-to-one.!

by Nicholas Goodhue, '(it

The article In question is con-
cerned with the issue of the HUAC
only In that 'it has been a focal

point of recent student involve-

ments. It Is undeniable that there
has been a growing student senti-

ment against this committee Kil-

ner's assignment was to analy/e
this trend and to determine tlie

underlying political position.

This story was shabby and un-
reliable only If one admits thut

"the riots were communist inspir-

ed,'' and that this Is "fully obvlau!<

to anyone willing to look at the

situation objectively." The Record
merely maintains that the souric

of this disturbance is open to

question. Kifner, as assigned, pre-

sented the student's position. Per

haps Mr. Goodhue enjoys an ob-

jective position. If he does, lie

must surely admit that an appeal
to nothing but law, order, and
conformity has often occasioned

tyranny.

Hirsche Exhibit

In Lawrence
by IVfaxwell Davidson, III

Lee Hirsche is an artist who ex-

presses himself in many mediums,
and his current exhibition at the

Lawrence Art Museum exemplifies

his proficiency in two mediums,
ink-wash drawings and Polymer
Tempera. The latter is done on
plywood panels, and utilizes dry

pigment plus a plastic resin. The
adhesive strength of the resin per-

mits the use of sand, paper, and
wire in the compositions. The re-

sult of this is the creation of actual

depth in front of the panel, these

protrusions being as much as two
inches.

The titles of the pieces all deal

with nature, to which Mr. Hirsche
is closely allied. Yet the titles

are intended only as guides for

the viewer and should in no way
hamper his own mental images.
The artists Interpretation of na
ture Is largely horizontal, with
smaller vertical elements for bal-

ance and accentuation. The pan-
els seem distant rather than close

to the spectator, because the scale,

generally, is quite large. Often,
however, the panel takes on a
happy ambiguity and reads either

as a microcosm or a macrocosm
Mountain Face, a heavily textured
canvas, with a band of blue at tht

top and an area of black at thr
bottom exemplifies this aspect of

the panels. It is possible to feel

inches or miles away from the sur-

face of the hill.

The rear room of the exhibit

contains many landscape sketches
in ink-wash which quite econom-
ically show vast depth within thi

picture plane.

Essence of Nature

Also in the room are two Poly-

mer Tempera canvases which are
perhaps, the most successful lii

the exhibit. Sand Flats and Wintei
Marsh are both strongly atmos
pheric, and they are very orgaiiii

in feeling. Mr. Hirsche seems quit
close to the essence of nature ii:

these paintings. Every man must
ascertain for himself where in na-
ture his alliance with nature's es

sence lies, and Lee Hirsche ha
found it for himself. The balanci
between the artist's thoughts and
the interpretation of thesi'

thoughts is harmonious and 01

some Impact. The panels are nevei'

merely happy or sad; for they deal

in more intensely universal atti-

tudes, rather than in the emotion.^

of man. Grief, dispatr, or well-

being are present, but it is a state

of mind that is seen, an attitude

towards a particular aspect of na-
ture, not Just a trivial reaction to

an object.

In another room, some Ink-wash
sketches of nudes are shown, and
they are interesting Impressions
of an always popular theme.

Within these two mediums the
vistor is given variety In the
handling of materials and a com-
petency and originality in applying
them, making time spent at this ex-

hibit enjoyable and profitable.



'Snapper^ Altott Views

Athletics At Williams
by Frank Lloyd

"We lose too nicely," is tlie suinmation of Williams' athletic

weaknesses as seen by Josejih R, Altott, newly jjiomoted Assistant

Professor of Physieal Education. Altott, known as "Snai^ioer"

around the gym, has been trainer

for all Williams teams Blnce earn-

ing his Master's degree from

Springfield College In 1954.

Altott saw much action in

World War II, serving as a B-29

(junner in the Air Force for three

years. He flew 35 missions over

Japan and was discharged as a

staff sargeant. Entering Spring-

field, he became a member of the

J. V. football. J. V. baseball, and

varsity hockey squads.

College Career Interrupted

In his senior year, however, he

was recalled to the service by the

advent of the Korean War. He

gained valuable experience in phy-

sical therapy during his 14 month

tour of duty in the medical corps

at an army hospital.

On his return to Springfield, Al-

tott had to begin his senior year

over, graduated in '53, and stay-

ed over a year for his Master's.

Since then he has worked with

every Williams team, every season,

alone except for the help of Burt

Ray during one year. Ray is now

head trainer at N.Y.U., traveling

over the country with their bas-

ketball team at present.

Chance With Pirates

Recently Altott had a chance

to gain the vacated position of

trainer with the National League's

Pittsburgh Pirates. The field of

100 applicants was narrowed down
to two men, but the other was

finally chosen.

Speaking of sports at Williams.

Altott said, "To the individual

participant here a sport is always

a sideline rather than assuming

the importance it does to the av-

erage athlete elsewhere. Pew Wil-

liams students are willing to make
the all-out sacrifice for total con-

ditioning that makes a champion.

"The reason for this is in part

the self-assured attitude of a boy

here toward his future. He doesn't

have to make it entirely on his

own, since he can usually survive

for a few years on his family if

unable to find a job immediately

upon graduation. Also the job op-

portunity set-up and Placement
Bureau are tremendous advantag-

es.

Choice Up To Student

"There are three things a boy

can do at Williams: study, play a

sport, and have a social life. The
first must be done, therefore the

choice is either between sports or

social life. Studies are often giv-

en as an excuse, but I think most

athletes will find that actually

their grades are higher during the

season and that they tend to slack

Williams Trainer "Snapper" Joe
Altott with hockey face masks.

off when they are free to party a-

round.

I "Every coach here appreciates

I

the amount of work required to

;

stay in Williams, and all will bend
over backward to give their boys

a practice off to study if he is

legitimately behind or has a test

I The freshman is often ,?iven the

I false impression that studies will

take up every minute of his time
and is scared into not coming out.

De-emphasis of Sports

"Sports are de-emphasized en-

ough here. The teams we play al-

most always have at least three or

four more games on their schedule

than we do. The athlete is looked

down upon at Williams, but they

are the ones who are really doing

something for their school.

"I know that some Instructors

will unjustly grade down a boy
for missing classes due to sports

committments. But the attitude

is primarily in the boy himself.

When boys with outstanding rec-

ords in high school come here

with chances of becoming All-Am-
ericans and don't even play

freshman sports, the reason lies

with them. Even if they do come
out, they give up sports for vaca-

tion trips or fraternity activities.

Second-Stringers

Relay Team Second

In K Of C Games
Jolm. Osborne and Rick Ash ran

their best races of the year Fri-

day night at the Knights of Col-
umbus Games in New York City
to pace the Williams Winter Re-
lay team to a great second place
time in the fourth heat of the
mile relay. The Ephs posted a
team time of 3:24.2, clipped four

seconds off their best previous
time of the season and were only
.6 seconds off the school record.

Joel Barber led off for the all-

sophomore team and turned in

52.7 time for his quarter, the best

lead-off the Ephs had all season.

Ash followed with a superlative

effort, posting his best quarter of

the year, 50.9 seconds, moving the
Ephs from fourth to second place

at the mid-point of the race. Wil-
liams held this position for the re-

mainder of the race, close behind
strong Georgetown. Karl Neuse
ran his second best race of the
year in 51.3 seconds and anchor-
man John Osborne finished with
the fastest time of the night In

an unofficial clocking of 49.3 sec-

onds, only half a second off the

college quarter-mile r«cord. The
team finished a yard behind vic-

torious Georgetown, but defeated

highly rated teams from Boston
College, Rhode Island and St.

Joseph's.

The Ephs will have their final

crack at the college indoor mile

record this Sautrday night in the

ICAAAA Championships at Ma-
dison Square Garden in New York.

Review:

Thomas Griswold Conducts Recital

Get out from under the avalanche;
don't put off your career planning
"til graduation time.

Provident Mutual offers college

men excellent opportunities in

life Insurance sales and sales
management with a training pro-

gram that's tops in the business.
What's more, you can get started
now, while you're still In school.

We'll be glad to answer your
questions about a career In life

insurance. Telephone or stop by
to see us.

Richard Swett

Campus Agent

St Anthony Hall

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Ufa Insurance Company

of Plilladelphia

"Another prevalent attitude is

that of everyone wanting to be a
first-stringer, but there can't be a
first string without reserves. In a

sport like football, a third-string

player can become varsity in ten

minutes with injuries.

"I don't want to give an entire-

ly pessimistic picture. Fi-om the

standpoint of picking up material

and absorbing it, such as plays

and formations, the Williams boy

is a coach's dream with his high

intelligence and aptitude. If you

can find a boy here who will give

you a hundred percent, you have

a champion."

Italian Minister Talks

On Faith And Charity

by Pete Wiktj

The Reverend Tullio Vinay spoke

on faith and action in Chapel this

Sunday. Reverend Vinay, though

a native Italian, a Protestant, is

the founder and director of Agape,

a Christian center for work and

study in northern Italy.

Vinay pointed out the clarity

of the teaching of the early

church through the repetition of

the ideas of charity and faith.

"This teaching is important and

meaningful for all of us." The sub-

stance of this teaching was the

relationship between Jesus Christ

and the crowd of his followers.

Vinay compared the attitude of

the disciples toward charity and

Jesus'. To the disciples charity

was theorectical and could be car-

ried out by suggesting help for the

crowd. But "Christ did not love

theoretically. He knew every pro-

blem and made it his own."

He went with each person and

helped them with theU- burden.

He took over their spiritual bur-

den and carried it for them. His

Charity was his crucifixion. Be-

cause of their individual weakness-

es His followers were unable to

solve their problems. Strength to

live came to them through

Jesus Christ and God.

The crowd was a world that was

in need spiritually and materially.

Just like any crowd they were ex-

Continued on Page 5, Col. 4
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liy Robert Ciulhi

In conjunction with an exhibi-

tion of paintings and drawings by
H. Lee Hirsche, the Lawrence Art
Museum presented on Sunday
afternoon a concert of chamber
music. Thomas Griswold conduct-
ed the program which consisted

of two works: The Septet in E flat

major, op. 20 by Ludwig Von
Beethoven and Hlndemith's Octet,

which was composed in 1958. The
concert was held in the rotunda
on the second floor of Lawrence
Hall, and this had both advantages
and disadvantages. The rotunda
provided an olegent setting, very

appropriate for the type of music
performed. Mr. Hlrsche's paint-

ings surrounded the audience and
seemed to be especially compatible

with the contemporary Hindemith
work. Also acoustically the rotunda
was excellent, surprisingly so in

that there are several coves and
obstructions present which one
might think would hinder clarity.

Obstructed View
The main disadvantage was the

problem of obstruction which the

pillars provided. A good deal of

the excitement generated at live

concerts is caused by seeing the ar-

tists perform. Unfortunately there

were only a handful of seats in

the room which supplied a de-

cent view of the performance.

The program began with a read-

ing of the Beethoven piece. It was
soon apparent what the audlMice

could expect from the musicians,

a competent performance, though
not particularly inspiring musical-

ly and not particularly outstand-

ing technically. I think it would be

fair to say that most of the notes

were played correctly and that the

group was in tune most of the time

(though the first violin had de-

finate intonation problems
throughout). The tempos were In-

telligently set by the conductor,

Mr. Griswold.

The performance had no sur-

prises and moved along at an even

pace. Dynam's contrast was held

to a minimum. The Hindemith
seemed more interesting, if only

because this reviewer had not

heard it previously. The five move-
ment octet is full of the disson-

ances one expects from Hindemith.
and has wonderful touches of

charm and humor. Again the

small group of musicians played
competently.

Cardilio Outstanding
The afternoon was marked by

the fine work of Francis Cardilio

on clarinet, who has become quite

a fixture on the Williamstown
musical scene. It was Interesting

to note that the musicians were
provided by a grant from the

Music Performance Test Fund of

the recording Industries with the

cooperation of Local No. 16, Am-
erican Federation of Musicians.

Such cooperation from the North
Adams local must be met with
warm approval.

L
UPO
(Quality Shoe Repair

At the Foot of Spring St.

I'VE GOT TO

HAND IT

TO HARRY..

John Miles — 1960 Venice Film Festival Best Actor Award

Alec Guinness — Actor's Victoria Cross

"Most Highly, Most Enthusiastically Recommended"
Hearld Tribune

With AllnwnUl AndmvT
Of His Andeny Award-

Winning Peiformance

in "Tlie Bridge On Tlie

River Kwai."

ALEC GUINNESS JOHN MILLS,.

Thursday thru Sunday

7:15 and 9:1S

AdulU .90 I
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Ephs Win 2iid In N.E. Swimming;

Medals To Robinson. Medley Relay
Williams finished In second

place behind Brown at the New
England swlmminB championships
held last weekend at the University

of Connecticut. The Williams var-

sity took two firsts and three

seconds, and the Eph freshmen
won the 400 yard freestyle relay,

the only event for freshmen.

Eph Medal Winners

Buck Robinson, showing his good
form and strong stroke, won a
gold, first place medal in the 200

yard breast stroke. His time, 2:31.7,

is a new pool record at Connecti-

cut. The 400 yard medley relay

team of Terry Allen, Robinson,
Neil Devaney, and Tom Hersch-
bach won the other gold medal
for Williams. They did their best

time, 4:00.3, and set a new pool
record.

Devaney took second place in

the 100 yard butterfly with a time
of 58.3, nine tenths of a second
behind Enno Kaany's pool-record-

breaking time that won first place
for Springfield.

Herschbach, eight tenths of a sec-

ond behind Bowdoin's Curtis Til-

ton, took second in the 100 yard
freestyle with a time of 52.2. Til-

ton's time of 51.4 was a new Bow-
doin record.

The 400 yard freestyle relay team
of John Moran, Mike Dlvely, Her-
schbach, and Devaney placed r.ec-

ond with a time of 3:30.6. In this

close race McMullen of Brown

caught and passed Moran to win
by six tenths of a second. Brown's
time of 3:30.0 in this event eclips-

ed by two tenths of a second the
New England record set by Wil-

liams at the meet with Amherst
here Feb. 25.

Freshmen Win

There is only one freshmen
event in the New Englands. This
is the 400 yard freestyle relay.

Williams was represented this year

by Bill Bachle, Sandy Kasten,

Marty Wasserman, and John Wes-
ter. This team, demonstrating tre-

mendous effort and desire, won
the race with a time of 3:36.3,

nine seconds faster than their

qualifying time.

SUMMARY:
I Brown: 2.

Divfly, Herschbach,
400 yard freeslylc relay

Williams (Maran.
U-vanty. ) :K).0

(Ni;w Knglanti rt-cord)

220 yard frci-styli;; 1. Bctisoii (Conn.); 2.

Morris (Hrown); 3. Priur (Brown).
l-.m.')

(Ni-w KtiKland record)

sO yard (recslyle; I. Tilton (Bowdoiii): 2.

I'aul (Brown): L Cor>k (MIT). 2).

2

Kancy dive: 1. houK (Conn.): 2. Poirier

(SpriniO: S. Tliompsun (MIT).
100 yard bimerlly: 1. Kaany (Spring): 2.

Devaney (Wil.); .!. I.auJ (Am.). 57.6

(pm)l record)

100 yard treeslyle: I. TilKm (How.); 2.

Ilersrhbach (Wil.); 1. Hiiftard (Brown).
11.4

(Bnwdoin record)

200 yaril back siroke; 1. Busher (Conn.); 2.

C'oiirtni (Hrown): ). Raymond (Trin.):

2:11.9
(Conn, paol and college record)

440 yard freestyle: 1. Heiison (Conn.); 2.

Morris (Brow): 3. Holt (Spring.). 4:42,8

(Co'in, recard)

200 yard breast stroke: I. Robinson (Wd.);

2. White (Wes.); J. Sonipayiic (MIT);

(pjol record)

4()0yard m;dley relay: I. Williams (Allen.
Kobinsoti. Devaiiry, M'jraii); 2. Brown; 3,

Amhrrjt; 4:00.3
(pjol ucorJ)

20U yard individual mrdley: I. Dejesus
(Brawn); 2. aany (Spring,); 1, Allen
(Wil); 2:13.7
(New I-'.ngland lecord)

Jeffs Beaten, 71-55

Continued from Page 1, Col, 1

Evansville, Indiana the next
weekend. Springfield, Rochester,
and Bates are the other three
teams selected to play in the
Northeastern reglonals.

The team's twentieth win broke

the most wins in a season mark
set around the turn of the century

by the 1904-05 squad.

Williams Faces Tough Rochester Team
In First NCAA Test; Bates Also Entered

HE REALLY KNOWS
HOW TO THROW

A PARTY!

You can keep your party

moving by stocking upon
plenty of Schaefer beer.

Get all the pleasure of

the first beer, every
beer through—make it

Schaefer all around!

THE F. & M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY, N. Y,

A very tough team from the

University of Buffalo has been left

out of the NCAA Northeastern Re-
gionals, but the Williams :five will

still be faced with stiff competi-
tion from newly-arrived Rochester
and Bates. The regional selections

are now complete, with Springfield

the fourth choice.

Williams tangles with Rochester
in the opening game at 7:00 Fri.

night in the Springfield Field

House, with the Bates-Springfield
encounter scheduled for 8:45.

Winners of Friday's games will

meet Saturday at 8:45 for

the Northeastern title and a spot
in the eight-team championship
playoffs at Evansville, Indiana
starting March 16.

Williams is the tournament fa-

vorite, but will first have to cope
with a tall Rochester team (16-5)

that Is led by 6' 7" Jim Sweet, 6' 6''

Larry Long, and Mike Berger, who
is averaging well over 20 points
a game. Rochester has beaten
Wesleyan and Amherst by 20 and
11 points, respectively.

Bates features the rebounding
and scoring punch of 6' 7" Jim
Sutherland and already owns a
four-point victory over Springfield.
The Bobcats' 14-8 record includes

Wiltiam Fifth In N. E. Wrestling;

Moodey Wins In 123 Lb. Class
The varsity wre.stling team gamtred a fifth place in the New

EnfrlancI Tournament last weekend at MIT. Jim Moodey won lli(}

123 pound crown, while Captain Clha.se was second at 137.

Springfield retained its team crown, compilinj^ a total of ,',5

points. Amherst presented a serious ehalleiiue against strongly
favored Springfield. The SabrUva
captured second place, whi u
heavyweight Bixler of Amher t

lost to Sanzone of Springfield iii

the finals. Llghtner of Coa t

Guard at 147 was voted the ou -

.standing wrestler of the tourn. -

nient.

Jim Moodey, seeded first, be; t

Pohl of Amherst 2-0 in the finals
on Saturday. Moodey, a soph.-
more, will be one of the mali-
.sprlngs of Williams attack for tl

next two seasons. Captain Sk ,)

Chase lost 5-4 on riding time i)

Dibella of Coast Guard in probab-
ly the closest match of the final;

,

Chase scored a quick three poinu
in the first period on a take-dov.ii
and predicament, but could not
maintain the lead.

Williams placed five of eight
men in the semifinals: Bieber toolc

a third at 130, Bauer at 147 and
O'Brlan at unlimited both won
fourths.

"Considering our 1-5-1 record.

the team wrestled well, and rank-
ed above Wesleyan,'' stated Coach
Delisser. Delisser also noted that
Springfield, which won in six

weight cla.sses last year, only earn-

ed two this year. The distribution

In the finals was less concentrated
than last year.

In the freshman tournament,
Williams ranked fifth. Outstand-
ing in the Eph line-up, were Mike
Reily, who lost to Ransom of Wes-
leyan in overtime in the finals,

and Fred Tuttle at 137, who took
a second. John Winfield placed
third at 130, while Paul Merrl-
thew won fourth at 123.

Jim Moodey, Williams' only New
England champion.

three losses to a rugged Maine
team. Springfield is 16-8 lor the

season.

The biggest surprise in the
tournament was the failure to in-

vite Buffalo, which has an 18-5

record and a 76-69 win over Ro-
chester. Last week, Buffalo lost

by a mere two points to Niagara,
recent conquerors of St. Bonaven-
ture.

Bates, Rochester, and Spring-
field are all newcomers to the
NCAA College Championships
Bates, a longshot choice, was se-
lected over Buffalo, Hamilton, Le-
Moyne, and Assumption. Roches-
ter knocked out Hamilton with a
108-72 victory.

Frosh Upset Jeffs

In 70-59 Struggle
The freshmen basketball team

avenged an earlier twenty - two
point defeat by beating the Am-
herst frosh, 70-59. With a highly
enthusiastic Purple Key Weekend
crowd yelling them on, the baby
Ephs played a great team game.
This victory gave Williams a three
way tie for the Little Three frosh
hoops championship, with each

team splitting its games with the
others.

Williams trailed at half-time
after leading early in the game,
but came out after the half and
immediately closed the gap. The
Ephs went ahead, 49-48 and stay-
ed out in front for the rest of the
game. The team was rebounding
well, and for the first time since
the Ai-my game, passing exception-
ally.

Continued on Page 6, Col. 2

do girls rush to your head?
Very likely-if you've taken it into your head to use 'Vaseline'
Hair Tonic! Downright heady stuff, this - made specially
for men who use water with their hair tonic. 'Vaseline' Hair
Tonic is 100% pure light grooming oil - replaces oil that
water removes. 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic won't evaporate, stays
lear and clean on your hair. And just a little does a lot!

it's cleat

it's clean .

.

, it's

VASELINE HAIR TONIC
'VAIfilWI' l« » «IO<lt(HCO t»AOCMA»H Of CdlSCtHOUOM-rONO't !«•



Trinity Honor System
Continued from Page 1, Col. 2

Ible concepts. The student Is ac-

corded every advantage during the

trial, and a single favorable vote

can award him the verdict. If

convicted, however, a single host-

ile vote can deny him clemency

and expel him from the school.

"All written examinations, tests,

and term papers shall be conduc-

tt'd under the Honor System,"

reads one of the clauses, making

provision for the Inolualon of plag-
iarism under the scheme. Williams
does not now hold plagiarism to
be a violation of the explicit ac-
ademic Honor Code, though a
committee appointed by President
James P. Baxter subsequent to
the faculty rejection of the stu-
dent referendum mandate is in
the process of considering this
and other aspects of the present
system.

One of the interesting sidelights
of the academic Honor System de-

bate is the newly created Trinity

chapel attendance honor system.

"Students are on their honor to

attend the required number of

sabbath services at Trinity or else-

where." At the end of the semes-

ter each student is provided with

a Chapel Vow to sign, or leave

blank if he hasn't complied with

the requirement. The enforcement

mechanism is simple student hon-

or.

Chapel
Continued from Page 3, Col. 3

strength of the communion be-

tween expecting and waiting.

Their hope was satisfied by Christ.

This waiting and expecting Is

the nature of the world today. The
Church and the Nation must strive

together to fill this need. It is

their duty not to Ignore anyone in

the spiritual kingdom. Vinay point-

ad out the importance of this two-

rold charity.

Today men are needed to fill the
disproportion between the facilities

of the church and the need of the

world. Each person must give him-
self to God to be an instrument
in filling this need.

"We can be instruments of God
no matter how little we give. Our
small contribution is magnified by

the power of God."

THE WILLrAMS RECORD
WED., MARCH 8, 1961
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1 HURRY'. 1022 CHANCES 70 WlMilwTFR NOW!
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$40,000. FIRST PRIZE includes

$20,000 Westinghouse

/>^1961THUNDERBIRDHAR[)1DP

/«^ $15^000 CASH

el!^1,ScVACATION HOME

'61

THUNDERBIRD
HARDTOP

~to take you to and
from your new vaca-
tion home in high
style' This is the
most exciting pres-
tige car ever to be
Introduced in
America Unmistak-
ably new, unmistak*
ably Thunderbird...
in luxury and spar-
kling performance
it stands ^lone in

the fine-car field.

prize

*»i «.re,

"^rr,
'8

•^sus
^oba,CCo

CO,

l^ A BUNDLE
II OF MONEY!

IN COLO

CASH

f/ii

$20,000 WESTING-
HOUSE VACATION
HOME-with built in

Westinghouse
kitchen. Space-
mates* laundry
equipment and
clean, comfortable
baseboard electric
heating for carefree
vacation living.
This beautiful Total
Electric Home built
on your land. Use
$15,000 prize for lot
if you wish.

^^

LO^
ATTENTION

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS I

Think what tne vacation home

could mean to your group! Or the

$20,000 cash equivalent! Get all

your members to enter the

L&M Svfeepstakes now!

20 Srd PRIZES

'61 FALCONS
Twenty winners will

soon take the keys
to a '61 Falcon
Tudor Sedan-the
compact that does
things you expect a
compact to do. Up
to 30 miles on a
gallon, 4,000-mile
oil changes. Room
for sixl

1,000 4th PRIZES

ARGUS crM°^;'„
Maklne^ your own
movies IS easy with
this famous Argus
Match-Matic m3
turret model cam-
era. No calculating
or guesswork... the
Match-Matic expo-
sure meter does it

for you. A $79.95
value.

L&M SWEEPSTAKES RULES
1. On an official entry blank, the back of an L&M wrapper,

or plain sheet of paper, print your name and address and

write down the following statement, filling In the correct

missing word; "L&M has found the secret that — —
the flavor In a filter cigarette." Mail to L&M Sweepstakes.

Bon 383, New York 46, New York.

7. Entries must be postmarked no later than midnight,

March 30, 1961, and received by April 7, 1961. Send In as

many entries as you wish. Each entry roust be mailed sep-

arately. All entries become the property of Liggett i Myers

Tobacco Company and none will be returned.

3. Prize winners will be selected in random drawings on or

about April 21. 1961. Drawings will be conducted by 0. L.

Bla>r Corp., an Independent judging organiiatlon. Its decision,

with respect to all phases of the Sweepstakes, will be final.

Winners wul be notified by mall approximately 30 days after

final drawings.

4. First prue does not Include lot or landscaping lor house.

First prize winner may elect to take cash equivalent of house

($20,000). This election must be made within 60 days of

notification. II winner chooses house a good lot must be

provided within one year. No other cash equivalent prizes.

Any tax or liability on any prizes will be the sole respon-

ilbllity of prize winner.

S. Entries limited to residents 18 years of age, and older

of the United States and Puerto Rico. Employees and their

families of 0. L. Blair Corp., Liggett & Myers Tobacco Com-

pany and its advertising agencies are not eligible. Entries

from Wisconsin, Florida and Virginia must be on official entry

blank or plain sheet of paper only This offer Is void in any

locality or state where a sweepstakes is contrary to law.

Federal, State and local government regulations apply.

For a list of prize winners, send separate self-addressed

4c envelope to: L»M Winners List, P.O. Box 1818, G.P.O.,

New York 1, N. Y. Oo not send this request with Sweep-

stakes entry blank.
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BHiOFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK!«
Just fill In the coT^ct word on the dotted line below.

You've heard it many times in the L&M jingle.

has found the secret that

the [^[L»(0)[^

Flavor that lets your taste come alive-friendly

flavor that never dries out your taste!

Entries must be postmarked on or before March

30, 1961, and received by April 7, 1961. Be

sure to include your name and address below.

Send to; L&M Sweepstakes, Box 383, New York

46, New York.

NAME-
(PLCASI PRINT PLAINLY)

ADDRESS-

_ZONE_ -STATE-CITY

Additional entry blanks availibla where LtM's are sold.

®1961 Liggett a Myers Tobacco Co.
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START SMOKING Ill's TODAY-
L^M wrappers can be used as extra entry blanks (

8m '

ml* on* .
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Squash Won By Yale

Vehslage Gains First

Princeton's Steve Vehslage, who downed Yale's Ralph Howe in four
sanies for the Intercolleg'iate Squash Championship.

by Pete Johannsen no trouble with his opponents, los-
Steve Vehslage of Princeton be-

came the first player to win the

national intercollegiate squash
championship for three straight
years, by defeating Ralph Howe,
a Yale sophomore, 11-15, 15-7, 15-

9, and 15-7 Sunday afternoon on
William's courts. Yale, won the
team trophy, for the best four-man
squad in the thirtieth - annual
tournament, scoring 17 points, to
defending champion Princeton's 13
and Amherst's 10.

Williams Seventh
Williams placed seventh hi the

fifteen-team meeting with 8 points.

The best Eph performance was
produced by Clyde Buck, who ad-
vanced to the third round before

being beaten by Vehslage 15-7, 15-

4 and 15-7. John Botts, defeated
in his second-round match by Dud
Lyons of Amherst, 15-9, 16-14, 15-

9, moved to the third round of
the consolations where he was
narrowly beaten by Lee Pekary of
Navy, 15-11, 15-13. 14-15. 13-15,

15-14.

Howe Edgres Zvg
The tournament progresed al-

most as expected, all eight seeded
players reaching the quarter finals.

Fifth-seeded Jim Zug of Princeton,

however, barely lost to Howe in a
five game semi-final match 15-12,

15-10, 8-15, 13-15, 15-14. Vehslage,

in his advance to the finals, had

ing only one game, to Bob Hether
ington of Yale in the semis.

Rubber Match
The Vehslage-Howe match Sun-

day was the third meeting between
the two this year. Previously, the
Princetonian defeated Howe in

straight games in the Metropolitan
Intercollegiate Tournament at

New Yorlc during Christmas vaca-
tion. Howe, in the duel match be-
tween Princeton and Yale a few
weeks ago, upset the number-one
man in three ,iames.

Brian, Kasten Lose
Other Williams entrees were

Bruce Brian and Fi-ed Kasten
Brian defeated Evan Young of Am-
herst in his first-round match 15-

10, 15-8, 12-15, 15-10. Third-seed
ed Don Mills, of Ti'inity defeated
lim in the next round, 15-2, 15-7

15-8. Kasten lost to consolation-

winner Ralph Mason of Pitt, 15-6^

15-9, 16-13 in the first match and
then advanced to the second round

Df the consolations before bowing
to Steve Cox of Princeton.

Scoring Summary
The teams finished as follows:

Yale, 17 points; Princeton, 14;

Amherst, 10; Army, Pitt, Trinity

9; Williams. 8; Dartmouth, Navy,
7; Cornwell, M.I.T., 6; Rochester,

5; Wesleyan, Harvard. 4; and
Brown. 1 point.

Betas Defeat Kaps

For Hockey Crown
Bob Klein's backhand goal at

2:00 of the fourth overtime per-
iod gave the undefeated Betas a
3-2 sudden-death victory over KA
In the Intramural Hockey League
championship game Monday
night. The game was the year's

best in the league, and was high-
lighted by tight defenses and tre-

mendous goal-tending by both op-
ponents.

The defeat was a shock to the
Kaps as they had built up a 2-0
lead early In the second period
and controlled the puck for the
major part of the game. Rick Gil-
bert of Kap opened the scoring In
the first period by blasting a 5-

footer past Beta goalie Dave
Campbell after taking a direct

pass from pointman Tom Fox.
The same play clicked again for
the Kaps in the second period as
Jim Wood took John Hunting-
ton's pass In front of the cage
and scored.

The rest of the scoring belong-
ed to the Betas. While Russ Brad-
ley and Kap goalie Jay Tompkins
were breaking sticks over each
other. Bob Klein converted Skip
Rutherford's pass for the first

Beta score in the second period.

In the next period, Rutherford
raced in on Tompkins with a re-
bound from Bradley and scored.

Both teams had opportunities
to score earlier but the goaltend-
Ing was superb. Tompkins played
his greatest game for KA, as he
stopped four consecutive rebound

shots in the third period and sav-
ed on three Beta breakaways in

the overtimes. Campbell was also

great, stopping breakaways by
Rick Gilbert and Tom Fox in the
overtimes and holding the Kaps
scoreless after the second period.

Klein was also a hero for Beta
in intramural basketball Monday
as he teamed with Ron LaPorte
and Sid Johnson in leading the
Betas to a 29-16 victory over the
previously undefeated Chi Psl's.

Amherst Final Victim Of ' Greatest ' Hockey Season;

Captain Hawkins, Roe Brothers Star In 13-0 Win
Cajitain Larry Hawkins closed out his l)rilliant lioekcy career at Williams by scoring tlirce

Hoals and three assists in leadiiij» the Ephmen to tlicir third rout of the season over .'Vniherst, l.^.Q

Saturday nij;ht at the Deerfield Academy rink. Hawkins' fine perfonnanee, combined with a nine
point output by the Hoe brothers, provided a climax to Williams' (greatest year in hockey. 1 he
Ephs finished the season with a

Williams Skiers Go To NCAA Tournament;

Team Rated Third In East After Middlebury

The Executive Board of the Eastern bitercolk^j^iate Ski As-

sociation met last week and decided that on the basis of their

season records, Middlebury, Dartmouth, Williams, New ilam|).

shire, and Maine will represent the
—

East in the NCAA National

Championships.

Frosh Basketball

Continued from Page 4, Col. 5

Al Foster, 6'6'' center, hit well
from the floor, and led the Kph
scoring with twenty points. Steve
Birrell pulled down some crucial

rebounds, launching the Purple
surge. Mac Ewlng, with fourteen
points, Tom Jensen and Tim Ba-
ker, with thirteen each, Steve Bir-

rell, with nine, and Ro-Ro Rap-
paport, with one completed the
Eph total of seventy points. Bill

Pite was the leading scorer in the
game for the losing Jeffs, with
twenty-five points.

William!)
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National Science Foundation Grant

Given To Markgraf For Research
Ur. J.

Hod^e Markgiaf, '52, Assistant Professor of Chemistry,
lias been awarded a National Seience Foundation grant of $9,600
lor two years of basic researcii on tlie "Rearrangement of Pyridine
N-Oxide."
The purpose of the project is,

first, to determine the mechanism
by which the reaction proceeds

and. second, to determine the

scope of the reaction. To deter-i

mine the mechanism of the reac-

tion, its rate will be studied.

Student Assistant

The major piece of equipment
that Dr. Marlcgraf will purchase

with the grant is a closely con-

trolled constant temperature bath,

costing $800. Since the rate of the

reaction is extremely sensitive to

temperature changes, the bath is

e.ssentlal to the project.

Dr. Marlcgraf will use part of

the funds to hire a student as-

.sistant to help continue the work
during each of the next two sum-
mers. Dick Peterson, '61, senior

chemistry honors student, will be

the assistant this summer.
The remainder of the grant will

be used for chemicals and mis-

cellaneous equipment; travel ex-

penses, ."0 that Dr. Markgraf can
attend prof ssional meetings and
thereby krep informed on current

happenings in his field; and gen-

eral overhead expenses.

Chemist Marlcgraf

During the academic year var-
ious aspects of the overall project
on pyridine N-oxlde will provide
topics for chemistry honors stu-

dents. For example, junior honors
student Ham Brown is spending

Continued on Page 2, Col. 3

Greene Speaks On U. S. Foreign Policy;

Long Range View Needed To Meet Crisis

"How does one cope with such
a problem as Corrmiunism? I

don't think you do it by trying to

sustain the nation-state. We have
to work out something new. It's

very difficult to do this, and I

don't know If we can." With this

challenge Fred Greene presented
the "message" of his lecture deliv-

ered Monday afternoon in the

physics building.

Admitting that he was simpli-

fying the problem, Mr. Greene be-

gan his "experiment on the cold
war" by noting that "the Russians
are the bad guys and we are the
good guys. But something is wrong

Tenure System Gives

Intellectual Freedom
The system of faculty tenure at

Williams has been instituted to as-
sure qualified faculty members a
freedom to teach according to
their personal convictions without
fear of affecting their term of em-
ployment.
The acquiring of tenure, as pop-

ularly conceived, also carries with
it a varying raise In salary and
economic security. Tenure is lim-
ited to those faculty members with
the rank of Associate Professor
and Professor. Newly hired and
visiting faculty of tenure rank
are not necessarily given tenure
immediately. After a period of
three years they must either be
given tenure or removed from the
faculty.

As stated In the College Laws,
faculty members possessing ten-
ure may only be removed for

"cause" along with a report on
the case to the Trustees from the
President after he has consulted
With the Faculty Committee on
Appointments.
The term "cause" includes mor-

al Issues, mental fitness, and the
agreement that the faculty mem-
ber must keep his opinions given
in class within his specific realm
of knowledge. The spirit behind
the term, as regards Intellectual

conflicts, is that the faculty mem-
bers should be given as much free-

dom as possible while remaining
within the legal limits of our dem-
ocracy.

The portion of the entire facul-

ty which is given tenure Is de-

pendent upon the size of the cur-
rent appropriation for faculty eal-

Kriea.

with the picture. The good guys
shouldn't be losing. We are having
no effect upon the neutrals while

communism continues to win un-
derdeveloped nations to its side."

The fact that the original doctrine
of Marx has no connection with

present day communism has no
effect upon its power." Their
Marxism has been stood on its

head so many times that It is now
on its feet." The idea of a world
order is now the attractive vision

of Communism, not the old strug-

gle of the classes with the prole-

tariat becoming top dog.

Our problem is to offer an al-

ternative to the Communistic
world order. At the present time,

"we have neither an ideology or a
purpose. We are merely partici-

pating." Our problem goes back
to our days of isolationism. We
have adopted the "realist ap-

proach to politics". This approach
is based upon the belief that all

states have to consider their in-

dividual power. The purpose of

this approach is to maintain the

nation. In this system you "leave

other people alone unless your

own security is in danger." The
realism school is according to Mr.

Green "totally Inadequate." It did

not prevent World War II. It caus-

es a moral breakdown and puts a
premium on crisis decisions. "You
leave things alone until you have

a crisis. When there Is a crisis you

jump in and try to solve it. There

is no long term planning." We,
like Greta Garbo, want to be left

alone. "World go home is now our

slogan.'"

What then Is our solution? Mr.

Greene was not too sure. "You
can't have peaceful competition

without terror in our present state.

We ought to have a world federa-

tion. However this Is unlikely to

come Into being and would only

be based on the negative fear of

communism. "Such an organiza-

tion would be dissolved after the

threat is removed. No, the answer

must come through self-interest

and long range planning. "We
are the only country with the abil-

ity to neglect present problems,

with long range views. "By helping

the other fellow we may be able

to sell democracy." How do you do

this? You announce that you are

willing to help by setting up con-

stitutions and administrations.

Democracy often needs tradition

to work and you can't give tradi-

tion."

12 Mead Applicants

Picked By Committee

For Summer Work
Twelve juniors out of twenty-

four applicants have been chosen
to work in Congressional and Ad-
ministrative offices In Washing-
ton D. C. this summer, sponsored
by the Mead Fund Summer In-
tern plan.

Grouped by majors, the twelve
are: (Political Science) Walter
Graham, Michael Keating, John
Pope, George Ross, Prank Wolf;
(Political Economy) Ken Kehrer,
Glen Thurow; (Economics) Rob-
ert Goff, William Vaughn; (Eng-
lish) John Calhoun; (History)
Henry Conley; (Amer. History and
Lit.) Paul Worthman.

Applicants are chosen by a fac-

ulty committee on the basis of ac-
ademic standing, major area of

study and possible career, and
the goal of the 1951 George J.

Mead gift to the college: to en-
courage "young men of reliability,

good sense, and high purpose to
enter with adequate preparation
those fields of politics and consti-

tutional government ..."

Fund stipends for the twelve
are not in themselves sufficient

to cover all expenses, but provide
at least partial support for the
participants in the program.
Most of the successful appli-

cants forsee careers in the fields

of law, teaching, and vai-ious types
of government work. For the sum-
mer opportunities will be provid-
ed working for Congressmen and
the I.C.A., the C.I.A., and the U.S.

I.A.

The faculty committee which
selected the candidates consists of
Professors Scott, Greene, and
Clark, and Assistant Dean and
Director of Student Aid, Henry N.
Flynt.

Petition Advocates

JA Selection Change
The question of the selection of

junior advisors was brought into

discussion this week with the cir-

culation of a petition calling for a

change in the apportionment of

junior advisors to the fraternity

houses.

Under the present system, the

only restriction on the selection

committee's choices is a maximum
of four candidates from any one
scoial unit. The petition urged

a change in this procedure: "We,
the undersigned, calling attention

to the implications of Total Op-
portunity, wish to state our be-

lief that every fraternity on the

Williams campus is capable of

producing men of a caliber worthy
of becoming Junior Advisors. To
implement this belief, we urge the

Committee responsible for the sel-

ection of Junior Advisors to limit

itself in choosing the new Jun. Ad-
visors to a minimum of one man
and a maximum of tliree men
from each fraternity."

Ad vocates of the proposal cite

the great advantage a fraternity

gains in rushing as a result of

having a junior on the freshman
quad as one reason for this

change. Last year, five houses

each had four J.A. 's; proponents
of the change feel that their sug-

gestion will restore the balance

in rushing and thus combat heavy
stratification of the fraternities.

In addition, they call attention

to the fact that the junior advisor

system was instituted when fresh-

men rushed fraternities soon af-

ter their arrival on campus. To-
day, deferred rushing greatly in-

creases the Importance of a J.A.

in the rushing process.

Opponents of the petition's pro-

posal maintain that the factor of

primary importance in selecting

junior advisors is their ability and
interest in working with the fresh-

men on the quad. As a result, con-

siderations of fraternity affilia-

tion must be secondary in trying

to find the best men available for

the Job.

Davis, Sleeper, Webb
Awarded Fellowships

Eric Davis, Robert Sleeper, and Charles Webb have been
named the recipients of Williams jfraduate fellowshijis for 1961.

Selections were made by the Faculty Committee on Student Fel-

lowships, headed by President

Freshmen Get Dorm
Hours Saturday Nites
Tuesday afternoon the Faculty-

Student Discipline Committee ap-
proved a plan to give the Fresh-
man class dormitory hours every
Saturday night from 9-12 o'clock

for the rest of the school year.

For any entry to be open to lady
guests, a Junior Advisor must a-
gree to be present in the entry on
chat night. Notices to that effect

must be in the office of the Dean
by 10:00, Saturday morning. Any
student and date caught in a non-
approved entry is subject to the
same penalty as if there were no
dorm hours at all.

The Committee reserved the
right to review the privilege later

in the spring in light of further
experience. The committee stress-

ed that since these hours were
made possible by the "exception-
al" behavior of the Class of 1964,

any dorm hours for future classes

would also have to be warrented
by similar behavior.

Baxter.

Davis received the Moodey Fel-

lowship, a two year grant for stu-

dy at Exeter College at Oxford.
The grant is awarded on the basis

of academic achievement in the

major lield, character and prom-
ise. Sleeper will study at Wooster
College at Oxford, under the two
year Wilson Fellowship.

The Charles Hutchinson Fel-

lowship was awarded to Charles

Webb. It is a two year grant In

recognition of creative ability and
states no graduate school requli'e-

;nent.

Clark Scholarship

David Ayres and Harvey Plon-

sker, both physics majors, have
been selected for Clark scholar-

jhips covering one year of gradu-
ate study. They are chosen on the
basis of superior scholarship, gen-

eral ability and interest in schol-

arly research.

The main criterion for selection

is academic performance and abil-

ity. Financial need is considered in

determining the value of the fel-

lowship. The stipens range from
$600 to $3000.

Pulitzer Poet Roethke Reads Works,

Comments On Liie, Love, Literature
Pulitzer Prize-winning poetry,

humorous anecdotes, reminiscen-
ces about life in Michigan, and
some wry remarks about bears;

all these were woven together
Tuesday night as Theodore
Roethke read his works in Chapin
Library before an absorbed audi-
ence.

Mr. Roethke, presently Profes-
sor of English at the University of
Washington after an odyssey
which has taken him as far out
as Bennington, has just returned
from a trip to the Oxford Poetry
Society.

Pulitzer Prize

The holder of an enviable num-
ber of honors and awards, Roethke
was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for

The Waking, a collection of his

poems from 1933 to 1953. The Na-
tional Book Award was bestowed
on him in 1958. In addition
Roethke was the recipient of a
Ford Foundation grant in 1952,

and spent 1955 as a Fulbright Lec-
turer In Florence, Italy.

Since 1908 a native of Saginaw,
Michigan, Roethke says he origin-

ally intended to be a lawyer. A
graduate of the University of
Michigan and its graduate school,

he moved on for a year at Har-
vard. Somewhere in between, as

he says, he managed to "spend
four summers in a pickle factory."'

Not until his senior year in col-

lege, Roethke maintains, did he
make a serious attempt to channel
his literary ability from prose In-

to poetry. Even at the age of 13, a
speech he originally composed for
the Junior Red Cross turned out
so well that it was adopted as in-

ternational propaganda for the or-

ganization. "I didn't know any
poets and thought if I made little

bits of language . . . they might be
worthwhile," mused the poet, sug-
gesting one possible reason for his

conversion.
Chronology

Opening with a few observations

about himself and those of a cer-

tain lady (who, Roethke insists,

"is not mythical") about New
England, he began his readings
chronologically, sometimes ex-

plaining between, and occasionally
at appropriate points during, his

verses, their origins and inten-
tions. "My ancestors were from
Prussia, and hunted pretty hard
to find B climate this bad." he
said, M he launched into the first

of his pieces, "Cuttings," drawn
from a recollection of his home
town.
Threatening the audience with

a 17 volume autobiography, Roe-
thke soon turned to "My Papa's
Waltz," prefacing his reading with
some thoughts on "a manure
machine . . . my father's inven-
tion." "I Need, I Need,'' the next
offering, was a product of his ex-

Poet Theodore Roethke:
"I was very touched"

perimentation with "rapid associ-

ational shifts and cyclic design"
when he was at Bennington.

Digressing to the lighter side of

his efforts, he continued from I

and the Lamb, a book of poetic
sketches for parents and children.

"There once was a cow with a
double udder," he started, reading
from "The Cow" which was suc-
ceeded by "The Sloth," and "The
Lady and the Bear'" (the bear, he
clarified, "comes from suburban
Philadelphia"), a tale about a cur-
ious lady and a nonconformist
fishing bruin. According to

Roethke, his perplexed, non-myth-
ical lady wondered: "Mr. Roethke
—Is that the way you feel about
women?" "Don't encourage me,"
he admonished the obviously
pleased group, "or I'll get carried
away."

"As you know, heterosexual love

is coming back," he remarked
gravely to his listeners, and then
turned again to more .serious mat-
erial in "Words for the Wind,"
and "I Knew a Woman, Liovely In
Her Bones," and others of his
well-known work. Returning at
the request of William Jay Smith
and the audience, Roethke closed
with one of his most celebrated
pieces, "The Waklni." from which
he took the title for his prize
winning book.
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J. A. Selection

Therecentlycirciihited petition concerning
J,

A. selection rep- Yolktnan TokeS FirSt

Rik Warch, '61, Wins

Theology Fellowship
Rick Waich '61 has been award-

ed a Rockefeller Brothers Theo-
logical Fellowship for one year of
graduate study.

The fellowship provides full-ex-

penses for one year of study at a
seminary of the recipients choice.

Its purpose is to provide the stu-
dent with a chance to consider the
Christian Ministry as a career.

The announcement of the 1961-

62 Class of Fellows was made by
President Nathan M. Pusey of
Harvard University. Chairman of

the Fund granting the fellowships.

Warch was one of the sixty-

five students in the United States
and Canada granted this award.
A History major, Warch hopes to

attend the Yale Divinity School.
An outstanding student, he has
been a J.A., and is President of

the WCC and a member of Gar-
goyle,

Desmond To Build New Theater;

Present Walden Plant Inadequate

resents either a total misunderstanding of the J. A, system
blatant hypocrisy. In either case, it must be rejected.

It is possible that the oi-igihators of this petition simply did

In Impromptu Meet
Ed Volkman finished first and

not understand the J. A, systeip at Williams. It is possible that
P^"' ^'" second in the annual

they consider the Jimior Advisor as primarily a rushing instrument,:
^^"^ ^^'='^''^" impromotu soeakine

Their failure lies not so much in assessing the current situation'

but in comprehending the jjinposes of the system.

It is difficult to assess exactly whit a
J.

A. is. Part of his job is

to advise freshmen on the basis of his two years experience at

Williams, to form a liaison with the college community beyond
tlie freshman quad, to help direct the energies of the class along
constructive lines. It is also part of his job to refrain from rushing.
He cannot direct his efforts towards men designated by house cri-i

terion. He cannot bring house consciousness to the quad. i

One prime purpose of the, freshman quad and of deferred
rushing is to keep the fresbineii! away from houses. The assumi>i
tion is that house meinbershi|5; would have a narrowing effect'

upon freshmen. Immediate membershi]) in a house would limit

the individual's range of acquaintances; He would not know
large segments of his class.

The junior advisor shares in tlie responsibility for making de-
ferred rushing effective and, consequently, is obligated not to

rush. Thus, one of the jwime criterions in his selection is his ability

to rise above rushing. He must be judged solely on the basis of

his individual merits. To judge him on the basis of his fraternity
affiliation would not only be inconsistent with his true function,
but detrimental to the

J.
A. system.

It is possible, however, that the originators of this petition

do understand, at least theoretically, the nature of he J. A. sys-

tem. On this basis the use of a Junior Advisor as an instrument of

.rushing must be condemned. In so much as this ]3etition suggests!

an evil in the ]>iesent situation, it is legitimate. In so much as it'

advocates the institutionalization of tliis evil it is hypocritical.

It is undeniable that the Junior Advisor does rejiresent his

house in the eyes of the freshman class. Tliis representation is as-

inevitable for Junior Advisors as it is for football players audi

members of all other camjius organizations and teams where;
freshmen come into contact with uppeiclassmen. It is, however,'
neither undeniable nor inevitable, that the junior advisor act as

an instrument of rushing. If the
J.

A. system is to be effective

rushing through this system cannot be allowed. It certainly can-

not be institutionalized.

kaanaga

To The RECORD:
There has recently been a great

deal of controversy about the re-

lationship of the Junior Advisors
to the fraternity system, all cul-

minating in the current "3 and 1"

petition. It would seem that most
of this argiunent Is based on the
feeling of some fraternities that
they are being slighted unjustly
in the selection of Junior Advis-
ors; we would like to clarify our
position on this matter.

The members of our committee
are chosen on the basis of several

criteria which can be summed up
as follows: a past or present JA
who understands the responsibili-

ties of the job, and who is In a
position to know as many men In
the sophomore class as possible,

either because of his fraternity af-

filiation or his geographical loca-

tion in the quad last year. "We feel

that we have a representative

committee this year and one which
has not been hampered by a lack

of knowledge of the sophomore
class. In any case, when we dis-

cover that we do not know a possi-

ble candidate, we make every ef-

fort to find out more about him;
not knowing a man does not dis-

qualify him by any means.

Finally, although we as a com-
mittee take no stand on the pre-

sent petition, we can only assure

the college that we do make a

conscious effort to treat every

fraternity equally in our selection.

However, our aim remains the

same as always—to choose the

thirty best men in the sophomore
class as Junior Advisors; frater-

nities can play only a secondary
role.

The Junior Advisor Selection

Committee.

Van Vechten impromptu speaking
contest held March 8 in Griffin

Hall. The two judges, Assistant
Dean Henry Flint and Mr. Ralph
Aiken of the English department,
chose the two winners from a field

of nine contestants.

The contest consists of a three
or four minute speech on a topic

that is given to the contestant
three minutes before he must
speak on it. The prize money of

$50 was established in 1847 by A.
V. W. Van Vechten and is divided
among the winners.

Volkman's subject was a quota-
tion taken from Bernard Shaw,
"The advice of elders to young
men is apt to be as unreal as a
list of the 100 best books." In his

comments on the subject, Volk-
man showed clarity of thought
and delivery, and a great deal of
speaking presence. His only com-
ment upon his victory was a some-
what enthusiastic "Egad."

Hill's subject was also a quota-
tion taken from Shaw: We use our
reason only to support our pre-
judices.

Markgraf
Continued from Page 1, Col. 2

this year doing exploratory work
on the project.

Trend
According to Professor James R.

Curry, Chairman of the Chemis-
try Department, this grant is typi-

cal of a trend; that more and
more money is being made avail-

able to colleges for research,

whereas, previously, only univer-

sities usually received this type
of grant.

After graduating from Williams
Dr. Markgraf received his M. S.

in 1954 and his Ph. D. in 1957,

both at Yale, and then spent a
year at the Univei'sity of Munich,
under a postdoctoral F\ilbrlght re-

search fellowship. He came to Wil-
liams In 1959.

first stop

of the carriage trade since 1844

-'SV

for Britain's best sportswear

and fine French perfumes

Mec'l your ttiendi o} ffifl carriage in our HartMllon ttort.

Be lure fo iign the College fi&giiter.

by Stewart Davis

BUSINESS OFPORTUNITY. 1 op-

erate a very successful t)watre playing

a balaiued program of the best for-

eign ami domestic films. I wouUI
enjoy hearing from a man (or

woman) who believes he would en-

joy living in a beautiful little Netv

England college community and
tnight be interested in joining our op-

eration. Peter Oesnusnd, Williams-

town, Sta.isach usetts.

The alwve ad appeared about a
month ago in Saturday Review,
and already Peter Desmond, pres-

ent operator of the Walden
Theatre, has received over 200 re-

plies from people throughout the

world. Typical answers:
. . . my husband and I are both

artists, in our late years. I have
been teaching for years but would,
at this point, like to do something
else. I speak French, Dutch, Ger-
man, and English, have been ed-

ucated in Europe, and love foreign

films!—Palm Beach, Florida.

... I am a musician—first harp-
ist last Spring with the Boston
"Pops'', and for ten years first

harpist here, with the San Antonio
Symphony. However, I am going
to leave Texas this Spring, and re-

turn home—to Massachusetts. Ar-
tistic enterprises interest me, as
you can see, and so I am some-
what interested in your theatre.

Does it involve work, or money,
or both? . . . —San Antonio, Texas.
Prom all over the replies have

come—a hiigh school teacher In
Roswell, New Mexico, a young bus-
inessman in Monroeville, Pennsyl-
vania. People in California, in

Chicago, in Washington, D. C, In
New York City, in Newport,
Rhode Island, in Halifax, Nova
Scotia, in Europe have shown in-

terest in Desmond's venture.

Desmond's Plans
Now that Desmond has shown

that a theatre showing quality

movies can be a paying proposi-
tion in Williamstown, he Is ready
to go into business for real; he
wants to get someone to share the
capitol expense and work with
him and build a theatre, with cof-
fee shop, behind the Country
Store. His operation at the Walden
has been an experiment to see
whether such a venture would be
worthwhile. But, because he is

paying Cal King $10,000 a year
rent for the Walden, making his
basic daily overhead with all ex-
penses about $105, he knows that
to continue doing so would be ec-

onomic suicide. Therefore he
hopes to set up a smaller, Iowt-
overhead, better physical plant
in the future. He is not Interested
in buying the Walden, which Kug
is offering for sale at $100,ono,
and he fully expects that, if )i^

opens his own theatre. King viu
again run the Walden and show
movies like those shown in tliat

establishment before Desmi sid

took over.

PromoUon
Desmond has worked hard at

effectively promoting the fllm.s ne
presents. He has tried to wcrk
with the educational institutions

in the northern Berkshires. Just
before Christmas, when the col-

lege had left for its holiday. l>e

showed Porgy and Bess, a "fUjD"

nationally, and packed the thea-

tre. One reason for this was a
awards program which he ran Jor

high school children in tiilg

area, asking them to write a

500 word composition concerning

their thoughts on the film. Tlic

entries took him two weeks to

correct, and the winner, a boy
from Bennington, was given as

first prize a trip to New York with

his parents to see his choice of

a ballet, an opera, and a broadway
play. Desmond hopes that Rich-

ard ni, which he will show soon,

will be used by local teachers as

a point of departure to enrich

classroom work.

In this line the Dean of Stu-

dents at Berkshire Community
College wrote to Desmond asking

that he might be placed on the

theatre's mailing list so that he

could receive descriptive literature

on upcoming films.

Desmond's mailing list has in

fact expanded greatly as the fame
of the Walden has spread. Movie-

goers in Bennington, in Pittsfield,

In towns west of Petersburg, N. Y.,

and east of North Adams have re-

quested to be among the weekly

recipients of programs. To pro-

mote Ingmar Bergman's The Vir-

gin Spring Desmond offered in hi.s

tasteful newspaper advertisements

to send out a special program
which would let the prospective

ylewer know whether the movie
would in fact appeal to him. The
program contained critics' com-
ments on the film, a short essay

entitled "Some Reflections on the

Virgin Spring" by UUa Isaksson

(Swedish author and scenarist for

the movie), the poem "The Virgin
Continued on Page 3, Col. 5

ADVANCE SPRING SHOWING
Featuring a complete assortment of Spring
and Summer clothing, tailored expressly for
and, in the traditionally fine Arthur M. Rosen-
berg manner.

Suits

Dacron and Wool From $62.50
Dacron and Rayon From $52.50
Dacron and Cotton From $45.00
Dacron and Orion From $49.50

Jackets

Dacron and Cotton From $32.50
India Madras and Batik From $35.00
Dacron and Linen From $40.00
Zephyr Weight Wool From $47.50

Trousers

Cotton Poplin From $12.50
Dacron and Cotton From $16.50
Dacron and Wool From $21.50

In addition, a large selection of Shirts, Neck-
wear, and Hose, made expressly for The Arthur
M. Rosenberg Co. will be shown.

EXHIBITING TUESDAY, MAR. 14

St. Anthony 1 1 :30-2:30
Psi Upsilon 5:00-8:30

New Haven's Finest Custom Label Since 1898

TAILORS FURNISHERS
NEW HAVEN NEW YORK

1 044 Chapel Street 1 6 Eost 52nd Street



Purple Key To Investigate Campus
Problems: News^ Publicity^ Sports

The Purple Key Society is embarking upon an entirely new program in the field of athletics

and admissions. Already one of the most active student groups on campus, the Key, under the di-

rection of President Chip Black, is in the process of compiling data and its own conclusions con-
cerning four important campus problems.

The first problem pertains to tlie effectiveness of publicity for the College. The Key, in hopes

of finding various ways to improve the public image of Williams, has begun a study of our publicity
machinery, which includes the News Bureau, the various alumni activities and publications, and tlie

work of the Admissions Office in "selling" Williams throughout the nation.

WALDEN THEATRE
NOW THRU SUNDAY

r
'

M
^

JOHN
MILLS
winner

best actor

award for

"Tunes Of
Glory."

Venice Film
Festival,

1960.

Adults .90

PubUclty Film
A second problem relating to ad-

missions concerns the College's

present publicity film, which Is

used at various secondary schools
in a promotional capacity. In con-
junction with various complaints
about the age and Ineffectiveness
of this movie, the Key has been
working on a series of slides and
on plans for a newer and more
stimulating film.

A third report will be submitted
relating to the proper place of

athletics at Williams and to the
effect of athletic participation on
academic pursuits. This is one
question that has never been an-
swered satisfactorily for many
persons on campus, although the
relationship between studies and
sports is a crucial one.

Athletic Plant

With the hockey season Just ov-
er and indoor practice sessions

for spring sports just beginning,
the adequacy of our athletic plant
has come Into question. The Key
is now making a study of the pres-

ent facilities and hopes to submit
some feasible suggestions concern-
ing Improvements.

Webster '62 To Teach 'Pycckuu'

At Hermon Liberal Studies School
by Ed Just

"A student has a much greater

chance of becoming interested in

a language if he has contact with

the living language and culture,"

remarked Gary Webster '61, who
will teach Russian at Mt. Hermon
School this summer.

Webster, a junior Phi Bete, will

participate In the Liberal Studies

Program for a talented cosd group
of high school juniors and seniors

seeking advanced placement. The
program begun three years ago by
Andover Academy, consists of a

six week long intensive session.

English, history, and languages
pre among the courses offered, in-

tended to give the student a bet-

ter understanding of our civiliza-

tion. "For many," stated Webster,
"it will be a first chance to test

their intellectual capacity." The
program emphasizes close student-

faculty relationships, classes of

15 to 20, and Intellectual commun-
ication among the students.

To Teach Culture

In addition to counseling while

living in the dormitory, Webster
will have an opportunity to teach

the Russian class, headed by Pro-

fessor Harold Rubin of Amherst,
from time to time. His main func-
tion, however, will be as an assist-

ant, and to present Russian cul-

ture in the form of slides, songs,

and travel brochures in a mean-
ingful way. "We hope to give the

students a foundation in gramma-
tical construction. Intonation and
accent," explained Webster, who
speaks the language nearly fluent-

ly.

LUCKY STRIKE PRESENTS:

BeaR-DRiFrSoD
DR. FROOD'S THOUGHT FOR THB DAY: /n Collcge, it

isn't tvho you know that counts—it's whom.

., r *s,ttc;««5ic ^ «^. ^^^.a-^yr'T^

Dear Dr. Freed: I just can't seem to

get in step with the rest of the students

here. They enjoy parties, dancing, folk

singing and dating. None of these

things interest mc at all. Am I behind

the times or what?

Left Out

DEAR LEFT: You're in the right times;

you're just one of our squares.

Dear Dr. Frood: I have a confession.

All my life I have been trying to

learn how to whistle. I just can't.

Please, will you tell me how to

whistle?

Puckered

DEAR PUCKERED: Watch the birds.

Notice how they gather a pocket of

air deep within the breast, then

push thin jets of this air Into the

throat, through the larynx, up and

around the curled tongue, and then

bounce the air from the roof of the

mouth out through the teeth (which

act like the keyboard on a piano).

Practice this. In no time your

friends will be amazed at the beau-

tiful, warbly trills that flow from

your beak.

Dear Dr. Frood: What do you think ac-

counts for the fact that college stu-

dents smoke more Luckies than any

other regular?

Marketing Student

DEAR MS: Collegiate Lucky smokers.

Dear Dr. Frood: Hamlet killed Polo*

nius. Macbeth stabbed Duncan.

Richard murdered his little neph-

ews. Othello strangled Oesdemona,

and Titus served Tamora her two

sons in a pie before killing her. Don't

you think this obsession with vio-

lence would make an excellent sub-

ject for a term paper?

English Major

DEAR ENGLISH: No, I don't, and my
advice to you is to stop running

around with that crowd.

Dear Dr. Frood: My coach is writing this letter

for me because I am illiterate. We want to

know if I got to learn how to read to get into

college. I am the best football player in the

state. X

DEAR X: Every college today will insist that

you meet certain basic entrance requirementSi

I'm afraid you're just out of luck, X, unless

you learn how to read diagrams and count to

eleven.

ARE YOU READY FOR THE FLOOD? Most students today live a carefree, devil-may-care

existence— buying their Luckies day to day. Only a handful have had the good sense to set

aside an emergency cche of three or four Lucky cartons, wrapped in oilskin. When the dam
breaks— they'll be ready. Will you?

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!

In noting some of the limita-

tions of the program, Webster re-

marked that none of the students

will have had any previous train-

ing in Russian. Use of the langu-

age, also, will be confined to the

classroom, since Russian is only

one of the languages taught in

the five course schedule.

Toured Russia
Webster studied at the Univer-

sity of Michigan in courses con-

ducted by native instructors. The
program was set up by Michigan
under the National Defense Edu-
cation Act, and is partly financed
by the Carnegie Foundation. Af-
ter the Intensive eight week
course, the group of 20 spent one
month In Russia touring and
learning about Russian culture by
direct experience.

After graduation, Webster, an
honors history major, hopes to

study at the University of licnin-

?rad, under the cultural exchange
program.

English Department

Announces Changes
The sequence courses in English

will follow the same general pat-

tern as in 1960-61, but there will

be a few changes made in the de-

partment. The course given for

the last few years as English 203-

204, English Narrative Literature,

is to be dropped because it "ov-

verlapped sequence courses and
certain electives to the extent

where it was hard to articulate

this course with the courses in-

volving fiction."

Next year's American literature

course will be English 207, 208,

open to sophomores and recom-
mended to non-English majors.

Candidates for the honors de-

gree will be offered two new sem-
inars. Professor Allen will teach

English H356, Literature and the

Arts in 18th Century England,

which will deal with 18th cen-

tury literature. Professor Giftord

win offer English H363, from
Realism to Naturalism. This cem-
inar will Involve intensive study

of both the art and the criticism

of American prose fiction from
1865 to 1900.

Walden Theater
Cont'inued from Page 2, Col. 5 .

Spring" on which the film is

based, and a short biography of

the film's director.

Desmond's other theatre activi-

ties Include helping young talent.

He was glad to screen a short
black-and-white film called Kill-

'ing Time for 32 year old Richard
HilUard, a "sort-of-American-new
-wave producer''.

Desmond, now 31, attended Mld-
dlebury for two years, served in

the merchant marine, and then
entered the army. From counter-
intelligence school he was trans-

ferred to 317th Military Intelli-

gence and from there sent to

Russian Language School. This
Language training sei-ved him well

as he was sent to the Czech bor-

der town of Passau Interigatlng

refugees.

After leaving the army, Des-

mond worked for a public rela-

tions firm In New York City

which served as educational con-

sultant to a number of motion
picture producers. It was here

that he first became interested

in the Important role of the exhi-

bitor in S3rvlng the cultural in-

terests of a community.

STOWE'S FAMOUS SKI DORM

•4. r.cki Product of i/m imntuean cwwcBp-Cwyogiy — t/imt»»- is our middle nomt

$6.25 Dally (Incl. Breakfast & Dinner)

SPECIAL MID-WEEK BUDOET PLANS

FOLDER-Write or Phone

STOWE, VERMONT • ALpine 3-7223
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Williams Wins NCAA Regional Crown

Co-captains Weaver and Montgomery admire winner' trophy

Mahland Sparks

Victories Over

Rochester, Bates
by Dave Coldherfi

The Williams College basket-
ball team which had the drive

when it needed it most, is soing
to Evansville, Indiana this week
with a 22-2 record, an 11 game
winning stieak, and the Northeast
Rsgional championship of the
NCAA college division. Two heart-
stopping wins over Rochester and
Bates in the Springfield Field
House last weekend provided the
Ephmen with a ticket.

For the skeptics who said Wil-
liams could not come through un-
der pressure, Friday night's 74-

72 triumph over Rochester was a
revelation. Tourney MVP Bob

Continued on Page 4, Col. 3
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MVP Bob MaliUnd fouled in lay-up attempt.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15, 1961 PRICE 10 CENTS

Petition Will Circulate

Against HUAC Policy
Since its inception in 1937, the House Committee on Un-

American Activities, commonly known as the HUAC, has not had
a wholly peaceful existence. The committee had been subject to

sporadic and often violent criticism for some of its practices. The
prime function of HUAC is to uncover any subversive activity

(specifically Communist, although not stated) in the United States

Recently HUAC has been under
the heaviest and most impassion-
ed barrage of criticism over their

inquiry into the supposed "Com-
munist affiliations" of certain

teachers, notably in the Califor-

nia area. This criticism has come
primarily from academic circles,

with both faculty and students
Joining together in the cause. Such
publications as the New York
Times and the Washington Star

have supported this stand.

Charges Against HUAC
Its critics charge that HUAC

has used its power to shed an un-
favorable "red" light on Innocent
victims. They also charge that
the committee has cited men for

contempt, not because of refusal

to answer questions, but because
they were "articulate critics" of

the group. In 1959 a Supreme
Court decision upheld the right

of the HUAC "to inquire into

Communist activity in the field

of education."
There have been numerous

manifestations of the student feel-

ing generated against this deci-

sion, originating in the San
Francisco area where HUAC In-

vestigations first attracted nation-
al prominence. In 1957 the com-
mittee issued 125 subpoenas, many
to teachers in the Bay area. Their
names were released to newspa-
pers and dossiers concerning their

Continued on Page 2, Col. 3

Mahland Honored
Bob Mahland, backbone of

the outstanding Eph basket-
ball squad, was one of ten play-

ers named to the E.C.A.C. All-

East basketball team. Mahland,
in his second varsity year, led

the Ephman to a 20-2 season
record, the best in Williams
history, and scored 412 points

in 21 games with a .500 field

goal percentage.

Six Chosen For Hong Kong Trip;

Will Teach At New Asia College
Letters were sent last Friday to the participants in the Operation Haystack mission going to

Honj^-Kong this summer to teach at New Asia College. The men selected are Joe Bassett '62, Ham
Brown '62, Larry Kanaga '62, Pete Click '61, Tad Day '61, and Fred Noland '61.

Reverend

Senior Class Meets;

Outlines Graduation
Eric Widmer was elected Permanent Class President at the

final meeting of the Class of 1961. Class Secretary, who will serve

for five years, is Dick Verville.

The seniors present also chose their leaders for the Commence-
ment Day ceremonies. Class Marshalls, who will direct the march-

ing at the baccalaureate service,

Mr Presents British War Play;

Guns, Costumes Promote 'Realism'

are Keck Jones and Tom Fox. Tad
Day was chosen as the Class

Speaker. Along with the Valedic-

torian and an elected Phi Beta
Kappa speaker. Day will be eligi-

ble for a fifty dollar prize award-
ed for the best speech.

The Jesup Hall mee;ing began
with a short talk by Mr. John

In addition to a fast paced and
often violent script, several bawdy
songs, and some of the "earthiest"

dialogue ever to issue forth from
the stage of the AMT, Director

Giles Playfair's American prem-
iere of The Long and the Short

and the Tall will go to extremes

to try and produce effects which
are in keeping with the theatre's

present motto: "Think real!" No
trouble has been spared to make
every detail of the production me-
ticulously correct for the three-

day run starting Thursday, March
16.

Since the play concerns a group

of British soldiers, fighting in the

Pacific theatre of the Second

World War, armaments are of

prime importance. Heading the

list are two sten guns, numerous
carbines, and a genuine Japanese
rifle, complete with bayonet. This

rifle has been lent to the theatre

by a local resident and will be

used by Harvey Simmonds in his

role as "the Nip" who is captured

by the British soldiers.

The using of authentic carbines,

lent by the National Guard, will

necessitate the presence of armed
troopers who will be positioned a-

round the AMT and also back-

stage. The sten gun, a type of

machine gun, will actually be fired

on stage by Ash Crosby, who has

shaved his beard as yet another

concession to the script's realism.

This gun has been lent by the

New York State Police.

Continued on Page 2, Col. 4

Walden Closes To Bagpipes And Tunes Of Glory
The Walden Theatre ceased op-

erations Sunday night for an in-

definite period.

In connection with the last fea-

ture, "Tunes of Glory," the theatre

closed to the skirls of bagpipes

furnished by the Berkshire Scot-

tish Marching Pipers. The house
was filled for Sunday's perfor-

mance, as has been usual for the

past few weeks.

Operator Peter Desmond said

that "because of the existing prob-

lem with our distributors we can-
not obtain the films which we be-

lieve are necessary and Important
to offer a balanced program of

worthwhile motion pictures. Hope-
fully, we will this week be able to

resolve the difficulties and be able

to continue operations: In the

meantime, we are continuing the
effort to acquire capital for a
new theatre at the present loca-

tion of the Country Shop."

Eusden stated that

"over 75 people expressed inter-

est in the program. We finally re-

ceived 34 applications completed
and then the real task began."
Having selected the six, three al-

ternates were also picked. They
are Eric Widmer '61, Bob Gorm-
ley '61, and Irv Marcus '62.

The primary work of the six

will be to teach English to Orien-
tal students In Hong Kong. Cour-
ses in History and western cul-

ture will also be given. However
the work of the group will not be
confined to the college alone. Par-
ticipation in the work of refugee

camps and children's summer
camps will also be required.

The students were selected by a
committee headed by Henry Plynt.

Other members of the committee
included Mr. Oliver, Mr. Greene,
Mr. Chandler, and Reverend
Eusden. Outlining the major qual-

ifications for the participants Mr.
Flynt noted, "Several attributes , ^fS^'sh, representing the Society

Dick Verville (1) and Eric Wid-
mer (r.), permanent class officers

of class of 1961.

were felt necessary for the selec-

ted students. First there must be
a talent and a desire to teach. In
several cases the boys have had
previous experience In this sort of

work at summer camps and soci-

al organizations. Our prime con-
sideration however was the ex-
pressed desire of the student to

help and our evaluation of his
teaching possibilities based on his

personality."

of Alumni. He spoke to the stu-

dents of their new status as alum-
ni. Membership In the Society Is

automatic, and they will be able

to participate in the election of al-

umni trustees, and the publica-
tion of the Alumni Directory and
the Alumni Review.

Professor Freeman Foote, who
is traditionally in charge of the

Continued on Page 2, Col. 4

Weher, Hodges, Klein, Davis And Staheneau

Receive 1961 Woodrow Wilson Scholarships

Bagpipers highlight festivities at olosl&c night performance of

"Tunes of Glory" at Walden.

Five Williams undergraduates
have been selected to receive

Woodrow Wilson Fellowships for

the academic year 1961-1962. The
holders of the award may attend
any universities In the United
States of Canada, with "a primary
Interest in college teaching", the
factor common to all Wilson re-

cipients, though no obligation

binds them to enter the profes-

sion.

The five are: Eugene Weber,
James Hodges, Steve Klein, Eric
Davis, and Henry Stabeneau.
Each will receive tuition expenses
at the Institution they choose to-
gether with a $1500 stipend to-

ward other expenses.

A German major who spent his
Junior year studying at the Lud-
wlg Maximilian Unlversltat In
Munich, Weber will continue

Continued on Pate 2, Col. 5
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Red-Tape Strangulation

Various forms of red-tape and jjureaucracy are unavoidably
bothering the Williams community in both debilitating and de-

visive ways.

The entertainment picture literally looks black with Sunday's
closing of the VValden. Movie salesmen, who can't be troubled
with supplying Peter Desmond with the fihns he selects, have
made it hard tor him to keep open liis theatre and present to the

public a balanced program. It can be hoped tliat the Walden's
indefinite shut-down will end in the near future and that again
high-quality movies will ajjpear on a screen ill Williamstown,
whetlier in the Walden ca- in Desmond's jiroposed new theati-e.

Nearer to home the college administration has taken a steji

in the wi'Oiig direction by demanding that freshmen make their

room selections in the midst of the winter term. Freshmen are

grouped together in a (|uadrangle so tiiat they may become a

cohesive group. Widi an allegiance to their class and their college

Class, intramural, and entry loyalties in descending order form
the basis for first year ties. With this background a man is less

likely to become too fraternity conscious or fraternity oriented

when he eventually enteis a house sophomore year. But now
cliques arc inevitably forming at an early date. In some cases

roommates who have rejected each other under the college's

Ijressure to choose early for ne-\t year will find their present situa-

tion more incompatible. It is hoped that any animosities created
by the early choices will soon fade. This is likely.

But two bad or unexpected consequences aae likely. Fiist,

there will be some desire for switching ( the expressed reason for

the early clioosing, in fact) and this will either be ap[)roved with
further lines drawn or rejected by one or more of the jjarties

involved causing hurt feeling on all sides. The question "Am I

sure?" will haunt freshmen for months rather than, as was the

case under the old system, for merely a few weeks. Secondly the
new roommate grouping, with the inevitable fraternity orientation

of tlie spring term, will be more likely to plan to try a "room
package deal" and the fiaternities may encourage this. Next year
more sophomores may find, to their pleasure but also in a broader
sense to their detiiment, that their roommates are "brothers".

Letter To The RECORD
Mr. Kanaga's views on the J.A.

system and the role of the J.A.,

while unquestionably correct from
a highly idealistic point of view,

nevertheless show him to be some-
what out of contact with the real-

ities of the present situation.

At the start. It must be admitted
that the advocates of the present
petition do consider the Junior
Advisor as a rushing instrument.
This, of course, is a view Incon-
sistent with the purpose of the
J.A., as Mr. Kanaga defines it,

but It is a view necessitated by
both the present systems of rush-
ing and of J.A. selection.

As to the former, it certainly

cannot be denied that with the

combination of deferred rushing
and fraternities, the J.A. has in

fact become a rushing instrument.
As to the latter, statistics from
the past few years would suggest

that politics has played a
predominant role in the selection

of the J.A., Instead of solely "his

ability to rise above rushing" and
his "Individual merits."

The facts are that five houses
have averaged four J.A.'s per year,

while the other ten houses have
averaged two or less. It hardly
seems likely that there are only
five houses on campus capable of

producing J.A.'s, and that every

J.A. selected from these houses
over the past years has been Jud-
ged only on his merits.

I do not maintain that the J.A.

should be used as an instrument of

rushing, but I do maintain that
in actuality he is so used to a
very large extent. Mr. Kanaga's
analogy to upperclassmen on ath-
letic teams and other organiza-
tions Is a poor one, since these
people do not have the constant
contact with the freshman class

in toto which the J.A.'s have.
He states that the petition ad-

vocates the institutionalization of
the J.A. as a rushing device. As
the present situation stands, it

does no more than recognize and
admit an already well established
institution, and then argue that
more than five houses should
share in the benefits. It is not, of

course, the whole solution to the
problem, for that would come only
when the method of selection In-

sures that the J.A. has all those
virtues which Mr. Kanaga men-
tions. I think that he would have
to admit, however, that the peti-

tion does propose a better situa-

tion under existing circumstances.

Jud Mather '62

The editorial in question did

not deny that J.A.'s can, under
the present system, be used as in-

struments of rushing; it merely
maintained that they should not,

and need not, be so used. We de-

plore the petition on the grounds
that it tacitly condones the use

of J.A.'8 as an instruments of

rushing by systemizing this prac-

tice. We feel that the inst'ltution-

allzation of an evil simply because
It exists Is a dangerous fatalism.

—editors

THE WILLIAMS TRAVEL BUREAU
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Anti-HUAC Petition

To Be Circulated
Continued from Page 1, Col. 1

alleged Communist affiliations

were given to local school boards.

The HUAC investigators did not

appear, however, and did nothing

to alleviate the unfavorable pub-
licity accruing to the teachers,

many of whom were forced to

leave their jobs.

1960 Student Riot

In 1960 the Investigators final-

ly arrived In the Bay area. Stu-

dents who, for various reasons,

were denied admission to the com-
mittee hearings, demonstrated In

the street outside the chambers.
Policemen arrived and "clashed"

with the students, finally turning

fire hoses on them to end the

"Friday riot."

Following this demonstration,

branded "Communist inspired," a
petition was circulated in Califor-

nia colleges and universities, gain-

ing the signatures of many stu-

dents and faculty members. Rep.
James Roosevelt (D.-Cal.) has
constantly tried to get Congress to

curb the activities of the commit-
tee, but it has recently voted to

give the HUAC a budget of $331,-

000, one of the highest congres-

sional allotments, to continue for

another year.

Harvard Film Picket

At Harvard, after an NROTC-
sponsored showing of the HUAC
movie "Operation Abolition," stu-

dents rioted and picketed further
showings of the film. It has been
charged that this film contains
"distortion and outright error."

Recently a contingent from Cam-
bridge journeyed to New York to

carry "Abolish HUAC" posters in

front of the building where Sena-
tor Barry Goldwater was speaking.

The Albatross, a political mag-
azine newly initiated at Swarth-
more College, used its first Issue

to criticize the HUAC in a letter

to Rep. Francis E. Walter (D.-Pa),

chairman of the committee. In his

reply to the letter Rep. Walter
used an increasingly common
method to try to discredit the stu-

dents. He indirectly accused them
of being "Communist influenced"

and "Communist dupes," Intima-

ting that the students were fol-

lowing Frank Wilkinson, an "iden-

tified Communist."
The Phoenix, the Swarthmore

newspapler, continued the issue

which the Albatross had raised

by running a series of articles on
the HUAC. The paper accused the
committee of using "biased wit-

nesses", citing an embezzler and
rapist, a man convicted of petty

larcency on the day he was to ap-
pear at the hearing, a man on
trial for the murder of a labor

leader, and a public supporter of

Father Coughlin as "decent wit-

nesses."

Ed Volkman and Paul Worth-
man are circulating a petition on
the Williams campus, with the

backing of a number of faculty

members, which criticizes the HU-
AC on several counts. The pair

are also In correspondence with

several Eastern colleges and uni-

versities to get more support on
the issue. They also hope to get

the petition read into the Con-
gressional Record by district Con-
gressman Conte.

Purpose of Petition

"The purpose of our petition is

to register our objections to cer-

tain committee practices," said

Volkman. "Nowhere in the peti-

tion do we call for the abolition

of the Committee, nor do we ex-
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by Peter Juhunnsen

At the end of this week a new
addition to the growing number of

Williams undergraduate publica-

tions will be presented to the col-

lege community. Nexus, "a jour-

nal of opinion" on national. In-

ternational, and campus issues, is

scheduled for publication by a

board of seven upperclassmen,

headed by chairman Bob Adler.

The magazine will take a "crit-

ical position" on many Issues, ac-

rordlng to Adler, presenting no
"pat point of view." Nexus will

be indicative of the spirit of gen-

eral criticism and uneasiness

which may be found on American
college campuses today.

Tie name of the magazine sug-

gests its function—"linking Wil-

liamstown with the outside world."

The chairman stated the members
of the board will present a basical-

ly unified political outlook, but

that there would be no strict edi-

torial stand on problems consider-

ed. "There has been lots of dis-

agreement and will be more to

come," commented Adler.

The first sixteen-page Issue con-

tains four articles on natioiuil
and international affairs and a
short poem. Ben Kofi will write on
the African view of the race prob-
lem. Ben Campbell will expre.s.s

himself on the hotly contested l.s.

sue of U.S. federal aid to educii
tion. An aspect of the relation of
the United States to Red China
will be discussed by Eric Wldmer.
In the fourth article, Adler writes
about the broad problem of the
United States' relations to the un-
derdeveloped nations of the world
Erik MuUer has contributed u

short poem.
The other members of the board

include seniors Al Bogatay, Dori-
an Bowman & Ben Campbell, jun-
iors Scott Mohr & Glen Thurow,
and sophomore Morris Kaplan
The editors plan to print two
more issues of Nexus before the
scholastic year closes. The board
will welcome contributions from
members of the faculty and Cluett
fellows. Undergraduates are also

encouraged to submit material to

the magazine. Those Interested

may obtain Nexus at twenty-five

cents per copy.

Lawrence Hunt '63 To Drill Soldiers

For ' The Long And The Short And The Tall

'

Continued from Page 1, Col. 3
The British uniforms, featuring

jungle helmets and walking shorts,

have been especially made for this
production by a large New York
costume firm. Since this company
did not have uniforms immediate-
ly available, they tailored new
ones for the AMT production.
Japanese talk, which will be

heard over a short-wave set, could
have easily been faked without
anyone in the audience being the
wiser, but instead, Professor F^'ed

Greene has been asked to speak.
He served as an Interpreter during
the war and is excellent at speak-
ing the tongue.

Tropical Set
The setting is built around a

large, bamboo hut, designed and
built by John R. Watson, techni-

cal director of the AMT. Behind
the hut will be a dense tropical

Jungle, simulating the play's Mal-
ayan setting. This tropical growth
will also be brought In from New
Yoi'k City for the production.
With the task of creating the

inanimate aspects of the play
nearly completed, the job of crea-
ting British soldiers out for a

group of college students still con-
tinues. Giles Playfalr Is not only
faced with the task of making
them act like soldiers but also

teaching them to speak like Bri-
tishers. North Country, Cockney,
Scottish, and Welsh dialects will

be spoken, and the play is liberally

sprinkled with the colloquialisms

of the respective Inflections. One
cast member feels that "it is al-

most like trying to learn a foreign

language." Being English himself,

Playfalr has a definite advantage,

but it is still a difficult task.

Lawrence Hunt '63 is assisting

Playfalr in moulding soldiers out
of the raw recruits. He is teach-

pect to be able to accomplish
this. What we hope is to create,

through publicity, an awareness
of the dangers Involved In Com-
mittee practices, especially for us
as members of an academic com-
munity. We hope further, that
this will dull the Committee's
sword of Imtlmidatlon and that
free, critical thought will again
flourish."

Senior Officers
Continued from Page 1, Col. 5

graduations at Williams, outlined
some of the plans for the June 11

ceremony. The baccalaureate ser-
vice will begin in front of Law-
rence Hall at 11:15, while the
commencement ceremony itself

will begin at 2:00 at Mission Park.
The Class Day will be Saturday,

June 10, and the only planned ac-
tivity at this point is a 4:00 re-
ception on President Baxter's lawn
for the seniors and their parents.
Professor Poote related some trad-
itional Class Day activities. Ivy
is planted on the east wall of the
chapel. Another venerable custom
Is for the class president to climb
to the top of the chapel and hurl
a wrist watch on the front pave-
ment. If it Is smashed, the class
will enjoy eternal good fortune.

ing them the British rifle drills

which he learned while living in

Canada and subsequently taught
to an ROTC unit in New Orleans,

where he now lives. He became in-

terested In the maneuvers as a

child and learned the various posi-

tions.

"The British drill is much more
difficult than the American move-
ment," said Hunt, "because the

English foot and rifle movements
are so accentuated." He empha-
sized the "crack and smartness"
of the British routines, designed,

as they are, to build a more dis-

ciplined army by "building an
automatic response in the men."

Hunt, looking vei-y dapper com-
pared to the hardened jungle
fighters, barks out the commands
in an incisive manner, correcting

any mistakes that his charges
make as they go through the seem-
ingly endless routines of learning
the soldier's trade.

Hunt observed that "some of

the group would make good sol-

diers". But, he continued some-
what wistfully, "a few would make
a sargeant-major weep; they're

too hopelessly American."

Wilson Scholarships
Continued from Page 1, Col. S

his studies at Hai-vard in German
Literatui-e and Thought. Hodges
will go on to M.I.T., where he will

work towards his Ph. D In Econ-
omics and do further study in

price theory.

Klein, a history major, will use

his fellowship at the University of

California, pursuing an interest in

American Intellectual History.

Princeton will get Stabeneau,
whose fellowship will be applied
toward studies in Renaissance
English or German Literature.

Davis is the recipient of a Moody
Fellowship, which provides for two
years of study at Exeter College,

Oxford and will either arrange to

have the Wilson deferred or be a-

warded an Honorary Wilson.
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Matthews: "^Surrealism'

In Art And Literature
hy r. a. Albert

"One sees what one wishes only

with one's eyes closed" In the

lirational other world introduced

by visiting Lecturer J. H. Mat-

thews in his faculty lecture of

Thursday, March 8 on "Sur-

realism."

Asserting that we are unaware

of the surrealist's motives and

techniqi;es, that we habitually ev-

aluate surrealism by standards in

which the surrealist himself Is not

interested, that we use criteria

ill which he does not believe, Mr.

Matthews stipulated at the out-

.sct that we must approach sur-

realism on its own terms, in light

of what it sets out to achieve by

his own means. To understand

surrealism we must know the an-

swers to three questions: (1)

what values does the surrealist at-

tempt to break down? (2) by what

means? (3) what values does he

hope to find when he has fln-

Lshed?

Revolutionary Attitude

According to the surrealists'

1925 Declaration, surrealism is it-

.solf neither literary nor artistic;

it uses literature and art as means
to "total liberation of the mind."

Surrealism Is a revolutionary at-

titude, a perpetual state of mind,

premised in the belief that the ra-

tional world is no longer satisfac-

tory. The surrealist must therefore

break out of the "real," rational

world. In accomplishing this

break he must achieve a complete

divorce from reason. To obtain

this isolation the surrealist draws
his inspir-iticn from insanity or

dreams. As one man has contend-

ed, "hysteria is the supreme means
of expression."

Dali's Dream Pictures

In a similar vein Salvador Dali,

who called his paintings "hand-
painted dream pictures," has
maintained that the required

function of the painter is the "sys-

tematic exploration of the Irra-

tional." Illustrative of the utter

irrationality of the surrealist at-

titude is Dali's claim that even
he does not understand his own
paintings.

Ordinarily less flamboyant in

his irrationality than Dall, the

surrealist artist nevertheless ac-

cepts no responsibility for his

work. He records rather than cre-

ates, explores rather than evalu-
ates the surreal world. This world
is as unfamiliar to the artist as to

the spectator, and he, too, is of-

ten surprised.

Yves Tanguy typifies this flight

from the conventional attitudes.

He reports that he gets pleasure
in painting from the surprises

—

of which there can be more if he
plans ahead. To satisfy his desire

to shai'e the spectator's sense of

discovery, he makes his painting

not a record of past experiences,

but a means of reaching out for

new ones. No preconceived ideas

Clark Art Museum To Hail Birth Of Modem Italy

With Exhibition Oi ISth-lSth Century Italian Art

can be allowed painter or spec-
tator, for in the quest for the new
all connections with the old must
be severed.

Literary Surrealism
Surrealism in literature is de-

fined by the same attitudes. The
function of language for surreal-
ism is not to communicate. Again
the goal is to net away from the
rational so that one can explore
the larger world beyond it.

Through "automatic writing"—
letting the pen follow the wander-
ing, which has of course been
cleared of all preconceived ideas—the writer dredges beneath the
surface of his consciousness. Much
is left to chance, but this is re-
garded by the surrealist as a
blessing. The surrealist believes
that a higher law controls chance,
and that this higher law comes
Into play when surrealism is at-
tained.

The irrationality of surrealism
is distilled in surrealist imagery.
Since the principal role of litera-

ture for the surrealist is to in-

spire, each image is meant to

spark the reader's mind, to jar

him more completely into the sur-

real realm. The potential of each
image depends on its distance

from the rational, its incongruity
in any rational context. Each im-
age must force the reader to re-

vise the whole universe. A sense

of maiTelousness completely div-

orced from the known is desired.

Opera: Grotesque Zoo

Humor often emerges in the

painted and literary images of sur-

realism, as it did in the surrealist

scheme for refurbishing Paris. Be-
sides making the Opera into a

grotesque zoo, it included a pro-

posal to surround the statue of

Clemenceau with thousands of

bronze sheep, and one of Camem-
bert cheese.

A proposed surrealist gift (oc-

casion unspecified) also indicates

this quality of humor in the sur-

realist mind: a cup, saucer, and
spoon lined with fur. Beyond hu-
mor, the underlying goal of such
nonsense is the negation of every

day reality. The typical twist

makes the cup, saucer, and spoon
useless for usual purposes allows

us to be aware of the form with-

out the mundane associations. By
releasing the object from normal-

ity, the surrealist has created a

virtually new object. The marvel-

ous aspect is revealed. Born of a

refusal of reality, this marvelous

negation of reality produces a new
reality.

After he had retraced the de-

velopment of surrealist conscious-

ness through a particular surreal-

ist poem, Andre Breton's "Vigil-

ance." Matthews concluded by

stressing that surrealism is still

very much alive. Its basic optim-

ism and attitude of revolt against

rationality's restrictions make
anything Irrational possible as it

continues into the future.

To celebrate the centennial an-
niversary of the birth of modern
Italy, the Clark Art Institute is

opening an exhibition of Italian

Art ranging from the 15th to the
18th centuries. The show will be-
gin Saturday, March 18th, and its

central attraction will be a full-

size representation of an altar

commissioned in 1498 for a church
in Siena.

Dual Origin
The idea for the exhibition has

a dual origin when Museum Cura-
tor Olln A Rand Jr. asked to write

a research catalogue on certain

paintings of the 16th and 17th
century, became fascinated by the
works of Luca Signorelli, famed
16th century Italian artist. Work-
ing from a suggestion of Direc-
tor Peter Gyll, Rand contacted
Manlio Brosio, Italian ambassa-
dor to the United States (and
sponsor of the exhibition) and
plans were subsequently drawn up
for an entire show.
Prom the Clark collection will

come 13 Italian paintings of the
15th and 16th centuries, a dozen
drawings and one print of the 15th

to 18th centuries to complement
the Siena.

The original altar was commis-
sioned by the Bichi family for a
chapel in the Sienese church of

Sant Agostlono. Six panels were
painted for this altar by the al-

ready distinguished Signorelli,

traditionally believed to have been

a pupil of Piero dsUa Prancesca.
The Bichi altar was dismantled
ond its parts dispersed sometime
before 1850.

A predella panel from the altar

depicting the martrydom of St.

Catherine, which is considered to
be one of the finest paintings in
the Clark collection, Is shown in
Its original setting in the recon-
structed altar. The five other Sig-
norelli paintings are represented
by actual-size photomurals pre-
pared from photographs of the
originals, now in other collections

on both sides of the Atlantic.

Among other exhibition Items
are an engraving Battle of the
Nudes by Pollaiuolo, believed to
have influenced the young Sig-
norelli, and drawings by Domenico
and G. B. Tlepolo, Peruglno, Ra-

phael, and Signorelli himself.

"We are extremely happy with
the exhibition, and particularly,

the altar reprodictlon." commen-
ted Rand. "So often you find

fragments of great works of art
in different locations, and it is

often quite difficult to integrate

them In one's mind."

Warch Feature
Other displays Include the spec-

ial Warch feature, which is a
charcoal study by Andrea del Sar-

to (1487-1531) of drapery for a
figure of St. Catherine. Regular-

ly on view are 237 paintings, a-

mong them, '33 Renolrs, 12 Sar-
gents, 11 Corots and 7 Wlnslow
Homers.
The museum is open dally ex-

cept Monday, from 10:00 a.m. to

5 p.m.

ao/Nl' /A/ CIRCLES?

No need to, really. By starting

your savings program now, you
can get on a road that leads
somewhere.

Provident Mutual offers a variety

of life insurance plans with pro-

tection and savings features,

designed to take care of your

present and future needs. Put-

ting aside just a few dollars a

month now can begin your life-

time financial planning.

Your campus representative is

v/ell qualified to discuss these

plans with you. Get in touch with

him for more Information.

Richard Swett
St. Anthony Hall

GL 8-921

1

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company

of Philadelphia

OnCanps with

(.1 uthor of "1 Wa» a Teen-age Dwarf" ."The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillie", etc.)

I WAS A TEEN-AGE SLIDE RULE
In a recnnt learned journal {Mad) tlie distinguished board

cliairnian (Hal|)h "Hot-Lips" Sid'ufoos) of one of our most

iinportant American cor|)()rations (tlie Arf Mechanical Dog Co.)

wrote a trendiant article in wiiicli lie pinpointed our gravest

national proliipiii: tlie lack of culture among science graduates.

Mr. Sinafoos's article, it must 1)e eini)iiasized, was in no sense

deroRatory. He stated quite clearly tliat tlie science student,

what witli his gruelling curriculum in pliy.sics, math, and chem-

istry, can Imrdly l)e cxjiected to find time to study tlic arts

too. Wliat Mr. Sigafoos deplores— indeed, wiiat we all deiiiore

—is tlie lopsided result of today's science courses: graduates

who can build a hridge hut can't conipose a concerto, who know
Planck's Constant liut not Botticelli's Venus, who are familiar

with Friiunhofcr's linos hut not with Schiller's.

Mr. Sigafoos can find no solution to this hideous imbalance.

I, however, believe there is one- and a very .simple one. It is

this: if students of science don't have time to come to the arts,

then we must let the arts come to students of science.

^t iiik)^ iythcu^l{t[te^d!^^^^

For cxaniiile, it would be a very easy thing to teacii poetry

and muxic right along with physics. Students, instead of merely

heing called upon to recite in physics class, would instead he

required to rhyme their answers anil set them to familiar tunes

—like, for instance. The Coloml liogcy .March. Thus recitations

would not only be chock-full of important facts hut would, at

the same time, expose the student to tlie aesthetic delights of

great nmsic. Here, try it yourself. You all know The Colonel

Bogey March. Come, sing along with me:

Physics

Is what we learn in class.

Einstein

Said energy is mass.

Newton
Is highfahUin

And Pascal's a rascal. So's Boyle.

Do you sec how nuicli more broadening, how much more
uplifting to learn jihysics this way? Of course you do. What?
You want another chorus? By all means:

Leydcn

He made the Leyden jar.

Trolley

He made the Trolley car.

Curie

Rode in a surrey,

A tid Diesel's a nrascl. So's Boyle.

Once the student has niastcreti The Colonel Bogey March,\\e

CUM go on to more complicated melodies like Death and Trana-

Jif/unition, the Krnica, and Love Me Tender.

And when the student, loaded with science and culture,

loaves the classroom and lights his Marlboro, how much more
he will enjoy that filter, that flavor, that pack or box! Because

there will no longer he an unease gnawing at his soul, nn longer

a little voice within liim reix-ating that he is cultiirallj- a dolt.

He mil A-jmic- know joyously— Mo( he is a fulfilled man, a
whole man, and he will bask and revel in the pleasure of his

Marllioro as a colt rolls in new gra.ss— content, coniplotc, truly

educated— a credit to his colle||;e, to himself, and to his tobac-

conist ! C IMI M.I Bhulmu
• * •

And ichile he in rolling, co/Z-irioe, in the rtew groKs, perhapn
he would slop long enotigli to try a new cigarette from the
makers of Marlboro— unfiltered, king-size Philip Morris
Commander. Welcome aboard!
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Denver Nabs NCAA Ski Crown;

Bad Luck Plagues Eph Entries
The University uf Denver ski team won the NCAA Chamjjion-

ships at Middlebury lust weekend with a combined total of 376.19

lJ6int.s. Thev were followed by Middlebury with 366.94, Colorado
had 365.54, Dartmouth had 356.05

and New Hampshue with 332.29.

Of the nine teams entered Wil-

liams placed last with 277.55.

Colorado's golden boy, Bud
Werner, won the slalom, beating

Middlebury's John Clough by
four-tenths of a second. Gordon
Eaton of Middlebury lived up to

his fine reputation by talcing the

downhill, while Maine's Charles

Akers finished first in the cross-

country events.

Denver's Chris Selbeck helped

his team's cause by placing first

in the jumping. On his second at-

tempt he set a new course record

with a leap of 204 feet.

Nothing seemed to go right for

the four man Williams squad. In

the slalom, Tom Phillips was dis-

qualified, and Jan Rosendaal came
out of his binding and was unable

to finish. This left only Spike

Kellogg and Bruce Gagnier com-
peting for Williams. Gagnier was
able to place twentieth.

Many Troubles

The jumping event caused an
equal number of headaches for

Coach Ralph Townsend. Kellogg

had injured himself in an earlier

practice session and was unable to

compete at all. Gagnier fell and
sprained his ankle on his second

jump and was not able to make a

third leap.

The Ephmen made their best

showing in the cross country. Kel-

logg finished fourteenth helping

Williams take seventh place.

Art Bookstrom of Dartmouth
turned in the best all around In-

dividual performance for the skl-

meister honors.

John Bowen Takes

College Squash Title

By Defeating Brian

John Bowen defeated varsity

co-captain Bruce Brian 3-1 to cap-
ture the college squash raquets
championship. Bowen, who was
runner-up to Greg Tobln in last

year's tournament, had been seed-
ed first in this tournament while
Brian had been ranked second.
The reliability of the seedings was
evidenced by the fact that only
one of the top eight seeded play-

ers failed to make the quarter
finals.

Bowen, unable to compete for
the varisty this year since he had
used up his alloted eligibility, de-
feated the team's other co-cap-
tain, Clyde Buck, in the semi-fin-
als. Although the 3-1 match score

seems fairly decisive, the ;;ame
margins were extremely narrow:
18-17, 16-15, 17-18, 15-12.

Brian advanced to the finals

by downing fourth seeded John
Botts in their semi-final match
by a 3-2 count. He had also tri-

umphed over varsity teammates
John Leathers and George Kilbom
as he moved down the brackets.

Bowen beat seventh-seeded Steve
Thayer 3-2 in his quarter-final

contest. Lenny Bernhelmer pulled

an upset when he defeated Mike
Keating to become the only un-
ranked player to gain the quarter-

finals.

Winter Relay Team Wins Qualifying Heat

To Place Tenth In ICAAAA Track Meet
The Williams Winter Relay

team won their qualifying heat in

the mile relay Saturday night in

the ICAAAA Games in New York,

but, nevertheless, failed to quali-

fy for the finals of the relay. The
Ephs ran their second-best race

of the year in 3:24.5 but their

time only placed them tenth in

qualifying times, with the top

eight teams competing in the fin-

als. Princeton won the event in

Brown Wins NCAA
Eastern At Princeton

"The greatest Easterns I've ev-

er seen!" With these words Coach
Muir summed up his impression

of the NCAA Eastern Intercollegi-

ate swimming championships won
by Brown at Princeton last week-
end. None of the six Williams
swimmers entered in the meet
qualified. This was due to the

stiff competition offered by the

teams from Yale, Navy, Prince-

ton, and Harvard, as well as by
the individual stars from many
other colleges.

Pour swimmers swam the 100

yard breast stroke faster than the
previous record. Gardiner Green,
a sophomore from Princeton, was
the fastest of the four. He set a
new N.C.A.A. record of 1:02.9 in

this event. Elliott Maynard of

Washington and Lee, Peter Por-
garasy of North Carolina State,

and Alan Dybvig of Cornell were
the other swimmers who bettered

the old national mark of 1:03.1.

Bruce Hunter of Hai-vard re-

tained his National Collegiate and
meet record for the 100 yard free-

style. Navy's quartet set a new
meet record of 3:48.9 in the med-
ley relay.

UPO
Quality Shoe Repair

At th< Foo» of Spring S».

3:20.0, with fifth place going to
Georgetown in the time of 3:24.5,

the same time that the Ephs
posted in their qualifying heat.

Osborne Runs 49.6 Quarter

The race was a disappointment
to the Ephs as they were in sec-

ond place for most of the race
behind Colby and did not ap-
proach the college record. Joel

Barber led off for the Ephs with

a 53.6 quarter as the field had a

slow start. Rick Ash and Karl

Neuse followed for the all-sopho-

more team and maintained the

Ephs second place positions with

times of 50.3 and 51.0 seconds re-

spectively. Anchorman John Os-

borne then ran the best leg of the

relay for the Ephmen, a 49.6 sec-

ond quarter, as he passed the Col-

by runner on the last lap for the

victory. This was Osborne's third

consecutive sub-fifty second quar-

ter, and made him a serious spring

threat to the college quarter mile

record of 48.8 seconds.

Continued from Pace 1, Col. 3

Mahland's last second jump-shot
climaxed an uphill struggle that
had seen Williams behind by as

much as 13 points late in the first

half, and down by 12 with only 7

minutes left in the game. Even
with three minutes left, most of

the large Williams crowd had giv-

en up hope, but in those last

three minutes, the Ephs outscored

Rochester 12-2 to gain the final

round.
Only Mahland's hot shooting

kept Williams in the game in the

first half. With 6-7 Jim Sweet and
6-6 Larry Long controlling the

boards and bespectacled Bill

Boothby popping long onehanders
from the side, Rochester held a

J9-20 lead after 10 minutes, and
increased It to 42-31 at the half.

The few times a Yellowjacket shot

missed. Sweet or Long was there

to tap it in. Mahland, meanwhile,
with occasional help from Dan
Voorhees and Steve Weinstock,

was vainly trying to match Sweet,

Long, Boothby and company bas-

ket-for-basket. Even so, there

seemed to be no stopping the gol-

den machine. At half time, all

that most Williams fans could

look forward to was a long, sad

crip back to Williamstown.
Catch Rochester

Eph hopes were bouyed by a

quick rally in the second half.

When Mahland hit a jump shot

with 4 minutes gone, Williams was
only five behind at 46-41. For the

next ten minutes, the closest the

Ephs could get was within 6, and
then only for a short time on

each occasion. When Boothby hit

another of his patented one-hand-

ers with three and a half minutes

left to give Rochester a 70-62 lead

it seemed all over.

Then came the final comeback.

Voorhees' two foul shots, fol-

lowed by two more Mahland bas-

kets cut the lead to 70-M. Then
with 2:22 left on the clock, Weav-
er drove across the middle from
the left corner and hooked the

ball in to tie the score for the

first time In the ball game. Then
came a shocker as Berger, who
average 21.9 points a game dur-

ing the regular season, hit on a

jump shot. After one Williams

shot missed, and a Rochester foul

shot bailed the Ephs tied it up a-

gain with 1:15 left as Voorhees

took a pass and laid the ball in

on a fast break. Rochester still

seemingly had possession for the

crucial final seconds.

Last Second Shot Wins
Then came the last Williams

break. With exactly one minute
left. Long had a one and one

foul shot opportunity. His first

attempt went up, hit the side of

the rim and went to Voorhees,

who tossed to Mahland. When
Mahland called time out, 58 sec-

onds showed on the clock. Play

resumed and the Ephs held the

ball for one shot. With 6 seconds

left, Weinstock had the ball near

MORE SUN

MORE SNOW

SKI CAPITAL

OF THE EAST

For folders, information or

reservations, write lodge of

your ctioice or Box CK
Stowe Area Association,

Inc., Stowe, Vermont.

midcourt. He passed to Mahland
deep on the right side. With Can-
ning closely hawking him. Bob
headed for the right corner. Then,
near the end line, he stopped, fad-

ed backwards, jumped and shot.

As the ball settled in the nets

for Mahland's 32nd and 33rd
points of the night, the buzzer
sounded, and the stands emptied
to carry their hero off the court.

Saturday night was supposed to

be easier. Bates had beaten
Springfield 75-63 Friday night in

a game that was far more loose-

ly-played than the Williams-Roch-
ester team had managed to collect.

And if Rochester had their rau-
cous noisemaker. Bates adherents
had fur hats and a stuffed bob-
cat. Before the night was over,

they were to make far more noise

than their Rochester counterparts.

Bates Surprises

Bates started off eager to make
a game of it. As 6-7 Jim Suther-
land hit for three early baskets,

the Bobcats Jumped out to a quick
12-6 lead. By the end of 10 min-
utes, Williams had narrowed the

gap to 17-15, and three minutes
later, Lou Guzzetti's drive put
the Ephs ahead for the first time,

21-19. The rest of the first half

was all Williams. With Voorhees,

Weinstock and Weaver controlling

the boards and Mahland and the

alternating guards, Pete Obourn
and Jay Johnston leading the fast

break, Williams sped to a 43-34

half-time lead.

All of a sudden the picture

changed. Williams went cold af-

ter 5 minutes of the second half,

and Bates couldn't miss. With
Sutherland pulling down re-

bounds, and freshman Chick
Harte, pesky Pete Pisk and lanky
Thorn Freeman gunning hoops
from all angles, the Bobcats cut
into the lead. Gradually it dropped

from a high of 13 points down lo

eight to six to four back to six

again and then down to two points

until with 5:50 left Freeman hit a
jump shot to tie the score at 62-

62, as the stuffed bobcat and the

fur caps went flying into the air.

Mahland Earns MVP
Again it was Mahland who sav-

ed Williams. Two consecutive

jump shots with the crowd roar-

ing gave the Ephs a four point

lead. Then Williams went into

its down-the-middle stall. After

Mahland hit two foul shots witli

16 seconds left, the Williams
crowd began chanting "Evansvllle,

Evansville". Only then, with a

five-point lead, did the game
finally seem safe. Johnston's last

second layup, which upped the
final count to 75-68 was anti-cli-

mactic.

Coach Al Shaw's Ephs certain-

ly gained their share of tourna-
ment honors. Mahland and Voor-
hees were named to the all-tour-

ney team along with Sweet and
Berger of Rochester, which won
third place from Springfield, and
Fisk, the 5-10 Bates sparkplug.
Mahland, who garnered 56 points
in the two games was a unanimous
choice for most valuable player.

The Ephs' first game at Evans-
ville is with Wittenberg.

WII.LIA.MS
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Wittenberg Tops Williams, 64-51,

In N.C.A.A. Quarter Final Round
.,,.,,. 1 , , ,, '-"/ I^ave Goldheri'

The greatest Williams basketball 11 season ever is over. It ended in Evansville, Indiana Tliurs-
,iav afternoon as a riif^ged Wittenberg team eontmlled the boards to down the Ephs, 64-51. The loss
'• the NCAA College division — J .

Schuman Guest Lecturer At LSU;

'Soviet Union: Retrospect, Prospects'

in

(luarter finals gave Williams a

final mark of 22-3.

Playing before a sparse crowd

in Evansville's 14,000 seat Rob-
orts Stadium, Williams could nev-

er really get Its vaunted scoring

attack going. The Ephs stayed

with Wittenberg, which won its

14th consecutive game, for the

first 15 minutes, but then the

combined board strength of 6-7

George Fisher and 6-2 Jumping-
jack Al Thrasher began to take

its toll.

Williams had led 16-13 with 7

minutes left In the first half, but

two drives by Bert Price and a

Jump by Thrasher gave the Tigers

a 19-16 lead. Then, after Steve

Weinstock brought Williams to

within 2 points with about a min-
ute left, Fisher and Price follow-

ed an Eldon Miller foul shot with

quick baskets and Wittenberg, the

tourney co-favorite, had a 27-20

halftime lead.

Fisher Leads Drive

After Sam Weaver hit a Jump
early in the second half to cut the

Tiger lead to 5, the big, bespec-

tacled Fisher took over. He hit

for four baskets In a row, on three

tip-ins and a hook, while the

Ephs could only score two. With
12:55 left in the game Fisher

scored again on a rebound to give

Wittenberg a 40-29 lead. Prom
that point the closest the Ephs
could come was 51-43, when Mah-
land hit a long Jump with about

7 minutes left.

Fisher's inside scoring made
him high point man in the game
with 26 points, although he aver-

aged only 9 points per game dur-

ing the regular season. Sparkplug
guard Don Wolfe had 12, while

Price, the season's high scorer.

Continued on Page 4, Col. 3

'L'Ecole Des Femmes^

Tickets On Sale Now
A French play by Mollere en-

titled, L'Ecole des femmes, will be

presented at the Adams Memorial
Theatre, Monday, April 24.

Tickets will go on sale at the

AMT box office next week, Mon-
day through Friday from nine to

twelve o'clock. Faculty and stu-

dents should reserve their seats

now in order to insure a chance to

see the production. There are al-

ready over two hundred mall or-

ders for reservations which will be

filled after the faculty and stu-

dents have had an opportunity to

place their reservations.

The play is being presented by
the same French company that

performed Les Misanthrope last

year.

L'Ecole des femmes Is one of the

most celebrated works of Mollere.

It played in Paris last year and
is now being shown on tour all

over the United States. The play

itself Is a comedy about a man
who tries to raise an ideal wife

for himself.

AMT Spring Musical
Production positions for this

'ear's spring musical are now
)eing filled. Cap & Bells an-

lounced today a new policy for

.'iUing production staff posi-

tions. A chart showing all posi-

tions for each show, along with

a description of the work In-

volved for the particular show
is posted In the lobby of the A
MT. Anyone In the College in-

terested iP urged to consult the

chart, Mr. Mathews and Mr.

Watson, and to sign up for the

positions which interest him,

and for which he is suited. Try-

outs for parts will be announc-
ed shortly.

Frederick L. Schuman, Wood-
row Wilson Professor of Govern-
ment at Williams College, has been
invited to deliver the Edward
Douglass White Lectures on Cit-
izenship at Louisiana State Un-
iversity In Baton Rouge. He will

speak there during the local spring
recess on March 27, 28 and 29.

This annual lecture series is

named after the distinguished
statesman and jurist, Edward
Douglass White, who served as
Chief Justice of the United
States from 1910 to 1921.

Although most of the previous
lecturers have dealt with consti-

tutional law. Professor Schuman
has been invited to speak on 'The
Soviet Union: Retrospect and
Prospect." His three lectures will

be entitled: "The Third Rome,"
"The Social Order," and "Beyond

the Cold War." The Louisiana

State University Press plans to
publish the lectures In book form
later In the year.

Publications

In 1957 Professor Schuman pub-
lished his first book, entitled Rus-
sia Since 1917, printed by Alfred
Knopp and Co. He is currently
completing a second book, entitl-

ed Government in the Soviet Un-
ion, a paperback volume to bs
published as part of a series on
comparative government b y
Thomas Y. Crowell Co.

While Professor Schuman has
visited the Soviet Union three
times (in 1928, 1933, and most re-

cently in 1956), he has never been
to Louisiana, despite the fact that
his mother was born there. He
is therefore looking forward to
the occasion with great expecta-
tions.

Barracks Problem Raised Again;

College Plans To Demolish Building

Williams College married stu-

dents are faced with the annual
-'viction warnings. Buildings and
Grounds and the Treasurer's of-

fice, this year, as every year since

1959, have pledged to rip down
the barracks on Meacham Street,

liomc for most of the campus'
married couples. In the past, pres-

sure from the married students

has stopped short the plans before

cement balls or tractors could

crash through the house.

The Building

The College, landlord of the

property, maintains that the flim-

sy building is already fifteen years

past its prime and is dangerous

Neighbors have complained that

the area is an eyesore. The build-

ng Itself was constructed durin-

World War II in Connecticut and

was moved to Williams in 1946

1947. It is built of light wood and

wall board, without central heat-

ing, and serviced by kerosene, gas

or oil birners on an individual

apartment basis. An investigation

of the interior of the buildin-r

shows light, pleasantly furnished

rooms. It is clean and adequate

housing. Several of the tenants

have Insisted that if they were

;iven paint by the Buildings and

Grounds Department they would

hij DUk Berf-er paint the barracks themselves.

^Albatross'' Reviewed:

Swarthmore Magazine

Prof, Park Discusses Possible Sources Of Energy

In ^Thermonuclear Power And Plasma Physics'
"How to Build a Star," or "Thermonuclear Power and Plasma Physics" was the topic discussed

by Professor David A. Park of the Physics Department last Monday.

Professor Park began by examining the power needs of the human race. In the one hundred

years from 1850 to 1950 mankind has used about one half of the Rower consumed through the i^re-

vious ages. He said that the next fifty years will show an almost 500 per cent increase in power con-

sumption. By 2050, the human race will be using twenty five times as much powei- at it used from

1850 to 1950.

Resources Exhausted

Park said that at the present

rate of consumption, our coal and

oil resources will be exhausted be-

fore 2050. This leaves nuclear fis-

sion and solar energy as possible

sources of power. But, our supply

of fissionable material will last

only through 2100. Therefore,

solar energy remains. How-
ever, as there "are a few legal

technicalities to be ironed out in

confiscating the state of Iowa

for use as a sun-screen". Park felt

that this also was impractical.

Only thermonuclear energy re-

mains as a power source. It Is ap-

parent to man in two forms, the

sun and as an H-Bomb explosion.

Formed by the fusion of atoms

of heavy water (Deuterium and

Tritium), thermonuclear energy

creates a flood of power. Professor

Park estimated that one gallon of

sea water contained the energy of

500 gallons of gasoline. If this en-

ergy could be made available. Park

said, there would be enough power

to supply all the needs of the hu-

man race for the forseeable future.

The difficulty. Park said, lies in

extracting this energy. To do this,

he stated "you need a high energy

machine," and the only possible

efficient high energy machine, Is

one that uses a plasma.

Fourth State of Matter

A plasma. Park explained, la a

fourth state of matter, the "fire"

of the "earth, air, fire, and water"

of the ancients. It is like gas, yet

it is a very hot gas whose particles

are highly charged. Park estimat-

ed that 99.92 of all the matter in

the Universe is in the form of a

plasma, since it is the basic form

of matter of the stars.

But production of a controlled

thermonuclear reaction necessi-

tates a plasma In a bottle. The

only trouble with this Idea, Park

said, was that "any material bot-

tle used soon becomes a plasma it-

self" because of the star-hot tem-

peratures involved. The solution,

he explained, was to enclose It in

a magnetic bottle, a magnetic - Tony Stout threatens Japanese prisoner Harvey Simmonds In a
field. scene from "The Long and the Short and the Tall" at AMT Thursday

Continued on Pa|e 3, CoL 1 thro Saturday evenincs.

by Bill Barry

Little magazines, which appear
spasmodically in comparison to

the weekly monoliths such as

LIFE and SATURDAY EVENING
POST, have returned with ven-

geance to the American literary

scene. So prevalent in the 1920"s

and 1930's, the little publications

suffered a recession but have
come on strongly in the last ten

years.

Like most major trends, the re-

surgence has been felt on the in-

tercollegiate level and there are

now a great number of publica-

tions. One such publication is

THE ALBATROSS, a political

magazine published by the stu-

dents of Swarthmore College.

The editor-in-chief of THE AL-
BATROSS, Blake Smith, hopeful-

ly states In a preface to the mag-
azine's second issue that the "sev-

eral thousand students" who read

each issue will allow the magazine

to become a "forceful tool of col-

lege action.'' These readers will bs

the "transformed students, the

politically conscious students."

This would, at first glance, seem
to be an overly ambitious pre-

amble to a publication that is real-

ly little more than a pamphlet of

ten mimeographed pages.

Epistilatory Journal

The magazine is based on the

exchange of letters between the

sti dents and prominent public of-

ficials. Hopefully, thes3 officials

will reply to the letters, giving

THE ALBATROSS both sides of

the question; in case the official

does not reply, the letter is an-

swered by a Swarthmore student.

The first article of the Issue

contains a resolution, sent by the

Continued on Page 3, Col. 3

No plans are in the offing for

the construction of a more perm-
anent biilding for married stu-

dents. Mr. Shane Riorden, Assis-

tant Treasurer, said that only two
possible avenues were open for

such a building. The easiest meth-
od would be to have someone don-
ate the money outright. The oth-
er way would be to increase

monthly rents, presently at $25
a month, to $80-$100 a month so
as to eventually repay the origin-

al capital constriction outlay.

Policy vs. The Future
Before World War II married

students at Williams were a rarity,

if not unheard of, said Mr. Rior-

den. After the war large numbers
of married students returned un-
der the GI. Bill of Rights. Dean
3rooks said that the College it-

self has no official policy as to

marriages of its students. In fact

married couples add to the Intel-

"eotual and moral atmosphere of

the college. "We do not, however,"

he said, "assume responsibility for

assigning or finding rooms for

hese people."

As for the students themselves

the future remains bleak and
fraught with uncertainties. Unsure
whether the barracks will actual-

'y come down but sparked by sev-

eral rumors, the hardy group of

eight couple.-, hold out for an e-

quitable solution. Four of the
couples have children and two of
the other four couples are expect-

ing babies in the coming months.
If eviction comes through, the

families face high rent rates in

town, in most cases three to four
times the present rate in the bar-

racks. Moreover, the students will

miss out on the advantages of the
convivial atmosphere of the bar-

racks and will be away from the
center of town.

Predicament and Issues

Frank Darrow, an occupant of
the barracks, explained that the
evicted students, wives, and chil-

dren would have to compete with
Continued on Page 3, Col. 1

Yale Chaplain Coffin

To G^ve Chapel Talk
The dynamic Reverend William

Coffin, chaplain at Yale Univer-
sity and minister of the Batell

Chapel, will speak at 7:30 in the
Thompson Memorial Chapel this

Sunday. In 1957-8 he had a con-
troversial career as Williams Col-
lege chaplain.

After his chapel talk. Coffin
will discuss overseas service with
;n;erested students at Reverend
John Eusden's home. The meet-
ing will be sponsored by the pre-

.ninLst:rlal Washington Gladden
.Society.

Crossroads Africa Leader
Last summer Coffin was one

of fifteen leaders of Crossroads
Africa, a foreign service project
headed by the Reverend William
Robinson of the Church of the
Master in Harlem, New York City.

Coffin headed a group, including
Robert Adler '61, that went to the
Republic of Guinea In West Af-
rica. Their service was not of a
religious nature but entailed much
manual labor, such as building

oads and much-needed schools.

After graduating from Yale Un-
iversity, he attended Yale Divini-

ty School and Union Theological
School, where his late uncle, Hen-
ry Sloane Coffin, was president.

He served in the Central Intelli-

gence Office during World War
II and Is fluent in several langu-
ages. Including French and Rus-
.".ian.

Vn-Christlan Fraternities

Coffin's stormy stay at Williams
was mark:d by his extreme inter-
est in fraternity issues. He declar-
d the social organizations were
•un-Chrlstian" and had his
hoi se peppered by the shot-gun of
some Fraternity men.
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Un-Ugly Americans

Six members of our student liody have selected to teach Eng
lish in Honfr-Kong this summer. This (Drojcct, entitled "Operation

Haystack", is tlie first of its kind emanating from the Williams

campus. It is part of a movement which is gaining momentum
throughout the countiy. We, as a nation have really come to be
Ueve that war will be waged in the future with ideas as weapons
instead of bullets.

These students represent the cream of the Williams crop

They have had to survive rigorous competition to be selected

for this program. Many very qualified students had to be turned

dowii because of the limited number of openings. Hence, selec-

tion implies a definite responsibility to college and country as

well as to oneself.

It is obvious what the nature of this responsibility is and there-

fore it is unnecessary to trot out all the dull cliches which describe

it. Those who were selected as juniors will be at Williams again

next year and can make a useful conti-ibution to the community's

knowledge and understanding of the factors which motivate the

people or Hong-Kong in particular and that area of Asia in gen-

eral.

More important than tiiat is the liaison that these students
will provide for communicating what America and Americans are
to the people they will be in contact widi.

This program, because it is new and different, is an experi-

ment. It is an experiment which can prove very important for the
future. But, because it is an experiment it is fraught with uncer-
tainties and there will undoubtedly be many minor rough spots

and problems. Student support will go a long way towards making
the initial steps easier to take. The main element of this support
will be, of course, interest in die program and encouragement to

those involved in it.

The main danger in viewing this experiment is that it will

be looked upon as a modern version of the assumption of the
"white man's burden" on the part of Williams College. This is

not the case. While it is true that these students will be performing
a teaching role, nothing could be clearer than the reciprocal na-
ture of the program. The participants directly and all of us in-

directly can gain as much from the program as we are giving
through it. This is a cultural exchange in tne most literal sense of

the term: it is not a gift of our culture to a cultureless people.
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Junior Rusher System
by Kit Jotuis

I would like to propose a Jun-
ior Rusher System. It has long
been ray feeling that this type

of thing Is needed at a college

of this nature where there has
been an attempt to deemphaslze
fraternities and an actual post-
ponement of fraternity member-
ship until Sophomore year. The
atmosphere that this attitude re-

presents and encourages is noth-
ing more than a meagre attempt
at sterilization of an already ster-

ile system. What we need is more
of that true, down-to-earth, real

world.

The vei-y Idea that there could
be such a person as a Junior Ad-
visor, in the true sense of the
word is, well let's face it, not
practical. I mean you can say
that the Freshmen need a cer-
tain guidance, and this guidance
can best come from fellow stu-
dents with somewhat more experi-
ence, and that this system Is by far
superior to any kind of proctor
system found In most of the oth-
er colleges. You can say this. But
come on, Charlie, let's face the
facts. These guys are RUSHING
too. And what we've got to do is

protect the FRATERNITY SYS-
TEM.

Barracks Issue
Continued from Page 1, Col. 5

faculty, Sprague executives and
other local people in finding avail-
able rooms. "Besides," he said,

"married students are not rich
and cannot pay for an apartment
that employed people are able to
afford."

Several occupants opined that
the entire married student Issue
was being avoided or glossed over.
Becky Dixon, wife of Bill Dixon,
explained that In college marri-
ages are becoming more and more
prevalent. Pull recognition of such
a situation has not yet been fac-
ed. Darrow said, "The College, by
tearing down the barracks and not
even having a proposal as to hous-
ing the evicted tenants in the
future. Is simply ignoring an ex-
isting fact." This was reiterated
by Kanda Sundaram, Vincent
Curll, Jr., and Mrs. Charles Pratt.
Kanda and Betsy Sundaram em-
phasized again the fact that the
location and communal atmo-
sphere of their quarters afforded
them a chance to become Integra-
ted in the school life.

Should the building come down
In spite of all efforts, the students
face either withdrawal from the
college, extremely restricted bud-
gets, or the Incurring of large
debts even before graduation.

Professor Park
Continued from Page 1, Col 2

This seems simple, Park said,

except that a plasma has a nasty
habit of drifting apart into two
component parts which refuse to
"marry" and keep the reaction go-
ing. Park said that this was the
difficulty keeping the two Ameri-
can Projects, "Sherwood" In Cal-
ifornia and "Matterhorn" in New
Jersey, from succeeding in sus-
taining a controlled thermonu-
clear reaction.

But, Park explained, though It

may take 20, 50 or even 100 years,

practically every major power will

have a team of researchers trying
to solve the problem. Park said
"the stakes are high: the least
1b propaganda; the greatest Is na-
tional survival."

Sure, the J.A.'s are better than
any other alternative form of guid-
ance. Sure, the Junior Advisor
is representative of the tradition
of self-discipline inculcated here.
But like everything else in this
great twentieth century of ours,
this attitude is defunct.

Let's keep the whole idea of
Juniors in the quad from going
the way of Buffalo Bill. The
Freshmen need the shock of Im-
mediate exposure to the real
world. What we need is to protect
the FRATERNITY SYSTEM. We
can only do that by proportional
representation, in a Junior Rusher
system. Therefore, I propose that
we have no 4 limit rule or 1 and
3 limit or anything. Two Junior
Rushers from each FRATERNITY
will protect the SYSTEM.

Every FRATERNITY will be
guaranteed an equal representa-
tion and an equal chance to grab
the best freshmen through this
close rapport and Intimacy which
they will establish. It should be
recommended however that these
Junior Rushers stick to their im-
mediate jobs and avoid any advis-
ory action with the freshmen.
This is not a part of their jobs.

It's a temptation admittedly, but
let's remember that its the FRAT-
ERNITIES and not the Freshmen
for which this SYSTEM was es-

tablished.

Hear Ye! Hear Ye!

Announcing the arrival of

NEXUS, an independent per-

iodical of current affairs.

Alumni, parents, and friends

of Williams are invited to

purchase the first edition of

this forward-looking student

endeavour. The price: five

and thirty cents; (five and
twenty, locolly). Box 412,

Student Union, Wiiliomt-

town.

Reviewer Lauds Political ' Albatross

'

Continued from Page 1, Col. 4

Student Council of Swarthraore,
condemning the activities of the
House Committee on Un-Ameri-
can Activities. Copies of this resol-
ution were mailed to members of
the committee and to Rep. James
Roosevelt (D-Cal), one of the men
who has been arguing in Congress
for the curbing of the HUAC. In
itself, the resolution did not con-
tain anything really startling; it

condemned the effect of the com-
mittee on intellectual inquiry and
its violation of the separation of
the powers of government and due
process of law.

HUAC Replies
The reply, from the chairman

of the committee, Francis E. Wal-
ter (D-Pa.), was extremely re-
vealing. Walter as much as called
the students "Communist Influen-
ced" and "Communist dupes," and
followed by asking if the student
council was not serving "as a
parrot for someone else's opin-
ions."' He questioned the depth of
the council's examination of the
work of his committee, wondering
if they had not been "the vic-

tims of organized propaganda."
If the council had made a study
of sufficient intellectual depth,
Walter intimates, they would not
question the necessity of his com-
mittee as a "protector and pre-
server of democratic processes."

David Gelber, a Swarthmore
sophomore, concludes the feature

by writing a rebuttal to Bep. Wal-
ter's letter, trying to refute his

statements. Gelber Is a little clum-
sy, however, and is forced to fall

back on "such erudite organiza-

tions" as the New York "Times"
and the Washington "Star" as
validation for his particular views.

Letter to Mao
The second letter in this issue

was sent to Mao-Tse Tung, and
exemplifies "The Albatross" func-
tioning in its ideal state, for cop-
ies of this particular letter were
sent to President Kennedy, Pre-
miere Khrushchev, Prime Minister
MacMilian, as well as to various
newspapers.

Written by Robert Doollttle, a
student at Amherst, the letter is

a plea for Mao to forget ideologi-

cal differences and offer to ac-
cept any offer by the U. S.

to give to the people of China
jome of our surplus grain. Doollt-
tle speaks for humanity when he
asks the Red leader to accept the
food to alleviate the suffering
caiased by recent poor harvests.

Since no reply from Peking was
immediately available, John Si-
mon, managing editor of "The
Albatross," wrote an editorial

showing the economic unfeasibil-

ity of this plan. He does, howev-
er, agree with Doollttle about the
humanitarian aspect of the oper-
ation and joins with him in hop-
ing for some relief for the people
of China.

Only in its second issue, the
prospects for "The Albatross'' are
bright, assuming that they con-
tinue to receive letters. Any stu-

dent or faculty member is encour-
aged to write and anyone who
knows of a person in a foreign

country, willing to write, is ex-

horted to tell them to contact the
magazine.

* Nexus* Review
Continued from Pate 2, CoL 8

Ben Campbell's article entitled

"An Educational Bill of Rights"
is presented In the form of a pro-

posal. Campbell believes that a
student in the public education

system would have more chance
for freedom of thought If his

books, curriculum, and teachers

were under the control of a U. S.

Commissioner of education rather

than under the provincial and of-

ten unenlightened local and state

school boards.

Eric Widmer's thoughtful and
sometimes witty article argues the
necessity of negotiation with Com-
munist China. Widmer presents

the facts of China's fast-growing

population, limited food supply,

and small land area. With the ob-
vious problem which will soon a-
rise when the Chinese gain control

of atomic bombs, Widmer feels

that the U.S. must get on better

terms with those people who have
been indoctrinated to hate Amer-
ica, for "We must not let sleep-

ing giants lie when they are about
to wake up."
Ghanaian Ben Kofi's personal

touch and feelings are expressed

in his view of the race problem.
He points to the bad name the IT.

S. has in Africa for once being in-

volved in the slave trade, for dis-

crimination within its own land,

for tactly approving of apartheid.

He feels there are no moral
grounds for Inequality, and firmly

concludes, "If we want a peace-
ful world for our children, racial-

ism from any source must be re-

moved, for enmity and hatred
have brought the world nothing
but wars, poverty, and sorrow."

rtf* G
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Record ' Chooses Basketball All-Star Team

George Fisher Sparks Y/ittenherg

With 26 Points In NCAA Contest

(Clockwise, from upper left) Bell, Ritchie, LaPorte, Eusden; (mid-

dle) Purcell

Two repeaters from last year's

team, plus the first Faculty rep-

resentative in many years and a

varsity football player, compose

the nucleus of the Intramural

League All-Star Basketball team.

The repeaters from last year's

squad are Ron LaPorte and Grant

Purcell of Beta and KA respective-

ly, the leading teams in the lea-

gue's divisions.

Both Purcell and LaPorte are

recognized as team leaders, poss-

essing good jump shots, power and

rebounding ability. At press time,

it appears that these two All-

Stars will be leading their respec-

tive teams in the Intramural

Championship game, tenatively

scheduled for Tuesday night in

Lasell Gym.

The unanimous choice for the

center position was the Reverend

John Eusden of the Faculty squad.

Eusden, at 6' 6", was the league's

outstanding rebounder while poss-

essing a deadly hook shot. Eus-

den's aggressive play was respon-

sible for this week's Faculty upset

of league-leading Chi Psi 19-16.

The guard spots for this year's

team are awarded to Jim Bell of

AD and Dave Ritchie of Phi Gam.
Bell, the 5' 7" football halfback.

was the league's best playmaker.

Ritchie, was a fine ball-handler

for the Phi Gams and won many
games for them with his long one-

handers.

IRST TEAM

I L.iForte. Bet.l

Hit Purcoll, KA
II liusdi'ii. F.1C.

1 Bell, AD
Rhchic. Phi Gail

1' silCOND team

F Gary Kirk. A.D.
F John Ilorsl. Bi-la

C I't'tu Stanley, Taconic
C, Roper Wales, KA
O R. Gordon, Chi Psi

Continued from Fare 1, Col. 1

had 11 and Eldon Miller had 10.

For the Ephs, Bob Mahland, was

high man with 13 although ham-
pered by the tight Wittenberg de-

fense led by the 6-4 Price. Welu-

stock, playing the middle in the

1-3-1 offense devised by Coach

Al Shaw, had 12.

Wittenberg, the top small-col-

lege defensive team in the nation,

with a 44.7 average, will meet

the winner of the Austin Peay-Mt.

St, Mary's game Friday night in

one semi-final. The other game
will pair South Dakota State,

which beat California's Santa

Barbara branch 79-65 in the

tourney opener, with the winner

of the University of Chicago-
Southeast Missouri game. South-

east Missouri, along with Witten-

berg, which now has a 23-4 rec-

ord, is the co-favorite in the

tournament. Wittenberg's four

losses were to Dayton (by one

point), Ohio U. (by two), Louis-

ville, and Kentucky Wesleyan.

Most of the 2000 fans who
lounged in the 14,000 seat stadi-

um came from Wittenberg, which

also brought along a band featur-

ing a loud bass drum. The Tigers

have won 33 games in a row in

the 14-team Ohio Athletic Con-
ference. The win was the 98th a-

gainst 18 losses in the five years

Coach Ray Mears has been at the

Springfield, Ohio, School. Because
Wittenberg has less than 750 male
students, the team is allowed to

use freshmen. Al Thrasher is an
example of the benefits that can
be reaped by such a mle.

HONORABLE MENTION: Don Lang, Gor-

don Prilclictt, Brian King, Charlie Cuddeback,
Tom Todd. Sid Johnson, Dorian Bowman, Dick
Peterson, Jack IJeecham, Dave Osborne, Larry

Modesitt, Roger Summes, Pete Haerfner, L. Lum,
Joel Goldstein, Don Drott, Gump Gormley,

Graddy Johnson, Mike Fosberg. Bill McIIcnry,

Jud Mather, Larry Buxbaum, William Spivey,

Terry Davidson, Jim Bliime, Jon Hengesbpch.

Mahland ended the year with

400 points in 24 games, to hit a

20 point average on the nose.

Voorhees finished with a 13 point

mark for the season, while Weaver
followed with 11. Johnston and
Weinstock were both close to the

double-figure mark. It was the

final Williams game for Weaver
and Guzzetti, who will play with

the New England All-Stars against

the Boston area All-Stars in the

preliminary to a Celtics playoff

game at the Boston Garden next

week.

WiltL'iibiTy
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Professors Criticize

HUAC Iiivestigation*
By Peter B. Wiley &

John F. Wilson

Again, as often since its origin

1,1 1938, the House Committee on
I' 11-American Activities is stirring

i.itionwide debate. Controversy,

intensified by the student dem-
onstrations in San Francisco last

iimmer, has spread from college

itmpus to college campus across

the nation.

Recently at Wesleyan and Har-
v'lird, presentations of the HUAC's
lilm versions of the San Francis-

en demonstrations were the oc-

casions for student riots and pick-

L'tlng. A Swarthmore political

magazine which attacked the
Committee drew an accusation
from Committee Chairman Fi'an-

cis Walter that the magazine was
run by "Communist dupes." Last
week a petition condemning the
practices of the HUAC began cir-

culating on the Williams Campus.
In many groups the heated dis-

putes over the Committee have
reached the boiling point. Its de-
fenders cl"im that it is a justifi-

able and necessary weapon in the
attack on Communism and sub-
versive elements. Its opponents,
alarmed over the Committee's al-

leged smear techniques, proced-

'Dating The Past'

By Professor Foote

Closes Faculty Talks

The final lecture of the cur-
rent Faculty Lecture Series will

be held tomorrow in the Thomp-
son Biology Laboratory auditori-
um at 4:30 p.m. Professor Free-
man Foote, Chairman of the Geol-
ogy Department, has chosen for
his topic "Dating the Past." The
lecture will treat the various suc-
cessful and some of the not-so-
successful methods which have
been devised in geology and oth-
er fields of scientific Inquiry for
determining dates in the prehis-
toric past.

The lecture is free and open to
the public.

ures smacking of Macarthyism,
and its "Operation Abolition," are
more and more insistent that it be
abolished or muzzled.
In recent Interviews, prominent

members of the Williams faculty
were questioned about their opin-
ions on the activities of the HUAC
and the nationwide student re-

action.

Burns Comments
James MacGregor Burns, Pro-

fessor of Political Science, said, "I

have always been critical of the
HUAC, because, in my judgment,
it has directed attention away
from the real problem, namely
Communist subversion, and has
concentrated attention on false

issues.

"It has aroused suspicion a-

gainst patriotic Americans, inclid-

ing scientists and other intellec-

tuals whose work has proved to

be of the utmost importance to

American progress and indeed to

American security.

"The Committee has been dom-
inated by politicians intent on
blowing their own horns for their

own political purposes at the ex-

pense of the reputations of in-

nocent men and to the risk of the

nation's security.

"Above all, the Committee has
obscured the crucial point that

practical liberalism such as that

of President Kennedy is the most
effective form of anti-Commu-
nism."

Speaking about the petition.

Burns said he was delighted to

see students utilizing a part of

their right according to the Am-
erican idea of liberty in voicing

their opinion. Presentation of the

other side of the opinion, making
the issue more of a debate, would
be advantageous, Burns felt.

What is "Un-American"?
"Abominable!" was the expres-

sion used by Assistant Professor
of History John G. Sproat when
asked his opinion of Committee
practices. "How can the Commit-
tee investigate Un-American Acti-

vities when it has never defined

what 'Un-American' is?" he ques-

Continued on Page 3, Col. 1

William Coffin Speaks In Chapel

On Opposed Views Of Christianity
Proclaiininj; forf^ivcncss for the ".shot-j^un incident" of a few years ajfo, Yale Chaplain Wil-

liam Coffin, the former Williams chaplain, began delivery of a dynamic sermon that held his congre-
j^ation's attention fi.xed for the entire twenty minutes. The Chapel audience heard him bring his

argument on ("Inistian love to tho exclamation that "if there's very little Christ in Christianity, it's

REVEREND WILLIAM COFFIN
". . .the church has lost Us power
to suffer'".

Maj. General Decker

To Lecture On Law
Major General Charles L. Deck-

er, Judge Advocate General of the

Army, will lecture on the practice

of law in general to pre-iaw and
other interested students in 9

Goodrich on Wednesday, March
22 at 8 P. M.
Major General Decker is the

head of the Army's Legal Depart-
ment, a relatively unknown and
most interesting branch of the
service for those who are interes-

ted In law careers and who must
first fulfill their draft require-

ment.
He is traveling from his office

in Washington, D. C. expressly to

talk to students of Williams and
Yale.

General Decker was recommend-
ed to Professor George Connelly,

Chairman of the Public Speaking
Department, who then wrote a
letter asking him to deliver this

speech at Williams.

'The Long, Short, And Tall' Staged At AMT;
War Play Is Long On Talk, And Short On Merit

By William L. Prosser
During the Second World War

numerous plays and movies were
written to glorify war and to

promote propaganda. "God Is on
our side." Such plays may have
served a nationalistic purpose,
they were seldom art and only
larely entertaining. Now the trend
has changed. Anti-war plays de-
crying the "futility of It all" are
the vogue. The Long & the Short
^md the Tall falls into the latter
category. The inhumanity of man,
the universality of all experience,
and the tragic uselessness of war
are exploited in a play which falls

to make us feel any concern for

humanity, pretentiously attempts
to define a universal experience,

and beats the drum of war's futil-

ity with a muffled snare.
Drawing-room War Play

To be good theatre a play need
not be profound. However It is

necessary that the audience should
be Interested In what Is going on
upon the stage. The Long and the
Short and the Tall is neither pro-
found nor interesting. At the end
of the evening one does not par-
ticularly care that nearly all of
the characters have been killed.

With a few exceptions, we have
not become attached to any of
them. The play can best be de-
scribed as a sort of English draw-
ing-room war play.

The plot Is extremely and pain-
fully simple. A regiment of Eng-

The Lone and the Short and the Tall at Attention In AMT production

lish soldiers are lost In the mid- are heard off-stage. Obviously

die of some jungle. They stumble

onto a deserted shack where they

camp out. A Japanese soldier

chances upon the shack and is

captured by the Englishmen. The

first act curtain falls when the

soldiers are threatened over a ra-

dio by the enemy. "We you come

to get." Nothing happens after

this until the last five minutes of

the play, when one of the soldiers

shoots the Japanese because he

Is nervous. Now they decide that

they must get out. Out they

charge. Qun shots and scretuns

they have all been shot. But no!
One of the soldiers, dripping

blood, stumbles upon the stage,

tears a bloody piece of linen from
the dead Japanese and in a tre-

mendously symbolic gesture waves
his "peace flag" out the window.
Oh the irony of it all! This then
is the "plot" of the play and to

quote a Rodgers and Hammer-
stein character, "All the rest is

talk."

What about character develop-

ment? There's strong old Smith,

Continued on Pace 4, CoL 1

because the church has lost its

capacity to suffer."

Coffin commenced by weaving
together two Biblical lessons—one
each from the Old and New Test-

aments—to demonstrate the na-
ture of this Christian love. "There
are two diametrically opposed
views of Christianity," he stated.

The first, popular piety, Is Indica-

tive of the all-time low that
Christianity can reach. This meth-
od of using religion for purposes
such as reducing—here he cited

the popular book, "I Prayed My-
self Slim," which he thought
might better be re-titled "The
Power Of Positive Shrinking"

—

demonstrates the "self-centered
piety" that often predominates In
today's Christians. This, he felt, is

nothing new, though, because
"historically, piety has never been
connected with morality."
This view of Christianity pic-

tures God as a Bellhop who an-
swers to the call of "What can
You do for me? The question is

never 'what can we do with
Him?' " In his various comments
on this group of Christians, Cof-
fin made several sharp quips, one
of them, for example, about "the
apostle of the aspirin age," Nor-
man Vincent Peale.

The other and better view of
Christianity, Coffin summed up as
the one taken by J. E. Miller, the
xirst layman president of the Na-
tional Council of Churches, who
prayed that God might use him
and his Church "roughly." Chris-
tianity is tender, but tough. Af-
ter stating these two views, Cof-
fin then asked "Which of these
two camps do we want to find our-
selves in?"

Continued on Page 4, Col. 5

Civil Rights Leader

Martin Luther King

To Preach At Chapel

The Reverend Martin Luther
King of Atlanta, Georgia, will

preach the sermon at the Thom-
son Memorial Chapel on Sunday,
April 16, as part of the WCC guest
speaker program.

King, a minister in the Baptist
tradition, has led the sit-in move-
ments in Montgomery, Alabama
and Atlanta, Georgia, in an ef-

fort to eliminate discrimination
against Negroes. He is one of the

most active leaders for civil rights

in general in the South. This
movement of "racial passive re-

sistance" was effective in Mont-
gomery, where desegregation of

busses was achieved after refusal

by Negroes to sit in assigned areas

of the busses and finally a general

boycott. King firmly advocates no
violence in the struggles and has
those participating in the orga-

nized sit-ins sign non-violence

pledges. He attempts to make
these sit-ins develop into general

boycotts by both Negroes and
Whites.

King has been asked to speak on
sit-in strategy at a 5:45 meeting
of the WCC that Sunday at the
Congregational Church. He may
discuss the general Issue of civil

rights with all those interested af-

ter the evening chapel service,

depending upon his schedule. If

neld, the meeting will take place
in the Rathskellar or the Tnomson
Chapel.

McGill On 'Nature Of The Beaxe;

Environment, Heredity Considered
By Bill Hubbard .ive in taste and odor worlds

•Why is it that men, or for that which are unique to us".
matter, animals, behave as tney
do?" Tackling this question at
the seventh of the cui'rent faculty
lecture series last Thursday, As-
sistant Proiessor of fsychology
I'nomas E. McGiU discussed and
related the two basic hypotheses
on i-easons for activity in livmg
oemgs. He entitled his lecture

'I'ne Nature of the Beast".
|

"On ihe one hand are the en-
trironmeni/alists who maintain
that most of mans behavior is

.earned—a product of experience
— as the twig is bent, so is ihe
.ree inclined.' On tne otner hand
ive have the hereditanans who
jiaim tnat much of tne behavior
ive witness in ourselves ana otners

.s lar^eiy the result of ihe actions

jf tne genes—'Xjike latuer, XiKe

oon'.
"

Freudian Influence
While tiacing a long line of pro-

tagonists on tne side of the here-
juy theory ranging irom Plato
.0 Descartes to Uarwin to Hitler;

AlcOill stated, that In America
iwo great influences have com-

bined in the last fifty years.

10 make psychology largely
environmental in its approach.
The first is Freud's theory
jf personality, and the second, a
more recent influence on psy-
chology is behaviorism, as devel-
oped by John Watson."

McGlll, questioning the com-
pleteness of the environmentalist
approach at this point, requested
that his audience participate in

an experiment involving the genes.

After tasting selected strips of pa-
per, each listener registered either

a normal reaction or a bitter taste
in the mouth, depending upon his

or her Individual genes. McOiU
concluded that "probably, we all

He went on to show that after
exposing pregnant female rats to
tension and anxiety, the "animals
born to these females were much
more timid and emotional than
normal rats." Heredity thus ap-

Continued on Page 2, Col. 4

College Chapel Board

Elected For '61 - '62

At the Friday meeting of the
Williams College Chapel, the
members of the governing board
for 1961-62 were elected. These
are elected by the entire member-
ship, with specific offices being
appointed by the past board.
Wif Floyd, John Shoaff and

Joe Bassett, of the class of '62,

will be given posts of secretary-

treasurer, vice chairman, and
chairman. From Phil Reynolds
and George Renwick, of the class

of '63, the chairmanships of de-

i
putations and Publicity will be
chosen.

Inter-College Relations and
Freshman Recruiting will be
handled by Russ Bishop and Steve
Doughty, of the class of '64. Two
more appointive offices are as-

signed by the old board. Oeorge
Anderson '63 is in charge of the

Boys Club, while the director of

the Chest Fund campaign will be
announced.

Record Publication
with this Issue the RECORD

discontinues publication until

after spring vacation. The next
Issue win be published Wed-
nesday, April 12.



HUAC: Un-American Americanism - An Editorial Opinion
Free men today, as In all past

epochs, must actively protect their
freedom. Freedom is not a thing
once won and then neglected. It

must be won and rewon by every
generation. The alternative is to
slide passively Into the bog of
tyranny, and suffocate In the op-
pressive stench of narrow-minded
bigotry.

Americans of the twentieth
century. If they are to remain
free men, must resist the House
Committee on Un-American Ac-
tivities. They must condemn this

committee on two counts.
The first indictment of the

committee concerns its practices.

A Congressional Investigating
Committee is formed for the pur-
pose of gathering Information as
the basis for possible legislation.

It Is not formed for the purpose
of intimidating free citizens. The
HUAC has nearly ignored its true
goal. Information, in its inordinate
pursuit of a false goal, the intimi-

dation of citizens.

It Is undeniable that the govern-
ment must be protected from vio-

lent overthrow. It is doubtful,
however, that any congressional
committee can perform this duty.
Such protection is a police matter.
Moreover, the committee seems to
have a pitifully inadequate know-
ledge of the subject of their in-

vestigations. In 1959, Chairman
Walter estimated that the com-
munist party in this country rep-

resented the equivalent of 7 ar-

mored divisions. There are 12,000

well trained, well armed men in

each armored division. In the

same year, the FBI estimated that

the communist party had a work-
ing force of 3,000 individuals.

The committee's major energies

have been expended in the vllU-

flcation, through public invective,

of those subpoenaed. They have
attempted to establish themselves
as the high court of American
loyalty. To a large extent they

have succeeded, but, as a congres-

sional committee, they remain free

of the constitutional iimitations

imposed upon American courts, for

the protection of individuals.

Subpoena oy the committee has
come to mean condemnation. Ap-
pearance before the committee is

the only opportunity an individual

has to vindicate himself. Occa-
sionally, even this insufficient

right Is denied. Last year In San
Francisco, 101 teachers were sub
poenaed by the committee. Their
names were released to the press

and, immediately thereafter, the
committee canceled theU- hearings.

Many of these teachers lost then-

jobs. The committee violates the

most basic premise of American
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jurisprudence—that a man Is In-

nocent until proven guilty. Their
power of condemnation is virtual-

ly unchecked.
The second Indictment against

the committee concerns its very

existence. The assumption under-

lying the formation of this com-
mittee represents a grave danger
to democratic process. The com-
mittee has been empowered to de-

fine what Is 'American'! It must
form this definition for, without

it, it could not attack what Is 'un-

American'. Moreover, they are not
concerned with 'un-American' ac-

tion. It is axiomatic that no na-

tion can tolerate acts of violence,

but such acts are already illegal

here, as they are in all nations,

and are within the domain of the

FBI.
What the committee is concern-

ed with is 'un-American' thought
and speech. This intention In-

volves an Impossible contradic-

tion. What is distinctly American
is a high regard for the integrity

of the individual. Consequently,

decsions are reached through the
free discussion of free individuals.

No one system of thought is Am-
erican. All thought is American
in so much as it represents the
honest opinion of an American
citizen. To deny the individual the

freedom to define the good as he
sees fit Is to transgress upon his

integrity and, thus, to violate what
is truly American. The HUAC is,

itself, the greatest intei-nal threat

to America.
It is not a growing softness

which prompts the attacks on the

HUAC, but rather a strong sense

of self confidence. There is a

difference between saying to an
opponent, 'you are wrong' and

saying 'you are un-American.' The
first reply represents a basic faith

in the strength of the Individual,

in his ability to defend his own
position in debate and to draw his

own conclusions. The latter reply

represents a basic fear that Am-
ericans can and will become 'dupes

of the communists' the moment
they deviate from the currently

accepted points of view.

If the greatest reaction against

the HUAC comes from students,

it is only because they are more
conscious of the great values in-

herent in free discussion. Such
discussion is the basis of the aca-

demic community and, if we are

to remain free, must be the basis

of American society. Students

have difficulty reconciling the ra-

tional growth of Individuals

through free discussion with the

irrational supression of Individu-

als through congressional witch

hunting.
Perhaps some of the students

who see the danger Inherent in

the committee's practices and ex-

istence will carry this conviction

with them into their adult life.

The recent decisions by the House
of Representatives and the Su-

preme Court, make It clear that,

if the committee Is to be checked,

the initiative must come from the

electorate. Americans must be a-

wakened to the dangers of politi-

cal bigotry if America is to es-

cape the fate of great democracies

in the past—tyranny. Tyranny
rises out of the strife created by
bigotry and Intolerance. The
House Committee on Un-Ameri-
can Activities has planted the

seeds of such tyranny. If we
choose to remain passive, they
will certainly grow.

HUAC:

Letters To The Record:
Letters to the RECORD must be signed; names will be withheld

upon request. We reserve the right to print whichever letters we see

fit, and further reserve the right to cut letters for purposes of space.

To expedite printing, letters should be submitted typed to sixty-six

(66) characters per line, double spaced.
—editors

paper item says that they hope to

have "the petition read into the
Congressional Record by Repre-
sentative Sylvlo O. Conte."

I hope you will not lend your
name to any such left-slanted

scheme. You have just voted to

give them their money and the
Supreme Court has declared their

actions constitutional, their peti-

tion can only give publicity to the
Communist opinion of our Com-
mittee.

Burton A. Prince, Westfield,

Mass.

Barracks:

LETTER TO CONTE
Enclosed is a copy of a letter I

sent Cong. Conte, which will be
self explanatory.

Since the House and the Sup-
reme Court have given the HUAC
their blessings, the petition is just

a waste of time, unless the boys
are looking for notoriety.

Would you say that the ones
circulating the petition are Am-
ericans? If the answer is yes, why
do they not. Instead of parroting

the Communist line, join the YAP
and fight the Communists?

If they really want to get into

the Cong. Record, then Jimmy
Roosevelt Is theh- man. Jimmy
can spout venom against the Com-
mittee at the slightest invitation,

and win be glad to pass out the

Williams brand.
Dear Congressman Conte:

—

I note that some of the boys at

Williams College are circulating a
petition on the campus, critical of

the HUAC—following the Com-
munist Line.

While as a student I feel some-
what hesitant about contradicting
any member of the Williams CdI-
lege administration, I feel thai it

incumbent upon me to remind .Mr.
Shane Riorden, Assistant Trea.siir-

er, that the College is faced wilii a
third alternative regarding ihe
perennial issue of married htu-
dents' housing once the barracks
are irrevocably condemned. This
information is not intended as any
criticism of the admlnlstratimi;
rather, it is smply my attempt to
bring some additional relevant
facts to the attention of all con-
cerned.

Under Title IV of the Hou.saig
Act of 1950 as amended in Itiiis,

the Community Pacilitles Admin-
istration, a constituent part of tlie

Housing and Home Finance Agm-
cy, has embarked upon a program
of low-interest, long-term loans
to colleges for building dormi-
tories and student unions. I quote
from the HHFA pamphlet entilUd
Information for Applicants:

"... it will be the policy of the
Agency to limit loans for housiiig

and directly related facilities to a
period not exceeding 40 years . .

.

unless special justification exi.sis

for such longer period.

"Loans may be made for lOO

percent of the final cost of the
land, site improvements, and
construction or for any proportion
of such total cost."

In an interview which I had
this past summer with the direc-

tor of the College Housing Pro-
gram In Washington, D. C, the

following points were articulated

to me: The monthly rentals on
new apartments of the type which
might replace the Barracks would
average $50.00. The chief reason
why some colleges have refrained

from partaking in the progratn
has simply been pride. Some col-

leges in this part of the country
with prestige and reputation
roughly equivalent to that of Wil-
liams are presently happy parti-

cipants in this loan program. A
few of them are: Tufts, Johns
Hopkins, Mount Holyoke, M. I. T.,

Wellesley, Dartmouth, Hamilton,
Vassar, Union, and Yale. It is too

rash to conclude that William.s

does indeed have a third alterna-

tive in the Barracks Issue,

By Alan Demb, '61
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McGill Lecture
Continued from Page, l,Col. 5

pears to be an Important factor
behind behavior.

McGlll found a balance between
the two schools of thought in an
imprinting test, in which baby
goslings, during brief critical per-

iods mistook psychologists for

their mothers, as they were the
first beings that the goslings ob-
served after birth. "The critical

period is almost certainly primari-
ly determined by heredity, but
what happens during the critical

period is under environmental
control."

Trained Worms
The importance of chemistry in

the make up of the brain was il-

lustrated by curious worm experi-
ment. The worms became condi-
tioned to contracting when a
light was switched on several sec-
onds before they were to receive
an electric shock. "A group of

Continued on Page 4, CoL 3

Librarian Tests

Sat. Night Hours
Last Saturday night the college

library was opened from 7:30 to

11:00 on an experimental basis.

At the request of a group of

freshmen. Librarian Wyllls E
Wright agreed to open the build-

ing at this time for a few weeks
If the trial period shows that

there Is a sufficient demand for

library facilities at this usually

gay time in the life of most Wl-
liams undergrads, the Saturday
night hours will continue perman
ently.

The freshmen, headed by spokes-

man Victor Youritzin, felt thai

because their class has fewer soc

lal activities and lacks readily

accessible automotive transporta-

tion, this group of students are

more often around campus durln;:

weekends. The special hours would
allow an expenditure of the even-

ing in a more profitable way than
the usual Saturday-night "shows

"
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Un-American Activities Committee McGill Lecture

Continued from Page 1, Col. 2

lioned, adding that he favors the

cli-culatlng petition, and would

lecommend doing away with the

Committee altogether.

Periodically the IIUAC holds its

liearlngs In San Francisco, Sproat

noted. Witnesses are subpoenaed,

I heir names appearing in the pa-

lmers, but in many cases these wit-

nesses are never given the oppor-

lunlty to appear and vindicate

I hemselves. They are simply never

summoned, and thus become vic-

lims of the smear technique. In

he case of the California teach-

er's to whom this happened, he

commented, many of their jobs

were jeopardized and several lost

,s a result.

Subversive Element

"The Committee has built up

HI aura about itself," he went on.

It you attaclc it, you are Bome-

how Identified with the subversive

lement. All but six members of

the House of Representatives vo-

ted for the Committee appropria-

tion, he noted, "but ... the .-jround

.swell of opinion from the campus-

es of America could instill courage

in the, House of Representatives."

Pfesently, however. It is "a com-

mittee whose power Is almost un-

checked."
"The petition presents a very

jiioderate, well-stated opinion that

people of a wide range of opinion

.support. I have drawn similar con-

clusions myself," commented Vin-

cent M. Barnett. Jr., A. Barton

Hepburn, Professor of Govern-

ment.
Concessional Investigation

Commenting on Committee prac-

tices, Barnett stated the power to

investigate is an essential func-

tion of Congress. But the law is

not clear enough, nor has proce-

dure been defined so as to keep

the Committee from violating in-

dividual rights. He pointed out

that the Supreme Court decision

clearly stated that the Committee
was not to go on "fishing expedi-

tions" just to blacken names or to

collect Information for future use.

"But," Barnett said, "I am con-

fident that two important prin-

ciples of democracy 'namely the

investigating power and the

rights of the individual) can be
reconciled. Reconciliation can be
accomplished if public opinion is

alive to dangers.

However, Barnett warned a-

galnst letting an honest reaction

be used or even taken over by an
outside group. He felt that such a

danger was not Imminent at Wil-

liams, while It might be at larger

state and private universities.

Because of the recent voting of

funds to the HUAC by an over-

whelming majority in Congress,

Barnett felt that this opinion "will

not have much actual effect In

the near future."

Rules of Procedure

Robert C. L. Scott, J. licland

Miller Professor of American His-

tory, also emphasized the prac-

tical reality of the vote In Con-
sress. He agreed with the proposal

to make the Committee a part of

the Judiciary. Scott felt that one
cannot deny Congress the right

to investigate so long as it is done
within the proper safeguards as

far as procedure is concerned.

Strict rules of procedure would be
necessary to protect those inves-

tigated and to prevent the Com-
mittee from overstepping its

bounds and purpose.
Both the Senate Subcommittee

on Internal Security and the HU-

AC have declined In power since
the days of Senator McCarthy,
said Paul G. Clark, Professor of
Economics and Director of the
Cluett Center for Development
Economics. "What really happens
in a situation like this is that the
irrational steam behind the Mac-
arthyite movement has diminish-
ed, and this is what primarily re-
dtced the problem presented by
these committees."

Sponsors?
Clark expressed his concern as

to the sources of the petitions cur-
rently circulating throughout the
country to abolish or curb the in-
vestigating body. "If one of the
Communist front organizations
wrr; sponsoring the petition," he
said, then it would be inadvisable
to si- a, though he would support
substantially the same petition
prepared and distributed, as at
Williams, by students under then-
own initiative.

Present in California during
the 1959 HUAC hearings on Com-
munism and Education, Clark re-

gards the Committee approach
and procedure "unsound and un-
democratic," noting incidents dur-
ing which inquiries have been
launched simply because the in-
dividuals concerned were oppon-
ents of the Committee.
Why does the House assent so

wholeheartedly to the Committee's
appropriation requests and refuse
to restrain its activities? "A sub-
stantial number of Congressmen
presumably agree that the Com-
mittee has been doing a good job,'"

he began. "But the votes, of

course, are very close to unani-
mous, and all of the people who
vote for it cannot have that op-
inion, so I think that another
large chunk of votes must be giv-

en in concern that a vote against
the Committee must be un-Amer-
ican.

And the future of the HUAC?

Continued from Page 2, Col. 4

trained worms was cut in half, the

head ends were discarded, and
the tail ends allowed to regenerate

new heads. Then the worms were
cut in half again—this time the

tails were discarded and new tails

allowed to regenerate. It was
found that the "new" worms
learned to react to the light far

more quickly than normal worms.

"In summary," declared McQiU,
"tlie pendulum has swung in re-

cent years away from the strict

environmental approach of the

Freudians and the Behaviorists,

and toward a greater recognition

of the part which the genetic

makeup and the biochemical in-

dividuality of tlie organism,

—

plays in tjehavior."

"And finally," he went on "I

wot; Id make one last point. En-
vlronmentalism has historically

been considered the optimistic

point of view. Those who took the

heredltarian side were considered
fatalists. This may be an error.

Perhaps there Is more hope for

behavioral changes by means of

artificial alteration of tlie Internal

environment than there is through

long periods of reeducation."

"I think that the Committee is on
the way out . . . but the way is

change in personnel and staffing

in Congress, in less conspicuous
ways. But the kind of thing the

petition represents can only help

this process," he said, expressing

doubt that the Committee's exist-

ence would be cut short abruptly
in the near future. Concluding,
Clark described the growing dis-

turbance over an animosity to-

wards the Committee's activities

as "a piling up of evidence" Poli-

ticians are likely to respond to

this evidence and the mounting
pressure behind it, and take the

first few steps demanded.
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This semester the Williams Col-

lege AM-PM radio station, WMS-
WCFM is attempting to accom-
plish two goals: to develop speci-

fic personalities and to combine
educational programming with

shows geared to popular tastes.

Development of personalities is

accomplished by the Nite Cap
show from 11:05 to midnight
dally, on which capable members
of the station Intersperse comic
routines and fast patter with a

wide variety of records. Steve

Block narrates the events and
plays the hits from a certain year

in the past every Monday night

at this time.

NIte Cap Variety
Jim Russell features Sinatra

and other popular vocalists Tues-
day, while Feb Bloom does a non-
descript show with a propensity

toward Ray Charles and Ella Fitz-

gerald on Wednesday. "Curtain
Call", from 10:05 to midnight
Thursday, has Pete Buttenhelm
and Bruce Axelrod reviewing the

history of American musical
comedy.

Friday the spot is handed over

to Hank Ilofbauer with big band
and jazz sounds plus original

scripts, the keynote also on Jay
Zellemeyer's Sunday show. Paro-
dies of an NCAA tournament-run
hospital operation and Edward R.

Murrow-like interviews have prov-

ed popular.

The education-entertainment

paradox is resolved by scheduling

rock and roll in the afternoons

and Saturday night and the facul-

ty lectures and original plays In

the 9:00-10:00 spot.

At 4:00 daily the Top 100 are

spun by WMS disc-jockeys, while

Steve Block includes the "oldies

but goodies'" on his Saturday
Cross-Section running from 10:00

-1:00.

From 3:00-4:00 in the atternoon

"Spotlight" broadcasts of parti-

cular bands or artists and music

from movie sound tracks are fea-

tured, with the Friday spot given

to a country and western show.
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Play Review
Continued from Page 1, Col. 3

played with restraint and natural
ease by Jon Spellman, who dreams
of his cottage back home with
the screaming kiddies. Then
there's the Scot concerned for his
brother up in the mountains. He
wonders if he will be able to kill

when the proper time comes. Ac-
tually this is one of the best mom-
ents in the play, sensitively play-
ed by Emll Kratovil. We could
hardly have a Scot without a
Welshman, and he too is sup-
plied in a rather human perfor-
mance by Steven Pokart. We also
have the John Wayne sort of
leader who blame the ills of the
world on "bints" (British slang
for girls). He might have been in-
teresting but we never get any
closer to his psychology. Tony
Stout underplays this role with
moderate effectiveness. He tries

to give a touch of subtlety to a
cardboard character.

Realizing the infinite talkiness
of the script, Mr. Playfair paced
the speech at a fast tempo some-
time sacrificing clarity. It is

when one hears the sloppiness of

ordinary college stage speech that

one appreciates the fine speech

control and technique of Woody
Lockhart. Special commendation
is also due to John Czarnowski's

marvelous pantomime ability. His

entrance and final flag waving bit

sans speech show a mastery of

stage movement.

Cary Grant Role

The greatest merit in the play
is supplied by two of the actors.

Woody Lockhart in a Cary Grant
role attains some true moments
of style with Harvey Simmons as

the pathetic Jap prisoner. The
best moment in the play comes
when Lockhart manages to get

the prisoner to understand that
he wants him to put his fingers on
his head. This simple action is at

once interesting and Important.
Harvey Simmons as the prisoner

manages to capture the audience
without speaking a line. His facial

expressions and movement make
him immensely likeable. His

death comes as a greater shock
than that of all the rest of the

characters. Ti-ibute should also be
paid to Ash Crosby In a small
role, who nonetheless manages to

be effective near the end of the

play with some dialogue taken
from a Helen Trent soap opera.

You know, the "simple things of

life."

One must admit that the per-

formance of the actors, the atmo-
spheric set, and lighting all con-
tributed to a production of super-

ior quality. What a shame that

such effort could not have been
directed at a more worthwhile
play. Anyone for "Journey's End"?

BUTSHtWAS

SUPPOSEDTo BRING

THE OPENER!

Review:

Tri-City Symphony Orchestra

Don't let anything—or any-

one—come between you

and your Schaefer. For first

beer pleasure, every beer

through, always make it

Schaefer, all around I

TH8 p. 4 M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY, N. Y.

By Bruce McBean

On Sunday afternoon, members
of the Tri-City Symphony Orches-
tra, Edgar Curtis, Musical Direc-

tor, gave a concert in Chapin Hall.

Unfortunately for a large part of

the college community, the hall

was far from full as the Tri-City

group gave a technically compe-
tent and musically sensitive per-

formance of works by Chagrin,
Haydn, Wagner and Schubert.

The opening work on the pro-

gram was by Francis Chagrin, the
pseudonym of a Roumanian com-
poser who worked for the under-
ground during the Second World
War and is now a British subject.

The Three Bagatelles for Strings
(1954) are written in a contempor-
ary idiom showing the influence

of Hindemith's dissonant counter-
point while most often, particular-

ly in the first and second bagatel-

les, sustaining the soaring, roman-
tic melodic lines of a Wagnerian
style. They sound in places very

reminiscent of film score music,

and indeed Mr. Chagrin has re-

ceived his greatest fame in that
field. They far surpass the average
film score in complexity, beauty
and feeling. The performance of

these interesting pieces was for

the most part technically clean;

the melancholy beauty of the

thi'ee was skillfully brought out.

The second work on the pro-

gram was Haydn's Concerto in D
major for Harpsichord and Or-
chestra (1784), in which the solo-

ist was Hugh Allen Wilson. From
where the reviewer sat the use of

the speaker system to amplify the

tone of the small harpsichord used
produced quite good balance with

the orchestra. The final credit for

the balance, however, must be giv-

en to Conductor Curtis who had
to constantly hold the orchestra'.'^

volume down in order to maintain
that balance. Mr. Wilson showed
himself to be a proficient perform-
er and gave us a chance to hear
this work with the harpsichord
lor which it was Intended rather

than with a piano, as it is most
often heard today.

The highpolnt of the program
was Wagner's Siegfried Idyll.

Written specially for his wife's

birthday, it consists of themes
from the last act of the opera
Siegfried, themes which it is said

had special significance for both
of them. The long, singing lines,

the constantly shifting dynamics
and the passion and tenderness

that the work combines were
brought out with greatest art by
the conductor. It is easy to un-
derstand why tills Is considered to

be one of Wagner's greatest works.

The final work was Schubert's

Symphony No. 5 In B flat major
(1816). The earliest of Schubert's

symphonies to have a regular

place in orchestral repertory, this

work is very classic in its outline.

Despite the great charm and
beauty of the symphony and the

excellence of the performance, this

reviewer found it somewhat of a

letdown after the profoundly mov-
ing Wagner work that concluded

the first half of the program.

The generally full and harmon-
ious tone and proficiency of the

orchestra and the coordinating

and interpretive abilities of Mr.
Curtis made the performance a

very satisfying one.

AwaiUng yoii;t A)vd\fai
Clean, comfortable and reasonable accommodations
for male students, clubs, teams, administrators and
groups in ihe heart of midlown New York, close to

;: s all transportation and nearby Empire State Build-
::' ing. All conveniences, cafeteria, coffee shop, tailor,

J
laundry, barber shop, TV room, lours, etc. Booklet C

f'
Rates: Single Rooms $2.50-$2.60; Double Rooms $4-$4.20

c WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
1^356 West 34th St.. New York, N. Y. OXford 5-5133 (nr. Penn Sta.)

Eph Rttgby Cltth Has

Tough '61 Schedule
Williams' informal rugby foot-

ball club will play its first game
April 15 against Princeton. Win.
ner of last year's Eastern Cham-
pionship with a 5-0-1 record, the
team was organized in the spring
of 1959 with a nucleus of five
players who had learned the game
in Britain.

On the basis of last year's rec-
ord, the team will play against
Dartmouth and the New York
Rugby Club in the toughest of Die
three leagues being formed th«
year. However, Al Keith, an Eiig.
lish student whose kicking ability

made him high scorer last year
has graduated, and Kim Hart, an-
other top player, is in Germany.

Informality

The i-ugby club has no coaches,
required training sessions or prac-
tices, and freshmen with experi-
ence in football and an interest in

a rough contact sport are wel-
come. But although the primary
aim of the club is enjoyment of

the sport, it recognizes the satLs-

faction of pursuing excellence and
tries to strike a happy medium be-

tween informality and vigorous

work.

The club hopes to receive more
support from the college as it

improves, and hopes to make a
trip to England next year.

Coffin Chapel Talk

Continued on Page 4, Col. 6

Dwelling directly on the nature
of Christian love, he cited all the

"chosen" prophets as having been
called indirectly by God through
the sufferings of their people and
extended this example to all by
saying that "the call to love comes
to us most strongly from those
who need love most. Man Is as he
loves. He comes into being only

as he develops his capacity to love.

We say that we hate suffering,

but it's the sufferers we hate for

making us hate ourselves. God
is daily calling us Into being
through the sufferers of the world.

For what is love, if not a capacity
to suffer?"

Coffin ended the service with
Miller's prayer—"we pray to be

used roughly."

HAIR
TON IC

how to be roaring in your twenties
Flappers positively flip over lids groomed with 'Vaseline' Hair
Tonic. It's the only hair tonic speciedly made to use with water.
Water evaporates - robs your hair of grooming oils. Alcohol
and cream tonics evaporate too. But 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic
won't evaporate -it's 100% pure light grooming oil that re-

places the oil water removes. So don't be the varsity drag-
use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic on your hair — and oh, you kid!

it's clear •'' ^
it's clean

.

. . it's

Vaseline I

VASELINE HAIR TONIC
*VAtCllH|- It A RHUTKIIIQ THADIHAllll OF GH|a||lieu«H-fONO-« IM*-



Ivy Privatism Yields

To Goals 01 Service
by John Kifner

Brace yourselves, Gentlemen.
Involvementlsm seems to be mov-
ing closer and closer to home, with

every sign that we may be next

among a growing number of col-

leges to be swept up in current

controversy or to espouse some
cause.

In the not too distant past

when undergraduates were labeled

the "Silent Generation", the ivy-

type schools were the leaders of

privatism. An elaborate indiffer-

ence to the outside world was
countered by skill at dressing and
drinking, and a selfish, if cynical

concern for ones own future at-

lainment of a suburban paradise

was cultivated. These attributes

seemed to be the hallmarks of the

properly "casual'' or "Shoe" un-
dergraduate. Examples of this type

could be found throughout the

prestige schools of the northeast;

lecognizable by their narrow-
.'ihouldered charcoal grey uni-

forms, blank faces and careful at-

titudes, the nearest these young-

old men came to an Issue was the

burning question of who invented

Frisbee.

Today, however, these same
schools, rather than the supposed

ly turbulent campuses of the state

universities, are furnishing the

impetus for the movement of

becoming involved in current

problems. Many seem to credit

Kennedy's Peace Corps plan with

creating an idealistic sentiment

among undergraduates. In a large

.sense this is true, for the program
lias raisJd questions of success

versus service as a goal, the prob-

lems of underdeveloped peoples,

and the viability of our foreign

policy in many minds which would
ordinarily not have considered

them. However, in recent years

such programs as Crossroads Afri-

ca, Yale-in-China, and our own
Haystack activities have foreshad-

owed Kennedy's plan in scope if

not in scale. Seminars and discus-

sion groups on critical issues have
spread rapidly. Student action in

the form of pickets or petitions

found its first great use last year

in the Negro college students re-

jection of Uncle Tom-ism for an
active struggle for civil liberties.

Since then protest has been
applied to compulsory ROTC
(with the result that several

schools have dropped the compul-
sory part of program, and the De-
fense Department is completely

revising its course) and dull teach-

ing (at Oxford, local publications

tried giving theatrical reviews to

faculty lecturers; the practice was
forbidden after the majority were
severely panned) among other

problems. Harvard seems to be so

involved that protests and riots

are the order of the day, and
Cambridge printers are doing a

land-office business In picketer's

posters. Currently, the hottest Is-
sue among colleges seems to ba
the House Unamerican Activities
Committee, with student protest
and editorial opinion being stirrec'
up by their controversial film.

The college student has always
been a curious blend of Idealism
(however hidden) and irreverence.
This was shown at Wesleyan two
weeks ago when "Operation Aboli-
tion" encountered what the head
of the Connecticut Anti-Commu-
nist Committee termed the
"worst" reception of its somewhat
stormy career. Wesmen, apparent-
ly believing that mockery is all the
Committee deserves appeared wa-
ving American flags and carry-
ing placards reading "Pulton
(Lewis III, the films narrator) For
God", "If it's Red, Investigate It",

and "Birth Control is Un-Ameri-
can". Chaos reigned as students
sang, made speeches, raised cheers
for motherhood and Christman,
placed a large bomb and a wreath
on the stage, acted out a gun
fight, and converted pamphlets
into "U-2 planes'". The film itself

was melodramatically hissed and
cheered at appropriate intervals.

In a saner vein, Lewis answered
a barrage of questions after the
film for almost three and a half

hours. Lewis reportedly remained
poised and skillfull, although the

nature of the questioning caused
him to remark that "Sarcasm
seems to be the mark of intelli-

gence here". However, the next
issue of the Wesleyan Argus edi-

torially criticized "black and
white interpretation of the issues"

and distortion of the "just prin-

ciples of liberty". The validity of

the "facts" that Lewis used to

answer many queries was strongly

questioned in a letter to the editor.

F1

DEAD

'm f
When you see this sign there's

just one thing to do—turn around

and take a new route. If you've

reached a dead end in planning

your career, maybe you should

do the same.

A few minutes spent with the

head of our campus unit will

bring to light the many advan-

tages of a career in life insurance

sales. Take the time now to look

into the possibilities.

Richord Swett

St Anthony Hall

GL 8-921

1

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Ufa Insurance Company

of Philadelphia

Vitality And Virility

Mark Performances

Of Talented Ephlats

The Ephlats, a singing group
composed of nine sophomores,
have evolved In the last year and
a half into dynamic and profes-
sional entertainers replacing on
campus the recently-eradiated
and highly popular Overweight
Eight.

According to an enthusiastic

supporter of the Ephlats, Manton
Copeland, Placement Director at

Williams, the Ephlats are "the best

singing group we've had since I've

been a.ssociated with the college.

I think they'll make a name for

themselves as well as for Wil-
liams."

The Ephlats have proven their

worth by their continuing succ3ss

on campus during houseparties

and by an increasingly demanding
schedule of appearances at a var-

iety of social gatherings outside

the college. Their interest in trav-

el will bring them in the near
future to such colleges as Gouch-
3r, Middlebury, and Endicott, as

well as to an .Alumni Association

meeting in Fairfield, Connecticut

and to a night spot in nearb>
Pittsfield.

The group features spirituals,

ballads, and, in particular, come-
dy-novelties by natural entertain-

ers Terry Davis and John Connor.

One such novelty, soloing Davies,

parodies the rock 'n roll song

"Teen Angel" and often stops the

show.

The perfection of the Ephlats

has been the result not only of

the natural talents of its members
but also from conscientious prac-

tice several times a week under
the guidance of manager Bob Ciul-

la. CiuUa said that the Ephlats

will try to increase their recent

success by cutting a record some-
time this spring.

Liebhafsky To Talk On Fuel Cells;

New Advance Sought By Industry

"b-jea^^-ja^rii ..ap'^iL-^?^-

^^^

for college undergraduates

OUR "346" DEPARTMENT

AND OUR UNIVERSITY SHOP

These two fine (departments offei- a wide

choice of practical, good-looicing clothing

and furnishings, reflecting our taste, ex-

clusive styling and unmatched experience

in outfitting undergraduates. We invite

you to visit our stores during Spring vaca-

tion, and make your selections.

OUR "346" DEPARTMENT
(sizes 36 to 46)

Tropcd Suits, $80 Woollen Suits, $90 to $\05

Txeed Sporl Jackets, jrom $65 to $TS

OUR UNIVERSITY SHOP
(sizes 3 5 to 42)

Tropical Suits, $60 • Washable Suits, jrom $45

Odd Jackets, jrom $Z5 ' Blazers, $45

Khaki China Odd Trousers, $ 1

ISTAtUSHID ISIS

346 MADISON AVENUE, COR. 44TH ST., NEW YORK. 17, N. Y.

46 NEWBURY, COR. BERKELEY ST., BOSTON 16, MASS.

PITTSBUROH • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANCELEJ

Dr. Merman A. Liebhafsky, man-
ager of the Physical Chemistry
section of the General Electric

Research Laboratory in Schenec-
tady, is scheduled to speak on
"Fuel Cells" in the Thompson Bi-
ology building, Thursday, March
23, at 8:00 p.m.

Dr. Liebhafsky will talk on the
historical development, basic prin-
ciples, and advances that have
been made on the fuel cell. The
entire field of fuel cells has ex-
panded greatly over the past five

years but still remains largely in
the draft board and laboratory
stage. Some of the country's maj-
or companies are investigating
madly for a patentable, market-
able, finished product because of
the possibilities of the fuel cell for i

use in cars, trucks, military, and
.space vehicles.

The fuel cell is a close com-
panion of the present-day dry
cell battery. The beauty of the
fuel cell, however, lies in Its

cheapness, portability and com-
pact size Moreover, the fuel cell

has an 805£ capacity efficiency,

compared with a 26-28% efficiency

for gas turbines, 26-30'^ for gaso-
line engines, 35-40% for Diesel and
38-40% for steam turbines. Tlie

fuel cell uses a carbonaceous pro-
duct (natural gas or coal) In com-
bination with oxygen, as opposed
to the relatively expensive ainc

and lead found in dry cells. One
type of fuel cell has been develop-

ed recently using hydrogen and
oxygen.

OnCampus
with

AfexShuIman

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie GiUis", etc.)

BOOM!

Today, foreRoinR levity, let us turn our keen younR minds to the

No. 1 problem facing American colleKos today: the iwpuliition

exiilosion. Only last week four people exiilodcd in Cleveland,

Ohio— one of them while carrying a plate of soup. In ca.sc you're

thinking such a thing couldn't hapjicn anywhere but in Cleve-

land, let me tell you there were also two other cases last wpok—
a 45 year old man in Provo, Utah, and a 19 year old girl in

Bangor, Maine—and in addition there was a near-miss in

Klamath Falls, Oregon-an eight year old boy who was saved

only by the quick thinking of his cat Walter who pushed the

phone off the hook with his muzzle and dialled the department

of weights and measures. (It would perhaps have made more
sense for Walter to dial the fire department, but one can hardly

expect a cat to summon a fire engine which is followed by a

Dalmatian, can one'/)

I bring up the population explosion not to alarm you, for I

feel certain that science will ultimately solve the iiroblem. After

all, has not science in recent years brought us such marvels as

the transistor, the computer, the bevatron, and the Marlboro
filter? Oh, what a saga of science was the discovery of the

Marlboro filter! Oh, what a heart-rending epic of endless trial

and error, of dedication and perseverance! And, in the end, what
a triumph it was when the Marlboro scientists after years of

testing and discarding one filter material after another— iron,

nickel, lead, tin, antimony, sponge cake— finally emerged, tired

but happy, from their laboratory, carrying in their hands the

perfect filter cigarette! What rejoicing there was that day!
Indeed, what rejoicing there still is whenever we light a Marlboro
and settle back and enjoy that full-flavored smoke which comes
to us in soft pack or flip-top box at tobacco counters in all

fifty states and Cleveland

!

Yes, science will ultimately solve the problems rising out of tlie

population explosion, but in the meantime the problems hang
heavy over America's colleges. This year will bring history's

greatest rush of high school graduates. Where will we find class-

rooms and teachers for this gigantic new influx?

Well sir, some say the answer is to adopt the trimester system.

This system, now in use at many colleges, eliminates sunmier
vacations, has throe semesters per annum instead of two, and
compresses a four year course into three years.

This is good, but is it good enough? Even under the trimester

system the student has occasional days off. Moreover his nights

are utterly wasted in sleeping. Is this the kind of all-out attack

that is indicated?

I say no. I say desperate problems call for desperate reme-
dies. I say that partial measures will not solve this crisis. I say

we must do no less than go to school every single day of the
year. But that is not all. I say we must go to school 24 hours

of every day!

The benefits of such a program are, of course, obvious. First

of all, the clas,sroom shortage will immediately disapixsar be-

cause all the dormitories can be converted into classrooms.

Second, the teacher shortage will immediately disappear because
all the night watchmen can be put to work teaching calculus

and Middle English poetry. And finally, overcrowding will

immediately disappear because everj'oue will quit school.

Any further questions?
C IMI Mai Shulmu

Ye», one further quettion: Have you tried Marlhoro't neircat
partner in pleasure—the unMtered, king-size Philip Morri*
Commander? If not, by all mean* com* aboard. You'll 6«
glad you did.
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Kappa Alpha Quintet Defeats A. D.

To Garner Sunday League Crown
Baslcetball teams from eight

fraternities have met for several

months In a Sunday afternoon
Industrial basketball league. Two
weeks ago, the Kappa Alpha team
won the league championship by
defeating the Alpha Delta quintet.

KA had earlier defeated Theta
Delt, and AD had beaten Beta to

gain the finals in the tournament.
The other teams in the league

were Phi Gam, Chi Psl, DU, and
Phi Sig, which finished in that

order behind the four leading

teams. Paul Boire was the referee

in the Sunday contests.

In the league there were many
outstanding individual stars, some
of whom had previously been
members of the varsity basketball

team. For the champion Kaps,
J. B. Morris was the outstanding

performer. Ineligible for varsity

play this season, Morris shot, re-

bounded and scored well through-

out the tournament. Jim Blume,
Dave Bevan and Grant Purcell

were also outstanding for the

Kaps. Purcell, a member of the

Record's all-intramural team,

starred in KA's victory over AD.

Wittenberg Victorious

In NCAA Tournament
The two co-favorites, Witten-

berg (Ohio) and Southeast Mis-

souri, met in the finals of the

NCAA College Basketball Cham-
pionships, and Wittenberg walked
off with a close 42-38 victory for

the title. Wittenberg started on
its quest for the crown by top-

ping Williams, 64-51, and then
defeated Mount St. Mary's (Mary-
land) in the semi-finals, 64-59.

The wlrmers are the nation's top

defensive team.

Eph Hockey Honored
According to a recent Issue of

the Hockey Newsletter, the Wil-

liams hockey team has a "strong

claim to the mythical small col-

lege championship". Their record

of 16 victories against four losses

leaves them in third place. In

terms of overall records, among
eastern collegiate hockey teams.

Tom Roe's 34 goals and 33 as-

sists netted him fifth place In the

eastern scoring race. Captain Lar-

ry Hawkins garnered sixteenth

place with 19 goals and 27 assists.

John Boe was eighteenth with 26

goals and 18 assists.

This honor to the team and the

individual achievements noted

mark one of the finest hockey

seasons ever at Williams.

For the runners-up, John Bell was
the leading rebounder, and Jim
Bell was one of the star scorers.

This league was formed because

of the desire on the part of some
of the fraternities to play more
basketball than Is now possible in

the present intramural league. The
fraternities rented Lasell Gymna-
sium for each Sunday, with some
of them being sponsored by local

merchants.

Varsity Spring Teams Head To Warmer Climes,

Scrimmage Top Eastern Colleges During Vacation

Beta Cops Intramural

Skiing Championship
Victory in the intramural ski

competition held last week went
to a strong Beta Theta Pi team,

led by Alex Kyrtsls, Buss Bradley,

John Oberteuffer, and Skip Ru-
therford. The Betas accumulated
a total of 124.6 seconds over the

slalom course, as compared to sec-

ond-place Phi Sigma Kappa's total

of 136.2 seconds. The Phi Sig

team included Roy Cohen, Ned
Gramlich, Phil Aberman, and
Herb Camp.

TKAM RliSULT.S:

1. Beta Theta I'l

2. Phi Sigma Rappa
.'. Kappa Alpha
4. Delta KaKppa Epsilon
?. Phi Delta Theta
(i. Psi Upsiloii

;, Alph.i Delia Phi

8. Zcta Psi

'}. Siknia Phi
INDIVIDUAL TIMES:
1. Carter, .Siftma Phi

2. Kyrtsis, Beta Theta P
). Ohiy. Psi I'psilon

Rust. St. Aitthoiiy

124.6
U6.2
U7,2
140.6
14S.6

146.2
267.8
268.4
604.2

seconds
seconds
seconds
Beconds
seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds

26.8 seconds
28.4 seconds
29.4 seconds
29.4 seconds

Five Williams varsity teams will

be heading south this Saturday

to sharpen their skills in the

healthful sun of warmer climes.

Pi-actices in the Cage or Lasell

Gym can give little indication of

team potential under playing con-

ditions and with full game enthu-

siasm, but after vacation scrim-

mages against some of the top col-

lege contenders Williams coaches

should have a better view of the

spring.

Lacrosse
Coach Bill McHenry will take

two managers and the twenty-five

best men of his forty-five man
lacrosse squad on a trip this spring

vacation that will cover much of

the East coast. Coach McHenry
said that this year will be a

"building year" for his team. Most
of last year's starters have grad-

uated. "The boys are inexperien-

ced", he said, "but they are work-
ing hard". Captain Bill Whlteford
is expected to play at mid-field,

with Wally Bernheimer and Tom
Bachman starting at attack. John
Horst, Jack Wadsworth, John
Franklin, and Tom Millington all

will play at defense. There will be

no one cut from the squad after

the spring trip.

The trip will cover the full va-

cation and Include the U. of Penn-
sylvania, Baltimore, Princeton, U.

of Virginia, and Army. All games
will be practice scrimmages except

for the Baltimore game which is

a regular season game.

Baseball

Eighteen members of the Wil-
liams baseball squad will play ten

games in nine days In the North
Carolina area.

With nine lettermen returning

along with a like number of prom-
ising sophmores, baseball coach

Ray Coombs says that "if we get

the breaks, we'll have a good,

representative ballclub". Return-

ing as lettermen this year are

pitchers Brace Grlnnell, Art Moss,

J. B. MoiTis, and John Whitney;
outfielders Bill Ryan and captain

Pete Smith; and infielders Bob
Adams, Pete Haeffner, and Finn
Fogg. Up from last year's fresh-

men team and making the trip are

pitchers John Donovan, Bruce
Gagnier, Bob Stevens, and Dick

Potsubay; outfielder Bill Holmes;
infielders Rick Berry and George
Mayer; and catchers Harry Lum
and Don Drott.

The baseball .schedule will begin

with a game with Elon College on
Monday, March 27, followed by
another game with Elon, three

consecutive doubleheaders with

Pfeiffer College, and then single

games with Guilford College and
Pembroke State College. The
squad will leave on Saturday.

Track
An eleven-man track team will

be in Miami (Florida) during the

spring vacation working them-
selves into top shape for the

spring track season. The Eph
thinclads, predominately sopho-

mores, will have Roger Mandle
and co-captain Bob Judd doing

most of the weight work, with the

others specializing in the run-

ning events. Sophomore sensation

"Boots" Deichman, holder of the

school freshmen low-hurdle mark
of 24.8 seconds will lead the sprin-

ters, followed by co-captain Walt
Henrion and Jim Russell. Deich-
man also runs the 100 and 220 yd.

dashes in 9.9 and 21.7 seconds, re-

spectively. A battle for the 440
yard position looms between the
five members of the winter relay

team.
The quarter-milers will be led

by Dave Kleffer, who fin!, tied

fifth in the Easterns last year md
John Osborne, who recently r;iii g
49.6 second indoor quarter. Olier
aspirants will be Karl Neuse md
Joel Barber, who have posted -0,3

and 50.5 quarters respectively, nd
Rick Ash. who will also double in

the half-mile. George Andci on
win try the two-mile run for he
Ephmen.
Highlight of the track trip ,m

be a meet with Miami and V ,le,

the Eastern indoor champion on
Wednesday night, March 29.

Tennis
The top ten members of itie

varsity tennis team will spend he

first week of spring vacat on
sharpening up their strokes, as

they journey south for the ann lal

spring training trip to play \\:\-

liam and Mary, Virginia, Noih
Carolina, Navy, and the Counry
Club of Virginia. Returning lit-

termen Bruce Brian and Cl.vde

Buck, co-captains, John Bolts,

Graddy Johnson, Bob Mahlaiid,

Bob Rubin, and Ned Shaw, tofie-

ther with John Leathers, Jolin

Armstrong, and Brooks Goddaid,
comprise Coach Clarence Chaffee's
'61 squad.

Golf
There will be no spring trip this

year. Coach Baxter feels that

since half the team will be in

Florida or other southern points

anyhow, an official trip is not

necessary. During spring vacation

the team usually meets at Myrtle

Beach, Florida, to practice.

Jim Watts, Dick Cappalli, and
Roger Smith are planning to be

playing in the South this vacation,

and possibly Jim Frick and Pete

Hager will make the trip too. Most
of the other members of the team
hope to practice at their homes
in the Northeast.
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Eisen Given Book Prize

By Gargoyles, Phi Betes
Sidney Eiscii, Assistant Professor of History, received the

second annual Gargoyle Phi Beta Ka|)pa Society Award. One
hnndred dollars, donated annually by Morris L. Ernst, is given
to a member of the faculty to purchase books for the library. The
award states that the selection should "consist of books unrelated to
the specialty of the prize winner."

Eisen, a Canadian citizen, received his B. A. at the University
of Toronto and his Ph. D. at Johns Hopkins. Previously, he was

J
an instructor In history at John
Hopkins and Cornell.
FACULTY ADVISOR
The award is given "as an ar-

ticulation of student gratification
for the effort and accomplishment
of a faculty member and through
this particular member the whole
faculty." Mr. Elsen's contributions
to the Williams are many. Among
them is his work with the Jewish
community. He is the faculty ad-
visor to the Delta Upsilon frater-
nity and also one of the faculty
advisors to the Freshmen class.

In cooperation with the Gar-
goyle Society Eisen initiated the
"Discussion" society earlier this

year. The idea was brought by
Eisen from his undergraduate
days at the University of Toronto.
Appointed in 1955, Eisen com-

pletes six years at Williams this

year.

Professor Robert Barrow conducts the Wheaton College and
Williams Glee Clubs in a concert Sunday afternoon in Chapin Hall.

^Happier Hunting Ground' At AMT;
Spring Musical To Be Given Twice

Prize-winner Eisen

Eye Witness Report:

Ft. Lauderdale Rioting

Overplayed By Press
bxj Frank Lloyd

"225 ARRESTED IN RIOTING," "FT. LAUDERDALE
JAILS COLLEGE STUDENTS
TROOPERS TO FIGHT RIOTS."
These were some of the lurid

headlines carried by newspapers
throughout the country during
spring vacation. It made good copy
for news-hungry reporters, but as

usual the college youth received

the false condemnation of their

sage and all-knowing elders. Per-

haps the press thought too much
play was being given the other side

of the picture by the wide-spread
enthusiasm for the Peace Corps.

Nobody came to Lauderdale
with the intention of rioting, ex-
cept the local high-schoolers and
Miami hoods disgruntled at their

efforts to pick up college girls

who were already faced with a

super-abundance of manpower.
POLICE MISHANDLING
Those college students who were

milling about the Las Olas-Atlan-

tic intersection in front of the El-

bo Room were for the most part

Continued on Page 4, Col. 1

"GOVERNOR SENDS STATE

Phi Bete To Sponsor

Group Discussions

In Rathskeller Tonite

Wednesday evening at 7:30 p.m.
in the Rathskeller, Phi Beta Kap-
pa will sponsor an Informal dis-

cussion of the major areas of stu-

dy at Williams as part of Its gen-
eral program aimed at helping

orient stiU-undeclded freshman
and sophomores.
Members of the honorary socie-

ty representing the various pos-

sible majors will be on hand to

explain the aspects of their fields

on as objective a basis as possible.

Specific courses and seminars will

be evaluated as part of the over-

all look at the area being discuss-

ed,

Practically every major will be
represented by at least one mem-
ber of Phi Bete, with the larger

and more common fields such as

History and Political Science to

be represented by two or three.

Each member will be available for

questions and advice, and will

act as head of one of the separate,

small groups into which the meet-
ing will be broken down.

Little Man Vanquishes

Big Business - Walden

Re-Opens After Feud
The Walden Theatre, operated

by Peter Desmond, was reopened
Saturday after two weeks of a
firm shut-down. Desmond has de-

sired to exhibit only the films he
deems interesting. His movie dis-

tributors, however, blocked any
attempt at individual selection of

movies by the local theatre opera-

tors. In protest, Desmond closed

the theatre on March 19.

"The reopening last Saturday is

not what one might call a victory

for me," said Desmond. "The dis-

tributors came around because the

gross of the theatre Is very good.

People want to play their films

here. The theatre shut-down is

not good for anyone."
POWERFUL WEAPONS
The fact that Desmond did re-

open and that he can choose his

own films is attributed to his firm

stand. Also, his powerful weapon
of controlling the only movie

house in Wllliamstown prevailed

over the distributors.

Desmond's lease of the theatre

from Cal King runs through till

September. In an interview, King
noted that Desmond had display-

ed no desire to renew the lease

next fall. Desmond in essence ver-

ified this statement. He said that

he will not be showing moving
pictures in the Walden next year.

He hopes to build his own theatre

down by the Country Shop on
Route 7. Desmond explained that

even with business as good as it

is, the $10,000 a year rent asked

by King is too much.

More Mead Grants
Robert Henry and Irving

Marcus have been added to

the list of Mead Fund recipi-

ents, Henry N. Flynt, chairman

of the selection committee, an-

nounced recently, bringing the

number of awards for the sum-

mer 1961 to fourteen.

As this year's version of their

annual Spring musical, Cap and
Bells will present "The Happier
Hunting Ground" at the AMT. It

will run for five performances:
over Houseparty Weekend. May 3.

4, 5, and over Parents' Weekend,
May 11 and 12.

Michael Small and Charles

Webb collaborated to transform
Evelyn Waugh's novel The Loved
One into a musical. The story,

classified by Waugh as "an Anglo-
American tragedy," concerns a

young English poet who works in

a Hollywood pet mortuary called

the Happier Hunting Ground, the

source of the musical's title.

Mike Small composed the music
for last year's musical, "The
World of Paul Slickey" and wrote

some incidental music for this

year's productions of "The Glass
Menagerie" and "The Long and
the Short and the Tall." Chuck
Webb, the lyricist, has been active

at the AMT, most recently having
been the director of de Ghelde-
rode's "The Blind Men," present-

ed in the Experimental theatre.

CO-ED CAST

Robert T. Mathews will direct a

east composed of students from
Williams and Bennington, the

girls having returned to provide

a much needed springtime relief

from all-male productions. John

R. Watson, will construct the set

and will supervise all technical

facets of the production. Craig

Williamson and Stephen P. Pokart

will produce, Pokart promising "a

new and strikingly different kind

of musical."

New Officers Picked

In Adelphic Elections

The Adelphic Union, Williams
forensics society, held elections

Friday for its 1961-62 officers.

Chosen by the groups were: Ed-
ward Volkman, President; Jay
Zelermyer, Vice-President; Phil

Bredell, Debate Manager; and Roy
Sandstrom, Secretary.

The Union, under the direction

of George Connelly, Professor of

Public Speaking, is currently mak-
ing preparations for the annual
prep-school debate tourney which
it sponsors at Williams. The tour-
nament will be held here Friday
and Saturday, April 21, 22.

King To Preach;

Negro Clergyman
The Rev. Martin Luther King,

famous Negro leader and organ-
izer of the Montgomery bus boy-
cott of 1955 will be the Chapel
speaker this Sunday.
Only Williams personnel will be

admitted until 7:15. After that,

admission will be on a first come-
first sei-ved basis. Several outside
churches, including four Negro
congregations have asked permis-
sion to attend.
King will also speak on the

techniques of passive resistance at
a WCC member's dinner at 5 p.m.
on Sunday.
A graduate of Morehouse Col-

lege and Boston University, King
first leaped into national prom-
Inance as the minister of the
Montgomery, Alabama Negro Bap-
tist Church who lead the success-
ful drive to abolish segregation in

that city's public transportation.
This was soon after the Supreme
Court's decision on school inte-

gration, and was one of the early
blows in the Negro's current bat-
tle for civil rights. It was one of
the first times the Negro's enor-
mous economic importance to the
South liad been used in his own
behalf. King's home and church
were bombed by persons unknown
during the course of this struggle.

GHANDI-LIKE RESISTANCE
King's method of social action

is based on Ghandi-like passive re-

sistance. He believes that bigotry

is a disease and that the greatest
victim of that disease is the bigot

himself. These victims can only
be saved by love. Within the past
few years the Negro student move-
ment has sprung up and utilized

King's philosophy and techniques,
notably in the area of sit-in dem-
onstrations against discrimina-

Continued on Page S, Col. 5

Reverend David Byers

Selection Committee Releases List

Of 30 Sophomores To Be 1961-62 JAs

The office of the Dean of Freshmen has just announced the

Junior Advisers for tlie year 1961-62. They are the following:

John W. Kifner

Garrett Kirk, Jr.

,\lcxander Kyrtsis

David H. Larry

Wood A. Lockhart

John S. Bell

Leonard A. Bernheimer

Robert J.
Binder

James B. Blume
WilHam M. Bovd, II

Russ Van Bradley, Jr.

Stuart H. Brown
Laurence R. Buxbaum
Michael C. Collyer

Millard Cox, III

Gordon J.
Davis

John A. Donovan
Anthony E. Fahnestock

F. Perry Gates

Morris B. Kaplan

Intellectual Dangers Scored By Rev. Byers;

Sermon Titled^ * The Wisdom Of The Foolish
*

"I want to speak first of the
foolishness of the wise," began
Reverend David M. Byers of Yale
in his sermon, "The Wisdom of
the Foolish" in Chapel Sunday.

In a devastating attack on the
smug, cynical intellectualism so

prevalent in academic circles. Rev-
erend Byers described three dead-
ly diseases to which well-educated
minds are especially prone.
INTELLECTUAL DANGERS
The first of these is a paraly-

sis of the will that occurs when
education leads to a realization of

the bigness and complexity of the
world and of the futility of indi-

vidual endeavor. Someone afflic-

ted with this "egghead paralysis"
says, "What's the use of trying,"

while the "simpletons," not real-
izing this futility, plunge ahead
and accomplish something.

"Intellectual strangulation" is a
situation where an intellectual

wants to stand off until he can
"march in with the whole, unfrac-
tured truth." He is so afraid of

oversimplification and so anxious
to relate everything that he holds
back while others act on their im-
perfect truths.

"Thrombosis of the heart-
strings" affects the campus cynic
who wants to stand above enthu-
siasm of commitment in the posi-
tion of a critic. In this most dead-
ly of the three diseases, the life of

the mind becomes more important
than love or relationships with
God and Man.
CHILDLIKE VIRTUES
Reverend Byers cited the Scrip-

ture lesson in which Christ exhort-
ed the disciples to "become as lit-

tle children". We must, he said,

regain the childlike virtues of
daring and ignoring the conse-
quences, virtues in which "enjoy-
ment of life exceeds fear of it."

Although we want to be and
should be mature, concluded Rev-
erend Byers, Jesus recognized
that real maturity comes only
with innocence and simplicity.

E. Rotter Mandle

{.
Dotiglas Maxwell, Jr.

anies F. Pilgrim

George W. Renwick
Alan L. Schlosser

Robert J.
Seidman

F. Allen Spooner
Roger K. Warren
James N. Wood
Walter W. Wyckoff

Tlie Junior Adviser Selection Committee, selected by the

Dean of Freshmen, included: Edmimd P. Day, Robert
J. Durham,

Clifford B. Granger, David E. Hall, William E. Penny, George
Reath, Jr., Richard E. Verville, Alan F. Bogatay (alternate), Ri-

chard Warch (alternate), Thomas H. Fox, (Chairman). (See

J.
A. Story, page 5)
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It's Warming Up
Spring and its warm accoutrements seem to finally be des-

cendinj^ on too-long wintry Williamstown, and it promises a com-
bination of term papers and the intellectual stimulation of HUAC,
The latter is an issue so far quite distant from all but a small co-

terie of Ephmen,
When Williams men get excited in what they consider a big

way—arguments usually, but seldom riots, they do so thoroughly.

Last year the sit-ins were old hat when Williams became inter-

ested—so instead of picketing a local drugstore as had been done
on nearby campuses, the involved Ephs drove down to Washing-
ton, D. C, with some Little Three counterparts and picketed the

mansion of the United States President, Later last Spring much
of the campus was intensely interested in the first Critical Issues

Conference pitting liberal Henry Steel Commager against con-

servative William Buckley,

Now it's the turn of internal subversion and its avowed enemy,
the House Committee on Un-American Activities, to take center

stage of interest on the campus. The controversial movie which
has met with outraged dissent on other campuses will form the

basis for much of the liberal-conservative controversy. The lib-

erals will present documentary material showing the doctoring

of the movie and the misuse of the committee's power; the loyal

opjDOsition from the right v/ill distribute much "evidence" showing
the raison d'etre for the committee and the righteousness of its

operations.

Speaking against the committee will be the liberal California

congressman Jimmy Roosevelt. His stand that the committee has

been overstepping its bounds will be enhanced by some of its

actions like trying to get through Congress a bill keeping out of

a job any dockworker or merchant mariner who refuses to testify

against himself, like getting singer Pete Seeger a jail sentence for

Contempt of Congress, like not desiring to investigate the "pa-

ti-iotic" John Birch Society,

Prepare for warm sun and warm action, —davis
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3 Week ' Inter-Term
'

Innovated By Smith
According to a recent article In

The Sophlan, the Smith College

faculty has approved calendar

changes which will eliminate the

lame-duck session In January in

favor of a three week "Inter-

terra."

Following a three week Christ-

mas vacation made possible by
the elimination of a Thanksgiving
recess, the new session will have
no classes or exams. Juniors and
seniors will use this period to work
on major projects. At the discre-

tion of the department, these may
consist of reading, discussions or

research.

ORIENTATION LECTURES
Freshmen and Sophomores will

work in major currlcular divisions

rather than in departments, and
will attend lectures designed to

help them arrive at a major field

of study.

The Sophlan noted that "this

period will give upperclassmen an
opportunity to pursue their major
In great depth without constant
pressure and tension, and It will

give the underclassmen a chance
to focus themselves by exploring

many fields."

PANACEA
A subsequent article, noting the

results of a survey which showed
that the average Smith student
spent less than 6 hours a week on
Independent study, attending lec-

tures, etc., commented that "eith-

er the interim period is a great
panacea and will generate self-ed-

ucation or the Smith student is

such a spoon-fed species that she
cannot be weaned from such a rig-

id schedule and a demanding cur-
riculum."

The suggestion has been raised

that perhaps the period would be
more constructive if it did not in-

volve work in the major, but
rather in unrelated fields in

which the lack of prerequisites

prevented taking formal courses.

Review:

Smithie Tells All
By Edward Volkman

Can a young, wholly American
girl from an upper-middle class

background leave her home in a

big metropolis to find love, hap-
piness, knowledge, and truth in

four years at Smith, or before the

book ends? In essence, this is the

plot of Nora Johnson's second nov-

el, A Step Beyond Innocence (At-

lantic, Little, Brown, $4.00).

The book Is a first-person rem-
iniscence, and it is obviously auto-

biographical In character. Miss

Johnson just happens to have

graduated from Smith after prep-

aration at two private schools,

one very like the Amesbury that

Sally Pi-alts, the protagonist, was
graduated from. She just happens
to have had a New York back-

ground, and on graduation she

just happened to be employed by
the New Yorker as a receptionist

(Sally ends the book by deciding

to work for a magazine in New
York).

The method chosen by the auth-

oress to tell her story has one dis-

tinct advantage which does not
quite succeed in outweighing the

many disadvantages. The inanity

of the plot is the prime and most
obvious of these disadvantages.

Her concern with recording as ac-

curately as possible the experi-

ences and responses of the pro-

tagonist (herself?) which Is the

advantage she derives from her
style, seems to cause her to treat

the other characters in the story

as mere tools to further the search
-for-self that Is going on. The on-
ly approach she makes to deplet-

ing real characters is in the treat-

ment of her parents. Her mother,
Pretzel, and her father, who is

identified only as Pop, come across

as having a real vitality and a
great deal of warmth and humour.
The search for real love is used

as metaphor for the search-for-

self. Miss Johnson has some \i-ry

funny and otherwise interesting

things to say about love at Smith
(these might be of especial Ini.^i'.

est here in BillsvlUe). But, -he
resolution of her love probl m,
and therefore of her search, o-

mains unconvincing. The first g.

nlflcant attachment is for a 1( w-

er East Side Jew with insecuri i;s

who, naturally enough, is an 3-

plrlng (when he Is not persplrii ;)

actor. Victor Ohme, his name, ie-

rlved no doubt from a Freshii ,n

contact with Physics, provides le

awakening of Sally's passion le

side. The affair comes to a ji -

dlctable end with the melodraii i-

tlc statement by Sally, "I df- .t

need you."

Next is Richard, who is a car-

icature of Fitzgerald's "poor lit le

rich boy." He satisfies Sail '5

longing for security but is likely '

bore the reader stiff. The endi g

here, too, is predictable. The k y

phrase is, "I don't love you."

The last step Is Homer Barnum,
whose appearance suffices to jus-

tify the familiar dictum of li.s

namesake P. T. He, of course, a-

wakens Sally's passion in addition

to satisfying her longings for sec-

urity and what's more gives her

freedom of choice. Therefore, the

perfect synthesis, Q. E. D.

Despite the fact that this book
Is not the most fortunate vehicle

for it. Miss Johnson does have

some real talent as a writer which
Is most apparent in the tongue-ln-

check humorous comments on life

for a young girl at Smith and else-

where. If It were possible to read

the book just for the numerous
passages where her real talents

show through and to distill this

from the story itself, the experi-

ence would be worthwhile. Alas,

this is not possible.

Review:

Glee Club Concert
By Robert K. Ciulla

On Sunday afternoon the
Wheaton College Glee Club direc-
ted by Wesley Fuller journeyed
to Williamstown to combine forc-
es with the Williams College Glee
Club directed by Robert Barrow
In an interesting program. Each
organization sang a group of num-
bers independently and together
sang Bach's Cantata No. 150 and
Schubert's G Major Mass. The
latter two works were accompan-
ied orchestrally and conducted by
Robert Barrow.
The program opened with the

Bach cantata. The work received

an adequate performance all a-

round. The tempos were fine and
the intonation generally good. The
main problem seemed to be one
of attitude. A great piece of music
like this must be faced with re-
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ligioslty and Intensity.

It is admittedly more difficult

to become inspired over perform-
ing a work like this than one like

the Schubert mass with all its ro-
manticism. Nevertheless, to per-
form Bach satisfactorily, a chorus
must be inspired in the fullest

sense of the word. That intangi-

ble spark was lacking.

IMBALANCE OF GROUPS
Another problem that was in

evidence more in the Bach than
in the Schubert number was the
overbalance of the men due sim-
ply to the fact that there were so
many of them In relation to the
girls. Chapln again presented an
accoustlcal obstacle—but the per-
formers did magnificently in mak-
ing their attacks and releases

fairly accurate so as to minimize
the problem.
The Wheaton group followed

under Wesley Puller. Shown to
best advantage in this presenta-
tion of five numbers, the Glee
Club's singing was marked by good
tone, good pitch, and sensitive

conducting. The tone produced

was pleasant, though at times it

could have held more tension. The
sopranos could be gently criticized,

if only for the fact that their

sound was a might too unchang-
ing, never becoming very loud nor

very soft. Mr. Fuller chose ex-

cellent numbers, particularly the

closing work. Psalm 98, by Halsey
Stevens, which was properly vig-

orous and rhythmic.
GLEE CLUB IMPROVED
After an over-long intermission,

the Williams Glee Club gave four

numbers. The Glee Club is a much
Improved organization - Sunday'.'

singing was their best in two

years. Two songs, "How Merrily

We Live" and "The Turtle-Dove,"'

were repeats from last fall's con
cert. The latter composition waf
heard in Mr. Barrow's lovely ar-

rangement of the English folk-

tune. Marked improvement wa
noted in both.
The program was concludec

with the Mass in G Major b:

Franz Schubert. This romantic

work is not a great piece of music

Continued on Page 5, Col. 5
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Peace Corps Challenfjes "Silent Generation"
By Bill Sittic

"The problems . . . are towering

and unprecedented—and the re-

sponse must be towering and un-
precedented as well," stated Pres-

ident John P. Kennedy In his

State of the Union message. By
the Issuance of an Executive Or-
der ei^tlbllshlng a Peace Corps,

the President hopes to solve some
'of these problems and receive an
enthusiastic response from the
American people.

The essential Idea of the Peace
Corps is the placement of Ameri-

cana In actual operational work
In newly developing areas of the

^vorld. Unlike most ICA technical

Itsslstance advisors, who go as

members of an official U. S. mis-

sion to demonstrate or advise.

Peace Corps volunteers will go to

teach, or to build, or to work in
the communities to which they
are sent. They will serve local in-
stitutions, living with the people
they are helping. Most Peace
Corps volunteers will be young
college graduates.
There is a great variety of needs

In the newly developing nations of
the world. These Include teaching,
fighting malaria and working In
other health projects, working In
agricultural projects and rural de-
velopment programs, working on
large-scale construction and in-
dustrial projects and working In
government and all levels of pub-
lic administration.

The Peace Corps staff will have
great flexibility to experiment
with different methods of opera-
tion. Its role win be to reinforce

with

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf" , "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

THE DEAN YOU SAVE MAY BE YOUR OWN
• Now in the waninp; days of the scliool year when the hardest
;

heart urowa mellow and the vory air is churned witli memories,

I
lot us iwuse for a nioineiit and pay tribute to that overworked

i and undorai)prociat<>d campus figure, your friend and mine, the
dean of students.

f.^

Pohceinan and confessor, shepherd and seer, warden and
rjJKiBle, procon.sul and pal, the dean of students is by far the

,
most cniKniatic of all academicians. How can we understand
him? Weil sir, jwrhaps the best way is to tiike an average day

ij .-..b tlie life of an average dean. Here, for example, is what hai>
•^ pfened la.st Thursday to Dean Killjoy N. Damper of Duluth
A and M.

At 6 a.m. he woke, dressed, lit a Marlboro, and went up on
the roof of his house to remove the statue of the Founder which
had been placed there during the night by high-spirited under-
graduates.

At 7 a.m. he lit a Marlboro and walked bri.skly to the campus.
.
(The Dean had not been driving his car since it had been placed
on the roof of the girls dormitory by high-spirited under-
graduates.)

4kMped^ereWUi}b0iieJuf0'epsWu^(^

At 7:4,5 a.m. he arrived on campus, lit a Marlboro, and
climbed the bell tower to remove his secretary who had been

placed there during the night by high-s|)irited undergraduates.

At 8 a.m. he reached his office, lit a Marlboro, and met with

Derther Sigafoos, editor of the student newspaper. Young
Sigafoos had been writing a series of editorials urging the

United l(!tates to annex Canada. When his editorials had evoked

no response, he had taken matters into his own hands. Accom-

panied by his sports editor and two copy readers, he had gone

over the border and conquered Manitoba. With great patience

and several excellent Mariboro Cigarettes, the Dean jiersuaded

young Sigafoos to give Manitoba back. Young Sigafoos, how-

ever, insisted on keeping Winnipeg.

At 9 a.m. the Dean lit a Mariboro and met with Erwin J.

Bender, i)resident of the local Sigma Chi chapter, who came to

report that the Deke house had been put on top of the Sigma

Chi house during the night by high-spirited undergraduates.

At 10 a.m. the Dean lit a Mariboro and went to umpire an

intramural softball game on the roof of the law school where the

campus baseball diamond had been placed during the night by

high-s|)irited undergraduates.

At 12 noon the Dean had a luncheon meeting with the presi-

dent of the university, the bursar, the registrar, and the chair-

man (jf the English department at the l)ottom of the campus

swiimning pool where the faculty dining room had been placed

during the night by high-spirited undergraduates. Mariboros

were passed after lunch, but not lit owing to the dampness.

At 2 p.m., back in his office, the Dean lit a Mnriljoro and

received the Canadian minister of war who said that unless

youi-.g Sigafoos gave back Winni|M'g, Canada would march.

Yoniig Sigafoos was simunoned aiul agreed to give back Winni-

peg if he could have Saskatoon. The Canadian ininist<>r of war

at first refused, but finally agreed after young Sigafoos placed

him on the roof of the mining and metallurgy building.

At ."{ p.m. the Dean lit a Marlboro and met with a delegation

from the student council who came to present him with a set

of matched luggage in honor of his fifty years' service as dean

of students. Tlie Dean promptly packed the luggage with his

clothing and Marllioros and fled to Utica, New York, where he

is now in the aluminum siding game. o >w> ms> abijmu

To the dean of itudents and nil you other hord-irorklnt
Ocademlc types, here's the new tiord in smoking pleasure

from the makers of Marlboro—king-size unaltered Philip

Morris Commander, Welcome aboardi

existing private and public pro-
grams of assistance and develop-
ment by filling some of the man-
power gaps which obstruct these
programs, and to initiate new pro-
grams requiring Peace Corps vol-
unteers. The Peace Corps will be
closely related to other programs
of assistance, and its potentialities
will of course depend in part up-
on what is done through other
parts of our foreign aid effort. The
Peace Corps should take its place
as a basic component of our whole
overseas program.
To accomplish this, the Peac3

Corps will seek to provide skilled
manpower to developing nations
through at least five different
channels—grants to Peace Corps
-type programs carried out by
private agencies; arrangements
with colleges, universities, or oth-
er educational institutions; pro-
grams of other U. S. government
agencies; programs of the UN and
other international agencies; and
directly administered Peace Corps
programs with host countries.
For projects administered di-

rectly by the Peace Corps there
will be a general nation-wide re-
cruitment program. Although pri-
vate agencies and universities will
be able to recruit directly and
separately for their respective pro-
jects, they, too, may often wish to
utilize the central recruitment ser-
vice. And the central service, in
turn, will probably want to have
in its files the results of the sep-
arate recruitment by private ag-
encies and universities.

The central service will also
help assure that the Peace Corps
will have the broadest possible na-
tional base. As a practical mat-
ter the Peace Corps will need a
large pool of applicants if the best
available talent is to be found.
Widespread competition for Peace
Corps positions with very careful
screening is essential if people
with the best chance of success
are to be sent abroad.
Once the Peace Corps is a going

concern, training for it will be
integrated so far as possible with-
in the four year college curricu-
lum of students interested in go-
ing overseas after graduation. The
Peace Corps will set standards
such as intensive language study
and completion of courses on the
history, economics, politics, and
culture of the area to which the
student would like to be sent.

The usual length of service will

probably be two years, with per-
haps three-year terms In some
cases. Great flexibility will be per-

mitted to accommodate projects
with differing difficulties and
needs. There will be no draft ex-

emption because of Peace Corps
service. In most cases service in

the Corps will probably be con-
sidered a ground for deferment.
Peace Corps volunteers will not

be paid what they might earn in

comparable activities in the Uni-
ted States. Nor would it be possible

in many cases for them to live in

health or any effectiveness on
what their counterparts abroad
are paid. The guiding principle

Indeed should not be anything like

compensation for individual ser-

vices.

The Peace Corps staff, headed
by R. Sargent Shriver, has pre-

pared a questionnaire for the re-

cruitment of volunteers. The fol-

lowing kinds of information are

requested: education, job experi-

ence, language proficiency, tech-

DRIVE

YourOW".
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... or bring It home with you.
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UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CO.
'lorvard Sq., C

nical skills, special foreign area
knowledge, health, military ser-

vice, avocations, hobbles and ath-

letic participation, organizational

activity and leadershp, and geo-

graphical preference for assign-

ment.
Varied opinions of the Peace

Corps have been enunciated
throughout the country, especially

in the colleges and universities.

The University Daily Kansan, of

the University of Kansas, pro-

claims "With the advent of the
Kennedy Point Four 'Peace Corps,'

the Silent Generation finally has
a cause ... It is an excellent idea

and it would be the greatest Am-
erican Shot for a sagging, weary
world since the landing at Nor-
mandy."
The Tulane Hullabaloo warns,

however, "A chief danger in this

program is that the young stu-

dent, who is intrigued with the
new or the unusual, can become
captured by ideologies which
would turn him directly counter
to his original purpose, however
strong his original intentions may
have been."

The "National Review" feels,

"Peace Corps applicants must be
thoroughly screened and an ef-

fective code of loyalty and dis-

cipline required. The present Corps
is made to order for infiltration

by Communists and leftists and

it Is important to note that it Will

be impossible to keep the Peace

Corps out of the ideological and
power struggle . . . Young men
and women sent abroad will be

unable to avoid attacks by the

Communists they will meet there,

and since they will be called

"spies" under any circumstances,

it is to our advantage that they

be agents in fact."

On March 31, however, the col-

lege delegates at the National

Conference on Youth Service a-

broad, sponsored by the National

Students' Association, endorsed

the Peace Corps proposal and op-
posed a loyalty oath and F. B. I.

security checks for members of

the Corps.

The proponents of the Corps
stress that it is important that the

Peace Corps be advanced not as

an arm of the Cold War but as a

contribution to the world com-
munity. In presenting it to other

governments and to the United

Nations, we could propose that

every nation consider the forma-

tion of its own peace corps and
that the United Nations sponsor

the idea and form an internation-

al coordinating committee. In

any case, our Peace Corps per-

sonnel should be offered as tech-

nician helpers in development

projects of the UN and other In-

ternational agencies.

I DON! KNOW WHICH

BEER I UKE BEST..

THE F. & M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY. N. Y.



Vacationing College Students Given Bad Publicity,

FBI Records From Lauderdale 'Riot' Mishandling
Continued from Page 1, Col. 1

spectators, disgusted with the
proceedings and the fact that all

the bars had been closed at the
first sign of trouble. Here was
the supreme example of police

mishandling of the situation.

What could be more explosive

than a crowd of college students
with a few beers under their belts

just thrown out of all the bars
along the street?

Police brutality was another
crucial issue. While standing two
blocks from the pole on which
George Dalluge, the martyr of
Lauderdale, was doing his crowd-
quietinK acrobatics, my friends

and I were beaten with police

nightsticks in a mass assault on
the crowd. This type of action
was condemned even by the local

president of the Chamber of Com-
merce, who challenged the police

chief to prove that one out of 20
arrests would stand up In court
with legal defense.

DAMAGE TO CAREERS
Primarily because of lack of

funds to hire lawyers, approxi-
mately 400 college students were
fingerprinted and received P. B. I.

records at the cost of their col-

lege educations, law or medicine

plans, or civil service examina-
tions. Of the three Williams stu-

dents arrested, one was released

immediately from the charge of

Jaywalking because the Jail was
too full, another had his case
thrown out of court after suffering

a night In a crowded cell, and
the third was forced to spend
three days in Jail because he lack-

ed bail money.

This was not Justice or democ-
racy; it was a police state. All

roads to and from Lauderdale
were blocked by checkpoints, and
even local businessmen had to

show identification and be grill-

ed by tautUpped troopers. After
three days of false arrest and
student manhandling, the town
came to its senses and tried to

make amends by releasing all stu-

dents, but $13,000 fines had al-

ready been collected and Irrepar-

able damage had been done.
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The usual causes given for the

demonstrations (the word "riot"

carries the connotation of the

.Tiore vicious Newport eruptions to

ne), the closing of all beaches

:o night parties and the 10-1

jirl-boy ratio, were highly over-

played.

Although there were threats and
counter-threats about closing the

lown to students next year, the

.•notlves have outweighed all oth-

;r considerations. Merchants may
complain that they spend noth-
ing on any necessity except beer,

but In the aggregate college stu-

dents, over 50,000 strong this year,

spent well over a million dollars

to swell the Florida economy. With
their new planned program in im-
itation of Bermuda, "Lemmings-
vile" (so nicknamed by TIME)
will probably attract an even
greater influx next spring. Yankee, Go Home!

BETWEEN MEALS ... get that
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Junior Advisor System Evaluated By Freshmen
HOUSES
Alpha Delto Phi

Chi Psi

Koppa Alpha

Theta Delta Chi

Delta Upsilon

Delto Psi

Beta Theta Pi

Phi Gamma Delta

Zeto Psi

Phi Delta Theta

Psi Upsilon

Sigma Phi

Phi Sigma Kappo

Non-offiliates

Delta Phi

Delta Koppa Epsilon

Houses with 4

Houses with 3

Houses with 2

Houses with 1

Houses with

'63 '62 '61 '60 '59

4

4

4

3

2

4

2

1

1

1

I

1

1

I

4

I

2

7

2

'58

4

4

3

2

3

4

2

2

2

I

I

2

3

2

5

2

4

Tot,

24

24

22

21

19

20
14

8

7

4

5

4

4

2

2

1

Aver.

4

4

3.67

3.5

3.16

3.33

2.33

1.33

1.16

.67

.83

.67

.67

.33

.33

.16

By Lisle Baker, Bill Friedman,
and Bill Prosser

The recent selection of the

Junior Advisers for next year has
revived Interest in the proper

function of the good JA.

In an attempt to define their

true purpose, The Record has
gone to those most directly in-

volved, the freshmen. A cross-

section of the class was asked a

series of questions.

Do you feel that a JA should be

a buddy or an authority?

"He should be more of a big

brother than a buddy-buddy." "A
JA should not saci'ifice his auth-

ority for the sake of friendship."

"Friend, yes. But there Is a clear
need for authority on the quad
and the JA is In the position to
provide It." "He need not play
handball at every moment." "He
should act as the leader of an en-
try and not be one of us." "He
should not be an authority, but
should let us do whatever we
want." The consensus seemed to

be that "a JA should be a buddy
to the extent that you feel free to

talk with him and have enough
authority so that he can control

the guys when they get out of

hand."
Are you In favor of academic

qualifications for JA's?

"The job should depend on per-

sonality; the one with the low-
est academic standing has had
the greatest affect on me." "Yes,

since his marks will probably suf-

fer, he must be able to withstand
a drop in grades.'" "At least dean's
list." "Smart enough to tell a
waste basket from a laundry bag."

"It he can't handle his own aca-
demic problems, how can he ad-
vise us?" "I think human qualifi-

cations are more important than
academic rank in making a good
JA." On the whole, personality

and Intellectual power weighed
more than grades.

Has your JA stimulated you 'In-

tellectually?

"One of my JAs is an Intellec-

tual but won't talk about It. The
other isn't and couldn't.'' "They
have forced me to look around
more and to examine my ideas

and beliefs." "We never had any
intellectual discussions in our en-
try; however, in our entry you
wouldn't expect any." "Intellec-

tual discussions are not at all un-
usual in our entry. Both my JAs
are frequently involved." "Yes,

we do waste a lot of time discuss-

ing such things as liberalism vs.

conservatism, Catholicism vs. oth-

er religions. Of course, the stu-

dent must want to discuss these

things—the JA does not wander
around trying to stimulate peo-
ple."

Does your JA devote enough
t'lme to your entry?
"He is hardly there at all. En-

tr spirit has petered out." "Rare-

ly. My JAs are in so many activi-

ties that we hardly ever see them.''

"By now they shouldn't have to

be there all the time. We're sup-

posed to be mature enough to

handle our own problems." "one

of our JAs is there practically all

the time and has added a great

deal to the life of the entry." "yes,

both devote considerable time.

They have given us a lot. And
they're always there when we
need them."
Has the fact that your JA Is a

"scout" for his fraternity affec-

ted your relationship any?
"Not really. We know that they

are judges for their fraternities,

but they keep it underground bo

well that it has not become a real

Issue." "None of my JAs are in-

terested In having me in their

fraternities.'' "Most freshmen are

not aware of the real situation,

because many JAs don't give the

impression that they are judging

prospects." "No, my JAs seem to

avoid the question even more than
the freshmen." "I am conscious of

their roles as fraternity members.
And I think this has a positive in-

fluence on me In that I am more
careful In my decisions and more
concerned with my actions."

Has your opinion of your JA
influenced your opinion of his

house?

"No." "Not a bit." "Yes, it helps

In my evaluation." "No man can
be representative of his whole
house." "It Is inevitable, I think,

that your JA as a representative

of his fraternity should influence

"GIVE A MAN A TOUGH JOB AND A CHANCE TO GO SOMEWHERE

...AND HE'LL BREAK HIS NECK TO DO IT"

In 1958 when Bill Ebben was only a few months

away from his engineering degree at the University

of Detroit, he was in touch with 15 prospective

employers.

He chose the Michigan Bell Telephone Com-

pany because: "This company offered the kind of

engineering management opportunity I wanted—

and they weren't kidding."

One of Bill's first assignments was a survey of

Michigan Bell's big Central District to find out

how long available building space could accom-

modate the svritching equipment required by rapid

telephone growth. "I wasn't given any instruc-

tion," Bill says, "I was just told to do the job."

So Bill did it. His report became the guide for

planning and budgeting future construction.

On his next move, Bill proved he could handle

supervisory responsibility. He was sent to head up

a group of seven engineers to design a new long

distance switching center for Saginaw, Michigan

—a $4,000,000 engineering project.

Today, Bill is on the staff of Michigan Bell's

Program Engineer. He's working on a system for

mechanized control of telephone construction costs.

How does Bill feel about his job? "Give a man

a tough job and a chance to go somewhere—and

he'll break his neck to do it. Of course, I don't

think I'm going to be running the business next

year—but I'm getting every opportunity to hit the

top. You don't worry about opportunity here—you

worry about whether you're as big as the job."

// you're a man like Bill Ebben, a man who can

size up a job, figure out what needs to be done, and

then do it—then you should get in touch with one of

the Bell Companies. Visit your Placement Office for

literature and additional information.

"Our number one aim is to have in all

management jobs the most vital, intelli-

gent, positive and imaginative men we

can possibly Jind."

Frederick R. Kappel, President

Americ»n Telephone 4 TeleerBph Co.

your opinion of that fraternity.''

"Not so much. If he were the on-

ly contact with a house that I

might have, this might be the

case; but as it is, you tend to see

him as an individual and not so

much as the synbol of his frater-

nity." "Yes, quite naturally. But
it Is not only my JAs but their

fraternity brothers I have met
through them who have affected

my opinions of their houses."

The difficulty in selecting the

"ideal" JA Is apparent from this

hodge-podge of opinion. If there

Is an "ideal" Junior Adviser, he
seems, according to at least one
campus wag, to be "a maternal
superman, faster than a Gardner
warning, more powerful than Mr.
Clean, able to leap intellectual

chasms at a single bound."

Dental Research Talk
Doctor J. Howard Oaks, a pro-

fessor at the Harvard School of

Dental Medicine, will speak on
"Opportunities and Problems of

Dental Research" before the Aes-

culapian Society on Thursday at

eight P.M. in the Thompson Biolo-

gy Building.

The talk, which will be followed

by a questlon-and-answer period,

will be one of several sponsored

this spring by the Aesculapian

Society especially for the purpose

of helping freshmen pre-medical

students gain perspective of the

various fields of medicine as well

as to supply them with informa-

tion on applying for entrance to

medical schools.

Reverend King
Continued from Page 1, Col. 5

tion at lunch counters. Last week,

at Jackson, Mississippi nine Negro
college students were arrested in

the state's first sit-in demonstra-
tion at a public library. Such
peaceful determination may ev-

entually turn the tide in the

Negro's favor even in the deep-
est South.
At any rate, it seems to be forc-

ing a change in the attitudes of

many Southerners. Roy V. Har-
ris, a top racist, recently commen-
ted to a meeting of GUTS (Geor-
gians Unwilling To Surrender):
"You have to hand it to Martin
Luther and his group. They're
willing to go to jail for their be-
liefs."

Concert Review
Continued from Page 2, Col. S

But it is youthful and flowing

and pleasant to the ear. The com-
bined choruses seemed enthusias-

tic in singing this work—their en-
thusiasm was obvious in their ren-
dition.

The moving Credo, a quietly in-

tense affirmation of faith, came
across beautifully. The soloists

sang competently but in a style

that was a bit too reserved. Miss
Carol French, soprano soloist, has
a voice that was accurate and un-
der control.

LAST TWO BIG DAYS:

All NEW All Color Program!

"GRASS IS GREENER"

Cory Grant Deborah Kerr
R. Mitchum Jean Simmons

Also: "WINGS OF CHANCE"
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Vacationing College Students Given Bad Publicity,

FBI Records From Lauderdale 'Riot' Mishandling
Continued from Page 1, Col. 1

spectators, disgusted with the
proceedings and the fact that all

the bars had been closed at the
first sign of trouble. Here was
the supreme example of police

mishandling of the situation.

What could be more explosive

than a crowd of college students
with a few beers under their belts

Just thrown out of all the bars
along the street?

Police brutality was another
crucial issue. While standing two
blocics from the pole on which
George Dalluge, the martyr of

Lauderdale, was doing his crowd-
quieting acrobatics, my friends
and I were beaten with police

nightsticks in a mass assault on
the crowd. This type of action
was condemned even by the local

president of the Cliamber of Com-
merce, who challenged the police

chief to prove that one out of 20
arrests would stand up in court
with legal defense.

DAMAGE TO CAREERS
Primarily because of lack of

funds to hire lawyers, approxi-
mately 400 college students were
fingerprinted and received F. B. I.

records at the cost of their col-

lege educations, law or medicine

plans, or civil seiTice examina-
tions. Of the three Williams stu-

dents arrested, one was released

Immediately from the charge of

jaywalking because the jail was
too full, another had his case

thrown out of court after suffering

a night in a crowded cell, and
the third was forced to spend
three days in Jail because he lack-

ed ball money.

This was not justice or democ-
racy; it was a police state. All

roads to and from Lauderdale
were blocked by checkpoints, and
even local businessmen had to

sliow identification and be grill-

ed by tautlipped troopers. After
tliree days of false arrest and
student manhandling, the town
came to its senses and tried to

make amends by releasing all stu-

dents, but $13,000 fines had al-

ready been collected and irrepar-

able damage had been done.
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Quality Shoe Repair

At the Foot of Spring St.

MY FIRST

GLASS OF SCHAEFER-

OR MY LAST!

If it'sallthesametoyou,

then it's Schaefer. Be-

cause Schaefer delivers

all the pleasure of the

first beer, every beer

through. So, always make
it Schaefer, all around!

THE F. & M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO.. NEW YORK and ALBANY, N. Y.

The usual causes given for the

demonstrations (the word •'riot"

carries the connotation of the

nore vicious Newport eruptions to

ne), the closing of all beaches

-o night parties and the 10-1

!irl-boy ratio, were highly over-

played.

Although there were threats and
3ounter-threats about closing the

^own to students next year, the

.Tiotivcs have outweighed all olh-

r considerations. Merchants may
complain that they .spend noth
ing on any necessity except beer,

but in the aggregate college stu-

dents, over 50.000 strong this year,

spent well over a million dollars

to swell the Florida economy. With
their new planned program in im-
itation of Bermuda, "Lemmings-
vile" ISO nicknamed by TIMEi
will probably attract an even

greater influx next spring. Yankee, Go Home!

BETWEEN MEALS ... get that

refreshing new feeling with Coke!
rOPYBir,"! C I . rOrA TOLA COMPANY- CnrA cola ASD COKT »"f flLdSTLnCn IRAOtMAHKJ

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

do they fall for you head first?

They do if you use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic on your head
first! Most men use water with their hair tonic and
'Vaseline' Hair Tonic is specially made to use with water.
Water evaporates, dries out your hair. Alcohol and cream
tonics evaporate, too. But 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic won't
evaporate. It's 100% pure light grooming oil - replaces
oil that water removes. And just a little does a lot!

it's clear J" if

it's clean .

.

. it's

VASELINE
VASILIHIHAIft TONICIS A RIBtSTCRCO TRAOfH ARK OF CKCIIIROUOH - POND I IRC.



Junior Advisor System Evaluated By Freshmen
HOUSES 63 '62 '61

Alpha Delta Phi 4 4

Chi Psi 4 4

Kappa Alpho 3 4

Theta Delta Chi 4 4

Delta Upsilon 3 4

Delta Psi 4 3

Beta Theto Pi 3 2

Phi Gamma Delta 1 1

Zeta Psi 1

Phi Delta Theto 1

Psi Upsilon 1 1

Sigma Phi 1

Phi Sigma Kappa 1 I

Non-affiliates

Delta Phi 1

Delta Kappo Epsilon

Houses with 4 4 5

Houses with 3 3 1

Houses with 2 1

Houses with I 5 5

Houses with 4 4

By Lisle Baker, Bill Friedman,
and Bill Prosser

The recent selection of the

Junior Advisers for next year has

revived interest in the proper

function of the good JA.

In an attempt to define their

true purpose, The Record has

none to those most directly In-

volved, the freshmen. A cross-

section of the class was aslced a

series of questions.

Do you feel that a JA should be

ii buddy or an authority?

"He sliould be more of a big

brother than a buddy-buddy.'' "A
JA should not sacrifice his autli-

ority for the sal^e of friendship."

1



Lacrosse, Tennis Varsities Post

Winning Records On Spring Trips
Lacrosse View Optimistic

The Williams lacrosse team
competed in five game scrimmages
and one regular game in their
trip south this spring vacation,

and emerged with three wins and
two losses. The team started off

the trip with a 5-4 win over U.
Mass. on Saturday March 25, and
a 5-3 victory over Penn on Mon-
day. On Tuesday the Eph team
played a regular season game
with Washington and Lee and
triumphed over them, 12-1. The
team then travelled to Princeton
and practiced there Wednesday.
A scrimmage was held with thes?
perennial Ivy League champs on
Thursday, and Princeton bowed,
10-8.

LOSE TO ARMV, U. VA.

Friday saw travelling and prac-
tice with U. of Virginia followed
by a game scrimmage on Satur-
day, which resulted in Williams'
first loss of the trip, 12-6. The
team had Sunday and Monday off

and then took on Army, second in

the country last year, in a game
scrimmage. The Ephs held well in

the first half at the end of which
the score was 3-1 in Army's favor,

but then Eph goalie Pete Stanton,
one of the leading players of that
game, was put out with a concus-
sion. From that point the team
from West Point rolled up goals
and won 13-4.

Coach McHenry was very
pleased with the sophomores on

his team. Of particular notice

were attackmen John Moran with

5 goals and one assist for the

trip and Ron Stempion with 6

goals. Bob Seidman, Jim Williams.

Mike Heath, and Allen Mondell
all looked good at mid-field.

WHITKFORD SHINES

The defense looked strong, also,

with Stanton in the goal and de-

fensemen John Horst, Jack Wads-
worth, John Franklin and Tom
Millington. Millington was liurl

and may be out for the season.

According to Coach McHenry, Bill

Whiteford, this year's captain,

was the most outstanding player

of th:' trip with 9 goals and 8 as-

sists. Eric Widmer and Tom De-

gray played well at midfield.

The Coach expects Tom Bach-
man, Mondell, Bernheimer, Stem-
pien. and Moran to be playing at

attack this season.

The coach is counting on the

hustle and spirit of this year's

team, made abundantly evident
during the spring trip, to help
make up for the lack of experi-

ence. He is very impressed with
the new players from all classes

who are filling the ten holes made
vacant by graduating players

from last year's team. Said
Coach McHenry, "If the team con-
tinues to develop at the same
rapid rate as during the spring
trip, we have a good chance for

a fine season. The team has lots

of spirit and desire."

Tennis Prospects Good
Spring vacation saw the Wil-

liams College tennis team com-
pile a highly respectable 4-2 rec-

ord against southern competition

on their annual spring training

trip. The Eph netters set back Wil-

liam & Mary (7-2), University of

Virginia i5-4), North Carolina <5-

4), and Navy (7-2), while bowing
to North Carolina, in a .second

match (6-3), and the Country
Club of Virginia (6-3). Neither

Bob Mahland nor Bruce Brian
played in the last match.
Coach Chaffee, pleased with

the showing of his squad, felt

that "they all played amazingly
well" for not having played at all

before the trip. Chaffee stressed

that the doubles teams will need
work, but that the outlook is for a

"good" .sea.son. "We are not an
outstanding team, just a good
one."

The outstanding players of the
trip were Co-captain Bruce Brian.

Ned Shaw, Graddy Johnson, and
sophs John Armstrong and
Brooks Goddard. They will be bol-

stered in the forthcoming match-
es by Co-captain Bruce Buck,
John Botts, Bob Mahland, Bob
Rubin, and John Leathers. The
doubles combinations will probably
be Botts-Mahland and Buck-Bri-
an.

The six new hard-surface courts

put in last summer will be a

great help to the Ephs in prac-
ticing for their first match with
MIT away on April 15.

Ei}e iitlltams Slrrnrb
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Williams Nine Finishes 3-5 Spring Trip;

Pitcher Morris, Sophs Lum, Mayer Shine
Varsity ba.seball mentor, Bobby

Coombs, and captain Pete Smith
are both looking forward to a

highly successful .season for the

Purple team. Coombs expressed

his sati-sfaction with the Ephs'

performance on their swing down
.south for spring training. Smith
called the team well-balanced, and
felt that it was quite impressive

on the trip.

The Williams team, in its first

appearances on the diamond af-

ter a month of work in the cage,

dropped its first five games on

the trip. As the Ephs got into bet-

ter condition, they hit tlieir .itride

and went on to win their last three

straight.

In the first two games, against

Elon, Williams was defeated 6-5,

and 9-1. In the first, J. B. Morris

pitched shut-out ball for the first

five innings, but Art Moss gave

up the costly runs. In the sec-

ond contest, John Whitney and
Bruce Grinnell bore the brunt of

the Elon hitting attack.

In consecutive doubleheaders a-

gainst Pfeiffer, Williams lost 11-

7, 9-7, and 4-0, and won 9-4. In

the first three games, John Dono-
van, Bruce Gagnier, and Art Moss
were the losing pitchers. In the

LUCKY STRIKE PRESENTS:

DR. FROOD'S THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: A penny saved is a penny earned. And if you could

pill aivay a penny a week for one year . . . why, you will have fifty-lwo cents'.

Dear Dr. Frood: Our college mascot
is a great big lovable Saint Bernard.

He loves everyone— except me. In

fact, he has bitten me viciously

eight times. What can I do to get

him to like me?

Fruslratpd Dog Lover

DEAR FRUSTRATED: Mother him. To
carry this off, 1 suggest you wear a

raccoon coat, let your hair and eye-

brows grow shaggy and learn to

whimper affectionately.

Dear Dr. Frood: Most of my life here

is extracurricular. 1 carry the drum
for the band, pull the curtain for the

drama society, wax the court for the

basketball team, scrape the ice for

the hockey team, clap erasers for

the faculty club and shovel snow
for the fraternity houses. Do you

think these activities will really help

me when I get out of college?

Eager

DEAR EAGER: I don't think the col-

lege will let you out.

Dear Dr. Frood: On New Year's

Eve I foolishly resolved to be
more generous with my Luckies.

My friends have held me to this,

and I've been forced to give

away several packs a day. What
do you think would happen if I

broke this resolution?

Resolute

DEAR RESOLUTE: It's hard to

tell, really. Lightning, a runaway
horse, a tornado—who knows?

Dear Dr. Frood: Before vacation, my girl and I

agreed to exchange Christmas presents. I sent her

a nice hanky. You can imagine how I felt when I

awoke Christmas morning to find a sports car

from her. What can I do now?
Distraught

DEAR DISTRAUGHT: Remind
her that Easter giving time is

just around the corner.

Dear Dr. Frood: Can you help me convince my girl that
I'm not as stupid as she thinks I am?

Anxious

DEAR ANXIOUS: Perhaps, but you'll have to convince me
first.

TO GET A QUICK LIFT, suggests Frood, step into an elevator and light up a Lucky. In-

stantly, your spirits will rise. When you savor your Lucky, you're IN— for college students

smoke more Luckies than any other regular. They're a wisedup bunch who've known
all along that Luckies taste great. Get the cigarettes with the toasted taste— get Luckies.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some fasfe for o change/
Ptoducl nf c/nc' iJym£M:an Uvvitjeeo-K^onuiti/n^ — JaCaeto- is our middle name9 A. r. c*.

final meeting between the .vo

teams, Morris pitched and loo sfl

very impressive with the Pfei: or
runs coming on Eph miscue.'^ in

the field.

In the .seventh game, agai st

Guilford, Williams opened ui a
hitting barrage for nine run^ m
final frame to win 17-10, v ih

Whitney the winning pitcher In

the final game, by far the in st

impressive, Donovan and Moi is

combined for a 9-1 victory, alio v-

ing Pembroke only four hits. Mr.
ris hurled no-hlt ball for the fiiul

four innings.

Morris was the outstanding p:t-

cher, and Coach Coombs will give

him starting assignments as ofi( n
as possible. Harry Lum, soph cat-

cher, and George Mayer, sopu
shortstop, were the outstanding
stickmen for the Ephs.

Purple Last In Meet;

Sophs Star In Track
Ten members of the track team

spent the vacation at the Uni-
versity of Miami (Florida) in

preparation for the coming season.

Highlighting the venture was a

practice triangular meet with
Yale, last month crowned the
Eastern Indoor Track champions,
and host Miami on Wednesday.
March 29. The Elis, with two
planeloads of athletes on the trip,

were the victors with 98!3 points,

followed by Miami with 47 and
Williams 12)i.

SOPHOMORES OUTSTANDING

Despite the lop-sided score, the
Eph athletes, led by a quartet of
blazing sophomores, performed
very credably. John "Night Train"
Osborne turned in the best per-
formance for Williams, placing
second in the 440 in 50 seconds
flat. Third-place honors for the
Ephmen were won by Karl Neuso
in the 880 with a time of 1:59;
Rick Ash with a 4:25.6 clocking
in the mile: and Jungle Jim Rus-
sell, with a 19' 5" leap in the broad
jump. Neuse, Joel Barber, Ash
and Osborne later teamed up to
take second place in the mile re-
lay in 3:23.7, their best time of
the year. Barber also placed fifth

in the 440 in 50.7 seconds.

Other Eph performances wen
not as encouraging, indicatinn
that the team is just rounding in
to shape. Co-Captain Walt Hen-
rion tied for fourth place in thi

high hurdles and tied for fiftl'

place with sophomore Boot
Delchman in the 100 yard dash
Deichman also took seventh placi

in the 220. In the weights, thr

Ephs failed to take any honor
as Roger Mandle fouled on ai:

four of his attempts in the sho'

put and Co-Captain Bob Judd fail-

ed to garner any prizes in either

the shot put or discus. Dave Kief
fer, still hindered by a cast o;

his leg, was an interested spectn
tor.

In a special race the followln
Saturday, Rick Ash and John O'
borne were outstanding in the 8(;

with times of 1:57.5 and l:59:i

respectively.

The Varsity and Freshmen traci;

teams will open their seasons th;-

Saturday at 2 o'clock against M
I. T. on Weston Field this Satui

day.

GoU vs. Harvard
Varsity golf made no offici-

al spring trip this year al-

though several members of the

.squad began practice on theii

own. Tlie nucleus of Coach
Richard Baxter's squad will

consist of six returning letter-

men: seniors Jim Frlck, cap-

tain, Pete Hager, and Andy
MacKechnle and juniors Dick

Cappalli, Roger Smith, and

Jim Watts. Weather permitting,

the golfers open their season

against Harvard here, on

Thursday.
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duett Students Travel Southward;

Visit Washington^ Pittsburgh, I.V.A.

Pittshmj^li, the TL-nnessfc V

I
o-\v('('k jiiiiki'l just coiiipluti'tl

( jett Center for Economic De-
1 (jpmenl. Dean Brooks and Wil-

I n G. Rlioads, assistant director

I the Center, accompanied tlie

1 idents.

riie Junket culminated in their

I, I ival in Washington on Mon-
(I y. The students devoted their

,1 lontlon to the International Co-
ij ration Administration, the De-
> opment Loan Fund, and the

\ lid Bank. What for mo.st of the
( iiett students proved tlie most
r .sardlng part of the trip was an
liilerview with Chester Bowles,
I nder Secretary of State.

The 'Southerner'

One of the most interesting fac-

vi.'; of the excursion from the

viewpoint of the multi-racial

noup was the American "South-
. iiei (^nc .studi'iit I'xisrcs.sed his

by John Jobeless

^'alk'V Authority, and Washington, D. C, were the hidiliKJits of a
hy thf twenty Asian, African, and l,atin .'

f^. ^ - .

Williams G. Khoads, Assistant
IWrector of the Cluett Center.

impression that "the Southerners
are very nice. Even though there is

still discrimination. It is making a

gradual retreat—wherever pos-

sible, they are doing a great deal

'0 change the situation."

An Asian observer pointed out
tliat the people of the South seem
• o make a distinction between for-

i mners, such as Indians and Mld-
ille Easterners, and Negroes. "In
!he universities there are many
'olored people, which all of us
here are, but no Negroes." He re-

ported having met a number of

I't'ople In the South who, although
moderate by Northern standards,
ae reformists in the Southern

1 untext.

There were only two incidents
' i personal discrimination in the
•Ao weeks. One African Negro was
U'fused admittance to a movie
'heatre. Another was refused ser-

vice at a snack counter. But both
'.ere traced to misunderstandings.
Continued on Paee 2, Col. 5

Rick Gilbert Chosen

Alumni Fund Solicitor
Rick Gilbert '61, has been ap-

pointed Class Agent for the Al-
umni Fund. His appointment was
made by the Executive Committee
of the Alumni Fund, headed by
Stanley Phillips '17, Chairman.

Gilbert's duty is to soliclte dona-
tions from members of his class
for the Alumni Fund. The drive
for contributions from the senior
class is being conducted this

Spring. It Is hoped that this will

be a more effective method of

gaining contributions than in the
Pall when the graduating class
will be scattered across the coun-
try.

Gilbert has sent out a person-
alized letter to every member of
the Senior class. Also, a member
of every fraternity has been ap-
pointed as an Associate Agent. It
Is hoped that this method will in-

»ure a high percentage of donors.

American .students of the

Phi Bete Fete Held;

Barnett Is Speaker
VVith sLxty-seven people in ;

the scene of the aiuiual Phi

Park Delivering Series Of Lectures On Relativity;

Experiment May Lead To Frosh-Soph Colloquium
"'lY' i»l«<>lutes of space and time have no meaning. The philo.sophical of this is tliat truth

.^ 1 .^1. "'ir.'
."•'"", "'^'. '"''?')' "* .""asurement," stated David Park, professor of physics, about

'liie absolutes of space and time have no meaninjr. The philosophical of this is that truth and
... ,. , — JavitI

"

ci'«" « liiy^
^' '^"''''''^^^ "' '^'' ''''''•' "^' li''-'t"'e'i I'L-Id every Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the Thompson

sics Building. _ _
• •' ' i

sne-

I^hy-

"Different observers, for ex-
ample", Park continued, "will as-
sign different lengths to the same
stick if they are in different pos-
itions. Emphasis therefore has to
be placed on the method of meas-
urement, rather than the actual
numerical answer."

Park's original purpose in giv-

ing the series was to present the
relativity theories to phy-sics maj-
ors, since it is not included in the
undergraduate courses. Because of

interest among other students.
Park began on a level comprehen-
sible to those not having studied
much science. According to his

intention, the level has ri.sen

steadily.

Experimental Basis

The lectures this year are on
an experimental basis. A fresh-

man-sophomore colloquium for

physics students is a possibility

for next year to supplement the

basic physics courses. This will

provide more challenging material

in physics to those interested and
intending to major in physics.

Park recently published a reder-

ivation of the law of relativistic

mechanics.

RamsdeU's ' Rockets
'

Capture 8th Faculty

DuckpinChampionship
The eighth annual Faculty Club

Duckpin Bowling League season

came to a close with the begin-

ning of spring vacation. At the

bowling league banquet, held on

the 24th of March at the faculty

club, the team standings and a-

wards for the season were an-

nounced.

The standings of the eight

teams, based on the first half-

second half play-offs, came out

with RamsdeU's Rockets in first

place followed closely by Perez's

Plutonians and Kozelka's Komets

in that order.

The most valuable player award

went to Ray Mason, while Bob

Spivey took Rookie of the Year.

Bill Bryant won the veteran of

the Year award with an 87.8 av-

erage. Manager of the Year went

to Bob Ramsdell and Dick Llsardi

was voted the most dependable.

Nat Lawrence was awarded the

Most Indespensible Rookie of the

Year prize and Lou Perez took the

Most Improved Player of the Year.

The Most Outstanding Perform-

ance of the year was turned in

by Bob Kozelka with a 125 game,

300 match. Ray Mason's 96.7 av-

erage took the Highest Average of

the year prize.

RamsdeU's Rockets

The league winner, RamsdeU's

Rockets, was made up of Captain

RamsdeU, Brown, M. Hyde, A.

Smith, Waterman, and Wilson,

who maintained a team average

of 84.6.

Robert M. Kozelka handled the

running of the league for most of

the 1960-'61 season. The officers

change every year, as do the team

captains and members of each

team. The Captain with the low-

est average for the preceding year

gets first choice for his players.

Dr. E. R. K. Green, iveciurer

from University of Manchester.

Dr. Green Discusses Archaeology

Of Britain's Industrial Revolution
by Bill Hubbard

Dr. E. R. R. Green, Lecturer in History at the University oi

Mancliester, England, delivered a lecture' entitled "Lookini^ at

the hidiistrial devolution" Tuesday evening in the Lawrence .Art

Museum. The title, almost a misnomer, failed to reveal the ar-

cheolot^ical aspects of Dr. Green's talk.

Historical Authority
Dr. Green, a distinguished auth-

ority on English industrial his-

tory, is secretary of the Research
Committee on Industrial Arch-
aeology of the Council for Brit-

ish Archaeology. His past few
days were spent in touring New
England and examining 18th and
19th century industrial towns.
New Archaeological Movement
"I have two points to clear up."

Green commenced. Emphasizing
the need of archaeological study,

he pointed out "an element of

evangelism in the new archaeolo-
gical movement . . . the need for

historians, collectors, geographers,
architects, and most important
technologists, to band together to

study, record, and preserve ar-

chaeological or architectural

structures and sites."

Secondly, he drily commented
in an articulate Irish manner that
archaeology, contrary to popular
opinion, was not the study of pre-

historic eras, or merely excava-

tions, but is concerned with the

physical remains of any period of

history.

Launching into the specifics of

his lecture. Green, through the

use of slides, traced the architec-

tural transitions that accompanied
the industrial revolution in Eng-
land.

Discerns Architectural Beauty

Green sensed a simple and sub-

dued beauty in the mills which
sprang up in the 18th and 19th

centuries, following Arkwrights

breakthrough in the spinning In-

dustry. Characterized by advanced
center sections, classical pedi-

ments, and ornate cupola's, these

fine brick or stone edifices were
generally situated In counti-y sur-

roundings. A mill in Derbyshire

was cited for the resonance be-

tween Its stone construction and
the coloring of Its natural back-

drop.

"The center of trouble lies in

situations like this satanic com-
position." said Green, pointing at

a dreary urban factory. "The
grime and filth of the mill set In

the city was Indeed sordid."

Green attributed the develop-

ment and use of cast iron in this

era to the "monotonous rapidity"

of fires. He pointed out the change
from "cast Iron columns and
brick arches" to the elaborate and
interlocking use of iron as a struc-

tural element.

The effects of transportation

upon architecture were covered

lastly. Attention was focused on
types of architecture surrounding

canals and railroads. Displaying a
slide of a small home situated

near a waterway, Green discussed

Its toylike, almost cute appear-

ance.

Dr. Green, who has written a
book on industrial architecture In

England, will teach Economic His-

tory next year at the University

of Virginia.

Reverend M. L King,

Negro Clergy Leader,

Gives Sermon Sunday

With a capacity crowd expected.

WUliams students are warned to

come early for this Sunday's
chapel service featuring Negro
leader Martin Luther King. After
7:15. members of outside churches
will be admitted.
King will speak a Biblical pass-

age at the service, probably re-

lating it to his social ethic of

brotherhood through love. He will

speak on "the Strategy of South-
ern Sit-ins" at a member-guest
supper of the WCC at 5:30. It is

also hoped that he will speak in-

formally on civil rights after

chapel.

Bus Boycott

Reverend King is most widely
known for his successful organiza-
tion of the Montgomery bus boy-
cotts of 1955. Under his It. der-

ship, Negroes were able to end
Jim Crow seating on the city's

buses by the simple device of re-

fusal to ride them. The resulting

transportation tie-up pointed out

tht Negroes enormous economic
importance to the community. The
lesson of this battle has not been
lost on Negro leaders, and the

threat of a boycott against any
business which supports Jim
Crow Is one of their most effec-

tive weapons.
Now the assistant pastor of his

father's church in Atlanta, King
Is active in advising the student
sit-in movement, and in CORE.
He is widely regarded as the most
powerful and dynamic Negro lead-

er today.

Reverend King was recently the
subject of a profile study by
James Baldwin, renowned Negro
novelist, which appeared In Har-
per'*.

ittendance the Faculty Club be-

Beta Kajjpa Faculty-Undergrad-
uate Dinner Tuesday evening. The
gathering included faculty wives
who are members of the honorary
science fraternity. Sigma X. Pro-
fessor of Political Science Vincent
T. Barnett delivered the annual
address.
Introduced by President James

Phinney Baxter. III. Mr. Barnett
promised a story with all the ele-

ments of good drama—"conflict,

sex. violence, and chivalry." Often
with tongue-in-cheek, Barnett re-

lated the story of Supreme Court
Justice Stephen Field. Williams
alumnus of 1837.

Longest Supreme Court Tenure
Barnett traced Field's activities

from his undergraduate days
when he was compelled to attend
Chapel twice a day to his death
in 1899 when he liad exceeded
Chief Justice John MarshaU's
record of tenure on the Supreme
Court. At this time he had writ-

ten over 1000 legal opinions.

The address was divided rougii-

ly into two halves. The first half
concerned Field's disastrous pol-

itical career as well as his brilliant

legal endeavors. The second half
dealt with a case over which Field

presided involving a Miss Sarah
Hill, a willful, entrancing, seduc-
tress, whose case Barnett related

In savory detail. The case com-
prised simultaneously conflicting

.suits in a federal and a state court
in addition to Miss Hill's claims
over two married gentlemen.
The entire address was testi-

mony to the fact tliat the fruits

of thorough, rigorous scholarship
can be enjoyable.

Ernst Is Cited

Undergraduates Vice-President
Jon F. Heiser preceded Barnett's

talk with the chapter nomination
of Morris Ernst '09 as recipient

of the annual alumni membership.
Mr. Ernst, last year elected "Law-
yer of the Year" by the New York
Bar Association, is the donor of

the annual Gargoyle-Phi Beta
Kappa Book Award. Mr. Ernst
is primarily noted for his activi-

ties in the area of civil liberties.

He lectured at Williams last year

under the auspices of the Adel-

phic Union, and he has long tak-

en an Interest in Williams College

affairs. The nomination was un-
animously accepted by the under-
graduates and faculty members
present.

After Mr. Barnett's address.

Faculty chapter President William

C. Grant Invited all present to re-

main for an informal chat.

Adelphic Union Holds

Prep School Debates

students from twelve prep
schools will be debating college

tuition In the Adelphic Union's
annual Prep School Debate Tourn-
ament next Friday and Saturday,
April 21 and 22. The debaters wlU
be participating in two rounds
Friday night and two rounds Sat-
urday morning, with the two
leading teams meeting In the fin-

als on Saturday afternoon.

The twelve schools are: Tabor,
Priory. St. Pauls, Mt. Herman,
Brunswick, Hackley, St. Marks,
Choatc, Deerfield. Gunnery. Taft,

and Hotchkiss. The topic for the
tournament is. Resolved: That the
Cost of Tuition at Private Colleges
and Universities Be Set at the Cost
to the College.

The Adelphic Union needs stu-

dent volunteers to act as chair-
men-timekeepers for each of the
rounds, and any student interested
in participating In this capacity
should contact Professor Connelly,
Ed Volkman, or Jay Zelermyer.
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Bigness: Good Or Bad?
Bigness in education is "big" these days. That is to say that

there is enormous pressure on colleges to expand their facilities

in anticipation of the enrollment crush which will come with the

maturation of the |30st-war generation. The baby boom along with

the increasing democratization of higher education will indeed
bring students knocking on admissions office doors in heretofore un-

imaginable numbers in the near future.

This leads to a whole series of questions which face the small

liberal arts college like Williams. Firstly, should these insti-

tutions expand? Then, can they expand without losing exactly

those characteristics which they are uniquely suited to provide?

Will the expansion within the limits necessary to preserve their

identity really make a difference in accommodating the new rush

of students? And, if it won't, does this mean that the small liberal

arts college has no future in American higher education?

The proposed plan at Wesleyan implies a negative answer to

this last question. We join with the Argus in taking exception to

this conclusion. We believe that there will always be a place in

higher education for what the small college has to offer. While

research may be the nourishing fount of creative intellect, the

teaching of critical thought through the close contact of student

and teacher is an important preparation for the research process.

In the existence of such colleges as Williams, and in our very

presence here, is implied the belief that the small college offers a

greater opportunity to acquire this faculty, then the large univer-

sity.

We believe that expansion of a college like Williams cannot

seriously alleviate the problem of more students. The solution of

this particular problem must rest with the large universities, pri-

vate and public, which are equipped to deal with it. The prime

consideration on our part should be the preservation of our iden-

tity and the maintenance of those virtues which distinguish the

small college and indeed justify its very existence.

HIGHLIGHTS FOR SUMMER

A complete assortment of Summer Wash Suits and
Jackets especially adaptable for Hot Weather.

Also many unusual colorings of Trousers in Madras
- Docron & Cotton - Orion & Cotton - Dacron & Wool.

Washable Suits made especially for The Arthur M. Ro-
senberg Co. in all the accepted Dacron & Cotton com-
binations from $45.00

Trousers

Dacron & Cotton 6 colors $16.50
Orion Acrylic & Cotton 4colors $16.50
Dacron & Wool 4colors $22.50
Madras Plains 4colors $18.50

In addition, a large selection of Shirts, Neck-
wear, and Hose, made expressly for The Arthur
M. Rosenberg Co. will be shown.

EXHIBITING TUESDAY, APRIL 18

St. Anthony 11:30-2:30
Psi Upsilon 5=00-8:30

New Haven's Finest Custom Label Since 1898

THE

TAILORS FURNISHERS

NEW HAVEN NEW YORK
1 044 Chapel Street 1 6 East 52nd Street

Wesleyan Plans Major Expansion
By John T. Connor

The March 21st issue of The
Wesleyan Argus announced the

publication of a faculty report
calling for the expansion of Wes-
leyan from a small liberal arts

college into a "great university."

John W. Sease, chairman of the
Educational Policy Committee, a
sub-committee of which Issued the
report, disclosed that the proposal
suggests a university "of about
1700 men and women undergradu-
ates, 300 graduate, MAT and post-
doctoral students, and 300 faculty,
in 1975 or thereabouts."
The report also calls for a lib-

rary of "close to one million
books", the construction of three
new science laboratories and "the
formation of a Coordinate College
for women by about 1967." Stress-
ing that "the traditional concern
of a university with creative ac-
tivity—the advancement and re-
newal of knowledge—has been
subordinated to the teaching en-
terprise," the report claims that
Wesleyan "stands ready to make
this leap from its tradition as a

liberal arts college. It must move
from the Academy to the Univer-

sity."

The Scholar vs. the Teacher
"Obviously, the major innova-

tion win Involve vastly Increased

emphasis on advanced scholar-

ship and research." The report

went on to stress that "there is

no intention to divide scholarship

from teaching; it is the intention,

however, to rearrange the priori-

ties so as to emphasize the prima-

cy of creative scholarship for both
faculty and students." Also

brought forth was the important

point that "there could be an in-

vigorating relationship between

graduates and undergraduates."

The report concluded, "there

would be, in short, a proper con-
cern for the balance between con-

centration and breadth, which is

the mark of first-rate scholarship

—rather than an involvement in

the mechanism of degree-require-

ments. Wesleyan should want to

take a place among the great con-
tributors to knowledge."
A sample of student opinion

Review

Cohen Love Story In * Seventeen*
By Stewart Davis

/ believe in love. For as long, as I

can remember, I've wanted to be in

love with a girl in a sunny-blue dress.

A romantic girl, she would walk down
to the corner soda shoppe with me and
we would have a malted, with two
straws. Or we would sit on a bridge

over a stream holding hands and let-

ting our legs siolng over the edge
while we talked about all sorts of

things.

So begins a short warmhearted
article by Steve Cohen '62, who is

spending his junior year studying
as an exchange -tudent at the
Sorbonne in Paris. Cohen's story,

"Why can't girls be more roman-
tic", is to be found in this month's
issue of Seventeen.
Cohen is pleading for the gen-

uine girl, the girl who laughs and
talks and skips with you without
putting on a facade of sophistic-

ation. Essentially, he feels, girls

like to be romantic, only they
don't let themselves go.

What Cohen has discovered Is

the universality of pseudo-sophis-
ticated girls, of girls who would
rather make a good impression
than enjoy themselves. In France,
as in America, Cohen has found
the ever-present role-player, who
substitutes meaningless flirting

for meaningful, and fun, genuine-
ness. But there is hope; for he
has found what every young man
should find, "The Girl", the girl

who is what he wants—fun loving,

light-hearted, romantic, and al-

ways herself. Happy is his article

because happy is he; for he has
found someone who enjoys being
"together in a real sense".

Prescription for Happiness:
read Cohen's article in five min-
utes, find a natural girl, hold her
hand, laugh with her . .

.

was given In an Argrus editorial of
the same issue. First, congratulat-
ing the committee for 'imagin-
ation and an ernest desire to im-
prove upon Wesleyan," the com-
ment proceeded to explain that in
considering the report "two ques-
tions come immediately to mind.
First of all, in order to 'maintain'
this 'excellence' is it as necessary
to expand into a university as the
report states? Can the small lib-

eral arts college no longer pro-
vide 'the full and proper expres-
sion of intellectual powers' which
is the goal of the proposed uni-
versity?

Alternative Offered
"Secondly, even with such im-

aginative plans, will our resources
permit us to become any more
than a first class small college?"

After extending its criticism into

other facets of the report, the
editorial suggested an alternative

to the EPC proposal. 'An alterna-

tive . . . would be to utilize the
same resources and energies into

making it the best small college,

with even better faculty members,
higher salaries, a larger physical

plant, but while still maintaininK

the Ideals of the small liberal arts

college."

The editorial concluded by em-
phasizing that "the point is not

that expansion into a university as

outlined in the proposals is not
desirable. The question is whether
in following the ideals of the

broad university, we are not at-

tempting to make Wesleyan ac-

complish so much that relatively

speaking, it accomplishes less."

Cluett Students

Continued from Page 1, Col. 1

Care had been taken to insure that

no incidents would occur. But in

these two cases, the students in-

volved mderstood wrongly that

they would be served at the es-

tablishments they visited.

Student's Attitude

The attitude of the students

was stated by one African. He
feels that discrimination in the
South is not merely a facet of the
lower economic standing and lev-

Continued on Paee 3. Col. 4

GOOD COURSE to take is the one
that leads to the King of Beers.

Next time you're away from
the books, enjoy a refreshing glass of

BudweiseK

Where there's Life. ..there's Bud«
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JS.S.A. Confers On Peace Corps;

Senators Advise 400 Delegates
By Ken Kehrer

The National Student Associa-

tion held Its much publicized Con-

ference on Youth Service Abroad

from March 29 to March 31 at

American University amid much
hi'ialdry, controversy, and con-

si ructive criticism. Over 400 dele-

giiii-s from 250 educational Insti-

tutions came to the nation's capi-

ta; (0 discuss the Peace Corps and

to hear addresses by Senators

joi;i) Sherman Cooper and Hubert

Hi iiiphrey and Sargent Shriver,

DDictor of the Peace Corps.

I ich of the speakers express-

ed a desire for a Corps but cm-
plia.^ized particular problems that

surli an organization faced. Di-

rccior Shriver's emphasis was on
till monumental task facing his

stall in the months ahead in the

aria of selection, training, and
adiiiinistration.

t^cnator Cooper aired many of

thi criticisms his Republican col-

lea ,ues have expressed over the

proposals and pointed out the

merits of careful planning. Sena-
te: Humphrey stressed the politi-

cal problems involved in attempt-

Int! to get legislation on the Corps
ami expressed the opinion that

Coi psmen will get more out of the

prosiram than the host country.
Thirteen Workshops

The main business of the con-

ference was conducted in thir-

teen workshops in which delegates

exchanged ideas on specifically as-

signed problems. Each workshop
had the benefit of resource per-

sonnel from interested organiza-

tions such as the State Depart-
mint, the National Home Econom-
ics Association, and voluntary

service groups currently perform-

ing services similar to the Peace
Corps'.

The plenary session on the con-
cluding day was marked by much
controversy. Tempers flared as
the clash between rival parliamen-
tarians lengthened the proceed-
ings by six hours.
Complicating the session were

the Young Americans for Free-
dom, a small minority of the dele-
gates who opposed the Corps. They
claimed that the world struggle
was not "child's play" and that
the naivety of the Corpsmen
could be readily exploited by the
Communists. They suggested a
Freedom Corps in which special-
ists would be trained In American
ideology and sent abroad to com-
bat totalitarian forces in the un-
committed nations. Their main ef-
forts during the session consisted
of attempting to filibuster the de-
bate on rules and frequently call-
ing for a quorum In the hopes of
disbanding the conference.

Two issues were so bitterly con-
tested that minority resolutions
were finally permitted on both. On
one issue, that of discrimination,
the majority resolution reads,
'Resolved that the Peace Corps
affirm as a basic principle that in
the selection of otherwise qualified
personnel, there be no discrimina-
tion on the basis of race, religion,

or sex, but that practical consider-
ations in the host country have
to be met in the placement of
Corpsmen." The minority opin-

ion, echoing the words of Sena-
tor Humphrey, called for a com-
pletely racially Integrated Corps
that should not be made available

to countries that have discrimin-
atory practices, in the spirit of

upholding our values.

Loyalty Oaths
A heated discussion also ensued

over loyalty oaths and security

checks. The majority of the dele-
gates decided that once a candi-
date had passed the requirements
and was otherwise qualified he
should be subject to the same
security investigation as any other
government employee. The minori-
ty resolution condemned all such
measures as "cold war thinking"
and emphasized the value of In-
dividual expression. This discus-
sion prompted the Washington
Post to say. editorially, that the
"delegates themselves seem to
have furnished an issue over
which the Peace Corps may floun-
der."

The real value of the confer-
ence, in the opinion of delegates
and observers, seemed to have
been in the workshop sessions. The
hectic plenary session managed
to pass many of the workshop res-
olutions, but the minutes of the
individual workshops will have the
most value to the administrators
and legislators in making the
Peace Corps a reality. The calm
discussions and earnest question-
ing that went on there will help
the Peace Corps meet its goal of

Cluett Students Travel Southward,

Visit Washington, Pittsburgh, T. V. A.
Continued from Page 2, Col. 5

el of educational attainment—it is

a deeply ingrained aspect of the
culture."

He went on to reflect on the
Negro group living so evident in

this country. It is not at all unus-
ual. Rather it is conspicuous be-

cause of the difference in color.

In Ghana or Nigeria, tribal con-
claves or ghettos in the cities are
not conspicuous to the outside
observer because of the lack of

color distinctions. But the idea
that Negro group consciousness is

unusually strong is a misconcep-
tion.

"One cannot talk of the South
as a whole," he went on. Many
people were willing to talk about
the problem and hear another
point of view. In the same way,
one cannot speak of the American
Negro as a type. There are at the
same time the dedicated, respon-
sible reformists and the black
muslim fanatics who are to the

Negro population as the White
Citizens Council is to the white
community.
"This whole problem, and parti-

cularly personal Incidents, is of

course very disturbing." But. he
continued, the Intellectual ques-

next winter.



Little All-America Lauded

By Stewart DavU

"Lou, Lou, Lou," chant the Wil-

liams fans as big ex-football cap-

tain Lou Guzzetti steps to the

foul line for the Ephs. But when
Little AU-Amerlcan Bob Mahland
gets set to shoot, the crowd waits

expectantly and confidently;

for Bob doesn't miss very often.

Scattered "Come on. Bob," cheers

preceded the anticipated points.

Mahland's stocky shape and lax

physique belle his amazing agil-

ity on the court. Instead of lum-
bering, as one might expect, he
moves swiftly with full knowledge
of his direction and purpose. A
solid 185 pounds, he rebounds
with grace when not popping In

his patented jump shots.

The 6'2"

court star has
gained his fame
at Williams as a
shooter. As a

freshman he av-

eraged 22 points

a game while

leading the '62

team to a 10-4

record. He galn-

e d a starting

slot his sopho-
more year and
became top scor-

er on a 15-7

squad, averaging 18.2 points a

game. His 401 points set a sopho-

more record for the Ephs. The
leading scorer in Western Massa-

chusetts, he was then an honor-

able mention Little Ail-American.

This past season Mahland pour-

ed in 481 points In 24 games a

new season scoring record, hitting

exactly 50 percent from the field

and averaging .815 from the foul

line. He led the team In assists.

Before being named to the start-

ing five of the Little AU-Amerlcan
team, Mahland was placed on the

All-East Small College team of

the year and on the second team
of the AP New England roster

which encompassed both major
and small colleges.

When Mahland Is on, Williams
does not lose. When he's hot, fans

spend their time arguing about
how few shots he has missed.

Proof of his prowess was offered

by the season's most exciting

games. Army and Rochester. In
the former Bob went cold in the

second half as Black Knight Don
Hannon shut him out—and Wil-

liams lost. Against Rochester Mah-
land COL Id do no wrong. Those in

the Springfield stadium were a-

mazed as he kept the Ephmen In

the game singlehandedly; those

listsning on the radio failed to

share announcer John Moyna
ban's enthusiasm as.. Mahland's
point total rose; for Williams was
still behind. But in the tense final

seconds everyone knew who should
take the last shot, and no one
doubted that, although Bob never
takes high lofted fall-away jump
shots from the corner, his unor-
thodox shot would sink. After a
season strewn with team victories,

the man most responsible for that

team's greatness had truly made
himself known. Mahland's 23

points were a leading factor the

following night when the Ephs
topped Bates; he was the obvious

choice for the tourney's Most Val-

uable Player.

Shaw Comments
"Bob's one of the finest offen-

sive players we've had here," not-

ed his admiring coach Al Shaw.
"He's not only a fine shooter, but

a fine team player; he passed off

more often than he shot. He has

a real good touch when he shoots.

He has real good basketball sense

and sums up a situation in a hur-

ry."

DeLisser Discusses 'Athletic Education';

Staples Succeeds 'Skip' Chase As Captain

The varsity and freshmen wrest

ling teams gathered for their an-

nual banquet Tuesday night at

Taconio Park. Jack Staples was

announced varsity captain for the

coming year and letters were a-

warded by Skip Chase and John

Wlnfleld, captains of the varsity

and freshman teams.

Chase, who was master of cere-

monies, and head coach Pete De-

Lisser delivered speeches to the

assemblage. DeLisser discussed the

contribution of athletics to an in-

UFO
Quality Shoe Hepair

At the Foof of Spring St.

dividual's education, stating that

the classroom developed a person's

ability to think, while athletics

taught control of the emotions,

through strict adherence to the

rules of a particular sport.

Chase discussed wrestling as a
unique, very personal sport, which
may be considered an art and Is

therefore very difficult for the un-

initiated to appreciate.

Frank R. Thoms, and Frank F.

Navarro, were also present at the

dinner, which saw Jim Moodey,
Jim Bieber, Chase, Larry Bauer,

Geoff Howard, Staples, Fred Nol-

and, and Bill O'Brian receive let-

ters. Frosh letters were awarded
to Paul Merrithew, Wlnfleld, Fred
Tuttle, John Marshall, Jerry Pit-

man, Pierce Hammond, John
Boeye, Chuck Probst, and Mike
Relly.

A Smith girl

learns more

about college men

than she really

wants to know in this

novel by the author

of the talked-about

Atlantic article.

Frosh Athletes Lack Experience;

Teams Face Rugged Spring Test

Baseball

The freshmen baseball team fac-

es its first test Wednesday when
they take on a Pittsfield High
School squad, one of the toughest
in this year's American Legion
competition. The Ephs have man-
aged only three practices, but
Coach Frank Navarro is counting
on the tremendous spirit shown so

far to carry them to a second
straight Little Three title.

For the Pittsfield practice game
here, Navarro will have pitchers

Bill Chapman, John Bose, and
Charles Houlton on hand. Out of

27 rookies, Doug Pearon will be at
third. Bob Denham or John Steln-
feld at second, Ben Wagner at
first and Bill Mosher or Bob Leroy
at shortstop. Four are battling
for the catching duties, while only
Bill Tuxbury and Ken Griffith

have nailed down jobs in the out-

field. Paul Boire is handling the

managing chores.

The team will play a full eight-

game schedule, with five games
at home starting with the UMass
tussle on April 27.

Tennis
Coach Clarence Chaffee listed

the tentative frosh tennis ladder

this week, naming Frank Thayer,

Bruce Birgbauer, Tom Jensen,

Bill Hardy, Davis Taylor, and Bud
Elliot to the top six positions. Dave
Russell and Jay Preedman will

provide depth. The toughest mat-
ches will probably be with An-
dover, Deerfleld, and Choate; lit-

tle is known about the strength

of Amherst and Wesleyan. The
season opens against Kent on Ap-
ril 19, in a home match.

Lacrosse

A tentative first-string lineup
for the freshman lacrosse team
was released by Coach Al Shaw.
Possible starters at a/ttack are

Russ Baker, Chi-is Hagy, and Tom
Knowles. Jim Neldllnger, Walt
Leach, and John Romans are elat-

ed for midfield, Dick Linzer, Jeff
Thompson, and Bill Prakken at
defense. Bob Engle will probably
play goalie. Baker and Linzer were
named as the outstanding stick-

men on the team.

Shaw's biggest problem this sea-

son is building a solid defense im-
it. There are few squad members

^\\i Hilltame Slrirorli
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. . for the old-fashioned horse

laughs ... a refreshing oim in this

era of coll girls."— NY HERALD TRIBUNE
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PLUS!

Disney's "JAPAN" In Color
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HAIRCUTS
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who have any appreciable exper-
ience, although the coach addod
encouragingly that the frosh me
"coming along pretty well."

Mt. Herman, Deerfleld, Choate,
and Harvard appear to be tlie

toughest opponents this season.

Wesleyan and Amherst, the two
other schools on the schedule,

suffer from the same Inexperience

as Williams and may prove easiiT

targets.

Track And Golf
Both the freshmen track and

golf teams face their opening coin-

petition with a minimum of prac-

tice due to prevailing weather con-
ditions. Ti'ack meets MIT on Snl-
urday, while the freshmen g<.if

season opens at home against Ex-
eter on April 22.

Hitting the greens for Williains

will be John Poehl, Hank Winni r,

Dick Greenlee, John Clifford, Ted
Ebberts, and Tom Klugg. No def-

inite assignments have been made
on the '64 track squad.

It's not too late to hop on the right

one— before graduation time.

If you're interested In a business
of your own and no limit on earn-
ings, you should look into the
advantages of a career in life

Insurance selling.

There's a lot that you may not
have realized about this absorb-
ing business. Let us show you
what a career in life insurance
can mean to you.

Richard Swett
St. Anthony Hall

GL 8-921

1

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company

of Philadelphia

§^Suce
AFTER SHAVE

LOTION

Rafrathing antiicptic action heals

razor nkks, helps keep your tkin

in top condition. 1 .00 ph. »,

SHUITON Now York • Torenfe
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Value Of Peace Corps Questioned;

N^ed For Special Training Stressed
Few college seniors have the technical training to be very

usdul in an underdeveloped countrv. For me, at least, graduate
sclinul or work in the U._N. would he more valuable in terms of

wliil I can accomplish," commented Bob Adler '61 about the

Pc, • Ctnps and his career plans. Seniors Al Bogatay, Fred No-
'""" ~ GUck responded

Giametti To Lecture

0," ' Divine Comedy

'

Ai Chapin Library

VUentlne Giamattl, Professor

of Italian at Mt. Holyoke College

will lecture In the Chapin Library

on i hursday, April 20. His subject

will be "The Divine Comedy and
the Modern Reader'' and the lec-

tui<' win be presented In conjunc-

tion with a special exhibition in

the Library: "Landmarks in Ital-

ian Culture Since Dante."

I'lie exhibition materials have
been selected by Grover Marshall.

A.ssi;;tant Professor of French and
Italian, who Is in charge of the

arnuiBements for the celebration

of the Centennial of Italian Uni-
fication at Williams, and are cur-

rently on display.

Dante on Display
Amon; the three-score items

on display are several of the Lib-

rary's more important mani-
script and printed editions of

Dante, produced between 1427 and
1620. Other than the famous Di-

vine Comedy, there are rare edi-

tions of lesser-known works by
the Italian writer as well

as selected celebrated literary

works of Petrarch. Boccaccio, Ar-
iosto, Macchiavelli, Castiglione,

Lorenzo di Medici, Torquato Tas-
so, and others.

Representative of biblical print-
Inc are the Chapin volumes of the
Holy Bible in the Italian langu-
age (one of two copies in North
America), printed In Oct. 1471,
and among the earliest trans-
lations of the Vulgate text In a
vernacular tongue. Displayed in

the recently installed exhibition
panels is a group of facsimile wa-
ter-colors by William Blake Illus-

trating the Divine Comedy.
Students and the general pub-

lic are cordially Invited to the
lectm-e and to visit the exhibition
during the scheduled library
hoi rs, 9-12 and 1-5 dally, and
Saturday morning from 9-12. The
sxhibition will remain on view
through Monday, April 24.

Ian, and Pete
similarly.

Adler Finds Fault
Adler sharply criticized the ro-

mantic view of the Peace Corps
stemming from the manner of
publicity It has been given. Many
Africans may not want us. There
is also the problems of U. S. con-
trol over the Peace Corps in a
foreign nation, control over the
members, and taking away Jobs
from residents. We should con-
centrate on completing specific
tasks rather than forming per-
sonal friendships. Adler emph-
sized the need of an extremely
well-planned program, which
has not yet been achieved.
"The teaching program has been
in operation for several years. I

am totally in favor of extending
it, though not under direct gov-
ernment control. It would be a-
gainst our purposes if we gave
Africans the impression that
members of the Corps are repre-

sentatives of the U. S. Govern-
ment."

Mild Interest

Fred Nolan, who will teach in

Hong Kong this summer, showed
mild interest in the Peace Corps.

He stated that graduate school

would be more worthwhile in the
long run than three years in Af-

rica. "I could be more effective

in a government position or in an
international agency, doing the

same sort of work but on a larg-

er scale."

Al Bogatay, as Adler, question-

ed the usefulness of college grad-
uates who have had no special

training or teaching experience.

"The Peace Corps would be effec-

tive as a supplementary aid pro-

gram. A law school graduate
could find the experience more
profitable, by assisting In teach-

ing, and legal and tax problems."

Pete GUck emphasized our
need for a Peace Corps, since "The
gift without the giver is bare".

The Corps would be valuable in

dispelling misconceptions about
Americans and the United States.

I am interested in teaching there,

since education is the most basic

way of building up a country and
making its government stable."

Oakes Discusses Dental Research History;

Cites Opportunities In Experimental Field
nr. J. Howard Oaks delivered a

short summary of the history of
do ital research during the past
45 years. Thursday evening In the
Thompson Biology Lab. The as-
sistant dean of the Harvard
Srhool of Dental Medicine dls-
cus.sed dental caries "as an ex-
Peiimental disease," the most
common ailment afflicting human
beings.

The doctor explained that pro-
Bl|^ss in the field of dental carles
has reached the point of "filling
In the big pieces" on decay. He

Lawrence Displays

Modern French Art
The Lawrence Art Museum is

currently featuring an exhibit of
modern French prints from the
collection of Abraham Kamberg of

Springfield which will run through
April 30.

Designed to emphasize the in-
ternational flavor of the 20th cen-
tury Paris school, the exhibition
includes works by Severlnl, Mod-
'gliani. di Chlrlco. Mlro, Picasso,
Chagall and Arp. Also represent-
ed are 19th century works by
Manet, Degas, Renoir, Toulouse-
Lautrec and Cezanne.
The prints come from the col-

lection of Abraham Kamberg of
Springfield.

stated the great majority of re-

search lay ahead, in discovering

the mechanism behind bacterial

—

and carbohydrate—caused decay
and in determing other Import-

ant factors producing carles.

Oaks stressed the opportunity

for intelligent young men to com-
bine dental practice and research

in the new experimental field.

The need for qualified men has
grown, primarily because greater

numbers of scientifically-Inclin-

ed students are turning to work In

industry, government, and uni-

versities, leaving a shortage of

manpower in the health fields.

Research In Sweden

Oaks explained that research

first began when dentists notic-

ed certain areas of the world to

be carles-free. Significant re-

search was performed in Sweden
about 20 years ago when a rela-

tion between carbohydrates and
dental decay was established.

In the late '40's researchers de-

termined by their work with car-

ies-susceptible rats in a germ-

free environment that enzymes re-

leased by bacteria in the mouth
were an important cause of caries.

The latest advances have deter-

mined that flourides stop the me-
tabolic activity of bacteria, pre-

venting formation of harmful en-

symet.

Martin Luther King Speaks Here;

Emphasizes Three Dimensional Life

'Non-Violent Action' Keynote Of King Method
By John Kifner

The short, thickset Negro with the neat mustache has a mis-
sion: "To save the soul of America."

He also has a method: "Non-
violent direct action."

His name is Martin Luther King,
and it has become almost synon-
omous with the struggle of the
southern Negro for equal rights.
He is both the philosopher and the
battle-tried veteran of this strug-
gle.

He feels that the civil rights
struggle is the most vital issue
facing the nation. But his aim is

"not to free the Negro alone . .

.

for in this day and age when hun-
dreds of millions of people are
rising from the yoke of foreign
imperialism ... we cannot afford
the luxury of an anemic democra-
cy ... If we cannot face the pro-
blem, we will not be able to face
the world."

"Discrimination . . . Morally
Wrong"

Yet reform cannot take place
"merely to please Asia and Africa
. . . Discrimination must end not
only because It is diplomatically
objectionable, but because it is

morally wrong." It is this sense
of morality which must result In
a realignment of American prac-
tices with American ideals which
King seeks to achieve. The south-
ern students are not risking ar-
rest or mob action for a hamburger
or a cup of coffee. Bather, they
hunger and thirst for freedom
"and this demand Is bound to suc-
ceed because it is a basic American
demand.''

MARTIN LUTHER KING
"to save the soul of America"

Treas. Council Elects;

Fitts Chosen Prexy;

Beadie Selected Sec.
Recently the Interfraternlty

Treasurers' Council elected as its

officers for 1961-62, president,

Peter Pitts, Phi Gamma Delta,

and secretary, William Beadie,

Beta Theta Pi. This council is

composed of the treasurers of each
of the fifteen fraternities and
serves as a sounding board for

mutual financial problems.
Fitts, in commenting on the

potential power of this little-used

organization, said, "The fraterni-

ties as a whole contribute more
than one half the revenue paid out

to the merchants and contractors

in the Williamstown area, and the

treasurers become the representa-

tives of this financial influence.

With this great flow of money to

be tapped, it becomes natural for

the merchants and contractors to

exploit the situation."

First Job

"The relative scarcity of special-

ized workmen to choose from
makes the picture worse from the

fraternity viewpoint. Thus the

first Job of the council will be to

reverse the power of selectivity to

the side of the fraternities. In the

future names of contractors who
charge inordinate rates or do poor

work will be boycotted by the fra-

ternities as a unified group, with

those found to be fair being giv-

en the patronization of all."

Other items on the agenda for

the year Include a comparison of

dues, social expenses, wages paid

to maids, handymen, cooks, and
waiters, and the difficulty of col-

lecting senior bills before gradu-

ation.

Roper Center Given

$5,000 Ford Grant
The Ford Foundation has a-

warded the Roper Center a $5000

grant to evaluate a course on

"Probability and Statistics" giv-

en by Continental Classroom as

one of its early-morning educa-

tional television presentations.

The primary objective of the

investigation is to determine the

reactions of high school teachers

to the course which is televised

nationally every weekday from
6:30 to 7:00. The Roper Center has
previously undertaken similar re-

search involving courses in physics

and chemistry. These showed that

the audience was 25 per cent

women and had an educational

level significantly greater than

of the general viewing public.

Continued on Page 6, Col, 1

Standing Room Only

At Thompson Chapel

To Hear King Preach
"Life at its best and as it should

be lived is complete on all sides,*'

came the deep, vibrant voice from
the pulpit.

A free chapel cut last Sunday
brought the irony of the first

SRO audience at chapel within re-
cent memory, with WMS piping
the sermon to a large overflow in
Baxter Hall. The occasion was
the presence of Rev. Martin Luth-
er King, Jr., co-minister of the
Ebenezer Baptist Church and dis-

tinguished Negro leader.

The curious came away satis-
fied, for Dr. King is a vigorous and
compelling speaker. After chapel,
another overflow crowd awaited
in Jesup Hall for a question and
answer session on civil rights.

Many had already attended his
talk on the philosophy of non-vio-
lent resistance at the WCC din-
ner.

At chapel. King spoke on "The
Three Dimensions of the Complete
Man." The first dimension, length,

he defined as the development of

a rational and healthy self inter-

est. "Before we can love other
selves adequately, we must love
ourselves properly," he stated.

Breadth he defined as "concern
for others . . . the ability to rise

above individual concerns to the
broader concerns of all humanity."
He cited the Good Samaritan as
one who "projected the I into the
Thou . . . and had the moral equip-

ment for a dangerous altruism."

Continued on Page 6, Col. 3

Widmer, Worthma

National Student

Challenge Colloquium

Set For April 21-23;

Yale To Host Meeting
"Challenge", a student program

designed to "confront with real-

istic concern and responsible ac-

tion the crucial issues of today's

world", will sponsor a colloquium
on "America's Role in a Revolu-
tionary World" at Yale University

on April 21. 22, 23.

The program is open to any
college students Interested in at-

tending. The Yale group will pro-

vide Inexpensive housing and
meals for those who register by
April 17.

The colloquium will attempt to

examine some of the main prob-
lems of developing countries and
their implication for America.
Guest speakers include Jose Fig-

ueres, former president of Costa
Rica, who will discuss "The Im-
peratives of Social Revolution";

Hastings Banda, chairman of the

Malawi Party of Nyasaland, who
will consider "Problems of Afri-

can Unity"; and Chandra Jha,

Indian Ambassador to the United
Nations, who will present "The
Justification of the Indian System
for Economic Development."

A World in Revolution
During the Colloquium, the par-

ticipants will have opportunities

to meet together in small groups
to investigate specific areas in

which America's role in a Revolu-
tionary World is most immediate
and crucial.

The subjects of discussion will

include: the American Abroad;
approaches to economic develop-
ment; government for growth;
western values in non-western
societies; international Interven-

Continaed on Pace S, Col. 1

n, Pilgrim Attend

Assc. Conference
The College Council last month

sent three delegates, Eric Wldmer
'61, Pete Worthman '62, and Jim
Pilgrim '63, to a National Student
Association conference at Yale.

The three men went to ascertain

whether or not Williams should
rejoin NSA, from which it resign-

ed two years ago.

The National Student Associa-

tion is composed of about 120 col-

leges and universities throughout
the nation. The organization sends

out sheaves of material intending

to discover and formulate student

opinion. Its most important func-

tion is to hold periodical confer-

ences, both regional and national,

in which students gather from
many institutions to exchange
ideas.

Karl Deusch Talks

The conference at Yale dealt

with underdeveloped countries.

The Williams delegates felt that

a Saturday morning talk by Pro-

fessor Karl Duesch of the Yale
Political Science Department a-

lone made their Journey worth-

Continued on Page 3, Col. 1

Hitchcock Resigns
John C. Hitchcock, assistant

news director and sports pub-
licist at Williams, has resigned

to Join the Northern Berkshire

staff of the Springfield Union.

A member of the class of 1950,

he came here in March, 1959

after having served on the

Berkshire Eagle and the Den-

ver Post.

He will continue as a region-
al correspondent for Sports Il-

lustrated and a contributor to

several ski publications, as well
as advising the Williams News
Bureau in its sport coverage
this spring.
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Letters To The
HCVA Again

In recent months the Record
has published many articles, edi-

torial and otherwise, condemning
the House Committee on Un-Am-
erican Activities. In connection
with this matter, we should like

to present a few relevant facts for

the other side.

First, we think its significant to

note that FBI Director J. Edgar
Hoover, who, in the words of Con-
gressman Gordon Scherer, "cer-

tainly knows more about Com-
munist activities within this Na-
tion than any other American
and is in the best position to judge
the effectiveness of individuals

and organizations fighting Com-
munism," has said to HCUA
Chairman Francis Walter: "Your
committee's role in safeguarding
our freedoms is well known to ev-

ery patriotic citizen, and real Am-
ericans are not going to be fooled

or misled by efforts to discredit

your vital task."

In a letter written to us. Chair-

man Walter points out the follow-

ing regarding the legal procedures
of the HCUA: "I think it would
be of interest to you to know what
the American Bar Association has
found regarding our behavior. The
ABA appointed a special commit-
tee on Communist Tactics, Strat-

egy and Objectives which made a
very thorough review of the work
of that group of hearings conduc-
ted by us over a period of at least

six months. On February 25, 1952,

a report was made which includ-

ed the following language:
" 'The Congressional Commit-

tees investigating Communism,
and in particular the House Un-
American Activities Committee,
have been attacked on the ground
that they have engaged in smear
campaigns and have invaded the
constitutional rights of persons
investigated. Your committee is

impressed with the fairness with
which hearings before that com-
mittee have been conducted dur-
ing the period of time indicated by
our study of the published testi-

mony. We are satisfied that the
witnesses called to testify before

the Committee are being treated

fairly and properly In all respects

and we also feel satisfied that
each witness is accorded full pro-

tection so far as his constitutional

or other legal rights are involved;

moreover, the confidential com-
munications between attorneys
and clients have been fully re-

spected.
" 'It is the view of your commit-

tee that current attacks on the
House Un-American Activities

Committee are unjustified.

Whether deliberate or misguided,
such unwarranted attacks result

in reducing the effectiveness of

that committee's great service to

the American people.'

"As evidence that the American
Bar Association's special commit-
tee has continued to hold that
good opinion, I quote from an ob-
servation made by the group on
July 1, 1960:

" 'The record of the HCUA .mci

the Senate Subcommittee on In-

ternal Security is one of accom-
plishments and achievements de-
spite the fact that they have been
the targets of inspired propaganda
attacks designed to curb their ef-

fectiveness. Continuation of these
committees is essential to the en-
actment of sound security legis-

lation.'
''

Congressman Walter then goes
on to say, "If we attempted to an-
swer all of the attacks, innuendoes
and half-truths which are con-
stantly hurled at us, we would
have little if any time left to de-

vote to the purpose for which the
committee was created. In view
of tlie Communists' drive to in-

filtrate student groups, however,
I feel that time is well spent in

giving honest answers to the ques-

tions raised by the alert and
searching minds of these young
people. I am especially concerned
about the lopsided 'intellectual

discussions' to which they are ex-

posed, and I believe we have an
obligation to do what we can to

help them see through the bulk
propaganda designed to victim-

ize and exploit them."

A good example of these "at-

tacks, innuendoes and half-

truths" is the charge made in the
Record that, in 1959, "in San
Francisco, 101 teachers were sub-
poenaed by the committee. Their
names were released to the press

and, immediately thereafter, the

committee cancelled their hear-
ings." We would like to quote from
Chairman Walter's letter regard-
ing this:

"With regard to . . . (the) can-
celled teachers' hearings, the Com-
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Letter

mittee received a request from
Mr. Arthur Corey, Executive Sec-
retary of the California Teachers
Association, suggesting that the
State Board of Education had
authority under the Dilworth Act
to 'clean their own house'. The
committee felt that this was a
proper way to handle the situation
and, accordingly, we turned the
files over to the state boards and
they have been in the process of
hearing those cases. The fact that
the committee turned the files ov-
er to the state boards does not :in

any way infer that those names
were made public because of that
I am sure the state boards did not
make public the names and have
proceeded in an orderly fashion
to hear the cases of the teachers."

This statement by Chairman
Walter is corroborated by Mr. Ar-
thur Corey himself, who has said:
"Names of teachers subpoenaed
have not been published in south-
ern California and were not an-
nounced by the committee in
northern California."

Finally, another example is the
attack levelled against the thesis
of the HCUA film Operation Abol-
ition. In the FBI report on these
riots. Communist Target-Youth, J.

Edsar Hoover wrote: "It is vital-
ly important to set the record
straight on the extent to which
Communists were responsible for
the disgraceful and riotous con-
ditions which prevailed during the
HCUA hearings. It is vitally im-
portant that not only the stu-
dents involved in that incident,
but also students throughout the
nation whom Communists hope to
exploit in similar situations, rec-
ognize the Communist tactics
which resulted in what experienc-
ed West Coast observers familiar
with Communist strategy and tac-
tics have termed the most success-
ful Communist coup to occur in
the San Francisco area in 25
years.''

All we ask is that when the film
comes to this campus, the students
give it a fair and objective study,
and not submit to any attempts to

persuade them beforehand of the
committee's iniquity and the film's

fraudulence.

Signed, Jack Kuehn, '64 : Nick
Goodhue, '64; Guy Strickland, '64.

John Birch Society Target For Liberals;

Ultra-Conservatives Seek More Members

By Steve Stolzberg

Despite the fact that the Na-
tional Review reports at least one
enthusiastic supporter of Barry
Goldwater is surveying the Grand
Canyon as a possible site for a con-
servative rally, campus liberals

seem nonetheless to have a decid-
edly jaunty bounce in their steps

these days.

It may be the weather; or it

may be due to the fact that this

April they are presented with two
live issues over which to do battle

with the right wing (in addition,

of course, to the opportunities af-

forded by the Peace Corps.) Both
are deceptively named, for Opera-
ation Abolition has nothing to do
with the commemoration of the

War Between the States, and the

Birch Society is neither an organ-
ization of conservationists nor one
of fans of Robert Frost.

Rather, the John Birch Society

is the ultra-conservative, semi-

comic and semi-secret club organ-
ized in 1958 by a retired candy
manufacturer. Organized along

lines already familiar to followers

of the exploits of Herb il Led
Three Lives) Philbrick, the organ-
ization seeks to have 100,000 mem-
bers organized in "cells" of 20-30

members apiece by the end of the

year, and reportedly already has

cells in 35 states.

The society's present notoriety

dates from exposes in Time (the

weekly newsmagazine) and the

Los Angeles Times and a plaintive

speech before the Senate on March
8 by Milton R. Young of North
Dakota, in which he observed that

"strangely enough most of its cri-

ticism is leveled not against liberal

Continued on Page 3, Col. 3
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Army Language Lnit

Gives llSAR Program
The Assistnnt Chief of Staff for

Intelligence recently announced
I hat the United States Army Lang-
uage School at Monterey, Califor-

nia, has instituted a new program
open to Army reservists.

The Army Intelligence Reserve
linguist Training Program for

lullege seniors graduating in June
involves 8 weeks of basic combat
iiaining followed by 8 to 12 weeks
it the U. S. Army Intelligence

. chool. The trainee then has the
• Dportunity to enroll in a 47-week

I ogram of any of 1 1 foreign lang-

iges offered at the Army Langu-
e School.

CC Considers Value

Of NSA Membership
Continued from Page 1, Col. 5

uhile. Worthman que.stioned, the
v.ilue of the afternoon seminars
.' hich dealt with specific prob-
1. ms. Although he felt much was
to be gained from talking with
men and women from different
(olleges with different social
backgrounds, he thought that the
\alue derived from the seminars
was negligible because they took
time, most of which time was used
by the student in charge outlin-
ing facts pertaining to the Issue.

Were participating students in-
formed beforehand (possibly by
pamphlets) of the content of the
various seminars, they could bet-
tor choose one of interest to them
and then have the needed know-
ledge to discuss the chosen sub-
ject.

The delegates from Williams
agreed that the value of the con-
ference was at a personal level,

and that it would be meaningless
for the college to be a member of
NSA or to send official delegates
to attend the conferences and re-
port back their subjective views to
either the CC or the college. They
felt the conferences should be
publicized for any wishing to at-
tend. Worthman pointed out that
it would be more beneficial to the
Williams student body to get a
speaker here and have a symposi-
um with faculty members follow-
ing his talk.

The New England Region of
NSA is sponsoring a conference at
Harvard on April 28th and 29th,
partially to prepare for the 14th
annual National Student Congress
which will be held at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin from August
20th through August 30th.

Three Students Read
Psychology Papers
Three students taking the course

•ntitled "Experimental Psycholo-
;-'y," taught by Professors Richard
O. Rouse and Thomas E. McGill,
iJresented papers Saturday before
'he annual Intercollegiate Psych-
ology Conference held at Mount
Holyoke.

Only one of the seven other par
iclpating colleges matched Wil
iams In the number of students
I'resenting papers. The papers des-
1 ribe work being done in individu-
al term projects undertaken by
I'very member of the course.

Louis Benton '62 presented "Sex-
lal Behavior in A-Jax Inbred
Mice". Larry Simon '62 read "De-
•ay of Retention and Associative

Errors". Scott Verlnls '63 read his

paper on "Tachistoscopic Recogni
Uon of Words and Their Asso
elates."

Colloquium At Yale

On 'World In Revolt'
Continued from Page 1, Col. 4

tion In internal affairs: and the

development of legal institutions.

"Challenge" was organized two
years sgo by a group of students

concerned about widespread apa-
thy toward domestic and interna-

tional Issues. Through lectures,

panels, debates, discussion groups,

and two previous coUoquia on the

same scale as this one, the or-

ganization has sought to personal-

ly Involve students in the prob-

lems of a changing world.
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When this training is completed,
the reservists will return to their
local reserve units for further part-
time training as interpreters. In-
terrogators, translators, and mili-
tary intelligence experts.

Folkers Doubtful
The program seems to be espec-

ially suited to men who plan to
use language skills In government
or private business. George Fol-
kers, instructor in German at Wil-
liams, expressed some doubts as to
its vaule for a prospective teacher,
however.

Details of the program may be
secured from local reserve units
and army recruiting offices,

Discusses Ultra-Conservative John Birch Society
Continued from Page Z, Col. 5

public officials, but against the
more middle-of-the-road, and even
conservative, Republicans. They
have accused me of being every
kind of a scoundrel."

Ttie Politician

The real objection to mllitantly

anti-communist society, and one
which has led to the strange situa-

tion in which the American Civil

Liberties Union has gone on record
against its being investigated by
the HUAC, stems from certain ob-
servations contained in candyman-
founder Robert H. W. Welch's
60,000 word letter qua book; The
Politician.

Welch refers to It as "my pri-

vate confidential letter, written
years ago, which it has been com-
pletely unethical for anyone to

quote anywhere." Nevertheless, the

tract, although intended only for

OnCanQius
with

MaxShulman

(Aulliorofl W'lisn Teen-nge Dwarf," "The Many
Lnvix of Dobie (lillis." etc.)

A ROBE BY ANY OTHER NAME
As Comtnenccnicnt Day draws near, tlic (jupstioii on ovoryoiie's

lips is: "How did the dilTcrcnt (iiscipiincs coiiio to he marked by
academic njhcs with hoods of (lilfcrwit colors'.'" Everybody—
but <i'(n//«Ki//— is asking it, 1 tncaii I haven't been aljle tfj walk
ten feet on any cainpus in .Anicrica witliout sonichody grul)s my
elbow and says, "Mow did the dilTcront di.seiplines come to be
marked by acadciriic robes witli hoods of dilTerent colors, hey?"

Tills, I must siiy, is not the usual (lucstion a.sked by collcKJans

who f^rali my clliow. Usually thoy siiy, "Hey, Sliorty, got a
Marlboro?" .\n(l Ibis is riclit and proper. After all, are they not

colloRians, .-iiul, tlHTcforc, the nation's loaders in inteliigonce

and discernment? .4n(l do not intelliRonce and discernment de-

mand th<' tastiest in tobacco flavor and smoking pleasure? And
does not Mjirllmro di^liver a flavor that is uniquely mellow, a

selectrate filter that is (>asy drawing, a pack that is soft, a box

that is hard? You know it!

lmM&iMf^^^^^(^^r
But I digre.ss. Rack to tlie colored lioods of academic robes.

A doctor of |)iiilosophy wears blue, a doctor of medicine wears

green, a miister of arts wears white, a doctor of huttianities wears

crimson, a master of library science wears lemon yellow. Wliy?

Why, for example, should a master of library .science wear lemoD

yellow?

Well sir, to answer this vexing question, we nnist go back to

March '20, 18-1-1. On that date the first public library in the

United States was estaljlished by I'hie .Sigafoos. .'Ml of Mr.

Sigafoos's neighbors were of course wildly grateful— all, that

is, except Wrex 'rodhunter.

Mr. Todhnntei- had hated Mr. Sigafoos since 1.S22 when both

men had wooed the beauteons Melanie Zitt and Melanic had

chosen Mr. Sigafims liecause she was mad for dancing and Mr.

Sigafoos knew all the latest steps, like the Missouri Compromise

Mambo. the Shay's Hebellion Sehottische. and the .lames K.

Polk Polka, wliile .Mr. Todliimter, alas, could not dance at all

owing to a wound he had received at the Battle of New ( )rleans.

(He was struck by a falling praline.)

Consumed witli jealousy at the success of Mr. Sigafoos's

library, Mr. Todhunter resolved to open a competing library.

This he did, but he hired not n single patron away from Mr.

Sigafoos. "What has Mr. Sigafoos got that I haven't got?" Mr.

Todhunter kept asking himself, and finally the answer came to

him : Ixioks.

So Mr. Todhunter stocked his library with lots of dandy books

and soon he was doing more business than his hated rival.

But Mr. Sigafoos struck back. To regain his clientele, he began

serving tea free of charge at his library every afternoon. There-

ujjon, Mr. Todhimter, not to be outdone, began serving tea

wilh sugar. Thereupon, Mr. Sigafoos began ser\-i ig tea with

sugar and mnm. Thereuiion, Mr. Todhunter began serving

tea with sugar and cream and hmon.

Tliis, of course, clinched the victory for Mr. Todhunter be-

cau.sc he had the only lemon tree in town— in fact, in the entire

state of North Dakota-and since that day lemon yellow has of

course been the color on the academic robes of library science.

(Incidentally, the defeated Mr. Sigafoos packed up his library

and moved to California where, alas, ho failed once more. There

were, to bo sure, plenty of lemons to serve with his tea, but,

alas, there was no cream because the cow was not introduced

to California until 1931 by John Wayne.) e loei mu aiiuiimui

And today Californians, happy among their Guernseys and
Holsteins, are discovering a great new cigarette—the un-

tillered, king-size Philip Morris Commander—and so are

Americans in all fifty states. Welcome aboard!

consumption by upper-echelon Blr-
chers, has been widely quoted;

Great Deception
"Milton Eisenhower is actually

Dwight Elsenhower's superior and
boss within the Communist Party."'

"But . . . Dwight Eisenhower is a
dedicated, conscious agent of the
Communist conspiracy . .

." The
Society's monthly Bulletin has
noted that "democracy is merely
a deceptive phrase, a weapon of
demagoguery and perennial fraud."
Had he not founded the Society,

the claim to fame of Welch, the
61 year old Baptist son of a North
Carolina farmer who attended the
University of North Carolina, An-
napolis, and Harvard Law, would
have to rest on the authorship of
The Road to Salesmanship,
May God Forgive Us, and The Life
of John Birch.

Smear Tactics
Now, however, his pre-eminent

position as head of the monolithic,
authoritarian organization which
seeks the impeachment of Chief
Justice Warren because he "voted
92% of the time in favor of Com-
munists and subversives" has be-
come a source of chronic discom-
fiture to less emphatic conserva-
tives. This despite the assurances
of Chali'man Eastland of the Sen-
ate Internal Security Subcommit-
tee that "we are happy to state

that it seems to be, from our re-

cords, a patriotic organization"

and charges of "smear" tactics by

two California Republican Con-
gressmen-members.
Meanwhile, the liberals are be-

deviled by the choice between see-

ing the Birchers as heralding a

new wave of McCarthyism, or

merely laughing.

Subversives In PTA
The liberals may be more dis-

turbed to learn that last Septem-
ber's Bulletin exhorted members
to "Join your PTA . . . and go to

work to take It over. You will run
into real battles against determin-
ed leftists who have had every-
thing their way . . . And don't let

the dirty tactics of the opposition
deter you." As anyone who has
ever organized a PTA cake sale

well knows, there are no holds
barred in this racket.

Although we are inclined to

agree with the chairman of the
Platform Committee of the 1960
Republican National Convention
that "to call former President
Eisenhower a Communist is like

calling a disciple of Jesus an ad-
vocate of the devil,'' the following
is offered as a public service.

How To Join

John Birch was an American
missionary in China who served as

an intelligence officer under Claire

Chennault, was decorated with the
Legion of Merit. While working for

the OSS soon after V-J day he was
killed by a patrol of Chinese Com-
munist guerillas at age 27.

IPYOU DONT

WANT THEM TO

GOME BACK AGAIN...

THt t t M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO.. NEW YORK and ALBANY NT.



Mama Girgenti Is Missing!!

Madame Pizza On The Lam
by Bill Ullman

Down at the end of Sprinjf Street there is an empty building with a crooked jjreen and white

sien hanging out over the sidewalk: "Pizza, Spajajhetti, Steaks". Exactly why this old Williams In-

stitution is empty or where Mama
Girgenti and company have gone

Is a mystery.

Steve Pokert '62 and Bob Charles

'61 who have an apartment near

Mama's old pizza palace said that

they had seen no one around for

about a week. The North Adams
telephone operator reported that

both the Girgenti's phones have

been disconnected. Archie Moore,

the Berkshire County sheriff, stat-

ed that the Girgenti's had been

summoned to leave their residenc

at 250 North Street due to "lailur

to pay their rent. The Girgenti'

were renting the home from a Mr:

Kate Hart but she was unable t

be reached for comment.

Mama at Track?

As to just what the truth of this

affair is there are conflicting opin-

ions. An anonymous freshman
claims that he saw Mama at a

Providence race track during

spring vacation. He suggests that

she refuses to leave the track until

her horse finishes. Other sources

believe that the Girgenti's have

left town to begin a new pizza

monopoly in Florida. This is du-
bious, however, as Lupo said that

A familiar sign ma— .>' I's absence from Spring Street.

he saw Dickie in town on April 14.

Other townspeople are reported to

have seen the entire Girgenti
family in town on the same day
but the Girgentis did not comment
on personal matters.

The most plausible theory con-
necting these many facts was of-

fered by Mr. William Kirby, the

owner of the building that once
housed Mama's restaurant. "They

owed me some back rent and no
one had seen them around for

sometime so I decided to padlock
the door. I think the explanation
for the whole thing lies In the fact

that they (the Girgenti's) went
banki'upt.''

Thus the big question remains
unsolved: Will the red hot Mama
return? And, If she does not, who
will be the new first lady of Spring
Street?

WHYDiD

you SERVE THEM

SCHAEFER BEER?

He's lucky they left at all.

Guests have a way of ex-

tending their stay when
you serve Schaefer, all

around. That's because
Schaefer gives you all the

pleasure of the first beer,

every beer through.

TMI r, t M SCHAEFER BREWING CO.. NEW YORK and ALBANY. N.Y.

Griswold Will Offer

Piano Recital Friday
Thomas Griswold, assistant pro-

fessor of music at Williams, will

give a piano recital Pi-lday, April

21 at 8:30 P. M. in Chapin Hall.

The program, approximately an
hour and a half in length, is quite

varied, "containing something for

everybody", as Mr. Griswold put
it. It is heavily ornamented in the
romantic style. Including works of

Chopin, Debussy, and Schumann,
music of the classicist Bach and a
but Griswold will also present
modern composition.
This latter will be 12 Bagatelles

written in 1952 by George Roch-
berg, Chairman of the Music De-
partment at the University of
Pennsylvania. These are short
modern pieces written in advanced
style designed to be played as a
unit, having interrelated themes.
They have been played quite wide-
ly.

Shift in Mood
Mr. Griswold will play 2 Etudes

and a ballade by Chopin, "La Pu-
erto Del Vino" and "Jardins sous

la Pluie" by Debussy, Schumann's
"Kreislerlana," and Bach's Toccata
in E minor. These pieces contain

a wide shift of moods, from very

soft to very loud, from very sub-

dued to very flowery. It Is express-

ly because they convey these feel-

ings that their works have been
chosen. In them, the respective

composers have "utilized the full

tonal and coloristic qualities of

the modern grand piano."
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Steamship $375 "P
^ Round Trip frequent sailings

Jhtift Round Trip by AIR_
SHANNON LONDON PARIS

I

$298.00 $313.00 $331.60

Rates to other destinations on request

CRIMSON SERIES of

STUDENT TOURS

for folilers anil details

See your local travel agent or write

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CO.
Harvard Sq., Cambridge, Mon.

LUPO(Quality Shoe Repair

At th* Foot of Spring Si.

Beards, Bards, Bawds
fcV "D/rti/" Ed Volkman

The decision to giow a beard is one easily made. 1 imau
it's something you can do with apathy. It's not like one of tlicse

causes you gotta dedicate yourself to. Besides shaving is a

|)ain. What with all the blood, irritation, wasted time ami ex-

pense, it's sort of worthless. And anyway, hair is tied up w ith

virility and all that cool stuff. You know, Samson and the Ixiys.

1 mean who could imagine a matinee idol without liair. K\cn
this Yul Whatshisname. Heck, he just swings on the basis of

all the hair he could grow if he just wanteil to. it's like all tlmt

siiiijni'sscd power that does it.

Htit once the decision is taken you got problems. I hk hi,

are you gonna grow the beard sneaky-like or are you gomia
project, like make it part of your image content. Now sduie

of these hairy cats sort of use the beard as an obfus . . ., uh-

fusca . . . well, they like liide behind it. But the big bop])( r.s,

well they make the beard say soineUiiug. it's like another fa nt

of their worldly personality. I mean the really cool boys niikt!

their beards talk if you know what I mean.
Now, you may think beards can cost you with the chicks.

But let's face it man, a stud's a stud regardless of hairy ap-

pendages. You can capitalize on the growth to exploit tin

m

dumb iMoads. "Cause man, they are really dumb and ^ullihle

too. Like they believe anything.

Let's take a f'r'instance. The easiest example is Bennii
lis-

ten. C'mon, don't snicker, man. It ain't as easy as all that. Yiui

gotta use some finesse. If you don't come over real, you stand

about as much chance as an Ag Teeh jock at a deb party. Yu

gotta make like you know from nothing about beards a.s a

phenomenon, like as far as you're concerned, you don't eviii

have it. Of course, after you make the connection, and you're

on a more intimate basis, you can scratch it once in awhile

You know, dirt adds character, like it's earthy and all that gas.

The best way to come over is like a jioet. A guitar's okay

if you can play it, or, if you're mechanically inclined, you cnn

build a ta])e recorder into the hollow part. But that gets com-
plicated with switches and synchro . . ., synchroniz . . ., witli

coming on and off at the right time. Besides, you need good
hips for that action, and who's got good hi])s today? Anyway,
the main thing to remember with the poetry bit is, whatever
you do, for heaven's sakes, don't write your own. ^tcal it, man.
A couple of good books you can use as reference material are

Partial Translations Of The Minor Achoo Poets Of The Third

Centurt) B. C, by Felix Gevindervarteii, and Four Letter Words
In Epic Poetnj, by Augustus Cyrus Paul Cohen, III, which is

privately published and suppressed by the Committee for tlic

Protection of American Morality. And if you still can't make
it blue-eyed boy, what I want to know is where were you
when the Bibles hit the fan?

Now you may say that this is all well and good for Benn-
ington, but nobody forms serious attachments with those nuts.

I mean, it's like a hit and run thing. What do you about the

real high class gineh? You know, Smith is watj up and in too.

You know, these high class girls' schools are really different

from all this avant garde junk. Mainly, there is a highea- pet

capita consumption of soap and they wear showercaps. Well,
I can tell you, a defeatist attitude ain't gonna get you nowhere.

With slight modification, you can get the same mileage
out of this plot at Smith. I mean, you know, you get a haircut
and use some deodorant.

Yeh, but with the Smithie you got other problems. I mean
there is no aversion to forming serious attachments with those
chicks. It's acceptable! Besides, her Big Daddy is in the brok-
erage business, and it's always been your altiuistic aim to help
make America through free enterprise. You waima support tin

economy by assiduously applying yourself to conspicuous ton-
sumption.

So how do you finesse Pater and Mater? It's simple, man.
All it takes is two college outline series books, one on economics
and one on art, preferably Renaissance Art. Then when yon
meet the old codgers, fitted out and toileted in the most ac-

ceptable Ivy manner except for the growth, you slip in a word
about painting and how you love it. This justifies your hirsnti

chinHne. While they're cogita . . ., thinking about this, you
hit the old moron with tlie economics, mention in passing that

the New Deal and the graduated income tax were two wor.sl

things that happened to America since the Bill of Rights and
you're copacetic.

As you stand there mentally deciding on the color of your
Jag, you may smugly smile, behind your beard of course, and
say to yourself, "Nature has made it, I have sold it, and the\
have bought it, hook, line and sinker."

Williams 10th Among
In All-Time Rhodes
An article in a recent Issue of

the American Oxonion reveals that
Williams College has turned out
more Rhodes Scholars than any
other men's college of comparable
size. For the first time In recent
years the Oxonion carried a table
showing the total number of
Rhodes Scholarships won by each
American college and university
since the Inception of the scholar-
ships in 1904.

The 20 scholarships awarded to
Williams include this year's grant
to Ben Campbell, the third In
two years. This places Williams
in a triple tie for 10th place among
all American colleges and univer-
sities regardless of size. According
to Professor Dwlght J. Simpson,
the Williams faculty adviser on
Rhodes Scholarships, the fall Ox-
onian listed Princeton with 99,

All American Colleges

Scholarships With 20
followed by Harvard with 95 and
Yale with 85. The rest of the top

10 were the U. S. Military Aca-
demy, Dartmouth, University of

Virginia, Brown, Univ. of Wis-

consin, Reed College, and tied for

loth Williams, the University of

Michigan and the University of

Washington.

Ahead of M. I. T.
Williams' 10th place position

puU It ahead of such Institutions

as the University of California,

Cornell, Columbia, Johns Hop-
kins, M. I. T., and the University

cf Chicago, all much larger in

financial endowment and student

enrollment.

The Rhodes Scholarships stem

from a trust fund established by

a Victorian figure Cecil Rhodes.

Thirty-two of these scholarships

are awarded annually.



m Williams Students Endorse HVAC Petition;

Delivered To Conte For * Congressional Record
The recently circulated petition

protesting the activities of the

House Un-American Activities

Committee has been turned over

to Massachusetts Republican Con-
gressman Silvio Conte "as an ex-

pression of the views of a school

in his constituency," said Pete
Worthman, '62, in a recent Inter-

view. Worthman, co-author of the

document, said that 400 Williams

students had endorsed the protest.

Petition in Washington
Worthman gave the petition to

Congressman Conte on March 28

in Washington D. C. with the re-

quest that it be read into the
Congressional Record. Conte will

consider the petition and have It

published in the Record if he is

satisfied with it. If he is unable

to have it entered, the petition

will be returned. According to

Worthman, Representative James
Roosevelt (Dem.-Calif.) and Wil-

liam Pitts Ryan (Dem.- N. Y.)

'would, if necessary, read the pe-

tition into the Record" if It Is re-

turned by Conte.

The HUAC is under heavy fire

from many sides for allegedly

overstepping its mandate, abusing

its proper powers, and distorting

and misrepresenting the May, 1960

San Francisco student demonstra-
tions in the film, "Operation Abo-
lition." The film has become the

focal point of the dispute, and will

be presented at Williams later In

the year.

Ryan Voices Opinion

The petition from Williams adds
another voice to the rapidly swell-

ing chorus of voices protesting

HUAC practices, and, in some
cases, the existence of the Com-
mittee itself. During his interview

with Worthman, Ryan commented
on such petitions: "Such expres-

sions of popular sentiment, like

this petition, have led the Com-
mittee to curb some of their prac-

tices and to exercise more caution

in conducting their investigations."

Roosevelt, son of the later Presi-

dent and lonely but doged critic

of the HUAC in Congress, will be
speaking at Williams on April 28.

He offered two possible reasons
for the rigid support of the House
has given the Committee in the
past. 1) "Those who oppose the
Committee have been stigmatized
by being called Un-American them-
selves." 2) Chairman of the HUAC,
Francis Walter, (Dem.-Penn.) is

head of the Democratic Patronage
Organization and the House Dem-
ocratic Caucus, two positions of
great influence.

6 Vote "No"
Other explanations put forth

by Committee critics Include the
lack of organization in the resist-

ing forces and the concern of many
Congressmen: "Either they don't
want to go on record as being op-
posed to the Committee, or this is

the type of issue with which they

UpltJIWE

Ob

Financial planning liave you

hanging by a string?

A life insurance program started

while you're still in college is a

good way to begin. And now is

the time to look into it-while you

are insurable and can gain by

lower premiums.

Your Provident Mutual campus

representative is well qualified to

discuss with you a variety of

plans which can be tailored to

your individual needs.

Richard Swett
St. Anthony Hall

GL 8-9211

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company

of Philadelphia

don't want to be involved back in
their constituencies." Only six
House members, including Roose-
velt and Ryan, voted against the
Committee's annual appropriation
earlier in the year, but the num-
ber is large in comparslon with
Roosevelt's single dissenting vote
in 1960.

Explanlng one of the purposes
of the petition, Worthman went on
to say: "We personally were tired
of the Committee. We knew that
similar petitions had been circulat-
ed at other schools all over the
country, including Amherst, Wes-
lyan. Harvard, Smith, . . . and we

Letters to Amherst, Wesleyan
He noted that letters have been

sent to groups at Amherst and
Wesleyan in the hopes that the
antl-HUAC groups in the Little

Three will be able to act together
in any further action. The Com-
mittee has already been censured
by the American Civil Liberties
Union, National Council of

Churches, American Federation of

Teachers, and the American Jew-
ish Congress.

Concluding, Worthman mention-
ed that one of the valuable results

of the eptitlon was the increased

, concern and discussion of the
felt that rather than atomistic ' question among both supporters
movements In all these schools, if

we could do something on a large

scale, we might be able to help

curb the Committee."

and opponents of the HUAC.
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BROOKMLM SCHOOL
Non-Profi»

Educational Institution

Approved by
American Bar Association

DAY AND EVENING
Undergraduate Classes Leading to LL.B. Degree

GRADUATE COURSES
Leading to Degree of LL.M.

New Term Commences September 18, 1961

Further informatioti may be obtained
from the Office of the Director of Admissions,

1 375 PEARL ST., BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. Near Borough HoH

Telephone: MA 5-2200
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Eastern Intercollegiate Bridge Association

To Sponsor First Providence Tournament
The recently formed Eastern

Inter-Collegiate Bridge Association
will hold its first tournament in

Providence, Rhode Island on Sat-
urday and Sunday, April 22 and
23. There will be a two-session

open pair events on Saturday at
2 p.m., and a two-session team-of-
four match on Sunday beginning
at noon. Both tournaments will

take place in Marvel Gymnasium
at Brown University.

For many years, college bridge

players have had no opportunity
for formal competition with the
exception of the inter-collegiate

"par hands". While this tourna-
ment has its merits, many under-
graduates have felt a need for a
less theoretical and more thorough
test of all-around bridge skills,

such as the one to be offered at
Providence.

A whole host of undergraduates,

both male and female, has been
invited from one hundred Eastern

colleges and Universities from
Maine to Maryland. Ti-ophies and
cash prizes will be awarded to

players ranking in each event.

Starting with the first issue

of the Spring term the Record
has been appearing on a lower
grade paper. The main reason
for the choice of this non-glos-

sy newsprint is that the paper
formerly used had a tendency to

tear after folding, and sub-
scribers would often receive

their copies in many pieces.

Secondly the new paper is less

expensive. Lastly the Record
now looks more like a newspa-
per and less like pages torn
from a magazine, — editors

Williams Travel Bureau

Everything For The Traveling Williams Man

AIRLINE TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS

A0% Discount on Certain Flights

To Chicago, Miami, Los Angeles, San Francisco

Located in Student Union

1 - 4:30 P. M. Doily

LUCKY STRIKE PRESENTS:

DR. FRooD's THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: The best defeuse is a good offense, unless

you're weak or cowardly, in which case a good hiding place is unbeatable.

DEAR DR. FROOD: Every guy I go out with thinks

he's Casanova. What should a girl do?

Chased

DEAR CHASED: Ask each one to roll up his sleeve. If

there Is a small birthmark just above the left elbow,

you've got the real Casanova.

r" N-a^.'W^

DEAR DR. FROOD: I am a sophomore majoring

in architecture. Our college has just completed

a magnificent carillon tow^er. Yesterday, while

examining the blueprints, I was horrified to dis-

cover that the tower will collapse at 3:30 P.M.,

June 3, 1964. I have taken my calculations to

the dean, to the architects, to the builders, to

the president of the college. No one will pay any

attention to me. I am desperate. What can I do

to avert disaster?

Frantic

DEAR FRANTIC: You've done your best, son. Now,

for your own peace of mind, won't you join me in

a short trip to Las Vegas to see what kind of

odds we can get?

SSliSSKSaSiSJSS: K<ft^w.»x.y.;*Hy^^^^^^^^W:W:ft^^:^^^:*M«»
>>sw»x?>K.:.>K¥w«.W':.:-:-;-.v..A..<w.sw.X':'M.w»

DEAR DR. FROOD: A tackle on the football

team likes the same girl I do. He says that if I

see her any more, he'll mop up the floor with me.

I refuse to be intimidatedl What should I do?

Ninety-nine Pounder

DEAR NINETY-NINE: You'd better let your hair

grow long.

FROOD TO WASHINGTON! Dr. Frood has been called by government officials to unveil his

extraordinary "Luckies for Peace Plan." Questioned about this plan, Frood replied: "The

details are still classified, but it all started when I discovered that college students smoke
more Luckies than any other regular. This led me to believe that if all the world's peoples

would but lean back and light up a Lucky, they would be too happy to be belligerent."

DEAR DR. FROOD: I've been writing poems to a

certain girl for about five months. Yesterday I found

out that this girl and her friends get together to

read my poems and laugh at them. Do you think I

should stop writing to her?

Upset

DEAR UPSET: Definitely not.

There are all too few humor-

ous poets writing today.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some fasfe for a change!
Hvduct of (jfni i^^nMtcan ijfi>vaeeo-Konya€vw— tJaviueeo- is our middleO «. r. c»> name



King Preaches Non-Violence;

Admits Breaking Unjust Laws
Continued from Page 1, Col. 4

King's recipe for opening tlie

American Dream to his people
is a heady brew of the teachings
of Thoreau on civil disobedience,
Oandhi on passive resistance, and,
most important, Jesus of Nazareth
on love. He rejects the other two
possible methods of dealing with
oppression, acquienscence or "ris-

ing up with a corroding hatred
and physical violence." Violence,

while it has often worked in the

past, inevitably breeds social unrest

and more violence, and the minor-
ity must live in peace among those

with whom they have establifihed

a new relationship. King believes

In the non-violent philosophy as

a way of life as well as a method;
the theme of the "white brother"
runs through all his thought.

The recent sit-in campaigns have
given the Negro a chance to "stand
up before the enemy with courage
and integrity, and without vio-

lence. It has given him the capa-

city to struggle for moral ends
with moral means." Non-violent
resisters disagree with Machiavelll
in insisting on the coherency of

the means and the end. For the
virtues of the lion and the fox,

they subsititute, as Chaplan Eus-
den suggested, "the innocence of

the dove and the wileness of

the serpant."

An equally important part of

the campaign Is that there is not
the desire to defeat or humiliate
the opponent, but to arouse his

conscience and love. King believes

his purpose is "not to put the

merchant out of business, but to

put justice in business." His fol-

lowers seek to get rid of an un-
just system, not to annihilate
those caught up in this system.
The sit-In movement has re-

cently run afoul of anti-trespass
laws designed to give merchants
the right to serve whom they want.
King, however, draws a distinction

between property privately owned,
such as a house, and property
publicly used and maintained,
such as a store. He believes that
when property is supported by and
dependent on the public, it takes
on obligations to the public.

He is frankly breaking many of

the written laws. He distinguishes

between just laws, which must be
obeyed, and unjust laws. An un-
just law he defines as one which
does not square with the moral
law of the universe, one In which a
majority imposes a code on a mi-
nority which it does not impose on
itself, or one in which a minority
has no say because It is denied the
right to vote. In the case of such
laws a moral man must stand up
and protest. According to King,
he must do it non-violently and,
most important, be willing to ac-
cept the consequences.

King's movement started in pro-
test to such "blatantly unjust"
laws and customs, and in revolt

against the gradualism and eva-
siveness which followed the Su-
preme Court's integration decision.

Through such devices as bad-faith,

munities have slowed the program
to "an all-deliberate crawl." At the

and token integration, some com-
current speed, he estimated that
total integration would take 94
more years. He attributed this in

large part to "hypocritical sit-

downs on the part of Congress,"
and the failure of government o
take a strong forthright stand.

In active, non-violent protest

he sees the spur to such necessary
executive and legislative action. He
cites the civil rights planks of
both platforms and the President's
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Committee of Fair Employment
Opportunities as results of non-
violent direct action. Continued
pressure is needed to secure more
such political actions to "change
the habits, if not the hearts of

men." He observes wryly of strong

legislation. "It might not make
them love me, but at least it would

keep them from lynching me."
Opposition to the Negro's strug-

gle comes from a hard core of "not

more than 10% of the southern

population. In contrast to the die-

hard segregationalists, most south-

Teachers - II

erners seem to be passive adher-

ents to the status quo. The op-

position is based on fear of losing

the preferred social and economic
status and of inter-marriage."

In response to these fears. King
hopes to transform, thi-ough ac-

tion, religion, and education the

person-to-thing relationship of

southern whites and negroes into

a person-to-person relationship.

"We are struggling," he says, "lor

more than to achieve our rights or

raise our level of life. We seek to

emphasize the soul of America

—

not only to help ourselves, but to

help the nation. For as long as we
have segregation, we damage the

souls of both black and white."

Sermon
Continued from Page 1, Col. 5

In the area of race relationships

he made a plea for all men to live

together as brothers, rather than
attempting to protect a preferred

way of life, or to struggle for

rights without concern for broth-

erhood. "God," he said, "Is inter-

ested In the freedom of the whole
human race." Elaborating on John
Donne's "No Man Is An Island"

passage, he stressed the "interre-

lated structure of reality."

The last dimension, height, is

the ability to rise above the mere
sensate of life, to grope for God
and Faith. King sees his God as

"infinite love, wisdom and con-

cern ... a creative power seeking

to bring the aspects of reality in-

to harmony . . . This is Faith, the

power of the third dimension to

keep us living through the terrible

day."

This article is the second in a mojected series /ii;,'/i/i^/i/(,|g

various teacliers. We have attempted to have these articles init.

ten hu honors majors in the various departments. They are ilig

compfeteh/ subjective views of one person and there is no im-

plied judgment on the part of the RECORD or any group of pro.

pie. The essays will be unsigned to provide the authors with nmre
freedom of analysis. —editnrs

On one level piiysics as a field of study is exciting nn'i.jy

because it introtluccs the .student to a whole new realin-a re ilm

wliicli unfold.s with the pai^e.s of the te.xt hook as a \'ast and in,

tricately ordered yet coniprehendible universe. This "e-xijanditig

Universe" belonj^s to every learning student interested in the s\ I).

ject of physics.

This appeal of physics never really ends, hut it soon heconiis

api^arent that tiie subject matter s|)oken of so confidently by lite

text book is only the end product of a very cballeni^ing pr(R..ss

carried out by |)hysicists of the past. For some students the proc fS

by which physics was developed and is developing is as interestiig

as the end prodiict-especially if one wants to become a physiti.t

Dr. David A. Park combines the ability to bare the essenti Is

of the subject through a clear and organized presentation w 'h

the ability to make the subject come alive by destroying the illu-

sion that physics is solely tliat which is in the text book.

Every 103-104 student who has had him for conference li.is

been aware of Dr. Park's ability to get beneath the formulas,

equations, and proofs to the finger-tip feel of the subject which is

physics. Through clear and often hiuiiorous analogies, informal tie.

monsfrations (swinging a yardstick in discussing a pendulum;
drumming his fingers on the blackboard in illustrating pressure

of gas molecules), or simply a few minutes of clarifying comments,

he is capable of translating, and ti-ansforming the marks on tlie

blackboard into the comnionsense experience of the student.

Carrying these techni(|ues one step further in the higher level

courses. Dr. Park will challenge the student to discover the 'swin-

dle' that is inherent in the proof he is jiresenting. In this manner
he will raise problems not mentioned in the text and will open

new avenues of approach not apparent in many |Dresentations of

the same material. Likewise, many of the deri\'ations and proofs

given in class were first worked out by him and cannot be found in

any text book. Often, too, he will make references to original pa-

pers and other sources outside of the class material so that the

interested student is faced with the variety and x'itality of jjbysics

rather than with the finality the subject matter apjiears to have in

many text books.

Another component of his presentation which enhances Dr.

Park's courses is his awareness of and interest in the history of

the subject. Thus, for example, the student is filled in on the un-

published details of how de Broglie came to his concept of tlv

wave nature of matter. In addition to being "just ))lain interesting'

this historical material makes the physicists come alive as people

and adds to the students' view of physics as a developing rather

than a developed subject.

The physics major has am|)le op|)ortunity to take advantage of

Dr. Park's interests outside the classroom. For examjjle, a grouj)

of juniors is now meeting periodically with him and several other

members of the faculty to discuss readings in the history of physics

suggested by Dr. Park. Similarly, he is giving a series of lectures

on the theory of relativity for a grou]) of seniors. In addition, a

physics colloquium, arranged and often conducted by Dr. Park,

is given each Monday.
The fact that he is willing to spend so much extra-class timi'

working with and for his students is one indication of his interest

in them. It is also another reason for his influence on them.
Fundamental, then, to Dr. Park's strength as a classroom

teacher is his ability to present the subject clearly, his success in

teaching physics as a vital process ratlier than a final product,

and his interest in his students. Ironically, as is the case with mo.st

good classroom teachers, another aspect of his success lies in hi-i

efforts to show the limitations of the classroom. Through suc'i

techniques as pointing to outside material Dr. Park will attempt
to stimulate the student to become involved in physics on his owi

.

Once the student has 'escaped' the classroom in this manner, tlv;

teacher's success has been assured.
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Tragedy Notable In Story Of Brandeis University

Twelve-Year History Forebodes III For Future
Brandeis University was found-

ed in J94H, and has proved to

be a kbnratory of hifiher educu-

tion in its short but interestinff

career. The folhwinn article,

written h{i a luninr at liraiidcis,

ixponnds one point of view on

tlie experiment. It is printed here

,is part of an examination of tlie

idiicational .situation and problem.^

lit other imtitutiom.—editors

RPI Downs Golfers;

Snow Stops Opener
The varsity golf squad opened

iiielr season Saturday with a 4-3

luss to RPI on the Engineers'

c lurse.

Captain Jim Frlck, playing In

iiie number one position, shot a 76,

but lost his match one up. Junior
,i.m Watts, the number two man,
V. .)n his match one up with a
.<(ore of 78. Number three man
Dick CappalU carded a 79 to win
liis match. The next three Eph-
men—Roger Smith, Jack West,
iind Roger Nye—all lost, giving
KPI the contest. Scot Graham,
!u:mber seven player for the Ephs,
won his match. The loss Is the
si'cond for Williams against RPI
.since 1909; Last year Williams
won 5-2.

The sun which shone for the

RPI match was covered by snow-
filled clouds on Thursday, the day
or the anticipated opening contest
ill WllUamstown against Harvard
and Boston College. No resched-
uled date for that match has yet

been announced.
Captain Prick mentioned that

the golf 'ladder" was not neces-
sarily fixsd for the season and
that the order of the individual

players may change In the com-
ing weeks.

Eph Ruggers Routed;

Princeton Wins 20-0

The Williams Rugby Club drop-
ped Its first contest of the year,
bowing to a strong Princeton
team, 20-0. Although playing bet-
ter than the lopsided score would
Indicate, the Williams contingent
was consistently outclassed by the
burly Tiger forwards, and it was
here that they gained the advan-
tage. Despite fine play by fly

half Pete Thorns and fullback
Tovl Kratovil, Williams fell behind
by a 9-0 margin at the half.

Princeton continued to roll in the
•second half for 11 more points,

despite having several scores call-

ed back.

Princeton took the field after

iust having completed a four week
training period, including a trip

to the West Coast. In contrast,
the Williams team had had only
three full practice sessions due to

inclement weather.

Williams' second team, made up
mostly of freshmen, also bowed
to their Princeton opponents, 13-0.

.\lthough this team put up a fine

struggle, they simply proved too

inexperienced. Many of the mem-
iiors of the Princeton team had
played before, several of them
in England; the Williams second
team was playing Its first game.

Kellogg, Townsend,

Lyman Top Divisions

In Spring Ski Meet
Junior Spike Kellogg took top

honors in the First Annual Spring
Slalom Competition held Satur-
day on the Townsend Ski Area.
Kellogg, recently chosen captain
for next year's ski team, finished
two runs with a total time of 59.7

seconds, as well as completing ex-
tra run In 29.0 seconds, the day's

fastest time.

The faculty division saw Ralph
Townsend edge John Hitchcock
for first place. Sally Lyman won
the women's division with a total

time of 3:55.5 seconds for the
two runs. The only competitors
finishing high who were not mem-
bers of the ski team were Ned
Houst and Choppy Rheinfrank.

The slope itself was in fine

shape, and weather conditions
were perfect for the meet.

The drama which has been un
folding at Brandeis University
since its inception in 1948 is both
a history and a tragedy. The pat-
tern for an agon was sketched
when Albert Einstein withdrew
during the planning stages
after his suggestion that Harold
Laskl, the British socialist, be
made president of the school was
rejected.

This controversy foreshadowed
a dichotomy which has persisted,
one between the more boorish ele-
ments of bourgeois American Jew-
ry, whose intent is embodied large-
ly in the administration and the
board of trustees, and the more
Intellectual and liberal elements
of the faculty and the student
body. (It can already be .seen that
the former have an upper hand.
By their control of admission pol-
icies and faculty appointments,
they are able to quiet or eliminate
their opposition. This, of course,
is exactly what they have been
doing.)

The Justice, the student news-
paper at Brandeis, was long, and
still to a lesser degree is, the or-
gan of protest for the intellectuals.

On its pages their position has
been delineated. The Justice has
opposed athletic scholarships and
admissions policy in general, en-
rollment Increase and the growing
domination of the administration
over the faculty. The height of its

effectiveness and articulateness oc-
cured, fortuitously, in 1958, a turn-
ing point in the university's his-

tory. If its views had a chance,
they would have succeeded then.

In spite of Justice chastisement,
however, the Philistine hoard has
rolled on. It has erected gaudy, ill-

placed, unfunctional buildings,

diabolically calculated to smite the
soft, mushy hearts of monled ma-
trons and businessmen who sup-

port their construction. (The last
April Fools edition of the Justice
quoted Mao Tse-Tung as applaud-
ing President Sachar's "forced
building program.") It has more
than doubled the school's enroll-
ment. Learning slowly from ex-
perience, it has supplanted a trou-
bled but talented student body
with a myriad of happy, smiling,
shallow faces. While these new
students are no less intelligent

than their predecessor, they are
content only in the weak. The ad-
ministration now numbers 716
< undergraduate enrollment is a-

bout 1,200) and professors are

fleeing from grade C salaries.

One no longer feels the old sense
of urgency and conviction in ob-
jecting. Excessive alienation from
its desired ends has given student
protest a sense of futility and
much of the energy which it pre-
viously evoked is now turned to
concern with social issues of a more
universal nature.

Brandeis will become a univer-
sity of about 5,000, with a college
of about 2,500 and both profes-

sional and non-professional grad-
uate schools. Its faculty will be
good, but not the best. Its student
body will be intelligent, less Jew-
ish, more "well-rounded," and
less sensitive to the moral im-
plications of what is taught. Bran-
deis will resemble, let us say, a
smarter Stanford with a school of
dentistry. I for one would have
preferred it resemble Swarthmore
or Reed.

This may all sound very melo-
dramatic to a Williamsite. But he
should remember that Brandeis
has no tradition. It is nothing; it

has only to become something.
In past years this fact engender-

Bridge
By Jon SutcUffe

(\ourn)
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4C P !C

OpctiiliK Lvud : 2 uf lledrts

North and South were playing
the Roth-Stone system which en-
abled them to reach the excellent

5 club contract shown above.
North's double of 1 spade (the

Roth-Stone or Negative Double)
was not meant for penalties, but
instead promised 7-10 points in

high cards, 1 to 2 defensive tricks,

and either a fit in openers suit,

support for both unbld suits, or a

good suit of his own. South's cue

bid of two spades shows a hand
that will produce game opposite

a minimum double.

North-South were the only pair

in the room to reach 5 clubs, but
it took good technique to bring
in the contract for a top. The 2 of

hearts was opened, declarer cor-

rectly analyzed the lead as a sin-

gleton and so ducked from dummy
(preparing for a possible heart-

diamond squeeze on East in case

East held for four diamonds).
East won the queen and shifted

to a spade (best defense) which
declarer won. Declarer now played

ed an intense feeling of the stu-

dents' ability to mould the des-

tiny of the school they were at-

tending. This promise is largely

past, but I at least, still remem-
ber when it was a reality and a

very exciting one.

off two top trumps, and when
East showed out on the second

round of clubs, the conditions for

a squeeze on East were practical-

ly a certainty. (East had already

shown up with 5 hearts to the

king and queen, and a singleton

club. If he had held four spades

as well he surely would have rais-

ed his partner's overcall. And If

he did not hold four spades, then

he must hold at least four dia-

monds, in which case he could be

squeezed.

South now cleverly put West
in with the queen of clubs, con-

fident that West would return a

high spade la diamond switch at

this point kills the squeeze If

East holds the Jack of diamonds).

West returned the spade king, de-

clarer ruffed and the situation was
this:

(NORTH)
c J

D OK)
II AJ9
S X

(WEST) ^EAST)

D JXX n 9X
„

" H KXXX
S QJXX S X

(SOUTH)
C X
D AKXX
H lOX
S

Declarer played a heart to the

ace, ruffed a spade with his last

trump, and returned to dummy
with the queen of diamonds. The
last trump was cashed and East

was squeezed out of existence. If

he let go of his king of hearts de-

clarer would win the last three

tricks with the jack of hearts and
the ace and king of diamonds. If,

on the other hand he pitched a

diamond, declarer would pitch his

last heart, and win the last three

tricks in the diamond suit.
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Lacrosse Wins 8-5 For Second Victory;

Soph Moran Leads Offense Against RPI
A strong RPI lacrosse team fell

before a hustling Williams squad
Saturday on Cole Field, 8-5, to be-

come the Ephs' second victim of

the season. The game was char-
acterized by brilliant individual

performances amidst generally

sloppy team play, and by rough-
ness on both sides.

Williams dominated the opening
period by rolling up four goals

while shutting out the visitors.

Midfielder Frank Morse started

the spree by firing in a long shot

after roll-dodging around his de-

fenseman. A few moments later,

attackman Tom Bachman stuffed

in the rebound from a shot taken

by middle Eric Widmer. The third

tally came as Al Mondell on at-

tack took a pass from Wally Bern-
heimer and fired it into the net

at point-blank range. John Mor-
an scored the fourth goal by slip-

ping in from behind the caga

and shoving a fine backhand
shot past the RPI goalie.

RPI Rallies

The second quarter opened with

Mondell taking a pass from at-

tackman Moran and flicking in

the Purple's fifth marker. At this

point, both teams seemed to go
cold, and the Ephs were unable

Varsity Tennis Team
Overpowers MIT 8-1,

In 1st Match Of Year
By Pete Johannsen

The varsity tennis team opened
its season by overpowering MIT
8-1, in an away match on Satur-

day. Williams' only loss came in

the number-two singles, when
John Botts was defeated in a
three-set contest, 6-1, 1-6, 6-1 by
Palik,

Co-captain Bruce Buck exhibi-

ted the best form In the opener,

by his victory over an MIT man
who had earlier defeated Har-
vard's top player. The senior ral-

lied well from a first set loss, win-

ning the last two sets by 6-4 and
6-2 scores. At the number-three
spot, co-captain Bruce Brian won
his match handily, setting Char-
ney down, 6-2, 6-4.

Bob Mahland, Graddy Johnson,
and Ned Shaw, playing four, five,

and six, had little trouble with
their opponents, winning their

matches in two sets. The doubles

teams of Botts and Mahland, Bri-

an and Buck, and sophomores
Brooks Goddard and John Arm-
strong also won easily.

Coach Clarence Chaffee felt his

squad played well, but stated im-
provement, especially in doubles
matches, is necessary for a suc-
cessful season.
SUMMARY
1. Butt (VV) <if. .Xasaiu-s, 4-6. 6-4. 6-2.

2. Palik (.Virr) At. Bolts, 6-1. 1-6, 6-1.

3. Brian (W) d(, Cliarm-y. 6-2. 6-4.

4. Mahlarul (W ) <lf. /Vilaim. 6-0, 6-0.
5. Johnson (\V) .If. Ro!<-nwcig, 6-1, 6-4.

6. Shaw (\V) (If. Kiiklani. 6-0, 6-4.

DOlULliS
1. Bdiis. Mahland df. I'alik. Aasancs. 6-2. 7-^.

2. Brian. Bnck .If, Chancy. Tanab.-. 6-U, 6-.1.

3. ArnislroMK. Ci.Kl.lar.l .If. Adams. Aasan.'S, 6-
J, 6-2.

to score again until midway
through the third quarter. RPI
started to move later in the quar-
ter, with Dick Sieminski netting

ihree.

Both teams missed several scor-

ing opportunities in the beginning
of the third period, with Engine-
er Jay Fitzgerald breaking the ice

by Douncing a shot into the Wil-
liams nets. Eph captain Bill

Wlii.etord countered with a

ground .shot on a pass from Bern-
heinur. Moments later, another
shot uy Fitzgerald cut Williams'
lead down to one.

Moran Shines
Led by Moran, the Ephmen

came to life in the last quarter.

Big John took matters into his

own hands as he weaved through
the entire Engineer defense to

score the day's prettiest goal.

Near the end of the game, Moran
scored again, spinning around the
cage and gunning in the game's
linal score.

Both teams indulged in rugged
contact throughout the game. Tire

referees, who provided a bit of

comic relief in the midst of the
tense and rugged contest, called

17 penalties against Williams and
14 against RPI. In ihe .tourt..

quarter, tempers flared betvvean

Fitzgerald and Ephman Tom De-
Gray, but order was quickly re-

stored.
UII.I.IA.MS
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Pacifist To Speak

Here On Tuesday
On Tuesday, April 25, Robert

;iwann will lecture at Williams
111 "Pacifism Today." In the past

.cars Swann has gained interna-

ional recognition of his tradltlon-

.il pacifist views by his nonvio-
. nt method of action.

The 43-year old former carpen-
ijr and builder from the Phlla-

lelphia area now makes his resi-

lence in Norwich, Connecticut,

vliere he heads the New England
committee for Nonviolent Action.

This group is part of a national

organization of the same name.
Modern pacifism combines a be-

lief with a method for carrying

out this belief. Traditional paci-

lism, opposition to war, has tak-

(11 on new meaning in an age of

nuclear weapons and total war.

War as a method of accomplish-

ing a national aims has become
inconceivable. Swann hopes to ex-

pose this fact to the public and tc

Ijropose a method for curtailing

nuclear arms build-ups. Swann
preaches nonviolent action as a
deterrent to nuclear warfare,

Nuclear Sit-ins

Modern pacifists are using

methods similar to the methods
iidvocat3d by Martin Luther King
in the South in opposition to race

discrimination. Supporters are or-

ganized to disobey civil defense

laws and enter United States nu-
clear bases in the same ways as
sit-ins are organized. Swann's
greatest support is coming pre-
sently from college students.

Swann was Indicted In New
Haven, Connecticut, earlier this

month for organizing a group that
outwitted naval guards and board-
ed nuclear submarines at Groton,
wliere they are built.

During the Bikini Atoll H-bomb
testing, Swann attempted to sail

Into the testing area in a small
boat.
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AMT Host To Moliere's

T'Ecole Des Femmes'

Day '61 Receives Danforth Award;

Plans Graduate Study In Physics
Williams College has announced that Tad Day of the Class

of '61, lias received a Danforth Fellowship for graduate study.

Bernard Lajarrige and Nicole Desurmont in scene from "L'Ecole
Des Femmes,'" at AMT on Monday night.

European culture will make its return to the stage of the AMT
with Monday night's jiroduction of Moliere's "L'Ecole des
Femmes." The jDroduction will be sponsored by the Vieux-Com-
bier and the French government. This is the same troupe that
presented Moliere's "Le Misanthro|5e" at the AMT last year and
Racine's "Britannicus" the year before that.

Z I The Romance Language depart
Frosh Meeting Planned;
To Outline Frat System
The CC-SC Rushing Committee

will meet with the Class of '64 next
Wednesday night, April 26, at 8

p.m., to give the freshman class

their formal Introduction to the
Williams fraternity system. The
meeting will feature speakers
championing both the House way
of life and the non-affiliate view.

Copies of the 1961 Rushing Agree-
ment will be distributed at that
time.

Entry meetings with members of

the committee will follow the next
evening, chairman Robert Henry
announced. Freshmen will then
have a chance to talk over the sys-

tem and ask questions.

Roper Center Building

Addition To Stetson
The Roper Public Opinion Cen-

ter here has collected $41,000.,

more than half of the $75,000 It

lias promised to contribute toward
an addition to Stetson Library to

house the expanded center.

The Board of Directors of the
Center, whose goal of $75,000 will

match a similar amount being
raised by the Williams Program,
made the announcement over the
weekend. The two story addition
to the college library will provide

iddltlonal room for the Center on
I he first floor and more faculty of-

fices on the second floor.

Adds Studies
During the past year the Cen-

ter acquired 281 additional studies,

200 in this country, and 81 abroad.
These acquisitions bring the total

number of studies held by the
Center to over 1500 with more

than five and one-half million

interview cards.

Since 1957, the Center has pro-

cessed over twelve hundred in-

quiries, beginning with 124 in

1957 to over 350 in 1960. Scholars

from more than 400 different col-

leges and universities in this coun-

try and abroad have used the fac-

ilities of the Center.

An increasing number of gov-

ernment agencies such as the U.S.

Census Bureau, the Massachusetts

Department of Mental Health, and
the United States Information A-

gency have used the date there.

The Center recently increased

its Board of Trustees to thirteen

with the addition of Clifford P.

Case, United States Senator from

New Jersey, and Paul P. Lazars-

feld, professor of sociology at Col-

umbia University.

.oliege

^ived

The award involves tuition and living exjienses given on a re-

newable basis for as long as it is necessary for him to receive his

PhD.
The foundation was established

in 1927 by Mr. and Mrs. Danforth
in the hopes that "the foundation
should sei-ve educational needs,

with special emphasis upon the

cultural and spiritual aspects of

education." The fund has been
set up to encourage young Chris-

tian men to go into teaching.

Each school recommends three

people to the foundation. The sel-

ections are made on the strength
of these recommendations plus

personal applications and inter-

views. The primary basis for sel-

ection is an interest in teaching
with a secondary emphasis on an
interest in religion. Each year, ov-

New member of the board of the Roper Public Opinion Research

Center Paul F. Lazarsfeld (second from left) being congratulated by
other board members, Philip K. Hastings (left), George Gallup (sec-

ond from rtrht) and trustee Junes A. Uaen, 8rd.

ment, and most notably Professor
John K. Savacool, is responsible
for arranging to bring the group
to Williamstown. Not only has
the play been studied in three dif-

ferent French courses but Sava-
cool feels that "it will bring a dif-

ferent type of theatre to Williams-
town, a kind which we seldom get
to see."

Modern Costumes
Directed by Robert Marcy,

"L'Ecole des Femmes" was pre-
sented in Paris in 1959 with the
characters dressed in modern cos-
tumes. This proved to be quite a
shock to Parisian audiences but
French critics praised the inno-
vation. Jaques Lemarchand,
drama critic for Le Figaro Litter-

aire called it "a triumph for the
director" while H. Rabine, in La
Croix, called the effort "a success
and an illumination.'' Savacool
thinks the costumes give the play
"an eternal quality."

The modern dress is quite a de
parture from the manner in which
Moliere is usually presented. As
we saw in a picture recently

shown at the Walden, the Com-
edie Francaise, probably France's

most famous acting company, does
Moliere as lavish costume specta

cles.

Bernard Lajarrige will be the

leading actor In the production
Lajarrige has been active In

French theatre since the early

1930's and has been seen in mov
ies and on television.

Support Report Out;

Williams Heads List

The annual John Price Jones
survey of private financial support
to fifty leading colleges and uni-

versities placed Williams at the

top of the list of fifteen small col-

leges in 1959-60. The John Price

Jones Company are New York
fund-raising consultants and man-
agers.

During this period an all-time

high of $283,512,000 was given to

Institutions of higher learning.

Williams received $2,483,000 from
private educational philanthropic

groups In the 1959-60 school year

to top Stevens Institute of Tech-
nology, which received $2,330,000.

Harvard, leading recipient In the

larger colleges and universities re-

ceived $37,519,000, while Vassar

1 e d women's colleges with
$4,069,000. An 11.3 per cent In-

crease In gifts was noted during

this period.

From the $3)> billions in gifts

and bequests during the 40-year

span of the survey, Williams has

received $28,060,000, making it one

of the three smaller institutions to

receive over $20,000,000.

Roosevelt To Speak

On HUAC, April 28
James Roosevelt, Democratic

Congressman from California's

26th District, wil speak in Chapin
Hall on Friday, April 28, at 8:00
p.m. His subject will be "The First

Amendment and the House Un-A-
merican Activities Committee."

Roosevelt, eldest son of P. D. R.,

is the most vigorous Congressional
critic of the HUAC, and has re-

peatedly spoken against its ap-
propriations and investigations,

urging its dissolution or reform.
His appearance at Williams is

sponsored by Theta Delta Chi.
Elected to Congres first in 1954,

he has been returned by his dis-

trict ever since, and is serving on
two House Committees: the Com-
mittee on Education and Labor,
and the Select Committee on
Small Business. He is a retu'ed

Brigadier General in the U. S. M.
C, having served in the Pacific

during World War II. He holds the
Navy Cross and Silver Star.

A panel consisting of Kurt Tau-
ber, Assist. Prof, of Political Sci-

ence, John O. Sproat, Assist. Prof,

of History, and Dwight Simpson,
Assist. Prof, of Political Science,

along with Mr. Roosevelt, will be
held immediately following the

talk and will discuss the issues

raised by Roosevelt. The audience
is invited to ask questions after

the panel.

The House Unamerican Activi-

ties film "Operation Abolition,"

which has been vehemently at-

tacked by Roosevelt and other cri-

tics of the HUAC, will be shown
at Williams late in the semester.

Tad Day
er 100 people receive the award.
In addition to other requirements,
it is mandatory for the recipient

to attend a week long conference
at the end of the summer for the
three years following his selec-

tion.

Day plans to work for his PhD
in Physics at either California In-
stitute of Technology or Stanford.

Sociologist D. Riesman Discusses

College Generation In The Atlantic'
By Morris Kaplan

"College students today often

act as If they believed that work
in large organizations, and beyond
that, work in general, could not
be basically satisfying (or, at
times, even honest), but is pri-

marily a way to earn a living, to

find a place in the social order,

and to meet nice or not-so-nice

people."

This is the starting point from
which sociologist and critic Dav-
id Riesman essays an evaluation
of the present generation of col-

lege students in "Where Is the
College Generaltlon Headed?",
which appeared in the April issue

of The Atlantic.

Riesman attempts to trace the
increasing alienation of men from
their work in part to their exper-

iences In college with rigid cur-

rlcular structures and with uni-

versity administrations as organ-
izations which most students view
as "bureaucratic, monolithic, and
unchanging".

The primary task of the college

and university is not to prepare
students for particular specializ-

ed positions in later life nor to

teach them to enjoy work of any
kind regardless of content or pur-

pose. However, "the relation of

education to later life should be a
dialectical and critical one." If

college does effect men in such a
way as to alienate them from all

work whatsoever or to deprive

them of the feeling that they can
alter and Improve their relation

to their work, then both the stu-

dents and the academic Institu-

tions should be viewed with an
eye to changing this situation.

In a poll conducted by Time
magazine in 1955, students reveal-

ed "a not quite conscious ambi-
valence toward work In large or-
ganizations." Despite this, most of

those questioned were planning to
enter large organizations: big cor-
porations, big governments, big
law offices, big universities. Very
few desired independent careers.

In contrast to the apparent res-

ignation to working in large or-

ganizations, the poll revealed a
desire for smallness in daily life.

Most were headed straight for the
suburbs - with wife, children, sta-

tion wagon, PTA, and barbecue
pit not far behind.
The most common goal of the

generation seems to be to settle

down "with a manageable bit of
real estate in a suburban neigh-
borhood in which they can at once
be active and hope to make a dif-

ference. It does not occur to them
that they can be gifted and en-
ergetic enough to make a differ-

ence even in a big city. Rather,
they want to be able to work
through a face-to-face group—-the
post-coUeglate fraternity of the
small suburbs."
This emphasis on the family as

the center of one's life implies
a rejection of all large organiza-
tion. Concommitant to this is "a

Continued on Page 2, Col. 3

Phi Bete Speaker
At a meeting of the chapter

recently. Phi Beta Kappa sel-

ected Robert Sleeper '61 to
speak in its behalf at com-
mencement exercises this June.
Sleeper is a political science

honors candidate, a member of
the student curriculum com-
mittee, and last month was a-
warded a Wilson Grant from
Williams for graduate study at
the Wooster College of Oxford
University. Sleeper has been a
member of Phi Bete since Feb-
ruary, 1960.
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D. Riesman Considers Attitudes Of American Youth,

Asks 'Where Is The College Generation Headed T

Peace Corps
The administrators of President Kennedy's Peace Corps today

face two crucial questions. Without tlio thoughtful resolution of

these questions the jiroject will be les.s than useless—it will be a
political liability.

The first such question is that of draft exemption. As tlie

program stands now, participants will face possible draft on their

return from a three year tour of duty with the Coqjs. From the

point of view of the Corps itself, this will result in fewer applica-

tions, less rigorous competition for positions, and quite possibly, a
general lowering of standards.

The second question concerns the proposed loyalty and se-

curity check. Such security measures are not here intended for

the jwotection of governmental secrets. Peace Corps participants

will have no access to classified material. This check is intended
to screen out those who find shortcomings and inconsistencies

in the current American orthodoxy.

Support for abandonment of draft exemption and for the in-

stitution of a loyalty check steins from a thoroughly narrow and
inadequate definition of 'Americanism'. It deems those men who
will not serve in the Peace Corps if such service entails three

years in addition to military obligation, "draft dodgers." It deems
those who deviate from their narrow orthodoxy 'security risks."

More important it will not tolerate discussion or criticism.

America's unique strength lies not in the promulgation of one
orthodoxy, but in the free discussion of all orthodoxies. Democ-
racy is founded on the faith that such discussion is the necessary

prerequisite of meaningful decision and action. It is this open-

ness tnat the peace corps must (jresent to the underdeveloped
nations of the world. We must be willing to discuss, to under-
stand, not to preach.

At its best, the peace corps will be a vehicle of international

cooperation and education. It will fulfill a need for trained and
semi-trained personnel. Moreover, it will provide a basis for real

imderstanding among people.

At its worst, it will be a band of ill trained propogandists,

inspired by their own comprehensive grasp of truth and confident

of the total and absolute goodness of 'Americanism'. Their pater-

nalism, if not intolerance, towards all positions and philosophies

can lead only along the already well trodden path of inter-

national misunderstanding.

WALDEN THEATRE
SATURDAY through TUESDAY

"Bouncing and Beaming! Gay and Mischievous! Melinda Mecouri
is Superb! Tremendous Humor!" —Bosley Crowther, N. Y. Times

' THE FERTORMANCe THAT CROWNED HER
' WINNER OP THE CANNES FILM FESTIVAL
' AWARD AS 'BEST ACTRESS OFTHE YEARI
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certain withdrawal of emotional
adherence to work." This takes
the form of Indifference to the
larger goals of the organization
of which one Is a part.

Riesman Interprets this with-
drawal as a reaction to the sales-

manship and hucksterlsm of the
era; It is "a way of guarding a-
gainst being exploited for ends
outside one's self." However, the
result of this Is the belief that
work cannot be worth doing for
Its own sake under any circum-
stances—for a large organization
or anything else.

"This reflects the fact that
much work Is meaningless per se,

save as a source of Income, pres-
tige, and sociability, but it also In-

dicates, as I have already implied,
that people too readily accept
their work as It comes, without the
hope of making It more meaning-
ful."

Unfortunately, students fall to
make distinctions among organi-
zations. The tendency of earlier

generations to distinguish between
work In business and commercial
organizations as "corrupting" and
work in governmental or philan-
thropic organizations as "service"
has almost disappeared. However,
this artificial dichotomy has been
replaced by a thoroughgoing cyn-
icism which refuses to recognize
value in any kind of work.
As a result, students decline to

attach Importance to all work.
At the same time, they resign
themselves to work over which
they feel they have no control,

which is "all in the hands of the
mysterious men upstairs.'' "If

there is greater wisdom in their

belief that all occupations, like all

forms of power, are corrupting In

some degree, there Is also greater

resignation, greater passivity, and
fatalism."

Riesman views this attitude as

a projection of relations between
the student and the college. Alien-

ation from work is In the students.

All of this, for Riesman, comes
back to refusal to recognize the
potential effectiveness of the in-

dividual. The denial of human will

makes man a slave to the Institu-

tions he has himself created.

In the past year, however, the

college generation has given evi-

dence of a renewed assertion of in-

terest and activity. The sit-ins in

the South and the sympathetic
plcketings by students In the
North reveal concern with an Is-

sue of fundamental human impor-
tance. This is not a political cam-
paign: "...tolerance appears to

them a virtue that is civic and
personal, tied into one's immediate
human reactions and relations; to

be tolerant of one's classmates,

one does not have to fight city

hall, although one may sometimes
have to fight alumni guardians of

the more collegiate fraternities."

In addition, student interest In

matters curricular has brought
about changes In several institu-

tions including 'Wesleyan, the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, and the Uni-
versity of Chicago. Student In-

terest in, and opposition to, the

House Unamerican Activities

Committee has been a subject of

much recent publicity. At Har-
vard, students picket weekly un-
der the auspices of the Committee
for a Sane Nuclear Policy. Organ-
izations like Challenge, Concern,

Test Case
The recent conviction of nine Williams students on the charge

of purveying intoxicating beverages to minors could have signi-

ficant repercussions for tlie state of Massachusetts and more spe-

cifically, for WiUiams College. This somewhat sinister accusation

is an indictment of what takes place in every home, every fra-

ternity, and even some churches at one time or another. The stu-

dents had the permission of the owners of the building in which
the party was held, and none of them were intoxicated.

The case is scheduled for hearing in a higher court in the

near futiu-e. The judge of the lower court was sympathetic, but
said he had to interj^ret the law the way it was written. If this de-

cision is upheld in the higher courts a precedent will be established

which Williams students will not be able to ignore.

and Tocsin, focus student inteiest
on complex areas of internatlimai
concern in a responsible fashion—
through the sponsorship of (im-
growth of alienation from the cur-
rlculum, over which students feel
they have no control. The sochjlo-
gist goes on to pinpoint area.^ of
campus Interest about which ,mu-
dents he has encountered in his
travels are dissatisfied. The irrel-

evance of many classroom studies
to Important problems, the l.ok
of Intellectualism in dormiiiry
and fraternity settings, the control
of student newspapers by the nd-
ministration, the inadequacy of
student-faculty relations, the nn-
flexlble nature of the curriculum,
these are but a few of the prob-
lems which face college students
and in the face of which many of
them retreat to "prlvatlsm" niid
non-Involvement.

Students have looked upon Rii s-
man's suggestions that they mlt;ht
picket to bring about changes as
unthinkable, that the faculty
might welcome cooperative efforts
with the students as unrealistic.
When he tells them that the Har-
vard house system was a result of
a student council report which
caught the attention of a wealtliy
philanthropist, they talk about
the "good old days" when some-
thing could be done." As long as
students feel that nothing can
happen now, "they will conduct
themselves accordingly", and
nothing will change.

Prlvatlsm among students today
takes the form of studying and
working industriously for the a-
chlevement of personal goals. Get-
ting into medical school, winning
that fellowship, getting those
grades, become the primary values
of student life. Riesman reacts vi-

olently to this kind of education
which renders education meaning-
less: "... grades contaminate ed-
ucation—they are a kind of cur-
rency which, like money, gets In
the way of students discovering
their Intellectual interests."

kelly^s cozy corner

sundoy nite specials

budweiser "glamottles"

and assorted booze

sandwiches and dinners

route 7 williamstown, mass.

New Members Sought

For Discussion Group
The Gargoyle Society is organ-

izing Discussion for the next schol-
astic year. Statements of Interest
are now available at the Record
office or at each house.
Members are obligated to attend

four meetings, which will last an
evening, per semester and one or
two organizational meetings. Sen-
ior members are required to pre-
pare a paper to present at a meet-
ing in a fifteen minute reading.
Other members are required to

prepare a short criticism on one
of the longer papers.

Statements can be given to Tad
Day, '61, John Calhoun, '62.

George Downing, '62, or Al Schlos-
ser, '63.
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Evaluation: Class Of '64 Shows 'Awareness'

\t this time each year, it has been

ii.^lomary for the RECORD to do a
slii'ly of the fre.shnum class. This time,

Iw-lcad of the usual claptrap about

"the best class we ever had," the

El'CORD went to the people that

III, freshmen affect and who affect

thrm in return, to try to see how this

(•/(-vv differs from previous classes,

anil to ascertain its faults, its stronn

luiints arid its overall worth.

Activities . . .

By Lisle Baker

The Freshmen are often thought
ol as living In a world within a
world on campus with little know-
ledge of the big picture of life at
Williams. This Is why the state-

ment "the freshmen are more a-

ware—socially as well as other-

wise" Is surprising to many.
Chip Black and Kit Jones, Pres-

ident and Vice-president of the
Social Council, both agreed. "This
class is different. They are more
fraternity conscious than we
were."

Stu IVIyers '62, Editor of the
Gul. praised his compets for their

enthusiasm and their awareness:"
They've done many special arti-

cles which betray an amazing
knowledge of what's going on a-
round here—more than one might
expect."

There Is evidence that this ken
has spilled over into other areas.

Stew Davis '62, Editor of the Rec-
ord, commented that this class

seemed much more interested in

class politics and government than
had earlier ones.

The facts bear this out. The
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Financial planning have you
hanging by a string?

A life Insurance program started

while you're still in college Is a

good way to begin. And now it

the time to look into it-whiie you

are insurable and can gain by

lower premiums.

Your Provident Mutual campu*
representative is well qualified to

discuss with you a variety of

plans which can be tailored to

your individual needs.

Richard Sw«tt
St. Anthony Hall
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Freshman Councils have shown
interesting results. The Councils
have produced meat on Friday
nights, "dinner, drink, and drol-
lery" banquets before Christmas
and Spring Vacations, Library
hours on Saturday nights, contact
with the Student Governments at
Wesleyan and Amherst, and dorm
hours for women every Saturday
night from 9-12, all new Innova-
tions. In addition, the class has
given birth to several singing
groups and a first-rate rock 'n
roll band.

Besides watching their own pot,

the Freshmen have plunged Into

other organizations with fanatic
zeal. Bruce Axelrod of WMS
cheered them for "the good, hard
work they do and the new Ideas

in programs and organizations
they've devised. This is the first

class ever to hold positions on the

Board and their performance
shows it."

Ed Volkman, President of the
Adelphic Union, stone-facedly
commented, "the value of the

Freshman class to the Adelphic
Union is debatable.''

The Administration had vary-

ing opinions on the class. Fred
Copeland, Dean of Admissions,

said, "This class hasn't performed
athletically as well as we had ex-

pected, but academically this

class has done very well. They
seem like a bunch of good, seri-

ous students. We're very pleased

and think they've done a substan-

tial Job."

Dean of Freshmen, Harlan P.

Hanson, commented, "this is a
strong class that has demonstra-
ted both responsibility and im-
agination. Both Frosh Councils

have done a good piece of work."

But all was not cheers and
praise. Eric Widmer, '81, past

President of the College Council,

expressed concern over the "ar-

rogance" of the class, which an-

other senior called "an inordin-

ately cocky crew." Widmer went

on to say "this class is a bit ar-

rogant, a bit priggish in intel-

lectual matters, which spills over

into social arrogance. Most of the

freshmen think of themselves as

complete men already." He said

they "should learn as much about

Williams as possible—that it's not

just classrooms and dormitories."

The general feeling seemed to

be that the class of '64 is different

—it's more aware, more studious,

yet also more arrogant. One thing

everyone agreed was that with

this class the next three years will

be far from dull.

Intellect . . .

By Bill Prosser

Any evaluation of the freshmen
class must be concerned with the
academic achievements of the
class. Realizing that the fact us-
ually tell the story one notes that
72 Freshmen were on dean's list
first semester. This is the highest
total ever. We also have more
scholarships this year (30« of the
class of '64 is receiving some kind
of aid.) It must be admitted that
the freshmen class is not neglect-
ing its class room duties.
The real test of the class' in-

tellectual capabilities must be an
evaluation by the faculty. Marks
seldom reflect the true curiosity
of students. They often permit
discipline to be substituted for
real interest.

Members of the faculty general-
ly seem less enthusiastic than the
freshmen themselves in extolling
the virtues of the class. The fac-
ulty, however, is considerably more
optimistic than upperclassmen.
The illustrious upperclassmen on
the whole are convinced that the
freshmen are a group of "ween-
ies" and "finks". These two atti-
tudes may be noted in the follow-
ing remarks made by several up-
perclassmen and members of the
faculty.

IWr. Megaw: "The freshmen
seem to be a good lively group
with less reluctance to talk about
world affairs than their peers.
They seem to be doing all right as
far as I can see."

Al Bogaty: "This class has re-
signed itself to the hands of fate
more than is necessary. They have
taken a 'be still, be quiet' attitude.
Freshmen do not realize how
much effect they can have on
the college as a whole. They are
overly apprehensive about frater-
nities which result in more pres-
sures to conform to the fraternity
image of the 'Williams man'. "

Mr. Hyde: In terms of Williams,
it has maintained the high stan-
dards. More people seem to be a-
ware of what is going on around
them. One problem seems to have
struck me however. During the
recent snowball fight controversy
it seemed that a majority of the
class really felt persecuted by
Dean Hanson's punishment. This
seems to indicate an immature at-

titude on the part of the class.''

John Calhoun: "Well, the Fresh-
men Revue group was certainly

more interesting and Interested

than in past years. Unfortunately

the interest has waned. The thea-

tre, to many, seems to be equa-
ted with the Walden and Cal
King's."

Rev. Eusden: "I have been im-
pressed with the large nimiber of

Freshmen who are interested In

other than personal problems. I

have had many of the entries out

to my house. During these even-

ings we spent a great deal of time

discussing campus problems. How-
ever, I have been appalled at the

low level of discussions of inter-

national and world problems.

They seem to be more interested

in what is going on in their im-

mediate vicinity."

Dean Hanson: "One of the most
unique aspects of the class is the

increasing number of public high

schools represented. The quality

of these people is excellent. 76%

of the people on Dean's list are

from public schools."

Mr. Hunt: "The people in my
class seemed in general to be In

favor of getting educated. Com-
paratively few played it urbane

and sleepy. Although they were

no flock of Aristotles they disa-

greed when they felt like It."
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Sports . . .

By Bill Friedman
Practically everyone agreed that

the class of '64, although in many
cases inexperienced, seemed to

show considerable spii-it and drive

athletically. Turnouts were gen-
erally up to par; and in those
sports where fewer boys came out
than usual, those who did partici-

pate were quite enthusiastic and
willing to work. Football coach
McHenry remarked that "despite

a smaller turnout to begin with
than in previous years, not one
boy quit the squad, a fact indica-

tive of their fine spirit." The
squad was considerably stronger
than last year's team, he felt,

and he expects to see "several boys
helping out on the varsity next
year."

Freshman hockey was also hurt
by a lack of manpower. Coach Mc-
cormick explained that "in a sport
like hockey, where it is difficult

for boys to join the squad who
have not had skating expenience
before", the 12-man turnout this

year was definitely detrimental to

the club. Nevertheless, he felt that
the "general attitude was as good
as it could be with a losing team."
Even in those sports where

turnouts were large, talent was
often scarce. In wrestling, a sport

similar to hockey in that it de-

pends largely on previous exper-

ience, Coach DeLisser said that
his boys were "utter beginners in

four of the eight weight classes."

But despite a poor record, they

were an "outstanding group of

boys who were very wiliing to

work."

DeLdsser Re-Evaluation
In a similar survey taken last

year, Coach DeLisser said that he
felt a college freshman generally

"lacks confidence in himself." Be-
cause of group pressures and stiff

competition, he is often compelled
to curb much of his aggressiveness.

On this year's wrestling squad,
however, Coach DeLisser was sur-

prised and somewhat elated to

find quite the opposite to be true.

"Although one-half the team had
absolutely no experience in wrest-
ling before", he pointed out that
most of them displayed "striking

aggressiveness and confidence" a-
gainst stronger and more experi-

enced opponents, and that in this

respect they deserve much credit.

Bob Muir felt that the Little

Three Championship swimming
team showed good potential: "Sev-
eral boys will step right up to the
varsity and fill places that will

be left vacant". But he also em-
phasized lack of experience, ex-

plaining that "nine boys out for

the team had never competed be-

fore." The team was actually car-
ried by about five men, he said,

but was happy to note that "im-
provement carried over to the oth-
er less-skilled athletes who stuck
with the team."
The freshman basketball team,

which tied for the Little Three
Championship, was in the opin-

ion of Coach Coombs an enthusi-

astic and spirited ball club.

Have a ball

in Europe

this Summer
(and get college credits, too!)

imagine the fun you can have on a summer vacation in

Europe that includes everything from touring the Conti-

nent and studying courses for credit at the famous Sor-

bonne in Paris to living it up on a three-week co-educa-

tional romp at a fabulous Mediterranean island beach-club

resort! Interested? Check the tour descriptions below.

FRENCH STUDY TOUR, $12.33 per day plus

air fare. Two weeks touring France and Switzerland,

sightseeing in Rouen, Tours, Bordeaux, Avignon, Lyon,
Geneva, with visits to Mont-Saint-Michel emd Lourdes.

Then in Paris, stay six weeks studying at La Sorbonne.
Courses include French Language, History, Drama, Art,

Literature, for 2 to 6 credits. Spend your last week touring

Luxembourg and Belgium. All-expense, 70-day tour in-

cludes sightseeing, hotels, meals, tuition for $12.33 per
day, plus Air France Jet Economy round-trip fare.

STUDENT HOLIDAYS TOUR OF EUROPE,
$15.72 per day plus air fare. Escorted 42-day tour
includes visits to cultural centers, sightseeing in France,

Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Germany, Luxembourg, Den-
mark, Sweden, Norway, Scotland, England, Holland and
Belgium. Plenty of free time, entertainment. Hotel, meals,

everything included for $15.72 per day, plus Air France
Jet Economy round-trip fare.

CLUB MEDITERRANEE, $13.26 per day plus

air fare. Here's a 21-day tour that features 3 days on
your own in Paris, a week's sightseeing in Rome, Capri,

Naples and Pompeii, plus 9 fun-filled, sun-filled, fabulous

days and cool, exciting nights at the Polynesian-style

Club Mediterranee on the romantic island of Sicily. Spend
your days basking on the beach, swimming, sailing— your
nights partying, singing, dancing. Accommodations, meals,

everything only $13.26 per day complete, plus Air France
Jet Economy round-trip fare.

MR. .JOHN .SCHNEIDER
c/o AIR FRANCE
683 Fifth Avenue. New York 22, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
Please rush me full information on the following:

French Study Tour Student Holidays Tour
Club M6<literran6e

Address

32

City. _Zone_

_ColloKe

-State.

AIR«PRANCE JET
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Varsity Lacrosse Team Victor Over Tufts;

Williams Squad Continues Winning Streak

Dave GregiT dodges around a
loose cround ball in WilHams' 11'

By Denny Van Ness
Playing under cloudy skies and

on a wet field last Wednesday, the
Williams varsity lacrosse team
kept Its season record perfect and
racked up its third straight vic-

tory by trouncing Tufts, 11-4. Af-
ter a slow first half, an inspired

and fighting Eph team held the
Jumbo squad scoreless through-
out the entire second half.

John Moran led the team In
scoring and instilled a strong co-

operative spirit among his team-
mates as he scored three goals

and made two assists. Tom De-
Gray was instrimiental in setting

up many plays in the second half
and also managed to score a goal
for the point-hungry Eph squad.
Jack Wadsworth, playing at de-

fense, demonstrated hustle and
fine stick-work at that position,

which was a big factor in the de-
fense feat of the second half.

Whiteford Hurt

Captain Bill Whiteford was put
out of the game early in the first

half by a pulled muscle. John
Horst switched from his defense
position to fill in for Whiteford
at first midfield and proved him-
self very capable in that slot.

Manager Dick Albui'y noted that
there were fewer penalties in this

game than in the last. "The team
has a long way to come," he add-
ed, "particularly on handling

Varsity Tennis Cancelled
The Williams varsity tennis

match against RPI scheduled
for Wednesday, April 19, in

Troy, was postponed due to un-
favorable weather conditions.

It is likely that the match will

be re-scheduled, with the spec-

ific date to be annoimced later.

Frosh Lacrosse Tops

Mount Hermon^ 10-9
The freshman lacrosse team op-

ened its season on a bright note
last Wednesday as it downed
Mount Hermon, 10-9.

The Ephs were led by Snuffy
Leach with three goals, Tim Bak-
er with three, and Jamie Neld-
llnger with two.
Mount Hermon opened the scor-

ing in the first three minutes of

the game by capitalizing on a
loose ball in front of the cage.

Williams quickly retaliated when
Snuffy Leach darted around the
Hermon defense to score. When
the first half ended the score was
evened at five goals apiece.

The battle see-sawed back and
forth during the second half and
with less than a minute to go the
score was tied at nine-all. Then
attackman Tim Baker came
through with a scoop shot from
the side to ring up the winning
taUy.

Tufts defender after scooping a
4 victory Wednesday.
ground balls." Coach McHenry
was pleased by the excellent per-
formance of a number of the
sophomores on the team.
.SCORI.NG SUMMARY:
.Moraii: 3 goals; 2 assists

Biichmaii: 2 goals

W'idmer: 2 goals

Koid: I goal

Morse : I goal

DcGray: I goal

I'oppy : I goal

Bfrriheinier; I assist

Horst: I assist

.Vlondcll : I assist

Yacht Club Proves Active Unit

By BUI Prakken
A fact that Is unknown to many

of the landlubbers around our
lovely but landlocked campus is

that Williams is blessed with a
yacht club. The Williams Yacht
Club, containing 25-30 members,
was organized primarily for rac-

ing and is a member of the New
England Intercollegiate Sailing

Association. The races are held in

the fall and spring with an av-

erage of about six freshmen and
10-12 varsity races per year.

Iliff President

The officers for this year are

Charles Iliff, '62, Commodore; Jim
Sykes, '63, Vice-Commodore; Buck
Crist, '62, Ti-easurer; and Jim
Lawslng, '63, Secretary. The Club
is college-sponsored, in that the
sailing members get free cuts and
chapel credits, and their transpor-

tation costs and entry fees are
paid by the College.

Most of the meets are held at
the Coast Quard Academy (con-

Cyclists To Compete
By Paul Krltzer

Seen speeding down tlio Taconic Trail at 50 niiles per hour at six o'clock in the morning in

recent weeks are members of the newest organization on campus, the Williams Cycling Club. The
group, with nine members, is interested primarily in touring and racing, this year's goals bein a

team entry in the NCAA Road Championships (also called tlie Yale Invitation) and an excursion

through the Gasjje Bay peninsula in Quebec.
Steve Huffman, '62, has been

the person responsible for the

formation of the club, which was
organized about two months ago.

Other members of the club are

senior Bob Adler, Juniors Boots
Coleman, Spike Kellogg, Dave
Kieffer and John Reld, sophomore
Pete Callaway, and freshmen Dick
Gardner and Carl Marcus. The
club was formed after Huffman,
whose father makes "Huffy" bi-

cycles, third largest bicycle com-
pany in the U. S., obtained five

hand-made bicycles from Italy

that the Huffman company is con-
sidering for large-scale domestic
importation. The bikes, weighing
only 24 pounds, are novel in that
they have ten different speeds,

and are the fastest made.

The Club is currently working
toward making a team entry in
the NCAA Road Championships
on May 13 in Hartford, Connec-
ticut. The 12-mile course is one
of the most tortui'ous in the East,
with several steep hills combined
with six treacherous hair-pin
turns. The race itself will be a-
bout 50 miles long, four laps, with
the winner expected to cross the
finish line about two hours after
the start, averaging 22-24 mph.
In the week following exams,

Huffman and Reid will cycle
throughout at the Gaspe Bay pen-
insula in Quebec as the highlight
of a proposed 1000 mile round
trip. In the summer of 1959, cy-
clists Tom Herschbach and Rob
Durham peddled 2000 miles from
Chicago to San Diego, California.

veniently situated across the st' 'et

from Conn. College), Brown, M;t
Ttfts, and Yale. The competi; an
is of the round-robin type, so 1 lat

each team usually gets a chn ice

in each boat. The home team is-

ually supplies the boats, wlnoh
are normally Tech Dinghies or 14.

ft. Gannets.
Lost Boats In Storm

The Club is severely hampi ad

by the fact that at present it o . n«
no boats. As a result there i.s no
chance to practice or to see v ;io

the best skippers are. This iuso

tends to limit any wide-spn .id

campus Interest in the organia-
tion. Five years ago, the CUib
owned three Penguins on Luke
Pontooslc, but they were blovn
over a dam in a violent storm. A
lack of funds prevents the pur-

chase of any new ones.

Last year the Club had the dis-

tinction of winning the coveted

MacMlUan Cup in Annapolis, but

could not return to defend it.

Walters, Navarro Direct Football Clinic;

Ephs Newton, Rorke, Kaufmann Attend
Varsity football coaches Len

Watters and Prank Navarro direc-
ted their second annual Raleigh
Football Clinic last weekend for
the benefit of over 200 high school
and college coaches from nine
states and the province of Ontar-
io. The three-day affair saw eight
outstanding coaches talk for ap-
proximately 16 hours on topics
covering all phases of football.

Otto Graham Present
Speaking at the Teamsters

Building in Elmsford, N. Y., were
such well-known figures as Otto
Graham, from the Coast Guard
Academy and formerly an All-

Pro quarterback with the Cleve-
land Browns; Blanton Collier,

from U. of Kentucky; Dick Nolan,
from the New York Giants and a
member of Watters' '45-'47 teams
at White Plains High School; and
Bill Murray, from Duke Univer-
sity.

The other speakers were Bill

Elias, of U. of Vii-ginla; Jim Bond-
er, of Westchester State Teachers
College; Chuck Studley of U. of
Cincinnati; and Pete Dyer, of

Dobbs Ferry (NY) High School.
John Newton, captain of next

Kent School Downs
Frosh Tennis Squad
The freshman tennis team drop-

ped its first match of the season
Wednesday to Kent, by a close
5)5-3» score. The odd score was
caused by a 1-1 set tie In the first

doubles match, played by Bruce
Bergbauer and Frank Thayer, call-

ed due to darkness.
Winners for the little Ephs In

singles were Bergbauer and Bud
Elliott, at numbers two and four,
both by 6-3, 6-4 scores. The lone
doubles win was produced by Dave
Russell and Jay Freedman. Tom
Jensen, Bill Hardy, and Davis
Taylor were defeated in singles.

year's varsity football team at-
tended the clinic, as did five Wil-
liams' graduates who are now
coaches, among them Joel Potter
'58, Danny Rorke '59, and Bobby
Kaufmann '60.

Coaches in attendance hailed
from Rhode Island, New Hamp-
shire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, New Jersey, New
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and
Ontario. Saturday afternoon the
coaches competed in a golf tour-
ney and that night enjoyed a
clambake.

Nolan, back again at the Clinic

by popular request, explained his

theories on covering the sideline

and deep receiver. Collier's topics

also dealt with pass defense, while
Graham discussed the offensive

aspects of passing.

Cont. Daily 1:00 to 10:30

En LmJL^

Ends Sat. Nite!

"ABSENT-MINDED
PROFESSOR"

At 1 ;10 - 3:40 - 6:15 - 8:45

Plus I Selected Short Subjects

Starts Sunday
2 New Main Features

nHEWHiTE
jwiimiioi

JlCIIIIIC(llN*DrAUSCOPE-WMND

Also! "PASSPORT TO CHINA"

Coming Wed., April 26

"BEN-HUR"

UPO
QualUy Shoe Repair

At th* Foot af Sprint Si.

Stop in for a Spring Checkup!

Nichols Gulf Service

Oil Change Tires

Lubrication Battery

Drain Anti-Freeze

at the foot of Spring Street

Wash

Wax

THE IDEAL GIFT

Williams College Seal Charm

Richard Gold

Jeweler

SPRING STREET

^^<r -.aw^iLvO^^-^&^a-,

AUTHENTIC INDIA MADRAS
is a Brooks Brothers specialty

Our University Shop has an unusually

distinctive selection of hand-woven India

Madras sportwear—made on our exclu-

sive models in unusual colorings, predom-

inantly reds, blues and greens, including:

Our GooJ-Looking Odd Jackets, $35

Bermuda Length Shorts, $ 1 2.50

Button-DoKn Collar Pullover Sport Shirts, $8.50

Atid beach'Mear, neck^xear, belts, etc.

tSTASllSHID ISIS

1w/Aem^

Mws yuniishingsr&fnls e- Shoes
346 MADISON AVE., COR. 44TH ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

BOSTON • PITTSBURGH • CHICAGO • SAN IRASCISCO • l.OS ANGtLKS

'c>ap'T!>gi7'-ca9mieB^e>aB'Ti/ap'TL<«p^''-'
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Nicole Dcsurmont and Bernard Laferrige who starred in Le
Vieux Colomiyicr's production of Molierc's "L'Ecole des Femmes" Mon-
day night at the AMT. (Review on page four).

James Roosevelt In Chapin Friday;

First Amendment And The HUAC
Rep. James Roosevelt (Dem.-Calif.) will speak in Chapiii Hall on Friday, April 28. "The FiiS

\,neiidment and the House Un-American Activities Committee" will be his subject, and his ap-
pearance is sponsored by Theta Delta Chi.

And what will Mr. Roosevelt have to say to his audience? As the leading opponent of the
IIUAC, his message will more than probably be the same one which he has deOvered in Congress:
I hat HUAC has to be abolished. In Congress Roosevelt's crusade to do away with HUAC has
up to now been a lonely one. I — i

Tliough six of his colleagues joln-

fil the dissent to the proposed

Committee budget this year, most
(if the Representatives remain
supporters of the HUAC. Outside

ihe Capitol, however, the ranks

of those on both sides of the ques-

lion have been swelling as the

temperature of the controversy

has risen, and It is here that Roo-
.stwelt has both Influential and re-

.spectable support.

Public Support
Among the Individuals who con-

cur with Roosevelt's opinion of

the HUAC are Thurman Arnold.

Stuart Chase, GrenvlUe Clark,

Henry Steele Commager, Robert
M. Hutchins, Gerald W. Johnson,
Reinhold Niebuhr, J. Robert Op-
penheimer, Mrs. Eleanor Roose-

velt, Elmo Raper, Norman Thom-
as, and Arthir Schleslnger, Jr.

The ACLU, American Federation

of Teachers, a broad assortment

of labor organizations, and the

American Jewish Congress en-

dorse his stand, and, after having

been attacked by the Committee
for "promoting obscene books

written by Communist sympathiz-

ers," the National Council of

Churches as well.

Charges which have been level-

ed against the HUAC are many
and varied. In his February 21,

1961 speech before the House.

Roosevelt, calling for an 80 per

cent reduction in the Committee
budget (the third largest In the

House—the HUAC spent over

$850,000 during the 86th Con-
gress), argued that the mandate
under which the HUAC operates

liave been regularly overstepped,

that the activities of the group
range far beyond fields related to

un-American propoganda.
Not only has the HUAC, on sev-

eral occasions (such as the inves-

lisations into the defamatory Air

Force manual and the defection

of two N. S. A. agents) stepped In-

U) Investigations already entrust-

ed to other House committees, but.

.sitys Roosevelt, "out of seven ma-
jiir legislative recommendations in

1 960, . . . only once did It (HUAC)
fall merely to duplicate the In-

iiuiry of another committee of the

House."

The Work it Does—The Money
it Gets

Legislatively, he maintains, the

Committee has had ample oppor-

t nlty to prove Its uselessness.

With regard to Its Congressional

work-load, Roosevelt commented
in his Feb. 21 speech, "... out of

approximately twelve thousand

lulls filed in the House of Bepre-

.sentatlves during the 86th Con-

cress, the eleven bills that were

referred to the HUAC constitute

nine-tenths of one per cent of the

total legislative work product. In

Continued on Page 3. Col. 4

Junior Advisors' Officers Elected;

Bob Seidman Chosen As President
Next year's |unior Advisers have electeil Rob Seidman and

Hill Boyd as their president and vice-president. After his election

Seidman .stated that "the most important considerations will be

those regarding the relations of freshmen to the fraternities. I

would like to see the JA's responsibility to the college as complete
as possible. The role of the JA

Rushing Meeting
The Rushing Committee will

conduct a meeting for the

freshmen class in Jesup Hall to-

night at 7:30. The purpose of

the meeting Is for orientation to

the Williams fraternity system.

The speakers will Include Bob
Henry "62, rushing committee
chairman. Bob Adler '61, Dick

VervUle '61 and rushing arbi-

ter Manton Copeland.
The topics discussed will

range from such subjective con-

siderations as the advantages
Etnd disadvantages of Joining a

fraternity to the more objective

topics of the total opportunity
system and the actual rushing
procedure.

Giamatti Considers Relevance Of Dante's
* The Divine Comedy ' For Modern Reader

bi/ Irv Marcti.

"How should we read 'The Divine Comedy' almost sevei

hundred years after Dante wrote it?" was the question posed b\

Valentine Giamatti, Professor of Romance Languages at Moun
Holyoke, in a lecture Thursday entitled, " 'The Divine Comedy
and the Modern Reader." The
talk was sponsored by the Wil-

liams Romance Language Depart-
.nent as part of its celebration of

;he centennial anniversary of It-

alian unification.

Apologizing for reading his

speech for fear of "getting lost In

hell and not coming out," Prof.

Giamatti began with a cursory

view of the interpretations of

Dante through the centuries. "Dan-
te had a message—a mission—," he
said, "to show us the way to God
and salvation in the now and here-

after. Dante's subject is man and
his aim Is to remove those living in

this life from a state of misery and
to place them in a state of happi-

ness."

Dante's Message
Dante's message is as pertinent

today as it was in his own society.

Have we made progress toward

man loving man, God, living to-

gether in brotherhood? "No," the

professor answered, "We are too

concerned with efficiency and suc-

cess Instead of happiness and
growth of the soul. We lack a

sense of relatedness—to people and

to the world. We live in fear—of

Russia, of not being loved. As Aris-

totle said, 'We neglect the demands

of the soul.'

"Dante appeals to our want of

relatedness. 'The Divine Comedy'

stands as the record of his search

for the ultimate. He believes that

God's grace is needed for the real-

ization of man's capabilities."

In the work, Dante imagines he

Is m the dark, dreary, entangled

wood, symbolic of the political

state of the day. He feels bewil-

dered and alone, until he sees a

hill brightened by the sun. The

hill Is virtue but is drawn back by

vice. Virgil then comes to him and

tells him that the only way to

reach heaven Is to see hell first.

" 'The Divine Comedy,' " contin-

ued Giamatti, "is the story of

Dante's journey through the

three worlds. It is the story of the

regeneration of the soul."

Through Dante, we come to un-

derstand the power of reason In

understanding ourselves and oth-

er men. The poem makes us un-

Continned on F«ce S, CoL 6

Prep School Debates

Swept By Deerfield
Deerfield Academy emerged the

winnsr in the New England Prep
Schoo's debate here last weekend.
The topic was "Ressolved: That the

Cost of Tuition at Private Col-
leges and Universities be set at the

Cost to the College."

This is the second time that
Deerfield has won the bowl given
for ths past five years to the win-
ner by the Adelphic Union. Taft
also has two past victories to its

rrsdit, and Choate one. The a-
.ifard is kept by the winning school

for the following year and will be

kept permanently by any school

winning three times.

Individual Awards
Bruce Caputo received the a-

ward for top affirmative speaker,

and Dan Tliomases for top nega-
tive speaker. Both are from Deer-
field.

Other schools participating were

Brunswick, Gunner, Hackley,
Hotchkiss, Mount Hermon, Priory,

Tabor, Taft, and Worcester. Deer-
field and Taft were selected to

participate in the final debate

Saturday afternoon on a basis of

four rounds Friday night and Sat-

urday morning. In these rounds,

Deerfield came out with the best

won-lost record. Taft tied with

Brunswick and was admitted to

the finals on a basis of points

scored by individual debaters.

in rushing needs clarification, but
we will be participating this fall

with the same experience of the
other sophomores."
Seidman and Boyd mentioned

that increased faculty-freshman
contact, improvement of the
freshman adviser system, and
broadening the social opportuni-
ties for freshman along lines Indi-

cated by this year's granting of

dormitory hours were also topics

to be considered by the new JA's.

Seidman is a resident of Phila-
delphia and an alumnus of Lower
Merlon High School; he will be
doing History Honors. He Is a

member of the Honor System and
Discipline Committee and an al-

ternate member of the College
Council, and plays football and
lacrosse.

Boyd is from Atlanta, Georgia,
and is a graduate of Deerfield.

He will major in Political Science.

He has played freshman and var-
sity lacrosse and is a two year
member of Student Union Com-
mittee.

Singer Seeger Wins Free Vacation;

Banjo Picker Jailed For Contempt
By John T. Connor

Pete Seeger, the 42-year-old,

self-styled "banjo picker" who
sang for an over-flowing Williams

Winter Carnival audience in

Chapin Hall, has recently been

convicted by a New York Feder-

al Court of contempt of Congress.

The court sentenced him to a

year in jail. Seeger will probably

appeal the decision.

Seeger had been cited for con-

tempt in 1956 because he refused

to answer some questions asked

him by the House Un-American
Activities Committees, which was

investigating possible Communist
infiltration in the entertainment

field. He was indicted by a federal

grand jury in 1957 and brought to

trial on April 27, 1961.

First Amendment Cited

In declining to answer some of

HUAC's queries about his person-

al and political beliefs, Seeger

cited the First Amendment. He

contended that the committee had

no power to inquire into his be-

liefs and associations.

In a "singing news conference"

on March 14. 1961, two weeks be-

fore he went on trial, he said

that the committee had been "cur-

ious"' about three songs that he

had sung or helped to write, and

where he had performed. Seeger

had refused to identify any groups

before which he had appeared,

but he had offered to sing the

songs. The committee declined to

hear them.

Noting that the committee had

luestloned his politics, Seeger pro-

duced a banjo and to the tapping

of newsmen's toes, proceeded to

sing "Wasn't That a Time?", a

song about the "good ole days'" of

the American Revolution.

Concluding the news confer-

ence, Seeger produced a telegram

from Carl Sandburg; who stated

for the press that he "would put

Pete Seeger in the first rank of

American folk singers. I think he

ought to be a free man, roving the

American landscape, singing for

the audiences who love him—Re-

publicans, Democrats, and Inde-

E>endents."

W^"""
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A Protest
An applicant for a ])0.sitioii in the hu.siness world is usually

required to provide lii.s ])otc'ntial ('iii])l()yL'r with "character ref-

erences." It is prohably true that tliese are of secondary iin]joit-

ance in determining the job (iiialifications of the prospect. What
he has to offer the employe r is more important.

So in international affairs the .same rules seem to apply. The
two fjreat powers are enj^aged in a struggle for hegemony in the

realni of the li!t billion people who are "uncommitted", "under-

developed", or "neutral". VVliat these people are primarily inter-

ested in when they choose their guiding star is what return this

choice will provide them in a inateiial way. However, they too

examine "character references". What they want to know of the

"character" of the comijetitors is the attitude with which these

twin Colossi look upon their aspirations.

All Americans, and jnobably most inhabitants of what we
call the Western world, realize that legardless of what is said

or done by the leading promulgators of the messianic doctrine of

Communism, once domination is achieved, liberal democracy and
freedom as we understand the term cease to exist. It seems to us

tliat this is what we fight for; we do not fight over differiu'jes in

economic systems because we have allies, Sweden for instance,

whose economies are as much if not moa-e "communized" than

Russia's; we certainly do not fight over quasi-colonial sjiheres

of interest; we do not even fight over the issue of who shall be
more "powerful" in forming world decisions.

Hence, our most impoitant "charactei' reference" is that we are

a free, democratic nation, leading a group of free democratic
nations in the wish to preserve freedom f(n' all jjeojiles everywhere.
Further, we believe democracy to be the best known form of

political organization, regardless of the system of economic or-

ganization. It best answers problems of orderly succession, and ex-

pression of individual ideas. Jt jDromotes the greatest fulfillment

for the individual while at the same time preserving a high de-

gree of stability. This is what we have to sell, and we believe that

the newly ari.sen 11! billion people are willing to buy it.

But, they are not willing to purchase if the price is the sacri-

fice of their own aspii'ations. The Peace Corjis, foreign investment.

TERED TRADEMARKS

60,000,000 times a day
people get that refreshing new feeling

with Coke!

foreign aid, technological assistance and cultural exchange are

fine. Yet, how can these programs be accepted as sincere efforts

in light of American actions that are undertaken in the same

breath?
Americans have been criticizing these actions for a long

time, but their exliortations have fallen on deaf ears. Bob Adler

'61 offered a polemic on American responsibility in the Lumumba
case. It was dismissed on these very pages as being too exti-eme

and not an accurate representation of the facts. But, such care-

less dismissal has now become impossible. The case of Cuba is

before us.

Assuming, as none but super-patriots can do with convic-

tion, that America is acting properly, does this mean that thwe

are no grounds for criticism and discussion of our Cuban policy?

It has been obvious to anyone who reads our newspapers that

America has long been planning |)uniti\(' action against Castro;

from William V. Shannon on the "pink" pages of the New York

Post to James Reston on the staid pages of the Times the dis-

cussion of the exact nature of the ))unitive action has been car-

ried on.

Yet no voice, however small, has cried out in anguish that this

is unjust. Nowhere has the ease for nonintervention been set forth.

It is as if any departure from current government orthodoxy is

tantamount to treason.

We must remember tliat if democracy is to flourish, it must

de]5eiid on discussion, on the "free exchange in the marketplace

of ideas", on all the brave words that have become cliches suit-

able now only for political speeches.

Not only can we not "beat the Russians" if we fight on their

terms, but also, in such a fight we will have lost our cause. It

is not sufficient to defend our Cuban adventin-e on the basis of

Russia's similar action in Hungary, For when we begin to do this

we doom ourselves to ultimate defeat, regardless of who wins

this crazy power struggle.
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Hands Across The Sea

Carlson Lectures

On Cuban Policy
By Bill Hubbard

In a fiery lecture Thursday even-
ing, Professor Reynold Carlson of
Vanderbilt University distinguish-
ed between myths and realities In
South America, declared that the
Cuban crisis was merely an out-
cropping of basic Latin Amciican
problems, and that the people of
those countries "couldn't care less
about International Communi.sm."

Carlson, a specialist for niiiny
years in Latin American economic
development for the World Binik
was brought here under the aus-
pices of the Cluett Center.
Pacing the stage of Jesup iiall

Auditorium, Carlson expounded on
the "bedrock economic probl.'ms
of South America." "United Slates
policy will come to nought if not
based on an understanding of the
economic structures of these

Continued on Page 3, Col. :>

Karpowitz Cuba Offer

Fails To Materialize

About a week ago, there appear-
ed in the Adviser an offer. Pur-
portedly under the auspices of

Anthony Karpowitz '61, this offer

was directed at those who had
nothing to do when school ended.
We of the Record usually closely

peruse this document to compe-
tently discharge our duties as ever
watchful guardians of the campus
mind, such as it is. We were parti-

cularly interested in the nature of

this offer as many of our staff had,
as yet, no prospects for the sum-
mer, being inordinately endowed
with an abhorrence of gainful em-
ploy which involves any expendi-
ture of energy beyond that neces-
sary to hoist a mug.
We were somewhat perturbed to

discover that Karpowitz wanted
companions to help him exorci.se

the Castro cancer by force of

arms. However, it seemed a better
offer than the Peace Corps. After
all, sweating for peace is so futile

and shooting our underdeveloped
brethren so logical.

Anyway, we ran down Karpowitz
after some false starts. But, he
denied any knowledge of the ad-

vertisement. Further, he said that
it was obviously untrue as he was
an acin-edited moral and physical

coward.
Despite the failure of any op-

portunities to materialize, we re-

port this to you our readers in

case any of. you are interested in

such an expedition. We especially

do this in the interests of the

Freshmen class which has such
wide experience in agitation and
other methods of anarchy.
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Year-End Report On Cluett Center

Cluett Center members: Unity and strong sense of purpose.

By Ed Just & John Jobeless

The Cluett Center Is an exper-

iment to Increase the number of

government employees trained In

development economics. The re-

sults so far are very good, and
even excel our expectations," stat-

ed Professor Vincent Barnett,

chairman of the Center, in at-

tempting to assess the value of the
Center almost one year after its

Inception.

"The small group of 20 have
unity and a strong sense of pur-
pose. In such a group, the stu-

dents can learn a great deal from
themselves, since they all study
the same material, reside together,

and represent different back-
grounds. The four course per sem-
ester schedule is demanding, since
it leads to an M. A. after one
year."

Course Offerings

The courses stress economics,
especially quantitative economics,
with emphasis on applied theory.
Development economics Is taught
ii'Jt as a set of answers, but as
a method of analyzing problems
and issues of development policy.
'The staff attempts to have the
students apply existing techniques
sneh as national income account-
1"!^ and balance payments to the
P)oblems of their respective coun-
tnes,'' stated William Rhoads, as-
sistant director.

'The program offered is design-
I'i to be specific,'' commented
Idiector R. R. R. Brooks. The year
01 studies is formulated to pro-
vide training at an early stage in
a man's career directly relevant
t future responsibilities as a civil
s

: vant or business manager con-
C' 1 ned with the problems of eco-
11 mlc development. "The group
'•• liighly selective. Thus there is

« lilgh probability of the program
b mg valuable to them."

Value to Faculty

Defining the value of the Center
t" the Economics and Political
Seience faculties of the College,
Brooks stated that it has added a
tifw dimension of experience as
teachers. "The members are closer
to the faculty in knowledge of
ei'onomics and age than under-
eiaduates. The program provides
for one visiting lecturer for the
yt'ar. In addition to a series of

nbout 10 lectures by American
find foreign professors.

The Center has found less

meaning to and influence on the
Williams undergraduates, in gen-
eral, except with a small group of

Interested economics and political

science majors who established
contacts. There is a possibility of

Including senior honor students
in economics and political science
in seminars at the Center next
year. This Is designed to Integrate
the Center with at least a segment
of the student body with whom the
Cluett students can establish

meaningful contacts. At the same
time it will broaden the economics
major. Experiments In this In the

form of discusssions were begun
this spring.

Comparison Witli U. S.

Apart from the value as train-
ing for careers, the Center allows
the members to compare the coun-
tries from which they come and to

understand the mentality of the
U. S. The latter, according to

Rhoads, may find value later to

the members in determining what
is possible in relations between
their countries and the U. S.

No Changes Seen

No significant changes are plan-

ned for the operation of the Cen-
ter next year, a seeming reflection

of the success of the methods em-
ployed this year. The Center will
continue to serve a group of 20
students. According to Director
of Admissions William B. Gates
'39. Professor of Economics, the
breakdown will follow the same
geographic lines it has this year.
"We will have about six from Latin
America, five from Africa, and
the rest from Asia and the Middle
East."

The Center's admissions pro-
gram has involved 3 international
trips so far this year. Gates went
to Latin America; Professor Emil
Despres, overseas projects director

of the Center, covered Asia and
the Middle East; and an agent
from Harvard took care of Africa.

For next year, there were well

over 100 applicants. Pinal deci-

sions have been made — replies

are being awaited from those ac-

cepted. Last year only 2 of those

accepted for the program had to

refuse acceptance.

Two Trips

Supplementing the rigorous

four-course schedule the Cluett

students have taken, the Center

has planned two extensive trips

through the United States. The
recently completed spring trip took

the students, with Brooks and
Rhoads, to Pittsburgh, the TVA,
the Southern "border states," and
Washington, D. C.

The primary value of the trip

was the look it afforded the stu-

dents at Industry, power and agri-

cultural development, and govern-

ment on the American scale. In

addition to the more or less formal

aspects of the trip, a great deal

was gained from seeing new sec-

tions of the United States. One
student summed up this feeling

in stating that "Our year here

would have been incomplete had

we not seen some of the lesser de-

veloped areas of this country."

Great Laltes Trip

Much of the trip was no more

than sightseeing and offered no

new insights as regards to the

projects and Institutions, accord-

ing to one Asian student. But
Washington was different, for

there were frank. Informative dis-

cussions of Important questions

at the World Bank and with Ches-

ter Bowles. (Other aspects of the

trip and the students' reactions

were discussed In the RECORD of

April 15.) A post-Commencement

trip to the Great Lakes area —
Niagara Falls, Detroit, and Chica-

go — is being planned for about 12

of the students.

One of the most interesting as-

pects of the Cluett program has
been the group-living experiment
in the Gale Road mansion which
houses the 20 students. Consider-
ing that the group has been drawn
from widely divlrgent cultures, the

harmony is exceptional. Miss Car-
olyn Stedman of the Center ex-

pressed the view that there has
been considerably less personal
conflict at the Cluett House this

year than is usual in ordinary
dorm living.

Cultural Interplay

Out of this situation has grown
a state of closeness and coopera-

tion which has greatly enhanced
the benefits of the academic pro-

gram. The interplay of the various

rich backgrounds of the students

has added immeasurably to the in-

herent advantages of the program.

It is the consensus of the Cluett

staff that it is too early to pass
definitive judgment on their pi-

oneering undertaking. Not until

its graduates return to their home-

lands and put to practice what

they have learned here can a valid

estimate be put on its worth. But

it is also agreed that all signs are

good and that the Cluett Center

can be termed at least a qualified

success.
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Roosevelt To Discuss Civil Liberty
Continued from Page 1, CoL 1

proportion to the funds granted
to and used by the Committee in
the 86th Congress—$852,000—this
minute figure hardly Justifies its

large expenditures."
Turning to Its legislative recom-

mendations, Roosevelt found that
the HUAC had strayed so far out-
side its prescribed bounds that it
had put forth proposals for such
concerns as passport control, re-
fusal of foreign countries to ac-
cept deportees, statues of limita-
tion for perjury, and even recom-
mendations concerning espionage,
about which he maintained: "The
riles of the House clearly state
that espionage is within the Jur-
isdiction of the Judiciary."

Risling to the Defense
To those who argue that the

value of the HUAC is not so much
the Influence it has in Congress
as the Investigations it conducts
(termed "Mr. Walter's Road
Show" by the N. Y. Herald Tri-
bune), Roosevelt argues that "self-

Justification dominates much of
the Committee's work and, there-
fore, its expenditures." He points
to the 1960 HUAC Report, its "ex
parte hearings with friendly wit-
nesses," the proceedings of which
are published at public expense,
the two "Operation Abolitions"
(the film and a 1959 booklet),
and its costly but redundant Facts
on Communism, Vols. I and n.
On June 8, 1959, by a vote of

5-4, the Supreme Court settled
the question of whether or not
the HUAC was constitutional. It
is. The decision, however, has done
little to placate the Roosevelt-led
forces. The timely cancellation of
the 1959 San Francisco hearings
of the HUAC after the names of
110 teachers subpoenaed as wit-
nesses in their own defense had
been released to the papers, led

the American Civil Liberties Un-
ion to accuse the Committee of
"trial-by-publlclty In a circus at-

mosphere." A few days before

"Black Friday", as May 13, 1960,

the day the students demonstra-
ted in San Francisco, the New
York Times editorialized against

the HUAC: "...the committee
pursues its heresy hunt, endan-
gering constitutional guarantees

in the process ..." and shortly

after the Committee subpoenaed
all films taken of the riots to fab-

ricate "Operation Abolition," in-

accurate but profitable to the

commercial firm disturbing it.

Noble Knights
In an extended metaphor In his

speech before the House on April

25, 1960, Roosevelt characterized

the Committee as "... a sturdy

band of knights who, having pled-

ged themselves to purify the land,

endlessly ride forth to slay drag-
ons. Their strength is the strength
of 90 and their lances are uner-
ring. They score a kill every time,

never a mistake . . . Camouflage Is

a terrible problem. Dragons have
been known to mask themselves
as stray cows, or even as people
who claim their land is safe and
urge the knights to go home since

they are trampling the crops. But
the knights conquer these diffi-

culties and find their quarry.

Thus, the surest sign of a dragon
is someone who denies he is one
or who refuses to deny it when
challenged at lance point.

Conquering the Dragons
"Now for all of this crusading

the knights pay a heavy price.

First there are the disguised or
misled who tell them to go home.
Then there are the people who
Ignore them. Worse still, are the
dragons who fight; sometimes the
whole band of knights comes back
from a slaughter exhausted and
with mud and dragons' blood all

over their armor."

Latin America
Continued from Page 2, CoL 5

countries." Unfortunately, we
want to "recreate the world in our
own image," and thus mistakenly
insist the world develop it's re-

sources as we would like it to.

"Brazil is in a hell of a mess
right now, but her former Pres-
ident decided she needed a capi-
tal city, and all the country's re-
sources were subsequently divert-

ed to the building of Brasilia".

Stating that such misallocations
of resources presented formidable
pitfalls, Carlson continued that
our efforts to pour capital into

these countries were misdirected,

that no automatic "rebirth" would
result from such action.

Cuban Proposal
Delving Into the Cuban pro-

blem, Carlson said that the "New
Frontier" may be set back 50 years.

He pointed out our acceptance of

the Tito Regime, and urged a sim-

ilar policy toward Cuba. "Why not
seal her off and than let nature

take her course?" Our loatin Am-
erican policy dilemma would be
solved thusly, a non-intervention

would assuage the fears of Latin

countries, but at the same time

we would be making clear external

forces would be dealt with ruth-

lessly."

Unhappily, we are still carrying

on interventionalist policies In

South America, but "economic
force is being subsltuted for mili-

tary power". "The big countries

loathe interference, and though
they don't like what's going on In

Cuba, they would never Involve

themselves in interventionalist

action.''

Dante Lecture
Continued from Page 1, Col. 2

derstand that sinning leads to

frustration of the real—keeps us
from achieving oui- real selves

—

and confines us In our own hell.

"It is hard to purge ourselves of
sin," Oiamatti said. "But once
we accomplish the hill, we find a
garden at the top. The power to

love is within every man and when
it is realized we find peace within
ourselves and with all men. Sin is

distorted love of self and to be at
peace with ourselves we must
climb this hill of purgation.



Review

'UEcole Des Femmes*
By Peter Click

On Monday night, April 24, for

the third time In as many years,

a WlUlamstown audience had the

privilege of witnessing a produc-

tion put on by a touring company
of the Vleux Colombler of Paris.

The play, MoUi'-re's L'Ecole des

Femmes, was generally well re-

ceived, and in the opinion of this

reviewer, justifiably so.

L'Ecole des Fetnmes was writ-

ten In 1662, a fact which may help
to explain the subject of the play

—how to avoid becoming a cuck-
old; for It was in this year that

Molii're married Armand Bejart,

one of the actresses in his troupe,

who he himself said missed no op-
portunity to be unfaithful to him.
It was In this year also that Mol-
lore was approaching the height

of his popularity, productivity,

and genius. In the years that fol-

lowed, he turned out such well-

known masterpieces as Le Tar-
tuf'e (1664), Le Misanthrope and
Le Medecin Malgre Lui (1666),

L'Avare (1668), Le Bourgeois Gen-
tUhomme (1670), Les Femmes
Savantes (1672), and Le Malade
Imaginaire (1680). Yet even in

this distinguished company,
L'Ecole des Femmes, demanding
as it is, has survived as one of

Moliere's plays most frequently

produced by modern companies.
A Fine Line

Bernard LaJarrige who played
Arnolphe was more than equal to

his task. Moving with grace and
excellent timing through the

play's five acts, he brought to the

stage a fine understanding of his

character. It would not be diffi-

cult for an actor to permit Ar-
nolphe to dsgenerate into a path-

etic charnctcr uather than the

selfish egoist that he Is), and
thereby detract from the play's

effect, but Monsieur de LaJarrige

skillfully walks a fine line be-

tween being an object of pity and
an object of scorn and so renders

Arnolphe the comic frustrated

bourgeois that Molicre had intend-

ed. LaJarrige says that he has
based his conception of how to

play Arnolphe on the advice Mol-
lere gives in another one of his

plays. La Critique de L'Ecole des
Femmes. In this play, the author

says that Arnolphe is above all a
character to be laughed at. La
Jarrige's Arnolphe without being

farcical is highly comical—no
mean achievement when we con-

sider that the cuckold Is not, as

it Is for the French, a stock comic
character for us.

The role of Agnes, the young
girl whom Arnolphe is raising to

be an ideal wife, Is also extreme-
ly demanding; but Nicole Desur-
mont, whose appearance is Ideal

for the part, carried things off

well. The problem here for the ac-

tress is twofold: first of all, to

make her character credible, and
secondly, to compliment in her
playing, the playing of Arnolphe.
It was perhaps Mademoiselle De-
surmont's conception of her role

which enabled her to solve these

problems so adeptly: rather than

striving to convey simplicity or

naivete, she attempted to por-

tray Agn^'s as a young girl who
has been sheltered all of her life

and who all at once was coming
to know what it is to be in love.

Mademoiselle Desurmont came a-

cross In a wonderfully innocent
and charming fashion with a
completely lovable Agnes.
Other commendable performan-

ces were given by Jean-Pierre Del-

age who expertly rendered many
of the long speeches which he
must spout as the play's ralson--

neur, Chrysalde. by Georges Per-
rault as Horace, and by Robert
Sireygeol and Denlse Chauvel as
the servants.

Timeless Quality
A great deal of credit must al-

so be given to Robert Marcy who
staged the play in modern dress.

This device which Indicates the
timeless quality of the play also

made it more comprehensible by
enabling the average viewer to

understand just what "type" each
character was meant to represent;
classical costuming would have
rendered such understanding dif-

ficult, if not impossible. Further
to the credit of the "metteur en
scene" and the master of the
wardrobe was the harmonious
tableau that the stage and actors
presented. Care has also been tak-
en to set off Horace and Agnes,
the two lovers, by having them
wear red, a color which is sym-
bolic of passion.

Opinion of this reviewer: beau
spectacle, tres bien Jou6.

Harvard Accepts All

8 Williams Applicants

For MAT Program

The class of 1961 has been very

successful in placing its members
in graduate school. Perhaps the

most spectacular success has been
shown in the successful accep-

tance of all eight applicants to

Harvard's Master of Arts in

Teaching Program.

This is a one-year program that

prepares the student for an ac-

credited position In secondary ed-

ucation. The graduate also re-

ceives the opportunity to concen-

trate in his speciality.

The eight Seniors accepted in

the program are David Coughlin,

Richard Dodds, Thomas Fox, Rob-

ert Gormley, David Hall, John

Mayher, Arthur Moss, and Thom-
as Weinland.

All but Coughlin and Fox have

been participating In the assis-

tant teaching program at Wil-

liamstown High School. The pro-

gram is an excellent experience

for anyone interested in secon-

dary education and much of the

success of the Williams applicants

is attributed to this program.

Review

Griswold Recital
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By Robert K. Ciulla

Tomas Griswold, assistant pro-

fessor of music here at Williams,

gave a piano recital on Friday eve-

ning which presented the oppor-

tunity for him to display a good

deal of versatility. Taking full ad-

vantage of this opportunity, he
provided the small but enthusias-

tic gathering at Chapin Hall with

a wonderful evening of pianlsm of

the highest order.

Mr. Griswold began the program
with a competent if somewhat
romantic performance of Bach's

Toccata in E. minor. Schumann's
Kreislerlana, op. 16, followed, and
here the pianist was in top form.

The six character pieces were

given a solid and exciting rendi-

tion. Professor Griswold has a

firm control over his Instrument,

and his physical endowments en-

able him to draw huge, sonorous

sounds from the Stelnway. Yet,

besides being capable of virtuosity

in the Lisztian sense of the word,

he can produce a sensitive and ev-

en pianissimo as was shown by the

second of the six fantasies.

George Rochberg, now chairman
of music at the Univ. of Penn-
sylvania, was represented on the

program by his 12 Bagatelles com-
posed in 1952. The pieces are char-

acterized by strong rhythmic pat-

terms and sharp dynamic changes.

They are very short and in spite of

their dissonance do have a roman-
tic flavor about them. Since this

was the writer's first hearing of

the Bagatelles, Judgment had
best be reserved.

Debussy and Chopin are to my
mind the two great planlstlc com-
posers. The impressionist Debussy
developed and extended the tonal
possibilities of the piano. His "La
Puerto del Vino" and "Jardins
Sous La Plule" were given impres-
sive interpretations, though the
latter finished at a faster pace
than is usually heard. The pro-
gram concluded with Chopin's
Etudes In C # minor and F minor.
The C # minor etude requires vir-

tuosity In a difficult key. Mr. Grla-
wold met the challenge impressive-

ly with clarity and strength. And
the hectic climax of the ballade,

though there were a few Incon-
sequental wrong notes, was handl-
ed nicely.

Professor Griswold is an accom-
plished pianist. His playing has a
youthful vitality, and his inter-

pretations are manifestations of

an intelligent musician. He prov-

ed himself capable of meeting the

wide range of requirements of

varied composers, and the au-

dience on Friday night was most
appreciative of his efforts.

The next presentation of the

Thompson Concert Committee will

be the appearance of the Berkshire
Symphony Orchestra on Sunday,
May 8. The orchestra, under
Thomas Griswold's direction, will

play Beethoven's 7th Symphony
and Ernest Bloch's "Schelomo",
with George Finkel of Bennington
as guest cellist.
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LUCKY STRIKE PRESENTS:

DR. FROOD'S THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: A Uu!c leainillO, COJl

be a dangerous thing—especially in a multiple-choice exam.

DEAR DR. FROOD: I have calculated that If the population explosion

continues at its present rate, there will be a person for every square

foot of earth by the year 2088. What do you think of that?

Statistics Major

DEAR STATISTICS: Well, one thing's sure, that will finish off the hula-

hoopers—once and for all.

DEAR DR. TROOD: I have been training our

coilese mascot, a goat. He has learned how to

opRti a p^ck of Luckies, take out a cigarette,

liglvi: up ond smo!;e. Do you think I can get
him oil a ;"V show?

Animal Husbandry Major

DEAP ANiMAL: I'm afraid not. To make TV now-
adays, you ve goi io have an act that's really

c ...ereni. h.w'r ai;, {here are millions of Lucky
5r.io..ers.

DZAR DR. rnoOD; I am a full professor-and
yet 1 stay awj;'e r,i;?i,;s worrying about my abil-

ity to leach ioday : bright young college stu-
dents, rhey a$!; qu3siions I can't answer. They
vniia essays I dont understand. They use com-
plicated words that I've never heard before.
Hov/ can I possibly hope to win the respect of
studenic ,viio aie more learned than I am?

Professor

DEAR PrJOFESSOR: I always maintain that noth-
ins impresses a troublesome student like the
s.iarp s!ap of a ruhr across his outstretched

:3K«.i5s«sr.i>.«*;^:sr.T"^»5-

DEAR DR. FROOD: You can tell your readers for me that

college is a waste of time. IVIy friends who didn't go to

college are making good money now. And me, with my
new diploma? I'm making peanutsi

Angry Grad

DEAR ANGRY: Yes, but how many of your friends can do
what you can do—instantly satisfy that overpowering

craving for a peanut.

wmmmmm

DEAR DR. FnOOD; Could you !?ive a

advice to a poor girl who, after four

college, has failed to get herself

invited on a single date?

Miss Miserable

DEAR MISS: Mask?

;? M^S^l^^^

word of

years at

THE RECRUITERS ARE COMING! THE RECRUITERS ARE COMING! And here s Frood to tell

you just how to handle them: These representatives of big business are, on ^he whole
alert fellows. They may be aware that college students smoke more Luc:;;es than any ether
regular. Let them know that you know what's up—offer them a Lucky, then tap your craiiiurn

knowingly. Remember— today's Lucky smoker could be tomorrow's Chairman of the 13oard

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some fasfe forcTch
•*•'•* ^^"^ •/ <^M;u^cXi4«^^„^-SkU^ is our

angel
middUnamt



Authors Discuss Objectives Of 'Happier Hunting';
Californian Webb Decries Hollywood Pseudo-Culture

Director Bob Mathews rehearses Williams men and Bennington
H, linen In "The Happier Hunting Ground", spring musical which op-
ens May 4 at the Adams Memorial Theatre.

Continued from Page 1, Col. 5

died, except for a few basic Ideas,

the script is entirely Webb's crc-

nlion. "We started out witli a

script tliat followed the book pret-

ty closely." lie explained, "but we
soon found that the book just was
not suitable for the stage; there

were too many parts that wouldn't

play. The script slowly evolved a-

uay from the book; we even had
to change the ending so that this

musical has a happy ending."

I felt that the idea of well-

wishing and a desire for comfort,
which is being satarized, is best
expressed in a musical comedy,"
Small continued. "Actually, the
genre is perfect for what we are
trying to do. The play is also sort
of a half-satire on tiie musical
comedy but in an affectionate
way."

Webb, who confes.ses that he has
only seen four musical comedies,
remained quiet during his part-
ner's discussion of tliis art form
but became quite emphatic when

get that

GREAI

KEOi

LOOK FOR THE BLUE LABEL*

Other shoes may look like Keds, but only U. S. Keds« can give you "that great

feeling." Because Keds have a patented shockproofed arch cushion and

cushioned Inner sole. And because Keds

are built over tested, scientific lasts, to fit

all feet perfectly, even narrow ones. Keds

"e right for class, gym, tennis court or

(form. Machine-washable (and they even

look good clean). His: Keds "Court King."

Hers: Keds "Champion." Get your U.S.

Keds at good shoe or department stores.

^^mj^

both U, S. Kpds and the blue libfl are registered Indcmarks of

United States Rubber
ROCKEfCLLER CENTER, NEW YORK 20, NEW YORK

discussing the play's .setting. "Hol-
lywood is the center as far as A-
merican pseudo-cultural values are
concerned," he said, "and then it

dictates its values to the people."
Small agreed completely with his
partner's condemnation: "Instead
of art and serious endeavor, they
substitute illusion and hedonistic
culture."

They therefore set out to create
what Webb calls "a cross section
of American types." The plot, re-

volves around romantic triangle
formed by Dennis Barlow, who is

iin embalmer of pets at the Hap-
IMrr Hunting Ground. Played by
Woody I.ockhart, Barlow is a writ-
er who has been dismissed from
UCLA for being a "Communist
pig.'' Mary Seeley, portrayed by
Betty Aberlin, is the receptionist

at the pet mortuary, and is Bar-
low's love interest. Aimee Than-
atogenos, described by Small as

"the American pseudo-college
girl," is played by Lynn Goldberg.
Aimee serves as a cosmetician at

Whispering Glades, a "modern"
mortuary and cemetery. The ef-

fort's other main figures are

Mary's brother, Norman Seeley
iJohn Czarnowski), a manic-de-
pressive who harbors a desire to

be the first man on the moon, and
Howard Gillespie iTovi Kratovili,

the prototypical big, booming,
backslapping, Midwesterner who
is peddling health pills.

Striving to create a "catch-all

satire," Webb has liberally sprink-

led the play with notorious Holly-

wood types: Ozenfant, the tyrani-

cal little director; Randolph Ran-
dolphe, the ever present "yes-

man"; Marsha, the gushing blonde

star who "goes a little psycho un-
less she's late"; and the Actor, un-

kempt and inarticulate, an
admitted take-off on Marlon
Brando.
The set, which was designed by

John Sherman, of North Adams,
is a caricature of such Hollywood
locations as Disneyland and Whis-
jering Glades, inis type of a<.

sign is in keeping with the newb
created show curtain which was
in.spired by the drawings of Brit-

ish cartoonist Ronald Searle.

Christopher Frys 'The Firstborn'

At St. John's Thursday And Friday
Christopher Fry's The Firstborn,

a play .set in Egypt at the time of

the Plagues, will be presented by
the Washington Gladden Society

Thursday and Friday evenings,

April 27 and 28, at 8 p. m. at St.

John's Church. It will also be
given at St. Peter's Church in

Bennington on Monday, May 1.

This play in verse, which pro-

ducer Ash Crosby '62 termed a

"religious ratlier than a church
play." is being directed by Rex
Parady, AssLstant in the Chapin
Library. Tiie principals in the cast

are Ted Rust '62 as Moses; Pete
Quaintance '62 as Seti II, the
Pharaoh; Ash Crosby as Rameses,
the Pharaoh's son; and Diane Lift-

man of Bennington as Anath Bith-

iah, the Pharaoh's sister.

Modern Play

"Although the setting is 1200

B. C. The Firstborn is nonetheless

a modern play," Crosby said, "The
questions asked pertain to the

present day." To convey this mo-
dern feeling, the production is

employing abstract costumes —
modern dance dress — and color

symbolism.

The character of Moses is the
central problem of the play. Fry's

Moses, v4io rises and fights for

the cause of oppressed Israel

against the Pharaoh, raises the
broad questions which elevate the
play's significance above its tem-
poral bounds. These questions are:

what it is to use unlimited power
in a just cause, what it means to

be seized of a purpose greater

than oneself, what heavy sacrifices

are demanded on the altar of jus-

tice from those who believe in it.

This Moses is torn between up-
bringing and ancestry, between
his nature and his accepted des-

tiny. Pry has written: "The char-
acter of Moses is a movement to-

ward maturity, towards a balanc-
ing of life within the mystery,

where the conflicts and dilemmas
are the trembling of the balance."

In addition to the central dra-

matic figure, Moses, Is the central

symbolic figure of life, Rameses.
"Rameses is the innocence, hu-
manity, vigour, and worth which
stand on tlie enemy side, not al-

tering the justice or necessity of

Moses' cause, but linking the ways
of men and the ways of God with a

i II .Mid nrcent question-mark,"
in Pry's words.

WED., APRIL 26, 1961

THE WILLIAMS RECORD
Ted Rust and

Christopher Fry's
Ash Crosby in

'The Firstborn"

GOOD COURSE to take is the one
that leads to the King of Beers.

Next time you're away from
the books, enjoy a refreshing glass of

BudweiscK

Where there's Life... there's Bud®
ANHEUSERIUSCH.INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWAUK • LOSXNOELES . MUMI . TAMPA
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Varsity Lacrosse Edges Colgate, 8-5;

Moran, Widmer Shine In Tough Victory
Led by the scoring punch of

John Moran and the goal-tending

of Pete Stanton, the undefeated
Williams lacrosse edged by a

strong Colgate host, 8-5, for their

fourth victory of the season.

While a rugged Purple defense
held the Red Raiders scoreless

in the first period, Moran and
Tom Bachman started things for

the visitors with two quick goals.

Eric Widmer added two more in

the second quarter to give Wil-

liams a 4-1 lead at halftime. Af-
ter goals by Moran and Wendell
Poppy, a strong rally brought Col-

gate within one goal of the Ephs
with only two minutes left in the

game. At this point, Al Mondell
fired a shot into the nets, with
Moran adding an insurance goal
with 24 seconds left on the clock.

Stanton Saves 17

Coach Bill McHenry praised the
work of goalie Stanton, who was
responsible for 17 saves, many of

them coming on tough one-and-
one situations when the Raider
attackman had slipped around his

defensive man. Captain Billy

Whiteford, injured in the Tufts
game, was able to play for only a

few minutes in Saturday's Colgate
game.

Yale Home Today
The Ephmen start the roughest

part of their schedule Wednesday
when they host one of the best
Yale teams in years. Out to avenge
last year's only loss, Williams will

face an excellent goalie and mid-
iielcl ^nit. Whiteford has been
tenn.;tl a doubtful starter for the
Yale uattle.

Art Moss Shuts Out Bowdoin On Six Hits, 3-0;

Williams Nine Downed By Colby And Holy Cross
By Steve Birrell

After three games In as many
days this past week, the Williams

baseball team has e'/ened up Its

won-lost record at 2-2, besting

Bowdoin 3-0, while losing to Colby
2-0, and Holy Cross 7-1.

Entertaining a tough Colby nine
on Thursday at Weston Field, the
Ephs were set back 2-0 in a tight

pitching duel between J. B. Morris

and Colby's Bob Brldgeman. Both
hurlers pitched superb ball, Bridge-
man giving up but 4 hits, and
Morris 6. J. B. walked but two
while striking out eight over the
route.

Colby scored once in the fourth
on back to back doubles by Char-
lie Carey and Bill Waldeyer. Car-
ey scored again in the ninth, af-

J. Roe, Comstock To Lead Hockey

Relay Picks Osborne, Kieffer

LiLst Thursday evening the hockey, swimming, and winter
lelay teams each held tlieir annual banquet. The feasts were high-
lighted by the presentation of letters and special awards along

with the naming of new captains

New hockey co-captains
Comstock and John Roe.

Marc

RPI, Brown Blanked
By Eph Tennis Team

Varsity tennis, making the most
of its weaker opponents this sea-

son, moved to a 3-0 record by
blanking R. P. I. 9-0 and Brown
8)2-!:. The lone tie was in the first

doubles, played by John Botts and
Bob Mahland, which was called

because of darkness after a one-

to-one set score.

In Thursday's match, the sore-

ly outclassed R. P. I. players were

able to register only seven game
wins in the first five singles. Ned
Shaw, at six, downed Wright In

the closest contest of the after-

noon, 7-5 and 6-4.

The three doubles matches told

an equally lopsided story, as the

Ephs took four out of the six

games played by love scores.

The Brown contest provided a

better workout for Coach Clarence

Chaffee's men. Several Ephs had
difficulty adjusting their games

to the clay courts, which they

played on Friday for the first time

this year.

Clyde Buck, at one, defeated

Howard in a long 7-5, 6-3 match.

Both men played a very cautious,

retrieving game, waiting for sim-

ple errors by their opponent. The
second singles match gave John

Botts little trouble in the first

set, but stronger shots by his man
forced the second set to an 11-9

final.

The remaining singles matches

caused the netsters little difficulty,

as they won all by two-set scores.

Shaw was the only player forced

into extra games.

Hotchkiss Vanquishes

Freshman Nine, 7-2

The Eph frosh baseball team
opened its 1961 season with a 7-2

loss to Hotchkiss Saturday.

A combination of passed balls,

stolen bases, and shoddy fielding

worked to thwart the Eph frosh

in their opener. Hotchkiss sent los-

ing pitcher Pete Stanley from the

mound in the third inning after

scoring five runs. Bill Chapman
and Jeff Silver combined to fin-

ish the game, with Hotchkiss scor-

ing single runs in the sixth and
eighth.

Williams scored twice In the

eighth frame on a bases-loaded

walk to Doug Fearon and an in-

field out by Bill Riley.

Bright spot in an otherwise un-

distinguished outing for the frosh

nine, was the fine defensive play

by outfielders Riley. Fearon, and
Ken Griffith.

R. 1' I.

I. Buck (\\) df. DomimiiK/.: 6-2. 6-1.
.'. Holls (W) cH. Shliudjo! 6-2. 6-0.
f. Bn.in (W) dr. Bell; 6-0. 6-0.
4. ,\I;ililand (W) dr. VVcinstcini 6-0, 6-0.

5. Jolmson (W) dr. Malu: 6-0. 6-2.

6. Sliaw (W) df. Wrigril: 7-!, 7-S.

7. B()lt3-Mjlil.ind (VV) df. IlJomiiunjtfz-Wtiiv-

slfin: 6-0, 6-0,
.S. Bri.in-Duck (W) df. Maltz-Sfibudjo : 6-0,

6-4.

y. Arinstrong-Weinslock (W) df. Bell-Wright:
6-0, 6-1.

BROWN
1. Buck (W) dr. Iloivatd: 7-!, 6-J.

2. Bolts (W) dr. I'utzel: 6-3. 11-9.

1. Brian (W) df. Cllace: 6-1. 6-4.
I. Mahland (W) df. Ttirrey: 6-3, 6-2.

.V Johnson (VV) dl. Mayer: 6-2, 6-4.

(J. Sliaiv (W) df. Kield: 7- .5, 7-?.

7. Botts-Mahland (W) tied Howard-Chace:
4-6. 7-v

8. Brian-Bnck (W) df. I'utzcll-Maycr: 6-4, 6-2.

'). Sliaw-Gnddard (W) df. Cliapin-Master: 6-2,

ll-V.

Golf Team Wins Two;

MIT, Colby Victims
The varsity golf team took both

its matches last Saturday, edging

out MIT, 4-3, with wins in the

bottom four matches, and over-

powering Colby, 6 to 1.

In the MIT match, Captain Jim
Pi'ick lost one up on the nine-

teenth hole, although he shot a 79

to his opponent's 81. Laury Reine-

man, at four, played the thriller

of the afternoon, defeating Thom-
as one up on the twenty-first hole.

The other wins were copped by
Pete Hager, playing number five,

in a five and four match; Walt
Stevenson, at six, winning six and
four; and Dick Cappalll, at seven,

with a four and three victory.

In the Colby match, Frlck won
four and two, Kllborne won one up
on the nineteenth, and Reineman
won two up, also on the nineteen-

th. Stevenson beat his opponent
six and four, while Cappalll fin-

ished five and three over his man.
Watts suffered the Eph's lone loss,

in a four and three match.

and the appearances of local dig-
nitaries.

The hockey dinner featured the
naming of Marc Comstock and
John Roe as co-captains for the
1961-62 season.

Stout Most- Spirited
The Team Spirit Award went to

senior Tony Stout, while the Most
Improved Player title was con-
ferred upon sophomore Mike
Heath. This year's Captain, Lar-
ry Hawkins, and sophomore Tom
Roe were named co-holders of the
Most Valuable Player award.
Becord-Breaking Swimmers Dined
The swimming banquet was an

elaborate affair well-befitting a

team which has broken more re-

cords than any other swimming
team in the history of the College,

as well as winning the Little Three
crown. The gala event was high-
lighted by the presence of Presi-
dent and Mrs. Baxter. Baxter had
the title of Honorary Captain of

the Swimming team conferred
upon him. In addition, the team
also presented him with a silver

bowl in appreciation of the fine

support he has given them
throughout the year.

Assistant Coach, Bill McHenry,
who is leaving next year to take a
position at New Lebanon College

in Pennsylvania, received a gift

for his new home from the team.
Osborne, Kieffer Chosen

The winter relay banquet was
an equally high spirited, but small-

er and more informal affair. After
the meal at Taconic Park, letters

were awarded and the team pre-

sented Coach Tony Plansky with
a small gift in token of their ap-
preciation for his efforts in be-

half of the team. John Osborne
and Dave Kieffer were elected as

co-captains for the 1961-62 winter

relay season.

ter walking, taking second on a

passed ball, advancing to third on

a balk, and coming home on Bon-
alewicz's single.

Blank Bowdoin, 3-0

Williams, behind the fine pitch-

ing effort of Art Moss, rapped
Bowdoin 3-0 in Piiday's home con-

test. Moss gave up five hits over

the nine inning span, while strik-

ing out 5 and walking 3.

Coach Bobby Coomb's charges

cashed in on two Bowdoin fielding

mlscues to pick up two unearned
runs—one in the sixth and the

other in the eighth. Successive

singles by BUI Ryan, Pete Haeff-

ner, and Pete Smith loaded the

bases in the Williams sixth. Ryan
and Haeffner scored as Finn
Fogg's grounder was thrown over

the catcher's head. The Ephs add-

ed another tally in the eighth as

Haeffner walked. Smith bunted
him to second, and Fogg's ground-
er was mishandled by the second
baseman.
The Eph batsmen nicked Bowdoin
hurler Pi-ed Hill for eight hits,

Haeffner and Adams leading their

teammates with two a piece.

Victor Gives Up 2 Hits

Saturday saw the Williams hit-

ters held in abeyance by Holy
Cross sophomore chucker, Don
Riedl, as the Crusaders went on
to triumph 7-1. Riedl struck out

13 during the game and had a
shutout until the ninth when Bill

Ryan scored Williams' only tally

of the afternoon.
The Holy Cross righthander re-

tired the first 12 batsmen to face

him until Finn Fogg opened the
fifth with a single. Riedl walked
two in the eighth and one in the
ninth, the latter leading to Wil-

liams' lone score. BUI Ryan walk-
ed, and Pete Haeffner's single

moved him to third. Ryan then
scored on Fogg's lofty sacrifice

fly to center.

Iron-handed fielding led to five

unearned runs for the host team
in the first four innings, off start-

ing pitcher Bruce Orlrmell. Lefty
Grlnnell was relieved by sopho-
more John Donovan, who pitchi d
fine no-hlt no-run ball for 4 inn-
ings. Donovan faced only 14 hit-

ters, as two reached base on er-

rors. John Whitney finished tlia

game, holding Holy Cross scoreless

in the ninth.
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Ephmen Sweep Track;
Middlebury Downed

Exeter Golf Squad

Edges Freshmen, 4-3
A strong Exeter golf squad

handed the Williams freshmen a

4-3 defeat Saturday, in a match
characterized by high scores.

Ted Ebberts, the Ephs' number
one man, won easily, 2-up. Hank
Winner at three won his match,

1-up, while Dick Greenlee won 3-2

in the number five slot. The four

losers for Williams were John
Foehl, Gary Clifford, Tom Klug,

and Bob Keldel.

nuiiiXiiffiiiiiiiii

BROOKLYN LAW SCHOOL
Non-profit

Educational Inttitution

Approved by
American Bar Association

DAY AND EVENING
UnderKraduate Classes Leading to LL.B. Degree

GRADUATE COURSES
Leading to Degree of LL.M.

New Term Commences September 18,1961
Further infornuitinn may he ohtttived

from the Office of the Director of AHmisniong,

375 PEARL ST., BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. Near Borough Ho/(J

Telephone: MA 5-2200
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By Paul Kritzer

The Williams track team com-
bined dazzling speed with power
in the weight events to trounce
Middlebury, 89 one-third- 45 two-
thirds, Saturday before a House-
party crowd at the Vermont
school. The Ephs won all but one
of the running events and added
four victories In the field events
to rout the hosts.

Co-Captain Walt Henrlon again
led the way for the Ephs as he
accounted for three victories in

the 110, the 120 high hurdles and
the 220 low hurdles. Karl Neuse,
who comes from Middlebury, stun-
ned the crowd with victories in
the 220 and the 440 in exception-
ally good times despite the poor
shape of the track. Rick Ash also

had a double for the Ephs, win-

ning the 880 and mile events. A
Williams sweep of the running
events was averted in the 2 mile
run when Jim Wood of Middle-
bury, a freshman, overtook George
Anderson in the final 100 yards
of the most exciting race of the
day. John Osborne was also out-
standing for the Ephs, capturing
second place in both the 440 and
880.

The Ephs met stronger compe-
tition in the field events, though
still garnering a definite edge ov-

er the Panthers. Co-Captain Bob
Judd highlighted the Ephs' weight
performances with victories in the

javelin and high Jump. John Pope
in the hammer throw and Bill

Hufnagel in the shot put had the

other Williams victories.

WALDEN THEATRE
WEDNESDAY ONLY _ 7:IS and 9:15

N. Y. FILM CRITICS AWARD!
"BEST FOREIGN FILM OFTHE YEARI

"

^^f^'Btst picture of the yMr, bar nonel*

TIIIIRSDAV _ FRIDAY _ SATURDAY _ 7: IS and 9:15

CELLtNT
TIME'Not to

be miss8c;"DELICI0USl
HARPERS BAZAAR

N.Y. TIMES

WILFRID HYDE WHITE

^v^ with Liz Fraser
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Roosevelt To SpeaklProfessors Clark^ Power To Give

On HUAC Tonighi
"The First Anicndmeiit of the House Un-Ainericiui Activities

Committee" will be the subject of the address by James Roose-
velt, Democratic Conj^ressman from California, tonight at 8:00
ill Chapin Hall.

Though no-one caa be quite

certain just how Mr. Roosevelt

win phrase it, both friends and
enemies of the Committee (and,

conversely, of Mr. Roosevelt) know
what his thesis will be: that the

HUAC should be abolished by vli--

tue of the fact that It has Ignored

lis mandate and overstepped its

limits, wastes Its appropriations,

and abridges the rights of those

who are unlucky enough to be
the objects of its Investigations,

Branded at various times a
"Communist" or "Communist
dupe" because of his fight against

the HUAC, Roosevelt has remark-
ed on the House: "If we defeat

Communism but lose our Individ-

ual rights, we have lost ... all that

really makes us a Nation of free

men. It Is obvious this House does
not yet see this danger ..."

"Operation Abolition"

The chiBi bone of contention
ov;r which supporters and oppo-
nents 01 the Committee are pre-

sently struggling is the HUAC
sponsored film, "Operation Abol-

ition," an outgrowth of the May,
1960, San Francisco student dem-
onstrations. The film will be pre-

sented at Williams by the Critical

Issues Committee later in the sem-
ester.

A panel consisting of Dwight
Simpson, John G. Sproat, and
Kurt Tauber will take up and e-

valuate the Issues raised immedi-
ately following Roosevelt's talk.

Questions from the audience will

be entertained after the panel has
concluded.

James Roosevelt

Who Was Jesus? Subject
Of Daily Chapel Talks

The Williams College Chapel
win present a five day series of

talks on "Who was Jesus?" be-

ginning with 12:00 service next

Monday.
The student speakers will try to

present an answer to this question

from the viewpoints of different

beliefs. On Monday, John Calhoun
will present the atheist viewpoint.

On Tuesday Morris Kaplan will

give the agnostic's answer. Wed-
nesday, Steve Brumberg presents

the Jewish view, followed on
Thursday by Ash Crosby explain-

ing the Protestant side. Finally,

on Friday, Mike Keating will pre-

sent the Catholic answer to the

question. The talks will last about
five minutes apiece.

Frosh Songsters

Enjoy Popularity
By Dick Berger

Trebelmakers! twelve letters,

twelve guys. The class of '64. like

many of the previous classes, has
organized a singing group. The
beauty of this new club, formed
In the fall of 1960, is Its vitality

and freshness. Time, sometimes
turns many singing groups Into

Just "smooth" operators, but the

Trebelmakers are young and they

have the spirit.

Not only spirit but talent sus-

tains the group and has built up
Its reputation. They have sung at

Vassar. and at Zeta Psi, TDX, Psl

U, and for the Freshmen at Win-
ter Houseparties. A week from
now they'll be singing again at

Zeta Psl, at Beta, DKE, and Phi
Delt, with still other engagements
pending. Nor will the school year
limit the Trebelmaker's activities.

On June 9 they have been asked to

sing at the Lenox School's prom
at the Waldorf-Astoria in New
York City. Fortunately, most of

History Garners Most

Majors For '61-'62

276 members of the class of '63

have registered In their major
fields for the coming 1961-62 ac-

ademic year. The distribution of

men in the various courses shows
an increase in only eight fields

and a drop In ten.

The history department once a-

gain has obtained the largest

number of majors students, with a
total of 64 Included in both Its

history and American history and
literature sequences. The political

science department was second
with 49 and the engllsh depart-

ment third with 38.

The largest single increase In a
major field was shown by the

number of students majoring in

political science. Next year, there

will be 49 students in this field

as compared to 29 for the previous

year. American history and liter-

ature took the largest cut, with a

drop of 14. The second largest

drop was shown in economics with

a cut of 11 students as compared
to last year.

Out of the 276 members of the

class of '63, 124 are candidates

for honors degrees. Essentially the

same distribution is shown among
the honors candidates as in the

total list.

Seminar In Ethiopia This Summer
Professors Paul Clark and John Power will teach an eight-week be-lingual seminar in African

economic development this summer in Addis Ababa, Ethopia, marking a number of firsts for Afri-

can education.

Swann Speaks For Non-Violence

To Promote Unilateral Disarmament
By Alan Schlosser

The position of modern paci-

fists In our nuclear age was clai"-

ifled by Robert Swann to an en-

grossed, although sUghtly skepti-

cal audience In Griffin Hall. Ad-
vance billing had connected
Swann with canoe "raids" on nu-
clear submarines in Connecticut,
and attempts to sail Into the Bi-
kini H-bomb testing area. Howev-
er, Swann's easy-going and pa-
tient manner seemed to contradict
the "radical fanaticism" suggest-
ed by these acts.

Speaking as the New Eigland
head of the Committee for Non-
Violent Action, Swann presented
two separate, though interrelated,

concepts. One was the goal of un-
ilateral disarmament, as advoca-
ted by such organizations as

SANE and TOCSIN. Swann began
by pointing out the perils of the
present situation. "The United
States has the capacity today to

wipe out Russia fifteen times ov-
er," Swann claimed.
He vigorously attacked the pro-

ponents of arms control to main-
tain deterrent strength. "Arms
control does not deter the first

strike, but encourages it by mak-
ing the first strike so vitally im-
portant." Also, he felt that the
deterrent concept depends on the
rationality of the nuclear powers.
However, the tensions of the arms
race "leads to greater and greater
irrationality." He felt that the re-
cent Cuban "Invasion" was an ex-
ample of the irrationality that
Cold War tension can produce.

Although Swann felt that any
unilateral disarmament action by
the United States would "Inspire"

Russia to follow our lead, he rec-

ognized the risk that Russia might
take advantage of this gesture.

However, and this is central to

his thinking, he maintained that
the latter risk was "much smaller
than the chance that continua-
tion of the arms race will finish

civilization as we cherish it."

The other aspect of the Com-
mittee's program is their strict

emphasis on the techniques of
non-violent resistance and civil

disobedience. Like Martin Luther
King, this aspect is derived from
Mahatma Ghandi. The obstruc-
tionist tactics against missile
bases, nuclear submarines and
nuclear tests are the counterparts
of the sit-down strikes in the
South.

Swarm's complete rejection of
violence comes from deeply-felt

Continued on Page 2, Col. 3

Williams College Young Conservatives Meet;
Discuss Organization, Hear Taped Debate

By Peter Johannsen
The members of a new element

in WilUams political life gathered
Wednesday evening for the second
of their organizational-educatlon-
\\ meetings this spring. The Wil-
liams College Young Conserva-
;ives, under the informal direc-

:ion of Jim Campaigne, discussed

the boys live within the New York

area and plan to do some more
singing at get-togethers during

the vacations.

To a great extent. Rick Rosan
must be complimented for the

skill of the group. He is the music

leader, arranger, and rehearser.

The rest of the credit, and this Is

not little tribute, goes to the boys

themselves. New to the group,

though not singing, is Jay Keller,

who was recently asked to become

the group's business-agent.

The main enjoyment of the

group Is the pleasure derived from

singing together. Jay Keller said,

"The group was organized for en-
joyment. The rehearsals are fun
and good, really good." He said

that next fall the group plans to

cut a record.

So far t'.eir repertoire has been
building up all types of songs:

humorous, original numbers, spir-

ituals, and a "spoof" rock-and-

roll number. The Trcblemakers

are: Bass; Bob Warner, Tad Lha-

mon, John Cannon; Baritone:

Dave MacPherson, Bob Strong,

John Finkelstein; First tenors;

John Romans, Bob Furey; Sec-

ond tenors: Rick Rosan. Paul

Rlecks, and Tim Knowles.

their plans for the remamder of
the spring term and the summer
months, and obtained copies of
conservative literature for college
distribution and their own perusal.
During the remainder of the I

meeting, the club listened to a
tape recorded radio debate con-
ducted in Indiana two days be-
fore the '60 Presidential election,
between liberal Arthur M. Schle-
singer, a member of Kennedy's
brain trust, and conservative M.
Stanton Evans, editor of the In-
dianapolis "News."

Purpose of Club
The primary purpose of W. C.

Y. C, said Campaigne, is "to edu-
cate its members, to establish a
beachhead at Williams, and then
to convert others" to this sadly-
neglected political stand in liber-

ally-inclined WilUamstown. "We
will also take polemical action if

the need should arise," stated the
junior.

The club is affiliated with two
nation-wide conservative groups

—

Young Americans for Freedom
and the Intercollegiate Society of
Individualists. Both organizations
distribute to W. C. Y. C. members
pamphlets and news sheets, deal-
ing both with current political

battles and with the philosophical
tenets of conservatism.

Future Plans
In considering future plans, the

club discussed its hopes for a def-
inite program of outside speakers,
who would talk before all-college

audiences next fall. Such men as
Evans. James Burnham, Russell
Kirk, and Richard M. Weaver are
among the lecturers under con-
sideration. W. C. Y. C. hopes to
make possible the distribution of

Continued on Page 2, Col. 3

During spring recess Clark flew

to Ethiopia to make plans for the

curriculum and organization of

the seminar. The 40 students at-

tending the seminar will be un-
dergraduates in their final year
of economic training, chosen two
each from some 20 African uni-

versities. Because of the language
problem, the seminar will be con-
ducted on a bi-lingual basis with
the aid of simultaneous-interpre-
tation facilities.

The seminar will provide an in-

tensive program of lectures, read-

ings, and discussions in the plan-

ning of economic development as
applied to African conditions. The
individual professors will deal with
the basic economics of develop-

ment, quantitative methods of

planning, social-institutional as-

pects, and financial and govern-
mental problems.

The dates of July 17 through
Sept. 8 have been set for the sem-
inar. Sponsors of the seminar are
the United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa, which set

up headquarters in Addis-Ababa
recently, and the United States
International Cooperation Admin-
istration.

Selected because of their exper-
ience with the Center for Devel-
opment Economics, Clark is di-

rector of research for the Cluett
Center and Dr. Power is a member
of the Center's faculty.

The Center has 20 students from
17 countries in Asia, Africa, and
Latin America working towards a
master degree. Opening of the
Center at Williams marked the
first time that a small college has
entered the field of graduate
training to help meet the prob-
lems of underdeveloped countries.

The Center provides the only com-
plete M. A. program specifically

designed for foreign government
officials and for graduate students
in development economics. It is

also distinctive in that all the
graduate students are living and
eating together to provide inten-

sive cross-cultural experience.

Dr. Clark, who is 38 years old,

received his A. B. from the Uni-
versity of Colorado in 1943 and

J

took his Ph. D. at Harvard in 1950.

Since 1954 he has been associated
with the Rand Corporation as a
consultant. He is the author of

"The Structure and Growth of the
Italian Economy" and co-author
of "Interindustry Economics," a
general text on the theory and
application of interindustry analy-
sis to economic growth problems.

Dr. Power, 40 years old, received
his B. A. from the University of

Washington in 1946, and his Ph.
D. in Economics from Stanford
University in 1955. He served as
an economist for the International
Finance Division of the Federal
Reserve Board for 15 months be-
fore coming to Williams in 1952.

His contributions to economics
journals include "The Economic
Framework of a Theory of
Growth."

Spring Houseparties
Spring Houseparties. May 5

and 6, will feature Bobby and
the Bishops and Williams' dix-
ieland Route-2-Tooters in the
Student Union Friday night
and an all rock'n'roll show with
the Isley Brothers and Wild
Bill Davis in Chapin Hall Sat-
urday night.

The dance in Baxter Hall will

be from 8:30 to 1:00 and will
cost $2.50 per couple. Satur-
day night's show starts at 8:30
and will also cost $2.50 per
couple.
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Review

Phi Bete Review
The Williams Review, published by the WilUams chapter of

Phi Beta Kappa, will make another appearance this Monday.
This magazine has become a fixture on campus, and in its career

has gained a good deal of maturity which is evident in this issue.

The outstanding contiibution comes from Bob Adler '61,

who is writing on his favoaite subject, Africa. While Adler's views
on this subject are not entirely new to campus readers, they are

worthy of repetition. This latest is, I think, his best presentation

of his main theme. To wit, Africa cannot he understood in Cold
War terms. He makes an extremely powerful argument against

applying the usual bi-]5olar concejitions to the African phenome-
non. Instead, Adler offers a detailed and eminently reasonable

account of this phenomenon, its roots and its probable future

path.

The other timely piece of social criticism is "Among Saints

And Outcasts" by Robert Marrin '61. The theme of the article,

as well as the title, is taken from James Baldwin. The theme,

simply stated, is that the whole American view of the Negro is

wrong because we tend to separate the Negro from the rest of

American society. This indictment can be applied to liberal re-

formers as well as Southern "red necks", and to Negroes as well

as whites. This "isolation" has, worked a hardship on our search

for identity and has perverted la part of our national personality.

While Marrin raises a point which has long needed to be made,
he does so in such poor and leaden prose that much of the effect

is lost. His structure of argument also suffers from what, at

times, appears to be incoherent ranting. The editor's blue pencil

could have been used to good effect here.

Mike Scott '62 contributes a bright, readable critique of

Forster's Room With A View. He has made a successful attempt

to relate Forster's novel to the eternal problem of the human con-

dition. While he attacks his analysis of the book in detailed fash-

ion, he never loses the great generalities in a sea of particulars.

Scott's style is clear, to the point, and occasionally witty.

James Wood '63 is the author of a less successful attempt to

perform the same task in comparing Goya's Third Of May to

Manet's Execution. Here the prose tends to obscure the basic

idea, that Goya and Manet, each in his own way, were attempting

to depict Man's loss of faith in the nineteenth century. The piece

is overly long, and has so many numbered points that confusion

is rampant.

WALDEN THEATRE
FRIDAY - SATURDAY - 7:15 and 9:15

<.. , , -EXCELLENT
Not to '!«

be missed"DEUCIOUSl
HARPERS BAZAAR

N.Y. TIMES

WILFRID HYDE WHITE

-H\^ With Liz Fraser

sjretch
OSIUUIO n MNMNUMi

PLUS 2 Excellent Shows
SAM SNEAD SHOWS YOU HOW
THE VIOLINIST — Edinborough Festival Award Winner

Sunday & Mondoy — THE SEVENTH SEAL — Ingmor Bergman
REGULAR PRIctS — ADULTS .75 CHILDREN .35

Swann Lecture ij^ew Theater Planned

It's time for your spring checkover.

DELCO BATTERIES FIRESTONE TIRES

STEELE & CLEARY GARAGE

off Spring Street

next to the squash courts

Continued from Pa^e 1, Col. 4

moral and religious convictions.

These views led him to refuse to

register for the draft, for he re-

garded the selective service sys-

tem as part of the "immoral war
system". Consequently he serv-

ed two yeai's in federal prison dur-

ing World War II.

Swann Is not a classical paci-

fist In the sense of opposing any
coercion. However, he feels that
military coercion must be replaced
by non-vlolent techniques. Swann
emphasized the "literal power of

non-violence", and he pointed to

the fact that the U.N. troops in

the Congo only lost their effec-
tiveness when they resorted to vi-

olence.

New CC Committees
The following committees

were approved by the College

Council at recent meetings:

Student Union
Steve Telkins, Chairman
John Pope
Steve StelnmuUer
Bill Boyd
Topper Terhune
Scott Buchart
Pete Buttenheim

Curriculum
Mike Keating, Chairman
Glen Thurow, Phi Beta Kappa
Denny Bauman, P. B. K.
Steve Stoltzberg

Phil Albert
John Jobeless
Victor Youritzan

WCYC Gathers,

Makes Plans
Continued from Page 1, Col. 4

free books to its members next fall

and plans to get all fraternity
houses on the mailing list of the
"National Review" next year. Cur-
rently, about half the fraternities
now receive the magazine, one of
the leading conservative publica-
tions in the country.
The question of financial aid

from foundations and especially
sympathetic alumni, in order that
this active educational program
might be promoted, occupied a
part of the students' attention.

Recorded Debate
In the recorded debate, Evans

summed up the conservative's op-
inion of a liberal by stating, "A
liberal Is a person dedicated to
the destruction of freedom," be-
cause the philosophy of liberalism
"glorifies the state," and in so
doing departs from the necessary
conditions of freedom.

Considering our national mili-
tary power, the editor expressed
concern over the unopposed terri-
torial- expansion of Cummunism
since World War II. He felt the

Above is the plan for Peter Desmond's theatre, to be locited

where the Country Shop is presently. On the right is the TEA SHOP,

serving suppers. In the middle Is the COUNTRY SHOP, featurint the

regular gift line now offered. At the middle left is the LOBBY in the

form of an art gallery. On the far left Is the 360 SEAT THEA l RE,

with upholstered seats, continental type seating. Each row of .s.ats

is on an aisle, so that one does not have to get up all the time tn let

others go through. In fact, there are a "really big" 36 inches between

rows of seats.

In his proposed air-conditioned theater Peter Desmond jilans

to show a balanced program similar to tlie present one. In essence,

he will show the "best of tlie better domestic and foreign films."

Ground will be broken for the new theater if and when the financ-

ing is completed. Desmond figures there should only be about a

six or seven week construction job, if all goes well; so he would

probably open early in July. He retains his lease on the Walden

Theater until September 15th.

A large sum of money is going

Into the landscaping; a light-proof

fence will be constructed behind

the spruces and shrubs so that

the lights of the theatre-coffee

shop will not penetrate to the

residents living behind the build-

ing.

Desmond does not wish in any
way to compete with the summer
theatre, but rather plans to com-
plement its summer program. "In
many ways the summer season can
be as exciting as the winter sea-

son," he noted. "Then the area

really jumps with people."

primary asset of Americans in '

their struggle, however, was not i

primarily weapons strength, but
rather their "will and resolution" !

to fight Communism. Evans call-
j

ed for an accurate study of Rus-
sian might, so that Americans r

could learn definitely where they j

stand in relation to the U.S.S.R.
|

militarily—definitely ahead, he
[

thought—and thereby dispense
with the harmful over-pessimism
expressed by liberals.

On the subject of foreign aid,

Evans emphasized the conserva-
tive position that U. S. aid should
be of a military nature, given to

reliable allies. He rejected econo-
mic aid to neutralist nations on
the grounds that this policy Is

bad for the cold war and because
the aid goes to national govern-
ments, who spend unwisely and
use the aid to maintain the lives
of bad forms of rule.

If thoughts of financial planning

leave you feeling tjiis way, you

should do something about it now.

You may be surprised how little

money you need to begin your

lifetime financial program. Life

insurance is the perfect founda-

tion because it offers protection

and savings features.

See your Provident Mutual
campus representative for more

information now—while you can

gain by lower premiums.

Richard Swett

St. Anthony Hall

GL 8-9211

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Ufa Insurance Company

of Philadelphia

Planning

Houseparty

Brew?

We have every conceivable punch recipe and some

that aren't conceivable - they're just plain unbelievable.

Don't take chances - Call.

Allsop's
DIAL GL 8-3704

134 COLE AVE.



Eph Batsmen Defeat Middlebury;

Solid Hitting Provides 10-2 Win
By Steve Blrrell

Another fine pitching perform-

ame by J. B. Morris and solid

hilling by the Eph batsmen com-

bined to give the Williams base-

bull team a 10-2 victory over Mid-

dli bury at the letter's home field

oil Monday. For the visitors, It

yii, a complete victory, since It

av iiged a last-season thumping

ai lie hands of Mlddlebury pitch-

in ace, Streeter.

':i his third start of the season,

M ;rls pitched five-hit ball, glv-

In up one walk and fanning

ell it. In picking up his second

vi< ory in three tries, the right-

hii der ran his strikeout total to

22 for the season. He has walked
but five batsmen In three games.

Mayer Gets 3 For 4

Sophomore shortstop George
Mayer paced Williams In the of-
fensive department, slamming
out a single, a double, and a triple
in four tries.

The Ephs scored early and of-
ten during the game. With the ex-
ception of the first and third Inn-
ings, they scored in every frame.
Five of the nine hits given up by
the two Mlddlebury hurlers went
for extra bases, and the Ephs were
more than a little helped by the
porous Panther defense, which

QnCanqfos
Mth

M«Mnan
{Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many

Loves of Dobie Gillia," etc.)

A ROBE BY ANY OTHER NAME
As Commencement Day draws near, the question on everyone's

lips is: "How did the different disciplines come to be marked by
academic robes with hoods of different colors?" Everybody—
but everybody— IB asking it. I mean I haven't been able to walk

ten feet on any campus in America without somebody grabs my
elbow and says, "How did the different disciplines come to be
marked by academic robes with hoods of different colors, hey?"

This, I must say, is not the usual question asked by collegians

who grab my elbow. Usually they say, "Hey, Shorty, got a
Marlboro?" And this is right and proper. After all, are they not

collegians, and, thurofore, the nation's leaders in intelligence

and discernment? And do not intelligence and discernment de-

mand the ta.stiest in tobacco flavor and smoking pleasure? And
does not Marlboro deliver a flavor that is uniquely mellow, a

selectrate filter that is easy drawing, a pack that is soft, a box

that is hard? You know it I

''klkmgkSAMIkif^ef^iF

But I digress. Back to the colored hoods of academic robes.

A doctor of philosophy wears blue, a doctor of medicine wears

green, a master of arts wears white, a doctor of humanities wears

crimson, a master of library science wears lemon yellow. Why?
Why, for example, should a master of library science wear lemon

yellow?

Well sir, to answer this vexing question, we must go back to

March 29, 1844. On that date the first public library in the

United States was established by Ulric Sigafoos. All of Mr.

Sigafoos's neighbors were of course wildly grateful— all, that

is, except Wrex Todhuntcr.

Mr. Todhuntcr had hated Mr. Sigafoos since 1822 when both

men had wooed the beauteous Melanie Zitt and Melanie had

chosen Mr. Sigafoos because she was mad for dancing and Mr.

Sigafoos knew all the latest steps, like the Missouri Compromise

Mambo, the Shay's Rebellion Schottische, and the James K.

Polk Polka, while Mr. Todhuntcr, alas, could not dance at all

owing to a wound he had received at the Battle of New Orleans.

(He was struck by a falling praline.)
^

Consumed with jealousy at the success of Mr. Sigafoos s

library, Mr. Todhuntcr resolved to open a competing hbraiy.

This he did, but he lured not a single patron away from Mr.

Sigafoos. "What has Mr. Sigafoos got that I haven't got? Mr.

Todhunter kept asking himself, and finally the answer came to

him : books.

So Mr. Todhuntcr stocked his library with lots of dandy boota

and soon he was doing more business than his hated rival.

But Mr. Sigafoos struck back. To regain his clientele, he began

serving tea free of charge at his library every afternoon. There-

upon, Mr. Todhuntcr, not to be outdone, began servmg tea

with sugar. Thereupon, Mr. Sigafoos began serving tea with

sugar and cream. Thereupon, Mr. Todhunter began serving

tea with sugar and cream and lemon.

This, of course, clinched the victory for Mr. Todhunter be-

cause he had the only lemon tree in town-in fact, in the entire

state of North Dakota-and since that day lemon yellow has of

course been the color on the academic robes of library science.

(Incidentally, the defeated Mr. Sigafoos packed up his library

and moved to California where, alas, he failed once more. Ihere

were, to be sure, plenty of lemons to serve with his tea, but,

alas, there was no cream because the cow waa not introduced

to California until 1931 by John Wayne.) • imi mu Butmnw

And today CaUrornlaiu. happy among their Guernieyi and

Bolstelns. are discovering a great new cigarette—the un-

nttered, king-size Philip Morris Commander-and so an
Americans in all fifty states. Weleome aboardl

committed seven errors over the
nine-inning span.

Haeffner Tops in West. Mass.

Picking up two hits in six ap-
pearances at the plate, Pete Haeff-

ner continued on the hitting spree

which prior to the contest had
made him the leading hitter in

Western Massachusetts with a

.438 average.

In a warm-up to Williams' first

Little Three game of the season

on Saturday with Wesleyan, the

Ephs meet U Mass, boasting 4-1

record, on Thursday, at 4:00 on

Weston Field.
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Local Fraternity Defies National Charter;

Lake Forest Chapter Against Religious Bias

Required reading

tor daydreamers . . •

How to

go about

saving money

...while you

go about

seeing Europe

eURAiLPASS -
fhe one f/ekef fhaf fakes you
first e/ass fo 13 countries

tor a who/e month.
The cost?. . .Oniy $11 Oi

Take a month to capture the zest

of the real Europe, from the silent

splendor of ancient cathedrals to

the clamor of colorful seaports.

Share the warmth of Its charming

people, the sheer joie de vivre of

the friendly European.

Feel the tempo, the quickening

pulse of Europe's vitality when you

travel by train with Eurallpass.

This convenient ticket will take

you anywhere over 100,000 miles

of luxurious first class service.

Roam through the Austrian Alps,

the lowlands of Belgium. Watch

picture-book farms come to life in

the drowsy mist of a Danish dawn.

Fall hopelessly in love with France.

Discover at leisure the true mean-

ing of German Gemiitlichkeit.Cock

your ear to the clatter of windmills

in Holland and surrender com-

pletely to the ageless warmth that

is Italy.

Chemin de fer ... everywhere! Pay

a visit to Luxembourg. Take side

trips. Many bus, boat and ferry

lines are included. Sit and listen

to the vast silence of a Norwegian

fiord. Travel through Portugal. See

those castles in Spain. Let Sweden

and Switzerland show you what

Wanderlust really is.

Eurailpass is the real way to see

Europe, its breathtaking country-

sides and historic cities. Eurail-

pass gives you so much -for so

little. Even famous "crack trains"

are at your disposal.

Two months cost only $150; three

months just $180. Children under

10 -half price; under 4 -free.

For tree llluttrated folder write
Eural/ppfi/ Depf. A-1, Box 191,
N. Y. 10, N, Y. Buy turallpat* from
yovr travel agent.

"We do not wish to abandon our
national fraternity but hope to

improve it." The speaker was a
member of the Phi Delta Theta
chapter at Lake Forest College, in

Lake Forest, Illinois, and he was
defending his chapter's action in

pledging a Jewish student. This
action was in direct contradiction
to the national fraternity's clause
against non-Christians.

The national has ordered the
depledging of Donald C. Schiller,

a freshman, because "the frater-
nity was founded on Christian
principles and feels that Christian
beliefs must be practiced by the
members." The local contended
that they are willing to take the
matter to court to prevent the na-
tional from removing or suspend-
ing their charter.

The present policy at Lake For-
est forbids "racial and religious
bias in fraternity member selec-
tion" but does not require immedi-
ate action. The members of the
local decided, however, that they
wanted to take immediate action
toward "local autonomy In frater-
nity member selection."

Williams Grahm Cole, president
of the college and former dean of
Freshmen at Williams, said that
the college is in full agreement

with the fraternity's desire to

choose its own members.

The local concli:ded its argu-

ments by stating that "we feel

very strongly on this issue and In-

tend to fight for our right to

choose any member we feel is de-

sirable." This sentiment was
echoed by Ed Warren, president

of the Williams Phi Delt chap-

ter, who said that the chapters

want the right to choose pledges

"solely on their merits."

Dixon's Triple Leads

Frosh Track Victory

The freshmen track team scored

their second straight victory of

the season Wednesday afternoon,

routing Mount Hermon 73-44 on

the losers' campus. John Dixon's

triple victory combined with two

third places and Jack Kershaw's

amazing jumping were the high-

lights in the Ephs' victory. Skip

Gwiazda, Bud MuUer, Bob Warner,

Rich Kipp and Paul Kritzer also

won.

..*''
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CHoOSE BETWEEN YOD

AND SCHAEFER BEER...

THE F. & M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NEV^ YORK and ALBANY, N. V.
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Phi Sigs Dump AD For Volleyball Crown;

Spiker Urbach Leads 15-12, 15-2 Routs

A power-laden Phi Sigma Kap-
pa volleyball team pummelled a
determined but outclassed Alpha
Delta Phi squad, 15-12 and 15-2,

to capture the intramural crown.
The victory marked the conclusion

of an undefeated season for the

tall, well-organized champions,
who displayed their power as they
marched over strong Psi U. and
Phi Gam teams on theli- way to

the finals with AD.

Led By Spiker Urbach

The Phi Sigs dominated play In

both the AD games, which fea-

tured the tremendous spiking ef-

forts of the winner's Jim Urbach.

Urbach, who is 6'1" tall, was ac-

tually one of the shortest members
of the Phi Sigs' front line, which

contained such giants as a 6'7"

Klrby Allen and a 6'5'' Joel Gold-

stein. The victory was centered

around the team's spiking ability,

but the tall men were ably setup

by the sizzling serves and back-

court retrieving of Jim Gordon
and Len Ki'osney.

Varsity Cancellations

The varsity tennis match a-

"ain;t Princeton and the track

meet with RPI scheduled for

Tuesday were postponed by
rain. Both events have been
tentatively rescheduled for May
IG in Williamstown.
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L Mabry Clark

Gifts of Distinction

Williamstown, Mass.

I'd miss you

SOMETHING AWFUL!

Make sure ^ou choose

the beer that gives first

beer pleasure every beer

through. Always make it

Schaefer all around.

THEF. 4 M. SCHAEFER BREWINQ CO., NEW YORK »nd ALBANY, N.Y.

Yale Lacrosse Team Squeaks By Williams, 9-8;

Eph Rally In Last Five Minutes Barely Misses
By Frank Eyster

In one of the roiij^hest and most excitinj^ f!,amcn played on Cole Field, Yale outlasted a Williams

rally to win 9-8. The Eli win frustrated Eph hopes of avenj^iiiK last years' only loss.

Yale mi off to a fast start with Gibbs LaM otte scoring the first goal in the openiiigot

of the game. Williams bounced

back with two goals by Captain

Bill Whiteford and Mike Heath.

Mallory quickly evened the score

at 2-2 by flipping one into the

nets. John Moran then took the

ball unassisted and slammed one

past the helpless Eli goalie. The
close of the first period saw Yale

even the score on a desperation

shot by LaMotte.

The second period opened with
a goal by Terry for Yale, follow-

ed by a tally for Williams on an-

othsr unassisted shot by Moran.
The score stood at 4-4 mtil Otto

Rodgers tallied to break the tie.

Pour minutes later, football star.

Ken Wolfs snuck one past Eph
goalie Pete Stanton to give Yale
a 6-4 halftime lead.

Jim Williams Scores

Two Yale goals by Rodgers and
Terry in the opening minutes of

the second half dimmed Williams
hopes even more. The Ephs' only

score came when Jim Williams
took a pass from Bill Whiteford
and slammed it past the Yale
goalie. Late in the third period

LaMotte of Yale flipped what
proved to be the clinching goal

into the Williams' net.

With only five minutes left in

the game, Moran dodged and
weaved his way past three Yale
defenders to score for Williams.

Two minutes later Eric Wldmer
took a pass from Whiteford and
fired the ball into the net. The
Yale defense fell apart after these

two quick goals. Tim Bachman for

Williams put the Ephs within one
goal of the Yale lead, when he

openmg iniimtes

Eph Tennis Men
Smash Panthers

Sparked by the consistent play-

ing of John Botts the Williams
varsity tennis team smashed Mid-
dlebury 8-1 on the Panther's
home courts last Wednesday. Pour
of the top six Williams players

did not make the trip.

Conditions Bad
Violent gusts of wind and oc-

casional showers plagued the

players during the first three

singles matches after which the
teams moved indoors for the re-

maining three singles and the
three doubles matches. Coach
Clarence Chaffee remarked that
he is looking forward to better

conditions for the rest of the var-
sity season.

SUMMARY
Buck (Wms) df. Wilkes 7-5, 4-6, 6-4.
Bolts (Wms) d(. Allen 6-2, 6-2.

Armstrong (Wms) df. Graham 6-3, 6-2.

Goddard (Wms) df. Weld 7-S, 6-4.
Helm (Wms) df. Askins 6-1, 6-4.

Lebowitz (Wms) df. Mestcns 6-4, 8-6.

Buck and Botts (Wms) df. Wilkes and Gra-
ham 6-3, 6-1,

Allen and Weld (Mid) df. Armstrong and
Goddard 6-3, 6-4.

Helm and Lebowitz (Wms) df. Askins and
Freeman 6-3, 6-4.

IttliiliiU
NOW PLAYING

Winner 1 1 Academy Awards

T! :£TS NOW ON I £

ALL-TIME ACADEMY
AWARD CHAMPION!

METnOGOLDWrN-MMnBR.

MLUAMWYIERS

TKCNNICOLOR* CAMCR***
Shown Twica Doily

Fri. And Sot. Eva 7:45

Sot. And Sun. Mot. 1 :4S

Sun. thru Thuri. Eva 7:15

Mon. thru Fri. Mot. 1:15

Ephs' Tom Bachman (21) rushes in to help teamnute Tom De-

Grey (17) on loose ball in Wednesday's Yale game.

scored with only one minute left

in the game. Williams had one

more chance for a tie, but White-
ford's shot missed the goal by in-

ches. Yale was able to hold onto

the ball until the final whistle.

SUMMARY
Williams
Moran
Whiteford
Williams
ticalh

Widmer
H;icliTnan

Scidman

K a Yale
3 LaMotte
I 2 Terry
1 Mallory
I Rodgers
1 1 Wolfe
I

I

Stop in for a Spring Checkup!

Nichols Gulf Service

Oil Change Tires

Lubrication Battery

Drain Anti-Freeze

at the foot of Spring Street

Wash

Wax

.^aa^TL^ao^

from our University Shop
COOL WASH & WEAR SUITS
made on our exclusive models

These good-looking, practical suits will

serve you well for school now. ..for travel

in Summer. Inclu(Jed are:

Dacron® Polyester and Cotton Poplins in

Tan, Olive or Dark Olive, $45

Dacron® Polyester and Cotton Cord Suits, $40

Dacron® Polyester and Orion® Acrylic Suits

in Hairlines and Glenurquhart Plaids, $47.50

ISTAIUSHID ins

3+6 MADISON AVENUE, COR. 44TH ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

46 NEWBURY, COR. BERKELEY ST., BOSTON 16, MASS.
PITTSBURGH • CHICAGO -SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES
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Scientist-Philosopher C. P. Snow
To Speak On The Two Cultures'

By Steve Stolzberg:

To Introduce Sir Charles Percy
Snow, who will deliver his "Recent
Thoughts on the Two Cultures" in

Chapln Hall at 8 o'clock Thursday,

with the conventional "best known
for" would be highly presumptious.

For Sir Charles, who will be pre-

sented by the Williams Lecture

Committee, has been eminently
successful as a novelist, a scientist

and a member of the British Es-

tablishment.

1- 'a.
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De-Pressed Press
At the time of his inauj^uTatioii John F, Kennedy said to the

people of the United States, "Ask not what your country can do
for you, but what you can do for your country," and the Citizens,

excited by the forward-looking ideas of the New Frontier, nodded
in agreement.

But in a little over three months the New Frontier is crumb-
ling. The Peace Coqjs, which had enjoyed strong support from
the nation's youth, has boon weakenoKl oy lack of oraft exemption,

by the threat of an imposed loyalty oath. Idealism has given way
to what "true Americans" call "practical reality".

Presently the issue of Cuba looms near and large; the abortive

CIA-sponsored invasion failed and the US has lost face while
losing Cuba. Either Kennedy's brain trust has not really been
running things, or tliey have been running them wrong.

And now Kennedy is fearfully preaching gloom. "Oiu- way of

life is under attack ... no war ever posed a greater threat to

our security. If you are awaiting a finding of 'clear present danger',

tlien I can only say that the danger has never been more clear and
its presence has nevei' been more imminent."

As an adjunct to the new gloom and doom, the President has

called for press self-censorshijj, which implies self-abridgement of

the First Amendment that guarantees freedom of the press. While
criticizing the war-time discipline exercised by totalitarian states,

Continued on Col. 3-4

SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE

New "wetter-than-water" action melts beard's tough,

ness— In seconds. Rcmarkahle new "wetter-than-water"

action gives Old Spice Super Smooth Shave its scientific

approximation to the feather-touch feel and the efficiency of

barber shop shaves. Melts your beard's toughness like hot

towels and massage— in seconds.

Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the

blade. A unique combination of anti-evaporation agents

makes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No

re-lathering, no dry spots. Richer and creamier... gives you

the most satisfying shave... fastest, cleanest—and most

comfortable. Regular or mentholated, 1.00.

H u uTO ^4

Continued from Col. l-Z

he demands, in au apparent self-contradiction, that US news-

papers exercise restraint in what they print.

One thing he meant was tliat papers should stop giving away
military secrets; but it is unnecessary to say this anyway. Besides,

it seems to be the CIA's job to keep secrets from getting out where
journalist can make news from them. It seems that anything that

can be discovered by a random snooping reporter could also be

fomid out by a devoted Conununist spy whose job it is to ferret

ont real secrets.

Kennedy admits that there is a dilemma presented by a free

and ojien society in a cold and .secret war. Even under "self-

discipline" and "self-restraint" wi' think the newsmen should still

responsibly ask, "Is it news?" and not he forced to ask, "Is it in

the national intea'est?" If its |)ul)licati()ii is not in the national in-

terest, it should never get in the hands of newsmen in the first

place.

We are pleased that Keiniedy does urge wider coverage of

news, and welcomes controversy and eriticisni. One of Richard
Nixon's errors in the TV debates this ])ast fall was his suggestion

to Kennedy that tlie Democratic candidate not criticize the ad-

ministration while Khrushchev was in New Yiwk. A democracy
thrives on criticism by a loyal opposition; Kennedy is right in

desiring to have his administration's mistakes pointed out.

It was disappointing to read James Reston write in The New
York Times (Friday, April 28) that a moratorium on sniping at

Kennedy's intellectual advi.sors might not be a bad idea; for if

these men fail we might face not only defeat, bnt anti-intellectual-

ism as well. Reston forgets that as liberals these advisors (whom
he calls "Bundy and Company") should welcome a chance to

hear the other side and ajjpreciate having someone point out

their errors to them.
The addition of Reston's non-criticism to Kennedy's self-

censorship would make the distributors of news and leaders of

jjuhlic opinion effete, and the next stej) might conceivably be from
no criticism by choice to no criticism by requirement.

Both Sides
"The other side," as Representative James Roosevelt termed

his position, has been heard—a vigorous indictment of the methods
and raison d'etre of the House Un-American Activities Com-
mittee. Next week, the Critical Issues Committee will present
the other side-the HUAC Million Dollar Movie, "Operation Ab-
olition," and its nanatoa- Fulton Lewis III. We echo three ex-

ponents of the House committee who suggested in a recently
published letter that liberals and conservatives attend this con-
ference, too, for a clearer nnderstandinj; of tlie controversy.

The Williams College conservatives were surprisingly silent in

the question-and-answer peiiod which followed Mr. Roosevelt's
address. But maybe the conservatives have had nothing to say all

along. We shall see Tuesday night. —Marcus

primarily to provide worlc for un-
employed I. B. M. machine, did
his duty, forever wary of any dos-
slble Infringement of the rushing
regulations. Mr. Stoddard showed
Ills concern for maintaining, if

not In fact establishing, a col-

lege in place of a prep school.

This speaker pointed out that Wil-

liams College Is centered around
the fraternity system. Room iind

board are provided for the major-

ity of the college by the fratun-
ities. The unstated argument: Wil-

liams College is centered around

the fraternity system and cviiy

applicant should be aware of tiiis

fact. Ergo, to enter this colleKf is

to accept the fraternity system

The two other speakers, Uick

VervlUe for the fraternity .sys-

tem and Bob Adler for non-allil-

lacy, were equally lacking in tlie

ability to take advantage of a cap-

tive audience. With a unique np-

portunlty for expressing the many
advantages of each system, fvcn

if they were too timid to speali of

disadvantages, each chose to mum-
ble on concerning such aspects as

the relative advantages in each

system for the "Intimate lover"

or the "rabid communist".

Considering the great machina-

tions behind our present system,

would It not be possible for the

system to produce more able and

Inspiring advocates for the two

alternatives presented to the fresh-

men. Up to this point, the un-

initiated have viewed with awe the

mysteries of the fraternity sys-

tem. The attitude of the "enlight-

ened" audience after tonight's

meeting was one of disillusionment.

The plebs were confronted with no

great high-priests tempting the

outcasts, no philosopher-kings

opening the way to higher know-

ledge.

Jonathan H. H. Harsch '64

Letter to the Editor
Rushing Meeting

This evening the freshmen class

was treated to a "Rushing Meet-

ing!". Upperclassmen, who the

freshmen can only consider to be

"the untouchables" as the result of

current segregation practices in-

spired by an administration which
believes that "what you don't
know won't hurt you", should, in

fairness, be made aware of the
manner in which this gathering
was conducted.

Bob Henry, with the thankless
job of enumerating the detailed

strictures of a system designed

Champlin And Weiss

Report To Zoologists

Arthur K. Champlin '61 and An-

drew G. Weiss '61 presented papers

before the Conference on Com-
parative Endocrinology of the Am-
erican Society of Zoologists held

at the University of New Hamp-
shire April 28-30.

Champlin's paper was concerned
with castration and testosterone

replacement in various strains of

mice. Weiss reported on the effect

of insulin and temperature on
blood sugar levels in the frog.

how to lose your head!
The best way to lose your hdad is to use your head by using
'Vaseline' Hair Tonic on it. Most men use water with their
hair tonic — and 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic is specially 77iade to
use with water! The 1007o pure grooming oil in 'Vaseline'
Hair Tonic replaces the oil that water removes from your
hair. So to lo.se your head, keep your head well-groomed with
'Vaseline' Hair Tonic ! And remember, just a little does a lot!

it's clear f'O

it's clean... it's

VASELINE H
'vuKtiNi* II A NiiiartRie tmaoihaiik or CHtiwnouOM-POxo'i >'



Reverend De Boer Here On Sunday;

Former Chaplain Talks On Idealism
"The stillness ii. the auiet generation is beini' disturbed

:,
diange in attitudc^n_college campuses is aDuarent. acmr,}

Rtverend Lawrence DeBoer. The
former WllUams chaplain spoke

on what seems to be a revival of

Idealism in his sermon, "Ideal-

Ism Again?" In Chapel Sunday.

A revival of Idealism seems evi-

dent in such cases as the peace

corps and Operation Haystaclc,

and the attitude of students to-

waid these. Idealism is also evi-

dent in the current political at-

mo phere. Reverend DeBoer cited

the eagerness of Kennedy and
Stevenson to help underdeveloped

countries primarily because it is

morally right and not just to

"save our own democratic necks."

Cynicism Waning?
people seem to be tiring, Rev-

erend DeBoer went on, of the cy-

nicism that has prevailed, that is

content with what is merely ade-

quate and refuses to be more out-

going than is necessary for Its

own satisfaction.

Reverend DeBoer warned a-

fainst allowing idealism to become

sentimental as it did after the

Pir.st World War, forgetting man's

capacity for evil. He further said

that we should do good works for

what they themselves produce

rather than try to explain them

in terms of an ideal. "Keep it con-

crete," he said, seemed to be the

essence of the Biblical teachings.

campuses is aijpareiit, according to

Free Beer, Talent At

Tonight's Jamboree
Alpha Delta Phi will offer its

annual Main Street Jamboree to-

night as part of the general flurry

of Spring activities. If It rains

this evening, the show will be per-

formed tomorrow night, Thursday,
at 7:30.

There will be approximately six

acts presented on the platform in

front of the AD porch. A faculty

act will be headed by Rev. Eusden.
Both freshman singing groups, the
Incbri-8's and the Trebelmakers,
will offer several songs. The
Route-2 Tooters who will be play-
ing at Houseparties will give a pre-
liminary of its Dixeland Jazz pro-

gram. The Tooters are all Williams
men except for Walt Lehman, a
teacher from Pine Cobble. Walt
is a clarinet player of Spring
Street Stomper fame.

A group from the Williamstown
High will also offer some song sel-

ections. This is not all. Phil Baker,
a comedian from Spring Street
will entertain, and the cast from
the Happier Hunting Ground will

present some excerpts from their
show which opens Thursday

Myers To Lecture

On Indian Economics

Included in the many interest-
ing events scheduled this week for
the Williams student body and
faculty members is a lectm-e to-
night by Professor Charles A.
Myers of the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology. Professor
Myers is a renowned authority on
industrial labor relations and will
address himself to the topic of
"Prrbems of Labor and Manage-
ment in India". He has published
a great deal on this subject as
well as having served the Eng-
lish government as a consultant
on Indian affairs. The lecture is

being sponsored by the duett Cen-
ter for Economic Development.

Mr Musical Nears Opening Night
Continued from Page 1, Col. 4

volving Woody Lockhart and Betty

Aberlin, two of the show's princi-

pals. Lockhart plays the role of

Dennis Barlow, an embalmer of

pets and the "hero" of the work
while Miss Aberlin, portraying

Mary Seeley, is the inevitable love

interest.

"How Do You Spend Your
Weekends" is a musical number
which calls for both Lockhart and
Miss Aberlin to indulge in a little

improptu soft-shoe routine. When
asked. Mathews admitted that he

had done all the show's choreo-

graphy, "such as it is," he laugh-

ingly qualified. "Betty is a dancer

and so she was able to help us a
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lot on ths show. There is actually

very little dancing in the show ex-

cept for a few musical comedy
steps. There Just wasn't time to

work out any big numbers and wo
also had to try to tailor the staging
to fit the people in the show. Last
year, we spent about four weeks,
but this time we just couldn't do
it.''

NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY

announces the 3rd

JUNIOR YEAR IN

1961 62

at the

University of Sao Paulo

For Information write;

Director, Junior Year In Brazil

Waslilngton Square College

of Arts and Science

New Vork University

New Vorl( 3, N. V.

THE WALDEN THEATRE;

I'll! RS. I'RI. - SAT. '

7:15 and 9:15

HIS TRUE-LIFE STORY H

FICTp SEEM TAME!!

•wGREAT

IJMPOSTO
coslarnnt

ROAD RUNNliR CARTOON

It's time for your spring checkover.

DELCO BATTERIES FIRESTONE TIRES

STEELE & CLEARY GARAGE

off Spring Street

next to the squash courts

Les Qirls

Are ( ^n

The Way

Whatever you need in the way of refreshment is

as near as your phone ~ just call Allsop's and it will

be there before you can say YURI ALEKSEEVICH

GAGARIN.

Allsop^s
DIAL GL 8-3704

134 COLE AVE.

FOR

HAIRCUTS

WILLIAMS

MEN

KNOW

IT'S

DOW IN

Dl/MK?

If career planning has you in a

fix, maybe you should investigate

the many advantages of life

insurance selling. It may be right

in your line.

Provident Mutual Is looking for

the college man v;ith ability and
imagination—we don't need
experience. And if you're inter-

ested in actual s.iles training, you
can get star; jd now— v/hiie you're

still in college.

Richard Swett

St. Anthony Holl

GL 8-9211

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company

of Philadelphia

THE DARK AGES...

THE r. & M SCHAEFBR BREWIN6 CO., NEW YORK md ALBANY, N. Y.



King's Pkg. Store
SPRING STREET

1st STOP FOR
HOUSEPARTYS

OPEN Till 11PM

ALWAYS 5,000 CANS OF COLD BEER

WLRE THE YEARS

BEFOREm INVENTED

SOHAEFERBEER!

Get the picture? Schaefer

is in a class by itself. You

get all the pleasure of the

first beer— every beer

through when you say

Schaefer, all around!

TNI r. i M. SCHAEFm BRtWINO CO.. N tW YOIK ind ALBA N Y. N. Y.

Roosevelt Scores Apathy^ Press
Continued from Page 1, Col. 4

To itie best of my knowledge the

commiitee has never turned over

any Iniormation on the basis oJ

wnlch anyone has oeen convicted

01 being a Communist."
Uow Free Is Free Speech?
"The Constitution says that

Congress shall make no law

abridging Ireedom of speech. What
about this?" was anotiier question;

recalling Professor Sproat's Inter-

est In Roosevelt's stand on the

HUACs probmg into personal

political beliels. 'It has been held

Dy the Supreme Court," he com-
mented, "tnat the Constitution is

an elastic document, and must be

made to expand to suit the needs

of the times . . . . Tne argument
drifted towards the conclusion that

the right of speech conferred by

the 1st Amendment Is not an
absolute one, a problem with which
the Supreme Court still wrestles,

but that every effort should be

made to protect it from deteriora-

tion.

Is advocacy to overthr-ow the

government enough, someone ask-

ed, or is incitement required before

protective steps can be taken?
"The reality is", Roosevelt answer-

ed, "that the Supreme Court has
said that the statement that you
wished that it could be overthrown
was enough. But the only way this

will ever be determined is by the

then existing Supreme Court."

Public ApathT
What about public indifference

to the committee? "It usually hits

its worst point," he responded
"when people are so self-satisfied

Roosevelt on Indifference: the
people are frightened,

they aren't thinking about it, or

they're too frightened about some-
thing else. Right now they're too

frightened about something else."

One of the HUACs strongest props
is the great Red scare.

Well then, why don't liberals like

yourself get on the committee and
try to change it? "At the moment
it's a question of judging where
you can be most useful," he said.

"It's better (e.g., working on the
Education and Labor Committee)
than being a dissenting voice for

eight or ten years until the rest

of them die off." Besides, he add-
ed, no liberal could be sure enough
of sustained constituency support
to become involved In the commit-

Have a ball

in Europe

this Summer
(and get college credits, too !)

toagine the fun you can have on a summer vacation in

Europe that includes everything from touring the Conti-
nent and studying courses for credit at the famous Sor-

bonne in Paris to living it up on a three-week co-educa-

tional romp at a fabulous Mediterranean island beach-club
resort! Interested? Check the tour descriptions below.

FRENCH STUDY TOUR, $12.33 per day plus
air fare. Two weeks touring France and Switzerland,
sightseeing in Rouen, Tours, Bordeaux, Avignon, Lyon,
Geneva, with visits to Mont-Saint-Michel and Lourdes.
Then in Paris, stay six weeks studying at La Sorbonne.
Courses include French Language, History, Drama, Art,

Literature, for 2 to 6 credits. Spend your last week touring
Luxembourg and Belgium. All-expense, 70-day tour in-

cludes sightseeing, hotels, meals, tuition for $12.33 per
day, plus Air France Jet Economy round-trip fare.

STUDENT HOLIDAYS TOUR OF EUROPE,
$15.72 per day plus air fare. Escorted 42-day tour
includes visits to cultural centers, sightseeing in France,
Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Germany, Luxembourg, Den-
mark, Sweden, Norway, Scotland, England, Holland and
Belgium. Plenty of free time, entertainment. Hotel, meals,
everything included for $15.72 per day, plus Air France
Jet Economy round-trip fare.

CLUB MEDITERRANEE, $13.26 per day plus
air fare. Heres a 21 -day tour that features 3 days on
your own in Paris, a week's sightseeing in Rome, Capri,
Naples and Pompeii, plus 9 fun-filled, sun-filled, fabulous
days and cool, exciting nights at the Polynesian-style
Club Mediterranee on the romantic island of Sicily, Spend
your days basking on the beach, swimming, sailing -your
nights partying, singing, dancing. Accommodations, meals,
everything only $13.26 per day complete, plus Air France
Jet Economy round-trip fare.
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MR. .lOHN SCHNKIDER
c/oAIR FRANCK
683 Fifth Avenue. New York 22, N. Y.
Oentlemen:
Plea.se ru.sh me full information on the followini;-

French Study Tour D Student HoHHavs Tour
Club M^literran^e
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j
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tee long enough to build seniority
Committee members "usually re-
present very conservative areas''
he said, with one exception:

'a
Congressman who probably won't
survive the next election.

A Democratic Ghana

Subjects for discussion seemed
to range far and wide for the rest

of the evening. After swinging
around for a few seconds to laik

with the Political Science Pruies-
sor perched in front of the lire-

place, Roosevelt faced the quesuon
Could Ghana, in its present siage

of development, be democruucV"
His answer Indicated that, yiven
its education and economic coiidi-

lons, it probably could noi, at
least in our sense of the word.
'They recognized that they aru not
ready for full democracy, and
given the right to vote, they migiit

vote for a form of government
(vnich might seem to us to De a
dictatorship ... We would accept

this decision. We're objectmi; to

mterference (foreign) and the im-
position of a decision upon them."

Gravedigging

The Cuban question was there,

too, and Roosevelt's opinion was

both definite and unequivocal:

"We should have come to tiiem

(Cubans) with everything Cn.stro

needed to do what he said he was
going to. And when we didn't . .

.

it gave Castro the need to go some-

where else. And where would you

have gone'? Someday some histor-

ian will write ... we dug our own
grave in Cuba. If we'd done some-
thing . . . maybe, but we didn't."

Traveling To Europe?

See Stabell Of Psi V

Are you a frustrated European

traveler? Plagued by Williams'

apathetic response to Roy Cohen's

charter flight? If so rejoice! Pete

Stabell of Psi U has worked out

a plan with the Amherst Student

association whereby Williams stu-

dents, faculty members and their

families can book passage on the

Amherst flight. Pete confidently

states that "This flight will de-

finately get off the ground — we

are only filling a few EXTRA
seats."

The plane has been chartered

from the Seven Seas Airlines, a

reliable company with headquar-

ters In Luxemburg. The flight

leaves from New York for Puis

on June 20th and retm-ns fiom

that city on September 6th. The

plane is a 72 passenger DC-4 and

will stop in Newfoundland and Ice-

land en route. The cost of $300 is

considerably less than the cheap-

est regular commercial flights. I'he

deadline for the $50 deposit is

May loth but this money is fully

refundable until June 1st. If the

dates of this flight are Incon-

venient the Williams Travel Bur-

eau can still arrange for passage

on other flights.
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Roosevelt lakes Side

Of 'Right To Dissent'

Critical Issues Conference To Show HUAC Film;

Frank S. Mayer To Speak On ' Internal Conununism

'

Continued from Page 1, Col. 5

spired. However, It does not ex-

philn why so many students and
townspeople joined In to protest

committee activities.

School Teacher Scandal

Actually, sentiment against the

committee goes back to 1959 when
HUAC, holding Investigations In

the urea, subpoenaed 100 California

school teachers and allowed their

names to be published in the local

papers. There was an Immediate

"lidwl of protest" from the area

maintaining that this "wholesale

naming of individuals and the im-

plications of their being subpoena-

ed was a violation of their rights."

The Committee withdrew from

the area without even giving any

of iliese people an opportunity to

appear before them to clear their

names. Instead, they turned the

list over to school authorities to

give to the state Attorney-General

so that he could take the necessary

action against them. However, the

Attorney General found that on

the basis of the Information given

him, there were no grounds on
which to proceed against any of

the teachers. Despite this fact,

several of them lost their jobs and
left the teaching profession.

As a result, "the entire Bay
area rose up to protest the ap-
pearance of the Committee until

It rectified this wrong against the

people of California." Church lea-

ders, labor leaders, and university

students joined together in an ef-

fort to make known their feeling

on the return of HUAC to San
Francisco.

Granted that the Communists
may well have taken advantage of
the situation, the riot arose as an
expression of genuine public feel-
ing. All of these facts are passed
over in the House film. Moreover,
it contains other obious distor-
tions of fact: labor leader Harry
Bridges is portrayed as an inciter
of the riot although he did not ar-
rive on the scene until it was over;
the presence of Communist Archie
Brown is pointed to as evidence
for Red Involvement although he
was there because the committee
subpoenaed him.

One Measure

"The function of a Congression-
al committee is to find information
to see if laws can be improved and
strengthened. Since 1954, HUAC
has had only one measure passed."
Roosevelt maintains that the prim-
ary responsibility to see that es-
pionage is kept under watch is that
of the FBI. However, he would
favor a Congressional committee
to do that kind of job rather than
to decide what Is Un-American.

'The right to dissent is central
to democracy and to America's
position in the world. Twenty-five
years ago, people called the Social
Security Act socialistic; If the
committee were around, they
would have branded the President
of the United States Un-Ameri-
can."

Frank S. Meyer

The Spring Critical Issues Con-
ference, to be held Tuesday, May
9, and Wednesday, May 10, will

feature the controversial movie
put out by the House Un-American
Activities Committee, "Operation

Abolition."

Coming to defend the movie and
the House Committee will be Pul-

ton Lewis, III, whose voice will be
heard narrating the movie. Speak-
ing for those who wish to abolish

the Committee will be Howard S.

Whiteside, a Boston attorney who
has been a counsel for the Amer-
ican Civil Liberties Union. The two
will debate the merits of the film

and of the Committee. After the

debate, questions from the au-
dience will be welcomed. "Bud''

Wednesday evening Frank S.

Meyer, author of the recent Fund
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Leading to Degree of LL.M.

New Term Commences September 18, 1961
{
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LUCKY STRIKE PRESENTS:

DeaR.1)R:?RS0D:
DR. FROOD'S THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: BEWARE OF SUBLIMINAL ADVERTISING!
LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE

Dear Dr. Frood: I've been reading a great deal about

automated teaching devices. Hov\( long w\\ it be be-

fore they come up with machines to replace profes-

sors? Professor

DEAR PROFESSOR: Just as soon as they get one that

can rap the knuckles of a sleeping student, give

humiliating answers to foolish questions and spring

surprise tests whenever it happens to be in a bad

mood.

Dear Dr. Frood: In the four years I've been at this

college I've done some pretty horrible things. I am
guilty, for instance, of i^^BHBB^BBl into and

around the home of Professor mmi^^. I'm also

ashamed of ^^i^^B^^Bi the Board of Regents,

and completely ^^l^^^^^ the campus police-

man's ^^m. But the worst thing I did was^H
i^^Bi after hiding all night in the ^^^Bl^^H.
Can I, in good conscience, even accept a diploma

from dear old i

Dear Dr. Frood: My problem is fat, stubby fingers.

As a result, I am exceedingly awkward with my hands.

My manual dexterity Is so poor, in fact, that I can't

even get a Lucky pack open. What can I do?
Fingers

DEAR FINGERS: Simply strap ordinary sewing needles

along both of your index fingers. Now cup the Lucky

pack in your hands, grasp the little red tab In your

teeth, and yank. Next, place the pack on a flat surface

and secure it between two unabridged dictionaries.

Then, with the right-hand needle, carefully, carefully

carve a one-lnchsquare opening at the top right-hand

corner. Finally, place the points of the needles firmly

against the sides of a Lucky and lift. That's all there

is to it. A word of warning though: Try to be careful

when shaking hands.

DEAR I I
: You can if you send $500

in unmarked bills to Dr. Frood, Box 2990, Grand Cen-

tral Station, New York 17, N. Y. If you don't, I'll print

your letter without the little black lines.

Dear Dr. Frood: Don't you thin

and girl to marry while they're

DEAR SOC: Yes, they should

at least wait until recess.

k it's wrong for a

still in school?

Soc. Major

boy

THE HANDWRITING IS ON THE WALL, says Dr. Frood. Or, more exactly, on the

blackboard. It's appearing on college blackboards everywhere: "College students

smoke more Luckies than any other regular." Why is this statement showing up on

college blackboards? Because I am paying agents to put it there. For you must

remember that Luckies are t_he cigarette with taste-the emphatic toasted taste. Try

a pack of Luckies today.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some fasfg for a change/

Ptoduct of L^J^^muiettn Jv^uxo-^nynn^— Jaikueo- is our middle nam

for the Republic book The Mould-
ing of Communists, will deliver a
lecture, based on the book, entitled

'The Dynamics of Internal Com-
munism." He win explain how
Communists Infiltrate govern-
ments, how they organize their

cells and attempt to overthrow a
country.

O'l.r.cik
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(Hift BlUxumB IB, ftorb Williams lopped 6-3 By ll. Mass

SPORTS Visitor's Connolly Yields Five HiuSPORTS
Vol. LXXIV Wednesday, May 3, 1961 No. 20 by Steve Birrell

liurlei- Ed Connolly pitched the University of Ma.ssachusetts to a 6-3 victory over the Williams

l)a.sel)all team at Weston Field on Thursday. The UMass southiiavv tossed a neat five-hitter, limiting

the Ephs to one run in the fifth and two in the ninth iiuiinn.

Ihe Kednien got all of their runs in the second and third innings off starting and losing pittlier

Art Moss. This was Moss' first

Finn Fogs racingr to first in Tliursday's UMass. game.

Netmen Crush Colgate; Remain Undefeated;

Maroons Win Only Two Sets In 9-0 Rout
is not known at present whether
they can be rescheduled. There is

a match with Harvard scheduled
to be played there on Wednesday,
May 3.

The Williams vai'slty tennis

team continued its perfect season

by defeating Colgate 9-0 last

Thursday in WllUamstown. Coach
Clarence Chaffee was surprised by
the relatively easy victory over

Colgate, which was repwrted to

have a strong team.

Scores Lopsided

Bob Mahland and John Botts

typified the set scores of the sin-

gles matches with each winning
6-1, 6-2. In the entire singles mat-
ches only two sets were surren-

dered to the Maroons, and sim-

ilarly only one was given up in

the doubles.

Co-captains Bruce Brian and
Clyde Buck both won their singles

matches with set scores of 6-2 and
6-3. They teamed up for the doub-

les to slam Doo and Rankin by

scores of 6-4 and 6-0. Botts and
Mahland won their doubles 6-2

and 6-3.

The matches with Wesleyan
scheduled for last Saturday were

called off due to heavy rain. It

Eph
Squad

Lacrosse Whips

Of ' Old Men '

Conditioning was the main dif-

ference as Williams whipped a

squad from the Boston Lacrosse

Club, 8-3, here on Saturday in a

cold rain. Held to a 2-2 tie at

halftime, the younger Ephs pull-

ed away in the second half from

their experienced but tired visitors.

The Club, one of several

throughout the country, is made
up of former college stars living

In the Boston area. Included a-

mong those not making the trip

were three former Williams stars,

Dick Gallop, '60, Roggie Dank-
meyer, '60, and Hal McCann, '60,

who is now a lacrosse coach. Billy

Morrall, three-time AU-American
at Johns Hopkins, was also miss-

ing from the team.

Coach Bill McHeru'y, although

displeased with his team as a

whole, singled out goalie Pete

Stanton for praise. Stanton came
up with 24 saves, which is as many
shots as the entire Williams team
got off.

.SLORIM; .Sl.M.VIARV:
HiKk (Wms) df. R„ck.iWlow 6-3, 6-2.
Buns (Wins) J(. R.,i,kii, (,.|. 6-2.
Biian (Wnu) df. Fiskc 6-2, 6-3.
Mahland (Wms) df, Kdwards 6-1. 6-2,
Shaw (Wms) df. Dcio 6-2. 4-(i. (.-4,

BdiIs and Mahland (Wms) ,il, RiuVaf jllcit

and Fiskc 6-2. 6-3.
firian and Buck (Wms) df. Doo and Rankii

6-4. 6-0.

GiKl.lard and Shan- (Wms) df, Kilvvards ai
/ciman 3-6. 6-3, 6-2.

setback of the season. He has won
one game.

The Eph batsmen picked up a

run in the fifth as George Maye.-

doubled, took third on a wild pitc i.

and scored on an infield oi;t by
Unrry Lum. Williams added two
more in the ninth on a bizarre

.1 :o.uence of misplays by the UMa.ss
(defense. Finn Fogg doubled to

opL,n the Eph offensive. Mayer
bounced an infield single to the
pitcher, who, attempting to nip
.;.c already Eph shortstop at first,

t'.irew the ball over the first base-
man s head, with Fogg scoring on
the play. Mayer, rounding second
and speeding toward third, drew
a hurried peg from the first base-
man, who threw past his third
sacker, allowing Mayer to trot in
home from third.

Mayer Hitting at .433 Clip

Mayer was again the standout
Williams' stickman as he knocked
out a single, a double, and a tri-

ple, for the second straight game.
The sophomore infielder is the
team's leading hitter, batting at a
.433 clip and having seven rbi's to
his credit.

Coach Bobby Coombs' charges,
now 3-3 for the season, were rain-
ed out Saturday against Wesleyan.
They travel to Dartmouth Thurs.

Eph Judo Club Loses To MIT 127-37
In First U. S. Intercollegiate Tournament

By Franic Eyster

The first Intercollegiate Judo
Tournament in the United States
saw Williams lose to an experienc-
ed M.I.T. team 127-37. Competi-
tion consisted of every man
matching skills with each of the
six men on the opponents' team.
The M.I.T. men were all white
belts, but several are to compete
for their browns in coming tourna-
ments. Williams was hampered by
inexperience and weakened by the

loss of Tim Oliphant, Alex Branch,
and Steve Matchett, all holders of

green belts.

Captain Dwight Bunce, holder of

a second brown belt, won four out

of his six matches to give Wil-

liams 20 points. Paul Gleason won

Eph Sailors Finish Sixth

Three disqualifications in ten

races tell the tale of Williams"

sixth place finish in the Coast

Guard Bowl Dinghy Elimina-

tions held Sunday under blue

skies at Dartmouth. The three

best teams, MIT, Boston Uni-

versity, and Boston College, In

that order, will compete in New
London soon for the New Eng-
land championship. The two
Williams entries were skipper

Van Archer with Buck Crist

crewing, and skipper Bill
Reeves and crewman Dave
Hamblen. This was the first

outing for these two particular

teams.

Frosh Goli Downs Hotchkiss, 5-2;

'64 Ephs Lose In Tennis, Baseball
The Williams freshmen golf

squad salvaged a win against

Hotchkiss Saturday, after the ba-
by Eph tennis and baseball teams
both absorbed losses in Thursday
afternoon competition.

Golf Wins. 5-2

Playing under cloudy skies on
the Hotchkiss course, the visitors

came back strong to take the last

five matches and the meet by a
5-2 score. Winners for Williams

were Hank Winner, Gary Clifford,

Dick Greenlee, Bob Keidel, and
Tom Klug. The frosh now have a
1-1 record.

Tennis Loses, 6X-2K

Deerfleld posted a 6S-2)4 victory

over the Williams freshmen tennis

squad, with Frank Thayer and
Bruce Blrgbauer the only singles

winners for the Ephmen. The
Thayer-Blrgbauer duo halved its

doubles match when called be-

cause of darkness. Saturday's

scheduled match against Wesleyan
was postponed by the wet weather
in WiUlamstown.

Baseball Downed, 5-1

The Williams '64 baseball team
absorbed Its second defeat of the

season at the hands of the UMass
freshmen, 5-1, last Thursday on
the Cole Field diamond. Bob Den-
ham's single with two out in the

ninth scored Bob Wagner with

the Ephs' only run. It was also

Williams' only hit of the game.
Chuck Hulton, Jeff Silver, and
John Bose pitched for the Eph-
men, with Hulton receiving the

loss.

The Wesleyan game scheduled
for Saturday at Williams was
called off because of the weather. Wednesday

his first match to add another
five points. The remaining points
were won for Williams on near
throws. M.I.T. forced most of
the matches to the mat, where
they showed a definite advantage
in skill and experience.

Bunce, Vaughan Lead Group
The growing popularity of the

sport resulted in the founding of
the Williams College Judo Club in
March of this year. The officers
are Dwight Bunce, President,
Mike Vaughan, Vice President,
Rick Arms, Secretary, and Alex
Branch, Treasurer. Other com-
petitors include Gleason, Paul
Crissey, and Roger Chaffee. The
Club will apply for membership in
the Shufu Judo Yudanshakai, the
official judo association in the
eastern United States. Once a
member, they will join Army,
Navy,, UConn, Harvard, and M.I.T.
in being eligible to participate in
officially-sanctioned tournaments
a(nd to earn the various judo
ranks.

Freshman Lacrosse

Topples Choate 11-4
Led by Tim Baker's five goals,

the undefeated freshmen lacrosse
team romped over Choate last

Saturday 11-4. Pouring rain and a
muddy field failed to stop the
Ephs as they dominated the game
for the entire four periods.

Attackman Baker, easily out-
manuverlng the Choate defense,

opened the scoring with two goals

on shots from just outside the
crease. Snuffy Leach and Fred
Tuttle quickly followed suit with
one goal apiece. Choate failed to

maintain a sustained attack at
any time during the first quarter
and Williams kept the ball in

their opponents' zone for nearly

all of the period. The next 16 min-
utes, however, saw a determined
Choate team come back to score

two goals, but Williams raised its

score to seven on tallies by Baker
and Dave Gruendel.

In the second half, speedy Hen-
ry Terrell bounced a 15-footer past

a mud-hampered Choate goalie,

followed by an additional goal by
Baker. A hustling Choate squad
scored two goals In the final

frame but Leach and Bill Bachle
matched these with goals for Wil-
liams.

In an attempt to avenge last

year's lone defeat, the freshmen
meet a strong Deerfleld squad on

Lphi.' George .^lajer being tagged out at home while trying to

stretch a triple into a homer In tlie UMass. game.

Golfers Win 3 Matches, Tie 4th7

Williams, Trinity Win In Quad Meet
In spite of the inclement wea-

ther the Williams golf squad waji

able to garner three victories and
one tie in matches last week.

The Williams and Trinity link-

sters both came out on top in a

quadrangular meet with A.I.C. and
Springfield at Trinity last Thurs-

day. The Ephmen downed both
the Maroons and the Aces by i-

dentical scores of 6 and one half

to one-half. Trinity took the same
teams also by identical scores, 6

to 1.

Trinity and Williams tied 3 and
one-half to 3 and one-half, and
as a result they shared the win.

The reason for the odd score was
that darkness forced the termin-

ation of Walt Stevenson's match
at the end of eighteen holes with

the total all even.

Jim Watts, playing number
three for the Ephmen, took me-

dalist honors with a 76.

Beat MIddlebury 6!i-li

The Williams golfers easily

downed an undermanned Middle-

bury squad 6)2 to !i in a rain dren-

ched contest held on the Tacon-

ic Golf Course last Saturday. The
real excitement of the day came
as Ephman George Kilborn, who
was four down at the end of nine,

shot a 37 on the back nine to

take his match two and one. The
only MIddlebury tally was provid-

ed by Panther Jim Fryberger who
halved his match with Jim Watts.

Again darkness forced the call-

ing of the contest with the score

all even at the end of eighteen.

COPvniGHT (C) l<3f>l. THE COCA COLA COMPANY COCA COLA AND COKC ARE RFCISTCREP TRAPgMARKS

|r.v??



^^^^^LH^y^^''^^'«e HappierHuntingA t Houseparties
1 This Spring Houseparties may
liot be the biggest, the best, or
have the finest weather in the his-
iory of Williams, but it will cer-
tainly be the most blatantly ded-
icated to rock and roll. Bobby and
the Bishops will be the main draw
at the All-College Dance, and rhy-
thm and blue recording star Lloyd
Price win be the feature at the
Saturday night show.

The Houseparty Committee, bow-
ing to campus opinion as surveyed
this winter, has done away with
the traditional "big-name" band
lor Friday night. This will be the
third consecutive houseparty that
Bobby and the Bishops has been
^ campus attraction, but the first
•hat they have gained top billing.
The Route Two Tooters. Williams'
own dixieland group and consis-

, ^, „ , .X J „ .... **"•• Bermuda vacation favorite,
Dibble Hayes, left and Sue Mil- ,,, . , ,,

burn as two Hollywood starlets in *"' °°-'='^ ^^^"^ "P w'th swinging

I lie Spring Show. music in another vein.

Lloyd Price

Lloyd Price is recognized as one
of the hottest record-selling at-

tractions In the popular field to-

day. Since his first recording in

1953, "Lawdy Miss Clawdy" (Im-

mediately released by Elvis Pres-
ley), he has risen along with the

then-beginning genre of rock and
roll with four million sellers now
to his credit: "Stagger Lee," "I'm,
Gonna Get Married," "Lady Luck ',

and "Personality."

Currently on the ABC-Para-
mount label, Lloyd is augmenting
his wide circle of fans with per-

sonal appearances at Rock and

Roll Shows in city auditoriums

and college campuses around the

country. Backed up by a fourteen-

plece orchestra, he puts on a live-

ly show that never slackens in

rhythm or entertainment.

Emphasis has decidedly fixed it-

self on rock and roll at fraternity

parties also. The groups for the
weekend vie in their diversity of

names from "The Individuals,"

"Del Rays," "The Zebras." and
"The Mldnighters" to "Wild Man
Davis," "The Fallouts," and "Joey
Dee and the Starllters.'' The clas.-.

of '64 has itself produced both a

band, "The Shakes," and a sing-

ing group, "The Inebrl-8," dedi-

cated to new and wilder sounds

for the campus this houseparties.

AMT Musical

Tonight and tomorrow night,

tlie College Musical, "The Happier

Hunting Ground," which debuted

yesterday, will again be offered.

Written by Chuck Webb and Mike
Small, the Cap and Bells produc-

tion stars Williams men and Benn-

ington lovelies.

Recording artist, Lloyd Trice will

perform in Chapin Saturday night.
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Critical Issues Shows HUAC Film

Tuesday," Meyer Speaks Wednesday
Tuesday and VVcdncisday nif^ht the Critical Issues Committee will present its annual Spring

prognun, tiiis year dealing with "(Communism in the U. S. A."

'I'lie fir.st night at 8:15 in Jesup Hall, the controversial "Operation Abolition" will be shown
and defended by Fulton Lewis, III, tlic narrator of the film. Opposing him and speaking for those who
wish to abolish the HUAC will be Howard S. Whiteside, a Boston attorney who has been a counsel

for the American Civil Liberties Union. Moderating this debate on the merits of the HUAC and
the film will bo Vincent Harnett, A. Barton Hepburn Professor of Government. After the debate,

(|uestioiis from the audience will be welcomed.
Wednesday night, at 8:15 Frank S. Meyer, book editor of the National Revieiv and author of

the recent Fund for the Republic

book. The Moulding of Commu-
nLsts will deliver a lecture based

on the book, entitled "The Dyna-
mics, of Internal Communism."
He will explain how Communists
infiltrate governments, how they

organize, and how they execute

their plans for revolution. Again

there will be a question period fol-

lowing the lecture.

"Operation Abolition", the main
bone of contention about the prac-

tices of the House Un-American
Activities Committee, has met
with a predominantly hostile re-

action at various schools in the

East, including Harvard and Wes-
leyan. It has been shown in priv-

ate audiences to over a million

people and to countless more
through Television.

Meyer was in the Communist
Party In this country until he

dropped out in 1948. Since then he

and colleges, including Yale, Ox-
ford, Cambridge, and the Univ. of

Chicago. Educated at Princeton

and Oxford, with graduate work at

the University of London and the

University of Chicago, he now
writes a column in the National

Review entitled "Principles and

Heresies."

Williams Director Of

Health, Dr. T. Vrmy,

New Pres. Of ACHA
Dr. Thomas V. Urmy, Director

of Health at Williams College

since 1946, was installed as pres-

ident of the American College

Health Association on the morn-
ing of Saturday, April 29.

The formal investiture took

place at the Park Shelton Hotel

In Detroit, Michigan, where the

American College Health Associa-

tion was holding its thirty-ninth

annual meeting. The meeting op-

ened and culminated Saturday
night.

Dr. Urmy. a native of Mend-
ham, N. J., received his Sc. B.

from Princeton in 1921 and his

M. D. from Harvard In 1926. He
entered private practice In in-

ternal medicine In Boston from
1930-1942, and then spent the war
years of 1942-1946 In the Army
Medical Corps where he attained
the rank of lieutenant colonel be-
fore coming to Williams.

Cluett CenterPresents
Charles Myers OfMIT

By Bill UUman

Wednesday night, in a lecture

sponsored by the Cluett Center.
Professor Charles A. Myers of

MIT discussed the problems of

labor and management in India.

"India", he said, "is faced with
the problem of almost complete
economic development. Its pop-
ulation is 70* agrarian and, until

recently, has employed only the

most primitive farming methods."
The newly autonomous govern-

ment of 1946 was faced with not
only the normal problems of es-

tablishing a functioning govern-
ment but also of developing an ec-

onomy for an illiterate populace.

Laissez-faire, was unsuitable be-

Berkshire Symphony Closes Series

In Concert Featuring Guest Cellist
The Berkshire Community Sym-

i
Also on the program Monday

phony Orchestra will conclude its night will be works by Beethoven

sixteenth season Monday, May 8,
' and Debussy. Subscribers will be

at 8:30 p.m. in Chapin Hall. As- admitted by presenting series I cause the capitalists would natur-

slstant Professor Thomas Oris- ' passes or individual tickets, a- 1 ally seek the highest profits with

wold of the music department will vailable at the door. no regard for what was necessary

conduct the third presentation of

the orchestra's subscription series.

!

Guest Soloist
|

George Finckel, cellist, will be 1

the guest soloist in a performance i

of Ernest Bloch's "Schelomo," sub-

titled "an Hebraic Rhapsody for

cello and orchestra." It evokes the

splendor and sensuality of King
Solomon's court, and symbolizes

his religious devotion through

Jewish liturgical motifs. Finckel

calls it "the finest cello piece ever

written."

Mr. Finckel, currently teaching

at Bennington College, has enjoy-

ed a wide variety of musical ac-

tivities in this country and abroad.

A graduate of the Eastman School

of Music, he has been first cellist

of the Rochester Philharmonic

Orchestra, and toured widely with

the Stradivarious and Estival

Quartets. He has played as a

soloist on many college campuses.

Finckel spent his sabbatical leave

in Florence this season and will

make a series of six appearances

with the Vermont State Sym-
phony.

Ash Crosby, Dianne Litman, Fete Qualntance portray a secene l^rom

The Firstborn, presented in Bennington last Monday and in Williams-
town on Friday and Saturday.

New Rock n Roll Singing Group, '64's
' Inebri-8

'

To Entertain For Five Houses, Tonight, Tomorrow
Continuing the presentation of

new singing groups at Williams,

we Introduce Inebrl-8. In con-

trast to some units that have been

formed this year, these eight mem-
bers of the class of '64 are basical-

ly a rock-'n-roU group.

Making their debut singing for

the freshman at Winter Housepar-

ties, the Inebri-8 have since In-

creased their activities, perform-

ing at Smith College and Ra-Har's

in Northampton, and at D. U. here

last Sat. evening. Next weekend

they are engaged to sing for five

fraternity parties: A. D. on Fri-

day: K. A. - Chi Psl, Psl U. -

Deke, St. A's. and Beta on Sat-

urday.

The group has been together , oldle-but-goodle" type of song,

only since after Christmas vaca- ', Their favorites include "In the
tlon but they have developed a

]
Still of the Night", "Speedo", and

smooth style from their ability to

sing well together. Although they

have no mu.sical accompaniment,
their background is quite good.

The outstanding aspect of the In-

ebri-8 however. Is their mode of

presentation. They really enjoy

singing together and this feeling

is conveyed to the audience

throughout their entire perform-

for continued economic develop-
ment and stability. The result was
a mixed economy of government
and private enterprise which could
be directed by the government.
Since its independence, India

has adopted three "five year
plans". During the first two the
nation showed a 20% increase in
per capita Income. The goal of
the current plan is to achieve a
rise equal to that of the combined
total of the first two plans. Wes-
tern experts. Professor Myers in-
cluded, are somewhat skeptical
of this optimism especially since
the rise of the first ten years can
be largely attributed to favorable
agricultural conditions. Professor
Myers concluded his survey of
Contemporary India by stating
that it was in a state similar to
what W. W. Rostow referred to as
the "take off period".
After presenting this back-

ground, Professor Myers then pro-
ceeded to discuss the particular
problems of Labor and Manage-
ment. He stated that although the
industrial force comprises only 12
millions of the nation's 438 mil-
lion people, they are, nevertheless,
extremely important to the na-
tion's economy.

Approximately one quarter of
the nation's labor force is affilia-

ted with the labor union move-
ment. Although, these unions are
loosely composed, there is a great
deal of serious inter-union rival-
ry. Because of this inter-union ri-

valry, and because the unions
struck when their demands were
not met, the new government was
faced with many serious delays
in Industrial output. In response
to this a policy of compulsory gov-
ernment arbitration was establish-

ed.

One of the largest problems fac-

ing any backward nation seeking
to develop Industrially is obtain-
ing assurances that the people will

assume the personal sacrifices

necessary for the formation of
large capital reserves. India solv-

ed this problem by allowing the
workers to assume a degree of
control and ownership in indus-
try.

ance.

"Oldie bat Goodie''

According to two of their group,

the Inebrl-8 tends toward "the

"Walkin' Along". These are not
presented In routine form.
The Incbrl-8 include: Basses-

Bill Prakken. Tom Tarbox; Bari-
tones - Nick Foster, Tom Stltes

First Tenors - Jack Beecham,
Bob Denham; Second Tenors -

Bob Leroy, Marc Smith.

Immediate plans are to expand
their repertoire and establish a
name. Unfortunately poor geo-
graphical distribution prevents the
singers from working together
during the summer, but come fall

they will be back in full stride.

Weekend Sports Events

The schedule of home ath-
letic events for the Spring
Houseparties weekend will In-

clude the following:

Friday
Varsity track vs Wesleyan, 4:00
Frosh baseball vs Windham,

4:00

Saturday
Varsity baseball vs Amherst,

2:30

Varsity gclf vs Holy Cross, 2:00
Rugby vs Westchester
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Review

Cow Adds Humor To Weekend
By Irv Marcus

The Purple Cow, "published
sporadically by the students of

Williams College," has once again
been published sporadically and
is now being sold sporadically to

an audience which will read it

sporadically, but will find it con-
stantly humorous and continually

entertaining. Editor Henry DeZut-
ter and his staff have drawn upon
the literary and artistic talents

of the sons of Ephriam—ever find-

ing fresh ways to lampoon the

college, the nation, and mankind
to produce a magazine bound to

have readers alternately holding

their sides in raucous guffaws
and covering their mouths to hide

malicious snickers.

Prep School Confidential

The piece de resistance of this

Spring 1961 issue, and rightly so,

is senior Chuck Webb's incisive

"All My Love," more accurately

labeled. Prep School Confidential,

asking that most important ques-

tion, how can a girl from a small

furniture store find happiness

with a preppy if she is only 99

and 44/lOOths per cent pure.

Written as a series of letters over

a three month period, this story

cuts social and ethnic barriers to

provide chuckles at the expense
of people we have all known and
know and possibly are. With great

imagination, skill, and biting wit,

Webb pours himself into the roles

of the preppy, the jock, the em-
inently successful and rest>ectable

and "devoutly" Catholic lawyer,

the Jewish bourgeois merchant,
the "by the book" headmaster al-

ways willing to make concessions

in lieu of generous contributions.

"All My Love," alone, is worth

the price of the magazine.

Continued on Page 3, Col. 4

Review
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FIRSTBORN
On Monday night, May 1, the

Washington Gladden Society gave

a poignant performance of Chris-

topher Pry's religious drama, The
Firstborn, at St. Peter's Church in

Bennington.
Why does The Firstborn, which

is built around the familiar story

of Moses and the Pharaoh a I the

time of the Plagues, have such

powerful intensity? Fry has in-

terpreted this old story in a com-
pletely new light. It is no longer

a conllict of oppressed versus op-

pressor, of right versus wrong. As
one of the characters in the play

remarks, "What you thought was
cluld's play, black and white, is

a problem of many sides." Pry at-

tempts to show that both Jews
and Egyptians alike are capable

of evil—and more important, both

are capable of good.

Perplexed Characters
Each of the principal charac-

ters in the play is beset with in-

ner doubts and tensions. Tlie

Pharaoh, Seti II, played admir-
ably by Feter Quaintance, is

caught up in a conflict between
his conscience and his authority.

Inwardly he is an honest ruler,

unwilling to play the part of a
ruthless despot. He despises his

role, and at the end of the play
gives his throne over to his son,
Rameses, whose hands are "less

calloused with enemies." The act-
ing of Ash Crosby, who portrayed
the part of Rameses, was full of
youthful innocence and vigour. He
too is in a bewildered state. Trem-
bling on the brink of manhood,
he constantly wavers between duty
toward his father and sympathy
for the Hebrews.

Even Moses, as Pi-y conceives
him, is a man of many doubts,
who feels the need to question

Continued on Page 3, Col. 5

MUSICAL
By Ash Crosby

Last nlglit, at the Adam's Mem-
orial Theatre, the "Preview Per-

formance" of The Happier Hunt-

ing Ground was presented before a

small but enthusiastic audience.

Ilie play, suggested by Evelyn

Waugh's The Loved One, was
written by Charles Webb, while

tlie music and lyrics were contri-

outed oy Michael amall.

Despite various technical diffi-

culwe.i and a pace tliat was at

times embarrassingly slow during

the first Act, ilie production was
a success. Mucli ol the credit for

this should be given to Small,

wliose original music and lyrics

were barely short ol professional

standards. The book, however, did

not fare as well, for while Webb
undoubtedly had a line talent for

capturing many of tlie "character"

parts, his overall sense of dram-
atic structure was weak. Within

the scenes themselves the dialogue

was oltoii loose, and the play as

a whole followed a non-sequitur

pallern. Webb also had difficulty

in characterizing his major parts.

Both Dennis, the hero, and Mary,

the love-interest, as roles were

flat, and it was mostly to the

credit of the performers that they

remained intact throughout. Nev-

ertheless, Webb did create some

excellent moments, specifically a-

mong the supporting roles. The
characters of Randolph (the effe-

minate studio assistant), Norman
(a. would-be actor), Howard Uhe

tourist), Almee ithe "Truth-seek-

ing" actress), and Sam <thc di-

rector) were well conceived and

executed.

It would be difficult to single

out individual performances a-

mong a cast so totally enthusiastic

as this one was, but credit must be

given to a few. Among these, Bet-

WALDEN THEATRE

Friday - Saturday 7:15 & 9:15
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ty Aberlin as Mary Seely, the her-
oine, overcame the play's weakest
characterization to give an en-
chanting performance. As an ac-

tress, a dancer, and a singer, MLss
Aberlin brought light to a dull

part and produced one of the

show's best scenes with her .solo

rendition of "I have dreamed this

dream too long." A second fine

performance was given by Wood A.

Lockhart in the role of the heio.

However, he also had to overcome
a poor characterization, and it

was unfortunate that both of the

show's lead roles should have been
the weakest dramatically. Yet

Lockhart, with his Rex Harrison

approach and fine talent, raised

his part well above the mere toil

it might have been.

In supporting roles Bob Mar
rin's portrayal of Randolph cams
quite close to upsetting the bal-

ance of the whole show, for here

the author and actor wore not

working at cross purposes. Webb
had created a brilliant caricature,

and Marrin developed it excellent-

ly. Never out of character and al-

ways exhibiting great stage pres-

ence, he could do no wrong. Sim-
ilarly Tovi Kratovil and Skip
Chase, in their roles as the tourist

and director, were given some of

the author's best material, and
both performed well although
without the subtlety of Marrin
Among the other members of

the cast John Czarnowski as Nn-
man, and Debby Hayes, Muffy
Jeppson, and Susan Milburn as

actresses performed more than ad-

equately in less exciting yet en-

joyable roles. Lynn Goldberg as

Aimee, in a more difficult Mle,

was perhaps too subtle with some
of the play's best lines, yet as

characters both she and liiU

French deserve credit. Phil .-'b-

rams also deserves mention, 10-
viding much entertainment in

many roles portraying himseli
In general, the performance \ as

enjoyable throughout, and wh it-

ever flaws there were were o\ v-

come by the enthusiasm of he

cast. Somehow Robert Mathi ,«,

the director, managed to comb ne

entertainment and good sense of

theatre, and much of the cri lit

for the show should be given him.

Summing up: a success v.it,h

qualifications.
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Jhree Eph Folksters,

Bluegrass Specialists,

Sing At Yale Festival
Three Williams students, who

doiilJle as Berkshire versions of

pelf Seeger sans political affilia-

tions, have been invited with a-

boul one hundred other strum

-

mors from all over the country to

pariicipate in a hootinany. The oc-

casiiin for the merrymaking is the

aiiiiiial Indian Neck Polk Pesti-

vnl at Branford, Connecticut. The
fesiival win take place on May
4, b. and 6.

Snow, Dawes and Benford

B iden Snow '64, Bill Dawes
'64 iiid Mac Benford '62 comprise

till lolk trio. They specialize In

the bluegrass and mountain" var-

ieti' . of folk music, and have been

api iiring regularly at the Left

J^^y««n» Economics Professor At Harvard,
Will Discuss Problems Of Industrialization
Professor Carl Kaysen, profes-

sor of economics at Harvard Uni-
versity, will give a talk on "prob-
lems of industrial organization In
newly developing countries" on
Monday. May 8, at 8:00 p.m In
3 Griffin Hall. The public is Invi-
ted.

Bank Coffee House on Water St.
The invitation serves as a tes-

tament to the competance of the
three as a limited number are Is-
sued. The festival is run by stu-
dents at Yale, and Is for profes-
sional entertainers as well as the
few college singers who are in-
vited. The judicious blending of
amateurs and professionals is ex-
pected to produce a wild and mel-
odic three day "hoot".

QaCampus with

M^Mnan
{Author of"I Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many

Loves of Dobie Gillis," etc.)

OLD GRADS NEVER DIE

In just a matter of weeks many of you will be graduating—
especially seniors.

You are of course eager to go out in the great world where

opportunities arc limitless and deans nonexistent. At the same
time your liearts are heavy at tiie thought of losing touch with

so many classmates you iiavc come to know and love.

It is my pleasant task today to assure you that graduation

need not mean losing touch with classmates; all you iiave to do

is join the Alumni Association imd every year you will receive

u lirifilit, newsy, eliatty bulletin, chock full of information about

all >uiit old IiikIiIks

ir^S krieco^^tit^iirmi

Oh, what a red-letter day it is at my house, the day the

Alumni Bulletin arrives! I cancel all my engagements, take the

phone off the hook, dismiss my chiropractor, put the ocelot

outside, and settle down for an evening of pure pleasure with

the Bulletin and (need I add?) a good supply of Marlboro

Cigarettes.

Whenever I am having fun, a Marlboro makes the fun even

more fun. That filter, that flavor, that pack or box never fails

to heighten my pleasure whether I am watching the television

or playing buck euchre or knitting an afghan or reading Mad

or enjoying any other fun-filled pursuit you might name—ex-

cci)t, of course, spearfisliing. But then, how much spearfishing

does one do in Clovis, New Mexico, where I live?

But I digress. Let us return to my Alumni Bulletin and let

me quote for you the interesting tidings about all my old friends

and classmates;

Well, fellow alums, it certainly has been a wing-dinger of a

year for all us old grads! Remember Mildred Cheddar and

Harry Camcmbert, those crazy kids who always held hands in

Econ II? Well, they're married now and living in Clovis, New

Mexico, where Harry rents spearfishing equipment and Mildred

has just given birth to a lovely 28-pound daughter, her second

in four months. Nice going, Mildred and Harry

!

Remember Jcthro Brie, the man we voted most likely to suc-

ceed? Well, old Jethro is still gathering laurels! Last week he

was voted "Motorman of the Year" by his fellow workers in

the Duluth streetcar system. "I owe it all to my brakcman,"

said Jethro in a characteristically modest acceptance speech.

Same old Jethro

!

Probably the most glamorous time of all us alums was had by

Francis Macomber last year. He went on a big game hunting

safari all the way to Africa! We received many interesting post

cards from Francis until he was, alas, accidently shot and killed

by liis wife and white hunter. Tough luck, Francis!

Wilma "Deadcyc" Macomber, widow of the late beloved

Francis Macomber, was married yesterday to Fred "Sureshot"

Quimby, white hunter, in a simple double-ring ceremony in

Nairobi. Good luck, Wilma and Fred!

Well, alums, that just about wraps it up for this year. Keep

'em flying I • >w mu sbuimu

OW gradi, new grads. undergrada. all agree: The beat new

nonniter cigarette in many a long year it the king-iize

Philip Morria Commander. Welcome aboard!

Professor Kaysen is a specialist
in the field of industrial organiza-
tion and an authority on the in-

dustrial goods market and on pol-
icy toward business. Recently he
has devoted a great deal of at-
tention to industrial development
in economically backward coun-
tries.

He worked for the government
during the war and was a Junior
Fellow at Harvard shortly after-
wards. Professor Kaysen Is the
author of several books and num-
erous articles on public policy to-
ward business. He spent the year
1959-60 in Greece, studying prob-
lems of economic aid and the or-
ganization of industry for more
effective development.
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His eye trained on Israel, G. L.

Rockwell (Informed sources tell

me this nom de plume belongs to

Bruce Friedman in collaboration

with the editor) stages a one man
blintzkrleg on the trial of Ger-

many's ace exterminator, entitled.

"The Eichmann Cometh ." Presen-

ted as a newspaper account of a

new quiz program, the article

turns a not-at-all funny subject

into an object of good-natured
laughter through outrageous puns
guaranteed not to offend the sen-

sitive Jew, the rabbid anti-Sem-

ite, or the dispassionate but in-

terested reader. This show is

bound to get top ratings in the

next Trendex polls.

Northside
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No More Lions

Robert Marrin's tale of a lion?

or puma? or tiger? in the big city,

"No More Lions," is likewise well

written and provides us with dis-

comforting laughs at the credi-

bility and cowardice of mankind
in this scientific and militarized

age. Armed to the teeth, our her-
oes ascend the hill to meet the
furry foe and find . . . Well, it's a
good story and I'd hate to spoil

it for you.

The Purple Cow also includes
an entertaining three part mono-
logue, "The Director," a behind
the scenes look at the man behind
the scenes—that is, really behind
the scenes, by talented freshman
C. Haskell Simonds, a poem, "Dog
Questions," by Ed Jarman, which
asks long overdue questions about
Williamstown canines; and regu-
lar feature, "I'd Rather See Than
Be . .

.

," collected news scraps
which tickle the funny bone. The
now traditional center fold pic-
;ure spread is devoted to zany
ihots of zany Williams men and
2any Bennington belles in this
year's zany Spring Musical, "The
Happier Hunting Ground."

Cartoons
The cartooning this spring Is

exceptional. Artists Chuck Tay-
lor, P. Cecil Baker, and Irv Mar-
cus !!!! have contributed clever
and well-drawn spoofs which make
you want to turn the page to get
the next.

The advertising, as usual, pro-
vides as many laughs as the copy,
forcing one to patronize just to
3ee who the idiots are who let

this crew "handle" their publici-

ty.

As an impartial, equitable, just,

unbiased, and objective review-
er, I recommend you buy the
Spring 1961 Purple Cow. It's only
thirty-five cents. You will love It.

Your date will love 11:—and love

you—and that's the point.

'The Firstborn'

Continued from Page 2, Col. 3

and even rationalize his beliefs. At
one point he suffers a momentary
spiritual death by losing faith in

God. But at the end of the play

he is resurrected when he comes
to the realization that man's life,

although often filled with grief,

will lead to eternal happiness if

grief is faced courageously. Ted
Rust's interpretation of the char-

acter of Moses was, on the whole,

quite keen and perceptive. But be-

cause of his youthful, lanky, Tony
Perkins—like appearance, he
somewhat lacked the stature and
awesomeness of a true Moses.

Rameses' Death

The high point in the play

comes in the final act with the

death of Rameses, Seti's firstborn

son. It is at this point that Fry's

message is communicated to the
audience through the words of

Moses: "Death was their question

to us, and our lives become their

understanding or perplexity, and
by living to answer them, we also

answer our own impermanence."
All three Bennington girls in

the cast turned in superb perfor-

mances, especially Diane Litman
in the difficult role of Anath.
The play was produced and

stage managed by Ash Crosby.
Credit must also be given to Clark
Hoby and King Sorensen, who
took care of the lighting.
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Mahland Chosen As
New B-Ball Captain
The election of Small College

All-American Bob Mahland as
captain of next year's team and
the announcement of four new
teams on the schedule were the
highlights of Tuesday night's bas-
ketball banquet at the Pour Acres
Restaurant. Mahland was the u-

nanimous choice for captain af-

ter leading the Ephs' greatest bas-
ketball team to a 22-3 record and
the Northeast Regional NCAA
Championship, as well as being
selected for the Associated Press
Small College All-America team.

Harvard, Columbia Added

Coach Al Shaw also announced
four new opponents for next sea-
son. For the first time Harvard
and Columbia will be facing the
Eph5, and Bates College rejoins
the schedule after several years'

absence. On December 28-29, the
Ephmen will compete in the Al-
bright College Tournament In

Reading, Pennsylvania.

Selection of next year's mana-
gers was announced after the pre-
sentation of letters to the twelve
lettermen and team's gift to

Coach Shaw. Judd Mather and
Bob Glover will be the varsity
managers next year and will be
assisted by Jim Brown. Brian King
was designated as freshmen man-
ager for the 1961-62 sea.son.

Donovan^s Two-Hitter
Stymies Springfield

With a foiirteen-liit attack to bolster the fine two-hit pitch-

in}; |H'rformance by Eph luirlcr John Donovan, the WiUiunis

ba.sehall team troui'iced 7-0 on wind-swept Weston Field, Wed-
nesday. In notching his first victory after several j^ood rehef

appearances, sophomore Donovan ~~

Taft Wins By 6-1 Score

Over '64 Golf Squad

walked two and struck out six,

The Eph batsmen garnered their

seven runs off three Springfield

pitchers. George Budrles, the star-

ter, was credited with the loss.

To open the Williams first,

Haeffner doubled. Smith walked,

and Fogg singled. Budrles, seized

with a fit of wildness, hit three

of the next four Eph batsmen he
I'ac^d, giving up three runs on two
hltr.. In the fifth, Lum walked and
Donovan bunted for a base hit.

Lum, rounding second, was thrown
out on the play. Ryan, Haeffnev,

and Captain Smith then singled

to add two more runs to the Eph
tally. Williams picked up single

runs in the seventh and eighth.
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ATTENTION CLASS OF '62!

Be sure to keep your appointment for your

senior pictures. The photographer will be in the

ABC Rooms of the S. U. Mon.-Fri. Call College

switchboard, Ext. 331 if you want your appoint-

ment changed.

A visiting Williams freshmen

golf squad was vanquished by a

tough and experienced Taft team,

6-1, on the latter's course Monday.
The Ephs' record now stands at

1-2, with two more matches and
the Little Three playoffs remain-

ing.

The only winner for Williams

vtAs Tom Klug, playing in the num-
ber five slot, who won by a 2-1

margin. The six Eph losses were

by tight scores and many were de-

cided on the last hole. Hank Win-

ner, Gary Clifford, Dick Greenlee,

and Bob Keidel all lost 1-up. Ted

Ebberts bowed 4-2, and Dave John-

son was downed 2-1.

Cdlfp fflltUtama
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Williams Lacrosse Thumps Dartmouth, ILS'

McHenry Cites Defense, 'Our Best Game'
The Williams varsity lacrosse

team, smarting from a 9-8 defeat

by Yale last week, took revenge

on the Ivy League and soundly

beat Dartmouth, 11-6, in Hanover
Wednesday.

The Ephs taok the lead in the
first eighteen seconds of the game
on a tally by Wendel Poppy as-

sisted by Bill Whlteford. With
seven minutes gone by in the first

period, Tom Bachman took a pass

from John Moi'an and slammed
it past the Dartmouth goalie to

put Williams ahead for good.

The second period opened with a
quick Dartmouth goal followed by
a tally for Williams on a shot by
Moran. The Indians were able to

Eph Tennis Drops 1st To Harvard
The Williams varsity tennis

team bowed to undefeated Har-

vard, 7-2, last Wednesday at Har-

vard. The match, the first loss in

the six contests played this season,

was played under unusual condi-

tions of wind and cold.

Most of the matches stretched

to three sets as the two teams

battled it out, but Harvard's super-

L
UPO

Quality Shoe ticpmr

At the Foot of Spring St.

iority at the net enabled them to

offset Williams' hustle. Co-cap-
tain Buck lost the first match to

Bowtich who was ranked number
one in the New England Men's
division last year. John Botts, our
number two man, narrowly lost to

Sullivan, the top New England
junior last year. Bob Mahland,
playing fourth against Smith, was
close right down to the end of
the third set. Ned Shaw, undefeat-
ed this season in singles play, was
the only singles winner for Wil-
liams. His match also took three

sets to decide.
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.
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Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!

The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a

unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to

make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with

a pure white outer filter— to balance tlie flavor elements in the smoke.
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Freshman Committee

Oilers Voting Reform
A committee appointed by fresh-

man class president, Reggie Ray,

has submitted a proposal for elec-

tions reform In freshman class el-

ections.

The committee suggested that a

primary election replace the pre-

sent petition system. The problems

created by the petitions, it felt,

outweigh whatever advantages

they may have. Two objections lis-

ted by the proposal against the

status quo were the number of

candidates left In the running

wlien the class is asked to make
its choice of officers; and the

questionable mandate the officers

ot)taln from such a large field.

"The mandate of the winners is

usually uncertain and relatively

small," continued the proposal.

"The broad dispersion of votes of-

ten prevents a meaningful, and

perhaps an accurate reflection oi

class opinion."
Petition Problems

In election in which the num-
ber of freshmen seeking offices is

not great, said the committee, the

petition is only a formality. Each

will be ab's to obtain the requisite

forty signatures. But when the

number who take out petitions is

larger than the number who can

get the needed legitimate signa-

tures, new problems arise: Care

must be taken to check petitions

for illegal signatures; and the

signer, faced with the choice of

which candidates to support, can

be Influenced by personal pres-

sures

By substituting the primary for

the present petition, the commit-

tee argued, many of these prob-
lems could be virtually eliminated.
It was felt that the primary would
fill one of the roles of the peti-
tion in demonstrating candidates'
political support, but without
leaving a field of unmanageable
proportions.

Ballot and Mandate
At the same time the voter's

choice, said the committee, could
be exercised through the secret
ballot. By reducing the number
for the final election (the figure
recommended was six), the mem-
bers of the committee felt that
the winners would have a more
substantial and accurate mandate.

Not included in its written pro-
posal, but advanced by the com-
mittee, was the suggestion to nul-
lify the so-called bullet-ballot. Al-

so, the members deplored the un-
fair and demoralizing running tal-

ly kept in the last election. This
made electioneering and vote-get-

ting of various, but persuasive,

sorts, a concomitant of the ballot-

ing.

'62 Gargoyle, Purple

Key, Grosvenor Cup
Selections Thursday

Thursday will see the tapping
of members of the class of '62 for
Gargoyle, the selection of Purple
Key from the class of '63, and the
naming of this year's Grosvenor
Cup winner. The traditionally dra-
matic ceremony will take place on
the Science Quad at 4 p. m.

Gargoyle is a non-secret senior
society existing "to promote the
best interests of Williams College.''

The society's constitution provides
election of a representative group
of not more than 20 juniors ac-
cording to their "true worth," and
the "spirit which has characteriz-
ed their endeavors on behalf of
the college."

The Purple Key Society, compos-
ed of 15 juniors, is a service and
public relations organization which
works principally with the athletic

and admissions departments.

Tlie Grosvenor Memorial Cup
is awarded annually to the junior

who "best exemplifies the tradi-

tions of Williams." Last year's re-

cipient was Eric Widmer.

Meyer, Right'Wing Ex-Communist,

Talks On Internal Threat Tonight
Tonight the second half of the

spring Critical Issues Conference
will feature a lecture by Prank S.

Meyer entitled "The Dynamics of

Internal Communism", at 8:15 In

Jesup Hall.

Meyer will base his talk on the

ideas expounded in his recently re-

leased Fund for the Republic book,

Mandle, Wishard, Blume Head '62 GUL;

Look To Revamped Faculty Coverage, Art
Roger Mandle '63 has been nam-

ed editor-in-chief of the 1962 Gul.

Bill Wishard '63 and Jim Blume
'63 were named managing editor

and business manager, respective-

ly.

Other appointments were: Dave
Harris, advertising manager; Jim
McNabb, treasurer; Bruce Fried-

man, Bill Hoffman, Hugh Red-
ford, and Pete Obourn, associate

editors; Steve Franklin, photo-

graphy manager; Cecil Baker and
Ralph Mosely, art directors.

New Faculty Section

Mandle is planning to complete-
ly redo the faculty section. "I

want to make this section a little

more dramatic than It is." He
plans to do this by capturing more
of the Individual personalities of

the faculty members.
Next year's Gul will also see a

"more extensive use of good phot-
ographs." In order to get more
good pictures the Gul may run
a contest with a $25 to $50 prize

for the best photograph by a stu-

dent.

Advertising
An important innovation in the

advertising department will be an
attempt to get large block adver-

tisements from companies recruit-

ing on campus through the Place-

ment Bureau.
Mandle stressed "Every mem-

ber of the staff has been chosen
because we feel we can rely on
his responsibility." In the past,

he feels, an inordinate amount of

work has been left to the editor-

in-chief and managing editor be-

Student Pledges
The Williams Program has

reached a successful climax by a-

chleving its goal of $4,000,000.

Many of the 92% of Williams stu-

dents, however, who helped to

make the program successful, by
contributing and pledging over

$3,000, have not fulfilled their

pledges as of this time. Those who
still owe money are asked to turn
It over to the student solicitors.

cause of a lack of sense of respon-

sibility by other members of the

staff. In an effort to prevent this

Mandle will distribute responsi-

bilities and Important work a-

mong as many people as possible.

Soph Staff

This year's freshmen compels
who will be members of the soph-
omore staff next year are: Rob-
ert Summersgill, Larry Green,

The Moulding of Communists,
subtitled The Training of The
Communist Cadre (see Ed Volk-
man's review of the book on page
two). The speech will be follow-

ed by an audience questioning

period.

A Former Communist

Meyer is presently book editor

of William Buckley's ultra-conser-

vative magazine National Review,
and is an editorial adviser of

Modern Age. He is presently com-
pleting a book on the foundations

of conservative thought. Why
Freedom?
The lecturer was educated at

Princeton and Balliot College, Ox-
ford. He did graduate work at the

London School of Economics and
the University of Chicago. During
his undergraduate years he be-

came a Communist, and over the

course of a decade and a half

participated in that movementChuck Heller, Clint Scoble, Jon
Flnklestein, Lisle Baker, Gavin i both in England and the United

Spence, Henry Gwiazda, Bill Irv- ' States. He served in the Army in

ing, Carl Marcus, Dennis Helms, ; World War II, and after the war
and Victor Youritzin, editorial

j

broke sharply and publicly with

staff; John Anderson and Jon ' Communism. There followed a

Weiss, art staff; Dick Dunn, Wal- seven-year period of retirement

ter Lapham, and Steve Matchett, ! and reconsideration of the founda- I pendent on politics, that Is the ev

business staff. 1 tions of political and moral life. | olution of a system whereby a

4 Million Goal Topped

By Williams Program
The Williams Program, most ambitious fund drive in the

history of the College, has surpassed its goal of $4,000,000. Con-
tributions from alumni, friends, faculty on tenure, corporations,
and undergraduates total ,

$4,087,069 as of the May 3 Pro-
gress Report.
Cash received to date — money

which is already working for the
college — has reached the sum of

$3,054,000. The drive was initiat-

ed May 2, 1959, and will close of-

ficially at Commencement this

June. The money will "help launch
the College into a decade of grow-
ing strength and achievement."

Program Accomplishments
All phases of Williams life will

benefit from the proceeds of the
appeal. Some of the Program's ac-

complishments are more financial

aid to this year's freshman class,

construction of the Berlin Mt. ski

area, and new hard-surfaced ten-

nis courts. The Program is also

an important factor in the en-

hancement of faculty salaries.

In the future some of the funds
will provide for a new upper-class

dormitory, expansion of the Roper
Public Opinion Research Center,

and a hockey rink cover.

Baxter's Part
The success of the Williams pro-

gram is largely due to the efforts

of President James Phinney Bax-
ter, 3rd, who In his "last big job

for Williams" has personally raised

by far the largest amount of

money for the drive.

The other principals of the drive

are Hugh Bullock '21, National
Chairman; Ted Dauchy '14, As-
sistant National Chairman; and
Willard Dickerson, Director of De-
velopment. In addition, over 600
Williams men have been working
in their own regions to gain sup-

port for the Program.

photo by Fabian Bachracli

President Baxter

To date 34.2% of the alumni have
participated, as well as 90.2% of

the undergraduates, and over
three-quarters of the professors

on tenure. Fifteen of the 43 regions

have surpassed their quotas, not-
ably Williamstown-North Adams,
under the chairmanship of Wil-
liam O. Wycoff '14, with 429% of

its goal.

Of special interest was the fact

that the Alumni Fund, the an-

nual appeal, met its goals during

these two years, although the Wil-

liams Program made it harder for

the Fund to reach its high totals.

In addition, the ratio of expense

to the total raised in the Program
appeal was only a small fraction

over one percent.

Political Scientist Ilchman Publishes Study

Of Professional Diplomacy In United States
Mr. Warren Ilchman of the Poli-

tical Science Department has re-

cently augmented the number of

faculty-authored books with the

publication by the University of

Chicago Press of his work entitled

"Professional Diplomacy in the

United States (1779-1939), A Stu-
dy in Administrative History."

The book is concerned with trac-

ing the evolution of the American
Foreign Sei-vice in terms of its pro-

fessionalization Ilchman means
the growth of a service not de-

Snow Discusses Literary, Scientific Estrangement

In ^Some Recent Thoughts On The Two Cultures^
By Steve Stolzberg

"One of the things I wanted to

do before I retired was to persuade

Sir Charles Snow to come to Wil-

liams College and lecture", said

President Baxter introducing Snow
Thursday to a large Chapin Hall

audience. "His book The Two Cul-

tures and the Scientific Revolution

has provoked more discussion in

the academic world than anything

of its length in a long while."

Sir Charles opened his "Recent

Thoughts on the Two Cultures" by

observing that "if anything makes

this kind of a stir, you can be

sure you have said nothing very

original. President Baxter and

others have been saying this for

many years."

Anthropological Cultures

By way of introduction he re-

stated his argument: that the

scientists and the aesthetic Intel-

lectuals form two "anthropological

cultures." He contrasted 'the

scientist who says "I've read a

bit of Dickens as if it were as es-

oteric as Finnegan'g Wake's less

lucid passages" with the writer

who thinks that being asked what

Charles Percy Snow
More on the Two Cultures

Is the Second Law of Thermo-
dynamics is immoral.

He characterized the people who
dominate aesthetic sensibility as

"backward-looking and reaction- j

ary in the strictest sense, with pol-

itics that would have been out of

date in the Plantagenet Court.''

Science, he posited, "is an activity

that is future-directed; scientists

tend to think that the social con-
dition of man is not hopeless. This
gap seems very dangerous — un-
less we tackle it our practical ef-

ficiency and our Intellectual life

will be affected."

Replying to the contention that
he had been too severe on the li-

terary intellectuals, he said "I see

no reason to retract my judge-
ment." The dominating literary

figures "have given up social hope.
This is not to say that this is true

of those sympathetic to their art."

Insensitivity

The third criticism that has
been leveled at him. Snow said,

was that "I am insensitive to what
industrialization has done to dim-
inish the Instinctive life. I don't
accept this. You mustn't talk of

Paradise or Eden unless you know
when or where they were, and I

see no evidence that they have

(Continued on Face 5, Col. 3)

young man would enter via a com-
petitive exam, receive a period of

probationary training, and be pro-

moted by merit to the service's

highest posts — ministerships and
ambassadorships.

The beginning of democratization
marked the changing social basis

of the Service once the rudiments
of a professional career were creat-

ed. Prior to 1924 the low wage
scales and high social demands
placed on diplomats required that

a member of the Service have an
Independent Income. Evidence of

this was the high percentage of

officers who attended Harvard,
Yale, Princeton and the elite east-

ern boarding schools. After 1924
the character of service increas-

ingly reflected the social situation

in America as a result of the fu-

sion of a higher wage scale.

Gradual specialization resulted

from the changing skills required
for diplomacy. In keeping with
European tradition the early Am-
erican Service stressed the gener-

alist approach by having its mem-
bers skilled socially and possessed

with only a good liberal education.

The overwhelming demands of

business, however, soon necessitat-

ed specialized economic skills for

American dipomats. These de-

mands began influencing the en-

trance examinations and post-

entry training. By about 1930 our

Foreign Service had become fully

professionalized and performed

much the same functions that It

does today.

The book was based on a statis-

tical analysis of the back-grounds

of all the employes In the Diplo-

matic Service between 1779 and
1939.
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Book Review

Moulding Of Communists
By Edward A. Volkman

Prank S. Meyer provides in his

book. The Moulding of Commu-
nists (Harcourt, Brace and Com-
pany, $5.00), a brilliant analysis

of the training and Indoctrination

of the Inner core of the Commu-
nist Party, or the cadre as he
terms It. In fact, it comes as some-
thing of a surprise to this review-

er in light of a portion of an ar-

ticle Meyer wrote in a recent copy
of .National Review. In this ex-

cerpt, read at a CC meeting where
Jim Campaign of the Critical Is-

sues Committee unsuccessfully at-

tempted to obtain funds from the

CC to defray the cost of bringing

Meyer here tonight, Meyer assert-

ed that the two most dangerous
elements in American society were
Communism and Liberalism. How-
ever, his book is almost entirely

apolitical in the sense that the
description of an insight into

Communist Party training meth-
ods is offered without reference

to the world outside of the Party .

Meyer begins pointing out that
the cadre is the group of primary
responsibility in the Party, and to

it is given the role of prime mover

in Party affairs. The goal of Party

training is to produce in this

cadre a uniform type, known as

the ideal Communist. Insofar as

Party training is successful, and

Meyer shows it to be remarkably

successful, the members of the

cadre do closely approximate the

Ideal Communist. Those who do

not successfully hurdle the inter-

mediate steps between recruit-

ment and cadre membership either

leave the Party or are shunted in-

to a secondary role as rank and

file members of the Party.

The distinction is made between

the Communist Party and what
the Western nations commonly
designate as a political party. In

a very real sense, the Party is a

religious rather than a political

movement. While its ends are ob-

viously political, and it has none

of the ethical content which has

come to be associated with recog-

nized religious movements, it Is

nonetheless, functionally, religious

in character. Its Deity is History,

as seen through the Marxist-Len-
inist interpretation, its prophet Is

the Party, and its bible Is the
mountainous literature of Marx-
ist-Leninism.

Meyer depicts the dehumanlza-
tion process that Is involved in

converting a rational man with
Western traditions into a Com-
munist. All of the old ties must be
and are destroyed. The first, and
only loyalty is to the Party, and
the Party Is never wrong. It can-

not be because it Is the instru-

mentality of History. Objectivity,

In our understanding of the term,

is replaced by Communist objec-

tivity. This terrible obeisance to

the Party at the sacrifice of all

that is human in man is accom-
plished by constant pressure on
the individual; the pressure of

constant exposure to dialectic ar-

gument, of constant exposure to

the eerie and frightening process

of criticism and self-criticism,

and by the Insertion of these pro-

cesses Into all parts of the Com-
munist's daily life. Nothing is be-

yond the bounds of proper Party

concern, from ethical belief to

sexual habits, everything must be

examined in terms of Party utili-

ty.

The primary objection is that

the study is not placed In the con-

text of time and related to world

events. In other words, how active

is the Party today in America?

How have the two major crises

in Party line, the Russo-German

Non-Agression Pact of 1939 and

the Hungarian Revolt, affected

Party viability in this country? Of

this we are told nothing. We are

also told nothing about the effi-

cacy of the various means of com-

bating internal Communism.
While it is quite reasonable to ac-

cept Meyer's study and its im-

plications, it is meaningless unless

we know something of the preval-

ence and success of Communism
in America.

Letters To The RECORD:
Humor ?

WALDEN THEATRE
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The Bull Runs In Atlanta, Georgia;
Carpet Bagging The 'Red Herring'

The journalistic downfall of

"all the way from Florida to Iowa

to Minnesota." The obituary no-

tice for the Constitution is un-

questionably authoritative, since

it was published in the Aueusta
Courier, a four-page tabloid whose
masthead Is symbolically decorat-

eU with the Confederate flag, and
this motto: "Be Not Content With
tlie Appearance of Things, But
Look For the True Meaning."

The germ that caused this down-
tall was that ubiquitous bacteria,

tlie House Committee on Un-Am-
erican Activities. Undoubtedly suf-

fering from delerlum tremens, the

Constitution editorially attacked

tlie HUAC and its chairman. Rep.

Francis E. Walters. The dismal

diagnosis was simultaneously of-

fered by Congressmen James C.

Davis (Qa.), Walter Judd (Minn.),

Aiidersenn (Minn.) and Haley
(Fla.), aa well as the Courier.

Looking back to their childhood

(a standard political posture for

tills group), these men were in

unanimous agreement on the form-

er greatness of the Constitution.

To Red Deptlis

Thus, the attack on the HUAC
and its cinematic production, Op-
eration Abolition (which Inciden-

tally was completely overlooked In

the Oscar presentations last

March), is symptomatic of the

fatal condition of the Atlanta
Constitution. As expected, the pro-

tK„ I X ^ , ,
by Alan Schlosserme late-j/reat AtUmtu Constitution l.as been dutifully publicized,

—. i\'.t cctiriri '""^ '
"

Lloyd Price Explodes Upon Chapin;

Students Express Roarina Approval
By Feb Bloom

On Saturday night. May 6, the

windows of Emmett Berlcshire,

Hoosac Falls, cracked; upon con-

sulting his seismograph, he learned

that the cause was not diastroph-

ism, but Uoyd Price, famous song

stylist. We had the pleasure of

interviewing lilm for the Record.

Our fh-st encounter was with

his manager, who told us that

Lloyd usually arrives an hour lat-

er than the band (his own fif-

teen piece unit). What should we

expect of Lloyd? "If he doesn't

leave his audience limp, he hasn't

reached them." He added, ex-

ecuting a few graceful TWIST
steps, that he did all of Lloyd's

arrangements, because Lloyd just

felt ail he sang. He then left us

to lead the band as they enter-

tained the college until Lloyd ar-

rived to sing.

Exactly one hour later we were

sitting under the band Interview-

ing Uoyd Price to the tune of

'Tuxedo Junction." He is of me-
dium height, stockily built, and
the possessor of the most infec-

tious smile in show business. After

the usual preliminaries about his

success as a recording artist, we

discussed his shows. He prefers

playing colleges to night clubs, be-

cause they are more responsible.

Just then the roar, "WE WANT
LLOYD!" reached our ears, bring-

OPERATION ABOLITION
HUAC Courier placed the "Com- 1 where lie the bloodied carcasses of
munist or Communist dupe" I other HUAC opponents — James
seal of disapproval on the

|
Roosevelt, Harry Truman, Rhein-

Constitution, and it will now hold Niebuhr and Arthur Schles-
be relegated to the Red depths (Continued on Page 5, Col. 3) | WED., MAY 10, 1961
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LUCKY STRIKE PRESENTS:

DeaR.1)RiTRQoD
DR. FROoo's THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: Don't let exams upset you.

After all, there are worse things—distemper, hunger, insatiable thirst.

Dear Dr. Frood: Shouldn't we spend our

millions on education instead of a

race to the moon? Taxpayer

Dear Dr.

Frood: What
would you say

about a rich father

who makes his boy

exist on a measly

$150 a week allowance?

Angered

DEAR ANGERED: I would

say, "There goes a man
I'd like to

call Dad."

DEAR TAXPAYER: And let

Communists get all that

cheese?

Dear Dr. Frood: How can I keep from bawling like

a baby when they hand me my diploma?

Emotional

DEAR EMOTIONAL: Simply concentrate

on twirling your mortarboard tassel

in circles above your head,

and pretend you are

a helicopter.

Dear Dr. Frood: A fellow on our campus
keeps saying, "Bully," "Pip-pip,"

'"Ear, 'ear," "Sticky v^ricket," and

"Ripping!" What do these things

mean?
Puzzled

DEAR PUZZLED: It's best

just to Ignore these
beatniks.

,

Dear Dr. Frood: What's the

best way to open a pack of Luckies:

Rip off the whole top, or tear along one

side of the blue sticker?

Freshman

DEAR FRESHMAN: Rip? Tear? Why, open a

pack of Luckies as you would like to be

opened yourself.

FROOD REVEALS SECRET: After exhaustive study and research. Dr. Frood claims to

have discovered the reason why college students smoke more Luckies than any other

regular. His solution is that the word "Collegiates" contains precisely the same

number of letters as Lucky Strike— a claim no other leading cigarette can makel

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some fasfe for a change/
Product of tMii.^m^iean Jti^utto-f£)^»«im^ — t/a^ueto- is our middle nanu

Ing a smile to our hero's face.

His repertoire sent the students

twisting atavlstlcally to their feet.

The feeling that he put into his

songs was mirrored by the audi-

ence. Surpisingly enough, the col-

lege police had little trouble keep-

(Contlnued on Pare 5, Col. S)

Ox. r.oi.
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ON YOUR
SUMMER
VACAII

SEE 19 COUNlRltS

IN 56 DAYS

T'i^S CAREFREE

TWA
GROUP TOUR WAY!
Go >vith a happy group and
have the time of your life

... all you have to do is have

fun! Let your expert Tour Direc-

tor take care of your hotel res-

ervations, transportation and
sightseeing arrangements. En-

joy the comforting feeling that

someone is responsib/e for you

—all the way. And you ihare all

the exciting sights and expe-

riences with a congenial group

of interesting travelers.

Fly there by TWA SuperJet
. . . tour Europe by air and lux-

urious motor coach. See Eng-

land, Ireland, Norway,Scolland,

Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Bsl-

gium, Luxembourg, Germany,
Austria, Italy, San Marino,Spain,

Andorra, France, Monaco,
Switzerland, Leichtenstelnl

Sounds fabulous, doesn't it!

Ready to go?

Many departures to choose

from I As low as $1395'

. . . including meals, hotel:, tips

and taxes, sightseeing, transpor-

tationl A real travel bargain!

Fly Now . . . Pay Later.

FREE DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

Write for full details about this

and other TWA Tours. There's a

TWA Group tour to suit your
travel mood (and pocketbook)l

KSLA' fl/AOPe -AflllCA •ASIA

TWA
THe aufgnjer airume'

I ,

I Tran* World Airlines

I Tour Dapsrimant 44 '

SSOModlion Av»., N. Y. 17, N. Y. j

I

P(eal« send m« fre« European I

I Summer Holiday Tour folders. i

Noma-

AddraiL.

City .Zont.

My Iravtl ag«nt U

1 — I

•TWA the 8UPEHJE7 AtRLINE II ft KBrv>c«
mtrk owned •lOluitvely by Tfini World A.r-
llMi, (no \^mt poraon. •hiring 1win-h«da««
raam.f^uM-triD Boonomy crtiH from NowYwt.



Concert Review

Plaudits To Berkshire Symphony
On Monday evening the Berk-

shire Symphony Orohestra, under
the baton of Thomas Qrlswold,
gave Us final and far and away
its best performance of the 1960-
61 concert season In Chapln Audi-
torium.

The program was made up of
three well-known compositions:
Beethoven's Symphony No. 7, De-
bussy's Nocturnes, and Ernest
Bloch's Schelomo. The final work
featured George Plnckel as solo

cellist.

Few concerts this season have
been greeted with such over-
whelming enthusiasm as this one,
in which the conductor and guest
soloist were called back for five

curtain calls at the close of the
evening. The enthusiasm was well-
deserved. In the opinion of this

critic, nearly the entire program
was performed in a skillful. In-

tense, and exciting manner.

Slow Start

The first piece performed, the
Beethoven Seventh, got off to a
slow start and it took some time
before Mr. Griswold could get it

onto its feet. The first two move-
ments seemed to lack emotional
expressiveness, and as a result,

were somewhat listless. Poor tim-
ing In the strings was quite notice-

able, especially in the soft pizzl-

catto passages of the Allegretto.

The piece picked up rapidly as it

went along, however. In the care-

free Scherao and agitated final

Allegro, the orchestra seemed
much more at home than in the
previous two movements. Mr. Qrls-
wold now conducted with great
fervor, and the piece finished in a

blaze of glory with timpani, horns,

and full orchestra blasting away.
After the intermission, the or-

chestra returned to play two of

Debussy's highly impressionistic

Vocturnes for Orchestra. The first

was entitled Nuages. It Is orches-
trated mainly for quiet strings and
woodwinds, with the addition of

ESiglish horn and harp, and in it

Debussy expresses the soothing
motion of clouds floating gently
across the sky. Mr. Griswold and
company performed the work
beautifully, with good balance
and emotional affection through-
out.

The second piece, entitled Fetes
or Festivals, Is a happy piece bub-
bling over with spirit, filled with
gay thematic snatches that De-
bussy tosses in right and left.

Here, as in the finale of the Beet-
hoven, the orchestra really let

themselves go and the results were
superb. Debussy's music came to

life—powerful and triumphant.

The concluding work, Bloch's
Schelomo, was the highlight of
the evening. And for this critic,

who has heard a live performance
of the work only once before, it

was again a highly rewarding mu-
sical experience. In this musical
portrait of Solomon, Ernest Bloch
captures the spirit of a people as
few other composers have been
able to do in the history of music.
Bloch himself has written: "It Is

the Hebrew spirit that Interests

me; the complex, ardent, agitated
soul that vibrates for me In the
Bible." In Schelomo—a work filled

with longing, melancholy, ardent
emotion—he does a magnificent
job of translating these feelings

to music.

The soloist, George Pinckel, and
the orchestra performed the work
with deep sensitivity. They
brought out all the richness of

Bloch's music, all the subtle

shades of meaning. It was a truly

stirring performance, especially

for an orchestra this size—and the
audience was highly appreciative.

Promise in Future

And so the Berkshire Orches-
tra ends this year's concert sea-

son on a happy and promising
note.

New Deke Residence Taking Form;

Style To Blend Traditional, Modern
After a very long winter, the

Deke's are happy to welcome the

sounds of spring — almost daily

complaints from the Phi Delt's

and Chi Psi's that over-ambitious

workmen on the new DKE chap-

ter house next door have been

waking them at the crack of dawn
with construction noises which

continue all day. Meanwhile the

Deke's are comfortably oversleep-

ing in the quiet of the Congrega-

tional Church parsonage.

Already Daniel O'Connel's Sons

of Holyoke, contractors, have com-

pleted the foundation and are

about to pour the first floors, a

slab fourteen Inches thick. Sturdy

concrete construction will make
the hoise tight, easy to main-

tain, and fireproof. The design, a

synthesis of traditional and mod-
ern elements, should harmonize

very well with adjacent architec-

ture. It will be of red brick with'
, ,Ak>c oK^nnr^

white wooden columns on the front ' nt WILLIAMS RECORD
porch and slate panels between the

|
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1

central windows and the front

door. A central brick chimney will
1

surmount the gentle slope of the

;

grey asphalt roof covering the

'

building, an efficient but com-
j

Jortable sixty feet wide and seven-
;

ty feet long. The driveway, a bit

longer than at present, will have

the same loop shape. i

On the ground floor the dining
room, separated from the recrea-
tion area by a folding curtain
will open onto a terrace In the
back. The bar at one end or the
recreation room can be closed off

for meetings. Upstairs will be the
main hallway with living room und
library right and left. On this

floor and the one above arc ac-
commodations for thirty-two in

addition to rooms for alumni imd
Villa, the houseman.

DKE President, Jameson Ciim-
paigne and Building Committee
Chairman, Dick Adr.ms, were
happy to announce that thanks
to the generosity of alumni, the
efforts of Daniel K. Chapman, '28,

alumni chairman, and to the in-

surance on the old chapter house,
the Deke undergraduates will move
in next September free of mort-
gage or debts of any kind.

Required reading

for daydreamera . .

,

How to

go about

saving money

...while you

go about

seeing Europe

EURAILPASS -
the one ticket that takes you
first tiass to 1 3 countries

for a whole month.
The cost? . . . Only $1101

Take a month to capture the zest

of the real Europe, from the silent

splendor of ancient cathedrals to

the clamor of colorful seaports.

Share the warmth of Its charming
people, the sheer joie de vivre of

the friendly European.

Feel the tempo, the quickening
pulse of Europe's vitality when you

travel by train with Eurailpass.

This convenient ticket will take

you anywhere over 100,000 miles

of luxurious first class service.

Roam through the Austrian Alps,

the lowlands of Belgium. Watch
picture-book farms come to life in

the drowsy mist of a Danish dawn.

Fall hopelessly in love with France.

Discover at leisure the true mean-
ing of German Gemiitlichkeit.Cock

your ear to the clatter of windmills

in Holland and surrender com-
pletely to the ageless warmth that

is Italy.

Chemin de far... everywhere! Pay

a visit to Luxembourg. Take side

trips. Many bus, boat and ferry

lines are included. Sit and listen

to the vast silence of a Norwegian
fiord. Travel through Portugal. See

those castles in Spain. Let Sweden
and Switzerland show you what
Wanderlust really is.

Eurailpass is the real way to see

Europe, its breathtaking country-

sides and historic cities. Eurail-

pass gives you so much - for so

little. Even famous "crack trains"

are at your disposal.

Two months cost only $150; three

months just $180. Children under

10 -half price; under 4 -free.

tor free IlluttrtHed folder wrif
turellpatt, Dapt. A-1, Box 191,
N. Y. 10, N. Y. Buy turallpetg hem
jrour travel agent.



Teachers III
Truth is a word which is not in vogue. This is perfectly

understandable, considering the generations of scholars who
have been frustrated in their search for truth. But the imiuiruii£

'"jr'
.°^ "^.

y"""' '"" •'*'^'?''^''"-'s f"'- t'"tli- If all his mentors
tell hiin, There is no truth, young man." then he will echo
"That is true.

'

Robert Gaudino uses the word "truth." This alone would
be sufficient to distinguish him from his contemporaries in the
held of Politica Science. But the distinction extends into the
method of the classroom, and tlie attitude toward the academic
atmosphere.

Every study in Political Science is based upon certain as-
.sumi5tion.s of jjolitical theory. The method of studying poli-
tical science itself implies a particular political theory. And no
political theory can be formed without some conception of tlie
nature of man.

This is his thesis. The method is selection, irony, dialectic
and ignorance.

' '

In order to feel that lie, too, inav search for the nature of
man, the student must discover that he is specially selected for
the shidy. Therefore, each class is distinguished from its con-
temporaries. The freshmen are told: "You are much better than
that other section; and besides, you are at Wilhams, not the
University of Massachusetts." The honors section is told, "Gen-
tlemen, please do not divulge the secrets of this classroom to
your non-honors classmates. It might be dangerous."

Quite obviously, the classroom words of Mr. Gaudino are
anything but "democratic." The students in the class are the
elite, and Uie outsiders are the masses.

Tlie feeling of superiority imputed to the student extends
into Mr. Gaudino's dialectic as well. The basis of any class dis-
cussion is an attempt at understanding a writer on his own
ground. The student must first know exactly what the author
is saying before he can criticize.

"Mr. Smith, what do you think of this paragraph in John
Stuart Mill." Mr. Smith obligingly answers, quite incorrectly.
"Ah, Mr. Smith, you are saying that Mill says . .

." Mr. Gaudino
answers, paraphrasing Mill much more 'accurately than Mr.
Smith did. Obviously Mr. Smith had no conception of what he
was talking about. Obviously he was given credit for saying
much more than he did.

Mr. Smith reacts in one of two ways. He sees that he has
been given the benefit of the doubt, and ijroceeds to refine
"his" insight, as restated by Mr. Gaudino. Or he fails to see
that he has been given the benefit of the doubt, thinking that
he said the right thing in the first place.

So selection operates, through irony, in the classroom as
well as outside the classroom. Some students are aware of how
little they know. Others think that they are getting along quite
well, although they have a somewhat uneasy feeling.

The purpose of the dialectic? — ignoiance. Ignorance in

this sense is "knowing what you do not know," combined with
a desire to find out. This is the purpose of the dialectic.

Irony is obviously at work in the classroom, as it is outside
the classroom. In order to stimulate discussion, to arouse ques-
tions, Mr. Gaudino believes tliat irony and nastiness are quite

valid as tools. Here again Mr. Gaudino is undemocratic. Every-
man's opinion is not as good as some opinions. Stimulating dis-

cussion on which opinion is the best, Mr. Gaudino says that

his is the best. This is arrogance, it is true; but it is also one
of the most effective means of provoking dispute among the

faculty and student body.

If Mr. Gaudino's ideas and method are arrogant and elitist,

his treatment of students is very democratic. Any student finds

a ready discussion and a helpful ear in Mr. Gaudino's office.

The search for truth is an impractical search. But so is the

liberal education. And a search for ti-uth is still much more
honest than assuming the truth that there is no truth. If irony,

arrogance, nastiness and undemocratic methods are necessary

to provoke this search, then they are legitimate. Education is

not always a "nice" process.

Snow Lecture
(Continued from Pare 1, Col. 4)

ever been."

Snow went on to offer some very
general obsei-vatlons dh-ected to-
wards a resolution of the culture
gap, addressing himself first to
those whose education Is complete.
"Scientists, although you may not
believe It, can read quite well.

They should be told that they are
depriving themselves, practically
and In their inner lives, if they
do not appreciate what the written
word can teach them."
Noting that many scientists are

quite competent musically or in

the other arts, he stated that "the
other side is much harder: "the
symbolic language of science, ma-
thematics, is not so easily picked
up" and asserted that people may
be "mathematics blind" just as

some are tone deaf.

Aesthetic of Science
Nonotheless, even these people

can be led through the nonquanti-
tative sciences to an appreciation
of the aesthetic of science, and an
understanding of what scientists

are like, if not the hard core of

modern science.

In the long range, he emphasiz-
ed, the problem is one of educa-
cation, giving "the bright and not

so bright a chance to see both sides

of the question.'' While opposing
the high degree of specialization In

British undergraduate education,

he dryly observed that "you, in

your state high schools, teach

broadly, but not much. Your level

of primary-secondary education

makes it possible for people to go

through in a state of remarkable
ignorance, shall I say, hmm?"

In conclusion Snow asserted that

"I refuse to accept the defeatist

position; it is imperative that

something be done. Within a de-

cade or so we will be faced with

the most baffling set of political

economic problems that have ever

had to be faced."

"If we try to cope with scientific

advice as a lawyer reads a brief

we can't expect wise government
or wise foresight. But what bothers

me most is that I believe our in-

tellectual life is losing refreshment

on both sides."

"The forces which divide men
are winning every way. This gap

between the two cultures is a

symbol of this problem of our

times—a division that makes us

less human. If we tackle this pro-

blem. If we can make men under-

stand each other intellectually,

then we can make them under-

stand each other In other ways."

"If we do not, we are unworthy
of the times in which we are born."

Volkswagen Microbus

i

Adds Class To WOC
I

The Williams Outing Club is

I
traveling in new-found splendor,

I
having recently acquired a Volks-

{
wagon Microbus to replace the old

yellow truck which had lumbered
I over mountain roads and ruts

during five years of Outing Club
ownership. The new red bus car-

ries nine passengers plus equip-
ment in veritable comfort.

The bus when not in use by
the WOC is available to any mem-
bers of the Club who wish to use
it for transportation on hiking
or skiing trips or other Outing
Club activities.

Members who wish to organize

a trip may contact Don Benedettl
or Tony Way for details on use of

the truck.

Atlanta Constitution'
(Continued from Page 3, Col. 3)

singer, Jr.

The lowly Constitution, accord-

ing to its critics, is a shocking ex-

ample of "just how far we've gone."'

Herein lies the moral for all

"great" and "near-great" news-
papers" who want to retain their

lofty positions: DON'T GO NO-
WHERE.

The traditional look in

ARROW
SPORT SHIRTS

The fabric, the fashion, the feeling ... all lend

the look of classic authenticity to these favored

Arrow sport shirts. Distinctively printed

on broadcloth in handsome, muted

ooloringa . . . styled with button-down

.« collar and back pleat.

Tailored in long sleeves $5.00

and short sleeves $4.00

-ARROH^

Price Interview
(Continued from Pace 3, Col. 5)

Ing order. A half-hour later. In-

termission found him downstairs
in the Language laboratory testing

his voice and agreeing with us
that the audience was SWINGING.
His manager went up and began
his twenty minute introduction

("Why don't they stop playing and
let him sing?" or "WE WANT
Lloyd!!") We accompanied him
up to the stage entrance encour-
aging him and slapping his back.

"You have 'em eating out of your
hand; knock 'em dead!!" The
famous smile flashed, "Don't you
worry, man." We didn't worry be-

cause he did knock them dead. Un-
fortunately, we couldn't complete
our Interview, after the show be-

cause the policeman guarding the
dressing room was picqued over the

lous of his hat.

QaCainpiis
vtnh

{Authffr of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf","The Many
Loves of Dobie GiUis", etc.)

"A GUIDE FOR THE DATELESS"

With the cost of dating rising higher and higher it is no wonder
that so many of us men are turning to discus tlirowing. Natur-

ally, we would prefer nuzzling warm coeds to flinging cold

disci, but who's got that kind of money? Prices being what they

are, the average man today has a simple choice : dating or eating.

Unless the average man happens to be Finster Sigafoos.

Finster came to college with the normal ambition of any
average man: he wanted to find the prettiest coed on campus
and make her his. He looked long and carefully, and at last he
found her—a tall job named Kretchma Inskip, with hair like

beaten gold.

He asked her for a date. She accepted. He appeared at her

sorority house that night, smiling, eager, and carrying a bouquet
of modestly priced flowers.

"Now tlien," said Kretchma, tossing the sleazy flora to a
pledge, "where are we going tonight?"

Finster was a man short on cusli, but long on ideas. He had
preiKired an iittnintivp plan for tiiis evening. "How would you
like to go out to the Ag campus and see the milking machine?"
he asked.

"Ick," she replied.

"Well, what wotdd you like to do?" he asked.

"Come," said she, "to a fuimy little place I know just outside

of town."

And away tliey went.

J-

,U^

a»i^nt^

^k/ydikpi^cb^i^i^i

The place was Millionaires Roost, a simple country inn made
of solid ivory. It was filled with beautiful ladies in backless

gowns, handsome men in dickeys. Original Rcmbrandts adorned
the walls. Marlboro trays adorned the cigarette girls. Chained
to each table was a gypsy violinist.

Finster and Kretchma were seated. "I," said Kretchma to

the waiter, "will start with shrimps rcnioulade. Then I will have
lobster and capon in maderia sauce with asparagus spears. For
dessert I will have melon stuffed with money."

"And you, Sir?" said the waiter to Finster.

"Just bring me a pack of Marlboros," replied Finster, "for

if ever a man needed to settle back and enjoy the mild benefi-

cence of choice tobacco and easy-dniwing filtration, it is the

shattered hulk you see before you now."

So, smoking the best of all possible cigarettes, Finster watched
Kretchma ingest her meal and calculated that every time her

fetching young Adam's apple rose and fell, he was out another

97(!. Then he took her home.

It was while saying goodnight that Finster got his brilliant

idea. "Listen I" he cried excitedly. "I just had a wonderful
notion. Next time we go out, let's go Dutch treat!"

By way of reply, Kretchma slashed him across the face with

her housemother and stormed into the house.

"Well, the heck with her," said Finster to himself. "She is

just a gold digger and I am well rid of her. I am sure there are

many girls just as beautiful as Kretchma who will understand
the justice of my position. For after all, girls get a.s much
money from home as men, so what could be more fair than
sharing expenses on a date?"

With good heart and high hopes, Finster began a search for

a girl who would appreciate the equity of Dutch treat, and you
will be pleased to hear that he soon found one—Mary Alice
Hematoma, a lovely three-legged girl with sideburns.

e igsi Mu Shnlmu
* • • '

We're no expertton Dutch treat, but here'san American treat
ire recommend with enthuaiaim—^farlboro'l popular new
partner fornon-tUt»Timoker»-thePhtltpatoTrUCommandtr.



Ephmen Bow 4-0 Jo Lord Jeffs'^

Morris Hurls 7 Scoreless Innings
By Steve Blrrell

Breaking a scoreless deadlcxsk In

the eighth Inning, Amherst went
on to triumph over Williams, 4-0.

before a Houseparty crowd of 600

at Weston Field on Saturday. The
Lord Jeffs got three unearned
runs In the eighth to notch their

second Little Three victory, with

no set-backs. Williams is now 4-5

on the season, this beln'i their

first Little Three contest. Amherst
Is 4-4.

J. B. Morris was the hard-luck
loser for the Ephs. Until the fatal

eighth, he had held the visitors

to 2 hits and had struck out 11.

Poor Williams fielding allowed the

Jeffs to bat around, and, when
John Donovan came in to retire

the side, the damage was done.

Drew Tosses S-IIitter

Winning pitcher Dick Drew pit-

ched a fine five-hitter for the de-

fending Little Three champs, with

the Ephs posting their main threat

In the eighth. Rick Berry, Harry
Lum, and Dick Potsubay hit suc-

cessive singles, but on Potsubay 's

hit Lum was put out for inter-

ferrlng with the second baseman.
Drew, although appearing to tire,

went on to stifle the rally and
shut out the Ephs.
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Journeying to Dartmouth earlier

in the week, the team suffered a
similar set-back. Unable to hold a
slim 2-1 lead after the fifth, the
Ephs were dumped by the In-
dians, 6-2.

The visitors started their of-

fensive early, as Pete Haeffner hit

safely In the first. Captain Pete
Smith then walked, and Finn Fogg
laced a single to score Haeffner.

The Ephs scored again in the third

on a run-scoring double by George

Mayer.

Dartmouth countered with a
lone tally In their half of the
third, and despite a Big Green
threat In the fifth, the Ephs held
the lead until the bottom of the
sixth. Bruce Gagnier, who relieved
starting pitcher Art Moss In the
fifth, was in trouble from the
start, as the leadoff hitter In the
Dartmouth sixth homered. Field-

ing lapses by the Eph defense al-

lowed three more runs to pour
across. Gagnier was the loser for
Williams. The winning pitcher was
O'Neill.

Lacrosse Squeaks By New Hampshire 7-6;

Lasi Minute Shot By Moran Wins Game
By Frank Eyster

The Williams varsity lacrosse

team barely squeaked by a fired-

up New Hampshire squad to win,

7-6, before a Parents' Day crowd
on the New Hampshire field Sat-

urday. New Hampshire out-hustled

and out-fought the Ephmen, espec-

ially in the first period when the

hosts scored four goals while hold-

ing Williams scoreless.

The second period opened with

John Moran getting a quick goal

for Williams to make the score

4-1, but New Hampshire retaliated

with another score. Midway in the

second period Williams began to
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come to life. John Horst, playing
crease attack instead of his usual
defense role, scored on a pass from
Captain Bill Whiteford. Whlteford
scored the next two goals to put
Williams behind by only one goal,

5-4, at the half.

Widnier Gets 2 Timely Goals
The second half opened with

Williams tying the game at 5-5 on
a shot by Eric Widmer, assisted

by Whlteford. New Hampshire
came right back with another tally

to put them back in the lead, 6-5.

With six minutes left in the
game a special play shook loose

Eric Widmer who scored on a pass
from Whiteford to tie the score.

The pace of the game quickened,
both teams trying for the tie

breaking shot.

Moran Breaks Tie
With two minutes left in the

game Ron Stempien rattled the
New Hampshire goalie causing him
to make a bad pass. John Moran
scooped up the loose ball and fired

it into the nets for the winning
goal.

The Ephs next face a tough
Harvard team on Wednesday. Har-
vard is ranked first in New Eng-
land, and the game will perhaps be
the toughest of the season.

Frosh Tennis Downed;
Birgbauer, Thayer Win
The freshman tennis team suf-

ferred its third loss of the season
last Friday when it went down at
the hands of a polished Hotchklss
squad, 7-2. The Ephmen were only
able to garner one singles and
one doubles victory.

Bruce Birgbauer, playing num-
ber two singles for Williams, down-
ed Bill Slocum of Hotchklss 6-3,

7-5. Birgbauer teamed up with
number one man, Frank Thayer,
in the doubles to take Slocum and
Todd Wilkin.son 12-8 in a pro set.

dljp litUiamH Irrorb
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Wesleyan Track Squad Victorious;

Cardinals Post Incredible Times

S'-^ %lfS'^

Varsity Track Team Starts Against Wesleyan

By Paul Kritzer

Despite their finest running

performances this year, the Wil-

liams track team was defeated by
Wesleyan, 76-58, on Weston Field

Friday. The Ephmen garnered on-

ly four firsts in the day's events

on a fast track that made the

times of the events almost incred-

ible. Co-Captain Walt Henrion a-

gain led the Ephs with victories

in both the hurdles, but the meet's

outstanding athletes were Wesley

-

an's Thomas and Paranya.
Thomas stunned the crowd with

times of 9.8 and 21.4 in the 100

and 220, while Paranya was equal-

ly as brilliant in the 880 and mile.

In all these running events Eph
men had their best clockings of

the season. Boots Deichman re-

turned to last year's form with a

9.9 century, Karl Neuse ran 21.9

in the 220 and 49.4 in the 440, Joel

Barber followed with a 49.5 in the

440 and Rick Ash and John Os-

borne both broke the two minute

time in the 880.

Till'. SUMMARY:

ll}|); Thnmas (Wes) ; Woodbury (Wcs); Deich-

man (W); 9.8 seconds.

21»: Thomas (Wes); Woodbury (Wes); Ncusc

Mil: Schr.iiicr (Wcs); Ncusc (W); Barber

(W); *'IJ.

880; I'aranya (Wes); Osborne (W); Ash (W ) ;

1 ;54.v
Mile; I'aranya (Wes): MacKinnon (Wcs);

Ash (\V): 4:24.0.

: Mile: .MiicKinnon (Wes); Buildington (Wes);

Kiluer (W); 10:01.7.

IJO nil: llenrion (W) ; Steward (W): Gal-

lamole (Wes): 1^1.

::n I.ll: llenrloi. (W): II:.usman (Wes);
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Slewar.l (W); 21.1,.

lij; Ru»s"ll (W); Steward (W): Gales (We>);
1')' II & oiie-iniarter inches.

I>V: liutiielt (Wcs); Churchill (W); M (,",

llisc: liaidcs (Wes); h'alkeristcrn (Wes); ludj

(W); !)(, ')'.

Ill: (three way tie for fltst) Steward (W);
(iallatniire (VVcs). & I..e (\V); V «",

,Sh:>l : llawkes (Wes); llult.nKel (W); \:M
(W): 4()' (,".

Ilainiii:r: llawkes (Wm); Levy (Ww); I'ope

(Wl; H7'.
1.11 : lieiilim (\V); IncId (W) ; Ilufnawl (W);

Varsity Golf Smashes

Holy Cross, 5V2-1 1/2

The Williams varsity golf team
.smashed a visiting Holy Cross

squad on houseparty Saturday,

5)2-l!i, to raise its season record to

six wins and one defeat.

Both Captain Jim Frick and
Jim Watts shot rounds of 75, but

Prick halved his match and Watts
was tumbled by his opponent. The
rest of the matches ended with the

Ephs on top. Pete Hager shot an

81 to win handily. George Kil-

born, Laurie Reineman, Roger
Smith, and Dick Cappalli were all

far enough ahead of their rivals

at the fifteenth hole to call their

matches at that point.

The next competition for the

Williams team Is the New Eng-
lands, to be held at Rhode Island

on May 12-14. Looking ahead,
Prick feels that the Ephs have "a

good chance for a victory here."

Frosh Nine Loses 5-2;

Windham College Victor

Spotty pitching and ragged
fielding spelled defeat for the Wil-

liams freshmen nine as they fell

before a Windham College team,
5-2, in a Friday home game. Eph
starter Jeff Silver gave up three

runs before he was relieved In the

fifth Inning by John Bose, who was

tagged for two more runs.
The Ephmen mounted their only

real attack in the first Inning.

Third baseman Bill Mosher start-

ed things off with a double, and

then advanced to third as Bill

Tuxbury reached first on an in-

field error. A timely single by Ben

Wagner drove in Mosher and mov-
ed Tuxbury around to third. Tux-

bury then scooted home when
Wagner drew a wild pickoff toss

from the Windham pitcher.

Steamship $375 up

^
Round Trip frequent soilings

Tht'ift Round Trip by AIR

i

SHANNON lONDON FAIIS |
283.00 $320.00 $352.60

I

Rates to other destinations on request

CRIMSON SERIES of

STUDENT TOURS

tor folders and details

See your local travel agent or write usj

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CO.
Harvard Sq., Cambridge. Mass.
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Critical Issues Conference Exhibits

Operation Abolition' HLAC Movie
As the first part of a two part conference on "Communism in the U. S.," the Critical Issues

Committee presentw a program on the House Un-American Activities Committee. The HUAC
,„ovie, Operation Ahohtion, was shown, foljnwel l>v sp.vchcs hy Howard Whiteside, speaking as
I!
member of the American Civil

liberties Union, and Fulton Lew-
; III, who produced the film

• hile acting as a special assistant

III the HUAC. Professor Vincent
liurnett acted as moderator.
The film, which may well be

I he most controversial cinematic
iffort ever produced, showed the

( ommunist investigations and
.'indent riots which occured in

CiUifornia in May, 1960. Edited
from newsreel footage taken by
s.in Francisco television camera-
men, the movie showed the de-

l^lorable conduct of "known Com-
munists" Inside the hearing room,
ilie testimony of several witness-

es. Including the 18 year old Cal-
ifornia sophomore, Douglass

ACLV's Whiteside

Wachter, who was being question-
ed because of alleged Communist
affilations, and shots of the riots,

purportedly "Communist inspir-

ed" which took place outside of

llie hearing building. The movie
charged that these demonstra-
tions were "the greatest Commu-
nist coup'' ever pulled off In the

United States.

After the film, Mr. Whiteside,
a Boston attorney, spoke on the

history of the film and on some
of the errors and distortions that
It is supposed to contain. He noted
that a number of "admitted dis-

tortions" had been deleted from
the original film, causing this one
to have a running time of some
19 minutes less than its predeces-
sor. He then launched into a con-

ilemnatlon of the HUAC Itself,

HUAC's Lewis

calling it "little more than a dra-
ma group," but a gro!:p which is

expensive to maintain .it 4i331,000,

the HUAC's recently granted an-
nual budget.

Mr. Lewis, or "Bud" as he is

known, attempted to answer Mr.
Whiteside's allegations. Well forti-

fied with printed material, to

which he made frequent referen-

ces for direct quotes, he took issue

with the criticisms of the film and
of the HUAC. He stated that, al-

though the committee has made
some mistakes, "it's still the best
thing we have for fighting Com-
munists."

Question Period

After these two prepared
speeches were given, the floor was
thrown open for audience ques-
tions. The group showed itself to

be predominantly opposed to the

HUAC as most of the questions

were directed to Mr. Lewis. Sup-
port for both sides was strong and
noisy, however, as the audience

registered its approval of a parti-

cular point by applauding or snap-
ping its fingers.

Compared to the reaction that

the film has received at other

campuses, here the reaction was
extremely restrained. Riots have
followed the showing of the mov-
ie at several colleges while at oth-

ers, most recently at Wesleyan,

Mr. Lewis has been frequently and
loudly interrupted and has been

bombarded with paper airplanes

made from HUAC pamphlets.

Communist Mentality

Analyzed By Meyer
By John Wilson

It was field day for conserva
tives, Wednesday, as Prank £
Meyer, author of The Moulding c

:?ommunists, and himself a dis

Uusioned Communist, held fortl
n Jesup Hall on "The Dynamic
3f Internal Communism." Hi
roamed through Elyslan fields of

U. S. foreign, military, and ec-

onomic policy on the way, taking
broad swings at the liberals all

the while. The conservatives were
delighted. Even the discomfited
liberals, though, seemed to admire
the candid an articulate presen-
tation of the other side, in the
person of the captivating speaker.

It was the worried anti-Com-
munist speaking when Meyer de-
livered his prepared speech. "The
Communist," he said, "believes in

a secular, messianic religion—the
worship of history," and "the nec-
essary course of history is the tri-

jmph of Communism." To thii

:hesis the party cadres pay hom-
age, and in it they "live, breathe
and move in terms of a consistent
philosophical position."

The Means Are Many
The American Communist, the

British, or any Communist "serv-
es whatever needs are necessary
to the master plan," he went on,
"all of them devoted to their dear-
ly and deeply held beliefs," above
which they cannot and will not
rise." The central demand of the
Communist ethic is that any Com-
munist be prepared to use "any
means to bring the world under
Communist control at the earliest

possible moment. This is not a

secondary or dispensable ingredi-

ent."

This, he said, the American
people fail to understand, "that
he who fights for Communism
has of all the virtues none, save
only that he fights for Commu-
nism." "He went on, quoting

Berthold Brecht, that Communism
pursues an end, but does so "with
the most flexible strategy and
tactics, that vary with the situa-

tion.'' Peaceful coexistence, he ar-

Continued on Page 3, Col. 5

Baxter Outlines Future Plans
By John T. Connor

This June James Phinney Bax-
ter, 3rd., after twenty-four years

•IS President of Williams, plans to

retire. But "retirement"' for Dr.

Baxter promises enough activity to

tax even the most energetic in-

dividual. In short, Baxter envi-

sions three separate teaching as-

signments, a trip through five

European countries with his wife,

and work on a novel or two.

After the Alumni Reunion in

June, Dr. Baxter fli-st plans to go
fishing in Maine with Dr. Mat-
thews. He will then return to Wil-
liams to teach his course on "Prob-
lems of American Foreign Policy"

at the "Program in American Stu-
dies for Executives," to be held
this year from July 3-August 25.

Baxter had originally planned
to take on part-time teaching du-
ties at Dartmouth next Fall, but
after a telephone call from Henry
Wrlston, the President of the
Council on Foreign Relations in

New York City, he decided to

change his plans. He accepted
Wrlston's offer to become a Sen-
ior Fellow with the Council and
head a study group for • year.

According to Dr. Baxter, the Coun-

cil is the "top organization for

research on foreign affairs and
the American equivalent to the

Royal Institute of International

President Baxter

Affairs in London." It also pub-

lishes Foreign Affairs magazine.

In addition, in the second week

of October, 1981, Dr. Baxter will

deliver one lecture on "Modern

War" in the Dartmouth "Great

Issues" Course, even though he

will not be teaching there.

President Baxter now hopes to

teach at Dartmouth for the aca-

demic year of 1962-1963. He win
teach three ten-week, advanced
courses, the first of which deals

with "American Diplomacy in the

Civil War and Reconstruction
Periods." The second course will

consider some aspects of the "Re-
lation of Force to Policy," and
the third will be taught in con-

Junction with Professor Louis

Morton on "Recent Military His-

tory."

"After the Dartmouth year

Mrs. Baxter and I will travel t(

Spain, Italy, Greece, Turkey anc

England and then may settle li

Cambridge, Massachusetts." Bax
ter hopes to do some research dur
ing his travels and would settl

in Cambridge to be near the Har-

vard libraries. There he would like

to finish his "third or fourth"

book, on the subject of American
Diplomacy In the Civil War. "I

want to get back to historical re-

search," he exclaimed; "that Is

my career, after all."

When queried as to his future

positions on Williams policy and

whether or not he would continue

to voice his opinions. Dr. Baxter

replied simply, "then I'U let my
successo'' run the colleB'-"

Admissions Announces New Frosh;

60% To Come From High Schools
Along with hour tests, pajiers, and muddy shoes, spring at

WiMiams means admission figures for the incoming Freshman
class. Final acceptances were mailed out Ajwil 22 and the dateline

for student replies was Saturday,

^Export Corporations'

Is Kaysen Message
In Economics Lecture
Monday evening, under the aus-

pices 01 tne iiiconomics Depart-
»nenc, froiessor Carl Kaysen, pro-
lessor 01 economics at Harvard,
aiscussed the problems of Indus-
trial organization in newly de-
I'eioptU countries.

tVom tne study of corporate
forms of enterprise in highly In-
dustrialized nations, Froiessor
Kaysen proceeded to expound the
cnesis tnat: "We have tended to
coniuse two things which should
oe Kept separate—the virtues of a
aecentrallzed market economy and
tne virtues of decision-making in
such a system. Our uni-ealistic

emphasis on the former has prov-
ea unsuccessful."

Overemphasis On Competition
"We tend to overemphasize the

way in wnich competitive func-
tioning in our market system takes
piace and pay less attention to

the decision units themselves."
iiie reason for this lies in the
organization of enterprises.

The industrial organization di-

vorces Dusiness from family life

and develops a special rationality

in maicing decisions, a great skill

existing lor exploring technolo-
gies and markets. "But the or-

ganization itself tends to product
tnese cnaracteristics, not the mar-
ket system. Hence, export the
corporation rather than the mar-
ket system." This is the crux of

Kaysen's thesis.

Results of Plan
If accomplished, this plan will

perform the following services

which are prerequisites for under-
developed countries: organization

of factors of production, training

of the labor force and lower-level

management, finding new markets
and introducing new technologies.

This type of organization is in-

different to political and ideolo-

gical problems.

May 6. With room for 228 students

the admissions office has verified

284 students who will definite-

ly attend next year.

The admissions office has noted
there seems to be a trend this

year toward more preliminary ap-
plications and fewer completed
forms. There were more than 2600
preliminary applications this year
of which 1450 were completed.
This trend is the result of more
screening from guidance people

in secondary schools and seems
to indicate a practical approach
to careful selection of those col-

leges where the student is most
liable to get in.

The college will be getting more
people from the west coast next
year. San Francisco, Denver, and
Detroit seem to be emerging as

cities which will have large al-

umni associations in years to

come. Over 45 men will be here
from west of the Rockies, with
two from Hawaii. The South will

contribute 50 rebels and approx-
imately 57 students will be from
the Mid-West. 5 students will en-

ter Williams as a part of the Bow-
doin Foreign student plan.

High Schools: 60%

Over 200 different schools will

be represented by next year's class.

Conforming to the precedent set

by the class of '64, 60% of next
year's class will be from public

high schools. 40 alumni sons will

be expected to carry on the Wil-
liams tradition.

Thirty per cent of the class will

again be on scholarship. There will

be 9 National Merit scholars com-
pared to this year's total of 5.

One member of the incoming class

has received a General Motors a-

ward.
In the opinion of the Admissions

Department, "This looks like a
well-balanced class. Of course we
can only tell how it appears on
paper. The true test of their abil-

ities will come next year. We will

be pleased if they do as well as

the present class."

Journalist To Discuss Experiences

In Castro's Cuba During Past Year
The recent Cuban revolution has

not only produced a more intense

internation concern in Cuban af-

fairs but also an unfortunate pol-

icy of stricter news censorship.

Monday evening at 7:30 in Jesup

Hall the Sterling Lecture Fund
will present a man especially well

informed on the Cuban situation.

In the past year the lecturer, Mr.
William Worthy, has spent a great

deal of time In all parts of the

Island reporting for CBS and Time
Inc. During this period he has

W. Worthy To Discuss Cuba

come to feel that the American
press has misrepresented the Cas-
tro regime and has been recog-

nized for his sympathetic treat-

ment of the July 26 revolution.

Mr. Worthy has served a dis-

tinguished career as a Journalist

includlns a Ford Foundation Fel-

lowship in African Studies (1959-

60) and Harvard's Nleman Fel-

lowship for outstanding newspa-
per reporting. He is a veteran of

three round-the-world tours of

duty, having covered such events

as the Korean truse negotiations
at Parmiunjom and the historic

Asian-African Conference at Ban-
dung. Although the Union of

South Africa does not grant en-

tiT visas to negro Americans, he
managed to enter that country
without one and made an uncen-
sored "live" shortwave broadcast
for CBS News from Pretoria.

Student Plays Scheduled

An evening of five original one-
act plays, written and directed by
members of Drama 302, will be
rehearsed by the Adams Memorial
Theatre, Friday and Saturday,
May 19 and 20. Faculty and stu-
dents are cordially invited to at-
tend the performances, to be given
in the Experimental Theatre.

The playwrights are Ash Cros-
by, James Farr, Tovi Kratovil,
Stephen Pokart, and H. Allen
Spencer.

Because seating in the Experi-
mental Theatre is limited and
reservations can not be made,
those wishing to attend are ad-
vised to come early. Curtain time
will be at 8:30; the admission is

free of charge.
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Untouched Issue
The opponents of the House Committee on Un-American Ac-

tivities suffered a defeat last Tuesday evening. This defeat was
percipitated by an articulate and thoroughly impressive speaker
for tlie conservative position, and more important, by a speaker
for the libei'al position who was neither representative nor ade-
quate.

The failure of liberalism was far more significant tiian the
triumph of conservatism. This defeat left a basic issue untouched.
Neither liberals nor conservatives, as loyal Americans, can afford
to ignore this issue.

No one denies or can legitimately deny the government's
right to defend itself against forceful overthrow, sabotage, or

espionage. This right has not been questioned by oj^poiients of

the House Committee. There are aheady laws against treasonous
activity. The apprehension and punishment of violators of these
laws is the rightful domain of the executive branch of govern-
ment, its enforcement agencies, and the courts.

What has been denied by opponents of the HUAC is the
right of the government to declare particular political positions

and beliefs un-American. The HUAC asserts this right exists.

Inherent in their position is a violation of the constitutional guar-

antees of free speech, hiherent in their action pursuant to this posi-

tion is a violation of the constitutional guarantee provided by the

due process clause of the fifth amendment.

No Congressional committee has the right to prosecute or

punish individuals. Tliis right is reserved for the courts where
the individual is granted due process of law—the right to self-

defense, to face his accusers, and to be judged by his peers. No
Congressional committee has the right to condemn individuals

for a criminal act, as they condemneci certain individuals in "Op-
eration Abolition", until these individuals have received a fair

ti'ial and their guilt or innocence is determined by the courts.

Lewis' attitude toward due process of law is evident from
his reaction to the acquittal of Robert Meisenbach by a jury of

his peers. The acquittal did not change Lewis' mind about Meisen-

bacn's guilt. Lewis is not concerned with due process of law, but

only with "justice" as he defines it. His attitude is analogous to that

of the committee which employed him. This committee has taken

it upon itself to define "Americanism" and to mete out "justice"

as it sees fit in each case. There is no concern with law, and no
opportunity for appeal. The committee is a self-appointed final

arbiter of what is American and what is "just".

Free speech is not a bauble tossed to the masses by a benevo-
lent government. In a democracy it is the very basis of govern-

ment. The presupposition of our social order is that free dis-

cussion of ideas is the necessary prerequisite to wise action.

It is our faith in free discussion that is tiuly American. No one
set of ideas, no one ideology, is American. All ideas, in so far as

they are sincerely held by a citizen, are American.This is our

creed.

The ideal of free speech is threatened today not by sub-

version but by sheer naked fear, a fear that is as misguided
as the House Committee which it supports. What we must truly

fear is not the Communist threat, but our own inability to deal

with this threat through democratic process. If we sacrifice our

basic creed, in an orgy of witch hunting, we must be prepared

to face the consequences—the loss of that which is most worthy
of our protection.
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To The RECORD:
For many years we have been

hearing about the supposed Com-
munist threat to the security of

our nation. The extent to which
this Internal menace constitutes

a real danger to our Constitution

and to our way of life Is an issue

that I will not try to debate here.

What X would like to point out Is

a real danger on the right, not so

much irom the House Un-Ameri-
can Activities Committee and its

spokesmen like Fulton Lewis 111,

but Irom the people who use the
commatee and the American iiag

to preach their doctrines of intol-

erance.

Immediately after the showing
of 'Operation Abolition" and the
uebate on HUAC, a group of stu-
aenis and laculty that had man-
aged to outlast the long-winded
anu by now overly repelicious ar-

guments, was treated to an ex-
ample of this right-wing Ameri-
cansim from a self-styled spokes-
man for the American Legion, the
National Association of Manufac-
turers, the DAR, and the John
3irch Society. The elderly gentle-
man, "an Annapolis graduate who
nas risked his life for this coun-
try" managed to engage himself in
a lively debate that demonstrated
tO many that there Is a greater
danger in his type of militant re-

action than there is In the Amer-
ican Communist party.

This professional patriot, who
had made himself prominent ear-
lier in the evening by directing a
"three-pronged question" at Mr.
Lewis, stated that he wanted to
fight Communism in any way he
can. Apparently he would like to
start in that hotbed of American
subversion—Williams College. To
him and to others like him, any
faculty member who allows his
classes to examine the United
States in any way that might show
up faults In the structure or goals
of our government must be a
Communist, or at least (in that
vastly overworked phrase) a
"dupe" of the international Com-
munist conspiracy. The fact that
there may be or may have been
flaws in our national policy does
not interest him. Facts have no
bearing to his thesis. What he es-

pouses is a credo that disregards
an individual's freedom for the
greater glory of the American
flag, and ostensibly the Army, (or,

in this case, the Navy).
The paradox of this ultra-con-

servative stand is that economical-
ly, It is all for individualism. It's

fine when the government goes
witch-hunting to expose Com-
munism where it doesn't exist and
does so at the expense of indivi-

dual freedom but heaven forbid

that this same government should
try to Interfere with a man's bus-

iness, even if that business is ty-

ing up the nation's economy.
Then, naturally, he has lost his

individual rights.

Perhaps the most fitting com-
ment on the proceedings was made
by a colleague of the gentleman
in question who said of the stu-

dents; "They don't understand us,

we're too old-fashioned." This
country had better hope that oth-

ers don't understand them. They
can't afford to in these days when
the threat of nuclear annihilation

hangs over us all.

Dave Goldberg: '62

' Discussion * Selects

Eight New Members
"Discussion," the undergraduate

group with the purpose Its name
implies, has recently elected

George Downing president tor

next year and has admitted eight

new members. Professor Don Oif-

foi-d of the English Department
will replace Professor Sidney Eisen

as faculty advisor .Eisen and Tad
Day '61 founded the group this

past year.

This group, composed of sixteen

upperclassmen, meets four or five

times each semester to consider

some aspect of the topic for the

year. One paper and several cri-

ticisms of it are presented at

each meeting. An interdisciplinary

subject, such as this year's "Com-
munication and the Nature of

Symbol," is chosen.

New members are: Jere Behr-
man. Edward Volkman, Prank
Wolf, Jay Ogilvy, Steve Stoltz-

berg, Richard Lyon, Pete Wiley,

and John Wilson.

Review

PROSE

Red Balloon
By Ed Jarman and Kit Jones

Chuck Webb's already volum-
inous contribution to Williams
College letters is augmented by
the presence of two short stories

in the forthcoming Red Balloon.
Webb is a talented writer of dia-
logue and uses this to good ad-
vantage. In each of the stories his
conception is essentially dramatic,
the importance of the third person
story-teller being played down in

relation to the characters them-
selves. Description, when it ap-
pears, however, is very effective. A
good example is the ending of The
Several Short Stories of Leonard

Weeks. The story as a whole is a

delightful little opus concerning
a writer who faces the sad dilem-
ma of expressing in words the idea

that words are not capable of ex-
pressing anything at all. Leonard
attempts a vivid demonstration to

convince a female, proofreader
friend that actions speak louder
than words, only to find that ac-
tions too can have their draw-
backs. Webb's other story, A Day
in the Life of Mr. Franklin, is not
quite as successful. This is prob-
ably because the story's serious

side does not dovetail with its es-

sentially comic tonality.

The Death of Great Aunt Mic-
assah by Bob Judd has many good

things to offer, but falls apart to

some extent when viewed as an
entity. Great Aunt Micassah is an
enigmatic, Tennessee Williams-

type, Southern matriarch in the
scene of "her children lost among
their playthings."

Bay Bird, by Robert Marrin gets

off to an unpromising start but
it improves a great deal. The
main characters are Vince, a beer-
drinking hot-rodder, and Terry,
his girl.

POETRY
Those who are In doubt as to the

creative abilities of Williams Stu-
dents will find encouragement mid
pleasant surprises waiting lar

them in the current issue of The
Red Balloon.
George Downing reveals feeling

perception and warmth in ! ij

descriptions of "Dusk Fallln ",

"Night Scene", and "On a Mai: of
Categories". He merges the n i-

monal and phenomonal wo: Is

with surprisingly natural strcl :•$

in "Passage". Indeed, Down.^ig

displays in all of his contribute ua

little of the artificial stiltedu .ss

of the Williams College, plu- i-

cratically inclined bard.

Arnold Jay Bradford provicies

an ideal answer to all futire

"chop" letters with his "Ode lo

the World's Nastiest Letter Wa-
ter". A degree of sublety, combiii' d

with a tendency to the monos>l-

lablc and simple aa, bb structure

enables Bradford to convey his

point with little logic, but a gre.it

deal of ire.

Eric Davis has maintained hia

usual standard of production al-

though a similie "she moved lilie

an Otter held to the mouth" is

slightly too graphic for the poem
in which it is contained.

Erik Stefan Muller brings the

reader along on a "Troop Train"

and in two short stanzas achieves

an astounding verisimilitude.

If this issue of the Balloon Is

an example of the literary talent

that is occasionally rooted out of

its analyses and book reports to

something more challenging to the

mind and soul, it is disheartening

to realize how much is still dorm-

ant. Those who have struggled out

of the pits of Greylock Hall to

scribble their messages in the

sand seem all to willing to descend

again.

Now—
give yourself
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Gargoyle Taps 19 Juniors:

14 Junior Advisers In Group
In the traditional tapping ceremony on the Science Lab campus

Gargoyle Society today chose nineteen Juniors to be members of the
11162 Society. They were selected on the basis of the "spirit which has
clmracterlzed their endeavors on behalf of the college" dui-lng their
fir.st three years.

Eleven of the new Gargoyles are honors majors and three are
niombers of Phi Beta Kappa. Fourteen are Junior Advisers Five are
piesldents of fraternities, and eighteen are fraternity members

Gargoyle is a non-secret senior honor society existing "to promote
liie best Interests of Williams College."

Tapped were:

BLACK BRIMMER CALHOUN CROSBY

JERE BEHRMAN — See Grosvenor Cup Story.
CHIP BLACK — English major; President Social Council; President
Clii Psi; President, Purple Key; Junior Adviser; varsity football.

MIKE BRIMMER — American History and Lit, honors; junior advi-
ser; varsity wrestling; college council; Dean's List; vice-president,

Delta Upsilon.
JOHN CALHOUN — History, honors, Junior Adviser; president Cap
& Bells; Phi Beta Kappa; WOC; Prosh Revue; Fi-ench Club; Frosh
Football; Dean's List; Beta Theta PI.

ASH CROSBY — English major; Junior Adviser; student vestry;

choir; freshman football and wrestling; College Council Cap and
BelLs; St. Anthony Hall.

DAVIS DURHAM FLOYD ORINNELL

STEW DAVIS — History, honors; Editor, RECORD; Critical Issues
Comm.; Career Weekend Comm.; Boys' Club; frosh and varsity soc-

cer; College Council; Theta Delta Chi.
ROB DURHAM — History honors; President, Junior Advisers; Pres-
ident, College Council; Career Weelcend Committee; Frosh and var-
sity swimming; Honor System and Discipline Committee; Rules, Nom-
inations and Elections Comm.; Washington Gladden Society; WOC;
Chi Psi.

WIP FLOYD — English major; Glee Club; Student Vestry; Prosh
Council; Soccer; Prosh class secretary; Junior Adviser; Sophomore
Council; "Peter Pan"; Kappa Alpha.
BRUCE GRINNELL — History major; Junior Adviser; Chairman,
Career Weekend Comm.; co-capt., football; frosh and varsity base-
ball; president. Alpha Delta Phi; Social Council; Teaching Assistant,

Willlamstown High; frosh council.

HENRY KANAOA KEATING MOHR
BOB HENRY — Economics, honors; Chairman, Rushing Committee;
Fund Chairman, College Chest Fund; WCC; Junior Adviser; Dean's

Ust; Chi Psi.
r,ARRY KANAOA — Political Science, honors; Phi Beta Kappa;
Junior Adviser; Dean's List; President, Theta Delta Chi; executive

editor, RECORD.
MIKE KEATING — Political Science, honors; Dean's List; Junior Ad-
viser; frosh and varsity squash; Chi Psi.

SCOTT MOHR — Chemistry honors; Phi Beta Kappa; Dean's List;

Discussion; "Caesar and Cleopatra", AMT; Glee Club; Foreign Stu-
dent Comm.; Corresponding Secretary, Beta Theta PI.

RUTHEBFOBD TEMPLB THOMS VOLKMAM

Award Behrman

Grosvenor Cup
Jere R. Behrman today received

the Grosvenor Memorial Cup from
President James P. Baxter, 3rd.
A committee of seniors chose Wid-
mer as the member of the Junior
Class who "best exemplifies the
traditions of Williams."
Behrman, the President of the

Junior Class, came to Williams in

1958 from Richmond, Indiana. He
is a Junior Phi Beta Kappa and
an honors student in Physics.

SKIP RtlTHKBFORD — Ainerlc»n HUtory and Lit major; Junior

Adviser; Purple Key; Career Weekend Comm.; College Council; Social

CouncU; President. BeU Theta PI, Iroah and varsity aoccer, co-capt.

next year; frosh and varsity lacrosse; frosh council; soph council.

RALPH TEMPLE — English major; Junior Adviser; President, St.

Anthony Hall; Purple Key; WOC, WM8, Social CouncU; frosh foot-

ball; frosh and varsity baseball.

PETTER THOMS — History major; College Council; Junior Adviser;

Student Union Committee; Purple Key; vice-captain, Williams Rugby
Club; soccer; frosh council; vice-president. Alpha Delta Phi.

KD VOLKMAN — Political Science major; Dean's List; Feature Edi-
tor, RXCORD: President, Adelphlo Union.

Behrman is also vice president of
the College Council, a Junior Ad-
viser, and a member of the Honor
System and Discipline Committee,
and played varsity basketball. He
is vice president of Theta Delta
Chi fraternity.

Behrman is the 28th recipient
of the cup, which was given in
honor of Allan Livingston Gros-
venor '31, by the Interfratemity
Council of 1931.

Purple Key
Pnrple Key, 1961-62

A. Lee Baler
Leonard A. Bemhelmer
James B. Blume
Thomas E. Boschen
Michael C. Collyer
J. Terrance Davis
William R. Dixon
Alan L. Freeman
Lajoie (Buck) Gibbons
Kenneth B. Hatcher
David L. Jeffrey
Brian King
James P. Lawsing
Bruce A. MacDougall
Robert A. Seldman
Louis R. Sweatland
Jack C. West
James M. Williams

Tapping Order
Jere R. Behrman

by Ben Campbell
Michael P. Brimmer

by John Simons
Robert R. Henry

by Al Bogatay
Scott C. Mohr

by Tad Day
Paul B. Worthman

by Jack Helser
Walter I. Floyd, Jr.

by Bob Adler
Bruce D. Qrlnnell

by Dick Bradley
Robert J. Durham, Jr.

by Mike Dlvely

Lawrence W. Kanaga, in
by John Byers

Alvord B. Rutherford
by Tom Fox

Peter W. Thorns
by Dick VervlUe

Stewart D. Davis
by Rlk Warch

James C. Black
by Fred NoUmd

John T. Calhoun
by Mike Small

Frank Wolf
by Eric Wldmer

H. Ashton Crosby, Jr.

by Skip Chase
Ralph 8. Temple, Jr.

by George Reath
Edward A. VoUunan

by Tad Day
Michael B. Keating

by Al Bogatay

Gargoyle: Vision And Reality
\

Editorial
'

Nineteen men have been chosen Gargoyles from the Class of;

1962. As Gargoyles thev will have op])ortunity to contribute as'

much to Williams as tlirough any other activity; but tliey will;

face the same limitations which WiUiams imposes on any activity.'

Gargoyle is more than an honor society. It is a productive
and enjoyable activity. Occasional reijorts on the honor system,
on fraternities, and on the junior advisers are stimulating and
worthwhile. Conferences witn the President, talks with alumni,

and bi-wet;kly meetings provide enjoyable and educational dis-

cu.ssions of campus problems.

But this year's Gfargoyles had even higher ideas. They were
going to he active. Gargoyle was to be their highest commit-
meiit, one tvhich would come before all others. This vision of
Gargoyle—not Gargoyle itself—has failed. High hopes have re-'

ceded before the practicalities of education and activities at

WilUains.

There were a few who worked diligently on their Gargoyle'
activities. Others worked harder on Gargoyle than ou any other.'

activity, but could find little time. Others, for various reasons,,

were lackadasical in their attitude toward the society.

Gargoyle does not differ substantially from other campus ac-

tivities in this respect. And yet the failure of this vision of an
active society is symbolic of the failure of activities at Williams
in general.

// any group could be expected to be active, to show initia-

tive and imagination, it might be a group such as the one chosen
today. These are students with knoivledge and experience of the

problenu of the campus who might, tvhen placed together in a
group, show an informed initiative and interest in campus af-

fairs. The fact is that Gargoyles at their best have shown only a
little more interest, only slightly more initiative as Gargoyles
than they luive as members of other campus activities.

Part of this failure is no doubt due to human nature. Even
for imaginative human beings, initiative and imagination are the
exception rather than the rule.

Part of this failure is due to mistakes in the selection of Gar-;

goyles; but tliese mistakes will always occur. J

A great part of the "failure" of Gargoyle is due to Williams
College itself. In general, Williams has made the decision that

education comes best through "formal" education. And formal
education means the ordering of the educational experience
throusli regular assignments, regular classes, and the greatest

possible required use of the student's time.

Initiative and imagination, it is hoped, will arise through the.

specific means provided by the school; in papers, tests, and class'

discussions.

This analysis is not completely fair to Williams, to be sure.

The saving grace of the school is the anomalous flexibility in a
theoretically rigid system. But independent work and initiative

are only seconclary in a system whose primary task is to stimulate

imagination and initiative by keeping the student busy.

The unavoidable consequence of the "busy system" of edu-
cation is a large amount of drudgery, even for the imaginative
student. And an unavoidable consequence of this amount of drud-
gery is the student's compulsion to get away from all work.

This is not a proposal for a panacea which will end all the
problems of Williams College. Certainly a much more flexible

curriculum—a curriculum wliich depended upon initiative and
imagination, rather tlian upon required work, for the success of

education—would present many otner problems.

But the "failure" of Gargoyle, hke the "failure" of student
imagination and initiative in many other campus activities, is as

mucn a consequence of the type of education at Williams as it is

of the inherent laziness of students. If a student has many required
burdens in his college career, then he will require a certain amount
of free time—time wnere he is not burdened by anything, including
Gargoyle.

Gargoyle has not really failed. It is onlu the vision of Gar-
goyle as an extremely active, intense society that has failed. If we
accept the Williams education for the many merits which it indeed
does possess, we must also accept the limitations which this edu-
cation places on informal student activities.

To the nineteen new Gargoyles we offer our congratulations;

—and our hope that they will accept their situation. Gargoyle
can make a limited, but constructive, contribution to Williams:
None of us should expect the impossible.

—Campbell, reath'

WOLF WOBTHMAN
PRANK WOLF — Political Science, honors; Dean's List; WOC; Qlee
aub; Berkshire Symphony; WCJA; Beta Theta Pi.

PAUL WORTHMAN — American History and Lit, honors; Interna-
tional Relations Club; teaching assistant; Young Democrats; vice-
president, Purple Key; Chairman, student Williams Program (Irlve*
WCJA; Dean's Ust; TheU Delta Chi
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Untouched Issue
Tlie {)|)|30iiciits ot the House Ooiiimittoc on Uu-Amcrican Ac-

tivities suffered a defeat last Tuesday e\'eiiiiij,r. This defeat was
]}eieipitated by an articulate and tliorounhly im|)ressive speaker
for tlie coiiservatixe ])ositi()ii, and more ini])()rtaiit, by a sjjeaker

for the liberal |i()sition who was neither represoiitativc nor ade-
quate.

The failure of liberalism was far more sis^nificant than the

trinniijh of conser\atisin. This defeat left a i)asie issue untouched.
Neither liberals nor coiiser\'ati\'es, as loval .\inericans, can afford
to ignore this issue.

No one denies or can legitimately deny the goveriunent's
right to defend itself against forceful o\orthrow, sabotage, or
es|)ionage. This right has not been (|uesti()iK'd bv oi^pouents of

the House Committee. There are already laws against treasonous
activity. The apprehension and punishment of \iolators of these

laws is the rightful domain of the executive branch of goxcrii-

ment, its enforcement agencies, and the co\irts.

What has been denied by opponents of the HUAC is the
right of the government to declare jxirticular i^olitical positions

and beliefs un-American. The HUAC asserts this right exists.

Inherent in their position is a violation of tlie constitutional guar-
antees of free speech. Inherent in their action |)ursuant to this |)osi-

tion is a violation of the constitutional guarantee |)ro\ ided bv the

due process clause of the fifth amendment.

No Congressional committee has the right to i^rosecute or
punish individuals. This right is reserved for tlie courts where
the indi\'idual is granted due jiroccss of law—the right to self-

defense, to face his accusers, and to be judged bv his peers. No
Congressional committee has the rigiit to condemn individuals

for a criminal act, as they condemned certain individuals in "Op-
eration Abolition", until tliese individuals have received a fair

trial and their guilt or innocence is determined by the courts.

Lewis' attitude toward due process of law is evident from
his reaction to the acquittal of I^obert Meisenbach by a jmy of

his peers. The acquittal did not change Lewis' mind about Mcisen-
bacli's guilt. Lewis is not concerned with due process of law, but

only with "justice" as he defines it. His attitude is analogous to tiiat

of the committee which employed him. This committee has taken

it upon itself to define "Americanism" and to mete out "jiLstice"

as it sees fit in each case. There is no concern with law, and no
o|)portunity for appeal. The committee is a self-appointed final

arbiter of what is American and what is "just".

Free speech is not a bauble tossed to the masses by a benevo-
lent government. In a democracy it is the very basis of govern-

ment. The presupposition of our social order is that free dis-

ciLSsion of ideas is the necessary prerec|uisite to wise action.

It is our faith in free discussion that is truly .American. No one
set of ideas, no one ideology, is American. .'Ml ideas, in so far as

they are sincerely held by a citizen, are ,\merican.This is our

creed.

The ideal of free speech is threatened today not by sub-

version but by sheer naked fear, a fear that is as misguided

as the House Committee which it supports. What we must truly

fear is not the Communist threat, but our own inability to deal

with this threat through democratic process. If we sacrifice our

basic creed, in an orgy of witch hunting, we must be prepared

to face the c()nsec|uences—the loss of that which is most worthy
of our protection.
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To The RECORD:
For many years we have been

hearing about the supposed Com-
munist threat to the security of

our nation. The extent to which
this internal menace constitutes

a real danger to our Constitution

and to our way of life Is an issue

that I will not try to debate here.

Wliat I would like to point out is

a real danger on the right, not so

mucli irom the House Un-Ameri-
can Activities Committee and its

spokesmen like Fulton Lewis lil,

but irom the people who use U\c

cominatee and the American nag
to preach their doctrines ot nuui-
erance.

immediately after the showing
of "Operation Abolition" and the
aebaie on HUAC, a group of stu-
aenis and laculty that had man-
agtd to outlast the long-winded
aim by now overly repcliilous ar-

guments, was treated to an ex-
ample of this right-wing Ameri-
cansim from a self-styled spokes-

man for the American Legion, the
National Association of Manufac-
tiirei-s, the DAR, and the John
3irch Society. The elderly gentle-
man, "an Annapolis graduate who
nas risked his life for this coun-
i-ry" managed to engage himself in
a lively debate that demonstrated
oo many that there is a greater
danger in his type of militant re-
action than there is in the Amer-
ican Communist party.
This professional patriot, who

had made himself prominent ear-
lier in the evening by directing a

"three-pronged question" at Mr.
Lewis, stated that he wanted to

fight Communism in any way he
can. Apparently he would like to

start in that hotbed of American
subversion—Williams College. To
him and to others like him, any
faculty member who allows his

classes to examine the United
States in any way that might show
up faults in the structure or goals
of our government must be a

Communist, or at least (in tliat

vastly overworked phrase i a

"dupe" of the international Com-
munist conspiracy. The fact that
there may be or may have been
flaws in our national policy does
not interest him. Facts have no
bearing to his thesis. What he es-

pouses is a credo that disregards
an individual's freedom for the
greater glory of the American
flag, and ostensibly the Army, lor,

in this case, the Navy).
The paradox of this ultra-con-

servative stand is that economical-
ly, it is all for individualism. It's

fine when the government goes
witch-hunting to expose Com-
munism where it doesn't exist and
does so at the expense of indivi-

dual freedom but heaven forbid

that this same government should
try to interfere with a man's bus-

iness, even if that business is ty-

ing up the nation's economy.
Then, naturally, he has lost his

individual rights.

Perhaps the most fitting com-
ment on the proceedings was made
by a colleague of the gentleman
in question who said of the stu-

dents; "They don't understand us,

we're too old-fashioned." This

country had better hope that oth-

ers don't understand them. They
can't afford to in these days when
the threat of nuclear annihilation

hangs over us all.

Dave Goldberg '62

' Discussion * Selects

Eight New Members
"Discussion," the undergraduate

group with the purpose its name
Implies, has recently elected

George Downing president for

next year and has admitted eight

new members. Professor Don Gif-

ford of the English Department
will replace Professor Sidney Eisen

as faculty advisor .Elsen and Tad
Day '61 founded the group this

past year.

This group, composed of sixteen

upperclassmen, meets four or five

times each semester to consider

some aspect of the topic for the

.vear. One paper and several cri-

ticisms of It are presented at

each meeting. An Interdisciplinary

subject, such as thLs year's "Com-
munication and the Nature of

Symbol," is chosen.

New members are: Jere Behr-
man, Edward Volkman, Frank
Wolf, Jay Ogllvy, Steve Stoltz-

berg, Richard Lyon, Pete Wiley,

and John Wilson.

Review

PROSE

Red Balloon
By Ed Jarman

Chuck Webb's already volum-
inous contribution to Williams
College letters is augmented by
the presence of two short stories

in the forthcoming Ked Balluon.
Webb is a talented writer of dia-
logue and uses this to good ad-
vantage. In each of the .stories his

conception is essentially dramatic,
the importance of the lliird person
story-teller being played down in

relation to the characters them-
selves. Description, when it ap-
pears, however, is very effective. A
good example is the ending of The
Several Short Stories of Leonard
Weeks. The story as a whole is a

delightful little opus concerning
a writer who faces the sad dilem-
ma of expressing in words the idea

that words are not capable of ex-
pressing anything at all. Leonard
attempts a vivid demonstration to

convince a female, proofreader
friend that actions speak louder

than words, only to find that ac-
tions loo can have their draw-
backs, Webb's other story, A Day
in the Life of Mr. Franklin, is not
quite as successful, Tliis is prob-
ably because the story's .serious

side does not dovetail with its es-

sentially comic tonality.

The Death ot Great Aunt Mic-
assah by Bob Judd has many good
things to offer, but falls apart to

some extent when viewed as an
entity. Great Aunt Micassah is an
enigmatic. Tennessee Williams-

type. Southern matriarch in the
.scene of "her children lost among
their playthings."

Bay Bird, by Robert Marrin gets

off to an unpromising start but
it improves a great deal. The
main characters are Vince, a beer-
drinking hot-rodder, and Terry,
his girl.

and Kit Jones

POETRY
Those who are In doubt as to t lie

creative abilities of Williams Su-
dents will find encouragement ;..i(j

plea.sant surprises waiting 'or
them in the current issue of 'the
lied Balloon.
George Downing reveals feehig

perception and warmth In '

is

descriptions of "Du.sk PalUi; ",

"Night Scexre", and "On a Mai if

Categories". He merges the n i-

monal and phenomonal wo Is

with .surprisingly natural stri- s

in "Passage". Indeed. Down g

displays in all of his contributi .s

little of the artificial stiltedi. ,s

of the Williams College, plu -

cratically inclined bard.

Arnold Jay Bradford provi. s

an ideal answer to all ful e

"chop" letters with his "Ode o

the World's Nastiest Letter W ,-

ter", A degree of sublety. combii d

with a tendency to the mono.s -

labic and simple aa. bb slrucli: e

enables Bradford to convey 1. s

point with little logic, but a gn it

deal of ire,

Eric Davis has maintained ))$

usual standard of production nl-

though a similie "she moved lil.u

an Otter held to the mouth" is

slightly too graphic for the poem
in which it is contained.

Erik Stefan MuUer brings tli'.'

reader along on a "Troop Train"

and in two short stanzas achieves

an astounding verisimilitude.

If this i.ssue of the Balloon is

an example of the literary talent

that is occasionally rooted out of

its analyses and book reports to

something more challenging to ihr

mind and soul, it is dishearteninp.

to realize how much is still dorm
ant. Those who have struggled out

of the pits of Greylock Hall to

.scribble their messages in the

sand .seem all to willing to descent!

again.

SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE

New "wetter-than-water" action melts beard's tough-
ness-ln seconds. Rcmarkalile new "welter-than-water"
action give,« Old Spice Super Smooth Shave its scientific

approximation to the feather-touch feel and the efficiency of
barber shop shave.o. Melts your beard's toughness like hot
towels and massage— in sccontls.

Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the!
blade. A unique combination of anti-evaporation agents
makes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No
re-latlierinp, no dry spots. Richer and creamier..

.
gives you

the most satisfyinp shave ... fastest, cleanest— anri most
comfortable. Regular or mentholated, 1.00.

SHU UTO N
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Gargoyle Taps 19 Juniors:

14 Junior Advisers In Group
In the traditional tapping ceremony on the Science Lab campus

O a-Boyle Society today chose nineteen Juniors to be members of the
r,Hi2 Society. They were selected on the basis of the "spirit which has
characterized their endeavors on behalf of the college" during their
f. .st three years.

Eleven of the new Gargoyles are honors majors and three are
II mbers of Phi Beta Kappa. Fourteen are Junior Advisers Five are
1) r.sidents of fraternities, and eighteen are fraternity members

Gargoyle is a iion-secret senior honor society existing "to promote
liii' best interests of Williams College."

Tapped were:

BLACK BRIMMER CALHOUN CROSBY

JKRE BEHRMAN — See Grosvenor Cup Story.
CHIP BLACK — English major; President Social Council; President
Clii Psi; President, Purple Key; Junior Adviser; varsity football.

MIKE BRIMMER — American History and Lit, honors; Junior advi-
ser; varsity wrestling; college council; Dean's List; vice-president,
Delta Upsilon.
JOHN CALHOUN — History, honors. Junior Adviser; president Cap
& Bells; Phi Beta Kappa; WOC; Prosh Revue; F^-ench Club; Frosh
Football; Dean's List; Beta Theta Pi.

ASH CROSBY — English major; Junior Adviser; student vestry;

choir; freshman football and wre.stling; College Council Cap and
Bells; St. Anthony Hall.

DAVIS DURHAM FLOYD GRINNELL

STEW DAVIS —
• History, honors; Editor, RECORD; Critical Issues

Comm.; Career Weekend Comm.; Boys' Club; frosh and varsity soc-

cer; College Council; Theta Delta Chi.

ROB DURHAM — History honoi's; President, Junior Advisers; Pres-
ident, College Council; Career Weekend Committee; Frosh and var-
sity swimming; Honor System and Discipline Committee; Rules, Nom-
inations and Elections Comm.; Washington Gladden Society; WOC;
Chi Psi.

VVIP FLOYD — English major; Glee Club; Student Vestry; Fiosh
Council; Soccer; Prosh class secretary; Junior Adviser; Sophomore
Council; "Peter Pan"; Kappa Alpha.
BRUCE GRINNELL — Histoi'y major; Junior Adviser; Chairman,
Career Weekend Comm.; co-capt., football; frosh and varsity base-
iiiill; president. Alpha Delta Phi; Social Council; Teaching Assistant,

WUliamstown High; frosh council.

HENRY KANAGA KEATING MOHR
HOB HENRY — Economics, honors; Chairman, Rushing Committee;
^nd Chairman, College Chest Fund; WCC; Junior Adviser; Dean's
I'ist; Chi Psi.
liARRY KANAGA — Political Science, honors; Phi Beta Kappa;
Junior Adviser; Dean's List; President, Theta Delta Chi; executive

'dltor, RECORD.
MIKE KEATING — Political Science, honors; Dean's List; Junior Ad-
viser; frosh and varsity squash; Chi Psi.

dCOTT MOHR — Chemistry honors; Phi Beta Kappa; Dean's List;

Discussion; "Caesar and Cleopatra", AMT; Glee Club; Foreign Stu-

dent Comm.; Corresponding Secretary, Beta Theta PI.

KITTHERFORI) TEMPUK THOM8 yOLKAIAN

SKIP RUTHERFORD — AmMic»n History and Lit major; Junior

Adviser; Purple Key; Career Weekend Comm.; College Council; Social

CouncU; President, B«U Theta PI. frosh and varsity soccer, co-capt.

next year; frosh and varsity lacrosse; frosh council; soph council.

RALPH TEMPLE — English major; Junior Adviser; President, St.

Anthony Hall; Purple Key; WOC. WM8. Social Council; frosh foot-

ball; frosh and varsity baseball.

PETER THOMS — History major; College Council; Junior Adviser;

Student Union Committee; Purple Key; vlce-captaln, Williams Rugby
Club; soccer; frosh council; vice-president. Alpha Delta Phi.

ED VOLKMAN — Political Science major; Dean's LUt; Feature Edi-
tor, RKCORD; President, Adelphlo Union.

Award Behrman

Grosvenor Cup
Jere R. Behrman today received

the Grosvenoi- Memorial Cup from
President James P. Baxter. 3rd.
A committee of seniors chose Wid-
mer as the member of the Junior
Class who "best exemplifies the
traditions of Williams."
Behrman. the Piesident of the

Junior Class, came to Williams in

1958 from Richmond, Indiana. He
is a Junior Phi Beta Kappa and
an honors student in Physics.

Behrman is also vice president of

the College Council, a Junior Ad-
viser, and a member of the Honor
System and Discipline Committee,
and played varsity basketball. He
is vice president of Theta Delta
Chi fraternity.

Behrman is the 28th recipient
of the cup, which was given in

honor of Allan Livingston Gros-
venor '31, by the Interfratemlty
Council of 1931.

Purple Key
Purple Key. 1961-62

A. Lee Baier
Leonard A. Beniheimer
James B. Blume
Thomas E. Boschen
Michael C. CoUyer
J. Terrance Davis
William R. Dixon
Alan L. Freeman
Lajoie (Buck) Gibbons
Kenneth B. Hatcher
David L. Jeffrey
Brian King
James P. Lawslng
Bruce A. MacDougall
Robert A. Seidman
Louis R. Sweatland
Jack C. West
James M. Williams

Tapping Order
Jere R. Behrman

by Ben Campbell
Michael F. Brimmer

by John Simons
Robert R. Henry

by Al Bogatay
Scott C. Mohr

by Tad Day
Paul B. Worthman

by Jack Helser
Walter I. Floyd. Jr.

by Bob Adler
Bruce D. Grlnnell

by Dick Bradley
Robert J. Durham, Jr.

by Mike Dively

Lawrence W. Kanaga, IH
by John Byers

Alvord B. Rutherford
by Tom Pox

Peter W. Thoms
by Dick Vervllle

Stewart D. Davis

by Rlk Warch
James C. Black

by Pred NoUnd
John T. Calhoun

by Mike Small
Frank Wolf

by Eric Wldmer
H. Ashton Crosby. Jr.

by Skip Chase
Ralph 8. Temple. Jr

by George Reath
Edward A. Volkman

by Tad Day
Michael B. Keating

by Al BoffatiLy

Gargoyle: Vision And Reality
\

Editorial
'

(

Nineteen men have hcu'n chosen Garj^oylcs from the Class of,

19fi2. A.s (iartjoyles thiy will have opportunity to contribute as

much to Williams a.s through any other activity; but they will

face the same limitations which Williams im|joscs on any activity.'

Garj^oyle is nion; than an honor .society. It is a productive
and enjoyable activity. Occasional icpoits on tlii' lionor system,
on fratJMiiities, and on tlu; junior acnisers arc stimulating and
woithwhile. (."oMfcrences with the IVesideut, talks with aiimnii,

and bi-weekly meetings provide enjoyable and educational dis-

cussions of campus |)roblems.

Bui tliix year's Gori^oijlcs had even higher ideas. They were
fioiiijs, to be aelivc. Gai<^()i)le tens lo he their lii<i)iest commit-
ment, one tvhich iiould come before all others. Tliis vision of
Garf^ot/le—iwt Gar<^oi/le itself—has faded. IHub Jiopes have re-

ccded before the praclicalilies of education and activities at

Williunis.

There were a tew who worked dih^eiitly on their (Jarnoyle'
activities. Others worked hardei' on Clarnovle than on any other

;

activity, but could find little time. Others, lor xarious reasons,

were lackadasical in their attitude toward the society.

Gargoyle does not differ substantially from other campus ac-

tivities in this rcsp(>ct. .\nd yet the failure of this vision of an
active society is symbolic of the failure of acti\ities at Williams
in j^encral.

// any '^roiip cotdd lie expected to be active, to show initia-

tive and imof^^ination. it niii^hl be a uroup .'iuch us tlie one chosen
todaij. These are .'itudcnts with knowlediie and experience of the
problems of the campus tcho nd'^ltt, when placed to'^cther in a

Uroup, show an informed initiative and interest in eamjnis af-

fairs. The fact is thai Carf^oi/les al Iheir best have .shown onhj a
little more interest, only .slijs,htly more inilialive as CMr\ipyles
than they have as nwnd)ers of other cam))us aclivilies.

Part of this failure is no doubt due to hiiiuaii nature. Even
for imaginatixe human beings, initiative and iniaj^ination are tlie

e.\ce|3tion rather than the rule.

Part of this faihnc is due to mistakes in the selection of Gar-
goyles; but these mistakes will always occur.

A threat pari of Ihe "failure" of C,ariioi/!e is diw lo Williatns

College itself. In 'general. Williams has made lite decision that

education conws bc.sl lltrom^Ji "fonmd" cducalion. .\nd formal
education means the ordering of ihc eduealional experience
throujdx rcfs^ultir as,siffimcnls, rcfiular chis.ses, and the urcatest
pos.sihle required use of the student's time.

Initiative and imagination, it is hoped, will arise through tlie

specific means provided by tlie school: in i)a])eis, tests, and class

tiiscussions.

This analysis is not completely fair to Williams, to be sure.

Tlie saving grace of the school is the anomalous flexibility in a
theoretically rigid system. But iudcpeudent work and initiative

arc onl\' secondary in a system whose primary task is to stimulate

imagination and initiative by keeping the student busy.

The unavoidable con.secpience of Ihe "busy sii.stem" of edu-
cation is a lar<ie amount of drudgery, even for the inio<sinativc

student. And an unavoidable con.sequenee of lliis amount of drud-
gery is the .sludenl'.s comi)ulsion to gc/ aicay from al! work.

This is not a proposal for a panacea which will end all the
piohlcins of Williams C^ollege. Gcrtainly a much more flexible

curriculum—a curriculum which de|)ended ii|)oii initiatixe and
imagination, rather than u)5()n reejuiix'd work, for tlie success of

education—would present many otlier problems.

But the "failure" of (iargoyle. like the "failure" of student
imagination and initiative in many other campus activities, is as

much a consef|uence of the type of education at W'illiams as it is

of the inherent laziness of students. If a student has maiiv Te(]uired

burdens in his college career, then he will require a certain amount
of free time—time wliere he is not burdened by anything, including
Gargoyle.

Gargoyle has not really failed. It is only the vision of Gar-
goyle as an extremely active, intense .society that has failed. If we
accept the Williams education for the many merits which it indeed
does possess, tee must also accept the limitations which this edu-
cation places on informal student activities.

To the nineteen new Gargoyles we offer our congratulations;
—and our hope that they will accept tlicir situation. Gargoyle
can make a limited, but constructive, contribution to Williams.
None of us should ex]ject the impossible.

—Campbell, reath'

WOLF WORTHMAN
FRANK WOLF — Political Science, honors; Dean's List; V^TOC' Qlee
Club; Berkshh-e Symphony; WCJA; Beta Theta PI.

PAUL WORTHMAN — American History and Lit, honors; Interna-
tional Relations Club; teaching assistant; "Young Democrats; vice-
president. Purple Key; Chairman, student Wllllama Program drive-
WCJA; Dean's Ust; Theta Delte Chi.



OUR CONGRATULATIONS TO

THE 1962 GARGOYLES

College Pharmacy

Gym Restaurant

Williams Co-op

St. Pierre's Barber Shop

Washburne's - The College Book Store

House Of Walsh

Williamstown National Bank

King's Package Store

Cal's Sporting Goods

The McClelland Press

The Square Deal Store

Louis Rudnick

George M. Hopkins Co. - Furniture

Food Shoppe

Howard Johnson's

Eddie's Super Market

The Williams Inn

Williamstown Savings Bank

Taconic Lumber & Hardware

Lamb Printing Co.

Lane's Auto Body Works

Purple Key Society



St. John's Student Vestry Plans Bazaar;
Festivities To Take Place On D. U. Lawn
The Student Vestry of St. John's

Church, WllUamstown, is prepar-

ing for the fifth annual fair to

be held on the Delta UpsUon

law", on South St. The fair will

be held on May 12 from 1:00 p.m.

to 11:00 p.m. and on May 13 from

10:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. There will

be rides for everyone—a ferrls

wiici'l, merry-go-round, kiddie

THE WILLIAMS RECORD^
FI^IDAY, MAY 12, 1961W

ride, chair swings, rollo plane, and
roller coaster. Games of skill will
be operated by students of Wil-
liams College. The fair Is planned
to further the pleasant relation-
ship between the residents of the
town and the students.

The youth group of the Congre-
gational Church, will run a re-
freshment stand. Tickets and re-
duced-rate booklets for the fair
are being sold by members of the
St. John's Church school and the
members of the student vestry.

Rahbi Schlinder To Lecture Here

On Topic Of Living Life Fully
Rabbi Alexander M. Schindler,

Director of the New England
Council of the Union of Ameri-
can Hebrew Congregations, will

lecture before the college on the
topic "To Live Life Fully' on Fri-

day, May 12. The rabbi will speak
under the auspices of the Jewish
Chautauqua Society, at 7:30 in 3

Griffin Hall.

The speaker heads the program
of the Federation of Reform Tem-
ples in the six-state New England

ADVENTURERS

!

Submit to Adventure. Join Adventurers-International. Sub-

scription to Aphrodisia — journal of the rare and unusual, 25%
discount on all books and records, Free trips to EUROPE, SOUTH

AMERICA, AFRICA, ON OUR BONUS POINT SYSTEM, free

circulating film library, unique "Contact" answering service, sports

car rallies, private parties, Turkish revels, Voo-Doo Seminars,

archeological expeditions to Asia Minor, Christmas in the Canary

Islands, Snow Job Service, Annual Champagne Fiesta, other

membership benefits.

MEMBERSHIP $5.00

ADVENTURERS INTERNATIONAL
39 Gramercy Park, NYC

area. He is responsible for the de-

velopment of new congregations
and for their religious and educa-
tional programs during the initial

years of their existence. The ac-

tivities of the 1600 member New
England Federation of Temple
Youth are also under his care.

Schindler was born in Munich,
Germany, son of the well-known
Yiddish poet Eliezer Schindler. Af-

ter he came to the United States

in 1938, he attended the College

of the City of New York where he
received his B.S.S. with honors in

history. In 1953, he was ordained
at Hebrew Union College—Jewish
Institute of Religion in Cincin-

nati, receiving his M.H.L. Degree.

He is the author of From Dis-

crimination to Extermination,

a study of the German Gov-
ernment's antl Jewish poli-

cies from 1933-1945. Schindler

presently serves as Book Review
Editor of the Central Conference

of American Rabbis Journal.

KlilMllJ
LAST TWO DAYS

In Color — NEW!

"HIPPODROME"
ALSO!

''The Night My Number Come Up"
Michael Redgrave

SUN. MON. TUES.
In Gino's Newest

She Has Everything

Except A Sense Of Shame!

"Go Naked In The World"
Gina Lollobrigida

Plus 2nd Main Feature!

...Also IN COLOR

Tareyton delivers the flavor. .

.

THETAREYTON RING MARKS THE REAL THING!

DUAL
FILTER
DOES
IT!

Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!

The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a

unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to

make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with

a pure white outer filler— to balance the flavor elements in the smoke.

Toroxlon deUven-and ysa enjoy- the be*t Uute of the beit tobaccoM,

DUALFILTERTareyton

"pure. whitB

oyter filter

ACTIVATED
CHARCOAL
jnnar filter

'JftCimimrmmiimm' •'r.ib

Goal Set At $1500

For Haystack Fund;

Aids Foreign Pupils
Phil Wlrth and Pete Thorns to-

day announced the opening of the

fifth annual Haystack Fund
Drive. A representative In each of

the fifteen fraternity houses plus

the members of the Freshman
Council will spearhead the collec-

tion. The method of solicitation

is Informal, direct contributions,

without any future "pledges."

In an Interview Wirth mention-
ed that since the trustees have re-

mitted tuition for an additional

student, there will be three Hay-
stack-sponsored foreign students
here next year instead of two.
This necessitates the higher goal
this year of $1500, or about $1.50

contribution per Williams man.
Originally, the Fund was set

up for one Far Eastern Student,
then was expanded to two mem-
bers. Recently, the scope was wid-
ened to African students, also.

"This year," Wirth remarked, "the
recipients of the scholarship can
come from any underdeveloped
country." All out support is urged
in order to reach the goal of

$1500. Respond generously to your
house or entry representative.

Meyer Lecture
Continued from Page 1, Col. 3

gued, is one of these tactics, and
in no way changes "the solidity of

the end." Though we may enter-
tain false dreams that Commu-
nism is softening, In reality "the
present defensive tactic which
masks an offensive strategy is

the Communist Idea of peaceful
coexistence."

Only by nurturing "a will that
Communism must ultimately be
defeated," will the West rise to

the challenge posed by the men-
ace. Militance must be met with
militance and bluffs have to be
called. And we cannot be bluff-

ing ourselves, Meyer asserted. We
are going to have to bend every
effort "to roll back Communism,"
even to or over the brink of nu-
clear warfare. "The question is:

What is the answer when Com-
munists get tough? Get tougher!"

Cuban Communism
We cannot tolerate the presence

of "a Communist staging base
ninety miles off our coast," he
maintained. Even if through the
arms and men of the U.S. Army,
the Communists have to be driv-

en out of Cuba. "I'm really not
the least bit concerned," said he.

"I do not think we can have a
sworn enemy ninety miles off

our shores under any circumstan-
ces.'' Earlier, in the lecture, he re-

marked, "We had a man like Ba-
tista, rotten yes, but nevertheless

he was our friend. So what did

we do? We use our money and
energy to put in power another
man, much more rotten, but he's

our enemy."

:mmm

If thoughts of financial planning

leave you feeling this way, you

should do something about it now.

You may be surprised how litflo

money you need to begin your

lifetime financial program. Life

Insurance is the perfect founda-

tion because it offers protection

and savings features.

See your Provident Mutual
campus representative for more
Information now—while you can
gain by lower premiums.

Richard Swett

St. Anthony Holl

GL 8-9211

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Ufa Inturanca Company

of Phlladalphla



Eph Lacrosse Ties Harvard 10-10;

Last Second Goals Save Game
The Williams varsity lacrosse team tied Harvard 10-10

single most important factor in the game was the Williams
tacK, rated as one of tlie best in the country, scoreless.

Grinnell, Donovan Toss i-Hitters

As Ephs Topple Union, Wesleyan

by Frank Et/ster

in double-overtime VVednesday. The
defense which held the Harvard at-

By Dave Goldbers
The Williams baseball team

combined good pitching with some
solid clutch hitting to win two
games this week and pull Its rec-

ord over the .500 mark to 6-5. On
Tuesday the Ephs downed Union
2-0 behind the four-hit pitching
of Bruce Grinnell, and the next
day took a Little Three contest
from Wesleyan, 3-1, on John Don-
ovan's 4-hitter.

In contrast to most recent Wil-
liams games, all the scoring In

the Wesleyan contest came early.

The Cardinals tallied once in the
first Inning as Al Tucker's single

drove home Dave Watt, who had
reached base on an error, with an
unearned run. It was the first

time Donovan had been scored on
this season. He has yet to give up
an earned run in 28 innings and
has allowed only 8 hits.

Ephs Take Early Lead

Williams won the game in the
second inning. Finn Fogg led off

by drawing a walk. George Mayer I

then singled to left, and Captain
Pete Smith was safe when his

bunt stayed fair. After Bobby Ad-
ams struck out and Harry Lum
fouled out, Donovan singled for

ona run and Bill Ryan's grounder
through Wesleyan second base-
man Augie Yeo's legs scored two
more.

Tha Union game on Tuesday
was a scoreless contest for 7)4 Inn-
inrs. Williams was constantly get-

ting men on base, but could never
bring them home. Grinnell, mean-
while, though having some con-
trol difficulty, was able to keep
Union from scoring. The first

Ephs breakthrough finally came
in the eighth.

Rally in Eighth Beats Union

Pete Haeffner started the rally

with a one-out single. Fogg then
bounced a base hit off the chest
of the Union third baseman and
George Mayer beat out an infield

hit. Smith then lined a 3-2 pitch

to left center to drive In the two
runs.

Have a ball

in Europe

this Summer
(and get college credits, too!)

imagine the fun you can have on a summer vacation in

Europe that includes everything from touring the Conti-
nent and studying courses for credit at the famous Sor-
bonne in Paris to living it up on a three-week co-educa-
tional romp at a fabulous Mediterranean island beach-club
resort! Interested? Check the tour descriptions below.

FRENCH STUDY TOUR, $12.33 per day plus
air fare. Two weeks touring France and Switzerland,

sightseeing in Rouen, Tours, Bordeaux, Avignon, Lyon,
Geneva, with visits to Mont-Saint-Michel and Lourdes.

Then in Paris, stay six weeks studying at La Sorbonne.
Courses include French Language, History, Drama, Art,

Literature, for 2 to 6 credits. Spend your last week touring

Luxembourg and Belgium. All-expense, 70-day tour in-

cludes sightseeing, hotels, meals, tuition for $12.33 per
day, plus Air France Jet Economy round-trip fare.

STUDENT HOLIDAYS TOUR OF EUROPE,
$15.72perday plus air fare. Escorted 42-day tour
includes visits to cultural centers, sightseeing in France,

Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Germany, Luxembourg, Den-
mark, Sweden, Norway, Scotland, England, Holland and
Belgium. Plenty of free time, entertainment. Hotel, meals,

everything included for $15.72 per day, plus Air France
Jet Economy round-trip fare.

CLUB MEDITERRANEE, $13.26 per day plus

air fare. Here's a 21-day tour that features 3 days on
your own in Paris, a week's sightseeing in Rome, Capri,

Naples and Pompeii, plus 9 fun-filled, sun-filled, fabulous

days and cool, exciting nights at the Polynesian-style

Club Mediterranee on the romantic island of Sicily. Spend
your days basking on the beach, swimming, sailing— your
nights partying, singing, dancing. Accommodations, meals,

everything only $13.26 per day complete, plus Air France
Jet Economy round-trip fare.

MR. .JOHN SCHNEIDER
c/o AIR FRANCE
68.') Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
Plea.se rush me full information on the followinif

:

French Study Tour Student Holidays Tour
Q Club MiiTitenanie

Name
Adeln

City- -Zone.

_College_

State.

Williams controlled the game in

the first period and jumped off

to 2-0 lead. Wendel Poppy scored

first with an assist by Frank
Morse. Tom Bachman followed

with the other tally, assisted by
Eric Wldmer.
The second period saw the Har-

vard midfield score six goals. Wil-

liams was able to score only once
on a shot by making the score 6-3.

The second half opened with a

quick score by Harvard. Williams
finally came to life and poured
live goals into the nets during

most of the third and fourth per-

iods. The goals in this period were
scored by Poppy, Morse, DeGray,
Bernhiemer, and Whiteford who
set up many of the other scorers

with timely assists.

The score was 8-7 in favor of

Williams with five minutes left

in tne game when Harvard scored

twice in succession. With seven

seconds left Poppy took a pass

a-om Whiteford and tied the score

d-9.

Double Overtime
The game went into overtime

with both teams remaining score-

less for the first five minute peri-

od. In the second overtime Har-
vard scored with three minutes to

go. With the score standing at 10-

9 the Williams hopes looked dim.

Then with only 27 seconds left

Widmer took a pass from White-

ford and scored to end the game
10-10 and give Williams a chance

at the New England title.

Coach McHenry, pleased with

the game, noted that it placed

Williams, Harvard, and Yale in

contention for the New England
championship.
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Springfield Track Victor With 12 Firsts;

Ephs' Neuse Double-Winner In 91-43 Loss
The Springfield College track team won 12 of 16 firsts and

completely dominated the field events in defeating the WiJIiums
thinclads 91iii to 43)i Tuesday afternoon on Pratt Field. Karl .\,use

was the Ephs' only double w nner
as he won the 440 and 220.
Other Williams victories were

posted by Co-Captain Walt lien-

rlon in the 100, and Tex Sti vard
and Bob Judd who tied in the

high Jump. John Osborne and iUck
Ash excelled for the Ephmtr al-

though they lost theh- races ii- the
final stretch.

The loss evened the Ephs' rec-

ord at 2-2, which they are e,\i)ec-

ted to Improve upon against Am-
herst Friday and RPI here Mon-
day.

Intramural Leagues

Led By Betas, Kaps
By Paul Kritzer

In a repeat of last year. Beta
and AD will meet early next week
to decide the intramural league

Softball championship. Both teams
won the right to represent their

league divisions with decisive vic-

tories over previously undefeated
opponents Wednesday.

Betas Top KA. 3-0

Ron LaPorte's nine strikeouts

and excellent pitching combined
with consecutive hits by Ed Cor-

is. Skip Rutherford and LaPorte
in the third inning gave the Betas
a 3-0 victory over KA. It was
Beta's sixth consecutive victory in

the Softball league and virtually

assured them of the overall In-

tramural League crown.
In Wednesday's other crucial

game, AD capitalizi?d on the use

of the bunt in the first and fifth

innings to score nine runs in rout-

ing Phi Sig 12-4. Keith Doerge
led the AD's with 5 rbl's, and Jim
Bell and Prank Pollock had three

hits apiece. Freddie Kasten pitch-

ed outstandingly allowing only

four hits and Gardy Brown played

a stellar defensive role in right

field for undefeated AD's.

Beta's Lead Golf, Tennis
In other intramural action this

spring, Beta leads in golf and ten-

nis, while KA is favored in the

track meet. Jim Kidd, Bob Klein,

and Rutherford are the members
of the Beta golf team, and Dorian
Bowman and Klein lead the ten-

nis play. The intramural track

meet will be run Friday, May 12

and Monday, May 15.

TIN-; Sl'MMARV:
KM): lli-nrii.ii (W); Deiclilnan (W); R,.,:,,o„J

(S); 10) srcomls
22t): Ncusc (W); Dcitlimaii (W); Duil,™ia

(S); 22.

S

llll; Nc'use (W); McCombc (S); Bogur (S).
5{>.8

'•

S80: McComlic (S); Osborni- (W); W-ldii,
(S): l:5<).r,

Mik-: Walkdcn (S) : AsK (W) ; Randell (S);
4:25.2

2 Mil.-: MrDnnald (S); Mcrriu (S); Km.
clall (S) '>:'')

A

120 1111: Rtchnuml (S); Hcnrion (W): \!d.
iluo (.S) K.?

220 1111: Ascllinc (S); Redmond (S); Hcnrion
(W) 2?.l

Ilaintnfr: ColcnLin (S); Schuhwerk (S) : Pet-

cr.«)n (S) :
155' 2 & one-quarlcr inches

Disc: Sanzonp (S) : Scliuliw-frk (S); Waleni
(S); 134' 7"

Slim: .Sanzone (S); Ilufnagcl (W): Schiiliwcrk

(S) 19' 6" (NfW SprinKlicId Colleci- RoiotiI)

.1.1V
:
SrhulnviTk (S) : Urockway (S); Zctanski

(S) 181' ? & one-hall inches
lij: Dennett (S); Lee (W) ; Redmond iS);

I')'
')'•

11.1: (lie (or lirsl) Steward (W) & Judd (W)l
(fnni way tie for third) Black (S). Kintr-

icli (S). Zeranski (S) & I.-e (VV): 5' (,"

i'V: D.vlj (S): (tie h.r second) Ul.wk (S) It

Kent (S): 12' 0"
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BETWEEN FRIENDS...
There's nothing }iJ;r a Coke!

Eph Linksters Win

Over Colgate, 4V2.2V2
The varsity golf team trium-

phed over a weak Colgate squad
4!i to 2)2 on the Taconic Golf

Course here last Tuesday. The
most decisive victories were scor-

ed by the Ephs Pete Hager and
Dick Cappalli. Hager defeated
Maroon Mike Drucker, five and
four while Cappalli handled John
Anderson six and five.

Roger Smith and Colgate's
Frank Bell supplied the day's ex-

citement by halving their match.

AIR«FRANCE JET
Get that refreshing new feeling with Coke!
Bottled undtr luttiorlty ol

Till Coc*-Coli Compiny by

Barkthir* Coca-Cola BoHling Co., PiHifield, Mau.

^64 Lacrosse Team
Checks Harvard 9-6,

For Sixth Straight
A strong Harvard rally in ihe

fourth period fell short as the

Williams '64 lacrosse team sw.^pt

their sixth straight victory, !'-6,

in Boston Wednesday. With two
games remaining against Wesley-
an and Amherst, the freshnen
squad is in a good position for an

undefeated season and Little

Three title.

In a sloppily-played first quar-
ter, both teams scored once, v.ith

Tim Baker getting the Williinns

tally. The Ephmen came b.iclc

strong In the next perod,
hitting on five shots while holr:ng
the hosts scoreless. With Biker
doing most the feeding, the Eilis'

Snuffy Leach, Graham Covington,
Fred Tuttle, and Bill Bachle all

stretched the nets, with Le:\cli

getting two.
Harvard matched Tuttle's third-

period tally with two of their own,

and in the last quarter, kept the

pressure on with three more to

bring up the score to 7-6. At this

point, Williams checked the Crim-

son rally and iced the game on

shots by Bachle and Jamie Niid-

linger.
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Worthy, Sterling Lecturer, Asserts
' Castro^s Revolution Here To Stay

'

"You live ill a country known all over the world for its vvish-

lul thinking" William Worthy told the Je.sup Hall audience of
Monday'.s Sterliiij^ Fund Lecture. Worthy, a C;BS correspondent,
\iemann Fellovy at Harvard and a Ford Fellow on Africa further
, (intended that "we are viewed today as the number one colonial
• ower In most parts of the world.

He Issued a broad Indictment of

ihe American press, contending

'!iat "tliere is a tremendous a-

iiount of misinformation fed the

.'.merican people. For instance, ev-

. yone in Africa knows that Lum-
1 mba was neither a Communist
nor pro-Communist."

Dishonest Reporting

"An element of fanatacism has
I lept into news out of Cuba" com-
) arable to the attitude towards the

Kussian Revolution which led ev-

I II the Times to predict 91 times

ia 1917-19 that the Bolshevik re-

rime was faltering. But now, as

ilien, Worthy predicted, "the rev-

(/lutlon is here to stay."

Referring to the misjudgement
of the temper of the Cuban people

i)rior to and during the Bay of

Pigs debacle, he stated that "if

liny of the reporters had had the

courage to report the truth, he
would be a hero today."

Prom his own experience he
stated that there is no police-

state terror in Cuba, that most
Cibans are happy with the social

reforms, tliat unemployment has
been drastically cut.

Cuban Elections

Regarding the much-publicized

absence of free elections he said

that "in Cuba elections have al-

ways been associated with cor-

ruption and dictatorship. They
would slow down the implementa-
tion of the revolution."

Noting that American business

talks of re-establishing business-as

-usual after a counter-revolution,

lie said that the Cubans want to

.see the United Fruit Co. give up
its aspirations before they will risk

the chance of reactionaries buying
an election.

In this context he noted that
"of the 1100 prisoners taken by
Castro last month, 800 came from
wealthy families from whom
970,000 acres of land, 2 banks, and
5 mines had been confiscated. 135

WiUiam Worthy

more had belonged to Batista's

army."
Mass Support

Regarding speculation in the
press that the Castro Revolution
was losing support in Latin Am-
erica, he stated that "the social-

economic reforms of the Castro
regime are known throughout Lat-
in America these people are not
deterred by the words 'Commu-
nism' or 'dictatorship.'

"

The reason for this becomes ev-
ident when one notes that the
total net growth of the South A-
merlcan economy was one-half per
cent, while the rate of population

increase is 2.7 per cent against a
world average of 1.6 per cent.

Noting that "the nature of aid
programs imposes severe limita-

tions on the reorganization of
backward economies" and that
"many of these countries have the
distinction of being occupied by
their own armies". Worthy con-
cluded that "Dr. Castro is being
looked to for inspiration, relevance
to their own domestic situation,

Continued on Page 4, Col. 5

Parents and students picnic beneath Chapln's columns.

Parents Weekend Is Big Success*^

Waite Lecture^ Play^ Are Highlights
Last weekend from as far off as California and Florida families of Williams students made the

long trek to the lierkshires for the .Seventh .Annual P:irciits l");iv Altlioiitrh Mr nickersim of the De-
velopment Office only planned activities for Satuid i\ m in ul llu 271 I ihiiIh s who attended ar-
rived on Friday and stayed until
Sunday.

Saturday morning the parents
went to the regularly scheduled
class, and at noon they all met in

Chapln Hall for words of welcome
from such persons as President
Baxter, Dean Brooks, and Pro-
fessor Matthews. The principle ad-
dress was delivered by Professor
Waite of the History Department.
His topic "Scholars are Selfish"
was true to the reknowned Wait-
elan tradition. It goes without say-
ing that many considered the lec-

ture the highlight of the week-
end.

Mr. Dickerson, daring soul that
he is, had planned a mammoth
picnic lunch for Saturday on the
lawn of Baxter Hall. Fortunately
the capricious deities favored
Billsville with clement skies. Af-
ter the feast a number of the par-
ents and students went to the
Williams-RPI freshman baseball
game, and again we were favored
with a 6-5 victory. In the evening
tlie Cap and Bells production
"The Happier Hunting Ground"
played to a full house.

Sunday morning Chaplain Eus-
den spoke at a special chapel ser-

vice for parents and students.

In evaluating the weekend Mr.
Dickerson said that he was "very
grateful to the Purple Key Society

who served as hosts, to Professor
Waite for his talk, and to all

the other people who helped to

make the weekend such a success.''

The general feeling among the
parents and students was very fav-
orable, and many expressed a de-
sire that the program be expand-
ed to include some activities Fri-

day evening. Some parents sugges-
ted an informal panel discussion
in which they might have oppor-
tunity to discuss different aspects
of the college and of education
with members of the faculty and
the administration. There was also

a widely felt desire for more home
varsity athletic events.

College Trustees Announce Sixteen Appointments

And Reappointments To Faculty For 1961-1962
Williams College trustees have

)eappolnted five members of the
I acuity and have made U new ap-

pointments, including one for this

.ummer.
Reappointed for one year, be-

inning July 1, were: David A.

Booth, instructor In Political Sci-

ence; Ogden G. Brandt, Earl

lirundage, Richard A. Holmwood,
imd William H. Todt, all as grad-

uate assistants in physics. In ad-

dition. Mr. Brnadt has received a

summer appointment for ten

weeks to assist Fielding Brown,

isslstant professor of physics. In

a research project under a grant

from the National Science Found-
ation.

New Appointments

New appointments Include

George P. Freeman, as an assis-

tant professor of mathematics for

three years. Joseph O. Stockdale

has received a one year appoint-

ment as associate professor of

drama and acting director of the

AMT. Other one year appoint-

ments Include: Norman Horsley,

visiting associate professor of ec-

onomics; Francis C. Oakley, lec-

turer in history; Alan J. Clayton,

instructor in romantic languages;
Laurence V. Harding, instructor in

German; Daniel D. O'Connor, in-

structor in philosophy; William
J. Peck, instructor in religion; Ar-
thur Zilversmlt, instructor in His-
tory; and Arthur K. Champlin,
presently a senior at Williams,

graduate assistant in biology.

The trustees also promoted
Ralph W. Aiken to lecturer In
English and Robert O. Collins to

lecturer in history. In addition,

Collins was granted a leave of ab-

sence for the second semester to

teach at Columbia. John H. Pow-

er, associate professor of econom-

ics was granted a IK year leave of

absence while Gerald E. Myers, as-
sistant professor of philosophy,
was given a one year leave of ab-
sence.

Fred H. Stocking, Morris Profes-
sor of Rhetoric, was given a one
year sabbatical to be a visiting

Continued on Page 4, Col. 2

Gargoyle, Purple Key Elect '61 -'62 Officers;

Name J. Behrman, T. Davis To Presidency
Monday night the 1962 contin-

gent of Gargoyle elected Jere

Behrman president. Behrman, who
last week received the Grosvener

Cup for being the outstanding
member of the junior class and
was elected president of Phi Beta
Kappa, resigned his position as
president of the Class of '62. Skip
Rutherford will take over the class

presidency.

The president's chair passed to

Behrman from Al Bogatay. Then
Gargoyle elected Mike Brimmer
vice-president, Scott Mohr secre-

tary, and Ralph Temple treasur-

er.

Realizing the limitations plac-

ed upon the organization by the
numberless other activities parti-

cipated in by its members, Gar-
goyle plans to act in an advisory

capacity to incoming President

Sawyer.

On the same evening the 1962

Purple Key Society elected sopho-

mores Terry Davis president, Jim
Williams vice-president, Jim

History Professor Robert Waite

Says 'Scholars Must Be Selfish'
By Alan Larrabee

Robert G. L. Waite, Brown Pro-
fessor of History, appropriately

discussed the relation of a scholar

to society in his address to the

Weyl Delivers Second

Talk About Practical

Mathematics Tonight
Dr. P. Joachim Weyl, Research

Director of the Office of Naval
Research, will deliver his second
lecture on Mathematics here at 8

p.m. tonight in the Biology Lec-
ture Hall.

The second lecture "Theory and
Model in the Contemporary Uses
of Mathematics", like the first

"the Expanding World of Non-
Academic Mathematics", is free

and open to the public. Although
it, too, will be of a general natui'e",

it is described as being of not un-
common Interest to students of

mathematics, physics, and econ-
omics.

Dr. Weyl is a visiting lecturer

under a program sponsored by the
Society for Industrial and Applied
Mathematics and supported by the

National Science Foundation.
The goal of the program is to

familiarize college and university

groups with applied and industrial

uses of math, a purpose for which
the lecturers are specifically de-

signed.

After obtaining his Ph. D. from
Princeton, Dr. Weyl taught at the

University of Maryland and the

University of Indiana before the

outbreak of the War. While at the

Naval Ordinance Bureau during

the War he supervised research

on high explosive effects. In 1951-

52, Dr. Weyl was Scientific Liaison

Officer in the Naval Attache's Of-
fice in the U.S. Embassy in Lon-
don. From 1952 to 1954 he was
chief Investigator in a nation-

wide survey conducted by the Na-
tional Research Council on re-

search and training in Applied

Mathematics.

Dr. Weyl's more recent inter-

ests Include delving into the my-
steries of high-speed computers
and operations analysis. Opera-
tions Analysis was first used dur-

ing the Second World War for de-

vising search patterns for pilots,

determining the best bomber for-

mations to get the most bang for

the least bombload, and for con-
triving the most lethal pattern for

depth charges.

Dr. Donald W. Richmond, chair-

man of the Mathematics Depart
ment. commented: "These lecture;

ought to be a chance for everyont

Parents' Weekend assembly Sat-
urday noon.

After an introduction consisting
of excerpts from letters, amusing
because of their modern-sounding
request for money and parental
reply, between medieval students
and their families. Professor Waite
started speaking of the necessity
of certain qualities to scholar-
ship.

Scholarly Selfishness

"Scholars must be selfish," he
began. Although this is usually
considered a vice, "Selfishness is

no more a vice than sincerity Is a
virtue". Sincerity is usually laud-
ed, but the worst threats to hu-
manity have usually been due not
to hypocrites but to sincere peo-
ple, such as Hitler and the mod-
ern Communists. Conversely, a

scholar must be selfish In some
respects if he is to be useful to

himself and to others.

A scholar must be selfish about
excellence—he "refuses to be

short-changed by second class

books, third class ideas ..." He is

selfish with his time, for he must
use the present well to serve the

future. He is selfish about his

ideas, for he has worked hard for

them.

Non-Conformity
Finally, a scholar must be self-

ish about his own Individuality.

He realizes that his mind is un-

ique, and "this makes him both
humble and proud". Scoring the

horrors of conformity, Professor

Waite said that the phrase so

common today, "the well-adjus-

ted man," is actually a frighten-

ing one.

Society needs. Professor Waite
said, "not well-adjusted boys, but
unadjusted men," who "know
when to conform and when to re-

bel". But how is one to know
when Is the proper time to rebel?

Preserve or Create?

To answer this, it is necessary

to consider that the brain has two
functions. One of these is the

scholarly quality of preservation,

holding on to what is good. The
other is that "restless function of

creativity and revolt". Both are

necessary—without one is chaos,
without the other is stagnation.

Professor Waite indicated "that
America needs selfish scholars,

unadjusted men, and radicals, cit-

ing as examples of these qualities

men such as Thomas Jefferson,

Saint Francis, and "the greatest
radical of them all", Jesus of Naz-
ireth.

He concluded by reminding the
ludience that education is not
'.omplete when the scholar gradu-
ates from school, observing that

per rlghtTclockwIse), Mohr. Brim- Blume secretary, and Al Freeman I to find out something about C.P.I 'education is not a productrbuta
n*r Temnle.

'

treasurer. ' Snow's Second Culture." process".mer. Temple.
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Letters To The RECORD:
Wms. Social System:

If freshmen are as Ignorant of

the WiUiams fraternity system as

Jon Harsch '64 (Record, May 3)

suggests, it is understandable, due
to the very nature of the system
Itself which constructs a barrier

between upperclassmen and fresh-

men. And if they are disillusioned

about both fraternity and non-af-
filiate life after attending the re-

cent frosh rushing meeting, it is

also understandable since both al-

ternatives are far from ideal.

Non-affiliate life offers poor
food, poor social facilities, and
relative isolation from the main-
stream of Williams life. The lat-

ter, however, may be appealing to

some undergrads, but relatively

few choose to eat in Baxter Hall
and live in Greylock,

The fraternity system offers bet-
ter food, better social facilities,

an opportunity for close friend-

ships, and a niche within the Wil-
liams campus. For a handful of

houses, it affords the opportunity
to select new members but for
most houses only the chance to

exclude some individuals from
their ranks. Fraternity stratifi-

cation prevents most houses from
picking the twenty "ideal" men
they desire, so that, in practice
for these houses the "undesir-
ables are excluded rather than the
"desirables" included.

While the college is centered
around the fraternity system in

terms of room and board, it does
not follow that every upperclass-
man must join a fraternity. What
it does mean is that fraternity
life is more enjoyable than non-
affiliate life for most Williams
men. Nor does it mean that frat-

ernities are the raison d'etre for

most fraternity members; rather,
getting a good education is para-
mount. Fraternities remain of sec-
ondary importance to the vast
majority.

Despite the advantages of join-

ing a fraternity, one disadvantage
stands out to most seniors and no
doubt to many sophomores and
juniors if they stop to think of it.

And that disadvantage is rushing,
the very basis of fraternities.

The bad effects of rushing per-

meate the Williams campus.
Rushing often impairs relations

between upperclassmen and fresh-

men, creating tension and artific-

iality on both sides of the fence.

At times, even relations among
freshmen and among upperclass-

men are hurt as competition be-

tween houses and between fresh-

men takes place. And the junior

advisor is often plagued with the

dilemma of dual loyalties, to his

fraternity and to his entry.

Perhaps freshmen can now un-

derstand why the recent rush-

ing meeting was not so exciting,

despite the fact that all of the

speakers are highly respected in

the Williams community. Some
frosh may have left the meeting

thinking that the fraternity sys-

tem was not all that bad; others

may have felt that the system

may not be as attractive as they

once had imagined. But if there

were few extolling the virtues of

either fraternity or non-affilate

life, it is because both alterna-

tives leave much to be desired.

Whether Williams men will con-

tinue to retain their far from
perfect fraternity system and un-
attractive non-affiliate way of life,

or alter them slightly, or cast both
away and replace them with a

Smith or Bennington type setup

precluding the necessity for rush-

ing is a series of questions that

will probably be more and more
seriously asked In the months
and years ahead.

John H. S'imons '61

PBK Elects Officers;

Behrman, S. Green

Mohr Top Contingent

At a meeting of Phi Beta Kap-
pa last week, Jere Behrman was
elected President of the Society for

1961-1962. Sy Green was elected

Vice-President, and Scott Mohr
was chosen Secretary.

In regard to plans next year,

Behrman commented: "In the

past. Phi Beta Kappa has been
purely an honorary organization.

This past year President Tad Day
has tried to make the Society

functional as well as honorary.

We will strive to continue, and
augment, this trend next year."

In recent years, the Phi Betes

have expanded their activities in

several areas. One of these areas

is the semi-annual publication of

the Williams Review. Also, they

have sponsored several open for-

ums and discussions in regard to

the academic life of the College.

This spring the Phi Betes talked

on various aspects of their re-

spective major fields for the bene-

fit of the sophomores. In the

fall a panel was held for the

freshmen, with the Phi Betes div-

ulging some of the "legitimate"

iechniques of studying and paper

writing. According to Behrman,
both these panels will be contin-

ued next year.

Also, Behrman felt that by

working closely with Gargoyle in

consideration of vital school is-

sues. Phi Bete could exert a strong

and positive influence on the new
idministration.

Review:

New Individualist Review
By Peter B. Wiley

Along with the arrival of Spring

on the Williams campus have
come signs of the reawakening of

19th century Liberal thought.

With all the ardor of a secret

society of young anarchists, mod-
ern Libertarians, now called Con-
servatives, have formed clubs and
spread the true and lively word
about the cult of the individual

through numerous news-letters

and magazines.
Prominent among these groups

is the 8-year old Intercollegiate

Society of Individuals. The Chi-

cago University chapter of the

ISI has published the latest Lib-

ertarian magazine, the New In-

dividualist Review. "Founded In a

commitment to human liberty,'"

the magazine advocates "the phil-

osophy of the greatest and deep-

est political thinkers of modern
times . . . Adam Smith, Burke,
Bentham, Herbert Spencer."
Aware of the inadequacies of the

orthodox response to most of the

present-day social and economic
challenges," the contributors wish
to test "the premises of the coUec-

tivist ideology which they (college

professors) absorbed when they

and political freedom. The term
"democratic socialism" is a uon-
tradlction, states Friedman. The
thesis "that any kind of econnmlc
arrangement can be associated
with any kind of political armnge-
ment" is invalid.

The importance of economic
freedom Is directed at the intellec-

tual who because of his "pin suit
of allegedly higher values" 'mis
to regard the material aspei ^ ot
life as contemptous. To the o bin-
ary citizen economic freedom ;; of
great importance because t its

importance as a means to poh ical

freedom.
"Man is by nature a free, ? olal

and responsible being" is the un-
damental premise to which sde-
ty must be committed, .'^ ites

Woodrow Wilson Fellow Joli p,

McCarthy in "Politics and the

Moral Order," Modern socle- is

in danger of frustrating its ur-

pose by depriving man of the

means of achieving his freer im,

In the present day when the

"sole purpose'' of government in-

stitutions is "distributing pi as-

ures and keeping the populac In

a satisfied and contented status,"

man has lost his reverence and

were students." The Review be- I

even his awareness of the heriuige

lieves "in free, private enterprise, and traditions of our society,

and in the imposition of the stric- |

These ideals of liberty and justice

test limits to the power of govern- [

are essential for the preservation

juent," of a free society,

Miiton Friedman, Professor of |

I" an impassioned attack on

Economics at the University, in '
"modern progressive education" of

an article entitled "Capitalism
I

the New Frontier variety and its

and Freedom" discusses the rela- ' apostles such as Dr. James Con-

tions between economic freedom Continued on Page 4, Col. 4

'62 Career Weekend
Committee Announced
Manton Copeland '39 recently

announced the members of the

1961-1962 Career Weekend Com-
mittee. The new chairman will be

Bruce D. Grlnnell '62. The other

members are: Alvord B. Ruther-
ford '62; John L. Russ '62; Keith

E. Doerge '62; Stewart D. Davis

'62; Richard McCauley '62; Gor-

don L. Murphy '63; John T. Con-

nor Jr., '63; Anthony E. Fahne-

stock '63; Paul T. Collison '64 and

Peter M. Branch '64.

WALDEN THEATRE
THURSDAY ONLY 7:15 and 9:15
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You're needed. ..just at. your faliier and grand-

father were. It's an ojilioaiidn that a Irtl iif tiualified

college tnen have lo mei-t...llKil of serving your coun-
try, when and where you arc needed.

And the Air I'orce needs college-trained men as
officers. This is caused Ity the rapitlly expanding tech-
nology that goes witli liy|)ersoiiic air and space (liglit.

Your four years of college have etjiiipped you to han-
ille coiiii)lex jobs, ^'oii lia- < the poiential lo profit
from advanc(>d training. .. ilieii put it to work.
There are several ways to hecome an officer.

First there is Air force ROTC. Another program,
relatively new, is Ollicer Iraining .School. Here the
Air Force commissions eerlrm college graduates, hoth
men and women, after three monllis' training. The
navigator Iraining program eimhles you to win a
flying rating and a commission. And, of course, there's
the Air Force Academy.

An Air Force officer's stertiiig salary averages out
to afjoiit what you could expect as a civilian. First
there's your hase pay. Then add on such tilings as
lax-free rations and (jiiariers allowances, free medit^al
and dental care, retirement provision, perhaps flight
pay, ami 30 days' vacation per year. It comes lo ail
attractive figure. One thing more. As an officer, you
will become eligible for the Air Force Institute of
lechnology. While on active dulv manv officers will
win graduate degrees at Air Force expense.
Why not conlael your local Air Force Recruiter.

Or write to Oiruer Career Inforinalion, Dcpl.
St.15, Box 7608, Washingloii 4, D.C, if you
want further iiifornialion nliotil the navigalor

"•"'"'"F »« Officer Training School programs;

U.S.Air Force
There's a place for

professional achievement on the

Aerospace Team



Eusden,

At New
6 Undergrads To Teach
Asia College For Summer

Pres. Baxter Gives Gabriel Award;

Czarnowski, Small Are Recipients

toward the

The Future

Chaplain Eusden commented:
"It Is hoped that Operation Hay-
stack win become a permanent
summer project of Williams Col-
lege. It Is highly probable that a
larger delegation will be taken In
the summer of 1962. The big pro-
blem Is to get continuing finan-
cial support; the grant from the
Old Domlnon Foundation Is for

"Operation Haystack" will send i financial contribution
Chaplain John Eusden and six Wll-

! cost of the project,

liams undergraduates to Hong
|

Kong this summer in what Is be-

lieved to be the first college spon-

.sored summer service project in

the Par East.

The summer's program will con-

sist of teaching English to Chinese

refugee students and other stu-

dents from southeast Asia at New
A.ila College in Hong Kong. In
addition, the group will teach
, ourses in American history and
( ulture to students who already

iiave a good knowledge of English.
Spring Training

The seven man delegation is

; ndergolng a program of rigorous

preparation for their summer's ac-

livltles. The group meets twice a

leek to study the Cantonese lang-

uage, one of the two main Chinese
ilalects spoken in Hong Kong. In
iiddition, they are studying special

lurricular materials designed for

u-achlng English to non-English
.peaking people.

The students at the summer
session of New Asia College already

liave a beginning knowledge of

Knglish, so there will be no teach-

ing by the Williams delegation in

Cantonese. The purpose of the
Cantonese is to enable the group
to participate more fully in the

lite of the Colony.

In addition, the delegation will

be teaching and working with re-

fugees at the Student Christian

Movement Center. The work at

the Center will involve athletic

coaching and direction of recrea-

tional activities.

Funds

"Operation Haystack" has re-

ceived a grant of $4,200 from the

President and Trustees of Wil-
liams College. The Old Dominon
Foundation of New York City has
contributed $5,000 to the project.

In addition, an anonymous gift of

$300 has been received. This total

sum has made it possible to under-
write the expenses of the leader.

Rev. Eusden, and to meet the fi-

nancial needs of the six students

chosen. The Operation Haystack
Fund, in other words, is being
used as a scholarship fund. How-
ever, each student is making some

the summer of 1961 only." The Wil-
liams Chest Fund Is expected to
make an annual appropriation for
Operation Haystack.

This project is sponsored jointly
by Williams and Yale-ln-Chlna.
Rev. Sidney Lovett, Executive Vice
President of Yale-in-China, has
worked closely with Eusden on the
details: "If it had not been for Mr.
Lovett's Interest and support, the
project would not have come into
existence."

Attention: Members of Class of 1961

Why not continue to maintain your check-

ing account at this bank, that has served you

so well during your college years. We serve

many alumni all over the country.

"

""^

To carry on your account by mail is a very

simple method of banking. Let us explain it to

you.

WILLIAMSTOWN NATIONAL BANK

member F. D. I. C.

Au;aitln^ you/t PovumL
Clean, comfortable and reasonable accommodations
for male students, clubs, teams, administrators and
groups in the heart of midtown New York, close to
all transportation and nearby Empire State Build-
ing. All conveniences, cafeteria, coffee shop, tailor,

laundry, barber shop, TV room, tours, etc. Booklet C
Rates: Single Rooms $2.40-$2.60i Double Rooms $3.40-$3.80

WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
356 West 34tli St., New York, N. Y. OXforil S-5133 (nr.lPenn Sta.)

heads
youf
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Win a yachting holiday in the Bahamas!

Enter the 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic "Flip Talk" contest. Win a

7-day cruise through the Bahamas on a fabulous yacht plus

two glorious days in Nassau — all expenses paid for you and
five of your friends. Hundreds of other "water-fun" prizes,

too. Entry blanks wherever 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic is sold.

Keep it under your hat! 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic is made
specially for men who use water with their hair tonic.

'Vaseline' Hair Tonic won't evaporate— it's 100% pure light

grooming oil— replaces the oil water removes from your hair,

it's clear J' -o

it's clean . . . it's

The Gilbert W. Gabriel Award,
given annually "to that senior who
makes the outstanding contribu-
tion to the advancement of the
theatre at Williams College during
his four years" was given this year
to John Czarnowski and Michael
Small. The presentation was made
by President Baxter after the final

night of the spring musical in

whch both Small and Czarnowski
played Important parts. Small
wrote the music and the lyrics for

the show while Czarnowski was one
one of the featured actors.

Before making the award, Presi-

dent Baxter told the Saturday
night audience of Mr. Gabriel's

career as a student at Williams.

He was called by President Baxter,

who was two years behind him at

Williams, "one the most creative

persons that ever attended this

college."

Both Small and Czarnowski have
been active at the AMT for four

years. Small began as an actor

but has done the major part of

his work in the musical field,

having composed the music for

last year's musical as well as In-

cidental music for a number of

dramatic efforts. Czarnowski has
been a director and designer al-

though he is primarily known for

his acting. He has appeared In

three of the four Cap and Bells

productions this year.
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OnCampus with

Max.%olmn
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf","The Many

Loves of Dohie Gillis", etc.)

TILL WE MEET AGAIN

Seven years now I liave been writing this column for the
milkers of Murlboro CiRiirottes, iind etich year wlien I coiTie to
the hist coluiiui of the year, my heart is Rri|)i)ed by the siime
i)ittersweot feeliiiK. I shtill miss you sorely, dear readers, in the
long siiintuor days ahead. I shall miss all you fr(>cklo-faco(l

boys with frogs in your pockets. I shall miss all you pig-tailp<l

girls with your gtip-toothed giggles. I slitill miss you one and
all—your sliining morning faces, your apples, your marbles,
your jacks, your little oilcloth .satchels.

Hut I shall not be entirely sad, for you have given ine many
a happy nininory to stistain me. It lias been a rare pleasure
writing this cohiniii for yon till yotir, and I would ask every
one of you to come visit nie during the summer i-^crpt there is

no access to my room. The makers of Mailhir. Cigarettes,
after I missed sovorai deadlines, wailed me in. .Ml 1 have is

a mail slot into which 1 drop my columns and through wliich
they supply inc with Marlboro Cigarettes and such food as
will slip through a mail slot. (For six months now I have been
living on after-dinner mints.)

VASELINE HAIR TONIC
-VASSLINt- IS A RiaiSniCD TRADINAIIIt Of CHdCIROuaH-rORO • INt.

^f^^hvioiisMlkekifdmtiiiJMim^^

I am only having my little joke. The makers of Marlboros
have not walled me in. They could never do such a cruel thing.
Manly and imiscular tliey may be, and gruff aiul curt and direct,

but underneatli th(>y are men of great heart ttnd sweet, com-
pa.ssioiiiite disposition, and I wish to take this oiiporttinity to
state pul)licly thtit I will tdways have the highest rogtird for
the makers of Marlboro Cigarettes, no matter how my lawsuit
for back wages comes out.

I am only having my little joke. I am not suing the makers
of Marlboros for back wages. These honorable gentlemen have
always paid me promptly and in full. To be sure, they have not
paid me in cash, but they have given me something far more
precious. You would go far to find one so covered with tattoos as I.

I am only having my little joke. The mtikcrs of Marlboros
have not covered me with tattoos. In fact, they have engraved
no commercial advertising whatsoever on my i)ersoii. My suit,

of course, is another matter, but even here they have exercised
taste and restraint. On the l)ack of my suit, in unobtrusive
neon, they have i)ut this fetching little jingle:

An your taste buds out of kilter?

Are you bored u-ilh smoking, veighbort

Then try that splendid Marlboro fdler,

Try that excellent Marlboro flcighborl

On the front of my suit, in muted phosphorus, are pictures of
the memi)crs of the Marlboro board and their families. On my
hat is 8 small cigarette girl crying, "Who'll buy my Marlboros?"

I am only having my little joke. The makers of Marlboros
have been perfect dolls to work for, and so, dear readers, have
you. Your kind response to my nonsense has warmed this old
thorax, and I trust you will not find me soggy if in this final

column of the year, I express my sincere grtititude.

Have a good summer. Stay healthy. Stay happy. Stay loose.

eiMlMuSholaM

The makert of Marlboroa and the new untlltered ktng-tixa
Philip Morrit Commander have been happy to bring you
thia uncentored, free-wheeling column all year long. Now, if
vumayechooldMaxt Stay healthy. Slay happy. Stay loon.



Eusden Talks On ^Nothingness' World View;

Modern Nuclear Threat To Man's Existence
Chaplain John D. Eusden spoke

Sunday In the Thompson Memorial
Chapel on the topic of "Be Not
Anxious."

Eusden began his talk by citing
the fearful and pessimistic Fund
for the Republic book on nuclear
war entitled A Community of Fear.
The book pointed out that the
Russians could now drop 15,000
to 20,000 megatons on the U. S.,
leaving little chance for national
recovery. Moreover there is a great
chance of accidental war. The
book's conclusion was not heart-
warming: "If we follow the present
path to its end, it is likely we shall
all perish." The book offered a
point of hope—we must all get
down into the ground, into caves.

Eusden defined anxiety as being
In the world itself, surrounded by
a nothingness. It is constricted, a
bottleneck, yet at the same time
too much room, with no direction.
In short, nothing matters any
more.

One of the worst features of to-
day's world, Eusden went on, is the
inability of some to feel any guilt
at all for their immoral actions.

Nietzche came close to express-
ing the meaninglessness of the
world in his quotation, "Man stares
Into the abyss, and the abyss stares
back at him." Camus also talked of
the meaningless pattern in his
novels, espclally in the one Eusden
cited. The Plague. The French-
man's conclusion was that life is

absurd and therefore one should
accept his fate, embrace it, love it.

This answer makes Camus happy,
optimistic. But Eusden pointed out
that it leads to no reading, no
thinking, but only doing some
small restrictive tasks to keep out
the absurdity of the world.

Eusden next discussed the dicho-
tomy of man's position in the un-
iverse. "Numberless are the world's

wonders, but none more so than
man," said Sophocles. Here man
is known for what he can control.

On the other side is Psalm 8:

"What Is man, that thou art mind-
ful of him?" Here man is in-

fintesimal, living on borrowed dig-

nity, valuable because Qod loves

him.
Returning to his original con-

cern, Eusden asked what we Am-
icans are doing in a positive way
to live with the Russians, and ask-
ed if we shouldn't look for a break-
through in the field of armaments.
They are dishonest, but so are we,
said the preacher.

Eusden's rather simple answer
to the original problem was that
we should have in ourselves the
spirit of the One who has peace;
"God in the person of Jesus Christ
stands at the end of every road
leading through anxiety," he con-
cluded.

Appointments
Continued from Page 1, Col. 3

professor and a consultant on the
development of the curriculum at

Portland (Oregon) State College.

Resignations
Resignations accepted included:

William C. HoUinger, assistant

professor of economics, now on
leave as an economic adviser to

the Planning Commission of Pak-
istan, to continue in that capaci-
ty; Sydney Eisen, assistant pro-

fessor of history, to accept a posi-

tion at the City College of New
York; John C. Hitchcock, assis-

tant news director and assistant

editor of the Alumni Review, to

accept a position with the Spring-
field Union.
Reappointments were declined

by Icko A. Iben, assistant profes-

sor of physics, and Berton Roff-
man, graduate assistant in biology.

SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE

NeWwetter-than-water* action melto beard's tough,
ness-ln seconds. Remarkable new "wetter-lhan-water"

action gives Old Spice Super Smooth Shave its scientific

approximation to the feather-touch feel and the efficiency of

barber shop shaves. Melts your beard's toughness like hot

towels and massage— in seconds.

Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the

blade. A unique combination of anti- evaporation agents

makes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No
re-lathering, no dry spots. Richer and creamier... gives you

the most satisfying shave... fastest, cleanest—oni most

comfortable. Regular or mentholated, 1.00.

^j/(Pame
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Class Of W Grants

To Faculty Members
For Academic Work
Class of 1900 Orants have been

given to 10 members of the Wil-
liams College faculty for a variety
of projects ranging from aid in

the mechanical completion of

manuscripts to travel abroad.
The grants come from a fund

set up by the Class of 1900 with
the understanding that the Presi-
dent of Williams can dispense with
the funds FOR worthwhile aca-
demic projects in which faculty
members need help.

Among those receiving grants
were: C. Frederick Rudolph, pro-
fessor of history, toward prepara-
tion of the final draft of a book on
the history of higher education in

the U. S.; Irwin Shainman, as-
sociate professor of music, to en-
able him to attend festivals and
operas, the special fields of in-

terest in Europe during the coming
summer; William C. Grant, Jr., as-
sociate professor of biology, to-

wards the cost of pursuing re-

rearch for one month this sum-
mer at the Mount Desert Bilologi-

cal Laboratory; Sydney Eisen, as-
sistant professor of history, to en-
able him to continue his research
on the nature of unbelief.

Other 1900 grants were given to;

Kurt P. Tauber, assistant professor
of political science, to help prepare
manuscript of a study of national-
ist radicalism in post-war Ger-
many; Robert O. Collins, lecturer

in history, for assistance in re-

search studies on the Sudan; Rich-
ard Pommer, instructor in art, for

a trip to Italy to study 18th cen-
tury architecture in the Piedmont.
Others who received grants for

secretarial work on books and arti-

cles were Robert C. Ramsdell, as-

sistant professor of geology; Wil-
liam R. Stanton, assistant profes-

sor of history; and Warren P.

Ilchman, instractor in political

science.

Student One-Acts To Be Produced

In Experimental Theater Of AMT
As the final AMT production of

the year. Ash Crosby and Stephen

P. Pokart are producing an eve-

ning of five one-act plays which
will be presented in the Experi-

mental Theatre on May 19 and 20.

The plays, written by students in

the Drama 302 course, will be dir-

ected by the students, under the

supei-vision of Giles Playfair.

The two producers are each re-

presented by original efforts which
they will also direct. Crosby's play,

simply described as "an abstrac-

tion'' is called "Aces" and will

feature Greg West, Barbara Dula,

and Claude Duvall. James Parr
will assist in the direction. Pokart's

"Rise Up. My Fair One" is a
"science fantasy" adapted from
a short story and will include

Charlie Pratt, and Linda Apple-
man as well as Pokart in the cast.

In James Parr's play "Unwant-

ed," Ash Crosby will direct Bob
Mari'in and Barbara Dula as a
husband and wife in what is de-
scribed as "a kind of modern mor-
ality play."

"Un Grand Guignol"
Allen Spencer's modem "comedy

of manners" "Knock and It Shall
Be Opened" will feature Betty
Aberlin, Nancy Dawson, and Tovl
Kratovil, who will double as direc-

tor. While Kratovil is directing

Farr's work. Parr will direct Kr;v-

tovil's effort called "A Battle of

Wills." Described as "un grand
guignol" or "a modern mellcr-
drama," the play's cast will in-

clude Jan Berlage and Nancy
Dawson as well as Parr.

The curtain time for both per-
formances is 8:30 and since the
seating in the Experimental Thea-
tre is limited, one Is advised to ar-

rive early. Admission Is free.

Magazine Review
Continued from Page Z, Col. 5

ant and Teachers College, Colum-
bia, Robert Schuettinger decries

the teaching of the "Standard
Brand" of democracy in public

schools.

The high intellectual level of the

Review is certainly refreshing af-

ter the recent months of bickering,

name calling, and smear cam-
paigns carried on by both Con-
servatives and Liberals (20th

century brand). Criticism and
controversy on such subjects as

the nature of man's freedom or

the role of government in com-
plementing man's search for

knowledge are a stimulating relief

from the petty quarrels carried by
vindictive and ill-informed people

on the public scene.

But the attitude that others of

a more enlightened position, name-

-<C»'3l>«9'7)-.

for a cool, comfortable Summer
LIGHTWEIGHT CLOTHING FROM

OUR UNIVERSITY SHOP

Good Summer planning starts at Brooks

...with good-looking, practical wash-and-

wear suits and sportwear—and furnish-

ings—designed to beat the Summer heat.

Priced, too, for undergraduates.

Our Cool, Wasfmble Suits, jrom $40

Colorful Lightweight Odd Jackets, jrom $23

Odd Trousers, jrom $10- Bermuda Shorts, $ 1 2.50

And beachwear, s'port shirts, casual shoes, etc.

ISTAILISHID1SII

liens fumtshings. ffats erj^hoes

3W MADISON AVE., COR. 44TH ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

BOSTON • PITTSBURGH • CHICAGO • SAN rHANClSCO • LOS ANGELES

ly college professors, are wholly
wrong in their beliefs and leadin:;

this country to its ruin Is hardly
acceptable. The intelligentsia of

this country are certainly prono
to criticism and, I am sure, wel-
come it. To test the premises of

the predecessors of the modern
generation is a noble end. To test

the premises of "modern" thinker.s

such as Adam Smith and Edmund
Burke is just as noble. A hollow
veneration for the past will not
serve to pilot a nation facing new
and different problems which were
beyond the farthest vision of men
like Burke and Smith.

An understanding of the past
and the ability to project its many
contributions into the present is

a difficult and necessary skill. But
to project the present into the
past is a dangerous thing. When
the best of the past and the pres-

ent can be linked to mold the
future, a new era of enllghtment
will be heralded.

Worthy Lecture

Continued from Page 1, Col. 2

by the Latin American masses."
Again, the Ugly American

However, he reported a State
Department official as stating that
they had no way to measure the
aspiration of the peasants and
peons because "they are not struc-

tured." Consequently, Americans
in South America have contact
only with the English speaking
middle and upper classes, whom
Worthy described as "more

Yankee than Yankees, with Am-
erican bank accounts against t!ie

day when they are thrown out by

their own indigenous revolutions."

Emphasizing the seriousness of

our position due to our total mis-

understanding of the nature of

the neutralist, anti-colonial, un-

derdeveloped nations. Worthy s fa-

ted that Pres. Kennedy had t -Id

the American Society of News-

paper Editors off the record ti.at

in four or five years "this coun ry

may be in such a bad position in

world prestige that it will be un-

able to influence world affaiis."
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Reznikoff '63 To Study In Ghana;
First African Junior-Year Student
During the past year Dean Ro-

belt R. R- Brooks has been consi-

dering various methods by which
Williams students would be en-
ftljled to study in African univer-
sities for their Junior year as a
part of their regular four-year
undergraduate course.

This winter his effort was well
iiteived, as there were about 15

students who expressed interest.

( if these, six were able to work
(it schedules suitable for their

major requirements at Williams.

hilt of the universities Brooks had
.elected, only the University of
( lana was able to accept any
< the applicants from Williams.

A , Bill Reznikoff '63 had previous-
1 been assigned to that school.

1 ' will be the only student going
1 xt year.

Reznikoff plans a career either

i the foreign service or in higher
I :ucation abroad. He sees the year
i I Africa as a valuable experience
i either case. After working this

.s inmer in New York "to earn some
s lending money," he will fly di-

r- ctly to Accra, Ghana's capital,

in the fall.

National Language

Since the national language of
Cihana is English, Reznikoff's
only preparations will be reading
ftijout the new nation, its history,

politics, and culture.

The University of Ghana, which
has only about 800 students, is pat-
terned along the lines of Oxford
and Cambridge. Most of its faculty
were educated in England. Rezni-
koff will live as a regular student
In one of the dormitories and plans
to study chemistry, history, politi-

cal science, and economics. Due
primarily to the low tuition

charges in Ghana, the total cost

for the year, including transporta-

tion, should be about the same as
for a year here.

He hopes to travel throughout
Ghana during his vacations. But
as for "spreading the American
gospel," he feels that American
travelers should not attempt to
"proselitize among the natives"

Bill Reznikoff '63, who will stu-
dy in Ghana next year.

Several years ago the Reznlkoffs
invited a student from Ghana,
who was studying in New York, to
stay in their home. Bill has been
corresponding with the boy since.
In addition, there are a number of
Americans studying in Ghana. Bill
hopes to exchange ideas with them
as well as with the Ghanlans them-
selves. '

I

Reznikoff carries a big respon-
'

sibility as he is our first student
to study in Africa. If his trip

proves successful. Brooks hopes to
sponsor several more students for
the following year. Brooks advises
any freshmen who are interested to

begin thinking in terms of required

major courses here and to contact

him before the end of the school

year.

Spring Houseparties

Successful; Last Such

Weekend At Williams
Spring Houseparties was a so-

cial success and probably about
broke even financially, although
this will not be definitely known
until all the bills have come in.

The expenses came to $1,580 for
entertainment, plus other expenses
which have not yet been tabulated.
Over 200 couples attended the all-

college dance on Friday evening,
and there was an audience of 750
for the rock and roll concert Sat-
urday night.

Last Spring Houseparty
The weekend was the last house-

party due to an arbitrary faculty
decision to abolish extended week-
ends for such purposes. The Winter
Carnival will be retained.

A Purple Key questionnaire dis-

tributed earlier this year showed
that student opinion was over-

whelmingly in favor or retaining

houseparties, according to Pete
Worthman '62. The questionnaire
also demonstrated that students

were in favor of cutting the ex-

pense by no longer hiring big-

name bands for the Friday night

dances.

Entertainment Enjoyed
This student opinion seemed to

be borne out Friday night when
students payed the minimum price

of only $2.50 admission to the

dance and enjoyed a band with a
lesser reputation.

I

The Lloyd Price concert Satm'-

day night was extremely well re-

ceived; enthusiasm was so great

that campus police were kept busy

preventing the enthusiasm from

overflowing to a point where it

would have disturbed the per-

formance.

BALLAD OF MAMA GIRGENTI
At Spring Street's end there stands

a store;
I

'Tls almost fallen down;

• Chorus)
And now our Mama's gone away,

She's runnin' on the lam,

The shingles and the slanty slats Or maybe pushln' daisies In
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Bestrew the well-trod ground.

And there, a little time ago.

Enormous Mama stood;

To take the coins and dollars off

Of anyone she could.

I Chorus)
She was everybody's Mama;
Let our song of woe resound;

Her heart was gold, and plenty big

Enough to go around.

Girgenti' served up lousy food

That you could scarcely eat.

The pizza chewed like parchment—
oh-

Spaghetti tasted sweet,

But there it stood and there it was
And God had clearly planned,

That Mama's little restaurant

Would never fail to stand.

(Chorus)

The courier came with trembling

hand
And cried for all to hear:

'M-M-Mama's gone — the store is

shut.

And shut for good, I fear."

"Oh heavy news!" the King did say

"And all will witnes me —
We have not any Mama more

Of such account as she."

I Chorus)
Then up did speak Sir Sandstone
bold.

Quoth he: "Well, let her go.

Her pizza I could scarcely eat.

It was like parchment — oh!"

The King upon his royal throne

Did bent his regel head.

His eyes shot arrows at the Knight
And then he softly said:

"Girgenti's served up lousy food;

With this I full agree.

The fare was scarcely fit to eat,

But tasted sweet to me.

Tareyton delivers the flavor. .

.

THETAREYTON RING MARKS THE REALTHINGl'.

PILT1*]R

DOES
IT!

Here's one filter cigarette that's really diflferent!

The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a

unique inner fiher of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to

make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works togetlier with

a pure white outer filter— to balance the flavor elements in tiie smoke.

Tareyton deliven-and ysM enjoy-the best taste of the best tobaccos.

DUALFILTERTareyton

rure whita

outer filter

ACTIVATED
CHARCOAL
inner filter

'
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Some cruel and distant land,

Or maybe up in heaven where
The pizza's fit to eat,

And clouds of mozzarella cheese
Are soft beneath her feet.

(Chorus).

TOUR

EUROPE

ON YOUR

SUMMER

SEE 19 COUNTRIES

IN 56 DAYS

Tti:S CAREFREE

TWA
GROUP TOUR WAY!
Go with a happy group and
have the time of your life

... all you have to do is have

fun I Let your expert Tour Direc-

tor take care of your hotel res-

ervations, transportation and

sightseeing arrangements. En-

joy the comforting feeling that

someone is responsible for you

—all the way. And you share all

the exciting sights and expe-

riences with a congenial group

of interesting travelers.

Fly there by TWA SuperJet

. . . tour Europe by air and lux-

urious motor coach. See Eng-

land, Ireland, Norway, Scotland,

Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Bel-

gium, Luxembourg, Germany,
Austria, Italy, San Marino, Spain,

Andorra, France, Monaco,
Switzerland, LeichtensteinI

Sounds fabulous, doesn't It!

Ready to go?

Many departures to choose
from! As low as $1395t

. . . Including meals, hotels, tips

and taxes, sightseeing, transpor-

tation! A real travel bargain!

Fly Now . . . Pay Later.

«REE DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

Write for full details about this

and other TWA Tours. There's a
TWA Group tour to suit your

travel mood (and pocketbookjl

uajL-eunopt-AFRICA -asim

TWA
I

Tran* World Airlines

j
Tour Oepartmant 44
380 Madlton Ay«., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

I

Pleate send m« frea Europaan

I

Summar Holiday Tour fcldan.

Noma__

AddraiL.

City -Zona-

My troval ogant It

I

*TWA THE SUPERJET AIRLINE It ttrvio*
marii ownsd exclusively by Tr«ni Wortd Alp*
line*, loo tP«' D«rton, shanno 1w<n-b9(fd«4
room. round-trip Economy Clattfrom NawVorfe.
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Eph Cyclists kd In NCAA Race;

Freshman Dick Gardner Takes Sth

Cyclists Steve Huffman, Rich Gardner, and Fete Calloway, who
combined to give Williams a third in Saturday's NCAA race.

Led by freshman Rich Gardner's
fifth-place finish, the Williams
Cycling Club placed third in the
National Intercollegiate Road
Championships Saturday at West
Haven Park, New Haven, Conn.
This was the club's first entry In

formal competition and they were
very successful as shown by the
fact that they defeated eleven

other schools. The University of
Connecticut won the meet with
95 points, defending champion
Yale was second with 80, and Wil-
liams followed with 68.

Gardner had an excellent race,

finishing just behind the leaders

despite a pile-up on the first lap

of the fifty-mile race. The other

Williams points were won by Pete
Callaway who finished 19th and
manager Steve Huffman who
placed 25th. Huffman blew a tire

early in the first race and had to

borrow teammate Carl Marcus'
bicycle to finish the race. The
fifth Williams entrant, Bob Adler,

pulled a back muscle near the end
and was forced to retire. The time
of the race was two hours and
ten minutes with ideal weather
conditions.

'64 Baseball Nine Tops
RPI Fledglings By 6-S
The Williams freshman baseball

team notched their first victory

of the current campaign — a 6-5
win over R. P. I. at Weston Field
on Saturday.

Rensselaer garnered its five runs
in the first three innings, but the
Baby Ephs came back in the sixth
and seventh Innings to eke out the
victory. Starting hurler Bill Chap-
man was relieved by Jeff Silver in
the third. Winning pitcher Silver
pitched excellent ball until the
seventh when Chuck Hulton took
over the mound chores. Captain
Ben Wagner paced the frosh of-
fensive with three singles, includ-
ing the hit that drove in the win-
ning runs.

Stimulated by the team's out-
standing performance, manager
Huffman plans to organize a full

team for this fall's season, which
will feature a full schedule of

racing. With a more experienced
team next year, which will be
bolstered by several veteran cyclists

who have not participated this

spring, Huffman anticipatss that
Williams will be Eastern cham-
pions.

Bachman^ Whiteford Lead Otfense
The Williams varsity lacrosse team took 91 shots in defeating a weak Wesleyan host, 12-4, last

Saturday. Tlie win gave Williams the first leg on the Little Three chamjiionship, to be decided tliis

Saturday on Cole Field when tiie Ephnien face Amherst.
Wesleyan jumped off to a (luick lead with a goal in the first half minute of the game. John M<ir-

an tied the scoie a few minutes later, assisted by
Wally Bernhlemer. The Ephmen

oTshTts'^Tric^wZeVand Epk Trackmeti Trounce Amherst 78-57;
"^

The s'^c'nd period saw Williams Neusc, Hemion DoubU; Sayles Wins 4
increase their lead with two more
goals. Tallies by Mike Heath and
Tom Bachman made the score 5-1

at the half.

The second half opened with a
quick goal for Williams on a shot
by Tom DeGray. Morse and Bern-
hlemer followed with two mors
t!oals. Wesleyan showed some life

durini this period, scoring three
goals to make the score 8-4 at the
end of the third period.

Bachman Gets 3

Wesleyan was held scoreless for

the remainder of the period, while
the Ephmen pumped in four more
3oals. Bachman hit twice in a row
to make him high scorer In the
game with thi'ee goals. Moran scor-

ed unassisted and DeGray added
another goal on Whiteford's sixth

assist.

Williams substituted liberally

through out the game. Stanton,
Leckie, and Davenport combined
for 19 saves in the goal.

Looking ahead to Amherst,
Coach Bill McHenry expects a
tough game with what he consi-

ders "the best Amherst team in

the history of the school."

West Point Falls 6-3

To Epb Tennis Team
In a Friday contest marked by

the two-and-a-half hour struggle
between Peterson of West Point
and John Botts of Williams, the
visiting Army team was soundly
beaten by the Eph tennis squad,
6-3. The victory was the sixth for
the colorful Ephmen, who have
dropped one match to a strong
Harvard team.

Co-Captain Clyde Buck, playing
in the No. 1 slot for Williams, up-
ended Army's Don Voss in two sets,

while Botts at No. 2 only grudging-
ly gave up his match, 12-10, 6-4,

to the consistent Peterson. Last
year Buck had met Peterson and
Botts played Voss, with Army
gaining easy victories in both mat-
ches.

Co-Captain Bruce Brian dumped
the West Point basketball star
Sager, 6-1, 6-1, while Bob Mah-
land edged Voss' younger brother,
Di, by the score of 6-2, 7-5. Ned
Shaw continued his undefeated
season by downing West Point's
Cunningham and Graddy Johnson
used his smooth ground strokes
to overwhelm the Cadet Stuart,
6-3, 6-2.

Williams will play in the New
Englands starting Thursday at

Eph Golf Squad Third In New Englands;

Frick Second In Medalist Play With 72

By Bill Prakken

Led by hot-shooting Jim Frick,
the Eph golf team came In third
out of a field of 24 in the rain-
drenched New England Intercol-
lege golf championships held at
the University of Rhode Island
last weekend.

The team contests were held on
Friday with each squad counting
the score of its top four perform-
ers. Tufts took first with a total

of 307. MIT garnered second with
310 and Williams followed v/lth

314. Tallying for the Ephs were
Jim Frick with 72, Jim Watts with
78, George Kilborn with 81 and
Pete Hager with 83. The scores

were hampered by the fact that
Friday's contests were held in a
downpour.

Frick's 72 left him Just one
stroke short of medalist honors
out of a field of 168 players. Bar-
rle Bruce of Tufts took the honors
with 71.

The playoffs were held on Satur-

day and Sunday between the top
16 performers in the team contests
to determine the individual New
England title. Ephmen Watts and
Pi-ick both qualified for the com-
petition.

Watts Loses on 20th Hole

Watts lost to Charles Gamble
of MIT in the first round of play

only after carrying the match to

twenty holes. Frick, 1957 Eastern

Interscholastic champion, downed
Alex Jamieson of Connecticut 2

and 1 in the first round. In the

second round he ousted William
Ryder of Tufts 5 and 4. In the

semi-finals he found himself pair-

ed with Bill Lochhead of New
Hampshire, last year's New Elng-

land champion. Prick lost the first

five holes and fought an uphill

battle throughout the match, only

to lose 2 and 1. Lochhead event-

ually won the Individual title bj

thumping Gamble, 9 and 8, in the

finals.

Amherst, after three
earlier In the week.

matches

V;\K TKNNI.S
SIMMARV (VVMS. vs. ARMY)
Hiuk (W) df. Don Voss, 8-6. 6-2.
IVlersoii (A) ill. Bolls. 12-lU, 6-4.
Mrian (U) ilf. Sagcr, 6-1, 6-1.
M.ilihimi (W) df. Di Voss. 6-2. 7-5.
Shaw (W) d(. Cunningham, 6-2, 6-3.

Johnson (W) df. Sluarl, 6-.!, 6-2.

I->on Voss-Peterson (A) df. Bolts-Mahland, 4-

6. 6-2, 6-2.

Bucii-Brian (W) df. Sagcr-Stuart, 8-6, 6-4.

Di Voss-Chelberg (A) df. Goddard-Shaw, 1-6,

9-7. 7-5.

(Left) Karl Neuse and Joel Barber finishing against Wesleyan in

the 440; (Right) Bob Dunnam high-jumping in the Cardinal meet.

Taking first place in seven of the eight running events, the

Williams track team trounced Amherst 78-57 Friday afternoon
on Pratt Field. Karl Neuse and Walt Henrion led the Ejoliinen t(j

their third win of tlie season with two victories ai^iece. The out-

standing athlete of the day was Amherst's Fred Sayles, who ac-
counted for over a third of the

Sabrina points with four victories.

The most pleasing features of

the Eph victory were Boots Deich-

man's victory in the 100 in the time

of 10.2, and John Osborne's 2:00.8

victory in the 880. Neuse handily

won the 220 and 440 for his double,

while Co-Captain Henrion scored

in both the hurdle events.

I'fff'. SIMMARV;
mil: Dcichman (W); llcnrinn (VV); Crc.-nc

(A); ll).2

2211: Niusc (W); Dfirhman (W); BarWi (\V):

22.8
44H: Ncusc (\V); Baibcr (W); Cmulcf (A);

50.6
880: Oshornc (VV); Ash (W); CondlT (A);

2:11(1.8

Mile: Ash (W)l Ronvcam (A); Tcichoul
(A); 4:12.')

2 Mile: Ronvciii (A); Kifner (\V) ; Tcachout

(A): 10:11.4

rV; fhiirchill (W): von Roscnvingc (A);
Somb.rgcT (A): 10' 6"

Diso: Sayli-s (A); Judd (VV): llufnagi-l (VV) :

182' 7"

Shol: Sayles (A); llufnagel (VV); Judd (W)

:

44' ')"

llamnuT: Bauman (A); Popt (W): Winh

Amherst Downs Williams Nine 5-3,

For 101-94 Lead In Oldest Series
The WilUams baseball team was turned back by Amherst

Saturday, 5-3, on the latter's field. By virtue of the victory, Am-
herst notched its second straight Little Three baseball champion-

ship. Saturday's victory marks the

second straight time this year and
the fourth consecutive time over

the past two seasons that the Jeffs

have beaten the Ephs. Williams is

now 6-6 on the season. Amherst
is 6-4.

Amherst starting pitcher Dick
Drew was nicked for two runs in

the first, thus dispelling any hope
of a repeat performance of his

shutout over the Ephs a week ago.

Captain Drew's relief, lefty Pete
Haggerty, mowed the visitors down
for the final six innings, the only
Eph hits being two infield drib-

blers — one by Finn Fogg in the
seventh and the other by Pete
Haeffner with two out in the ninth.

All scoring took place in the first

four innings with the edge being
provided by the Amherst 3-run
third. The Ephs scored 2 unearn-
ed runs in the first on George May-
er's booming 2-out triple with two

men aboard. Williams picked up
another in the third on Haeffner's

infield hit and two more Amherst
errors. The Jeffs got one in the

first, three in the third, and an
insurance run in the fourth.

Amherst now leads in the na-

tion's oldest baseball series 101-94

with one tie.

George Mayer's ,419 average is

best in Western Massachusetts.

Frosh Tennis Team
Shut Out By Choate

The Williams '64 termls team
was completely shut out by a

strong Choate squad, 9-0, In a

match played away last Saturday.
Every score except one of the

doubles matches was a decisive

two-set victory for the hosts. The
only set won by Williams In the

entire match was a 6-3 set vic-

tory by the doubles team of El-

liot and Jensen over Bliss and

Vanderbilt of Choate.

The freshmen squad will com-

plete a somewhat disappointing

season this Wednesday afternoon

ivhen they tangle with a Lord Jeff

I
team at Amherst.

UPO
Quality Shoe Repair

At thi Feet ef Spring St.

Deerfield Hands *64

Thindads First Loss
A strong Deerfield squad took

eight firsts and six seconds to
hand the Willia.Tij freshman track
team their first season loss, 61-57,
in a homa meet last Wednesday.
John Dixon led the scoring for
Williams by placing in five events.
The high jump was .swept by Wil-
liams as Dixon took first place
with a jump of 5' 8". Dixon also
won the high hurdles in 15.6 sec-
onds. Rich Kipp tied with Dixon
for first in the polo vault with a
height of 10 feet. Skip Gwiazda
won the 880 with the time 2:05.1.
Also in the winners circle for Wil-
liams was Bud Muller, whoso
4:48.3. won the mile event.

'64 Lacrosse Wallops
Wesleyan Squad, 14-5;
Record Stands At 7-0

The undefeated Williams fresh-
men lacrosse squad team rolled
over an under-manned Wesley ii a
team, 14-5, in a Saturday ganic
on the latter's home field. Tlvs
is the first year of organized 1;-

crosse for the Cardinal frosh.

Wesleyan never mounted a ser-
ious attack, allowing Coach .\1

Shaw to substitute freely throuel'-
out the game. Attackman Tim B -

ker led the Eph offensive wi h
three goals and five assists fro n

his crease position. Middle Chi s

Hagy sneaked three shots by t e

shell-shocked Wesleyan goal .',

while attackman Fred Tuttic add d

two more to the Williams tot; 1.

Baker has spearheaded the W !-

liams attack this season, by rhi ;-

ing up 14 goals and 22 assLsts.

Midfielder Snuffy Leach, w lO

missed the Wesleyan contest, 1. is

11 goals and one assist. Attaci;-

men Tuttle and Bill Bachle hu'e
each scored nine times. The fre.sU-

men record now stands at 7-0,

with only Amherst remaining.

Ruggers Whitewashed

By Lord Jeffs, 14-0

The Williams team closed out

a disappointing season by dropping
a 14-0 decision to Amherst. Steve

van Nort, the Amherst Captain,

was responsible for 11 of those

points, scoring two tries, a kick-

out, and a penalty kick. The Lmd
Jeffs, playing before a Housepm ty

crowd, were able to dominate the

game, keeping the ball In Wil-

liams territory most of the time.

As a result, fullback Rene Hollyer

was called on for a number of

kicks and he performed excel-

lently.

The size of the Amherst scrum
was the decisive factor as they

prevented Williams from control-

ling any of the line-outs.
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Vlathematician F. J. Weyl Lectures

On New Vistas In His Discipline
math Seen In New Role %
As Research Tool Today

By Lisle Baker
The mathematicians took over
le Biology building Tuesday night
hen P. J. Weyl gave the first of

.vo lectures entitled "The Ex-
snding World of Non-Academic
Mathematics."
Weyl began by delving into the

::iysteries of the scientific aspects
f Mathematics. He said that then
ere four developments, two long}

:ange and two short, which pro-

ided the spark to advance math,
l"he first was the growing ability

i)f math in the last 50 years to de-
lach itself from the real world

II nd devise its own systems based
1)11 its own created axioms, for ex-
.imple, the development of non-
liuclidean Geometry. It then fan-
ned out into 101 specialities, and
i-njoyed a freedom restrained on-
ly by elegance lucidity, and con-
.sistency.

The second development was
llie capaci:y of math to cope with
Uie unccpable: the problems of

; nc^rtT-itv in physics. Using
"s.afs'iral mechanics" mathema-
ticians w.re able to illuminate the
dim, dar:c recesses of the "essen-
tial unknowability of physical re-

lationships" like the Heisenberg
Uncertainty Principle.

Shooters and Computers
The first short-range, recent de-

velopment which lit a fire under
mathematicians was "the pressure
on Western Civilization to produce
better and more reliable goods and
services" principally in the mili-

tary and economic fields, like

building the better missiletrap.

Since all these systems are be-

coming progressively more compli-
cated and expensive, no one can
afford to waste a penny on mak-
ing mistakes. Math now enables
the scientist to "look down the
engineering road'' and avoid the
pits before he goes over the edge.

The second short-range trigger

was the development of the Mod-
ern High-Speed Electronic Com-
puter. "It makes sophisticated

Wm. Worthy Attacks

U S Attitude In Africa
"Africa is the continent of the

future. If we cast our lot with
Western Europe, we are casting
it with the past . . . Yet our policy

toward Africa has been compound-
ed of hypocrisy, doubletalk, and
insincerity."

Thus Journalist William Worthy
expressed his views, admittedly in-

fluenced by his race, on current
problems and trends that are mak-
ing the dark continent seem dark-
er. The former Pulitzer prize-win-
ner and writer for the Baltimore
Afro-American spoke before Tues-
day's regular lecture session of
Political Science 202.

Americans, he feels, have been
completely unconcerned about Af-
rica until the past few years, and
still do not understand that ex-
plosive, turbulent area. Too of-

ten, whites seem motivated by a

psychic fear of a world domina-
ted by color.

According to Worthy, our ac-

tions in Africa have cast us In the
role of imperialists to many na-
tionalists. The leaders of inde-

pendent states are said to regard
Tshombe, Kasavubu, and Mobutu
as "Creatures of the CIA." Our
alliances with many colonialist or
dictorlal powers, particularly the
Washington-Brussels alliance, are

deeply resented. The treatment of

Negroes in our own country Is an-
other source of mistrust and hat-
red. In order to avoid the potential
blowup, he believes we must stop
attempting to use subtle economic
control, and work toward the Im-
plementation of nationalistic am-
bitions.

Math bite." Computers allow the
experimenter both to avoid messy
imitations of nature like wind
tunnels, and to experiment with
things unbuilt.

The question now, Weyl said,

was where does all this go? Essen-
tially, math has become a tool of
understanding. The largest use of
this tool has been, and continues
to be in the fields of physics and
chemistry. However these appli-
cations have given way to "analy-
sis of engineered systems", first

used during the War in Aeronau-
tics.

Underneath all these more ob-
vious uses of math is growing up
another use: "the interpretation of
biological and sociological phen-

Continued on Page Z, Col. 3

Weyl Discusses Theory
Model In Modern Math

By Pete Johanssen
Dr. P. Joachim Weyl, continuing

nis discussion of the application.'
)f mathematics outside the aca-
iemic world, dealt Wednesday nit(

vith the topic "Theory and Mode
11 the Contemporary Uses o:

/lathematics."

Dr. Weyl explained the pri-

mary characteristics of the theorj
and the model by developing be-
fore his audience examples typi-
cal of each of these mathematical
constructions. He then went on to

explain the general interactions
of models and theories.

Illustration of the theory was
provided by a limited theory about
the electrostatic field and its ef-

.ect on cnarged particies. 'li.

.nodel, a more recent mathemati-
cal development, which provides
.he investigator with tabled in

lormation, was described by a hy
i:othetlcal poker game.

Weyl stressed the following im-
portant relations between the
theory and the model. First, every

theory has its beginnings in in-

formation-bearing models. Sec-
ond, theories require the intermed-
iacy of models for their validation.

Third, theories show how far the

hypothetically-derived model may
be accepted in the real world.

Stone Interhaternity Debate Pits

Beta Against Frosh Team Monday
Tiie resolution, "This House fa\'ors the Kennedy Peace Corps

proposal" will be the topie of di.seu.ssion for the annual Stone

Interfrateanitv Debate, Monday ni(^ht at 7:30 in the Upper Class

Lounge.

Pete Trcscott and Frank Wolf of Beta Theta Pi will ojipose

Phil Brcdell and Roy Sandstrom, representatives of the Freshman
^^ ^^^^ ^ _

elas.s. Both Bredell and Sandstrom are members of the Adelphic K^ the Chapel at 10:30, will be ad-

John Sproat Appointed Fulhright

Lecturer At Hamburg University
John G. Sproat, Assistant Professor of History, has been ap-

pointed Senior Fulbrij^ht Lecturer in American Studies at the
University of llamburj^, Germany, for the 1961-62 academic year.

While in Germany Sproat expects to do research on a book he ex-
pects to publish next year, on pol-

Many Milestones Set

By This Graduation
When Williams College holds it!

172nd commencement exercises or

June 11 at 2:30 p.m. in Missior

Park, it will mark several mile-

stones in the history of the college

It will be the final commence
ment for President James Phinney
Baxter 3rd who has guided Wil-

liams for 24 years, and the first

time that Williams awards M.S.,

and M.A.D.E. degrees.

New Degrees
273 seniors will be candidates

for the B.A. degree, two of them
jnder the MIT combined plan; thi

\1.S. degree will be awarded tc

/WO employes of the Sprague Elec

ric Company in North Adams.
Among the Master of Arts de

:rees will be two in physics. 2(

students at the Cluett Center wil

ae candidates for the first Maste
of Arts in Development Econ-
omics degrees given at Williams
Another new precedent will be

the scheduling of alumni reunions
for the weekend following com-
mencement. In past years the re-

unions were held during com-
mencement weekend, thus strain-

ing housing accomodations.
Commencement weekend will

open with Class Day on Saturday.
At 3:30 p.m. the class will plant

ivy near Thompson Memorial
Chapel, and the President's Re-
ception will be held from 4:30 to

6:00 on the President's lawn or in

the Paculty House in case of rain.

The class will hold open house
from 9:00 to 12:00 that evening

on the lab campus lawn or in the

Alumni House, again depending

on the wetter.

aT9:00 a.m? Sunday, the Socie-

ty of Alumni will hold breakfast

for the seniors at the alumni
house. The Baccalaureate service

itical liberalism in American his-

tory.

The appointment Is co-ordinated
v/ith the State Department, and
i.i part of the overall plan to ex-
plain to peoples of other countries
a clear interpretation of Ameri-
can life and culture. The program
is carried on in many nations, the
German assignment being one of
the most popular. It is basically an
exchange, although the United
States sends more teachers than
it receives.

Union
Year Long Schedule

The final event will mark the

culmination of a year long pro-

gram of debates scheduled to de-

termine the finalists. Defeating

the D.U.'s last week, the Beta's

moved into the final round. The
freshman, at the same time, el-

iminated Phi Gamma Delta.

Past topics of discussion have
been nuclear disarmament, and
the Gargoyle report on the Hon-
or System. The contenders should
be particularly well informed
Monday, as the Peace Corps has
been argued on two previous oc-
casions.

Originally, Professor George
Connelly, faculty adviser for the
Adelphic Union, hoped to have all

debates center around critical

campus affairs. It was felt that

such topics would elicit keener in-

terest in debating activities at Wil-
liams. Connelly found however,
that truly provocative subjects in

this area were hard to come by,

and consequently has resorted to

traditionally polemical areas.

Volkman to Preside

Ed Volkman, president of the

Adelphic Union, is to preside and
Professor Connelly and two oth-

er members of the faculty will act

as judges. Main speeches will last

eight minutes, to be followed by
four minute rebuttals.

The Stone Trophy, a gift of

James H. Stone. '48. was present-

ed to the college in order to stim-

ulate debate among the under-

graduates. The Beta's took high

honors last year, discussing the

trisemester system and its ap-

plicability to Williams.

The last activity sponsored by

the Adelphic Union was the an-

nual prep school debate, in which

eight schools participated.

I dressed by Dr. Baxter.

92.4 Per Cent Oppose Chapel;

WCC Proposes College Church
This spring the Williams College

Chapel Board circulated question-

naires among the undergraduate

body in order to ascertain its views

on the present system of compul-
sory chapel and alternatives to

that system. For several years in

the student body opposition to

compulsory chapel has been wide-

spread, but Ineffective.

Opposition from Trustees

Previously, students have never

said what they do want and have
never offered alternatives to the

system. Undergraduate opinion

calling for the end of the system

has met opposition from the Board
of Trustees. The Chapel Board, by
studying this problem, hopes to

present to the President and the

Trustees a report which will be a

constructive criticism of compul-
sory chapel.

Hopefully, a Trustee committee
will study this issue. Faculty mem-
bers have also been asked to sub-

mit their opinions which will be

Included in the Chapel report. By
carefully studying former opposi-

tion of the Trustees, the Chapel
Board has been able to find posi-

tive alternatives to most of this

opposition.

92.4 Per Cent Oppose

In the results of the recent ques-

tionnaire compulsory chapel was
overwhelmingly opposed. 92.4 per

cent of those who responded (more

than SO per cent of the student

body) to the questionnaire felt

that chapel services are not a

meaningful experience.

In response to the question "do

you feel that compulsory chapel

can be made a more meanln<;ful

spiritual experience by improving

the order of sei-vice, i.e., the pray-

ers, hymns and anthems and
scripture readings?' 85.3 per cent

answered no.

College Cliurch Proposed

The last question read, "A Col

lege Church holding voluntary

Sunday services for students, fac-

ulty, families and the Williams-

town community Is being consid-

ered. Roughly the same number of

outstanding visiting speaker?

would share the preaching with

the Chaplain. How often would
you attend?" 8.9 per cent said

that they would attend three or

four times a month. These servic-

es would be attended one or twr
times a month by 39.9 per cent

of those who answered.

Sliaaff Comments

John Shoaff, '62, chairman of

the 1961-1962 Chapel Board, com-
mented, "The results of the ques-
tionnaire are not conclusive proof
of opposition, but a good Indica-

tor. The positive idea of a College

Church and the results of the
questionnaire will allow the Chapel
Board to present the Trustees with
the best possible solution for the
problem of compulsory chapel."

"Tremendous Opportunity
Sproat will be speaking primar-

ily to undergraduates, enjoying
full teaching privileges as a visit-

ing professor under the Pulbright
award. In his own view, "This will

be a tremendous opportunity for
me to expand my own views of
American civilization and to learn
from the interpretations of oth-
ers."

His academic research will be
concentrated in the German sour-
3es of 19th century American pol-
itical and economic hberalism. His
book will be "basically a history
of the Republican party during
the century, but will concentrate
on the German-born liberals such
as Carl Schurz and Henry Villard
and their great influence on the
party."

German Liberalism
These leaders immigrated to A-

merica from Germany when mat-
ure men, and Sproat feels their
ideas were already well formed
by this time. Thus the sources of
German liberalism, at its height
in this era, are crucial to a study
of the American political scene.

This field of study is of great
interest to Sproat, as evidenced by
the subject of his doctoral disser-

tation at the University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley, in 1959: "The
Party of the Center: The Politics

of Liberal Reform in Post-Civil
War America."
A native of Los Angeles, Cal-

ifornia, Sproat served with the Air
Force from 1941-45 before enter-
ing San Jose State College, where
ho earned his B.A. degree In 1950
and his M.A. in 1952. He was a
teaching assistant at the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley, from
1952-54, an Instructor at Michigan
State University in 1956-57, and
came to Williams as a lecturer in
1957.

He was promoted to assistant
professor In 1959. He presently re-
sides in Williamstown with his
wife and one daughter, now 13.

Faculty Dinner Tonite

To Honor Dr. Baxter
Two hundred members- of the

faculty and administration of Wil-
liams College will attend a dinner
at seven o'clock tonight In Baxter
Hall in honor of President James
P. Baxter 3rd who will retire June
30 after twenty-four year as Pres-
ident of Williams. Speakers at the
dinner, arranged by Dean Robert
R.R. Brooks and Professors S.A.
Matthews, D. E. Richmond, R. J.

I Allen, and P. Poote, will be Mr.
Newhall and Professor Allen.
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Letter To The RECORD:
ihe immediate situation, but lie-

sause it is an inherent American
characteristic that they look at
the world in this way.

It is When Worthy leaves off
outlining the failures of our press
to objectively present the drama
that is occurring on the work
.cage and he starts to tell us wha
is really happening that Worthy
becomes vulnerable. For, Worthy
iS guilty of the same sin he so
jealously indicts—he presents a
ne-w of the world that is obviously
colored by his membership in a
minority group. On Monday night,
he made reference to the "Negr.,
opinion" or the "Negro Press" al
least three times in completely ir-

relevant contexts. Further, he
made the remarkable statement
that the only people who have suc-
cessfully resisted CIA-Press brain-
washing are the Negro masses,
with special emphasis on "mass-
as". He reflected this tone the
aext day by referring to Europe
as of "the dead past" and Africa
'of the glorious future", a remark-
able reduction of a seemingly com-
plex situation, to my ordinary
mind, to a glib platitude. At times
it was quite difficult to distinguish
Worthy's remarks from the usual
grist that pours from the Ameri-
can Negro-Muslim propaganda
mill.

In addition to his Sterling Lec-
ture on Cuba, which was reported
in the Record, William Worthy
presented a brief outline of his

views on Africa for the benefit of
Political Science 202 on Tuesday.
His short statement was followed
by questioning from the floor for
the rest of the period. I attended
both of these functions, and I feel

that there is in Worthy's view of
the world situation a common
theme which represents a formid-
able challenge to the American
public's view of world affairs. As
such, his presentations deserve
some close analysis.

In both appearances, Worthy at-

tempted to make two points which
apply equally to Africa and Cuba
In his estimation. The first point
is that the American public is al-

most totally misinformed about
world affairs and is out of the
mainstream of world thought. He
claims that this is a result of
Press irresponsibility.

Hence, Americans, according to

Worthy, tend to view the world
through the rose-colored glasses of

infallible righteousness. Worthy
paints a dim picture of America
which likens us to a cuckolded
husband, who is the last to real-

ize that everyone Is laughing at

him.

Worthy's polemic shares the ev-
il common to the most dangerous
doctrines—It is half-true. That is,

It can be easily illustrated that
the American Press and/or the

CIA have distorted the facts In

presenting them to American
people in many instances. The
most obvious and embarassing of

these, of course, Is the Cuban in-

cident.

However, Worthy is not satis-

fled with limiting his criticism to

the specific case, taut rather feels

constrained to generalze his point.

This is where he leaves the realm
of illustrative criticism and en-

ters the headier world of ponti-

flcation. His claim Is that the press

Is able to delude the people not

because of the circumstances of

None of his assertions would
have been quite so hard to take
if he had gone to the trouble to

document them or come prepared
with even rudimentary facts. But,
he turned aside any questions In-

volving statistics with the offhand
comment that he just didn't hap-
pen to have the figures. Even ra-

tional dispute seemed to be beyond
the pale for Worthy. To question-

ers who Inquired into the possi-

bility of Incipient totalitarianism

in Cuba, he answered that they
merely did not understand the
Revolutionary Mind and dismiss-

ed them.

Instead of concerning himself

with the trermane issues In an In-

formative manner, Worthy con-

tended himself with building a

Mystique of colored nationalism,

Fenner Milton '62
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College Brass Group,

Community Choir To

Give Concerts Sunday
Williamstown's music audience

wm have two concerts to occupy
them this Sunday, May 21. One,
given by the Williams Brass En-
semble will take place at 3:30 in

the afternoon at Baxter Hall. In
the evening at 8:30, the Williams-
town Community Chorus will pre-
sent their second concert of this

season.

A group formed from the Wil-
liams Marching Band, the ensem-
ble is led by Ii-win Shainman of
the Music department. The group
win be Joined by James Kidd and
Robert Ciulla who will perform a
piano piece for four hands. Mrs.
Lee Hlrsche will sing several
French songs. The program will be
climaxed by the first performance
of an original quartet for piano,
violin, cello, and clarinet written
by Bruce McBean, a music major
from tne class of '61.

In the evening, the choral con-
cert will be presented In Chapin
Hall, directed by Mr. Jerry Bid-
lack. A non-professional group,
formed from the Williamstown
community, the group will present
chree works. The performance will

oe especially interesting for Its

performance of the Mlssa Brevis
oy George Telemann, a contem-
porary of J. S. Bach. This work,
presented for the first time, has
oeen adapted from the original
manuscript held by Mr. William
Little of the German department.
Mozart's Coronation Mass will end
the program.

Mathman . .

.

Continued from Page 1, Col. 2
omena." This Includes trying to

fathom the genetic method of in-

heritance and the human nervous
system. This in turn gave way to

the sinister-sounding "Operations
Research Activities Analysis."
which is essentially trying to find
laws to match the phenomena.

Math in Flux
While all this has been going on

In the scientific field, what has
happened to mathematics as a

profession? In 1940, mathematics
was confined to the campus, and
all math teachers produced were
more math teachers and one or

two research papers. By 1960, how-
ever, of the 4000 PhD's in Math
on the North American Continent,
over one-third are not in the
teaching profession, and Weyl ex-

pected this ratio to increase to

one-half in five years.

This is a radical change, and
two questions arise: what were the

sociological forces at work and
how did they affect mathemati-
cians? Each decade presented a

different problem. In the '30's civ-

ilization was confronted with the

problem of the depression and ec-

onomic organization.

In the '40's, It was democracy
vs. Fascism; In the '50's, the mili-

tary containment of communism.
Weyl predicted the problem of the

'60's would be the "Intellectual

containment of Communism"
since "shooting people in whole-

pale numbers Is becoming un-

fashionable."

The problem of the '70's, Weyl
speculated, would be the survival

of man on a "small and poor

planet, providing the Chinese

don't blow us up first."

Where did math fit Into all this

Hoo-rah? Prom the '30's when
mathematicians did nothing,

through the '40's when they began

to work hard on problems of sur-

vival, to the '50's when they ap-

peared In key places In the na-

tional structure, mathematicians

have gained a place in the nation-

al structure, so much so that the

government spends 10 million dol-

lars to support mathematical re-

search. Mathematicians are now
consultants and researchers as

well as teachers, and are having

a profound Influence on the

"shape of things to come,"

Asked whether the use of math-
ematical analysis and computers

would be used to predict the re-

action of people to political stim-

ulus of one type or another, Weyl

answered "No. There are Just too

many factors involved here. How-
ever, on« area worth exploring

would be the use of these math-
ematical means In the devising the

cleverest method of economic de-

velopment for an underdeveloped

country. It would result In en-

ormous savings in the long run."
|
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Theatre Arts At Williams
By W. J. Anderson

Robert T. Mathews of the Drama Department has submitted

his resignation to President Baxter after serving for three year.s

Assistant to the Director of the Adams Memorial Theatre. His

resignation is due to many problems which confront the theatiR

at Williams and which touch on the basic thinking of the academii:

community itself.

Both the College and the AMT, according to Mathews, mu;,i

face the question: Is the theatre to be a center of constructlvi:

theatrical pursuit or merely a source of relaxation for the Colic;'!'

and the conmiunlty; is it to be an educational Instrument or men
ly a club?

The College has never really determineii

what the theatre should be, and the present

policy under which the theatre exists ri

fleets this indecision. The Drama Depari

mint has two chief functions. It conduct

credit courses in drama, the same as aiv

other academic department. It conduct

the dramatic efforts of the College, on a:

extra-curricular basis. The greater tasl

is the latter^the extra-curricular.

As long as the most important functioi.

oi tne Drama Department can only detract from the academic in

terests of the College, the theatre will suffer. The theatre can
be run as an extra-curricular activity," Mathews feels, "but thi.s

will ultimately result in a lowering of standards all-round."

With the heavy workload of five subjects most students can-

not bear the additional burden of a busy theatre schedule. The stu-

dent in most cases must choose between working for marks and
working for the theatre. As the College puts more and more em-
phasis on academic achievement, the theatre loses, and production

standards fall.

Yet Mathews believes that too many problems now exist for

the theatre to be anything but extra-curricular. A look at the at-
tendance records shows that an average of one fifth (262) of the

student body attends AMT productions. Active student participa-

tion in the theatre is still relatively small. The majority ol the stu-

dent body is evidently not interested in the present level of drama
at Williams, and the AMT, Mathews feels, is forced into a position

where it can do no better.

The incoming freshman finds the theatre in no way promoted

by the Administration. Only this year was the Drama Department

notified of students interested in theatrics. Once in school the stu-

dent finds the faculty oftentimes reluctant to make allowances for

participation in the theatre. The same faculty is quick to criticize

when the theatre produces a poor show.

As long as students and faculty brand the theatre as anathema

to marks, good study habits, and all that comprises the worthwhile

education, no theatre large or small can develop its full potential as

an educational vehicle.

The AMT faces not only problems from above but problems

from within: problems inherent in any small-college theatre. Lack

of competition in the theatre results in students overestimating

their abilities. "Students think they are actors merely because

here they have the opportunty to act."

Coupled wlh the lack of competition Mathews feels very strong-

ly that the faculty is guilty of student-worship. "The student-

teacher relation is inverted. A student appears on the stage and

all he hears afterwards is praise. He becomes so impressed that

he does not want to hear a critical appraisal of his talent. With
this unfortunate inversion I find it more and more difficult to keep

a proper relation in teaching."

But the problems at Williams, Mathews feels, are only a part

of the larger dilemma in theatres across the country. "The onl>

hope for the highly centralized American theatre seems to lie in

educational theatre of the highest quality or repertory groups."

There must be a combining of the professional and the ama-

teur: professionals playing some of the great roles on the educa-

tional stage and giving students a chance to gain experience from

their mastery of the theatre arts.

Today too many barriers exist for such a dream to come trur

The cries of professionalism after Caesar and Cleopatra are recer'

testimony. People want better theatre, as their criticism oftci

shows. But they are not willing to disrupt the status quo to achievi

it. Out of frustration Mathews leaves.

His departure presents questions for a new administration tv

answer. How highly does Williams value development of the theatr

arts within the College? Can the theatre be looked upon as an asset

to the academic excellence of the College and treated so, or must it

be considered a liability. If the College is to have a theatre, il

must assume the responsibility of developing good theatre.

Perhaps a drama major is the solution; perhaps a more flex-

ible system of scheduling exams and papers would help; perhap-

the hiring of professionals will become acceptable. A solution must

be found. The College might point to its theatre facilities witli

pride. It might then have a drama program worth equal pride.

The AMT is an expensive pile of bricks to house a dying effort.
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Cal King, Sprins Street Magnate,

Reminisces On Williamstown Past
By Frank Lioyd

"Yes, I've been In the picture

business ever since I can remem-
bii," was the remaric of Clarence.

(Cal) King, long-time entrepren-
eur of Spring Street and owner of
the Walden Theatre. "Even in
World War 1, I served as a pro-
Jfctionlst for the army theatre at
Fort Terry in Long Island Sound.

•'After getting out of the ser-

vice I worked for a year as a pro-
ji .lionist in North Adams, then
ni )ved lo Williamstown in 1922
and worked for Thornton, at that
tmie owner of the Walden, in the
sane capacity. Ten years later I

WAS able to lease the theatre from
1) in, and after another decade. In

11142, I bought it outright.

Family History

I was married when I moved
hi re, and raised two kids in this

t(Avn. Earl's now running the
pickage goods store, while Cal
Ji.'s in the sporting goods busi-

n- ss. The family has really ex-

p aided with six grandchildren
iinw, Cal's youngest only nine
ir.oiiths old."

Wlien asked about his commun-
ity activities. King replied, "Well

I was a member of the Rotary
mid Lions Clubs, but their meet-
ings always took place during
sliow times. I never wanted to get

mixed up in town politics or any-
Ihing like that."

Ageless Spring Street

King thought that Spring Street

hiid changed very little in his

years there. "There was a grade
school where the Post Office is

now, bit all the other buildings

are the same except for some face-

lifting. The Board of Trade is

an impi'07.m3nt, helping to put

Ii'e?.j\n'3 a-rainst the stores like

Eiooks brothers tinat would come
up from New York every other

w.'ek to get the college business.'

Town-gown relations have al-

ways been good. King felt, par-

ticularly in his own area. "We've
always had a policy of co-opera-

tion with the college in the show-
ing of foreign and course-related

films. No one could show a profit

in the theatre business in this

town without the college."

"The kids themselves have of-

ten acted up, but never in any
really harmful way. A few years

back, there was a wild freshman
class that would come in every
night and whoop it up. I didn't

have to do anything. A group of

seniors volunteered to take over

and quiet them down, and they
did.

"One of the fine college tradi-

tions I hate to see gone was the

film made by the town photogra-
pher each year of the principal

athletic events and Individual

members of the graduating class.

We made it into a two-hour show
at the Walden, and some alumni
are still using the ones from their

year for class reunions."

Lost Traditions

Going on in the vein of lost

traditions. King remarked, 'The
entire June Reunion is nothing
like it used to be. Why, sometimes
there were up to fifteen bands
here for the parade down Spring
Street to Weston Field.

"Every Memorial Day was a
big day, too. Williams played Am-
herst In baseball, always at home.
It used to draw a lot of alumni,

and the townspeople looked for-

ward to it, but it's been stopped In

the past few years.

"The February Prom is gone,

with its big-name band and for-

Cont. Daily From 1 to 10:30

liUMiiliU
NOW THRU TUESDAY

Geishos Moke Gobs Happy!
QxiMwnchiffis pmmii't'wJiiiMi'eoEU mDucm
GLENN DONALD

FORD*0'CONii«Qi%

CINEMASCOPE .» EASTMAN CGLOI^i
Wyiyw*«w^\v

ALSO NEWI
"Gold Of 7 Saints"

Clint "Cheyenne" Walker

Roger "Maverick" Moore

and
ing.

gym.

to

dress. It started at 10 pm
went on until 2 in the morn-
The affair was held in the

.
and you could hardly get a

ieat even by paying admission just
.0 sit on the indoor track and
watch the girls in their gorgeous
gowns and the boys in their tux-
.idos.

First "Talkie"
"Speaking of formal dress, I

can remember the time we show-
ed the fUst talking picture in
Williamstown. It was while I was
workuig tor Thornton and Har-
rington. They brought down the
.ed carpet and everyone dressed
normally for the occasion.

'Sports were more exciting then
with such football heroes, as Stan-
ley, one of the greatest little halt-
oacks ever seen at Williams, Pish-
ir, Ben Boynton—we have pic-
i-ures of all of them in action. I'll

never forget the Amherst game
oack in the '40's when Charle
Caldwell was coach and Williams
nad won its first seven games,
oeating both Cornell and Colum-
oia, and lost that heartbreaker,
14-13."

"Nominaliy Retired"
Although nominally retired.

King keeps active doing handy-
work on his house on Harmel
Avenue, between Williamstown
and North Adams. He refuses to

make definite commitments as to

the future, but his youthful man-
ner and voice belies his age and
makes one wonder whether Spring
Street has really seen the last

of his ventures.

Buxton Emphasizes 'Creative Art'^;

Small Classes Highlight Curriculum.
Unknown to a surprisingly large

number of students, Williams
shares the rustic setting of Wil-
liamstown with another private
uistitution of learning. This is the
Buxton Scliool, located on Gale
Road, just past the Clark Art
Museum.

Buxton School

Buxton was founded by Ellen
Greer Sangster over thirty years
ago as a country-day school in

Short Hills, New Jersey. Fourteen
years ago, Mrs. Sangster's father,
Bentley Warren (an ex-Williams
trustee) left her some land in

WiUiamstown. She promptly mov-
ed the upper four grades from
New Jersey to the present school
site.

Today Buxton is a small, coedu-
cational boarding school. The en-
rollment is sixty-five, including

seven day students from the Wil-

liamstown area. Benjamin Fincke,

present co-director of Buxton,

emphasized the size of the en-
rollment, maintaining that it was
small "on purpose.''

Low Student-Faculty Ratio
Fincke said, "There are very

many good larger college prepara-
tory schools, but there is a real
need for good, small prep schools."
Thus with a student-faculty ratio
of less than 5 to 1, the Buxton
community, both faculty and stu-
dents, are able to enjoy a "very
close and a very personal rela-
tionship."

As a college preparatory school,
Buxton has the familiar secondary
level curriculum, with the required
science, math, history, and Eng-
lish courses. However, the school
has been organized around some
rather definite ideas on the val-
ues and goals of education, and
in this sense Buxton represents
a reaction against the compelling
drive in our time to produce bet-
ter scientists, better mathemati-
cians, and better "grade-grubs."

Creative Arts Program
In pursuit of this goal Buxton

has a sound program in the crea-
tive arts. Although the school
makes no effort to turn out art-

ists, writers and musicians, Fincke
maintains that the arts are one
way (but certainly not the only
one) for adolescents to "express
their individuality and sense of
identity."

Much of the work in the crea-

tive arts is part of the extra-cur-

ricular program. In music, there

is an 18-piece orchestra and mad-
rigal and chorale groups. Last

week in Connecticut, a music pro-

gram was presented with forty-

two out of the sixty-five students

participating.

Drama is another pre-occupa-
tion of Buxton students. Recent
productions were The Crucible and
Oedipus Rev. A main highlight of

the year is the ten-day school

trip, this year to Quebec. Each
year the entire student body par-

ticipates in a dramatic production

that they take "on the road."

The emphasis on individuality

carries over into the regular aca-

demic program. Classes are quite

small, and no marks are given out

to the student until his senior

year. Three times a year, the fac-

ulty works on a complete report of

each student. In conference, the

evaluation is compared and an-

alyzed with a self-evaluation that

the student is required to write.

The social life of Buxton is

mainly self-contained. Parties are

held on Friday nights, with a

dance every two or three weeks.

Excursions to town are limit-

ed to Tuesday afternoons and Sat-

urday afternoon and night. Also

no Buxton girl is allowed to date

that lecherous breed, the Williams
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DR. FROOD'S THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: ItI CollegB, it

isn't who you hnoiv that counts—it's whom.

Dear Dr. Freed: I just can't seem to

get in step with t'le rest of the students

here. They enjoy parlies, dancing, folk

singing and dailng. None of these

things interest me at all. Am I behind

the times or what?

Left Out

DEAR ) EFT- You're in the right times;

you're jest one of our squares.

Dear Dr. Frood: i have a confession.

All my life I have been trying to

learn how to whistle. I just can't.

Please, will you tell me how to

whistle?

Puckered

DEAR PUCKERED: Watch the birds.

Notice how they gather a pocltet of

air deep within the breast, then

push thin jets of this air into the

throat, through the larynx, up and

around the curled tongue, and then

bounce the air from the roof of the

mouth out through the teeth (which

act Mice the Iteyboard on a piano).

Practice this. In no time your

friends will be amazed at the beau-

tiful, warbly trills that flow from

your beak.

Dear Dv Frcod: VV!at do you think ac-

. i.-.at college stu-

Luclues than any

ccunis fcr

denfs rr n
other re ".'i

DE.An .'13: Colle;

'/ :ih<'tiii/! Student

.'e Lucky smokers.

Dear Dr. Frood: Hamlet killed Polo-

nius. Macbeth stabbed Duncan.
Richard murdered his little neph-

ews. Othello strangled Desdemona,

and Titus served Tamora her two

sons in a pie before killing her. Don't

you think this obsession with vio-

lence would make an excellent sub-

ject for a term paper?

English Major

DEAR ENGLISH: No, I don't, and my
advice to you is to stop running

around with that crowd.

*«Mii*»ihii^i*#w*i

Dear Dr. Frood: My coach is writing this letter

for me because I am illiterate. We want to

know If I got to learn how to read to get into

college. I am the best football player in the

state. X

DEAR X: Every college today will insist that

you meet certain basic entrance requirements.

I'm afraid you're just out of luck, X, unless
you learn how to read diagrams and count to

eleven.

ARE YOU KIIS'T; ^'R 'US FLOOD? Most students today live a carefree, devil-may-care
existence— tji;y:n;< ,U:-\^ Luj';lcs ciny to day. Only a handful have had the good sense to set
aside an emei^--n-y cclie ci ihree or four Lucky cartons, wrapped in oilskin. When the dam
breaks— they'll oe locjy. V.'ili you?

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
Product of J.CJ^ruu»i^S^m$ ^^)wy -"Satiate- iitmr middU nam'OA T.oa
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Ephs' Donovan Stops Wesleyan, S-l;

Drop Trinity Contest In 13th, 3-2
This week saw the Williams

baseball team split two games, los-

ing a 3-2 thriller to Trinity Mon-
day on a squeeze bunt In the 13th
inning, and then thumping Wes-
leyan the next day. 8-1, behind the
nine-hit pitching of John Dono-
van.

Trinity drew first blood with
an unearned run in the 3rd inn-
ing. The Ephs came baclc in the

4th with two runs as Bobby Ad-
ams and Harry Lum singled, and
Bill Ryan walked to load the
bases. Rick Berry was hit by a
pitch to score Adams and Lum
scored as Pete Haeffner hit into a
fielder's choice play, Berry being
forced at second. Trinity picked
up another unearned run in the
7th and the score stayed 2-2 un-
til the bottom of the 13th.

Sophomore Dick Potsubay, in

his first appearance on the mound,
was the losing pitcher. Bruce Gag-
nier started for Williams.

Donovan's victory was his sec-

ond over the Cardinals this season.

'64 Baseball Loses 2;
Season Record 1 And 7
The Freshman baseball team

ended its season with a 1-7 rec-

ord last week as it dropped games
with Wesleyan and Vermont by
the respective scores of 2-0 and
10-4.

In the game with the Cardinals
on Tuesday the Ephs out hit their

opponents 7-2 and pitcher Chuck
Hulton had a perfect game going

until the fifth inning. Williams,

however, was unable to ever pose

a true scoring threat against Wes-
leyan.

In Wednesday's contest with
Vermont the situation was much
the same. Ben Wagner, Bill Mosh-
er, John Hose. Ken Griffith, and
Bob Denham each collected two
or more hits, but the Ephs were
unable to hit in the clutch, leav-

ing ten men stranded.

Sophomore Donovan allowed his

first earned run of the season af-

ter a stretch of 37 consecutive
innings without one. He is 3-0

on the season. The win evened up
ihe Williams record at 7-7.

The Eph batsmen gave Donovan
lino support, slamming out 11

safeties over the nine-Inning route.

I'hc booming bat of George May-
er, westam Massachusetts' lead-

ing hictbr, again made itseli; felt.

Ihe sophomore shortstop contri-

buted a 400-foot home lun blasi.

to tiie Williams cause. Haeffner
also shone in the offensive depart-
ment, slamming out for safeties in

four attempts.
W.MS vn. Trinity
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269 BA Degrees Granted At Commencement;
John J. McCloy Delivers Graduation Speech

GENERAL LYMAN LOUIS
LEMNITZER, Chaiiinan of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff, Doctor of

Laws.
Graduate of the U. S. Military

Academy in the Class of 1920,

where he caught on the baseball

learn and won national honors as

a rifleman, he .served first as an
artillery officer and then as As-

sistant Chief of Staff for Opera-
tions in the landings and the

campaign in North Africa. As Dep-
uty Chief of Staff to Sir Harold
Alexander, he toolc part in the

negotiations with Marshal Badog-
lio which led to the capitulation

of Italy, and he managed the dis-

cussions with enemy representa-
tives in March,. 1945, which result-

ed in the unconditional surrender

of the German forces in Italy and
southern Austria. He took a lead-

ing part in the development of

both the National War College and
the Military Assistance Program,
and helped pave the way for NA-
TO. Qualifying as a parachutist of

the age of 51, he commanded the

nth Airborne Division. As Com-
mander of the 7th Infanti-y Di-

vision, he won great distinction

in the Korean War. After serving

as the Army's Deputy Chief of

Staff for Plans and Research, he
returned to the Far East as Com-
mander of the United States Forc-
es, and soon was named Com-
mander-in-Chief of the United
Nations and Par East Commands.
He became Chief of Staff of the

U. S. Army in July 1959 and
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff last October. Williams Col-

lege Is proud to enroll this fam-
ous soldier, diplomat and admin-
istrator among its honorary alum-
ni.

Plioto by Bachrach

DAVID RICHARDSON FALL, of

the Class of 1928, Headmaster of

the Ashevllle School, Doctor of

Humane Letters.

An undergraduate outstanding
in both athletics and In the work
of the Williams Christian Associa-

tion who chose education as a car-

eer and began his teaching In

Mathematics. Active In the af-

fairs of the Educational Records
Bureau, and the National Prepara-
tory Schools Advisory Committee.
He Is now completing a quarter
of a century of devoted labor and
leadership at Ashevllle.

Photo by Bachrach
CARTER DAVIDSON, Chancel-

lor of Union University, Doctor of

Laws.
Graduate of Harvard, with a

doctorate from Chicago, highly
successful Professor of English at

Carleton College, he has served

as President of Knox College for

ten years and of Union for fifteen.

Outstanding among the leaders

of education in New York, he will

long be remembered for his suc-

cessful efforts to win support from
American industry for higher ed-

ucation.

ANNE STRANG BAXTER, Doc-

tor of Humane Letters.

Mag^na cum laude in the Class-

ics at Colorado College, Master of

Science in Plant Pathology at the

University of Wisconsin. Member
of Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma Xi.

Gracious hostess and understand-

ing friend of faculty, students and
alumni for six years at Adams
House at Harvard and for twenty-

four at Williams. Vera incessu

patuit dea.

DANA LYDA PARNSWORTH,
Henry K. Oliver Professor of Hy-

giene at Harvard University. Doc-

tor of Science.

Graduate of the University of

West Virginia and of the Harvard

Medical School, after interning at

the Massachusetts General Hos-

pital and a residency at the Boston

City Hospital, he came to Wil-

liams In 1935 as assistant director

of health, and after distinguished

service in the Navy, came back to

us as Director of Health In 1945-

46. In the last fifteen years, he

has directed the health services

Graduation

Graduation today featured the
presentation of 269 B. A. degrees
to the Class of 1961, two M. S. de-
grees in physics to employees of
the Sprague Electric in North Ad-
ams, M. A. degrees in Development
Economics to students who have
been studying at the Center for
Development Economics which op-
ened last fall at the Cluett House,
and seven honorary degrees.
The main speeches were deliver-

ed by John C. McCloy, United
States Disarmament Director, and
three top members of the Class of
'61. Tad Day, the Class Speaker,
spoke on "Poetry for the Intel-
lect"; Bob Sleeper, the Phi Bete
Speaker, spoke on "Democracy and
a Democratic Creed"; and Gene
Weber, the Valedictorian, spoke on
"Christian Wolff and Jiacomo
Casanova.

Traditional Ceremonies
At 9:00 a.m. this morning the

Williams College Society of Al-
umni played host for breakfast to
the seniors at the Alumni House;
the Baccalaureate sei-vice, address-
ed by President Baxter, was held
at 10:30 this morning in the
Thompson Memorial Chapel.

June 11, 1961
JOHN W. TOWNSEND, Jr., of

the Class of 1947, Assistant Direc-
tor of the Goddard Space Flight
Center of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Doc-
tor of Science.

A pioneer in the exploration of
the earth's atmosphere and iono-
sphere. Head of the Rocket Sonde
Branch of the Naval Research
Laboratory from 1955 to 1958,
which conducted the major part
of the Laboratory's extensive par-
ticipation in the U. S. sounding
rocket program for the Interna-
tional Geophysical Year. At the
same time he was Deputy Science
Program Coordinator for Project
VANGUARD and directed the
preparation of scientific instru-

ments for two earth satellites. His
radio frequency mass spectrometer
for use in rockets obtained the
first mass spectra of the positive

and negative ions above 90 kilo-

meters, and has been widely used
in this country and abroad. Since
his transfer to the National Aer-
onautics and Space Administra-
tion as Chief of the Space Sciences
Division he has directed the de-

velopment of two new solid pro-

pellant rockets for use in upper
air research. His alma mater hails

his achievements in extending
knowledge upwards and outwards.

JOHN JAY McCLOY, Adviser to

the President on Disarmament,
Doctor of Laws.
A distinguished lawyer, who

made a brilliant record as Assis-

tant Secretary of War in the Sec-
ond World War. President of the
World Bank, High Commissioner
for Germany, Chairman of the
Board of the Chase Manhattan
Bank, of the Ford Foundation,
and of the Amherst Ti'ustees.

Since his return to the practice of
the law, he has been drafted once
more by President Kennedy. Well
qualified to serve as Secretary of
State, or Secretary of the Treas-
ury, or Secretary of Defense, he
now has fully as difficult an as-

signment: to find a safe path to-

wards the limitation of arma-
ments.

of first Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, then Harvard, and
has been president both of the A-
merlcan College Health Associa-

tion and of the Group for the Ad-
vancement of Psychiatry. We sal-

ute him as a wise counsellor, an
able administrator, and a pioneer

in the field of Mental Health.

Reunions To Be

Next Weekend
The annual class reunions,

scheduled for June 14-18, will for

the first time In history be held
at a time other than Commence-
ment weekend. It was felt that
switching the reunions to the
weekend following the graduation
exercises would reduce the strain

on housing and feeding both sen-
iors' parents and returning al-

umni.
On Saturday, June 17th, at 2:30

p.m., there will be a Campus Talk
by David I. Mackle '26 on "The
Load the Railroads Can't Carry:
Politics." Mackle Is chairman of

the Eastern Railroad Presidents
Conference and former vice-pres-

ident and general counsel for the
Lackawanna Railroad.
On Sunday morning at 10:30 the

Rev. Charles C. Noble '21, Dean
of the Chapel at Syracuse Uni-
versity since 1954, will deliver a
sermon in Thompson Memorial
Chapel. Afterwards Williams chap-
lain John D. Eusden and members
of reunion classes will conduct
a memorial service for classmates
who have passed on. Music will be
provided by an alumni choir di-

rected by Professor Robert G. Bar-
row.

Seminars
The reunion period will feature

three Alumni Seminars. The top-

ics and lecturers are: "What
Physicists Want to Find Out," by
Professor David A. Park (June
14th), "Adolf Hitler: A Reapprais-
al," by Professor Robert G. L.

Walte (June 15th), and "What
the French Are Doing to the

Theatre," by Assistant Professor

John K. Savacool.

On Friday evening at 9:30 the
Original Berkshireland Jazz Band,
under the direction of Heinle
Greer '22, will give a concert In
the Alumni House.

Art ExhibiU
An exhibit, "The Role of Wil-

liams College in Berkshire Coun-
ty", will be shown In the Col-
lege's Chapln Library to supple-

Baccalaureate
"My wife and I have enjoyed a

longer stay here than the mem-
bers of 1961 but as for us as well as
them the time has come to leave
and to begin a new life. Like the
seniors, we carry away a rich store
of friendships, new skills, things
learned, hard bought experience,
to serve us in the years ahead."
Thus spoke retiring President
James Phinney Baxter in his Bac-
calaureate address this morning.
Baxter cited many Williams

alumni who have lived lives of
service in government, in businessm academics. He stressed this rec-
ord "not to bask in the past or the
present but as a challenge and an
inspiration to today's graduates. .

.

To the members of 1961 I say that
we Williams men have done well
in many fields but in none have
we done well enough."
The brunt of Baxter's speech

dealt with three problems whicV.
as a senior in 1914 he felt his col-
lege generation had failed to mas-
ter: the business cycle, democracy,
and the maintenance of peace.
Since that time, Baxter said, we

in America have made the most
progress in controlling the busi-
ness cycle, although the problems
of national defense and foreign
aid have grown much more diffi-
cult in the last three decades.
With democracy, Baxter noted,

we have made "marvelous strides
in mass communications" but have
seen such communications "sub-
verted to totalitarian ends." Bax-
ter and others convinced of "the
vast superiority of democratic
societies to totalitarian ones, are
sorely troubled at the fact that
few of the new governments In
the underdeveloped nations are
created in our own image and
that so many of them take the
form of military dictatorships or
worse."
With the problem of war we

have made the least progress. Bax-
ter here talked of our nuclear
strength to deter full-scale war,
and said that unilateral disarma-
ment seemed to him "the most
hopeless of all possible solutions''

to the problem of war.
The President concluded by

praising the Class of 1961 for their
deep sense of humanity In their
efforts to rid the campus of racial
discrimination and their lively In-
terest In underdeveloped nations.
He set before them the task of
building up their own immunities
to the growing dangers and temp-
tations In an ever more hazardous
world.

ment the Berkshire County Bi-
centennial. There will be an Il-

lustrated commentary In the
Lawrence Art Museum on "Art
In Wllliamstown", followed by
guided tours through that museum
and the Clark Art Institute. In ad-
dition, an open welcome is ex-
tended to alumni who wish to
view the contemporary paintings
at the home of Lawrence H. Bloe-
del '23.

The annual alumni parade will
be held on Saturday, forming at
10:15 a.m. to march to the AMT
for the 11:00 meeting. Presenta-
tion of Alumni Fund trophies to
the Classes of 1914 and 1932 will
be made by Stanley Phillips '17 of
Montclair, N. J., chairman of the
fund drive for the past three years.
A new slate of officers, headed by
Daniel K. Chapman '26 of Mt.
Kisco, N.Y., has been nominated
for election at the meeting. Speak-
ers will be Jay B. Angevlne of Bel-
mont, Mass., for the Class of 1911,

Phillips Stevens of Easthampton,
Mass., for the Class of 1936, and
Robert H. Cremin of Chicago, 111.,

for the Class of 1951.
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A Great Man, A Great Friend
He has been a great president of the college as well as a great

man. His acconiplisliinents during his twenty four years at Wil-

liams have been such that his memoiy will be revered as one of

the great American college leaders. His imprint on all phases of

life at Williams has been jjoworful and creative. There is no space

here for a list of the many aspects of his record, but merely to

try to record some of the influence of the magic of our president.

The students who later become alumni have been impressed

both by his intellect and the faculty he gathered to teach them.

Most of all, however, they remember his warmtli and his open and
frank interest in them as peo|>le. The ones who have been for-

tunate enough to have close contact with him understand the per-

sonal maj^netisni and charm which makes even routine business

enjoyable, and who treasme him as an advisor and a friend.

The faculty recognize the heroic efforts he has made in in-

creasing; tlieir salaries, and in defending their rights as teachers and
as students. They as well as the undergraduates have appreciated

and enjoyed tlie spirit of their colleagues and the academic atmos-

phere of Williamstown which has made Williams the great educa-

tional institution that it is today.

To say thank yon is impossible; for his legacy is too great.

Tlie year has flown in which we have tried to express our grati-

tude, and to pre])are our good-byes. They have not been easy; for

this man has been a teacher, an inspiration, and above all a friend

to so many of us.

We can only say, "Thank you and God bless you."
— John S. Mayher, '61

'Othello' First Play

In Summer Theatre
"The most distinguished summer

theatre I have seen."

WILLIAM INGE

"The Williamstown Company of-
fers the most sophisticated and most
polished summer theatre in the area,

if not in the country."

The Knickerbocker News
The Williamstown Theatre

Foundation, Inc., which sponsors
the Summer Theatre, was estab-
lished in 1955 to provide enter-
tainment for the many summer
tourists of the Berkshlres and to
complement theatrically the cul-
tural activities of the dance and
mtsic festivals of the area. Dur-

ing the years the Williamstown
Summer Theatre has changed
from a student group to a profes-
sional Equity stock and Is con-
sidered by many to be one of the
East's most vital and exciting
theatres.

This coming summer four of
the productions at the Adams
Memorial Theatre will be dli'ect-

ed by Nlkos Psacharopoulos, the
theatre's executive director. The
other four will be directed by Tom
Brennan, the associate dli-ector,

and William n-anclsco.

The schedule for the coming
summer includes: Othello (July 7-

15), Five Finger Exercise (jniv
18-22), Kaufman & iiarfs Once
In A Lifetime (July 25-29) J n
(August 1-5), Toys In the' Attic
• August 15-19), and New York
Bound Musical (August 22-26)
The last-mentioned show, a musl
cal comedy by Richard Maltby
Jr., and David Shire, is scheduled
to open in New York City In Oc-
tober.

A comedy is scheduled for Aug-
ust 8-12; it may be Invitation To
A March, O'Casey's Purple Oust
Seven Year Itch, or Rhinoteros.
If available. Becket will be on the
agenda for August 29-Sepl(nnber
2.

Good Luck 1961
Congratulations, Class of 1961. As a senior class, you made

Total Opportunity work. You have the distinction of being the

last class to spend your four years at Williams under Phinney
Baxter.

As it's trite to say we're going to be trite, and just as

trite to say we're going to try to be original, we'll just say that you'll

probably remember your four years at Williams as at least some
of "the best of your life"; we wish you good luck.

To us is left the difficult task of preserving what is best in

Williams, of keeping its unique character. Even more difficult

will be die problem of changing to keep up with and ahead of

the times, of responsible action in the face of great odds. To work
with us and our successors will be another faithful Williams man,
John F. Sawyer, whom Phinney praised in his faculty speech "A
Quarter Century of Williams Education." He said, "I am more
glad than I can say that my successor is a teacher of long ex-

perience who has gained valuable experience bodi at Williams and
at two great universities. You will discover that he is as convinced
as I am that just holding the line is not enough and that we must
continually do better."

Scholastically the gauntlet is being thrown down throughout
the land. We must carefully consider the merits of Dartmouth's tri-

mester jjlan, of Bowdoin's Senior Center, of Smith's planned in-

tersemester break, and see if they can be partially adapted to the
ahnosphere of Williams College. Socially we must weigh the
merits of Gene Hoyne '07's proposal and of Bruce Grinnell '62's

petition. The students and the administration must work together
to work out a solution in Une with the best interests of Williams.

As new alumni you, the Class of 1961, can lend us a helping
hand in coming to the best possible solutions. Besides, you can
wish us luck ...

-Stewart D. Davis, '62

AVE ATQUE VALE

Raymondus Washburneus

librorum venditor

studiosorum amicus

ex 1848

Petition, Grad Letter

Question Fraternities,

Total Opportunity
By Ed Volkman

This has been a strange spring,
from a meterorological point of
view, and it has had strange ef-
fects on people. Perhaps the
strangest manifestation has in-
volved the fraternity system.

Simultaneously, yet independent
of each other, two extreme posi-
tions on this much belabored topic
have been set before the public.
Eugene M. Hoyne, Gargoyle

President of the Class of 1907, has
circulated a letter among alumni
calling for the immediate aboli-
tion of Total Opportunity. Total
Opportunity is the new rushing
system at Williams, inaugurated
this year, which guarantees ad-
mission to a fraternity for any
sophomore who goes through for-
mal rushing. This has already
come under attack within the stu-
dent body this year in relation to
Beta Theta Pi's difficulty with
it's national fraternity, and by the
Graduate Committee On Social
Units.

Pro- Selectivity

Hoyne 's letter, while probably
well-intentioned, suffers from
numerous inaccuracies regarding
the system he is attacking, and
the mechanisms Involved in
changing social systems, not to
mention several emotional invoca-
tions of Deity, Country, and Con-
stitution. If something is not done
about this situation, that is, if

the President of the College (does
not) announce that it is un-A-
merican ... to fight for Freedom in
the Congo . . . and permit Williams
to take away from the students ...

their companions, and therfore,
the College will not interfere in
the fraternity system, as long as
the students comply with the rules
that have previously applied at
Williams, that is, the ability of
all fraternity members to conduct
themselves as gentlemen, and for
the best interests of the College,"
then "a group of Alumni whom
the writer represents, will probably
go into the Federal or State Court
in Massachusetts and ask for an
Injunction prohibiting the en-
forcement of the 'Total Opportun-
ity' program for 1961 and 1962,
and for the future."

This mimeographed circular
came to the Record's attention
through the courtesy of Harry A.
Sellery '32, who does not "sub-
scribe to the view it expresses" and
thought the student body might be
interested. This Hoyne letter has
already elicited an Irate reply
from Stephen Binnlngham '50 in

a letter to President Baxter. Bir-
mingham characterized Hoyne's
work as "the ramblings of a Coca-
Cola Bottling Company salesman."

The other pole of this fraternity
dialogue is represented by Bruce
Grinnell '62. and his co-signers.
They have affixed their names to
a petition calling for the aboli-
tion of "selective fraternities" and
the substitution of small dormitory
units. If the College does not take
substantive action in this direc-
tion by February 1962, the signers
will sever their fraternity ties.

Their objections to the present
fraternity system have found wide
support among the student body,
the faculty, and some of the ad-
ministration. But, the revolution-
ary nature of their proposal has
aroused widespread opposition.

Fellowships And Prizes
HOUACE K. CLARK I'HIZE SCMOLAHSHIP

David Sinilh Ayres class of 1961
Huhaicl l^ardiKT Kobbins, Jr. cii.ss of I'lfil

KIUNCIS SESSIONS HUTCHINS '00 MEMOIUAL stllOLARSllII'
Jon I'raiiklin llei.scr class of 1981

IIUHBAHD HUTCHINSON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIl'
Charles Rii'liaicl Webb class of 1961JOHN EDMUND MOODY MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Erie Hunter Davis class of 1961

PRIZES
WILLIAM BRADFORD TURNER CITIZENSHIP PRIZE

Awarded to that member of the Graduating class selected by a Com-
mittee of the Class and of the Faculty us havinu "durinfi his four years aiurse
/«.?( fulfilled his ohligations to the College, his fellow students and hinuvlf"
Edinmul Peny Day class of 1961

GKOSVENOR MEMORIAL CUP
Awarded to that member of the iunior cLi.is who best exemplifies the

traditions of Williams.
Jere Riehard Behiinan class of 196'

ACADEMY Ol^ AMERICAN POETS PRIZE
David Fit/. Randolph McCearv cliss of 196'

JOHN SARIN ADlilANCF. PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY
James Ferguson Skinner cliss of 1961

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY .MEDAL
Class of 1961

Class of 1961

Class of 1961

Class of 1961

Class of 1961

Class of 1961
Class of 1962

Class of 1961

Cla.ss of 1963
Class of 1963

Class of 1961

Ridiard G(MrKe Peterson

BENEDICT PRIZES
IN bioloc:y

First Prize: Arthur Kingsley Chaniplin
Sccimd Prize: James Ivan Urbaeli

IN FRENCH
Fir.1t Prize: Peter Stephen Click
Second Prize: Wesley Yen Young Wong

IN GERMAN
First Prize: Eugene Matliew Weber
Second Prize: Richard William Leckie, Jr.

IN HISTORY
Robert David Sleeper

IN MATHEMATICS
Firit Prize: Forrest Allen Spooner
Second Prize: David Walker Cornish

CANBY ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIP PRIZE
Jon Franklin Heiser

.,. , .,
.l^AVID TAGCART CLARK PRIZE IN LATIN

Nicholas Bright Goodhue CUik nf Klfii

CONANT-HARRINGTON PRIZE IN BIOLOGY
'

Andrew Bruce Weiss ciiss nf iqfilHENRY RUTGERS CONGER MEMORIAL LITERARY PRIZE
Robert rUirris Judd class of 1961
Charles Richard Wehh class of 1961

CONNECTICUT VALLEY SECTION OF THE
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY AWARD

James Fergu.son Skinner
ciiss of 1961

GARRETT WRIGHT DE VRIES MEMORIAL PRIZE IN SPANISH
'
'•'" ^'^'S''" Class of 1981

,, , Tj
SHERWOOD O. DICKERMAN PRIZE IN GREEK

Da\.id Heath Larry
^lass of

I I A .1 ,>.r.,
'^WIGHT BOTANICAL PRIZE

Joseph Anthony DiClerico, Jr. cfiss of

.

ROWLAND EVANS PRIZE IN FRESHMAN ENGLISH
UaN'is '''ylor

Class of 1964
GILBERT W. GABRIEL MEMORIAL AWARD IN DRAMA

1963

1963

John Luis Czarnowski
Michael Lewis Small

... T^j ^ ARTHUR B. GRAVES ESSAY PRIZESArt Edgar Carter Rust, .3rd
rniiiis

Economics Edward Martin Gramlieli
llislory Richard Gardner Robhins Jr
Philo.mphy Anthony Carder Stout'
I'olitical Science Benjamin Pfohl Campbell
lieligion Gordon Gayda

Ever^-U^rbl
^"'^^ ''"" '^"^LIVERY OF ESSAY

" '^ Class of

Class of 1961

Class of 1961

Class of !961

Class of 1961

Class of 1961

1961

1991

1961

Class of

Class of

Class of

1961

1961

1961

1961

1961

Edward ..

William Knox Rich „
. |-

Harvey AlbertsTiumL';: f,'^^™^^'^
^^^ '^ ENGLISH

"'^

\
Richard Cwgc^Pc'ersoi'

'^''^ '"'"'' ^^ CHEMISTRY '"
"

.^... Class ol

Robert Kolb Montgoinerl"'"'
""''" ^""^ ^''"^^

cl f

Jan Willem iHaaf '"'^^'^'^ ™'^^ ^^ PHILOSOPHY "^
"

J..hn Sa^kf^lyL^"^^^-^^^ ""'^'^ '^^ C^^AI. THINK Ng"
,^^,Class ol 19bl

RICE PRIZES

A .. ,,
^^ GREEK

Anthony Van Nostrand Dillcr
class of 1962

George Reath, Jr.
'^ ^^™

^, ,,„«,

^^rJ:'^^^^^^^ '^•'^^-OH'AL PRIZE IN CHEM^HV^^^^,

liric Hunto'Davif
'=°"'^" SHUMWAY PRIZE IN ENGLISH "

'

,

CI 1-7.,„ ^ Class of 1961

I .1 ., ,

"^LIZUR SMITH RHETORICAI pniyii-Jonathan Hugh Bidwell Searles
""^ '""'^AL I RIZE

^|^^^ ^^ jgg,

PLilip Kfu^Bi^d™"'''"' '^^ JNTERFRATERNITY DEBATE
^ ^^

Roy Edward Sandstrom Class of 1964

Walter ^^^^^ ^""^"^^ ^'^^ IN HISTORr
Stephen Frederick Klein

^bss o 96j

Edw^a^^^A^^^'E
'^''''- ^°« EXTEMPORANEOUS SPJAKINO^^,

WiUiamX IpiiL^k'™^
''"'^E '^OR DISTINCTION IN^ART^^

^^j



25th Reunion Gift Fund Compared
With Similar Programs Elsewhere

The Williams College 25th Reunion Gift Fund takes its place
as one of several snnilar operations in various Eastern Colleges
The idea is unique and should be extremely profitable but in'
comparison with proji;rams at Wesleyan, Brown, and Lehiuh tin-
Williams operation tares badly. ^ '

At present, an initial $iOO gift is being asked from each
graduating senior, and thereafter $5.00 contributions will be souirlit
yearly. The money is to be invested by the National Investors
(Jorporation, and it has been speculated thai u $100,000 irift will
be forthcoming in 1986.

Wesleyan expects to accumulate over $300,000 at the end of ''5

N'ears. Their plan is nearly identical to the Williams iMogram ex-
cept that $ia00 per person is being sought each year until tl.t
Heumoii. To be called the Wes-Use, Class of '61 Fund Inc it will
mploy the Massachu.setts Investors Growth Stock Fund to 'handle
its operations.

,
1*1^= LT f"'"a*e for the Williams gift stems from the econ-

inical $8.00 minimum being ask-

Alumni Fund Donations
From '61 At 63 Per Cent
Reporting on the spring cam-

paign for class donations to the
Alumni Fund, Rick Gilbert, Class
Agent, and his sixteen Associate
Agents said that 172 members of
the class have contributed. Out
of 272 presently In the class, 172
makes about 63 per cent. This
figure does not Include pledges,
which number 16. Those already
contributing have given a total of
$1,083.00, or about $5.30 per man.
The other members of the class,

who have not yet contributed to
the fund, will be solicited In the
fall. Gilbert said, "If a good pro-
portion of the rest of the class
gives, we ought to beat classes of
the last five years in amount and
percentage goals."

d each year, and a relatively pes-

imistic outlook on consistent
:iartlcipation by graduates in the

: utui'e.

David Boyd, vice-chairman of

ihe Committee, also pointed out
'hat the $100,000 figure was a
very conservative estimate", and

• hat "hopefully the gift will ex-

ceed this mark." The estimate was
formed after examining the per-
formance of the National Investors
Corporation over the past 20 years.

Disappointing Performance

Pointing out that Lehigh had
averaged $17.00 per student with
87% contributing, and that Brown
similarly received $10.00 per per-

son initially, Boyd felt that the
uiienthuslastic response here to

the low $5.00 initial request has
been disappointing.

Three Eph Students Cause Controversy

By Killing Fraternity Cat In Dryer
On May 5 the remains of a dead

cat were discovered in one of the
dryers In a laundromat on Cole
Avenue. This was reported to the
Williamstown police, and a small
notice of the incident appeared in

the Nortli Adams Transcriipt. Ten
days later, James McNabb '63 was
arrested and the arrest of Edward
Bliss '63 and John E. Franklin '61

folowed soon after.

All three signed confessions de-
laillng their abduction of the cat,

which belonged to Sigma Phi, and
the subsequent Insertion of the

cat into the dryer which they
turned on. They came to trial on
May 16 and received a continuance
to May 27. That same day, the

three appeared before the College

Discipline Committee.
The Discipline Comlttee acted

to suspend Franklin's diploma for

one year, and to suspend McNabb
and Bliss for not less than one
year. All three were allowed to

complete their work for this sem-

One Stocking Photograph
Exhibited In Minneapolis

Professor of English Fred H.
Stocking has had one of his photo-

graphs accepted for exhibition in

the world premier of the Third
Exhibition of Photography In The
Pine Arts at the Minneapolis In-

stitute of Arts. His photo Is en-
titled: "Wheatfield Near Moor-
head, Minnesota."
The world premier will be on

June 14th and will continue
through September 3rd under the

sponsorship of The Saturday Re-
view. On exhibition will be 140

notable contemporary photo-
graphs, amateur and professional.

The exhibit will mark the open-
ing of a new photographic center
for the Upper Midwest region of
the U. S.

Renaissance Conference
To Be Held At Williams

Next year's annual meeting of

the New England Renaissance
Conference will be held at Wil-
liams College, It was decided re-

cently at the 1961 meeting held
at Harvard University. Represent-
ing Williams were Charles O.
Nauert, Jr., assistant professor of

history, and H. Richard Archer,
custodian of the Chapln Library.

Tentative plans for 1962 call

for an April date for the inter-

disciplinary gathering which will

attract some 75 scholars from col-

leges and universities throughout
New England. The two-day con-
ference will include a tour of the
Sterling and Franclne Clark Art
InsUtute.

ester and receive credit for the
year.

The Trial

On Satui'day, May 27, the case
came to trial in Williamstown
Court before the Honorable Judge
Samuel Levine. There was no pros-

ecution as the three had signed
confessions and pleaded guilty.

The courtroom was packed with
those who had an interest In the

trial, those of the townspeople
who were Indignant over the In-

cident, and those who were just

morbidly curious. Defense attorn-

ey John Albert! rose to plead for

the mercy of the court. He pointed

out that all three had excellent

records in school, had never been
Involved with the police before,

and had been punished by the

college and their own consciences.

He argued that putting these men
in jail would do nothing either to

protect the community or to re-

habilitate them. Their experience

and their background insured that

they would never become involved

in something like this again.

After a mild statement by a
SPCA representative, the Judge de-

livered a sentence of 30 days in the

house of correction, which was
suspended, and the three were

fined $250. each and placed on
probation for a year.

Biology Meeting

On Regeneration

Starts Tomorrow
One hundred and fifty botanists

and zoologists will begin regis-

tering today at 4:00 p.m. In Baxter

Hall for the twentieth symposium
of the Society for the Study of

Development and Growth to be

held tomorrow through Thursday

in the biology laboratory. The top-

ic this year is "Regeneration."

In charge of local arrangements

is Allyn J. Waterman, the Mary
A. and Williams Wirt Professor

of Biology. Assisting him with reg-

istration and the operation of the

slides will be Jim Johnson '64.

The visitors will be housed in Wil-

liams and Sage Halls.

The annual symposium is usu-

ally held at one of the smaller in-

stitutions m the East. Last year It

was at Brandels. The president of

the Society is Williams P. Jacobs

of Princeton University's Depart-

ment of Biology, and the secretary

is Professor Armln Braun of the

Rockefeller Institute.
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A Directory Of Phinnefs Remarks
Compiled by John T. Connor

ON THE WORLD
"It is easier for humankind to

rise to the big demands than to
stand the long pull."

"There will always be crises, and
pessimists to hail them as the
worst of all."

"There are so many little things
to be done each day that it is

not easy to raise one's eyes to

wider horizons ..."

War and Peace . .

.

"The defense policy of the Uni-
ted States rests on deterrence . .

.

With due respect to contrary op-
inion, I should be happier if we
improved our conventional
strength to wage limited war, and
added thereby to our deterrent
power. In any event, we must nev-
er welsh on a treaty commitment,
because if we do, we destroy our
alliance value and with it the
whole fabric of free world defense.
I believe that we shall never make
that mistake, as long as men re-
member the consequences of the
Munich surrender."

"... Our national defense de-
pends as much on moral qualities
as on the organization of mater-
ial resources."

"With renewed faith in democ-
racy and deepened faith in God,
let us carry out on this continent
a transformation of our national
life far more significant for good
than the transformation of the
totalitarian states has been por-
tentous for evil."

"Must the U. S. be drawn into
another World War before her
people learn the one lesson that
the best way to avoid being in-
volved in such a stioiggle is to help
prevent it from the beginning."
(1937)

"It is well for us to be reminded
of the standards of a better world,
but we who have seen the subju-
gation of Austria, Czecho-Slovakia,
Poland, Finland, Denmark, Nor-
way, Holland and Belgium and the
over-running of northern France
will perhaps be pardoned for

seeking salvation by other means
than nonresistance." (1940)

"Our success in any war depends
upon a strong fiscal and economic
system able to maintain the pro-
duction which has been the basis

of our strength."

"In a world whose most fear-

some sjTnbol is a mushroom-shap-
ed cloud, peace has never looked

more attractive, if we can achieve

it without losing things still more
precious (such as) freedom."

"Demagogues may make hay
with false historical analogies,

just as the devil has been known
to quote scripture for his purpose.

But the citizen who is well ground-
ed in his country's history can
see through such claptrap said

strip a rostrum naked."

"The advances in nuclear

physics in our lifetime have been
no more dangerous than the great

advances in the art of lying ... If

the Soviet leaders lost the pro-

pagandist potential which the new
advances In psychology and com-
munications have furnished them,
their power for evil would be
greatly diminished."

The President talking to John Byers '61

present one is the leadership of

educated men." (1944)

"The war raging In Europe Is

no mere contest for power; the
conflict of ideas cuts deeper than
any struggle in modern history."

(1940)

Intellectual Growth
"Man's capacity for intellectual

growth is not fixed. By no instru-

ment can we look into his eye and
predict the day of his intellec-

tual death, any more than we can
determine the height to which he
may jump or vault. Though no
man by taking thought can add a
cubit to his stature, any man,
whether he possesses a Phi Beta
Kappa key or not, can by self-

discipline speed up his intellectual

processes. On the more Intelligent

rests the responsibility to do so."

"The men who get to the top
are those who realize that there
are many rungs on the education-

Phinney enjoying a joke

"Most of them (scientists) are

too busy reshaping the world to

take time to tell their story in

words the rest of us can under-
stand . . . But we must keep a-

breast of what they are doing, for

they are the most dynamic force

in modem society."

"... Producing the atomic
bombs put the next move squarely

up to our political scientists and
statesmen to devise a means for

controlling the terrible force which
man now had at his disposal."

"The best remedy against re-

peating the mistakes which follow-

ed the last war and prepared the

Baxter looking up from work

al ladder up which they must
climb steadily ..."

"The man who makes good on
the top level has been good on
every one of the lower rungs . .

.

Nobody can expect to loaf on the
first lap of a two-mile race and
make up the lost distance when he
cuts loose his spirit."

Religion

"When I decided to accept the
presidency of this college, I visi-

ted the grave (of Col. Williams)

and prayed for strength and guid-

ance, as I have done more than
once since."

"The knowledge men and wo-
men acquire which is most readily

translatable into power, is to be
found in the sphere of religion.

Show me the man of real religious

understanding . . . and you will be
showing me the man best able to

withstand the slings and arrows
of outrageous fortune."

"There come to us at times, in

peace or war, strains that seem
unbearable. Those who have a

sense of religion then find In it

not a means of escape, but an add-
ed source of strength that may
make the difference between suc-

cess and failure, between sanity

and confusion."

"If training and tradition are
two factors requisite for perfor-

mance heroic beyond the line of

duty, faith is even more essential."

"... I believe that the develop-
ment of a stronger religious sense
will constitute a bulwark of the
free world against communist im-
perialism."

"... Knowledge of the artistic,

scientific and technological forces
that have shaped our culture is

less common (than knowledge of
the economic forces). Rarest of
all, unfortunately. Is a true meas-
ure of the influence of religion and

of political thought In the Amer-
ican heritage

."'

"... Under the bludgeonings
men take In this uncertain world,
you would do well to put on the
whole armor of God, the shield of

faith, the helmet of salvation, and
the sword of the spirit, which is

the word of God."
"The first element In our (spir-

itual) defense, then. Is truth. As
the first element in our armor is

truth, so the second Is righteous-
ness."

ON AMERICA
"Why is It that our American

nation, now numbering 160 mil-
lions, is less confident today a-

bout its mission to lead the world
to peace and democracy than it

was when it numbered less than
ten million."

"One basic reason for our nerv-
ousness has been the surrender of
the initiative to the Russians."
"The democracies have been

confined to counter-punching."
"In the difficult art of psycho-

logical warfare we surrender too
often . . . We should emphasize
more strongly the nonmllitary as
well as the military weapons at
the disposal of the democracies.
The dynamic of American foreign
policy must be freedom."
"We need new and more vigor-

ous leadership capable of evoking
all the forces of the nation for
peace, which can still be preserv-
ed if we are smart enough, and de-
termined enough, confident and
able to communicate that confi-
dence to others."

"... A thorough grounding in
American History is one of the
most valuable acquisitions one can
make in his college years."

"We shall be sorely tempted
to make normalcy not progress our
ideal. Isolationism our Maginot
Line, short-sighted selfishness a
virtue."

Racial Prejudice . .

.

"... We cannot say with con-
viction that we have made ade-
quate progress towards good race
relationships in America."

"Racial intolerance is a corro-
sive poison that attacks us at our
weakest spot."

"In no country could the re-
sults of ractsm be more disastrous
than in the United States; for we
are the land of the melting pot,
and if it does not melt and give us
unity, God help us."

PoUtics . .

.

"The best definition of a states-
men is one who combines a dis-
position to preserve with a capaci-
ty to improve."
"Whether you are a Republican

or a Democrat, work for your party
and try to make it a better instru-
ment of public service. This is

much more Important to your last-
ing happiness than getting a few
more strokes off your golf score
or playing a better hand at
bridge."

Gambiing . .

.

"Do not, I beg of you, fall for
this absurd propaganda that
gambling is a 'biological neces-
sity'.

"

"It is a good thing for you, and
a bad thing for the gamblers. If

you will abstain yourselves; but it
is not enough; (law must have)
widespread and continuous sup-
port."

Business . .

.

"Because of his belief in the
American dream, the intellectual

Continued on Pace 4, Col. 3



James Phinney Baxter III,

A Williams Man Since 1910
By Steve Stolzberg

The retirement of James Phin-

ney Baxter III '14 as President of

the College at the end of this

month win signal the end of a

very significant era for Williams.

Inaugurated in October 1937, Wll-

Uams' tenth President has served

his alma mater for 24 years, a

term of office exceeded by only

two of his predecessors, Mark
Hopkins (1836-72) and Harry

Augustus Garfield (1909-1933).

photo by Fabian Bachrach

Phinney in 1937

Seventeen year-old James P.

Baxter III entered Williams in the

fall of 1910 as one of the most
promising graduates of Phillips

Andover Academy. He was just an-

other freshman, except that he
achieved all "A's" first semester
and the same the second but for

one "B". The next year he at-

tained Sophomore Honors and
was a member of the RECORD
staff, destined to become Editor-

in-Chief.

Phinney as Record Editor

As editor he took forthright

stands advocating an Honors Sys-

tem ("it's institution here would
help to induce men of good minds
to enter Williams. It would stim-

ulate interest in curricular work,
bringing to the top many clever

men who at present are content
to loiter in mediocrity.") ; an ade-
quate library (he compared the

existing facilities unfavorably
with those at Brown, Bowdoin,
and Amherst) ; the twenty-fifth

reunion gift of $25,000, and de-

ferred initiation of freshmen into

fraternities (he noted the deleter-

ious effect of the "breaking up of

the entering class at the outset of

its career into small groups whose
basis Is sectional loyalty.").

After months of study, Baxter
came out in favor of the creation

of a Student Coimcil, which was
organized in the Spring of 1914.

Baxter was Its fli'st president. By
this time he was also Editor of

the GUL, President of the Senior
Class, and President of the Gar-
goyle Society.

In the 1914 Senior Class Book
he was described as a "sober,

righteous, industrious youth"' and
"a really strong senior class pres-

ident . . . who can bulldog the

Faculty into an invariable suc-
cession of A's and at the same
time the men in his class better

than anyone else."

Significantly, the Class Book
notes that "his undoubted ability

to succeed in whatever line of en-
deavor he undertakes, and his ab-

solute whole-souled devotion to

the best Interests of Williams Col-

lege are excellent criterions (sic.)

of what he will become in the
future."

Class Valedictorian with a
phenomenal cumulative grade av-
erage, he was voted by his class-

mates "Most Likely to Succeed,"
"Most Respected," and "Bright-
est."

Marries Anne Strang
After graduation he spent a

year in banking in New York City,

Overtaken by ill health, he went
West, where, recuperating from a
tubercular ailment, in Colorado
Springs, he met the fvture Mrs.
Baxter, Anne Holden Strang,
whom he married on June 21,

1919. During this period he decided
that his future lay in education.
He went on to earn an AM from
Williams in 1921, an AM from
Harvard in 1923, and a PhD from
Harvard in 1926. He received Har-
vard's highest honors for the
ablest PhD thesis that year.

As a struggling Instructor at
Harvard, he was tempted to ac-

cept an offer from Pomona Col-

A Directory Of Phinney^s Remarks

lege in California that represent-

ed an advance in position and
salary. Years before he had writ-

ten in the RECORD of "the need
of getting and keeping professors

of scholarly attitude, wide hu-
manity, great personal magne-
tism." And so it was that in his

case Harvard hastened the grant-
ing of an assistant professorship
in order to retain him. Thus the
instructor of 1925 was an assis-

tant professor in 1927, an associate
professor in 1931, and a full pro-
lessor by 1936.

In 1931 Harvard's House Plan,
replacing the fraternity system,
became a reality under President
Low 3.1. Baxter was named master
oi ;.aains House, thus becoming
ihe oniy non-Harvard alumnus so
hono.cJ. He and Mrs. Baxter so
endeared themselves to the 300
students in the house that even
tne riiost diehard opponents of
the system had to acknowledge
rhinney's success.

This success in the simulated
small-college atmosphere brought
Baxter to the attention of the
Trustees of Williams College. He
was nominated to succeed Presi-
dent Garfield in 1934. But he was
still deeply committed to Cam-
bridge; so he demured, becoming a
Trustee of the College and sug-
gesting Tyler Dennett '04 for the
top office. Dennett resigned three
years later and the Trustees again
called on Phinney. This time, he
felt the need to serve Williams.
SKETCH, monthly campus lit-

erary magazine at the time, car-
ried an article by David P. Close
'38 In which he noted that "the
institution has a man at the helm
who as undergraduate, alumnus,
trustee, and teacher has been
sensitive and aware of her needs.
Her future has been placed in

more than able hands. But of more
importance still, is the fact
that in its new president, Williams
has chosen a gentleman, court-
eous, friendly, affable, yet one who
underneath it all has been more
than grayed by life's grim realities,

has foight back and come out
convincingly on top, and who in
his quiet, tactful way will put the
same vitality and punch in his
rare capacity."

Less than two years after Bax-
ter's inauguration in Williams-
town, Germany invaded Poland. In
May, 1941 President Baxter urged
American intervention on behalf
of the Allies. He was named Di-
rector of Research and Analysis
for the Coordinator of Information
in Washington in August of that
same year. In 1942-43 he served
as deputy director of the Office
of Strategic Services. From 1943-

46 he was historian for the Office
of Scientific Research and Devel-
opment.

Wins Pulitzer Prize
The outcome of this service was

his SCIENTISTS AGAINST TIME,
published In 1946 and the winner
of the Pulitzer Prize in history
for 1947.

Among Baxter's other offices
and achievements, he was Presi-
dent of the Association of Ameri-
can Colleges for 1945. He is a
tmstee of the World Peace Found-
ation and of Phillips Andover A-
cademy; and a term trustee of
MIT for 1956-61. He is the re-

cipient of a Presidential Certifi-

cate of Merit.

He is a fellow of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences
and a member of the American
Council of Education (1st vice

chairman, 1954-55), the American
Historical Association (executive
committee, 1937-38), the Ameri-
can Antiquarian Society, Ameri-
can Society of International Law,
American Political Science As-
sociation, Council on Foreign Re-
lations, Colonial Society of Mass-
achusetts, the Historical Societies

of Massachusetts and Maine, Nav-
al History Society, Society of A-
merican Historians (president,

1945-46), Chairman of the Ad-
visory Committee on AEC His-

tory, Atomic Energy Commission.
As for Williams, he Is a member of

Gargoyle, Phi Beta Kappa, and
Kappa Alpha.

Baxter is the holder of 16 hon-
orary degrees, as follows: LLD

—

Harvard and Amherst, 1938, U. of

Maine and Wesleyan, 1939, Hob-
art, 1942. Bowdoin. 1944; LlttD—
Syracuse, 1945; LHD, Case, 1948,

American International, 1954, LLD

Continued from Page 3, Col. S

would be sorely troubled at any
closing of the door to opportunity
within American big business."

"The current interest of big bus-
iness in education is one of the
most heartening aspects of the
American scene."

"In business as in education,
self-development is the crux of

the matter."
Young America . .

.

"A great amount of work of

lasting importance has been begun
by men in their teens or in their

early twenties and carried to com-
pletion long before they are forty."

"... It is my conviction that de-
featism and indlfferentism have
not made serious inroads into A-
.nerioan youth."
"Ihe great tasks of the younger

generation must include, above all

others, the elimination, or at least

the minimizing of war and indus-
,rial conflict."

American undergraduates "have
been exposed, during the last quar-
ter century, to a constant drum-
fire from the disillusioned . .

.
''

ON WILLIAMS
"... In a college like this we are

of many creeds and some have
not yet found any creed at all."

"... Generosity, friendliness and
sense of responsibility character-
ize Williams undergraduates . . .

"

Faculty and Education . .

.

The safety factor to provide

strength for the trials of life lies

"in a liberal education combined
with religious experience."

The Preisdent's Lady
"Let us plan our curriculum

for the long haul—for meeting the

crucial shortage of teachers, min-
isters, and scientists—not simply

for quick, easy placement in to-

days market place."

"We believe that a man is bet-

ter able to deal with current pro-

blems and to confront the future

if he understands how our culture

has developed from the roots up,

and if he can extrapolate from re-

cent trends to get a preview of

the future."

"Prudence or wise counsel takes

into consideration the past, which
furnishes precedents, the present,

which poses the problem on hand,
and the future, which harbors the

consequences."
"If our graduates of today have

completed their education, both
they and we have failed lamen-
tably."

"The man who stops his educa-
tion on Commencement Day will

soon be as pathetic a figure as a
fat man, out of condition, running
to a fire."

"There is a lot of truth in say-

ing that what you read is what
you are ..."

"... The most important and
durable elements of your educa-
tion would be those you achieved
yourself."

"We shall continue to stress the

importance of the humanities,

deeming them central among the

objectives of a liberal education."
"... Some of you are going to

be teachers, joining a truly de-

lightful profession that will keep
you young forever."

"The teacher asks himself

whether he has helped (the stu-

dent) to see his subject in its re-

lation to the whole field of science

or letters, and to the total cul-

ture."

"It is an important part of the

task of the educator to keep ask-
ing himself year after year just

what the things are that count
most."

"... A substantial improvement
in faculty salaries is the greatest

need of the college world today .

.

We need to make the teaching
profession more atti'active to new
recruits of high promise."
"Any Faculty member who can

think up a new way to Inci-ease

the prestige of teaching In the

eyes of undergraduates or of the

public at large is laying up treas-

ures in heaven.''

"Our teachers took a calculated
risk when they chose teaching as

a career . . . They took it for their

wives and their children as well

as for themselves, and I hope to

live to see the day when their pay
squares more fully with the con-
tribution they make to American
life."

"There is no place in American
education for those who lack faith

in the students."

Social Sciences . . .

"Most of the difference between
(the natural and social sciences)

comes from the relative ease with
which the natural scientists can
make quantitative measurements."
"The lot of the social scientist

is less happy than that of his

neighbor in the natural sciences
for a second reason: the man in

the street is less likely to believe
what he says."

"To prepare himself to keep his

feet in the world of change ... the
American student must familiarize
himself . . .with the social sci-

ences."

Honor System
".

.
.
If you face it, (the problem

of reporting someone for cheating)
face it like a man."

Chapel
Regarding compulsory chapel:

"... The experience of worship is

vital to your spiritual survival."

Athletics . .

.

"To keep athletics in (the)
right place is the task of each and
every one of us: the administra-
tion, the faculty, the students,
parents and alumni. . . The satis-
faction of playing on (teams with
athletes free from athletic scholar-
ships) when matched against
teams of simlllar character, is a
very different thing from the tri-

—Williams, 1947, Kenyon, 1949,

Columbia, 1954, Brown, 1956, DSc
—Union, 1949; LHD—Bard, 1960;

LLD—Rochester, 1960.

His continuing concern in the

national Interest is reflected in

his reported authorship of much
of the controversial Galther
Committee Report on national

security policy in 1957.

But Phinney will perhaps be
best remembered for the progress
wrought at Williams since his

tenure began in 1937, as well as
in the future as a result of the
Williams Program, "Phinney's
last big Job."

umphs of the hired gladiator."
"The influence of coache.s of

the right sort can be as powerful
in helping to build character as
that of any teacher on the college
staff."

ON THE GRADUATING CLASS
"In our highly competitive world

a man is more liable to fall to
make full use of his talents in lUg

avocations than in his busines.s or
his profession."

"Where the rub will come Is Ue-
ciding how much of your timi' to

commit to secondary efforts: the
demands of your church and vvur
community, your school, college or
graduate school, the state and *he
nation."

"When there is no honor roll of

the dead that is steadily leng'h-

enlng, you may be tempted to a-

gree with your wife and your doc-

tor that you are doing too much
already."

"One great temptation will be

Phinney striding home from
Hopkins Hall.

to think that your effort could do

little good because of the limit of

your abilities and the magnitude

of the problem."
"... In the most difficult climbs

of all, man faces not only the cold,

the exhaustion, the slippery foot-

ing, the dangerous crevasse, but

the organized forces of evil, well-

armed and well-led, matching

blow against blow, move against

move."
"I've found my job of selecting

the one gift which would be best

for every senior difficult. But at

long last I have made my choice

and picked out for all today's

graduates the gift of insight. The
late Justice Holmes described it as

'the ability to see as far as we

may, and to feel the gi-eat forces

that are behind every detail.' If

you can do that you will never

miss the forest for the trees. You
will not only find right answers,

you will know what questions to

put."

"As you go on in life, tie your

past experience and your acquired

skills in with the job you have in

hand, and plan not merely the

next step but for the longer future.

When you tackle a job in that

spirit it may seem hard at fi:st,

but it will steadily become easier."

"You who graduate from Wil-

liams today win have as good an

opportunity to struggle for fr^'C-

dom as was ever offered to a prev-

ious generation."

-^^
<<*^

^XVU^MS BOO.

JOSEPH E. DEWY

V
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

Our best wishes to

the Class of '61

A warm welcome to

the Alumni and Parents



Special Award To President Baxter

Fifth Annual Block "W" Banquet
Dartmouth Football Coach Blackman Main Speaker

Highlights

On May 21st

A special Purple Key pla<|ue was |)iesented to President years of ac-

President Baxter Surrounded by trophies

•,,-, . , . vMit lames P. Baxter "lor his
tive '•'^com'itio.. and loyal support of Williams athletics," hinhlifrhtinjr the fifth annual Block "VV"
Dinner held May 21s n. Baxter Hall. Mead football coacii Rohert Blackman of Dart.nouth was the
jiiincipal speaker of the evening, which also saw Bob Mahland receive the Associated Press award
for Small CoUege-AU America bas-
ketball.

Purple Key President Chip Black
made the special presentation to

President Baxter at the very end
of the program. It was a fitting

tribute to the retiring president
who had just completed making
llie Individual athletic awards,
following a lively and humorous
.speech on "the opulent story of

successes of Williams College ath-
letics." President Baxter cited the
many Little Three crowns won by
Williams during his tenure and
stated that he was especially proud
of the overall "excellence" of Wil-
liams teams. Stating what a great
joy he would have being a specta-
tor, President Baxter closed with
saying that Williams "will never
have a more ardent fan," which
was greeted by a long, standing
ovation.

Blackman on Values of Athletics

Guest speaker Blackman, cur-
rently holder of the best won-lost
record in Ivy-League football, con-
centrated his enthusiastic speech
on the values of athletics in college
life, as demonstrated especially at
DartmoLth and Williams. Al-
though athletics are "deempha-
sized" in the East, Blackman sta-
ted that this system was "in the
bast interests of both the students
and the school," citing the fact
that at Williams over 50% of the
students participate in a sport
while at a school such as Ohio
State only 2% of the student body
has the opportunity to take part
in intercollegiate athletics. Such
emphasis at these big schools on
athletics and the "foi-ms of brib-
ery" that take place in recruiting
for these schools are responsible,
Blackman stated, more than any-
thing else for the recent basket-
ball scandals.

For Blackman, "there is no bet-
ter way to learn American demo-
cracy than on the playing field.

Here it only matters what you can
do, not where you come from, and
the memories you get from sports
will be something always to be
cherished." Athletics definitely

has a place in the educational sys-
tem as it is a lesson of life, "pos-
sibly a series of disappointments
but always offering the opportuni-
ty to stick in there and fight." To
the argument that athletics breeds

egocentricity, Blackman retorted

that he "never met a great ath-

lete who was conceited."

Following Coach Blackman's
speech James A. Hardman Jr.,

editor of the North Adams Tran-
script and regional representative

for the Associated Press, present-

ed Junior Bob Mahland with his

citation for being selected as
Small College All-America in bas-

ketball. Bob was the leading scor-

er for the Northeast Regional
champion Ephs with a 20.0 aver-

age and also received the Oswald
Tower Award as the most valu-

able basketball player.

The latter half of the program
was involved in presenting the

varsity letters, Little Three med-
als, and the individual awards.

The Purple Key Trophy, denoting

the outstanding athlete of the

year, was presented to Lou Guz-
zetti for his "qualities of leader-

ship, team spirit, ability and char-

acter." Captain of the football

team, Guzzetti led the Eph grid-

ders to a 20-7 opening game win
over Ti-inity, only to break his

jaw the following Tuesday in prac-

tice and remain out of the lineup

until he saw limited duty in the

Amherst game. Lou, however, re-

turned to action in the basketball

season and was an outstanding

sixth man for Williams.

Buck Wins New Award

New this year In the program of

the banquet was the presentation

of the Willard E. Hoyt Jr., '23,

Award. It is being presented by

the class of 1960 of Alpha Delta

Phi "in memory of Willard E.

Hoyt, Jr., '23 a dedicated alumnus

of the College who displayed a

deep and singular interest in Wil-

liams athletics in addition to a

high regard for scholarship . . . un-
selfishly I enabling) many students

to gain the Williams education
which he so sincerely prized." The
award is to be presented annually

to "that senior varsity letterman
whose spirit and superior efforts

on behalf of Williams athletics

have been combined with a gen-
uine academic interests." This
year's winner was Clyde Buck, who
was a co-Captain in both tennis

and squash this year, as well as

starting on the soccer team.

Little Three awards were pre-

sented to members of the basket-

ball, swimming, tennis, golf and
lacrosse teams, the last being giv-

en for the first time. In addition,

the basketball team also received

medals from the NCAA tourna-

ment and two trophies from the

NCAA tourney which were pre-

sented to President Baxter. Hockey

coach Bill McCormick, whose team
this year garnered a 17-3 record

and was ranked the No. 1 small

college hockey team in the East,

was cited for being chosen

"Coach of the Year" by the East-

ern Small College Hockey Associ-

ation. In the presentation of let-

ters, special medals were given to

four members of the golf team;

Jim Frick, Pete Hager, Jim Watts

and George Kilborne, for placing

third in last week's New England

golf meet. Trackman Bill Hufna-

gel, just elected captain for next

year's trackmen, was cited for his

excellent performance at the New
England track meet, where he

broke the Williams shot put rec-

ord with a toss of 48' 5", eclipsing

the old record by 11 inches.

Winners of athletic prizes, left to right: Newton, Guzzetti. Frick,

Allen, Chase, Phillips. Herschbach, Baxter, Hawkins, Bell, Judd, Brian,
Mahland, Whiteford, Buck, Gordon.

Athletic Awards
THE I'URPLE KEY TROI'IIY Louis A. Giizzctli, Jr.

"61

".
. . for Ihut senior letter wimwr who best exemplifies qualities of leader-

ship, team spirit, abilitij anil charaeter."

ALUMNI OI^ MARYLAND LACHOS.SE AWARD
".

. . the ouistuiiding varsity luerosse player."

William B. Wliitcford '61

BELVIDERE BROOKS MEMORIAL MEDAL Jolin K. Newton '62

".
. . to that member of the football team whose playiiiu during the season

has been of the greatest eredit to the College."

VOX MEMORIAL SOCCER TROPHY Robert L. A. Adams '61

".
. . that soccer player whose achievements of character and sportsmanship

be.',! typify those of Myles Pox, Williams soccer captain, killed in action on
Tulagi while serving with the United States Marine Corps."

GOLF TROPHY James A. Frick, Jr.
'61

".
. . the ivinner of the annual college golf tournament

."

ANTHONY PLANSKY AWARD Rohrrt II. Judd '61

".
. . to the outstanding varsity track athlete on the basis of performance,

leadership and sport.<imansliip."

PAUL B. RICHARDSON SWIMMING TROPHY Ihoiiias B, Ilcrscliliacli '62

".
. . the .swimmer or diver winning the greatest nundier of points in dual

collegiate meets during the .sicimniing season."

YOUNG-JAY HOCKEY TROPHY Laurence A. Hawkins, II, '61

".
. . to that member of the Williams varsity hockey team witli loyalty and

devotion to the interests of Williams hockey; courage, self-control, and mod-

esty; perserverance under discouraging circumstances; and a sense of fair

phuj toward his teammates and liis opponents."

J. EDWIN BULLOCK WRESTLING TROPHY Jonatlion B. Cliasu '61

".
. . to that varsity wrestler who because of his superior performance, cour-

age and loyalty has been of eredit to his College."
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Baseball Team Blanks Upsala^ 3-0

By Dave Goldbere
One of these days someone will

figure out how to hit John Dono-
van and how to stop the long-ball

slugging of George Mayer, but it

won't be this year. The two soph-

omores combined to give Williams

a 3-0 win over a good Upsala team
Saturday in the season's final

game.

Donovan was virtually unhlt-

table. The chunky sophomore al-

lowed only two hits and was in

trouble only once, when Bill Ry-

an misjudged a sixth inning fly

ball for a two-base error. He walk-

ed only one man, the first batter

of the game, and struck out five.

Mayer Hits 400' Triple To Win

For seven Innings, however, Up-

Thank you - -

CLASS OF '61

for your valued patronage.

Be sure to drop in on us

when you return as old grads
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ROBERT W. JOHNSTON MEMORIAL TROPHY
".

. . to the most valuable varsity baseball player."

George M. Mayer '63

ROBERT B. MUIR SWIMMING TROPHY
".

. . to the outstanding varsity .tteimmer on the ba.m of performance

er.ship and sportsmanship."

John T. Allen, Jr. '61

lead-

MICHAEL D. RAKOV MEMORIAL AWARD Rawson C. Gordon '62

".
. . to that member of the varsity football team alio, in the opinion of his

coaches, is the most improved lincnuin best exemplifying the .superior quali-

ties of leadership, aggressiveness and dctcrmiiuition."

ROCKWOOD TENNIS CUP PRIZE John G. Bolts '62

".
. . to the winner of the singles in the fall tennis tournaments."

THE CHARLES DEWOODY SALMON AWARD John S. Bell '63

".
. . to that sophomore member of the varsity football ,«(/»(/(/ who, in the

opinion of the coaching staff, has made the most .'significant contribution to the

varsity football team in his frst year of eligibility."

sala lefthander Rick Olson was
just as effective. Going into the

eighth, he had allowed only two
hits, but with one out in the

eighth, things began to happen.
Ryan lined a single to right, and
after Rick Berry popped out, Pete

Haeffner walked. Finn Fogg's

grounder to short was booted by
Upsala's Gene Ekholm and set

the stage for Mayer. The tall

shortstop hit the first pitch on a

line to the running track in left

center, close to 400 feet away.
When the ball had been retrieved,

Mayer was on third and three runs

had scored.

Mayer finished the year with the

highest batting average in West-

ern Massachusetts, .411, on the 23

hits in 56 at bats. He also led in

RBI's with 17, and was high in all

other departments.

Donovan Finishes With 4-0 Record

Donovan's pitching record was
even more spectacular. He allowed

only 1 earned run and 21 hits in

45 2/3 innings on the way to a

4-0 won-lost record. His earned

run average was 0.19 for the sea-

son.

SQUASH RACQUETS PRIZES

".
. . annual elimination tournament for .itudents."

John Bowen '61

Bruce A. Brian '61

SCRIBNER MEMORIAL TENNIS TROPHY Bruce A. Brian "61

".
. . (() that member of the varsity tennis team tvho best combines the quali-

ties of sportsmanship, team spirit and character."

RALPH J. TOWNSENU AWARD Thomas DuB. Phillips '61

".
. . to the var.tity skier who best exhibits the qualities of sportsmanship,

competition and team spirit associated tuith Williams and skiing."

OSWALD TOWER AWARD Robert W. Mahland, Jr. '62

".
. . to the most valuable player of the WilUanis ba.skctball team in the

opinion of the coaches and mamiger."

WILLARD E. HOYT, JR. '2.3 MEMORIAL AWARD G. Clyde Buck '61

".
. . to that senior varsity lettemmn whose spirit and stipcrior efforts on be-

half of Williams athletics have been combined with a genuine academic
interest."

GOOD LUCK

CLASS OF 1961

King's Package Store
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Tennis Team 3rd In New Englands

As Clyde Buck Reaches Semifinals
On the strcMijfth of Co-Ca|)tain Clyde Buck's determined bid

for the singles title, the Williams tennis team copped a third place
in the New Englands held at .\inherst on the weekend of May 19.

Buck, the Ephs' No. 1 player, advanced as far as the semuiiial

round, where he was stopped hy Ffaivard's Paul Sullivan, 6-2, 6-4.

The team trophy went to Har-
vai'd, but a surprising Yale squad,

with 19 points, finished Just one

point behind the Crimson. Har-
vard, which had turned back Wil-

liams earlier in the season by a

7-2 margin, placed its top two men
in the singles finals. Williams was
third with 11 points, followed by
Amherst with 10.

Mahland-Shaw Reach Quarters

The Eph doubles team of Bob
Mahland and Ned Shaw were able

to reach the quarterfinals before

bowing to Yale's Parry-Hethering-
ton duo. John Botts, who played
in the No. 2 slot for WilUanis dur-

ing the regular season, was down-
ed in the third round by Tom
Bowditch, Harvard's No. 1 seed,

and Mahland lost to Brown's Don
Howard in the second round of

singles. The Ephs' co-captain and
No. 3 man, Bruce Brian, was un-
able to make the trip.

Bowditch eventually took in-

dividual honors by squeaking past

his teammate Sullivan in three

sets.

Betas Edge Kaps

In Intramurals
Beta Theta Pi edged out Kap-

pa Alpha for the intramural
crown by the slim point-margin
of 151 to 147. Phi Sigma Kap-
pa finished third with 118

points, followed by AD and Chi
Psl with 111 and 100 points, re-

spectively. Psi UpsUon, DU,
and Phi Gamma Delta all tied

for sixth place with 87 points

each.
With tennis and golf still

not completed, the Betas had
led the defending-champion
Kaps, 128-124. KA then took a

second in golf and a third in

tennis, but these points were
offset by Beta's second in ten-

nis and third in golf. On the

way to the championship. Beta
took firsts in touch football,

hockey, skiing, and track, and
seconds in basketball, softball,

and tennis.

Clyde Buck

Final Four Matches

Won By Eph Golfers

The varsity golf squad brought
its season to a successful close by
downing Yale and Dartmouth, and
copping the Little Three crown in

a flurry of activity on the week-
end of May 19.

A strong Yale squad invaded the

Williams campus Thursday, and
came out on the short end of a

tight 4-3 score. In another home
match played Saturday, the Ephs
had little trouble stopping Dart-
mouth, 5-2. Captain Jim Prick's

round of 75 against Dartmouth
took medalist honors on the par

71 Taconic golf course.

4th Straight Little 3 Crown

Williams came away from Mid-
dletown, Conn., Friday with Coach
Dick Baxter's fourth consecutive

Little Three championship. The
Amherst contest was a harrowing

affair down to the very end. with

the Ephs squeaking by, 4-3. Prick's

one-down loss to Amherst's Sam
Heiller on the twentieth hole was
offset by Ephmen Dick Cappalli's

one-up victory over Pat Sine on

the nineteenth hole. The Ephs
could breathe easier against Wes-
leyan as they dropped the Cardin-

als by 5)»-l)2 count. George Kil-

born's pair of 73's enabled him to

take medalist honors in both

matches.

Ephs Win Briggs Cup,"

Send 3 To N-S Game

By Bill Penick

This spring saw all five Wil-
liams teams finish their seasons
with a winning mark, and Little

Three crowns were won in la-

crosse, tennis, and golf. A great
deal of new talent was uncovered
during the spring schedules, and
with minimum loss through grad-

uation, the prospects seem bright,

for an even more successful spring

season next year. New captains
have been announced in all five

sports.

LACROSSE
Bill McHenry's last season as

head lacrosse coach at Williams
was marked by an 8-1-1 record
and the winning of the Briggs

Trophy, emblematic of New Eng-
land supremacy. The Ephmen,
playing without nine of the top 13

men on last year's Northeast
championship team, were a hust-

ling come-from-behind group
which played best under pressure.

The big Purple downed four

mediocre opponents before i-un-

ning into Yale, the only team to

beat the Ephs last season. Despite

sophomore attackman John Mor-
an's fourth three-goal trick of the

season, the Elis fought off a five-

goal Eph rally in the last period

to win in a squeaker, 9-8. After

downing a strong Dartmouth club

behind good defensive work, Wil-

liams traveled to New Hampshire
over houseparty weekend. Behind
during most of the game, the Ephs
surged back to tie the score in

the last few minutes, setting the

stage for Ron Stempieii's timely

check of the UNH goalie and then

Moran's game-winning shot into

the untended nets.

Against Harvard, the Northeast

titlist this year, an underdog Wil-

liams team rallied again to gain

a 10-10 tie in a double-over-time

contest. Wendell Poppy, who tal-

lied three times, tied the score in

the last minute of regular play,

and a Whitetord-to-Widmer com-

bination saved the Purple in the

final seconds of the last over-

time. Easy victories against Wes-
leyan and Amherst brought Wil-

liams the Little Three title.

Moran was the leading scorer

with 10 assists and 21 goals, many
of these unassisted. Captain Bill

Whiteford, sidelined for two games
by a leg injury sustained in the

Tufts contest, assisted on 25 shots,

the second highest total in New
England. Senior goalie Pete Stan-

ton is expected to be in the top ten

of the nation in goal-tending.

The members of this year's team
have chosen attackman Tom
Bachman and midfielder Frank
Morse to lead the 1962 squad as

co-captains.
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Copeland Administers

Rush Week Operation
"I guess my job for the next week could best be defined as

diicf mechanic ot the rushing system-and chajjlain." Thus does
Maiiton Copeland '39, college placement director, characterize

his duties as Rushing Arbiter,

Copeland assumes responsibility

for the operation of the entire

rushing process. His work began

with the explanation of the rush-

ing system to the freshmen last

spring and will continue until

each rushee has been pledged by a

fraternity. The scheduling of rush-

ing sessions at the houses and of

an itinerary for each rushee Is

also taken care of through the

Rushing Arbiter's office.

IBM Role

The Immediate goal Is to exe-

cute the matching of sophomores

with the houses of their choice

as efficiently and accurately as

possible. Although much emphasis

is often placed on the role of the

IBIVI machines In this process,

Copeland and his staff carry out

most of the work themselves. The
machine functions as a sorter to

aid them In sifting through the

preferential lists of houses sub-

mitted by the rushees. The Im-

portant business of coordinating

these with the house lists is done

by hand.

At the same time. Copeland must
handle the various Individual

problems which may arise during

rushing. Aided by the student

rushing committee, he Is on duty

throughout the week to consult

with both houses and rushees:

"We try to obtain the best pos-

sible harmony between the objec-

tives of the fraternities and of

the sophomores," he said.

When the sophomores and the

ready, Copeland completed his 1st

year in the difficult and critical

position of rushing arbiter.

"It was one of the happiest mo-
ments of my life," he stated.

As for the prospects of this

rushing season, Copeland is op-

timistic that everything will go

smoothly and that total oppor-

houses finally submit their inlt- tunlty will again be accomplished.

Monton Copeland '39

Rushing Arbiter

meeting the rushing schedule fur-

ther complicate the work of the

rushing arbiter, and the entire

process must be repeated after the

Petitions Question Fraternities

Sophomores Comment On Rustung,

Accept System With Reservation
By Bill Prosser

That fateful week having at

last arrived, the class of '64 meets
rushing with mixed feelings of tre-

pidation and anticipation. For
some the admittance into a house
marks the beginning of their car-

eers as "true Williams men." The
social benefits of fraternity life

seem to many a welcome refuge

after lonely Saturday nights on
the frosh quad, the feeling that

upperclassmen are always rushing,

and the quality of Baxter Hall

food. Others see the week as a con-

fusing guessing game in which one
is not sure he has won or lost

even after the game is over.

Whatever may be the individual

viewpoint, most of the class is re-

solved to accept the period as part

of the "Williams experience."

Sophomores will be going through

the hectic ritual of rush week,

most of them brace for routine

refreshments and trite conversa-

tion.

'Shared Fain'

The following Is one of the re-

sponses to a RECORD poll taken

second lists are submitted in or-

der to determine the final bids.

Last year, when the chapel bells

.. : last spring among the class of '64:

The so-called trials of rushing

^ week serve as a source from which

at laTt 'announced "that"brds* were one may summon up' remembran-
' ces of things past. The same

ial lists, Copeland's staff just be-

gin their task. Rushees' preferen-

ces must be sorted, house lists

must be matched with these, and
bids for second period of rushing

must be Issued. The pressures of

Now that the Rushing Commit-
tee Is here and many of the stu-

dents have returned, I'm beginn-

ing to get into the spirit of the

whole thing. Frankly, I'm quite

excited."

Idea was expressed by an enthusi-

astic realist: "Sure I'll be glad to

be In a house. Let's be realistic

about all of this. I like the idea

of living with a small group of

boys with whom one Is closer than

any of the others In the class."

It should be noted, howev-

er, that the controversial upper-

class antl-fraternlty petition has

attracted considerable attention

from the class. Seeing prominent

upperclassmen condemn the pre-

sent fraternity system last spring,

the then freshman class reacted

with confusion and excitement.

Rushing Process Uses Manpower,

Machine To Guarantee Accuracy
Contrary to popular assump-

tion, the famed IBM machine is

merely a tool used to facilitate one

phase of the rushing procedure.

This device sorts the preferential

lists submitted by the rushees, but

the arduous task of matching
these with the preferential lists

of the fraternities is left to the

Rushing Arbiter and his aides.

The final matching of bids is

made after the preferential period

concluding the second section of

rushing. At this time, fraternities

submit their final lists, In order

of preference, of those nishees

whom they wish to bid. The rush-

ees also submit their final rank-
ing of those fraternities they are

willing to enter.

Machine Sorting

In the first phase of the match-
ing, the rushees' cards are sorted

to first choices by the machine.
The cards of all rushees who list

a house first are compared to that
house's own list. Any rushees not
listed by the house are immediate-
ly returned to the main group to

be resorted. If more than 18 (the

probable quota per house) cards
remain in any fraternity stack, the
18 rated highest by the fraternity
are retained, the others reverting
to the main stack.

The cards now constituting the
main stack ar« sorted by second
choices and the matching process
•s repeated. Those not listed by
their second choices «re sfK^ n*

turned to the main stack.

If the total of first and second

choice cards in any fraternity

stack exceeds the quota only the

18 listed highest by the house are

retained. The others are returned

to the main body. Thus, once a

card finds its way to a house

stack, it is in an equal position

with all the other cards in that

stack whether it arrives on the

first or any other sorting.

15 Sortings

The main stock is resorted a-

gain through fifteen choices. A
card may find a place in a stack

on the eighth choice and displace

one that has been there since the

first sorting. The displaced card

must then be compared Individu-

ally to the lists and stacks of

Its second through eighth choices

before it can be returned to the

main stack.

One of the results of this sys-

tem Is that It permits a rushee

to honor his true preferen-

tial judgment In listing the hous-

es, for if his first choice house

does not list him, he has an equal

chance at his second choice with

those who listed it first.

Slmllarily, a house loses nothing

in listing the sophomores In strict

order of preference, even if it feels

It has little chance of getting the

rushees it lists highest. The im-

portant factor to a house Is a

riishee's position on Its list rela-

Ore to the others on the list, not

relative to his position on other

house lists.

In the final outcome of the Wil-

liams "matched bid system," no

rushee will go to a house hb has

not listed and no house will get

a rushee It has not listed.

The post rushing period, first

Instituted in 1957, was altered for

the 1960 rushing session to ac-

commodate the workings of total

opportunity.

After the final matching pro-

cedure Sunday afternoon, with

bids made out but not yet distri-

buted to sophomores, the Social

Council will meet. A list of all

rushees who have listed fifteen

houses and who have not been ex-

tended a bid will be sent to this

meeting by rushing arbiter Cope-

land. All of these unbid rushees

must then be extended bids before

any bids whatsoever are distribut-

ed.

Total Opportunity

It Is In this post-rushing ses-

sion that total opportunity is im-

plemented. However, only those

rushees who have listed all fifteen

houses are guaranteed a bid. If a

sophomore falls to list all the

houses and does not receive a bid

in the sorting process, he is in-

eligible to be pledged until second

semester. At this time, however, he

must accept the first bid from a

house that has not flUed its quo-

ta or remain outside of the fra-

ternity system for another semes-

ter. 1. e. until fall of 1962.

The petition was being discussed

everywhere. Students who had
never doubted that they automa-
tically join houses began to con-

sider other possibilities.

Reactions varied from vigorous

approval of the assertion that

"this is the only way we'll get any-
thing changed" to direct condem-
nation of the "movement" with
the argument that the whole af-

fair was "minority coercion" at-

tempting to force the will of some
on the majority who were satis-

fied with the existing system.
"Freshman Movement"

Rampant rumors held that a
large group of freshmen had de-

cided to become non-affiliates as

a protest against both the frat-

3rnlty system and what they term-
ad the "rather unfair political tac-

tics" of the petitioning upperclass-

men. One member of this "group''

stated that "we have come to de-

plore the unequal social opportu-
nities Inflicted upon those few in-

dividuals who choose to 'buck the
system.' We envisioned a strong
non-affiliate group which would
offer a 'meaningful alternative' to

the houses."

For a time the sentiment for

this position seemed to be in-

creasing. But, as the year drew
to a close and students retreated

for their summer respites, the
"freshman movement" seemed to

have died.

But, as one freshman put
it; "While the group seems to have
sated its appetite for dramatic

action. It would be well for the

upperclassmen who are the
staunch defenders of the status

luo to remember that it is doubt-
ful that they are receiv-

ing a pledge class totally dedica-

ted to the propagation of the pre-

sent system." Certainly, many will

bring an attitude of critical ques-
tioning to rushing, pledging, and
fraternity traditions. "Many are

looking at the houses critically,

and It is possible that some may
drop out if they do not like what
they find."

But the strength of the above
position must not be overstated.

The general attitude of the class

of '64 seems to be an acceptance
of the existing system and real an-
ticipation of joining a house. The
following Is Indicative of the gen-
eral feeling: "Sure there are

things wrong with the system. But
what makes these 'revolutionaries'

think they can destroy selectivity

with the destruction of the houses.

Continued on Page 2, Col. 3

During the last few weeks of

classes and final examinations
week, campus attention was dram-
atically focused on the Williams
social system by the circulation of

two petitions, one questioning and
the other defending the fraterni-

ties.

The excitement began with a
meeting of seventy students in the
physics laboratory at one In the
morning of May 23. The anti-fra-
ternity petition grew out of this

and later meetings at which both
the question of fraternities and of
the most effective means of pro-
test were discussed. In addition,
the group considered possible de-
sirable alternatives to the present
system.
A committee was appointed to

draw up a petition incorporating
the views discussed at the origin-
al meeting. First affirming the
value of living in small units, the
paper "recognize (s) that the fol-

lowing advantages contribute to
the quality of the Williams educa-
tion: the obligation of compatabll-
Ity within the groups, the devel-
opment of social responsibility,

and the opportunity to exchange
ideas. Intellectual and social.'"

However, the petition protests
several aspects of the selection
process as incompatible with the
aims of the College.'' The "black
ball" and "chop" systems, alumni
pressures and unwritten agree-
ments with national fraternities

were cited as means by which fra-

ternities could evade the spirit of
the Trustees' anti-discrimination
policy. In addition, the present
rushing agreement results in the
strained relations between fresh-
men and upperclassmen.

Drawing attention to the "false

system of values" what attributes

status to fraternity membership,
signers of the petition felt that the

"illusion of status fragments the
community Into 17 semi-isolated
groups."

The alternative to fraternities

proposed by the group is the as-
sumption of responsibility for the
assignment of sophomores to
houses by the College Administra-
tion. They further suggested that
these assignments be made in
rooming groups In such a manner
as to promote the greatest divers-

ity of interests and backgrounds
In each house. To facilitate the ex-
amination of the social system,
the petition asked President Saw-
yer to appoint a committee of al-

umni, trustees, faculty and stud-
ents to look into the matter.
The most controversial section

of the petition was the so-called
"teeth clause" In which the sign-
ers pledged to leave their houses

Continued on Page 2, Col. 3

Exhouttod ononymoHi Rushing Committe* memlMr •xtroett final

bid from overworked IBM which hot coniumed three packi of cigorettet
(with the thinking mon't filter, of course) ond o sollen of coffee (con-
taining olmoit o billion flavor budi) after hectic week sf rushing. AfMr
this picture was taken, hungry machine devoured eagar Rushing Cofflmittaa

infortunot* RECORD photographer.
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Tennis Team 3rd In New Englands

As Clyde Buck Reaches Semiiinals
On the stiengtli of Co-Captain Clyde Buck's determined bid

for the sinj^les title, the Williani.s tennis team copjjed a third place
in the New Englands held at Amherst on the weekend of May 19.

Buck, the Ephs* No. 1 player, advanced as far as tlie semifinal
round, where he was stopjjed by Harvard's Paul Sullivan, 6-2, 6-4.

The team trophy went to Har-
vard, but a surprising Yale squad,
with 19 points, finished just one
point behind the Crimson. Har-
vard, which had turned back Wil-
liams earlier in the season by a
7-2 margin, placed its top two men
in the singles finals. Williams was
third with 11 points, followed by
Amherst with 10.

Mahland-Shaw Reach Quarters
The Eph doubles team of Bob

Mahland and Ned Shaw were able

to reach the quarterfinals before

bowing to Yale's Parry-Hethering-
ton duo. John Botts, who played
In the No. 2 slot for Williams dui'-

ing the regular season, was down-
ed in the third round by Tom
Bowditch, Hai-vard's No. 1 seed,

and Mahland lost to Brown's Don
Howard in the second round of

singles. The Ephs' co-captain and
No. 3 man, Bruce Brian, was un-
able to make the trip.

Bowditch eventually took in-

dividual honors by squeaking past
his teammate Sullivan in three
sets.

Betas Edge Kaps

In Intramurals
Beta Theta Pi edged out Kap-

pa Alpha for the intramural
crown by the slim point-margin
of 151 to 147. Phi Sigma Kap-
pa finished third with 118
points, followed by AD and Chi
Psi with 111 and 100 points, re-

spectively. Psi Upsilon, DU,
and Phi Gamma Delta all tied

for sixth place with 87 points

each.
With tennis and golf still

not completed, the Betas had
led the defending-champion
Kaps, 128-124. KA then took a
second in golf and a third In

tennis, but these points were
offset by Beta's second in ten-

nis and third in golf. On the
way to the championship. Beta
took firsts in touch football,

hockey, skiing, and track, and
seconds in basketball, softball,

and tennis.

Clyde Buck

Final Four Matches

Won By Eph Golfers

The varsity golf squad brought
its season to a successful close by
downing Yale and Dartmouth, and
copping the Little Three crown in

a flurry of activity on the week-
end of May 19.

A strong Yale squad invaded the
Williams campus Thursday, and
came out on the short end of a
tight 4-3 score. In another home
match played Saturday, the Ephs
had little trouble stopping Dart-
mouth, 5-2. Captain Jim Prick's

round of 75 against Dartmouth
took medalist honors on the par
71 Taconic golf course.

4th Straight Little 3 Crown

Williams came away from Mid-
dletown, Conn., Friday with Coach
Dick Baxter's fourth consecutive

Little Three championship. The
Amherst contest was a harrowing
affair down to the very end, with

the Ephs squeaking by, 4-3. Prick's

one-down loss to Amherst's Sam
HelUer on the twentieth hole was
offset by Ephmen Dick Cappalli's

one-up victory over Pat Sine on
the nineteenth hole. The Ephs
could breathe easier against Wes-
leyan as they dropped the Cardin-

als by 5)2-l!2 count. George Kil-

bom's pair of 73's enabled him to

take medalist honors in both

matches.

Ephs Win Briggs Cup;

Send 3 To N-S Game

By BiU Penlck

This spring saw all five Wil-
liams teams finish their seasons
with a winning mark, and Little

Three crowns were won in la-

crosse, tennis, and golf. A great
deal of new talent was uncovered
during the spring schedules, and
with minimum loss through grad-
uation, the prospects seem bright,

for an even more successful spring

season next year. New captains
have been announced in all five

sports.

LACROSSE
Bill McHenry's last season as

head lacrosse coach at Williams
was marked by an 8-1-1 record
and the winning of the Briggs
Trophy, emblematic of New Eng-
land supremacy. The Ephmen,
playing without nine of the top 13

men on last year's Northeast
championship team, wei-e a hust-
ling come-from-behind group
which played best under pressure.

The big Purple downed four
mediocre opponents before run-
ning into Yale, the only team to

beat the Ephs last season. Despite
sophomore attackman John Mor-
an's fourth three-goal trick of the

season, the Elis fought off a five-

goal Eph rally in the last period

to win in a squeaker, 9-8. After

downing a strong Dartmouth club

behind good defensive work, Wil-
liams traveled to New Hampshire
over houseparty weekend. Behind
during most of the game, the Ephs
surged back to tie the score In

the last few minutes, setting the

stage for Ron Stempien's timely

check of the UNH goalie and then
Moran's game-winning shot Into

the untended nets.

Against Harvard, the Northeast
titlist this year, an underdog Wil-

Uams team rallied again to gain

a 10-10 tie in a double-over-time

contest; Wendell Poppy, who tal-

lied three times, tied the score ha

the last minute of regular play,

and a Whiteford-to-Witimer com-
bination saved the Purple in the

final seconds of the last over-

time. Easy victories against Wes-
leyan and Amherst brought Wil-

liams the Little Three title.

Moran was the leading scorer

with 10 assists and 21 goals, many
of these unassisted. Captain Bill

Whiteford, sidelined for two games
by a leg injury sustained in the

Tufts contest, assisted on 25 shots,

the second highest total in New
England. Senior goalie Pete Stan-

ton is expected to be in the top ten

of the nation in goal-tending.

The members of this year's team
have chosen attackman Tom
Bachman and midfielder Frank
Morse to lead the 1962 squad as

co-captains.
W Op. W 0|).

W. & L. 12 I Dartmoulli II 6

RPI 8 S New llamiv 7 6

Tuds II 4 llanatJ H) 10

Colcatc 8 5 Woslcyan 12 4

Yak- 8 9 .\mlRTst '> 5

BASEBALL

On the strength of much-Im-
proved hitting. Coach Bobby
Coombs' baseball charges finished

a busy season with a creditable

8-7 mark, as compared to last

year's 3-11 record. This was the

first winning season for a Wil-

liams baseball team since 1957.

With his veteran shortstop John
Newton out of action for the whole

season due to an Injured knee.

Bill and Robert McHenry met
yesterday on a field in Annapolis,

Md., as opposing head coaches in

the 20th annual North-South La-
crosse Game. Bill Is concluding his

last year as lacrosse coach at Wil-
liams, while brother Bob Is coach-

ing lacrosse at Washington and
Lee University.

Three seniors from the Williams

squad, captain and midfielder Bill

Whiteford, goalie Pete Stanton,

and defenseman John Horst, all

made the trip with Bill for the

North team. Eph trainer Joe
"Snapper" Altott served as train-

er for the North.
North Lost 13-12 Last Year

Since the Ivy League announced
that they would no longer parti-

cipate, the North has managed on-
ly one win. In 1957. The South
rallied to win last year's contest,

13-12, in the last 28 seconda. In

and only five other regulars re-

tm'ning. Coombs had to rely heavi-

ly on a nine-man sophomore con-

tingent. Soph George Mayer, who
replaced Newton at short, paced

the team's hitting with a hefty

.411 average, the best in western

Massachusetts. Pete Haeffner up-

ped his average to a .333 for the

secondbest on the squad.
Hard-throwing John Donovan

tossed two shutouts and two 2-hlt-

ters on his way to a 4-0 season.

After spending half the season as

a relief pitcher, the chunky soph-

omore came on to fill the starting

berth left vacant by mound ace

J. B. Morris, who had won two
games before injuring his arm in

the first Amherst game. Art Moss
and Bruce Grinnell divided the

other two victories.

Five of the Eph losses came in

the late innings. Chronic fielding

difficulties were a major factor in

the UMass, Dartmouth, and Am-
herst defeats. The Trinity contest

was lost on a squeeze-bunt in the

13th inning.

John Newton will captain the

team next year. Williams will lose

only three regulars, Including Cap-
tain Pete Smith, and two pitchers

through graduation.
VV Op W Op

Alf IV i Aiiilicrsl 4

Colli)- 2 Union 2

Bowdoin 3 Wcslcyan 3 I

Holy Cross 1 7 Amlierst 1 S

Miihilchury II) 2 Trinity 2 )

I .Mass 3 6 Wesloyan 8 I

.SpriiiKliclil 7 I) I'psala 3

Oannioutli 2 6

TENNIS
Coach Clarence Chaffee's var-

sity tennis squad, lacking only

one member of last year's 7-4

team, finished the season with an
impressive 8-1 record, including

the fourteenth Little Three title

in the 18 years that "Chafe" has

been at Williams. The Purple also

garnered a third in the New Eng-
lands, as compared to a fourth

place in last year's competition.

Starting off fresh from a suc-

cessful 4-2 spring trip against

tough Southern teams, the Eph?
lost only two matches in toppling

MIT, RPI, Brown, Mlddlebury,

and Colgate. Harvard, the event-

ual New England champion, stop-

ped the Eph streak with a 7-2 vic-

tory in which several of the mat-
ches went to three sets. Williams

bounced back to drop a strong

Army squad, and then edged Dart-

mouth, 5-4, thus avenging last

year's 6-3 loss. The Big Green
match was decided in the last set,

with the No. 3 doubles team of

Ned Shaw and Brooks Goddard
coming from behind to win, 4-6,

9-7, 6-2. The victory over Amherst
saw the Jeffs win only one set in

the entire match. Contests sched-

uled with Princeton, Wesleyan,

and Yale were rained out and
cancelled.

John Botts, No. 2 this year, and
Ned Shaw, No. 5, will replace

Clyde Buck and Bruce Brian as

tennis co-captains, as they also

did in squash. Buck and Brian
played in the No. 1 and No. 3

slots, and were the only seniors

on the team.
W Oil. VV Op.

MIT 8 I Harvard 2 7

RIM 1 Army 6 3

Brown 9 Dartmouth S 4

Middlebtiry 8 1 .Amherst 9 ()

Colualc 9 .\c»- F.nglands 3r.l

TRACK
A strong sophomore contingent

provided the extra spark and tal-
ent for a 4-2 record in track this
year. With only six returning leg.
ulars to work with. Coach An-
thony Plansky called on the suced
of sophs Rick Ash, Karl Ntuse
"Boots" Deichman, John Osborne
and Joel Barber, who all had Uirn-
ed in promising times during the
spring trip to Florida.

Williams opened the season
with an 83-51 drubbing of mit
behind Co-Captain Walt Hem ion's
triple win in the 100 yd. Uiish
and both hurdles. Junior Bill iiuf-
nagel, wlio will take over next
year as captain, added to thi; vic-
tory with firsts in the shot imd
discus, and a second In the Jave-
lin. In topping Mlddlebury the
next week, three Ephs took double
victories. Co-Captain Bob Judd
won the discus and javelin, Nruse
won the 220 and 440, and .^sh
scored in the 880 and mile.
Although the Ephmen po.sled

their best times of the season a-
gainst Wesleyan, the perenlally-
strong and Little Three champion
Cardinals overwhelmed the Pur-
ple, 76-58, taking firsts in all but
four events. Henrion again took
both hurdles, and Williams swi^pt
the javelin with Louis Benton,
Judd, and Hufnagel in that order!
The Purple then fell victim to a
rough Springfield crew, with Judd,
Deichman, and Neuse leading the
Eph effort. Springfield was able to
sweep almost every field event in

this meet.
Williams came back to trounce

Amherst, 78-57, taking seven of
the eight running events. Neu.se
again scored a double in the 220
and 440, and Henrion won In both
hurff •^-. -»..,,„„ Kbowed la.st ^
year
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that game, Williams' Hal McCann
and Co-captahi Roggie Dankmey-
er each tallied twice, and Nick
Ratcliffe rang up two assists.

Bill McHenry is leaving Wil-

liams to take over as Athletic Di-
rector and head football coach at

Lebanon Valley College In Ann-

ville. Pa. In his three years here,

he has compiled an impressive 25-

3-1 record In lacrosse. McHenry's
team last year won the Northeast
Division A title, and for the past
two seasons Williams has received
the Briggs Trophy, which is a-

warded to the New England cham-

pions.

Williams has won the Briggs
Trophy three times in the last
four years. Despite the fact that
they suffered a 9-8 defeat at the
hands of Yale, and tied Harvard
10-10, the Ephmen played a tough-
er schedule than either of these
Ivy League opponents. '

The following method is used in
deciding who has the most points
for the trophy: every team win-
ning 2/3 or more of Its league
games is rated as a Class A team,
while any team winning between
1/3 and 2/3 of ite encounters is
Class B, and a team winning less
than 1/3 Is Class C. Victories over
a Class A team are worth 300
points a tie 200, and a loss 100.
Victories over Class B teams are
worth 250 points, ties 150, and
osses 50. Class C teams rate 150.
100, and so respectively.

xrawn
as far as the semuum.o „
play.

After dropping the first match
of the year to RPI in a surprising
4-3 upset, the Ephs maintained a

winning record throughout the

rest of the regular season. I'he

only tie came in a quadrangular
meet with Trinity matchhig the

Purple, 3!^-3!i.

Baxter will lose Prick, Pete llag-

er, and Laurie Reineman from

this year's squad, but will be able

to mould a team around vetci-ans

Jim Watts, Dick Cappalli, Roger

Smith, and sophomore George Kil-

borne. Watts, playing No. 3 thU

year, will be next year's captain.

W Op. « Op

Rl'l I 4 Holy Cross «!J 'X

MIT 4 3 L-olRatc ^!; ^X

Colby 6 I Yale I '

Trinity
3)J 1)J Wesleyan 'S 'S

AIC 0)4 ^ Amherst * '

.Spr'tid 6)4 )4 Dan month ' '

.Mid'bury 6)4 )4 Nciv Knuland, '"I

On the basis of this point sys-

tem Williams played a tougher

schedule than either Harvard (the

winner of this year's North East

A team championship) or the H
other New England teams in the

NE lacrosse conference. The Eph-

men played four A teams and

three B teams. McHenry's squad

ranked third in New England In

Ijoth offense and defense.
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Copeland Administers

Rush Week Operation
"l guess my job for the next week could best be defined as

ciiief mechanic of tlie rushing system-and chaplain." Thus does
Manton Copeland '39, college placement director, characterize

hi.'; duties as Rushing Arbiter.

Copeland assumes responsibility

for the operation or the entire

rushing process. His work began

with the explanation of the rush-

ing system to the freshmen last

spring and will continue until

each rushee has been pledged by a

fraternity. The scheduling of rush-

ing sessions at the houses and of

an itinerary for each rushee Is

also taken care of through the

Bushing Arbiter's office.

IBM Role

The Immediate goal is to exe-

cute the matching of sophomores

with the houses of their choice

as efficiently and accurately as

possible. Although much emphasis

is often placed on the role of the

IBM machines in this process.

Copeland and his staff carry out

most of the work themselves. The
machine functions as a sorter to

aid them In sifting through the
-•—«nWai lists of houses sub-—-- )m-

WCTION eUlOE (M.9)

SECTION
cumenf has been «.
i««re legibility and |,s
mediately hereafter.

Manton Copeland '39

Rushing Arbiter

meetmg the rushing schedule Xm-
ther complicate the work of the

whiter, and the entire

ust be repeated after the

its are submitted in or-

itermlne the final bids,

ar, when the chapel bells

.inounced that bids were
peland completed his 1st

;he difficult and critical

of rushing arbiter.

3 one of the happiest mo-
my life," he stated.

r the prospects of this

season, Copeland is op-

that everything will go

y and that total oppor-

rlll again be accomplished.

hat the Rushing Commlt-
lere and many of the stu-

lave returned, I'm beglnn-

get Into the spirit of the

thing- Frankly, I'm quite

I."

Petitions Question Fraternities

Sophomores Comment On Rushing,

Accept System With Reservation
By Bill Prosser

That fateful week having at

last arrived, the class of '64 meets
rushing with mixed feelings of tre-

pidation and anticipation. For
some the admittance Into a house
marks the beginning of their car-

eers as "true Williams men." The
social benefits of fraternity life

seem to many a welcome refuge
after lonely Saturday nights on
the frosh quad, the feeling that

upperclassmen are always rushmg,
and the quality of Baxter Hall

food. Others see the week as a con-
fusing guessing game in which one
Is not sure he has won or lost

even after the game is over.

Whatever may be the Individual

viewpoint, most of the class is re-

solved to accept the period as part

of the "Williams experience."

Sophomores will be going through
the hectic ritual of rush week,

most of them brace for routine

refreshments and trite conversa-

tion.

'Shared Pain'

The following is one of the re-

sponses to a RECORD poll taken

last spring among the class of '64:

"The so-called trials of rushing

week serve as a source from which

one may summon up' remembran-
ces of things past." " The same
idea was expressed by an enthusi-

astic realist: "Sure I'll be glad to

be in a house. Let's be realistic

about all of this. I Uke the idea

of living with a small group of

boys with whom one is closer than

any of the others in the class."

It should be noted, howev-

er, that the controversial upper-

class anti-fraternity petition has

attracted considerable attention

from the class. Seeing prominent

upperclassmen condemn the pre-

sent fraternity system last spring,

the then freshman class reacted

with confusion and excitement.

puaou
This device sorts the preierenuai

lists submitted by the rushees, but

the arduous task of matching
these with the preferential lists

of the fraternities is left to the

Rushing Arbiter and his aides.

The final matching of bids is

made after the preferential period

concluding the second section of

rushing. At this time, fraternities

submit their final lists, in order

of preference, of those rushees
whom they wish to bid. The rush-
ees also submit their final rank-
ing of those fraternities they are

willing to enter.

Machine Sorting

In the first phase of the match-
ing, the rushees' cards are sorted
to first choices by the machine.
The cards of all rushees who Ust
a house first are compared to that
house's own list. Any rushees not
listed by the house are immediate-
ly returned to the main group to

be resorted. If more than 18 (the

probable quota per house) cards
remain in any fraternity stack, the
18 rated highest by the fraternity
are retained, the others reverting
to the main stack.

"nie cards now consUtating the
main stack are sorted by second
choices and the matching prooeiB
is repeated. Those not listed by
Uielr seoond ciioteM are

ess Uses

(guarantee
;d to the main stack.

the total of first and second

ce cards in any fraternity

c exceeds the quota only the

xo listed highest by the house are

retained. The others are returned

to the main body. Thus, once a

card finds its way to a house

stack, it is in an equal position

with all the other cards in that

stack whether it arrives on the

first or any other sorting.

15 Sortings

The main stock is resorted a-

gain through fifteen choices. A
card may find a place in a stack

on the eighth choice and displace

one that has been there since the

first sorting. The displaced card

must then be compared individu-

ally to the lists and stacks of

its second through eighth choices

before it can be returned to the

main stack.

One of the results of this sys-

tem is that it permits a rushee

to honor his true preferen-

tial Judgment in listing the hous-

es, for if his first choice house

does not list him, he has an equal

chance at his second choice with

those who listed it first.

Slmilarlly, a house loses nothing

in listing the sophomores in strict

order of preference, even if it feels

it has UUle chance of getting the

rushees it llste highest. The im-

portant factor to a house is a

rushee's position on its Ust rela-

ttre to the otiten on the Ust, not

Manpower,

Accuracy
relative to his position on other

house lists.

In the fmal outcome of the Wil-

liams "matched bid system," no

rushee will go to a house hfe has

not listed and no house will get

a rushee it has not listed.

The post rushing period, first

instituted in 1957, was altered for

the 1960 rushing session to ac-

commodate the workings of total

opportunity.

After the final matching pro-

cedure Simday afternoon, with

bids made out but not yet distri-

buted to sophomores, the Social

Council will meet. A list of aU
rushees who have Usted fifteen

houses and who have not been ex-

tended a bid wiU be sent to this

meeting by rushing arbiter Cope-

land. All of these imbld rushees

must then be extended bids before

any bids whatsoever are distribut-

ed.
Total Opportunity

It is In this post-rushing ses-

sion that total opportunity is im-

plemented. However, only those

rushees who have listed all fifteen

houses are guaranteed a bid. If a

sophomore falls to Ust aU the

houses and does not receive a bid

in the sorting process, he is In-

eligible to be pledged tmtU second

semester. At this time, however, he

must accept the first bid from a

house that has not fiUed Its quo-

ta or remain outside of the fra-

ternity system for another semes-

ter. 1. e. untU faU of 1M2.

The petition was being discussed

everywhere. Students who had
never doubted that they automa-
tically join houses began to con-

sider other possibilities.

Reactions varied from vigorous
approval of the assertion that

"this Is the only way we'll get any-
thing changed" to direct condem-
nation of the "movement" with
the argument that the whole af-

fair was "minority coercion" at-

tempting to force the will of some
on the majority who were satis-

fied with the existing system.
"Freshman Movement"

Rampant rumors held that a
large group of freshmen had de-

cided to become non-afflUates as
a protest against both the frat-

3rnity system and what they term-
ed the "rather unfair political tac-

tics" of the petitioning upperclass-

men. One member of this "group''

stated that "we have come to de-
plore the unequal social opportu-
nities inflicted upon those few In-

lividuals who choose to 'buck the
system.' We envisioned a strong
non-affiliate group which would
Dffer a 'meaningful alternative' to
the houses."

For a time the sentiment for
this position seemed to be in-

creasing. But, as the year drew
to a close and students retreated
for their summer respites, the
"freshman movement" seemed to

have died.

But, as one freshman put
it: "While the group seems to have
sated its appetite for dramatic
action, it would be well for the
upperclassmen who are the
staunch defenders of the status

luo to remember that it is doubt-
ful that they are receiv-

ing a pledge class totally dedica-
ted to the propagation of the pre-
sent system." Certainly, many will

bring an attitude of critical ques-
tioning to rushing, pledging, and
fraternity traditions. "Many are
looking at the houses critically,

and it is possible that some may
drop out if they do not like what
they find."

But the strength of the above
position must not be overstated.

The general attitude of the class

of '64 seems to be an acceptance
of the existing system and real an-
ticipation of joining a house. The
following is Indicative of the gen-
eral feeling: "Sure there are
things wrong with the system. But
what makes these 'revolutionaries'

think they can destroy selectivity

with the destruction of the houses.

Continued on Page 2, Col. 3

Durmg the last few weeks of

classes and final examinations
week, campus attention was dram-
atically focused on the Williams
social system by the circulation of
two petitions, one questioning and
the other defending the fraterni-

ties.

The excitement began with a
meeting of seventy students in the
physics laboratory at one in the
morning of May 23. The anti-fra-
ternity petition grew out of this

and later meetings at which both
the question of fraternities and of
the most effective means of pro-
test were discussed. In addition,
the group considered possible de-
sirable alternatives to the present
system.

A committee was appointed to
draw up a petition incorporating
the views discussed at the origin-
al meeting. First affirming the
value of living in small units, the
paper "recognize (s) that the fol-

lowing advantages contribute to
the quality of the Williams educa-
tion: the obUgation of compatabil-
ity within the groups, the devel-
opment of social responsibiUty,
and the opportunity to exchange
ideas, intellectual and social.''

However,, the petition protests
several aspects of the selection
process as mcompatible with the
alms of the College." The "black
ball" and "chop" systems, alumni
pressures and unwritten agree-
ments with national fraternities

were cited as means by which fra-
ternities could evade the spirit of
the Trustees' anti-dlscrlmlnatlon
policy. In addition, the present
rushing agreement results in the
strained relations between fresh-
men and upperclassmen.

Drawing attention to the "false

system of values" what attributes

status to fraternity membership,
signers of the petition felt that the

"illusion of status fragments the
community into 17 semi-Isolated
groups."

The alternative to fraternities

proposed by the group is the as-
sumption of responsibility for the
assignment of sophomores to

houses by the College Admhiistra-
tlon. They further suggested that
these assignments be made In

rooming groups in such a manner
as to promote the greatest divers-

ity of Interests and backgrounds
in each house. To facilitate the ex-
amination of the social system,
the petition asked President Saw-
yer to appoint a committee of al-

umni, trustees, faculty and stud-
ents to look into the matter.
The most controversial section

of the petition was the so-called

"teeth clause" in which the sign-
ers pledged to leave their houses

Continued on Page 2, Col. 3

Exhoutted anenymout Rutliing Committee member estrecta Niiel

bid from overworked IBM which hot coniumed three packs of cigarette!
(with the thinking men'i filter, of course) ond a gaHen of coffee (ceii-
toining oimoit e billion flavor buds) after hectic week of nnhing. After
riii* pietere wet token, hungry machine devoured eeger Rushing Committee
member and unfortunate RECORD photographer.
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Tennis Team 3rd In New Englands

As Clyde Buck Reaches Semifinals
On the shenj;th of Co-Captain Clyde Buck's determined bid

for the sinj^les title, the \Villiam.s tennis team copped a third place
in the New Englands held at .\niherst on the weekend of May 19.

Uuck, tlie Ephs' No. 1 player, advanced as far as tlie semifinal

round, where he was stopjied by Harvard's Paul Sullivan, 6-2, 6-4.

The team trophy went to Har-
vai'd, but a surprising Yale squad,

with 19 points, finished just one

point behind the Crimson. Har-
vard, which had turned back Wil-

liams earlier in the season by a

7-2 margin, placed its top two men
in the singles finals. Williams was
third with 11 points, followed by

Amherst with 10.

Mahland-Shaw Reach Quarters

The Eph doubles team of Bob
Mahland and Ned Shaw were able

to reach the quarterfinals before

bowing to Yale's Parry-Hethering-
ton duo. John Botts, who played
in the No. 2 slot for Williams dui-

ing the regular season, was down-
ed in the third round by Tom
Bowditch, Harvard's No. 1 seed,

and Mahland lost to Brown's Don
Howard in the second round of

singles. The Ephs' co-captain and
No. 3 man, Bruce Brian, was un-
able to make the trip.

Bowditch eventually took in-

dividual honors by squeaking past

his teammate Sullivan in three

sets.

Betas Edge Kaps

In Intramurals
Beta Theta Pi edged out Kap-

pa Alpha for the intramural
crown by the slim point-margin
of 151 to 147. Phi Sigma Kap-
pa finished third with 118

points, followed by AD and Chi
Psi with 111 and 100 points, re-

spectively. Psi Upsilon, DU,
and Phi Gamma Delta all tied

for sixth place with 87 points

each.

With tennis and golf still

not completed, the Betas had
led the defendlng-champion
Kaps, 128-124. KA then took a

second in golf and a third in

tennis, but these points were
offset by Beta's second in ten-

nis and third in golf. On the

way to the championship, Beta
took firsts in touch football,

hockey, skiing, and track, and
seconds in basketball, softball,

and tennis.

Clyde Buck

Final Four Matches

Won By Eph Golfers

The varsity golf squad brought
its season to a successful close by
downing Yale and Dartmouth, and
copping the Little Three crown in

a flurry of activity on the week-
end of May 19.

A strong Yale squad invaded the

Williams campus Thursday, and
came out on the short end of a

tight 4-3 score. In another home
match played Saturday, the Ephs
had little trouble stopping Dart-
mouth, 5-2. Captain Jim Prick's

round of 75 against Dartmouth
took medalist honors on the par

71 Taconlc golf course.

4th Straight Little 3 Crown

Williams came away from Mid-
dletown. Conn., Friday with Coach
Dick Baxter's fourth consecutive

Little Three championship. The
Amherst contest was a harrowing
affair down to the very end, with

the Ephs squeaking by, 4-3. Prick's

one-down loss to Amherst's Sam
Heiller on the twentieth hole was
offset by Ephmen Dick Cappalli's

one-up victory over Pat Sine on

the nineteenth hole. The Ephs
could breathe easier against Wes-
leyan as they dropped the Cardin-

als by 5)i-l)4 count. George Kil-

born's pair of 73's enabled him to

take medalist honors in both

matches.

Ephs Win Briggs Cup;

Send 3 To N-S Game

Spring Sportsters Show Successes;

3 Contingents Cop Circuit Crowns
By BUI Penick

This spring saw all five Wil-
liams teams finish their seasons
with a winning mark, and Little

Three crowns were won in la-

crosse, tennis, and golf. A great
deal of new talent was uncovered
during the spring schedules, and
with minimum loss through grad-
uation, the prospects seem bright,

for an even more successful spring

season next year. New captains
have been announced in all five

sports.

LACROSSE
Bill McHenry's last season as

head lacrosse coach at Williams
was marked by an 8-1-1 record
and the winning of the Briggs
Trophy, emblematic of New Eng-
land supremacy. The Ephmen,
playing without nine of the top 13

men on last year's Northeast
championship team, were a hust-

ling come-from-behind group
which played best under pressure.

The big Purple downed four

mediocre opponents before run-

ning into Yale, the only team to

beat the Ephs last season. Despite

sophomore attackman John Mor-
an's fourth three-goal trick of the

season, the Ells fought off a five-

goal Eph rally in the last period

to win in a squeaker, 9-8. After

dov/ning a strong Dartmouth club

behind good defensive work, Wil-

liams traveled to New Hampshire
over houseparty weekend. Behind
during most of the game, the Ephs
surged back to tie the score in

the last few minutes, setting the

stage for Ron Stempien's timely

check of the UNH goalie and then

Moran's game-winning shot into

the untended nets.

Against Harvard, the Northeast

titlist this year, an underdog Wil-

liams team rallied again to gain

a 10-10 tie in a double-over-time

contest. Wendell Poppy, who tal-

lied three times, tied the score in

the last minute of regular play,

and a Whiteford-to-Widmer com-
bination saved the Purple in the

final seconds of the last over-

time. Easy victories against Wes-
leyan and Amherst brought Wil-

liams the Little Three title.

Moran was the leading scorer

with 10 assists and 21 goals, many
of these unassisted. Captain Bill

Whiteford, sidelined for two games
by a leg injury sustained in the

Tufts contest, assisted on 25 shots,

the second highest total in New
England. Senior goalie Pete Stan-

ton is expected to be in the top ten

of the nation in goal-tending.

The members of this year's team
have chosen attackman Tom
Bachman and midfielder Prank
Morse to lead the 1962 squad as

co-captains.
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Copeland Administers

Rush Week Operation
"l guess my job for the next week could best he defined as

chief mechanic of the rushing system-and chaplain." Thus does
Manton Copeland '39, college placement director, characterize

lii.s duties as Rushing Arbiter.

Copeland assumes responsibility

for the operation of the entire

rushing process. His work began

with the explanation of the rush-

ing system to the freshmen last

spring and will continue until

each rushee has been pledged by a

fraternity. The scheduling of rush-

ing sessions at the houses and of

an itinerary for each rushee Is

also taken care of through the

Bushing Arbiter's office.

IBM Role

The Immediate goal Is to exe-

cute the matching of sophomores

with the houses of their choice

as efficiently and accurately as

possible. Although much emphasis

Is often placed on the role of the

IBM machines in this process,

Copeland and his staff carry out

most of the work themselves. The
machine functions as a sorter to

aid them In sifting through the

preferential lists of houses sub-

mitted by the rushees. The Im-

portant business of coordinating

tiiese with the house lists Is done

by hand.

At the same time, Copeland must
handle the various Individual

problems which may arise during

rushing. Aided by the student

rushing committee, he Is on duty

throughout the week to consult

with both houses and rushees:

"We try to obtain the best pos-

sible harmony between the objec-

tives of the fraternities and of

the sophomores," he said.

When the sophomores and the

houses finally submit their Init-

ial lists, Copeland's staff just be-

gin their task. Rushees" preferen-

ces must be sorted, house lists

must be matched with these, and
bids for second period of rushing

must be Issued. The pressures of

Monton Copelond '39

Rushing Arbiter

meeting the rushing schedule fur-

ther complicate the work of the

rushing arbiter, and the entire

process must be repeated after the

second lists are submitted In or-

der to determine the final bids.

Last year, when the chapel bells

at last announced that bids were

ready, Copeland completed his 1st

year in the difficult and critical

position of rushing arbiter.

"It was one of the happiest mo-
ments of my life," he stated.

As for the prospects of this

rushing season, Copeland Is op-

timistic that everything will go

smoothly and that total oppor-

tunity will again be accomplished.

"Now that the Rushing Commit-
tee Is here and many of the stu-

dents have returned, I'm beginn-

ing to get Into the spirit of the

whole thing. Frankly, I'm quite

excited."

Petitions Question Fraternities

Sophomores Comment On Rushing,

Accept System With Reservation
By BlU Prosser

That fateful week havmg at

last arrived, the class of '64 meets
i-ushlng with mixed feelings of tre-

pidation and anticipation. For
some the admittance into a house
marks the beginning of their car-

eers as "true Williams men." The
social benefits of fraternity life

seem to many a welcome refuge
after lonely Saturday nights on
the frosh quad, the feeling that

upperclassmen are always rushing,

and the quality of Baxter Hall

food. Others see the week as a con-

fusing guessing game In which one
is not sure he has won or lost

even after the game is over.

Whatever may be the Individual

viewpoint, most of the class Is re-

solved to accept the period as part

of the "Williams experience."

Sophomores will be going through

the hectic ritual of rush week,

most of them brace for routine

refreshments and trite conversa-

tion.

'Shared Pain'

The following is one of the re-

sponses to a RECORD poll taken

last spring among the class of '64:

"The so-called trials of rushing

week serve as a source from which

one may summon up' remembran-
ces of things past.' " The same

Idea was expressed by an enthusi-

astic realist: "Sure I'll be glad to

be in a house. Let's be realistic

about all of this. I like the Idea

of living with a small group of

boys with whom one is closer than

any of the others in the class."

It should be noted, howev-

er, that the controversial upper-

class antl-fraternlty petition has

attracted considerable attention

from the class. Seeing prominent

upperclassmen condemn the pre-

sent fraternity system last spring,

the then freshman class reacted

with confusion and excitement.

Rushing Process Uses Manpower

Machine To Guarantee
Contrary to popular assump-

tion, the famed IBM machine Is

merely a tool used to facilitate one

phase of the rushing procedure.

This device sorts the preferential

lists submitted by the rushees, but
the arduous task of matching
these with the preferential lists

of the fraternities is left to the

Rushing Arbiter and his aides.

The final matching of bids Is

made after the preferential period

concludmg the second section of

rushing. At this time, fraternities

submit their final lists, In order

of preference, of those rushees

whom they wish to bid. The rush-

ees also submit their final rank-
ing of those fraternities they are

willing to enter.

Machine Sorting

In the first phase of the match-
ing, the rushees' cards are sorted
to first choices by the machine.
The cards of all rushees who list

a house first are compared to that
house's own list. Any rushees not
listed by the house are Immediate-
ly returned to the main group to

be resorted. If more than 18 (the

probable quota per house) cards
remain in any fraternity stack, the
18 rated highest by the fraternity
are retained, the others reverting
to the main stack.

The cards now constituting the
main stack ara sorted by second
choices and the matching procen
Is repeated. Those not listed by
their second choice* are acaln re-

turned to the mam stack. I

If the total of first and second

choice cards In any fraternity

stack exceeds the quota only the

18 listed highest by the house are

retained. The others are returned

to the main body. Thus, once a

card finds its way to a house

stack, it is in an equal position

with all the other cards In that

stack whether it arrives on the

first or any other sorting.

15 Sortings

The main stock is resorted a-

gain through fifteen choices. A
card may find a place in a stack

on the eighth choice and displace

one that has been there since the

first sorting. The displaced card

must then be compared Individu-

ally to the lists and stacks of

its second through eighth choices

before It can be returned to the

main stack.

One of the results of this sys-

tem Is that It permits a rushee

to honor his tnie preferen-

tial judgment In Ustlng the hous-

es, for if his first choice house

does not list him, he has an equal

chance at his second choice with

those who listed it first.

Slmllarlly, a house loses nothing

in listing the sophomores In strict

order of preference, even If it feels

it has Uttle chance of getting the

rushees It lists highest. The Im-

portant factor to a house Is a
rushee '8 position on its list rela-

tive to the othen on the list, not

Accuracy
relative to his position on other

house lists.

In the final outcome of the Wil-

liams "matched bid system," no

rushee will go to a house hfe has

not listed and no house will get

a rushee it has not listed.

The post rushing period, first

instituted In 1957, was altered for

the 1960 rushing session to ac-

commodate the workings of total

opportunity.

After the final matching pro-

cedure Sunday afternoon, with

bids made out but not yet distri-

buted to sophomores, the Social

Council will meet. A list of all

rushees who have listed fifteen

houses and who have not been ex-

tended a bid will be sent to this

meeting by rushing arbiter Cope-

land. All of these unbld rushees

must then be extended bids before

any bids whatsoever are distribut-

ed.

Total Opportootty

It is In this post-rushing ses-

sion that total opportunity Is Im-

plemented. However, only those

rushees who have listed all fifteen

houses are guaranteed a bid. If a

sophomore falls to list all the

houses and does not receive a bid

In the sorting process, he Is in-

eligible to be pledged until second

semester. At this time, however, he

must accept the first bid from a

house that has not filled Ito quo-

ta or remain outside of the fra-

ternity system for another semes-

ter, 1. e. untU faU of 1962.

The petition was being discussed

everywhere. Students who had
never doubted that they automa-
tically join houses began to con-

sider other possibilities.

Reactions varied from vigorous

approval of the assertion that

"this is the only way we'll get any-
thing changed" to direct condem-
nation of the "movement" with

the argument that the whole af-

fair was "minority coercion" at-

tempting to force the will of some
on the majority who were satis-

fied with the existing system.
"Freshman Movement"

Rampant rumors held that a
large group of freshmen had de-

cided to become non-affiliates as

a protest against both the frat-

jrnlty system and what they term-
3d the "rather unfair political tac-

tics" of the petitioning upperclass-

men. One member of this "group''

stated that "we have come to de-

plore the unequal social opportu-
nities Inflicted upon those few In-

jlvlduals who choose to 'buck the
system.' We envisioned a strong

non-affiliate group which would
offer a 'meaningful alternative' to

the houses."

For a time the sentiment for

this position seemed to be In-

creasing. But, as the year drew
to a close and students retreated

for their summer respites, the

"freshman movement" seemed to

have died.

But, as one freshman put
It: "While the group seems to have
sated Its appetite for dramatic

action, It would be well for the

upperclassmen who are the
staunch defenders of the status

luo to remember that It Is doubt-
ful that they are receiv-

ing a pledge class totally dedica-

ted to the propagation of the pre-

sent system." Certainly, many will

bring an attitude of critical ques-

tioning to rushing, pledging, and
fraternity traditions. "Many are

looking at the houses critically,

and It is possible that some may
drop out If they do not like what
they find."

But the strength of the above
position must not be overstated.

The general attitude of the class

of '64 seems to be an acceptance
of the existing system and real an-
ticipation of joining a house. The
following is Indicative of the gen-
eral feeling: "Sure there are

things wrong with the system. But
what makes these 'revolutionaries'

think they can destroy selectivity

with the destruction of the houses.

Continued on Page 2, Col. 3

During the last few weeks of
classes and final examinations
week, campus attention was dram-
atically focused on the Williams
social system by the circulation of
two petitions, one questioning and
the other defending the fraterni-
ties.

The excitement began with a
meeting of seventy students m the
physics laboratory at one In the
morning of May 23. The antl-fra-
ternlty petition grew out of this
and later meetings at which both
the question of fraternities and of
the most effective means of pro-
test were discussed. In addition,
the group considered possible de-
sirable alternatives to the present
system.

A committee was appointed to
draw up a petition incorporating
the views discussed at the origin-
al meeting. First affirming the
value of living in small units, the
paper "recognize (s) that the fol-
lowing advantages contribute to
the quality of the Williams educa-
tion: the obligation of compatabil-
ity within the groups, the devel-
opment of social responsibility,
and the opportunity to exchange
ideas. Intellectual and social."

However, the petition protests
several aspects of the selection
process as Incompatible with the
alms of the College.'' The "black
ball" and "chop" systems, alumni
pressures and unwritten agree-
ments with national fraternities

were cited as means by which fra-
ternities could evade the spirit of
the Trustees' anti-discrimination
policy. In addition, the present
rushing agreement results In the
strained relations between fresh-
men and upperclassmen.

Drawing attention to the "false

system of values" what attributes
status to fraternity membership,
signers of the petition felt that the
"illusion of status fragments the
community Into 17 semi-isolated
groups."

The alternative to fraternities

proposed by the group Is the as-
sumption of responsibility for the
assignment of sophomores to
houses by the College Administra-
tion. They further suggested that
these assignments be made in
rooming groups in such a manner
as to promote the greatest divers-
ity of Interests and backgrounds
In each house. To facilitate the ex-
amination of the social system,
the petition asked President Saw-
yer to appoint a committee of al-

umni, trustees, faculty and stud-
ents to look into the matter.
The most controversial section

of the petition was the so-called
"teeth clause" m which the sign-
ers pledged to leave their houses

Continued on Page 2, Col. 3

Exhouttml ononymMn Ruihing CommittM member eitracli final

bid from overworked IBM which hos contumed Hiree pockt of cigor«tt«t
I with the thinking mon'i filter, of counel end a gellen of coffee (evn.
tolning almoit o billion flavor budt) offer hectic week of rvthing. Aftar
tfcii picture woi token, huntry mochine devoured eager Rushing CommiltM
member ond unfortunote RECORD photographer.
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'And What Did You Do . .
.'

Dirty rusliing can best be portrayed as neither intrinsically good
nor intrinsically bad. The use of this type of rushinj^, however, is

an indication of the inability of those involved to deal fairly with

their fellows. All ijarticipating in the rush have agreed to abide by
the rules they have set for themselves. Those that feel they have
to break these rules illustrate nothing but their owai deficiency

of character.

The restrictions of dirty rushing ;ue really quite easily defined.

No house member may say to a rushee that he can have a place in

house's pledge delegation. No nishee may say to a house member
-that he and his friends are particularly interested in going to tlie

fraternity in which they are all sitting having a nice talk about tlie

idyllic summer beaches.

However, it must be remembered tliat discussion of fraternity

life or of the activities of a particular fraternity is not included in

definition of dirty rushing. Quite the opposite. Rushees should

make tlie effort to find out as much as they can about the houses
during rushing. What Jack did last summer may be very interesting

but it will hardly help the rushee in making his preferential list

of houses. The only subject ruled out by the rushing agreement
is tlie question of tne houses standing with a rushee or a rushee's

standing with the house.
• Dirty rushing must be discouraged so tliat rushing can be made
as equitable for all parties concerned as the essentially subjective

game of accejitance and rejection can be. This is the goal of the

present system. Since we have agreed to use this system, it is

important to ujjhold its every clause. Violation of the rules of

rushing will upset the precarious balance of an always difficult

•process and may result in an unfair distribution that could effect

the entire social system.

Thinking Out Loud
While Jawaharlal Nehru warns of the "foul winds of war"

and the defeat of Carmen De Saj^io marks the fall of the ancien

reajme in New York, Williams College once again finds itself im-

mersed in the hectic process of fraternity rushing. If the rapid suc-

cession of world crises makes rational careful consideration of in-

ternational events difficult, rushing, too, serves to suspend think-

,ing concerning the social system as a whole.

The necessary force of activities which derive validity from
die present fraternity structure inhibits objective, critical per-

spective on the Williams social system. The week of final exam-
inations was hardly better suited to such disinterested, leisurely

concern. Then, as now, even the most interested people were just

too busy to devote tlie necessary time to considering the issues

involvefl,

Nevertlieless, passions ran high during those last few weeks
of school, and something had to be done. The healthy ferment of

ideas on both sides of the fraternity question threatened to run
' away with exam weeks. But cooler heads prevailed, and the col-

lege average did not noticeably decline as a result of the spring's

activity.

The energies aroused by the fraternity question found outlets

in meetings, large and small, all over the campus. Anti-fraternity

sentiments coalesced in a petition which protested the method of

selection and suggested what has been called a "social dormitory"

system. A major cause of excitement was the clause which in-

cluded a threat to leave the houses if nothing happened.
However, the supporters of the petition did manage to realize

that precipitate action by tlie administration was 1) unlikely, 2)
impractical and 3) wrong. As a result they requested the forma-
tion of a committee to investigate the social situation in detail and
asked for steps toward the "adoption of such a solution" by Feb-
ruary. They deliberately framed their alternative suggestions loose-

ly enough to indicate only the direction in which they hoped to

move; no one jiretended to offer a definitive solution to the prob-

lem.

The counter petition circulated by supporters of change "with-

in the present system" protested the original petition's advocacy
of the abdication of responsibility for selection of fraternity mem-
bers to the administration. In particular, they opposed the efforts

of the anti-frateniity group to "coerce" the administration.

The most important aspect of the counter petition was the
stated willingness of the signers to work for improvement within

the system. No one could disagree with their call for reasonable
extended discussion among trustees, alumni, faculty and students.

We must respect their pledge to support "any responsible change
which adequate study suggests is necessary.

The desires of both groups for adequate study will be ful-

filled if rumors of the appointment of an administration commit-
tee prove true. In the weeks and months ahead the social system
will probably be submitted to thorough scrutiny, official and
unofficial, throughout the Williams community.

With time for careful consideration, fruitful suggestions should
emerge and eventually a solution which best meets the future
needs of the college. Certainly the almost unanimous recognition
that problems do exist creates a situation in which the matter
cannot be allowed to rest. The danger is that last spring's

actions will end in talk alone. Discussion will be profitable only
if it leads to a better Williams.

With the vast majority of upperclassmen in fraternities, there
can be no denying the important role that the fraternities play in

the Williams education and no denying the responsibility of the
administration to insure that their contribution is worthy of the
place they occupy.

—mbkaplan

Fraternity Petitions

Continuod from Poge 1, Col. 5

In February if constructive action

had not been taken by them. Con-

fusion resulted from conflicting

rumors about the Inclusion of the

clause. Many supporters of the

Ideas contained In the petition

were reluctant to commit them-
selves to what they felt was "an

unnecessary threat." The final

draft, which included the teeth

clause, was .submitted to the Ad-
ministration with fifty signatures.

Opposition to the antl-fraternl-

ty paper crystallized in a coun-

ter-petition which recognized cer-

tain defects In the present system
but which affirmed the right and
ability of the students to correct

these faults within the present
structure.

As evidence of constructive ac-

tion by the fraternities, this pa-

per designated the achievement
of total opportunity, the elimina-

tion of national ties which limit-

ed chapter autonomy, in the sel-

ection of members, the fostering

of Intellectual activity and the re-

striction of excesses of interfrater-

nity rivalry.

The supporters of the paper did
not take a position opposing
changes in the fraternity system.
Rather, they pledged themselves
to the Improvement of Williams
through extensive discussion a-
mong students, faculty, alumni,
and administration of the prob-
lems confronting the social sys-

tem. Furthermore, the counter pe-
tition defends the right of student
autonomy in regulating social

matters and deplores "all efforts

to coerce the college administra-
tion Into entering those areas of

Williams Jife which have been
valuable and ably administered by
the students."

Believing the fraternity system
to be grounded on the "personal
right of each man to choose his

associates," the supporters of the
counter-proposal recognized the
need for a suitable alternative for
those students who did not desire

association with a fraternity.

However, they felt that this should
not infringe on the freedom of
those who find advantages In fra-

ternity affiliations.

It Is understood that President
Sawyer is appointing a committee
to examine the social system. At
any rate, despite the excitement
aroused by the petitions in the
spring, rushing this fall will go on
as usual. A nascent movement a-
mong the sophomores to boycott
the fraternities seems to have col-

lapsed. Threats to the contrary
notwithstanding, most of the anti-

fraternity signatories are still

their houses and will probably
participate In rushing.

Soph Outlook
Continued from Page 1, Col. 4

I choose my own friends and I'll

do it whether we have fraternities

or not. I'm looking forward to go-
ing into a house because living
conditions are better."

Walden Theatre
Telephone GL 8-3391

Under the ownership and
management of Cal King
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Background

* The New Heresy
*

It is well, at a time when tlie fraternity system is the major
concern of the campus, to look back on the era of the foundiiw
and entranchment of the earlier secret socities at Williams. Tlw
following is an abridged adaptation of chapter 6', 'The New
Heresij: Greek Letter Fraternities,' of Mark Hopkins and the
Log by Professor of History Frederick Rudolpn '42. Quoted
passages are from Rudolph's prose.

Tlie annals of Kappa Alpha attribute the introduction of
fraternities at Williams to accident. As tlie story goes, a group
of students ventured to Schenectady in 1833 in search of a
Phi Beta Kappa charter but returned to Wilhamstown beariiii;

instead Kappa Alpha keys.

"The most congenial soil for tlie founding and prolifera-

tion of tlie Greek letter fraternity was surely a place like VVil

lianistown, a small, remote village on the frontier."

"Few American colleges were left mitouched by this

movement which so ably characterized the enterjjrlse aiitl in-

itiative of tiie i9th century college undergraduate. It was or-

ganized by students, it was spread by students. Before llioy

knew what happened, most college presidents found that thuir

undergraduates had ushered into tlie American college ci im-

munity a social system wliich they had neither invited nor

encouraged. In 1845 the president of Ainlierst (Edward liilcli-

cock) was asking of the president of Williams (Mark Hopkins),
'Would it be desirable to have these societies cease in our col-

leges?"
"

The new orders were intended to fill an emotional noid.

Theii- aim was to create a "fellowship of kindred souLs" (K\),
"amusement, die cultivation of social poUcy" (Sig Phi), "wann-
er nutriment for their souls" (AD). As for membership criteria,

an 1836 note suggested just one question:. "Won Id you want
your sister to marry him?

'

But there was more behind the rise of fraternities. "It was

escape from the monotony, dreariness, and unpleasantness of

tlie collegiate regimen which began widi prayers before dawn
and ended with prayers after dai-k; escape from the long winters

and ingrowai college world, from the dormitory with its lack

of privacy. Fraternities institutionalized various escapes—drink-
ing, smoking, card playing, singing, and seducing—but they

did not introduce diese diversions, which long antedated their

founding.

"The movement found a cure for loneliness in exclusi\c-

ness, for monotony in romanticism. It was consciously selec-

tive, consciously scornful of equality, at the very lime tliul

Andrew Jackson was becoming a spokesman for equality of op-

portunity,. It substituted for the always open society of Christ-

ian believers die closed society of 'kindred souls."
"'

"In essence the movement was institiitionaUzing new pres-

tige values, die attiibutes of the successful man of the woild

... at the expense of Uiose various signs of grace—luiniility,

equality, and . . . morality—which it had long been the pur-

pose of tlie college to foster."' Friends, looks, cloUies, fainilv,

income became criteria for personal judgment.
The positive contributions of the fraternities included a

decided improvement in manners, the recruitment of nwiiy

prospective students for die college by the societies, die break-

down of restiictive class loyalties, ana increased intercollegiate

contact.

The position of the board of trustees was never in doiiht

as regards the fraternity system. Prior to 1845, Mark HopkiiLs'

wish to abohsh the fraternities was overruled by the trustet^s.

After that time, he bowed to their deep entrenchment as a

barrier to successful action against thcjin. The 1868 shuleiit

petition was introduced and shelved by the board. Signifi-

cantly, "every trustee who was elected to the board during the

IM-esidency of Mark Hopkins and who was a member of a

class graduating after the arrival of Kappa Alpha in 1833 was

a fraternity member."
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Closeup

Sawyer, Family Grace White House;

New President Stresses Discussion
Following a man who seemed as

much a part of Williams as Hop-
|(ins Hall, incoming President

John Sawyer Is almost an un-

linown quantity to much of the

college community. For this rea-

on the RECORD is attempting to

Introduce him in a way which
captures something of the essence

of the man rather than by a dry

listing of his distinguished career

of education and public service.

Realizing the pressure and lack of

time attendant on Rushing, Pres-

ident Sawyer graciously invited a
RECORD staffer to dine with him.
The following impressions were
garnered from that interview.

—ED.
BT JOHN KIFNER

A new family has moved into

the big white house on the hlU,

and the change is ah-eady very
apparent.

One fact stands out in a year

when the wife of another new,
young President is using a taste

fnr beau'y an I a taste for living

to turn a white house into a

h->me. """^c .Twesome formality of

the Pre:?' "cn;'s house remembered
from pclite freshman teas has

been replaced by a warm family

atmosphere.

Mrs. Sawyer met us at the

door, looking charming, and even

a little nervous, as any good hos-

tess should. We were ushered into

the living room where comfortable

chairs cluster conversationally a-

round a fireplace tastefully dec-

orated with striking blue vases.

The rest of the family soon stroll-

ed In. Kit, or more properly Kath-
erlne, is a pretty, blond 17 year

old enrolled at Miss Hall's School

for the coming year. The younger

boys, Stephen, 12, and "Wilkle,"

8. were quiet. Intelligent, well-

mannered, and barefoot. The last

condition was rapidly remedied.

John, at 15, the eldest son, bounc-

ed in half-way through dinner

from an afternoon of water ski-

ing in Vermont. Helping himself

from the sideboard, he kept up a

running stream of conversation

on sailing.

287 Frosh From 37 States

JOHN E. SAWYER

The President himself is a tall,

lean man whose scholarly mien

is enhanced by a soft voice and

pale-rlmmed glasses. A sometime

amateur athlete, he shares his

son's interest In 8alling."But he

has won the mugs," Sawyer

points out. On a more landlocked

plane, his hometown (Worcester,

Mass.) paper ran the story of his

appointment to Williams* presi-

dency under the banner: "Anoth-

er Touch Football Player Makes
Good."

Despite his adminUtrative prow-

ess, he is evidently not the auto-

crat of his own dinner table. As
he related how the last interview-

er had transformed his 31 year

old sail boat into a 31 foot cata-

maran, he found himself on the

short end of an argument over

whether the boat was actually

classified as a 12 or 15 footer.

serious conversation on the prob-

lems of the college that the qual-

ity of the man became really ev-

ident. He has a concern for the

small as well as the lofty area's of

student life; perhaps this is a
holdover from his own undergrad-
uate days as a Junior Advisor. He
ranged fromt he management of

the Walden ("potentially a valu-

able adjunct to one's education.")

to the Importance of education in

a democracy. His sympathy to-

ward the problems and opinions
of his students was backed up by
a historian's precise knowledge of

facts, people and opinion.

His distinguished methods as a
conversationalist are a highly de-

veloped skill at drawing out peo-

ple's opinions and a knack for

asking questions which cut to the

heart of a matter. It was with a
sudden shock that this reporter

realized that he was also being in-

terviewed and that his opinions

on various campus issues were be-

ing sounded out and jotted down
for future reference. Such a dig-

ging out of opinions from a vari-

ety of sources would appear to be
Sawyer's characteristic method of

attacking a problem.

"We cannot afford to drift," he

says. "We must move in new di-

rections. But we must come to un-
derstand before we can act." In

his newness to some of the im-

mediate problems of Williams, dis-

cussion is a necessary tool of fam-
iliarization. But it seems likely

that Sawyer, like Pericles, would
consider it "an indispensable pre-

liminary to any wise action at

all."

Rumors carried by omniscent
janitors and small talk-satiated

upperclassmen of sweeping organ-

izational changes and sudden dis-

ciplinary crackdowns would thus

appear to be unfounded. The new
President Is given to considered,

rather than sudden changes. It

was clear from his conversation,

however, that he has little time

to waste on playboys. "The de-

mands on American education and
on trained Intelligence," he notes

"will be greater during the next

decade than at any time in our

history." There can be no doubt

that he intends to meet tills chal-

lenge.

He regards one of his chief mis-

sions as that of "bridging the gap

between the residential system

and the academic enterprise, so

that the college and the fraterni-

ties work together for the cen-

tral purpose of the College com-

munity. This purpose Is an educa-

tional one." The Implementation

of this idea, and Indeed of Saw-

yer's whole program Is being work-

ed out now in earnest discussion

and patient fact gatherinfir. The

first real indication of what new

directions the new President In-

tends to move will come in his

induction speech October 8.

In the meantime. Sawyer has

scheduled meetings with represen-

tative campus groups and indivi-

duals. He addressed the Freshman

banquet Sunday, and on Sept. 27

will begin a series of meetings

with upperclassmen in which he

will be available for questioning.

The questions will build his know-

ledge, and it seems likely that the

questioners themselves will be

asked to provide more informa-

tion.

Through his own Interest and

drive, John E. Sawyer Is giving

himself a cram course in the con-

temporary problems of Williams

College. The fina? exam In this

course will be how he uses this

knowledge to improve what Is now

his Collere.

It will not be an easy exam,

but he Is well prepared. We wish

Clean cut, well rounded trustworthy, cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean and
reverent JA's help eager Frosh unioad gear. Distraught mother weeping
silently but bitterly in the background is completely obscured.

Prexy Seidman Defines JA Role:

Friend, But Not Just Entry-Mate
From the time of his arrival, the freshman's first personal

contacts with Williams College are tlirough his Junior Advisor.

BY JOHN T. CONNOR
Not knowing what to expect, each

It was as we moved Into more him the best of hiek.

Talks And Books:

Orientation Core
Introduction to, the three broad

areas of the Williams curriculum

is the aim of the faculty talks

and panel being presented as part

of Preshiman Orientation. Profes-

sor of Physics David A. Park and
Brown Professor of History Rob-
ert G. L. Waite will speak to the

incoming Class of '65 in Jesup
Hall at 7:30 Monday evening.

T^iesday morning will see a pan-

el on "Design in the Arts" with

Professor of English J. Clay Hunt,
Professor of Art William Pierson,

and Professor of Music Robert G.

Barrow, to be presented in Jesup
Hall at 9 a.m.

Discussions in the several en-

tries are scheduled for 9:30 Mon-
day evening. Preslmien, Junior

Advisors, and faculty guests will

depart from the talks by Park and
Waite and, if past form prevails,

cover a wide range of subjects.

Required Books
They will also draw on the three

books which constituted this

year's required pre-Preshman
reading. William Goldlng's Lord

of the Flies, a repeat from two
years ago, deals with the conflict

of the rational and irrational, the

savage and civilized in man.
Man On His Past, by Herbert

Butterfield, is, to quote its sub-

title, "A Study of the History of

Historical Scholarship." The third

is J. Bronowski's Science and Hu-
man Values, an attempt to recon-

cile scientific progress with moral-

ity. It is a fitting successor to C.

P. Snow's discipline-bridging The
Two Cultures.

New Environment

"The aim of any orientation

program is of course acquaintance

with a new environment, in this

case one whose principal concern

is academic. But unlike most col-

lege orientations, ours has an im-

tellectual rather than social em-
phasis," remarked one Junior Ad-

visor. "In addition, there is no
better way for students to get to

know one another than through

such interchange as is plaimed."

Dean of Freshmen Harlan P.

Hanson stressed that "we're not

trying to make the freshmen for-

get they've left home. Instead, we
want to give them a taste of some

of what they should expect to find

in an academic community. Our
world here is the world of ideas,

and there is no reason to post-

pone the student's entry Into It."

new student conceives of his JA
in categories ranging from "just

another guy" to camp counselor

or Junior Dean. Of consequent
importance, therefore, is some def-

inition of the JA and his func-

tions.

Friend and Guide

"First of all," according to Bob
Seidman, president of the JA's,

"a JA has to be a friend. But
he should remain a JA, and not
just another member of the en-
try. After all, he is selected to ad-
vise freshman as a junior.

"A freshman arrives not know-
ing what's in store for him. The
academic community is at his feet,

and a JA has a chance to get

him started in the right direc-

tion and to stop him from mess-
ing around. Helping the freshman
to realize that the college com-
munity is more than a collection

of people, but also a collection

of minds, should be one of the

JA's primary functions. He must
help to initiate the process of ed-

ucation."

287 freslimen, members of the

Class of 1965, have brought life

back to tlie Freshman Quad once
again. Most of the worried moms
have said good-bye and departed;

raid the frosli, amid orientation

activities, are struggling as did

their predecessors to make the
buildings livable.

Broadest Distribution

With tlic broadest geographical
distribution ever, tlie class draws
mombers from 37 states.

They bring with them records

and College Board averages the
jame as the Class of 1964. Stu-
dents from Nicaragua, Norway,
Pakistan, and Portugal round out
the class.

Once again the public schools
lutdrew the private schools, with
196 studcnis, or 59 per cent of
the class. 147 different public high
and 84 different private schools
are represented. Deerfleld Acade-
my supplied nine members of the
class, more than any other school.
The largest number drawn trom
any of the public schools was
three from Ridgewood High in

Ridgewood, New Jer.sey. Three are

also attending from Williamstown
High, "the most we've had in a
long time,'' according to Frederick

C. Copeland, Dean of Admissions.
New York, perenially the high-

e.st contributor, leads with 61 en-
roUees, followed by Mass., Penn-
sylvania, New Jersey, Illinois, and
California.

Scholarships
Over 30 per cent of the class

(87 men) are receiving financial

aid from Williams. Ten of these
are holders of Tyng Foundation
Scholarships, and will receive

funds to continue tlieir education
for seven years. Four Sloan Schol-
arships were also granted. Thir-
teen of the freshmen have receiv-

ed aid from various national or-

ganizations; nine of these are Na-
tional Merit winners. One is the
recipient of a General Motors
Scholarship.

Thirty-eight members of the
class are sons of alumni. There
will be seven new special and Bow-
doin Plan students in attendance
this fall.

Of the approximately 2500 pre-
liminary applicants, over 1500
went on to file final applications.

Prom this number the 287 fresh-

men were selected, taking into ac-

count, among other criteria, test-

ing scores, secondary school rec-

ord, sports and extra-curricular
activities, and geographical distri-

bution.

Outlook Encouraging
"If they develop the way they

look on paper," commented Cope-
land, "they should do at least as

well as this past freshman class.

We would say that we're very
pleased with the outlook of the
class both in terms of their aca-
demic outlook and in terms of

their contribution to the college
community."

ScheduU

ROBERT SEIDMAN

Aids Adjustment
Seidman feels that the JA has

"an especially unique position in

that he can make himself into a

quasl-hero image or a real and
valuable contribution. The prob-

lems of adjustment for any fresh-

man are so varied—coming from
a big or little high school or prep
school—that each JA can only do
a little: but he can make each
entry a place where each indivi-

dual feels comfortable and at

home.

"Acting as a Uason with the
rest of the college community is",

according to Rob Durham, presi-

dent of last year's JA's, "another
of the primary functions of the

Centinuad en Page 3, Cel. 4

Sunday, Sept. 17

9:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Freshmen report to Junior Ad-
visors

6:30 p.m.

Dinner and class meeting (Bax-
ter Hall), followed by entry
meetings with Junior Advisors

Monday, Sept. 18

9:00 - 12:00 Noon
Freshmen report to Faculty Ad-
visors for conferences. After
their conferences with Faculty
Advisors Freshmen will report
to Room A, Baxter Hall, for id-

entification pictures.

7:30 p.m.

Tal'Ks by Professors Park and
Waite (Jesup Hall)

9:30 p.m.

Entry Discussions
Tuesday, Sept. 19

9:00 a.m.

Continuad en Peg* 6, Col. 5
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Changing Of The Guard
You are entering Williams at what is potentially a very ex-

citing time. The incoming administration, Dy its very existence

will focus attention and questioning on the purpose and metliods

of the liberal arts college. Institutions will be evaluated in tenns

of their relationship to tlie fundamental purpose of the college:

the fostering of a community of intellect; Established tradition

may come under serious questioning or scathing criticism and
some may fall. At any rate, it w.ll be a long-needed time of

thought and debate on the nature of Williams today.

The product which the college seeks, and tlie processes which
mold this product do not change. The product of the liberal arts

college is not a skilled but narrow craftsman, but a man of free

wide-ranging, alert, interested, and informed intellect. If at the

same time he can acquire a healthy tan and a tweedy suit of so-

cial amenities so muf^h tlie better, but it should be remembered
that these are trimmings. You should find that your horizons will

be broadened to an extent that you never believed possible, and
that you begin to care deeply abcut things which, a few weeks
ago, you hardly knew existed.

This process is itself a process ol change. It comes about
through the interchange of ideas not only in the classroom, but

in the dormitory and dining hall. You are a large group, with al-

most as many hopes, beliefs, and values as numbers. The dis-

cussion of these concepts should lead each individual to examine
and establish just what his values are. Once started on this road,

he can find more erudite help in orienting himself from dis-

cussions with the faculty (who, contrary to what you may think,

are eager for this sort of thing ) and from his own outside reading.

This is the beginning of an education, and you will find it a trying

but wonderful four years.

Honor System
I have neither ^iven nor received aid on this examination.

The above statement will soon become one of the most im-

portant parts of the incoming freshmen's lives. The sentence, which
is affixed to every examination paper at Williams, indicates the

student's conformance to the rules of the Honor Code, The Honor
Code itself is one of the peculiar features of Williams College.

Simply summed up, A Williams man does not cheat. The Code is.

74e
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Where Williams Men Buy Clothes
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Arrow Shirts
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McGregor Coots and Jackets

Puritan & Robert Bruce Sweaters

Loden Coots

Williams T-Shirts, Sweat Shirts,

Jockets, etc.
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IN WEARING APPAREL

2 Minutes
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and SAVE.
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In actuality, a simple set of rules

designed to give the student max-
imum responsibility during an ex-
amination, to positively certify

the validity of the students' grade,
and in general to help create a
positive tenor on the Williams
campus.

The freedom of the student is

practically unlimited under the
present system. He may talk, or
smoke, or leave the room; the In-
structor Is often present only to
hand out and collect the examina-
tion. This system places the bur-
den of responsibility upon the stu-
dent, expecting him not to give
or receive Information and extrac-
ting from him an unwritten
pledge to enforce the code among
his fellow students.

There can be no question about
the seriousness with which the
Honor Code Is regarded by the
students. The penalties for viola-
tions are heavy. A freshman con-
victed of a violation Is liable to
an automatic one year suspension.
An upperclassman Is permanent-
ly expelled from the college. The
severity of the penalties are in-
dicative of the student's high re-
gard for the system.

It Is most Important that ev-
ery incoming Freshman be Im-
pressed and relmpressed with the
seriousness with which the Hon-
or System is regarded by both the
student and the faculty. Coming
from such diverse backgrounds,
the entering freshmen face prob-
lems of adjustment to every col-
lege Institution. The Honor Code
can not be at all neglected. As
It forms a large part of Williams
College and as it is to become a
large part of the new student's
lives, it must be emphasized and
reemphasized. The college and the
administration, working princi-
pally through their aides the
Junior Advisors, must do then-
best to impress the importance of
the system upon the Freshmen,
and instill in the Freshmen the
same sense of maturity and re-
sponsibility which makes the
Honor Code and System and in-
tegral part of Williams College.

— R. J. Seidman

Review:

Purple Cow
By John Wilson

Once again the Purple Cow has
stormed the Williams campus. It

does every time wit and financial

solvency permit, but there's no
telling how often. The plans and
the performance don't always co-

incide.

In general the Cow has done a
good job, in some particulars an
excellent one. The "Movies are

Gooder than Ever" department is

a delectable piece of artistry, from
which even the underpaid writers

of Mad might take an object les-

son. Even L. B.'s comic books pale
by comparison. Parts of English
101-102 perhaps, too.

The same can be said for "Wel-
come Freshmen!! I'' a purview in

a page or two of some of those
unforgettable moments and un-
spoken thoughts from out of the
first few days in the quad.
"Rushing," honored like the

playboy girl with the center spread
is really the masterwork of the
issue. Implicit in the whole article

is the sense of confusion and sen-
selessness which seems to over-
take almost every weary rushee
and-or brother sometime during
the frantic proceedings. And the
poetry on page 24 neatly dispat-
ches the system. At any rate, now
is the time for the freshmen to

learn how to shake hands proper-
ly and frequently, before It's too
late.

Not that nothing is rotten in

the State of Denmark, however.
Cynicism occasionally seems to

prevail over satire In some por-
tions of the Cow. This holds true
especially in the "I'd Rather See
than Be" blurb raking Desmond.
Funny? Yes, Fair? Doubtful,
Freshmen curious about the
"School Head Fined $50." head-
line should consult a talkative J.

A, (Copies of the Cow that
brought down the wrath ol HoJo
may still be available,

"Freddie's Play" seems a bit ab-
struse and a little dreary, but the
symbolism is interesting.

Freshman new to the territory

are commended to the Merry-Gfo-
Round advertisement on Page 1.

Generally though, the Purple

Oow achlevM a saUsfactory bftl-

lance, and the excellent work in

some of the articles more than
counterweights the drawbacks, in
the vernacular of one unnamed
Bennington student: "It's simply
precious!" Or, as one of Henry
Luce's humormen might close:

"Buyworthy,"

20 Foreign Students

Enrolled At Williams

A group of foreign students

were welcomed to the Williams

community yesterday as the Wil-

liams College Foreign Student

Committee and the students'

roomates began the process of

orienting them.

The Bowdoln Plan students,

whose room and board is paid by

the College, are A, Robert Bon-

nefil from Haiti, Michael Bon-

nesen from Denmark, Akisoferi

(Mike) Ogola from Uganda, and

Getatchew Shibeshi from Ethiop-

ia. Connected with the Haystack

Plan are Kiat Tan from Singa-

pore and Yeh-Chang (Olen) Ma,

a student from Hong Kong who

was Introduced to Williams by a

delegation of Ephmen who, under

Rev. Eusden, taught at the New
Asia College In Hong Kong this

past summer. Messers BonneJil

and Bonnesen come to Williams

via the Institute of International

Education. Mr. Ogola enters this

year through the African Schol-

arship Program for American Un-

iversities, and Mr. Tan comes

through the New York Herald

Tribune Forum. Mr. Shibeshi's

contact with Williams emanated

from his attending seminars in

economics taught by Mr, Power
and Mr. Gates this summer in

Addis Ababa.
Entering as members of the

Class of "65 are Esteban Duque-
Estrada from Nicaragua and
Christian Haaland from Norway.

Ashley Nakashlma, a special stu-

dent from Japan, will be rooming
in the sophomore quad.
The addition of these students

makes a total of twenty foreign

students registered In Williams'

for 1961-1962. The Foreign Stu-

dent Committee Is guided by Phil

Smith of admissions and student

chairman Wif Floyd '62.
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Keep America Free
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Williams Matures Freshmen
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outside of claaies. There are the

innumerable lecturers, many of

them of national or International

reputation, the concert program,

and the Lawrence and Clark Art

Museums. Education becomes
something one lives throughout

the day, not something gathered

In a notebook at lectures.

The system of faculty advisors

assists the freshmen In forming

relationships with the faculty.

Extra-Currlcular Activities

E^xtra-curricular activities allow

freshmen to meet and know up-

perclassmen. Activities can be

found to complenaent a fresh-

man's studies and Interests. The

THE WILLIAMS RECORD
TUES., SEPT. 19, 1961

great diversity of organizations
provide something for students of

all Interests. Groups with politi-

cal or religious purposes can help
the freshman to shape his Ideas
with the assistance of his fellow

students. Some groups can give

one a realization of what field his

/Interests will be channeled into in

the future.

The new freedoms and restric-

tions of college life serve to tem-
per the freshman's personality.
Faced with a type and amount of

freedom probably never known be-
fore, the Freshman must learn to

develop his own restrictions. He
must develop mental discipline in

working with his courses and his

own disciplinary restrictions so

that he will have time to cope

with his work.

Quality Cleaning

And Laundering

Is Traditional With

GEORGE RUDNICK, INC

Matter Cleaner*

SPRING STREET

Benniiigtoii College's Many Individualistic Women
Tempt Yomig Ephmen To Visit Their Lovely Lair
Snuggled in Vermont's Qreen

Mountains, well traveled 20 miles

away from the happy, bourgeois

Williams campus Is the equally

happy, but certainly less bour-
geois Bennington College campus-
home of the female Individual

who is in a constant state of be-

ing, and well aware of It.

Freshmen at Williams, who us-

ually sojourn up to Bennington
on the first weekend, will undoub-
tedly sense something different a-

bout the campus atmosphere at

Bennington. It Is hard to say how
much of this strange feeling has
been imbedded In the Intruding
Ephmen's minds by countless
magazine articles and picturesque
accounts from upperclassmen and
how much, in reality, is different.

Large white frame homes, not
traditional red-brick dormitories
house the intimate 350-member
student body. Each of these In-

nocent looking homes Is equipped
with a comfortably decorated Bet-
ter Homes and Gardens living

room, which (unlike most homes)
U used primarily for living.

To preserve or perhaps discover

her individuality the Bennington
girl Is most creative. Interpretive

students or interpretive dance
(who insist upon practicing at
most Inopportune times and plac-

es), musicians, painters, poets,

actresses, other writers, and those
who make an art of existing (the

most popular), inhabit this Utopi-

an retreat.) A common criticism

of the school, which is denied by
the students themselves (It Is un-
derstood that they abhor any-
thing common ) is that It offers an
artistic life In an artistic atmos-
phere, without the needed artis-

tic discipline.

Bennington's 350 individuals col-

lectively hate any efforts to col-

lectivize or epitomize them. They
will collectively hate this article.

In describing the typical Ben-
nington girl, one is forced to re-

late and Immediately deny the
famous myth, which has graced

Welcome

Closs of 1965

We are your heacJ-

quarters for stu-

dent's furnishings.

• Williams Jackets
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• Gant Shirts
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T-ShirH

Williams Co-op
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the pages of Esquire, Look, Play-

boy, and the Williams Record, a-
mong lesser publications. It Is a
legend that is spread by those

slaves of their inhibitions and ri-

diculous weekend hours at Mt.
Holyoke, Smith, and Skldmore.
This myth teaches us that the

typical girl at Bennington has
free flowing hair (If any), heavily

made up eyes, pierced ears, pierced
noses, hooked fingernails and no
toe-nails, as well as a figure of
any size or shape.

She wears clothes of all shades
of black, is fond of slacks and leo-

tards, wears pointed shoes, if any
at all, and carries a large leather
purse, made of elephant hide by
an Indian opium addict.

Unjustified Myth
She is supposedly a paclflstic

anarchist, likes Baudelaire, hates
the word "beatnik'", believes in
free love, plays the guitar, knows
every folk song and Is In constant
search for the undiscovered, and,
besides, she Is a rebel—a true Ic-

onoclast, who thinks that Mort
Sahl is turning square.
Many girls at Bennington do

not play the guitar. They might
play the mandolin, the violin, or
even the piano.

This myth which will be totally

denied (but secretly enjoyed) by
all Bennington women, is partly
Justified in that it exists as a
point of conversation, therefore
it is.

WELCOME? '65

Most freshmen will feel like In-

truders, when first passing
through the guarded Bennington
gates. Interrupting the microcos-
mlc world of truth for several of
the women. Many Williams upper-
classmen still have this unwanted
feeling.

Advice to Interested rushees of
the Bennington houses is as var-
ied as the opinions of the college

and Its girls. While tennis shoes,

motorcycles, levls, black sweaters
and sweatshirts may attract the
girls at first, the Interested male
will soon find out that it's what's
underneath that counts—his soul.

Conversation and silence are
enjoyed at Bennington for their

aesthetic values. Trite welcoming
dialogues and small talk, accep-
table but not too popular at the
other girls' schools, are taboo at
Bennington. A Bennington girl

does not ask one where he is from,
but where he is going.

Comedians' Butt
Unless upset by some unexpect-

ed remark she acts like the only
mouse who knows her way
through the Adlerian Labyrinth
to the cheese at the end.
Ephmen laugh at and mimic the

typical Bennington miss, of leg-
end and reality. But most of these
jokes are shared on the lonely
road to and from the near-by
women's institution. For while
they mock, they keep returning to
Bennington.

Hank DeZutter
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Coaches Hopeful

For '65 Teams

ART ROBINSON

Pre-season Interviews with the

freshmen athletic coaches indi-

cate that the class of 1965 has
the ability to produce teams for

the fall season comparable to Wil-

liams' best In previous years. But,

said freshmen soccer coach Hen-
ry Flynt, "we have no super-stars,

and each athlete will have to

prove his worth on the field later

this week."
The fall season brings two new

additions to the freshmen coach-
ing ranics. Art Robinson, last

year's head coach for the Rut-
gers 150 lb. football team and as-

sistant coach for the varsity

football and lacrosse teams, has
assumed the frosh football coach-
ing position, and Phil Smith, as-

sistant director of admissions, will

aid Coach Plynt with the soccer
squad.

Football

Using a wing-T power series of-

fense, the freshmen football team
will open its schedule against

Manllus on October 21 and will

face practically the same opposi-

tion as last year's squad, which
posted a 3-2 record. Coach Rob-
inson plans to call the first meet-
ing of the squad during freshmen
days, and work will commence im-
mediately.

Soccer

Hoping to improve upon last

year's 1-4-1 record, the freshmen
soccer team will begin practice on
Wednesday afternoon. In addition
to the five game schedule listed

below, two practice games have
been scheduled October 10 against
North Adams State College, and
October 14 against Deerfield Ac-
ademy. In addition they will play
a regular season game on October
27 against the Williams JV eleven.

The cross country team also
looks for Improvement this year.
Coach Tony Plansky will meet
candidates for the team after the
Freshmen Banquet.

Delisser Explains V^Jj|(eJ3>J
By Paul Krltzer

"If a person's concept of what
constitutes 'education' demands
the total development of an in-

dividual, to Include not only his

mental development but also his

emotional and physical develop-

ment, then I think athletics have

great educational value", said as-

sistant football coach Pete Delis-

ser when asked his opinion of the

value of athletics in education.

Delisser, a Williams graduate

and recipient of a Masters degree

in English, believes athletics are

valuable because of their contri-

bution to the emotional stability

of an individual. " To develop and
control the emotions, an area of

conflict is necessary, and it must
be an area where tangible results

xvr' evidpnt to the individual and
to the society In which he lives.

Most students quit varsity com-
petition not because of supposed-

ly Increased academic pressures,

but because of an inability to face

the fact that they may be second

or third best in some area of en-

deavor. By quitting, however, they

eliminate the opportunity to gain

the educational value of master-
ing their emotions, of enduring
frustrations, of subordinating the
self to a larger unit, and of gain-
ing ultimate recognition through
diligent work. Education ultimate-

ly comes down to developing a
mature, reasoning person, and no
one can be that without emotion-
al maturity, which can be foster-

ed by playing intercollegiate ath-
I'^tics."

Athletics Essential to Democracy
'Athletics are essentially impor-

tant in a democratic society, De-

.4 •! l'..v , V
lissdr Stated, because they beach

the value of subordinating the

individual to the welfare of the

whole. "For a supposedly demo-
cratic country, educational Insti-

tutions turn out ' far too many
thoroughly undemocratic indi-

viduals. We become so engrossed
with such realms of fact and
knowledge .that we forget the

world la comprised of people with

whom we have to live. Athletics

teaches you about people, that ev-

ery person is different, has his

own kind of integrity and is to

bo respected for his performance,
not his social and

,
intellectual

background.
Classroom of Character

"But most importantly", said

Delisser, "along with the stabiliz-

ing effects on the emotions, the

athlete learns respect, for hlm-

self, by, the, development of inner
controls -and by the contribution

of sppiethjng respected; respect
for other Individuals through ac-

tual physical experience; loyalty

and allegiance to something out-

side himself, through disciplined

teamwork;- and humbleness, by

khowliig that there Is always

somebody better. A well-known

educator described the mission of

education as 'the molding of men

who find themselves Ih action, ac-

cepting themselves in perform-

ance, controlling themselves by

rules and giving of themselves for

the sake of others,' and thus, to

me, interpollegiate athletics are a

classroom of competence and of

character."
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At this time of year, thousands

of Innocent young Freshmen are

being bombarded with booklets

purporting to tell them how to

dress in a manner which will

make them into overnight cam-
pus idols. Anyone making the sug-

gerjted purchases would be prepar-

ed only for the never-never land
of a collegiate sports shirt ad.

Any attempt to build a suave aura
would end only in a hideous
mockery. Therefore, as a public

sei-vice we present the only .guar-

anteed guide, the guide that out-

modes them all. The (flourish of

trumpets) Willlamus College Psue-
do Guide.

Imagery

First, of course, comes your ap-

pearance. A must purchase Is a

tweed jacket, the color of an Army
jeep if possible. Brush it sharp-
ly with a shoe scraper until it

has a soft fuzzy texture. Now put
it on. It should be so raggedy
that it drapes perfectly. Go out-

side to a convenient brick wall

(or even an inconvenient brick

wall) and rub big holes In the

elbows. Do not rub too hard or
you may find it difficult to bend
your arm again. The holes may
be left open in warm weather, but
it is generally much better to cov-
er them with leather patches.
When you hang the jacket up put
a brick in each side pocket. This
will give it the proper sag when
you put in your pipe and tobac-
co pouch. You now have a gar-
ment suitable for anything from a
picnic to a cotillon, which is guarr"
anteed to awe anyone with its ar-

istocratic shabbiness.

Mute It

With this, wear shirts with at

least three buttons on the collar,

but never button more than two.
Do not wear tab collars for any-
thing but horseback riding You
will need two ties: A light black
tie with small dark blue splotches
and a dark blue tie with small

Welcome

Freshman

Drop in for your every

School Need

McClelland press
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light black splotches. A maroon
ascot is optional, but if you can
assure a really haughty look a
bandana will do. A pair of khakis
for formal occasions and a pair
of grey flannel trousers for very
formal occasions will complete
your dress wardrobe.

Dungarees are a necessity for

everyday wear. Never, under any
circumstances allow yourself to be
seen in stiff, new dungarees. Soak
them in a solution of highly salt

water, changed daily for at least

two weeks before you put them on
for the proper faded look. Then
take showers in them to be sure

they fit properly. If anyone looks

at you quizzicly while you are

doing this you may win their sym-
pathy by claiming to be afraid of

catching cold in draughty bath-
rooms, or you may crush them by
stalking out muttering haughtily
about "common indecency.'' It is

quite possible you may catch a
severe cold while walking around
in soggy dungarees, but this will

enhance your hot-ticket standing
because you will miss three papers
and an hour test while in the in-

firmary watching television. Be-
sides, a slight sickness is a small
price to pay for the social insur-
ance of a well broken In pair of
Levi's.

For general wear about the
campus wear a black T-shirt, pre-
ferably with lettering or button
down pullovers made out of in-

teresting material such as mad-
,ras, batik, burlap or chain mall.
Turtle neck jerseys (black) and a
heavy sweater (also black) are
necessities. Socks are gauche un-
less there is more than eighteen
feet of snow outside. Jackets may
be obtained at the nearest Army-
Navy store. For footwear, hood
boots are in with the suavest set
this year. For less important oc-
casions, bury a brand new pair of
Bass Weejuns for a day, slit off
the soles, then bind the whole
thing together with adhesive tape.

Townies

Continued from Page 3, Col. 3

dent of the Student Council, a
member of the glee club, and pres-
ident of the band.

Nagy, a member of the varsity
club, played varsity football, bas-
ketball, and baseball, and served
on the dance committee.

Jay, who won a letter of com-
mendation from the National
Merit Scholarship Corporation,
played varsity football, J.V. hoc-
key, and J.V. baseball, was chap-
el warden, and a member of the
missionary society, the library as-
sociation, the pictorial board, and
Le Cercle.

A sharp blade and some coal dust
can produce beautifully worn and
frayed tennis shoes.

So much for the outer shell of

defence. Your second line is your
personal appearance. Hair should
be worn either very short or very
long. Shaving is a problem. If you
Itean toward frequent shaving you
should shave constantly as a sign
of fastidiousness. Beards can be
tremendously cool, but they might
also be suspect as signs of intel-

lectual political involvementlsm
on the wrong side. The safest
course is to be constantly in need
of a shave; in other words, in the
stubble state. Tlliis denotes mascu-
linity and casualness. at the same
time. If nature has not provided
tlie necessary adornment, do not
despair. Slather glue liberally

("this should be the only thing you
do liberally) on your face. Remove
the top from your room-mate's
electric razpr and dump the con-
tents on ytour face to create a
perfect 5 o'clock shadow. As the
glue dries you will find it hard to
smile, but you need never fear be-
ing called superficial.

If you are unfortunate enough
to wear glasses, you can convert
this deficit into an asset by wear-
ing nothing but shades. This may
cause a few bruises on dark nights
but the overall impression will be
worth it. You will find that it

is the small details and cora:forts
that make the biggest impression:
Bay Rum, B & H cigarettes, and
silver hipflasks rather than the
ol-dinary plastic kind. Something
a shade more ostentatious, such as
a riding crop, or a pet ocelot on a

- . :»i.«
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leash may, however, sometimes be

more effective.

In any case, remember the mot-

to of the true pseudo: "If you

can't beat 'em, bluff 'em."

—Kifner

Schedule

Continued from Page I, Col. 5

Panel discussion of Design In

the Arts by Professors Hunt,
• Plerson, and Barrow (Jesup

Hall)

12:30 p.m.

Williams Outing Club's annual
Freshman-Faculty Picnic. In-

structions will be posted in Bax-

ter Hall.

7:30 p.m.

Di.<^tribution of Freshman Class

Schedules. Room 6, Hopkins
Hall.

Wednesday, Sept. 20
8:00 a.m.

Classes Begin. }' ,
' ^
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FRESHMAN

The nearest

Service Station

to the Quad

NichoVs Garage

with Good Gulf Gasoline

lower Spring Street

.^r

Phillip's General Store
II Water Street"^ •

(next to Grundy's Garage)

AMMUNITION
EXTENSION CORDS

WASTE BASKETS
PAINTS

ALL HARDWARE ACCESSORIES
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OBSERVATORY IN AIR — The Hopkins Observotory, begun in 1835
by Professor Albert Hopkins and completed in 1838, has been raised above
its foundations on steel beams prior to the arduous job of sliding it on rails
to the north end of the sophomore quad. To keep the old structure from
crumbling steel cobles were wrapped oround it. Meanwhile, down below , . .

Effect Of Draft Increase Appraised:
* No Change ' For Studemis Predicted

By Bill Friedman
Mr. Henry Plynt, Director of

Student Aid, lias reassured us that

President Kennedy's recent deci-

sion to strengtfien tlie armed for-

ces will have "absolutely no ef-

fect" on undergraduates at Wil-
liams. In his opinion, students
malcing normal academic progress

should have no fear of being draf-
ted in the coming months.
Mr. Flynt's view was based

largely on a recent letter from
Frederick L. Nyham, State Direc-
tor for Selective Service in Mass-
achusetts. In that letter Mr. Ny-
ham states, "I am fully convinced
that we can easily meet our man-
power requirements without any
change in our present liberal pol-

icy in the deferment of students
making normal progress ... a poli-

cy strongly supported by National
Headquarters."

Effect on Seniors
The increased draft will have a

more significant effect, however,
on students completeing their un-
dergraduates studies in the next
few years. Those going on to grad-
uate school will, in almost all

cases, have to ask for deferment

—

unlike previous years, when only
older students were encouraged to
do so. Those going out into the
business world will also be af-

fected, Mr. Flynt believes. "They
will find It a little harder to count
on a year of business life before
being called Into service. Their
call to duty will come sooner than
in previous years."

Aetna Funds Granted

Williams Educators
Williams College has received a

grant of $456.25 from Aetna Life

Affiliated Companies under the
companies' new aid to higher ed-
ucation plan. The Williams grant
was part of a total $34,000 being
distributed by the companies this

month to nearly 200 institutions

throughout the country.
The $34,000 represents the com-

panies' matching gifts for contri-
butions made by employees
and their wives during the year
ending June 30. 1961, and includes
additional 25 per-cent incentive
payments to colleges and univer-
sities receiving gifts from 50 per
cent of their alumni.
The grant to Williams matches

gifts totaUng $365 plus a $91.25
Incentive payment. Williams was
one of 22 schools quallfsrlng for
the extra payment.

Mr. Plynt feels that graduating
seniors may begin to show "more
interest in satisfying their obliga-

tion and getting it out of the way
quickly", now that the probabili-

ty of being drafted has increased.

He also sees a chance that "com-
mission opportunities may now
appear more attractive to stu-

dents."

Draft Age Drop

The average draft board age is

now in the early twenty-third
year, but the increased draft may
cause it to drop as low as to the
high twenty-first year in the com-
ing twelve months. Although this

is a sizable dip, it is far above the
Korean War draft age which drop-
ped to the late nineteenth and
early twenty-first year. This age
dip will affect graduating students
to a certain extent, but should
not, in Mr. Flynt's opinion, be the
cause of any widespread alarm a-
mong undergraduates.

Director Ilchman Sees Baxter Hall

As "New Center Of Campus Life"

Bete In; D. Phi Out;

T. 0. Core Of Conflict

With National Frats.
When the first rushing meeting

for sophomores took place on
Soptember 11, Bob Henry announ-
ced to the class of '64 that the

Williams chapter of Beta Theta
Pi, after a year of controversy
with its national organization, was
once more a member of the na-
tional fraternity in good standing.

It was at the same time that Hen-
ry informed the rushing class

that the Williams Delta Phi chap-
ter had cut off all ties with its

national and was now a local and
completely autonomous fraternity.

On Nov. 30, 1960 an injunction
was placed upon Beta Theta Pi
by the national fraternity. Ini-

tiation of the 1960 pledge class was
halted. The National Committee
charged that the Williams rushing
agreement provided for "enforced
selection of members'', i.e. total

opportunity, which was felt to be
antithetical to a fraternity sys-

tem.

Raise Injunction

On Aug. 29 of this year at the

National Convention the Williams
delegation demonstrated that
whatever legal interpretation

might be put on the agreement
the intent was not "enforcement".
The Beta chapter further announ-
ced that it did not accept enforc-
ed membership and was opposed
to it unanimously. It was at this

time that the National Conven-
tion decided to raise the Injunc-
tion against the Williams chapter
and to restore full rights and priv-

ileges. There was also a unani-
mous disapprobation and opposi-
tion to "enforced selection".

Total opportunity proved also to

be the bone of contention for

Delta Phi's problems. The Upsilon
chapter at Williams has been hav-
ing trouble with national control
in recent years with the National
Fraternity seeking to dictate pol-

icy to the officers of the local

chapter. The National fraternity

demanded the right to review all

Continued on Poge 3, Col. 5

Institute Of European Studies Conducts

Undergrad Programs In Three Cities
September 25 marked the open-

ing of the application period for

three spring semester undergrad-
uate European study programs
conducted by the Institute of

European Studies, a non-prof-
it educational association.

Applications may be filed until

Dec. 25 by sophomores and jun-
iors who meet the minimum stan-

dards for each of the programs.
The three programs are located

in Vienna, Paris, and Freiburg
(West Germany).
According to Robert T. Bosshart

president of the Institute, "The
programs are designed to be an
enriching complement to Ameri-
can education. As such they en-
able sophomores and juniors to

study in Europe without disrup-

ting their previously begun pat-

tern of studies."

Language Requirements
The Vienna and Paris programs

do not demand proficiency in a
foreign language. Classes there are

taught in English as well as in

the language of the host country.

Only Juniors may enroll in the In-

stitute's Freiburg program, howev-
er, and competence in the Gterman
language is required.

Periodic field-study trips serve

to supplement formal classwork,

and form an Integral part of each
of the programs. England, France,

Belgium. Luxembourg. Switzer-

land, Austria, Germany, Italy, and
Spain will be visited by the Vien-
na students on three such trips.

Students in the Paris school will

visit Italy, Spain, England.
France, Belgium, and Switzer-
land on two trips; and Freiburg
any, Switzerland, and Italy, also

in two trips.

Under its new Director of Stu-
dent Union Activities, Warren Il-

chman. Baxter Hall is evolving in-

to something much more than a
massive lunchroom.
"Our whole program this year,"

states Ilchman, "is to make Bax-
ter the actual center of College
life. By this I mean not just soc-
ial activity for the freshmen, but
a meeting place for the entire col-

lege community." In order to em-
phasize this new orientation, the
name of the building will probably
be changed to "Baxter Hall, the
College Union."
The essential strongpoint of the

small residential college, accord-
ing to Ilchman, is the opportuni-
ty for the exchange of ideas. The
new program is an attempt to
make this exchange more possible
and more fruitful. He hopes to
provide a place for significant
contact between faculty members
and undergraduates.

Class Meetings

Set By Sawyer
President John E. Sawyer has

extended an Invitation to the
sophomore, junior, and senior

classes to meet with him in Jesup
Hall at 7:30 on Wednesday and
Thursday evenings, September 27
and 28. The purpose of these
meetings, President Sawyer said,

will be "to meet with the classes

and have them meet with me, be-
fore the fall is too far gone and
before formal induction which will

be crowded with visitors form out-
side".

Tlie Wednesday meeting is pri-

marily for sophomores, and for
Juniors who are unable to come
on Thursday, when Juniors and
seniors up to the capacity of Jesup
Hall are invited. Both meetings
are open to anyone else who wish-
es to attend.

President Sawyer will give a
brief talk at each meeting and
then will attempt to answer stu-
dent questions.

For this purpose, a proposal has
been made to facilitate faculty

dining in Baxter Hall. Faculty
members (including senior admin-
istrative staff) are to be allowed
ten meals per month without
charge. These could be taken at
breakfast, lunch, or dinner. A
small charge would be made on.

a

"chit" system for guests or meals
above tlie regular number.
Guest meal has been changed

to Wednesdays to avoid conflict

with the fraternities and to en-
able more faculty members to
come. Each freshman will be al-

lowed ten free guests per semes-
ter, and upperclassmen who regu-
larly eat in Baxter, fifteen. Jun-
ior advisors will continue to be
free to take their meals with the
freshmen. Tlie High Table has
been suspended in the hopes that
the new system will result in a
more satisfactory mingling of stu-

Peace Corps Testing

Slated On October 7
The Peace Corps will hold the

third round of examinations for

service at 8:30 a.m. October 7th at
testing centers throughout the
country. Two types of examina-
tions will be given. One is design-

ed for those wanting positions as
secondary-school or college teach-
ers and requires a bachelor's de-
gree. The other is for anyone else

who wants to serve in the Peace
Corps.

Each will take 6 hours with an
hour break for lunch. Testing cen-

ters near Williams will be at the

Jones Library at Amherst. Room 1

of the Post Office building at

Greenfield, and at the main Post

Offices at Northampton and Pitts-

field. Those interested should see

the person in charge of the Civil

Service Commission testing center

on the morning of that day.

RECORD SMOKER
The RECORD will hold an

informal smoker for all fresh-

men and sophomores Interested

in joining its editorial and
photography staffs Monday,
October 2. RECORD editor-in-

chief Stew Davis and com-
pet director Rick Seidenwurm
will speak briefly and attempt
to answer the questions of all

aspiring newspapermen. Liquid
refreshments will be served in

the Rathskeller.

WARREN ILCHMAN
A new plan for Student Union

dents and teachers. It is particu-

larly hoped that faculty members
will drop in to lunch to talk with
their students outside the con-
fines of the classroom, or to con-
tinue discussions started in class.

Another new feature will be
lunchtime colloquia and discus-

sion groups run on an "open-end"
basis. Ilchman also hopes to spon-
sor students from the Cluett Cen-
ter in discussions of their coun-
tries, and Williams men speaking
on worthwhile summer experien-
ces, such as Crossroads Africa, or
Operation Haystack.

To fill the vacuum left by the
departure of Peter Desmond, Ilch-
man plans to sponsor an extensive
series of important movies. Many
of these will be coordinated with
work being done in the English or
language departments, and some

Continued on Page 3, Col. 3
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AN OPPORTUNITY
Williams College is like a chemijal solution which bubbles

slowly year after year, changing little in relation to the tumultuous
outside world.

At this time of year the solution is bubbling more quickly

than usual. The completion of the Williams Program has brought
the college funds, and the sounds of construction are pervading
the campus. Tlie composition of tlie solution is being altered among
other things by a new Deke house, an addition to the Congrega-
tional Church, a roof struggling to cover the hockey rink, and a

proposed dormitory for the south end of the sophomore quad-
rangle.

Along with the noticeable physical changes comes an active

human reagent. John E. Sawyer has taken over the helm of Wil-

liams, and is an.vious to get to know liis students.

Sawyer has presented Williams undergraduates with a unique
opportunity to get to know him and his views through meetings

in Jesup Hall tnis Wednesday and Thursday. The President is

hopeful that a large number of upperclassmen will attend these

evening gatherings both to hear remarks and to ask him questions.

Those who have met Sawyer have found him to be a very

personable man and a good listener. The latter attribute is a

necessary one for a man elevated to the top post in an established

institution, even if that institution is his alma mater. Sawyer is

eager to receive suggestions from the undergraduates on matters

that interest them; for he realizes that they as students are Wil-

liams' raison d'etre, and that they are presently well informed on
what is going on at Williams, as weU as loaded vidth opinions on
how things should be done.

And so, as we turn to a man who graduated from Williams

22 years ago tor leadership, he turns to us for pertinent questions

ana advice. The interchange of ideas should be beneficial for all

concerned, and thus for Williams.

T. 0. Succeeds Again;

Becomes A Tradition

Total Opportunity has once a-

gain been achieved. For the second

consecutive year, all sophomore

rushees who listed fifteen houses

were pledged to a house. Rushing

arbiter Manton Copeland was ex-

ceedingly pleased with this year's

rushing atmosphere and results,

declaring that Total Opportunity

was achieved "with absolutely no
difficulty whatsoever."

Copeland went on to add, "Now
that we've accomplished Total Op-
portunity for two years. It Is fast

becoming a tradition. As this pat-

tern continues, people will come to

respect It more and more." He al-

so praised the dedicated work of

rushing committee chairman Rob-
ert Henry.

Pete Gilheiser Heads

Campus Police Force

Williams' new Chief of Campus
Police Is Peter P. Gelhelser. Ap-
pointed to succeed George P. Roy-
xl, who retired September 1. Gel-
helser, 43, has been on the campus
orce since September, 1959. Added
'o the force to aid him Is Eldor G.
Brazeau. 33.

A native of Adams, Gelhelser at-

tended schools there, but has liv-

ed In WlUiamstown for 18 years.

Previously he worked for General
Electric, and for five years before
joining the campus force was the

foreman In the brooder depart-

ment of the Mt. Hope Poultry

Farm. In April Gelhelser spent two

weeks at Princeton University stu-

dying the often-praised security

system in use there.

Brazeau has been a night

watchman at Williams for three

years. A native of North Adams,

he was employed before at the

Shea Chemical Company.

HAVE A BALL. Every semester

has its bright spots-and you can

enjoy them even more with

a refreshing glass of Budo.

Where there's life

...there's

Budweisen

MNB at BCERS ANHIUSER BUSCH. INC. . ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS AN8EIES • UWk

Review

Scene Doesn't Swing
by Edtvard Volkman

Harper's, "The College Scene", a special sixty-four page sup-

plement which appears in their upcoming number, has one major

failing. Namely, it generally faik to make the scene. There are

standard jjieces on sex, God, overcrowding, and politics in colleges.

Tliese are dominated by the platitudes of our time, sometinius

subtley expressed, but platitudes nonetheless.

Perhaps the greatest offender, if only because he is the most

consistent published trader in college cliche, is David Boroff who
writes on "Eager Swarthmore". Boroff has adopted the methods of

that other David to confront tlie Goliath of the "college enigma"

and seeks to slay it with slings and arrows of outrageous gener-

ality. Swarthmore is generally known as one of the top if not the

top college in this country, and further as a college with a singu-

lar identity. Yet, Boroff manages to draw a profile which is bland

and general and could apply to many colleges. One of his most

fatuous insertions is to jjoint to a dean at Swarthmore and say with

affected disbelief that this former Rhodes Scholar "reads books."

How nice!

There are four articles which are of a piece, "The Mirage of

College Politics", "Tlie New Campus Magazines", "God in the Col-

leges' , and something called "What They'll Die for in Houston'.

The last two are standard examinations of student apathy and
unconcern which are confused in both style and intent besides

being dull. The first two suffer from the same faults, but they

have the redeeming virtue of prepounding two diametrically

opposed viewpoints. The first tells us there is no deep political

concern on campuses and states the often stated fact that Am-
erican students don't play as vital a part in their country's poli-

tics as European, Asian or African students. The second points

to the spate of politically oriented magazines which have recently

adorned our campuses as evidence of political concern. Neither
case seems tenable.

Two articles worthy of mention and perusal are "Tlie Young
Negro Rebels" by Charlotte Devree and "The Wasted Classroom"
by Nathan Glazer. Mrs. Devree reveals the real nature of the

Southern Negro college crusader. He is a rebel, but on Negro
rights only. He is a product of a poor education and the college
he attends is second-rate. The upper strata of Negro college stu-

dents remains aloof from the crusade. These are interesting facts

presented not slickly but straightforwardly. Glazer attacks an
old problem, the curriculum and teaching metliods, and offers

a relatively fresh approach to it. He manages to avoid dropping
too many bombshells that are loaded with catchiness but empty
of meaning. Conclusion: One has grown to expect better of Har-
per's.

ARCHIE SAYS:
My cousin Archie— he thought the electric razor his gal gave

him last Christmas was o.l(. Then he tried Old Spice Pro-Electric,

the before shave lotion. Now the guy won't stop talking, ha

thinlcs electric shaving is so great.

ARCHIE SAYS Pro-Electric improves electric shaving even more

than lather improves blade shaving. ARCHIE SAYS Pro-Electric

sets up your beard by drying perspiration and whisker oils lo

you shave blade-close without irritation. ARCHIE SAYS Pro-

Electric gives you the closest, cleanest, fastasi shove.

If Archie ever stops talking, I'll tell him I use Old Splc. Pro-

Electric myself.

P.S.

There's a .60 siie bnl
Archie geu the 1.00 bottle.

(He alwaya wa* a (port).

SHU UXO N



Demolition, Construction Proceed

New Look Comes To Soph Quad,
The new academic year ha:

brought, In addition to the new
administration, a number of phy-

sical changes on the campus.

Tlie sophomore quadranf^le is a-

Uve with activity as preparations

continue for moving the Hoplcins

Observatory from the South to the

nortli side of the quad. Tlie space

which the observatory presently

occupies will be the site of a now

sophomore dormitory, to be built

as soon as the observatory is mov-

ed.

The new cover for the long-ex-

posed hoclcey rink is slowly tak-

ing shape. The Mcecham Street

barracks, which housed a number

of married couples are Ti;! ''1y

gone; all that remains is a vac-

ant lot.

Expansion Scheduled

For Research Center
Ground was broken on Sept.

8 for a $200,000 addition to Stet-

son Labrary of Williams College

to house an expanded Roper

Public Opinion Research Center

and to provide additional faculty

offices.

Completion of the project is ex-

pected for early next spring with

Carroll-Verge & Whipple Inc., of

Pittsfleld as contractor, and Hoy-

le, Doran & Berry of Boston as

the architectural firm.

The two-story addition will be

on the northeast side of Stetson

Library where the Roper Center is

located. The first floor will adjoin

the Center and will contain a file

storage area, three offices, a con-

ference room, library, code file

room, and computation room re-

leasing the present quarters for

the housing of data-processing e-

quipment. The second floor will

provide 11 faculty offices.

Taking part in the ground-

breaking ceremony was President

John E. Sawyer of Williams; Dr.

James P. Baxter III, recently re-

tired President of Williams; Elmo
Roper, for whom the Center was
named; Maurice A. Berry and
Charles P. Harris of Hoyle, Doran
& Berry; Henry N. Plynt, senior

member of the Williams Board of

Trustees; Peter P. Welanetz, di-

rector of physical plant at Wil-

liams; Wyllis E. Wright, librarian

of Williams; and Philip K. Hast-

ings, professor of psychology and
political science and director of

the Roper Center.

More than half of the $200,000

for the addition has been raised

by the Roper Center, and the rest

has been provided by Williams.

The President's office has also
been remodelled, with the addi-
tion of a conference room, and
ihc Townsend ski area is nearing
::omplelion wllh the construction
uf a practice ski jump.
The new 100-man sophomore

dormitory is scheduled for comple-
tion by the opening of college next
year and will liouse all of the
sophomores now living in Morgan
Hall and po.sslbly some other up-
perclassmen. This will be the first
new dormitory built since Lehman
Hall was completed in 1928 and
the first new building since Bax-
ter Hall was finished in 1954.
After the completion of the new;

dormitory, Wahl House, located:
next to the Adams Memorial
Theatre, will no longer be used:
IS a dormitory and Moi-gan Hall
will become strictly an appr rclass'

dormitory, like West College. No
plins liave yet been made for'
Greylock HaU.

'Puckstcrs' Protection
The new cover for the hockey

rink, built as part of la.st year's
Williams Program, should be fui-
i.shcd by November if no difficul-
ties arise. The original estimated,
cost of $150,000 has been raised'
somewhat by the purchase of al
"Zamboni" machine to resurface!
the ice. i

At the ski area, the beginner.s'i

ski jump was completely renovat-
ed as the entire area was fertillz-'

cd, grass was planted and new
erosion ditches were dug. A judge's:
stand was constructed and a new
road built from the jump to the
nearby parking lot. The area, now
in its final stages of completion,
should be finished within the next'
few weeks.

A final project, for which the
ground has just been broken, is a
two-story addition to the Roper
Center in the Stetson Library. One
story will be for the Center, while
the other will house faculty offi-
ces.

Dcke Domus
The one major non-college-spon-

sored project is the new Deke
house, most of which was com-
pleted just before rushing. Finish-
ing touches are still being applied
to the decorative interior, which
boasts of wall-to wall carpeting,
modern furniture, and contempor-
ary paintings. The new building
houses 32 students, a much larger

capacity than the old structure,

which burned to the ground sev-
eral years ago. The old Parsonage,
where the Dekes lived last year,

is to be used as a Sunday school
building while the First Congrega-

During Summer;

Fraternity Row
tlonal Church Is building Its new
wing. When the new wing is fin-
ished, the Parsonage will probab-
ly be torn down.

Possible future plans for the
college include a new maintenance
shop and stores near the steam
plant, and in the distant future a
field house near the same site.

The coal pile has already been
moved to accommodate any such
undertaking.

Covered Hockey Rink

To See Winter Use
Work on the new cover for the

college hockey rink planned for
completion by November 15 is ap-
parently coming along on sched-
ule. The main foundations and
footings for the 11 freestanding
arches are already complete, and
the arch sections are being moved
to the site.

Tlie twenty-two sections of lam-
inated wood arrived here last week
from the Timber Construction
Company in Portland in three
large bundles. After they are
brought over from the Boston &
Maine Railroad siding on the oth-
er side of the Hoosic River, they
are to be hinged at their lower
ends to the buttresses already em-
placed. They will then be raised
at the center and bolted together,

eliminating the need for any hi-

terior columns.
Permanent Stands

The $151,000 structure will be
open at the north and south ends;
permanent bleachers are planned
for future construction, but this

season the Weston field bleachers
will be used again. The present
warm-up shelter will still be pre-
served on the east side.

Construction was started In

June by the North Adams firm of

Gordon and Sutton. The cover
was designed by Lockwood-Greene
of New York, who had previously

done the heating plant.

Baxter Hall

Continued from Po9e I, Col. 5

will include postflick speakers or

discussion panels.

On the more frivolous side, the

Student Union Committee will

continue to sponsor pool and bil-

liards tournaments. For the am-
ourous, a high point will be the

freshman mixers with Smith, Vas-

sar and Skidmore. On football

weekends, there will be dances In

the Rathskeller.

"Not only is this a dull party, but ^^'

I've run out of CHESTERFIELDS!" (|>iA«v ttis

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
AGED MILD, BLENDED MILD-NOI FILTERED MILD-THEY SATISFY

R. lacuessa Is New
B&G Gen. Foreman
Ralph W. lacuessa of North

Adams has been named general
foreman of the Department of

Buildings and Grounds of the Col-
lege, it w-as announced by Peter
P. Welanetz, director of physical

RALPH W. lACUESSA
new Building and Grounds Foreman

plant. This is but one of several

changes related to the construc-

tion of the new dormitory in the

Sophomore Quad.
The 43-year-old lacuessa, a Col-

lege employee for 21 years, assum-
ed his new duties on Monday,
Sept. 25, At the same time, Wil-
liam C. Bryant became the Col-

lege's representative for construc-
tion of the $900,000 student dorm-
itory on the old site of the Hop-
kins Observatory at the south end
of the Quad. Excavation has star-

ted for the dormitory which is ex-

pected to be ready for occupancy
Mf xt fall. Bryant retains his title

of assistant director of physical

plant.

To Name Successor
Bryant's usual duties have been

a.ssumed by John E. Ransden, for-

mer general foreman now assist-

ant to the director of physical
plant. lacuessa's new position
places him in supervision of 75
employees within Buildings and
Grounds. A successor to his
old position as assistant foreman
in charge of electricians and as-
sistant general foreman will be
announced later.

Ephlats Add 6, Expand To 13;

Ciulla Sees Greater Scope, Fame
The Ephlats of Williams Col-

lege, the leading vocal group on
the Williams campus, has an-

nounced its preliminary plans for

the coming school year.

The group has added six sopho-
mores, bringing the total number
of members to 13.

Beginnini its third yror under
the direction of Robert Ciulla '63,

the Ephlats are thoucriu by many
to have achieved a reputation for

musicianship and showmanship
surpassing even the recently grad-
uated Overweight Eight. Ciulla ex-

plained the enlarging of the group
in this way; "We feel that the

Ephlats always have been enter-

taining but our ability to perform
certain types of numbers, in par-

ticular modern arrangements, was
hampered by a lack of musical
training on the part of some
members of the group.

"The addition of Rick Rosan '64,

who is now also the assistant lead-

er, and his classmates Dave Mac-
pherson, John Cannon, Bob Fur-
ey, and John Romans, plus the

return to school of Jay Olgilvy,

gives us the voice quality and the

musical knowledge that we need-
ed. Also we hope that by includ-

ing people of a younger class in

the group the Ephlats can become
a continuous organization and the

name will be closely associated
with the college, as the Whiffen-
poofs are with Yale. The advan-
tages of this set-up, assuming the
Ephlats gain a reputation worthy
of note, are obvious."

Unveiling Soon

R. J. Malone of Greenwich,
Conn., an arranger, has written
several new arrangements exclu-
sively for the Ephlats which will

be unveiled in the near future.
The arrangements are now being
kept under lock and key deep un-
der Professor Irwin Shainman's
desk in the music building. The
Ephlats will make a record In late
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ConHnuous Daily - 1:00-10:30

THEATRE NORTH ADAMS

TODAY THROUGH SATURDAY

NOT A MUSICAL

"FANNY"
Leslie Coron & Horst Buchholz

Also New

"You Have To Run Fast"

SUNDAY-TUESDAY

Claudelle Inglish

October, Ciulla said, for which ad-
vance .sales are already over 200.

Ciulla noted that the Ephlats
will first sing on the Williams
campus this fall on Amherst week
end, as they nerd a few weeks to
"jell into a close-knit outfit."

Talent Returns
Returning lettermrn for the

Ephlats, all members of the Class
of '63, include the inimirable Ter-
ry Davis, the imitable John Con-
nor, the "Kisco Kid" John Churc-
hill, the suave Dick Mitchell, the
responsible Stu Brown, the brea-
thy Bob Taylor, and the indescrib-
able Phil Reynolds. "Adolph"
Ciulla said that their enthusiasm
was at a high pitch and that the
group is rehearsing between one
and two hours a night to get in-
to shape.
The Ephlats are already under

contract to sing at Briarcliff Col-
lege, Wesleyan, Connecticut Col-
lege, and Summit, N. J. this sem-
ester. Anyone interested In con-
tacting the Ephlats can do so by
calling Jay Keller, the business
manager, at Beta Theta Pi, Ciul-
la said.

D. Phi Withdraws
Continued from Page 1, Col. 3

pledges and to accept or reject
them for whatever unstated rea-
sons they chose.

One-Year Suspension
In 1960 the Delta Phi National

Fraternity suspended its Upsilon
chapter for one year, pending re-
view after that time. The stated
rationale for the suspension held
that, in effect, the prevailing at-
mosphere at Williams was not
conducive to the operation of a
true fraternity. That is, the na-
tional took issue with Total Op-
portunity and the College Trus-
tees' 1957 Anti-Discrimination
ruling. The latter forbids the
binding of fraternity chapters at
Williams by written discrimin-
atory clauses or provisions in na-
tional constitutions.

It was the hope of the national
Board of Qovernors that the clim-
ate here would so improve for the
better that the suspension might
be lifted.

Suspension Continued
At the national convention in

Philadelphia on Sept. 9 and 10,
the representatives of the Upsilon
chapler argued that, according to
the national constitution, the
question of campus atmosphere
should only apply to new chapters
seeking admission. Despite this ar-
gument, the conviction voted to
continue the suspension for an-
other year.

It was then decided by the al-
umni and undergraduates of Up-
.silon of Delta Phi that rather
than accept the decision of the
national body, they would with-
draw from the national and sever
all ties.



Review

Post-Rushing Fare
by Htcve Stolzberji

Brock Bovver's feature article in the (October issue of Esquire

is notliiiiji; if not timely. Appearing as we shift f^ears and start

thinking of the class of '65 as prospective rushees and of '64 a

pledges, it offers a much needed persjiective on the whole in

creasinj^ly controvi^rsial fraternity question, placing in the larger

context the Grinnell petition, the Beta situation and the Delta

Phi decision to go local.

Bower sees the Greek letter societies with a somewhat jaun-

diced eye. His article apjjcars inider a boldfaced introduction not-

ing that "along Fraternity Row, local chapters are making up
their own progressive house rule.s. They're rewriting the sacred

rituals, pledging whomever they please, and beating 'the national'

instead of the clean. It looks as if the whole system—as yet another

goat-room is.heard from—is on the way out.

'

He points to th(^ retunung veterans of tlie late forties as the

original .source of re-evaluation. "Many began to question whether
the system any longer had any real value. Taken pretty much for

granted before the war, fraternities suddenly came under severe

scrutiny as to their usefulness as a part of the educational pro-

cess."

By 1948 the antecedents of the contemporary local-national

at Williams were visible to the soon-to-be-horrified eyes of tlie

National Interfraternity Conference. The Middlebury chapter of

Aljiha Sigma Phi had gone local after refusing to depledge three

Jews and Amherst's Phi Kappa Psi was expelled for takhig a Negro.
"We have a war on our hands," Brother Lloyd C. Cochran,

past president of the NIC warned the troops of Alpha Sigma Phi
as far back as 1954. "We find student organizations which are

reaching over the fence of the prerogative and telling us how to

run our fraternities and how to establish our membership re-

quirements."

Bower sees undergraduates finding it increasingly difficult

to communicate with nationals dominated by old grads who des-

cribe die idea of fraternity as something "so prenatal that you
won't know what it is."

"If there is talk about discrimination in fraternities, it is taken

up at the Grand Chajjter meeting as die virtue, selectivity . . .

If there is discussion of total op])ortunity on campus . . . this be-
comes the vice, compulsoiy assignment . . . And so on, down a

list cf antonyms tliat are rapidly becoming part of the dead lan-

Sua-c of Grand Consular rhetoric and pledge manuals."
' Tlie tendency on some campuses for fraternities to drift

away into 'social dormitories' has sent panicked national officials

scurrying around in search of what might be called a National
Puqjose. They now see a need to define their own fading esprit

more clearly than as just 'prenatal,' but the moment finds them
critically short on party literature."

"They have, howeyer, enlisted the aid of several national

pooh-balis to help them dispel this Cloud of Unknowing . .
."

To this end Senator Goldwater has noted that the fraternities are
"probably the greatest bastion we have for our future ... I am
a great believer in the frateniity system. I am disgusted with those
jjeople who knock it, who are trying to make of it the laughingstock

of the campus . .
."

But the ultras, the old guard appear to be fighting a hopeless
battle . . . and know it. Brother Herbert L. Brown, chairman of

the Autonomy Committee of the NIC even knows the reasons:
"1. Our inability to arouse our members to the seriousness of the
situation both on the Alumni and Undergraduate levels; 2. the
fact that in spite of our efforts to prove the rightness of our position

as social organizations, we are caught up in the maelstrom of

public demand that one-hiindred-per-cent integration be forced
upon our society; and 3. a shifting of fraternity concepts in our
undergraduate ranks from loyalty to national objectives to a
pseudo-idealistic crusade largely as a result of brain-washing."

"We don't have any money—we don't have any organization

to fight the referendums. We can keep people informed. We can
say that it's all un-American. But there's not much else we can
do."

Even if one takes the fraternities more seriously than Brock
Bower it is hard, looking at the list of some forty campuses on
which the NIC has or expects trouble, not to agree that the sys-

tem is under heav)^ attack.

"Wliat the veterans began back in the Forties, a new genera-

tion of students seems determined to finish in the Sixties. Whether
they will succeed in reforming the fraternity system or simply
reduce it to a shambles is a moot question."

Summer Sports
Continued from Page 6, Col. 3

local and national meets. Wester

placed thirty-second in the Na-
tional meets. Wester placed thir-

ty-second in the nationals in both

the 100 and 200 meter breastroke.

In the San Diego County Cham-
pionships, held Sept. 16th, Wester

set two new records. He nipped a

tenth of a second off the 100 met-
er breastroke to establish the new
record of 1:15.1 in that event,

and then went on to win the 200
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meter breastroke In 2:46, a full

second faster then the previous
record.

Freshmen

Accommodations For

Parents

AT

Chimney Mirror

Motel

(opposite Howard Johnson's)

STUDENT AND FACULTY RATES

NEW YORK TIMES
OTHER NEWSPAPERS
ALL MAGAZINES

Clove Fussenich

Phi Si^ma Kappa

GL 8-4197

First Cong. Church

Finishes Construction

On Activities Center
The Williamstown Congrega-

tional Church is witnessing the

completion of Its long awaited ad-

dition to classroom, meeting hall,

and utility space. The Reverend
Robert Poster foresees that the

addition, which extends from the

rear of the church, will become
an important center of communi-
ty, as well as church, activity.

New Facilities

Included in the new extension
are eight new Sunday school
classrooms, a "fellowship hall",

which will seat three hundred, a
youth chapel, a "special projects
room" for Sunday school students,
a church office, a parlor, and a
well equipped kitchen. Reverend
Poster believes that the colorful-
ly decorated classrooms will at-
tract an Increasingly large enroll-

ment in the church Sunday
school. The building will further
house the activities of two youths
groups and various ladies' organ-
izations.

Although persons of architec-

tural understanding have found
the extension unharmonious with
the unity of the previous church
structure, the new edifice has al-

ready received the approbation ol

the Williamstown community a-

long with that of visiting William;
alumni. The aesthetic and utili-

tarian problems involved In con-
necting the new structure directly
onto the old were analyzed and
resolved to practicability by the
well known specialist in church
architecture. Arland Durlam.

Old Style
One attempt to appease those

attached sentimentally to the old
church structure was made by re-
moving a side entrance from the
original structure and using it as
the main entrance to the addi-
tion. Also, by continuing the sec-
ond-story roofline of the old
structure, it was possible not on-
ly to provide room for future
classroom expansion in the unfin-
ished second story, but also to
prevent the addition from looking
as if it were merely "stuck on "

Frosh Hold Special Scholarships
Director of Student Aid Henry N. Flvnt, Jr., has announced

the following special scholarships awarded to entering freshmen:

Gage, J.
M.

Hamm, J. H.

Helmstetter, C. H.

Hutcheon, P. D.

Kaye, R. W.
Rogers, H. B.

Gaines, K. R.

Hill, J.

Metcalf, C. E.

Chase, E. E.

Holland, D. F.

Miu-phy, D. F.

Foley, J.
W.

Tyng Foundation
Jones, J. T.

Logan, J.
F.

McClung, W. A.

Tull, ]. A.

Notional Merit
Pollock, A. J.

National Merit Honorary
Owen, B. M.
Palmer, J. L.

Rawls, J. D.

General Motors
Ouchi, W. G. (honorary)

Sloan Foundation
Stevens, P. W.
Strauss, S. B.

Procter ond Gamble

Williams Alumni Associations

Aloisis, D. A. Manusack, P. J.

Anderson, D. R. Shay, H. D.

(TOP) Sophomore Doug Fcoron firing a shorf pass in the Norwich

scrimmage, won by Willioms, 23-14. (BOTTOM) Pete Stanley taking Nor-

wich by surprise with one of his effective quick-kicks.

7<^ Jo^
OF WILLIAMSTOWN

Where Williams Men Buy Clothes

at the RIGHT Price.

Arrow Shirts

Levi's

McGregor Coats and Jackets

Puritan & Robert Bruce Sweaters

Loden Coats

Williams T-Shirts, Sweot Shirts,

Jackets, etc.

EVERYTHING FOR STUDENTS
IN WEARING APPAREL

2 Minutes

from the Campu*
and SAVE.

131 Cole Arenue
Williomstown

GL 8-4412



Brightest Of Future Envisioned For
Mt. Greyloek Regional High School

Williams Student-Teaching Program

Evaluated, Praised By Participants

By John T. Connor
On paper, the new Mt. Orey-

lock Regional High School looks

as good, if not better, than any
other high school In the country.
Costing $2,140,000, the beauti-

fully situated physical plant
boasts fifty-one rooms, including
several lecture halls, seminar
rooms and fine laboratories. Di-
vided Into two parts—the Junior
and Senior High Schools—the
modern, one-story building also
contains a cheery library, housing
10,000 volumes, and a completely
up-to-date language laboratory,

which serves thirty-six students
simultaneously In three languages.
A new and utilitarian auditorium,
cafeteria and gymnasium com-
plete the inventory for the neces-
sities and luxuries of any school.

Looks Good And Is

But not only does this school
look like one of the best, the fac-
ulty envisions, according to one
staff Instructor, "that within 3
years we hope to become the best
high school in the country." Prin-
cipal Richard R. MacDonald feels

that one of the main obstacles to

the attainment of this goal is "the
diverse abilities of my eight hun-
dred students. On the one hand,
all students need certain funda-
mental information. But on the
other hand, we can't afford to
hold back the brighter students.
"We feel, however, that we have

met this problem through use of
a combination of lectures, which
transmit minimal knowledge, and
seminars, which go deeper into
the subject matter."

An oxc^Uent example of this un-
usual approach in secondary pub-
lic education is the manner In

which American History is taught

at Mt. Oreylock. Through instru-
mentation of three different tech-
niques MacDonald is trying to
find out if the same or better
mastery of facts and better abil-
ity to deal with facts can be gain-
ed through these different tech-
niques.

Three Approaches
One section utilizes only a stan-

dard textbook, while another sec-

new program. World History In-
structor John Good, WUliama '60,

feels, in fact, that "everyone un-
derestimates high school students
and has been doing so for entire-
ly too long. 'We're doing fascinat-
ing things here. We're teaching a
freshman (college) history coin's^
to tenth graders—not as sophis-
ticated, of course; but these stu-
dents will be much better prepar-
ed for a school of the excellence
of Williams.

Intellectual Goal
"The Idea is to get these kids

to think."' Good explained further
that "through discussion among
students we hope to get as much,
as possible out of these seminars
and teach them how to handle
their own evidence and draw their

own conclusions."

By Alan Sohlosser

While the Williams College com-
munity Is Involved in the excite-

ment and expectations that ac-

company a new President, anoth-
er educational development on the
Wllliamstown scene is about to be
launched this year. A brand new
school, Mt. Greyloek Regional
High School, is replacing Wll-
liamstown High School. And an
Integral i>art of Regional High
School will be the college stu-

dent-teacher program that has
been in operation for the past 3

semesters.

Student Interest High

Student-teaching has attracted

a number of students from a var-

iety of academic fields and inter-

ests. Dean Harlan P. Hanson re-

ferred to Ed Warren, '62, as "the

grand old man" of the program.

Warren, who is the only original

Ralph MacDonold: a problem is

"the diverse abilities of my students."

tion combines a basic outline ser-

ies with ten or fifteen paperbacks.
The third section makes use of
another textbook and several doc-
umentary problem books being
published by Amherst.
Although the approaches are

purely experimental and optimis-
tic, the faculty is definitely ex-

cited about the prospects of this

Eusden Examines Role Of American Abroad

Representing Nation In Judeo-Xian Stance
Taking his text from Paul's let-

ter to Timothy, Williams Chap-
lain John D. Eusden spoke on the

topic "Can You Represent Am-
erica?" in the Thompson Memor-
ial Chapel Sunday morning, say-

ing, "We are workmen who need
not be ashamed.''

Eusden noted that a great

number of Williams men were ov-
erseas over the past summer and,

because they were known as Am-
ericans, they had a common re-

sponsibility to represent the Uni-
ted States. He said that most Wil-
liams men will find themselves a-

broad sooner or later, and thus
face the task of answering for

themselves the questions of what

it means to be an American and

how to stand within the Judeo-

Christian tradition.

Eusden said, "We are free men
who believe in freedom." Even in

the thorny field of race relations,

he said, Americans have made a

great deal of progress, as witness-

ed by the recent Integration of

the schools in Dallas, Texas.

Eusden was not entirely optim-

istic, however. He criticized the

poor intellectual attitude toward

other peoples embodied in tourism.

During this past summer in Hong
Kong Eusden noticed many Am-
erican tourists who were oblivious

to the culture and dynamism sur-

rounding them.
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Tareyton delivers

the flavor...

nv DVAL
:// FILTER
DOES IT!

"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duos partes divlsa est!"

says Publius (Boom-Boom) Aurelius, Coliseum crowd-

pleaser.

Says Boom-Boom, "Tareyton is one filter cigarette that

really delivers de gustibus. Legions of smokers are switching.

Try a couple of packs of Tareytons. They're the packs

Romana!"

PURE WHITE

mm f'""

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
^i..,..^^^^ INNER RITER
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Williams Splits With Norwich, Dartmouth;

Backfield Speed Key To Successful Season

Spirit, Fast Backs, Better Passing

Make Football Coaches Optimislic

The Eph backfield in action: Bruce Grinnell sending holfbock Bill Chap-
man through the Norwich line.

After thumping Norwich (Vt.)

and bowing to Dartmouth in pre-

season scrimmages, the 1961 foot-

ball squad seems to promise a
better year than the past two 2-6

seasons. Performances in these

two contests revealed a small but
speedy backfield, and a defense

that proved weak on running
plays to the outside. Coach Len
Walters' main problem will be to

find an offensive combination
that can score enough to offset

a rugged defense.

A good crowd turned out Sept.

16 on Weston Field to watch an
undermanned but spirited Eph el-

even down Norwich, 23-14. While
halfbacks Chapman, Mosher, and
Todd were skirting the ends for

good yardage, chunky "Eke" Nad-
el, Williams' workhorse fullback,

was gaining consistently up the
middle.

Todd Scores Twice

Williams scored first, dropping
the Norwich punter behind his

goal on a bad pass from center.

Tom Todd then took over the Eph
scoring, sweeping 15 yards around
left end for the first TD. In the
second quarter, after finding a
big hole over right tackle, he shot
to the outside and went 20 yards
for the score.

The Ephs final score came on
a 30-yard pass play from substi-

tution quarterback Doug Fearon
to fullback Stanley. Pete Stanley
kicked his third extra point.

Williams' middle line, anchored
around senior linebacker Choppy
Rheinfrank, held Norwich to

—

37 yards running, but in the final

quarter Norwich started picking
holes in the Ephs' pass defense.
Nadcl's combination of power and
speed sparked the Purple attack,
which amassed close to 300 yards
on the ground. The kicking de-
partment looks brighter than in
recent years, with Tovl Kratovil
averaging 36 yards per punt and
Pete Stanley quick-ktoklng effec-
tively.

Dartmouth Scores, 34-7

The Ephs were unable to stop
the varied attack of Dartmouth's
Big Green last Saturday on Wes-
ton Field and came out on the
short end of a 34-7 score. The
visitors brought down 62 men as
compared to the 29 men suited
out for Williams.

Bright spot of the afternoon
for Williams was the passing of
Grinnell, whose accuracy was far
better than his 4 out of 8 com-
pletions indicate. The southpaw,
quarterback ran up a total of
close to 100 yards through the air,

including a 52-yard pass play to
halfback chris Hagy with four
seconds remaining in the half.

Stanley converted for his fourth
straight in two games.

Although held to 30 yards
through the air, Dartmouth roll-

ed up 250 yards running, much of

this coming on long gains around
end and over the tackle slot. The
Big Green topped Williams in the

first-down department only by the
margin of 13-8, but the Ephs
could not mass a sustained march
despite flashes of fine play
throughout the contest.

By Paul Kritzer

A much Improved Williams foot-

ball team will take the field a-

gainst Trinity this Satui-day In

the season's opener at 2 o'clock on
Weston Field.

The basis for this optimism in

Coach Len Watters opinion is a
strong contingent of 16 sopho-
mores, who comprise half of the

32 man squad, and a better of-

fensive balance. "We will have
three sophomores starting the

game, Al Hageman or Mile Reily
at center, and Bill Mosher and

Summer Activities

Attract Eph Athletes
By Denny Van Ness

Throughout the summer Wil-
liams athletes of many sports

have combined vacation fun with
practice in their individual fields.

Most found opportunities for ex-

ercise and drill near their homes,
yet a few crossed the country or

traveled abroad to satisfy their

passions for a favorite sport.

Danny Voorhees, Bob Mahland,
and Steve Weinstock, all returning
from last year's championship
basketball team, competed In the

Rockville Center league on Long
Island. Voorhees played on the
Northshore team while Mahland
and Weinstock both played with
the SuUivans. Fifteen or twenty
league games were played during
the summer under able coaches
and with players such as pros
Tony Jackson and Arty Heyman.

Ryan on Summer Nine
Clay Davenport played lacrosse

In a six-team league at Jones
Beach, Long Island, under the aus-
pices of the New York Lacrosse
Club. He competed In ten games
all on Sunday afternoons, through
out the summer. Meanwhile, Tom
Roe was- playing hockey every
Sunday night with a loosely or-

ganized group in St. Paul. Bill Ry-
an played baseball with the
Binghamton Trl-Cltles League.
The coaching, according to Bill,

was "very good".
MVP shortstop George Mayer

averaged .396 while playing Muny
League baseball around Buffalo,
N. Y. With his team In the All-

American Amateur Baseball Assoc,
tournament, he compiled a .417

average for three games.
Spike Kellogg and Howie Bass,

ace skiers on the Eph team, spent
their summer In Chile where they
trained at a race school under
Egone Zimmerman of the Austri-
an Olympic Team.

Wester Sets Records
Tom Herschbach and John

Wester spent the summer in San
Diego. Both swimmers practiced
twice a day and competed In both

Continued on Page 4, Col. 1

Soccer Squad Shows Strong Line;

Team Loses Seven Men From '60
By Steve Birrell

The Williams varsity soccer
squad opens its 1961 season Oct.
7 at U. Mass., with hopes to do
as well as last season's 5-2-1 rec-
ord. Coach Clarence Chaffee's
hooters have had their ranks de-
pleted with seven of last year's
standouts no longer In the line-
up.

Strong Forward Line
The coach feels that his main

strength will be in a good forward
line. Pour returning lettermen will
bolster the five man front line
with co-captain Skip Rutherford
and Jim Lawsing at the wings.
Perry Gates and Dougle Maxwell
at the Insldes and sophomore John
Foehl at center: Lettermen Gene
Goodwlllie and Mike Totten along
with Ben Kofi and sophs Steve
Chaberski and Tom Stanton will
give the Eph forward wall good
reserve strength.

Slated for the center halfback
position is lettermen John O'Don-
nell backed by Tom Clyde. Flank-
ing O'Donnell will be sophomore
John Ohly at left half and let-

terman Bobby Watklns on the
right side.

Co-captaln Bill Ryan leads the
fullback duo with letterman Mil-
lard Cox at left full. Junior Lar-

ry Favrot, a fast-coming and very
promising backfield man, will add
tremendous punch to either the
halfback or fullback lines. Steve
Thomas, Pete Lewicki, and sopho-
more hopefuls Chuck Hulton and
Pete Sheehan will bolster the Eph
backfield resei-ve corps.

FOR
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SawyerAnnouncesFraternityCommittee
J.E.S. Picks Angevine

To Chair. Committee

On Eph Fraternities
President Sawyer announced

last night tliat the Board of Trus-
tees has appointed a committee
to Investigate various aspects of

the fraternity problem.
This committee, President Saw-

yer took pains to make clear, is

under no constraint to report any
particular findings. It is complete-
ly free to recommend whatever it

deems best for Williams College
in the long run. This might range
anywhere from going back to the
old concept of fraternities to do-
ing away with them as a college
institution. The Board of Trustees
is not bound to act on this com-
mittee's recommendations, but the
general feeling is that it will

weigh heavily those recommenda-
tions.

The formation of this commit-
tee has been the result, at least

to a certain ex lent, of the recent
controver.sies over fraternities
both among the undergraduates
and alunuii. But, again it must
be rmphasized that neither Presi-
dent Sawyer, the Board of Trus-
tees, or this committee has been
or will be blackjacked into adopt-
iiiK any particular program which
is the pet of some insistent fac-
tion.

While many groups, both for

and against fraternities, will find

comrades-in-arms on the commit-
tee, this should not becloud the

real purpose of the committee or

the men on it. That is to make a

careful, unhurried, and thorough
Investigation of the "fraternity

situation" and all that it implies,

and after due deliberation reach

a conclusion on the future role of

fraternities at Williams. Their on-

ly criterion will be what is best

for WilUamis as a whole.

After the committee gets

through matters of organization-

al detail, which will be In the

near future, it will begin to con-

duct hearings in Williamstown.
Any legitimate segment of opin-

ion within the Williams commun-
Continiied on Page 2, Col. 1

Cohen, Ross Spend Year In Paris
A unique opportunity is offered

Williams students in their junior

year—a chance to spend the year
abroad studying and receiving full

credit. Last year four juniors took

advantage of this program. The
RECORD here presents an Inter-

view with two of them, Steve Co-
hen and George Ross.

By Frank Lloyd

Question: We'll start with the

usual opening gambit. Are you glad

to be back to dear old Williams?

COHEN, ROSS: (in unison)

No!
ROSS: Everyone should spend

fom- years abroad, not one.

Q: Why?
COHEN: In Prance the food is

better, drink is better, love is bet-

ter, and conversation is better.

ROSS: But the plumbing is

worse.

Q: Before we start rhapsodizing

on the beauties of Paris, what are

the mechanics getting over there?

ROSS: We went under the aus-

pices of Sweetbrlar College's jun-

ior year abroad program, which

was the only means of legitimiz-

ing the trip In the eyes of the

Williams administration. They ar-

ranged for our passage, living

quarters, and enrollment in

school.

Q: Where did you live?

Purple Key Outlines College Year;

Greater Role In Publicity Program
As a campus organization, the

Purple Key society has come a

long way since its re-establish-

ment in 1958. Starting with a few

basic duties, such as acting as

host to all guests of the college, It

has expanded its sphere of influ-

ence to the point that it lies be-

hind a wide variety of college

functions. In its role as a host, it

works closely with the admissions

and Athletic Departments in

greeting and caring for sub-fresh-

Adelphic Union Smoker
The Adelphic Union will hold

a smoker in the Rathskeller on
Monday, October 2 at 7:30.

This annual fvmction is held

to allow interested Freshmen
an opportunity to find out a-

bout the Union's activities.

In addition to the usual beer,

there will be a debate on the

national topic, "Resolved: Lab-
or should come under Federal

Anti-trust legislation", by four
varsity debaters.

Students interested In careers
In law would be well advised

to look Into the Adelphic Un-
ion's program as debating pro-
vides excellent experience In

argumentation and formal
speaking.

COHEN: As a boarder with a
French family. They wanted an
American girl to stay with their

four beautiful daughters, aged 17

to 20, and got me by some ad-
ministrative mistake. There was
also a governess, and three maids,
and the mother worked fourteen
hours a day.

ROSS: Yes, the only way is to

live with the French people them-
selves. They're paradoxically the

coldest and warmest people on
earth. They'll never go out of

their way to meet anyone, not ev-

en a fellow Frenchman, but once
approached are a fine and pro-

found people.

Q: Where did you study?

ROSS: At the Institute D'Etudes

Politiques, studying science pol.

COHEN: At the Sorbonne.

Q: Did you stay in Paris the

entire time?
BOSS: No, I followed the bulls

in Spain for a month and spent

summer school in Scotland.

COHEN: I was so mad at Sev-

enteen for that article they had
Continued on Page 2, Col. 4

Sawyer Meets Sophs;

Unveils New Policies

For Academic Year
President John E. Sawyer met

with the sophomore class Wednes-
day night at 7:30 in Jesup Hall.

Tlie meeting was devoted primar-
ily to making clear various poli-

cies for the coming year.

President Sawyer began by
speaking of the building program:
"I regret your year as sophomores
is going to be a noisy one". Elab-
orating on the well known plans
for a new dormitory. President
Sawyer indicated that tlie new
dorm will probably have such ex-
tra facilities as a reading room
for use when one's roommate be-

comes too noisy, and also a ladies'

reception room.

Student Union

Baxter Hall, President Sawyer
said, will become more active, par-

ticularly as a meeting place for

students and faculty. A plan is

being worked out in which facul-

ty members will be able to eat in

the student union at any time,

and not just on formal occasions.

Another change will be the new
committee on undergraduate
standing, to co-ordinate the work
of the present committees on dis-

cipline and academic standing.

President Sawyer encouraged stu-

dent opinion on liow to reduce

needless destruction of property,

and reiterated the importance of

the honor system. He also said the

trustees were going to set up a

committee to Investigate the fra-

ternity question.

After finishing the speech with

words of encouragement to soph-

omores entering a tough year.

President Sawyer answered ques-

tions posed by members of the

class. These covered many aspects

of future policy, from compulsory

chapel to reading periods before

exams.

Middlehury Reacts To Chapel Plea

Trustees End Required Attendance

men and visiting teams.

Terry Davis, the Society's presi-

dent, has tightened up the Pur-

ple Key organization, enabling it

to get off to a good start. With

inspired leadership and college

wide cooperation the Key is look-

ing toward a profitable and suc-

cessful year.

The Purple Key is basically a

service organization, to which a

good deal of prestige has become

attached. Its purpose is to serve

the college wherever possible . .

.

For example, the Key is responsi-

ble for pep rallies, a college week-

end, the programs distributed at

most athletic events, and the fam-

iliar Purple Key Date book.

This year, however, new fields of

service have been opened. In co-

operation with the Admissions of-

fice a new Williams College pub-

licity program is being investigat-

ed. Assisting the Admissions office

In another new way, the Key has

designed a program encouraging

prospective freshmen to spend

week-ends on campus. In still

more new services the Key plans

to supply the travelling Admis-

sions officers with slides of camp-

us activities and comprehensive

.

^ , ,. ,

guidebooks explaining to «ub- 1 the M.ddlebury chape choir re-

r._. v„iou3 details about I
mains a regular feature of the

Another New England liberal

arts college has followed a grow-

ing trend by abolishing compul-

sory chapel.

Over the past summer the Board

of Trustees of Middlebury College

approved the elimination of com-

pulsory student attendance at col-

lege chapel services. The decision,

effective this semester, had been

recommended in June by both the

Student and Faculty Committees

on Religious Resources.

The faculty committee noted in

its report, "The Chapel require-

ment ... is out of taste and ap-

parently falls to meet the design-

ed purpose."

The two committees were cre-

ated last winter by the Trustees to

study the religious situation at

Middlebury after much agitation

for an end to compulsory chapel.

Edwin Redsey, acting chaplain,

commented, "Both Chaplain Scott

and I favor a program of volun-

tary attendance at chapel servic-

es." He noted the chaplain's office

has for several years advocated

the elimination of compulsory

chapel.

Voluntary Services Begin

On Sunday a program of vol-

untary chapel services began un-

der the direction of the college

chaplain and a student advisory

board. The fall schedule Includes

several guest preachers; music by

freshmen
campus life.

CenHnuad en Page 2, Cel.3

service.

Mlddlebury's newspaper, the

CAMPUS, commented on the el

imination of compulsory chapel

and another change approved by

the dean of women this summer,

the extension of women's hours

from 10 p.m. to 11 p.m.

The CAMPUS editorialized:

"These two occurences are both

signs of a nationwide trend to-

ward giving the college student

more freedom and responsibility.

It is a trend which has been es-

pecially apparent in the past two

years at Middlebury beginning

with the liberalization of chapel

attendance requirements, and the

inception of Independent Study

and honors projects.

"Chapel has in recent years

been a constant source of student

aggravation. Some students with

no religious interest detested the

required attendance at a worship

service, other students preferred

to attend church downtown, and

still others, seeking religious at-

mosphere in chapel, were disgust-

ed by the conduct at the weekly

services. The elimination of this

system is a blessing for both the

students and the chaplain's office.

The Sunday chapel will at last

accomplish its purpose: with vol-

untary services the chaplain and
his student advisory committee
will be able to develop a more
worthwhile program, and those

students wishing to worship will

find a more religious atmosphere.
Although fewer students will un-
doubtedly attend chapel, they will

Continued on Page 2, Col. 3

Sawyer Tells Faculty

Of New Committee
At the first faculty meeting of

the year Freshman President John
Sawyer presented several import-
ant items for the forthcoming
year.

Mr. Sawyer commenced the

meeting with a tribute to retired

President James Phinney Baxter.

He then moved on to review the

building program, whicli has al-

ready begun to alter the face of

the campus.
After discussing faculty commit-

tees, Pi'esident Sawyer informed
the faculty of the initiation of

three new committees, one con-

cerning the Fraternity System,
one undergraduate standing, and
the third the general outlook of

the college.

He announced the formation of

a trustee committee to look Into

the recent discontent concerning

the Fi-aternity System.

A new committee, the Forward
Planning Committee, has also been

initiated. This committee will con-

sider tlie general outlook of the

college in the future. It will also

discuss the problems of growth in

relation to financial need.

New Committee on Undergrad
Standing

The third committee is the new
Committee on Undergraduate
Standing. In effect it is a combin-
ation of the former Committee on
Undergraduate Standing and the

former Committee on Discipline.

When introducing this commit-
tee, Mr. Sawyer commented on
"tlie need for improvement in

some areas of undergraduate con-
duct" and "more effective observ-

ance of college rules."

In addition lie expressed hope
that eventually "a careful review

of present rules and standards"
will lead to changes where neces-
sary.

The committee will be divided
into two subcommittees, one on
Discipline and one on Academic
Standing. These two committees
are empowered to establish "all

rules of student conduct and pen-
alties for violation."

President Sawyer emphasized
that the longstanding relation-

ship with Student Committees will

continue. In addition the Commit-
tee will ask the Student Discipline

Committee to sit with it during
discussion of individual cases.

In closing his statement, he
said, "It is the aim of the College
to encourage among undergradu-
ates a sense of personal respon-
sibility and self government. The
College and the College Council
insist on good taste, gentlemanly
conduct and observance of College
Rules. No more and no less than
this is the objective of the new
arrangements described."

Record Smoker Thurs.
The date for the informal

RECORD smoker for freshmen
and sophomores interested in

writing and taking pictures for

the paper has been changed
from Monday evening to

Tuesday evening at 7:30 in the
Rathskeller.

RECORD editor In chief Stew
Davis and compet director Rick
Seidenwurm will speak briefly,

answer questions, and set up
a program for those Interested
in journalism and newspaper
photography.
Writers will be given the

chance to display their talents
In news, feature, and sports
stories. "Office duty" will give
them an idea of how to write
headlines, cut or rewrite stor-
ies and news releases, and
make up a paper.
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Fraternity Committee
Continued from Page 1, Col. 1

Ity will be given an opportunity
to be heard.

The Record applauds, as we
think any reasonable person must,

President Sawyer's and the Board
of Trustees' prompt action In ap-
pointing this committee. This is

the best way to put an end to

the constant haranguing and
counter-haranguing, threats and
counter-threats that have been
made by both sides in this contro-

versy. Further, it puts the whole
issue back into its proper perspec-

tive, that is, what is best for Wil-

liams. The text of the announce-
ment follows below. —editors

The Board of Trustees has es-

tablished the following Committee
to review various questions re-

garding fraternities at Williams
College.

The Board is gratified that the

Committee is to have as its Chair-

man Jay Angevine, '11, whose long

service on the Board has made
him familiar with the background
of many questions involved. Its

membership is composed of two
other trustees, two present under-
graduates, and seven additional

alumni from varied walks of life

and geographical locations, repre-

senting all decades from 1911 to

1962.

Committee of Review on
Fraternity Questions

Jay B. Angevine, '11, Chairman,
Boston Massachusetts; Dickinson
R. Debevolse, '46, Newark, N. J.

Robert J. Durham, '62, La JoUa,
CaUfomia; William B. Gate
'39, Williamstown, Massachusetts;
Robert J. Geniesse, '51, New York,
New York; M. Michael Griggs, '44,

New York, New York; Bruce Grin-
nell, '62, Northampton, Massachu-
setts; Frederic S. Nathan, '43, New

York, New York; John S. Osborne
'25, Chicago, Illinois; Edward L.^
Stanley, '37, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania; Ferdinand K. Thun, '30,

Wyomissing, Pennsylvania; J.

Hodge Markgraf, '52, Secretary,

(non-voting) Thompson Chemistry
Laboratory; Williamstown, Mass.
The Committee reflects the fact

that a majority of the College's

alumni have graduated since 1940,

and that those classes are at once
closer to the current scene and
will be assuming increasing re-

sponsibility in the decades ahead.
It has been kept small enough to

encourage real deliberation of the
complex issues involved.

Its membership has been design

ed to provide natural points of

contact with major constituent

b o d 1 e s—alumni organizations

faculty, undergraduates and a
reasonable spread of areas and
social units—but its members have
not been asked to "represent" any
particular group. They have been
named as able, thoughtful, and
respected Williams men who will

have before them the single dif

ficult task of making such studies

and recommendations as they be
lieve will best serve the long-run
interests of the College in its cen-
tral purpose.

In its review the Committee will

proceed on the time schedule it

judges best and will hold such
hearings as it feels will prove most
constructive. Members of the Wil
liams community can communl'
cate with the Committee through
its Secretary at the address indi-
cated.

A contribution has been made
privately in order that the work
of the Committee will be at no
cost to general funds of the Col-
lege.

IN THE COLLEGE
BRAMD RS"JND-E;P

PRIZES: 1st Prize - I DECCA Stereophonic 4-speed hi fidelity

console phonograph
2nd Prize - 1 POLAROID Camero Model 80/B

WHO WINS: tst Prize will be awarded to any group, fraternity,

sorority or individual occumuloting the highest number of points.

2nd Prize will be awarded to any group, fraternity, sorori-

ty, or individual accumulating the second highest number of

points.

RULES:

1

.

Contest open to all students.

2. Each empty package submitted on Marlboro, Parliament
or Alpine will hove a value of 5 points. Each empty pack-
oge submitted on Philip Morris Regulor or Commander will

hove a value of 10 points.

3. Empty pockoges must be turned In to the room opposite
the snack bar

4. Entries will not be accepted after closing time. Empty
packages must be submitted in bundles of 50. Separate
your 5 and 1 point packages.

5. In the event of o tie for 1st or 2nd prize, o drawing will

be held between the tied contestonts.

Get on the BRANDWAGON . . . it's lots of fun!

n

College To Celebrate

Induction Of Sawyer

With Varied Program
Sunday, October 8, at 3 p.m.

John Edward Sawyer will be in-

ducted as the eleventh president

of Williams College. The ceremony

will take place in Chapln Hall

with the Board of Trustees, Fac-

ulty, representatives of the Socie-

ty of Alumni and delegates from
eastern colleges participating.

Several programs have been

planned for the occasion. There
will be a concert of chamber mus-
ic for wind Instruments in the

Adams Memorial Theatre at 9 p.

m. Saturday, Oct. 7. Luncheon will

be served in Baxter Hall for spec-

ial guests at 12:30 on Induction
Day. Chapln Library has arranged
a display of Williams lore illus-

trating the early history of the
college.

Middlehury Shake-Up
Continued from Page 1, Col. 4

be able to worship in a spirit of

true devotion."

And At WilUams . .

.

Last spring the Williams College

Chapel Board circulated question-
naires among the undergraduate
body to ascertain its views on the
present system of compulsory
chapel.

In response to the question-
naire 92.4 per cent of those who
answered felt that chapel services
are not a meaningful experience.
To the question "do you feel that
compulsory chapel can be made
a more meaningful spiritual by
improving the order of service, I.e.,

the prayers, hymns and anthems
and scripture readings?" 85.3 per
cent answered no.
The last question dealt with the

creation of a College Church hold-
ing voluntary Sunday sei-vices for
students, faculty, and the Wil-
liamstown community, featuring
roughly the same number of out-
standing visiting speakers who
would share the preaching with
the chaplain. Asked how often
they would attend, 8.9 per cent of
the students said three or four
times a month. 39.9 per cent said
they would attend once or twice a
month.
Using the questionnaires the

Chapel Board has presented a re-
port to President Sawyer con-
taining constructive criticism of
compulsory chapel. The Chapel
Board is also hopeful that a Trus-
tee committee will be formed to
study the issue.

Cohen, Ross Spend Year In Paris
Continued from Pog* 1, Col. 3

under my name, which had little

relation to what I had written,

that I took off for the Sahara. I

happened to arrive there In the

first rain they had all year. I also

managed to get to Yugoslavia and

East Berlin in off months.

Q: How did you happen to get

that article in the April issue of

Seventeen?
COHEN: It all started when I

was sitting in the bathroom, read-

ing a copy my sister had left a-

round. In it was a contest to find

the ideal "teen", so I made one

up—strong, but sensitive, big and

blond, but sensitive—and sent in

Charlie Merrill's photograph. They

Key Broadens Scope
Continued from Page 1, Col. 2
In its constant search for ways

to serve the college the Key Is

planning to sponsor a radio pro-
gram previewing week-end sports
activities, hoping in this way to
give deeper insights into the ex-
tensive athletic program of Wil-
liams.

In order to continue as an ef-
fective and efficient organization
the Purple Key has decided to keep
closer contact to the student body
than it has in the past. Suggest-
ion boxes have been placed at
central locations. It Is hoped by
the members of the Key that in-
terested students will Inform the
Key by way of these suggestion
boxes, of their ideas for Improve-
ments of the College.

Cont. Dolly from 1 to 10:30

l!i!l!MllllllllH

THEATRE NORTH ADAMS
ENDS SATURDAY
Joshua Logan's

"FANNY" in color
Leslie Coron Horst Buchholz

ALSO N-E-W!
"You Hove To Run Fast"

Craig Hill Eloine Edwards

SUN.-MON.-TUES.
"Cloudelle Inglish"

Erskine ("God's Little Acre"),
Caldwell's most misbehavin' fe-

molel
Diane McBoin Arthur Kennedy

And!
Zaza Gobor

"Man Who Wouldn't Talk"
Anthony Quayle Anno Neoqle

Wed. Oct. 4 Bing in

"White Christmas "

Schuman's New Book

On USSR Government
The latest book by Frederick L.

Schuman, Woodrow Wilson Pro-

fessor of Government at Williams

College has recently been publish-

ed. The volume, entitled Govern-

ment In The Soviet Union is one

of a series designed to help col-

lege students and general readers

familiarize themselves with gov-

ernment and politics abroad.

In his book. Professor Schuman
offers a brief but vivid survey of

the history, politics, and economy
of the USSR, along with a des-

cription and critique of the form-
al structure of administration,

legislation, and adjudication. His
chapters, he writes in his Intro-

duction, "will not, I belieye, exac-

erbate the anti-Communist syn-

Continued on . Page 3, Col. 5

didn't give me the $100 prize, but
have been sending me checks for
little fragments of writing every
so often.

Q: What about the French poli-

tics?

ROSS: I can answer that. I went
to Communist rallies to protest the
death of Patrice Lumumba; in

fact, I protested It all year. The
French student stands in the
center of world politics, as Afri-

cans from the emergent nations

flock to Paris and the Socialist

and Communist parties hold a
strong following. This does not
make France a strong political na-
tion, however, for she Is actually

mortally sick.

Q: What are your suggestions

to students considering the plan?
ROSS: Any evaluation Is very

personal. For some it can be an
unparalleled awakening, for others

it could be ruinous.

COHEN: To anyone who's al-

ready mixed up, don't go. You
have to begin in a fairly stable

state and try to hold on to some
elements worth keeping.

ROSS: Of course, live with a

French family. Or a French girl.

COHEN: The advantages are

great. Paris is rigged for the stu-

dent, the lover, and the rich old

lady. Youth is younger in Europe,

with more vibrancy than the

young "old men" on our campus.

Q: Are you going back?

COHEN: Paris, in the person of

a girl, Is coming here this spring.

I'm afraid if I go there it'll be
permanent.

ROSS: When's the next boat?

.J

get that

GREAT

KEDS

LOOK FOR THE BLUE LABEL*

Other shoes may look like Keds, but only U. S. Keds« can give you "that great
feeling." Because Keds have a patented shockproofed arch cushion and
cushioned inner sole. And because Keds

""

are built over tested, scientific lasts to fit

all feet perfectly, even narrow ones. Keds
are right for class, gym, tennis court or
dorm. Machine-washable (and they even
look good clean). His: Keds "Court King."
Hers: Keds "Champion." Get your new
U.S. Keds at fine stores everywhere.
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United States Rubber
ROCKEFELLER CENTER, NEW YORK 20, NEW YORK



Trustees Make Mne faculty Appointments In June
The most recent (June) faculty

appointments made by the College

Trustees have added nine new
members to the total Instructorl-

al staff—3 In physics, and 1 each

in economics, chemistry, history,

political science, drama, and phy-

sical education.

Henry J. Bruton, 39, Is Associ-

ate Professor of Economics. He
received his BA at Texas in 1943,

his MA at Indiana in 1947, and
his Ph.D. at Harvard in 1953. His
teaching experience Includes the
following stints: Indiana, 1946-
47; Princeton, 1947-48; Harvard,
1949-52; at Yale, 1952-58; and vis-

iting professor at the University
of Bombay, 1980-61. In addition,
he was Director of Graduate Stu-
dies at Yale, 1957-58; an econo-

mist In the ICA Mission to Iran,

1958-60; and Is currently Joint Di-
rector of the Institute of Develop-

ment Kconomics, Karachi, Pakis-

tan, 1961.

Recipient of a BA from Dart-

mouth in 1949, Jerome B. King,

34, went on to Stanford for his

MA, 1954, and PhD, 1958. He has
been made Instructor in Political

Science here. He has taught at

the University of Arkansas, 1958-

haskell
the Schaefer bear

V'^M
'

*''<7M~'mi :
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You'll fall head over heels for Schaefer

because Schaefer is the one beer to have

when you're having more than one.

(CHAEFER BREWERIES. NEW YORK AND ALBANY. N. Y.. CUVELAND, OHIO

S9; Mlddlebury, 1959-61; and the

University of Vermont, summer,
1961. He has also worked with the
'Little Hoover' Commission in

Montpelier, Vermont.
David A. Gray, 28, is Lec-

turer in Physics. A graduate of
Williams, he received his BA here
In 1954 and his MA in 1956. He
has previously taught at Williams,
Harvard, and Boston University.
At Harvard, he served as resident
tutor at Lowell House and a mem-
ber of the Board of Freshman
Advisers.

Robert S. Graser, 30, is Instruc-
tor in History. A graduate of the
University of Rochester, BA in
1956 and MA in 1958, he has been
named a Danforth Fellow, a Glas-
gow University Exchange Fellow,
and a Samuel S. Fels Fellow. Eng-
lish History was his field of in-
struction at Cornell.

PhlUp Meeder '54

^famed Instructor In Drama and
Assistant to the Director of the
Adams Memorial Theatre, PhlUp
Meeder, 28, received his BA at
Williams In 1954. He has since
served in the Army for 2 years
and free-lanced as an actor.

Thomas E. Burgess, 37—BS,
Rhode Island State College, 1949;
MS, Syracuse, 1952; and PhD, U.
Conn., 1959—Is now Part Time
Visiting Instructor in Chemistry.
He has held assistantships at U.
Conn.

Rudolph J. Drelner, 32, Part-
Time Visiting Instructor in Phy-
sics, was schooled at the Tech-
nische Hoohschule of Aachen,
Germany, where he was granted
his Diplom-Physiker in 1955 and

PIZZA GRINDERS

JIMMINEY PETE'S

GL 8-9126

his Dr. Ingenleur In 1958. He
comes to WilUams after 2 years

with the Sprague Electric Co.

Having received his BS from

MIT in 1954 and his MS from

Williams in 1961, John F. D'Amlco

has also been appointed Part-

Time Visiting Instructor in Phy-

sics.

To the Physical Education De-
partment has been added W. Kev-

in Condon, 21, as an Instructor.

He is a BS, Springfield College.

1961.

May Appointees

New faculty members appoint-

ed in May of this year Include:

George P. Freeman, Assist-

ant Professor of Mathematics; Jo-

seph G. Stockdale, Associate Pro-

fessor of Drama and Acting Di-

rector of the AMT; Norman Hors-

ley. Visiting Associate Professor of

Economics; Francis C. Oakley,

Lecturer in History; Alan J. Clay-

ton, Instructor in Romanic Lang-
uages; Laurence V. Harding, In-

structor in German; Daniel D. O'-

Connor, Instructor in Philosophy;

William J. Peck, Instructor in Re-
ligion; Arthur Zilversmlt, Instruc-

tor in History; and Arthur K.

Champlln, Graduate Assistant In

Biology.

Further additions to the faculty

will be announced after new ap-
pointments are granted by the

Trustees at their October meeting.

Schuman's New Book
ConHnued from Page 2, Col. 4

drone so prevalent for so long in

the USA and so likely, as has hap-
pened elsewhere, to develop into

a mass neurosis or psychosis with

disastrous results. Neither, I hope,

will they contribute to Communist
or pro-Communist myopia, infil-

tration, or subversion, for, like all

my writings, they are written from
a viewpoint which is un-Marxlst
and anti-Marxist."

SINCE 1898

THE ARTHUR M. ROSENBERG CO. has

clothed discriminating university men

Today, in addition to Custom clothes, a complete
ction of "Off the Pee"

furnishings is made availac

selection of "Off the Peg" clothing and complimentary
'able.

Supervised by our Custom pattern makers and de-

signers, all suits and jackets reflect the good taste of years

of experience in the Natural Shoulder model.

Special details are available; specified coat length,

different size coat and trousers and pleated trousers — all

at no extra cost.

Outercoats from $95.00

Coat & Trousers from $70.00

Sport Coots from $65.00

Trousers - from $1 6.00

Exhibiting:

MONDAY, OCT. 2— ST. ANTHONY
TUESDAY, OCT. 3 — PSI UPSILON

Representative: MAL PITKIN

New Haven's finest custom label since 1898
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. _ ..- ^- . -^111 - - ———«^**.«MM

CO.

TAILORS - FURNISHERS
•v»53>HE?*n!^'l

New Haven

1044 Chapel St.

New York

16 East 52nd St.
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Both Teams To Test Speed, Sophomores;

Bantams Seeking Revenge For 1960 Loss

Ephs, Trinity Face Oif Sat. In Toss-Up Opener

Soccer lakes Albany, RPI lilts;

Challenge Middlebury Jomorrow

Eph halfbock Bill Moiher fights oH Dartmouth defender to snog Grin

nell's pass in last Saturday's scrimmage with the Indians,

By Denny Van Ness

Saturday at 2:00 Weston Field

will be the scene of a familiar

battle, the annual football open-

er between Williams and Trinity.

Last year the Bantam team was

predicted to down the Ephmen by

one touchdown, but after the fin-

al gun Williams stood the victor

by a score of 20-7. The Eph vic-

tory was the tenth out of the 18

games played in the recent series

with Coach Dan Jessee's charges.

This season Trinity is out to bet-

ter last year's 3-4-1 record and
especially to repay Williams for

the stinging upset of 1960.

Williams mentor Len Watters

looks forward optimistically to

improving upon the 2-6 record of

last season, and feels that, bar-

ring injuries, "we have a better

team this year than last." Wat-
ters regards Trinity very highly

adding that he expects "a very

fine game, probably quite close."

The Ti'inity team, operating, off

a balanced T formation, has many

Coach Clarence Caffee's var-

sity soccer team, preparing for its

opener Oct. 7 against the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, has handi-

ly beaten two New York State

teams in early scrimmages and

will face its first big challenge

tomorrow at Middlebury.

Last Saturday the Eph eleven

blanked Albany State Teachers'

College In Albany, 3-0. Tallying

ior the Purple were alternate cen-

ter-forwards John Poehl '64, Ben

Kofi, the Ghanian sharp-shooter,

and John O'Donnell '63, ex-lnslde

and now first string center half-

jack.

Tuesday the Ephmen trounced

R.P.I, in Ti-oy, 7-1. Williams dom-

inated the play, and the Enylneers

could get off only a handful of

shots against Eph goaltender Gor-

die Pritchett '63. The defense was

sparked by halfbacks O'Donnell,

Bob Watkins '63, and John Ohly

'64.

The short-passing attack was

led by the center and right side

of the line. Kofi was credited with

three goals; one of these came on

a shot by right inside Perry Gates

which glanced off Kofi's leg.

Speedy right wing Skip Rutherford

tallied once and his replacement.

soph Tom Stanton, tallied twice.

Foehl booted In the other Eph
marker.
Tomorrow the Ephmen. 5-2-1

last fall, will scrimmage Middle-

bury. The Panthers, who compil-

ed a 4-1-3 record last season, arc-

expecting a great season. They

have benefitted from instruction

from a Scottish professional team
and have taken advantage of

summer practice. Prom the front

line that scored 50 goals last sea-

son only AU-American Tor Hull-

green is missiii •.

lettermen returning and has more

depth than the Ephs. Watters

feels that there are four men, all

letter winners, that bear closest

watching. Outstanding is John
Szumczyk, a 210 lb. halfback.

Szumczyk, a strong, fast runner

whom Watters "respects very

much," is the backbone of the up-

the-middle power play offense

which Trinity will probably rely

on. Captain Ken Cromwell is a

strong-running hard-hitting full-

back. He provides a question mark
in the Bantam lineup, however,

because of a knee operation.

Another question mark in the

Trinity squad is quarterback Don
Taylor. He played but little be-

hind Tony Sanders last year and
Watters does not know what to

expect from him, although he is

not expected to be much of a pass-

ing threat. 220-lb. Bill Pox an-

chors the Bantam line at center.

Pox will pose a problem for the

Eph line, but the rest of Ti'inity's

line remains untested.

SPORTS Q SPORTS

Williams' Starters
These 11 Ephmen will start

against Ti'inity tomorrow:

Left end: Rawson Gordon
Left tackle: John Bell

Left guard: Dan Crowley

Center: Mike Reily

Right guard: Choppy Rheln-

frank
Right tackle: Price Grlpe-

koven
Right end: Carl Davis
Quarterback: Bruce Grlnnell

Left half: Bill Mosher
Right half: Bill Chapman
Fullback: Ethan Nadel
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Eph Stars Newton, Baier To Miss Season

In Football, Soccer Due To Knee Injuries
Right halfback John Newton and
center-forward Leigh Baier, out-

standing players on the varsity

football and soccer squads last

fall, will not be seen at their us-

ual positions this season, due to

severe knee injuries.

Co-captain Newton damaged
the external cartilage in his right

knee during last year's Union
game and was out for the rest of

the season. A February operation
failed to bring the desired recov-

ery. Baier tore the ligaments in

his right knee when he fell from
a motorcycle two weeks ago while
trying to avoid hitting a dog. Af-
ter an operation in New York,
he returned to college today, but
win be unable to play this year.

Coach Len Watters expressed
his hopes that his powerful-run-
ning halfback would play to-

ward the end of this season, but
stressed that Newton would not
be used until he was definitely

out of danger of re-lnjury. New-
ton, who has dressed out for

both scrimmages this fall, gained
194 yards last year for a 3.7 av-
erage. His right half position will

be filled by sophomores Bill Chap-
man, Tom Todd, Tim Goodwin,
and Dave Johnston.

Baler, plagued by injuries to

his left knee, returned to action

in the Connecticut game, but re-

injured his knee badly in the

Springfield contest. In each of the

four games he played, Baier scor-

ed decisive goals in leading the

Ephs to victory. Either John Poehl

or Ben Kofi will fill in at the

center-forward slot.

WALDEN
THEATRE
SUN. and MON.

SALUTING THE CIVIL WAR CENr"'
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PRINTERS FOR WILLIAMS COLLEGE

QnCanqiQS
with

{Avihor o/ "/ Was a Teen-age Dwarf," " TItt Many
Lovet of Dobie Gillis." etc.)

THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND ME
It lutppenB every day. A young man goes off to collego, leaving

his home town sweetheart with vows of eternal love, and then

he finds that he has outgrown her. What, in such cases, is the

honorable thing to do7

Well sir, you can do what Rock Sigafoos did.

When Roclc left Cut and Shoot, Pa., he said to liis sweetheart,

a simple country lass named Tess d' Urbevilles, "My dear,

though I am far away in college, I will love you always. I will

never look at another girl. If I do, may my cyel):ill3 parch and

wither, may ipy viscera writhe like adders, may tlie moths get

my new tweed jacket!"

Then he clutched Tess to hia bosom and planted a final kiss

upon her fragrant young skull and went away, moaning with all

his heart to be faithful.

But on the very first day of college he met a coed named
Fata Morgana, a girl of such .sophisticpfiDii, such poise, such

tavdr-faire as Rock had never beheld. J' lie spoke knowingly of

Fran2 Kafka, she hummed Mozart, she smoked Morlboros.

^'VmUtm wikitomck.tmltk
If

Now, Rock didn't know Franz Kafka from Pancho Villa, or

Mozart from James K. Polk, but Marlhoros he knew full well.

He knew that anj'one who smoked Marllioros was modem and
advanced and as studded with brains as a h.ira wth cloves.

Good sense tells you that you can't beat Marlboro's exclusive

selectrate filter, and you never could beat Marlboro's fine flavor.

This Rock knew.

So all day he followed Fata around campus and listened to her
talk about Franz Kafka, and then in tlio evening he went back
to the dormitory and found this letter from his home town
sweetheart Tess:

Dear Rock,

Us kids had a keen time yestcrcta}/. We ieent down to the

pond and caught some froga. I aiwjht the most of anybody.
Then we hitched rides on trucks and did loU of nutsy stuff
like that. Well, I must close now I,, ause I got to whitewash
the fence.

Your friend,

Tett
P.S.—I can do my Ihiln Hoop 3,000 times.

Well sir. Rock thought about Trss and then he thought
a1)out Fata and thon a gro.it sadness fell upon him. Suddenly
he knew he had outtTown yoiniR, innocent Tess; his heart now
belonged to smart, .so- '

'

''catcd Fata.
Rock, being alx.vp

:
' (liiuRs honorable, returned forthwith

tx) his home town and v a'l-.i'd up t(i Tess and looked her in the
eye and said mnnlily, "I d,, not love you any more. I love a
girl named Fata Morgana. \un ran hit me in the stomach with
al! your might if you like."

"That's okay, hey," said Tess amiably. "I don't love you
n< ither. I found a new boy."

'What is his name?" asked Rock.
"Franz Kafka," said Toss.

"A splendid fellow," said Rnck and shook Tcss's hand, and
tl 3y have rpmainod pood friends to this day. In fact, Rock and
1 .

te often doublo-d..tc wiU, Fninz nrd Test and have heaps of
fun. Frani can do the Hula Hoop 0,000 times.

^
«l|»IMilSh.ilm"

Marlboro, In tht klng-tUe toft pack and famout dip- top
box. I» told and enjoyed in all BO States. And king-iize un-
nitered Philip Morris Commander, made of gitperb natural
Utbaceot, it alto available wherever you traveU
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Sawyer Addresses Upper Classes

JOHN E. SAWYER - New Williams president John Sawyer, who talked

informally with upperclassmen last week, will be inducted Sunday.

President Sawyer continued his

policy of feeling out student opin-
ion, as he met with the Junior
and Senior classes last Thursday.
He also expressed his own per-
sonal preferences, although not
fixed positions, on some issues.

Before making his remarks, the
President presented the Smith
Prize for the best essay written
in the introductory course In A-
merican History to co-winners
Alan L. Schlosser, '63 and Prank
G. Slmunek, '63. The Kenneth L.

Brown award in American Stu-
dies was given to Richard G. Mc-
Cauley, '62. Theta Delta Chi was
awarded the Faculty Club Schol-

arship Trophy.
Non-Committal

Throughout his remarks, Saw-
yer impressed his audience by his

informality, quiet humor, and his

ability to talk about controver-
sial subjects without committing
himself. He spoke at some length
about the building plans (includ-

ing the "skidding" of the Hop-
kins Ob.servatory across the soph-
omore quad) and his aim to pro-
vide more natural points of con-
tact between students and facul-
ty, primarily throu'4h a more im-
aginative use of Baxter Hall.
The most important part of his

mmarks came with the announce-
ment of the committee to look in-
to the Williams fraternity situa-
tion, (see last Friday's Record for
full details) . Sawyer emphasized
that this was a question on which
good men can violently disagree,
and that the issue should not de-
generate into personal acrimony.

The members of the committee
have not been asked to repre-

sent any particular group. They
have been named as able,

thoughtful, and respected Wil-

liams men whose investigations

will lead to whatever recommend-
ations they believe will best serve

the long-run interests of the Col-

lege. Such recommendations will

be taken under serious consider-

ation by the President and the

Board of Trustees.

Freedom and Chapel
On the issue of compulsory

Chapel, Sawyer stressed the im-
portance of the Judco-Christlan
tradition, and the "exposure to Is-

sues" found in this service. De-
nying the charge that it was an
Infringement of intellectual free-

Continued on Page 3, Col. 5

WCC Panelists To Discuss Summer

Opportunities: Africa, Asia, Alaska
A triple — A summer will be offered to Williams stucients

in a collo(jiiium to be^ held tliis Wednesday evening from 7:30 to

8;3() in fesui) Hall. The WC;C-s|)onsored discussion, to be moder-
tunitics available In Africa. AlaS'

ka, and Asia.

Those interestied In travelling to

Africa will be introduced to Op-
eration Crossroads by two Wil-

liams undergraduates who worked
with the program last summer.
They are John Shoaff, '62, who
was in Ghana, and Roger Warren
'63, who spent two months in the

Ivory Coast. Chaplain Eusden re-

ports that this program, which
has enjoyed great success in the

last few summers, has already be-

gun to recruit candidates for next

summer. It Is also being expand-
ed, and will remain Independent
of the Peace Corps.

Those Inclined to braving har-
sher climates can travel north-
ward under the auspices of Na-

tional Missions in Alaska. Phil

Reynolds, '63, who worked as a

teacher In an Alaskan village this

past summer, will talk about the

various aspects of this program.

Operation Haystacks is a pro-

gram open to persons interested

in teaching In Hong Kong. Start-

ed last summer under the lead-

ership of Chaplain Eusden, this

program will definitely be con-

tinued next summer. Two stu-

dents who travelled with the

chaplain this summer will ex-

plain their experiences. They are

Joe Bassett, '62, and Larry Kan-
aga, '62.

The one-hour colloquium will

be followed by a questlon-and

answer period, after which coffee

will be served.

Red Balloon Seeks

New Literary 'Opi'

The Red Balloon, which Is

beginning its third year as the

Williams literary magazine, Is

seeking material for its fall

publication. The Balloon has

made triennial efforts to pro-

vide literary fare for campus
devotees In the past. But, In a

small college such as this there

always seems to be a shortage
of writers. Hence, all efforts

will be appreciated.

Those interested in being
published, and everyone likes

to be published, should deposit

their magnum opi in Mr.
Wilde's box in the Ubrary.

20 Students Enrolled

As Cluett Economists

Begin Second Year
By John Wilson

Williams Cluett Center mark:
its first anniversary this fall and
is already busily engaged in its

second year of activities. Twen-
ty new graduate students In de-

velopment economics have arriv-

ed from seventeen different coim-
trles and are already lodged and
studying in the Cluett Mansion.
The initial idea for the gradu-

ate program originated in the

Williams Economics department
in response to world need, and
in the hope that such a program
would be valuable to students

from under-developed areas. Wil-

liams economicsts might also be

encouraged to remain with the

school with the teaching opportu-

nities the program could provide,

much like those under several ov-

erseas programs.

Ford Foundation Grant

In the spring of 1959 approach-

es to the Ford Foundation suc-

ceeded, and a $423,00 grant was

obtained to establish two Cen-

ters for Development Economics

Students from Asia, Africa, and

Latin America are eligible for the

graduate studies program, with

the Williams Center and a sim-

ilar institute In Pakistan the twp

centers founded under the grant.

Almost at the same time the

college fell heir to the Cluett Es-

tate on Gale Road. The man-

sion, formerly home of George A.

Cluett, '96, president of Cluett-

Peabody and Co., was the gift of

the children of Mr. Cluett. Ar-

rangements were soon made for

the economists and their students

to use the property. The twenty

students are all housed in the

spac^us mansion, which also con-

tains a large conference room

where seminars meet twice a day.

A specialized library has been

compiled in the Cluett House for

the use of the students, all of

whom are proficient in English.

Rigorous Admissions

Selections for participation in

the Cluett program begin with

recommendations of candidates.

"We maintain contact with gov-

ernments and with Individual A-

merlcans whom we know and

trust," remarked Dean Robert R.

R. Brooks, Director of Graduate

Training in Development Econ-

omics under the program. "These

governments and individuals look

for prospects for us."

Personal interviews with a

member of the center are requlr-

Contlnued on Page 6, Col. I

Pledges Elect Reps.
The new fraternity pledge class-

es have chosen their representa-

tives for the first semester. Each
will serve on the newly-formed

sophomore Council.

House Pledge Class

President

Alpha Delta Phi Mark Smith
Beta Theta Pi Bob Siegal

Chi Psi (not yet elected)

Delta Kappa Epsilon Steve

Chaberski

Delta Phi
Delta Upsilon

Kappa Alpha
Phi Delia

Phi Gamma Delta

Phi Sigma Kappa
Psi Upsilon

St. Anthony
Sigma Phi

rheta Delta Chi

Zeta Psi

Bill Mensel
Steve Birrell

Dick Magnuson
John Fisher

John Dixon
Bill Tuxbury

John Cannon
Jud Phelps

Dick Tucker
Jon Weiss
Biff Steel

Shepard '32, Blaschke '50 Head

$350,000 Alumni Society Drive
The 1961-62 .\liimni Fund Drive was formally initiated Sat-

urday nij!;ht with a dinner in Baxter Hall for more than 150 class

agents, presidents and secretaries. Secretary of the Society of
Alumni John English '32 dos-

New Directors Plan

Full AMT Schedule
The Adams Memorial Theatre,

like the Phoenix, has been once

again resurrected from the ash-

>s—as far as the college is con-

cerned of the dormant summer

ind is alive with a vitality that

seems to far outstrip anything

aeen in recent years.

The impetus behind the activi-

iy is Joseph Stockdale and Phil-

lip Meeder, who form the new

idministration of the theatre.

Stockdale is a visiting member of

ohe faculty, on leave from Pur-

due University, who will fill in

ior Giles Playfair, who Is on his

sabbatical. Meeder, who has a

permanent appointment replaces

Robert Mathews, who left to look

ior admittedly more exciting

work.
Both Stockdale and Meeder are

luite firm in their belief that the

.heatre should be a perpetual cen-

ter of activity and are striving

toward this end. They are at a

simultaneous advantage and dis-

idvantage In that neither of them

had any acquaintance with the

theatre last year and are there-

tore not obligated to "do it like

it was done last year," but do

not know what worked best.

"Salesman" Upcoming

The usual four productions are

planned for the big stage this

year, with "Death of A Salesman"

being the first, coming In early

November. Stockdale has chosen

his cast and rehearsals have al-

ready begun. He is quite sure

that although the play is a dif-

ficult one, the cast will be able

to execute It and the students will

be able to enjoy It.

Meeder Is In a somewhat awk-

ward position in that the work

which he Is forced to do now.

should have been done last year.

He feels that the opening shows

In the experimental theatre

should be planned In April and

hopes to do It this way in the

Continued on Page 6, Col. 5

Concert, Chapel Talk,

Guest Lunch Enhance

Induction Of Sawyer
The formal induction of John

Edward Sawyer as the eleventh

President of Williams College will

Siike place at 3 p.m. on Sunday,
October 8.

Chapin Hall will be the scene
->{ the ceremony. Tlie Board of

Trustees, Faculty, Society of Al-

amni representatives, and dele-

gates of other eastern colleges will

participate in the proceedings.

Chamber Concert
The week-end has been pro-

grammed in celebration of the e-

vent. A special feature of the in-

duction will be a concert of cham-
ber music for wind instruments

presented in the Adams Memor-
ial Theatre at 9 p.m. on Satur-

day, October 7. Irwin Shainman
will conduct the ensemble in

George Freidrich Handel's "Music

for the Royal fireworks" and the

"Concerto for Piano and Wind
Instruments" (1924) by Igor

Stravinsky. Stephen Manes will be
soloist. Tickets may be attained

from the Office of the Induction

Committee, Box 770, Williams-

town.

Chapel Service

Chapel Service will take place

on Sunday morning at 11 a.m.

The Rev. William A. Spurrier '39,

Chaplain of Wesleyan University,

will address the congregation at

the Thompson Memorial Chapel.

A special guests luncheon will

be sei-ved in Baxter Hall at 12:30

p.m. on Sunday. Tlie academic
procession will begin at 2:30 and
the induction will be followed at

4:30 by a reception in Baxter
Hall.

cribed this response as "the most
enthusiastic we have had", noting

that attendance was double last

year's.

The goal for this year's drive,

which concludes January 31, is

$350,000, an increase of $50,000

(Dver previous years'. Chairman of

the drive is Whiting N. Shepard
'32; Stefan P. Blaschke '50 Is

serving as vice-chairman.

President Sawyer emphasized to

the gathering that "our endow-
ment income is considerably less

than that of the company we
keep—including Amherst, Wesley-

an, Vassar, Wellesley" to point

up the importance of the Alum-
ni Fund, currently furnishing 10

per cent of the College's operat-

ing income.

Looking Ahead

Noting that "this furnishes the

means of sustaining Williams at

its present standards," he contin-

ued to remark that "we need to

look ahead to areas where we
should strengthen our activities."

Amongst these, he suggested, were

"area programs in parts of the

world that have been given rela-

tively little attention in the lib-

eral arts education."

"Williams College is one of the

most notable of these Institutions.

You have a great opportunity In

these days when Americans and
American institutions are being

so severely tested."'

Professor Samuel Matthews,
Chairman of the Faculty, spoke
to the gathering on the general

academic objectives of the college,

particularly in regard to the nat-
ural sciences. Taking note of the

fact that half our graduates go
on to graduate schools, he express-

ed the fear that Williams "might

Continued on Page 6, Col. 5

HAGY DRIVES UPFIELD - Eph holfbock Chrit Hogy (24) movei to the
fright tide ot Trinity center George Fox (6'2", 210 Ibi.) hurdlei Eph quar-
terback Bruce Grinnell to give choia. Sec ttory on page 8.
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MOHAWK
THEATRE

RE-OPENS FRI. OCT. 6
MATS. 1:30

NORTH ADAMS

2 Complete Shows Daily

EVES. 7:30

October 6- 1 2
"COME SEPTEMBER"

Rock Hudson Gina Lollobrigida Jos. Darren Sandra Dee

Also New! "BLAST OF SILENCE"
COMING SOON!

"LA DOLCE VITA" "2 WOMEN" - S. Loren
Bordot - "THE TRUTH" "EXODUS" "SPARTACUS"

GOOD NEWSI NOW YOU CAN STAY
AT THE PALACE-ON-PARK-AVENUEI

New York's most axeltlng hofsf

welcomes you I We are hosts to

Presidents, Kings and Qus«nS.»

to diplomats, ambassador* and

travslsrs from svsry cornsr of

ths earth . . . and now ws took

forward to playing hosttoyoul

STUDENT RATES
•8.00 par psrson, 1 In a room
t8.00 per parson, 2 In a room
•5.00 par parson, 3 In a room

Rsssrve your room through any
Hilton Reservation Service or

write direct to Mice Ann*
Mlllman, Director of Student
Relatione, The Waldorf-Astoria.

THE WALDORF-ASTORIA
nth t 60lh Stt, on PorK Avonue, New York.N.Vr

Conrad N. Hiltgn, Prssidnl

By BlU Prosser

While It Is difficult to think of

nuclear war affecting Williams-

town, (our cultural haven some-

how seems apart from the hard

realities) it must be recognized

that a world war would not leave

any part of the globe untouched.

Indeed preparations made by civil

defense in the community have

been as diverse as they are num-
erous.

Williamstown is now undergo-

ing a program of civil defense re-

vitallzatlon. Wade W. Rudman,
Civil Defense director in Wil-

liamstown, has sent out a call to

all interested volunteer workers

'vho could devote some time In

learning the ABCs of civil defense.

The services will include welfare,

fire, medical, police, transporta-

tion, utilities, communications,

industrial, wardens, schools, rad-

io!or;ical. and public information.

Three district leaders, including

the director as head of the opera-

tions, will be in charge of the

three separate sections that the

town is divided into. In announc-
ing a renewed call for assistance,

Mr. Rudman disclosed that the

town offices control center is be-

ing outfitted with telephone

jacks, communications systems

and necessary Civil Defense e-

quipment.

Several persons with experience

and knowledge In the 15 services

have been discussing problems

and plans with Mr. Rudman who
for the past few months has con-

ferred weekly with Town Manager
J. Maynard Austin on the revital-

izatlon plan. Various division

heads are expected to be announ-
ced soon.

In the event of nuclear attack

various facilities in town will be
brought Into use with the new
program. For instance, all two-
way radios of the police, taxis and
any other commercial enterprises

will be used in local communica-
tions. The volunteer police force

being formed by Police chief John
D. Courtney would be invaluable

in traffic control. The Williams-
town fire whistle would be used
for alerts.

Some equipment and facilities

in town are already available for

CD purposes. Since the early

1950's a fully equipped 200-bed
hospital has been stored In one
room in Baxter Hall b&sement.

The hospital has 200 canvass

cots, generator, operating room
equipment, surgical items, drugs.

Insulin and other materials need-

ed for efficient operation. All

communities In Berkshire County
have been named reception cen-

ters by Civil Defense officials. On-
ly Pittsfield is an "attack area"

because of General Electric.

This means that Williamstown
and other county cities and towns
are designed not only to afford

local protection against any fall

out or other conditions but also

to handle evacuees from specific

communities elsewhere. The Wil-

liamstown allotment is up to

12,000 evacuees, or about two for

every local resident.

Plans for organizational setups
in the three Williamstown dis-

tricts are expected to be formu-
lated soon, depending to a degree
on the number of volunteers who
offer their assistance. This will

Include outlining of the various
traffic control points on highways
as well as explanation of each
of the services required under the
Civil Defense structure in local

situations.

' Overseas ' Promotes

Opportunities Abroad
Overseas, a new magazine to

international education, appeared
in September, it was announced
recently. The magazine is to be
published by the Institute of In-
ternational Education.

College students hoping for ov-
erseas study and travel might
find special interest in the pub-
lication. Each issue will announce
the latest openings abroad, schol-
arship opportunities, summer stu-
dy programs, and the many other
study and travel opportunities for

callege students and educators.

Overseas will appear monthly
from September to' May, with
sales on a subscription-only basis.

CreativityEmphasized

At Berkshire Farm
The traditional Williams pro-

gram at Berkshire Farm is due to

be revamped and Improved. Work-
ing with Chairmen Steve Brum-
berg and John Ferguson, Dr. Dale
A. Isaacs, Principal of the Farm,
and three staff members have ar-
ranged to Journey to Williams-
town Thursday evening. Tliey will

speak in the Rathskeller at 7:3o
to students interested in partici-

pating in the program.
The Farm is a form of home

and school for delinquent boys,

located in Canaan, New York. It

is responsible for close to 160
youngsters, ranging from 12 to 16

years of age. A full-time staff of

104 persons teach, work with, and
provide for the boys. Williams stu-

dents have traditionally offered

their aid and services in varied

fields of their own choosing.

Informal Training
This year, for the benefit of

both students and boys. Interest-

ed Williams men will be Interview-

ed by staff members. They will re-

ceive Informal Instruction as to

behavior and action In pertinent

areas. In order to minimize the

chances of misunderstandings.
Creativity Is constantly receiv-

ing emphasis throughout the years

of higher education. Outlets at

Williams take traditional forms
such as writing, art, sports, or-

ganization, Innovations in com-
munity living. Tliere is however
an unfortunate dearth of means
for charitable achievement, and
creativity can be applied most

meaningfully in pursuits Involving

human relations.

The capacities In which stu-

dents may servo offer a diverse

range for the use of talent. Fore-

most perliaps are remedial read-

ing courses, which present a chal-

lenge in instruction as well as

with working with a boy. Contact
with teachlnsi Is gonerajly ab.sont

from the college educational ex-

perience.

Continuous Daily 1-10:30

PARAMOUNT
THEATRE

Bing Crosby

NORTH ADAMS
NOW THRU SATURDAY

Irving Berlin's

WHITE CHRISTMAS"
Rosemary Clooney Danny Kaye

New Co-feature

"HOME IS THE HERO"
with Arthur Kennedy

"One of the fine films of the period." —N. Y. Post
Wed., Thurs., and Fri., ot 3:15 - 6:45 Sot. shown at 3:20 - 7:00

"I understand you don't see eye-to-eye

with Professor Shultz...." IGARETTESI^'
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Twelve Seniors Enjoy Government Jobs
By John Connor

Twelve seniors worked In Con-
gressional and Administrative of-

fices In Washington, D. C. this

summer, sponsored by the Mead
Fund Summer Intern plan.

With the purpose of encourag-

ing "young men of reliability, good

sense, and high purpose to enter

with adequate preparation those

fields of politics and constitution-

al government. .

.

'", the Fund
sponsored: (Political Science)

Walter Graham, Michael Keating,

Irv Marcus, John Pope, Frank

Wolf; (Political Economy) Ken
Kehrer, Glen Thurow; (Econom-

ics) Robert Henry, William Vau-

ghn; (English) .lohn T. Calhoun;
(History) Henry Conley and (Am-
erican History and Lit.) Paul

Worthman.
Most In Congress

Nine of the twelve students

were employed in Congressional

offices—two with Senators and
the rest with Representatives. Bob
Henry helped in staff duties for

Senator Harrison A. ("Pete") Wil-

liams, Jr. (Dem., N. J.). Besides

the routine worlc of doing research

on bills, answering constituents'

letters, and writing speeches for

Williams, one of which was de-

livered on the floor of Congress,

Henry did have the opportunity

to enjoy a few discussions with

the Senator.

But "one of the definite draw-

barks of working for a Senator is

the fact that he is so busy as not

to have much time to spend in

such discussions. However, his of-

fice staff Is much larger and more
competent than that of the aver-
age Representative (25 as compar-
ed to, say, 3 or 4, for the Rep)
and I was able to observe very
closely the work of his adminis-
trative and legislative assistants.
"As an economics major, I did

not learn anything new, but as
there were no other staff mem-
bers trained in this field, I did
get an excellent chance to ap-
ply what I had learned at Wil-
liams."

Mike Keating performed more
or less the same staff functions
in the office of Rep. Tobert H.
MacDonald (Dem., Mass.). But,
Keating's legislative research ac-
tivities had special relevence for
him since he plans to write his
Political Science honors thesis on
the very bill he did research for

—

the federal aid to education bill.

Keating was fortunate to see
his boss every day and get to
know him and was able to get a
better "grasp of the totality of
what goes on," than was Henry
in the larger, senatorial office.

Arranged Interviews

Several interviews with various
personages and government offic-

es were arranged for the group
over the course of the summer,
Keating had the opportunity of

planning a few of these interviews

and described them as "experien-
ces that most of us will never have
again." Discussions with such
men as Arthur Schlesinger, James
Rcston, Dean Acheson, Sen. Barry
Goldwater, Charles Boland, Wil-

liam Bundy (brother of Mc-
George), Rep. Charles Halleck and
Kermit Gordon, of the CEA and
Williams, and attendance at a
JFK news conference and a sym-
posium at the Russian Embassy,
were the highlights of the pro-
gram for most of the students.

"Wo became more proficient in

our interviewing as the summer
went on," Keating felt, and this

fact was especially important be-
cause "we were extremely fortun-
ate to meet these people; as they
just aren't accessible to anyone
else in the general public but col-

lege students. Most of them feel

it their responsibility to meet
with serious students of govern-
ment, and this fact put us in an
obviously unique position. A pos-
ition, I might add, that none of

us failed to take advantage of."

One intern who especially took
advantage of the accessibility of
Congressmen was John Pope.
Working first in the office of Rep.
Joseph Karth (Dem., Minn.) and
then for a week in the office of
Senator Hubert Humphreys
(Dem., Minn.), the Democratic
Whip, Pope experienced the same
staff duties as most of the other
interns. But, in addition, he had
a chance to have an unusual re-

lationship with a third Congress-
man, Rep. Ashbrook of Ohio.
Pope and Ashbrook spent much

time discussing their political

views with each other. "I went
down to Washington with a set of

liberal beliefs," Pope explained,

"and it wasn't until I got back

that I knew why I believed what
I did. Having a chance to form-
ulate my views in relation to

those of Ashbrook, a conservative,

really helped me to articulate my
position better. Plus the fact that

by actually living and working in

Washington, I had first hand and
not textbook knowledge to work
with.

"Washington is a wonderful

town;" he continued, "and there

is real excitement up on Capitol

Hill; but only by living there can
you get an actual sense of what
goes on. As for my own career,

this summer helped me decide

that the back-slapping and cam-
paigning of being a politician

makes the constancy and real

purposefulness of agency work
much more attractive to me."

Home District

For Bill Vaughn this summer
also was a uniquely personal ex-

perience as a result of his working
for the Congressman, Rep. Abner
Sibal (Rep.), of his home district

in Connecticut. This situation en-

abled him to combine a "better

understanding of politicians, poli-

tics and the political process" In

general, with a thorough and re-

vealing insight into his own dis-

trict in particular.

Pete Worthman also retained

this improved knowledge of poli-

ticians, but further emphasized
his new and deepened apprecia-

tion of the men serving in Con-

LUCKY STRIKE
presents;

WCmUFFERS THE FRESHMEN"

i I

I I

i

SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS. SENIORS: DON'T TREAD ON FRESHMEN! They

have been known to become employers. A freshman wants, above all, to be

inaugurated into your world. Walk him to class, teach him longhand, explain

how the Ph.D. wears his tassel, introduce him to Luckies (and tell him how

college students smoke more Luckies than any other regular). You'll be a

bigger man, and you'll be able to borrow Luckies from him any time.

gress. "When I went down there

1 had the College student's cynl-

vai aililude toward Congressmen,

he quipped, "but I quickly learn-

ed to appreciate what these guys

have got to face—not so much in

their constituency and the poli-

tical process, but within their own
minds. In doing this I came to

the conclusion that these Con-
gressmen definitely do have prin-

ciples, and do not try to evade
them, as is sometimes believed.

Rather, they are faced with the

very difficult task of finding the

best method of applying their

principles and actually getting

something done.'' Worthman was
working for Rep. Abraham J.

Multer (Dem., N. Y.)

Others on Staff Work

The other Interns working for

Congressmen included: Walter
Graham, who worked for Rep.
Frank Thompson, Jr. (Dem.. N.
J.) ; Glen Thurow, who worked
for Sen. Lee Metcalf of Montana;
Irv Marcus, for Rep. Preylingheu-
sen (Rep., N. J.); and John Cal-
houn, for Rep. Peter Domlnlck
(Rep., Col.). All had approxi-
mately the same duties and feel-

ings regarding their experiences

as Henry, Keating, Pope, Worth-
man and Vaughn.

Different Experiences

A significantly different experi-

ence, however, was had by the

other Interns who were engaged

in administrative offices, as op-

posed to the congressional work

described above. Frank Wolf,

while working for the Interregion-

al Operations Staff of the Inter-

national Cooperation Administra-

tion (ICA), had the opportunity

of making a study of what the

relation should be between the

Development Assistance Commit-

tee of the Organization of Ec-

onomic and Commercial Develop-

ment (OECD) and the developing

countries. Besides extra study at

night on the alphabet soup of

Washington administrative work,

this study gave Frank a chance

to interview people in the ICA
and State Department.

Probably the most important re-

sult of this study, which was to

serve as a factual background for

a possible policy formulation, was
Wolf's "discovery of how close a

relationship there seems to be be-

tween the academic community
and the bureaucracy in Washing-
ton. In addition, all the officials

I came in contact with were. In

general, surprisingly devoted, com-
petent and interested."

Also engaged in administrative

work of one area or another were:

Ken Kehrer, who worked at the

Pakistan desk of the ICA; and
Henry Conley, who was engaged
in the Near East-South Asia area

3f the ICA.

Walt Graham succeeded In

-.umming up, in good part, the

feelings of all the Mead Interns

when he said that "I didn't get

that much out of my specific job,

but the real value was just the

Idea of being in Washington and
getting the feel of that political

center." Graham echoed Pope and
the others in praising the fact

that "here was first-hand, not

textbook, experience."

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and ge\ some fasfe for a change!

Sawyer Talks
Continued from Page 1 , Col. 5

dom, Sawyer stated that he had
not yet read the Chapel's study

on student attitudes. This study

represents 95 per cent of the

student body opposed to compul-

sory chapel.

The President expressed a will-

ingness to look into any idea on
improving the curriculum and
the extra-curricular culture. In-

dependent study programs, chang-
es in the division of the school

year, and a four-course schedule

for upperclassmcn were among
the recommendations made in the

meeting.

^4. r. Cfc.
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Geology Majors At Williams Recount Tale Of Woe

During Frequent Assaults On Rocks Of America
by Dave McGeary

The scene Is rural Vermont on
a bright, clear aUernoon In early

September. A group of well-scrub

bed, eager young men face a far-

mer who Is managing to lean on
a pitchfork, push back his hat,

and cradle a shotgun simultane-

ously. A spokesman for the group
steps forward.

"Sir, we're Williams College ge-

ology majors, and we understood
that we had permission to map
this area."

Parmer (thoughtfully): "Git

the hell off my land."

Flights of Fancy
The plight of the geologist has

not been consistently unhappy
through history. The American
Indians, after killing one or two
of the earliest pioneers in the field

and finding their pockets full of

rocks, left the rest of them alone

for several years, as they had a
superstitious respect for the in-

sane.

Geology students at Williams,

however, run across problems oth-

er than landowners. Last year's

seniors, having carefully inked in I

the result of weeks of field work]

on a large sheet of map paper, re-

turned to their field table to sec

the last of the map disappear

down a cow.
Lengthy field trips by car, such

as the five day trip through

Pennsylvania that highlights jun-

ior year, offer their own prob-

lems. The bible for choosing gear

is an all-inclusive sheet entitled

"25 Es.sentials For a Field Ti'ip,''

that sends the student out to face

the world burdened with chalk

and stacks of old newspapers. In

the past, and this year's senior

class is no exception, friction has
been built up by enterprising stu-

dents who see fit to modify the 25

essentials to 24 cans of beer and a

church key.

Turnpike Trick

Throughways with no stopping

except for repairs are often a
nuisance, for the best exposures

of rock invariably occur along

such a highway. Consequently a

system has evolved to permit stops

at crucial outcrops. The car is

pulled off the road and jacked

up. For realism a wheel may bo

planned, with one student always
appearing busily at work, while

the rest examine the rocks at

their leisui-e. The plan works well

if the same police cruiser does

not pass twice. It is out of the

question, however, for a five car

caravan.

A recognized danger on a field

trip is running into another group
of geology students. These groups
are always twice as experienced
as the Williams group, and sneer
In distaste at "gentlemen geolo-

gists." Or worse yet, the other
group may be coeducational. As
a rule, female geology students
weigh 265 pounds and shave.

Success Is A Fossil

Geology Is considered a "gut"
only by those who have never tak-
en a geology course. When a stu-
dent finds himself examining a
fossilized right hind leg of an un-
identified half inch long creature
plucked from a Pennsylvania gra-
vel pit and studied by automobile
headhght on a moonless night,
he might pause for a moment and
wonder Just what he is doing

removed, the trunk left open, and there. But he can always console
the hood raised. A rotation Is I himself with the excellent Job op
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Geology students (left to right) Pete TrescoH ond Art Palmer and Assoc.
Prof. John MocFadyen exemplify smart, summer dress for cool, collegiofe

jug enthusiasts as they swing topogrophieai curves on a chart of Stone Hill,

which is south of Williomstown.

portunities he can expect upon
graduation. Last year, for exam-
ple, less than 6000 geologists lost

their Jobs.
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Faculty Gets President's Statement
After coiuultliiK with the Dean,

the Chairman pro tempore and
other senior members of the Fac-
ulty, I have made certain deci-

sions which I hope may direct

attention toward the need for Im-
provement In some areas of un-
dergraduate conduct and lead to

more effective observance of col-

lege rules. I hope also that, over

a period of time, we may produce
a careful review of the present
rules and standards and make
changes wherever this review In-

dicates the need.

To lead this effort, I have es-
tablished a new Conunittee on
Undergraduate Standing with
Dean Brooks as Secretary and
eight other members of the Fac-
ulty. Most of the members of the
committee have already had sub-
stantial recent experience with
the problems which the Commit-
tee will face.

The Committee on Undergradu-
ate Standing is empowered to es-

tablish, on behalf of the Faculty

and with the assent of the Pres-

ident, all rules of student con-

duct and penalties for their vio-

lation. It will adjudicate all major
disciplining cases whether referred

to it by a sub-committee, by the

dean, or initiated by it. Its de-
cisions in individual disciplinary

cases are final except that in the

case of dismissals, or readmissions

after dismissals, the College Laws
require the resident's assent.

Tills Committee will also make
final decisions in all cases of dis-

missals for academic reasons, or

application for re-admission of

siudents dismissed for academic
reasons.

I.i addition, I am asking the
Committee to meet at regular In-

urvtvls to discuss and define gen-

eral problem areas, and act upon
reports and recommendations of

its sub-committees of which there
will be two: one on Discipline and
one on Academic Standing.
The Sub-Committee on Disci-

pline, with Professor Foote as
Chairman and the Dean as Sec-
retary, wUl maintain a continu-
ous review of the operation and
enforcement of rules of conduct
including those governing atten-
dance, the maintenance and driv-
ing of automobiles, damage to
College property, the general
conduct of undergraduates in fra-
ternities, the social affairs and
pre-lnltlatlon activities of frater-
nities, and the observance of lib-
rary rules. The Sub-Comm-
ittee will report periodically to
the main committee on general
disciplinary problems and Issues.
It will refer to the main Commit-
tee the adjudication of all major
disciplinary cases.

The Sub-Committee on Ac-
ademic standing, with the Dean
as Chairman and the Registrar
as Secretary, will decide all in-
dividual student petitions for ex-
ception to the rules of the cur-
riculum. It will issue Informal
Warnings and formal Academic
Warnings under the same stand-
ards until now enforced by the
Committee on Academic Standing.
It will also refer to the main
committee all cases of students
eligible for dismissal for academ-
ic reasons. The news Sub-Commit-
tee will report periodically to the
main committee on general prob-
lems and issues. The establish-

ment of academic standards will,

of course, remain the preroga-

tive of the Faculty as a whole.

The seriousness of purpose and
the hard work which Student

Committees have brought to the
preparation of certain recent re-
ports Illustrates the value of con-
tinuing the long tradition at Wil-
liams of consultation with under-
graduate leaders on policies relat-

ing to undergraduate conduct.
The new Committee will continue
this policy and such reports as are
now at hand will be turned over
to It.

At its discretion, the Commit-
tee will also Invite the student
Discipline Committee to sit with
it duiing the discussion of indi-

vidual disciplinary cases prior to
the actual process of decision. The
new Committee will also continue
the long-standing procedure of

inviting the defendant in a dis-

ciplinary action to appear before
it and state his case in person.

The work of the Dean and the

committees will be assisted by
such strengthening of staff as

seems appropriate.

As the College rules for many
years have set forth, it Is the aim
of the College to encourage a-

mong undergraduates a sense of

personal responsibility and seif-

govemment. The College and the

College Council insist on good
taste, gentlemanly conduct and
observance of College Rules." No
more and no less than this is the

objective of the new arrangements

described. Tills objective can and
will continue to be realized only

through the cooperation of this

Faculty and the respect for such

standards and procedures that we
may rightly expect from Williams

undergraduates.

New DKE Houie hot "Unlqu* Aipeclt"

Three Story 'Deke' House Unique;

Has Library, Study Carrels, Bar
The new Delta Kappa Epsll-

on chapter house, set far back
from the road on fraternity row,

is a three-story house placed on
the side of a gradually sloping

hill. The building is a synthesis

of New England colonial style

combined with the functional

beauty of modem design.

The house has various unique

aspects, for instance picture win-

dows in all the bedrooms, a house

library which contains individual

study carrels accommodating at

least a quarter of the brothers

at any one time, and an Immense
party room boasting a fireplace

and a professionally equipped bar.

Three acres of land behind the

house will be the site of a hockey
rink and football and softball

fields.

The Dekes are especially proud

WHO is at work on a satellite system for global telephone and TV transmission?

WHO provides the communications channels for America's missile defenses?

WHO is girdling the globe with communications for America's first man into space?

WHO tapped the sun for electric power by inventing the Solar Battery?

WHO used the moon for two-way conversations across the country?

WHO guided Tiros and Echo into accurate orbit?

WHO made your pocket radio possible by inventing the Transistor?

WHO maintains the world's largest, finest industrial research facilities?

WHO supplies the most and the best telephone service in the world?

WHO has the UNIVERSAL communications organization?

of their exceptional dining facil-

ities, which are presided over by
Ted Ray, a former chef of the
Williams Inn.

The compactness of the house
permits accommodations for the
residence of all the members from
the Junior and Senior classes.

The sound-proofed bedrooms con-
tain two oversize Hollywood-style

beds, a desk and desk lamp, an
easy chair, a floor lamp, a bed
table, wall-to-wall carpeting, and
built-in closet space for two oc-

cupants. The furniture and drap-
ery is color keyed to provide max-
imum variety. The prototype of

the bedrooms is the result of the
efforts of John McKean, Building

Chairman, to provide a function-

al yet attractive living unit.

On October twenty-first there

will be an official dedication of

the house, attended by Deke al-

umni and officers of the national

council of Delta Kappa Epsllon.

The following day will be devoted
to receiving and entertaining the
Northern Berkshire Community.

South Mountain Gives

2 Concert Programs

South Mountain will present two
concerts at Pittsfield this October.

On the 8th the New York String

Sextet plays works by Beethoven,
Quincy Porter, and Schoenberg.
On October 15th the Beaux Arts

Trio of New York will Interpret

piece by Mozart, Beethoven, and
Brahms. Both Concerts are on
Simdays at 3 p.m. The admission
charge is $2.

The two prior offerings in this

fall's concert series were noted
folk singer Richard Dyer-Bennet,
on Sept. 17, and the Claremont
Quartet, which appeared on Sept.

24.

THERE'S ONLY ONE ANSWER TO ALL TEN QUESTIONS

TELERHONE SYSTEM C^]
Pioneering in outer space to improve communications on earth

Chapel Schedule

Rev. John D. Eiisden, college

chaplain, has announced the

speakers for religious services of

the fall semester.

Dr. Eusden was the first speak-

er for opening services in Thomp-
son Memorial Chapel and last

Sunday's (Oct. 1) speaker waa
Rev. Andre Trocme, of Geneva,
Switzerland. The rest of the
scheduled speakers are as follows:

Oct. 8 - The Rev. William A.

Spurrier '39, Wesleyan University.

Oct. 15 - The Rev. Sidney Lov-
ett. New Haven, Conn.

Oct. 22 - President John B.

Sawyer '39, Williams College.

Oct. 29 - The Rev. John D. Eus-
den.

Nov. 5 - The Rev. Herbert Oez-
ork, Andover Newton Theological

School.

Nov. 12 - Professor John W.
Chandler, Williams College.

Nov. 19 - The Rev. John D. Eus-
den

Dec. 3 - John H. Shoaff, '62

Dec. 10 - Christmas Vesper Ser-
vice. The Chapel Choir, directed

by Robert Barrow, and the El-
mlra College Glee Club, directed

by Forrest Sanders. Meditation
by the Chaplain.

Jan. 7 - Rev. John D. Eusden

Jan. 14 - Professor Will Her-
bert, Drew Univanlty.



Cluett Center
Continuad from Poge I, Col. 2

ed for all candidates. Thus, dur-

ing the past year, WUUams econ-

omists became world travelers,

with trips made to South Ameri-

ca, Africa, and even one around

the world. Pinal admissions are

made by William B. Gates, Jr.,

director of admissions to graduate

study. It is hoped that the stu-

dents themselves will serve as ad-

visory groups for admission after

completing the course of study.

Fellowships and Aid

"About two-thirds of the stu-

dents are getting some aid from

their governments," said Mrs.

James Magregor Burns, Adminis-

trative Officer of the Center. The
annual cost runs from $6500 to

$7000 per student, a few of whom
are also on fellowships. Two, for

Instance, hold Ford Foundation
grants, one In ICA Fellowship,

and another a United Nations

Fellowship.

Most of the students are 24 to

33 years old when accepted, and
many are employed as economists

or civil servants by their govern-

ments. Sixteen of this year's

twenty students are on leave from
such positions. Their governments

win either hold open their jobs

or place them In higher positions

upon return.

"We think that our group this

year is at least as good as last's."

said Brooks. "All but three of

last year's Cluett students receiv-

ed theli- M. A. In Development
Economics. Most have since re-

turned to their native countries,

but several have remained In

the U. S. studying for advanced
degrees." Brooks emphasized the

careful advance planning and
"highly compressed, very rigorous

program" embodied in the Cluett

experiment. Students take foui-

courses per semester, each meet-

NEW CLUETT STUDENTS - Seated clockwise from

of the Willioms Cluett Center for Development Economic
Ihson Ozol, 31, of Turkey; Herman Gomez Montt, 33, o

Oppong Djong, 30, of Ghana; Bo Thwin, 28, of Burma; A
onde, 33, of Uganda; Toric Kivanc, 22, of Turkey; Edg

nett, chairman of the center; Brijesh Chandro Mathur, 35,
atchew Shimeshi, 23, of Ethiopia; Bo Than, 31, of Burm
34, of Soudan; Mohammed Rofik Solahie, 28, of the U. A
S ostri, 32, of Indio; and Adeboye Stephen Shololo, 35, o

To be considered for admission to the center a candi

onomicolly advanced; he must olso hove o B.A. degree or

mini oi English, both spoken and written. Preference is g
onitrotod analytical capacity is a condition of admission

student's return to his own country, he will be employed i

training he receives at the center.

the lower lefthond corner ore the twenty '61 -'62 studentc

s. They are: Julio Zomoro Batiz, 23, of Mexico; Ertugrul

f Chile; Pavie Sicherl, 26, of Yugoslovio; Rolland Kwome
ntonio Sordo Sodi, 25, of Maxieo; Jbulaimu Kobondo Kir-

or Newton Brogo Filho, 28, of Brozil; Vincent McD. Bor-

of India; Enrique Norciso Gucrro, 28, of Venezuela; Get-

o; Augusto Franco, 30, of Colombio; Toho Abbas Gadollo,

R. (Syria); Abdur Rahman, 27, of Pakistan; Roi Kumar
f Nigeria.

dote must be o notional of a country which is not yet ec-

its equivalent, be in good health, and have a good com-
iven to oppiicants between tnc ages of 24 and 30, Dem-
There must also be a reasonable ossuronce thot on the

n post which will enable him to put to effective use the

ing twice a week as seminars.

Planning the first year was so

good that only minor changes
have been made this year. "We
needed slight changes and Im-
provements in the curriculum,"

said Brooks, "but found it proved
to be perfectly sound and well-

adjusted to the needs of the stu-

dents."

"For the first time Cluett

courses have been opened up to

.qualified seniors,'' said Mrs.
Burns. Another idea was to leave

time free for joint classes with
Cluett students and Political Sci-

ence and Economics majors.

Wednesdays and week-ends are

generally left for field trips or at

the students disposal. A three day

trip to New York and the United
Nations filled this past week-end,
ample explanation for the atten^

tion the economics students have
been giving to New York on $5.00

a Day recently. Excursions to

farms and nearby industries, as

well as to the atomic Installation

near Rowe, Mass., have been plan-

ned for the future.

Cluett Students Visit

NYC, UN Assembly
i The Cluett Center students de-
voted last week-end, Saturday
through Monday, to visiting New
York City. The primary facet of

the trip was a stop at the United
:.'«atlons on Monday.
/ Under the guidance of Mr.s.

lames M. Burns and Dean and
Mrs. Brooks, the group left Wil-
jllamstown by bus Saturday morn-
ing. Accommodations were provld-

!d by International House at 500
Riverside Drive In the City. Sat-
urday afternoon and evening nnd
Sunday morning and evening were
free to be spent at the students'

llscretlon.

Sunday saw a boat trip around
Vlanhattan. Lunch, a tour, and
he Qoneral Assembly session

highlighted the Monday excursion

.0 United Nations headquaitcrs.

The 'group returned to WlUlams-
town by bus late Monday even-

ing. . Expenses were covered by
Center funds.

Class Agents
Continued from Page 1, Col.. 5

'become a super-preparatory
school for gi-aduate work, domin-
ated by the universities."

Teaching and Research

;
But while maintaining the nec-

essity of continuing the liberal

arts tradition, he stated that

"there Is no dichotomy between
good teaching and good research."

In the natural sciences teaching

must be kept abreast of research,

he said, pointing to the need for

"facliltles to Implement $134,000

of grants for research currently

In progress."

English emphasized to the Rec-

ord that "we're going to have to

work like the dickens to s'et this

one. This goal is .somcthins to

aim for. not .something we're sure

of."

\MT Plans

««<
Tareyton's Dual Filter In duas partes divisa est!'

says veteran coach Romulus (Uncle) Remus. "We have a
saying over at the Coliseum -"Ikreyton separates the gladia-

tors from the gladioli'. It's a real magnus smoke. Thke it

from me, Tareyton delivers de gustibus-and the Dual Filter

does it!"

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
INNER HLTER

PURE WHITE
iOUTER FIITER

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton
iMmcl y caC^Aimcmsm tX^«Mvt^<cry>4»nM'~ Ju^teav u

w,.,^ r-

our middlt itmau •^mto

Continued from Page 1 , Col. 3

"uture. But. since he did not re-

3elve the Job until late In the

last academic year, all the prep-

aration must be done now.
He Is encouraging student par-

ticipation In the downstairs, hop-

ing to provide a place where plays

which might not have an audi-

^nce upstairs can be done. He al-

o wants to provide a place for

people to be "bad,"' In terms of

theatrical ability, permitting them
at least the opportunity to at-

tempt something.
Typical of the fare for this year

are the works to be presented in

the opening session: "Krapp's
Last Tape," "The Sandbox," and

one other play will be presented

all of which will be directed by

students. Meeder was in the un-

comfortable predicament of, earl-

ier In the year, not having any
student directors. He did not

wish to compete with students

by directing a play himself and

so was faced with the problem
of directing all the plays himself

or getting student directors. For-

tunately, several Interested stu-

dents wanted to direct and an

all-student program will be pre-

sented.

Freshman Ferrago
A third activity at the theatre

Is a revival of what is possibly the

longest-running vaudeville now
on the boards, the Freshman Re-

vue. Directed by John Calhoun,

president of Cap and Bells, and

Woody Lockhart, the show will

be the usual potpourri of skills

and antics by the freshmen for

the benefit of their parents. Cal-

houn was exceptionally pleased by

last year's production, which he

co-directed with the graduated

Tony Stout, and hopes to equal

It this year. He concedes, howev-

er, the fact that. In light of the

unusually biased audience, the

show Is usually a popular. If not

critical success.

Although the staffs for the re-

spective AMT Shows are virtual-

ly complete, the administration is

emphatic In their encouragement
to any Interested student to make
known his Interest In any field of

the theatre. As far as the Revue
Is concerned, all Interested fresh-

mep are exhorted to come to the

theatre. Who knows, there may be

a future Olivier Uvlng In Sage

HaU.



'King's' Clamps Down On Minors
NOTICE—You must be 21 to

purchase alcoholic beverages and
prove It. Any falsincation can re-

sult In up to $100. In fines.

This sign which Is prominently
displayed in several places in

King's Package Store on Spring
Street is one of the most sell-

explanatory pieces of writing In
WilUamstown. The only thing
lacking Is an explanation for its

sudden appearance In what was
once the favorite, all-college "wa-
lering place."

The closure of the store to

those who are underage is the re-
sult of litigation during the sum-
mc'r which cost the store $550.
In fines for selling to minors. The
store was also closed for a period
of four days.

Earl King, manager of the
store, estimated, however, the to-
tal cost at "something close to
$1,000" by the time "Indirect ex-
penses," as he called them were
paid.

Unruly Students
The trouble for the store be-

Ran in May when police were
summoned to quiet a disturbance
by students in the Walden Thea-
tre. "This." says King "was what
really started the ball rolling."
Policemen investigated several
students possessing beer And
found them to be underage, hav-
ing bought the beer at King's.

It is a well-known fact that
the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts requires a person to be 21 to
purchase alcoholic beverages and
these students were not of age.

It therefore became simply a
m:^tter of enforcing this statute

and the ABC in Boston agreed to
remain out of the affair if the
local Board of Selectmen, which
also acts as the Ucenslng agent
would act.

The Chairman of the Selectmen
is John P. Connors, the Vice-
chairman is Richard Hunter, and
the members are Norris Phelps,
Catherine Wycoff, and Louis Rud-
nick.

No Choice But Dry
The result of the trail, at which

the students were required to tes-
tify, is the sign which hangs in

the store, indicative of the stand
being taken by every other place
in town which sells liquor. "We
have no alternative," King says,

"if we want to stay In business."
King feels no bitterness toward

the students who testified, real-
izing that they were subpoenaed
into court. "But," he admitted
ruefully, "it's sort of like biting
the hand that feeds you."

Only the Mature
A new college policy of includ-

ing pictures on the Freshman
ID cards, a measure not taken
necessarily because of the King
case, will make it considerab-
ly easier for the stores to detect
minors. Each succeeding class
will receive ID cards with pic-
tures until the whole school has
them, obUviating the possibility of
falsified indentificatlon.

King Returns To Walden Theatre;

'Top Hollywood Films To Be Shown
Cal King, upon whose name any

number of puns concerning royal-
ty and succession in Williams-
town, has returned to his custo-
mary throne, the high wooden
stool behind the cashier's glass
at the Walden Theatre.

King, who has been with the
theatre since 1922, returns after
a year of absence during which
time the theatre was rented and
managed by Peter Desmond. King
is very happy to be back and so
is his wife

King plans to return to the plan
of operation which prevailed at
the Walden during his regancy
di-astically last year. Desmond ran
the Walden as an Art Theatre,
playing foreign films almost ex-

Reverend Andre Trocme Of Geneva Defines
Role Of Divinity In International Affairs

By Alien Larrabee

Rev. Andre Trocme of Geneva,
Switzerland, took a dim view of

Old Testament concepts of violen-
ce when he preached in chapel
Sunday night, but his oratory was
reminiscent of an Old Testament
prophet. In a sermon of power,
beauty, and intellectual and em-
otional Impact rarely heard, Rev-
erend Trocme dwelt on a subject
so vast that only an eloquence
such as his own could be worthy
of it: the question of Ood's inter-

vention in history.

Citing the legend of Promethe-
us, Rev. Trocme indicated that
Man, who has stolen the fire of

atomic power from God, Is. un-
like Prometheus, not bound to a
rock and is free to use his power.

Where Is God?
And God Is strangely silent.

People come to believe that If He
exists at all. He Is so distant that
we are on our own. What Is his

Intervention in history?
Many would have wished that

Hitler's plane would crash and
suppress his menace. But dicta-
tors' planes don't crash; Ham-
marskjold's does.

Old Testament

The Old Testament offers two
concepts of God, One is that of

a God who laughs at Man's small
efforts to dethi-one him. Man pre-
fers the other concept, of an an-
gry God who destroys his enem-
ies, Troche said. But how Is God
to take the cause of a nation
not serving Him?

If war broke out tomorrow.
Eiu-opeans. unlike Americans

FOR

HAIRCUTS 1

WILLIAMS

MEN

KNOW
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Trinity TD In Last 2 Minutes Tops Ephs, 8-6

Bantams Score On Safety, 24-Yd. Pass;

Williams Outgains Visitors By 90 Yards

Top \ett: Williams halfback Tom Todd about »o leave Trinity center

Bill Fox for beliind during the Ephs' touchdown drive. Top right: Quorterbock
Bruce Grinnell saves the TD march with this poss to Pete Stanley. Bottom:
Todd cuts inside past Trinity's Guiliono.

by Dave Goldberg
It's not very often that a football team outgains its opponents

by 90 yards and loses. Unfortunately for Williams, that's exactly

what liappened Saturday, as Trinity scored in the last minute on
a 24 yard pass from Don Taylor to Sam Winner to down the Ejihs

by an 8-6 margin.
Trinity got the breaks early.

Both teams played a cautious

first quarter, with most of the

play around mldfield. Then, early

in the second period, a Bantam
drive penetrated to the Williams
30. There the Ephs defense stif-

fened, and in two successive plays

Trinity was driven back to the

49. Here, however, came one of

the Icey plays of the ballgame.
Trinity kicker Ian Bennett, aim-
ing for the sideline, boomed a
punt far downfield, over the heads
of Williams safety men Tim Good-
win and Chris Hagy. The Wil-
liams backs let the ball go, think-
ing it would roll into the end
zone. Instead, the ball hit on the
I foot line, 15 yards from the
sideline and rolled at a 90 degree
angle out of bounds.

Fumble Leads to Safety
William.s did not get out of the

hole for the rest of the half. Two
plays after the punt, Bill Chap-
man, back to kick, fumbled a low
pass from center and tried to
run the ball out of the end zone.
He was quickly snowed under, and
Trinity had 2 points on a safety.

Williams had to kick off from the
20, which gave Trinity an ad-
vantage in field position.

For the rest of the half, the
Bantams controlled play with
that advantage. Thanks to Ben-
nett, who was punting outstand-
ingly, every time the Ephs got the
ball they were deep In their own
territory, with little room to man-
euver. As a result, the best quar-
terback Bruce Grinnell could do
was to run his team conservative-
ly, hoping to edge at least part
way out of the hole.
Once Williams got running

room, early in the second half,
they began to show their super-
iority. Late in the third period.
Bennett kicked out of bounds on
the Williams 16. On the last play
of the quarter Goodwin ran to
the 19. Then the Ephs began to
drive.

Continued on Page 7, Col. 4

Eph Soccer Trounces Middlebury;
Lawsing Scores 3 In 5-1 Victory

By Stew Davis

Led by center-forward Jim

Lawsing's hat-trick the WiUiams

varsity soccer team trampled

highly-touted and probably self-

overrated Mlddlebury 6-1 in a

scrimmage on Saturday.

""wilUams' coach Clarence Chaf-

fee contiimed experimenting to

find a man to fill the center-for-

ward slot left vacant when Jun-

ior Leigh Baier was lost for the

season as a result of a motorcy-

cle accident early this fall.

"Chafe" shunted soph John Foehl

over to left wing, Lawsing's old

position, and moved Lawsing in-

to the middle. The switch paid off

handsomely Saturday. Williams'

other center-forward, Ghanaian
Ben Kofi, tallied once against

Middlebury to raise his total in

Williams' three scrimmages to five

ioals.

Lawsing- Opens Scoring

Lawsing opened the Eph scor-

ing in the first quarter with an
unassisted goal. He gained control

of the ball, pivoted to his left,

ind booted the ball into the low-

;r corner of the goal.

The Ephs scored once in the

second quarter and once in the

third by taking advantage of

scrambles before the goal mouth.
Lawsing was credited with the

first of these goals and Kofi with

the other.

Center half Johnny O'Donnell

upped the Eph score in the final

stanza by drilling a shot from

outside the penalty area into the

goal's lower right-hand corner.

Lawsing scored the final Eph
goal oil a pass from Skip Ruther-

ford.

Mlddlebury's lone tally came on

a long looping shot which went
over the head of Eph goalie Dave
Kershaw. Kershaw, a sophomore,

played a fine game, filling in for

first-stringer Gordie Pritchett,

who was ill.

The Eph power was especially

noticable in the first quarter, when
Mlddlebury managed to get the

ball away from their half of the

field less than a half dozen times.

The line's short passing attack

was clicking while the halfbacks

and fullbacks kept pumping Uie

ball upfield whenever play got be-

hind the line.

Freshman

Accommodationi for Porenti

At

Chimney Mirror Motel

opposite Howard Johnson's
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Eph Cyciing Crew Spends Summer

Peddling Thru VS, Canada, Europe
After a siunmer of prac-

tice combined with pleasure,

the Williams Cycling Club is con-
fident of having a good season
this fall and maintaining their

high national ranking. With es-

sentially the same team last

spring, the Eph cyclists placed
third in the NCAA championships.

Again leading the team this

year is Steve Huffman '62. Huff-
man, along with John Reld '62,

highlighted their summer of cyc-
ling with a five and one-half day,
600-mile trip through the scenic
Gaspe Penisula of Quebec, Can-
ada.

The most ambitious trip under-
taken by any of the Club's mem-
bers this summer was a two-
month, cross-country trip by
"Boots" Coleman '62 and last
year's senior Jan Rozendahl. Leav-
ing Protland, Oregon, in June, the
pair arrived in Williamstown In
late August after a leisurely 3600
mile trip.

Two Cycle In Europe
Carl Marcus '64 and Pete Cal-

loway '63 also spent their sum-
mers on the bicycle seat as each

took individual hosteling tours

through Europe. Other members
returning from last year's squad
are Dick Gardner '64 the fifth-

ranking collegiate cyclist in last

spring's NCAA championships, &
Dave Kieffer '62. New Cycling

Club members this year are Bob
Summersgill '64, Jim Caldwell '64,

and Jim Dudley '62.

With these eight men returning
from last year's squad and with
three new prospects on the team,
the Cycling Club is optimistical-

ly looking forward to this fall's

four meet schedule. The Eph cyc-
lists begin their season this Sat-
urday with a road race in

Springfield, Massachusetts. On
October 15, the University of
Connecticut will host a 30-mile
road race in Simmsburg, Conn.
Another road race at Springfield

will take place on October 21.

The race of the year is schedul-

ed tentatively for Oct. 29 at Yale
University.

College Pharmacy

equipped to fill

your every drug store need

Onfempufi
Kith

>fex9hulman

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

SAIL ON, SAIL OM
I suppose October 12 is just another day to you. You Rot up in

the ordinary way and do all the ordinary things you ordiinrily

do. You have your breakfast, you walk your ocelot, you k<* to

classes, you write lionie for money, you burn the clean in cliifiy,

you watch IIowdy-lDoody, and you ro to bed. And do you n've

one little thought to the fact that October 12 is Columbus
Day? No, you do not.

Nobody thinks about Columbus these days. I/jt us, there-

fore, pause for a moment and retell his ever-glorious, eudl&ssly

Btirriug saga.

^^Jsfe*?

{imhtimcmdcA^bl^xye^-00^^

Christopher Columbus was born in Genoa on AuRUst 2.5, H.")!.

His father, Kalph T. Coluiiiliiis, was in the tlirec-minuto nuto
wash game. His mother, Eleanor (Swifty) Columbus, was a
sprinter. Cliristoplier was an only child, e\-cci)t for his four

brothers and eight si.sters. Witli his father busy all day at the

auto wash and his mother constantly away at track moots,
young Columbus was left pretty nnich to his own devices.

However, the lad did not sulk or brood. Ho was an avid reader
and spent all his waking hours immersed in a book. Unfortu-
nately, there was only one book in Genoa at the time—Care of
the Horse by Aristotle—and after several years of reading Care
of the Horse, Columbus grew restless. So when rumor reached
him that there was another book in Barcelona, off he ran os
fast as his fat little legs would carry him.
The rumor, alas, i)roved false. The only book in Barcelona

was Cuidar un Cahnllo by Aristotle, which j)roved to be nothing
more than a Spanish translation of Care of the Horse.

Bitterly disap])ointcd, Columbus began to dream of going
to India where, according to legend, there wore thousands of

books. But the only way to go to India was on horseback, and
after so many years of reading Care of the Horse, Columbus
never wanted to clap eyes on a horse again. Then a new thought
truck him: perhaps it was possible to get to India by sea!

Fired with his revolutionary new idea, Columbus raced to
the court of Ferdinand and Isaliella on his little fat legs (Colum-
bus, though six feet tall, was plagued with little fat legs all his
life) and pleaded his case with such fer\or that the rulers wore
persuaded.

On October 12, 1492, Columbus set foot on the New World.
The following year he returned to Spain with a cargo of wondi rs

never before seen in Euro,)e-spices and niotals and plants and
flowers and-most wondrous of all-tobacco! Oh, what a sons.a-
tion tobacco caused in Europe! The filter had long since boon
invented (by Aristotle, curiously enough) but nobody knew
what to do with it. Now Columbus, the Great Discovcrrr,
made still another great discovery: he took a filter, put tobacco
in front of it, and invented the world's first filter cigarette!
Through the centuries filters have been steadily improved

and 80 has tobacco, until today we have achieved the ultimate
in the filter cigarette-Marlboro, of course! Oh, what a i)icco
of work 18 Marlboro! Great tobacco, great filter, great snu>!:e!
And 80, good friends, when next you enjoy a fine Marll.iro
Cigarette, give a thought to the plucky Gonocsc, Christopher
Columbus, whose vision and perseverance made the whole
lovely thing possible.

And thank Columbui too for the king-size Philip Morrf
ii^T "• "^""'"'''"rf«>'ff'"-r//e»nre,/oMrc.',o r, -,o;:'H

b2wa""'"°
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Sawyer's Induction Slated For Sunday
Academic Institutions

Honor New President;

Griswold Will Speak
A proliferation of distinguished

guests win grace the Williams
College campus on the occasion
this Sunday, Oct. 8, of the Induc-
tion of John Edward Sawyer as
eleventh president of the Institu-

tion.

Representatives of more than
50 educational institutions, learn-

ed societies, and educational or-
ganizations win attend the cere-
monies. Included in this group
are some 28 college presidents.

The induction, scheduled for 3

p.m. in Chapin Hall, will feature
congratulatory addresses to Pres-
ident Sawyer by President A.
Whitney Griswold of Yale and
Professor of History Robert L.

Wolff of Harvard.
Three Greetings

Greetings will be offered the
Katherlng by Robert J. Durham
'B2. president of the College Coun-
cil: Daniel K. Chapman '26, pres-

ident of the Society of Alumni;
and Dr. Samuel A. Matthews,
Samuel Fessenden Clarke Profes-
•sor of Biology and Chairman Pro
Tempore of the Faculty of Wil-
liams College.

Sawyer will be Inducted by
Henry Needham Plynt '16, of
Greenwich, Connecticut, .senior

member of the Board of Trustees.

Preceding the formal induction,

will be the academic procession,

set to form at 2:30 p.m. The order
of march is as follows: the Sher-
iff. C'll'^f Marshall (Robert Rom-
ano Rhave Brooks, Dean of the
College I

. members of the senior

class, students of the Cluett Cen-
ter for Development Economics,
delegates of other institutions,

the faculty, and the Board of

Trustees. The procession wlU be
accompanied by the Eagle Band
of Pittsfield.

The following are the delegates
of other institutions, listed in the

order of founding of the Institu-

tions: University of Paris - Henri
Peyre, Delegate; Oxford Univer-
sity - Robert R. R. Brooks, Dele-

gate; Harvard - Edward S. Ma-
son, Dean, and Crane Brinton,
Professor of Ancient and Modern
History; Yale - A. Whitney Gris-

wold, President, WlUlam C. De-
vane, Dean of Yale College, and
Kingman Brewster, Jr., Provost;

Continued on Page 2, Col. I
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Students Explain Summer Service Opportunities

In Alaska, Crossroads Airica, And Hong Kong
By K. A. Larrabee

Students aspiring to or simply
Interested in siunmer service In

far-away places received a cur-
sory indication of how such a
summer would be spent in Jesup
Hall Thursday night. In a series

of brief talks, two with colored

slides, students who had served

in such programs described their

summers.
Chaplain John D. Eusden be-

gan with a welcome to "the first

meeting of the WilUams Overseas

Club." He spoke briefly on the

wide range of opportunities for

such summer service, then turn-

ed the platform over to Phil Rey-
nolds, '63, who spent the summer
in Alaska on a project sponsored
by National Missions In N. Y.
Reynolds' work consisted prim-

arily of teaching Alaskan Indians
in towns so remote that they
lacked personnel or Interest to

provide formal education.

The Alaskan Indian, explained

Reynolds, is in a bad state of af-

fairs. Pishing was his sole liveli-

hood until the more efficient fish-

Eusden Reports On Williams' Hong Kong Project:

Delegation Teaches English, Learns Of Colony Life
"All Of US in the seven-man

delegation from WilUams would
agree that we have not been on
a picnic. Everywhere we turn

there is an overwhelming and
frustrating challenge, and our
chief problem has been choosing
those things we can do best in a
short time." These are the words
of Chaplain John Eusden written

in Hong Kong in mid-August, 19-

61, where he led six Williams stu-

dents on Operation Haystack.

The main activity of the group
was teaching EngUsh at New As-

ia college; this occupied every

weekday morning from 8:30 to

12:30. Although the initial appli-

cations were in excess of 200, a

careful screening process reduced

the number of students who were

finally enroned to a manageable
70. They ranged from high school

age to people in their beginning

years In graduate school or in

business.

In their teaching activities, the

method of the Language Institute

of the University of Michigan

which focused on learning the

language through speaking and
listening rather than through

writing, reading, and formal

grammar.

Worthman, President Of Young Democrats,

Plans Active Participation In Local Election
Paul Worthman '62 was elect-

ed president and WlUiam J. Slt-

tig '63 secretary-treasurer at a
meeting of the Young Democrats
of WilUams College last Tuesday
evening.

Professor James M. Bums ad-

dressed the group on the merits

of permanent organization.

The task Immediately at hand
is the election of Representative

Thomas Wojtkowskl to the State

Senate seat vacated recently by

Robert Cramer '40. Cramer has
been appointed by the President
to an administrative position In

the Virgin Islands.

According to Worthman, "we

are particularly interested In Mr.

Wojtkowski's election over the

RepubUcan candidate, St. John,

because of his fine Uberal voting

Trustees To Meet
The Board of Trustees will

hold Its regular October meet-
ing on Saturday, Oct. 7. It is

expected that, in view of the

tuition Increases at many oth-

er colleges and the growing
problems Involved in financing

the educational enterprise, the

Trustees may in the near fut-

ure deal with the matter as

regards Williams. Other fac-

tors Involved in the rising cost

of education are Increasing

faculty salaries, scholarship
aid, and general inflation.

This weekend will also see

the first meeting of the special

Committee on Fraternity Ques-
tions.

record in the State House of Rep-
resentatives. He has distinguished

himself primarily in the areas of

education, labor, welfare, and civ-

il Uberties.

"In addition, and also very Im-

portant, is the fact that his el-

ection will give the Democrats in

the State Senate a sufficient maj-

ority to override Governor Volpe's

veto power. This assumes great

significance in regard to the task

of redistrictlng the entire Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts."

A group of approximately 12

members of the organization is

going to Pittsfield this Saturday,

and perhaps again on election

day next Tuesday, October 10, to

assist Wojtkowski's campaign.

Back Jack'

As for the future, the Young
Democrats plan to embark on a

"Back Jack" program to build

grass-roots support behind Pres-

ident Kennedy, in the hopes that

a stronger national consensus wni

insure success for his proposals

in the next session of Congress.

Another posslbiUty Is the form-

ation of a state-wide or New Eng-

land federation of college Young
Democrats groups. Worthman en-

visions this as "an ideal task to

be undertaken In an off-year. If

a continuing organization can be

built along these lines, the pos-

sible contributions in major elec-

tion years will be considerable."

Worthman suggested that any

students desirous of joining the

group or of helping Wojtkowskl

contact Slttlg at Zeta Psi, OL -

8-9136, or himself at Theta Del-

U Cbl, GL 8-3236 or 8-4181.

Eusden reports that their pro-

gram was the first intensive Eng-

lish course offered in southeast

Asia. The Chinese showed marked
improvement during the course of

their study, though the going was
sometimes rough: "Our teaching

has required at times the patience

of Confucius and the compassion

of Buddha. You say, for example.

In a pattern driU, 'Where did you
study last night?" Out from a
smiling Chinese face comes,

Yes'.
"

In addition to teaching EngUsh
the group offered lectures and
discussions on four topics deal-

ing with contemporary America.

Joe Bassett '62 and Fred Noland
'61 presented a consideration of

"Government 'Of the People, For

the People, By the People': Its

Ideals and Reality". Peter GUck
'61 and Larry Kanaga '62 discus-

sed "Racial Conflicts In Ameri-

ca", and "The Responsibilities of

a Student In A Democracy" were

considered by Ham Brown '62 and
Tad Day '61. Chaplain Eusden

concluded the weekly series with

"Current Trends In American
Philosophy."

The discussions were fairly well

attended and were translated in-

to both Mandarin and Cantonese

for the audience. Eusden reports

that "we found the questiorUng

about American government and
culture always sharp and critical,

but never unfriendly. May I give

you one poignant comment. A
Chinese student asked, 'You Am-
ericans are so friendly and fair,

why do you keep prejudice and
discrimination at home?' "

Refugee Problems

An already crowded teaching

schedule was further filled with

the teaching of Chinese in refu-

gee re-settlement areas. The
pUght of these displaced persons

who fled from Red China parti

cularly concerned Eusden: "Many
of us witnessed refugees entering

Hong Kong by the Kowloon-Can-
ton railroad and by junk; one of

us saw people running over the

hilly border between China and
the Hong Kong New Territories."

Eusden continues: "The gov-

ernment is unable to keep pace
with the rush, but it has built

(with some American help) sev-

eral resettlement areas. To an A-
merican these H blocks would be
appalling—a common bathroom
for every thirty famiUes and five

to eight people In a very small

room—but they are a large im-
provement over the shacks and
sidewalk bedrooms which are too

often the lot of the Chinese peo-
ple in Hong Kong."

Youth Work
In addition to their teaching

activities, the WilUams delegation

supervised children's play on the
rooftops of the re-settlement ar-

eas and coached basketball and
soccer. Several of them worked
with a crew on a nearby island

to help build a path so that the
younger children could get from
the edge of the Island to the
school at the center. Two mem-
bers of the group worked with
young people in the local Con-
gregational Church.
Further, the group entered as

much as possible into the life of

the colony. They studied Canton-
ese and enjoyed extensive con-
tacts with students and other res-

idents. The effect of the experi-

ence on those who went was great.

Many of them now plan to be-
come further involved with the
problems of the Far East, through
returning to teach in Hong Kong,
further study of the language
and political problems of the ar-

ea, or perhaps even a far east-

ern career in government service.

Ford Foundation Makes College Grants;

Williams' Chances For Cash Look Slim
The Ford Foundation recently

set aside $100,000,000 for the un-

restricted support of Independent

Uberal arts coUeges.

According to Henry T. Heald,

president of the foundation, "This

special program in education is

being extended to Uberal arts

colleges because of the Import-

ance of the Uberal arts—the hu-

manities, natural sciences and so-

cial sciences—in cultivating the

thoughtful leadership and inde-

pendent opinion essential in a

free society."

Only four-year private colleges

that are not part of a university

are eUgible for the new grants.

There are about 500 such insti-

tutions, which must also pass the

test of quality and the capacity

to Improve their effectiveness and
extend their Influence. The un-

restricted nature of the grant Is

a significant departure from the

usual pattern of foundation

grants for a specific project.

The specific requirements for

eUgibiUty are a private support

structure; Independence from any
university; strategic regional im-
portance; strong interest and sup-
port on the part of alumni;
strong trustee and presidential

leadership; a tradition of schol-

arship and a well-developed plan
to improve Uberal education.

To initiate the program, eight

colleges have been granted a tot-

al of $13,600,000. To receive the
grants, these institutions must
raise $33,200,000 of their own
within three years.

The eight coUeges named as Im-
mediate beneficiaries are: Carle-
ton College, Goucher College,

Grinnell College, Hofstra CoUege,
Reed College, Swarthmore College,

Wabash College, and Wellesley
College.

According to a foundation
spokesman, the program is not an
effort to select the "best" insti-

tutions, nor is it an "award pro-
gram for excellence already ach-
ieved/' Bather, the program is an

Continued on Page 2, Col. 5

ing methods of Seattle depleted
the fish supply. Now, dependent
on the government and deprived
of the pride so basic to Indian
life, alcoholism is a problem. The
students' work served mainly to
show the Indians a better way of
life. Reynolds closed his talk with
a series of colored sUdes taken in
Alaska.

Crossroads Africa
Chaplain Eusden again took

the floor and spoke briefly on the
nature and purpose of the Cross-
roads program. Roger Warren '63

then rose and spoke on the nature
of the work there, which consists
of manual labor with Africans
and student organizations assist-
ing in the promotion of acquain-
tance between African and Amer-
ican students.

John Shoaff '62 also spoke on
his experience in Africa. He
dwelt mainly on the value of such
an experience in strengthening re-
lationships with Africans, learn-
ing to live and work with them.
Shoaff emphasized the human as-
pect of the Crossroads projects,
the various trials and satisfac-
tions of a summer spent this way.

Hong Kong
Finally, Eusden introduced the

project in which he had been in-
volved with six students last sum-
mer: Operation Haystack. This
group, sponsored jointly by Yale
in China and WilUams College,
worked primarily at teaching an
intensive English course at the
New Asia College in Hong Kong,
but also taught other subjects
such as math and physics and
participated in work projects and
recreation.

Larry Kanaga '62 explained that
though EngUsh was a required
subject in schools in the Crown
Colony, most of their students
were not too well grounded in
the language. Aside from teach-
ing, the group was primarily in-
volved in such projects eis have

Confinued on Page 5, Col. 4

Houses To Hold

Dual Symposium
Two Williams Fraternities will

be host to a two-night symposi-
um, "SymboUsm in the Arts," next
Tuesday and Wednesday at 7:30
p.m.

At Delta Phi on Tuesday night.
Assistant professor of Art Fred
Licht and Associate Professor of
Music Irwin Shalnman will each
talk about symbolism as related
to his field. Wednesday night In-
structor of English James Taaffe
and Assistant Professor of Phil-
osophy, Laszlo Versenyi, will
speak at Theta Delta Chi.

Talks are expected to last about
20 minutes apiece with a ques-
tion and answer period to follow.
AU faculty and students, includ-
ing freshmen, are invited.

Induction Calendar
Saturday, October 7:

9:00 p.m. -Chamber concert,
AMT. Admission by ticket.

Sunday, October 8:

11:00 a. m.- Chapel. Wm. A.
Spurrier '39, Wesleyan Chap-
lain.

12:30 p.m. - Luncheon for dele-
gates, alumni representatives,
and senior faculty. By invita-
tion. Baxter HaU.
2:30 p. m. -Academic Proces-

sion forms.

3:00 p. m. - Induction. Chap-
in Hall.

4:00 p. m- Williams Band
Concert. Chapin Lawn.
4:30 p. m. - President's Re-

ception. Baxter Hall. By invi-
tation.



Sawyer's Induction
Continued from Page I, Col. t

Princeton - Walter A. Kaufmann
'41, Associate Professor of Phil-

osophy; Columbia - Wlnthrop H.

Root, Delegate; Brown - Zenas R.

Bliss, Provost; Dartmouth - John
Sload Dickey. President.

Also; Phi Beta Kappa - Reuben
A. Holden, Delegate; University of

Vermont - John T. Pey, President;

Bowdoln - James Stacey Coles,

President; Union - Carter David-
son, President; Mlddlebury
Samuel S. Stratton, President; U.
S. Military Academy - Col. George
A, Lincoln, Professor of Social

Sciences; Hamilton - Robert W.
McEwen, President; Colby
Charles A. MacGregor, Delegate.

Amherst - Plimpton
Also: Amherst - Calvin H.

Plimpton, President; Trinity - Al-

bert C. Jacobs, President; RPI -

Richard G. Folsom, President;

Wesleyan - Victor L. Butterfield,

President; Haverford - Archibald
Macintosh, Vice-President; Ober-
lin - James R. Nelson, Alumnus;
Mt. Holyoke - Richard G. Gettell,

President; Boston University -

Malcolm E. Agnew, President.

Also: Holy Cross - Very Rev.
. Raymond J. Swords, S. J., Presi-

dent; U. S. Naval Academy - Har-
ry B. Hahn, Academic Aide to the

Superintendent; Grlnnell - How-
ard R. Bowen, President; Tufts -

Charles E. Stearns, Dean; Lalce

Forest - William G. Cole, Presi-

dent; MIT - Roy Lamson, Pro-
fessor of English; Vassar - Sarah
G. Blanding, President; Universi-

ty of Massachusetts - John W.
Lederle, President.

Swarthmore, Smith
Also: Swarthmore - Edward L.

Dobbins, Alumnus; Cornell -

Deane W. Malott, President; Wor-
cester; Polytech - Arthur Brown-
ell, President; Wellesley - Margar-
et Clapp, Pi-esident; Smith -

Thomas C. Mehdenhall, President;
Coast Guard Academy - Raymond
J. Perry, Professor of Chemistry;
Radcliffe - Mary I. Bunting, Pres-
ident; Springfield - Cummins E.
Speakman, Dean and Vice-Presi-
dent.

Also: New England Association
of Colleges and Secondary
Schools - John C. Boyden, Pres-

ident, and Prank L. Boyden, Del-

egate; Clark - Howard B. Jeffer-

son, President; North Adams Sta-

te College - Eugene L. Freel, Pres-

ident; Simmons - William E. Park
'3C. President; Connecticut Col-

lege - William P. Holden, Profes-

sor of Education; American
Council of Learned Societies -

Frederick Burkhardt, President.

Bennington - Fels

Also: Council on Foreign Rela-

tions - William L. Langer, Dele-

gate; Social Science Research
Council - Pi-ancls X. Sutton, Del-

egate; Bennington - William C.

Fels, President; Sarah Lawrence -

Paul L. Ward, President; Associa-

tion of American University

Presses - Chester B. Kerr, Dele-

gate; Brandeis - Harvey D. Gold-
stein, Professor of English; and
John Hay Fellows Program -

Charles R. Keller, Director.

Back At Williams, Dave Gray '54

Envisions SweepingSocialChange
By lobn Jobeless

"Don't print any of that bio-

graphical nonsense about me. I

didn't do anything worth men-
tioning until I left WllUams."

This entreaty notwithstanding,

David A. Gray has a history.

Born just 28 years ago In Eng-
land, he came to this country in

1940. Then, having attended

Mamaroneck High School in

Mamaroneck, New York, he en-

tered Williams as a freshman in

1950.

After six years here, with the

BA and MA degrees to his cred-

it (despite "a somewhat less than
distinguished academic career").

Gray went on to Harvard, where

^Discussion' Be^ns Second Year;

To Consider Concept Of Growth
Discussion, an undergraduate

society whose main "function" is

implied In Its title, will begin Its

second year with a meeting at

President Sawyer's home Nov. 6.

Under the inspiration of Sidney
Eisen, a former of the History de-

partment. Discussion was organ-

ized last year by the Gargoyle

Society. Its aim was to provide

a forum where outstanding stu-

dents could sustain an "organic

discussion," at regular Internals

during the year.

Last year Discussion held four

meetings, the topic being "The
Nature of Symbolism". This year

the group's topic, as expressed by

chairman George Downing is:

"The concept of growth, and
the part that this concept plays

In contemporary thinking proces-

ses. For the modern thinker, to

"explain" a thing or an event of-

ten means simply to trace its gen-

esis, and no more. To what ex-

tent, and in what sundry areas

of thought, has this manner of

thinking permeated our "habit-

level", uncritical ways of perceiv-

ing our world? What advances
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and what distortions are caused
by Its presence?"

The format Includes four ev-
ening meetings a semester at the
homes of various faculty mem-
bers. One senior will present an
original paper, which will be fol-

lowed by three prepared criticisms

of the paper. Then the topic is

"dissected" by the rest of the
members, who will have prepared
with some background reading.

New Members
The new participants of Dis-

cussion were elected at the end
of last year by the charter mem-
bers. The "veterans" are seniors
John Calhoun, Jim Harrington,
Larry Kanaga. John Schoaff and
Downing; and juniors Alan Sch-
losser and Morris Kaplan. New
members are seniors Jere Behr-
man, Prank Wolf and Ed Volk-
man; junior Steve Stolzberg; and
sophomores Jay Ogllvy, Richie Ly-
on, Pete Wiley and John Wilson.
The faculty sponsor is Professor
Gifford, of the English depart-
ment.

SHULTON

Availabia at

HART'S

DRUG STORE
GL 8-4102

he did some work toward the Ph-

D. He was also a teaching fellow,

resident tutor at Lowell House,

and a member of the Board of

Freshman Advisers.

Now, five years since his emi-

gration to Cambridge, Gray has

returned to Williams as an In-

structor In Physics. This semester

he Is teaching the senior honors
course in Classical Mechanics, as

well as a section of the freshman
course.

Lean, bespectacled, gray-haired,

sneaker clad, Gray travels by
motorcycle. This summer he cy-

cled across country, spending time
in Aspen, Colorado, and in Cal-
ifornia. His interest in motorcy-
cles assumes the proportions of a
passion. He would like to see the

formation of a strong motorcy-
cle club on campus.

DAVID GRAY

Gray is a very seriously con-
cerned member of the Williams
community. As for the College in

general, he sees a great deal of

similarity between the Williams
he knew as an undergraduate and
the one he sees now. But the
prospects of a "new Williams"
seem to him good, particu-

larly under a new president.

Perhaps his primary interest is

the social system. In his under-
grad days, Gray belonged neith-
er to a fraternity nor to the Gar-
field Club; "I was one of only
three in my year who were truly

independents."

'Anti-Intellectualism'

He does not see the fraternity
problem as one of "social injus-
tice." Rather, "antl-lntellectual-
Ism" is the chief harm in his
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view. The "fraternities are devot-
ed to avoiding the academic life

of the College."

"But," he went on, "the frat-
ernities are not capable of pro-
viding for the social needs of the
new Williams which is already be-
ginning to emerge. The College
has, until now, catered to the fra-
ternity groups. But it could well
run without doing so in the fu-

ture."

One of the most Important con-
siderations in regard to change
in the social system, Gray points
out. Is the changing character of
the student body. "This has and
will Increasingly have a great ef-

fect on the fraternities." He
stressed that the kind of serious
discussion and protest being con-
ducted now could not have tak-
en place on this campus before,
precisely because of the make-up
of the undergraduate body.

Fraternal Minority
In the new Williams, Gray sees

a large-scale de-emphasis of fra-

ternities within the College com-
munity as a whole. The houses
would suffer financially, he con-
tinued, and the small number of

course bring about a considerable
re-entrenchment of old fraternal
values. "But these will be a min-
ority so out of touch with the

mainstream of life in the com-
munity as to have no significant
effect on it."

He envisions, then, the decline

of fraternities not through aboli-

tion but through natural devol-

ution. At the same time, he would
like to see the creation of a real-

ly large unaffiliated group enjoy-
ing a "more civilized form of liv-

ing than is at present to be found
anywhere at Williams."

Harvard Houses

The concept of the Harvard
house system could be adapted,
he feels, to the Non-Afflllate fac-

ility at Williams. One of the pri-

mary benefits of this change
would be greatly increased and
improved student-faculty contact.

"The difference would be that

when faculty got together with
students they would not be

thought of as guests. This, in

turn, encourages a freer exchange
between faculty and students at

all levels."

On Harvard in general. Gray
calls It "a magnificent insti-

tution." And Its house system, he

asserts, "works beautifully." By
comparison, Williams demonstra-
tes a great deal of room for im-

provement. However, the extent to

which he is interested In its prob-

lems presupposes. It would seem,

at least a certain measure of af-

fection.

Ford Grant
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effort "to build on excellence and

realistic aspirations in a group
of institutions with differing back

grounds, geographic location and
plans for the future."

86 Per Cent StiU Open
By leaving $86,400,000 open for

subsequent distribution the trus-

tees were said to hope to head off

possible complaints about the sel-

ection of the first eight colleges.

The outlook for Williams does

not appear exceedingly bright.

The tenor of the statements Is-

sued and the colleges that have

been selected would indicate a

trend toward colleges outside the

favored New England area, witli

excellent academic reputations,
but little public reputation. The
small, midwestern co-ed institu-

tion with a forward looking curri-

culum, rather than the eastern

prestige school would seem to be

the target of the plan. Another
factor is that the schools are re-

quired to match the grant on a

basis of as much as three-for-

one. The future would seem to

hold grants for such colleges as

Rlpon or Oberlin rather than

Williams.



Sweetbriar Offers Europe Study Plan
By Frank Uoyd Btnnit,» «f tu. ....--. •>By Frank Lloyd

"If you make decent grades and
have two years of college level

French, chances are you'll be ac-

cepted." This was Don Pelletler

'62 commenting on Sweetbriar

ginning of the program corrects
just these problems. As a math
major, however, I don't recom-
mend counting on completing a
math or science credit In Prance.
I started a math course there,

College's program^ for spending
|

and had to drop out because of._.. ^ ...,_, _^ .

|.j^^ differing methods of arrang-
ing the sequence of concepts.
"Sweetbriar puts only one re-

striction on the student under
its auspices—don't cut classes.
They arrange a place for the stu-
dent to live, usually a family.
These people are members of the
fallen aristocracy of pre-World
War days.

junior year abroad, which Is en-
couraged for qualified students by
the Williams administration.

"Sweetbriar, by general consen-
sus, offers the ideal course, since

it gives the student complete ac-

ademic freedom once In Paris.

Others will try to plan your cur-

riculum and require certain cour-

ses.

"You can take the courses giv- "They have lost their wealth
en by Sweetbriar especially for and status, but still carry the
the group, or you can study at ' noble titles of 'count' and 'coun-
any French university. I was com- tees' when corresponding among
muting from the Ecole de Louvre, I themselves. Taking of foreign stu-
„,.,.... T t„ni, Mt»fnv„ nf 1 0f », o„H ^^^^ j^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ j^^ acceptcd

ways they can keep their pride
and yet maintain their former
way of life, since we pay well.

where I took History of 19th and
20th Century French Painting, to

the Ekiole Caesar Pi-anck, for His-

tory of Renaissance Music. At the

same time I took two special

Sweetbriar courses In French
20th century novels and poetry.

Courses in French

"All courses are given In French
but if you have trouble with the

spoken tongue the intensive six

Culture Of Paris

"The chief attraction of Paris
Is its cultural life. The arts are
subsidised by the state, making
them available to "la grande pub-
lique." This gives you the bene-
fits of living in a large metropo-

weeks spent in Tours at the be- lis, yet at reasonable prices. Tic-

kets for all top quality plays sell

for under a dollar, while in New
York the cost would be prohibi-

tive,

"Parisians are greatly involved

in the political affairs of our
times. They are quite well-inform-
ed about the United States, and
admit our superiority as a world
power. Most are strongly opposed
to the United Nations, however,
especially the Gaullists.

"Studying in Paris does not
mean that the student is restric-

ted only to France. I spent the

Christmas vacation in London,
then took a tour through Scan-
dinavia to Russia over Easter.

This dispelled many misconcep-
tions about the Soviet Union.

"The chief distinction which
has to be made is between the

Russian people themselves and
the Soviets, a minority of card-

carrying party members who hold

political control. The people

themselves carry a cultural trad-

ition of centuiles, excelling in mu-
sic, art and ballet.

"Contrary to popular belief, the

Russians are happy now, primar-

ily since they've never had It so

good. Those who remember Czar-
ist rule remember only the op-
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pressed peasant and factory

worker. Since they never visit the
Western nations, they cannot
compare their situation.

"New housing Is going up ev-
erywhere In state projects. Con-
struction quality Is f>oor, howev-
er. Buildings erected Just five

years ago look like they've been
standing for thirty.

Russian Black Market
"Competition is a dirty word

from an economic standpoint,
since prices are pegged by the
government. A healthy black mar-
ket In contraband goods flourish-
es. Nylons, heavy woolens, even
American money bring amazing
profits if you can get them by
customs. This is almost an open
business operation, and every A-
merlcan tourist is approached.

"If I had it to do over again,
with my choice of going any-
where in Europe, I'd still pick
Paris, with Vienna as second
choice. Tradition lies in wait on
every street-corner, and even the
metro stops are named after great
figures of history."

National Book Award
William J. Smith, poet In

residence and lecturer In Eng-
lish at Williams College, Is one
of the three judges chosen by
the National Book Committee
to select the 13th national book
awards in poetry. Serving with
him on the poetry committee
are Mark Van Doren and Le-
onie Adams.

Mr. Smith is the author of

"Poems 1947-57," and has pub-
lished three collections of verse
for children and a children's

book, "Typewriter Town." In
1960 he was elected to the Ver-
mont General Assembly from
his home town of Pownal, Vt.

Stockdale Leads

Freshman Show
On Monday and Tuesday even-

ings of next week tryouts will be
held in the Adams Memorial The-
atre for the "Freshman Revue of

1961." The tryouts are open only

to members of the freshman class,

and will begin at 7:30 both even-
ings.

Preliminary tryouts were held
on the night of the A.M.T. "Call

Out'', and since then members of
the class have been meeting with
members of Cap and Bells to

write the original material to be
used in the show. It will be a
variety revue, focusing primarily
on the Individual talent of mem-
bers of the class. The show will

feature music, dancing, skits, and
monologues and every member or
group in the class with any Inter-

est at all is urged to try out.

Absolutely no previous experience
is necessary for participation.

The show is being produced and
directed by members of Cap and
Bells, under the supervision of
Dr. Joseph G. Stockdale, Jr., the
acting director of the A.M.T. The
lighting for the show is being de-
signed by Chris Welch of the
freshman class, and as many of
the other tech positions as possi-

ble will be filled by freshmen.

The "Freshman Revue" will be
presented on Saturday evening,
Oct. 28, as one of the regularly

scheduled events of Freshman
Parents Day. Ticket order blanks
will be sent out to all freshman
parents. These members of the
class whose parents will not be
here then are urged to reserve

their own tickets. As is the case
with any Cap and Bells or A.M.T.
production, admission is free to
undergraduates.
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ARCHIE SAYS:
My cousin Archie— he thought the electric razor his gal gave

him last Christmas was o.k. Then he tried Old Spice Pro-Electric,

the before shave lotion. Now the guy won't stop talking, he

thinks electric shaving is so great.

vnXI^

ARCHIE SAYS Pro-Electric improves electric shaving even more

than lather improves blade shaving. ARCHIE SAYS Pro-Electric

sets up your beard by drying perspiration and whisker oils so

you shove blade-close without irritation. ARCHIE SAYS Pro-

Electric gives you the closest, cleanest, fastest shave.

If Archie ever stops talking, I'll tell him ( use Old Spice Pro-

Electric myself.

Try fresh-tasting, best-tasting L^M today... in pack or box

P.S.

There's a .60 aize bnt
Archie gets the 1.00 bottle.

(He always was a sport).

N



Induction Weekend Concert Slated

Native Of Bennington

To Be Piano Soloist

St^hen Manes of Bennington.

Vt., wlU be piano soloist for the

opening concert of the Williams

College Department of Music's

1961-1962 season.

A native of Bennington, Manes
received his early piano training

there, first with Geneva Montle

and then with Lionel Nowak and
Paul Boepple (composition), both

of the Bennington College facul-

ty, until his graduation from high

scjiool in 1957. At that thne he
entered the Julllard School of

Music where he has been a schol-

arship student In the class of Ir-

win Freundlich. Manes received

his undergraduate degree from
JuUlard this year and currently

is enrolled In the program lead-

ink to the Master's degree.

Manes held the Ernest Hutch-
eson Scholarship at JuUlard last

year, and won the George A.
Wedge Memorial prize this year
for the highest all-around aver-
age In all subjects. The 1960-61

academic year he had a $1,000

Chopin Scholarship from the Kos-
ciuszko Foundation.
In 1957 Manes was the New

England District Winner of the
Merriweather Post Competition,
and in 1959 he won the Young
Artist's Contest sponsored by As-
sociates of Art of Music In Bos-
ton, for his appearance with the
Boston Little Symphony. He won
first prize in the 10th Annual Tal-
ent Auditions of the League of

Arts in Albany in 1959. Last year,

he was a finalist In the Concerto
Competition, Orchestra Society of

Westchester, held In Scarsdale, N.
Y.

Manes already has appeared at
least 25 times with orchestras.

STEPHEN MANES

including his debut at the age of

nine with the Springfield (Mass.)

Symphony Orchestra In 1949.

Other Orchestras with which he

has appeared are the New York
Philharmonic, Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Pioneer Valley Sym-
pliony. Eastern Coimecticut Sym-
phony, Vermont State Symphony,

Ti'i-City Symphony, Bennington

College Orchestra, and the Bronx

Symphony Orchestra.

Daily Chapel Speakers

Speakers In daily chapel next
week will be:

Monday - Steve Brumberg

Tuesday - Steve Brumberg

Wednesday - Teklu Neway

Thursday - Claude Duvall

Friday - Claude DuvaU

HandeVs ^Fireworks*

To Highlight Program
The Williams College Depart-

ment of Music will present a con-

cert of chamber music for wind
instruments this Saturday at 9

p.m. in the Adams Memorial The-
atre on the occasion of the in-

duction of John Edward Sawyer,

eleventh president of Williams

College. Irwin Shalnman will

conduct the twenty-five piece or-

chestra, and Stephen Manes will

assist as pianist.

The main feature of the pro-

gram will be Handel's Royal Fire-

works Music. Written In 1749 to

accompany the pyrotechnic dis-

play held In London to celebrate

the Ti-eaty of Alx-la-Chapelle, the

music is of a regal and pompous
nature especially appropriate to

the occasion of President Saw-
yer's induction.

Stephen Manes, a young pian-
ist from Bennington, will perform
as soloist in Stravinsky's Con-
certo for Piano and Wind Instru-

ments, written In 1924. According
to the Concert Committee's pro-

gram notes, the work is like most
of the composer's post—World
War I music In that It Incorpor-

ates the "Idea of exploring un-
usual Instrumental sonorities, use
of classical forms, and many mix-
ed rhythms."
The second movement of Ralph

Vaughan Williams' Symphony
No. 8 will also be played. It Is

titled Scherzo Alia Marcia, and
is scored for winds alone.

In the twenty-five-man ensem-
ble, seven members are students.
They Include Prank Wolf, Robert
Goff, and Richard Rust, "62,

James Kldd and Donald Zaentz,
'63, Richard Dunn, '64, and Wes-
ton Boyd, '65.

WON'T
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Review

Critic Views van der Rohe Exhibit
by Jim Wick

Today we went over to the Lawrence Art Museum to take a

look at the current exhibition featuring the work of Mies van der

Rohe, which will be here until October 22. Hung at least a little

bit apart from the paintings-for-rent-to-students were twenty-one

handsome photographs prepared

by van der Rohe himself, display-

ing a small but representative sel-

ection of his finished buildings

and his unbuilt projects.

Taking a good look at the work

of van der Rohe ought to be a

big help toward understanding

some of the things that modern
architects have been trying to do,

especially In the past twenty five

years. In particular, a good look

ought to do away with the sus-

picion that modern architecture

need be bleak and bare.

Ornamentation Accepted

It is true that van der Rohe
doesn't deal with Greek columns,

ye olde timbres, carved cherubin

and other paraphenalla which
have been sprinkled around In the

not too distant past; rather, he

recognizes that ornamentation
may be built in; that with mat-
erials properly chosen and arrang-

ed, all the parts of a building are

potentially ornamental.

Far from being bleak, his works
contain a succession of textures,

colors, and shapes. The long, dark,

precise shape of an I-beam Is con-

trasted to the adjoining piece of

warm yellow glass, or a piece of

marble, or a bright aluminum bar.

Or, he simply plays glass upon
glass getting transparancy, upon

transparancy, reflection against

reflection.

Care to Details

Few architects take such care

with details. Welds are smoothed,

surfaces are polished, joints be-

tween materials are carefully

made. The buildings are monu-
ments to modern craftsmanship,

and not, as is commonly suppos-

ed, to mass production.

The combination of structure

and ornament, doing a lot with

a little, is indicative of van der

Rohe's attitude to the basic form
and purpose of a building. Espec-

ially in his later works, the mass-

ing Is as simple as possible, us-

ually a plain rectangular solid

without wings or lumps.

'Ideal Space'

Inside these "ideal" forms is a

kind of "ideal" space, a space

which Is largely open, a space

which visually extends into the

outdoors, a space which the ten-

ant can arrange and rearrange to

suit individual needs. Each build-

ing Is a small part of nature,

semi-enclosed, exquisitely finish-

ed, thorouglUy domesticated for

man's use.

For man's use, or removed from
his grasp? It almost seems that
In such buildings which advertise

their 'perfection,' man's presence
is superfluous or perhaps even
sacrilegious. In all the photo-
graphs of the exhibition, there is

only one human figure in any of

the buildings, and she is a stone
statue.

Lawrence Displays

van der Rohe Works
An exhibition of photographs,

Illustrating the most representa-

tive works of Ludwlg Mies van
der Rohe, are on display at the

Lawrence Art Museum through

October 22.

Presenting a chronological stu-

dy of his development, the exhi-

bition was arranged by the world-

renowned architect himself. The
exhibition Is sponsored by The A-

merlcan Institute of Architects in

Washington and circulated by the

Smithsonian Institution Trav-

eling Exhibition Service.

Mies van der Rohe was elected

award winner of the 1960 Gold

Medal of The American Institute

of Architects, the highest honor

bestowed by that group. In con-

nection with this award, van der

Rohe made a selection of photo-

graphs which presented clearly

the development of his work, be-

ginning In 1919 In Germany, from

which the exhibition Is made.
The architect was born In 188()

in Aachen, Germany, and worked

first in the of/ices of Peter Beh-

rens In Berlin. He was director

of the Bauhaus school of desUui

in Dassau and Berlin. In 1938,

after the Nazis had closed down
the Bauhaus, Mies, already fam-
ous for buildings in Europe mov-
ed to the U.S. where he becann'

director of architecture at tin'

Armour Institute, later Illinoi.s

Institute of Technology in Chi-

cago. He remained there until hl.s

retirement in 1958.
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Adelphic Union

Holds Smoker

In Rathskeller
The annual Adelphic Union

smoker was held last Monday ev-

ening in the Rathskellar at 7:30,

A large number of interested

Fi'eshmen turned out to learn a-

bout the Union's activities on

campus, listen to an example de-

bate, and help consume the beer

and pretzle refreshments.

The program was opened with

short speeches by Adelphic Union
President Ed Volkman and Fac-

ulty Advisor George Connelly.

Four Varsity debators then pre-

sented an example debate on the

national topic for this year, "Re-

solved: Labor should come un-

der Federal Anti-trust legis-

lation." The affirmative, Phil Bre-

dell and Jay Zelermeyer, argued

that labor unions exercised an

unreasonable restraint on trade

in that they maintained industry

wide control. The negative, Roy
Sandstrom and Ed Volkman, held

that the Introduction of anti-

trust legislation would not allev-

iate these supposed evils.
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Social Life At Harvard, Haverford
The petition agoinH ftatemitiei

which was signed by 50 responsible

tipperclassmen last si)ri>ig lias led to

the appointing of a committee by
President Sawyer to study tlie issue

(if fraternities. In connection with

this, the RECORD has undertaken a

study of social systems on other cam-
puses.

Harvard College, the undergradu-

ate part of the university, luis an en-

rullmcnt four times that of Williams.

Fraternities were never an important

force on the campus. Instead a

"house" system is in effect, with no

selectivity involved.

Haverford College in Haverford,

Pcnna., is a liberal arts college for

men with an enrollment close to that

of Williams. Haverford has no frater-

nities. The article commenting on

their social system is by Davidson R.

Cwatkin, Haverford '62, the editor-in-

chief of the HAVERFORD NEWS.
—Editor

Harvard
By Morris Kaplan

A Yale man made possible per-

haps the most Important change

in the recent history ol Harvard

University. His name, Edward S.

Harkness; his contribution, thir-

teen million dollars toward the

institution of seven houses around

which the university was to be

le-organized.

This revolutionary plan grew

out of the report of a committee

of the student council in 1926. At

that time, freshmen had their

own dormitories, and seniors

roomed hi the Yard. During soph-

omore and junior years, students

could room wherever they want-

ed. The fraternity had never tak-

en hold ai. Harvard. Most of those

organiiSi,d during the 19th century

had disbanded or become social

clubs. Only 12 per cent of the up-

per three classes were affiliated

in 1926; no one lived in the clubs.

Need For Community
As a result, with the increas-

ing size of the college, the ad-

ministration found itself con-

fronted with the dual problem of

creating a small enough com-

munity within which the hidivl-

dual student could operate and

of coping with an already amor-

phously large student body.

Samuel Eliot Morison, in his

Three Centuries of Harvard, de-

fines the problem in these terms:

"... to decentralize Harvard Col-

lege, house the upper three class-

es with their tutors in residential

units, each with Ite dining hall

and common room, and see if

some of the old social values of

a college education could not be

restored."

Unfortunately, the fvmds for ev-

en one experimental model were

not available. One day. however,

Y a 1 e e Harkness approached

President Lowell with an offer of

three million dollars to endow. In

Morlson's words, "an Honor Col-

lege with resident tutors and a

master, the members to be picked

from the upper three classes."

Quick Reaction

Harkness had already made a

similar proposal to his alma mat-

er but had been discouraged by

delay and hesitation on the part

of the Yale administration. Low-
ell was less coy: he accepted Im-

mediately and announced his

move to the faculty on November
6, 1928. The Qoverning Boards

responded with such enthusiasm

that the offer was Increased by

ten million to finance no less

than seven houses—three of them
completely new, the others to be

synthesized from existing build-

ings.

Reaction to this reform wati

quick and violent. Morison writes:

"The faculty did not like the way
it was 'railroaded through' . .

.The

students, on the whole, were hos-

tile. The Crimson denounced It.

Clubmen did not Uke the Idea of

being herded with the majority,

who In turn preferred the tradi-

tional social flexlblUty of Har-
vard, the liberty to sink or swim,

and dreaded boarding-school dis-

cipline or Oxford 'caning'.
"

Mlsaion Accomplished
Nevertheless, the House Sys-

tem was estabUshed. (Williams'

James Phlnney Baxter was the

first Master of Adams House)
Membership was determined by a
'cross-aectlon' plan which was de-

signed to avoid social segregation
and prevent a house from main-
taining a particular character for
more than a few years.
Each house has a staff includ-

ing a Master, a Senior Tutor, and
both resident and non-resident
tutors and faculty members. The
Harvard Bulletin announces:
"The House Plan In effect divided
the large college Into seven small
colleges." As at Williams, fresh-
men spend their first year living
together as a class. But the
Houses are the center of focus
of the Harvard education.

Intellectual, social, athletic, and
all manner of extracurricular ac-
tivity are centered In the house.
The Bulletin concludes: "Through
the Houses, it (Harvard) provides
a basis for social life, athletic ac-
tivity, close and informal contact
with teachers, understanding and
informed handling of personal
problems, and opportunity for
participation and leadership in
the college community.'"

Haverford
To many of you, we at Haver-

ford must seem an odd lot. Not
only do we live without fraterni-

ties, but those of us who want
to manage, despite this handicap,
to lead what we consider a "nor-

mal" social life. The keys to this

life lie both in the proximity of

several girls' schools and in a pec-

uliar Institution known as the

Haverford social honor system,

which allows us social facilities

unavailable, as far as I have seen,

anywhere else.

Foremost among these neigh-

boring girls' institutions comes
Bryn Mawr College, our sister

school, located Just over a mile

away. Since all Bryn Mawr girls,

slightly more numerous than
Haverford boys, can sign out on

any night until 2 a.m., and since

many Haverford students, espec-

ially upperclassmen, have cars a-

vallable, the trip to BMC in many
cases becomes almost a nightly

institution.

Yet Haverford's real claim to

social distinction arise from Its

social honor system. Under this

code, which every student signs.

"Any act which, if It became pub-

lic, would damage the reputation

of the College, the student and-or

the woman guest Involved, shall

be considered a violation . . . "As

a result of unanimous acceptance

of both the wording and the spir-

it of this code, the administration

has allowed us to entertain girls

in any of our dormitories and

rooms until 2 a.m. on week nights,

and until 3:30 a.m. on Friday and
Saturday nights.

Liberal Social Rules

Drinking in dormitories, while

frowned upon by the administra-

tion, is not prohibited, and al-

though few Haverfordians become

chronic alcoholics, most student

refrigerators contain a little more

than soda pop and ice cream bars.

Since most of us live in suites

with attractively furnished liv-

ing rooms in addition to sleep-

ing and studying quarters, we feel

that these privileges plus the

nearness of Bryn Mawr and oth-

er schools gives us almost a "per-

fect" setup for parties and other

entertaining.

Yet the mere existence of this

environment and these facilities

does not mean that Haverford Is

a great social school. The real ex-

tent and nature of Haverford's

sociability depends Instead upon

the character of Its students and

the social pressures acting upon

them. And here begins the diffi-

culty. For Haverford students

come In such assorted varieties

and styles that any description

of a single "Haverford Character"

becomes Impossible, and a con-

centrated effort to make fresh-

men "think for themselves" has

proven so successful that students

almost Invariably refuse to let any

exterior social pressures budge

them from their chosen way of

Ufe.

Diversity of StudenU

As a result, "There seem to be

an awful lot of strange charac-

ters running around this place,"

as a meticulously dressed Prince-

ton friend of mine once noted.

Bohemians, wimps, playboys, an-

imals, and a few species unique

to Haverford attend the same
classes, curse the same food In
the same dining room, room with-
in a stones' throw from each oth-
er, and, in short, exist more or
less happily side by side.

Each of these groups, further-
more, has a different Idea on the
most desirable sort of social life.

As a result, almost anybody
short of a homosexual can find
agreement about the way he con-
ducts his social life from some
part of the Haverford cam-
pus, and at least respect for his
right to accept the social life he
chooses from the rest.

No All-Weekend Blasts

The rejection of almost all so-

cial life by some groups means
that as a whole Haverford can
hardly hope to match what I

shall call "The Williams Repu-
tation" for houseparty weekends
which take over the whole school.

Yet for those of us with the urge,
the privileges which come with
our acceptance of the social hon-
or system leave ample room for

parties approaching if not equal-
ling any I have seen at Prince-
ton or Amherst.
My unfamlUarlty with life at

Williams prevents me from ap-
plying to your situation the many
advantages I see in the Haver-
ford system. But these advantag-
es, I feel, are none the less real,

and can be easily summed up:
for those who like active social

even without fraternities; but
for those who do not like an ac-
tive social life, or for those who
like a social life somewhat orig-

inal or out of the ordinary, no-
where does there exist the fra-

ternity as a social norm calling

for participation or conformity.

Swarthmore Requires

Coats, Tie At Dinner
By Bill Barry

An ordinance which should

cause every member of the nat-

uralistic Williams rank-and-file

to pause a moment has just been
Issued by President Courtney
Smith of Swarthmore College

concerning standards of dress.

Although the new ruling is caus-

ing something of. a furore at

Swarthmore, it requires nothing

more than a coat, tie, and de-

cent trousers at dinner for the

male students. The standard con-

tinues in effect at evening events

to which the general public Is In-

vited.

A similar criterion hM been set

for the Swarthmore co-eds, a
quantity with which Williams is

not blessed, which requires skirts

or dresses at meals and evening

events.

The ordinance, issued formally

in a letter to the student body, is

dated July 14 and is a follow-up

to President Smith's appeal last

fall for a voluntary establishment

of a standard of dress. The Phoe-
nix, the Swarthmore paper notes

that there was a short-lived im-

provement in dress after this but

says that there was a quick re-

turn to "informal normalcy."

Groundswell of Reaction

As yet, due to the fact that

most of the students are Just re-

turning from their summer vaca-

tions, there is no organized op-

position but already scattered

cries of "they're killing our in-

dividual freedom" have been

heard as well as such exclama-

tions of disgust as "stupid" and
"absurd."

The only definite reaction to

the move has come in the form of

a letter signed by 69 interested

parties which condemned Presi-

dent Smith for placing aesthetic

considerations above ethical fac-

tors by enforcing conformity a-

mong the students.

A favorable splinter group has

also made Its feelings known,
stating that something had to be

done and It had become obvious

that the students were not go-

ing to voluntarily correct the sit-

uation.

Summer Service
Contlnuad from Page I, Col. 5

been mentioned, but also had op-
portunities for sightseeing and
travel. This was amply demon-
strated when Joe Bassctt '62 took
the floor, fascinating and often
amusing the audience with a bril-

liant and witty commentary on
a series of slides taken by the
group.

Students Informed

This meeting provided an ex-
cellent opportunity for students
to learn about opportunities for

summer work of this nature. Not
only was It possible for a stu-
dent to get a better idea of

whether he would be interested
In such a program, but the vast
differences between the programs,
as well as their basic similarities.

After the meeting, the speakers

Eph Rugby Trip
Continued from Page 6, Col. 4

thought SulUvan added, "we'll

have a very good team and we'll

put on a good show over there."

Eighteen players will make the

trip, allowing for three substitu-

tes. Those sure of going are: Tim
Sullivan, Kim Hart, Dick Sweet,

Pete Thorns. Woody Knight. Tovl

Kratovil. Dave Appelbaum. Lar-

ry Bauer, Jud Phelps, Chuck
Probst, Dan Crowley. Hugh Red-
ford, Mike Relly. Dave Coughlln.

Dick Magnuson. and Leo Murray.

met informally with small groups

from the audience who were par-

ticularly Interested In the pro-

gram in which they had partici-

pated.
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Oubmpqs with

{Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf, "The Many
Loves of Dobie GiUia", etc.)

ONCE MORE, UNTO THE BREACH

With this installment I begin my eighth year of vvritiiiK ookimns

for the makers of Marlboro Cigurette.s, u,s fine a bunch of men
as you would meet in a month of Sundays— loyal, true, rolni.st,

windswept, forthright, tattooed— in short, [jreciscly the kind

of men you would expect them to be if you were familiar with

the cigarettes they make—and I hope you are— for Marlboro,

like its makers, is loyal, true, robust, windswept, forthright,

tattooed.

There is, however, one important diflerence between Marl-

boro and its makers. Marlboro has a filter and the makers do

not—except of course for Windswept T. Sigafoos, Vice President

in charge of Media Research. Mr. Sigafoos does have a filter.

I don't mean that Mr. Sigafoos petsonally has a filter. Wliat I

mean is that he has a filter in his swimming ])ool at his home in

Fairbanks, Alaska. You might think that Fairbanks is rather

an odd place for Mr. Sigafoos to live, being such a long distance

'Mmkt,UfooeC

from the Marlboro home office in New York City. But it should

be pointed out that Mr. Sigafoos is not required to be at work

until 10 A.M.

But I digress. This column, I say, will take up questions of

burning interest to the academic world— like "Should French

conversation classes be conducted in Englisii?" and "Should

students be allowed to attend first hour classes in pajamas and

robes?" and "Can a student of 18 find happiness with an eco-

nomics professor of 90?"

Because many of you are new to college, especially freshmen,

perhaps it would be well in this openintr column to start with

campus fundamentals. What, for example, does "Alma Mater'!

mean? Well, sir, "Alma Mater" is I^itin for "send money".

What does "Dean" mean? Well, sir, "Dean" is Latin for

f'don't get caught".

What does "dormitory" mean? Well, sir, "dormitory" is

Latin for "bed of pain".

Next, let us discuss student-teacher relationships. In collega

the keynote of the relationship between student and teacher is

informality. When you meet a teacher on campus, you need

not salute. Simply tug your forelock. If you are bald and have

no forelock, a low curtsey will suffice. In no circumstances

should you polish a teachqr's car or sponge and press liis suit.

It is, however, permissible to worm his dog.

With the President of the University, of course, your relation-

shii) will be a bit more formal. When you encounter the Presi-

dent, fling yourself prone on the sidewalk and sing loudly:

"Prcxy is wise

Prexy to true

Prexy ha-t eye»

Of Lake Tjouisc blue."

As you can see, the President of the Tniversity is called

"PrcNy". Similarly, Deans are called "Dixie". Professors are

called "Proxie". Housemothers are called "Hoxie Moxie".

Students are called "Amoebae".

• IMI M>i niiiilaM

• • •

TMt uneen$ored, tree-wheeing coli:mn will be brought to

l/ou throughout th» ichool gear bg the makers of Marlboro
and Marlboro's partner in pleasure, the new, unHltered,
klng-tiie Philip Morris Commander. If unfiltered cigarettes
are your ehoice; try a Commander, You'll be icelcome aboard.



Williams Gridiron Squad Meets Maroons At Springfield;

Highly-Rated Soccermen Open Season Against UMass
Potent Soccer Squad

To Test Inexperience

by Stew Davis

Williams short-passing soccer

team opens their 1961 season to-

morrow against perenlally-weak

University of Massachusetts on

the UMass field.

The Ephmen have found UMass
an easy victim tlie last two years.

Last Fall Coach Clarence Chaf-

fee's forces blanked the Redmen
In Willlamstown, 5-0. In 1959 Wil-

liams pounded UMass on a rainy

day, U-0.

Tomorrow's contest will be a

good yardstick on the underfire

abilities of the underclass-stud-

ded Eph eleven. The only senior

starters on the squad this season

are co-captains Skip Rutherford,

the swift right wing, and Bill Ry-
an, the hard-kicking right full-

back.

Limited Experience

Experience Is the one lack on

the able Purple squad. Left wing
John Poehl is a sophomore who
started this season at center-for-

ward; Jim Lawsing, on the other

hand, is a seasoned left wing still

adjusting to the center-forward

slot. Luckily, insides Doug Max-
well, and Perry Gates both jun-

iors, have worked together for two
years.

The halfback line is composed
of veteran Bob Watkins on the

right side, John O'Donnell, an ex-

inside, in the center, and sopho-
more John Ohly on the right.

Fighting for the left full position

will be Juniors Millard Cox and
Larry Pavrot. Gordie Pritchett,

expected to start in the goal,

spent last year on the bench wat-
ching the play of star Bob Ad-
ams '61.

After piling up 15 goals In

scrimmage games while allowing

two, the Ephmen will be strong
favorites tomorrow.

Ephs Statistically

Outplayed Trinity

Except for the outcome of last

Saturday's thrilling 8-6 loss to

Trinity, Coach Len Walters was
satisfied with the Williams' per-

formance. In a game of Inches,

Trinity got the breaks. The key
play, said Watters, was the Ban-
tam punt that rolled dead on the

Ephs' one-foot line. "In all my
yf-rs of coaching,'" Watters sta-

ted, "I've never seen a ball bounce
like that." The Williams coach

felt that his defensive line was
particularly Impressive in bottl-

ing up what Trinity coach Dan
Jessee rates as his best team in

ten years.

The Ephs did an especially good
job on John Szumcyzk, Trinity's

big halfback and one of the best

backs in New England, holding

him to 71 yards in 20 carries, and
only 19 yards in 9 tries in the

second half. Outstanding in Wil-

liams' defensive effort was soph-

omore center Mike Reily, whose
15 tackles set a new school record

for the most in one game. Dan
Crowley, starting at guard, recov-

ered two fumbles.

In other New England action

last weekend, three of Williams'

future opponents played each oth-

er. Amherst rolled over Spring-

field, 24-0, powerful Tufts down-

ed Bowdoin, 18-0, and Middlebury

edged Wesleyan 20-14 In the last

30 seconds. Union lost to Bates,

21-6.

TRINrrV STATISTICS:
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Sawyer Directs College To The Future

DIGNIT/RIES IN ACADEMIC PROCESSION included A. Whitney Griswold, President of Yale; President Baxter;
Prof. F. Foo^e; President-elect John E. Sawyer; Henry Flynt '1 6, Trustee; Prof. Wm. Picrson.

Procession^ Addresses Highlight
Ceremony; Flynt Inducts Sawyer

Amidst pomp and ceremony John Edward S awyer '39 was last Sunday inducted as the clevenUi

President of Williams College. Chapin Hall was filled as the academic jirocession preceded the

3 11.m. program. Alumni, friends, and guests of the College had converged in Williamstown as

Sawyer officially replaced James Phinney Baxter IIL

The exercises began with the

Griswold Of Yale

Lauds President

Noted Educator Sees

Bold^ Innovating

New Williams

(The following is the excerpted

text of the Griswold address.)

The Harvard Overseers of 1762

were not, evidently, the first Har-

vard men to feel that there might

be one too many colleges in Mass-

achusetts. A particularly fastidi-

ous group of them had come, ret-

roactively it seems, to that con-

clusion in 1701, when they found-

ed Yale in the unposted preserve

of Connecticut. Moreover, the

one-too-many Idea turned out to

be a boomerang. It was seized on

by the Overseers as a means of

preventing competition. Instead,

it proved to be a stimulus. It was

aimed at the throttling of Wil-

liams; but it led, through the

founding of Yale, to the founding

and firm establishment of Wil-

liams . .

.

Renewed Life Force

When one of the nation's old-

est and strongest independent li-

beral arts colleges renews its life

force as powerfully as Williams

has done by the election of Presi-

dent Sawyer It is a cause for gen-

eral rejoicing. For the education-

al ideals of both Williams and

Yale arc put to test and this ac-

tion recruits new strength for

their support.

The Ideals have been put to

test by the very civilization that

produced them. It is a civilization

which early perceived the value of

two Icinds of education, the one

liberal, the other vocational, and

provided with intelligence and

foresight for the preparation of

both. The purpose of vocational

education was to make good the

democratic promise of equal op-

portunity for every American to

equip himself for some useful

trade or calling. The purpose of

Continued on Pof* 6, Col. 3

Processional, accompanied by A-
merica, Prof, of Music Robert G.

Barrow at the organ. Then fol-

lowed the Invocation, delivered by

chaplain John Dylcstra Eusden.

Robert J. Durham, Jr., '62, Pres-

ident of the College Council, ex-

tended to Sawyer the greetings of

the undergraduates, whose "sup-

port and fidelity" he pledged. He
alluded to the sense of "quiet con-

fidence" among the student body,

prompted largely by the new pres-

ident's "open mind" and affinity

for discussion.

Sawyer was next tendered the

greetings of the alumni, offered

by Daniel K. Chapman '26, Pres-

ident of the Society of Alumni.

Dr. Samuel A. Matthews, Samuel

Fessenden Clarke Professor of

Biology and Chairman Pro Tem-
pore of the Faculty, added the

felicitations of the faculty, who

are looking to the new adminis-

tration with "interest and enthu-

siasm."

Congratulatory Addresses

There followed congratulatory

addresses by Dr. Robert L. Wolff.

Chairman of the Department of

History at Harvard, and by Pres-

ident A. Whitney Griswold, Pres-

ident of Yale. Thus were extend-

ed good wishes and pledges

of continued cooperation from the

two Institutions at which Sawyer

taught over the last 15 years.

Henry Needham Flynt '16, sen-

ior member of the Board of Trus-

tees, received the Charter and

Deed of the College from Presi-

dent Baxter and entrusted them

to his successor. Flynt affirmed

the Trustees' assurance that they

have made as wise a choice in

1961 as they had in 1937 when

Baxter was appointed.

Sawyer then granted the hon-

orary degrees of Doctor of Let-

ters to Prof. Wolff and Doctor of

Laws to President Griswold. The

new President here presented his

address outlining the tasks fac-

ing Williams and the steps al-

ready taken toward their comple-

tion. The program concluded with

Wolff Of Harvard

Amuses Audience

Crimson-Eph Link

Traced Through

2 Centuries
The following is the excerpted

text of the Wolff address.

When I sat down to compose
my remarks for this afternoon, I

reflected that, though this would

be - and properly so - a solemn

occasion, I need not be solemn.

I decided I would reminisce (about

previous encounters with Presi-

dents Baxter and Sawyer.)

Then I thought I would refer

gracefully to the traditions of

friendship that - I assumed -

had always linked Harvard and

Williams, making perhaps some

special reference to some gracious

eighteenth-century hands-across-

the-C ommonwealth gesture

which I actually had never heard

of but looked up in the records . .

.

'To Throttle Williams'

. . . One look at the records, and

I had to drop my plan completely

. . . The plain shocking fact of the

matter seems to be that 199 years

ago. the body we call in Cam-
bridge the Honorable and Rev-

erend the Board of Overseers of

Harvard College simply tried to

throttle Williams before it was

born. Let us face up to the facts,

as they are preserved for us in

a document of 1762 addressed to

the Colonial Governor of Massa-

chusetts, Francis Bernard, called

by the Overseers 'Remonstrance

Against Founding a College in the

County of Hampshire." . .

.

Harvard is 'properly the Col-

lege of the Government' of the

Province of Massachusetts; its

Overseers' Job is to guard against

'whatever' might have a 'tenden-

cy to counteract or defeat'

its concerns; they strongly hint

that the Governor would be act-

ing Illegally if he granted a char-

ter to another college; and argue

He Notes Admissions Experiment,

Social, Academic Changes Ahead
(The folloioing is from Pres. Sawyer's Induction Address)
Speaking from his background as an ecoiioniic historian

"wliose task is to press the question of why and how the western
world has moved withhi the past 1,000 years from localized, land-

liasi'd patterns of economic and social organization to the booming
industrial bigness that surrounds us today," President Sawyer
noted the U. S. "alone has had an existence coterminous with the
growth of modern economic possibilities." He then reviewed the
shocks of the mid-century, pointing out that "the problems of man
and society in this spinning universe have become more acute
rather than less as our productivity has increased."

lie explained that "we naturally and rightly think first of the
looming problems in the foreground: preventing the reduction of

this world to a cinder or of life to the lowest common denominator
of a Nulgarized culture on a brutalized earth. But beyond and be-
neath these immcxliaeies abide less visible problems inherent in

tiie trend-lines of the civilization. (The world) nuist find the fur-

ther resources of intellect, imagination and character to live in

and make livable a world that is shifting its gears in more sectors

than we yet recognize, yet that is shifting gears most (mevenly."

Despite the challenge to which higher education must try to

])rovide a creative response, he went on, "As a society we are

Ijresently devoting to higher education less than one per cent of

our gross national product ... In terms of human ca])ital, we
have been reinvesting in the central structure of higher education
less than five per cent of each year's college graduates, eomjiared
to multiples of that figure in some other countries . ., . If con-

tinued, this evident differential in the crude numbers going into

educational capital formation can have far more impact on the fu-

ture than the much discussed differences in current rates of ec-

onomic growth."

Explaining that no fixed technique, finite knowledge or rigid

formula can solve problems "whose shape we cannot yet define,"

nor is there "Wme to waste in pursuit of transitory cxjiedients, the

ejihemcral, the shallow or merely )5opuIar," Sawyt;r urged the

validity of the basic arts and sciences around which a liberal arts

education has long centered: the capacity to see and feel, to gra.sp,

respond and act over a widening ones might best be regrouped to

arc of experience; the disposition

and ability to think, to question,

to use knowledge, to order an ev-

crextending range of reality; the

elasticity to grow, to perceive

more widely and more deeply, and
perhaps to create; the under-
standing to decide where to stand

and the will and tenacity to do
so; the wit and wisdom, the hu-
manity and the humor to try to

see oneself, one's society and one's

world with open eyes, to live a
life usefully, to help things in

which one believes on their way."
No Panaceas

"I have watclied enough curri-

cular reforms over enough years

to anticipate no educational pan-
aceas," he continued. "The time
has clearly come, however, for the

traditional liberal arts college to

investigate what new areas of stu-

dy should wisely be added to the

basic curriculum, and how old

avoid excessive fragmentation or
superficiality."

He especially critized "tlie aval-

anche of wordage and factitious

methodology whose scholarly

worth and final weight is close to
zero. If we cannot better screen
for quality the mounting output
that multiplying academic appar-
atus engenders, we will be so In-

undated by mediocrity that, as
another has said, we may find
a Gresham's law invading sclrol-

arship as well."

Bridge Cultural Gaps
"Our civilization is not going

to collapse for lack of technical
competence or specialists. Its cry-
ing need is for men who cannot
only create but comprehend and
relate what expertise produces to
the main streams of knowledge;
men who can bridge the widen-
ing gaps in the culture."

Continued on Page 4, Col. 1

the singing of The Mountains, the that the founding of another

Benediction, and the Recessional. I Continued on Page 6, Col. 1

FACULTY in full ocodemic regolio enter Chapin Hall at end of precMiien.
They were preceded by members of the lenior clott and the Cluett Center,

I delegotei from over fifty collegei and inititutioni, the Truiteei ond the Pra-
lident-elect.



Review

Concert Season Opens Impressively
By Robert K. Ciulla

A program of chamber music
for wind Instruments was presen-

ted Saturday night at the AMT
by the Williams College Depart-
ment of Music on the occasion

of the induction of President

Sawyer. Irwin Shalnman con-

ducted the twenty-five piece wind
ensemble in music of Vaughn Wil-
liams, Handel, and Stravinsky.

The highlight of the evening
was the performance of Igor Su^
vinsl<y's Concerto for Piano anu
Wind Instruments (1924). Stepit

en Manes was very outstandmg
as the piano soloist, displaying a

great deal of virtuosity and mu-
sicianship. He romped through
the percussive first movement at

a lively pace, and did it with an
ease that belied the difficulty of
the music. He was precise In his

timing and technique throughout
the piece.

music lies in a difficult range for

several of our modern instru-

ments and thus can be very dif-

ficult. The suite was given a com-
petent performance, the move-
ments marked La Paix and La
Rejouissance deserving spec-

ial praise. However, there were
rimes throughout when the en-

trances were ragged an unsure,

and the French horns had their

problems in many places, proving

to be the major weak spot In an
otherwise fine ensemble, having
problems In the Stravinsky as

veil as in the Handel.
The concert was notable, as was

a similar concert last year, for

the wonderful playing of the flut-

es, clarinets and oboes. Alvin

Possner is owed special praise for

his brilliant work on the oboe.

Ho draws a marvelous sound from
the instrument. Irwin Shalnman
set compatible tempos and main

Eight Appear Before Fraternity Review Committee;

Angevine Group Seeks To Define Scope Of Inquiry
The newly appointed Committee

of Review of Fraternity Ques-
tions under chairman Jay B. An-
gevine '11 held its first meeting
on Saturday afternoon and Sun-
day morning. At these meetings
various matters involved in the
organization of the Committee
and in the setting up of its pro-
cedures were considered. The
Committee also addressed itself to

these subjects.

It is the intention of the Com-
mittee to continue this form of

there has been an opportunity

for a thorough presentation to It

of all material facts and of all

divergent views with respect to

the problems now under scrutiny
a study of the existing fnntvml

j
including suggested methods of

background and a definition of solving the same. Until this phase
the scope of Its inquiry. In this I is completed, there will be no de-

connectlon eight persons appear- 1 liberation as to what recommen-

ed before the Committee at Its datlons are to be made by th«
request to present information on Committee to the Board of Trua.

tees.

The Committee invites all con-
cerned to forward to it, in the

activity until it is satisfied that form of communications address-
ed to Its Secretary, any Informa-
tion or expressions of opinion
wliich are believed to be of po.
trntial assistance to it. The re-
ceipt of such communication.^ wiu
be acknowledged. If opportunity
for an oral presentation to the
Committee is desired, this should
be stated.

l^trc IKilHlpg 3^soth

The Secretary of the Commit-
tee is Mr. J. Hodge Margraf
Thompson Chemical Laboratory'
WilUams College.

Pianist Stephen Manes talks to Professor of Music Irwin Shainman.
The second movement of the

piece contains many beautiful
sonorities, and was expressively
played by the soloist. Unfortun-
ately the ensemble overpowered
the piano in spots, and in doing
so occasionally detracted from
the beauty of Mr. Manes' play-
ing. All in all, the Stravinsky
Concerto, considering its com-
plex rhythms and changes in met-
re, came off quite well.

Handel's Royal Fireworks Mus-
ic was marked by some fine play-
ing by the trumpet section. The

tained a good balance between
instruments throughout.
The program began with a per-

formance of the second movement
of Ralph Vaughn Williams'
Eighth Symphony, scored for
winds alone. This lively, short
composition was played too sub
tly, and was lacking somewhat In
spirit and dynamic contrast.
The use of the AMT for con-

cert-giving is a novelty and prov-
ed to be a good idea, though It

probably came about because of
the inability of the Stelnway to
be placed on the stage of Jesup.

BoxTer Hall. WilliamsTown, Massachusetti

Dutjilshed Wednesdays and Fridays
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Pre-Law Meetimg
A compulsory meeting for

pre-law Juniors and seniors will

be held Thursday, Oct. 12, to

hear a rundown of the require-
ments for law school. The
group will meet at 7; 30 p.m. in

11 Goodrich, and will be ad-
dressed by Professor George
Connelly.
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Griswold,
Wolff's Citation
ROBERT LEE WOLFF; Profes-

sor of History and Chairman of
the Department of History. Har-
vard University, Doctor of Letters.

Byzantinist of boundless gifts

in ancient tongues, a scholar of
the modern Balkans and chief of
OSS Wartime research Into its

labyi-inthine ways, gifted teacher
of Russian History and adminis-
trator of a great department, con-
noisseur, collector and critic of

the Victorian novel of which you
have now gathered the most val-

uable collection in private hanuo,
you have by all these achieve-
ments richly earned the degree

which we are about to confer.

Williams forgives her elder sister

for sins of earlier days In grati-

tude for the sons who have Join-

ed our Faculty for over a century.

Wolff Honored By Citations
Griswold's Citation

ROBERT LEE WOLFF

ALFRED WHITNEY GRIS-
WOLD; President of Yale Univer-
sity, Doctor of Laws.

Teacher and Scholar of excep-
tional range, leader of a great In-

stitution, writer whose books we
read for knowledge, brilliance and
delight, you have refreshed our
vision of a University and be-
come the foremost current voice

of a great tradition. By your pen
and your purpose you have prov-
ed that wit and wisdom, light and
depth, grace and truth can march
together; that a man as well as

Yale can unite Lux et Veritas.

Williams takes pride in honoring
you today as the President of her

own Alma Mater and in your own
right as the teacher-scholar-hu-
manist who speaks for us all. ALFRED WHITNEY GRISWOLD

Harvard-Radcliffe

Physical Training

Policies Diverge
President Mary I Bunting of

RadcUffe College recently an-

nounced that compulsory physi-

cal training for Radcliffe fresh-

men has been abolished. "The new
policy simply reflects a belief,"

Mrs. Bunting said, "that in this

and other aspects of living at col-

lege, even freshmen should be
treated as adults."

Although Radcliffe and Harvard
share the same classrooms and
faculty, the administrations are

separate. As such, administrators

of Harvard's compulsory P. T.

program have not followed Rad-
cliffe's lead, and do not seem like-

ly to do so.

Harvard System Stays

Dean von Stade of Harvard ra-

ther briefly dismissed President

Bunting's decision, asserting that

no changes in the compulsory na-

ture of Harvard's program are

planned and that he would be a-

gainst any that are suggested.

Both von Stade and Nathaniel

A. Parker, Director of Physical

Training, maintained that the P.

T. program is "the heart of the

intramural athletic system at

Harvard." Parker claimed that

the upperclass athletic program
would suffer greatly if freshmen

physical training were made vol-

untary. "If the boys aren't made
to do something three times a
week in their first year,'' he as-

serted, "they will get out of the
habit."

A few mechanical changes have
been made in the Harvard P. T.
program. Students will be graded
either "satisfactory" or "unsatis-

factory" instead of the former A
to E letter grade. Six cuts per
term will be allowed.

Crimson Editorial

The Harvard Crimson, in a bit-

ing editorial, spoke of this dis-

missal by "the mentors of Har-
vard's Freshman year" as aggra-
vating and unenlightened. It went
on to say that "the P. T. require-

ment is an aggravation not be-
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at Una storss.
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"HOUSE OF WALSH"

cause it demands exercise, but be-
cause it requires adherence to a
group of rules which are incon-
venient and annoying. It repre-
sent the same king of paternalism
as compulsory chapel and censor-
ship. ..."

The Crimson also felt that this
requirement overburdened facili-
ties with people who do not wish
to participate, at the expense of
those who do. The paper conclud-
ed with a remark easily traced to
Mr. Hobbes: "As it is, P. T. is

nasty, brutish, and nowhere near
short enough."

B'tn-Wms. Committee
Aims At Closer Ties

In Culture, Education
By Caryn Levy

In an effort to bring about new
and cement existing profitable ed-
ucational, cultural, and social ex-
change between Bennington and
Williams, the Bennington-Wil-
Uams Committee is in its first

stages of formation.

The three-fold purposes of the

committee include plans to or-

ganize a system whereby Benn-
ington students could audit cour-

ses at Williams and vice-versa,

The committee is also eager to es-

tablish better cultural communi-
cations between the two campus-
es concerning guest speakers, con-

certs, plays, unusual films, and
other programs of Interest.

No Social Interference

Although its purpose is not to

interfere with social activities, the

committee will try to make both

colleges aware of each other's soc-

ial regulations.

Representing the Bennington
community will be at least one

member of the legislative council

and one member of each class.

The remaining places will be fill-

ed in proportion to the number
of men Williams sends.

JCrig/it At Paris

Library Parley

Wyllis E. Wright, Williams Col-

lege Librarian, departed for Par-

is, France, on Saturday (Oct. 7)

to attend a ten day Internation-

al Conference on Cataloging Prin-

ciples. The International Feder-

ation of Library Associations Is

sponsoring the meeting.

Some 50 to 60 countries are be-

ing represented at the Oct. 9-19

conference, with Wright the Am-
erican representative. He was cho-

sen because of his standing as

chairman of the Catalog Code Re-
vision Committee of the Ameri-
can Library Association.

The hope of the conference Is

to pull together the divergent cat-

aloging practices of different

countries, and to make it easier

for scholars to use bibliographies

and catalogues when outside their

own countries. It \3 also hopes
that the Conference findings

might be of value to the new na-
tions In formulating their library

and bibliographical procedures.

A three day meeting in London
will follow the Paris parley.

Young Conservatives

Begin Lectures With

Topic Of Colonialism
Scattered around campus on a

few preliminary posters may be

read: "The Myth and Reality of

Colonialism,"' by Erik von Kuen-
hnelt-Leddihn. October 18.

"Number one in a controversial

new lecture series being offered

by Williams College Young Con-
servatives in an effort to bring a
neglected dimension of thought
to the Williams student."

Active Year Ahead
Tills announces the Williams

Young Conservative Club its in-

tention to begin an active year
presenting the philosophy and op-
inions of the Right to secluded
Willlamstown. In close contact
with two national student organ-
izations, the WYC will present its

members with speakers, literature,

tapes, and a chance to further
educate themselves in a major
political position.

The club, which is under the
direction of Jim Campaigne '62

plans its orientation meeting to-
morrow evening. All interested
students are cordially invited to
attend and become acquainted
with the WYC's program, aims,
and organization.

Sen. Tower to Speak
In addition to Leddihn's speech,

the club plans two more lectures

for the public, delivered by note-
worthy speakers. The WYC hopes
to have Senator John G. Tower,
recently-elected conservative from
Texas, speak around the turn of

the semester.

Interested students may con-

tact Campaigne at DKE, 8-9142,

or Leo Murray and Pete Johann-
sen at Psi U., 8-9134.

Fellowship Deadline

Set For November 1

The application deadline for

some 200 fellowships sponsored by
foreign governments and univer-

sities has been set at November
1. The fellowships are available

for graduate students wisliing to

study abroad.

Fifteen countries are involved

in the program, and all require

that fellows have a reasonable

command of the native language.

The fifteen are: Austria, Brazil,

Canada, Denmark, Prance, Ger-
many, Iran, Israel, Italy, Mexico,
che Netherlands, Poland, Ruman-
ia, Sweden, and Switzerland. Sti-

pends are sufficient to cover tui-

tion and part of the student's Uv-
ing expenses. All applicants will

oe required to submit a plan of

proposed study for the year a-
jroad.

African, Asian Fellowships

Two additional grants (from an
American foundation) are also a-

vailable for students to study in

one of the African or Asian coun-
tries. " A demonstrated capacity
for independent study and a good
academic record" are expected of

.ill fellows.

Requests for application forms
for the fellowships should be ad-
dressed to the Information and
Counseling Division, Institute of
International Education, 800 2nd
Avenue, New York 17. The Insti-
tute can accept no requests post-
marked after Oct. 15, with the
completed application to be re-
turned by the November 1 dead-
line.
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Sawyer Address Signals Change
Continued from Poge I, Col. 5

Admitting that not all young

men and women are equally suit-

ed or dedicated to the stern re-

quirements of a first-class four-

year college or university, Saw-

yer pointed out that "quality . .

.

Is not a single or simple thing,"

and that appraising the long-run

growth of a youth is a sober un-

dertaliing. "Alongside the famil-

iar case of the 'late-bloomer'

whose strengths emerge slowly,

colleges have also become aware

of the phenomenon of the 'early

fader,' the student who readily

assembled what we might call

'conformity A's' all through

school, but who laclcs the depth,

the range, the inner curiosity or

purpose to sustain the effort . .

.

Admissions Experiment
"As a modest contribution on a

small scale-partly because we are

a 'main-line' institution rather

than primarily an experimental

school—I hope we may find a

foundation interested in helping

us conduct an experiment here in

which we would admit each year

a designated fraction of the en-
tering class—perhaps ten per cent

who might not ordinarily have
been on prevailing formal criter-

ia ... It is the candidate of ex-

ceptional strength that we would
be seeking, but with an eye to

strength that might not as yet

be wholly organized or evenly dis-

tributed in a paper record of un-
iform excellence ... In addition to

the third of each class who now
enter as valedictorians or within
the top five of their school class-

es, we would be seeking individu-

als with a flair, a 'forte', a
strength of character that would
enrich the student population and
the College; the Individual of

whom one can sometimes say with

conviction, 'there is going to be

an interesting person."

The foundation assistance

would be needed to make a care-

ful study of such individuals, who
would remain unidentified to their

classmates, "keeping a private

record of why we took them in

and of their performance here at

college and long after. We would
also plan to keep a parallel rec-

ord of those on whose recommen-
dations we acted, hoping thus to

build up over time bases on which
subsequent judgments could be

formed."
Pointing out that he was suc-

ceeding "an old friend, a gifted

historian, a vigorous and distin-

gui::;-ied president, and a notable
Amrvican," (James Phinney Bax-

ter III) Sawyer said he "would
r-.;.'.;er not attempt to build too

r.;i-y or too precise castles In the
cliy."

But apart from the proposed
admissions experiment, "steps are

already under way to increase the

natural meal-time opportunities
for faculty-student conversation
—an ancient art worth cultivat-

ing. The Board of Ti-ustees also

has established a small, serious

committee of review to make rec-

ommendations on various frater-

nity questions not unknown to

neighboring campuses . .

.

Forward Planning
"On the academic front we wil'

be examining our strengths anc

weaknesses and deciding how bes

to move where new talents or de-

partures seem needed. In an ef-

fort to avoid piecemeal adaptionr

not well related to other program;
I have set up a Committee or

Forward Planning to receive and
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propose lines of development that
seem most promising to us. Its

Interests will include not simply
the College Itself, but relation-

ships to other educational insti-

tutions nearby, as well ae the kind

of additions to the community

that could best serve or enhance

our mutual purposes."

Symbolism Subject Of Symposium
The concluding portion of

"Symbolism in the Arts", a sym-
posium presented Jointly by Del-

ta Phi and Theta Delta Chi, will

start at 7:30 tonight at the lat-

ter house. The session Is open to

the public and freshmen are wel-

come to attend.

Last night Professors Fred
Licht of the art department and
Irwin Shainman of the music de-

partment appeared at Delta Phi
This evening's panel will conaut
of James Taaffe of the English
department and Professor Laszlo
Versenyl of the philosophy de-
partment. Each of the spealcers

win give a brief talk from hu
discipline after which there will

be questioning and discussion

from the floor.

haskell
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Summer Journalistic Work Aided
By Newspaper Fund Scholarships

Rv John WlUnn . . -»By John Wilson
Tired of the old hum-drum,

dissolute summers? Want to do
something interesting . . . and be
paid for it? Then why not try
the Newspaper Fund?
The Fund was set up by the

WALL STREET JOURNAL two
years avo to help students in-
terested In journalism, and "to
encourage promising students to
enter the journalistic profession."
Successful applicants are paid a
tax-exempt scholarship stipend of
$500 at the end of a summers
work on a newspaper staff In any
part of the country. Some of
them are aided by the JOURNAL
in finding their jobs; and most
receive salaries from their papers
In addition to the aid.

Three Williams students held
such jobs last summer: Bill Bar-
ry, '64, ori the Bennington Ban-
ner; Stew Davis, '62, on the Onei-
da (Oneida, New York) Daily
Dispatch; and Kit Jones, '62, on
the staffs of the Portland (Me.)
Press Herald and Evening Ex-
press. (Both of these are owned
by the Gannett Corporation.) All
three students brought experience
on the Record to their summer
posts.

Barry's Beat: Bennington

"Bennington College was my
main beat," said Barry, who
found that, even without its win-
tertime denizens, there were plen-

ty of things to lieep lUm busy.
The Bennington Welcome Wagon,
Girls' Nation, and the Bi-Centen-
nial Celebration provided excite-

ment and news, especially since
Barry spent most of his time
working on features. And a hap-
py adjunct to the Celebration was

a beauty contest, of which he
found himself one of the judges

.

Because of the size of the Ban-
ner Barry had the opportunity to
work with many of the diverse
facets of the newspaper, includ-
ing advertising, type-setting, pho-
tography and printing, copy work,
and even with a theatre review
of two thrown in for good mea-
sure. "I'd say It was an excellent
program,'' he commented. "I'd
recommend it to anybody who
thinks he has an interest in a
newspaper. It's a chance to find
out what a newspaper's real-
ly like," he ended, stressing
the difference between this and
work as an amateur on the Rec-
ord. He hopes to continue under
the Fund next summer.
His only regret: that he wasn't

home when a newsworthy acci-
dent occured in front of his
rooming house.

Jones in Maine
"The experiences of the three

of us were quite different," said
Jones, who worked for a metro-
politan paper with a large circu-
lation. Features occupied most of

his time, and like Barry he had
chances at reviews and major
stories. "I found that when I

could put my entire effort into
journalism, I got a lot more out
of it."

The story he remembers most
vividly was the one he did on ra-
cial discrimination in Maine. Like
most of the others it was inspir-
ed by a telephone call to the city

desk, but this one proved impor-
tant enough to go out on the A.

P. wires as front page material
in communities across the coun-
try.

In looking back, Jones empha-
sized "the knowledge of people,
and being able to talk to almost
any type of person" as aspects he
found most valuable In the pro-
gram. All those different kinds of
personaUties one hears about
seem to pass through the offices
of newspapers: the publicity-seek-
ing crank who places his daily
call to the city desk, the million-
aire (whose fortune survived just
one week), the exchange students,
and the down-and-outers. Jones
also pointed to the fact that the
professional reporter meets and
commands the respect of impor-
tant people in the community.
While Jones found that "the

business can be very rewarding
and discouraging at the same
time," as some of the student's
carefully nurtured ideals wither,
he concluded by rating the Fund
"a tremendous auxiliary to the
Williams education. The summer
was not only informative, but very
enjoyable."

Much the same sentiment was
expressed by Record Editor Davis,
who said, "This is a good oppor-
tunity to try out journalism at a
profit.'' Like the other two, he
found himself mostly writing fea-

tures, a good way for papers to

try out newcomers without risk-

ing immediate and important
news. Working for a small paper,
Davis too played a variety of

roles, filling the shoes of the city

editor, sports editor, and even the
social editor at one time or an-
other.

Specific information on appli-

cations to the Newspaper Fund
can be obtained from Mr. Flynt
in Hopkins Hall.

Six Williams Men In 'Crossroads'

Spend Slimmer Working In Africa
Six Williams students retiu-ned

to college this fall after spending
two months in West, East, and
Central Africa with Operation
Crossroads. Tliose who went were
Michael Niebllng, John Shoaff '62,

Roger Warren '63, Vincent Parley,

Lewis Harvey, and Peter Smith
'64. With a group of two hundred
students, teachers, architects, and
engineers they set out to work on
projects involving strenuous man-
ual labor.

The Operation was divided in-

to groups of about twenty stu-

dents. Each group concentrated in

one country for seven weeks of

the summer and spent about two
weeks in travelling-study semin-
ars in two or three adjacent coun-
tries.

Harvey In Kenya
Lewis Hai-vey spent his summer

in Kenya, one of the two African
nations participating in Cross-
roads that had not gained Its in-

dependence. In the month that
his group of seventeen Americans
and 17 Kenyans worked aroimd
the Nairobi area they cleared the

land and dug a foundation for a
free children's library. This lib-

rary will be the first multi-racial
library in Kenya.
Harvey explained that the race

problem in Kenya was more com-
plicated and tense than in most
African nations. A large number
of Asians, principally Indians,
were brought to Kenya by
E; j'opeans some fifty years ago to

work as coolies on a trans-Kenya
ly.llroad. These people settled in

F.enya when they finished their

r Drk.

Three-Sided Problem
This added racial group makes

I le problem a three-sided one ra-

t'ler than the normal European
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-African, white-black problem.

'JChe Africans resent the Asians
/or their economic superiority

which they acquired by small

shop-keeping.

Added to this problem has been
the recurrence of violence at the

hands of the Mau Mau. But Har-
vey commented on the general
change of opinion despite the con-
tinued threat of violence.

Though this was the first in-

tegrated work group in Kenya, he
said they faced no problems as a
group. Although the projects

themselves were not of much val-

ue, the fact that they were work-
ing and living together as a group
was extremely valuable.

Shoaff In Ghana
John Shoaff, commenting on

the racial problem in Ghana, said,

"They don't make you sit in the
back of the buses." The racial

problem is nonexistent in Ghana.
However, the Ghanaians show a
great interest in the American ra-
cial problem.

Shoaff, who worked in a moun-
tain forest village, built rooms for

a school run by the Catholic mis-
sions.

Shoaff commented on the sim-
ilarity between the African and
American personality. Though the
Africans lacked the sophistication
of thought, they were very inter-
esting company because of the
compatibility.

Roger Warren worked in the
Ivory Coast with French educated
Africans. His group had difficul-

ty in communicating with their
counterparts because of the lang-
uage barrier posed by French.

Others participating in the pro-
ject were Michael Niebling and
Vincent Parley in Guinea and Pet-
er Smith in Nigeria.

U. Of Hawaii Offers 100
"East-West" Scfiolarsfiips
The University of Hawaii will

offer 100 scholarships to Ameri-
can students to the East-West
Center next year. The present
group of 235 students from 22
countries is studying aspects of
Asian and American cultures.
The enrollment increase is part

of a program of graduated rise
to 2000 students. The Center's two
year course of study includes a
tour of the area in Asia or Am-
erica pertinent to the student's
field of study.

Begun in Honolulu in 1961, the
Center offers advanced work In
five Asian languages and is In-
tended for students planning to
teach Asian culture, or planning
to work with Asian organizations.
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Harvard-Williams Link
Continued from Page I, Col. 3

College In this Province would not

only be quite unnecessary but

really prejudiced to Harvard Col-

lege, and to the common interest

of learning and religion in the

country. That establishing anoth-

er College exactly, or nearly, upon
the same footing with that at

Cambridge, so as to Interfere with

It or supersede the occasion for

sending youth to it would be of

bad consequence . .

.

' The gentle-

men who had asked for the new
Charter were actually intending

to found a college 'in which the

education of youth in that part

of the country might be complet-

ed without their being sent to

Cambridge for that purpose,'

which they represented as incon-

venient and very expensive . .

.

The new college would be a 'real

hurt to the general Interest of lit-

erature and religion in the coun-

try.' 'For although more of our

youth might by this means re-

ceive what is called a liberal ed-

ucation, and which might pass for

a good one with very many, yet

we apprehend this would be rath-

er a disadvantage than the con-

trary, as it would prevent a suf-

ficient, though smaller number of

our youth being sent to Cam-
bridge, where they would unques-

tionably be much more thorough-

ly Instructed and far better qual-

ified for doing service to their

country.'

Economic Consideration

But after all here I think, is

the real rub: 'If such a College

were founded, it might probably
receive some legacies, or private

donations, which would otherwise

come to the College in Cambridge."

I am sorry to say that the

Hai-vard Overseers mobilized so

much support that the Governor
revoked the charter he had al-

ready issued . .

.

Some 31 years after the set-

back, of course they did succeed,

perhaps without any opposition

this time from the Harvard au-
thorities. Bowdoin had been foun-

ded by then; so the Harvard ar-

gument that one college was en-

ough could not be revived. In

their successful petition of 1792,

we find the Williams Trustees

striking back with much grace at

the old Harvard arguments of 30

years before. Not only, say the

Trustees, was Williamstown in a

region where food was plentiful

and cheap, which would 'tend to

lessen the expenses of instruction

and to render the means of a lib-

eral education more easy, and

bring them more within the pow-

er of the middling and low-

er classes of citizens,' (a shrewd

dig at the superior Harvardian

attitude toward expenses) but al-

so "Williamstown, being an en-

closed place, will not be exposed

to tliose temptations and allure-

ments which are peculiarly inci-

dent to seaport towns: a ration-

al hope may therefore be Indulg-

ed that it will prove favorable to

the morals and literary Improve-

ment of youth who may reside

there.' <so much for Cambridge's

'happy situation.') Moreover, the

new college would attract many
young men from nearby New York
and Vermont and so 'furnish an

opportunity to diffusing our best

habits and manners among the

citizens of our sister states.' (it

wasn't only the Harvard men
who had a clear idea of who was
superior to whom.)

'Generous and Highminded'

But the Williams petition ends

on a generous and highminded
note: 'The University of Cam-
bridge will always be considered

as the parent of the other two
colleges (Bowdoin and Williams)

and from them will, derive an
additional degree of lustre and re-

nown.'

How right they were. Setting a-

side the old, outworn, and per-

haps unworthy fears felt by the

Harvard of 1762, I now today af-

firm that the Harvard of 1961

feels illumened by the lustre and
warmed by the renown of Wil-
liams. ...

Griswold On Future Of Liberal Education, Williams
Continued from Poge I, Col. I

liberal education was to make
good the democratic promise of

equal opportunity to better him-

self as a human being, as a citi-

zen, as Man Thinking . . . Yet the

same civilization has allowed

these Ideals to become so obscure

and itself so confused about them
as to raise serious questions about

the educational system which

rests upon them - in particular

the question whether that system

for all the opportunity it offers,

can provide not only the skills,

but also the philosophical wisdom,

the scientific learning, the ethical

standards, the spiritual and aes-

thetic Insights we shall need to

survive and to make survival

worth the experience.

Up to the end of the last cen-
tury the differences between 11-

Iberal and vocational education,

the distinctive nature and func-
tion, were understood, and each
was supported on its own merits.

But with the turn of the century,

forces both doctrinal and factual
began to muddy the waters until

the distinction between the two
types of education was all but
lost to sight.

Under the Impact of these for-
ces liberal education suffered
much more than vocational edu-
cation . . . The rank and file did
nothing for liberal education be-
cause they did not believe In it,

while its disciples did less than
enough because they took it for

granted. As a result the rising

generations of the past 30 or 40
years have been permitted, even
encouraged, to wander innocent-
ly over the domains of both lib-

Football Team Wins
Continued from Page 8, Col. 5

and Springfield was back in the

ball game with only 2 minutes
gone in the second half.

For the rest of the third quar-
ter Williams held on to its pre-

carious 12-7 lead. Late in the per-

iod, the Maroons started a drive

from the Eph 32 after a Tovi

Kratovil punt had carried only

8 yards. At the end of the quar-

ter they were on the Eph 13. Then
on the first play of the fourth
period, Charney smashed to a
first down on the Williams 8.

Springfield Stopped On Goal
Here the Williams defense, so

impressive in last week's loss to

Trinity, saved the day. On the
first play Leete drove to the 4.

Two plunges by Mike Howard,
both of which were stopped by
soph linebacker Mike Relly, put
the ball on the one. On fourth
down Leete rolled out to his left,

faked a handoff to fullback How-
ard, and headed for the goal

line, Reily was waiting for the
Springfield quarterback, and stop-

ped him just short of the goal,

to end the threat.

That was the turning point.

Grinnell then engineered a 75 yard
drive to put the Ephs back in

command. Fine running by sopli

fullback Pete Stanley, who had
gone in when Eke Nadel injured
his knee, and Tim Goodwin high-
lighted the march to the Spring-
field 25. The drive was finally hal-
ted after a 15 yard penalty had
set the Ephs back.
Williams bounced right back.

On Springfield's first play from
scrimmage, Eph end Bill Holmes
Intercepted a Leete pass on the
35. Two plays later, with a 3rd
and 5 situation, Grinnell rolled

out behind fine protection, and
hit Holmes, standing all alone on
the 5. The big end Just trotted

into the end zone for the clinch-

ing touchdown.
Watters Praises Defense

Williams coach Len Walters
singled out Relly, Holmes, Grin-
nell, and soph tackle Ben Wag-
ner for their outstanding play.

Relly made three key tackles in

the goal line stand, and Orlnnell

ran the ball and called his plays

well. Holmes played an alert game
at his end position, and Wagner
was a stalwart on defense. Pete
Stanley, filling in for injured full-

back Eke ' Nadel, was the top
ground-gainer with 42 yards on
11 carries.

SUMMARY:



Rev. Spurrier Offers
Criticism Of Education

Bradley '59 Returns

By K. Allen Larrabee

Rev. William A. Spurrier '39,

Chaplain of Wesleyan University,

preached in chapel Sunday on
"The High Calling of Education."

The subject and the talk were
highly appropriate for a sei-vice

held in connection with the induc-

tion of Rev. Spurrier's classmate,

John Edward Sawyer, as President

of Williams College.

The preacher began by indicat-

ing that years ago, most great

colleges and universities were
founded by the Church, and that

in those times theology held the

highest place in the life of the

mind. Today, however, secularism

is in the saddle, and Christianity

Is obliged to stand aside. Christi-

anity is thus tempted to be crit-

ical of education, as is the vogue
today. Rev. Spurrier then began

to offer some criticisms of his

own.

Educational Weaknesses

"Contemporary universities and
colleges have no real sense of

community," he began. "Not only

have they no common faith, a-

mong them, but within the col-

lege itself communication between

different spheres of learning be-

comes increasingly difficult. C. P.

Snow was optimistic: there are

not two cultures, but many. Col-

leges are vast collections of dif-

ferent information, the Renais-

sance man is as dead as the

Christian humanist, and colleges

should do away with claims of

pl'ii-allty and a community of

scholars seeking the truth, upon
w!'.ich in fact no faculty could a-

grce."

A second criticism was that

"neither students nor faculty as

a whole are Interested in educa-
tion," i.e. the growth of the whole
man. We no longer speak of the
value of wisdom, but of "master-
ing a subject." Students come to
get a degree that will help them
obtain good jobs, and the faculty
"have substituted information for
education." Those few students
who are interested in wisdom are
hindered by a faculty that, like

most students, is not.
Finally, many of the faculty and

students do not have a sense of
vocation, a whole-hearted devo-
tion to the duty at hand - the
pursuit of wisdom, a "committ-
ment to baptism in the vast reser-
voir of man's experience." Facul-
ties are encouraged not to be
great teachers, but to produce
books and research.

Necessary Steps
But what is to be done about

these problems? Rev. Spurrier in-

dicated that we cannot go back-
ward, so he suggested three steps

forward that might be taken.

In the first place, nothing can
be done about pluralism, so we
might as well admit it and face

the situation with humility. "Let

us admit our confusion and our

brokenness," advised Spurrier.

Humility is necessary because it

will better enable us to resist ef-

forts to "unify us under one
aegis." We must resist "ourselves,

our egos, and our empire build-

ers" or else "we shall perish un-

der someone's tyranny."

What is Education?

Another step we must take is

to rethink what education is all

about, to ask with St. Paul,

"Where is the wisdom of this

world?" We must hope to arrive

4 Russian Students Spend Sununer

In USSR; Discuss Various Topics

Peter Bradley '59 has recently

joined the staff of the Williams Col-

lege News Bureou as Assistant News
Director. On graduating from Williams
Bradley studied for a year at the City

Literary Institute in London. After re-

turning to this country he obtained a

position as o reporter for his home-
town newspaper, the "Corning Lead-
er" of Corning, New York, where he

worked until coming bock to Wil-
liamstown.

at some sense of the whole man
and of the deeper meaning of

knowledge and education.

Finally it is necessary to recov-

er a sense of vocation. Some in-

roads can be made here, and this

depends very heavily on the presi-

dent and administration. It is

they wlio can hire a dedicated

faculty, "needle those already a-

boaid", and create a proper at-

mosphere, but the president can-

not do it alone; he needs the co-

operation of students, faculty, and
alumni.

HAVE A BALL. Every semester

has its bright spots-and you can

enjoy them even more with

a refreshing glass of Bud®.

Where there's life

... there's

BudweiseK

By Jolin T. Connor
Pour Williams students of Rus-

sian have recently experienced

tremendously interesting and re-

vealing tours of the Soviet Union.
Seniors Jere Behrman, Anthony
Diller and Gary Webster and jun-

ior Lynn White all retui'ned to

the U. S. with concrete impres-

sions of Russia which were as

varied as they were definite.

Diller traveled in a group of

twenty students and three teach-
ers under the auspices of the Uni-
versity of Michigan. Motoring
from Moscow to Leningrad to Od-
essa and then back to Moscow
again he found it hard to talk

even to his woman guide and
classed her with the ten per cent

of the population which he per-

ceived to be "constant agitators.

They recognize only black and
white regarding political matters
and don't respond to any views
except the ones they hold.''

"Old Maid of 22"

Gary Webster, who traveled to

Moscow, Leningrad and Yalta, al-

so with a group from the Uni-
versity of Michigan, but during
the summer of 1960, described his

guide as an "old maid of twenty-
two. We could talk to her with-
out arguing. But she was very

skilled in discussions of a politi-

cal nature, and won all arguments
of this type—but pleasantly."

Agreeing that guides and peo-
ple in other official capacities

were unusually adept in political

arguments, Jere Behrman, who
traveled in conjunction with In-

diana University and a Russian
youth group, further emphasized
that "these people seemed to know
just one set of facts in support ol

each argument. And they always
agreed among themselves as to ex-

actly what these facts were."

Young People

Definite disagreement was wit-

nessed between the four traveler!

on the subject of the Russian
young people's loyalty to the Com-
munist Party. Webster, who found
the young people in Leningrac
much more liberal than their old-

er leaders, felt that "they epitom-
ized not the 'new Soviet man," bu.

the 'new Russian man.' They were

all very optimistic about the fut-

ure of Russia, but were also cyn-

ical about the Party. There wa:
the feeling that the Party was t

shackle; and they were especiallj

against the secret police."

On the other hand, Behrmar
found that "young people had a
much faith in their party as in

their country. All that I met wen
very anxious to belong to the

Freshmen

Accommodations For

Parents

AT

Chimney Mirror

Motel

(opposite Howard Johnson's)

party, if they were not already

members." Although at odds as to

the expressed views of young peo-

ple on this subject, all agreed on
two points. First, the young Rus-
sians foresee tremendous progress

fur their country, regardless of

thc.r feelings for the Party. Sec-

ond, the students probably be-

lieved the way Webster found
them, but spoke the way Behr-
man found them.

Russian Morals?
When the subject of Russian

morals was broached, the discus-

sion, which was conducted in Rus-
sian by your tri-lingual reporter

around a round, red table, grew
suddenly passionate. Webster ex-
claimed that in most instances he
found the Russians very honest,
citing the example of their strict

honesty in returning change to
the traveler on the "under-
ground." Behrman agreed, stating
that "it was my experience that
they had very high morals. But
I did meet many American stu-

dents who had been there for a
year and felt that in private life

the morals of the average Rus-
sian were much lower than those
of the average American."
At this point "Gospedeen" Dil-

ler stated that he had seen a
Russian woman steal a book from
an "honor-system" bookstand and
in addition, no one in the crowd
made an effort to restrain her.

Pursuing this point further, Web-
ster added that here was an ex-

pensive Black Market for Ameri-

can dollars in Russia. He also des-

cribed what he referred to as an
'unpleasant incident" in Yalta

when a Russian student had at-

^empted to rape his date. All a-

Treed that although the govern-

Tient made high claims as to the

evel of morality in the Soviet

Union, actual facts showed that,

n reality, Russian morals are no

nore laudible than those of oth-

>r nations, and perhaps even

vorse.
Censorsliip

The subject of Russian newspa-

lers aroused the ire of two of the

tudents. White was extremely

'disappointed that they seemed

ncapable of presenting any but a

Marxist interpretation of the

lews." Behrman felt strongly e-

lough to state that "this effec-

iveness with which news is reg-

ilated is the thing that impress-

•d me most about the Soviet Un-
on. For instance, I was in Mos-

cow five days after the Berlin wall

lad been set up, and, as yet, none

if the Moscow public knew about

ihis.

"This control of the press cre-

xtes a oneness of mind in Russia

ind thereby increases the people's

'oyalty to the government. It is

vmazing that an environment is

created where one feels a real

lesire to do what is expected, ra-

ther than a pressure to act cor-

rectly. In this sense, the Russia

Df today is more a society as por-

trayed In Aldous Huxley's Brave

New World, than that portrayed

in George Orwell's 1984."
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Ephs Stop Springfield Rally For 18-7 Victory;

Soccer Opens Season With 6-0 Win At UMass

Both Rutherford, Kofi

Score Three Tallies

By Stew Uavls

Led by riBht wing Skip Ruth-

erford and center forward Ben

Kofi the Williams varsity soccer

team blanked the University of

Massachusetts Saturday, 6-0. Both

co-captain Rutlierford and Kofi

scored three times for Williams

The Eph offensive machine

started fast and finished fast, tal-

lying three Koals in the opening

period and three In the final per-

iod.

Kofi opened the scoring at 5:30

of the first stanza by whirling

on his right foot and kicking the

ball into the left side of the cage,

past UMass goalie Dick Havisto

Soon after <at 7:00) Kofi picked

up a pass from Eph center half

John O'Donnell and scored again.

At 21:00 of the 22-minute period

Rutherford notched his first goal,

bringing the ball in close unas-

sisted and firing a rising liner In-

to the goal's upper right hand
corner.

Last Quarter Splurge

Havisto held the Ephs scoreless

for the next two stanzas, but Ru-
therford again put his name in

the scoring column as he drib-

bled to the right of the goal and
angled a shot in at 1:00 of the

last period.

Havisto was soon replaced by

Dick Galub. and Rutherford took

advantage of the change by drib-

bling down the middle past Gal-

ub. UMass fullback Ron Packard

made a desperate attempt to pre-

vent the goal by falling on the

ball as it crossed the lino into the

goal, but it was too late. Packard,

Rutherford, and the ball crashed

Continued on Page 6, Col. 3

Lctti Williams tullbocK Pete itoiiiey, snown quicK-Mi-Kng against I riniry, averaged ti yus. pe

the Springfield gome. (Right) Bill Chapman, stopped here by Trinity, took a SC punt for 65 yds.

Kofi Criticizes American Soccer:

Teams Lack Refinement^ Cohesion

BEN KOFI
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Soccer Opener Marks Fourth Straight

Shutout Victory Over UMass Since '58

By Frank Lloyd

"Soccer in Ghana is naturally

more refined than the brand of

soccer played at Williams. School-

boys there, like myself, begin

playing at the age of six, thut

the pass distribution is planned

out, not dependent on chance as

it is here."

This critic of American soccer

is Ben Kofi '63 a native Ghana-
ian currently playing in the cen-

ter forward slot for the Williams

varsity. His record so tar has been

impressive, with nine goals to his

credit during scrimmages and
three against UMass last Satur-

day.

"Americans, however, pick up
the game amazingly fast for the

short time they have to play it.

Actual differences in rules are

few, except that substitutions are

not allowed at home. Only if a

player gets hurt In the first 20

minutes can he be replaced; after

that if anyone is injured the team
plays one man short.

Inexperienced Roughness
"Roughness in soccer can be de-

fined in two ways, deliberate and
that due to inexperience. Deliber-

ate roughness is practiced by thf

refined players in European-style

soccer, while roughness in Ameri-
ca is primarily from lack of skill.

When Williams downed the Un-

iversity of Massachusetts 6-0 on

Saturday it marked the fourth

time in a row that the charges of

coach Clarence Chaffee had op-

ened their season by white-wash-

ing the squad from Amherst,

Mass.
Last year the Ephmcn, led by

high-scoring center-forward Ben
Hcnszcy, topped the Redmen in

Williamstown fi-O. Hcnszey scor-

ed three of the

Williamstown
goals.

In 1959 Wil-

liams displayed

the potential

which eventu-

ally led them to

an undefeated

season and the quarter- finals of

the NCAA tournament. Unable to

score in the first halt on a misty

day. the Ephmon exploded for 11

goals in the final two periods.

John O'Donnell, who was instru-

mental in Saturday's triumph,

played his first game in a varsity

uniform on that October day two
years ago. In that game O'Don-
nell scored twice and got credit

for three assists. On one of these

assists Skip Rutherford, one of

Saturday's scoring stars, scored

Coach Chaffee

SHULTON

Available at
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GL 8-4102

his first varsity goal. Henszey

scored three goals In that romp.
'58 Shutout

In 1958 goals by Kem Bawden
'59 and Mike Baring-Gould '59

gave the Ephmen a victory in

Williamstown.
But the Ephmen had been

sharpening their teeth on UMass
for years they started their shut-

out string in 1958. In the three

previous years the Ephs topped

the Redmen by identical 4-1

counts.

Outstanding in the 1957 win
were Carl Doerge '60 with two

goals and Bawden with one. Bar-
ing-Gould sparked the '56 vic-

tory, scoring two goals in his first

varsity encounter. The 4-1 victory

in 1955 extended an Eph winning
streak to five games. The luck

held for two more victories that

year, 4-1 over Brown and 3-1 ov-

er UConn., before the Ephmen
ran out of luck and lost to Dart-
mouth 2-0.

The 1954 Eph eleven forecast

the antics of this year's team by
blanking UMass. on Cole Field in

Williamstown by a 6-0 count.

The six goals, all registered In the

second half, at that time equalled

the single game scoring record set

in 1924 and copied four times be-

tween ten and 1954.

So there It is in a capsule,

eight games and eight victories.

Including five shutouts, in the past
eight years. The last time Eph
mentor Chaffee saw his team lose

to UMass was in 1953, and that
was, unsurprisingly enough, by a
4-1 margin. But that was not an
opening game—the Ephs had lost

one to Harvard. 2-1.

To carry the series back to the

really misty past, the Ephs won
in '52 by a 3-2 margin after los-

ing In '51 In an overtime, 4-3.

EphBoatsmenQualify

For NE Sloop Finals
The Williams Yacht Club won

the Class C regional trials of the

New England team sloop cham-
pionships Sunday at the Coast

Guard Academy and qualified for

the finals that are to be under-

taken on October 21-22 at the

New London, Connecticut nava!

academy's course on the Thames
River.

With Bill Reeves '63, Jim Park-

er '63, and Sandy Cameron '62,

sailing for Williams, the Eph.<^

scored 34 points in the qualifier to

defeat teams from the Coast

Guard Academy, who had 31:

Worcester Tech, 28; Yale, 27; and

Rhode Island, 22. Rough seas at

the basin of the Thames River

caused rough sailing and cancel-

lation of two of the seven races

The Coast Guard's Dave Carey

was the top individual skipper of

the day with 31 points.

The best two teams from each

of the three classes will compete

to determine the New England
team sloop champion. William?

and Coast Guard will represent

Class C, and will sail against th(

Class A qualifiers, Harvard and
Boston University, and the Clasj

B representatives, MIT and
Tufts.

While there is no varsity sail-

ing this weekend, the freshmen

will compete on the Connecticut

River course at Dartmouth in s

hexagonal meet. The Ephmen wil'

enter two boats with crews of two
In the race but as yet the cren

personnel Is undecided. The var-

sity Little Three Dinghy cham-
pionships, schedules for last Sun-
day, were postponed until a later

date. Williams is the defending
champion.

The better the team, the less

rough they play, since it never

pays off and is regarded as an
idmission of defeat.

"Soccer is a sport which devel-

ops pass patterns and flexibility

best in a team which plays to-

gether over a long time. This co-

hesion is harder to develop at

Williams, due to the short time

the players have to work togeth-

er.

"Our present team has backs

who play the way the forward

line should play. If the forward

line would emulate the backs in

Ihcir pass distribution, we should

win the New England Champion-
ship.

"Williams has good goalies, but

the other goalies I've played a-

?ainst in America have determin-
ation but lack of experience.

In fact, two of my goals in the

UMass game would liave been
stopped by a better goalie.

Competition With Football

"Another difference is that the

atmosphere here is not congenial

to good soccer. It's always in com-
petition with football, while in

Ghana a good match will draw
spectators like the American
World Series. Many Americans are

finding it more interesting, how-
:^vcr, and it should replace foot-

ball in a few years as an Inter-

lational game in which America
3an compete with the other na-
tions of the world."

Kofi's personal experience with
the game has been extensive. He
was captain of the team in his

secondary school, and played in

iie national amateur league.

"As for this Saturday's game,
it could be one of the easiest of
the season. Harvard's big threat
is a Nigerian that everyone
is worried about, but although he
is good by American standards he
is only mediocre by mine.

Bill Chapman Scores

On 65-yd. Scamper
By Dave Goldberg

After Jumping off to a qulcl:

first half lead, the Williams foot-

gall team held off a determined
second half effort by Springfield

to notch an 18-7 win Satui-day.

It was the Eph's first win after

an opening game loss to Trinity.

Williams did not have to wait
as long to score this week as it

did against Trinity, wlien the

Ephs got their first touchdown
in the fourth period. On the first

play from scrimmage, Springfield

back Ted Taylor fumbled on his

own 22. Williams recovered, and
in four plays went over for the

score. Chris Hagy and Bill Chap-
man carried to the 14 In three

plays. Then on fourth down,
sophomore scatback Tom Todd
took a pitchout from Bruce Grin-
nell, cut inside his own left end,

and raced into the end zone for

the first score. Doug Peai-on's pas3

for the extra points missed its

mark, but the Ephs had a ti-o

lead with only 2 minutes gone.

Chapman Goes 65 Yards
Prom that point until midway

in the second period, both teams
played well defensively, contain-

ing each other around the mid-
field area. Then, with Springfield

All-East Honors 'Choppy'
"Choppy" Rheinfrank, Wil-

liams' big senior guard, was
named to the first weekly All-

East Small College football

team after an outstanding of-

fensive and defensive perfor-

mance in the Trinity game.
Eph halfback Tom Todd re-

ceived honorable mention.

Trinity's quarterback Don Tay-
lor was also named to the

first squad.

on its own 30, Maroon quarter-

back Dave Leete dropped back to

kick. Bill Chapman fielded the

ball on his own 35, got a great

springing block from Grinnell,

and headed for the right sideline.

Along the way he picked up his

blockers nicely, and outran the

last Trinity defenders for a 65-

yard touchdown run. Pete Stan-

ley's kick missed, but Williams
had a 12-0 lead. They held it un-
til halftime despite a late pass-

ing attack by Leete that finally

stalled on the Eph 25.

For awhile, the second half

looked like a complete turnabout.

Springfield ran the kickoff back
to their own 26. Six plays later

they had a touchdown. The key
play in the drive was a 40 yard
burst up the middle by fullback

Jack Charney that put the ball

on the Williams 20. Leete him-
self scored the touchdown by go-

ing over from 5 yards out.

George Lukis kicked the point,

Continued on Pegs 6, Col, 1

Eph Golfers Win New England Regionals;

Watts, Ebberts Take Second, Third Places
The WillianLs golf team last Saturday easily defeated eleven

Dthcr eollcfTiate teams to win the New England division champion-
•ihip. The victory earned the team a berth in the Eastern Col-
legiate Athletic Conference golf championship to be held this

Saturday at Beth Paige, Long Island.

Williams sent a team of four
men to compete on the Hanover
Country Club course in New
Hampshire. Captain Jim Watts '62,

number one man on the Eph
squad, turned in a 75 to lead the
team and place second behind
tournament winner John Pinto of
Hartford College who finished
with a 74.

Watts was closely followed by
sophomore Ted Ebberts, number
four man, who shot a 76 to win
third place honors. Henry Winn-
er "64 and Dick Cappalli '62

turned In scores of 78 and 80, re-

spectively, to finish well up In

the overall standings.

The Williams combined score
was 309 easily beating runnerup
MIT, which turned In a combined
total of 322.

College Golf Tournament
Enters Into Quarterfinals

The second round of the col-

lege golf tournament was com-

pleted this week with eight candi-

dates for next spring's team en-

tering the quarterfinals. Led by

medaUst qualifiers Jim Watts and

Hank Winner, the other quarter-

finalists are Dick Greenlee, Ted

Ebberts, Tom Klug, Dick Cappal-

U, Roger Nye, and Gary Clifford.

Especially gratifying to goU

coach Dick Baxter Is the fact that

half the number of qualifiers were

underclassmen, thus foreboding

strong teams In the coming years.

Winner, Clifford, Klug, John An-

derson and Bob Keldel are soph-

omores, while two of the tour-

ney's surprises, Charles Drake and

Karl Matthies, are freshmen.
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Symbolism In The Arts Eludes Definition

In Symposia At Theta Delt And D. Phi
Versenyi And Taaffe

Discuss Significance

Of Artistic Symbolism
Before an exceptionally large

audience, the concluding half of

the Theta Delta Chl-Delta Phi
Symposium took place at TDX
Wednesday evening. Mr. James
Taaffe, of the English Depart-

ment, and Mr. Laszlo Versenyi,

of the Philosophy Department,
gave their views on "Symbolism
in the Arts."

Mr. Taaffee began his talk with
the admission that "symbol-hunt-
ing in literature is often like

Scrabble. As Saul Bellow has re-

marked, 'The true symbol is sub-

stantial rather than accidental;

it can neither be removed or ig-

nored.' Thus, the job of the critic

is to distinguish between the ac-

cidental symbol and the signifi-

cant one."

Mr. Taaffe then explored pos-

sible definitions. He agreed with
Suzanne Langer that a "symbol
Is not a proxy for its object." A
rudimentary definition he offered

was that "a symbol is any device

by which we can make an ab-
straction."

Looking further into this prob-
lem, Mr. Taaffe discussed the

manner in which a symbol func-
tions. The French "symbolistes"

used symbols to "create an atmo-
sphere of ideal beauty, reached
through sensual Impressions but
above them."

The Greek roots of the word
"symbol" imply a "throwing toge-

ther." For the reader, Mr. Taaffe

claimed that "the symbol throws
experiences together as a whole,

and this organizes and enlarges

his view.

Turn of the Screw
He utilized two examples to clar-

ify the symbolic function. In

Henry James' The Turn of the

Screw, the "ghosts", seen only by

the governess, are a symbol for

her mental state. They convey to

us a picture of sexual frustrations

and extreme insecurity.

Kafka's Metamorphosis is an

example of a "symbolic narrative",

as opposed to a work that mere-
ly employs symbols as literai-y de-

vices. This is the tale of a man
who wakes one morning to find

tliat he has turned into a cock-

roach. "This nameless bug is sym-
bolic of his position in his own
eyes, and those of his family and
society. The progression of the
story is that of total paranoia.

Continued on Page 5, Col. 1

Professors Licht (I) and Shainmon r) watch Steve Stoltzberg '63 begin
Tuesday's symposium at Delta Phi.

Frosh Elect Entry Representatives;

Election Of Officers Set For Nov.
That perennial storm known as

"Entry Rep Elections" has again

blown through tlie freshman
quad, giving the frosh their first

formal dose of campus politick-

ing, a risky game at best but

highly popular in many circles.

Thursday evening the electees

held their first meeting of the

Freshman Council, with Bob
Seidman, J.A. President, presid-

ing. He will continue to hold the

reins for four weeks, after which
the Council itself will hold elec-

tions for pro-tern officers, to ser-

ve until mid-year elections.

"They have the most important

job for the freshman class," re-

marked Seidman. "The Council is

the focal point for class unity

and action. It's usually more ac-

tive than the other class councils,

mostly because the others plan

activities around the fraterni-

ties.''

In looking to the future, Seid-

man speculated that the Council

would probably take "another

long look at orientation," but

ohat the most immediate matter

would be the class dance, planned

('or Bowdoin Weekend, Oct. 21.

Dorm hours to 12;00 p.m. have

been granted by the administra-

tion. Seidman noted that the

same hours would be effective on

other weekends of college spon-

sored activities, but would depend

on the behavior of the class. "We
feel the freshmen are mature e-

Noted Criminologist To Lecture

At Jesup On 'Organized Crime'

nough to accept this responsibi-

lity," he concluded.

A freshman rally before the

first frosli game, an appointment
to tlie Student Union Committee,
the organization of the intramur-
al program, Freshman Parents'

Weekend, and the eternal fiscal

problem (often tougher for the

upper classes than the frosh) : all

are slated for the action of the

Council. It was also hoped that

arrangements could be made to

keep the Rathskeller open on
some evenings.

Seidman concluded by stressing

the importance of constant com-
munication between council reps

and their entries. He noted that

"much of the crucial action of

past councils developed from such
exchange."

Shainman And Licht

Inaugurate Discussion

On Tuesday Evening
An overflow audience trekked

into the provinces to hear Profes-

sors Fred Licht of the art depart-

ment and Ii-win Shainman of the

music department in the first half

of a symposium unconvincingly

titled Symbolism in the Arts at

Delta Phi Tuesday night.

Prof. Shainman opened the in-

quiry on a note that was to be-

come characteristic of the tone

of the proceedings by remarking
that none of the half-dozen mus-
ical reference works he had con-

sulted had entries under "symbol-
iiiin"

Aside from the quaint practice

of writing musical notation so

that the symbols formed recog-

nizable pictures, Shainman con-
cluded that the closest approach
to symbolism in music is found
in the realm of subjective or pro-

grammatic music as distinct from
absolute music.
He further adjudged that the

greatness of music stands apart

from any imaginative, sensation-

al connotations it may have.

Prof. Licht, however, held that

symbolism is an integral part of

a work in the plastic arts. He cit-

ed the example of an Egyptian
temple in which the alternate

constrictions and expansions in

the passage reflect the death and
rebirth cult of the Pharoahs.

Nonetheless, we must not be led

into believing in what Shainman
called "retroactive symbolism", as

exemplified by the common as-

sumption that romanesque and
gothic churches were conscious-

ly cruciform. In this instance

the builders were merely continu-

ing pagan traditions. But, Licht

empliaslzed, insofar as a symbol
is effective, it is not destroyed by
attempts to make it intelligible.

Board Met Saturday;

Elected Bank Trustee

Boston Lawyer Named

;

Committee Appointed

;

Building Plans Viewed
By Richard Berger

The Board of Trustees of Wil-

liams College met last Saturday,

Oct. 7, in accordance with the an-

cient charter of the school. In

an interview. President John E.

Sawyer, a former trustee himself,

outlined the results of the con-

ference.

Tlie following changes were
made upon the structure of the

Board: Talcott M. Banks '28 was
elected a permanent trustee. He
fills the scat previously held by
President Sawyer. Banks is a Bos-
ton lawyer. His appointment fol-

lows a college tradition of having
on the Board a legal aide famil-

iar with the laws of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts. Banks
was appointed to the Board's In-

struction, Degrees, and Develop-

ment Committees.
It was also announced that Wil-

liam E. Park '30, an Alumni Trus-

tee, was to take President Saw-
yer's old Board position as Chair-

man of the Instruction Commit-
tee. Park, who is President of

Simmons College, comes from a

family of college presidents. His

sister is the new President of Bar-
nard and his father was Presi-

dent of Wheaton.
Henry Plynt, Sr. '16 is now

Chairman of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Board, with Ferd-
inand Thun '31 the Vice Chair-

man. The Executive Committee of

the Board is composed of the

chairman of all the committees
plus some other trustees.

External Actions

As for the actions of the Board
of an external nature: the Board
of Trustees has ratified all that

has been done so far by the ad-

ministration in the investigation

of the fraternity system. The col-

lege committee set up by Presi-

dent Sawyer met Saturday and
Sunday of Induction Weekend.
The committee will meet again in

two weeks, during Bowdoin week-

Continued on Page 4, Col. 1

A man described as "interna-

tionally known as both a theor-

etical and practising criminolo-

gist... with native common sen-

se and instinctive humanity" will

speak Monday evening at 8:00 in

Jesup Hall. The man Is Donald E.

J. MacNamara, and his topic will

be "Organized Crime In the U-
nited States Today."
MacNamara brings with him

what has been spoken of as "a

most stimulating and provocative

style," 25 years of experience In

law enforcement, training, and
research, together with a weighty
load of credentials. An author of

numerous articles on criminology

(and multiple contributor to the

Encyclopedia Americana), he Is

Dean of the New York Institute

of Criminology, President of both
the American League to Abolish |ved at that time.

Capital Punishment and the A
merican Society of Criminology,

and a fellow of the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of

Science.

A Widely Traveled Lecturer

In 1960 MacNamara served as

Representative Delegate to the

2nd U.N. Criminological Congress.

A former teacher (at the Univer-

sity of Southern California. N.Y.

U. and Rutgers), his lecture trav-

els have taken him to most of

the major American and Euro-

pean universities.

Following the lecture members

of the student body and the pub-

lic are cordially invited to attend

a discussion and question period

with Mr. MacNamara in Baxter

HaU. Beer and Coffee will be ser-

By Richard Berger

Construction contractors Gor-

don & Smith of North Adams
were dynamite blasting in the

sophomore quad yesterday. A sin-

gle trip-hammer had been work-

ing for more than a full week

boring holes for the job. White

limestone coats most nearly ev-

erything around the south ter-

race.

This activity Is part of the

$1,150,000 job to erect the new 95

man sophomore dorm. The Wil-

liams College Board of Trustees

only this week approved the plans

for the building. One might say

that the building is modernistic

but. to assuage alumni fears, this

roving reporter can say that It

blends. It blends with Berkshire

and Fayerweather, with the grass,

the sky, everything.

To avoid complete dlsap-

perance of the building, due to the

blend obsession, adequate light-

ing is promised. The plans, which
are available in the green con-

struction shack which says, DAN-
GER, CONSTRUCTION! KEEP
AWAY!, are very detailed. There
are designs for treellghts, Indirect

lighting, high hats, and recessed

lights. Also on the electric circuit

drawings are notations for four

duplex outlets in each bedroom
and four in each study.

Other conveniences Include a
walk-in closet for each suite, with
built-in chest of drawers, open
shelves, and a mirror, plus outlet

for shaving. In the studies will be
built-in desks and bookshelves.

The desks have outlets nearby.

William C. Bryant, the college

representative on the project ex-
hibited the plans and explained
them In detail. The entire con-

tract costs $1,150,000 with $955,-

000 of that for the building itself.

The building is 160' x 40' with
three entrances on the north el-

evation. Since the site is on a hill,

the front of the building is four
flights high and the back eleva-

tion shows six flights.

The building is very unusual.
The floors in front and back al-

ternate. When you enter you are

on the first floor but if you could
go through to the rear you would
be on the one and one-half floor.

Confusing? Not really, it is called

dormitory split-level.

Only four floors front and back
have bedrooms and studies. The
first floor, going down and to the
back, will be a large reading room
with bookcases, carrels, and plen-
ty of light. On the same floor

there is a resident faculty apart-

Continued on Page 5, Col. 3
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Bread And Circuses
by Edward Volkman

It is almost two years now since the first Phi Beta Kappa

sponsored fraternity symposium debuted at Saint Anthony

Hall. That first meeting revealed, in extremely dramatic form,

what is best and worst in tlie symposium format, and the limits

which have contiimed to frustrate tlie progenitors of this form.

The topic for that first adventure into the arena of academic

gladiatorism was "What Is Truth?"'. At the time the topic seem-

ed highly stimulating and the two inaugural speakers. Profes-

sor Park and the semi-legendary Professor Gaudino, were men

noted for their combustible genius. When tliese ingredients

were mixed with an enormous and eager audience the expected

result was an intellectual chain reaction that would light and

heat Willianistowii through the cold winter months. But, some-

how the old chain reaction got out of hand and the resultant

explosion shook not only the innocent Saint House but the en-

tire academic commmiity.

What happened was that Professor Park had initiated the

discussion with a tlioughtful and concrete definition of tlie

physicist's search for trutli. But, Professor Gaudino took a much
different tack. He started his remarks by saying that tlie whole

idea of a "truth symposium" was absurd and that he considered

himself one ring in a three ring circus. He proceeded to wow
the crowd by throwing knives at a revolving wheel upon which

the various departments were fastened. However, his aim was

awry (or excellent) and his knives were blooded on various

soft parts of the academic anatomy. His most telling hit was

scored right where the Ec Department lived—in the Cluett

Center. Gaudino has since escaped to India, and since he seems

to prefer the Taj Mahal to tlic TMC shows no signs of re-

turning.

Our legacy is the fraternity symposium. Last year's topic,

"The Nature of' God", and this year's "Symbolism in the Arts",

are very similar to the first topic. The faculty participants have
generally been excellent and exciting people. And, the audiences

have continued to be large.

There have been no explosions approaching the first in

magnitude possibly because there is a sort of intra-faculty

"gentleman's agreement" on the bounds of courtesy. But, one

is tempted to ask if wc are any closer to Truth, God, or an under-

standing of the nature of Symbolism in the Ai'ts as a result

of these symposia. A moment's reflection will reveal, I think,

that to attempt a meaningful discussion of Truth or God under

the format used is absurd. It is representative of the "Why-I-
likc-"Brand X-in-25-words-or-less" school of intellectual dis-

course. This is part of the reason that this year's topic was
somewhat more specific. But, anyone who attended tlie Tues-

day and Wednesday night programs would have to admit tliat

this year's topic was never even satisfactorily defined, let alone

discussed in a meaningful way. What was accomplished, in-

sofar as anything was accomplished, was to popularize the name
of Suzanne K. Langer, may ner tribe increase.

Tlie faculty contribution have tended to divide into two
categories. The fii'st type is the lecture based on background
within a specific discipline and an attempt to tie this to the

general topic. Tliis species is epitomized by the Park, Hunt,
Taffee performances. Tliese attempts are usually quite compe-
tent and at their best do manage to illumine the general topic

without becoming confused about the exact relation of the
discipline to the general Question. The second species is one
that directs itself specifically to the larger question, and, recog-

nizing the futility of an attack on said question, usually winds
up in either a brilliant evasion of the issue or a denunciation
of the purpose of the symposium. Professors Versenyi and Gau-
dino most exemplify this type.

In the first case, tlie illumination is not at all dependent
on the symposium format, and, in fact, is often hindered by it.

In the second case the brilliance of the performers is wasted
on an insoluble problem: insoluble, that is, in the twenty min-
utes allowed them. The only rationale for continuation of this

farce seems to be the warm glow of satisfaction that the au-

dience carries away from the arena. One guesses, however, that

the glow warms tlie viscera rather than exciting the mind.
It would seem that with Wednesday's performance, in

which the story of the debut was retold on a less offensive scale,

would be a ]jropitious note on which to write finis to the whole
misadventure. Now is a good time to stop this barbaric prac-

tice of throwing our Christian faculty to the lions of "Great
Questions" merely to create a superficial sense of enlightenment.
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To The RECORD...
Concerning Fraternitiei .

.

The counter-petition to the

Orlnnell petition makes several

assertions whose validity Is ques-

tionable.

No one would deny that the

i'raternllles liave undergone sig-

aificant changes in the last few

years. No one would deny that

the fraternities have generally e-

vfolved in the direction of more

responsible behavior in their own
jphere of concern. However, the

oteps taken thus far have not be-

iun to meet the problems which

Ue at the base of social life at

\VUliams.

The counter-petition asserts

that "the system has effectively

iuaranteed membership to any

.nan who so desires by the insti-

outlonalization of 'total opportun-

ity.' " It is true that all members
jf the Class of 1965 who express-

ed a willingness to be a member
jf any of the fifteen fraternities

ild have the opportunity to be-

come such a member. Neverthe-

less, a significant number of those

who signed the counter-petition

jupported a motion made m the

Social Council In the spring sem-

jster which would have qualified

.he obligation of the fraternities

.0 achieve "total opportumty."

It is true that some fraternities

.lave sponsored a series of sympo-

jia open to the entire college com-
nunity. While some students der-

.ived something of value from

..hese symposia, they are regarded

jy rnany as a rushing gimmick,

X method by which upperclassmen

jviU have an opportunity to im-

press those freshmen who choose

.0 attend. IOne house decided a-

iainst sponsoring such a sympos

mm because of the fear that the

small size of the house would be

i^ery noticeable to freshmen,

which would In tm-n create a bad

rushing image!)

The counter-petition claims the

fraternities are founded on the

fundamental principle that each

man has the right to choose his

associates. If this is the case, then

it Is a specious defense of the

fraternity system as it now exists.

In the majority of cases the only

right which exists Is the ability

Jf an Individual to prevent some
rushee from becoming a member
oy means of a "black ball." No
mdividual within the fraternity

system can In fact choose his as-

sociates.

The right of the choice of mem-
bership is a collective right ex-

erted by a fraternity as a whole.

Houses which fall below the m^id-

point on the ever-Important pres-

tige scale have little or no m-
fluence In the choice of their as-

sociates. They can't effectively bar

any person they should deem un-
worthy of membership. The upper
houses, on the other hand, can to

a large extent choose their new
members. However, there Is a vast
difference between the right of a
group to accept or reject an In-

dividual, and the right of one per-
son to do the same.
The counter-petition suggests

that those who do not wish to

affiliate themselves with fraterni-

ties be given social facilities in
order "to make non-fratemlty
life a reasonable and attractive
alternative." Although the "sep-
arate-but-equal" doctrine does
appear attractive. It would not re-
sult In a situation which would
be In the best Interests of the
college as a whole. The fragmen-
tation of the undergraduate body
into two groups between which
there would be little contact can-
not be permitted to take place

Continued on Page 4, Col. 3

AZA Alumnus To Head Committee

Focusing On Fraternity Question
by Edward Volkmari

One of the biggest' things that has happened at Williams in

this year of the New Frontier is the formation of the Trustee Clom-

mittee to Re\iew Fraternity Questions. This committee will be

operating under great pressure be-

cause It Is attempting a dispas-

sionate Investigation of a ques-

tion that is anything but dispas-

sionate. As the chairman of this

committee, Jay Angevlne '11 will

be the focal point of this pressure.

Angevlne brmgs Impressive cre-

dentials to the monumental task

which confronts him. He came to

Williams College in 1907 as a

scholarship student. Before he

was through here he had achiev-

ed just about anything worth a-

chlevlng. He was a Phi Beta Kap-

pa, Gargoyle, and president of his

fraternity, Alpha Zeta Alpha

(AZA) , later Incorporated into the

Phi Gamma Delta national, ju.st

to mention his most outstanding

successes.

After teachmg school for a year

to earn the necessary wherewithal

he entered Harvard Law School.

He graduated from that venerable

institution In 1915 and went to

work for Hutchlns & Wheeler, the

oldest law firm \xx Boston. By 1921

he was a full partner, and still

actively practices law with this

firm.
Long Service

Angevlne has a long and dis-

tinguished record of service to

Williams since his graduation. He

served for "thousands of years"

as Class Agent for his class, and

in 1948 began his really Inten-

sive period of service with the Al-

umni Fund. In 1951 he was elect-

ed a Trustee of the College and

before his term expired was made

a Permanent Trustee. He served

in this capacity until his compul-

sory retirement due to age (70)

last year.

During his tenure as Trustee,

Angevlne chaired the now famous,

Trustee Committee on Discrimin-

ation In Fraternities. The Trus-

tees had been passing antl-dls-

crlmlnatlon for "about fifteen

years", but there was a suspicion

that nobody took these resolu-

tions very seriously. The commit-

tee recommended and the Trus-

tees Implemented a plan that re-

quired each of the house presi-

dents to send to then-President

Baxter a pledge asserting that

they were free to accept any Wil-

liams man they wished regardless

of race or religion. Three frater-

nities could not give such pledges,

including Angevme's own house.

They were given time to work out

their difficulties. One succeeded,

one went local, and Phi Gamma
Delta received a reprieve from its

national that ends this year.

Angevlne's appearance belies

his seventy-one years. He Is quick,

jAr ANGeViNc
lucid, witty and has a perva.sive

sense of humour even In face of

the grim task before him. He says

he is "a fraternity man, but'' he

recognizes the responsibility of

fraternities to the community as

a whole. "I think I can speak tor

the entire committee when I .say

that our prime concern Is not our

fraternities (all but Frederic S.

Nathan '43 are fraternity alumni)

but the best interests of Williams

College."

Fraternities Different

One of the committee's first

tasks, Angevlne believes, Is to be-

come acquainted with fraternilies

as they are now. His experionce

was with a fraternity related on-

ly In an historical sense to the

^resent species. In 1911 there were

10 weekend trips to Smith or New

York (it's a long ride by horse

and buggy), hence the fraternity

Afas the social focus for Its mem-
bers. There was no tension be-

,ween those who were "In" and

those who were "out" because a-

bout 40 per cent of the student

body was "out". Fraternities pro-

vided many socially useful serv-

ices. The present fraternity, how-

ever, is a complete mystery to

Angevlne and most of his colleag-

ues. They Intend to make the sol-

ution of this mystery their first

task.

Angevlne took pains to empha-
size that this committee would

not be pressured. "We are going

to take our time and then come

to a conclusion; not In terras of

what pro-fraternity or antl-fra-

ternlty people want us to do. but

what we think Williams ought to

do for Its own best Interests."

When Angevlne says It, you be-

Ueve It.
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Pres. Sawyer's Busy
President Sawyer is carrying a

heavier schedule than most of

the undergraduates. Tuesday and
Wednesday. Oct. 10-11, the Pres-

ident attended the 104th meeting
of the Association of New Eng-
land Colleges at M.I.T. Thursday,
also at MJ.T., he attended the

meeting of the Pentagonal group
- the "Uttle three." Dartmouth,
and Bowdoin.

Today, he has a day off but
must drive back from Boston, for

Saturday is Parent's Day at the
Berkshire School in Sheffield
where John W. Sawyer, the Pres-
ident's oldest son, is a student.

By Bill Frosser

Students with writing talent

have plenty of opportunity to give

vent to their endowments on the
Williams campus. The various
publications which aboimd In our
community serve to express all

facets of human experience. Pol-
itical man can explore his con-
science and that of the world In

the pages of Nexus. Literary man,
striving to express his soul trans-
mits his personal experience into
narrative, metaphors, and punc-
tuation marks In the Red Balloon.
Finally the comic In man may
bathe In the glory of laughter,
fun, and frolic as he pamfuUy
struggles to tease out a smile on
the face of a bored college stu-
dent m the glossy pages of the
ever popular Purple Cow.

An editorial board consisting of
such lights as Scott Mohr, Mor-
ris Kaplan, Frank Wolf, and John
Jobeless Is now preparing the first
issue of Nexus which will "hope-
fully come out after Thanksgiv-
ing." Encouraged by the reception
of the premier Issue which came
out last spring, the board Is re-
vamping the publication to big-
ger and better things. No unorl-
ented effort they, Nexus will is-
sue an editorial statement with
the new Issue. Two of the great-

est rubs win be Peace and dis-

armament. They're for both.

The Red Balloon trying to es-

tablish a going tradition for a

comparatively new addition to the

Williams scene will put out its

first Issue later this fall. Draw-
ing on the store of creative writ-

ers will publish pieces of merit

from the fields of prose and poe-

try.

November 18th is the date for

the next Purple Cow. Hopmg for

a reception similar to the one

which the first Cow met (it made
all kinds of money) the new is-

sue win entitle Itself, "The Good

Old Days Issue." Chris Simmons,
'enfant terrible" of the sopho-

more class has also let It out that

Ills new magnum opus will Include

i parody of The Williams Record.

Speaking on the purpose of a hu-

mor magazine Mr. Simmons has

remarked, "I don't feel the Cow

should be all sludged up with a

mission. We Intend to appeal to

the masses. I am personally in

it for the money and personal ag-

grandizement." To those of us

who know the fore-mentioned

mentor such comments are hard-

ly shocking but are recognized as

the charm and personality of »

soul dedicated to the entertain-

ment of his fellow man.



Stockdale Becomes
New AMT Director

By Bill Prosser

It Is a generally accepted fact

that theatre people are pretty ex-
citing folks. They have dedicated

their lives to the manufacture of

Illusion which seeks In some way
to Improve the orderless, chaotic

mlsh-mash of reality - and to

make It seem more real by falsi-

fying It. Dr. Joseph Stockdale, ac-

ting director of the AMT for this

year while Giles Playfair is on a
sabbatical leave, Is one of the il-

lusion makers who infuses his

personality with the richness of

the most interesting characters In

the dramatic repertory.

Dr. Stockdale's background is

diverse as it is impressive. Purdue
University Is now his home, where

he is an associate professor with

full tenure. In 1954 he attained

his Ph.D. in Theatre and Drama-
tic literature at the University of

Denver. Before this high point he
spent three years in the U.S. Navy
('43-'46), two years of which were

spent on the U.S.S. Wyoming. An
actor in summer stock for two

and one-half years, Stockdale

played with the Village Players,

Sagatuck Summer Theatre, and
was company manager for the

outdoor drama Unto These Hills

which runs every summer at

Cherokee, North Carolina.

Purdue Record

At Purdue Stockdale's record if

particularly Impressive. Directo:

of a score of major productions

including A Streetcar Named De-
sire. Mister Roberts, and The Di-

ary of Anne Frank, Stockdale is

also director of the experimental

theatre at Purdue. During the

summer of 1960 ho served as the

director of the Purdue Summer
Theatre and presented such shows
as Two For Tlie Seesaw, Char-
ley's Aunt, and Private Lives.

Stockdale Is commanding and
serious. He dislikes Interviews and
finds talking about himself bor-

ing. He answers questions laconi-

cally. When asked his impressions

of Williamstown he answered en-
thusiastically, "I love iti"

His brevity however is limited

to "cocktail talk". When someone
begins to "talk theatre" to him.
he suddenly becomes alive and it

ready to hold forth on any as-

pect of dramatic endeavors.

Questioned about "avant garde"
theatre, Stockdale replied that

while he does not believe that the
plays of Beckett, lonesco, and
Sartre will last, they do perform
an important function in the ev-
olution of dramatic forms. He
considers avant garde the "anti-
thesis" which produces the syn-
thesis that is popular drama.
Techniques used in such plays as
J.B., West Side Story, and Taste

DR. JOSEPH STOCKDALE

)f Honey were all made accep-
,able by "avant garde" pioneers.

Stanlslavslii Method

One of Stockdale's favorite sub-
jects is the much touted "Stan-
slavski method" in which the ac-

or strives to "become" the per-

ion he is playing as nearly as

possible. He tries to understand
.he emotions the character feels

md seeks to reproduce these em-
)tions when he is upon the stage.

3enerally linked with the "sweat,

numble" school of acting person-

fied in Marlon Brando, it is one
)f Stockdale's missions to explode

,his erroneous conception. "Stan-
islavski would be horrified to see

what people have done to his ap-
proach to acting." Speech, move-
ment, and technique are all im-
portant to the "true" method ac-

tor and sloppiness in acting is a-

voided.

Speaking of theatre at Williams,

Stockdale remarked that "the

potential for really superb theatre

in this area is astounding."

Collins To Moderate

African Affairs Panel

On Tuesday Evening

"African Affairs" will be dis-

cussed authoritatively for the

benefit of the college community
by a panel of experts, sponsored
by the Foreign Student Commit-
tee, in 3 Griffin Hall on Tues-
day evening at 7:30.

The main intent of the pro-

gram is to give foreign students

a chance to express themselves on
their own terms. No specific topic

has been assigned so that the

discussion will center on what the

Africans wish to discuss, rather
than confining them to what A-

mericans want to hear about.

Three African students will be

featured on this Tuesday's pro-

gram, together with two "Opera-
tion Crossroads" participants and
Instructor Robert O. Collins as

moderator. "Teke" Neway (Ethi-

opia). Ben Kofi (Ghana), anc

Mike Ogola (Uganda) will give

the African point of view; anc

Mike Niebling and John Shoaff,

who spent the past summer ir

Guinea and Ghana respectively,

will contribute their Impression

to the discussion. Collins, of the

History Department, is an appro-

priate choice as moderator since

he is a specialist in African his-

tory, having done extensive re-

search on Sudan.

The Foreign Student Commit-
tee plans to follow up this firsi

panel discussion with similar pro-

grams which will give students o)

other regions a chance to express

themselves as well as enabling the

college community to benefit from

contact with the foreign students

Panels concerning the status quo

in the Far East and In Latin A-

merica are probable in the near

future.

Daily Chapel Speakers
The daily chapel speakers

for the coming week are the

following. Services are held at

12 noon.

Mon.: Perry Kingman
Tues.: Perry Kingman
Wed.: John Ferguson

Thurs.: Ed Ducree
Fri.: Ed Ducree
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1Casually

% yours...

The Authentic Arrow button-down

shirt has a perennial appeal to

the discerning college man. This

University Fashion favorite has the

famous Arrow contour tailoring

for a slim, trim, tapered waistline.

In basket weave striped oxford and

solid colors of your choice.

See your Arrow Retailer.

$5.00 and up ., ,'f^ty^

4RR0TF
From the

"Cum Laude Collection"

\

OF WILLIAMSTOWN

131 COLE AVE.

Tel. GL 8-4412

Where Williami

Men Shop at

The RIGHT

Price

aes( Fund To 5ee/( VM (^oA

Through Policy Oi VO Per Man'
The Williams College Chest

Fund Drive begins Monday, Octo-
ber 16 and runs through Satur-
day, Oct. 21. Roger Warren, '63,

director of the program, is push-
ing the drive ahead of schedule,
as he feels an earlier period will

be more lucrative and advantage-
ous in meeting a pressing record
quota.

If the $8,000 goal is attained,
a reduced but carefully selected
number of deserving organiza-
tions will receive substantial aid.
Each Williams student will be
called upon to contribute as much
as possible.

$10 Per Man Asked
A $10 contribution per man has

been the traditional offering here.
Although this sum may appear
high, Warren points out that
each student at Williams receives
oetween $1100-$1200 per year
from the Williams endowment
mnd to help in paying for his
tuition. It is felt that the Indi-
i'idual amounts being requested
are small in relation to this en-
iowment aid to which all students
are the beneficiaries.

Organizations slated to receive
aid run from the Williamstown
Boy's Club to the World Univer-
sity Service. The wide-ranged gu-
.nut includes local, national, and
International services. In addition
^o the mentioned charities, the
CJommlttee will direct funds to

the American Friends Service

Committee, the National Scholar-
ship Service and Fund for Negro
Students, CARE. Mornlngslde
Mission and WiUlams-in-China
(formerly Operation Haystack).

Use of Money
The Boys' Club is supported en-

tirely by Chest Fund and Wil-

liamstown Welfare money. Activl-

ties and salaries are only possi-

ble through Chest Fund contrl-

^
butions. The American Friends
Service Committee operates as an
American Institution directed to-

ward ameliorating suffering and
I misery in all parts of the World.

I
Mornlngslde Mission supports
Crossroads Africa, a program of

cultural exchange in which a
number of Williams students have

I participated. The National Schol-
' arship Service and Fund for Ne-
gro Students works towards loca-

ting Negro students in interrac-

ial colleges, and also provides

\
scholarships for needy pupils.

Hong Kong
Williams-in-China, will be an

additional beneficiary this year.

I Last summer, through the use of

hastily gathered funds, seven men
' from Williams, Including ( and dl-

I reeled by) Rev. John Eusden. were

]
able to offer their English teach-

ing abilities to the New Asia Col-

]
lege In Hong Kong. The operation

will be highly dependent on Chest
' Fund allotment this year.

Freshman Socialites Defeated;

Suaveness, Speed Called Key Needs
By RECORD Staff Reporters

Finnagle's Law: 'Verily, If any-
thing canst go awry, in sooth, it

wUl.

The above is a modest descrip-

tion of what the Freshman mixer

;wo weeks ago was like, at least

from the description of many dis-

gruntled '65ers.

Item: the bus arrived 30 min-
utes ahead of time.

Item: of the 130 girls scheduled

to arrive, 90 did.

Item: Because of the early ar-

rival, many Junior Advisers were
unprepared to snare the lovlies

for their entries as was planned.

Item: Because of the early ar-

rival, the dearth of girls, and the

unpreparedness of the Junior Ad-
visers, few entries ended up with
emlnine companionship at all.

Item: Of the girls that did ar-

rive, many of the more choice

specimens were quickly and sub-

tlely siphoned off to the frater-

nity houses.

Result: Mild disappointment
(for those with adequate substi-

tutes) and more than mild for

those with none.
Following a dinner described as

"terrible, they could have done
much better'' by one freshman, a
dance commenced. According to

reports, in a flash of horse-and-
barn-door logic, someone station-

ed policemen to keep the nasty
apperclassmen away from the 30

?irls left. One freshman described

It as "the most heavily policed

place I've ever seen."

"It was a farce", said one,

"here were 30 girls surrounded by
200 boys. The guards halfway
worked, and kept out some of the
more lecherous upperclassmen out
still the disaster percentage was
yery high."

"There was a consolation prize

for the unhappy in the rathskel-

WALT DISNEY^
Gngf&lara

BOBBY.
' TBOHMiOOIAir

ler - a 19 and one-half gallon

keg of beer."

As for the music, it was des-

cribed as "lousy."

Still, all was not catastrophe.

One entry took the trouble to

get dates from one of the girls'

schools before the mixer, and In-

sured their prospects. Others did

well in the game of "musical
chairs of the date," and managed
to retrieve some sort of compan-
ionship before the evening expir-

ed.

Next week, staggered, but still

full of the old college fight, a
busload of Freshmen rallied to

the Student Union committee's

offer of an away game at Holy-

oke. Donning their raccoon coats,

and using a Greyhound in lieu of

a Stutz Bearcat, the merry band
motored across the educational

lowlands (a Geological term) to

che land of knee-socks.

Arriving in time for a dinner
which "could have been worse,

but its difficult to see how," the
wayfaring Ephmen were soon in-

itiated into the difficulties of vis-

iting determinedly respectable

girls schools (as opposed to deter-

minedly disreputable girls schools,

like you-know-who) . We use the

Insinuation to avoid direct repri-

sal. If the leotard fits, rest your
mandolin on it.

Approaching pretty young
things crouched defensively be-
hind their circle pins, would
be hot-tickets found themselves
being continually snuffed out. It

seems that either the lasses were
frightened by the awesome ani-

malism of elder Williams men,
and. hence distrusted anyone
bearing the purple banner (or

bottle), or else feared that the
younger edition would not be able

to live up to expectations.

The unklndcst cut of all came
as the vested Yalles moved In,

their blazers gleaming ominously
in the falling light. "He was like

a Wildroot covered octopus with
a record player Inside," moaned
one eased-out frosh in shaken
tones.

Also N-E-W !

Walt Disney's

'Donald And The Wheel"
Naxll "QuiN of NovoroM

Freshmen

Accommodationi For

Porenti

AT

Chimney Mirror

Motel

(opposite Howard Johnsons)



Lake Forest College

ChangesUnderCole
, By Morris Kaplan

"When I was first approached

about the job. I had barely heard

of the place. I had no desire to

move or to be a college president."

Why, then, did William Graham

Cole, Dean of Freshmen at Wil-

liams, become president of Lake

Forest Colleue In Illinois? "After

making extensive enquiries, I had

the feeling that Lake Forest had

the potential of becoming the

Swarthmore of the mid-west."

After a year In his new posi-

tion. Cole was back In WlUlams-

town last weekend to help wel-

come Williams' John Sawyer to

the ranks of American college

presidents. His first year quickly

brought Cole face to face with

some of the Issues which have

been exciting controversy at lib-

eral arts colleges throughout the

country—from fraternities to cur-

rlcular reform.

The most publicized of these oc-

curences was, of course, the fra-

ternity problem, which erupted at

Lake Forest in January when

Phi Delta Theta pledged a Jew-

ish student. Instead of following

the usual procedure of register-

ing him as a Christian, the local

chapter informed the national ol

the boy's religion. The national

requested that the chapter de-

plcdge the student. They did.

At this time, the President in-

tervened and met with the Phi

Delts. "I pointed out to them the

Important consequences of their

action for the college and asked

them to think seriously about the

matter." reported Cole. The chap-

ter pledged the controversial stu-

dent and was Immediately sus-

pended by the national.

Cole swung into action: "I

wrote letters to the 224 other col-

lege presidents where Phi Delt

had chapters. My letter asked

Trustees Meet
Continued from Page 1 , Col. 5

end. While the President empha-

sized that the committee was hard

at work, he also explained that

at this early date no official an-

nouncements were ready.

The President was asked wheth-

er the Board had Increased tui-

tion. He replied. "The tuition

question was discussed and de-

ferred for further action during

the fall and winter."

The Board also made several

faculty appointments. Professor

Vincent Barnett of the Political

Science Department was named
Co-ordlnator of Special Programs.

He is taking on the administra-

tive load of school programs out-

side the normal academic sched-

ule 'e.g., the summer school). Pet-

er Bradley '59 was named assist-

ant to Ralph R. Renzi of the News
Bureau. Mrs. James MacGregor
Burns is the Administrative Of-

ficer to the Cluett Center. War-
ren Ilchman was confirmed in his

appointment as the head of Stu-

dent Union Activities. The finan-

cial requirements for the new
Baxter Hall dining arrangements

were also officially approved. Bus-

sell H. Bastert will be on sab-

batical In Latin America for the

school year 1962-1963.

Construction Noted

The board viewed and approv-

ed the tentative architectural

plans for the sophomore dormi-

tory presently under construction.

(See below for more details) The
cost of the plant has risen slight-

ly due to the proposed expansion

of the dorm's student capacity.

The cost Is estimated at $955,000,

or approximately $10,000 a stu-

dent. Tlic Board was pleased with

the moving of the Hopkins obser-

vatory. Tlie trustees hope to see

the building used as an operating

astronomical center and-or a mu-
seum of astronomy. The cost of

the hockey rink has remained a-

bout the same. $150,000. Progress

on this, too, is excellent. Lawrence

Hall will get some new light fix-

tures.

The next, or Midwinter, meet-

ing of the Williams College Board
of Trustees will be held sometime
during January. 1962. By custom,

however, It will not convene that

session In WlUlamstown.

WILLIAM GRAHAM COLE

them to urge their local chapters

CO support the Lake Forest chap-

ter. Replies ranged from righteous

mdignation at the action of the

•lational to complete timidity ana

reticence to do anything at ah

about the problem."

With no progress visible on the

national front, the trustees oi

ijake Forest adopted an anti-dls-

jrimlnation ruling similar to tht

1950 resolution of the Williamb

a'ustees. There was no deadline.

out the administration insisted

vhat membership in fraternitiet

and sororities be determined by

independent student choice rather

.han by arbitrary rule laid down
jy the nationals.

As a result, five national sor-

jritles withdrew charters from the

oake Forest chapters; only one
.raternlty was affected. Lake For-

jst also followed Williams in de-

lerring rushing to the beginning

jf the sophomore year. This re-

.orm goes into effect next fall.

Curricular Reform
The academic year at Lake For-

est is divided Into three periods

jf about equal length; students

jarry three coui'se each quarter.

Oole is currently working on de-
veloping a program of independ-
ent study which would require

Jiat seniors spend only six hour's

a week in the classroom. The rest

jf the students' time Is to be
ipent on project work in the lib-

rary, laboratory, or research In

.he field.

Cole has instituted further
changes in the marking system.
Instead of letter grades, students
are awarded either a pass or fail,

with three categories of pass:
pass, high pass, and honors.
'Honors grades are given to those
students whom the teacher would
recommend without reservation
to a top graduate school." ex-
plains Cole.

This much has been done al-

ready, but Cole looks forward to

jven more Important changes:
further strengthening of an al-
ready good faculty, establishing a
summer program in string music
to be administered by the Chicago
Symphony, arranging for library
and faculty exchanges with neigh-
boring colleges. A particularly in-
teresting project being explored by
Cole is the institution of a fifth
year program In the general field
of development—economic, polltl-
3al, and social.

W'mstown Conclave:

Phi Sigs To Gather
The Northeast Regional Con-

clave of Phi Sigma Kappa will be

held this year at the WlUlam's

chapter house throughout this

weekend as a result of that fra-

ternity's being voted the best Phi

Slg chapter In the East.

The Conclave, which is held ev-

ery two years, will consist of one

student representative and a fac-

ulty adviser from each of nine

eastern colleges and universities

along with the president of the

national fraternity. Donovan H.

Bond. Sec.-Treas. Herbert Brown,
Regional Vice President Robert B.

Abbe, and other regional officers.

Although the weekend will high-

light a banquet on Saturday
night, the meeting is ostensibly

for the purpose of discussing in-

novations in the fraternity's con-

stitution and regional by-laws.

Dean and Mrs. Robert Brooks
and Reverend and Mrs. John
Eusden will also attend the Sat-

urday night banquet as part of

about 60 guests.

Those chapters attending the

Conclave, which Is being held at

Williams for the first time in

some ten years, will be those of

Q. of Rhode Island, Worcester
Polytech., R.P.I., U. Conn.. St.

Lawrence, Cornell, M.I.T., Un-
ion, and U. Mass.

Banks '28 Is Named
To Board Of Trustees

To The RECORD
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at a school as small as Williams.

Furthermore, if fraternities did

not bear the responsibility of sat-

isfying all the students at the col-

lege, they would soon bear little

responsibility at all. Racial and
religious discrimination would
continue, and the direction In

which the fraternities are evolv-

ing would be reversed.

The c o u n t e r-petltlon admits
that there are "problems." But,
they claim that these "problems"
can be met within "the existing

medium." The Grlnnell petition

makes certain specific and valid

criticisms of the fraternity sys-

tem. It suggests a method by
which these criticisms can be met.
It would be enlightening and con-
structive if the opponents of the
Grlnnell petition attempted to 1-

dentify the existing "problem,"'
and proposed some steps they
would be willing to take which
would solve those problems.

Frank Wolf '62

TALCOTT MINER BANKS
Talcott Miner Banks '28 has

been elected a permanent mem-
ber of the Board of Ti-ustees, it

was announced Thursday by Pres-

ident Sawyer. The vacancy he fills

was created on Sawyer's becom-
ing President. Banks will serve on

the Trustees' committees on in-

struction, degrees, and develop-

ment.
Born In Englewood, New Jersey,

June 23, 1905. Banks Is the son

of Talcott Miner Banks '90, BA,
MA, and LHD at Williams, and
founder and first editor of the

Williams Alumni Review. The new
Ti-ustee prepared at Fessenden
School and Hotchkiss, where he
was graduated cum laude.

Record Editor

During his distinguished under-

graduate career at Williams,

Banks was a member of Kappa
Alpha, Phi Beta Kappa, and Gar-
goyle. He was secretary of his

class, editor-ln-chlef of the Rec-
ord, class historian, and a parti-

cipant in various literary and mu-
sical organizations. In sports, he
was captain of the tennis team
and president of the National In-

tercollegiate Lawn Tennis Assocl-

iition, and played on hockey and
winter sports teams.

A graduate magna cum laude

and recipient of the William

Bradford Turner prize—awarded
for the best thesis or essay in

American History or Institutions

to a major In either History. Pol-

itical Science, or American His-

tory and Literature—Banks went

on from Williams to Harvard Law
School and his LLB in 1931.

During World War II he serv-

ed as General Counsel of the

Board of Investigation and Re-

search In Washington. He Is now
a partner In the Boston law firm

of Palmer Dodge Gardner and

Bradford.

Active in Music

Currently, Banks is President

of the Boston Opera Association

and a member of the Metropoli-

tan Opera Association, Vice-Pres-

ident and Trustee of the Boston

Symphony Orchestra, and Vlce-

Chalrman of the board of the New
England Conservatory in Music.

He is also President of Fessenden

School, a director of the Metro-

politan Boston Arts Center, a

trustee of the Thomas West Ham-
mond Foundation of Boston, and

a director of the Boston Legal

Aid Society.

In Williams Affairs, he was
President of the Williams Alum-
ni Association of Boston (1958-

60), and Is now a member of the

Tyng Scholarship Committee, and
Clerk of the Sterling and Fran-
cine Clark Art Institute

FOR

HAIRCUTS

WILLIAMS

MEN

KNOW

IT'S

And Their Architecture

He must be new to your paper,
your Architecture critic; new to
jur campus too. His enthusiasm
and good will are exciting. He re-
views the new DKE house in the
glowing terms a freshman long,
long ago, must have used in
speaking of the "Neo-Romanesque
3harm" of Hopkins Hall, and a-
bout how nice it was to have It

turned around on its side, like

that. He speaks of the "synthesis
of New England colonial style

combined with the functional
beauty of modern design" In a
way. I am sure, reminiscent of his
counterpart, one fall day long a-
go. emoting on the synthesis of
Gothic and New England Func-
tional that is our Gymnasium.

His will, so good, its music gilds
his soul and ears jamming out
"plain nasty" campus remarks:
"smear the DKE roof with orange
paint and sell 28 flavors," or,
"convert It into a drive-in branch
of the Westport Family-fun
Bank," or simply, sadly, "it does
not seem to fit."

Indeed as with the hallway-
lounges of Baxter Hall, vines
might be in order - certainly
trees! And. after fifty years, It

will blend in - blend into that
magnificent lyric of horrendous
buildings, that together, through
some strange and mystic magic,
becomes this, our really very
charming campus.

Steve Cohen '62

Paul Anka Highlights

Rock And Roll Show
For those brave enough to ov-

erlook their superstitions of Fri-
day the 13 and further develop
their musical cultural Interests,
disk jockey Dick Clark offers his
Caravan of Stars tonight at the
RPI Field House In Troy.

OUR "346" SPORT JACKETS
in exclusive new Fall colorings

The good-Jooking light and medium-
weight tweeds of our "346" sport jackets

are woven exclusively for us in our own
designs and colorings... and the jackets

themselves cut and made on our 3-button

model with welted edges. In Glenur-

quhart plaids, herringbones and fancy

stripes . . . featuring new soft colorings in

browns, greys or olives, $65 and $75

Also our "346" jlannel Odd Trousers, $26.50

UTAIUSHIDimt

Hen's fUrnishmgiTilats ^j|boe«
J46 MADISON AVE., COR. 44TH ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

46 NEWBURY, COR. BERKELEY ST., BOSTON 16, MASS.
PITTSBURGH • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES



HOCKEY RINK ROOF RISES — Six of the eleven frcestonding arches

which will spon the Williams hockey rink are new in place, and the comple-
tion of the structure is scheduled for Nov. 15.

Versenyi, Taaffe Talk

On Symbolism In Art

Continued from Page I, Col. 5

an actual Freudian nightmare."

Mr. Versenyi based his talk on

the hypotheses that "the work of

art Itself is a symbol."

In exploring possible definitions,

he also went back to the Greek

roots of the word. "Prom the

Greek, symbol could mean ticket,

token, tally, freeloader or a gaff

on a sailboat. However, the most

relevant translation would state

symbol as a fragment-le., some-

thing unwhole that points to what

is missing. To the Greeks, a sym-

bol was an allegory to disclose

something other than Itself."

A work of art would fit this

function, for it never Just tells

you about Itself. For example,

Rilke's poem "The Panther" is not

about panthers in general or that

panther In particular. "For the

former purpose you would consult

a zoology text, and as for the

latter, no one would be Interested

slnre that specific panther is un-

doubtedly dead."

To Illustrate the work of art

operating as a symbol. Mr. Ver-

senyi turned to an essay of Hel-

digger's. Heldlgger claimed that

the work of art as a symbol

"hides the everyday world and re-

veals the essential world. The

more simple and unadorned the

symbol, the more it reveals."

Heldlgger stated that the sym-

bol in this sense "gives men es-

sential Insight into themselves.

Then the work of art Is more
than an allegory; it Is a category,

an accusation that imposes on us
the task of becoming essential. It

reveals ourselves to ourselves as
symbolic, that is as an unfulfill-

ed fragment. In this sense art is

a form of moral demand.'"

Critical Criteria

Versenyi then went on to show
the difficulties in developing crit-

ical criteria for art operating as
a symbol. "It is impossible to

judge, since it is apparent only
from the context what actually

is the object. A symbol means by
definition what it means, thus it

cannot be inadequate."

The same problem results if in-

ternal coherence is made the crit-

eria. "If symbols in an artistic

work are Incoherent, they make
the work non-symbolic."

Mr. Versenyi alluded to the

"aesthetic interpretation of art,

which is not concerned with sym-
bol, but with sensibility. "Accord-

ing to this view, the criteria of

excellence should be the ability

to arouse the senses. However,

this would place good art on the

same level as good food or drugs,

and it would not be as nourish-

ing or as satisfying."

In the discussion that followed

Mr. Versenyi made the point that

the fact that artists use symbols

to point in a direction im-

plies that there are ultimate

values. These values are a his-

torical, in the sense that the

Greeks and ourselves have pro-

nounced the same critical judg-

ments on artistic works, which,

according to the hypotheses, are

symbols in themselves.

Dorm Is SpIit'Level;

Has Many Facilities

Continued from Page I, Col. t

mcnt complete with two baths, a

guest room, living room, dining

room, dressing room, and bed-

room. Also on this floor is a lad-

ies lounge of very beautiful de-

sign from the drawings. The floor

below this floor Is still marked
"Unasslgned."

The Job has a September 1962

dcadUne. The present problem Is

the limestone ledge which is in

the process of coercive removal.

Test borings made on the site had
not revealed such a large mass
and so further construction has

been slowed down. Shepley, Bul-

flnch, Richardson, and Abbot are

the architects. They are a Boston

firm, and if Harvard building ac-

complishments mean anything,

they are a good one.

The ralson d'etre for the new
dorm was explained by President

John E. Sawyer in an intei-view

on Monday, Oct. 9. (See page 1

for interview) There are some 45

students living off campus. The
new dorm, by removing the soph-

omores from Morgan Hall, will al-

low the prodigals to return to

campus. As for the "excess" room
in the new dorm it will serve

greatly to remove the pressure of

the housing situation. The PreS'

ident said, "While it (the sopho

more quad) will have greater cap-

acity than the class, it is not to

expand enrollment but to bring

back and relieve pressure."

Meanwhile, Hopkins Observa-

tory plunges madly on to Its new
foundation, winches breaking, pul-

lies snapping, and sophomores
persistently Interested.

Frosh Football . .,
Continued from Page 6, Col. 4

ped out. The team has been hit-

ting the varsity very hard, and
should be ready for a rough game
with Manlius, home, on Oct. 21.

Besides Manlius, the club sched-
ule Includes Vermont and Am-
herst at home, and Andover and
Wesleyan away.
Robinson, taking over freshmen

football from Bill McHenry who
nas moved out to Lebanon Valley
College, will also replace McHen-
ry as head lacrosse coach. Rob-
inson is well qualified for both
positions, having played football

and lacrosse for three years at

Rutgers. He sei-ved as co-captain
of the Rutgers eleven in 1957, and
won honorable mention AU-Amer-
ican honors in lacrosse.

Before coming to Williams,
Robinson gained coaching experi-
ence In the service and at Rut-
gers as mentor of the 150-pound
football squad.

Bennington Drama Group

To Give First Fall Play

The Bennington drama division

will present its first fall produc-

tion Friday and Satm-day, Octo-

ber 20 and 21.

A tragedy, In the Summer
House by Jane Bowles will be per-

formed by members of the Pro-

duction Class. The play will be di-

rected by Manuel Duque, with sets

designed by William Sherman.
Tickets will be available in the

Bennington College Bookstore

starting Tuesday October 17.

On Wednesday October 25, there

will be a violin and piano recital

in the Carriage Barn.

Intramural Tourneys

Reach Quarter-Finals
The college tennis tournament

has reached the semi-final round.
All but one of the four seeded
players have gained the fourth
round. John Botts '62, seeded
number one and Co-Captain ol

the tennis team defeated Brooks
Goddard '63, 6-2, 6-3. He is sched-
uled to meet freshman Peter
Monroe who defeated Bruce Blrg-
bauer '64, 6-1, 6-4 In another
quarter-final match. Co-Captain
Ned Shaw '62. the number two
seeded entry, defeated Rick Pletch
'62, 10-8, 6-4. He will play the
number three seeded, Grady
Johnson '62, who defeated Henry
Lum '65 in their quarter-fhial
match.
The only upset of the tourna-

ment came when freshman Sam
White beat fourth seeded John
Armstrong '63 in a close battle
1-6, 6-3, and 7-5.

The college golf tournament is

entering the semi-final round this

week. Dick Cappalll "62 defeated
Henry Winner '64 in their quarter
final match. He will play sopho-
more Gary Clifford in the semi-
finals. Clifford downed Roger Nye
'63 in the quarter-finals. Tom
Klug '64 beat Ted Ebberts '64 and
will play the winner of the quar-
ter-final match between Dick
Greenlee '64 and John Watts '62.

Frosh Soccer . . .

Continued from Page 6, Col. 5

ance of Plynt and assistant coach

Phil Smith, and barring Injuiles,

the spirited squad should look

good.

In the goal will be John Gep-
son, aided by Bill O'Neil.

Fullbacks are Dave Byrne on the

left and Carl Mclnerney at right,

with Art Wheelock as first sub.

Johnny Storey and John Trainor
will play the center and left half-

back positions, while Stan Coerr
or John Griefen will handle the

right side.

Plynt foresees considerable

changing among the forwards,

with men enough to produce two-
and-a-half good lines. A tentative

first line consists of Dave Dill-

man, left wing; Dave Wilson, left

inside; Bob Felder, center for-

ward; Hunt Hawkins, Inside

right; and Ken Ryder, right wing.
Providing reserve strength are

Dusty Miller and Niel Peterson
at left wing; Ron McGlynn, inside

left; center forwards Jim Mun-
roe and Bill Robb; Mike McGill
and Steve Lavino at inside right;

and right wings Len Brumberg
and Ham Duncan.
The team plays the Deerfield

J.V. tomorrow at 2 p.m., here, in

a practice which should really test

the boys' strength. The opening
game will be with Hotchkiss. away
on October 18. The other four

contests will be against Dart-
mouth. Trinity, and Amherst,
and Wesleyan, away.

'65 Thin-Clads Open
Season Next Saturday
The freshmen cross-country

team, with eight members, will o-

pen their four-meet fall schedule

tomorrow in Boston at a trian-

gular meet with the Springfield

ind MIT freshmen teams.
With a larger squad and better

depth than the '64 freshmen
team. Coach Tony Plansky's men
are working toward a winning
reason. From workout observa-
tions, Phil McKnlght, Ron Hub-
ert, Chuck Metcalf and Mike
Brewer appear to be the outstand-
ing prospects. Len Gibson, Giff
Kessler, Jim Knowles and Chuck
Jennings also show promise of

running well this fall. Tony Lamb
and John Rawls were candidates
for the team but are sidelined in-

definitely with injuries.

NPA Announces Poetry Competition
The National Poetry Associa-

tion has announced its annual
competition for publication of

manuscripts in its two antholog-
ies. Each year, one anthology of

students' verse and one of teach-

ers' is printed.

This year the closing date for

submission to the College Stu-

dents' Poetry Anthology is Nov.

5. Competition is open to any
junior or senior college student

and there is no limitations as to

form or theme. However, the jud-

ges prefer shorter works because

of space limitations.

Submissions must be typed or
printed separately, and must
bear the author's name, home ad-
dress, and college attended.

Entries for the College Teach-
ers' National Anthology may be
submitted by teachers and librar-

ians by Jan. 1.

There is no fee or charge for

acceptance or submission of verse,

and all work will be judged sole-

ly on merit. Manuscripts should
be sent to the Offices of The Na-
tional Poetry Association, 3210

Selby Ave., Los Angeles 34, Calif.

"Gee, honey, you'll never

pass your physics exam unless

you learn to loosen up!"

Ski Vacation In Alps Offered To Students
The Netherlands Office for For-

eign Student Relations is spon-

soring its annual students—only

two-week Christmas ski vacation

in the Austrian alps. For several

years, students of many nation-

alities have participated in the

program.

This is the first year that they

have actively invited American
students to share in their "win-

tersport vacation." The KLM DC-
7C will leave New York on De-
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NORTHSIDE

GUEST AND MOTEL
Isabel and Alex Nagy

Finest Accommodationi For
Your Porentt ond Your Dole

Swimming Pool

Next to Phi Gam
QL 8-4108

cember 19 and return on Janu-
ary 5. The group, beginners as
well as expert skiers, will ski at

the Tyrolean village of Hoch Sol-

den, thirty miles south west of

Innsbruck.

There will be skis and boots
for rent, ski -lifts and tows at

low prices. Austrian experts will

offer Instruction for novice and
expert skiers alike.

The propaganda proudly pro-
claims: "You'll love the sun, the
snow, the Austrian village in be-
tween, your chocolate drink in the
cosy crowded milchstube, the hot
Intoxicating taste of Austrian
gluhwein. You'll dance and live

again at night while native Aus-
trlans play the sax and violin!

Come to Europe and have fun
with us I"

For information, interested stu-

dents can contact Albert Oehrle
at the Alpha Dclt house.

PIZZA GRINDERS

JIMMINEY PETE'S

GL 8-9126



Ekeless Eleven Invades Middlebury Saturday

Five Lettemen, Promising Sophs

Brighten Cross-Country Prospects
"We are as strong now as we

were at our peak last year, and

we are looking ahead to a fine

season" says cross-country cap-

tain Spike Kellogg about the

prospects for this year's team.

With five lettermen returning

from last year and five promis-

ing sophomores, the possibilities

lor another winning season, such

as last year's 5-2 record, are very

good. Kellogg, who won four rac-

es last fall, again looks as though

he will be the Eph's number one

runner. Other returning veterans

are John Kifner and George An-

derson, distance runners in spring

track; Rick Ash, middle-distance

track standout who missed the

school half-mile record last spring

by less than a second, and Dave

Kieffer.

Leading the strong sophomore

contingent this fall are John Fos-

ter, Bud Muller, Skip Gwiazda &

Alex Teipel, all standouts from

last year's freshmen cross-coun-

try and spring track teams. Pos-

ter, along with Captain Kellogg

and Anderson, has especially Im-

pressed Coach Tony Plansky thus

far with his hard work in prac-

tice. Sophomore Leo Murray, who
did not run last year, completes

the varsity roster.

The Eph thinclads will open

their season this Saturday in a

triangular meet with Springfield

and MIT at the Boston campus,

and will complete their schedule

with a triangle against Coast

Guard and W.P.I., and dual meets

against Bowdoin, Tufts, Wesley-

an and Amherst. Springfield and

Wesleyan should prove to be the

most formidable competition for

the Ephs this fall as they were

the only teams to beat Williams

last year.
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KA, Chi Psi, Phi Gam Remain Unbeaten

As Upsets Feature Intramural Football;

TDX, KA, Chi Psi; AD In Tennis Semi's

Kappa Alpha and Chi Psi in

the Tuesday division, and Phi

Gamma Delta in the Monday di-

vision remain the only undefeat-

ed teams in football intramural

league.

In the Tuesday league this

week, KA tied the Chipsies for

the league lead with a 20-0

trouncing of AD. Using three

stars from the varsity basketball

team. Bob Mahland at quarter-

back and Dan Voorhees and Steve

Weinstock on the line, the Kaps
used a quick-passing attack to hit

Voorhees, Jim Blume and Jeff

Silver in the end zone for touch-
• downs. The Kaps will meet the

Chipsies. led by Tim Baker. Joel

Barber, and Al Mondell. next week
to decide their division title.

Powered by the quarterbaoking

of Dave Steward and the kicking

of Dick Meierdierks, Phi Gam
scored two tense 14-12 victories

last week to remain the only un-
defeated team in the league's

Monday division. In both games,
the first an upset over Phi Sig-

ma Kappa in three overtimes, the
margin of victory, a safety, was
set up by a Meierdierks punt that
touched dead on the rivals' goal-
line.

Upsets are especially prevalent
in the Monday league. Phi Sig
defeated the defending champ-
Ion Betas 12-0 on two long pass-
es from Bill Tuxbury to Rich
Kipp. only to be upset by Phi
Gam and Psi U. The Psi U. win
came on an Intercepted pass near

the goalline by sprinter Boots

Deichman. Delta Phi pulled an-

other upset, posting their first

win in two years over Sigma Phi.

In intramural tennis activity,

Al Spooner and Stu Jennings led

Phi Slg into the semifinals with

decisive 6-0. 6-1. and 6-1. 6-1 vie

tories respectively over opponents
from KA. Theta Delta Chi. with

Holt Quinlan and Chris Sargent
playing singles, defeated Beta in

the other quarterfinal match as

AD and Chi Psi moved into the

tennis semifinals by default.

Eager Ephmen Stalk

Second Victory Sat,

The Eph football squad will

Journey to Middlebury this Sat-

urday to play a team they lost

to last year. 16-0. This year's

Panther team is essentially the

same squad that Williams faced

last year, a squad that lost only

one game.

So far this season. Middlebury

has lost to St. Lawrence in a

scrimmage 41-6, and defeated

Wesleyan 20-14 and Worcester

Tech, 6-2. Looking at comparative

scores, St. Lawrence tied Ti'inlty

14-14. In a series dating back to

1906, Williams holds a command-
ing 26-7 lead in victories.

The Panthers are expected to

use a wlng-T balanced line of-

fense, which is suitable for pass-

ing and good for running trap

plays and reverses. The Middle-

bury line averages 200 pounds,

and, in the words of Williams

Coach Len Watters, "they have

good ends, fine backs, and good

tackles". Special attention is due

five Panther players. The quar-

terback, Christopher Morse, is a

fine passer and good ball-hand-

ler. Gordon Van Nes, a 195-pound

fullback. Is a good runner and
blocker, especially effective in the

wide reverses. The right halfback,

182-pound Andrew Parentlno, has
earned the title of "most consis-

tant back" from Watters. Craig

Stuart, at left half, is a hard run-

ner, while the left end, 6-foot. 210

-pound Albert Ross, is described

as being "good all aroimd".

The big question for many Eph
fans is whether William's defense

can contain the Panther's double-

threat offense. The Ephmen have
apparently been spending a lot of

time successfully working on their

defense. Watters also feels that

Williams will have to play up to

its potential to win over Middle-

bury in this homecoming contest.

The only change expected in

the Eph lineup is in the fullback

slot. Regular "Eke" Nadel is out

temporarily with a knee injury

and Pete Stanley will be starting

in his place.

Soccermen Play Unbeaten Harvard;

Olympian Ohiri Is Scoring Threat

WATCH OUT, OHIRI! — Ghanaian Ben Kofi (right) will try his high-

scoring antics against Harvard, centered by Nigerian star Chris Ohiri, Wed-

nesday.

Len Watters To Help

Choose All-Americans
Williams football coach Len

Watters will Join a distinguished

group of coaches on the Ameri-
can Football Coaches Association

Board for the selection of the

1961 AU-A m e r 1 c a n squad. An-
nouncement of Watters' appoint-

ment was made by Stanford men-
tor Jack Curtis, president of the

Association.

Among those chosen to serve

on the 16-member board with

Watters are Bud Wilkinson of

Oklahoma, John Kuharich of No-
tre Dame, Ben Schwartzwalder of

Syracuse, Wayne Hardin of Navy,
and Bob Blackman of Dartmouth.

Watters, who captained his
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Springfield College team and
played professional football with
Buffalo in 1923-24, has had a long

and distinguished coaching car-

eer. After entering the coaching
ranks in 1922, he compiled an im-
pressive record with three high
school and one service team.

Watters assumed his present

position as head football coach
and freshman baseball coach at

Williams in 1948, when he was
appointed assistant professor of

physical education. In his 13 years

here, Watters has succeeded in

winning six Little Three titles

and compiled a 57-44-4 record to

date. Williams' first unbeaten
team in 40 years earned for Wat-
ters the honor of "New England
Coach of the Year" in 1957.

The Williams varsity soccer

team brings an undefeated streak

of six games Into Wednesday's

contest with Harvard at Cam-
bridge, but the Ephmen have not

beaten the Cantabs since they

squeaked out a 3-2 win in 1956.

The Williams eleven lost last

year, missing the services of star

center-forward Ben Henszey '61,

and the unbeaten squad of the

previous year could do no better

than a scoreless tie.

Harvard Strong
The Harvard team this year

has ability and an outstanding

player in center-forward Chris

Ohiri.

Ohiri, called by Crimson coach

Bruce Munro "very probably the

best center-forward around,"

scored twice for his country, Ni-

geria, in the 1960 Olympics. Last

year for the freshmen he tallied

36 goals In nine games and knock-

ed out four goalies with his

slashing drives.

Now a sophomore. Ohiri has lost

none of his scoring touch. He
booted five goals in Harvard's
opening encounter with Tufts

—

Harvard 5. Tufts 0. and proved
himself no fluke by scoring five

goals in Harvard's first Ivy Lea-

gue contest with Cornell-
Harvard 9, Cornell 1.

And Cornell was no push-over.

The Big Red had earlier met per-

enially strong Penn and beaien

them in overtime, 1-0.

Nor has Harvard done badly In

scrimmages. The Cantabs beat

both B.U. and M.I.T.. and pres-

ently M.I.T stands as the top

team in New England with three

wins against no defeats. The En-

gineers have edged two of Wil-

liams' future opponents. Amherst
4-3 and Ti-inity 2-0, as well as

Worcester Polytechnical Institute.

3-1.

In the light of these facts, and

In the light of Harvard's game to-

morrow at Amherst. Williams'

coach Clarence Chaffee and ills

hooters will have a pretty good

idea of how they will fare for

the remainder of this season af-

ter their trip to Cambridge Wed-
nesday.

Other Gaines
Tile Williams schedule will get

little easier after the Harvard
battle. Springfield has two wins

to its credit—over R. P. I., 6-2.

and over the University of Hart-

ford. 6-0. Amherst avenged their

loss to M.I.T. with a 2-0 win ov-

er Tufts. And Wesleyan. with one

of its strongest contingents in re-

cent years, topped Brown 4-3 and

then blasted Bowdoin, 7-0.

Tufts, Jeffs In Top 7
These figures represent the pre-

sent standings of the top seven
small college teams In the East
in competition for the Lambert
Cup.
1. Delaware (2-0) 9.9

2. Lelligll (l-l) 6.4

). Ducknell (2-0) 5.9

4. Tuflj 0-0) 5.4

!. Kinu! Point (3-0) 5.0

6. Amherst (2-0) 4.3

7. Northeastern (2-0) 3.1

tlie

finest

' in

custom clotnin^

ana lurnisnin^s

A
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Starting left half John Ohiy moves the ball post defending Pete Lewieki
acticc. Grohom Covington and John Foehl are in background.in practice

'65 Soccer Boasts 37-Man Team;

Speed Key To Frosh Grid Success

Boaters' Spirit High28 Out For Football
Good backs, a fine line, but lit-

tle depth describe this year's frosh
football team. New freshman
coach Art Robinson, a 1957 grad-
uate of Rutgers University,
predicts a winning season for the
boys, with possible improvement
over last year's 3-2 record.

Offsetting the club's small size,

28 players, is their consistently
good quality. Robinson will de-
pend on power and deception to
gain yardage, operating out of a
wlng-T. The frosh will be primar-
ily a running team, utilizing the
speed of two good sets of backs.
Robinson described the Ephs as

a toughened eleven, the survivors
of an Intensive week-and-a-half
drlU, during which 17 boys drop-

Continutd en Pag* 5, Col. 4

Paced by unusually strong-kick-

ing backs, the freshman soccer

team presents a very promising

outlook this fall, according to

Coach Henry Plynt. The large 37-

man squad showed considerable

team play, as they defeated No.

Adams State. 5-1, on Tuesday. In

their first practice game.
The Ephs will probably play a

long kicking game, relying on the

backs' power to set up the line

for fast breaks. Speedy wings, fast

crossing shots, and considerable

depth in the line will enable the

frosh to keep constant pressure

on their opponents.
The little Ephs have been pro-

gressing rapidly toward becomlnj
a well-knit squad under the guld-

Continued on Page 5, Col. 5
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FootballTeam Beats
Mlddlebury By 1 2-0

bif Dave Goldberg
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Frosh Council Plans

Miscellaneous Studies

handed a previously

Middlebury eleven a 12-0 loss.

The score hardly tells the story.

Williams completely dominat-
ed the game, out statisticking the
Panthers to the tune of 18 first

downs to 4 and 274 yards rush
ing to 9. The Eplis scored the
first two times they got the ball,

and spent most of the afternoon
marchmg up and down the field,

while Middlebury was trying vain-

ly to contain them. Only in the
second half, when the Wuliam^i
delcuders were playing safe and
guarding against the long pass by
allowing Middlebury to hit the
short ones, could the Panthers
move the ball at all. Even then,
when they got close to the goal
line, the Williams defense turned
them baclc with what seemed Ut-
tle effort.

Early Drive

Middlebury won the toss to

start the game and elected to kick
off. That was their first mistake.
After left end Rawson Gordon
returned Bob Donner's kick to the
31, Williams started to move. With
quarterback Bruce Grinnell mix-
ing his plays beautifully and sophs
Cluis Hagy, Tom Todd, and Pete
Stanley running brilliantly, the
Ephs drove to the Middlebury 1

in 13 plays. On the thn-d down
Stanley, who filled in exceptional-
ly well for the injui-ed Eke Nadel,
smashed up the middle for the
first score. Todd, trying to get a-
round left end for the two points,

was stopped, but Williams led 6-0
aiier oniy 6 minutes.

Five minutes later it was 12-0.

On the first play from scrimmage,
Middlebury halfback Craig Stew-
art fumbled. Williams left tackle
Price Oripekoven, who played an
outstanding game, fell on the ball

on the Panther 39, and the Eph-
men were back in business. Eight
more running plays, and Williams
had another touchdown. This time
Hagy took it over on a second
down play from the five. Again,
as they have after every touch-
down this year, the Ephs missed
the extra point, this time when
Stanley took Grinnell's pass a
halfstep out of the end zone. The
way Williams was playing, it made
no difference.

Pushed Panthers

For the rest of the half, Wil-
liams was content to sit on its

lead by pushing Middlebury all

over the field, much to the dismay
of the large Homecomhig crowd
that was thirsting for a Panther
victory. The Ephs rolled up fif-

teen first downs to none for Mid-
dlebury, while the defensive line

kept the Panthers from crossing
their own 40. Only the excellent
punting of quarterback Chris
Morse kept Williams from more
scores. Even so, the Ephs drove
to the Middlebury 10 late in the
half, before a combination of good
Panther defense and costly pen-
alties stopped the drive. Stanley's
attempted field goal on fourth
down was short, and Williams
went off the field with a 12-0
lead.

ConrinHed on Pog« 6, Col. 3

The Freshman Council held an
organizational meeting Thursday
evening in Baxter Hall. Dean
Harlan Hanson opened the ses-
sion by explaining that the Coun-
cil exists to make the Freshman
year "more fruitful, more dig-
nified, and more pleasant."
Bob Scidman, temporary presi-

dent of the Council, revealed that
a number of activities, financed
by a two-dollar social tax, have
been planned. In addition to
these, Fi'cshmen may use the
Rathskcllar for individual parties

or dances with the permission of
the Director of the Student Un-
ion.

Seidman declared; "Any time
there is an official school func-
tion in the Student Union or in

tlie Rathskcllar, we have hours."

Girls are allowed in living rooms
if there is a JA in the entry and
if the door is left ajar. Seidman
emphasized that the hours privi-

lege would be continued only if

there was no significant breach
of good conduct, such as "the Ya-
hoos taking over the quad."

Two representatives — John
Rawls of Sage B and John TuU
of Williams C — volunteered to

serve on a newly-formed commit-
tee to improve food and atmos-
phere at Baxter Hall.

Several suggestions for future

activities were presented, includ-

ing: increasing the number of

girls at mixers; holding a Fresh-
man rally before the first foot-

ball game; instituting an "activi-

ties night" to replace the array of

smokers and simplify the Fresh-

man's choice of organizations;

and eliminating breakfast in fav-

or of better food and Sunday sup-

per.

This year's representatives are:

Lehman East: Chuck Johnson;

Lehman West: Creighton Gatch-

ell; Sage A: Fletcher Copp; Sage

B: John Rawls; Sage C: Tod Ack-

erly; Sage D: Douglas Drake; Sa-

ge E: Steve Lavino; Sage F: Fred-

dy Hendler; Williams A: Bill Ou-
chi; Williams B: Bob Lisle; Wil-

liams C: John TuU; Williams D:

Mike McGill; Williams E: Fritz

Poole; Williams F: Max Gall.

The council will meet Wednes-
day evenings at 7:15 in the ABC
room. Anyone is welcome to at-

tend.

Students To Produce

Experimental Dramas
The Experimental Theatre of

the AMT will open the college

theatrical season this weekend

with a program of three one-act

plays. The plays will be presented

on Friday and Saturday nights

at 8:30 in the downstairs theatre

of the AMT.
"Krapp's Last Tape", a mono-

logue by Samuel Beckett, will be

directed by Stephen Pokart; "The

Continued on Page 3, Col. 3
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Criminologist MacNaniara Signals

Our Society As Source Of Crime
by John T. Connor

On Monday evening Donald E.
J.
MacNamara, iiiternationallv known as both a theoretical

and praeticmg criminologist, delivered a very oiitluisiastically received speech in lesun Hall on the
subject of "Organized Crime in tlie United States Today."

£. R. von Kuehnelt-Leddihn Speaks

On 'Colonialism-Myth And Reality'
Erik Ritter von Kuehnelt-Led

dihn, internationally-known writ-
er, Lecturer, and educator, will

deliver a speech on "Colonialism-
Myth and Reality," this evening
in Jesup Hall, sponsored by the
Williams Young Conservatives'
Club. The lecture has been re-
scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
Leddihn, an Austrian, describes

himself as one of Europe's five

or six outstanding liberals—in the
Central European sense of the
word. He has directed his studies
in political theory and practice to-
ward finding ways of strengthen-
ing the Western tradition of hu-
man freedom, now under attack
from so many directions.

The writer's interests also take
him into the field of religion, par-
ticularly Catholicism, and the co-
ordination of the humanities with
the sciences contingent upon them
—theology, philosophy, politics,

history, economics.
Better Understanding

He prefers to describe his main
activities as laboring for a better
understanding between the Eng-
lish-speaking nations, and the
Continent, doing much of this

work through the realm of high-
er education.

He has written for several Am-
erican magazines, among them
"The National Review," "The
Commonweal,"' "America," and
"The Freeman," and of interest to

Americans, has written a book on

Erik Ritter von Kueiinelt-Lcddihn

Distinguislied European Liberal

America's Founding Fathers and
a major work entitled Liberty or

EquaUty?

Leddihn received his bachelor's

degree from the Theresianic Aca-
demy in Vienna, studying civil and
canonic law, and at the Univer-
sity of Budapest, where he receiv-

ed his doctorate, he concentrated
on the political sciences. He has
also studied with Vienna's theo-

logical faculty and followed cour-

ses in East European history.

Yale's Lovett Preaches In Chapel;

Gives Views, Interpretation Oi War
By Allen Larrabee

Reverend Sidney Lovett, form-

er Chaplain of Yale University

and Executive Vice-President of

Yale-in-China, was guest preach-

er in chapel Sunday night. One
of the men most responsible for

the successful launching of Wil-

liams' Operation Haystack, Rev.

Lovett preceded his sermon with

a few words of appreciation for

the project. "We in New Haven,"

he said, "followed its progress

with great delight."

The sermon itself was a mov-
ing denunciation of war. If Rev.

Andre Trocme's sermon of two

weeks earlier could be compared
to the fire of a prophet, Rev. Lov-

ett's could be likened to the gen-

tle, simple beauty of a poet. The
Yale preacher drew largely from
his own imagination and experi-

ence.

War Helmets

"I happen to be the owner of

an old weather-beaten barn on a

New Hampshire hilltop," he be-

gan. In that barn, Rev. Lovett

continued, are three old World
War I helmets that once belong-

ed to an American, a German,
and a French soldier. "I have

looked at them enough to fancy

the heads that wore them," said

the preacher. They could be seen

as Infants' heads, more alike than

different; later as the heads of

boys, then of men, and now of

dead men, again more alike than
different. And now, said Rev. Lov-

ett, in driving past the bam at

night he can imagine those three

soldiers coming together in a mid-
night rendezvous, and wishes all

the world could be packed into

that bam to establish peace.

Fatuity of War
Rev. Lovett went on to cite Wil-

fred Owen, the English poet kill-

ed In the war, and Euripides,

both of whom enphaslzed the pity

and futility of war.

The preacher finally interpret-

ed our position at the brink of

war as an "outcropping of tlic

immemorial strife between God
and mammon," indicating that

there are Russians on God's side

and Americans on mammon's side,

such as the man who would take

a gun into his fallout shelter to

shoot the neighbor who tried to

get in.

"Do The Best"
Rev. Lovett closed by mention-

ing a little church in England
bearing a tablet to the effect that

the founder, in 1653, did "the

best thing in these turbulent and
difficult times." The preacher
closed with an exhortation to do
the same today, and to hope that

"the shadows will be lifted from
the road ahead."

Introduced by John Wilson '63

of the Lecture Committee, Mac-
Namara sailed into his topic by
stating that "Organized Crime is

a term that is often used very
loo.soly—as seen by the fact that
Republicans would not hesitate to
place the Democratic Parly in
this category. We cannot define
Organized Crime as temporary or
limited, but rather as a mass or
syndicated organization which is

in business for the purpose of
carrying on some ilhcit activities.

"Organized Crime exists only in

a relatively limited area: narcot^
ics, gambhng, labor racketeering,
prostitution, water-front philfer-
age and extortion. Such activities

have had a long history in the
United States, but study of those
activities is especially difficult

since the main sources of infor-
mation on them is highly sus-
pect. For example, the on'y pop-
ular books on organized crime in

this country that have been writ-
ten up until this time have been
by either newspapermen, who were
mainly interested in imkinq; the
subject exciting and sellable, or
policemen, who have been able to

observe organized crime only from
the outside."

Inspect Ourselves
MacNamara went on to state

t^hat instead of turning to ficti-

tious sources, such as the "inter-

national crime ring" for the an-
swer to the fact that the United
States has the strongest and the
richest set of crime rings in the
world, we miaht well inspect our
own society. For the fact is that
"these organized crimes provide a
.service; a service which people
couldn't get otherwise." He then
preceded to draw an anilogv be-
tween Prohibition and the present
-day problems of gamblina; and
narcotics. "As .soon as prohibi-
tion was Initiated, an apparatus
was built up to .serve the people
who still wanted to drink. A'ld

iust as people then didn't see any-
thing morally wrong nbout drink-
ing, now they just 'like to gam-
ble' and therefore, cannot, of
course, condemn the gimblers
who provide them with this ser-

vice. On such needs nsitinnnl or-

ganizations grow, and with their

accrued revenues foster other, less

desirable, crimes.

The Problems
Applylnst this same approach to

the problem of narcotics and
showing that a victim of narcot-
ics does not commit a crime while
under the influence of a drug, but
rather when he is unable to ob-
tain a "fix" and must steal to get

one, MacNamara evaluated our
Continued on Page 2, Col. 3

$8000 Goal Set By Williams Chest Fund;

$10 Minimum Requested From Each Student
The Williams Chest Fund is un-

derway. A goal of $8000 is sought

for a number of carefully selec-

ted charities.

Chest Fund Chairman Roger
Warren '63 will allocate varying

amounts to the Williamstown
Boys' Club, the American Friends'

Service Committee, the World Un-
iversity Service, the National

Scholarship Service, and Fund for

Negro students. World Education
Incorporated, C.A.R.E., and Oper-
ation Williams in Hong Kong.

$10 Per Man
The hoped-for $800 for Williams

in Hong Kong has special Impor-
tance as the money given will

serve as an indicator of student
support for this recently Innova-
ted project. The degree of stu-

dent backing in a program such as
this often serves as a stimulant
or deterrent for Important out-
side contributions.

Stress Is placed on Individual
contributions. Since each student

receives from $1100 to $1200 from
the Williams endowment fund, it

is felt that the ten dollar dona-
tion requested from each student
is not excessive.

Fraternity Representatives
Chest Fund collectors in the

fraternity houses are as follows:

Alpha Delta Phi - John Bel-
cher
Beta Theta Pi - Bill Boyd
Chi Psi - Gordon Davis
Delta Kappa Epsilon - Topper

Terhune
Delta Phi - Alec Pendleton
Delta Upsilon - John Kifner
Kappa Alpha - James Blume
Phi Delta Theta - Don Benne-

dettl

Phi Gamma Delta - Bob Binder
Phi Sigma Kappa - Al Spooner
Psi Upsilon - Brian King
St. Anthony - Phil Reynolds
Sigma Phi - Prank Simunek
Theta Delta Chi - Jim Pilgrim'
Zeta Psi - Jim Brown
Non-Affiliates - Lynn White
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Fraternity Responsibility
We recognize that, in the absence of a suitable alternative,

fraternities have come to occupy a central role in the life of

the College. In order to preserve the advantages of small living

units, and to make fraternity life an integral part of the Williams

education, we feel that the College Administration must recog-

nize a resjwnsibilitii in regulating the Williams social system.

Student Fraternity Petition, 1961

The Williams fraternities recognize that they are an integral

part of the greater College community and must, therefore, re-

main in harmont) with the broad objectives of the college . . . We
have been proud of the fact that Williams undergraduates have,

for the most part, proven their ability to act responsibly in re-

gulating their social affairs. We, therefore, deplore all efforts

to coerce the college into entering those areas of Williams life

which have been valtMbly and ably adrninistered by the students.

Student Counter Petition, 1961

There seems to be, illustrated above, a simple point of agree-

ment: (The fraternity system is an integral part of the college

community and, thus, must be consistent with overall college

goals.) There also seems to be a simple point of disagreement:

(The legitimacy of Administration direction of the fraternity sys-

tem.) The simphcity of agreement is real. The simplicity of dis-

agreement is illusory.

The question here is not one of administrative encroachment
of student responsibility. It is rather whether or not the student

body will abdicate their responsibility for tiie social system and
the administration, of necessity, assume it.

The Administration is responsible for directing the College

towards those goals essential to a Uberal arts education. If a part

of the college community is not consistent with these goals, it

must be satisfied that it will become consistent. If the fraternity

system is inconsistent with these goals it must be satisfied that

it is moving towards eventual consistency. If the student body,

through reticence or inability to act, fails to insure that the sys-

tem will move in this direction, the administration must take up
the responsibility they have abdicated.

The first petition of last spring was specific in its objections

to, and proposals for, the Williams social system. Thus, the fra-

ternity system's consistency with college goals was questioned.

Those who speak for this system must answer this question. The
counter petition was, in this sense, inadequate.

The second petition was oriented predominantly towards the

past. It pledged support for change which "adequate study in-

dicates is necessary,' but it neither defined what it meant by
adequate study nor specified any area for such study. It made
only vague references to "other problems existant." It was written

with a complacency based on entrenchment. Entrenchment is a

transitory thing.

The fraternity system can no longer be defended on the basis

of its past alone.. To ipiore the present and future is to abrogate
responsibility for its direction. .

The fraternity system can no longer be defended, as it often

is simply because discrimination is a part of human nature or be-

cause it has grown with America, Some institutions which reflect

the discriminating aspect of human nature are rooted in traditions

which are good. Others are not. The Masons, Knights of Colum-
bus, and B nai Brith are, perhaps, worthy of praise. The Ku Klux
Klan and the Mafia, are perhaps not.

All institutions are subject to review in terms of their con-

sistency with the piupose of tlie larger unity to which they be-
long. If this larger unity is American society, as is the case with
the Ku Klux Klan and B nai Brith, they must be evaluated in terms
of the overriding puiposes of that society. If this larger unit is

WiUiams College, as is the case with the fraternity system, tliey

must be evaluated in terms of the purpose of this college.

If die fraternity system is to remain under student control,

the student body cannot now abdicate responsibility for its fu-

ture. To maintain this responsibility they must consider the existant

system in light of the college as a whole and take action to insure

its consistency with the goals of the college community. To ig-

nore this necessity is, for the fraternity system, suicidal.

Agency Solicits Classroom 'Spies'

Phi Sig National Officers Defend Fraternity Values

Special to the Minneapolis Tri-

bune
NEW YORK — A private in-

vestigating agency claims It has
planted its agents in college class-

rooms to investigate what it calls

"controversial" professors, accord-

ing to a story in The Insider's

Newsletter.

The operatives enroll and at-

tend classes like regular students,

then report to the agency, which
in turn analyses and reports to

the administration ot the client

school.

The agency in its letter of sol-

icitation does not specify who the
"controversial" professors are, but
assures the presidents that al-

most every department of a col-

lege has a teacher who meets the
"controversial'' description and
could stand watching.

The troublemakers, according to
the agency, "Invariably" turn up
in the philosophy, psychology.
English, literature, biology, his-

tory, government. Journalism,
speech, drama and religion de-
partments.

By Dave Applebaum
Formal rushing at Williams for

1961 has long been over. Only a

few murmurs about fraternity

system changes are occasionally

heard.

One of these activities took

place this weekend at Phi Sigma
Kappa. The Northeast Region-

al Conclave of the National Fra-

ternity was held at the Williams

chapter house as a consequence

of its 1961 selection as the best

Phi Sigma Kappa in the East.

Present were national secretary-

treasurer Herbert L. Brown and
president Donovan H. Bond.
"The fraternity system is far.

far from being dead," according

to Brown, who was quoted earlier

this year in the Record. "It is

stronger than ever." He went on

to say that the people who wish

to see it dead are those who wish

to destroy an American tradition,

for fraternities have grown with

America. These same critics seem

not only to forget that discrim-

ination Is a part of human na-

ture, but also to overlook other

discriminatory groups in the Uni-

ted States as the Masons, the

Knights of Columbus, and B'nai

Brith. Furthermore, the discrim-

inatory Issue of the fraternity is

slowly righting itself under the

pressure of public opinion, he add-

ed.

Mr. Brown continued, "The pur-

pose of a college education is to

develop the whole man." A frat-

ernity takes an active part in this

development; character is built,

leadership developed, the capacl-

Criminologist MacNamara
Continued from Pago I, Col. 5

present approach to these prob-

lems by stating that the real

problem arises" when criminal law
goes out of its way to legislate

human conduct, which really is

not bad in its effects. The atti-

tude of suppression hasn't work-
ed yet. It should be obvious that

when we legislate against things

that a iai'ge segment of the peo-

ple want, there will always be
somebody who will organize a
supply, and this organization, in

turn, grows into organized crime
on a large scale. We legislated

this profit into narcotics and
should legislate it out again."

Another glaring problem is the
"lack of co-ordination and co-op-
eration among this country's 40.-

000 law enforcement agencies. We
don't need a nationalized or cen-

tralized police, but certainly we
also don't need 40,000 separate a-
gencies. We should reduce their

number and co-ordinate their ac-

tivities more."
Main Problem

At this point, MacNamara ex-

plained to a highly attentive aud-
ience that one of the main chal-

lenges in the combatance of or-

ganized crime lay in the fact that
"we must do a job in educating
the public. I have heard Ameri-
cans go so far as to assert that
'corruption is part of the histori-

cal development of the American
municipality, and we, therefore,

shouldn't worry about it.' This at-
titude is the biggest enemy of or-
ganized control. For as long as
we are willing to accept corrup-
tion, there is going to be corrup-
tion.

"In the international arena (i.e..

battling with Communism) in
which we find ourselves, internal

strength is very important. And
instead of worrying so much a-

bout the few among us who are

discontented with our democratic

way of life, maybe we should

tend to this more pressing prob-

lem of organized crime; to our-

selves and our attitudes which en-

courage and even foster this

crime."

ty to live with one's fellow men
expanded, and in general, a prepa-
ration for living Is given. But the
fraternity system is based on the
theory that the Individual frater-
nities should choose their mem-
berships under no outside influ-

ence. Fraternities can operate on-
ly if complete unity of purpose
exist. If the right to selectivity u
usurped, the basic value of the
system is lost. In effect, the Grln-
nel petition, which would have a
faculty committee appointing stu-
dents to each house unit, would
destroy the system by destroying
the basic compatibility of mcm-
bersliip secured from the selec-

tivity. Indeed, the Williams frat-

ernity is more like a "boarding
house", and promotes an atmos-
phere not conducive to accom-
plishing what a fraternity should.

President Bond expressed his o-

pinlon that "the fraternity pre-

sents an opportunity for young
men getting an education to add
living experience to their back-

grounds." Advantages of such a

fraternity life come simply from
living closely with a group of men
having a diversity of backgrounds,
and taking advantage of all the

opportunities offered by the frat-

ernity.

GOOD NEWS I NOW YOU CAN STAY
AT THE PALACE-ON-PARK-AVENUEI

N«w York's most sxeltlno holsl

welcomes you I We are hosts to

Presidents, Kings and Quosns.»

to diplomats, ambassadors and
travelers from svsry cornsr of

the earth . . . and now ws look

forward to playing hosttoyoul

STUDENT RATES
$8.00 psr parson, 1 In • room
$6.00 par person, 2 In a room
$5.00 per person, 3 In a room

Reserve your room through any
Hilton Reservation Service or

write direct to Miss Anns
Hlllman, Director of Studsnt
Relations, The Waldorf-Astoria.

THE WALDORF-ASTORIA
49lh & GOIh Sts. on r rk Avenue, New York, N.Y,

(Junrad N. Hilton, Prsaidsnt

"I think Professor Armitage will agree
with me that our administrative staff

is of the highest caliberl"

JgeS^mI^d'' ?.??SFlf°J?n!?*'^^ 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!AGED MILD, BLENDED MILD-NOT FILTERED MILD-THEY SATISFY

.mmmmm



Dncree Discusses

Of Native Of
By Alan Schlosser

Ed rnjcree, junior transfer stu-

dent from Windham College In

Vermont, has had an Intimate
'

connection with one of America's
most pressing problems; juvenile I

delinquency In urban slum areas.

'

Ducree was born and raised In .

the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of
|

Brooklyn, a, slum area noted for

a high rate of juvenile crime; and
this summer he worked on a
cliurch-sponsored project that

'

aimed to attack this problem at
Its roots. I

The church had organized a I

community center, which consist-

ed of clubs and athletic facilities

open to the youngsters of the
neighborhood. The aim was to

"channel their energies away from
the gang." The center was staff-

ed by professional social workers,
except for Ducree. His particular

effectiveness derived from his

f.\miliarity with the neighborhood
environment, and the common
background he shared with these
"potential delinquents".

"I was frequently the starting

point for contact," Ducree stated.

"My main objective was to get

these kids to talk - at their home,
on the streets. In a bar or a pool

liall, anywhere. In this way I

could find out when fights were
going to take place, and thus try

to prevent them. Also this type of

personal contact was necessary to

interest these kids In the activi-

ties of the center."

Ducree found that this type of

work required a high degree of

subtlety and sensitivity. "The boys
must have confidence in your
sincerity, far they quickly sense

the pseudo-superior attitude that

some social workers have. On the
other hand, it is also necessary to

establish your authority; i.e., as

a representative of an organiza-

tion, not just another one of the

boys. The ability to solve these

problems cannot come from soci-

ology courses. It's an innate qual-

ity in establishincr warmth and
rapport with other human beings.

These kids can immediately sense

if you have it or if you don't.

"Also many of the kids object-

ed to the connotations of a church
sponsored oixanlzation, and this

was another obstacle we had to

hurdle. The church was working
to give values to these klda, even
if It was just to 'help your buddy'.

If the churoh could show a boy
that there was something good in

him or something tie could do,

this In Itself was therapy. Thus,
there was no attempt to propa-
gate church Ideology, for the pri-

mary concern was with their Im-
mediate needfi."

The diffioalties that arose in

this project did not stop just out-

side the community center. Ducree
found that one of the acutest

problems wm with youths who
had been in vrison alrea^. "These
kids were uaially quite bitter and

Delinqnency From Viewpoint

Brooklyn, Summer Social Worker
bOBtile. If they were integrated
with the other kids at the center
there was the danger that gome
of tills bitterness would spread.
But if they were separated, there
was the other danger that they
would grow more hostile and re-
sentfuL

"Because of this situation, our
primary aim was to keep these
kids, all potential delinquents, a-
way from the police. This led to
differences of opinion, for the pol-
ice felt we were coddling these
kids. Prom our point of view, how-
ever, they were too unsympathetic
and even cruel in inany cases."

Ducree grew up in the same en-
vironment he was facing this

summer. As a boy he witnessed
several killings in the street, most
with home-made zip guns. In fact,

many of his friends have been
slain in gang fights.

EDWARD C. DUCREE

For awhile he was falling Into

this rut, which can only lead to

trouble. He joined the neighbor-

hood "social club," but It proved

In actuality to be a gang. At a
boxing match with another "club",

one of his friends was killed. This

shock was an awakening, and he
dropped out of the gang. This was
a difficult step, for one of the

gang codes Is "Once a member,
always a member." However, he
perserved In his decision, mainly,

he claims, "due to the constant

attention and good advice of my
mother, and the Influence of the

church."

Juvenile delinquency is obvious-

ly caused by a varying set of in-

terlocking factors. Ducree feels

that the living conditions and the

home life that prevails in many
of these shim areas is one of the

most important factors. "Some of

the homes I went into during

the course of this summer were

so roach-infested that you're a-

fraid to sit down. One mother told

me that a huge rat had gotten

in the crib and bitten her baby

the previous night. These things

make the children bitter and in-

secsure.

"Another chain of causation op-

erates within the home. The fath-
er Is hostile because of his low
economic and social status. Fre-
quently he reacts by physically

punishing his wife. Naturally this

has a perverse effect on the chil-

dren. Also, too many children In

in the family, a common condi-
tion In the.se slum areas, leads to

a lack of parental attention."

Dope addiction is an Important
causal factor, as well as an evil

in itself. "The dope-habit is fair-

ly common among young people,

down to thirteen years old. The
pusher gives free "sticks'' to lure

potential addicts on. When the

kids get hooked, they have an ur-

gent need for money to procure

the heroine. They start by steal-

ing from their own homes, and
eventually have to resort to fuU-
scale thefts."

Early marriages Is another of

those cause-and-effect factors

that augment this dilemma. "Chil-

dren born out of wedlock are not
uncommon. Also, one of the best
ways to leave the gang Is to get
married. However, these teenage
parents lack the proper values
themselves, and thus they have
overwhelming difficulties in pro-
viding a decent home atmosphere
for their children."

The schools in slum areas do not

really alleviate the difficulties of

these youngsters. The city zoning
system keeps children in this con-
dition together in the same
schools. They don't have a chance
to mingle with classmates from
healthier environments. Ducree
feels that these schools should em-
ploy several social workers as well
as a chaplain. A minister could
help in this respect as they "are
unusually sensitive to the deep-
rooted problems of young people."

The schools, and the teachers
themselves, should take an Inter-

est In the home environments of

their students. This would con-
struct a 'follow-through' from the
school and the church to the
home; as this problem must be
fought on all levels.

^Tooters ' Open Season

STATIONERY GREETING CARDS

McClelland

PRESS

Experimental Dramas
Continued from Page 1 , Col. 2

Sandbox", an avant-garde ef-

fort by Edward Albee. will be di-

rected by Ash Crosby, while Bill

Barry will direct Richard Harri-
ty's "Hope Is The Thing With
Feathers", a play concerned with
the fortunes of a group of bums
In a New Yew York park.

The principal of all-student di-

rectors is one to which the exper-
imental theatre hopes to keep
this season, encouraging more
student participation. The cast of

the plays consists of students
from Williams and Bennington.
Admission to the plays will be

free as In the past, but a new pol-

icy has been Invoked to help re-

lieve congestion that has occurred
In past years. Tickets may be .se-

cured in advance from the AMT
box office, guaranteeing the hold-
er a seat If he arrives before 8:15.

Aft«r this time, seats w,lll be op-
ened to those who choose to

queue up in front of the theatre
and take their chances.

miNTBRS raR WILUAMS COUEGE

With the coming of fall '61 to

WllUamstown, the Route Two To-
oters have rapidly rounded into

shape and are beginning to en-

joy the musical, as well as pecun-
iary, profits of a new season. Or-
iginally organized over one year

ago, this dixieland jazzband has
been playing for fraternity par-

ties and concerts in New England,
Bermuda, and Western Europe.

The first appearance of the

group was made at the Elbow
Beach Surf Club In Paget, Ber-

muda In the spring of 1959, dur-

ing which time the group won the

Bermuda Jazz Festival twice in

succession. Diu-ing the following

summer the band went to Europe
with the Holland-American Line

and enjoyed notable .success. Up-
on their return to Williams the

Tooters found their lively music
in high demand, and played

throughout the year at several

New England academic retreats.

Local Engagements

Non-college appearances last
year included weekly Sunday af-

ternoon concerts throughout the

fall and winter at the Egremont
Jazz Club, sponsored by the Berk-
shire Jazz Society, and a return

trip to Elbow Beach in Bermuda
during the spring vacation.

Last summer the jazzband pitch-

ed Its way back and forth across

the Atlantic, once again with the

Holland-American Line, finding 8

weeks free time between sailings.

This free time was spent travel-

ing and playing at various clubs

and parties on the Continent, in-

cluding clubs in Cologne, Paris,

Berlin, and Copenhagen. Among
several parties in St. Tropex, per-

haps the most exciting was a
Chinese dinner-dance given by
Fi'ancoise Sagan.

The personnel of the six-man
band is as follows: Maurice Ran-
court, cornet and trumpet; Walt
Lehman, clarinet; Bill Robertson,

trombone; Al Oehrle, piano; Paul

Michel, drums; and Mike Scott,

bass. Lehman Is a resident of Wll-

Uamstown and was a leading fig-

ure in the reknowed Spring Street

Stompcrs of Williams.
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"Brother, what a Story! And what a field day for Bardot!

By comparison, 'And God Created Woman' is a fable for

children in school". -Bosley Crowther, N. Y. Times
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The Route Two Tooters will

appear Friday, October 20, at

the Phoenix Hotel, Main Street,

North Adams for your listen-

ing and dancing pleasure. No
cover charge. Why not take

your date?

It'* Alio "First Run" 1r40 and 7:40

Plan now for your

BERMUDA
College Week

1962
bigger, busier,

better tlian ever!

• Informal welcoming dance to start

the fun.

• College Day at the Beach . . . the
biggest beach party of the year.

• All-day cruise to historic St.

George. Luncheon, Calypso music,
Gombey Dancers.

• Round Robin Tennis Tournament.
• College Week Golf Competition,

• College Talent Revue.

• Fun Festival with jazz concerts,
choral groups, dance contests.

• Barbecue Luncheon.

• Sightseeing.

• Special Golf and Tennis Trophies.

ALL YOURS AT NO ClIAUGE

The BERMUDA
Trade Development Board

420 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

WALDEN

THEATRE

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.

n mSWRY
OFA

PSYCHOTIC

KIUEBI

f CAsms

No m nated durint Ihi lut IS nimjUst

Ptotn nata shim Itmts o1 pertwtiuncss I

« COLUUBIA PICrUR[S RELEASE

At 7:25



Placement Bureau, Faculty, Aid Seniors In Post-Gradiiate Plans
The Williams Placement Bur-

eau Is currently Interviewing sen-

iors In an effort to determine the

post-graduate plans of the class.

Seniors who desire Information a-

bout graduate school and job op-

portunities are urged to talk with

any of the faculty advisors listed

below.

Special Faculty Advisors

Acturial Worlc - C. Wallace Jor-

dan, Jr.

Armed Services - Henry N.

Plynt. Jr.

' Business Opportunities - Man-
ton Copcland, Jr.

Business Schools - Joseph Shee-
han

Danrortli Fellowships - John W.
Chandler

Faculty Fellowships - Robert R.
R. Brooks

I Fellowships and grants in the
Social Sciences - Vincent McD.
Barnctt
Ford Foundation Fellowships -

Robert R. R. Brooks
Foreign Students (here) - Phil-

ip P. Smith
Fuibright Fellowships - Robert

R. R. Brooks
GugKcnheim Fellowships - Rob-

ert R. R. Brooks
Law - George G. Connelly
Marshall Scholarships - Dwlght

J. Simpson
M.I.T. Combined Plan - Ralph

P. Winch
Medicine - Samuel A. Matthews

Ministry - John D. Eusden
PubUc Service - PoUtics, Civil

Defense - Fred Greene
Rhodes Scholarships - Dwlght

J. Simpson
Social Service - John D. Eusden
State Department -Fred Greene
Teaching - Harlan P. Hanson
Williams College Prizes & Schol-

arships - Henry N. Plynt, Jr.

The Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation - David A.
Park

Connelly Announces

Pre-Law Interviews

Professor George Connelly spoke
to prospective law students last
Thursday about the Law School
Admissions Tests which will be
given here on Feb. 10.

The following visits from Law
School representatives are sched-
uled: Hai-vard, October 19; Duke
October 23; Rutgers, October 26-'

and Vanderbllt, November 18.

c
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It's sporty, ifs speedy, ifs a SPRITE ...and it's yours!

All you have to do is like win!

PACK OR BOX

Contest
FOR NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE STUDENTS

miftm lU (KING

IlGAI^TTES

L10GITT & MVtnS TOBACCO CO.

REGULAR OR KING

Here's the story, man. Eight, count 'em,
eight of these swinging Sprites will go to
eight guys or gals in New England colleges.

The other 44 states strictly don't count. Get
the picture, get the odds? This is one deal
you've got to get in on.

First thing to do, get your hand on a Regis-
tration Envelope, which gives you the easy
Contest Rules. You'll find Registration
Envelopes everywhere -iiW around campus
and in your local smoke shops. Our Liggett
& Myers Campus Rep has stacks of them,
too—so track him down.

Next, you talce a little quiz. It's printed right
on the envelope, .see, it's about sports cars
and you can do it in like 47 seconds. Then
smoke 5 wonderful packs of Chesterfields

PRIZES
NEW ENGLAND WINNERS

'62 SPRITES

or L&M's (or, if you're a menthol man,Oasis ),

tear the bottom panels off all 5 packs, tuck
them In the envelope, sign your name and
mail it.

Now comes the brain work. If you pass the
quiz you'll receive a limerick in the mail
with the last line missing. So finish it ! Send
in the best rhyme you can think of. If the
judges (ah independent, impartial lot)

think your line is the cleverest, you're like
behind the wheel of your Sprite already.

Enter incessantly! Because there are 8
Sprites up for grabs, dad ! The 4 winners of
the Fall Contest will be announced at the
end of the Fall Semester. Then the whole
jazz goes into high gear again-and toward
the end of the Spring Semester the other 4
Sprites go on the block. So stay with it all
year - keep smoking those wondarful
Chesterfield, L&M or Oasis cigarettes-keep
trying! Win, man!

Buy 5 packs and get started. There will be
8 new '62 Sprites on the campuses of little
old New England by next May, and you
might as well jingle the keys to one of them
in your jeans . . . right?

GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX...ENTER TODAY. ENTER INCESSANTLYI



Vesleyan Fraternities Slap Bias,

But Only Discover Another Cheek
An Oct. 10 editorial of the Wos

leyan Argus hailed as "encourag-

ing" the fact that "another Wes-
leyan fraternity has made a sig-

nificant move against discrimina-

tion. Delta Tau Delta, which three

years ago dropped its clause pro-

hibiting the pledging of Jewish
.students . . . has formally pledged

one . .

.

Beta Pioneers

"A second news item on tlip

same topic comes from last

month's general convention of

Beta Theta Pi, where it was an-

nounced that four Negroes are

now members of various Beta

chapters. Wesleyan's Beta was one

of the pioneers in this move,
pledging a Negro last year when
it was still feared this might be

opposed at the national conven-

tion. They have won added re-

spect from the campus for their

action."

The editorial went on to cite

Booters Play Harvard Today

Old Spice Products

Available at

HART'S
DRUG STORE

GL 8-4102

the fact that "since 1958 . . . three I

Wesieyan chapters of national
fraternities have gone local over
the discrimination issue. With the
Icnowledge that formal discrimin-
ation is at an end, most of the
campus is no longer particularly
interested in the issue."

Trivialities Persist
Even so, the Argus warned at

the close of its comments, "In a
broader sense, discrimination is

still a real issue for every Wes-
ieyan fraternity and none of them
can afford to forget it. The be-
hind-the-door whisperings that
go on each rushing season about
a potential pledge—his religion,
absurdly trivial details about his
appearance, speech, mannerisms
—as long as these persist, a ma-
ture rushing policy cannot exist.
But it is precisely this more sub-
tle form of discrimination which
cannot be legislated against; to i

find it everyone must look at
j

himself."

Co-Captain SKIP RUTHERFORD
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FOOTBALL
The Williams win over Middle-

bury was the Eph's 27th In the

34 game series . . . The first six

touchdowns this year have been

scored by six different men—Stan-

ley, Hagy, Todd, Grlnnell, Bill

Chapman, and Bill Holmes. The

Ephs have failed to convert after

each of them, a deficiency that

goes back at least three years.

Two of the attempts have been

runs, two have been passes, and
two have been kicks, but nothing

seems to work ... All the Williams

punts (7 of them), were quick

kicks, even on fourth down, when

the Ephs lined up in the conven-

tional "T". Stanley did the kick-

ing from the fullback position . .

.

Rheinfrank suffered a minor ank-

le injury, but should be back next

week.

Cantabs Top Amherst

Behind Ohiri, 4-2
By Stew Davis

Statements by Ben Kofi to the

contrary. Harvard's Chris Ohiri

Is probably the best soccer play-

er that New England fans have
ever had tlie chance to watch.
Statements by the Hai-vard
CRIMSON to the contrary, the
Cantabs are in essence a one-man
team.

Saturday Hai-vard ventured In-

to the Little Three for the first

time this season amidst pouring
rain at Amherst. Before the
thoughtful eyes of Williams' coach
Clarence Chaffee and six of the
Eph team, Ohiri beat Amlierst, 4-

2.

The Nigerian star got credit for
Harvard's first goal and earned
Harvard's other three. The first

one came when Amherst's right
fullback Nick Prigge attempted to
tap the ball back to the hands
of his goalie. Tony Scolnlck, and
missed. The ball skidded by Scol-
nick toward the goal mouth. Ooal-
hungry Ohiri flashed by the pros-
trate goalie and blasted the ball
into the goal from two feet away.

After Amherst tied the score on
a penalty kick by Larry DeWitt,
Ohiri amazed the Amherst-favor-
ing crowd with his ability. He
gained control of the ball at the
edge of the penalty area and turn-
ed his back to the goal, dribbling
back and forth until he felt his

PROJECTS OF THE BELL SYSTEM

range from the reaches of space
Unretouched time oxposuro shows Echo 1 communications satellite (iono line)

crouino tlie heavens right to left. Shorter lines are stars "in motion."

to the depths of the sea

Our job is providing communications

of all kinds, wherever needed -wliether

in the northern snows to flash word of

possilsle enemy missile attack, or in your

home or college, or In serving the

nation's business.

When we can't fill a need off the shelf,

then we start fresh and create the answer

to the problem. We've done that hurv

dreds of times.

We began transatlantic radiotelephone

••rvlce in 1927. Then we developed the

world's first undersea telephone cables

to speed calls between continents.

We handled the world's first telephone

conversation via satellite. And we have

started development of an Important

world-wide communications system em-

ploying satellites.

When industry and government needed

a way of gathering huge amounts of

coded information from distant points,

we were ready with our vast telephone

network and Data-Phone, which can

Actual undersea photo dt telephone cable off coast of Florida.

transmit mountains of data at extremely

high speeds.

And so it goes-Long Distance service,

Direct Distance Dialing, the Transistor,

the Solar Battery-a succession of firsts

which goes back to the invention of the

telephone Itself.

Universal communications-the finest,

most dependable anywhere-are what we

deliver. Inside; for home, office, or plant.

Outside: on land, under the sea, through

the air.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Co-Coptoin BILL RYAN
defender was out of po.silion. Then
he moved quickly to his left,

whirled on his left foot, and lined

the ball past Scolnlck.

Second Half
The rain fell harder In the sec-

ond half, but Ohiri was not daun-
ted. He scored his third goal by
heading the ball between tlie two
Amherst fullbacks at midfidd and
outracing tliem toward the goal.

He slipped as he crossed the pen-
alty line and with his left foot

directed the ball into the goal's

lower right hand corner.

His last tally came as he again
outraced the Amherst defenders

and fired a liner into the upper
right corner.

Amherst made the final score

4-2 as their top scorer. Ken Gar-
ni, put a shot in midway tlirough

the fom-th period.

In summary, Ohiri can aiid will

score If he gets the ball. Amherst
limited his output in the only pos-

sible way, by keeping the ball

from him. Guarding Ohiri was De-
Witt, a fine center half, and it

was DeWitt's speed and heading
ability which kept the Nigerian
from scoring more often.

Ohiri will not move more than
a few steps to get the ball, and
this is his weakness. Once in con-
trol, he is almost unstoppable. He
dribbles quickly, he runs with
blinding speed, and his right foot

shoots line drives like a rifle.

The Williams' Plan
Commenting on Saturday's con-

test Eph coach Chaffee said suc-

cintly, "Harvard is tough.'' Chaf-
fee added that he thinks Ohiii is

not a superman, but is like Trin-
ity's star last season. Alex Guild.

Chaffee is not planning to re-

vamp his defense to halt Ohiri
today. He expects to play Ohiri
man-to-man. having center-half

John O'Donnell cover tlie Nigeri-

an. O'Donncll is a "lean and
mean" player, who changes direc-

tion quickly, traps and dribbles

well, and can be expected to go
for the ball and get it away from
Ohiri. O'Donnell seldom heads
(Ohiri put one in the goal with
his head Saturday, but the goal
did not count).

As a secondary plan "Chafe"
may go with a four man line and
drop Inside Doug Maxwell back to

help O'Donnell keep Ohiri from
shooting.

Most of the Eph problems will

evolve out of attempting to keep
Ohiri's supporting cast from feed-

ing him. Tops In this group are
center-half Billy Ward, a sopho-
more who bounced two shots off

the goal-posts in the Amherst
contest, and the wing halves. Em-
manuel Boye. a Ghanian who at-

tended school with Ben Kofi, and
Tony Davles.

Also good are grand-standing
goalie John Adams and left wing
Michael Kramer. Eph co-captain
Bill Ryan, who will guard Kram-
er, stated Saturday that the Crim-
son wing will not dribble by him
on the outside as he constantly
did against Amherst. The other
Eph co-captain. Skip Rutherford,

"

is appreciably faster than the full-

back who will guard him. Louis
Williams. Williams is big. and has
straight-ahead power and a big
kick, but Rutherford should be
able to skirt him with little trou-
ble.

The question Is: can Rutherford,
Kofi, and company outscore Ohi-
ri? Today, from Harvard, wlU
come the answer.



Lenmen Blast Panthers In Mud Football, 12-0

GRINNELL PREPARES TO PASS — Eph quarterback Bruce Grinnell

(left) runs to the right before passing over the Panther defenders.
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Harriers Finish 2nd
In Triangular Meet
Several tough breaks were in-

termingled with strong perfor-

mances as the Williams cross-

country team opened their season

at MIT with a second place fin-

ish in Saturday's triangular meet
with the host school and Spring-

field. A superb Springfield squad

won the meet with 22 points, Wil-
Uams had 48 and MIT 55.

Spike Kellogg had the best per-

formance for the Ephmen as he
put on a tremendous sprint at

the end of the race to defeat an
opponent from MIT by a yard in

the time of 21:07 to place fourth.

Rick Ash was second for Williams

as he finished seventh in 21:34,

John Kifner was ninth in 21:58,

Skip Gwiazda thirteenth in 22:18,

and Bud MuUer fifteenth in 22:22

to complete the scoring for the
Ephmen. Al Teipel, Dave Kieffer

and Leo Murray also ran for the

Ephmen but did not score as dis-

placers. Springfield won the meet
by taking the first three places,

with McDonald and Randell tieing

for first in the time of 20:20.

The Ephs' chances for victory

were dashed by several disappoint-

ments. The first was a knee in-

Jury to George Anderson, always
a strong runner on long, flat

courses like the four-mile MIT
coui'se; later John Foster made a

wrong turn at the two-mile mark
and became lost; and lastly Skip
Gwiazda collapsed one foot short
of the finish line and two oppon-
ents finished before he could be
aroused to finish.

Team manager Scott Verinis re-

ports that the first home meet of

the year will be this Saturday a-
gainst Bowdoln, with the Ephmen
posing as favorites.

Freshmen Top MIT,

Lose To Springfield

The freshmen cross-c o u n t r y
team had five good individual per-
formances to place second in a
triangular meet with MIT and
Springfield in their opening meet
Saturday at the Boston campus.
Springfield won the meet with 26
points, Williams had 48, and
MIT 55.

Phil KcKnight, Chuck Jennings,

Mike Brewer, Chuck Metcalf and
Ron Hubert were the top finish-

ers for the Ephmen. McKnight
and Jennings ran together to fin-

ish sixth and seventh In 15:51

and 15:52 respectively. Brewer al-

so broke the sixteen minute mark
to place ninth, Metcalf finished

eleventh in 16:12 and Hubert plac-

ed fifteenth in 16:31. Jim Knowles.
Olff Kessler and Len Gibson also

ran but did not figure in the scor-

ing. Parker of Springfield posted
the winning time of 14:57 over
the 3-mlle course.

The freshmen's next meet is at

home against Deerfleld today at

3 PJD.

Williams Golfers

To Play On L I.

Pour members of the Williams

golf team will joui-ney to the Beth
Paige Country Club on Long Is-

land this Saturday to compete in

the finals of the Eastern College

Athletic Conference golf tourney.

Saturday's play will consist of 36
holes of medal play.

Williams and Princeton are rat-

ed as the tournament favorites be-

cause of their team victories in

the regional qualifying rounds.

Last week at Dartmouth Williams
finished first out of 15 teams
while Princeton was winning the

southern division qualifier in New
Jersey.

Playing for Williams Saturday
will be Jim Watts, captain of the
team; Dick Cappalli, another sen-
ior and letterman from last year's

team; and two members from last

year's outstanding freshmen golf

team. Hank Winner and Ted Eb-
berts.

Frosh Booters Meet

First Opponent Today
By Gary E. Martinelll '65

"More depth and promise than
last year," were the optimistic

words of Coach Henry Flynt in

regard to his hard-drilled corps of

thirty-four Freshman soccer play-
ers.

With this healthful attitude and
two pre-season scrimmage victor-

ies over the North Adams State
Teachers College Varsity and the
Deerfield Academy J.V., the hard-
toes are anticipating their official

opener with Hotchkiss there to-

day. In defeating North Adams 5-

1, five different individuals figur-

ed in the scoring. The opening
tally was registered by left-wing
Dave Dilman; the second came off
the head of calculating center for-
ward Bob Felder. Dave Wilson ac-
counted for another marker on a
penalty shot. The final goals were

Continued from Page I, Col. 1

The second half was more ev-

enly played. With 7 minutes gone

in the third period Middlebury

notched Its first down on a pass

from Morse to Al Ross. This some-

what belated accomplishment

drew a frustrated cheer from the

large crowd, who found even such

a small achievement a bright

spot in what was otherwise such

a bleak day for Panther adher-

ents.

Defense Holds

Soon, the cold wet fans had ev-

en more to cheer about. After re-

turning a short punt to the Wil-

liams 40, Mlddlebm-y mounted its

longest sustained drive of the day,

when it put together two conse-

cutive first downs. The second one

put the ball on the Williams 8.

Even here, however, the Eph de-

fense looked like it was having no
difficulty. After two running plays

and a messed up pass attempt, the

ball was on the 12. On fourth

down, Gordie Van Ness took
a screen pass from Morse, and
headed for the goal line, but the

alert Eph defense broke through
to smash him at the five. With
anly eight minutes left in the

iame, Middlebury was through.

Statistically and otherwise, the
iophomore backs were brilliant.

Todd led the way with 90 yards
in 19 carries. Stanley, making
most of his yardage up the middle
ind off tackle, had 75 in 22 car-
ries, while Hagy had 46 yards in

10 tries. Yet, even so, It was the
line's day. With Gripekoven and
devastating linebackers Mike
R e i 1 y and Choppy Rhelnfrank
leading the way, the Ephs were
pushing the Middlebury running
attack backwards for most of the

scored by inside-left Ron Mc-
Glynn and rightwing Ham Dun-
can, the latter after deftly drib-

bling by North Adams fullbacks.

Highlighting the Deerfield

scrimmage, in which Bob Felder
accounting for two of the team's
four goals, was the election of

halfbacks John Storey and John
Trainer as co-captains. These men
along with forwards Hunt Haw-
kins and Ken Ryder, halfbacks
Mort Hodgson, Stan Coerr, and
John Griefen, fullbacks Dave
Bjnrne, Art Wheelock, and Carl
Mclnerney, and goalies John Gep-
son and Bill O'Neal certainly
loom as potential Williams soc-
cer limelighters.

r.i

Cont. Daily from 1 to 10:30

Paramount Theatre - N. A.
TODAY thru SAT.
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GRKORirPECK-imNIVEN

ANIHONrQUINN.cuaHKEMMS
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At: 1:35 - 4:50 - 8:05

Dafly decisions plague everyone.
But when they have to do with
a future career, they're really a

problem.

If your indecisions fall in this

area, you might try looking into

the advantages of a career in

life insurance sales, leading to

sales management. We're look-

ing for young men with initia-

tive, young men who want job

opportunities that will grow with
them. And we're equipped to

start you on your training pro-

gram now, while you're still in

school.

Just call our office, or write
for the free booklet, "Cc,w2r
Opportunities"

RICHARD W. SWETT

St. Anthony Hall

GL 8-9211

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Uta Insurance Company

of Philadelphia

iL^iJM
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Possible African Union
Subject of Discussion
"Can we really speak of an

Africa?" asked Robert Oakley
Collins of the history department.

This question, and the many pro-

blems which arise from any at-

tempt to answer it, was the sub-

ject of a panel discussion Tues-

day evening in Griffin Hall.

Sponsored by the Foreign Stu-

dents Committee, the program
featured three African students

and two Americans who had spent

the summer in Africa on the

Crossroads project: Ben Kofi of

Ghana, Teklu Neway of Ethiopia,

Mike Ogola of Uganda, and John
Shoaff and Mike Nlebllng of Wil-

liams.

Neway opened the discussion by
expressing his faith that "if given

the chance, the great majority of

the African people would vote for

one, united country. The people

of Africa share a common heri-

tage and a common blood. Al-

though social customs may differ,

the underlying attitude toward
these matters is the same." The
seemingly divisive differences a-

mong the African countries are

usually based on the effects of

different colonial powers.

The one-ness of Africa was also

stressed by Kofi: "All of the

countries spring from a common
root. All had the same suffering:

colonialism, imperialism, slavery."

"We could agree that there is

an Africa if we could agree that

there was an African," pointed

out Ogola. He used the melting

pot of American life as demon-
stration that seemingly diverse

groups and origins could be mold-
ed into a common people.

Political Problems
Neibling, who spent the summer

in Guinea, called attention to

certain political factors which
seem characteristic of the emerg-
ing African nations. The diffi-

culties In establishing liberal dem-
ocracy in these areas spring from
the need for a strong leader a-

round which the country can be
united and from the common her-

itage of anti-colonialism and an-

ti-imperialism which has as its

target the West and its Institu-

tions.

However, Shoaff also pointed

out the dangers of assuming a
national consensus when there are

still very strong elements, like tri-

balism, which act to oppose these

unifying tendencies.

Many small countries, each
clinging to its rights as an inde-

pendent sovereign state, divide Af-
rica, particularly the western ar-

ea, a series of units which make
the prospects of union small.

The presence of wiilte settlers
who refuse to accept their role as
Africans in a native-dominated
society despite the willingness, in
fact, eagerness of the Africans to
have the aid and support of these
people presents a crucial problem.
Similarly, the intrusions of the
Cold War and the claims of both
East and West serve to divert at-
tention from the primary issue of
African unity. Kofi summed up
the general feeling of the group
in saying that "Ideologies of both
sides are not really important to
us, we must work out our own
institutions and ways of doing
things. The most important goal
of all is pan-Africanism."

Friday Night Dance
Overruled By New
Faculty Committee
In accordance with a persistent

rumor, the Purple Key Society had
attempted to sponsor a dance to-
night in Baxter Hall. The propos-
ed band was a well-known rock-
n-roll group, Johnny and the Hur-
ricanes. These proposals were ov
verruled by the new Undergradu-
ate Standing Committee.
Terry Davis, president of the

Purple Key, stated that the dance
was an effort of the Key to raise

money for their various functions.

"It was to be an informal rock
'n' roll party for the dates that
were already on campus for Sat-
urday's game rather than the
more formal all-college dance. We
also offered to terminate the af-

fair at 11:00 p.m. so it would not
interfere with classes the follow-

ing day.

Freeman Foote, a member of the

Undergraduate Standing Commit-
tee and chairman of the Faculty
Discipline Subcommittee, made
these comments on tlie decision:

"Experience has shown that a Fri-

day night dance leads to extreme-
ly poor attendance at Saturday
classes. Even if the dance term-
inated at 11:00, the music and
beer would probably lead to fur-

ther parties in the fraternities.

This would lead to the same sit-

uation as Houseparties.

"This decision does not rule out

all activities on Friday nights.

However, It does represent an op-

position to activities as disruptive

as a rock 'n' roll dance." He add-

ed that a jazz or folk singing con-

cert, similar to those previously

held on Houseparties, would be a

"borderline case," in terms of ac-

ceptability to the faculty.

Erik von Keuhnelf-Leddihn discussing his lecture on "Colonialism:
Myth and Reality" with students and faculty at DKE House following his
address at Jesup Hall.

College Chest Fund Poster Ruined;

SC Objects To Competitive Charity
An innovation in the Williams

College Chest Fund drive met
with disaster late Monday night.

As a spur for its publicity, the

Ciiest Fund Committee had con-

structed a huge comparative pos-

ter to be set up in the Student
Union during the week-long drive.

Depicting the relative contribu-

tions of the i.idividual houses and
each of the freshman entries, tlie

poster was forcefully removed and
destroyed Monday night.

The poster displayed 15 ther-

mometers for the fraternities, 14

for the freshman entries and one

for the Independents. The mea-
sures were divided into ten $1.00

units. The Committee would have

divided the denominations of each
group by its total membership and
then listed the results on the

graph.

The eight-foot board was as-

sembled Monday evening and
placed near the snack bar. Tues-

day morning, it was found muti-

lated near the south-west door of

Baxter. Apparently objectors,

failing in their attempt to remove

the large poster from the build-

ing, disassembled it as best they

could on the spot.

Social Council Discussion

The subject of the poster was

Drought up Tuesday night at the

Social Council meeting. Several

members expressed the view that

such a display was "in poor taste,"

not only in that it introduced the

element of competition into a

charity drive, but that it also

served as a "tool for rushing".

Several house members were said

to have stated that they would

not contribute to the drive until

the poster came down.

Although a sentiment vote went
heavily against the re-erection of

3 One - Acts Open AMT Season
The formal opening of the Ad-

ams Memorial Theatre's 1961-62

season will take place this week-
end. Three one act plays will be
presented in the experimental the-

atre on Friday and Saturday
nights at 8:30.

The plays, open to the public
at no charge are "Hope is the
Thing With Feathers," by Rich-

ard Harrity, Edward Albee's "The
Sandbox," and "Krapp's Last

Tape," by Samuel Beckett.

The AMT policy with regards

to the experimental theatre pro-

ductions, as set up last year, will

again be followed this year. The
three plays will be directed by un-

dergraduates Steve Pokart, Ash
Crosby, and Bill Barry. While the

Leddihn oddrtiitt Jnup ouditnca on Colonioliim, with (tudant proteit

fgni in bockground.

program is under the general su-

pervision of Philip Meeder, assis-

tant to the Director of the AMT,
the largest possible percentage of

tasks will be assumed by students.

The plays making up the pro-

gram are, as is usual for experi-

mental productions, highly stimu-

lating and interesting works that

are usually not presented to the

public with a full dramatic treat-

ment. "Krapp's Last Tape" is a

monologue and will be directed by

Steve Pokart. "The Sandbox", an
avante-garde piece, will be direct-

ed by Ash Crosby. Bill Barry will

take over the Job of directing

"Hope is the Thing With Feath-
ers," a happy-sad drama about a

group of bums in a New York
park and their search for a lit-

tle purpose in the form of food.

Other productions scheduled for

the first semester are the annual
freshman revue, October 28;

"Death of a Salesman,'' November
2, 3, and 4; "Tartuffe," December
7, 8, and 9; and two experimental
plays January 10, 11, 12, and IS,

the poster. Council President Chip
Black declared that the issue was
minor and that the vote was by
no means an ardent expression of
sentiment.

Arms Control Expert
To Discuss Parleys

Mon. Night In Jesup
Thomas C. Schelling, professor

of economics at Harvard and re-
search associate at the Center for
International Affairs at Harvard,
will speak Monday night at 8:00
in Jesup Hall on "Negotiating
with the Russians on Arms Con-
trol."

Schelling is a pioneer in 'he
analysis of the bargaining pro-
cess between parties which have
both opposed and mutual inter-

ests, especially when agreements
must be tacit. He started with
bargaining between management
and unions, and in the last sev-

eral years has concentrated on
strategy and bargaining in the

cold war, most lately with respect

to arms control negotiations.

He is recognized as one of the

principal authorities on the rela-

tion of national security policy

and arms control. He has written

two books—one witli M. H. Hal-
perin for the Twentieth Century
Fund, Strategy and Arms Control
on disarmament and one by him-
self on strategy in bargaining.

The Strategy of Conflict.

His previous experience includ-

es Europe with the Marshall Plan,

Washington, D. C, with the For-

eign Aid Agency, member of the

Yale economics department, and
a consultant to RAND Corpora-

tion.

Leddihn Presents

Colonial Theory

^Liberal Monarchist

In Heated Debate

On Colonialism
By Edward Volkman

Erik Rittcr von Keuhnelt-Led-
dihn explored the intricacies of
tlie "Myth and Reality of Colon-
ialism" Wednesday evening in
Jesup Hall. The audience, which
filled the balcony but was sparser
on tlie main floor, met his re-
marks with mixed reactions.

Grcylock Dialecticians Picket
Leddihn, who was brought to

Williams under the auspices of
the Williams Young Conservatives
with the aid of funds supplied by
the Intercollegiate Society of In-
dividuahst, was met by poster-
wielding students. These protest-
ers, members of an organization
calling itself the Greylock Dialec-
ticians, objected to the idea of
using college property and the
college name to bring speakers of
a particular political persuasion
to this school. Their objections
were based on the source of funds,
ISI and several private citizens

having no connection with Wil-
liams College, and the lack of
lontrol over this organization on
the part of either the administra-
tion or the College Council. Their
placards bore legends such as, "If

fliy right hand offend thee, cut
it off," and, "Free Algeria." One
poster bore a likeness of the late

Patrice Lumumba with the ques-
tion, "Who killed Lumumba?"
However, despite the posters

and the illusion that the balcony
of Jesup was serving as the local

meeting place for the bearded An-
archists of America, Leddihn
spoke for an hour and one half

without incident.

Colonialism is historical law

Leddihn began his remarks by
asserting that colonialism is a law
of history. He cited examples of

ancient colonialisms which result-

ed in the founding of many of the

states that are now themselves
colonial powers. Arguing that as

a law of history, colonialism
could neither be praised or criti-

cized, he maintained that each
case of colonial activity must be
judged separately. He admitted
that colonialism could be bad as

well as good.

He pointed out that, contrary

to popular assumption, the eco-

nomic motive was not the driving

force of colonialism. He cited mis-
sionary zeal, desire for adventure.

Continued on Page 2, Col. 5

Fraternity Committee Meets Again Saturday;

Markgraf Solicits Written Student Opinions

The Committee on Fraternity

Questions will meet in Williams-

town this weekend, it was an-
j

nounced by committee secretary

J. Hodge Markgraf '52. As yet, no
agenda has been set for the two- i

day session.
|

On Saturday the committee will

,

attempt to bring to a close the

introductory phase of its inves-

tigations. The purpose of this en-

deavor is to familiarize the mem-
bers of the committee with the

current state of the social sys-

tem and the student actions and
proposals concerned with it.

To meet this need, the commit-
tee will continue to hear certain

persons it has Invited to appear
before it as well as others who
have requested this opportunity to

present their views. Among those
scheduled to appear this Saturday
are two representatives of the In-
dependents.

The committee hopes to devote
Sunday to thought and discussion

on Its own, reviewing the material

and opinions presented to it thus

far. It will then determine its

course of action for the future.

Markgraf, pointing out that so

far no one has presented any
written expressions of opinion in

regard to fraternity questions, re-

iterated that he is eagerly await-

ing whatever communications in-

terested persons wish to make to

the committee.

'Love' In Daily Chapel

Five faculty members will

speak next week in daily cha-
pel, 12:00 to 12:10, on the topic

"What is Love?":
Monday: Mr. Lazlo Versenyl -

Philosophy Department
Tuesday: Mr. William Grant -

Biology Department

Wednesday: Mr. Donald Olf-
ford - English Department

Thursday: Mr. Jolin Chandler -

Religion Department
Friday: Mr. William Little -

German Department
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Faculty Pateraalism

The unfortunate decision concerainf; entertainment for Bow-
doin weekend made recently by the Faculty Cominittee on Under-
graduate Standing has a dual significance. Its first, and im-
mediate significance is for the individual student. Its second,

and more far reaching significance, is for the educational process

at Williams College,

For the individual student, tliis decision is somewhat puzzling.

It proposes to reheve him of the burden of responsibility for his

own attendance at, and mental conditioning during, Saturday
classes. At a school where students are expected, at least os-

tensibly, to develop a sense of personal responsibility this tyije

of academic paternalism seems incongruous.

The intrusion of a condescending hand into a domain which
must, at a liberal arts school, be the responsibility of the student
is unwarranted. Further, it is possible that Saturday classes are not
worth protecting by any means, warranted or unwarranted. It is

possible that they represent a form of scholastic masochism that

should long since have vanished from the Williams Campus,

Tlie wider implications of this faculty decision are no more
encouraging tlian the immediate implications for the student.

Such legislation is not only a degrading condescension but re-

flects an attitude which seems in conflict with the basic tenets of
a liberal arts education—an attitude which reduces education to

rigidly required production. Such an attitude interprets the per-
fection of education in terms of greater work load, and jealously
guards overly rigid requirements such as the six day class sche-
dule. Only a madman would argue against work requirements.
But one seems only slightly less mad to push rigid requirements
to the point where education is reduced to academic busywork.

A truly liberal education demands of the student more than
just required production. It demands a certain development within
the student—a self consciousness. Such a development requires
a sense of responsibility on the part of the student. This sense
of responsibility is derived from freedom—freedom from overly
rigid academic requirements.

If tlie Williams student is to gain a truly liberal education,
if this possibility is to be open to him, two things are required.
First, if he is to undertake a very difficult self development,
he must feel the major responsibility for his own education. Sec-
ond, if he is to feel this requisite sense of personal responsibility,

he must be free from academic rigidity. His sense of responsibility
must not be vitiated through a paternalism designed to maintain
the rigidity which threatens to suffocate him.
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To The RECORD:
Chest Fund Poster:
Monday evening, the Williams

College Chest Fund set up a pos-

ter in the Student Union display-

ing 30 thermometers, divided Into

10 $1.00 units. The fraternities,

freshman entries, and nonafflll-

ates were thus represented In a
comparative manner.
When news of the Fund's board

trickled out, prior to Its place-

ment In Baxter, Social Council
President Chip Black received sev-

eral phone calls from fraternity

members objecting to the prospec-
tive competition. It was felt that
the poster was slanting and
cheapening the drive by allowing
rushing to become an element in

the fund-raising. Monday night,

after the Student Union had been
closed, certain persons took it up-
on themselves to remove and de-
stroy the poster.

The purpose of the poster, of
course, was to inspire competition.
Spurred by a high goal and press-

ing committments, the Committee
felt that very few students would
be left destitute by a $10 contri-

bution. The amount asked cer-

tainly is not a great one—and the
fact Is, each student has nearly
half his tuition paid for by char-
ity, in the form of the Williams
Endowment Fund. (It might be
idded that the amount of money
donated by each graduated class
is listed comparatively on Endow-
ment Fund publicity literature.)

The belief that the chart serves
as a "tool for rushing" Is entire-
ly fallacious. The Freshmen are

hardly aware of the exlatence of

the fraternity system as yet, and
any Junior advisor will testify to

this. The attitude which links the

poster to rushing Is based on an
lUuslonary obsession with rushing

that exists solely within the sys-

tem. It Illustrates an extraordin-

ary concern and fear of rushing

In certain areas of the college.

The poster was set up to play

upon competitive spirit. The idea

came from a previous poster used
three years ago In a very success-

ful drive. The method Is really no
different than the manner by
which blood donations are encour-

aged.

In a sentiment vote, the Social

council registered disapproval of

the poster 13-1-1. It is unfortun-
ate that the use of the fraternity

system In a beneficial manner
such as this should come under
criticism. Both Reverend Eusden
and Manton Copeland, Rushing
Arbiter, supported the Idea of the

poster 100 per cent. Mr. Copeland
stated that It was picayune and
annoying to have the question of
rushing brought into positive

campus activities. He also felt that
Freshman should be familiarized

to an extent with the Williams
social system.

Perhaps, later in the year, the
destroyers of the poster can form
vigilante committees, and, when
academic averages and Intramur-
al scores are posted they can
prowl around In the dead of night
removing these malicious listings.

BiU Hubbard '63

Faculty Eliminated Houseparties Last Year
Through Adoption Of Multi-Purpose Sched.
Implicit in the 1961-1962 college

calendar is the abolition of the
traditional two-day Houseparty
Weekend.
Professor J. Clay Hunt, chair-

man of the Calendar Committee,
claimed that the revised calendar
was not produced for the purpose
of destroying Houseparties. Its
main goal was solely "to get a
better balanced calendar."' Howev-
er, the faculty clearly understood
that "by removing the holiday,

they were also removing House-
parties. This was done on the un-
derstanding that the Dean would
work out a readjustment of the
social schedule with student lead-
ers.

Hunt stated that this year's cal-

endar contains several new fea-

tures that the Committee felt were
more advantageous than House-
party Weekend. For one, there will

be no Saturday classes for both
the Amherst and Wesleyan week-
ends. Also, at the beginning of the
second semester there will be no
Saturday classes on Career Week-
end. These additions will elimin-
ate the "makeshift" classes at
4:00 and 5:00 on Friday—these
were "not very conducive to ac-
ademic pursuits."

A third advantage is a two week
Spring vacation rather than the
usual ten day break. "With class-
es reconvening at the beginning
of the week, rather than Wednes-
day, the student art of appearing
for the first Wednesday class, and
then vanishing till Monday, will
become obsolete."

Dean Brooks said that the fac-
ulty decision on the abolition of
the Houseparty holiday "left op-
en the question of acceptable Fri-
day night activities. This matter
was decided last week by the Un-
dergraduate Standing Committee's
decision opposing a band for the
Bowdoln weekend. The motivation
for the band, however, was the
Purple Key's need to raise funds,
rather than strong student opin-
ion.

"The Amherst and Wesleyan
weekends were always bad from
the viewpoint of Saturday class-
es," Dean Brooks continued.
"Thus both were made college hol-
idays by the new calendar. To a-
void having three college holidays
in the fall, the Houseparty holi-
days were abolished."

Dean Brooks added that "the
general consensus had been that
the two-day Houseparty was on
its way out." No strong feeling,

either pro or con, was expressed
in the Social Council. "The all-
coUege dances were never well-at-
tended, and the sponsor of each
Houseparty always had financial

difficulties. The Impression was
that a minority of the student
body were in favor of Housepart-
ies, while the majority were eith-
er apathetic or opposed.''

Last spring the Purple Key di-
rected a survey of student opin-
ion on the over-all question of
the Houseparty Weekend. Chip
Black, former president of the
Key, stated that over 80 per cent
of the student body were in favor
of maintaining the Houseparty
Weekend. Most, however, did rec-
ommend a greater variety of en-
tertainment. On the basis of this
survey the Key drew up a pro-
posal for a ten dollar tax on each
student to cover expenses for the
three Houseparties. The faculty
decision on the calendar, howev-
er, made this proposal Irrelevant,
and it was never acted upon.

First Eisenstein Film
Interprets Revolution
The Foreign Film Festival of the

Student Union Committee pre-
sented Sergei Klsensteln's "Ten
Days That Shook the World"
Wednesday night In the Rath-
skeller. The silent film, made in
1928, depicts the events of Octo-
ber, 1917, when the Bolsheviks
wrested control of the Revolu-
tion from the Kerensky provision-
al government.
The confusion and frenzied at-

tempts at action by all parties
during those hectic days is pre-
sented in a series of portrayals
of mob scenes, marching workers,
dissolving armies, triumphant rev-
olutionaries. Eisenstein makes use
of broadly satiric effects to char-
acterize the opposing forces to the
Bolsheviks.

Robert Walte of the history de-
partment led a discussion follow-
ing the movie. He pointed out that
"Ten Days That Shook the World"
must be evaluated within the con-
text of Communist aesthetics. As
Lenin said, "the truth Is that
which serves the revolution." In
this film, Eisenstein utilizes aes-
thetic effects for propagandlstic
purposes.

Cheat Fund
The progress of the Chest Fund

has been sporadic—encouraging
some nights, discouraging others
Roger Warren, '63. Chairman, sees
the need for a big push towards
the end of the week. "I am sure
the average WllUams student can
easily afford a $10 contribution
and would donate wlUlngly u he
knew the vital need for thU mon-
ey,- he said.

Colonialism Lecture
Contlnutd from Pag* 1, Col, S

patriotism, and national "vanity"
as primary motives for coloniza-
tion. To buttress this assertion he
noted that the only German col-
ony operating at a profit before
World War I was Togoland. Al-
so, the Belgian Congo was oper-
ated at a loss from 1908 to 1940
and at a profit only between 1940
and 1957. (He was referring to
its operation as a Belgian colony
and did not consider the period
in which the Congo was the per-
sonal property of the Belgian
King Leopold.

Leddlhn argued that very often
the mother country's colonial of-

fice tried to protect the natives

from abuse by the colonists. He
referred specifically to Spain's pol-

icy vis vis South America and the

British policy in the American col-

onies. He made reference to a sec-

tion of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence in which the colonials

were purported to have chastised

Great Britain for protecting the

Indians. The section referred to

appears in the middle of the Dec-

laration, in what Leddlhn called

the "fine print which nobody
reads." However, a careful read-

ing of the aforementioned pass-

age will show that what the Brit-

ish are actually charged with is

supplying weapons to the Indians

and encouraging them to use

same against the colonists.

Liddihn proceeded from his

historical treatment of the colon-

ial phenomenon to a specific ex-

amination of Africa at the pres-

ent time. His whole argument, he

said, tm-ned on the concept of

"timetable". He used the analogy

of a parent's duty toward an ad-

olescent child that wished to run

away. He argued that the Africans

were not capable of making their

way in the world. (When aslced

later what the parent should do

if the child is running away to

become educated because the par-

ent refuses to educate him, Lid-

dihn had no answer.) He pointed

out, quite properly, that there

were many obstacles to African

independence; the complex tribal

structure, the lack of education

and the vestiges of ancient cul-

tures and practices (he cited many
examples of remaining barbar-

isms) which are unsuited to a

modern industrial society.

He pointed to many occurences

of political dictatorship In those

countries which have already be-

come independent, and expressed

a preference for alien control as

opposd to homegrown dictator-

ship. This was consistent with his

Liberal Monarchist view which
places its emphasis on personal

liberty.

In the question periods, espec-

ially at the DKE House, it be-

came evident that his antagon-
ists agreed that there were many
problems in achieving independ-
ence for the African countries.

The disagreement arose over the

issue of how one moves towards
solving these problems. Liddihn
was perfectly satisfied with the

colonial policies of the European
ooimtries, whereas his questioners

continually pointed out how little

had been done In one hundred or

so years of colonial control to

bring the natives closer to Inde-

pendence. Angola was repeatedly

pointed to as an example of col-

onial malfeasance. It was point-

ed out that 0.5 per cent of the

native population had achieved

the status of asimilados which is

granted to literate natives. Fur-

ther, it was pointed out that all

natives must still carry workcards
or face jail terms, that a native

curfew is enforced, that native

slave labor Is employed on plan-

tations, that no journalist has ev-

er been permitted into Angola and

that all correspondence Is censor-

ed before It leaves Angola. Led-

dlhn finally fell between the two

stools of Liberalism and Monar-
chlsm. He was forced into a pos-

ition where in order to maintain

personal liberty he would have to

resort to democratic process

which was unacceptable to him.

John Palm '62 and George Ross

'62, co-Chairmen of the Oreylock

Dialecticians, provided an interes-

ting footnote to the evening by

reveaUng that they had sent a

challenge to Jim Campaign '62 to

debate the topic, "Resolved: Bed
China should be admitted to the

United NaUons."



Berkshire Symphony Opens Series;

Griswold Leads Beethoven Concert
The Berkshire Symphony Or

chestra will open Its 17th season
next Tuesday night at 8:30 In

Chapln Hall under the direction

of Thomas Orlswold, assistant
professor of music at Williams.

Tickets for the all-orchestral

program, which will feature works
of Beethoven, Hlndemlth and
John McLennan, are available at

Harts' Drug Store, from the or-

chestra members, and also will be
on sale at the door the night of

the concert.

Griswold the conductor of the
Berkshire Symphony recently re-

turned from a two-week conduc-
tors' workshop with the Cincin-

nati Orchestra under the guidance
of its conductor, Max Rudolf. As

one of 10 men selected from this
country, Griswold directed the or-
chestra on four occasions, and
took part in ceremonies marking
the opening of the Cincinnati
Symphony's 67th season.

The Berkshire Symphony is em-
barking upon its second season
of three subscription concerts.
Subsequent programs will include
a Vienese night on Nov. 28, and
a joint performance of the
Brahms Requiem with the Glee
Clubs of Wellesley and Williams.

A season ticket di-ive currently is

under way in North Berkshire.

Subscriptions also may be ordered

by mail through the Berkshire

Symphony, Box 308, North Adams.

OnCantos
(.Aulfior of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Many

Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

with

THE DATING SEASON

I have recently returned from a tour of 950,000 American col-

leges where I made a survey of undergraduate dating customs

and sold mechanical dogs, and I have tabulated my findings

and I am now prepared to tell you the simple secret of successful

dating.

The simple secret is simply this: a date is successful when the

man knows how to treat tiie girl.

And liow does a girl like to be treated? If you want to know,

read and remember tlieso four cardinal rules of datuig:

1. A girl likes to be Irmled with respecl.

Wlicn you call for your girl, do not drive up in front of the

sorority house and yoU, "Hey, fat lady!" Get out of your car.

Walk respectfully t« thn door. Knock respectfully. When your

girl comes out, tug your forelock and say respectfully, "Good
evening, your honor." Then offer her a Marlboro, for what
creatrr respect can you show your girl than to offer Marlboro

with its fine flavor and exclusive selectrate filter? It will in-

dicate immediately that you respect her taste, respect her dis-

cernment, respect her intelligence. So, good buddies, before

going out on a date, always remember to buy some Marlboros,

available in soft pack or flip-top box in all 50 of the United

States and also Cleveland.

^&im lo k Uk^ {omfms

t. A girl likes a good listener.

Do not monopolize the conversation. I,et her talk while you

listen attentively. Make sure, however, that she is not herself

a good listener. I recollect a date I had once with a coed named

Greensleeves Sigafoos, a lovely girl, but unfortunately a listener,

not a talker. I too was a listener so we just sat all night long,

each with his hand cupped over his ear, straining to catch a

word, not talking hour after hour until finally a policeman came

by and arrested us both for vagrancy. I did a year and a day.

She got by with a suspended sentence because she was the so.e

support of her aged housemother.

S. A girl likes to be taken to nice places.

By "nice" places I do not mean expensive places. A girl does

not demand luxury. All she asks is a place that is plea.sant and

gracious. The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, for example. Or

Mount Rushmore. Or the Taj Mahal. Or the Bureau of Weights

and Measures. Find i)laces like these to take your girl. In no

circumstances must you take her to an oil-cracking plant.

i. A girl likes a man to be well-informed.

Come prepared with a few interesting facts that you can drop

casually into the conversation. Like this: "Did you know,

gnookicpuss, that when cattle, sheep, camels, goats, antelopes,

and other members of the cud-chewing family get up, they al-

ways get up hind logs first?" Or this: "Are you aware, Hotl.ps,

that com grows faster at night?" Or this: "By the way. Lover-

head, Oslo did not become the capital of Norway till July U,

1024."

If you can slip enough of these nuggets mto the conversation

before dinner, your date will grow too torpid to eat. Some men

ave up to a half million dollars a year this way.
'^ ® 1001 Mh ShulmAB

To th» lilt of tMno» gtrlt Hfce. odd the klng-tlze. un/rifered

Philip Morrit Commander. Gtrlt, men—in fact everybody

with a taite bud in hUhead—likes mild, natural Commander,

eo-tpontore with Marlboro of thit columiu

WYC Offers Active Format
By John F. Wilson

The property which every man
has in his own labor, as it is the
original foundation of all other
property, so it is the most sac-
red and inviolable.

—Adam Smith
This 18th century proposition,

basic to the liberal in its own
day, has in ours become one of

the foundation stones of the Con-
servatism of Meyer, Goldwater,
and Buckley. In sucli a view, gov-
ernment (instituted to procure the
blessings of "life, liberty, and the
pursuit of liappiness") best ful-

fills its mission by restraining it-

self.

"The governments ought to be
a negative rather than a positive

force in society," asserted Jim
Campaign, '62, nucleus of the
newly formed Williams Young
Consei-vatives. "In being positive

it tramples on people's Uberties.

Government should be small (and
since government is 'legalized co-
ercion,' so to speak) and since co-
ercion by anybody should be re-

garded as a threat ... we want it

restricted as much as possible."

As an example he noted the Con-
servative stand against broad
foreign economic aid "because it

tends to create socialist oligar-

chies in the barely civilized coun-
tries."

St. John Gains Senate

Slot Vacated By Cramei

Republican Edmund R. St. Johr
polled nearly 73 per cent of thi

Williamstown vote to capture the

Berkshire senatorial seat vacated

by Robert Cramer. St. Jolm, an
Adams resident, defeated his De-
mocratic opponent, Thomas Woj-
towski, by a district vote of 12,364

to 8,968.

On this foundation Campaign
hopes to bring together the Con-
servative forces on the campus as

an effective counter-force to what
he terms the "undisciplined liber-

als." A constitution Is being pre-

pared for the Young Conserva-
tives, and active campaigning is

under way. Erik Ritlcr von Keuh-
nelt-Lcddihn, speaking Wednes-
day, Is the first of their contribu-

tions to the Williams community.
Campaign hopes to sponsor two
other speakers later in the year:

"Hopefully Milton Friedman or

David McCord-Wright in Febru-
ary and probably a politician lat-

er on, after Spring Vacation.''

Refugees From Liberalism

Defining the goals of the group
as "Education for what we be-

lieve should bD the prevailing po-
litical philosophy," Campaign
went on to say: "All we're doing
is offering an alternative the col-

lege doesn't. We feel the best way
to make good liberals and conser-

vatives is to have their views
tested. The liberals aren't being
made good liberals," he main-
tained, "because what tliey're do-
ing isn't tliinliing, it's memoriz-
ing. I think it's unfortunate the
liberal doesn't have the chance to

test his ideas. They act from the

best of motives . . . but all they
have to do is look around to see

the results are catastrophic as

far as society is concerned."

Basically the Young Conserva-

tives will be relying on guest

speakers (financed by private

contributors and by loans from

the Intercollegiate Society of In-

dividualists), discussion meetings,

and literature as their chief wea-

pons in pressing their cause.

"Probably not more than 10 or 15

per cent of the student body is

ideologically concerned." he con-

tinued. "If we can form an anchor

at one end of the ideological spec-

trum, we may be able to Influence

the broad middle."

Reprints And Magazines
If anything, the Consei-vatives

promise to be active. He noted

that an article by Russell Kirk

("The College and Authority") is

already being reprinted for mass
distribution, especially to the

freshmen. And this year, as last,

the pamphlet Will America Ever

Learn? is slated for distribution.

Conservative magazines such as

the National Review, Insight and
Outlook, the New Individualists

Review, and the New Guard, or-

gan of the Y.A.P. have been made
available on Spring Street.

Not that liberalism is all bad,

though. "If men were angels, I'd

be a liberal myself," said Cam-
paign thoughtfully.

Bennington Banner Bemoans Building Blaze;

Bookseller, Barber, Barrister Homeless Too
A fire, which is thought to have

originated in the downstairs shop
of the Bennington Banner, com-
pletely demolished the building

which housed the newspaper's of-

fices and caused extensive dam-
age to six other stores on the vil-

lage's Main Street in Bennington.
The fire started around 11 p.m.

on Oct. 10th and burned out of

control throughout the night,

withstanding the efforts of a
number of area fire companies.

The Banner building, as it was
called, housed the Bennington
Bookshop, a barber's office, and
a lawyer's office. The two-story
frame building was completely
gutted and was nothing more
than a massive pile of charred
and smouldering timbers when
day broke on Oct. llth. Total los-

ses from the fire were estimated
at $800,000.

The building, originally a priv-
ate residence, had stood for more
than 100 years and was the or-
iginal home of the paper when it

was founded in 1903 by the late
Frank Howe. It was the scene of
another fire in November of 1958.

New Press Saved

Fortunately, the paper's new
$100,000 offset press which was
installed only two days before the
fire, was saved, as were the old
printing press and several of the
linotype machines. Tliey were lo-

cated in the concrete sliop behind
the building, protected by sliding

steel fire doors from the rest of

the building.

The paper continued to publish,

printing the papers at the Berk-
shire Eagle, the Banner's sister

publication. The news room was
set up temporarily in the Knights
of Columbus building, in time to

write of the building's fire for the
Oct. llth edition.

Among the other stores burned
was the Paradise Restaurant,
which had just completed a re-

decorating job. Losses to the res-

taurant were estimated at $500,-

000.

Here's deodorant protection

YOU CAN TRUST
Old Spice Sticl( Deodorant... /astest, neatest way to all-

day, every day protection! It's the active deodorant for

active men ... absolutely dependable. Glides on smoothly,

speedily. ..dries in record time. Old Spice Slick Deodorant

—most convenient, most economical deodorant money can

buy. 1.00 plus tax.
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The World of Susie Wong
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Oxford Professor Tdks At Smith;

Analyses JFK Cold War Obstacles
Speaking before an overflowing

crowd at Smith College last week,

Professor Max Beloff of Oxford

University urged the Kennedy ad-

ministration to extend further Its

Influence along the cold war bat-

tlefronts.

The professor of government
advocated two major foreign af-

fairs policies in coping with this

unparalleled period of extended

hostility that is tempered by mu-
tual fear. At the same time he

warned of the problems created

by the growing importance of the

smaller nations.

"boundaries of . . . concern"

The initial policy cited by Bel-

off was the establishment of

"boundaries of proper concern"

informing the Soviets of the

points beyond which the United

States would employ its nuclear

arms.
Secondly, a determined attempt

to influence world affairs to the

U.S. point of view by means of

action and intervention is, he said

essential to free world security.

In the initiation and advoca-
tion of these points, Beloff noted

that the present administration

has to take into account the ec-

onomic and political problems
fostered by the existance of "100

sovereign states making up the

arena within which American
foreign policy has to pass."

The gray-haired professor of

government went on to point out
the past difficulty of Imposing
upon the European nations mili-

tary and economic union was
slight compared that of dealing
with the Asian, African, and La-
tin American nations.

U.S. must gamble
He continued that the United

States must gamble on the possi-

bility that the problems can be
resolved without a return to the
totalitarian system and stated
the need of intervention respect-
ing national pride and avoidance
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"Bardot is still the French sex-
pot. But under Clouzot's direction
she is much more." NY Daily News
"The frankness is remarkoble even
for a Bardot film. Under Clouzot's
direction it is a brushfire of fine
performances."

N. Y. Herald Tribune
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of taking sides In Internal pro-

blems.

In face of the fact that the U.S.

has Inevitably wound up taking

sides, on the New Frontier the

emphasis on quality of appoint-

ments has shifted from Internal

affairs to external affairs.

Period of . . . truces

The Oxford professor noted

that there appears to be ahead a

limitless period of negotiated

truces until the chasm of differ-

ence between American and Sov-

iet alms has been bridged.

This unreconcilable opposition

of society objectives is further

widened by the fact that in view
of the vast existing nuclear store-

houses, neither nation can enter

war believing that It will come
out whole.

Whom to help?

Beloff explained that the pres-

ence of these conditions raised

serious questions in determining
present foreign policy such as the
problem of alliences with Europe.
The fact that tacit recognition of

German division may occur might
rorce closer U.S. proximity to the
European alliance to hold Ger-
many with the West.

The problem of which countries

to aid and whether support would
be demanded in return for aid

were raised as resulting from the
existance of basic world differen-

ces.

Dr. Vincent Barnett

Will Be Co-Ordinator

Of Special Programs
Dr. Vincent MacD. Barnett Jr.,

who is A. Barton Hepburn Pro-

fessor of Government at Williams,

has been appointed co-ordinator

of special programs for the col-

lege. President John E. Sawyer
announced recently.

Barnett will continue his duties

as chairman of the Political Sci-

ence Department, as well as

chairman of the Center for De-
velopment Economics at Cluett

House.
His new duties will be to main-

tain general supervision of special

academic programs outside the

regular curriculum. Involved will

be such activities as the Cluett

Center, the Roper Public Opinion
Research Center, the Whiteman
Collection, and the summer pro-

grams which this year Included

the Institute of American Studies

for Executives, the John Hay Pel-

lows Pi-ogram for Secondary
School Teachers, and the Univer-
sity of Chicago sponsored session

for business economists, as well

as symposia in special fields of

biology and physics.

Barnett will work closely with
the directors of the year-round
centers and special groups to in-

sure that the college facilities will

be utilized in relation to compet-
ing demands for the resources. He
will coordinate with the offices of

the Treasurer and the Director of

Development to initiate or review
possibilities for other worthwhile
projects.

Music Groups Hit Freshman Quad;

Gail, Miller Lead Entertainers
By J. H. K. Davis II

Now that the "Do you Icnow

. . .

?" and "Where did you go to

school?" phases of conversation

have ended among the frosh,

deeper interests are coming to the

surface. One of these is music;

its appreciation and practice.

This reporter, after being lulled

into deep sleep by the cacophon-

ous oaths hurled nightly across

the quad, despairingly hoped that

this raw talent might someday be

incorporated into a constructive

effort to liven up the social activ-

ities of the class. Fortunately,

these hopes seem to be material-

izing as organized groups of one

sort or another present themsel-

ves.

Neo-Ephlats
Probably the most definite and

ambitious of these is an experi-

mental singing group the impetus
for which was supplied by Eric

Miller who last year sang for

Hacltley School under the direc-

tion of Warren Hunke '44. Model-
led somewhat along the lines of

the "Ephlats" this as yet un-
named collection of talent plans

to present a repertoire of the

standard college classics to any
and all girls' schools and colleges

that will pay to have them.
Miller says that for every per-

formance, a group of twelve will

be piclced from a basic roster of

sixteen, thereby giving all of those

who meet the criteria of "musical
ability and interest" a chance to

participate with the group and in-

dulge in

that will

shows.

the social advantagM
supposedly follow the

Singinr Halfbacks

An interview with Max Gall
brought to light another group
whose appearance on tlie musical
scene will be delayed because of a
common interest and participa-
tion In football of some of its

prospective members. Gall said
that plans are very indefinite ex-
cept that a group will be formed.
Because of the current demand
for roclcing, twisting music, the
group will probably cater to these
needs, although Jazz and perhap.s
a singing group will augment the
R&R format. Financial and aes-
thetic rewards will be the aim of
these Eph frosh, among whom
will probably be Bill Bennett and
his guitar, Gail, and George Re-
lyea or Ed Chase banging out the
blues on the keyboard.

Freshmen

Accommodations For

Parents

AT

Chimney Mirror

Motel

(opposite Howard Johnson't)

J^

LUCKY STRIKE
presents:

WHY ONLY 11 MEN ON A FOOTBALL TEAM? Because all the other students
are just too busy. Yes, busy doing research. studying/smZTLuckies
playing bongos, smoking Luckies, dating, partying. yiTi^glrofessoSand smoking Luckies-much too busy for football. Why so manv ''smS
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Kozelka To Handle Statistics

For Culture Pattern
Dr. Robert M. Kozelka, associ-

ate professor of mathematics, is

sliarlng a $30,000 grant for the

study of "Codes and Models in

Culture", with two professors in

New York and Ohio, The project

will Involve extensive use of data

in the Roper Public Opinion Re-
search Center at Williams.

The one-year grant to the three-

man team came from the Nation-

al Institute of Mental Health.

The senior team member is Dr.

John M. Roberts, professor of

anthropology at Cornell Univer-

sity. The third member is Dr. Bri-

an Sutton-Smith, assistant pro-

fessor of psychology at Bowling

Green State University.

By studying certain culture sub-

systems, such as kinship codes

and cultural facsimiles (i.e. games

and stories), the team hopes to

evolve rules or general hypothes-

Old Spice Products

Available at

HART'S
DRUG STORE

GL 8-4102

is concerning how individuals con-
trol the multitude of items which
make up a culture. By a better
understanding of these codes and
morals, they expect to get some
insight into how culture patterns
develop and to be able to make
meaningful and compact compar-
isons between differing cultures.

Predicting Social Behavior

One result of this study might
be the possibility of predicting so-

cial behavior on the basis of dev-
iation from normal patterns of
sub-culture control. The army and
big business have already discov-

ered, for example, that the way
people play war games and the
management games gives an in-

dication of how these people will

perform in real life.

Kozelka Is concerned with all

the problems of measurement, an-
alysis, and synthesis of data so

that the hypotheses and conclu-

sions can be tested statistically or
at least stated with precision.

A great deal of Kozelka's work
will be with the Roper Center,

which has in its files five and a

half million cards representing

2,000 surveys. The Roper Center

currently is processing a series of

questions which relate the propor-

tion of people with interests In

various kinds of games, stories,

movies, etc., to their education,

economic status, age, and other

pertinent factors.

Cameron To Skipper

At NEISASC Meet
The WUUams Sailing Club will

travel to New London this Sat-

urday to participate in the New
England Intercollegiate Sailing

Association Sloop Championships.

The races will be held on the

Thames River near the campus
of the host club, Coast Guard
Academy.

The Williams team, consisting

of Buck Crist '62, Bruce McCloud
65, Jim Parker '63, and skipper

Sandy Cameron '62, earned the

right to sail in the finals by de-

feating such sailing powers as

Yale, Rhode Island, and the Coast
Guard Academy two weeks ago in

;he New England Class C division.

There will be eight teams rep-

resented, each sailing twenty-two
foot Ravens. A round-robin sched-
ule of eight races will enable the

teams to get a chance to sail each
boat.

ROBERT M. KOZELICA

A native of Minneapolis, Mlrm-

esota, Kozelka is a graduate of

the University of Minnesota and
holds a Ph. D. from Harvard. In

addition to Williams, he has

taught at Minnesota, Tufts, and
the University of Nebraska. He is

the author of a textbook, "Ele-

ments of Statistical Inference",

which was published in February,

1961.
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Cycling Club 4th

In UConn Race
The Williams Cycling Club last

Saturday pedalled through the

rough 30-mile course of the U.

Conn. Invitational Road Race, and
came in fourth of the five teams
participating.

Pete Callaway, John Reld, and
Steve Huffman scored points for

Williams. Reld was well up in the

pack until about five miles from
the finish when he took a spill.

He managed to gain some lost

ground before the finish, but his

final standing was a disappoint-

ing eighth.

The Eph cyclists next partici-

pate in a 36-mlle road race at
Dartmouth Sunday.
Team standings:

1. Princeton 33
2. U. Conn. 30
3. Yale 30
4. Williams 24
5. Dartmouth 16
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Yous
Why the gold bars?

Future Youi
You're needed . . . just as your father and grandfather

were. It's an obligation that a lot of qualified college

men have to meet. If we don't...

All right. But what can I do for the Air Force?

Future You:
The Air Force needs college trained men and women

as officers. This is caused by the rapidly advancing

technology that goes with hypersonic air and space

flight. Your four years of college have equipped you

to handle complex jobs.

Say I was interested. ..how can I get to be an officer?

Future Youi
, , ,. _

You know about Air Force ROTC and the Air Force

Academy. Then there's the navigator training pro-

gram. You've probably heard about Officer Training

School... where the Air Force takes certain college

graduates, both men and women, and commissions

them after tliree months of training.

Starting salary is important. What about that?

Future Yout „ , ,,

Add it up. Base pay, tax-free allowances, free medi-

cal and dental care, retirement provision, perhaps

flight pay. You don't have to be an eco major to gee

it adds up to an attractive package.

You: ,, ,

I've been thinking about getting my Master 8.

Future Yout
, . . - t •. .

As an officer you can apply for the Air Force Institute

of Technology. At no cost, and while on active duty

some officers may even win their PhJ). degrees.

Yous
Tell me more. ... - „

That's the job of your local Air Force Recruiter,

Or write to OfTiccr Career Information, Dept.

SCnO, Box 7608, Washington 4, D.C., if you

want further informntion about the nHvigator

training or Officer Training School progrom*.

There's a place for

professional achievement in the

U.S.Air Force
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Botts Wins College Tennis Tourney
John Botts won the annual

College Tennis Tournament Wed-
nesday by defeating Ned Shaw in

two sets, 7-5 and 6-4. The tour-

.lament, open to all players In the

college, has been in progress since

the second week of school, and
matches have been played any day
the weather permitted. The win-
ner of the tournament is present-

ed with the Rockwood Cup at the

awards banquet at the end of each
school year.

Botts moved into the finals by
defeating freshman Peter Monroe
in two sets, 6-4 and 6-1. Botts

spoke highly of Monroe, comment-
ing that "he was a very steady

player and moved me around the

Watts Enters Golf Tilt

WlUiams' Jimmy Watts will be

the only Eph representative at

the finals of the Eastern College

Athletic Conference's second an-

nual golf championship tomor-

row at Bethpage State Park in

Farmingdale, Long Island. The
Eph captain will meet opposition

from Army, Hamilton, MIT,
Princeton, Syracuse and P e n n

State.

court well." The final match was
somewhat more closely played,

with Botts concentrating on re-

turning the ball and waiting for

Shaw to make errors. The first

set was even through the fifth

game, and then Botts broke
Shaw's serve and went on to win
the next two games. The second
set was also "very closely con-
tested."

Shaw earned his chance for the
Cup by out-waiting semi-finalist

Graddy Johnson 3-6, 8-6, 6-3.

Both contestants played "very
steady tennis" with the deciding

point of the match coming in the
third set when Johnson double
falted four times in the fifth

game. The match lasted a full

two hours. Shaw felt that both
he and Botts played good tennis
in the final match, and added that
"it was the best match of the
tournament."

NORTHSIDE

GUEST AND MOTEL
Isabel and Alex Nagy

Finest Accommodations For

Your Porents and Your Date

Swimming Pool

Next to Phi Gam

GL 8-4108

Leave Goalposts Alone

!

Two years ago, a young wo-
man was killed by a falling

goalpost. Unable to go to the
root of the problem and regu-
late the activities of either

goal posts or young women,
the Massachusetts legislature

reared out of its characteristic

slough of despondency and
forthwith passed a law forbid-

ding anyone to damage or re-

move a goal post.

Dean Brooks has stated that

all colleges in Massachusetts,

having a vested Interest In

maintaining the status quo of

goal posts, will cooperate with

the police authorities of the

state.
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TODD HITS LINE - Eph halfback Tom Todd, who will see a great deal

of oetlon against Bowdoin tomorrow, is shown hitting the center' of the

Middlebury line^

Bowdoin Polar Bear To Challenge

Williams Saturday At Weston Field

Bowdoin Formidable
A strong Bowdoin football team

with ten starters from the squad

that defeated Williams 33-7 last

year, will challenge the Eph's 2-1

season record this Saturday on

Weston Field. In a series which

started in 1890 the Williams teams

have amassed a record of 19 wins,

10 losses, and five ties over the

Polar Bears. So far this year, the

Bowdoin team has lost to Tufts

0-18, defeated Wesleyan 27-0, and

lost to Amherst 6-27. Williams

coach Len Watters feels that this

record is not a good indication

of Bowdoin's strength and thinks

that "they should be favored''.

"They are a good, big, solid

squad," added Watters.

Winged "T" Offense

The Bowdoin club has a formi-

dable array of well qualified play-

ers. Their offense, winged "T"
right and left, makes good use of

the fine passing talents of their

first two quarterbacks. Dexter
Buckland and Dexter Morse. To
complete the threat they have a

sticky-fingered end who runs the

100 in ten flat. Moving across the

line, the Polar Bears have two
six-foot plus, 230-pound tackles,

Bill Nash and Howie Hall. Hall

was recently elected a tackle on
the weekly small college All East

team. In Watter's opinion Bow-
doin has "the best pair of guards

In our area" In the persons of

Charlie Speleotis and co-captain

Dave Pernald. In the back field

Is Jack Milo, a five-foot eight-

inch, 160-pound left halfback who
Is a "good runner". At fullback

is five-foot eight-inch, 180-pound
Mike Panteleakos, also a running
and blocking threat.

Some change is expected in the
original Eph lineup. Pete Stan-
ley will again fill Eke Nadel's
starting position at fullback since

Nadel's knee injury still prohibits

his participation, and Tom How-
ell is slated to replace Choppy
Rheinfrank.

Soccer Team Tops Harvard

Rheinfrank Injured
The Williams football team will

be without the services of stand-

out guard Lamson (Choppy)
Rheinfrank for Saturday's game
with highly-rated Bowdoin.
Rheinfrank suffered a severe leg

bruise midway through the third

:iuarter against Middlebui-y. His
spot will be filled by sophomore
rom Howell and junior John
Nash.
A senior. Choppy was an All-

East small college North pick at

guard last season. He was named
to the E.C.A.C. All-East team of

the week for his effort in the op-
ening-game 8-6 loss to Trinity.

As a sophomore, Rhinefrank re-

ceived sophomore of the week
mention several times. Especially

noted for his defensive prowess,

he has consistently been near the
top of the Williams list in tack-
les made.

Howell, a 5'-10" 180 pound soph-
omore, has looked better from
game to game. Against Middlebury
he made six tackles after he re-
placed Rheinfrank to lead the
Eph defensive effort. Nash, a 205
pound Junior, was Injured earlier

in the year, but has come along
in recent weeks.

Lambert Cup Standings
Amherst climbed to fourth place

in the Lambert Cup standings for
Eastern small college football

teams with a 27-6 win over Bow-
doin last weekend. Hofstra upset
Delaware to take over first place.

Eph opponents Trinity and Tufts
hold down eighth and ninth plac-
es, and Bowdoin was mentioned
below the top 10 teams.

1. Hofstra 9,5

2. Delaware 7.8

Lehigh 7.8

4. Amherst 7.6

5. Albright S.5

6. West Chester 3.3

Kings Point 3.3

8. Trinity 2.6

9. Tufts 2.4

10. Bucknell 1.6

Kofi, Gates, O'Donnell

Star In 3-2 Victory

By George Opdyke

Encouraged by the first half

absence of Harvard's fabled cen-

ter forward, Chris O'Hiri, the un-
defeated Williams soccer team
started fast and held off a last

period rally to defeat highly tout-

ed Harvard 3-2 on the loser's field

Wednesday.
O'Hiri, the Nigerian Olympian,

sat out the first half in defer-

ence to a pulled groin muscle sus-

tained in last weekend's 4-2 de-

feat of Amherst before which he
neglected to participate in the pre-

gam warmups. His second half

performance was somewhat ham-
pered by his injury, but more so

by the presence of Williams cen-

ter halfbacK John O'Donnell.

While dazzling In his brief en-
counters with the spheroid, O'Hlrl,

who had 45 goals and four goal-

ies to his credit in eleven college

games, was held scoreless.

Previously undefeated and un-
tied in three regulation and two
ore-season games, Hai-vard was
out-hustled, out-headed, out-pass-

ed, and out-scored by the better

balanced Williams contingent. It

was only in the fourth quarter,

following a direct kick goal by
Crimson halfback Bill Ward, when
the Williams psychology became
overly cautious and overly defen-

sive, that Harvard outplayed its

guests.

The superior Williams teamwork
was made evident immediately
when a Perry Gates and Skip

I wing Rutherford, a deflection of

Rutherford triangle pattern cul-
i
a goalbound shot by a Harvard

Inside PERRY GATES

mlnated in a crisp clean goal by

right inside Gates after less than

two minutes of play.

Its confidence unshaken, Har-

vard continued to play without

O'Hlrl, and ventured Into the Wil-

liams end of the field only in

search of left Inside John Thorn-

dike's contact lens.

Fearless and spectacular goal-

tending by Harvard's John Adams
prevented further scoring until

Williams' candidate for Interna-

tional honors, center forward
Ghanian Ben Kofi, made good on
his pre-game Record article's im-

plications by displaying his sup-

eriority with a beautiful left foot

screamer angled past the diving

goalie Into the upper right corn-

er of the goal.

The Ephmen threatened contin-

uously throughout the first half,

missing- scores on a quarter step

too great a lead of Kofi by right

5tl?i
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Frosh Gridders Open Season Tomorrow
Against Unbeaten Manlius Military Academy
New coach Art Robinson will

lead the Eph freshman football

squad In their debut against Man-
lius Military Academy Saturday
at 2 p.m. on Cole Field. The jun-
ior Ephs looked very Impressive
In their only scrimmage to date a-

galnst Agawam high school.

Robinson was quite Impressed

squad Is lack of depth. The frosh
squad numbers only 26 men in
Its ranks. Injuries, such as the
slight concussion which has tem-
porarily sidelined guard Dave
Cloos, could therefore be a real
blow to Robinson's forces.

Starting in the backfield with

with the Eph offense In the scrim-
juarterback DlMlceli will be half-
backs Jim Leitz and Steve Kaag-
an and fullback Gordle Bussard.
Also slated for a good deal of
halfback duty is Crelghton Gat-
chell. At the ends will be Mike
Peterson and Dan Alolsi. Tackles
Wheaton and Pete Swanson,
guards Elgin and Murphy, and
center John Hohenzdel round out
the line.

mage. His top four running backs
averaged better than four yards
per carry as Williams picked up
over 300 yards on the ground.
Quarterback John DiMicell added
balance to the Eph attack by com-
pleting sixty per cent of his aer-

ials.

Cited for outstanding line play

were the starting guards. Jack El-

gin and Dave Murphy. Robinson
also noted the Improved play of

left tackle Jerry Wheaton, a con-

verted back who was pressed into

line duty.

Manlius will offer a severe test

for the Inexperienced Ephs. They
have already played three games,
swamping freshman teams from
Cortland State and Hobart and
losing a squeaker In their open-

er against Bordentown Military

Academy.

The chief problem for the frosh

FOR SALE
1960 Lombretta, model 150

Motor Scooter

Shield and Helmet included

PERFECT CONDITION

'I'lO MILES

PRICE $425

Coll: George Wotkins
State College, North Adomi

'65 Booters Triumph
By Gary E. Martinelli '65

Pair weather and fine teamwork
favored the freshman soccer team
Wednesday as Coach Henry
Flynt's charges won their official

opener, defeating the Hotchklss
varsity 5-4.

Overcoming proverbial first

game jitters, the little Ephmen
jumped to a one goal advantage
In the first quarter. Opening the
scoring was speedy lineman Ken
Ryder who, taking a pass from
co-captaln John Tralnor, scored
on a brilliant shot from the right
wing. Able Hotchklss left-wing

Drew Hicks evened the tally, how-
ever, early In the second period
with a hard shot evading the out-
stretched arms of goalie John
Gepson. Goals by Eph line-

men Ron McGlynn and Bob Pel-
der led the Williams attack in the
second period, but the half closed
with a slim 3-2 lead as Hicks
scored again.

The closely matched teams dis-
played excellent goal-keeping
throughout the game; however,
the toe of aggressive Bob Felder
proved to be the Hotchklss enig-
ma when the center-forward scor-
ed his second goal, unassisted, in
the third period. Leftwing Dave
Dilman tallied the final Purple
marker later in the quarter on a

Cent. Daily from I to 10:30

Poromount Theatre - N. A.

TODAY thru SAT.

COIUViM WMl piitLiili

GREGOR/PECKDAlYIDNMN

ANTHONY QUINN.cffiiRitBMS

TIH^UNS^NAVAR^
MMBB cotw 11* pxiiucopi imm
"if: 1:35 - 4:50 - 8:05

fast break play assisted by Ken
Ryder.
The Ephs carried a 5-2 lead in-

to the final canto, but Hotchklss,

In a never-say-dle effort, rallied

for two goals to intensify the com-
petition in the closing minutes.

Frosh Harriers Lose;

Varsity Runs Tomorrow

Chuck Jennings was the indivi-

dual winner but the Williams
freshmen cross-country lost to

Deerfleld 24-37 Wednesday after-

noon In their first home meet.
The defeat was the frosh's second
against one win.

The varsity cross-country team
will highlight harrier action this

week with their opening home
meet of the year with Bowdoin,
starting at noon from the Science
Quad.
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fullback, and the falling short of
Jim Lawsing's punt of goalie uius
ball.

O'Hlrl's benching, leaving O'Don-
nell free to roam aggressive-
ly, coupled with the outstanding
play of halfbacks John Ohly and
Bob Watklns, the hustling of Doug
Maxwell, and defense of fullbacks
Larry Pavrot and Bill Ryan, al-

lowed Williams to take a 2-0 t'dge

into halftlme.

Ohlri Appears
Five minutes into the second

half, however, O'Hlrl galloped on-
to the field amidst throaty hoo-
rahlng and hand clapping. A mo-
ment later, Ben Kofi regained the
limelight and Williams' composure
with a blast past Adams on a cross

from left wing Lawslng.
Running with a slight limp and

with the weight of O'Donnell's ev-

er present shadow, O'Hiri, good as

he was, found he couldn't score

without the ball.

With six minutes left in the

game, the ball struck halfback

Ohly's arm In the goal area, there-

by setting up the penalty kick by

Ward. Minutes later a rejuvenat-

ed Harvard was provided with a

second score on a kick out of a

scramble In front of the goal by

Inside George Draper.

The remaining seconds, frantic

ones for Williams, Included nice

saves by goal tender Gordie Prlt-

chett.

Even with O'Hiri, Crimson was

outplayed by a Purple team dis-

playing excellent balance and spir-

it, as well as more than one out-

standing performer.

Soccer Team Meets

Highly Rated UConn

The Williams soccer team, hav-

ing avenged last year's loss to

Harvard with a 3-2 victory Wed-
nesday, will seek to extend their

undefeated streak to eight, to-

morrow in a 1 p.m. contest against

the University of Connecticut on

Cole Field.

UConn holds the distinction of

being the last team to beat Wil-

liams. They edged the Ephs last

season 3-2.

Like Harvard, UConn Is bound
to be tough. Leading coach L?n

Squires' Husky club will be right

inside Myron Krasij, a second

team All American last year as a

sophomore. Krasij tallied four

goals last week as UConn over-

whelmed conference rival XJMass,

6-1.

Amherst coach Steve Rostas

rates Krasij with Chris Ohlrl, the

Harvard star who had tallied 14

goals in three games imtll Wil-

liams shut him out.

Joining Krasij on the front line

is dependable center forward Tom
Strong, who scored twice In V
Conn's win over Williams last sea-

son. Another top performer is In-

side Roger Steves, who scored the

winning goal as the Huskies edg-

ed Bridgeport 3-2 in overtime.

In other games UConn slipped

by Dartmouth 2-1 and lost to

Yale 3-2 in overtime. Wednesday
UConn began to get the feel of

Little Three play In a contest with

Wesleyan.

APPEARING TONIGHT

The ROUTE TWO TOOTERS will appear tonight,
Friday, October 20, irom 9 p.m. to I a.m. at the Phoenix
Hotel, on Main Street in North Adams, for your listen-
ing and dancing pleasure. No cover charge Why not
bring your date?
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Line Play Sparks Win
by Dave Coldberi>

Tliere's an old football adage, often repeated, but rarely observed, that says ball cames are won
in the line. 2500 Northern New England fans had a chanco to see that cliche in action at Weston
Field Saturday when they watched Williams down a solid Bowdoin team 9-3
The AP and UPI reports on

Sunday said the game was won by
Tim Goodwin's 1 yard plunge with

5 minutes left in the game. They
went on to say that the only early

scores had come on field goals, a
23 yarder in the first period by
Eph fullback Pete Stanley, and a
third period 29 yard boot by Bow-
doin's co-captain Charlie Speleo-

tis. Line play, however, rarely

shows in the scoring summary.
If there was any one man who

dominated on the field, it was
Williams' sophomore center Mike
Reily. He literally spent the after-

noon in the Bowdoin backfield.

For awhile, it seemed that he was
In on every tackle the Ephs made.
When he wasn't rushing the Bow-
doin passers, Reily, whom coach
Lcn Watters calls "the best cen-

ter in New England", was har-

assing the receivers. He intercep-

ted one pass late in the game
and was instrumental in breaking

up several others.

Yet, as Walters pointed out

Sunday, the game was really won
by a great line effort. Left end
Rawson Gordon was brilliant on
defense. He intercepted a pass, re-

covered a Bowdoin fumble in mid-

air, and helped contain Bowdoin's

outside running game. Sophomor-
es Al Hageman and Tom Howell,

who filled the injured Choppy
Rheinfrank's linebacking spot,

were equally outstanding. So were

the steady veterans who make up
the core of the line, tackle Price

Gripekoven, guard Dan Crowley,

and end Carl Davis, along with

big soph tackle Ben Wagner.

If it wasn't spectacular, the

Eph backfield played a steady

game in the face of opposition

from a rugged Bowdoin line that

included such stalwarts as 235 lb.

All-East tackle Howie HaU and

the two brilliant guards. Speleo-

tis and Dave Pernald. Co-captaln

Bruce Griimell put on his best

exhibition of the season, and led

Continued on Page 8, Col. 5

FUMBLE!! — Eph holfbock Chris Hogy (24) is shown on the ground
after dropping a handoff. First to reach the bail was Rawson Gordon (81),
ond after it squirted through his arms Eph toclcie Price Gripeitoven finally

made the recovery.

T. C. Schelling Lectures On Arms Control;

De-emphasizes Role Of Formal Negotiations
By Peter Johannsen

Thomas C. Schelling, one of the

principal U.S. authorities on the

relations between disarmament

and national security, lectured be-

fore a large audience on the top-

ic of "Negotiating with the Rus-

sians on Arms Control" Monday

night in Jesup Hall.

He presented his listeners with

the thesis that arms control is

an active force today in Ameri-

can-Russian relations, but is not

to be found at present operating

effectively over the bargaining

table. Bather, these two nations

have by tacit agreement restricted

their cold war activities to a large

degree, because both sides realize

that should one party provoke

the other, retaliation in kind

would result.

President Sawyer Talks In Chapel,

Gives Advice: ' Search For Identity

'

President John E. Sawyer was

preacher In chapel Sunday night.

He began his sermon with an ex-

planation that this was "the first

tinip I have ever been in this

role," and he would not attempt

to be ecclesiastical. Instead, Pres-

ident Sawyer indicated that there

are a number of "central and a-

biding problems," with one of

which he then proceded to deal

The chosen problem was "the

search for that inner self with

which one must ultimately live,"

that is, "When you knock at your

own door ... is anybody home?"
The usual answer to this question

is false and unstable.

The problem is "finding that

conscience;" we must search for

our own identity. And this is "a

long, hard, and painful task, and

one that Is never finished," Presi-

dent Sawyer said.

"Conversation With Self"

Our culture does not lead to

this, but to "postponement of the

really difficult question," Indicat-

ed President Sawyer. It may be

fruitful to peel off "the veneer,"

the "pseud o-sophlstlcation,"

which may sometimes go so far as

to deny that these deeper pro-

blems exist; but the deeper pro

blems are there - "Life bangs
them home."

"At this point in the stresses of

life," said Sawyer, "you may find

out, as Luke suggests," whether

sand. President Sawyer also cited

Pascal, who said that the con-

versation with oneself, over the

years, was the one that most

shapes the individual, and it is

.lever-ending.

The speaker then turned his at-

tention to the question, "What

has this to do with a college edu-

cation? He indicated that "you

are now standing on your own

tor the first time." Also, it is nec-

essary to examine "the nature of

the American college." Williams

and other American colleges are

non-denominational, founded in

Che Puritan tradition. Historical-

ly, the American college is con-

cerned with two goals: high com-

petence and conscience.

Goals Brought Together

President Sawyer pointed ou

,hat institutions such as this on'

ire "the one point"' where the in

3titution can concentrate or

bringing together these goals,

helping a man decide how he is

going to use his talents as well

as develop them. The Church

deals almost entirely with con-

science, the graduate schools of-

ten deal almost exclusively with

competence.

President Saviryer closed by say-

ing that, in handing out diplomas

within the next few years, one

question he would like to ask is,

"What progress have you made

toward finding that 'I'?" that is,

The assured increase in tension

would produce only a common
inconvenience, far outweighing
any advantages such actions

might bring to each nation. This
attitude in itself is a form of bar-
gaining, he stated.

Schelling cited as evidence Ber-
lin, which he contended points out

how amicable U.S.-Russian rela-

tions were before the present cris-

is. He also described the principle

of limited warfare, such as the

war conducted in Korea, as a form
of arms control.

Role Of Persuasion

The speaker considered persua-
sion the underlying principle af-

fecting present-day military strat-

egy. By various deterrents, oppon-
ents wish to influence their ene-

mies not to engage upon a dis-

agreeable course of action, rather

than to attempt the wholesale des'

truction of these enemies. The

motivation for this new emphasis

is the common desire to avoid a

very disastrous war.

Schelling also remarked on the

present feeling that by negotia

tions, such as in Geneva in 1958,

on surprise attacks, nations on

both sides can improve their stra

tegic forces, thereby lessening the

danger of enemy attack, and con-

tributing ultimately to a more

stable world situation.

Fraternity Committee
Conducts 2nd Hearing
Angevine Committee On Fraternities

Confers With Ex-Arbiter Thoms,

Dean Brooks, R. Henry, N-A's
The Angevine Committee to review the Williams social sys-

tem held its second hearing in Williamstouni on Saturday, Oc-
tober 21. Committee secretary

J.
Hodge Markgraf '52 was un-

willing to reveal the agenda of the day's liearings in order to avoid
controversy over the views of those who have thus far a|5|5eared
before the committee. Markgraf stated that the committee wanted
to avoid unnecessary and incorrect conclusions wliich could be
drawn on the basis of the committee's agenda without other in-

formation.

J. Chandler Advises

Jewish Organization;

Group Plans Program
The Williams College Jewish

Association's new faculoy advisor
is John W. Chandler of the Re-
Ugion Department, Michael Yes-
sik '62, President of the group,
announced in an interview Sun-
day. Chandler will remain the ad-
visor until a Jewish teacher who
call take on the added responsi-

oility can be fomid.

In reiterating the policy of the

Association last Friday, vice-pres-

ident Steve Franklin '63 explain-

ed that the purpose of the organ-
ization is to serve the spiritual

and cultural needs of the Jewish
student at Williams. The relat-

tively isolated location of Will-

iams makes the WCJA the only

means by which a student can
maintain an active interest in

Judaism. Since there are no tem-
ple facilities within walking dis-

tance, the WCJA conducts week-
ly Sabbath prayers. Services, al-

ways open to the public, begin

every Friday evening at 5:00 in

3 Griffin Hall.

Student Services

Since the organization has no
rabbi, the students run the ser-

vice, with service form varying

according to the reader. Any ol

the congregation who should like

to lead the Friday evening prayei

services should speak to Franklin

or Yesslk.

Pi-anklin spoke of other WCJA
events which are being planned
for the year. An ark is being built

for a Torah which is being sent

from Boston. The Sunday morn-
ing bagel-and-lox breakfasts will

be continued again soon. Plans

are now being drawn up for a

Chanukah party on December 5

President Yessik explained that

the general student body is always
invited to attend the Jewish as-

sociations get-togethers and Fri-

day services.

However, usually reliable sourc-
es report that the committee con-
tinued their efforts to gain a
thorough understanding of the
workings of the present .system by
meeting with former Rushing Ar-
biter Frank Thorns Ml, Rushing
Chairman Robert R. Henry '62,

and Dean Robert R. R. Brooks.
In addition, the committee con-
tinued its investigation of student
attitudes by interviewing two re-

presentatives of the non-affiliate
group.

The non-affiliates were report-
ed to have dealt primarily with
the position of fraternities in re-

lation to the larger educational
aims of the college. They main-
tained that the values of frater-

nities, including superficial stan-
dards of selection, are in conflict

with the values which the Will-
iams education attempts to in-

still in the students.

In addition, they are said to

have discussed the nature of gen-
eral student objections to the
fraternity system and the effects

Df fraternities on freshman-up-
oerclass relationships. The bene-
fits of the proposed house system
were also treated by the non-af-
filiates.

Next Hearing

Markgraf announced that the
Angevine Committee will hold its

next hearing in Williamstown on
Amherst weekend, November 18.

This will probably be their last

meeting in Williamstown for some
iime. The secretary urged that

students interested in presenting

their views to the committee con-

tact him soon.

He also pointed out that the

response to the committee's re-

quest for written student opinions

has been sparse. As a result, spec-

ific individuals will be asked to

submit their views on the frater-

nity system in writing.

The fraternity committee next
plans to investigate the social sys-

tems at other, similar colleges to

determine the manner in which
they have dealt with the same
iind of problem. Among the col-

leges which they will study are

Bowdoin, Amherst, and Wesleyan.

your house la built on rock or finding oneself.

The bums of "HOPE IS A THING WITH FEATHERS" aticmbl* before curtain goei up. Ploy wai port of a
program of three one-act ploys presented lost weekend ot the Experimental Theatre of the AMT Other plavs
ware KRAPP'S LAST TAPE by Samuel Baclwlf and THE S ANDBOX by Edward Albee. See Review on Page 4.
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Pet Peevry

C. S. Jones is associate editor of the RECORD and a some-

time contributor to Mr. Volkman's column. He lives in West-

port with his dog.

by Kit Jones

GieatficUl lleasoncr is, by nature, a gentle sort. He wishes

to cause no trouble vvliore no trouble should be caused. Yet

Greatfield has a iirobloni. You see, Greatfield goes to Wil-

liams College.

it is not so much that Williams College is the problem

which conlounds Grcalfiekl j)cr sc. It is just that Greatfield

is subject to ijcriods oi disillusionment that the lad, were he

not the charitable sort, would ordinarily wish to attribute to his

presence within these hallowed walls.

To understand the very roots ol Greatfield's problem we
must barken back to his neolithic youth. There, in the arms of

his mother, Ponderous Ucasoncr, with his own arm around his

younger brother, Eensy Reasoner, Greatfield let it be known
to the world that he would, indeed, attend a small liberal arts

college, ])referabiy Williams. Eensy l^easoner agreed at the

time with a knowing smile and an offer to share his well-mas-

ticated bubble gum.

It is with this tradition behind him that Greatfield ar-

rived at Williams with visions of comradery and friendship

dancing intellectual waltzes in his head. "1 will learn," said

Greatfield in his naive way, "1 will know", he added quickly,

his eye on the futine, "1 will establish a comradery with my
professors and classmates, a comradery which will only be
possible in this intimate atmosphere. "This," Greatfield was be-

ginning to be carried away, "this will make the rejection of the

big University and their famous faculty worth-while. Greatfield

rapped his feet Flamenco-fashion at the end of his solilo(|uy,

exultant.

For the most part, you will be ]ileased to hear, Greatfield

achieved these great as|3irations. He still does not know, ignor-

ant thing that he is, but then, neither do I.

Now the young lU-asoner boy is a Junior. In a sense he has

been disillusioned in his great enthusiasm. Why, if he has

achieved all of these wondrous goals?

Greatfield was trudging through high slush one day last

winter, snow in his eyes, ice in his socks, pain in his neck.

"Beep-toot" he heard above tlie mellow drone of the jaguar

XK1.50. Xer.xes Zwiebach was waving to him. "Hello, Xer.xes,"

Greatfield screamed against the wind and snow that howled in

his direction. Ziggy did not hear Greatfield, Xerxes was tired

because it was 7:.55 a.m. and the heater had been working very
well that day making it very stuffy in the carpeted interior

of his sports machine. I3ut Ziggy was thinking of Greatfield even
though he hadn't heard him. "Scholarships are great," Xerxes
chuckled.

Greatfield Reasoner has a problem. He doesn't have a

scholarship. He wishes he did. He wishes he could pay for

a car instead of college like Xerxes. "Eensy would agree with

me," Greatfield thought as he stepped in a puddle of only

partly frozen water.

ALL-PURPOSE
TWEED SUITS

An interesting variety of handsome fabrics has
been developed in comfortable year 'round weights
providing the lofted texture so desirable for a
combination of informal town and country wear.

Sinewy Irish Hopsacks, full bodied Cheviot
Miniatures end Dacron/Wool Tweed Herringbones
(an innovation in Tweed Looming) are detailed
with swelled edges and seams throughout. All
are single breasted, natural proportioned with
hook vent and plain front slim leg trousers.

Priced at $85

262 YORK ST.
NEW HAVEN

NEW YORK

CAMBRIOGB

COAST TO COAST
TRArF.i. rxniRiTS

GreylockDialedicians

Challenge Campaigne

Dear Mr. Campaigne,

We write to you on behalf of

tlie Greylock Dialecticians. Since
there exists the bare possibility

that you are unfamiliar with our
group, perhaps some background
material might be appropriate at

this time.

Our organization has no capital

resources. It does not plan to pre-

sent any speakers to the college

tor critical examination. It holds
no particular political view. Our
members are not now, nor have
they ever been members of the
Communist Party or any of Its

subsidiary organizations. That Is

to say we seek no material goals.

Our only purpose is to meditate,

singly or in groups, and search
for virtue. While this purpose may
be denigrated on the grounds
that virtue can liurt you, we nev-
ertheless feel that our search

provides a valid raison d'etr.

Finally, our organization governs
itself by the principles of demo-
cratic centralism.

At our most recent full meet-
ing on the status of virtue at Wil-
liams, we came to the almost un-
animous conclusion, (there was
]ne dissenter but he was immed-
iately expelled from the organi-
sation in accordance with the
orinciples of democratic central-

ism,) that you, sir, are not vir-

tuous. Despite our generally non-

active, that is to say, slothful,

inclination, we felt it our duty to

act in this Instance. The conclu-

sion which devolved from our col-

lective meditation, while not a

profound one, seemed reasonably

efficacious and easily achievable.

That is to say, we have decided

to destroy you and scatter your

pompous ignorance to the four

corners of the earth. Hence, we
challenge the Williams Young
Consei-vatives to a debate, two of

your churlish epsilons opposing

two of our high priests, on the

issue of: Resolved: That Red
China should be admitted to the

United Nations. This debate to

take place before a public forum
at the Student Union at 7:30 p.m.

on Monday, October 30, 1961, and
to be governed by the rules of

formal debate with four construc-

tive speeches of ten minutes dur-

ation, and four rebuttal speeches

lasting five minutes.

Sincerely, George Ross

WALDEN
THURS.-FRI.

,,. BEm REU) • SUSAH STBAMEM ^z!'i

p ^5^^r^-^ CUFF ROOERTSOK "^s
:

ROSALIND

Rusmi
J5 Rosemary

A COLUMBIA PICTU'JES RELEASE

i
TECHNICOIOR* < INEMAiCOPE I

at 9:10

Also
COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

PLEASE
TURN OVER!

A Peter Rogers Production

at 7:30

SAT.-SUN.-MON.

SidtoPoitier"

at 7:00 end 9:20

Viewpoint

Check The Labels
By John Kifner

The involvementism season op-

ened not with a whimper, but

with a snicker.

The first offering of Jim Cam-
paigne's self-styled loyal opposi-

tion to the liberal noisority, was
met with a massing of native

spears, placards, and paper-bear-

ing tigers. No speaker deserved the

rigidly foreclosed minds which
confronted this one; the balcony
sagged under the weight of Afri-

can nationalism and the red plush

seats downstairs held a double row
of campaigners. The college com-
munity as a whole wisely either

ignored the event or walked out

in the middle, for as Steve Co-
hen eloquently, if impolitely,

pointed out the lecture was irrele-

vant to any point of view, and to

the world at large.

In the DKE house, the situa-

tion was reversed as the Austrian

was bracketed again and again
with telling questions which, if

logically answered would have for-

ced him to double back on his

stated principles. Smiling a know-
ing smile and wincing a knowing
wince, he blithly ignored logic,

history, and his questioners as

he spelled out a political philoso-

phy based on the concept of a

King as a Santa Glaus putting
cellophane wrapped personal lib-

erties in the stockings of dissident
minorities and coal in tho.se of
nasty majorities. Yes, Vlrgluia
and don't step on the elves when
you walk across the lawn.

The effort to establish a dial-

ectic of discussion is a worthwlUle
one. Ideas and Ideologies become
sterile when unquestioned. Yet the
basis of discussion must be the
exchange of ideas, not the barrage
of opinions on the opponents
bestworks shielded by ones own
form-fitting and thought-obscur-
ing labels. A fundamental basis

of all liberals, whether they con-
sider themselves American Liber-

als, European Liberals or even
Williams Liberals must be the

freedom of anyone to express his

views, no matter how much they

may disagree with either presup-

positions or reality.

This attempt to establish a val-

id exchange of opinion between

the opposing camps must be taken

as a failure, primarily because of

the irrelevant and antirational

conservative viewpoint expressed.

With relevance and tolerance on

both sides, perhaps later attempts

will be more fruitful.

ftrc Willigttg l^^atb
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YOU CAN TRUST
Old Spice Sticl( Deodorant... /«»««, neatest way to aiu

day, every day protection! It's the active deodorant for

active men... absolutely dependable. Glides on smoothly,

speedily... dries in record time. Old Spice Stick Deodorant
—most convenient, most economical deodorant money can
buy. 1.00 plus tax.
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Gut Formal Altered;

Quality To Improve

ExpertsTo Attend M. /. T. Conference

On High Intensity Magnetic Fields

The 1962 edition of the Gul will

see some radical changes, accord-
ing to editor-in-chief Roger Man-
die '63. The major changes will

fall into two main areas. Whereas
last year's edition contained much
copy and few pictures, this years
book will introduce more pictures
of greater size and of better qual-
ity, while cutting down on the a-
moiint of copy. This year's year-
booli will stress the idea of con-
tinuity throughout. This will be
accomplished by planning the lay-

out in such a way that each two
page spread will be linked In

some way.
The Gul will also contain this

year two color photographs. One
will be the dedication portrait of
Pi'esident Sawyer, and the other
will be a double page shot of some
part of the campus. The book will

have exactly the same number of
pages as last year's, even with the
addition of one new section devot-
ed to the Non-Affiliates.

The introductory section, under
the supervision of Alex Pendleton
and Steve Gillispie, will deal with
the traditions of Williams. Editor
Mandle hopes to form a four year
"candid survey" with many pic-

tures so that the senior class can
more or less follow their college

careers.

The faculty section has been
"extremely revamped'', says editor
Mandle. The layout for this par-
ticular section will be in a modern
or contemporary style with the
page revolving around the pictui'-

es. The copy that is normally with
the pictures will now be in com-
plete paragraphs on the same
page, but with a numbering sys-

tem for picture Identification.

Tliis style of presentation will el-

iminate, it is hoped, the confusion
of teachers and departments that
has been present in previous years.

Special emphasis will be given
to the faculty pictures this year.

All the photographs will be can-
did shots taken by a profession-

al photographer from Albany.
Says editor Mandle, "The pictures

last year looked like so many mug
shots. This year's pictures will

emphasize the fact that they are

teachers."

The senior picture section has
also been changed. The photo-
graphs will be larger, and the stu-

dent's name only will appear be-
low it. The rest of the informa-
tion about him will be contained

No need to be, really. If thoughts
of life insurance planning bring

a cold chill to your bones, you
aren't thinking in the right

direction.

Starting an adequate life insur-

ance program now, while you're

still at coll3ge, gives you a head-

start on the future. Provident

Mutual offers a variety of plans

vjHU Guaranteed savings and pro-

tection features; only through
life insurance can you buy such
a combination in one package!

We'd like to tell you more about
these flexible plans which are

now available. Just phone or
stop by our office.

RICHARD W. SWETT

St. Anthony Hall

GL 8-921

1

. PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company

of Philadelphia

in a senior directory. The result
of the change will be more co-
herency, it is hoped by the staff.

The Pi-aternity section will con-
tain better candid shots on the
usual two page spread per house.
This particular part of the year-
book will also contain a section
on the Non-Affiliates. Editor
Mandle feels that "We ought to
pay special attention to this group
this year, particularly because of
the fraternity situation, but also
because they are a part of the
college and should be treated as
such. Some of them don't care a-
bout a section of their own in
the yearbook and others merely
don't want their pictures taken,
but this is absurd."

The sports section has also un-
dergone a major change. The a-
mount of copy will be drastically
reduced and more and better pic-
tures will be added.

Editor Mandle hopes for a bet-
ter product this year. He feels,

"this year, a conscious effort Is

being made to meet deadlines."

Old Spice Products

Available at

HART'S
DRUG STORE

GL 8-4102

Tlie Massachusetts Institute of
Technology will play host to more
than 400 scientists from many
parts of the world November 1-4.

The occasion is the First Inter-
national Conference on High
Magnetic Fields.

Nearly 100 technical papers deal-
ing with the generation and ex-
perimental use of intense, contin-
uous magnetic fields will be pre-
sented by scientists from the Uni-
ted States, England, Prance. Jap-
an, The Netherlands, Austria,
Sweden, Germany, Canada, Swit-
zerland, Poland, and perhaps the
U.S.S.R.

Primary emphasis will be plac-
ed on the use of intense, external
magnetic fields for the study of

Cont. Doily from 1 to 10:30

Poramount Theatre - N. A.

TODAY Thru SAT.

A New Prodiict''^" for i->o<-o

who enjoyed "The Robs"
and "Ben-Hur"!

ofUsSlSB
COLOR by OE LUXE

Bradford Dillman Dolores Hart

Stuart Whitman Pedro Armendariz

Plus! 2nd New Hit!

Coining Sunday!
"YOUNG DOCTORS"
Soon! "Goodbye Again"

solids, but papers about the gen-
eration of high magnetic fields
and their use in plasma (ionized
gas) physics, nuclear physics, sol-
id state physics, and biology will
also be offered. The conference
will provide the first opportunity
for researchers into the newly de-
veloping field of the biological ef-
fects of magnetic fields to meet
and exchange Ideas.

Magnetic materials per se and
the design of conventional mag-
nets are not to be considered dur-
ing the conference. It will, how-
ever, supply badly needed guidan-
ce in planning, coordinating, and
stimulating research activities us-
ing high magnetic field techniqu-
es.

U. S. Supreme Couxt

Admits Mrs. R. Scott

Mrs. Joan Keyes Scott, wife of

Dr. Robert C.L. Scott of the WU-
liams College History Depart-
ment, has been admitted to prac-

tice before the U.S. Supreme
Court. The ceremonies, attended

by Mrs. Scott and other Berlcshlre

lawyers, were held in Washington
on October 17.

Mrs. Scott holds her bachelors

degree in sociology from Skidmore
College, and took her Bachelor of

Laws degree at Yale Law School
in 1942. She was admitted to the

New York bar in 1943 and the

Massachusetts bar in 1948.
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"Two Women" at 3 - 9

Sophia Loren
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~°' Carlo Ponti

VittorioDeSica
DIRECTCO BY

An Embassy Pictures Release

THEATRE Recommended only for mature adults

Also New! "Virgin Island"

^^Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"

Slugging Junius {Pretty Boy) Cassius takes off tlie brass

knacks to enjoy his favorite smoke.

Says Pretty Boy, "Ecce Tareyton, one filter cigarette that

really delivers de gustibus. Try Tareytons. Next time you

buy cigarettes, take a couple of packs vobiscum."

PURE WHITE
rOUTER fllTER
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n
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Drama Review

Fine Acting Marks AMT Dramas
By BiU Prosser

Last weekend the Experimental

Theatre of the AMT presented

what was probably the most pol-

ished set of performances that we

have seen downstairs. Each of the

plays, varying vastly In quality,

mood, and message, could be rec-

ommended for some aspect of Its

production.

The first play. The Sandbox,

by Edward Albee, was a fragment

slight as a play but Interesting

as an exercise, directed by Ash
Crosby '62. Here we had the sup-

posed modern American condi-

tion. Albee sees modern civiliza-

tion as a "play" or if you will

a sideshow in which people never

love or help one another. The
play is mainly concerned with the

"modern" attitude toward death.

The main action concerns a fun-

eral—a ceremony which includes

all the rites of tradition without

any of the traditional emotion or

human feeling. The angel of

death is a muscular young actor

who has no name and greets all

people with a personable "Hi!"

Dying Granny is attended by her

daughter, a hideous creature who
leads her emasculated husband a-

bout on a leash. Shrewishly re-

gretting the respect she Is not

given, Granny buries herself in a
sandbox with a toy shovel.

No Great Work
Recognizing the piece as no

great work, it must be appreciat-

ed for what it is—a point of view,

a dramatic exercise, and a good
way to spend ten minutes. One
would like to study the extension

of this idea, in Albee's The Am-
erican Dream, to see what possi-

bilities it would have as the sus-

taining core of an entire work.
It must be recognized that the
acting for this show w&s fine. (If

the three plays had a common
denominator It was the excellent

acting demonstrated in all.) Par-
ticular credit should be given to
Sheilah Marlowe for her Granny.
Her performance made the char-
acter loveable while unmistakably
bitchy. The mood, light and com-
ic, was well-sustained through-
out. It made a good curtain rais-

er.

Glow of Humanity
Hope Is A Thing With Feathers

was the second play of the ev-
ening. Written by Richard Har-
rity in 1945, the play belongs to
the "glow of humanity" school of
theatre which is perhaps best rep-
resented by William Saroyan. In
the play a group of assorted dere-
licts assemble on a park bench
to pass the night. One highly Im-

aginative fellow, admirably play-

ed by Ash Crosby, excites the

group with his promises of catch-

ing a duck for them to eat. The
whole group becomes caught up in

the promise of roast duck. He
falls, however, and brings back
instead a poor dog. The bums,
raising to heights of glory, re-

lease the dog and go back to their

sleep with empty stomachs.

The difficulty with the play Is

perhaps its point of view. Modern
college audiences find messages of

hope and promise rather annoy-
ing. They seem to prefer the pes-

simism of Krapp and Sandbox.
Indeed it Is rather incongruous
that this play which tells us that

"there is always hope'' should be

included with two totally disen-

chanted plays.

The characters, reminiscent of

the pathetic lot In O'Neills Ice-

man Cometh, offer a wide assort-

ment of types. They Include an
old man who remembers the good
old days, a punch drunk fighter,

an alcoholic, a cynical Irreligious

type, and a young boy who is Just

beginning his tramping career

They are truly colorful but like

the theme hardly seem real. Thej

are all types, written by an auth-

or who probably thinks that all

fat people are jolly.

Admirable Acting, Staging

The admirable thing about this

play was the acting and staging.

Ray KiUion '63, Craig Williamson
'62, BiU Mensell '64, and Hank
Citron '63 deserve applause for

their particular bums. Working
with a cast of nine people and
one dog, the play was well staged.

The composition of the groups of

men were always interesting and
exciting. Special credit should be

given to student director Bill Bar-

ry '64.

The most Impressive work of

the evening was undoubtedly
Krapp's Last Tape, by Samuel
Beckett. A message of futility,

pessimism, and despair. It Is a
simple play which derives its pow-
er from its relentless simplicity

Here we have Krapp, an old man
near the end of his days—"life

dropped up In the dark." He
listens to speeches which he had
taped on a recorder tracing the

/arious phases of his life as he
ived them. "Alone in his dark-

less" he recalls the passionate

scenes of his youth—the scenes

GOOD NEWSI NOW YOU CAN STAY
AT THE PALACE-ON-PARK-AVENUEI

New York's most sxetttng hotil

walcomss you I Wa are hosts to

Presidents, Kings and QussnSu..

to diplomats, ambassadors and
travelers from every corner of

the earth , . . and now ws look

forward to playing host to youl

8TUDBNT RATES
ts.oo per person, 1 In a room
96.00 psr person, 2 In a room
•5.00 per pereon, 3 In a room

Reserve your room through any
HIiton Reservation Service or
write direct to Miss Anns
Hiliman, Director of Student
Relations,The Waldorf-Astoria.

THE WALDORF-ASTORIA
48th & SOtli Sts. on Park Avenue, New YorK.N.y,

Conrad N. Hilton, President
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by itself
I'

There's never been a casual sport shirt so

richly endowed as Arrow Batik Piinls.

The patterns are subtle, imaginative, and
authentic. The sleeves come in your exact

sleeve !pn?!th — plus the famous Arrow

contour tailoring for a slim, trim

tapered waistline fit.

Sanforized labeled.

Short sleeves $4.00

Long sleeves $5.00

-ARROW-
From the

"Cum Lniirfr Collrction"

iMWimimitiii
'"

' "

OF WILLIAMSTOWN
131 COLE AVE.
Tel. GL 8-4412

Where Williami
Men Shop ot
The RIGHT

Price

of pleasure and aexual satlnlao-

tlon. Krapp ia possessed with a

sexual fever. This la all that his

life has come to signify. All that

Is left are the ashes of a self-

consuming fire. He plays over and

over the speeches which recall a

sexual experience In a boat

—

"under us all moved and moved
us." No great tragic figure, Krapp
is a pathetic wreck who symbol-

ically eats his bananas.

For Beckett these pleasures are

the few occasions on which man
can step outside of time to for-

get that he Is Its victim. The tri-

umph is of course temporary and

so it too Is pathetic.

Beckett's Message

It must be recognized that di-

rector Steve Pokart '62 was faith-

ful Lo Mr. Beckett. Keeping the

intentionally long, tension-filled,

seat-squirming pauses, Beckett's

feeling of the essential boredom
of existence was well projected.

The final Impact of the whole

made up of frustrating pauses

leaves the audience with the feel-

ing that it has experienced Bec-

kett's message—not only heard It

discussed.

Perhaps the triumph of the ev-

ening belonged to freshman An-
drew Green who played the en-

ormously difficult role of Krapp.
On stage alone, he managed to

convey the fear, the sexual frus-

tration, and the hopelessness of

the poor man. Never did he lose

his audience's attention. Every-
thing seemed to work for him

—

his face, his speech, his move-
ment. It is a performance we shall

remember in amazement and with
satisfaction.

"The world of jazz has moved on

to the .split infinitives of 'cool' or

'progressive' music to the liorrors

of rock and roll and to the medi-

ocrities of those who hold a great

art in poor receivership. Tl'.e tliir-

ties were a kind of Golden Age in

which jazz was still close to the

real and the true, and not yet

cut off from its roots in the blues

and the dance. It's gone but not

forgotten. Watson, hand me the

diamond needle."

From the current issue of NA-
TIONAL REVIEW. Write for free

copy, 150 E. 35th Street, New
York 16, New York.

Faculty, Gargoyle

Student Committees

Study Curriculum

The curriculum committees of
three groups within the Williams
c m m u n 1 1 y—Faculty, College
Council, and Gargoyle—have em-
barked on studies of various as-
pects of the College curriculum.
Each committee Is operating al-

most entirely Independently of the
others.

Now concluding Its consider-
ation of the trl-mester system in
relation to the Williams calendar
and curriculum, the Faculty Com-
mittee Is composed of Guilford L.

Spencer H, Chairman, Dudley w.
R. Bahlman, Secretary, Charles
D. Compton, J. Clay Hunt, Na-
thaniel M. Lawrence, Anson c.

Piper, MacAllster Brown, Donald
R. Whitehead, and Alan Wilde. It

could not be ascertained what ar-

eas this committee will look into

on completion of Its present study.

C C Committee

The student committee, appoint-

ed by the College Council, Is made
up of seven undergraduates: IMike

Keating '62, chairman, Glen
Thurow '62, Dennis Bamnan '62,

Phil Albert '63, John Jobeless '63,

Steve Stolzberg '63, and Victor K.

Yourltzln '64.

Among the topics to be studied

by this group are Saturday class-

es, the cut system, the honors pro-

gram, and the duplication of

course material. Keating pointed

out that this is by no means an
exhaustive list. "The obviously

poor attendance at Saturday
classes," he went on, "raises ser-

ious questions as to their academ-
ic effectiveness."

Gargoyle, the senior honor soc-

iety, has also named a committee
to look into questions of curricu-

lum. Mike Keating, Ed Volkman,
Paul Worthman, Stew Davis,

Scott Mohr, and John Calhoun
are expected to focus their atten-

tion on the credit-hour system

and Its possible adaptability to

Williams.
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Ford Foundation Gives $15,000 For toper Center Development
The Ford Foundation granted hpo^innin., „f fv,„ „„»j-_._ ., * _ *The Ford Foundation granted

the Roper Public Opinion Re-
search Center at Williams $15,000
for "general development", Dr.
Philip K. Hastings '44, Director of

the Center announced recently.

The Ford Gift moves the Center
to within $18,900 of its $180,000
goal for the development and ex-
pansion of the Roper facilities In
WlUiamstown.
The Ford grant comes at the

beginning of the academic year
for the Center. Recently, Sang-
woo Ahn, Williams '60, was ap-
pointed to the Professional Ad-
visory Committee for the Center.
Ahn is in his second year at the
Yale Law School, where he is on
the board of the YALE LAW RE-
VIEW, and is ranked second in
)his class academically. Present
members of the Advisory Com-
mittee are: Wyllis Wright, Wil-

liams College librarian; Professor
Kermlt Gordon, of the Economics
Department, now on leave from
the college to serve on President
Kennedy's National Council of
Economic Advisors; and York
Luccl, a Norwegian sociologist.

Miss Isabelle Harper joined the
Center staff this week as super-

visor of the data-processing fac-

ilities.

The addition itself will cost

$156,000 of the Center develop-

ment fund. The remaining $24,000

will go for sundry other Improve-

ments. The chief contributors to

the fund include: Rockefeller

foundation, $10,000; IBM, $10,-

000; Rockefeller Brothers, $15,000;

Elmo Roper. $20,000; and Wil-

liams College, $80,000.

FOR SALE
1960 LombreHo, model 150

Motor Scooter

Shield and Helmet included

PERFECT CONDITION

440 MILES

PRICE $425

Call George Wotkins
State College, North Adorns

I 71 fumOk
liliiiiJ M IniiiiLir
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It's sporty, it's speedy, it's a SPRITE ...and it's yours!

All you have to do is like win!

Contest
FOR NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE STUDENTS

m^mi , I ! .KINO

IGARETTES

LmoCTT & MVBRS TOBACCO CO.

PACK OR BOX REGULAR OR KING

Here's the sfory, man. Eight, count 'em,

eight of these swinging Sprites will go to

eight guys or gals in New England colleges.

The other 44 states strictly don't count. Get

the picture, get the odds? This is one deal

,
you've got to get in on.

First thing to do, get your hand on a Regis-

tration Envelope, which gives you the easy

Contest Rules. You'll find Registration

Envelopes everytvhere-SiW around campus

and in your local smoke shops. Our Liggett

& Myers Campus Rep has stacks of them,

too-so track him down.

. Next, you take a little quiz. It's printed right

: on the envelope, see, it's about sports cars

• and you can do it in like 47 seconds. Then

smoke 5 wonderful packs of Chesterfields

PRIZES
HEW ENGLAND WINNERS

•62 SPRITES

or L&M's (or,if you're a menthol man.Oasis),

tear the bottom panels off all 5 packs, tuck

them in the envelope, sign your name and

mail it.

Now comes the brain work. If you pass the

quiz you'll receive a limerick in the mail

with the last line missing. So finish it ! Send

in the best rhyme you can think of. If the

judges (ah independent, impartial lot)

think your line is the cleverest, you're like

behind the wheel of your Sprite already.

Enter incessantly! Because there are 8

Sprites up for grabs, dad ! The 4 winners of

the Fall Contest will be announced at the

end of the Fall Semester. Then the whole
jazz goes into high gear again-and toward

. the end of the Spring Semester the other 4

Sprites go on the block. So stay with it all

year - keep smoking those wonderful
Chesterfield, L&M or Oasis cigarettes-keep

trying ! Win, man 1

Buy 5 packs and get started. There will be

8 new '62 Sprites on the campuses of little

old New England by next May, and you
might as well jingle the keys to one of them
in your jeans . . . right?

GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX...ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLYI



Annaal Invasion

Of Leaf Lookers

Bemuses Natives

By Dave Applebaum

"The falline leaves - of red and
gold -"

The United States Weather
Bureau in conjunction witli the

American Automobile Association

has noted a strange climatologic-

al trend in recent years, peculiar

to the northeastern part of tlie

nation. A late September warm
spell, it seems, followed closely by

a short cold front with frost,

triggers off a reaction in leaf

stomata, causing a chromatic

change in the leaf. This change,

in turn, acts as a stimulus to mil-

lions of urban homo sapiens,

causing a complex reaction which
involves an afternoon's drive to

the countryside at minimum. The
effect of this sojourn is most di-

rect on the inhabitants of the

more colorful areas—the natives.

Columbus Day marks open sea-

son for the leaf-lookers. With an

urge as strong as that which sends

thousands of lemmings to their

watery depth each year, the look-

ers hit the roads and head for

the hills. The quest is never-end-

ing, and the appetite insatiable.

"See, dear, we should have gone

further west. Martha said the

leaves were beautiful out there

Wednesday." The age old truism

applies here also; the leaves are

always more colorful in the oth-

er part of the state. However,

there do seem to be regions more
heavily visited by the wandering
lookers, easily sighted by their

slow rate of forward progress,

their outlandishly formal attire,

their frequent stops to visit rest

rooms, consult road maps, or ask
directions. Primary among these
are the foothills of the Berkshires,

easily accessible via the Taconic
or Mohawk Trail. Located in the
heart of the foothills and serv-

ing as cultural hub for the whole
area is "The Village Beautiful".

Chief attractions of this quaint
and oft-forgotten little hamlet
include a vintage crop of piebald
maples, yelioy ash, white birch,

stately oaks, a sprawling horse
chestnut tree, and a predomin-
ance of brightly plaid flannel pull

overs.

Leaf-looking has begun a bus-
iness over and above that of tour-
ism. A superfluity of roadside

stands as led to the reinstitution

of such expressions as "squatters'

rights", "possession is nine-tenths
of the law", and "draw, mister"
near any potentially colorful

stand of trees. Prized most of all

is a rustic location amidst a maple
thiclcet, where native pumplcins
imported from New Jersey, or na-
tive corn from Iowa, or Vermont
maple syrup courtesy of Log Cab-
in Syrup Co., Inc., may be sold

to unwary city sliclcers. In order
to secure for themselves their fair

share of the blessings of life, lib-

erty, and the pursuit of happi-
ness, some local yokels have ad-
opted highly competitive methods.
A dead brown birch may be con-
verted overnight to a vertible

spectrum of colors by the simple
use of a handy spray gun. Or, at
second best, a highly localized tor-

nado may remove all leaves from
nearby competitors' trees.

And still over the hills they
come, ranging far and near in

their search, their search for the
gold, the crimson, the violet. They
come in '61 Caddies, '23 Stanleys,

afoot, by any means available.

They come hot or cold, rain or
shine. And still they come, slowly,

leisurely over the hills, leading a
convoy of irate, not-so-patient

drivers. They come in pairs, in

packs, alone, marauding the coun-
tryside, fighting for the better

vantage point, clustering about a

choice find. They come, razing the
land, leaving their marks of clv-

tllzation strewn about the untrav-
eled roadside. They come deter-

minedly, courageously braving the
unknown way, in search of Beau-
ty. They come, enthralled by the
native costumes and enraptured
by their customs. They come, and
they meander by, leaving nothing
but a mystified smile on a nat-
ive's face as he continues raiding

the lawn.
|

Will

College Atmosphere?
By Bill Prosser

President Sawyer's remarks on
the possibility of establishing an
admissions experiment involving a
small fraction of each class at

Williams inspired the RECORD to

explore this further. Enterprising

staffer Prosser thus solicited op-
inions from various department!^
and the administration. Prosser,

a devotee of the theatre, operate!

from a bias which, while it is

not necessarily shared by the

RECORD, raises some interesting

questions.

—ed
Williams has traditionally bee

tlif college of the well-rounde<
burliness man. The list of prom
inent alumni printed in the Gu
last year consisted of 15 men, 7 o.

whom were from the busines
world. Only one, Stephen Sond
helm ( lyricist for West Side Story
(Gypsy), could be called a repre
sentative from the arts. Member
of the Record staff, constantl:

looking for areas of criticism oi

the Williams campus, might witl

profit attack what has been des
cribed as the "dearth of creativ
activity" hereabouts.
Are the critics of artistic en-

deavors at Williams justified?
Perhaps these complaints are th
ever-present rumblings of a grou:
of dilettantes who wish for a
atmosphere that they are incap
able of producing themselve;
What do the facts reveal? It mus
be admitted that there are fev

shows of student art. Concert
employing all student talent ar
rarely heard. Plays have becomf
increasingly difficult to cast a
the AMT. Few people read for th'

parts.

Admissions Experiment
One has reason to believe tha

this problem has not escaped th(
all seeing, paternal, open-to-dis-
cussion eyes of our new president
In his induction speech Presiden'
Sawyer made several allusions tr

what has been termed "the ad-
miss'.ons experiment". "I hope wf
may find a foundation interester
in helping us conduct an experi-
ment here in which we woulc
admit each year a designatec
fraction of the entering class-
perhaps ten per cent who might
not ordinarily have been admittec
on prevailing formal criteria ..."

"It is the candidate of excep-
tional strength that we would bf
seeking, but with an eye tr

strength that might not as yet bf
wholly organized or evenly distri-

buted In a paper record of uniform
excellence ... we would be seeklnf
a flair, a 'forte', a strength of
character that would enrich thf
student population and the Col-
lege."

Artistic Interests

One would presume that artists
fv-ould be included in this category.
The boy who has dedicated much
of his high school career to de-
veloping a creative talent will

most probably have lower marks
and SAT scores than the well-
rounded student who keeps an eye
on college admission requirements
as he goes about his work. A

musician or a painter will be less

concerned with "established" evi-

lences of his talent than will the

slass president. His flair, his for-

;e, indeed his passion may pull

him so far in his interested field

io the sacrifice of his other stu-

iies.

Perhaps Williams needs some
passionate people. The artls-

ic types may enrage the business-

nan. They may be irresponsible,

riiey may even be "Immoral" but

hey will never be apathetic and

hey will always be Interested and

nterestlng.

Talents Neglected

Dean Frederick C. Copeland,

sommenting on President Saw-

/er's speech, wanted to make it

lerfectly clear that this category

lid not include what has been re-

erred to as the "late bloomer".

We are not looking for the 'late

jloomer'. The student who went
hrough four years of high school

mmotivated and unexcited is not

vanted here. We are interested in

he unusual guy who is fantastic

n one direction."

The lack of creativity on cam-
•us, however, is not merely an ad-

lissions problem. To a greater

xtent it is a problem of develop-
ig the talents of the students
vho have been admitted. Applica-
ion forms of any class will re-

eal numerous people who were
ngaged in creative extra-curricu-
ar activities but have abandon-
d them when coming to the
3erkshires. Where are the high
chool newspaper editors, the pu-
)ils who won speaking contests,

he boys whose poems were print-

ed in anthologies of student works
Chis problem is not only restric-

ed to the arts. It is well known
hat some of our finest athletes

vre not on the playing fields.

It is easy to blame the malig-
lant work load. Indeed one must
idmit that it is nearly impossible
.0 spend much time pursuing en-
leavors for which no school cre-

lit is given. A fine poem will not
•aise one's average or get one on
he Dean's list. And It will most
probably not get one into a grad-
late school. The real problem may
lot be with the admissions de-
partment at all. If we want an
^xciting artist colony we may
lave to change the curriculum.

This idea will undoubtedly bring

:ries of "We will never lower our

standards" from a large segment
jf the administration. It would
lowever be folly to admit one-

lirectional people and then expect
them to conform to the ball-

shaped person which our present,

many faceted curriculum, now de-

mands. We shall have to expect
3ur artists to be limited. No Ren-
aissance man he, the artist will

have to be recognized and encour-
aged for his individual talent.

This Is the price we shall have
to pay If we really want this kind
of person on campus. His inade-
quacies will have to be excused
and his idiocyncrasies tolerated.

Indeed the whole program would
most prabably be a great exercise
in tolerance.

Trustees Discass Tuition Increase

Above Current Charge Of $1200

4 Colleges Purchase Radio Station,

Broadcast To Wide Audience
Four colleges in the area of

central Massachusetts have pool-
ed their resources to purchase a
cooperative radio station. The ac-
quisition was made through the
Western Massachusetts Broadcas-
ting Council, an organization
formed by the colleges concerned,
cerned.

Tliree of these colleges— Smith,
Mt. Holyoke, and Amherst—are
offering $14,500 each to help to
maintain the station for a two-
year period. The University of
Massachusetts, which is the
fourth participant, is unable to
assist financially because of its

status as a state school. It will

contribute its share, however, by
providing for the station's elec-
tric power and repair mainten-
ance, as well as the property on
Mt. Liberty where the transmitter
Is located.

Because of the size of the en-
deavor, the station will boast of

the latest In modern equipment.
Besides having a multiplex, and
an up-to-date transmitter, the
station will be equipped with a
remote control monitoring system
that will enable the central Bos-
ton control station to turn its un-
it off and on as needed, permit-
ting the four colleges to originate
programs on their own stations.

Unit of WGBH
Besides producing its own col-

lege programs, the station will

sei-ve for an undetermined length
of time as a member unit of WQ-
BH, Boston's educational net-
work, and will re-broadcast the
P»ograms which the parent sta-
tion has leased for this purpose.
The station will be known as

WFCR (Pour College Radio), and
will be operating at a frequency
of 88.5 megacycles. The signals
should go well Into Vermont and
southern Connecticut, and farther
west than Wllllamtown.

In the past, the Tuition and
General Fees at Williams College

has steadily Increased. The trend

of this steady progression Indi-

cates that a new Increase might

be established next year. In fact,

the Trustees have already discuss-

ed this question, but no definite

decision has been reached.

The tuition charges have never

remained at a stable rate for more
than two years at a time, at least

during the last six years. In 1955-

1956 and 1956-1957 the fee was
$800 per year. In 1957-1958 this

was raised to $900. The Trustees

decided on a $200 rise for the fol-

lowing year, and the fee remained
at $1100 lor 1958-1959 and 1959-

1960. The present 1961-1962 tui-

tion charge of $1200 was estab-
lished In 1960-1961.

The tuition figures of some of
the leading Eastern schools are
quite varying: (1959-1960 figures)

Amherst. $1100; Wesleyan, $iooo;
Trinity, $1050; Bennington, $1800;
Dartmouth, $1400; Harvard,
$1250; Princeton, $1450; Yale,

$1400; Swarthmore, $1250. Most
of these fees have risen consid-

erably since then. The tuition fees

at the Ivy League schools in par-

ticular have all moved toward

$1600.
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OnCanqiiis
with

(Author of "1 Was a Teen-age Dwarf, "The Many
IjOvcs of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

THE TRUE AND
HARROWING FACTS ABOUT RUSHING
It is well enougn to sit in one's Morris chair and theorize about

sorority rushing, but if one really wishes to know the facts, one

must leave one's Morris chair and go out into the field. (My
Morris chair, incidentally, was given to me by the Philip Morris

Company, makers of Marlboro Cigarettes. They are great-

hearted folk, the makers of Marlboro Cigarettes, as millions of

you know who have enjoyed their excellent cigarettes. Only
from bountiful souls could com(! such mildne.ss, such flavor,

sucli filters, such pleasure, as you will find in Marlboros! For
those who prefer crushproof boxes, Marlboro is available in

crushproof boxes. For those who prefer soft packs, Marlboro

is available in soft packs. For those who prefer to buy th'iir

cigarettes in bulk, please contact Enimctt R. Sigafoos, friendly

manager of our factory in Riclimond, Virginia.)

But I digress. I was saying that in order to know the true

facts about sorority rushing, one must go into the field and
investigate. Consequently, I went last week to the Indiana

College of Spot Welding and Belles Lettres and interviewed

several million coeds, among them a lovely lass named Gerund
McKeever. (It is, incidentally, quite an interesting little story

about how she came to bo named Gerund. It seems that her
father, Ralph T. McKccver, loved grammar better than any-
thing in the world, and sn he named all his children after parts

of speech. In addition to Gerund, there were three girls named
Preposition, Adverb, and Pronoun, and one boy named Dative
Case. The girls seemed not to be unduly depressed by their

names, but Dative Case, alas, grew steadily more morose and
was finally found one night dangling from a participle. After
this tragic event, the fatlier aljandoned his practice of gram-
matical nomenclature, and whatever children were subsequently
born to liim—eight in all—were named Everett.)

%tiiidi(imtcdMm0Wwomr.

But I digress. I w?s interviewing a lovely coed named
Gerund McKeever. "Gerund," I said, "were you rushed by »
sorority?"

"Yes, mister," she said, "I was rushed by a sorority."
"Did they give you a high-pressure pitch?" I asked. "Did

they use the hard sell?"

"No, mister," she replied. "It was all done with quiet dignity.
They simply talked to me about the chapter and the girls for
about three minutes and then I pledged."
"My goodness!" I said. "Three minutes is not very long for

a sales talk!"

"It is when they are holding you under water, mister,'!
aid Gerund.

"Well, Genind," I said, "how do you like the house?"
"I like the house fine, mister," she replied. "But I don't live

there. Unfortunately, they pledged more giris than they have
room for, so they are sleeping some of us in the bell tower.'!

"Isn't that rather noisy?" I said.

"Only on the quarter-hour," said Gerund.
"Well, Gerund," I said, "it has certainly been a pleasure talk-

ing to you," I said.

"Likewise, mister," she said, and with many a laugh and cheer
we went our separate ways-she to the campanile, I to the
Morris chair. ^ ,^, ,^

• • •

The PMUp Morrlt Company mnfcct, fn addition to Mmrlbof,
Utt new unnitered, king-iixe Philip Morri* Commander—
efto/ce fobacco, gently vacuum cleaned bg a newprvee— tm
aatUTt you the Rnett in tmokint pUaaura.



Federal Loan Fund
Aids Mass. Colleges

With Housing Grants
U.S. aovernment Loans, total-

ing $40,417,000, have recently
been approved for 24 Massachu-
setts colleges.

Williams was not among those
listed for the grants which are
used for college housing. Sen. Lev-
erett Saltonstall (R-Mass.), who
announced the recipients, explain-
ed that 31 state Institutions had
applied for the monies, and that
others would perhaps receive
funds under the $300 million in

additional funds voted by the re-

cent Congress as an extension of

the program.

Community Facilities Admin-
istration of the Housing and
Home Finance Agency is consid-

ering the applications, according

to the Senator, and schools with
a total enrollment of 75,813 may
be ultimately effected. Those re-

ceiving grants under the present
allotment include:

Tufts College, Medford; Boston
University, Boston; Holy Cross,

Worcester; Springfield College,

Springfield; Wheaton College,

Norton; Mount Holyoke College,

South Hadley; Mass. Institute of

Technology, Cambridge; Welles-
ley College, Wellesley.

Brandeis University, Waltham;
Lesley College, Cambridge; Wor-
cester Tech, Worcester; Clark Un-
iversity, Worcester; Merrimack
College, North Andover; Whee-
lock College, Boston; American
International, Springfield; and
Regis College for Women, Wes-
ton.

Brooks Notes Gravity

OfGoal-PostStorming
If a recent Massachusetts law

is enforced, the last Bay State
football goalpost has come toppl-

ing down. The law went into ef-

fect ninety days after its passing
in late August, 1960. "It is in ef-

fect now," stated Dean Robert R.

R. Brooks, "and does inflict crim-
inal penalties for violatioji." He
also expressed the hope that

"neither the Advisor nor the Rec-
ord will kid this law."

"There are any number of cases

where people have been badly hurt

by falling goalposts, here at Wil-

liams as well as elsewhere," he
continued.

According to Brooks, letters have
been exchanged with all Massa-
chusetts colleges and colleges

playing games at Williams, and
all will be cooperating to discour-

age post-game goalpost sessions.

The problem has also been taken

up by several student councils,

and was discussed recently at a

meeting in Boston.
Brooks urged that, due to the

gravity of the matter and "to a-

vold having either visiting stu-

dents or our own people get in

trouble," the student body comply
with the law.

STATIONERY

Williams' Ability To Prepare

Physics Majors Questioned

BOWDOIN BACKS MOVE — At times dpring Soturdoy's footboll gome the Polor Beor bocks managed to make short jaunts. At the left Bowdoin soph
Bob Hooke moves toword Eph defenders Don Crowley and Chris Hogy. At the right Bowdoin quarterback Dexter Morse strides post Eph guard Tom Howoll.

Williams Teams

Succeed In Two
Debate Tourneys
Pour Williams debate teams did

more than a creditable job for
the school at tourneys held at
Dartmouth and Brown this past
weekend. The national subject for
college teams this year is "Resolv-
ed: That Labor Unions Should be
Subject to the Anti-Trust Laws."

In the novice meet at Dart-
mouth, the teams of Dan O'Flah-
erty and BUI Norman; and John
O'Conner and Bob Sachs (all '65),

won the decision In three of their

six contests.

Success At Brovmn

At Brown, Phil Bredell and Roy
Sandstrom as one team, and
Nick Goodhue and Hand Hofbau-
er as the other, brought back five

wins from their eight clashes. All

debates in both tourneys were
conducted under the Oxford sys-

tem.

Future tournaments in prospect

include the annual Amherst meet
(Nov. 3-4), and the classic Ver-
mont contest on Nov. 17-18.

Walsh Forfeits $50

For Holiday Opening
Thomas B. Walsh of the House

of Walsh seems to have been the

only merchant in the northern

Berkshire area not to comply with

the closure rules of Columbus
Day. Even though he maintained

that he had kept his store open

on Columbus Days for the past

30 years, he was fined $50 for op-

erating his business on a legal

holiday.

Chief John D. Courtney, Jr., of

the WlUiamstown Police reported

that four other merchants in Wil-

liamstown closed down after be-

ing reminded by the police that

legal holidays are meant to be

observed. These were identified as

Berkshire Hills Gift Shop, Clark's

Store, Scott and Bratton, and the

Williams Inn Gift Shop.

GREETING CARDS

McClelland

PRESS

PRINTERS FOR WILLIAMS COLLEGE

By Frank Lloyd

"Can Pour-Year Colleges Pre-
pare Physics Majors for Gradu-
ate Work in Physics?" This is

the title of an article by George
E. Pake of the Department of

Physics, Stanford University, in

the October issue of the American
Journal of Physics which points

up one of the questions being cur-

rently evaluated at Williams.

Pake maintains, "At Stanford,
I have observed during the past

five years the increasing difficul-

ty which students from the four-

year liberal arts colleges have,

first, with gaining admission and
second, with their graduate stud-

ies if they are admitted."

He cites as a contributing fac-

tor that "at Stanford as at many
other universities, our better stu-

dents began some time ago to

take a few of the first-year grad-

uate courses . . . now our seniors

who intend to go on to graduate

work are expected to cover mater-
ial which a decade ago was in the

typical first graduate year."

As proof of this disparity Pake
quotes an MIT study which show-
ed that "during 1950-54, students

coming from the top 20 universi-

ties performed on the average one
whole grade unit above those

from the colleges . .

.
'"

Reasons For Gap
Reasons enumerated for the gap

are "D High teaching loads which
overwork the staff and 2) Staff

vacanices which aggravate 1. 3)

Shortage of funds and therefore

of equipment (let alone modern
equipment) ! 4) No research (or

at least very little). 5) The 'criti-

cal size effect'."

Pake expands on the last rea-

son, saying, "like a mass of fis-

sionable material, an academic

physics department must exceed a

certain minimum or critical size

if it is to 'go'. A large enough de-

partment provides representation

for all shades of physicists from

the most theoretical theorist to

the most practical experimenta-

list."

But Pake admits the need for

the combination of the two cul-

tures of the humanists and the

scientists, alluding to C. P. Snow's

The Two Cultures and The Scien-

tific Revolution. He also feels

"the four-year college offers the

most favorable environment we

have for welding the two cultures

into one.

"The combination of larger de-

partments, specializations within

specializations, and the extreme

pressures to produce within one's

specialized specialization leads in

the large university of deep sub-

gulfs within the scientific cul-

ture."

Suggests Research Aid

To aid the college in this vital

task. Pake suggests, "Provide ex-

tensive research support for the

college for pedagogical and cul-

tural reasons. The pedagogical

purpose is to place the college stu-

dent of physics in an environ-

ment more representative of real

physics. The cultural purpose is

to aid In keeping first-rate scien-

tists in an atmosphere conducive

to bridging Snow's cultural gap."

1
The funds would come from the

National Science Foundation and
would not be on a competitive

basis with universities. Pake also

suggests the institution of a mas-
ters degree program at many of

these colleges, assisting the un-
dergraduate in his transition to

graduate school, and "livening

up" the physics atmosphere in the

home institution.

Professor Ralph P. Winch of

the Physics Department feels that

the situation envisioned in Pake's
article does not apply to Williams
at this time, but may in the fut-

ure. He affirms, "Pake's critical

department size is only three or

four members. This is not a prob-

lem yet for a staff our size of

six full-time members."
Problem In Future

Winch does admit that "the

field is growing so rapidly that

we will have to make provision

for the future, in such areas as

a larger staff and more research

facilities. Implicit in this is to

have honors students participate

in more research projects."

But Winch does not believe the

answer lies in a heavier course

load in the sciences. "At Stan-
ford, the physics major may take

four or five courses out of his

field. This is not a liberal educa-
tion. As long as we believe in the

goals of a liberal education, we've

got to give it to scientists as well

as humanists and political scien-

tists.

"No matter how we increase our

facilities, we are not going to do

what Stanford, Harvard, and MIT
do. We have no timetable yet, but

changes should come as part of

President Sawyer's forward plan-

ning program."
Graduate Courses

"More students should be will-

ing to spend an extra year at

Williams or a similar institution

to prepare for graduate school.

Graduate courses are available

now to selected seniors on the ad-

vice of the department."

David Gray, Instructor in Phy-

sics, agrees with the premise that

the course load should not be

heavier in the major at the ex-

pense of other disciplines. He sees

a relaxation of the major se-

quence requirements, allowing

more Independent study and tak-

ing of graduate level courses, as

one approach to the problem.

"This is the only department on

campus which offers graduate

courses, and every senior in hon-

ors should be able to take one."

Gray also feels that a lot of

time is wasted in useless labora-

tory experiments. "Possibly there

should be one stiff lab course,

emphasizing technique and real

physics, rather than tacking a

cookbook lab on every science

course." The purpose of a lab is

not to find the experimental set-

up waiting for you merely to did-

dle with the knobs.'*

Bill Todt '60, presently a lab

instructor and taking graduate

courses at Williams, feels this has
been rectified in a large measure.

"We no longer use procedure

sheets for labs. You find the e-

qulpment there, but have to fig-

ure out the principles behind its

use.

Todt feels that the department
staff is tops in each field. But
he admits, "It's virtually impos-
sible now to cover all fields of

physics in four years. The diffi-

culty depends on the graduate
school you wish to attend. Almost
all of them now require four years
of calculus, thus you have to take
all the math in the Williams maj-
or sequence. Many are now requir-
ing a full year of quantum mech-
anics, which is here offered only
to honors students, and then on-
ly for a half year.

"The top schools, such as MIT,
Cal Tech, and Berkeley, are real-
ly expecting too much from the
graduates of small colleges, forc-
ing them to have courses on the
graduate level."

Undergraduate View
Prom the undergraduate point

of view, Fenner Milton '62 feels

that there is already almost too
little time to delve into the other
fields of study at Williams. "Af-
ter taking the full major sequence,
the three or four year math re-

quirement, typically a year of

chemistry, and two years of Ger-
man required for the Ph.D,, there

are only six liberal arts courses
left to the physics major.

"If Williams tried to put more
courses in the major, it would be-

come only a second-rate Harvard
or sub-MIT. It cannot beat the
universities at their game, but
can be first in its own field.

Williams Cyclists

In Tie For Last
The Williams Cycling Club tied

tor third and last with Dartmouth
behind Princeton and Yale last

Sunday in a race held on the

Dartmouth home grounds.

The course took the riders up
the Connecticut River 20 miles

from Hanover, across the river In-

to Vermont, and down U.S. No. 5

to Hanover again. The winning

time for the winding hilly course

was one hour, 41 minutes, which
makes for an average speed of a

brisk 24 miles per hour.

Callaway Fifth

For the second week in a row,

the Ephs were hindered by some
unfortunate breaks. John Rcld

was unable to race because his

bike was damaged during the trip

from WlUiamstown. Pete Callaway

paced himself well and took a

well-deserved fifth place, while

Steve Huffman and Jim Dudley

also finished high enough to gar-

ner points for the Williams con-

tingent.

Princeton gained the gold med-
al with a point total of 30. Yale

finished second by ringing up 25

points, while Williams and host

Dartmouth each wound up with

18 points.

The Ephs next competition will

be against Yale and the New Hav-
en Cycling Club in a race sched-

uled for this Sunday in New Hav-
en.
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Ephs Surprise

Varsity Soccer

Bowdoin For Third Victory;

Team Slams Connecticut, 5-2

Kofi Leads Scoring With Three Tallies;

(/Conn, Hampered By Injuries, Oatplayed
By George Opdyke

For the second time In four

days, the Williams varsity soccer

team clearly outplayed and sound-

ly defeated a highly-rated op-

ponent. Despite a frustratingly

scoreless first period, Williams

kept up the pressure to overwhelm

the defending New England

champs from UConn 5-2 on Cole

Field Saturday and stretched Its

undefeated siring to eight games.

The victory, while decisive, was

marred by Connecticut absentees

and injuries and a subsequently

heavily juggled hneup. Only eight

of eleven regular starters were a-

vallable, two more were Injured

during the game, and the start-

ing goaUe, Thomas Kibbe, played

with three broken ribs.

Most costly to the Husky cause

undoubtedly was the loss of last

year's second team All-Araerican

Inside Myron Krasij. layed up by

torn foot cartilege.

Gates Scores First

But even a healthy Husky would

have had difficulty halting the

imaginative teamwork of the

hustling Ephmen. Displaying a de-

cided preference for slow develop-

ing ball control offense, Coach
Clarence Chaffee's squad outman-
euvercd Its long kicking opponents

from the beginning with short

passes and triangle patterns. The
result was 33 shots at the goal

for Williams, compared to 14 for

the visitors.

However, the first Williams

score did not occur until well in-

to the second quarter when right

Inside Perry Gates picked the ball

out of a goalfront pile-up to

break the ice.

Cross-Country Squad

Downs Bears, 23-37

A Strong performance by soph-

omore members of the cross-coun-

try team led the well-balancec'

Ephmen to a 23-37 victory over

Bowdoin Saturday on the Wil-

liams course. It was the Eph har-

riers second win this year against

a single loss.

Rick Ash of Williams was the

individual winner of the race, cov-

ering the hilly, 3.75 mile course

21:28.5. The following two po-

sitions were taken by Bowdoin
but the Ephmen won the meet on

the strength of taking the follow-

ing positions, with four of thess

positions won by sophomores. So-

phomores Skip Gwiazda and Bur
Mullcr took the fourth and fifth

place for Williams in the Identi-

cal times of 22:03, and John Pos-

ter took sixth in 22:13.5. Junior
George Anderson, in his first race

this year after some knee trouble

placed seventh In 22:18.5 and he

was followed by dlsplacers Al Tel-

pel, another sophomore prospect

and John Klfner.

Tlie Ephmen were especially

impressive from the standpoint of

their team depth. Williams scored

a decisive victory even though two
of Its top runners were far back
in the pack. Klfner and Captain
Spike Kellogg were both victim.":

of "stitches", a tightening of the

stomach muscles caused by a sul-

phur reaction from eating egg."

at breakfast. However, despite

this disappointment, the "fairly

large" Williams crowd was treated

to a strong team performance a.>^

Gwiazda, Muller, Foster and An-
derson all finished within 16 sec-

onds of each other.

Face Tufts Saturday

The Eph thlnclads will .seek an-

other decisive victory this Satur-

day as they Journey to encounter

the Tufts squad at the Boston

campus in a meet starting at

noon, proceeding the football

game. In a note of comparison,

this same Bowdoin team also lost

to Amherst by the almost Identi-

cal score of 22-36.

A minute later, left wing Jim

Lawsing's corner kick was jarred

from the grasp of the UConn ten-

der by bouncing Ben Kofi, and

dribbled untouched into the goal.

The outstanding halfback trio

of John O'Donnell, John Ohly,

and Bob Watkins, working the

ball inside through Gates and
Doug Maxwell or outside to the

fast breaking wings Lawsing ami

Skip Rutherford, kept Williams on

the offensive and carried the un-

indicative 2-0 score into halftlme.

Eutherford Tallies

The third quarter action could

boast only one Williams goal, but

several near misses. The score oc-

curred when a nice shot by In-

side Steve Chaberski bounced off

the goal post to a waiting Skip

Rutherford. Semper paratus, Ru-
therford rifled it home. A paten-

ted Kofi shot off the cross bar

and several other booming kicks

high over the goal by the front

ane constituted the near misses.

In the fourth quarter, the Wil-

liams offense continued to click,

as John Poehl placed a short punl

over the heads of the UConn de-

fenders to set up a picture goa

oy Ben Kofi. The final William:

score resulted from another classy

bit of teamwork, Maxwell to Kofi

UConn Finally Scores

Near the end of the game Chaf-

fee sent in his second string, giv-

ing everyone on the bench a

shance to play and to gain ex-

perience for the future.

Against the Eph reserves Tom
Strong, UConn left wing, put a-

way two scores within 30 seconds,

first by lofting the ball neatly

3ver onrushing goalie Dave Ker-

shaw, and then by blasting a

loose ball when Kershaw momen-
tarily lost control of a high hard
shot by a Connecticut halfback.

The consistently well played

jame still had many high points:

3en Kofi's dazzling footwork a-

round dazed defenders shouting,

'Get that little guy;" John Ohly's

consistent tackUng; John O'Don-
lell's flying heads; a Maxwell to

Gates to Lawsing head ball sett-

ng up a fast break; a Gates to

H,utherford drop pass; and the ef-

,'ectively disruptive goalie beck-
ing of injured junior center-for-

vard Leigh Baler.

(TOPI Mike Rcily, who was outstanding at his middle linebacker posi-

tion, smears the Bowdoin ball-carrier behind the line of scrimmage. (BOT-
TOM) Halfback Bill Mosher, one of a fleet of sophomore halfbacks, dives

across the Bowdoin line.

®ljF Htlltama Sprurft
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'65 Gridders Score 22-7 Uoset;

DiMiceli Stars In Rout Of Manlius
The military precision of a

large, confident Manlius Academy
eleven was rather effectively shat-

tered Saturday by a tough, spirit-

ed group of Eph frosh who notch-

ed a 22-7 victory in the process.

That this outcome would be
possible seemed rather doubtful

Friday night as the Manlius team

TomKlugTopsClifford
For College Golf Title
The annual College Golf Tour-

lament was won last Friday bj

-.ophomore Tom Klug as he de-

feated Gary Clifford. 7 and 6.

As winner of the contest, Klug
.vill be presented with the Trophy
lonated by the class, a large sil-

/er dish with the victor's names
jngraved on it as well as a small-

;r copy for his possession. In ad-

litlon, his name will be inscribed

jn a plaque at the golf club.

Klug earned his chance at the

championship be defeating semi-

jinalist Dick Greenlee 6 and 5.

The deciding point in this match
was on the seventh hole where

'65 Football Statistics

A consistent offensive attack

has characterized the Williams

freshman squad in its two
games against Agawam and
Manlius. The accurate passing

arm of DiMiceli has accounted
for a total of 170 yards and
three touchdowns. He has hit

on six out of ten passes thrown.
The Williams ground mach-

ine has run up just as an im-
pressive total rushing. The
baby Ephs have averaged 3.0

yards per carry on the ground
in two games. Kaagan has led

the attack with 104 yards In

25 carries for a 4.2 average.

Bu.tsard has picked up 97 yards
for a 3.7 average, and Leltz

has a 3.1 average with 99 yards

gained.

both players landed in a trap on
their second shots, but while Klug
blasted onto the green, Greenlee
overshot. Clifford entered the tin-

ils by downing Dick Capalli 4 and
3.

Practice Pays Off
Throughout the tourney prac-

tice payed off for Klug, who has
been over the course almost ev-
ery day this year. This was es-

pecially evident in his final

match in which his steady play-
ing of fine shots overwhelmed
Clifford. In Klug's opinion, this

match was won on the first nine
holes. Both players parred the
first hole, then Klug went on to

win six of the remaining eight
holes. A lucky break came to the
winner when, on the sixth hole
with both men close to the green
on their second shots, Klug's chip
shot struck the pole on a fast

downhill green and stopped just

inches from the hole. Clifford's

shot rolled dead four feet from
t,he pin, and then he missed his
putt. In contrast to Klug's con-
Ustent playing, Clifford was
"hampered by several wild tee
;hots."

PIZZA GRINDERS
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College Welcomes Parents For Frosh Weekend
Freshman Revue

Stresses Humor
The curtain goes up on the 1961

edition of the "Freshman Revue"
tomorrow night, October 28, at

9:30 p.m. As always, the "Revue"

Is the nightcap event of Freshman
Parents' Day. Produced by Cap &
Bells, Inc., this year's show puts

Its emphasis on humor.
Music for the "Revue" will be

provided by Bob Clulla '63, Mike
Scott '62, and Paul Michel '63.

CiuUa doubles In brass as an ac-

tor In one of the skits, but all

the other male cast members are

from the class of 1965. Steve Lav-
Ino Is the Master of Ceremonies.

Specialty numbers feature: An-
dy Good, Jay Selvlg, Ken Gaines,

Peter Friedman, and Tonla Noell,

a freshman at Bennington. Cast
In a variety of roles are: Pete Er-

wln, Ted Cornell, Les Pierce, Don
Ross, Dave Testa, Jim Wolfe,
Ralph Mastroiannl, Bob Ander-
son, Tim Watterson. John Sund-
strom, Peter Simon, Phil Mc-
Kiiight. Dean Bandes, and John
Hamm.

Frosh in "Salesman"
Simon and McKnlght are cur-

rently rehearsing Important roles

In the AMT production of "Death
of a Salesman." Bandes and
Hamm helped to write the show
along with Bruce Owen and Ted
Palmer. The females In the "Re-
vue" include: Debbie Hayes, who
appeared in last year's spring mu-
sical "The Happier Hunting
Ground" and is also playing a

lead In "Salesman," Jackie West
and Judy Meeder, the wife of the

Assistant to the Director of the

AMT.
Lighting for the show has been

designed by Chris Welch '65, who
has earned lighting credit with the

WlUiamstown Summer Theatre in

the past. Sound is being handled

by Alec Sohwarz '65.

Staple Format
This year's production follows

that of the class of '64 In adopt-

ing no specific theme, merely pre-

senting a variety show suited to

the particular talents of the class.

The class of "63 was the last to

attempt a topical theme, present-

ing a "Khrushchev In America"

production.

Tickets for the "Revue" are a-

vallable In the box office of the

AMT, which win be open all Fri-

day afternoon and all day Satur-

day. Student ID cards are good

for one ticket; others are $1.50 a

piece. All seats are reserved, and

reservations must be picked up by

8:00 p.m. Saturday.

Parents' Weekend Activities Include

Luncheon, Athletics, Frosh Revue

SHOWING SATURDAY NIGHT — Alec Sehwartr, Peter Simon, and
Phil McKnighl- (l-r), all of the class of 1965, discuss a number for the

Freshman Revue, opening tomorrow night at the AMT. Schwartz is the

lound man for the show; Simon and McKnight are acting.

The nmm annual Freshman
Parents' Weekend Is scheduled for

I'liday through Sunday, October
21-29. 169 families, four from Cal-

ifornia, representing 396 parents
and guests have Indicated that

they will be on hand, according to

Willard Dlckerson, In whose of-

fice arrangements for the weekend
are being made.

The purpose of the weekend is

to enable parents of freshmen to

see the college and their sons'

friends and instructors, as well as

to visit their sons at college.

Arrangements For Parents

Registration at Baxter Hall will

take place from 10:00 a.m. to

U:00 p.m. Friday and from 9:00
',0 12:00 Saturday. Parents are In-

vited to attend regular freshman
classes and appointments can be

Irish Writer And Critic OTaolain
To Speak On 'Trial By Pleasure'
Sean O'Faolaln, noted Irish

writer and critic, will speak in

Jesup Hall at 8 p.m. on Monday
evening, October 30. Titled "Trial

By Pleasure," his talk is being pre-

sented by the Williams Lecture

Committee. A question-answer

period and refreshments will fol-

low In the Rathskeller of the Stu-

dent Union.

In this country as a Phi Beta

Kappa Visiting Scholar, O'Fao-

laln has made many previous vis-

its to the United States. In 1960,

he was writer In residence at

'

Princeton University where in
j

1954 he delivered the Christian

Gauss lectures on contemporary
|

literature—later published as The

Vanishing Hero.

In spite of his wide travels.

O'Paolain's roots are deep In Ire-

land. The Irish Revolution, in
1

which he was active, is reflected

in much of his work. He has be-

come one of the best-known in- i

terpreters of Irish life, and his

books on modern Ireland and its

people are praised as realistic and

sympathetic.

He is perhaps best known for

his short stories and for his nov-

el A Nest Of Simple Folli. His

latest publication is a collection

of short stories, I Remember, I

Remember.

A member of the Irish Academy
of Letters, O'Faolaln holds de-

A. Miller's 'Death Of A Salesman'

Set For AMT Stage Union Weekend
"Death of a Salesman," Arthur

Miller's powerful drama of con-

temporary Ufe, win be the first

major production of the Williams

College season, it was announced

by Dr. Joseph Q. Stockdale, Jr.,

director and acting head of Ad-

ams Memorial Theatre. The play,

recipient of both the Pulitzer

Prize and the Drama Critics' a-

ward win be presented Thursday,

Friday, and Saturday, November

2, 3, and 4 with an 8:30 curtain.

"Death of a Salesman" concerns

the last days of Willy Loman, who
seeks to find out, by a tragic ser-

ies of soul-searching revelations.

Daily Chapel
Dally Chapel Speakers for the

week of Oct. 30-Nov. 3 will be:

Monday - Steve Telklns '62

Tuesday - Steve TeUtlns '62

Wednesday - Bob Oxman '64

Thurs. - John Lancaster '64

Friday - John Lancaster '64

SEAN O'FAOLAIN

grees from the National Univer-
sity of Ireland and from Harvard.

The Phi Beta Kappa Visiting

Scholar Program was begun In

1956 to enable more schools to

have leading scholars participate

in campus activities. He usually

spends two or three days on
campus, giving a public lecture,

leading classroom discussions, and
meeting informally with students
and faculty.

The more than 70 visits plan-

ned for 1961-1962 Involve seven

participating scholars: O'Faolaln;

Lewis Hanke, professor of Latin

American Studies at Columbia; J.

Seelye Bixler, philosopher and
president emeritus of Colby; Mar-

shall Clagett, director of the In-

stitute for Research in the Hu-
manities at Wisconsin; George B.

Cressey, geographer at Syracuse;

John Turkevich, professor of

Chemistry at Princeton; and H.

Stuart Hughes, Harvard historian.

made for conferences with In-

itructors and advisers.

Guests of the freshman class

win be served luncheon at the
Alumni house on Spring Street
Saturday at 12:00. Dinner Is at

7:00 Saturday In Baxter HaU.
There Is no charge for these
meals. Parents are responsible for

obtaining their overnight accom-
modations; a list of local hotels

and motels has been provided for

their convenience.

Weekend Events

Freshman athletic-events over
the weekend win consist of a soc-

cer game with the WllUams J.V.

squad at 4:00 p.m. Friday on Cole
Field, to which no admission wlU
be charged, and a footbaU game
with the Vermont Freshmen on
Weston Field, Saturday at 1:30 p.

m. Tickets will be sold at the gate,

at $1.50 each.

The ninth Aimual Freshman
Parents' Day Program win be held
at 8:00 p.m. In Chapln HaU, Im-
mediately following dinner. Pro-
fessor Plerson of the Art Depart-
ment will address the gathering.

Seated at the speaker's table, as

seen from left to right by the
audience, will be John D. Eusden,
Chaplain; Henry N. Plynt, Jr., As-
sistant Dean and Director of Stu-

dent Aid; Frederick C. Copelan.d,

Dean of Admissions; Charles A.

Foehl, Jr., Treasurer; William H.

Plerson, Professor of Art; John E.

Sawyer, President; Samuel A.

Matthews, Samuel Fessenden
Clark, Professor of Biology and
Chairman pro tempore of the Fac-
ulty; Harlan P. Hanson, Associate

Professor of German and Dean of

Freshmen; Arthur E. Robinson,

Instructor In Physical Education;

and Robert J. Seldman '63, Pres-

ident of the Junior Advisers.

The Freshman "Revue" wiU be

held at the Adams Memorial The-

atre at 9:30 p.m. Saturday. A spec-

ial Chapel service will be held at

11:00 Sunday and Chaplain John
D. Eusden wlU lead the service.

Beverly Dolan, New Editor Oi Ylilliamstown NEWS,

Plans Comprehensive Coverage Of Town Afiairs

just where he has failed to win

success and happiness.

Robert Coleman, writing In the

New York Daily Mirror called It,

"as exciting and devastating a

theatrical blast as the nerves of

modern playgoers can stand...

an explosion of emotional dyna-

mite." Using a highly fluid and

stacatto nash-back technique,

Miller blends the elements of

pathos, violence, humor, love and

hate to give some frightening soc-

ial criticisms of contemporary val-

ues. Brooks Atkinson of the

New York Times called the play

"rich and memorable theatre" and

asserted that the play "becomes

poetry because Mr. Miller has

drawn It out of so many Intangi-

ble soiu-ces."

Tickets for "Death of a Sales-

man" are now on sale at the box

office of the Adams Memorial

Theatre. Box-office hours are

from 9:30 to 12:30 and 1:30 to

4:00 on week days.

By John T. Connor

Since the first week in October,

the Willlamstown News has had a

new editor. She Is pert Beverly

Dolan, who has had extensive

journalistic experience with four

newspapers. Before coming to Wil-

llamstown, Miss Dolan worked for

the Catsklll (N.Y.) Daily Mail.

Indicating her plans for the

News, Miss Dolan said that she

was In the process of "building

up a newspaper. We plan to cov-

er all aspects of the community—
of which the college is definitely

a part—to develop a product that

people will want to buy to read

about themselves and their neigh-

bors."

As put by an October 19th ed-

itorial, "under new management

and new editorial staff, we have

renewed our purpose of giving

The Village Beautiful' a weekly

gathering of community news and

comment. The News plans to ad-

apt Its news to you, the Williams-

town area reader. Other newspa-

pers, dallies, carry the events of

the world, the nation, and the

commonwealth. Only the News Is

designed speclflcaUy for this com-

munity."

Already a sign of this "renew-

ed purpose" is the expansion of

the average Issue of the News

BEVERLY DOLAN

from a 10-12 page paper to one

of 16 pages. A new column, "Wo-
man's Word,'" by Rosalind Mul-
ler, and Increased sports coverage

round out the drive to appeal to

aU segments of the Willlamstown

community. Miss Dolan hopes that

this new vltaUty will help to In-

crease the paper's circulation from
its present 1200 to close to 6000,

the population of WllUamstown.
Previous to her experience of the

Daily Mail, Miss Dolan was editor

of the Greene County (N.Y.) Ex-
aminer-Recorder and also man-
aging editor of the Coxackle (N.

Y.) Union-News. In addition. Miss
Dolan worked on the Hudson (N.

Y.) Register-SUr.

Graduate Work

The new editor was associated

with the news bureau at Mt. Holy-
oke College, where she did gradu-
ate work in history. She received

her degree from Douglass College

in New Jersey where she majored
in history and poUtlcal science.

Miss Dolan replaces Edward F.

Smith, who suid the News to Ken-
neth Joltette and Henry Conland
of the Northern Berkshire News-
papers, Inc. last September.

Assisting Miss Dolan In the
tasks of putting out a newspaper
are staff reporter BUI Wlnant, a
former New York City hotel sup-
pUer, and Fred Walden, as sports
editor. NeUle Roberts and Susan
McOulre help with the advertising
and offlee work, respectively.
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Letter To The Editor:

SC On Fraternities

Two weeks ago. there appeared

In the Record a letter regarding

the fraternity issue, the main pur-

pose of which was to take a crit-

ical look at the counter-petition

of last May. Its point was that

fraternities themselves had taken

steps to Improve themselves In re-

cent years, but had not considered

or remedied the problems that lie

at the base of the social life at

Williams.

Mainly In the light of the ser-

ious problems that admittedly do

face fraternities, a proposal was

made in the Social Council last

week that each house president

bring up for discussion at his

house these particular problems.

The intended result was that the

Individuals who are members of

the fraternities would analyze the

system, their relation to it, and

perhaps this individual thought

would be a guide to the Admin-

istration's Committee (On Frater-

nity Questions) in its efforts to

discover just what this system ac-

tually is. The proposal was rightly

rejected, for such an anarchic

plan would undoubtedly hinder

the inexperienced committee.

In its place, however, another

proposal was made and accepted.

It suggested that a sub-committee

of the SC be formed to collect ev-

ery criticism that has ever been

seriously made of the fraternities

and their system. This proposal

made sense for one main reason:

that it is the fraternity system

that is under attack, and that if

the houses themselves, or their

representatives in the SC, do not

discuss the problems at the base

of the system, then they will have

ho effect on their own future, es-

pecially if these criticisms are val-

id. The attitude in the SC is one

that will consider the validity of

the criticisms, act on them to im-
prove the system if they are valid,

or show how they are not.

Such a frame of mind is nec-

essary. It indicates that the lead-

ers of the houses are clearly will-

ing to confront the issue with
frankness and open minds. The is-

sues are: Rushing and Its af-

fects, the concept of Total Op-
portunity and its relation to the

meaning of fraternities, rivalry

between houses, anti-academic ef-

fects of fraternities, the question

of two social systems, freshman-
upperclass relations, the JA sys-

tem and fraternities, the concept

of institutionalized selectivity, and
certainly many more.

It is agreed that fraternities

have improved. In the minds of

the very few who wrote the coun-

ter-petition, they can meet the

criticisms. The counter-petition

did not state the problems; the

Social Council is and Intends to

act on them. If done well, this

long-lived Issue may be clarified

.xnd courses of action may result

that would render the fraternity

system a healthy, contributing,

and vital part of Williams.

Fraternities are on the defen-

sive at Williams, as at many oth-

er colleges. This step by the Soc-

ial Council should result In a par-

ticular statement that fraternities

can serve the College well. If such

a statement does not come, per-

haps fraternities should be abol-

ished.

By Pete Thorns '62

Dewey Button
The first Dewey Button In 13

years has made Its appearance In

Williamstown, only Instead of a

mustache the dominant featui-e of

this one Is a 21st-century pitch-

fork inscribed in a circle. Joe Dew-

ey, proprietor of the Williams

Bookstore, acquired this button

not In a box of Wheatles, but

from two students at the Buxton
School in Williamstown.

They came into his store a few

weeks ago, and when he said

that's - a - keen - looking - but-

ton - what - Is - It - for, they

replied Nuclear Disarmament. Im-
pressed, Dewey asked If he could

have one. The students agreed,

and now Dewey sports the black-

and-white symbol on his shirt.

Bookman Dewey says that what-
ever Lord Russell likes about be-

ing better Red than Dead, he,

Dewey, does not support unilater-

al disarmament, but does favor a

sane universal disarmament poli-

cy.

Editors Hung In Effigy;

Criticisms Cited As Cause
Editors of the student news-

paper Dally Pennsylvanian were
hung in effigy last Friday on the

University of Pennsylvania camp-
us.

A university spokesman said it

is difficult to say who did it. He
added that the paper recently had
criticized the cheerleaders, the
Campus Spirit Committee, the
student band, the football team
and the new pony mascot which
lugs an ice wagon around at all

home games.

Poipou'i'Li

The Committee And Weekends

/. C. Marcus is /;iH/i«f^/"f; editor of the RECORD and litis ij

his initial contribution to Mr. Volkiiuin's column, lie livus in

Newark and does not own a dog.

by Irv Marcus

The new Underj^radimte Standinj^ Committee, conc(Mii(d

witii low attendance ut Saturday classes, last week tiiincd

thumbs down on a iMiday-uieht dance planned by the Piii|,li,

Key. l-»st Saturday, despite the Faculty UutlerKraduate Slaiid-

int; C;oininittce's precautions, there were more than enoiiirh

vacant classr(M)in scats for the dati!S of unfortiniates on No-

cuts, DW, or Pro. To a.ssist the Faculty UudeiKiaduate Standiiijr

Committee iti their admirable objective, the following program

should be adopted:

i. Hold football j^ames on Sunday afternoons. Attendance

could be made compulsory, replaciuj^ chapel and imijroviiijr

school spirit as well as Saturday class attendance.

2. Convince the world that it holds its weekends the wronir

days of the week. How about Tuesday and Wednesday instead

of Saturday and Sunday?

3. Tell all students that they may cut Saturday classes at

will because it improves tlie student-teacher ratio (reverse

]3sycholoj»y )

.

4. Allow tlie student body to accept responsibility for its

own actions.

Wo hope the Faculty Under. Standing Coannittee finds

these suggestions helpful in telling stud(!iils how to handle

their owti affairs.

* Pastorale' Initiates Berkshire Symphony Season

Erratum

A letter from the Greylock Di-

alecticians to Jerry Campaigne of

the Young Conservatives was
printed in our October 20 Issue.

This letter was neither addressed

to the Record nor quoted within

the context of a story. The ap-
pearance of the letter. In this iso-

lated form, was unintentional and
contrary to the general policy of

the Record.

The Greylock Dialectician let-

ter was originally to appear as a
quotation within a news story on
the forthcoming debate which will

be held soon after Thanksgiving.

Also, the topic Is still being de-

cided between the Involved parties.

At the printer, due to limitations

of space, the text of the story was
Inadvertantly cut.

By Bill Friedman
The Berkshire Symphony Or-

chestra opened its 1961-62 con-
cert season on Tuesday night In

Chapin Hall by continuing in the
tradition of general excellence
which it displayed during the past
year. The orchestra, once again
under the baton of Thomas Gris-
wold, played works of Beethoven,
Hindemith, and McClellan.
The concert began with a pat-

riotic flourish. The audience sit-

ting quietly In anticipation of

Beethoven's lyrical "Pastorale",
was Instead greeted with the tri-

umphant proclaiming of the Star
Spangled Banner. It was caught
completely off guard.

Pastorale Symphony

After this Initial surprise, the
orchestra eased into Beethoven's
symphonic tone poem, the "Pas- The Berkshire Symphony Orchestro is shown reheorsing under Thomas
torale". It was performed quite Griswold for lost Monday's seoson-opening concert.

admirably. The orchestra and Mr.
Griswold, who have worked to-
gether for a long time now, seem
to have developed a distinct and
confident "feel" for each other.
Instrumental entrances were more
precise, tonal modulations
smoother, thematic motifs more
subtly expressed than they have
been in the past. As a result, the
music emerged as a well-balanced
cohesive whole, so much so that
the listener was hardly conscious
of the lines of architectural con-
struction of the piece. In short,
the music was absorbing—an es-
sential criterion for good perform-
ance.

Mr. Griswold displayed mature
and careful control of the orches-

tra, and therefore must be given
a good, deal of credit for the ex-
cellence of the performance. He
appeared to be equally at home In

such different musical moods as
the tender, mellow second move-
ment (By the Brook) and the
furious, tempestuous fourth move-
ment (Thunderstorm.) The sup-
erb work of the high woodwinds
ought also to be commended. The
flutes, oboes, clarinets, and pic-
colo had a consistently warm and
expressive tone, especially In the
difficult "bird-call" passages of
the second movement. The strings

PRIZES:

1st Prize — 1 DECCA STEREOPHONIC 4-SPEED HI-FIDELITY
PHONOGRAPH will be awarded to any group, fraternity
or individual collecting the highest number of points. '

UaV. ^""^ ^^^^^ — ' POLAROID CAMERA MODEL 80/B will be awarded to

-"TIZll ?"y 9''°"P' fraternity, or individual collecting the second
""*»>( highest number of points.

RULES

IN THE COLLEGE
BRAND ROUND-UP

Get on the BRANDWAGON

^ ...it's lots of funi «%:.

Each empty package submitted on Marlboro, Alpine or Parliament Cia-

>. V)')»^T^>°''Sn''M %° ""^ "^
°^r P°'"'*^}°^^ ^Pty package submitted on,^.^--° Pf^'I'P MoTis Regular or Commander will have a value of 10 ooints

^,:^yf/'fl Empty packages must be submitted in bundles of 50

Empty packages must be turned in by I :00 P. M, on Thursday Nov 9
WHO WINS: 1961 at the room opposite the snack bar. No entries will be accepted

after this time.

See THE WILLIAMS RECORD of

September 29, 1961, for official

publication of contest rules.

were highly competent also, and

were seldom over-powered by tlie

louder horn section as they liave

been in the past. The French

horns and bassoons, however, were

as usual on the weak side.

Nightmusic

After the intermission, the

string section performed "Night-

music" for string orchestra, writ-

ten in 1954 by John Stewart Mc-

Clennan, a local composer, xne

piece was, at least to this listen-

er, languorously dull and unin-

spired, rising in very few places

above the level of mediocre ex-

pressiveness. Perhaps the title Is

well-fitting; one could easily fall

asleep listening to It.

The audience was shaken out

of Its doUdrums by Hlndemith's

exuberant work, "Symphonic Met-

amorphosis on themes of Carl

Maria van Weber." It is based on

some piano fourhands of Weber,

but as the program notes explain-

ed, "the treatment is distinctly

twentieth century and the effect

that of a musical spoof." The

piece Is full of musical twists and

ironies, created mainly by the hu-

morous sounds of the bells and

various percussion Instruments In

contrast to the sober Weber them-

es played by the orchestra, or by

Jazz-like syncopation. The audi-

ence is kept constantly on its toes

by the unexpected sonorities that

pop up at unexpected moments.

The orchestra again did a fine

lob, and seemed to enjoy playing

the music as much as the audi-

ence did In listening to It.

Next Concert

The next performance of the

Berkshire Symphony Orchestra

will take place on Tuesday, Nov.

28 at 8:30 p.m. in ChBPln HftU-



Frosh Cheering Squad, Led By Gordie Sulcer
Plans 'Active And Vigorous' Season, Changes
An "active and vigorous" Fresh

man Cheerleadlng squad under thr
leadership of Gordie Sulcer Is de-
termined to "help build up class
spirit and bind the class togeth-
er." The group will cheer at all

frosh football encounters, begin-
ning with the October 21 set-to
with Manlius.

Sulcer, formerly head cheerlead-
er at Plngry School, is optimistic
about the success of this year's
squad. With the aid of Henry
Gaines, Ham Duncan, Dave Cool-
idge, Jock Wright, John Selvlg,
John Rawls, and Steve Melcher!
Sulcer plans to expand the num-
ber and variety of cheers to be
used.

Innovations Planned

Using the standard college
chants (WI, Locomotive, et al.).

PARAMOUNT
NORTH ADAMS
TODAY And SAT.

Brand New Major
Production

Starring

Bradford Dillmon • Dolores Hart
Stu Whiteman & Pedro Armendariz

Plus! 2nd Main Hit!

ALL NEW SHOW SUN.

FREDRIC MARCH
BEN GAZZARA

DICK CLARK

INA BALIN

EDDIE ALBEitT

UauNs

Plus! This Business Of Love

"Girl In Room 13"

the group Intends to introduce
"pep" cheers. Including screams,
/ells, and other varieties. Sulcer
ivould eventually hope to see these
.nnovations incorporated into the
/arsity repertoire.

The formation of the group is

the result largely of Sulcer's in-
^iative. It was suggested to him
that, in light of his experience,
le should try to get together a
freshman cheering contingent. Af-
.er consulting with the varsity
cheerleaders and several class-
.Tiates, he launched the 8-man
iquad.

Frosh Parents' Weekend
For this season, the group plans

at least one rally and a frosh
cheering section for every game.
The squad is looking ahead to
making a strong showing Fresh-
man Parents' Weekend with its

game against the University of
Vermont on October 28.

Aside from its primary func-
tion of leading cheers, the group
also serves to train freshmen for
subsequent service in the varsity
ranks. Although it functions as a
completely autonomous unit, the
frosh squad supplies most of the
manpower material for the upper-
class body. Freshman cheerlead-
ers also act as stand-ins for mem-
bers of the varsity.

' Tartuffe ' Try-outs

To Be Held At AMT
Try-outs for the AMT pro-

duction of Moliere's TARTUF-
FE, adapted by Miles Malleson,
will be held in the AMT library

Monday and Tuesday. October
30 and 31. from 7:30 until

10:00 p.m. Try-outs are open to

anyone interested in perform-
ing. Copies of the play are a-
vailable at the AMT.

Viewpoint

Little Gets Doctorate

Under U Of M Grant
William A. Little, assistant pro-

fessor of German at Williams
College, has earned his Ph.D. at
the University of Michigan. The
title of his thesis is "The Eye-
Complex in the Dramas of Franz
Grlllparzer."

Dr. Little spent the summer at
Ann Arbor, Mich., where, under a
prc-doctoral grant, he completed
his thesis requirement.
A native of Boston, Little re-

ceived his A.B. from Tufts Uni-
versity in 1951 and his M.A. from
Harvard in 1953. He was a teach-
ing fellow at the University of
Michigan before coming to Wil-
liams in 1957.

New WMS Series

This Sunday at 6 p.m., WMS
will premier a new series of

programs on contemporary mu-
sic. The series, which is call-

ed The Sound of New Music,
will concentrate mainly o n
European composers of the
most recent vintage, with oc-
casional excursions backwards
to Schoenberg and Stravinsky
for continuity. Future pro-
grams will present the music
of Webern, Messiaen, Berio,
Cage, Nono, Stockhausen, and
Barraque. This week's show will

feature Le Marteau Sans Mai-
tre, by the French composer,
Pierre Boulez.

PIZZA GRINDERS

JIMMINEY PETE'S

GL 8-9126

A Night At The Walden
By Simon Simian

The Walden has undergone a

change of management, and has
clianged its character in the pro-

cess. On one recent, gloomy,
notliing-doing night this reportei

ventured down deserted Spring
Street to the womby cavern thai

is the Walden. The first show wat
just getting out. but the exitint

persons made no dent in the un-
peopled impersonality of the

streets. The scene was not at al.

reminiscent of last year's urginfc

iluongs. or of tills year's throngs
at the Mohawk. Tliere were no
lines extending four-abreast into

tlie street; there were no ribalo

exclmnges between the smiUng ex-
iters and the eager enterers. Thi
essence of the atmosphere was ap-
athy.

High brow, low brow, no brow
Tills reporter and his compan-

ions, still harboring intellectual

pretensions, and unwilling to ad-
mit that ennui could be heavy
enough to force "flicking out" Iri

its worst sense, sought out tht

venerable potentate who is tht

local purveyor of cinematographit
culture. To wit, we looked aboui
for Cal King. "This movie is an
Ingmar Bergman thing isn't it?,'

we fairly shouted in unision. seek-
ing some sort of justification for

our presence. "Sure, he directed it

if that's what you mean." answer-
ed benign patriarchical old Cal,
I in fact it wasn't). This reassur-
ance, plus the "Adults Only" leg-

end on the poster sent us scurry-
ing inside.

What befell our poor mindless
eyes transcends description. First-

ly, there was a cartoon. Cartoons

ire a fairly safe medium of ex-

iression. It is reasonably difficult

,0 make a bad cartoon, and even
issuming the existence of such. It

.vould take a phenomenal amount
)f luck to find one to exhibit.

The next offering was a saccharin
jiece whose main purpose was to

publicize bowling and bowlers. The
;Utorial was lightened by the pres-

'nce of a comedian. As comedian,
le made an excellent tragedian.

These little pieces were dignified

by the title "Selected Short Sub-
jects". However, it would be an
impostion on tlie reservoir of mass
credulity to seriously imply that
iaid films were selected by anyone.
The main feature, something en-
titled "One Summer of Happl-
less", had a depth and subtlety

,vhich hearkened back to a fresh-

.nan German Reader. John loves

Mary. Mary loves John. Substitute

Kerstln and Goran and you have
Jie film in question, with only
Me names changed to protect the
innocent. A thirty-second clip of

-he lucky couple swimming au na-
tural was all that separated this

lilm from a Walt Disney rendi-

tion of "Prince Charming and the

ii'air Scrubwoman".
The most depressing aspect of

„he whole dismal evening was the

mptiness of tiieatre. We suffer-

ed our misery in solitude. Peter

Desmond's personality notwith-

standing (see most recent Pur-
ple Cow), it seems absurd to pen-

alize a large and interested audi-

3nce by subjecting them to "sec-

Dnd hand, third rate" renditions

3f stories which could only come
'rom the very bottom of the crea-

tive dung heap.

Eisensteins 'Ivan The Terrible'

Shown In Rathskeller Wednesday
Ivan the Terrible - Part I. Ser-

gei Eisenstein's masterpiece on the
rutliless sixteenth century Czar
wlio built a Russian nation, was
shown to a capacity audience in

the Rathskeller Wednesday.
Eisenstein offers his viewers his

central theme in the first scene,

the coronation of Ivan, when the
young monarch cries, "What is

our country but an armless and
legless body? From now on Rus-
sia will be united!" Against the
fulfillment of this hope stand the
Tartars, rulers of Kazan, the Ger-
man-Livonians, in whose hands
lie the Western regions, hostile

powers to the South, and most
importantly, the jealous Boyar
princes.

Part I of Ivan the Terrible Is

essentially the story of his strug-

gle with these factions; with his

every move checked by the intrig-

ues of the Boyars. Their schemes
block his plans for Westward ex-

pansion; his wife is poisoned at

their hands; and the Czar himself
finally leaves Moscow until assur-

ed of popular support to make him
the "iron abbot" he needs to be.

His final triumph over the Boy-
ars is postponed to the sec-

ond part of the unfinished triol-

ogy.

A short talk on Ivan and his

legend was presented by Mrs. Dor-

is de Keyserllngk before the film.

"I don't know what the name of

the course is, but I've repeated it

for three years I" Mmmmsmmmmimm
21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
AGED MILD, BLENDED MILD - NOT FILTERED MILD -THEY SATISFY



Eph Gridders To Face Powerful Tufts Eleven Saturday,

Unbeaten Varsity Soccer Team To Encounter Trinity

Ephs Second In NE
Undefeated and untied Wil-

liams, now tied for second place

In New E^ngland soccer standings,

will attempt to run its undefeated

streak to nine games In a contest

with Trinity tomorrow at 2 p.m.

In Hartford, Conn.
Williams' record of 3-0 puts it

even with future adversary

Springfield and behind Colby (4-

0) in the New England ranldngs.

Eph center-forward Ben Kofi
stands second in New Elngland in

scoring with eight goals to his

credit. Ahead of Kofi is Harvard's
Incomparable Chris Ohiri. Eph co-

captain Skip Rutherford is sev-

enth in New England individually

with four tallies.

Trinity 3-1

Trinity's squad now stands fifth

in New England with a 3-1 record.

The Jumbos lost their opener to

powerful MIT, 2-0, and have since

defeated UMass (3-0). Tufts (3-

1), and Hartford (7-0).

Trinity coach Roy Dath has
necessarily had to revamp his of-

fense this year after the gradua-
tion of last year's linemen Alex
Ouild and Janos Karvazy, both
all-New England first team last

season. Ebcpected to challenge the

strong Eph defense tomorrow will

be experienced center-f o r w a r d
John Pitcairn and such linemen
as Don Mills, Ilhl Synn, Dave
Raymond, and Buzz Tompkins.
Top Jumbo defensive men are co-
captain Baird Morgan and co-cap-
taln Doug Anderson.

Ephs Won In '60

The history of the Williams-
Trinity series over the last three
seasons can be summed up In two
words—Alex Ouild. Last year
Guild tallied three times, only to

see his team lose 6-4 before the
combined scoring efforts of then-
sophs Perry Gates, Doug Maxwell,
Jim Lawsing, and Leigh Baler and

. then-Junior Skip Rutherford.
Two years ago the undefeated

Eph team blanked the Jumbos 3-

behind Ben Henszey. Two fac-
tors, rain and Ben Field '61, stop-
ped Guild cold. In '58 Guild, the
Chris Ohiri of his day, scored
twice and was credited with an
assist as Trinity beat Williams 3-

1. In that game Field, then a cen-
ter-forward, scored the Ephs'
lone goal.

Herman Beats Thinclads

Coach Tony Plansky's fresh-
men cross-countrymen sustain-
ed a 17-41 defeat at the hands
of a tough, experienced Mt.
Hermon squad Wednesday.
A key factor in the route was

the 2 and one-half mile Mt.
Hermon course which has two
long, steep hills at the very
beginning.

Phil McKnight continued to
be top man for the Ephmen,
taking a fifth, 20 seconds be-
hind the winner. He was fol-

lowed later by Chuck Jennings,
Chuck Metcalf, Mike Brewer,
and Ron Hubert.

tSa^Si

GOAL! — Eph center forward Ben Kofi begins to bock toward the

UConn goalie as a lofted shot by Eph left wing Jim Lawsing soors over o

defending fullback toword the goal. The boll went in.
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Phi Sigs Win Intramural Tennis;

Week Sees Two Football Upsets
Stu Jennings and Al Spooner of

Phi Sigma Kappa combined to de-

feat the Theta Delta Chi doubles

team of Holt Quinlin and Chris

Sargent In the deciding match 6-

2, 6-3, as the Phi Sigs won the

intramural tennis championship.

Two major upsets in the intra-

mural football league in the week
forced a four-way tie for first

place as the season ended on
Tuesday. Kappa Alpha defeated

Chi Psi in a 18-12 thriller and
Beta Theta Pi scored in the last

minute against Phi Gamma Del-

ta to win 6-0. These four teams
will play the championship games
this week.

In the tennis action, the Phi

Sigs were forced to play the third

and deciding doubles match af-

ter narrowly missing the oppor-

tunity to win both singles match-

es. Jennings easily disposed of

Sargent in the singles 6-4, 6-1,

but Quinlin came from behind in

the final set to nip Spooner in a

tight marathon match, 7-5, 9-11,

8-6. Phi Sig had advanced to the

finals by defeating the Chi Psi

team of Tom Boyden and Harry

Hagey while TDX won by default

over Alpha Delta Phi.

A short lob pass from Bob Mah-
land to Dan Voorhees broke a 12-

12 tie in the second half to give

KA Its victory over Chi Psi. KA
led in the game from early in the

first half on long passes from

Mahland to Steve Weinstock and

Jeff Silver for touchdowns. Chi

MOHAWK
Phone MO 3-9283

.

NOW!
I

MAT. 1:30- EVE. 7:30 '2 WOMEN" At 3 and 9

^>

Sophia Loren
^\|^ WINNER BEST ACTRESS AWARD
'

' CANNES FILM FESTIVAL 1961

FOR HER PERFORMANCE IN

TWO
WOMEN

> Jun Paul Belmondo Raf Vallone

Eleinora Brown
nioa TM MM n ALBERTO MORAVM

KniHTUT IT CEMRC ZAVATTINI

• Carlo Ponti

Vittorio DeSica

2nd New Hit "VIRGIN ISLANDZnd New tlifYIRQIN ISLAND" ^ *

John Cassavetes Sidney Poitier ^ i

Psi tied It up in the second half

on a long pass from Al Mondell
to Ron Ranes and later almost
won the game but three touch-
down passes were caught outside

the endzone.

In the roughest game of the

year. Beta's Bob Klein tossed a
30 yard pass to Roger Williams
with 45 seconds remaining as the

defending-champion Betas down-
ed Phi Gam. The game was high-
lighted by outstanding defensive

play. Both Beta's Sid Johnson and
Bill Schuart of Phi Gam were lost

for the playoffs as they collided

and sustained a broken collarbone

and concussion respectively.

The Williams champions will

tentatively meet the Amherst
champions here on Nov.. 18.

Williams Out To Avenge 10-9 Loss In '60

Fresh Gridders Face

Univ. Of Vermont

This Saturday the Williams
freshman football team will play

host to an unbeaten University

of Vermont squad on Weston
Field. The undefeated Eph frosh

hope to attain their second vic-

tory before a Freshmen Parents'

Weekend crowd.

Vermont, however, should prove
a worthy adversary. Unbeaten in

three games, the Vermont frosh
boast a big, mobile line built a-
round a pair of 235 pound tack-
les, which held their three oppon-
ents scoreless. Eph coach Art Rob-
inson feels sure his charges will

crack the Vermont defenses but
the outcome of the game hinges
on the Eph's ability to stop Ver-
mont's running attack.

FOR

HAIRCUTS

WILLIAMS

MEN

KNOW

IT'S

This Saturday the WilUams
football team will Journey to Tufts

to encounter a team formidable

in many respects. Not the least

of the threats presented by 'the

Jumbos is the fact that they had
no game last week and hence have

been able to regain a few of their

important players who have been

on the inactive list due to sick-

ness and minor injury. Another

point worth noticing is that el-

even lettermen, including seven

starters, are returning from the

team that defeated Williams 10-

9 last year.

In a series started in 1885, Wil-

liams has won 17 games, lost 9,

and tied 2. In play this season,

Tufts has lost to Trinity by two
points, defeated Bowdoln 18-0,

Bates 42-12, and Colby 16-14.

Two "Best" Backs
The Jumbo offense is a varia-

tion of the "T" formation which
is especially suited to cross blocks
and pitch-outs. Intermittant pass-
ing serves to keep the defense
loose. Two backfielders "the best
in New England" according to
Williams' Coach Pete Dellsser, are
used predominantly to move the
ball. They are fullback Ron Dev-
eaux and right halfback Ralph
Doran. Deveaux, 5'11" and 180
pounds, has carried 94 times this
season and has already scored
eight TD's, his total for all of last
year. He has received All-East
honors and is the leading ground
gainer in New England.
Doran, a tricky runner with

considerable power, stands 6'10"

and weighs in at 180 lbs. In this
season he has averaged 7.2 yards
per carry. At tackle is Co-captain
Dave Thompson, 6"3" and 215 lbs.

Despite his size he is so fast that
he runs the hurdles during track
season. Coupled with this size and
speed Is a solid foundation ot

good football sense that has earn-
ed him All-East honors twice thla

season.

Rbelnfrank, Stanley Ready
In the Williams lineup there are

several question marks. Fullback
"Eke" Nadel will not be able to

play this game, although he may
see action by the Union game.
Choppy Rheinfrank, out with a
minor injiu-y, will probably piay

this Saturday as will fullback

and place-kicker Pete Stanley,

whose leg was Injured in the Bow-
doln game. In the words of Coach
Dellsser, "If we can contain De-

veaux and Doran, we can beat

them."

Reily All-East Center

Nobody who was at Weston

Field last Saturday will be sur-

prised to learn that big sopho-

more center and linebacker

Mike Reily was chosen to fill

the center berth on this week's

All-East Small College team.

Besides making 12 tackles

and Intercepting a Polar Bear

pass, Reily hounded the Bow-

doln passer throughout the
game and was instrumental in

Williams' goal-line stand on its

own four yard line.

Tom McShane of the North

Adams Transcript writes that

Relly's performance Saturday

was "the best exhibition on

Weston Field" since the days

of 1937.

SINCE 1898

THE ARTHUR M. ROSENBERG CO. ha.

clothed discriminating university men

Today, in addition to Custom clothes, a complete
selection of "Off the Peg" clothing and complimentary
furnishings is made available.

This month's exhibit will feature a new selection of
neckwear, shirts, belts and Imported Shetland sweaters
inade in Scotland.

Outercoots from $95.00

Coat fir Trousers .....from $70.00

Sport Coots
I... from $65.00

Trousers f,om $16.00

Shirts from $ 6.00

Neckwear from $ 2.50

Belts from $ 2.50

Sweaters from $15.50

Exhibiting:

MONDAY, OCT. 30— ST. ANTHONY
TUESDAY, OCT. 31 —PSI UPSILON

Representative: MAL PITKIN

New Haven's finest custom label since 1898

V"
TAILORS - FURNISHERS

New Hovcn n,^ York

1044 Chopel St. 16 Eost 52nd St.

TRAVEL EXHIBITS IN 2S MAJOR CITIES



Tuition And Fees To Reach $1500 Next Year
Williams College tuition will in-

crease to $1400, effective July 1,

1962, it was announced today by
President Sawyer. This $200 jump
Is "necessary to meet the teach-
ing budgets and related costs a-
head." In addition, present as-
sorted fees will be consolidated
into a $100 charge.

In a letter to parents of under-
graduates and of candidates for
admission next fall. Sawyer noted
that tuition Increases In receni
years had reflected "a long over-
due effort to bring academic sal-

aries to respectable and attract-
ive levels, plus the increased cost;

of operation rising from infla-
tion."

Williams has attempted to meet
this critical situation In recen'
years through a capital fundf
drive along with a "most-gener-
ous" annual donations program
The College has tried to "holt
the line"' by only "moderate tui-

tion increases." In 1955, tuition
rose from $700 to $800; in 1957
to $900; in 1958, to $1100; in
1980, up to $1200. Thus, in lesf

than a decade, Williams tuition
has doubled.

Financial Aid

Despite this Increase, the Board
of Trustees at the same time ap-
proved the policy of sustaining
scholarship and loan programs at
the present level. But, since "Wil-
liams does not wish the added
cost of tuition to constitute a
barrier for any student or quali-
fied applicant who will need as-
sistance in order to continue his
education," the posslbiUty of in-
creased aid will be discussed with
anyone who raises the question.
Sawyer added that the new

charges place Williams "mid-way
among leading eastern colleges
and universities." Yet, tuition
charges will cover no more than
half the cost of the education of
the Williams student. Endowment
income and gifts account for the
balance.
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O^Faolain Cites Pleasure Principle
By Alan Schlosser
"A novel must be judged as a

total emotional experience. In
criticism and analysis, you must
put yourself, and not the novelist,m the dock."
These literary standards were

expounded by Sean O'Faolain, no-
ted Irish critic and writer, who
ipoke to a receptive audience
Monday night. O'Faolaln's talk
A'as entitled "Trial By Pleasure."
Awareness of the actual aesthe-

iic experience at work Is neces-
sary for critical evaluation. "In
jvei-y aesthetic experience there is

cooperation between 'you', the
jubject, and 'it', the object. For
3xample, when you look at a
painting, you project yourself in-
to the painting. In this sense, a
oook Is not written until it is

read; a painting Is not painted
until it is seen. This makes crit-
icism hard, for the object is ap-
pearing in a different light to
each person."
New Criticism

O'Faolain stated that the prob-

Scan O'Faoloin

lem in judging a novel as a whole
was the difficulty "in judging the
quality of pleasure of reading a
novel." However, he commented
that this notion "does not have a

Peace Marcher Rabin To Speak

On Unilateral Disarmament Tonight

Lockhart, McKnight To Play Leading Roles
In Miller's ' Death Of A Salesman ' At AMI

Arthur Miller's explosive drama, "Death of a Salesman", will
ojien tomorrow evening in the Adams Memorial Theatre and
wdl then play Friday and Saturday. Winner of both the Pulitzer
Prize and tlie Drama Critics' Award, "Deatli of a Salesman" is

benig presented in the VVilliamstown area for the first time.
Wood Lockliart '63 will j)Iay the difficult and emotionally

exhausting role of Willie Loman, a salesman who undergoes a
tragic

Jules Rabin, one of the 30 A-
merican San Francisco to Mos-
cow Peace Marchers, will speak
on unilateral disarmament to-
night at 9 p.m. in the Upperclass
Lounge of Baxter Hall, under the
auspices of the newly formed Wil-
liams Peace Union.
The marchers, 21 men and 9

women, were organized by the pa-
cifist Committee for Nonviolent
Action. They left San Francisco
last December 1. Averaging about
20 miles per day, they covered a
total of more than 6,000 miles,
and arrived in Red Square less

than a month ago on October 3.

Speak In Bed Square
The CNVA was granted per-

mission to speak and pass out
literature for five days In Red
Square. In addition, they address-
ed and conversed with many
groups of Russians as they pro-
ceeded through Western Russia
toward Moscow.

"When we demonstrated a-

gainst Polaris subs in New Lon-
don, a worker told us to go to

Russia and tell the Russians the
same thing," pointed out Brad-
ford Lytle a 33-year-old marcher.
They went to Russia and told as

many Russians as they could pull

within earshot.

Challenge In Minsk
Speaking in the Minsk Friend-

ship House, Lytle told his Rus-
sian audience; "I went to jail be-

cause I refused to serve in the
U. S. Army. I have protested a-

galnst American rockets aimed at

your cities and families. There are

Soviet rockets aimed at my city

and my family. Are you demon-
strating against that?"

The CNVA reportedly delivered
its message to numerous sympa-
thetic ears in the Soviet Union.
For example, another Russian au-
dience in Brest-Lltovsk shouted
down a program chairman who
Insisted on Interrupting Lytle.

Rabin, 37-year-old anthropolo-
gist, was the film-maker on the
San Prancl8co-to-Moscow Walk
for Peace. A graduate of Harvard
College, he speaks French, Oer-
man, Spanlih, and acme Russian.

He is now working toward his Ph
D in anthropology at Columbia.
The Williams Peace Forum has

been formed, according to a
spokesman, to elevate the peace

and disarmament issues
—"the

most pressing question facing

man"—to the forefront of

thought and discussion. An or-

ganizational meeting will soon be

announced.

Purple Key To Begin

Compet Program On

Monday, November 6

The Purple Key Society will

start its compet program tor

members of the class of 1964 on

Monday, November 6.

According to Terry Davis, Pres-

ident of the Society, "The compet
program will be quite different in

emphasis this year, and we feel

it will be of more benefit both to

the Key and Its compets."

This year the compets will be

divided into two groups, one com-

peting in the late Pall and early

Winter and the other in late Win-
ter and early Spring. Finalists

from each group will join in a

third competition in the late

Spring.

The plan Is designed to make
more efficient use of the large

number of compets applying and

to lighten the load of those with

heavy Spring schedules.

Compet Activities

This year compets will partici-

pate in the broad scope of activi-

ties offered by the Society, in-

cluding staff writing, public rela-

tions work, and the arranging of

ralUes and the varsity banquet.

These and other details of the

compet program will be discussed

at a meeting for Interested Soph-

omores, to be held In the Rath-

skeller at 7:30 on November 6.

series of soul-searching
revelations of his past to find
why he has failed to find hap-
piness. Lockhart has been seen at
the AMT in "The Crucible", "The
World of Paul Slickey", "The
Sign of Jonah", "The Long and
the Short and the Tall", "Savon-
arola Brown", and "The Happier
Hunting Ground''.

Playing Biff Loman, the son
who has never "found himself",
will be Phil McKnight '65. Mc-
Knight has had previous experi-
ence at the Hotchkiss School in

"The Caine Mutiny Court Mar-
tial" and "She Stoops to Con-
quer", and the Ecole Intern-

ationale de Geneve In "A Mid-
summer Night's Dream" and
"Night Must Fall." The role of his

brother, Happy, will be played by
another freshman, Peter Simon,
who will make his theatrical de-
but in "Salesman''.

Debby Hayes, a drama major
from Bermington, will play Will-
ie's wife, Linda. Miss Hayes has
played Ophelia In "Hamlet" at

Phillips Academy, and in such
plays as "The Boy Friend" and
"Of Thee I Sing" at Bennington.
She will be remembered by Wil-
liamstown audiences for her per-
formance in "The Happier Hunt-
ing Ground". Others in the cast

are; Jon Spelman '64, who will

play the part of Charley; Jan
Berlage '63 as Ben; Bill Prosser
'64 as Bernard; Roger Grimes '64,

who will play Howard; Peter
Quaintance '62 who will play
Stanley; and Alex Pollock '65 as

the other waiter.

Robin Stockdale of Williams-
town will play the Woman in Bos-
ton. Bennington girls joining the

Williams students are: Betsie

Brodie, who will play Miss Por-
sythe, and Nina Pelikan as Letta.

Bill Anderson '62. as stage man-
ager. Is in charge of the total pro-

duction. Anderson was also stage

manager for last year's "Glass
Menagerie" and has served on the

technical staff of AMT produc-
tions of "Caesar and Cleopatra"

and "The World of Paul Slickey.

and "The World of Paul Slickey."

He is being assisted by Jon Ross
•63.

Alec Schwartz, '65 in charge of

sound, will handle the complicat-

ed music composed by Alex North

especially for the production.

Centinuad on Pog* 5, Col. 4

chance of impressing anyone. The
"New Criticism" is firmly estab-

lished in colleges and literary cir-

cles. With this method, one reads

not for pleasure, but for the pow-
er to pick the novel to pieces. But
after they find out what the au-
thor is saying they don't give a

damn about It."

The novel must be judged, ac-

cording to O'Faolain, on the total

emotional experience, since this Is

the basis for the novelist writing

the book. "If you don't like a
novel, you ought to be in a posi-

tion to give reasons. This can be
best done by considering the em-
otional satisfaction (i.e., pleasure)

that the novel falls to provide.

"The problem is the unwilling-

ness of anyone to let go of his

brains. The 'new critic' especial-

ly does not want to abdicate in-

tellectual control. A filter stands
between us and a novel. This fil-

ter is composed mainly of the
traditional ideas that we get from
society, concerning such subjects

ConHnued on Poge 3, Col. 2

Rosenstein-Rodan

To Discuss India
P.N. Rosenstein-Rodan, an in-

ternationally known professor of

economics at M.I.T., will lecture

on "India: The Third Plan" at
eight o'clock Thursday night in

three Griffen.

Rosenstein-Rodan Is the Direc-

tor of the India Project at the

M.I.T. Center For International

Studies and is returning to Wil-
liams under the auspices of the

Williams Lecturt; Committee and
the Cluett Center, which were
pleased with his highly success-

ful lecture of last year.

"The Third Plan" refers to In-

dia's third five-year plan of econ-

omic development and is now be-

ing put into effect by the Indian
government. This economic pro-

gram depends heavily on large

loans from the U.S. government,
several European governments,
and various international lending

agencies.

The Importance of the plan on
the world scene lies largely in the

fact that India, as the largest rep-

resentative of the free world in

the East, must prove the material

effectiveness of the democratic
type of government in severe com-
petition with its communist neigh-
bor. Red China.

Mr. Rosenstein-R o d a n ' s re-

search group has been studying
India's program of economic de-
velopment and comparing its ef-

fectiveness with those of Indones-
ia, Southern Italy, and Africa. The
group has been in direct consul-
tation with the Indian government
at New Delhi.

Parents' Weekend

Held For Frosh
In spite of what Kipling and

Klu-ushchev have said about the
possibility of East and West meet-
ing, the Ivy-tinged Williams cam-
pus became the " 'twain" for a
lively gathering of both at the
annual Freshman Parent's Week-
end.
As Kansas City was introduced

to Wellesley and San Francisco
met Portland, Me., the scene was
set for a long week-end of ani-

mated conversation, amusing hap-
penings, and general fun for all.

In the course of all this, wor-
ried mothers discovered that their

now free charges had not fallen

prey to this reputed den of in-

iquity und were surprised to find
that their frequent lectures on
cleanliness had finally taken hold.
Fathers learned that fears of pro-
digious alcoholic consumption on
the part of their sons were un-
founded, at least in terms of
quantity. But as center fold-outs
from certain Infamous magazines
came down off the walls and
Grandma Moses prints assumed
their positions of prominence, a
warmth that dominated these su-
perficial changes appeared.

Students as Guides

For this was a chance for the
parents to see and enjoy Williams
and most of the frosh proved to

be as proficient in showing their

folks the interesting campus spots

as they had been with their dates
at mixers.

The first stop for most of these

informal tours was the student's

room. Although the condition of

the quarters brought surprised re-

lief to most parents, it often caus-
ed surprised embarrassment to

entry-mates who had made the
Ill-timed decision to meander
down to the shower room in less

than full dress. At least one par-
ent happened upon a room that
had yet to reach the apex of

cleanliness. In fact, obvious evi-

dence of a previous party caught
his eye and friendly tension reign-

ed temporarily. This and many
other problems were smoothly
Ironed out.

On Saturday morning, parents
got the chance to see the genius
of their sons In action In the pur-
suit of academic excellence. Now
accustomed to appearing alert be-
hind heavy eyelids and spurred on
by pride or thought of disgrace,

dunce caps were replaced by mor-
tar board as early-morning wits
shone.

Football Fails

After a tasty lunch at the Stu-
dent Union, it was on to Weston
Field where the jocks of the class
tried to out-manuever the UVM
frosh as they had Manlius a week

Continued on Poge 5, Col. 3

Two icenei from "Death of o Soleimon", Arthur Miller drcmi which
will ploy ot the AMT next weekend, Nov. 2, 3, 4. Pictured leh ore Peter
Simon and Betay Brodie In o restaurant scene. Attending solenmon Woody
Lockhort right are Debbie Hayes, Phil McKnight, and Peter Simon.



Letter To The Editor:

Committee On Student Deportment
1 found this lying in an unused

committee room In the Geology

building. I thought you might be

interested.

(Proceedings of The Society for

the Establishment of a College of

Liberal Arts for Young Men in

Willlamstown:)
First report from the Commit-

tee on Student Comportment, De-
portment, Moral Discipline and
Non-Academic Standing.

• • «

Proposal No. 1:

Immediate Restoration of the
Acts of Supremacy and Conform-
ity, Oaths of Doctrine and Alle-

giance of 1662 for the prevention
of dangers which may happen
from Agnostics and Non-Con-
formist Recusants.
Resolved:

A) All professors, principals, re-

gents, masters and students bear-
ing office or attending the Col-
lege are hereby required to pro-
fess and subscribe to the Confes-
sion of Faith by continual and
voluntary attendance of the Re-
ligous services which are to be
held in the now vacant and ill-

used edifice on Main Street which
henceforward is to be called 'The
Thompson Memorial to Religious

and Intellectual Freedom'
B) No professor, principal, re-

gent, master or student etc. shall

at any time teach or subscribe to

any Opinions or body of Thought
which in any way may prove con-
trary to the Established Author-
ity of Dogma and Privilege as
published in the Catalogue of
Doctrine.

Purpose of Resolution:
a) The Total development of

Mind and-or Soul in the context
of a Free and Democratic Judeo-
Christian Society which was
founded on the Highest of Re-
ligious Principles.

b) Tliis Total Development
Concept will create an Atmosphere
of Piety which will counteract all

vestiges of Pagan Activity which
occur throughout this area on the
sixth and seventh days of the
week.

c) This Concept will Instill in
the student a respect for Religious
and Intellectual Freedom. It will

Pin:e on his shoulders the burden
of Choice in matters which pro-
foundly affect his inner life.

d) This Concept will implant In
the Communicant those seed-
which in future years will yield
great and Moral Fruit.
(NB: The Committee on Physical
Excellence has adopted a similar
method of approach by requiring
that all students learn the Art

and Mastery of Crutches, Wheel-
chairs and Canes which will prove

invaluable in their later years.)

e) Finally, the Restoration of

the Test Acts will reduce consid-

erably the amount of traffic away
from tills area on the week-ends
and thereby contribute to the

Moral and Physical health of the

students who otherwise, in their

absence, could not benefit from
the Auia of Sanctity which will

surely rise from the application

of this Concept.
Proposal No. 2:

A New Concept of Absolute To-
tal Opportunity in Inter and In-

tra-Group Social Relationships.

Resolved;

All members of the second-year
class are hereby required to join

and participate in EACH of fif-

teen Social Units and one Anti-

Social Unit. All units, Social and
Anti-Social are likewise required

to accept and Initiate EACH and
EVERY member of the above-
mentioned second-year class.

Purpose of Resolution:

a) To expose all students to the
varieties and complexities of True
Brotherhood in inter and intra-

group relationships and thus 'De-

velop in the students those quali-

ties of mind and character which
encourage creative, independent,
responsible thought and a taste

for intellectual adventure' (1) The
end and goal of this particular
phase of Total Development is an
Ideal Sphere of Character.
Proposal No. 3:

A New Concept of Total Disci-
pline relating to all areas of stu-
dent activity which will employ
the following system of Reclassi-
fication regarding Deportment,
Comportment, Moral Discipline
and Non-Academic Standing;
A) Igneous Category.
This Division is concerned with

ill student activities which occur
before or after Eleven p.m. on Fri-
days. Specifically with activities

which relate in any way to the
licentious and degrading practices
3f Paganism especially so called
Rock 'n Roll' dances which tend
to demoralize the students and
ignite within them the fires of
rebellion and disrespect concern-
ing the Intellectual Exercises
Afhlch are held on Saturday
-nornings. These fires are further
ied and nourished by the barbar-
c worship of Bacchus and the
rain of Maenads who come down
'rom the North.
B) Metamorphic Category.
This second division is con-

;erned with the Defense of Doc-
irine and the Status Quo and Is

irtr« Wmimi^ IS^cSofb

published Wednesdays and Fridays

Baxter Hall, Wiliiomstown, Massachusetts

Spend Thanl(sgiving weekend at New

York's "Palace on Park Avenue"-and en-

joy the city in its festive, holiday mood.

Feast to your heart's content in any one

of the Waldorf-Astoria's many restaurants

where you'll find atmosphere and food to

match your gala mood. Conveniently lo-

cated to all shops, theatres, museums.

STUDENT RATES
$8.00 per person, 1 1n a room

$6.00 per person, 2 In a room

$5.00 per person, 3 In a room

Reserve your room through any
Hilton Reservation Service or
write direct to Miss Anne Hill-

man, Director of Student Rela-

tions, Tlie Waldorf-Astoria.

d^
Conrad N. Hilton, Praildent • 301 Park Ave., New York 22, N.y.

thus Intended to Instantly detect

any source of activity which does

not conform to the Catalogue of

Doctrine.

Any student who feels himself in

doubt about interpretations of

Doctrine and who does not wish

to stray imwittingly into a pat-

tern of igneous or metamorphic
behaviour may direct his inquiries

to the Committee which deals

with the Metamorphic Category.
(These inquiries may concern
such questions as bed-time and a
balanced diet among others.)

C) Sedimentary Category.
Any student who, because of sed-
itious Igneous and-or Metamor-
phic tendencies, has sunk to the
bottom of the Waters of Doctrine
will be called before a 'Committee
of Sediment". This Committee will

be a Rock of Gibraltar In its de-
fense of the Waters of Doctrine
and will be chaired by a veritable
?illar of Stone.

Students, after having been
judged by this Committee, will

then be removed from the Col-
lege proper and placed on exhi-

bition, classified according to their

tendencies as either Metamorphic
or Igneous, in a building provi-

ded for that purpose. (To be
called the 'Clark Memorial to the
Doctrine of Sediment")

• • •

(END OP FIRST REPORT: 36th
SESSION)
(Footnote No. 1: Prom the Cat-
ilogue of Dogma, p. 5.)

The Record has, upon request,

witheld the name of the author.)

God Or Man: Question Of Creation

Confronts Parents' Day Chapelgoers
By K. Allen Larrabee

Chaplain John D. Eusden

preached to a near-capacity con-

gregation at the Freshman Par-

ents" Weekend chapel service on
Sunday. The sermon topic was
"God Created Man-or Vice Ver-

sa?"
The text for the sermon was

from Genesis 1:27, "And God cre-

ated man in his own image". "I

am one who is persuaded that the

best preaching of our day Is Bib-

lical preaching,"' began Rev. Eus-

den, who then indicated some of

the drawbacks resulting from mis-

construction or misapplication of

the ancient texts.

"Post-Religious Age"
This text, the chaplain pointed

out, runs not only that risk, but

"the even more tragic risk of not

being believed". At one time In

Church history, he said, belief in

God"s creating power was central.

This is no longer so. As someone
has said, "We are living in the

post-religious age". Or as Nletz-

che put it, "God is dead."

Harry Golden, continued Rev.

Eusden, has said that if faced

with his ancestors" choice between
reUgion and death he would Im-
mediately join a church because

there is nothing there to offend

him. The preacher talks on Juv-

enile delinquency one week, re-

views a movie the next, and "then

we all go downstairs to play bin-

go".

God Excluded
"This 'religion in general' '", in-

dicated the chaplain, "leaves out

God the Creator. The Church
to a large measure has defaulted

on this great text".

Rev. Eusden then went on to
offer an explanation for this phe-
nomenon. Some, he Indicated
would say that the Church is "wis-'
ing up". A creating God in rele-

gated to the relic pile; we sliouid

relate to science, perhaps to Com-
munism. Or we could say, "Let's
glorify Man; he Is the creator of
everything," and then proceed to
list the accomplishments of man-
kind.

Man Dependent
In reply to this, the chaplain

cited Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the
German theologian martyred by
the Nazis. Bonhoeffer made the
observation that In order to un-
derstand the beginning we must
do so from the middle, where we
stand now. Man, In the middle,
is Indeed amazingly resourceful',

and has freedom and imagination.
But with this freedom is deter-

mination; we are "free and yet

conditioned". Everything we do,

even such simple acts as eating

and breathing, depends on the
world outside.

Old Spice Products

Available at
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If you enjoy unraveling tough problems . ;

;

and find it hard to resist any challenge . .

.

you're the kind of person who may discover

unusual satisfaction and opportunity in the

dynamic field of electronic data processing.

The marketing and application of data
processing systems is challenging and fasci-

nating. After comprehensive training you
work with management executives in diverse

industries, study their business or scientific

problems, figiue out the solutions by use of
data processing systems, and assist custom-
ers in putting solutions into effect.

We have a critictd need for those who have
Biajored in science, mathematics, and engi-

neering. However, we have equal opportuni-
ties for those majoring in business adminis-
tration, economics, finance and liberal arts

who possess an aptitude and interest in

electronic data processing.

It's a new professional occupation offering

unusual opportunities for personal and finan-

cial growth. Openings exist throughout the
country in either Syatema Engineering or

Direct Sales. All qualified applicants will

receive consideration for employment with-
out regard to race, creed, color or national

origin. For more information describing the

opportunities at IBM, see your College Place-

ment Director or, ifyou desire, write or call-

Ton naturally have a
better chance to grow

With • djnamic growth oompaay.IBM
DATA PROCESSDiQ



Bennington-Williams

ijo Share Libraries

The Bennlngton-WlUlams Com-
jnlttee has recently estabUshed a
program which permits Bennlng-
Iton and Williams students to

share their library facilities.

Formerly the exchange of books
between the two colleges was pos-

sible only through Inter-llbran

loans, but the committee has novi

made it possible for students to
borrow books at each library on
an individual loan basis.

Under the provisions of the pro-
gram, Bennington students must
obtain cards from the Williams
College library before they can
borrow books. Cards are not need-
ed at the Bennington library; any
Williams student who wants a

book must sign it out himself at
the front desk.

Sean O'Faolain Talks
On ^Irial By Pleasure'

Continued fram Page I, Col. 4
as politics, reUglon, morals, etc.
This filter blocks new emotional
experiences. For example, an Irish
Catholic would not get pleasure
out of Cozzens' "By Love Possess-
ed" if he was ruled by his reli-
gious bias.

"Intermittent Identification"

Another fault of the reader is
his propensity to "parachute out
of a character" when it no long-
er suits him to identify with the
character. O'Faolain termed this
"intermittent Identification". Sl-
mone Loesser said that the ex-
ternal characters and Incidents In
a novel are symbols of the writ-
er's philosophy and problems.
Thus, when we say we like a nov-

QnCanps Mth

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Lovet of Dohie Gillia", etc.)

HUSBANDS, ANYONE?
It has been alleged that coeds go to college for the sole purposo
of finding husbands. This is, of course, an infamous canard, and
I give fair warning that, sniall and spongy as I am, anybody
who says such a dastardly thing when I am around had better

be prepared for a sound thrashing!

Girls go to college for precuely the same reasons as men do:

to broaden their horizons, to lengthen their vista-s, to drink at

the fount of wisdom. But, if, by pure chance, while a girl is

engaged in these meritorious pursuits, a likely looking Imsbnp'I

should pop into view, why, what's wrong with tliat? Eh? Wliat'g

wrong with that?

The question now arises, what should a girl look for in a

husband. A great deal lias been written on this subject. Some
say character is most important, some say background, some

iay appearance, some say education. All are wrong.

The most important thing—bar none—in a husband is health.

Tliough he be handsome as Apollo and rich as Midas, what good

is he if he just lays around all day accumulating bedsores?

The very first thing to do uiwn meeting a man is to nmko

sure he is sound of wind and limb. Before he has a chance to

sweet-talk you, slap a thermometer in his mouth, roll back hia

eyelids, yank out his tongue, rap his patella, palpate his thorax,

ask him to straighten out a horseshoe with his teeth. If he fails

these simple tests, phone for an ambulance and go on to the

next prospect.

If, however, he turns out to be physically fit, proceed to the

second most important requirement m a husband. I refer to a

sense of humor.

A man who can't take a joke is a man to be avoided. There

are several simple tests to find out whether your prospect can

take a joke or not. You can, for example, slash his tires. Or burn

his "Mad" comics. Or steal his switchblade. Or turn loose his

pet raccoon. Or shave his head.

After each of these good-natured pranks, laugh gaily and

shout "April Fool! If he replies, "But this is February nine-

teenth," or something equally churlish, cross hkn off your list

and give thanks you found out in time.

But if he laughs silverly and calls you "Little Minx!" put

him to the next test. Find out whether he is kindly.

The qmckest way to ascertain his kindliness is, of course, to

look at the cigarette he smokes. Is it mild? Is it clement? Is it

humane? Does it minister tenderly to the psyche? Docs it

coddle the synapses? Is it a good companion? Is it genial? Is

it bright and friendly and filtered and full of dulcet pleasure

from cockcrow till tlie heart of darkness?

Is it, in short, Marlboro?

If Marlboro it be, then clasp the man to your bosom with

hoops of steel, for you may be sure that he is kindly as a sum-

mer breeje, kindly as a mother's kiss, kindly to his very marrow.

And now, having fc^nd a man who is kindly and healthy

and blessed with a sense of humor, the only thing that rcm.iins

is to make sure he will always cam a handsome living. That,

fortunately, is easy. Just enroll him in engineering.

O lOel Mkt Sfaulmu

/oMna Marlboro tn bringing i/ou thii column throughout

th» lehool year It onoth«r tine product from the aamt

maktre—the king-eixe, unttltered Philip Morrli Commander.

Bere It pure, clean tmoktng pleaaure. Try a pack. You'll be

j/ieleome aboardi

el, we subjectively recognize that
those are our own problems.

"Thus, the reader's cloudy fil-

ter must be cleaned. The ideas
should not be thrown away, but
they must be suspended while
reading the book. Otherwise It will
never enter fully Into the reader."

O'Faolain frankly brought up
the question of whether his "plea-
sure principle" can ever be organ-
ized in critical thinking. He felt
that this Is possible, since there
are definite pleasures that attach
themselves to the novel genre. A-
mong these, he cited the pleasures
that derive from "moral shock,
the Impact of reality, a sense of
order Imposed on chaos, an em-
otional reintegration, humor,
technical skill and vicarious ex-
citement."

In conclusion, O'Faolain cate-
gorized four main classes of nov-
els. First is the "novel of socia'
Interest." This Is the forte of the
English, especially such writers as
Thackeray, Fielding and Dickens.
Secondly, there Is the "novel of
the moralist". The moralists ex-
amine alternate modes of life, and
this quality Is found especially a-
mong the French, such as Camus
and Gide. A third class of novel

are the "Interpretive novels," or

those that interpret the nature of

life. Dostoyevsky, Grahm Greene
and Faulkner write novels of this

type. The fourth class are the

"outlaw novels", which present

their author's particular and pec-

uliar point of view. Windham
Lewis and Salinger write "outlaw

novels."

Continuous DoHv 1 to 10:30

PARAMOUNT
NORTH ADAMS

TnnAY THRU SAT.



Mrs. Buriis Describes

Cluetl Job's Importance
by Morris Kaplan

"I have a strong feeling that

college educated women shouldn't

allow themselves to go to seed.

There are 25 to 30 years In a

woman's life when the children

are grown or In school, and It's

terrible Just to sit around when
you could be making a real con-

tribution," explains Mrs. James
MacGregor Burns, Radcliffe grad-

uate and mother of four, when
asked why she decided to take on
the position of Administrative Of-

ficer of the Cluett Center.

Official hostess of the Center,

budget officer, executive secretary

of the staff, librarian, alumni sec-

retary, travel agent, and counsel-

lor, Mrs. Burns Is generally re-

sponsible for seeing that life runs
smoothly at the Cluett Center and
that the needs of students and
staff are provided for.

"It's really tremendous fun. I

am very much Interested in the

area of international politics and
really feel that through my work
at the Cluett Center, I'm closer

to what's going on In the world.

It's particularly wonderful to be
able to do this kind of thing in

WiUiamstown, which sometimes
seems pretty remote from the
main tide of world events."

The entire Burns family has be-

come involved with life at the

Center. Professor Burns of the
political science department often

takes meals out there and en-
gages in endless discussion with
the students, searching the hori-
zons of foreign new frontiers.

Their four children are "getting
an International perspective that
they wouldn't ordinarily have''.

Mrs. Burns comes to the Clu-
ett Center from a varied career
which includes, besides mother-
hood, managing the Pine Cobble
School and free-lance writing.
Her Interest In world affairs was
excited during World War II when
she edited the Political Intelli-

gence Weekly for the Office of
Strategic Services. One of her co-
workers in the O.S.S. was Presi-

dent -John Sawyer, who "was do-
ing a brilliant analysis on the
Fi-ench political situation."

Since the war, Mrs. Burns has
done quite a bit of writing for
such publications as The Report-
er and The New York Times Mag-
azine. She covered the last two
Democratic National Conventions
for The Berkshire Eagle and The
North Adams Transcript. She be-
came even more directly Involved
with politics during her husband's
unsuccessful candidacy for the
House of Representatives two
years ago. However, Mrs. Burns
admits that since then, her main
Interest has been world affairs ra-
ther than local politics.

Her Job at the Cluett Center ac-
tually began in earnest during the
summer: "We spent much of the
time finding houses for the few
married students and getting
them ready for occupancy." Now
that ever .'one is settled and the
work of th year is begun, the re-
sponsibiUtie.-. of the Administra-
tive Officer takes on a different
tone. For Mrs. Burns, the most
important, and the most reward-
ing, aspect of her work is "deal-
ing with human problems as they
arise."

This Involves meeting all the
difficulties that can and do arise

when nineteen students of diverse

backgrounds and attitudes are
brought together in yet another
coimtry where they must adjust

to both each other and to the
new environment. Mrs. Burns
finds herself faced with every-

thing from arranging travel de-

tails to giving advice on various

and sundry aspects of American
life, Williamstown-style.

However, she reports that "I

think they're having a good time,

socially as well as intellectually."

Having initially established liaison

with the young women of Ben-
nington College, she finds that
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Delayed Rush Report
SuJjmitted At Wesleyan
Wesleyan University hopes tc

adopt delayed second semeste;

rushing by the beginning of thi

1962-63 school year. In conjunc
tlon with this plan, a prelimin-

ary program was submitted to tht

C.B. Senate and Board of Housf
Presidents by the Delayed Rush-
ing Committee on Oct. 23.

The committee stressed In the
presentation of their report that
their main aim at this point wa.'

"to set down a general pattern
according to which Delayed Rush-
ing win be carried out dur-
ing 1962-63." The program as out-
lined by the committee Is schedul-
ed to be discussed at length by
the College Senate, the Board of
House Presidents, and the fut-
ure committee of juniors and
sophomores.

The report Itself revolves around
a program aimed at "preserving
as much as possible normal rela-
tionships between freshmen and
upperclassmen."

Upon the first review of the pro-
josed program, the main point of
;ontention centered on the ruling
hat freshmen would be totally
xcluded from the fraternltj
louses and upperclassmen would
)e prohibited from entering thi
freshman dormitories during thi
-irst semester. The reason foi

such a restriction was explalnec
IS being a means "to Insure ar
-'scape from some degree of Inevl-
able year-round rushing foi

freshmen and upperclassmen." II

was felt by the committee tha
an unnatural rushing pressure
iuring the first semester would

not be fair to either the upper-

slassmen or the freshmen.

Those who opposed such a re-

striction felt that it would result

in strained relationships between

the two groups, and that a truly

unnatural atmosphere would be

created.

MOHAWK
Phone MO ^-9283 .

N. Adams I
LAST 2 DAYS Mat. 1:30 - Eve. 7:30

Sophia Loren "TWO WOMEN" at 3 and 9
Also "VIRGIN ISLAND" - John Cassavetes 1:30-7:30

STARTS FRIDAY !

*^Hnr*EXCITIN6!DRAMATIC, DEEPLY MOVING!"
mOailf N*«|

OTTC . nCMINCER PRESENTS

Starring

Paul Newman - Eva Marie Saint - Peter Lawford
Ralph Richardson - Lee J. Cobb - Jill Haworth
TWICE DAILY ONLY! Mat. 1:30 Eve. 7:30

'A Grand Time Was Had By Att'
Continued from Poga I, Col. 5

aarlier. They were unsuccessful,

however, only a brilliant run by
Jim Leltz saving them from an
gnomonlous shut-out. As the fln-

il whistle blew, a hasty retreat to

»he proper entry ensued and sor-

rows were dimmed In the relaxed

atmosphere that prevailed.

Talent Sparkles
Having already proved them-

;elves experts as guides, students
ind athletes (see last week's REC-
ORD) , the frosh now shone bright
(see review, page 3) in the enter-
,ainment spotlight as the Presh-
nan Revue had parents chortling

jr guffawing, according to their

character. In a humorous skit en-
titled "Big Business," Ed Cornell

professionally portrayed a Casey
Stengel-Uke Russian ambassador.
Steve Lavino drew raves for his

jmceeing abilities, while folk-slng-

sr Andy Good, dancers Pete Sim-
m and Phil McKnlght and the
entire cast received the plaudits

jf an appreciative audience.

For most, the dropping of the
ourtain signified the end of an
enjoyable evening, although a few
hardy ones answered the challenge

to a game of pool or ping-pong.

Wonderful Weekend
Sunday brought droves of par-

ents to the surrounding churches
in answer to the Saturday Ev-

Summer Jobs

in

EUROPE
Write to: American Stuodent

Information Service, 22, Ave.

De Lo Liberte, Luxembourg

ening Post's credo for the Ameri-
can: "The family that prays to-

gether, stays together." Then,
cheerful 'good-bys" and 'thank-

yous' for a wonderful week-end
filled the air and cars began to

fill Route 7. Happy frosh return-

ed to their rooms to sample the

goodies mother had thoughtfully
left and suddenly realized that

there were classes on the 'morrow
and preparation was urgently

needed.
One Jovial father whose feeling!

about Williams had been height-
ened by intimate experience sum-
marized perfectly the thoughts of

all as he leaned out the car win-

dow and said, "Helluva week-end,
son." Damn right, dad.

Death Of A Salesman

Continued from Page I, Col. 3

Schwartz did technical work for

his high school before coming tt

WllUams.

The complex lighting effects will

be controlled by master electrici-

an Jim Evans '62.

The setting for "Death of a

Salesman", designed by Robert

Williams of New York City and
executed by Jack Watson of the

AMT staff, is a cut-away of a

two-story house, showing the

downstairs kitchen and bedroom.

The use of scrim gives atmos-

phere to the flashback scenes by

showing the house as It looked 15

years before.

Tickets for "Death of a Sales-

man" are now on sale at the box

office of the Adams Memorial
Theatre from 9:30 to 12:30 and

from 1:30 to 4:00. Students may
get tickets by showing their ID

cards.
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Trinity Upsets Williams In Soccer;

Kofi Injured, Out For The Season
The WilUams varsity soccer

team suffered a double loss Sat-

urday. The Ephs, which started

an eight consecutive game win-

ning streak last year by defeat-

ing Trinity, were handed a 1-0

upset loss by the Bantams.
Williams star center-forward

Ben Kofi was injured In the game.

He is in the college infirmary

with a possible torn ligament and

will not play for the rest of the

season.

Trinity, smarting from two

straight losses to Williams, play-

ed an aggressive brand of soc-

cer. According to Coach Clarence

Chaffee, "they outfought and out-

hustled"' a Williams team which
had twice beaten the Bantams
while they had the services of

such stars as All-New England
Alex Guild and Janos Karvazy.
The play in the first period cen-

tered around the midfield. Sever-

al Williams fast breaks were brok-

en by Trinity fullbacks, Co-Cap-
tain Doug Anderson and Wes
Peshlcr. The score at the end of

the first period was 0-0.

The Bantams controlled the of-

fense during most of the second

period. Fine defensive play by Eph
fullbacks Bill Ryan and Larry
Pavrot broke up three Trinity

threats.

Williams shots were continual-

ly missing the Bantam goal by
slim margins. Midway in the sec-

ond period, Kofi bounced a shot

off Trinity goalie, Dick Schecht-
man. Right wing Skip Rutherford,

attempting to tally on the re-

bound, had his shot accidentally

deflected by Kofi as he was at-

tempting to get off the ground.
Trinity Scores
Trinity tallied the game's only

goal early in the third period. A
fast break set up right wing Buzz
Tompkins, brother of Jay Tomp-
kins '62, about twenty-five yards

from the goal. Tompkins whirled

and angled the ball into the goal

past diving goal-tender Gordle
Pritchett.

Despite the score Williams dom-
inated the play in the third and
fourth periods. They took eleven

shots compared to four for Ti-in-

ity.

With one and a half minutes
left in the game, the Ephs again
failed to make an easy goal. Kofi,

Kellogg Paces Ephs'

Cross-Country Team
In Outrunning Tufts
A surprised Williams cross-

country squad outran a determin-
ed Tufts team Saturday in Med-
ford, 26-29. The Jumbos, who had
been whitewashed by the MIT
harriers whom the Ephmen had
previously beaten, proved them-
selves tough competitors by cap-
turing three of the top five plac-
es in a tightly-run, hard-fought
race.

On a perfect running day a-
round the 4.2 mile Tufts course.

Captain Spike Kellogg regained
his winning form, taking first

place with a time of 22:40. Rick
Ash placed third with a 23:05, be-
hind Hart of Tufts. Ash took a
spill rounding a corner of the
first lap of the hilly pavement
run, scraping himself quite a bit,

but got up to continue the race.
Taking sixth and seventh places
in the meet were John Kifner
(23:20). and sophomore Skip Owi-
azda (23:50).

SUMMARY
Kellon
Hon
Ath
B«ckmjin
Hale
Kifnfr
Gwiazda
Irvini!

Mullet
Cohtn
Foilw
Anderson
Teipel
Sample
Smjian
Brnjay
Miirrar

(^

S(W
(W)
(T)
(W)

M
(W)

22:4n
22;S!i

23 :05

23:09
2}:IS
2.1:20

23:47
23:50
24 :0;

24 :2S

24:48
2S:W
2S:2I
25:29
26:14
26:33
27:40

attempting to head the ball past
goalie Schectman, again had his

shot bounce off the Bantam goal-

ie. Neither Doug Maxwell nor Ru-
therford were able to get to the
ball in time as it rolled between
them into the penalty zone. Ti'in

Jumbos Outlast Purple Gridders

Doran's TD's Prove Eph Undoing
By Dave Goldberg

A solidly built 180-pounder

named Ralph Doran ruined an-

other solid effort by the Williams

defense as he sparked Tufts to

a 14-0 win over the Ephmen Sat-

urday. The win was the fourth In

five games for the Jumbos. Wil-

liams is now 3-2, with Union com-
ing up Saturday.

In an otherwise evenly played

game, Doran was the difference.

Early in the second quarter he
took Bill Chapman's punt cgx his

ity was able to control the ball own 47, broke through a circle of

for the remaining minute of play. ; Williams tacklers, and scooted

The loss of Kofi, leading Eph
;
down the sideline for a touch-

scorer, will hamper the Williams down. Then, midway through the

offense in future games. The lit- ' third period, he took a lateral

tie Ghanaian was the second lead- ' from quarterback Dennis Hickey,

ing scorer in New England. iwho had missed a handoff, and

Frosh Football Team Falls To UVM, 30-6,

Before Huge Freshman Parents' Day Crowd

LEITZ SCORES — Eph freshmon halfbock Jim Leitz eludes the lost Vermont
defender on his way to Williams' only score, a 75-yd. TD.

By Pete Hutcheon
Before a large Freshman Par-

ents Day crowd the Williams
freshman football team bowed to

a powerful University of Vermont
squad, 30-6. The Ephlats fell vic-

tim to Vermont's passing attack

twice as Vermont drove its way to

a 24-0 halftime lead.

The first score came late In

the first quarter as Vermont full-

back John Reynolds caught a 25-

yard pass in the endzone. Towards
the middle of the second period a
pass interference penalty gave
Vermont a first down on the
Williams nine which set up their

second score. Then with only sec-
onds left in the half Steve Kent
returned an Ephlet quick-kick 90
yards down the sidelines for Ver-
mont's third TD. In each case
the try for two points was suc-
cessful.

Eph Offense Stopped
The Ephlet offense never got off

the ground in the first half. Des-
pite some fine running by half-
backs Jim Leitz and Steve Kaag-
an. Williams drives were stopped
again and again when penalties
and failures to make crucial
downs forced the Ephlets to punt.
Williams had great difficulty In
gaining any yardage at all with
the power plays through the line.

Although Vermont's defense was
good, later performance Indicated
that the Eph line, hampered by

the loss of injured tackle Pete

Swanson and guard Dave Mur-
phy, might have done a better

job in opening holes.

The second half was a differ-

ent story. Vermont was unable to

sustain any scoring drive, their

only score coming after recover-

ing an Ephlet fi^mble on the Wil-
liams 17. Offensively also the Wil-
liams frosh played like a differ-

ent team. But at crucial instanc-

es the Ephlet passing attack
would fail to gain first down
yardage.

Leitz Scores

Then in the early minutes of

the fourth quarter Jim Leitz, who
had been a standout all during
the game, electrified the crowd by
racing 75 yards for a touchdown.
Leitz rounded right end and weav-
ed his way through the Vermont
secondary as the crowd roared.

The try for two points was un-
successful. This was the first

time in four games that Ver-

mont was scored upon.
Led by a forty-yard pass from

Jay Young to Pete Rlchtmyer the

Ephlets threatened again in the

closing seconds from the Vermont
five. But a Vermont interception

on the two ended the drive and
the game.
The Williams frosh are now 1-1.

They journey to Andover next
Saturday In an attempt to gain

their second victory.

GANG TACKLING — Virmont'i Steva Kent smethtrmi by four Ephi. Ha
fumbled on the ploy, ond Jim Laitc (32) racovared for Williomi.

raced 43 yards down the sidelines

in front of the wildly cheering

Tufts stands. The fleet sophomore

from Natlck. Mass., then swept

his own left end to make the score

14-0.

Jumbos Contained
Aside from Doran's two bursts,

the Williams defen.se looked ex-

cellent against the nation's fifth

ranking small college offensive

team. Led by senior guard Dan
Crowley and All-East center Mike

Relly, the Eph line limited the

Jumbos to 163 yards rushing, far

from their average of close to 400

yards a game. Ron Deveaux, who
was ninth nationally in individual

rushing with 588 yards in his

first four games, was held to 64

yards in 24 carries. It was the

first time in his 12 game varsity

career that the Tufts fullback had
been held to less than 100 yards

in a game.
The turning point in the game

came early in the second half.

with the Ephs trailing 6-0. After

Tim Goodwin had raced to a first

down on his own 30, Tom Todd
brought the Eph stands to their

feet with a quick burst over his

own left tackle. The swift sopho-

more raced down the sidelines to

the Tufts 25 yard line where he

was finally ridden out of bounds

by Jumbo guard Steve Moore. Wil-

liams hopes died just as sudden-

Watters III For Tufts

Len Watters, coach of the

varsity football team, was un-
able to make the trip with the

team to Tufts this past week-
end because of illness. Watters
was hospitalized on Thursday
before the Tufts game. Al-
though he did not know the ex-
act causes of Waiters' illness,

Athletic Director Prank Thoms
expressed the conviction that it

was "nothing serious" and that
Watters was "feeling and look-

ing much better" already. He
has not yet been released from
the hospital, but is expected to

be back in time for the Union
game.
Coaches Prank Navarro, who

was in charge of the squad at

Tufts and Pete DeLisser will

handle the Williams team until

Watters returns.

ly, however, when the run was
called back because of a holding

Infraction. The 15 yard penalty

pushed the Ephs deep into their

own territory, a hole from which
they never recovered. Soon after

Doran scored his second touch-

down to ice the game for Tufts.

Eph Stall on 15

Williams had one more chance
for a score late in the game. Led
by the running of Todd, Goodwin,
and Chris Hagy, and the passlni;

of Bruce Grinnell, the Ephs drove

to the Tufts 15. There, however,

Tufts stiffened, and GrinncH';;

passes went awry.

The Tufts line was solid all

game. Very rarely could the Eplis

drive for more than one first

down in a row on the ground.

Led by mammoth tackles Dave
Thompson, Don Curtis, and the

5-10, 260 pound Carmine Parisl,

the Jumbo line was almost im-

penetrable. Guard Steve Moore,

and end Walt Lewlcki also turn-

ed In good performances. Rawson
Qordon, who caught three pass-

es, and tackle Ben Wagner aided

Relly and Crowley In containing

the Jumbos.
Union No Pushover
Union, this week's opponent,

may not be the pushover they

have been in the past few years.

The Dutchman have won three

straight after two early losses,

beating Hobart Saturday, 39-13.

The winning streak is the longest

Union string since 1956. (Nobody

can remember when Union last

scored 39 points In a game). Nev-

ertheless, the teams they face are

not usually in a class of the Wil-

liams' opponents.

In the Little Three opener, Am-
herst humbled a weaker than us-

ual Wesleyan team, 48-8. The
Lord Jeffs, now 5-0 and far out

in front in the race for the Lam-
bert Cup, were led by the fine

passing of Dave Lawrence, the

Norm Van Brocklln pupil who has

been riddling enemy pass defen.scs

for three years. They also un-

veiled a new star in tiny sopho-

more halfback Bill Julavlts, who
scampered through the Cardinal

defenses as if they were paper.

Tufts' Doran easily made this

week's All-East team. Jumbo tac-

kle Don Curtis was given honor-

able mention, along with Eph-
men Crowley and Grinnell.

Eph Booters Play Dartmouth Here;

Defense Key In Today's Struggle
A speedy, aggressive Dartmouth soccer team will meet Wil-

liams on Cole Field today.

The Big Green will oe itching for a win over the Purple for

more than one reason.
Primarily Dartmouth will be

seeking to halt the habit of los-

ing to the Ephmen, a habit which
goes back for some years. Last
season Williams won In Hanover
by a 5-3 margin, sparked by Leigh
Baler's two goals. Other Ephs to

score were Skip Rutherford and
Perry Gates. In the hard-fought
contest Dartmouth was charged
with 17 fouls.

Two years ago the fabled cen-
ter-forward Ben Henszey booted
In two goals to lead the Ephmen
to a 2-1 victory.

But that's all in the past, and
this year the Ephmen will be
meeting a strong defensive team
which has lost three games by
similar 2-1 scores. These losses,
to UConn, Harvard, and Brown,
are offset by a lone win over Am-
herst by a 2-0 count.
But the Williams team which

was upset by Trinity on Saturday
will not find It easy to score on
a team boasting a tough halfback
line and a defensive setup which
uses more than the conventional
two fullbacks.

Nor is Williams such a scoring
threat without sharpshooting
center-forward Ben Kofi, whose
injury will leave a gaping hole In
the center of Coach Chaffee's
front line. Kofi, who pounded
home eight goals In Williams' In-
itial three games, will be sorely
missed. He will probably be re-
placed by junior Jim Lawsing, the
capable left wing, or sophomore
John Foehl.

Eph Cyclists Second;

Yale Winner In Meet
The Williams Cycling Club took

a second place In a meet held

last weekend In New Haven a-

gainst competition from Yale and
the New Haven Cycling Club.

Yale, which entered a five-man
contingent, won the race handily.

The Ell's got off to a blazing

start, and by a combination of

good strategy and endurance, held

on for the team victory.

The Ephs' John Reld was high

man for Williams with a fourth

place, followed by junior Pete Cal-

laway In sixth. Sophomore Jim
Caldwell also scored points for

the Purple.

Amherst 1st In East
The powerful Amherst eleven

has a firm grip on first place

in the running for the Lam-
bert Cup. The Jeffs have scor-

ed 167 points in five games to

35 for their opponents. Trin-
ity, tied only by St. Lawrence,
Is sixth, while Tufts holds
down eighth.

I. Amhfrsi (5-0)
.'. l-fhlRh (4-2)

Ilof.in (4-1)
4. Dpliiivatt (3-2)
^. Alhrisht (4-0-f)
6. Trinity (4-0-1)
7. Wmi Chener (5-1)
8. Tutti (4-1)
9. Bucknfli (4-2)
10. Suiquthinni (6-0)

9.9

8.1

8.1

6,4

4.6

4.t

J.J

J.I

20
1.6
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Sawyer Announces Policy On Compulsory Chapel
Doug Drake Picked

New Frosh President

In Council Elections

•j's^siii'

Little 3 Plus Bowdoin
Ban Post-Season Play

DOUG DRAKE

The freshman Council elected

its officers for the coming semes-

ter last Wednesday night. Doug

Drake was chosen president, Fitz

Poole secretary-treasurer, and
Tod Ackerly college Council repre-

sentative. Charlie Jackson is the

new Social Chairman.

These men will hold their posi-

tions until permanent officers are

chosen at the beginning of the

second semester.

Coming from Kansas City Mis-

souri, Drake studied at the Pem-

broke county Day School. There

he played on the football, basket-

ball and tennis teams.

"The first problem," Drake said,

"is raising enough capital from

the class to do something with.

After that we can start looking

into some of tht more immediate

problems like freshman social

functions on Amherst Weekend,

and paying lor class trips to foot-

ball games like the one coming up

at Wesleyan."
Doug went on to say that one

of the major problems is holdin?

on the Saturday night dorm hours

now in effect. "We've got them

now we've got to take precautions

to keep them." Other ideas werr

"special functions like a Christ-

mas banquet, more pay phones in

the quad, a push for class support

of athletic events, and any other

trivia that happens to come a-

long."

Drake Issued a plea for aid.

"The president can't think of ev-

erything himself, so any sugges-

tions will be welcome." He also

invited "any freshman to attend

any council meeting at any time."

Six House Presidents

Form S. C. Committee

On Fraternity System
Last Monday night, the Social

Council set up a committee of

six house presidents to deal with

the current fraternity question

The task of this sub-committee is

to organize a way in which the

Social Council can evaluate the

fraternity system and list some

of the problems that have made
themselves evident In recent years.

The committee is made up of

Dave Bentley (Phi Gam), Joel

Ooldstein (Phi Slg), Ken Kehrer

(Slg Phi), Skip Rutherford (Bet-

a), Ralph Temple (St. A.), and
Pete Thoms (AU.).
The specific problems that they

hope to deal with are questions

such as the Isolation of the

Freshmen Class, fraternity poli-

tics, the JA system and other

honorary groups effected by rush-

ing, and the neccesslty of Joining

the fraternity system because of

the lack of a comparable alterna-

tive:^
'

By Stew Davis
In the future Williams College's

athletic schedule will exclude
post-season games. Teams from
Williams will not be allowed to

participate either as NCAA choic-
es or as "at large" picks.

The decision not to participate
in post-season games was made
at a meeting of the presidents,
athletic directors, and directors of

admissions, of Williams, Amherst,
Wesleyan, and Bowdoin on Oct.
11th. These colleges, with Dart-
mouth, constitute the "pentagon-
group". The purpose of the meet-
ing was a concern on the part of

the administrations of the four
aforementioned schools with the
problem of how to keep their

sports programs strictly amateur.
It is understood that Individual

sports, like golf and tennis, would
not come under the jurisdiction

of this ruling.

Amateur Basis

A very reliable source said that

the men at the meeting were at

tempting to promote a sane ath-

letic policy which would at the

same time keep athletics at these

schools on an amateur basis and
would avert the building up of

pressure stage by stage which

leads to explicit or implicit re-

cruiting.

The purpose of the meeting was

to clarify rules regarding out-of-

season practice. It was decided
that out-of-season practice is a-
bolished; and the starting dates
for practice were decided specifi-
cally. This stipulation will not
impede an athlete from individ-
ually getting in shape by such
moans as body-building or
weight-lifting.

It has been reported that the
meeting broke up hastily, and
that no release date for the an-
nouncement of the decision was
decided upon. It is expected that
an official release concerning the
topics discussed at the meeting
and the decisions reached will be
soon forthcoming.

Student Reactions
It is reported that Williams

President John E. Sawyer, who is

known on the campus as a man
who comes to decisions after

thoroughly discussing the issues

involved with interested parties,

had not discussed the issue of

post-season bids with students at

Williams prior to the Oct. 11th

meeting.

The sudden decision has caus-

ed an undercurrent of disapproval

among the Williams student body,

which was almost unanimously be-

hind the faculty committee on
athletics' decision last year to al-

low the Williams basketball team
to participate in the NCAA small

college tournament.

Eisenstein's * Alexander Nevsky ' Waves Flag

Of Russian Nationalism In S. U. Film Festival

By Morris Kaplan
The Foreign Film Festival pre-

sented Sergei Eisensteln's "Alex-

ander Nevsky" Wednesday night

in Baxter Hall; this was the last

in a series of three films by the

Russian director. Made in 1938,

"Nevsky" is a pageant from the

pages of Russian history in the

tradition of the nationalistic ap-

peals of Eisensteln's "Ivan the

Terrible" or Ollvler's "Henry V".

The film is set in Russia of the

13th century, ravaged by Mongols

in the east, threatened by Ger-

mans from the west. The charac-

ter and strength of the hero is

made only too clear at the open-

ing when Prince Alexander Nev-

sky leaves his fishing nets long

enough to prevent a group of

Tartars from destroying the sim-

ple Russian peasants among
whom he dwells.

Firm yet compassionate, digni-

fied yet modest, Nevsky Is the per-

fect folk hero. Having defeated the

Swedes, he lives in quiet retire-

ment, always ready to respond to

ContiRued on Page 3, Col. 5

Committee. Rules On Enforcement
The ubiquitou.s Committee on Undergraduate Standing re-

cently recommended to President Jolin E. Sawyer some changes
regarding required chapel at Williams, and the president accepted
the recommendations, making tliem eiffective tliat day, Monday.
The gist of the release can be

summarized in two categories:

a wiping clean of the slate for

past offenders, and a tightening

of requirements for future offend-
ers.

The committee, possibly In view
of the fact that many present sen-
iors would not graduate this pres-

ent June because of past chapel
deficiencies, blotted out the past
and stated that cuts will be count-
ed as of this semester's first Sun-
day.

Their second article dealt with
the problem of undergraduates
who morally or conscientiously
object to compulsory attendance
at religious services. These men,
with the consent of the Chaplain,
will be allowed not to attend eith-

er church or chapel services, in

lieu of which they will elect a
reading program in the fields of

religion or ethics.

Future Darkened
The toughening article is num-

ber 5. Students who do not at-

tend the required seven chapels
in a semester will be subject to

either suspension or campusing
the next semester, at least until

they make up the number of chap-
els less than seven which they
attended the past semester. Sec-
ond semester seniors who do not
meet minimum standards will

have their degrees withheld.
Dean Robert R. R. Brooks ex-

plained to College Council Mon-
day night the mechanism Involv-

ed in effecting Article 5. For ex-

ample, if there are seven chapels
left in a semester, the man who
has five will be notified of this

fact. The man who still has six

to attend will be on "chapel
warning". He who has to attend
all seven to fulfill the requirement
will automatically be on "chapel
probation."

The Dean's Office will be the

instrument to keep students a-

ware of their position in regards

to chapel. To put further pressure

on delinquent chapel-goers their

parents will receive notice of their

chapel warnings.

14 Man Committee

To Report Findings

On Required Chapel

President John E. Sawyer has
announced the formation of a
Student-Palculty Committee
to study the problem of "Compul-
sory Chapel" and report its find-

ings to the Trustees of the Col-

lege.

He said that the chapel situa-

tion he inherited was "a chaotic
situation", and that interim mea-
sures (see other story) had been
taken to resolve the situation.

Sawyer said that the Trustees
were not aware of the widespread
dissatisfaction with the present
system on the part of students
and faculty, and that it would
take time to change an institution

that had been in existence for 168

years. He said that until a change
were made the rules would be

stringently enforced and any dis-

orders would be quickly dealt with.

After discussions with various
leadership groups at the College

and among the Faculty, the Pres-

ident has appointed a joint Stu-

dent-Faculty Committee to study
the present Chapel problem, to

receive ideas about existing re-

quirements or alternative ar-

rangements, and to make recom-
mendations to the President and
Trustees during the current year.

Its membership will consist of:

From Gargoyle: Scott Mohr,
James C. Black, Michael F. Brim-
mer, Michael B. Keating, plus

Jere R. Behrman and Robert J.

Durham Jr., ex officio.

For the Chapel Board: John H.

Shoaff, Joseph A. Bassett, for the

Junior Advisers: Robert J. Seid-

man, for the Faculty: Chaplain
John D. Eusden, Chairman, Prof.

John W. Chandler, Prof. William
H. Plerson Jr., Prof. Anson Piper,

Prof. Russell Bastert.

Jules Rahin, San Francisco To Moscow Peace Marcher, Proselytizes

For Committee On Non-Violent Action, Advocates Unilateral Disarmament
By Steve Stolzberg

"We plowed across the country

in a close and personal way. Pre-

cisely by walking step by step

through the Soviet Union we were

able to bring our radical message

to the people... One Is inclined

to act like a desperate man to

take some little steps to relieve

an Intolerable situation."

Jules Rabin does not look par-

ticularly desperate at close range.

But the soft-spoken, bearded and

bespectacled anthropologist has

Just returned from the San Fran-

cisco to Moscow Peace March

which took ten Americans over

five thousand miles afoot advo-

cating non-violent resistance and

unilateral disarmament to all who

would listen.

Rabin, a Harvard graduate

working on his Ph.D. thesis at

Columbia University, was one of

the photographers on the Peace

March. He is currently on a two-

week speaking tour of New Eng-

land with Bob Swann of the Com-

mittee For Non-Violent Action

(CNVA) which sponsored the

march.

Rabin, speaking twice Wednes-

day in Baxter Hall, explained that

"we feel that the US and the US-

SR have been engaged in a fruit-

less dialogue of mlUtary power

and multilateral disarmament

Although the CNVA endorses

unilateral disarmament, it admits

that this is a confrontation of

the absurd by the absurd. More
important is the approach on an

individual levol: "we appeal to

people to follow their consciences,

to refuse military service, not to

work in Industries producing arm-

aments. We are appealing bilater-

ally to individuals to take respon-

sibility for non-violent resistance:

if enough people engage In non-
violent resistance, governments
win have to follow."

Swann explained that "the walk

was conceived as a result of our

demonstrations against the Pol-

aris submarines. We had been

picketing and leafleting the Elec-

tric Boat Co. in New London to

convince the workers of the im-

morality of threatening anyone
with this kind of destruction."

When asked why they didn't go

to Russia instead, the Committee,
which had unsuccessfully tried to

enter from Finland in 1958, evolv-
ed the concept of a walk across
the United States and Europe -

"telling every country the same
thing over and over again."
"We gradually developed a team

which left San Francisco on Dec-
ember 1, 1960 and arrived in New
York six months and 3988 miles
later. They flew to England, where
the group acquired an interna-
tional character, with nine coun-
tries represented ''

Refused permission to land in
Prance and arrested after jump-
ing ship in Le Havre the group
entered Belgium. (A CNVA circu-
lar states that "European Team
members must be willing to com-
mit civil disobedience . . . ") Prom
there, they proceeded across West
Germany, East Germany, Poland
and Russia.

Rabin recalled that while only
300 people had joined the march-
es in New York, 3000 had partici-

pated in London. In Belgium, by-
standers had wept, and In Poland
(where he grew the beard to fac-

ilitate communication) the
marchers were frequently the vic-

tims of barrages of flowers.

Comparing response in the US
Continued en Pag* 5, Cel. 5
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Chapel
Compulsory chapel cannot long remain at Williams College

if Williams College is to offer a true liberal arts education. In its

very conception, this institution denies the student the ability

or competence to raise important questions and the responsibility

to be concerned with tliese same questions. In its conception,

compulsory chajDcl denies the very basis of a liberal arts education.

For the majority of students there is no religious experience

at Thompson Memorial Chapel. For the majority of students the

potential for a religious experience is obliterated by the unavoid-

able fact of compulsion. Religion, if it is to be meaningful, must

consist in salutary jjersonal answers to important questions. To
be concerned with such answers, to even be seriously concerned

with the questions they answer, one must have a sense of sell

responsibility. Mere physical presence at religious services ii

not enough.
The student at Williams College will not feel this responsibil-

ity so long as the administration denies the possibility of its ex-

istence by required chapel attendance, and constantly reminds him
of tliis denial by the onorous presence of chapel credit cards.

The recent Discipline Committee clarification of the rules per-

taining to chapel attendance is designed to enforce a college law.

The joint faculty student committee recently appointed by Presi-

dent Sawyer is designed to investigate the institution of com-
])iilsoiy chapel and to recommend all changes that are warranted.

Tlie cliapel committee must consider thoroughly the incom-

patibility of compulsory chapel and a liberal arts education. If

diis committee is to choose, as it must, to recommend the abolition

of compulsory chapel as an impediment to student responsibihty,

the students must demonstrate their capacity for responsible ac-

tion. This committee is the proper and best vehicle for action

on compulsory chapel. So long as this means exists, the student

body cannot afford the dubious irresponsible pleasure of flaunt-

ing college chapel requirements.

Letters To The RECORD:
Whither Sawyer ?

In addition to the educational

and scenic advantages of Williams

College, the granting of respon-

sibility to the student body has

always been an aspect of Williams

life that has made me proud to be

a student here. Whenever I spoke

of the college to prospective fresh-

men, I made a point of emphasiz-
ing the liberality of the college in

the field of discipline. Not too

many things have been more
meaningful to me in my four years

here than my treatment as a ma-
ture person instead of being treat-

ed as a prep school adolescent.

The freedom I had enabled me to

better appreciate the other facets

of the Williams education.

As a part of the Williams com-
munity I was naturally aware that
many improvements could be
made in the educational program.
With the appointment of John
Sawyer as President, a relatively

young man, an academician ac-

quainted with faculty problems,
and a member of the Board of

Trustees, I, like all the other stu-

dents and faculty members, look-

ed forward eagerly to the year a-

head under the Incoming admin-
istration. Although we did not ex-

pect any immediate improvements,
we were confident that the college

would take steps toward improv-
ing the educational life of the

college in all areas. Unfortunate-
ly, in many places, our hopes have
been soundly dashed by this new
administration,

Williams' students looked to

President Sawyer for leadership,

but the only direction we find
him leading is backward. Ancient

rules, such as a vigorous enforce-

ment of compulsory chapel, de-

tested almost unanimously by stu-

dents and faculty alike, have been

resureoted without being reviewed,

Decislotis have been made In com-

plete disregard for any student
sentiment; we have not even been
aware that they were being made
until presented with a fair ac-
ompli. If rules are good rules

then enforce them; if they are
bad then remove them. But for

Mr. Sawyer, in his effort to take
as much responsibility as he can
away from the students, to un-
critically urge stricter enforce-
ment of out-of-date rules is to

abdicate his responsibility to the
Williams Community. Moreover,
he has allowed the enlarged col-

lege police force to penetrate into

almost every aspect of Williams
life. They deliver library overdue
notices; they keep watch on stu-

dents who are not attending en-

ough of those coercive chapel ser-

vices; and, on nights like Hallo-

we'en or whenever they are so

moved, they slink and sneak a-

round the Freshman Quad
searching for evil and wayward
freshmen. I would wonder if Mr.
Sawyer really thinks that we need
"Big Brother" watching over us.

The atmosphere on the campus
is one of general distaste toward
the administration. If we are col-

lege men, about to go out Into a
world that, as we are constantly

reminded, needs self-reliant young
men, then why not treat us as

such? The new administration

could do a great deal to make
this one of the finest Institutions

of learning in the country with-

out turning it into a penal in-

stitution. It would be a shame to

dissipate all the energy in the en-

forcement of obsolete rules and
internal bickering. Why not try

working with the students and
faculty instead of against them?
By allowing us to operate as re-

sponsible individuals we Just

might be able to make many con-

trlbutlons to a progreaslve

program at Williams.

Paul Worthown. '62

Letters To The RECORD:
Disappointed Alum
On October 11 I had the con-

siderable pleasure of watching a

good Williams football team play

a fine game in a losing cause to

a better Tufts team.

May I Inquire as to the where-
abouts of the student body? It

was a magnificent fall day so this

was not a factor. The distance

to and from Medford is the same
for all and there were many local

townspeople there, many with but

a most indirect relationship with
the college. If the pressure of ac-

ademic pursuits alone was respon-

sible then I bow for few have
greater regard for scholastic a-

chievement than I.

I would suggest, however, that

if this pressure was so horren-
dous as to prevent so much as a

single cheerleader from mak-
ing the trip to Medford, we are

probably demanding too great a
sacrifice from the team and we
should seriously consider abolish-
ing such events.

Academics to be sure - but from
Washington to WiUiamstown
when you are up against a big
tough opponent a little enthusias-
tic spirit helps. Frankly, I was
disappointed.

Arthur E. ElUson M.D., '44

News Not Views

I have just been forwarded,
through one of the St. Louis Post
Offices, the enclosed bill. Since I

have neither requested a renew-
al of my subscription; nor have
I, for that matter, received any
issues since last May - I can only
suppose that this was a clerical

error. This I understand, since I

once was subscribed to the Rec-
ord.

I have not renewed my sub-
scription because I was disap-
pointed with your performance
last year - with both editorial

boards. There was too little news
and too much radical propaganda.
I searched in vain for the results
and commentaries of the match-
es played by the 1960 East-
ern Rugby Union Champions, Wil-
liams College - and all I found
was a collection of praises of ev-
erything involving the Welfare
State. Frankly, that stuff is bor-
ing enough when it is uttered by
the Washington professionals;
when it comes from the pens of
college kids, it becomes ludicrous.

Alumni are interested in the e-
vents, in what Williams College is
doing; we are not interested in
the ideas which the members of

the fraternity across the street

from Williams Hall (I forget the

name) have Just read In the lat-

est book by J. K. Galbralth or

Paul Tilllch. We too can read

those books; but we cannot so

easily be present at the sports,

musical or educational events of

the College, I subscribed for one

reason; I was disappointed; I

now choose not to renew my sub-

scription.

As soon as I learn that you wish

to return to a coverage of the

news, I shall be glad to take the

Record again. In the meantime,
I remain

Yours truly

Alan Keith '60

Virtue And Kifner

I wish to offer an answer to

John Kifner's "Check the Labels"

in the October 25 number of the

Record.

First, one wonders how valid an
exchange of opinion can take

place when, as you very percep-

tively pointed out, one of the bar-
gainers attempting to foist off

his wares at the DKE" market
place of ideas" presents a recog-
nizably inferior product. The dial-

ectical quest for virtue cannot
function if it is to be restrained
from honestly exposing the arid-

ity of such "irrelevant and anti-

rational'' stands. Indeed, we were
always taught that the irrational

and the antirational were mean-
ingless. If we are not to attempt
to evaluate, by methodological
questioning, the product put be-
fore us, what are we to do? Are
we to be swayed by the imposing
and aristocratic bearing of its

merchant? It would seem that the

questioning, instead of being a

"barrage of opinions" as you sug-
gested, was a serious attempt at

such an evaluation. The product
was found wanting, its suave mer-
chant unable to substantiate its

publicly advertised merit. He was
certainly allowed to attempt such
a substantiation. We are search-
ing for virtue. We have not found
it, we are willing to admit our ig-

norance. We were presented with
a system which was self-styled vir-

tuous. It was found not so. We
must then search in other direc-

tions. Our concern must not be
for the discredited merchant.
Meno, when placed in a situation

in which he would honestly have
been obliged to admit his ignor-
ance, instead went blissfully on
asking Socrates "irrelevant and
antirational" questions.

George W. Ross

Viewpoint

Compulsory

Hallowe'en
By John Kifner
I am writing this letter to the

Record because I'm told the en-
lightened President reads it all

the time to see about student fer-
ment and wild Intellectual under-
currents on big pressing campus
issues like sliding the observatory
down to the other side of the
Soph Quad so the stars aren't ob-
scured by the hockey rink cover
or something.

Anyway, what I want to know
is why wasn't Hallowe'en made
compulsory this year? This is a
basic part of our heritage, men
having put on false faces from
time immemorial. We should not
be allowed to stay out of this

tradition during our formative
years Just because of youthful
cynicism because when we grow
up and are Important in the PTA
we will be called on to run Hal-
lowe'en parties and things and
then we will look back on our
college experience and say "Thank
you for compulsory Hallowe'en
that I did not appreciate at the
time, but am now mature enough
to."

And it is really hard to ap-
preciate such things in such a
materialistic society, but Just ihe

whole night itself with costumes
and candles, and everybody stand-
ing up saying "Trick or Treat"
together is Just so great. I was
sitting around, caught up in the

press of everyday events, playing
my Johnny and the Hurricanes
records and sleeping through my
morning classes, when I suddenly
realized what I was missing (in

an intuitive flash). As It were.
Anyway I rushed right out and
bought Alfred Hitchcock's new
book and read it, but honest, it

just wasn't the same.
So, please, I hope that next

semester they will pass a rule so
I have to dress up like an Easter
Bunny all the time so I won't
miss any of my education or any-
thing.

SKI INSTRUCTIONS

Weekend positions available for

Skiers to instruct high school boys

and girls. Prior instruction experi-

ence not required. Good Compen-

sation. Excellent Ski Focilities.

Write or Call:

Shaker Village Ski Group
P. 0. Box 1149, Pinsfield, Mass.

Lebanon Springs (N.Y.) 7-1255

OUR

SKI CLOTHING

IS NOW IN

AND OUR

SKI SHOP

IS OPEN

PARKAS

STRETCH PANTS

SWEATERS

GLOVES

MITTS

TURTLE NECK JERSEYS (all colors)

EVERYTHING FOR THE SKIER

OF WILLIAMSTOWN 131 COLE AVE.
Tel. GL 8-4412

CV«i'.



Ephlats Travel To New York City;

Singing Group Will Make Record
On Friday, Nov. 10th at 6 p.m

the "Ephlata of Williams College"

will begin a six hour recording

session for their new record with

RCA Victor in New York City.

OtUlzlng five to seven "mikes,"

the group plans to compose a 33

rpm record of approximately
twenty selections. The processing

and cover both will be ready by
Christmas vacation.

"The special feature of the rec-

ord," according to Rich Rosan,
'64, who Is In charge of produc-
tion of the disc, "will be the great

diversity of songs. We're singing

everything from calypso and spir-

ituals to risque, bawdy songs -

and highly sophisticated, modern
material.

Regarding the group's progress,

Bick felt that "we've come an aw-
ful long way since September,

when the coalition group govern-

ment was organized. Besides

PIZZA GRINDERS

JIMMINEY PETE'S

GL 8-9126

learning new music, the music
that is new Is more difficult than
the Ephlats have ever done be-
fore. In endeavoring to learn these
new numbers and to relearn the
old ones, we've worked hard; av-
eraging about ten houi-s of re-
hearsal a week."
Business Manager Jay Keller

has been handeling negotiations
for the recording and has already
been to NYC to see RCA and the
MacMurray Press, which Is mak-
ing the cover. The initial invest-
ment of the group will be over
$1000 for the first five-hundred
records. The cover was designed
by Roger Mandle, '63, and the
text was written by senior class
Witt. George Opdyke.

Advanced Sales
Imminent engagements for the

Ephlats include at least five per-
formances over Amherst weekend,
including one for the Alumni. At
the Alumni House and elsewhere
that weekend, advance sales for
the record will be taken by Bus-
iness Manager Keller, who can be
contacted at Beta Theta Pi. Del-
ivery by Christmas on advance
sales Is guaranteed by the Eph-
lat Trust Fund.

Yale's Saints Initiate

Negro; Protest Made
By Virginia Chapter

The Sigma chapter of Delta Pal
(St. Anthony's) fraternity at Yale
University Initiated a Negro
member on Thursday. Oct. 28, ov-
er the protests of five University
of Virginia members who flew to
New Haven.

A spokesman for the Virginia
group said the members came to

discuss the admission of Wendell
A. Mottley, a sophomore track

star from Trinidad.

Yale Anti-DiicriminaUan

Mottley was one of two negroes
admitted to Yale fraternities this

fall, the first to join fraternities

at Yale in recent history.

Friday afternoon, before the

joint meeting of Yale and Virgin-

ia members began, Richard C.

Carroll, dean of undergraduate
affairs at Yale, warned that any
fraternity with any trace of dis-

crimination "would not be wel-

on the Yale campus."

Ralph Temple, president of the

Lambda chapter of Delta Psi here

at Williams, said: "Yale has said

all that is necessary to say."

Check your opinions against t^'s Campus OpinionfIttftS

O Has the Berlin crisis increased

tlie likeliliood of military service for you?
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GreylockDialecticians
Seek VirtueAnd Truth

by Bill Barry
In the past several years, Williams has become afflicted with

a disease which may be best termed "creeping community spirit," a
turn of mind which has manifested itself in an increasing number
of clubs, organizations, and magazines, all of which insist tliat

they are necessary "to inform peo-
ple of the important Issues and
vital questions which concern to-

day's Intelligent and thoughtful
undergraduate mind."

Recently, however, there has
been heard clamoring in the for-
est a new voice: that of the
Greylock Young Dialecticians, so
named because their headquarters
are located in the Palm Recrea-
tion Room of Greylock Hall, al-

most exclusively the residence of
the non-affiliates and the trad-
itional seat of local anarchism.
The association scorns all formal

definitions such as "club," "organ-
ization," and "committee for .

."

but has fallen to the Incidental
fault of referring to Itself by Init-
ials: they are the GYD. The OYD
has a somewhat nebulous nucle-
us of five men : George Ross, Steve
Cohen, John Palm, Ekl Volkman,
and Steve Schlesslnger.
Truth!
There are within the group as

many positions and ideologies as
there are members but the group
is imlted to the extent that they
are searching for a common goal:
"We admit," said one dialectician,

pieferrlng to remain anonymous,
"that we do not know the form
in which Truth exists, only a
number of forms in which It does
not exist. We are also convinced
that there are a number of peo-
ple on this campus who do not
know and our aim it to show
them their misconceptions.

Corrections on Elimination
"We try to convince those in

error of their mistakes." tie con-
tinued, "through discussion and
debate. But if that doesn't -work,"
he concluded, somewhat under txis

breath, "we eliminate them."
Since the political sentiments of

the GYD are extremely "leftist,"

their first target is the Young
Conservatives. The issues will be
an international one, showing
that the group does not plan to
limit Itself to local issues.

The GYD motto, the embodi-
ment of their position, is: "It's

not that we are always right, it's

that others are wrong."

Nevsky . . .

Continued from Page 1, Col. 3

the needs of his people, who have
temporarily rejected him and are

too blind to see his great-

ness without being in extreme
danger.

Teutons Pose Threat
The German-Llvonians, Teu-

tonic conquerors, provide the
threat. Russian hatred of the

Germans is dramatically revealed

in Eisenstcln's portrayal of the

enemy. The director combines
richly satiric effects with melo-
dramatic echoes of the grand age

of horror films. A wizened old

abbot conducts services before a
group of helmeted soldiers bear-

ing crosses accompanied by a
death's head figure on a portable

organ; the German barbarians

throw infant children into the

fire (not so easily dismissed as

mere propaganda in the light of

recent history).

The main center of focus of the

film is the battle between the

Russians under the leadership of

Nevsky and the advancing horde

of Germans. Alexander rallies the

demoralized Russians by exhort-

ing the peasants and workers to

action: the protests of the rich

merchants, who seek to buy off

the Germans, are turned aside,

and tile Russians go forth to at-

tack.

The battle is fought on an ice

covered lake and the effects are

greatly heightened by the setting.

Masses of men engage in all the

swashbuckling, s p e a r-throwing.

mace-swinging activities that
have always made ,

wars such a
popular sport; polka music in the

background adds to the air of gen-

eral merrymaking. Eventually, the

Germans are conquered; and the

ice breaks Just in time to swal-

low up the fleeing horde.

Nevsky marches triumphantly
into the city, dispenses grace to

the survivors, and the peace-lov-

ing Russian people return to their

farms and fisheries.

W. J. Martin, Ex-Drama Lecturer

Heads Program In Performing Arts
A unique cultural program for

public school students has recent-

ly been inaugurated by William
J. Martin, former lecturer in

drama at Williams, and business
manager of the Williamstown
Summer Theatre.

This program, which brings live

theatre to public school students
at little cost, is called the Pro-
gram of Education In the
Performing Arts. It is believed to

be the only one of its type in

which private funds are used for

the education of public school
children in the performing arts.

Mr. Martin, •who is now direc-

tor of theatre at the Culver (In-
diana) Military Academy, presents
three productions a year by na-
tionally known artists, and one
student production, for the bene-
fit of public school children who
might otherwise never have con-
tact with such opportunities.

"Wonderful Town"

A trial run of the program oc-

curred last spring with a student
production of "Wonderful Town,"
which was attended by 6,500 peo-
ple in five performances. The lat-

est offering was an appearance by
the Belafonte Singers, who drew
1,700 students to the Culver camp-
us.

Upcoming performances will be
by the Indianapolis Symphony
and by Destine's Afro-Haltlan

Dance Troupe. Of his plans, Mr.
Martin says, "We are beginning a
sampling of students from many
areas to determine the current

level of interest. Already we have

found in preliminary surveys that

virtually none of them has had

the opportunity to hear a sym-

phony orchestra or to see a pro-

fessional production of any type

of stage entertainment.

"

MOHAWK
Phone MO 3-9283

N. Adorn* I
STARTS FRIDAY !

•THE BLOCKBUSTER OF THE YEAHl" — NY Times

fl

•T

i^ -k EXCITING, DRAMATIC, DEEPLY M0VIN61"
A» racsENis

Starring
Poul Newman - Eva Marie Saint - Peter Lawford
Ralph Richardson - Lee J. Cobb - Jill Hawarth

SHOWN TWICE EACH DAY
MAT. 1:30 — EVE. 7:30

Cemlna Nov. 10 "Lsv* ami Ih* Francliwoman" Seeii "Th* Mark"



Music WiH Ring In Spring Street Stores;

Plan For Broadcasts In Business Hours
Three enterprising members of

the Williams College radio station

have put into action, as of last

week, a plan conceived last May
to provide music during business

hours in a number of stores on

Spring Street. The result Is lyri-

cal approval.

The service began in full swing

last week in eleven stores along

this college town's main business

street, and will continue to do so.

six days per week from 9:00 a.m.

to 6:00 p.m., in the forseeable fu-

ture.

Music All Day

The music moguls - Chuck Por-

ter '62, Pete Smith '64, and Lew
Harvey '64 - first discussed the

project last May at an impromp-

tu meeting in the college radio

station. The idea seemed feasible,

so Smith constructed a special

tape console which uses 15-inch

tapes which allow the music to be

played for nine consecutive hours.

The three entrepreneurs construc-

ted the other mechanical essen-

tials over the summer to make the

Idea a reality.

This fall they put the apparatus

together in the radio studios, plac-

ed a public address amplifier in a

college administration building

near the business district and ran
wii'es from the amplifier to the

stores which had contracted to re-

ceive the music.
Psychology
In line with research done on

such musical services and theories

recalled from Psychology classes

at Williams, the music Is run in

twelve-minute sections with twen-
ty seconds of silence between each
musical selection and three min-
utes between each of the sections.

This is designed to prevent the
listener from becoming bored by
constant playing of the music.
The sei"vice charge for the mus-

ic is a minimal two dollars a
wcrk. The merchants have react-

ed favorably and the students
have hopes for more contracts as
a result of the praise of those
already subscribing.

Future Plans
At present there are two tem-

porary tapes, but the students
plan eventually to have six tapes
providing a different program ev-

ery day of the week. Other plans
Include a special Christmas pro-

gram and a poll is being taken to

see if the merchants would like

football games and other activities

broadcast through the speak-
ers on Saturday afternoons. The
students have arranged to have
the tapes changed daily and turn-

ed on and off in the summer
months also.

LETTHlRE be MUSIC! — Lew Harvey '64 explains the advantages of hav-
ing music during working hours to local liquor merchant Earl King. WMS,
the college radio station, is providing the music.

Peace Corps * Fires'

Kamen For Heckling

'Operation Abolition'

An "aggressive" liberal was re-

cently dropped from the Peace

Corps for "heckling" at a showing

of the highly controversial mov-

ie, "Operation Abolition." Twen-

ty'-two-year-old Charles Kamen,

of Miami, Florida, was accused of

the "immature behavior" at a

meeting of the Miami Rotary

Club last December.

Conservative groups, including

members of Congress, the John

Birch Society, and the Rotary

club itself, demanded that the

Peace Corps drop Kamen. It is

not clear just what form the

youth's "heckling" took. Although

most of the consei-vatives objec-

ted to Kamen's "rudeness," it was

apparent from their comments

that his liberal views were a fac-

tor in the demand for his dismis-

sal.

Kamen had been president of

the Student Council at Brandeis

and a National Merit Scholarship

winner. He had participated in

organizations seeking a ban on

atomic tests and had picketed seg-

regated chain stores.

Prior to the incident, the Peace

Corps had assigned Kamen to a

two year teaching stint in the

Philippines. Timothy J. Adams,
spokesman for the Peace Corps,

said that Kamen was dismissed

because his aggressive personali-

ty" did not jive with the require-

ment for "people who can accept

humble roles" in the Peace Corps
assignments. Adams went on to

say that political considerations

were in no way related to the dis-

missal.

After the decision, Kamen was
Intending to enroll at the Uni-
versity of Chicago to continue his

studies.

THREE MEN AND MUSIC — Behind the program to supply recorded music
to many Spring St. merchants are il-r) Lew Harvey '64, Chuck Porter '62,

and Pete Smith '64, The trio are shown standing next to the tape recorder

they constructed for their purposes.

Niebling, Farley Attend Convention

Of V. S. Conierence For UNESCO
1)1/ Bill Prosser

Two Williams student.s, Mike Niebling '62 and Vince Farley
'64 left the William.s campus Oct. 22-26 to attend the Eighth Na-
tional Conference of the U. S. National Conference for UNESCO.
This was a double honor when one considers that out of the 2000
delegates who attended the conference in Boston only 30 were

college students.

Tryouts For 'Endgame';

'Oedipus Rex' At AMT
Ti-youts for Oedipus Rex and

Endgame, the next experimental

productions at the AMT, will be

held next Tuesday, Wednesday,

and Thursday nights. The plays

will be produced January 9, 10,

11, 12, and 13 on alternate nights,

Oedipus Rex playing two perform-

ances upstairs in the main thea-

tre, and Endgame playing three

In the Experimental Theatre.

The time for the tryouts will

be 7:30, and the location, the lib-

rary of the AMT. A theatre

spokesman said that auditions are

open to all classes, and no prev-

ious experience is necessary. There
will also be a production chart

posted for all those who wish to

sign up for technical work, he
said.

Reznikoff '62 Gives Impressions

Of Year At University Of Ghana
Tlie Williams junior year a-

broad program, sponsored by
Dean Brooks, annually sends a-

bout fifteen students to study at

colleges far removed from our
"village beautiful". Before now,
Williams men in the program
traveled only to Europe; this year

one son of Eph is studying at the

University of Ghana, in Legon.

Two other African Institutions,

one in Nigeria and one In Ugan-
da, are also open to Williams men.
These three African colleges are

an extension of London Univer-
sity, and have advantages over

most foreign schools in that their

courses and grades correspond
more to the American educational
system than the European sys-

tem.

In coming years Dean Brooks
hopes to extend the program to

Include universities In India and
Latin America. He stresses the

fact that the program is open to

any Interested student. Sur-
prisingly, the cost of a year In

Africa Is equivalent to a year here
at Williams; the low cost of liv-

ing and tuition at the distant col-

leges offsets Imposing travel ex-
penses.

BUI Reznikoff, currently at the
University of Ghana, is Immersed
in organic chemistry, German,
and African studies in history,
anthropology, and economic
growth. Despite upsets at the
University caused by political dis-

cord and administration changes.
Bill finds the college modern and
stimulating. In a letter to Bill

Ullman, '64, he wrote:

Upon arriving In Acerca,
Ghana, my first ImprcMlon was
of an extremely chaotic, eonfus-
inf , but fasoinatinc city. It Mem-

ed torn apart between old and
new in a completely disorganized

fashion, and that first impression

still seems valid. The University

of Ghana is, however, a complete
antithisis to Acerca. Its luxurious

low rambling buildings stretch for

over a mile in a completely plan-
ned architectural order on top of

a hiil about ten miles from down-
town Acerca.

The whole compound Is made
up of white-washed buildings with
red tile roofs separated by foun-
tains and gardens. The college in

many respects is very well-equip-

ped and staffed - especially in

the science departments. Each de-

partment has it^ own block of

buildings with separate office-lab-

oratories for lecturers and profess-

sors. There are approximately 700

students split into four halls of

residence: Alkualo, Common-
wealth, Legon and the female
Volta Hall. Including myself there

are at least ten American students
here.

Life is very enjoyable because
the temperature is just right for

shorts in the day and sleep at

night. There are several nearby
palm-iined beaches which are
famous for their five foot tall

breakers and extremely strong
currents. In Acerca there are nu-
merous bars, night clubs, and
dance halls which are regular Sat-
urday night student haunts. They
can be a little wild, but everyone
here practices a religion of en-
joying life.

In closing I would like to say
that I was really impressed b,v

the friendliness and warmth
shown by the Ghanians to Am-
ericans and myself In particular.
There Is no doubt about my
enjoyinr myself here.

Bill Rcinlkoft

The conference is designed to
be a source of information on
foreign affairs for the U.S. gov-
ernment. A liason between UNES-
CO and the U.S. State depart-
ment, the meeting acts as a gath-
ering of brains who discuss prob-
lems and educate each other. This
year the subject of the conference
was "Africa and the United States
- images and realities". The a-
vowed purpose of the conference
was to "broaden and deepen Am-
erican understanding of the a-
chlevements and aspirations of
Africa's peoples."

Both Mike and Vince were a
part of the Crossroads Africa pro-
gram and spent the past summer
in Guinea. The invitation to at-
tend the Conference this month
came from the Group Leader of
the Guinea expedition, a man who
is the vice-president for the Na-
tional Student Association.

Niebling Remarks
Speaking on the conference and

his experience his Guinea Nieb-
ling remarked, "We took an awful
lot of gas in Guinea and heard
much criticism of the United Sta-
tes. Whenever we hear representa-
tives from Africa they are usual-
ly mild in their complaints. They
don't really reflect the true clim-
ate of opinion. One good thing a-
bout the Conference was the
bluntness with which all the del-
egates spoke. I was especially Im-
pressed with Jaja Wachuku, Nig-
erian delegate to the U.N. He
seemed to understand the Am-
erican context—our culture and
special brand of politics.

G. Mennen Williams, Assistant
Secretary on African Affairs, al-
so spoke to the group. Speaking
of Williams, Farley noted "He
called for an expansion of the
Peace Corps and an end to racial
discrimination in the U.S. All the
speakers stressed the big role
which the integration controversy
plays In African-American rela-
tions."

Both men seemed to come out
of their experiences with African
culture firmly convinced of the
need for us to understand African
neutralism and nationalism. "We
must understand," said Neibling,
"that the Africans have had a
culture for hundreds of years We
must not treat them with con-
descension." Farley later added to
this - "AH we really need to do
Is to come up to what we stand
for and to be what we say we
are."

Daily Chapel
Daily Chapel speakers for

the coming week will be:

ntratermties

Favor Deferred Rush
The report of the Wesleyan De-

layed Rushing Committee, presen-
ted before the combined Senate
and Board of House Presidents on
October 23, has received consider-
able attention among the various
social and academic groups on
the Wesleyan campus.

In a recent poll of house pres-
idents taken by The Wesleyan
Argus, the majority favored the
major proposals of the report.
The most controversial point of
the tentative plan, the restriction
of the freshmen from the frater-
nity houses during the first sem-
ester, received a decisive vote of
confidence in the poll. Nine of
the presidents interviewed were in
favor of the plan as it stood, re-
strictions and all.

The editorial section of the Ar-
gus contained the views of the pa-
per on this subject. The Argus
feels that "there are two alterna-
tives which are feasible: (a) rush-
ing between semesters with lim-
ited restrictions as Is described in
the present delayed rushing re-
port, and (b) rushing at the be-
ginning of the sophomore year
with no restrictions at all during
the freshmen year except pertain-
ing to dirty rushing."
The Argus definitely favors the

first of the two alternatives. The
paper feels that this plan is more
feasible because It would "keep
life on a more normal basis" by
easing the pressure on the frat-

ernities to form and maintain a
definite house Image.

Art Museum Exhibits

Plans Of Art Centers
The Lawrence Art Museum i.s

presently sponsoring an exhibition
on "Arts and Cultural Center.s."

Organized by the American In-
stitute of Architects and circula-
ted throughout the country by the
Smithsonian Institution Travel-
ing Exhibition Service, the exhibi-
tion will be on display through
November 28.

The idea of the Arts and Cul-
tural Center is a new concept
which recognizes the expediency
of bringing together under one
roof community facilities for
drama, music and dance, as well
as museum and library space. "Hie
exhibition shows what architects
have done and what they are
planning to do to meet the chal-
lenge of the "cultural explosion

"

brought about by the Increased
amount of leisure time in this

country.

Through the medium of photo-
graphs, plans, charts, and draw-
ings the exhibition presents var-
ied and interesting Ideas on cul-

tural centers. The exhibition rais-

es questions as to what consti-
tutes an art center, not only as

to Its architectural size and shape,
but also as to what programs be-

long there. Included with build-

ings and plans are varied uses to

which the finished centers can be

put.

Among the centers shown are

Stanford University's Music Cen-
ter, the Shakespeare Theatre, at

Stratford, and a representative

community center In Suburban
Richmond California

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Scott Mohr
Scott Mohr
Bob Henry

Ned Dougherty
Ned Dougherty

'Albatross' Enters

Its 2nd Season
Swarthmore's newest student

magazine, the Albatross. Is now
entering Its second year of pub-

lication. Described as a "non-par-
tisan forum for letters on cur-

rent controversial Issues . .
.born

of the Increasing social and pol-

itical concern among students,"

the Albatross hopes to stimulate

communication between today's

students and leading public fig-

ures.

Last year the Albatross publish-

ed letters on such diverse Issues

as Cuba, the sit-ins, the draft,

and the HUAC. Contributors in-

cluded notables such as Francis

Walters and William Pulbrlght.

Albatross subscription rates for

students are $1.50 per year, for

patrons $4.00, and may be obtain-

ed through Dave Hantman.
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Canadians Presenting *King Lear* At Smith
The Canadian Players an international acting troupe will

present their performance of "King Lear" at Smitli on December
5.

Under the direction of David Gardner, one of tiie original
actors to tour with the Players and the 1956 Tyrone Guthrie A-
ward wmner, Lear will adopt an Arctic scttiiifr. Aitlioujrh the

drama Is usually staged In the

Cluett Discussion
students and members of the

Williams community are Invited

to attend a series of discussions

of various countries of the under-
developed world on Tuesday even-

ings at 7:15 at the Cluett Center.

Each week, members of the
Cluett group will present a con-
sideration of the political, social,

and economic problems of the
countries of their origin. Brazil

and Burma have already been dis-

cussed. This Tuesday, Hermann
Gomez Montt will consider Chile.
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Middle Ages, the Canadian Com
pany wanted to depict a North
American setting and finally chose
the Arctic. Gardner believes the
primitive struggle with human
nature and the natural elements,
as heightened by the Arctic set-
ting, will better manifest the very
core of "King Lear."

The part of King Lear will be

portrayed by William Hutt, who,
as leading man with the Canadian
Repertory Theatre in Ottawa, has
gained international repute. Es-

pecially well-known in Britain and
on the Continent, Hutt has re-

ceived top billing in Ontario's

Stratford Festival for the past

seven years.

THE BEMIS STORE
For All Classroom Supplies

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER AGENCY

Stan Blair '63 T. Claude Davies

Zamboni!!

A large Zamboni ice resurfacing

machine threatens to replace the
familiar purple cow of Williams as
a sporting mascot - at least dur-
ing hockey season. An $8,000 ma-
chine acquired during the sum-
mer, the Zamboni is now decked
out in college colors with a large

purple and gold "W" on each side.

The machine is capable of re-

surfacing the entire rink in about

ten minutes, and is expected to

see action during public skating

periods as well as games. As it is

driven the Zamboni sweeps up ice

shavings, shaves the ice to a
smooth surface with a metal
blade, and then resurfaces it by
a thin layer of hot water, sealing

cracks and hardening the surface.

Hockey Rink Cover
Another innovation at the rink

is the new arched cover, now
nearlng completion. The cover

was made possible by the success-

ful Williams Fund Campaign, and
will consist of nearly one and one-
third acres of two-inch by six-

1 n c h pine boards nailed to the

vertical supporting arches when
finished.

LUCKY STRIKE
presents:

SA TURDA Y
NIGHT"

WHAT HAPPENS ON CAMPUS SATURDAY NIGHT? If you could peek into an

average campus on Saturday night you would see students planning a hunger

strike and smoking Luckies, ironing their Sunday suits and smoking Luckies,

playing dominoes and smoking Luckies. College students smoke Luckies all the

time— and more of them than any other regular cigarette. If you go to college,

you should smoke Luckies. It's expected of you.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES an6 get some fasfe for a change!

Peace Marchers
Continued from Poga I, Col. 5

and Russia to the March, he not-

ed that both audiences contended
that their countries had no ag-

gressive Intent. "Both," he said,

"are locked in the iron framework
of their military establishments."

And when the American press fin-

ally noted their arrival in Mos-
cow, it "tended to emphasize that

we had come to give the Soviets

what for, and didn't say that we
had given exactly the same mes-
sage in the US ... I sometimes
feel we are crying in the dark,

especially in the United States."

"There is not in Russia an or-

ganized pacifist movement. We
were at least able to make a first

penetration, expressing our radi-

cal pacifist views." Asked how he
explained the Soviet decision to

let them propagandize in Russia,
Swann conjectured that the mom-
entum of the March made it nec-
essary from a public opinion point
of view.

Rabin was more enthusiastic:
"I think that the Soviets had
some desire to open up a channel
between peace minded people who
were not officially connected with
the government" and made whim-
sical reference to the Eisenhow-
er people-to-people policy.

Audience response in Russia
ranged from shocked silence to

outright laughter to shocked ang-
er. However, a Moscow University
audience shouted down an at-

tempt to clear the meeting haU
for a scheduled class, and the
meeting ran an extra 90 minutes.
Here, too, the marchers received

notes stating support for their

cause. One read, simply, "We are
with you; go your path."

Discussing the ideology of the

CNVA, Rabin hoped that "some-
one with more imagination could
propose another alternative be-
sides unilateral disarmament. We
do not claim that this is a pana-
cea, but if we continue to have
these bizarre little excercises with
nuclear tests and the challenges

of tanks, a cataclysm is very
probable."

He rejected the "Better Red
than Dead" dichotomy as specious.

"If the gamble of unilateral dis-

armament does not pay off, I am
not convinced that all is lost. Peo-
ple have died courageously in

war; we are advising that people

be willing to die for there be-

Uefs in non-violent resistance."

Emphasizing that non-violent

resistance is not total pacifism,

he noted that it doesn't mean
"just standing in front of a tank.

If we believe in freedom, we can
choose the time and place and
circumstances to die under. I do
not think that the man in the

tank will regard me as just an-
other stone to run over. One of

our articles of faith is that aU
people can be reached."

The Committee on Non-Violent
Action currently has 7500 people

on Its mailing list, 1000 of whom
contributed to the peace march.
A film of the peace march is now
being edited from that shot by
Rabin. Other action by CNVA in-

cludes attempts to recruit and el-

ect candidates to Congress. Ad-
dresses of the committee are 158

Grand Street. N.Y. 13 and P.O.
Box 589, New London, Conn.

The Williams Peace Forum
which sponsored the appearance
of Rabin and Swann was created

to bring representatives of radical

pacifist views to the community.
For information, contact Morris
Kaplan or Bob Seidman.

Continuous Doilv 1 to 10:30

PARAMOUNT
NORTH ADAMS
TODAY AND 5AT.



Post Season Bids
It is unfortunate that President Sawyer was not present on

the Wilhanis campus sometime during the 1960-61 basketball

season-he may have realized then, as he doesn't seem to re-

alize now, how important athletic accomplishment can be as a

healthy spark on any college campus. As the basketball season

progressed and an NCAA bid loomed larger, this campus was

transformed from an indifferent community isolated in the

Berkshires into an eiithusiaslic body of students-for the first

time since the football team of Hedeman, Ide, and Co. in 1958,

it was exciting to be at Williams. But now, by decision of the

President in conjunction witli Amherst, Wesleyan, and Bow-

doiii, Williams teams will under no circumstances be allowed

to participate in post-season contests-the stimulating experi-

ence of last March will not excite our little campus in the future.

The reason given for this decision is the fear that such post-

season activity may breed an undesirable emphasis on inter-

collegiate athletics and, more sinx-ifically, may create a ten-

dency toward recruiting. This possibility is very shght at a

school like ours. As denionstiated in the fvy League (the win-

ner in basketball automatically receives and generally atcepts

an NCAA bid) and here at Williams, a college can mauitain its

athletics on a de-emphasized, strictly amateur level while al-

lowing a certain amount of post-season competition. Williams

will never conceivably become a "basketball factory" or "soc-

cer factory". Boys certainly do not come to Williams for athletic

op|5ortunities or renown when they could get into, and possibly

obtain an athletic scholarship at such factories as Springfield,

Cincinnati, or any of the Big Ten schools. At Williams the books

come first-athletes receive no privileges in academic requiie-

ments. This college does not present, and rightly so, the proper

atmosphere nor offer the necessary rewards to make any form

of recruiting attracti\'e to secondaiy school athletes—scholastic

opportunities do and will remain the primary consideration in

any decision to enter Williams. A policy of limited post-season

activity would not change these conditions.

Post-season participation can be kept on a limited and sen-

sible scale without havuig to pass a hard-and-fast ruling against

all NCAA and bowl bids. A more realistic, and certainly more

popular, policy in this matter would be to oppose post-season

comijetition in general, which would allow for acceptance of

bids only in exceptional cases. This had been the policy at Wil-

hanis before this last decision was made, and the loophole was
not abused—bids were generally accepted when deserved (soc-

cer, 1959; basketball, 1961), and refused when not deserved

(basketball, 1960). -Penick

Eph Soccer Squad Overcomes Multiple Obstacles

To Defeat Dartmouth Team Vfith Last Period Goal
By George Opdyke
In order to emerge victorious

Wednesday 2 to 1 over Dartmouth
the Williams varsity soccer team
had to defeat not only Its op-
ponent, but also the elements, key
Injuries, and its own attitude. A
numblngly cold day, a bitter wind,
a middle of the week letdown, and
the depression which might nat-
urally follow the frustrating 1 to

defeat at Trinity last Saturday
were the circumstances requiring
the multiple effort.

O'Donnell Shaken Up
The Purple were also playing

without the services of high scor-
ing centerforward Ben Kofi, whose
torn knee ligaments may keep

him our for the season. John O'-

Donnell, the star centerhalfback,

was also temporarily lost to the

Ephmen when his spectacular

grandstanding descent from
head ball was Interrupted by the

ascent of a Dartmouth lineman.

Momentarily unconscious, O'Don-
nell played the second half.

In notching Its fourth victory

in five starts, Williams was plag-

ued by the inability to put Its

superiority on the scoreboard.

With the exception of a good part

of the third quarter, after a head
by Indian right wing Johnson
slid through Gordie Pritchett's

hands into the goal to tie the

score and Inspire an aggressive

Williams To Encounter
Surprising Union Eleven

Soccer Team Will Play Strong Springfield;

Contest Tomorrow Should Be Close, Exciting

The powerful Springfield College soccer team, undefeated af-

ter six contests and led by six sophomore starters, will meet tlie

Williams varsity tomorrow afternoon on Cole Field.

In league games this year Spriiigfield has piled up 23 tallies

while their goalie, junior Pete Ap-

ostol, has allowed three.

The Eph defense will have more

than one high scorer to contend

with tomorrow. Dick Roberts, a

sophomore, leads the team In

scoring with six goals. Veteran

Tom Stearns was credited with a

"hat trick" against Hartford and

Don Tucker scored twice against

MIT and three times against Yale.

Springfield is rated as No. 1 in

New England and. If it goes un-

defeated, will be almost assured of

an NCAA bid.

The Maroons opened their sea-

son with a 6-0 white-washing of

Hartford. Since then they have

trounced previously unbeaten

MIT, 5-1, defeated strong Wesley-

an, 3-1, and topped Ivy League

Schools Yale (5-0) and Brown (4-

1). In a non-league game the

Maroons beat weak RPI.
Springfield has lost to Williams

for the past two years and will

be out for a one-sided victory.

But Williams has proved its worth
against the best In New England,

and, like Springfield, Is basing its

present and future on sophomor-
es and juniors. It the newly

revamped Eph line, centered by

soph Tom Stanton, can score,

Springfield may not leave Wll-

llamstown undefeated.

By Frank Eyster

This Saturday at Weston Field,

Williams will face the strongest

Union football team in ten years.

After losing their first two

iames to Bates and Alfred by slim

margins, the improving Dutch-

men have beaten Rochester (15-

0), RPI (10-8), and Hobart (39-

13).

In a series that began in 1887,

Williams has won 34 games, lost

14 and tied 4.

The Union offense uses the
left end split. The formation al-

lows for a good passing game with

the split end and the wingback

both getting away quickly for

passes.

Passing Threat
The Williams defense will be

strongly taxed by the fine passing

of quarterback Dave Bales. A
member of this weeks All-East

Team of the Week, for his per-

formance against Hobart, Bales is

perhaps the best small college

quarterback in the East. He has
completed 37 passes in 86 attempts
for a total of 410 yards. It is re-

ported that the 6', 175 pound
Junior is being scouted by some
pro teams.

Beta, Chi Psi To Vie For Crown;

Football Finalists For Third Year
For the third successive year

Beta and Chi Psl will meet for
football Intramural championship.
This was decided earlier this week
as both teams posted 12-6 victor-

ies in the semifinals.

Defending champion Beta
reached the finals Monday with
their second successive one-touch-
down victory over Phi Gam in as
many weeks. Beta scored on their

first set of downs with quarter-
back Bob Klein passing 30 yards
to "Lighthorse'' Harry Lee in the
endzone for the score. With Beta
controlling the ball In Phi Gam
territory for most of the first, the

score stood 6-0 at halftlme. The
Pijis missed an opportunity to tie

up when one of their play-
ers, thinking he had crossed the

goalline, dropped the ball just

yards short of the endzone. The
Beta defense then held for the
next four downs.

Against a "reddogging" defense,

Beta made it 12-0 in the second
half. Klein blooped a basketball

pass over the heads of the rushing
lineman to Bill Haase, who toss-

ed to Lee and Russ Bradley for

Ephmen Show Impressive Defense;

First Five Games: Only S31 Yards
After five games, defense dominates the statistics of the Wil-

liams football team. Although the figures for this week have not

been released, the Ephs should rank high nationally among the

small colleges in both rushing and total defense.

So far this season, the Reilv-dominated defensive line has held
opponents to 516 yards on the

ground, an average of only 103.2

per game. Overall, Eph opponents

have been limited to 831 yards in

the five games, only 166.2 yards

a game.
By comparing these figures to

the Eph offensive marks of 800

yards rushing and 1066 total yds.

In the five games, the reason for

the Improvement In Williams' rec-

ord is apparent.

Individually, sophomore half-

back Tom Todd leads the ground
gainers with 212 yards In 45 car-

ries, an average of 4.7 yards a

try. Quarterback Bruce Orlnnell

is the leader In total offense with

355 yards, 266 of them In the air.

Rawson Gordon leads the receiv-

ers with 7 catches for 101 yards.
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the score. The Phi Gam scored
their touchdown with two minutes
left In the game on a pass to
Dave Lougee.

Chi Psi Over KA
Chi Psi ran up a 12-0 halftlme

lead and held on to defeat KA
Tuesday. The Chipsies scored on
the second play of the game and
thereafter dominated the game to
avenge last week's loss to this
same opponent.

The first score for Chi Psl
came as quarterback Al Mondell
lateralled to halfback Finn Fogg
on the right flat, and Fogg then
lofted a beautiful 50 yard pass to
Ron Ranes who was all alone in

the endzone. Later, with four sec-

onds remaining in the first half,

this same Fogg-to-Ranes combin-
ation struck for the Chipsies sec-

ond score on a short pass over
the center of the line.

KA came back in the second
half to score on a long pass from
quarterback Bob Mahland to Rog-
er Wales, but a staunch Chi Psi

defense held the Kaps for the re-

mainder of the game.

The Beta-Chl Psi champion-
ship game, to be played today at

4:00 on Cole Field, will be the
rubber match of the three year
rivalry. Last year, Beta routed the

Chipsies 24-6 In the champion-
ship game after Chi Psl had won
the previous year.

Summer Jobs

in

EUROPE
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Split left end. Rudy Unscheld
and right end Norm Lavery will

be the main target of Bales' pass-
es. Both are fine ends and rated
as strong threats by the Williams
coaching staff.

When Bales isn't passing, the
chances are that he will be hand-
ing off to another All-East mem-
ber, left halfback Peter Burgwald.
Union's leading ground gainer,
Burgwald has averaged 3.9 yards
every carry. Coupled with his fine
running, is his threat as a pass
receiver. Playing the wingback po-
sition will probably be Tom Pike
who is fast and a definite break-
away threat.

The Union line, although out-
weighed by Williams, is fast and
aggressive.

Union so far this year has gain-
ed 774 yards on the ground while
holding their opponents to 596
yards. In passing the Dutchmen
have gained 426 yards and held
their opponents to 323 yards.
The Williams team suffering

from injuries should regain some
of its strength this week. All-Bast
guard and defensive linebacker
Choppy Rheinfrank may be back
in the lineup. Fullbacks Pete
Stanley and "Eke" Nadel will

probably miss the Union game be-
cause of injuries.

Dartmouth second effort, Wil-
liams clearly outplayed its guests.
The statistics indicate the super-
iority: 24 shots to 11, and 7 saves
to 17 for Dartmouth.

Scrappy Dartmouth

While Williams played without
its past precision and spark, and
underdog Dartmouth left Wil-
liamstown with an unimpressive 2

and 5 record, the rough play and
scrappy opposition of the Indians
must not be disparaged. All of
Dartmouth's losses have been by
low scoring, one goal margins, and
in a 2 to 1 loss to Harvard,
Dartmouth held ace Chris Ohiri
to a single goal.

The Williams scores ocoured in
the first and last quarters. After
a Maxwell smash was deflected
by Dartmouth goaltender Smoy-
er, Kofi's replacement Tom Stan-
ton set up right inside Perry Gates
for a spinning, curving grounder
off the goal post and into the
nets.

Failing to capitalize on sever-

al scoring opportunities, the not-
so-goal-hungry Ephmen did have
three or four near misses. A blast i

by co-captain Skip Rutherford hit

the goalie's foot and blooped ov-

er tne cage. A cross by Stanton
came within a hair of conversion.

And in shades of the Trinity

game, three more Williams shots

bounced off the goal posts.

With the score tied, a frighten-

ed Williams kept up fierce pres-

sure in the last quarter, taking

ten shots at the goal. However,

the winning goal came on a ro\it-

ine corner kick by Rutherford, and

a beautiful head by left wing Jim

Lawsing.

Springfield Saturday

In eeking out the victory, the

fine Williams team retained the

possibility of national recogni-

tion and post season tournament
invitation. However, the narrow-

ness of this victory and the loss

to Trinity mark the toll of early

season spiritual climaxes and the

price of a consistently rugged

schedule. The team must rebound

to take Springfield Saturday.
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Frosh Soccer Team Ties Dartmouth 2-2;

Wednesday Game Gives Team 3-1-1 Record
The Williams Freshman Soc-

cer team outplayed a rough
Dartmouth squad for three quar-
ters Wednesday afternoon, but
the score at the end of two ov-
ertimes was a 2-2 tie.

Dartmouth scored first at 4:40
in the first period on a shot by
outside left Knapp. The visitors

Frosh Count On Line

To Counter Andover
After losing to a big, fast Uni-

versity of Vermont eleven 30-6
last Saturday, the Williams fresh-
men will have to beat Andover on
its own field this weekend to re-
gain their winning ways.

Although the Andover line is not
the size of the Ephlet's two prev-
ious opponents' forward walls, it

is no smaller than the WilUams
frosh line. Andover, which knock-
ed off the Tufts frosh recently,
14-6, features a fast, highly-tout-
ed backfield.

Frosh coach Art Robinson will
probably work his Uneman hard
all week so that they will be ready
to stop the strong Andover at-
tack. The line will also be under
pressure to execute their offensive
assignments more effectively than
they did In the Vermont game.

Ephlet guard Dave Murphy
hopes to be off the injured list

in order to see action against his
old Alma Mater. Tackle Pete
Swanson is also optimistic about
being able to play.

scored again early in the second

period; this time on a break-

through by the center-forward
MuUer. The half ended with Dart-

mouth leading 2-0.

The second half saw the Wil-

liams team begin to jell. The third

period was scoreless, although the

Ephs threatened several times.

The opening minutes of the

fourth period saw Felder of Wil-

Uams score from a free kick sit-

uation on a pass from co-captain

John Storey. At 15:20 in the final

period, the second WilUams goal

was scored by center half and co-

captain John Trainor on a fif-

teen-yard screen shot.

The game featured 11 shots by

the Ephmen against three by

Dartmouth. These statistics are

Indicative of the wholly defensive

game the visitors played. Dart-

mouth continually jammed up on

defensive, sometimes bringing

back ten men.

Coach Henry Pljmt was quite

satisfied with the wmiams per-

formance, commenting that the

game was as good as any played

by the freshmen this year. The

leading scorer so far this year la

Felder with 8 goals, scrimmages
included.

The WUUams team Is now 3-1-1.

including practice games, and 1-1-

1 In regular play, having defeated

Hotchkiss 5-4. North Adams 5-2,

and Deerfleld 6-4. while losing 1-0

to the WilUams J.V., and tylnl

Dartmouth.
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John O'Donnell (I.I, John Ohiy, and Dougie Maxwell leave the field after

exhausting first half in Williams 2-0 victory over Springfield.

Soccer Team Wins
Ephs Blank Top-Ranked Springiield

As Rutherfordf Lawsing Score
By Stew Davis

Playing without the services of

high-scoring center-forward Ben
Kofi for the second straight game,

the Williams varsity soccer team,

individually and as a cohesive un-

it, beat Springfield, previously the

best in New England, by a 2-0

margin Saturday.

The Eph eleven was facing an
aggressive, 1 o n g-kicking squad

which had booted in 29 goals to

their opponents' four in winning

their first six games. But Spring-

field's scoring punch was muffled

by what is without a doubt the

best defensive unit in the New
England area.

The Springfield line, set up
plays quickly and accurately, but

seldom could they penetrate the

ever-improving halfback line o f

John Ohly, John O'Donnell, and

Bob Watkins. When they did

break past the halfs, usually on

fast breaks, they could not avoid

the accurate tackling of co-cap-

tain Bill Ryan and junior Larry

Favrot.

Ephs Shoot Often

But the Williams backfield men
specialize in offense, not defense,

and their efforts made possible

the constant pressure on the Ma-
roon goal. Two factors kept the

Ephs from rolling up a high score.

The first was the lack of Kofi.

Tom Stanton, the speedy sopho-

more who has replaced the high-

scoring Ghanaian, took three

shots in the first period alone, but

his kicks have neither the power

or the accuracy of Kofi's - yet.

The greater damper on the Eph
scoring punch, however, was

Springfield's able goalie Pete Ap-

ostol. Quick-witted and light on

his feet, Apostol seemed always to,

be in the right place at the right

time, either coming out to break

up fast breaks or diving across

the goal mouth to stop apparent

scores. r

But even Apostol could not shut
out the pressing Ephmen. In the

opening stanza co-captain Skip
Rutherford was chosen to take a

free kick from about 30 yards out,

set up after a Springfield defen-

sive man had stopped a shot with
his hand. Rutherford drove the di-

rect kick along the ground and it

slid in the goal's lower left corner

under the body of the diving Ap-
ostol.

The Ephs kept pounding away,

but could not score again until

the final period. Late in that

quarter Rutherford lofted across

toward the goal, between charging

linemen Perry Gates and Jim
Continued on Page 6, Col. 3

MIT Economist Notes
Tasks Of 5 -Year Plan
Says Future Of West Depends On India's

Attaining Economic Goals Democratically
By Frank Lloyd
"On the success or failure of

the Third Five-Year Plan depends
the future of India, on which de-
pends the future of the Western
way of life." This was the start-

ling statement with which P. N.

Rosenstein-Rodan, director of the

India Project at the MIT Cen-
ter For International Studies, op-

ened his talk on the current vig-

orous program of economic devel-

opment underway in India.

Rosenstein-Rodan, speaking and
looking in a manner reminiscent

of an affable, literate Khruschev,
maintained, "What happens in

India means more to the future

of the world than decisions now
being made in Washington, Paris,

Moscow, and Bonn. The 12-1300

million people in underdeveloped

countries know that you cannot

eat democracy."
If the goals of the plan are a-

chieved, it will be "a success un-

paralleled in world history." Cit-

ing the Industrial Revolution in

England as an example, Rosen-

stein-Rodan showed that while the

ideal or manifesto was for social

reform, suffrage was denied to

most while the primary move was

"what Marx would call, the prim-

itive structure of capital accum-

ulation."

Unique Situation

India's situation is unique in

that she is attempting this re-

form under a system of universal

suffrage, compounding the diffi-

culties with a federal constitution,

making central planning difficult.

"We do NOT know whether the
plan will succeed, but tliere is

more than a 51 per cent chance
of it."

Turning to the specific aim of

the plant, Rosenstein-Rodan cit-

ed it as simply "maximization of
national income in the next five

years. But this can have three
meanings: maximizing the Income
reached through the fifth year,
maximizing the rate of growth f^fj Economist P

Committee On Chapel

To Get WCC Survey

Rlk Warch, '61 will address

the members of the newly

formed Student-Faculty Comm.
on Compulsory Chapel Wed.

at 4:00 p.m. in 6 Hopkins. Au-

thorized to call in appropri-

ate persons as "consultants"

to the committee, Chairman
John Eusden felt that Warch,

as head of the WCC last year,

would be able to present valid

ideas and proposals.

Last year, under Warch's di-

rection, the WCC conducted a

survey of student sentiment

toward required chapel. Con-
sequently, Warch drew up a

tour page report which he will

discuss with the committee.

Bennington College

Dramatic Company

Here Friday Only

The Bennington College pro-

duction of In The Summer House,

a play by Jane Bowles, will be

presented at the Adams Memorial

Theatre this coming Friday, at

8:30 p.m., it was announced by

Joseph G. Stockdale, Jr., Director

of AMT and Gene Baro, head of

.he Bennington Theatre.

Produced in New York in 1953

with Judith Anderson and Mildred

Dun nock, IN THE SUMMER
HOUSE was called "an astonish-

ing theatrical adventure" by Wil-

liam Hawkins of the New York

World Telegram. Mr. Hawkins

went on to say that Jane Bowles
"

. . may fairly be termed the most

original American dramatists of

her generation."

The plot concerns two mothers -

one selfish and ruthless, dominat-

ing and despising her dreamy

daughter, the other, gentle and

vague, dominated by her strong-

minded daughter. Brooks Atkin-

son of the New York Times said

that "Jane Bowles writes with

sensitivity and humor about neur-

otic people in a vulgar world."

Directed by Manuel Duque with

sets designed by William Sherman

both of the Bennington Drama
Staff, IN THE SUMMER HOUSE
has Holland Taylor as Gertrude

Eastman Cuevas, Betty Aberlln as

Molly, Valarya Cliffton as Mrs.

Constable and Deborah Dupee as

her daughter, Vivian. Others in

the cast are: Stephen Hick, Alice

Adler, Holly Long, Edith Stebbins,

Julie Jeppson, P. Brian O'Rourke,

Paul Day and Brenda Samara.

Admission to the production is

free, but reserve seat tickets must

be picked up at the box office.

The box office for this production

will be open from 9:30 a.m. to

12:30 p.m. only and on the ev-

ening of performance.

Rejuvenation Aim

Of Newman Club
In an effort to increase its ap-

peal to Williams' 125 Catholic

students, the local chapter of the

National Newman Club Federa-

tion is rejuvenating its program.

Joseph DiClerico, '63, an enthu-

siastic supporter of this attempt

to make the club a meaningful

organization on campus, said that

much is being done to raise Its

practically non-existent status of

recent years. Specifically, there is

hope of presenting speakers under

the auspices of the club: A. series

of Communion breakfasts is be-

ing planned, as are organized re-

treats to the nearby Carmelite

Monastery.
Already, Father Francis of the

Carmelite Monastery has spoken

to the group on "the problems .an

responsibilities of a Catholic in a

community such as Williams."

Renovated Format
There has been a good response

to this renovated format and a

nucleus of about 45 members has

been built up to which more will

hopefully be added. This member-
ship is needed for the club to

"deepen the spiritual and enrich

the temporal lives of its members
through a balanced program of re-

ligious, intellectual and social ac-

tivities."

Under the leadership of Mike
Keating, '62, President Pro Temp,
Steve Cleary, '62, treasurer and

faculty advisors Daniel O'Connor

and Francis Oakley, the club

hopes to meet with the WCC and
possibly sponsor a speaker with

them. Also in the offing are so-

cial events with Catholic Faculty

members and wives.

According to a NNCF leaflet,

"The primary purpose of the New-
man Club is to guide the Cath-

olic student in developing his
faith." This year's Williams chap-

ter strongly Intends to do just

that In asserting Itself as a mean-
ingful campus organization.

year by year or maximizing an
integral of all five years together.

"In actuality, the goal is none
of these, as you must leave a cer-

tain amount of capital per head
of population for future growth.
Again, there are complexities. The
task would be much easier if you
didn't have to Include SUSTAIN-
ED growth. India cannot merely
provide for present growth and
say 'apres moi, le deluge.' A 6 per
cent maximum is possible, but the
Indian government wisely chose a
5 per cent goal to insure future
growth."

Self- Sustained Growth
The second choice is between

merely sustained growth and "self-

sustained growth." "India could
use foreign capital on the assump-
tion that the influx of one billion

dollars per annum would contin-
ue Indefinitely. India's ability to

save is limited.

"The idea that you must save
first was not true in the English
Industrial Revolution. It was ac-

tually the reverse. The Increase In

income came first, with a large

portion left unconsumed and sav-

ed. Thus the marginal rate of

savings was higher than the av-
erage rate of savings. Logically

there should first be this income
increase in India, not a 'belt-

tightening' process."

The historical reasons for this

increase in income have been a
price movement favorable to a na-
tion, technological progress, and
even piracy (with Drake in Eng-
land). "The market Incentives
have had a chance to bring this

about for a hundred years under
ideal conditions. They have not
succeeded."

Increased Exports Unfeasible
Thus India has made the choice

of self-sustained growth, which
means it must choose activities

less profitable. Rosenstein-Rodan
maintains that increased exports
cannot make up the gap, for "70

per cent of Indian exports are in

tea, jute, and textiles. These have
a low elasticiey of demand, so that
increased exports would merely
send prices on world markets

Continued on Poge 4, Col. 3

N. Rosenstein-Ro-

dan who discussed

Plan.

Indian 5-Year

Brownlow Lectures

On Executive History

Of U. S. Presidency
Louis Brownlow, author, admin-

istrator and adviser to presidents,

traced the history of the presi-

dency from Washington to Ken-
nedy, on Monday evening i n

Griffin Hall. The talk was arrang-

ed by the Political Science Depart-

ment and sponsored by the Sea-

songood Foundation.

Mr. Brownlow opened by stat-

ing that a democratic government
under the federal system in any
large population is Impossible

without an executive branch; this

theme carried throughout the lec-

ture.

He cited the states under the

Articles of Confederation. The
strength of the legislatures, the

weakness of the executives, and
the lack of a strong central gov-

ernment brought about the need
for a new constitution, where the

executive had more authority.

President vs. Congress
He then described the struggle

between the President and Con-
gress over the years. The nine-

teenth century Presidents he

stressed were Jackson, who es-

tablished the precedent of "going

over the heads of Congress," to

the people, Lincoln, who also ex-

ercised great power, and Cleve-

land who used the veto against

Congress. Of the twentieth cen-

tury Presidents mentioned, Theo-
dore Roosevelt established the
practice of using the press to get

his programs to the people. Wilson
was credited with having estab-

lished the White House press con-
ference. Brownlow called Frank-
lin Roosevelt the "ablest execu-
tive," praising his ability to get
things done, the way he set down
his programs, and his persistence
"in the face of setbacks."

Continued on Page 2, Col, 5
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Open Letter To ' Springfield Union

'

The following is an open letter to the Springjield Union in

response to an article which appeared in that paper on Novem-
ber 4.

On Saturday, November 4, you printed an article conceminf:;

the new administration at Williams College and its relationship

to the student body.

Tliis piece contained several inaccuracies which combined
to give a raise picture of the student body here and to misrepre-

sent the aims of both the student body and the RECORD.
In the lead paragraph of this article, your report of the REC-

ORD'S position on compulsory chapel and die prohibition of post-

season atliletic contests was cojoined with your report of the can-

cellation of houseparties and the absence of a football rally Fri-

day night. The implication of tliis conjunction was that our posi-

tion on compulsory chapel and the post-season bid ban was in-

fluenced by the cancellation of houseparties and tlie Union foot-

ball rally. This is untrue. Fall houseparties were cancelled last year

as part of an overall schedule change. The rally was cancelled be-

cause of College Council fhiances. These two cancellations were
not dealt with editorially in the issue of tlie RECORD to which
you referred.

You concluded your article with a quotation from a Wil-

liamstown police officer who commented. "Williams has been a

country club long enough." WilUamstown Police Chief John Court-

ney has condemned this quotation as untrue and not representa-

tive of police department opinion.

Despite these inaccuracies you have correctly detected fer-

ment on the Williams campus. The central issue is not the main-
tenance of a pleasant social atmosphere, as your emphasis on tlie

cancellation of fall houseparties and the Union football rally or

your concluding quote would indicate, but rather the position of

student responsibility in a liberal arts education. The RECORD
feels that such responsibility is essential to this type of education.

On the basis of this position, the RECORD, in its November 3

issue, attacked tlie absolute prohibition of post-season athletics

and the institutiou of compulsory chapel as unnecessary restric-

tions on student freedom. Such restrictions, we feel, are detri-

mental to the growth of student responsibility on this campus.
Our position on both these issues was not motivated simply

by a desire to attack but by adherence to what we hold as a posi-

tive value. We have, in the past, attacked the administration and
other organs of college rule for certain of their actions, such as

the prohibition of post-season athletics, which seem to represent
a paternalism that would reduce student responsibility to mean-
ingless dimensions. We have attacked existing institutions, such as

compulsory chapel, on the same grounds. Our purpose is not to

preach ultimate answers but simply to raise questions by taking
positions which we feel are tenable.

The goal of such questioning, in the RECORD and in gen-
eral, is meaningful discussion. In such a discussion no one posi-

tion can be placed above questioning. When some positions are so
sanctified, when such discussion becomes impossible, Williams
will have become a much less exciting, and pernaps, in general, a
much lesser place.

Unfortunately, the large area of basic agreement among all

members of the Williams College community is often forgotten.
All share a commitment to Williams College. All are thus bound
to defend what they feel best serves the ends and ideals of this in-

stitution. Differences of approach are inevitable, but it is only on
the basis of this common commitment that the discussion of such
differences becomes meaningful. —editors

By John T. Connor
A viewpoint regarding the Issue

of compulsory chapel that has not

yet enjoyed published recognition

In the RECORD is the religious

viewpoint. And since this is-

sue does involve religion - at

least to some - it becomes nec-

essary that this viewpoint be ex-

pressed.

I am a Catholic. I believe in

God. and I like my religion. I

have thought about it; I have
questioned it; and I still like my
religion. Inasmuch as I believe in

my faitli and try to practise it,

I consider myself somewhat relig-

ious. Hence, my viewpoint.

The Catholic Church teaches

that attendance at church on
Sundays and the five "holy days

of obligation" throughout the year

is compulsory for members of the

Church. Williams College stipu-

lates that attendance at chapel

for seven Sundays a semester is

compulsory for its students.

Hence, there seems to be a basic

similiarity between the two insti-

tutions. And it appears that a
good Catholic should favor com-
pulsory cliapel attendance, just as

he does compulsory church atten-

dance.
Yet, not so. For below the

Church's rule of compulsory chur-
ch attendance, lies certain impor-
tant assumptions. To be a Cath-
olic, one must believe in God; one
must assent to the other basic

tenants of Catholic thought; and
one must participate in the ritual

of the Mass. All of these condi-

tions are necessary, or by def

initlon, the Individual concerned

is not a CathoUc and, obviously,

does not fall under Church auth-

ority concerning compulsory at-

tendance.

But the other institution in-

volved - Williams College - has

retained the practice of compul-

sory attendance without possess-

ing any basic religious assump-

tions for the individual to support

this rule.

Whither the atheist? The ag-

nostic? Or, for that matter, the

Protestant? (For compulsory

church attendance is not part of

his religious belief either). Must

they continue to be made hypo-

crites? Must they not only do

what they don't believe in, which

is a common human failing; but

be FORCED to do what they don't

believe in?

Prom a religious point of view,

the issue seem.s simple to me. If

you believe in God and the or-

ganized worship of god, you will

want to pay Homage to Him by

attending a religious service; and
you will be doing what you be-

lieve in. Hence, the Catholic, the

Protestant, the Jew, or any other

religious person. But if you don't

believe in God and, accordingly, In

organized religious worship, then

you should be a hypocrite to par-

ticipate in such worship. And to

be forced into such hypocrisy is a
humiliation and an intolerable

burden. Many students at Wil-

liams now bear just such a bur-

den.

letter To The RECORD
Finney's Fury
Why, ducks, ain't you got bet-

ter things to do than print ar-

ticles about the Greylock Dialecti-

cians. A bloody bore, it was, and
a crying waste of ink which could
have been used to protest against
compulsory chapel, or for a Marl-
boro ad. We should care if

these finks want to crawl up
and down the walls of Greylock
Hall. Little lost boys should stay

lost. Better still, send them all to

sit at Bertrand Russell's feet, in

jail. Whatever these chaps think

they are, they're not. Let them go

throw their rocks in a gravel pit,

or pound sand, and stuff. We're

too busy soaking up the Judeo-

Christlan tradition to be bother-

ed. Yes, why not use the new mus-

Ic-to-Spring Street scheme to slip

in a little subliminal Judeo-Chris-

tian traditioning on the sly. We

could then get the Word at the
House of Walsh, in addition to

getting the business.

"Albert Finney"
(George Boss)

Brownlow Lecture

Continued from Page I, Col. 5
He said of President Kennedy

that he should go to the people
through the media of radio and
television in order to avoid "io-

callsm" in both Houses, which is

hampering his programs.
In closing, he stated that the

problem of administering huge
city systems will be the most im-
portant problem of the next three
or four decades.

It's easy to feel that way when
you can't seem to get ahead of

financial woes. But, things prob-

ably aren't as bad as they seem.

A good way to begin your finan-

cial planning is through life In-

surance. And a good time to

begin Is now, when you'll profit

by lower premiums. Many new
plans and features, especially

attractive to college students,

deserve your consideration.

Stop by our campus office, or

telephone for more information.

RICHARD W. SWETT

St. Anthony Hall

GL 8-9211

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company

of Philadelphia

gll
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BROOKLYN LAW SCHOOL
Non-Profit

Educational Inslilutlon

Approved by
American Bar AsioclaHon

h

DAY AND EVENING
Undergraduate Classes Leading to LL.B. Degree

GRADUATE COURSES
Leading to Degree of LL.M.

New Term Commences February 5, 1962
|

Further information may be obtained
from the Office of the Director of Admissions,

375 PEARL ST., BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. Near Borough Hall\

Telephone: MA 5-2200
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Letter To The RECORD:

On Campus Police

May I have a few lines to com-
ment on one aspect of a recent
letter to the RECORD.

1. Direction of the detailed ac-

tivities of the Campus Police is

my responsibility, not the Presi-

dent's. If mistakes in this con-
nection have been made, the fault

is mine, not his;

2. On only two occasions have
the Campus Police delivered lib-

rary boo k-overdue-notlces. I n
both Instances, the students in-

volved had refused to respond to

two successive postcards. They
were monopolizing books needed
by fellow students;

3. The Campus Police have
nothing to do with attendance at

Chapel. This is and always has
been administered by student
monitors. In one instance, only,

have Campus Police been used as

messengers to deliver Chapel
Warning notices. After the de-

cision to cancel last semester's

Chapel arrears, it became evident
late Friday afternoon, October 27,

that there were still 10 under-
graduates who were In Chapel
Warning Status. Notices mailed
Friday night would not have ar-

rived in time to be talcen Into ac-

count in making weekend plans.
So I asked the police to deliver

these notices in person. For many
years, Campus Police have deliv-

ered emergency notices. We may
be able to organize some other
method. But in any case, no oc-
casion for the use of messengers
in connection with Chapel is like-

ly to recur;

4. On Hallowe'en night the
Campus Police did an excellent
job of protecting the Freshman
Quad from forays by town teen-
agers. This was the principal ob-
ject of their activity that night.
They prevented what could have
been an unpleasant town-gown
incident;

5. On many occasions the
Campus Police have helped stu-
dents to avoid trouble and assist-
ed those in It, out of It. This will

remain their principal concern.
6. Finally, as the President has

repeatedly reaffirmed, the Admin-
istration will continue to consult
with undergraduates in policy
matters, and we will do every-
thing we can to make this con-
sultation effective.

Cordially,

Robert R. R. Brooki

0\A/!
Old Spice quality in a new hair tonic
• Keeps hair handsomely groomed — all

day • Fights dandruff • Moisturizes—pre-
vents dryness • Guaranteed non-greasy

1.00
plua Ux



"ARTHUR LARSON, the ADA'»
Jream Republican, feelithat'H'orld law
miul bt iascj en the It/al Iradllloni of
ell parli of Ihi world, notJust one part.'

Slnct a larf part of the world genufledi

ttfoM couu while the other parti eat

them, presumably Mr. Larson would
propose a Solomon-like compromise
which might assign the front half of
the cow for dinner f,„„ ,h,cutr.Mi..„.
and reseroe the

back halffor dloine

worship'.'

IofNAIIONAUEVIEW.
Wrila for (rae copy,

lS0E.33St.,N«wYork

I
16, N.Y,. (orfrstcopy.

$1000 Prize To Be Offered For Book Collection
Beginning in 1962 an annual a-

ward of $1000 will be presented to
the college student "who has col-
lected an outstanding personal li-

brary."

"Outstanding," at least, in the
opinions of a "Saturday Re-
view" editor, a "Book-of-the
Month Club" Judge, a nationally
known College or University Lib-

rarian, a nationally known author,
critic, or book collector.

If one has 35 books (not texts),
of general Interest or on a specific
subject and wants to write an an-
notated bibliography on your col-

lection, along with incisive essays
on "How I would start building a
home library," "The next ten
books I hope to add to my per-

sonal library and why." and "My
Ideas for a complete home lib-

rary." he may be the winner of
$1000.

For further Information on the
Amy Loveman National Award,
one should write Box 443. Times
Square Post Office, New York 36
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Summer Jobs

in

EUROPE
Write to: Americon Stuodant

Infoimolion Service, 22, Ave.

De Lo Liberte, Luxembourg

fi:«e!
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It's sporty, it's speedy, it's a SPRITE ...and ifs yours!

All you have to do is like win!

Fl LTERS

LIGOETT t MYERS TOBACCO CO.

caarrEST
FOR NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE STUDENTS

< I MMHHH :

KINO

IGAI^TTES

LioGirr & Mvena tobacco CO.

MHMiUMMpRiWMiiiMH

PACK OR BOX REGULAR OR KING

Here's the story, man. Eight, count 'em,

eight of these swinging Sprites will go to

eight guys or gals in New England colleges.

The other 44 states strictly don't count. Get

the picture, get the odds ? This is one deal

you've got to get in on.

First thing to do, get your hand on a Regis-

tration Envelope, which gives you the easy

Contest Rules. You'll find Registration

Envelopes everywhere— a.U around campus

and in your local smoke shops. Our Liggett

& Myers Campus Rep has stacks of them,

too—so track him down.

Next, you talce a little quiz. It's printed right

on the envelope, see, it's about sports cars

and you can do it in like 47 seconds. Then
smoke 6 wonderful packs of Chesterfields

PRIZES
NEW ENGLAND WINNERS

'62 SPRITES

or L&M's(or,if you're a menthol man.Oasis),

tear the bottom panels off all 5 packs, tuck
them in the envelope, sign your name and
mail it.

Now comes the brain work. If you pass the

quiz you'll receive a limerick in the mail

with the last line missing. So finish it! Send
in the best rhyme you can think of. If the

judges (ah independent, impartial lot)

think your line is the cleverest, you're like

behind the wheel of your Sprite already.

Enter incessantly! Because there are 8
Sprites up for grabs, dad ! The 4 winners of
the Fall Contest will be announced at the
end of the Fall Semester. Then the whole
jazz goes into high gear again-and toward
the end of the Spring Semester the other 4
Sprites go on the block. So stay with it all

year - keep smoking those wonderful
Chesterfield, L&M or Oasis cigarettes-keep
trying! Win, man!

Buy 5 packs and get started. There will be
8 new '62 Sprites on the campuses of little

old New England by next May, and you
might as well jingle the keys to one of them
in I/our jeans . . . right?

GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX...ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLYI



Tension Grows In Freshman Quad' Ro«en8*ein-Rodan

As Campus Cops Increase Visits
by Al Sohlosser

In' this year of transition for

Williams, one facet of the college

that has had Its share of con-

troversy, confusion and review has
been| the college police force.

Siace last year the force has
been; enlarged from two to four,

Including Chief Pete GUhelser,

Pete.Brazeau, Roy Bush. Sr., and
Tad TaddelUo. This enlargement
led many students to feel that

there would be a stricter enforce-

ment of the rules under the new
administration. The more politi-

cally sophisticated students mur-
mured such ominous phrases as

"police-state" and "totalitarian

rule." These preconceptions have
formed the basis of some of the

antlcampus police sentiment that

now exists.

Perhaps the most discussed

"trouble-spot" has been the fresh-

man quad. Although no police are

posted on the quad, it has been
regularly checked because of its

"notorious" past history. GUhels-
er maintains that the goal of these

checks has been to "cut room
damage, and stop excessive noise

and .swearing." The latter has
been the result of complaints from
near-by townspeople of the noc-
turnal cries between Sage and
Williams, frequently concerning
the respective eating habits of the

two dorms.
In spite of these rather limited,

but important, objectives, there

has been resentment among both
freshmen and junior advisors to-

ward the police. The freshmen re-

sent policemen appearing in their

rooms solely because of excessive

noise, whereas the police feel that

these disturbances are what lead

to riots and damages.
An incident of last week shows

how this resentment arises. A
freshman in Sage was flashing a
light on the roadway at passing
cars, thus creating a hazardous
situation. Tlie police sent a night-
watchman into the building to try

to locate the offender. A group of

freshmen, noticing the three pol-

icemen outside, were discussing a-
mong themselves what they con-
sidered unnecessary interference
in the quad by the "flatfeet". The
nightwatchman, who was walking
in the halls trying to locate the
light, came into the room and be-
rated occupants for the deroga-
tory language toward the police. A
bitter discussion insued on "free-
dom of speech" within the priva-
cy of one's room, and after some
sarcastic comments, the night-
watchman took down three names.
The incident was mollified when

the nightwatchman returned two
hours later, in a calmer state of
mind. He explained why he had
been in the dorms. Also, he said
that this first time would be a
warning, and that the names
would not be reported to the Dean.
This incident shows how tension

has been created by confusion and
resentment. Gilheiser maintains
that the police are over there "to
keep the boys out of trouble. We
are not there to compile a list of
trouble-makers, but If a boy steps
out of line he will be reported."
However, the fact is that the

frequent and obvious presence of
the police on the quad has built
up tensions. For the students, this
has led to frequent taunting of
the police as they walk around
the quad. Also, the police them-
selves have been affected by this
situation. There have been some
vague threats by members of the
force that the administration is

Just waiting for them to catch a
freshman causing damage, so they
can make a scapegoat out of him
by suspension.
The Junior Advisors have

brought this matter before Dean
Brooks and Dean Hanson. An at-
tempt will probably be made to
make the presence of the police,
when performing a necessary
function in the quad, less obvious
to the students. This will probably
be the best solution, for the main
problem now seems to be the re-
sentful attitudes of both fresh-
men and police. The fact Is that
there has been no serious riots or
damages in the freshman quad
this year. One might question
whether the presence of these pol-
ice has been responsible for keep

very presence has caused frequent
minor outbursts.

Another area of discontent has
largely been the result of a mis-

understanding. In accordance
with the new chapel regulations,

the Dean's Office made out chap-
el warnings for those who would
have to attend most of the re-

maining services. However, by the

time these warnings were prepar-
ed, it was felt that they would
not reach the students before

Sunday if mailed. Thus. Mrs. Per-
son requested the college police

to deliver them on Friday. The
sight of police delivering chapel
warnings caused resentment a-
mong many students. However, the
police were not even aware of the

contents of the envelopes, as they
were merely temporarily employ-
ed to insure speedy delivery.

Another police-student issue
threatened to erupt with the
appearance of an article in Sat-
urday's "Springfield Union." This
article quoted a Williamstown Pol-
iceman as saying that Williams
needed stricter rules, because it

"has been a country club long en-
ough." When contacted by the

RECORD. Chief John Courtnej
maintained that both he and the

town manager were "incensed" ov-

er this random quotation. Court-
ney had checked with John Hitch-

cock '50, the author of the article

who told him that the commen;
was made 'a while ago" in an off

the-record conversation. Hitch-
cock did not remember the nam;
of the policeman whom he wa:

quoting. C lurtney forcefully tolc

HitchcocK not "to print, in the

future, anything concerning th(

Williamstown Police Force unles;

it comes from me." Courtney fur-

ther stated that it is his exper-

ience (he has taken several cours-
es here) that Williams is NOT a

country club,

Rev. Herbert Gezork

Gives Chapel Sermon

On God In Darkness
By K. A. Larrabee
"If I say, Let only darkness cov-

er me, even the darkness is light

on Thee". With this passage from
Psalm 139 as a text, Rev. Herbert
Gezork. President of Andover New-
ton Theological School, gave a

sermon in chapel Sunday evening
that was highly intelligent, in-

spiring, and beautifully delivered.

The sermon, entitled "God in

Man's Darkness,'' dealt with the
seeming paradox that although
light Is the foremost symbol of

God, God is also present In times
of darkness and despair.

God In Darkness
Gezork enumerated various typ-

es of darkness, discussing God's
presence in each of them.
The first sort of darkness taken

up by the preacher was that of

doubt, the position of the honest
skeptic. Gezork indicated that
there is integrity in honest doubt,
and furthermore "truth is never
a finished product" from the hu-
man point of view and progress
may come from doubt. Also, he
said, a humble agnosticism guards
against intellectual and spiritual
arrogance.

Darkness of Pain
Since God and Christianity are

associated with Joy. it again seems
paradoxical that God should be
present in times of pain. But. said
Gezork. God Is definitely present
is such pain as the despair that
comes when one is forced to con-
front his true self because of a
crisis such as a moral failure. This
is illustrated by the parable of
the Prodigal Son.

Evil In World
Finally, there is the pain of a

troubled conscience regarding the
world. This ability, to Involve our-
selves, in the pain of others, dis-
tinguishes Man from the animals
This, he said. Is what led Albert
Schweitzer to go into the Jungle to
serve his suffering fellow men.
Love is at the heart of Christian-
ity, the preacher continued, dis-
tinguishing It from Stoicism,
which teaches Indifference. Love
involves sorrow and pain as well
as Joy; it Is well to remember that

Continued from Poge I, Col. 4
plunging. The sum increase in for-

eign exchange would be infinitesi-

mal or even zero.

"India must select import-sav-
ing projects. Turbo-generators
can be produced in India, but they
are more expensive than those
bought In foreign markets, IP you
had the foreign exchange. But the

old adages 'bargains are only for

the rich' and 'to him who has,

shall be given' apply here."

Another problem faced by India

is that the staple economic "mea-
suring rods" do not apply. Prices,

the old reliable indicators, are

"very out of gear. They falsify

rather than reflect real scarcities.

The Intierest rate on government
bonds Is 4 per cent, which would
lead one to think the capital be-

hind them was as great as that

in the United States or England.
Disguised Unemployment
"There is a great mass of dis-

suised unemployment, people who
cannot find a job at the going
wage rate. This is not a cyclical

phenomenon or depression, but a
permanent state. The productivity

jf this population segment is zero,

yet wages seem to be rated as if

'abor were scarce. The rupee is

lot undervalued, yet the exchange
rates do not reflect the realities.

"Thus the economist finds him-
lelf in a real mess - wage, inter-

'st, and exchange rates that do
lot reflect the situation. But a
lew method has been developed to

calculate in an exact way, shadow
)ricing. For example, to increase
heir food supply the peasants are
!ager to have more fertilizer. They
3an either import one million dol-

lars worth of it, or buy machinery
to construct their own fertilizer

.tations.

"If they choose construction, it

will take two years, in which there
Dould have been an increase in

agricultural production if the fer-
tilizer had been Imported origin-

ally. Thus added to the initial cost
of the factory must be added that
production value lost in these two
years, something no private entre-
preneur would consider. This is a
shadow price, which is as real a
cost as that of machinery.

Third Choice
"Tills is further complicated by

a third choice, that of buying the
raw materials to make machinery
for the factory. Now there is a
four or five year construction lag.
but increased Independence from
foreign capital."

Rosenstein-Rodan feels that
that there are two factors which
will be of great aid in implement-
ing the plan even with these com-
plexities. "There is an effective
and aware civil service organiza-
tion, and a body of aggressive en-
trepreneurs, sometimes even too
willing to sieze investment oppor-
tunities. There is an increasing
consciousness of the problem in
the elite, who will be followed by
the masses."
They have realized that India's

so-called 'socialism' is no more
than the normal Fabian welfare
state approach used by every oth-
er nation, only given different
names in their rhetorical langu-
age." In his mind, the outlook is

essentially optimistic for success
of the plan in its prime goal, even
though each facet may not be re-
alized fully.

Williams Not Alone In Tuition Rise;

Wesleyan, Middlehury Follow Trend

the central figure of Christianity
tog the peace, or whether their ' U a Man nailed to a cross.

MOHAWK
TONITE ondTHURS.

Otto Preminger's

"E X D U S"

Mot. 1:30 Ere. 7:30

Coming 7:30 FRI.

"A droll, diverting

illutniiMtion of the
frailties of girls and
women in love."

lOVE"^
""

^IFrenchwoman

Plus 2nd 1st Run Hit!

Soon! "The Mark"
"Devil at 4 O'Clock'

Faced by rising Inflationary

costs, and a desire to provide more
attractive faculty salaries. Wil-

liams and several other eastern

colleges have raised their tuition

charges for 1962-1963. Thus far.

Bates, Bowdoin, Brown-Pembroke,
Middiebury, Trinity, and Wesley-

an have done so. the Increases all

In the neighborhood of $200.

Williams' new $1400 charge will

place the college approximately

mid-way in a list of twenty-seven

leading eastern institutions.

Among the Little Three. Am-
herst may continue Its low $1150

fee. while Wesleyan will charge

$1400. Middiebury. and Trinity will

increase to $1400, while Bates and
Bowdoin will charge $1300 and
$1500. respectively.

Brown-Pembroke will have the
highest fee. of $1600. in '62-'63

Yale. Princeton, and Dartmouth
will continue at $1550; Harvard's
will be $30 lower.

Among the women's colleges, Mt
Holyoke and Vassar should con-
tinue their charges of $1500 and
$1325.

Some of the more inexpensive
colleges are Denison ($1100), Nor-
wich ($1000). Oberlin ($1160),
St. Lawrence ($1200). and Colby
($1250).

The total cost at Williams for
tuition, board, room and fees will

approximate $2250. The other in-

stitutions charge from $1890 (Nor-
wich) to $2560 (Princeton and
Harvard)

.

OnCampiis
wh

{Author of "I Was a Teen^e Dvarf. "The Many
Louts of Dobie GilW, tie.)

POVERTY CAN BE FUN

It is no disgrace to be poor. It is an error, but it is no disgrace.

So if your purse is empty, do not skulk and bnxxl and hide

your head in siiame. Stand tall. Admit your poverty. Admit it

freely and frankly and all kinds of good things will happen to

you. Take, for instance, the cose of Blossom Sigafoos.

Blossom, an impecunious fresliman at an Eastern girls'

college, was smart as a whip and round as a dumpling, and
scarcely a day went by when she didn't get invited to a party

weekend at one of the nearby men's schools. But Blossom never

accepted. She did not have the rail fare; she did not have the

clothes. Weekend after weekend, while her classmates went
frolicking. Blossom sat alone, saved from utter despair only

by her pack of Marlboros, for even an exchequer as slim as

Blossom's can afford the joys of Marlboro—joys far beyond
their paltry price: rich, mellow tobaccos, lovingly cured and
carefully packed, and an exclusive selectrote filter. Croesua
himself could not buy a better cigarette I

However, Marlboro's most passionate admirers—among
whose number I am paid to count mjrself—would not chiim that

Marlboro can entirely replace love and romance, and Dloaaoia

grew steadily moroser.

Then one day came a phone call from an Intelligent Bopho-
more named Tom O'Shanter at a nearby men's college. "Blos-
som," said Tom, "I want you to come down next week for the
barley festival, and I won't take no for an answer.*'
"No," said Blossom.

"Foolish girl," said Tom gently. "I know why you nfuae
me. It is because you are poor, isn't it?*!

"Yes," said Blossom.
"I will send you a railroad ticket," said Tom. "Abo a hard-

boiled egg in case you get hungry on the train.'?

"But I have nothing to wear," said Blossom.
Tom replied, "I will send you one suit of cashmere, two gowns

of lace, three slacks of velvet, four shoes of calf, five socks of
nylon, and a partridge in a pear tree."
"That is most kind," said Blossom, "but I fear I cannot

dance and enjoy myself while back home my poor lame brother
Tiny Tim lies abed."
"Send him to Mayo Brothers and put it on my tab," said Tom.
You are terribly decent," said Blossom, "but I cannot

"^iTl
^ ^°"'". ^"^^ because all the other girls at the party

will be from rich, distinguished families, and my father is but
a humble woodcutter."

"I will buy him Yosemite," said Tom.
"You have a great heart," said Blossom. "Hold the phone

while I ask our wise and kindly old Dean of Women whether it
is proper for me to accept all these gifts."
She went forthwith and asked the Dean of Women, and the

Dean of Women laid her wise and kindly old hand on Blossom's
cheek and said, "Child, let not false pride rob you of happiness.
Accept these gifts from Tom."
"Oh. bless you. Wise and Kindly," breathed Blossom,

dropping grateful tears into the Dean's reticule. "I must run
and tell Tom."

JT^'j?'"*.
?•''''" *''' ^''c I'ean. » Bm«'e wrinkling her wise

and kindly old eyee. "And ask him has he got an older brother.'?

• IMI Mu SkataM
• • •
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Students Write Song
Protesting New Rule

On Chapel Situation

By John Klfner

"Sawyer sends the news to us, al-
though we all do grieve,

That we must go to chapel on
ev'ry Sunday Eve

And if we do not go, well then
we all can kindly leave,

So let's all go to chapel now.
(Refrain:)

Glory, glory, what an easy way
to go.

Glory, glory, what an easy way
to gn.

Glory, glory, well it's better than
chapel pro,

So let's all go to chapel now."

Williams students, we are In-

forrred by a no less prestigious

jo' lalisllc organ than tlie

' rf ingfield Union," are seething

discontent over the tighten-

up of regulations, minor cal-

j rtar changes which have inci-

g. ntly eliminated Houseparties,

cc. (Pill in your own etc., we
annot list all specific causes of

the alleged state of seethingness

since this Is but a six page issue.)

There is, however one bright spot.

Students need no longer wander
discontentedly about the moors,

Inarticulately mumbling, "Seethe,

seethe." For now, deep from the

ethnic grassroots of an oppressed

people has emerged a modern day

folk song of protest.

"Once upon a time there was a

thing called chapel pro.

But lots of us were on it so the

trustees all said "NO,

If you should miss a chapel, why
then out's the place you'll go.''

So let's all go to chapel now."

Shades of Hudie Ledbetter. A
song bearing the imaginative title

.1)
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Plus 2nd New Hit!

Soon! "THE HUSTLER'
Paul Newman

EmbotHed freshmen roily behind barricades defiantly singing Chapel Hymn
rotcrnol smile in background belongs to former President Tyler Dennettwho IS wondering if Williams still docs contain too many "nice guvs."
of the Chapel Hymn and sung
more or less to the tune of the
Battle Hymn of the Republic has
suddenly sprung into existence.
While it may lack the pathos of
"Let My Chapel Pro Go," or the
earthiness of "I am a Rake and a
Campused Boy." it would make
an admirable marching song for
any .sort of a revolutionary move-
ment. We could picture the scene
now as the rncgcd mob moves
grimly up Sprinr; Street, led by
the Williams College Marching
Band, their white buck shoes
flashing ominously in the moon-
light. In the barricaded TMC, the
Oppressors of the people cower be-
liind enormou.s stacks of chapel
credit cards. Somewhere, a dog
'Giraffe) howls mournfully...
"At seven thirty Sunday eve we

hear the chapel bell
Calling us to worship there with

many "nice guys

its familiar knell

Seven each semester or you all

will go to Hell

So lets all go to chapel now."
The origin of the song is

shrouded in mystery. Friday morn-
ing it suddenly appeared, sprung
full-mimeographed from the head
of .some campus iconoclast.

Dumped on breakfast tables and
pinned to bulletin boards it spread

with the speed of a chapel warn-
ing notice (and that's pretty

.speedy). By noon, even Hopkins
Hall seemed to be concealing be-

hind its stern Victorian facade a

defiant chuckle.

"Our chapel here at Williams is

beset by many foes.

The chaplain is against it al-

though ev'ry week he goes

But God is strongly for it, which

the administration knows.

So let's all go to chapel now.''

Arthur Miller's prize-winning droma "Death of a Solesmon", directed by

Joseph G. Stockdole, Jr., ployed to on over-copocity audience including more

thon holf the student body in the seoson's first major production ot the

Adams Memorial Theatre, Williomstown.

At left Dcbby Hayes, as Willy Lomon's wife Lindo, counsels Wood Lockhort

as Willy, in the opening scene of Act II. At right, Lockhort as Willy Lomon

stands reflective in o moment of mental conflict between his world of dream

and his failure-ridden world of reolity.
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Get that refreshing new feeling with Cokel

Bottltd undir iuthorlty of Tin Coe«CoU Company by

BERKSHIRE COCA-COLA CO., PITTSFIELD, MASS.

Potent Two-Year Jinx Continues

To Plague Eph Center-Forwards
By Stew Davis
Over the last three years the

Williams varsity soccer team has
lost four games and tied three.

Included among the losses is a
post-season loss to CCN'Vr (1-0)

in the NCAA quarterfinals two
years ago.

Over this period the Eph con-
tingent has won 16 games.
The last two wins, over Dart-

mouth and Springfield, are unique
in that they were fashioned with-
out the aid of an experienced
center-forward.

Two years ago the champion-
ship .squad centered its scoring ef-

forts around the potent foot of

Ben Henszey. The able center-
forward tallied 11 goals during the
regular eight-game season, and
was personally responsible for

such wins as the one over Dart-
mouth, when he scored twice in

the 2-1 game, and over Amherst,
when he pushed in the winning
tally, also in a 2-1 contest.

Bad Luck In '60

Last year Eph Coach Clarence
Chaffee had an over-abundance
of center-forwards, but neither of

the two best were up to par
throughout the season.

Henszey started the fall well,

booting home three goals in the
opener over UMass. But thereafter
illness struck Henszey and disas-
ter struck Eph soccer hopes. The
Eph star, who was a capable trap-
per and dribbler and a talented
s h a r p-shooted, was indefinitely

sidelined with a bleeding ulcer.
The day Henszey left action

Leigh Baler, high-scorer for his
freshman team the previous year,
appeared at practice. Baier was
fresh-off crutches, occasioned by
a knee operation early in the
summer.
With his top operatives out of

action, Chaffee placed Clyde Buck
'61 in the middle of the line. Buck,
a left wing by trade, did not have
Henszey's experience or ability,

and Williams dropped the next
two games.
By then Baier was ready. In the

next game, a 6-4 beating of Trin-

ity, Baier tallied once and was
credited with two assists.

And in a 5-3 win over Dart-
mouth four days later goalie-hat-

er Baier scored twice.

Baier made it through the

Springfield game, which the Ephs
won, and that was it. As Williams
warmed up for Wesleyan, Baier
was in the infirmary with his left

leg in traction.

But Henszey was ready for Wes-
leyan, and his two goals were in-

strumental in the Ephs' 5-0 vic-

tory. He also led the offense,

though he did not score. In the

season's finale, a 1-1 tie with
powerful Amherst.

. . . And In '61

Chaffee's center-forward head-
aches were hardly lessened this

year. Even before the season got
underway Baier was hobbling a-

round on crutches, the result of a
bad motorcycle accident. Whether
he plays soccer again is question-

able.

Still, Ben Kofi more than made
up for Baler's absence in the op-
ening three contests. The little Af-

rican led the Ephs to three
straight wins with three goals a-

gainst UMass, two against Har-
vard, and three against UConn.
But he pulled a ligament against

Trinity, and though he gamely
played out the contest, he was
not up to par and did not score.

That Williams continues to win
without the presence of a scoring

center-forward is partially a mys-
tery, but mostly the result of the

fine play of four men - Jim Law-
sing, Doug Maxwell, Perry Gates,

and Skip Rutherford. This quartet

has played outstanding soccer as

the supporting cast for Henszey,
Baier, and Kofi, and now they

have shown that they can score

and win without any of these

stars.

Meanwhile, Tom Stanton is fast

improving, and It shouldn't be
long before the quick, lean sopho-
more begins to claim the lime-

light as did his highly-touted
predecessors.

Frosh Gridders, Booters Defeated

Andover Scores Win Trinity Tops Ephmen
Continued from Page 6, Col. 4

position touchdown by fumbling a-

way the ball inside their own 20.

Andover's Farrar again scored the

touchdown on a short plunge. An-
dover then added the deciding

points with a successful pass for a

two point conversion.

The second half opened with the

Ephlets on the bottom end of a

14-7 score. Offensively, the Eph-
lets were again unable to mount
a scoring drive. One reason for

this seemed to be the Williams

reliance on a passing attack. Eph-
let quarterback John DiMlceli was
hit again and again for big losses

before he could find a receiver.

As the third period neared an
end the Ephlets got a break when
safety "Gatch" Gatchell picked off

an Andover pass and ran it back
20 yards to the Andover 13. In

four attempts, however, the Eph-
lets were unable to get Inside the

7. Andover took over on downs
and tried to run it out. On the

first play DiMiceli's vicious tackle

shook the ball loose from the An-
dover ballcarrier and Gatchell re-

covered on the 10. A penalty made
it first and goal from the five.

Fullback Max Gall scored in two
carries. Williams went for the tie,

but the kick was blocked. In the

last quarter, neither team could

mount a sustained attack, and the

game ended with Andover holding

a one-point lead.

Continued from Pago 6, Col. S

third period to tally the final two
markers of the game. SuUah, the

Trinity center forward who has
been compared with Williams'

Kofi and Harvard's Ohiri, was
guarded by John Trainor whose
defensive performance was laud-

ed by Plynt as being the finest In

many years. The Trinity goal by
no means marked a Williams let-

down, however, as fullbacks Dave
Byrne and Carl Mclnerney did an
excellent job in repelling the

speedy attack and a fourth period

penalty kick by Wilson nearly put

the Ephs in contention again.

Amherst Sailors Victors

In Little Three Contest

It was a frustrating Saturday
afternoon for Williams sailors as

they were defeated by Amherst
and Wesleyan in their attempt to

retain the Little Three Dinghy
Championships.
A Williams team of Buck Crist

'62, Bill Steel '64, Jerry Jenkins
'65, and Peter Branch '64 were un-
able to overcome the handicaps of

too little practise and bad luck In

their attempt to win the meet.
The Amherst crew beat out Wes-
leyan for the top position.

In all three races Williams fin-

ished close to second by inches.

In the last race, a disqualification

eliminated them from any chance
of placing higher or winning the
meet.

Old Spice Products

Available at
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Union '11' Falls 22-0 Before 2nd Half Onslaught

Backs Star In 2-0 Soccer Win Over Springfield

EPH DEFENSE STINGY — Linemen Mike Reily (50) and Rawion Gordon
(81) stop Union's LHB Burgwald as he tries an off-tacl(ie slant.

Grinnell, Goodwin Star On Offense;

Garnet Held To 21 Yards Rushing
By Dave Goldbergr

Late In the first half of Satur-

day's Union game, Tim Goodwin's

67 yard touchdown run was called

back by a questionable clipping

penalty. At the time, it seemed like

another bad break in an other-

wise dull half. As it turned out,

however, the penalty call was the

spark that ignited a second half

drive for a 22-0 win.

Union had won three straight

games, and came here looking for

a fourth. For awhile, it looked as

if the fired-up Dutchmen might
get it, against a Williams team
that was looking for an easy win.

Paced by the pinpoint passing of

quarterback Dave Bales, Union
threatened several times, both in

the first and second quarters.

Each time, however, they failed to

mount any running attack against

the formidable Eph line, and the

drives were stopped.

Williams, meanwhile, was pick-

ing up all kinds of ground yard-
age in the middle of the field.

Each time they seemed to be mov-
ing, however. Union rose to the

occasion and stopped them.

Half Ends 0-0

With only a minute and a half

left in the half, the Ephs got the

ball on their own 33. On third

down, Goodwin took a pitchout

from quarterback Bruce Grinnell,

raced around left end, and down
the sideline untouched Into the
end zone. Down the sideline, on
the Union 30, however. Bill Hol-
mes, who had thrown a block at
the last Union pursuer, was de-
tected clipping, and the play was
called back. The penalty was all

that was needed to fire up Wil-
liams.

The spark was apparent Im-
mediately. Union got the second
half klckoff, but could go no-
where. On fourth down, tackle
Chuck Hanle punted to Chris
Hagy on the Williams 25. The
small halfback faked a reverse,

and cut down the right sideline

behind a wall of Williams blockers.
Eales, the last man between Hagy
and a touchdown, knocked him out
of bounds at the Union 34.

Grinnell Scores First

Eales' saving stop made very
little difference. On the first play,

Grinnell faked the option play
off left tackle that had been
working well, and kept the ball

himself. Behind good blocking, he
burst Into the clear at the 15,

and ran into the end zone all a-
lone for the first score. Then the
southpaw quarterback ran the
same play for the two extra
points, the first successful con-
version of the season.
As it turned out, the game all

but ended on the next play. In
the pileup that followed the ensu-
ing kickoff, Eales, who up to then
had been the entire Union attack,
suffered a concussion. Prom then
on, the Dutchmen could not move.
Eales had completed 8 out of 11

passes. His replacement, FYed Dill,

could hit on only 2 of while he
was In the game. Since Union's

ground attack never could get

moving, the loss of Eales meant
the end of the line for Dutchman
upset hopes.

Williams completely dominated
the second half. After Union was
stopped again, the Ephs drove 45

yards to the Garnet 10, before

Grinnell was thrown for a loss on
a fourth down pass. On the first

play, however, a bad pass from
center was recovered by Bill Hol-

mes on the Union 8, and the

Ephs were back in business.

Holmes Snags TD Pass

After a holding penalty moved
the ball back to the 17, Williams
scored again, this time on a per-

fect pass from Grinnell to Holmes
in the end zone. It was Holmes'
second pass reception of the year,

and his second touchdown. Grin-
nell then ran the off-tackle keep-
er, and went into the end zone
standing up for two more points.

For the rest of the game, Wil-
liams coach Len Watters let his

reserves get needed experience.

They held up well, moving the

ball almost at will, and contain-
ing the sputtering Union attack
without much trouble. The Dutch-
men were able to pick up only
one first down in the half, that on
a long pass on the final play of

the game.

With five minutes left to go In

the game, Eph end Jim Rankin
picked off one of Dill's pop-fly

passes at the Union 30. With 3rd
string quarterback Rick Berry
running the club smartly, the
Ephs moved to the one In four
plays, from where Hagy smashed
In for the final score. Injured co-

oaptaln John Newton made his

first appearance of the year on
the extra point, but his placement
sailed below the crossbar.

Defensive Line Outstanding

As usual, the Eph defensive line

was outstanding. Sparked by Mike
Relly and Dan Crowley the Wil-
liams forward wall allowed Union
only 21 yards rushing. Holmes,
Rawson Gordon, and Ben Wagner
also were Impressive for the de-
fensive unit, which has developed
into one of the stingiest aggre-
gations in the East. Unoffically
the Ephs have allowed only 89
yards a game by rushing.

On offense, Goodwin led the
way with 90 yards in 15 carries.
Bill Chapman, Dave Johnston and
Bill Mosher also ran well, as did
first-string fullback Eke Nadel,
who made his first appearance
since he was injured in the sec-
ond game of the season.

Union Is 3-3 on the year. The
Ephs are now 4-2 with Wesleyan
coming up.

Wimami 16 6-22
\1"'°." 0-0
,,,.'.'""' " p.".'"«ll. 3<. run (Grinnell, run)
Willi. mi - HolmM. 17, pisi from Grinnell

(Grinnell, run)
William. - H.gy, 1. plunge (kick (liled)
Stjitistici \v XJ
Firm Downs |g 7
Yds, Ruihini! 28) 21
Pistes Attempted 8 20
Passes Completed ] 10
Yds, P.Bsinj 38 105
Fumbles Lost 3 J

Yds. Pensliied «; 27
Aver«|!e Yds. Punt 22 37.8
lourc<pti«M 2 2

Booters Victors Over

Top-Ranked Maroons
Continued from Page 1, Col. 2

Lawslng. Before Apsotol could get

his hands on the bail, Lawslng
had booted It past him.
But it was the Eph defense, al-

ways there in the pinch, that

made the rough game seem one-

sided. At one time John O'Don-
nell caught up to Springfield's

top scorer, Rich Roberts, and stole

the ball as Roberts was preparing

to shoot from 10 feet out. More
than once junior goalie Gordle
Pritchett slowed down Maroon at-

tacks with fast movements, sure

hands, and long kicks. As the sea-

son progresses, Pritchett is more
and more becoming the equal of

last year's star goalie, Bobby Ad-
ams.

Williams was "up" for the game,
as shown by the fact that Prit-

chett, badly shaken up by being

tripped in the final quarter, play-

ed the rest of the game, and the

fact that Bill Ryan, who limped
off the field near the end of the

third period, went back in fourth

quarter and also finished the

game.

It is a moot point whether a
team which may not accept a
tournament bid can have mem-
bers make the All-A m e r i c a n
squad, or even the All-New Eng-
land squad, at the end of the sea-

son, but Williams showed Satur-
day that a good team can also

have individual standouts. Espec-
ially noticeable were Ryan, who
broke up many scoring threats
with level-headed sureness, O'-
Donnell and Ohly, who were of

all-star calibre on both offense
and defense, and Rutherford, who
spent a good deal of the misty
afternoon dribbling by his full-

back and setting up scoring pos-
sibilities.

Statistics show Williams super-
iority even better than the final

score. Springfield, averaging al-

most five goals per game against
top-flight competition, took only
14 shots, and Pritchett was cred-
ited with only four saves. On the
other side, the Ephs took 32 shots
while Apostol made 21 saves.

Now 5-1, the Ephs have dem-
onstrated without a doubt that
they are the best team in New
England. If Williams can go un-
scathed against Little Three op-
ponents Wesleyan and Amherst,
both strong teams, they should be

f^^'*'i3Pl:-.fl-
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LAWSING SCORES — Leh wing Jim Lawsing heods in the winning goal .

gainst Dartmouth Wed. after being set up by Skip Rutherford's corner kick

in a position to receive the Samp-
son Cup. emblematic of NE soc-

cer supremacy. Moreover, it goes

without saying, the Ephs would

be in line for an NCAA bid.

And, In addition. It should be

noted that the Williams team

which topped Dartmouth and
Springfield last week will lose on-

ly two starters next year - Ryan
and Rutherford - while expected-

ly regaining the services of Ben
Kofi. Eph soccer hopes are thus

bright for years to come.

Frosh Suffer Setbacks In 2 Close Contests;

Defense Dominates Grid And Soccer Tilts

Football Loses, 14-13

By Fete Hutcheon
The Williams freshman foot-

ball team dropped their second In

a row as Andover squeaked by to

win 14-13.

Andover took the opening kick-

off and marched 65 yards down-
field to score. Andover's fullback

Ron Farrar twisted across from
the three on the scoring play. The
attempted conversion was unsuc-
cessful.

Undaunted by this turn of e-

vents the Ephlets began their ser-

ies of downs from their 45. With
fourth down and three on the An-
dover 48, the Ephlets elected to

go for it. Halfback Jim Leitz cut
off tackle, found some daylight
and scampered 48 yards for the
T.D. The try for point after was
good and Williams led 7-6.

The game then settled down in-

to a succession of halted Andov-
er drives and an inability of the
Ephlets to start one. With about
four minutes left In the half An-
dover recovered an Ephlet fumble
on the Williams 17. This was the
third time in as many games
where the Ephlets set up an op-

Continued on Page 5, Col. 4

Africans Pace Trinity

By Gary Martlnelli

In a contest described by Coach
Henry Plynt as "the finest fresh-

man performance in years," the

frosh booters were edged by the

Trinity freshmen 3-1, Saturday at

Cole Field.

In the first quarter which feat-

ured the heads-up passing and
superb playmaking of Dave Wil-

son and Hunt Hawkins, team
high-s c o r e r and center-forward

Bob Felder opened the scoring,

heading the ball on a cross from
inside-left Wilson. With the ex-

ception of a last-minute Ti-inity

goal, superb defensive play mark-
ed the remainder of the first half

for which special credit is due to

the half-back line of Mort Hodg-
son and co-captains John Train-
er and John Storey. That the

Ephmen dominated play in the

first half Is evident in noting that

seven shots were aimed at the

Trinity net-minder in comparison
to the two made by the Bantams.

Trinity Scores 2 in Third
Boosted by five African stars

Including a Gamblan Olympic
player by the name of SuUah,
Trinity came roaring back in the

Continued on Page 5, Col. 5

"All I have to do is fly to

St. Louis and back and then
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L. Brownlow Talks,

Comments On FDR,

The New Deal Era
By John T. Connor
"I'he best preparation for gov-

ernment service that one can have

In school or anywhere Is to learn

to read and write good, common-
.scnse English." This is a standard
given by Louis Brownlow, admin-
latrator extraordinaire, at an in-

formal luncheon on Tuesday with
tlic Political Science Department
and majors.

Brownlow, who has been speak-

ing about and discussing govern-

ment service with interested stu-

dents and who came to Williams
for three days under the auspices

of the Seasongood Foundation,

maintained his sharp wit and in-

domitable smile throughout the
question period which followed

lunch.

The first question was poised by
Professor James M. Burns, who
asked Brownlow if President Roos-
evelt, having appointed him to

head the President's Committee
on Administrative Management,
knew what he wanted in the way
of reorganization. Brownlow an-
swered that he didn't think that

"when Mr. Roosevelt appointed

that committee he had anything
in mind." but "he knew that we
believed in effective power of the

Executive and could be confident

that we would recommend action

in that direction."

Brownlow added glibly that the

President was "fed up with the

term 'reorganization' and was
very careful to use the term 'ad-

ministrative management' - good
American words - to describe the

committee for reorganization.

Metropolitan Administration

Turning to the problem of met-
ropolitan administration, in re-

sponse to a question by senior

Prank Wolf, Brownlow explained
that he was not "enamoured of
any particular system" of reform.
This problem of administering a
metropolis, which he had describ-

ed as the most difficult adminis-
trative problem of the next two or
three decades, could be solved on-
ly "by taking a different approach
In each separate community; an
approach that fits best in that

Continued on Page 3, Col. 5

WMS Announces

Future Intentions
The Williams College Radio

station announced its new pro-

gram policy at a meeting held on
Monday, Nov. 7, In Jesup Hall.

WMS-WCPM President, Bruce
Axelrod, explained at the meeting
why the station has been off the

air. "There are several reasons,"

he said. "We are completing our

interfraternity transmitting cable

in order to bring WMS to most
of the houses. We are busy mak-
ing technological Improvements
and adjustments on some of the

old and deteriorated equipment.

Most importantly, however, it is

giving us some time to organize

a whole new programming sched-

ule."

Axelrod went on to outline the

new program. The station seeks to

produce both quality announcing

and quality of content. The new
program. It was stated at the

meeting, is designed so that when-
ever someone tunes to WMS-WC
PM, a quality program will be
heard. The station plans to fea-

ture classical, light classical and
Jazz programs. While rock and roll

will not be offered, the music por-

tion of the day's broadcast will

have variety and will be interest-

ing. Another major part of the

program will consist of tapes of

lectures given during the past

week by visiting speakera. Also,

lectures supplied by various edu-

cational services will be broadcast.

CoBtlnuad an Pa«« 1, Col. 5
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Budopest String Quartet, to give concert here Tuesday night, strolls along
New York Street.

Budapest String Quartet Will Make
Eighth Appearance Here Tuesday
Tuesday, Nov. 14, marks the

eighth annual appearance of the
world-famous Budapest String
Quartet at Williams College.

Works by Brahms, Mozart, and
Debussy will be featured at the
8:30 p.m. concert in Chapin Hall.

The Thompson Concert Commit-
tee is sponsoring the appearance,
which is free and open to the pub-
lic.

Often called the "quartet of

quartets," the Budapest group will

be joined by violinist Walter
Trampler for two of the tiiree

scheduled works: Brahms "Quin-
tet, Op. Ill," and "Quartet in G
minor, 516." The final piece will

be Debussy's "Quartet."

First seen in the United States
in 1930, the Budapest Strhig
Quartet now tours the country
regularly. Including an annual
concert series at the Ubrary of

Congress, as well as performing
in Europe, the Middle and Far
East.

The members of the famous
quartet (all Russians who are na-
turalized American citizens) are

Joseph Roisman and Alexander
Schneider, violinists; Boris Kroyt,
viola; and Mischa Sclinelder, vio-

lin-cellist. The name of the quar-
tet often leads people to think
they are Hungarians, though there

hasn't been a Hungarian in the
group since 1936.

'Discussion' Opens Season With Calhoun

Calling For Human Viewpoints On World
"We must develop an entirely

new conceptualizing principle. The
Inherent weaknesses of the Rom-
antic or neo-Romantic framework,

as well as its manifest failure to

meet contemporary problems, are

proof of the need."

The sterility of accepted modes

of viewing the world, and the

tendency of such approaches to

dehumanize men, was the theme

of a paper presented by John Cal-

houn '62 to the first meeting of

Discussion Tuesday night at the

home of President Sawyer.

Calhoun's point of departure,

and this year's Discussion topic,

was the role that growth and de-

velopment have come to play in

dominating our patterns of

thought during the past three

hundred years; "The principles of

organic growth were applied to the

life of the individual, and it came

to be viewed as a process,

a growth, a becoming."

In the hands of Romantic ar-

tists and thinkers, this view of

life was transformed into an ap-

peal for individual idiosyncrasy

and a desire for union with "the

flow of the World Spirit". The
paradox at the center of this ap-

proach, according to Calhoun, is

that the height of individuality

comes to equal complete loss of

self in some kind of transcendent

whole.

Modem Self-Definition

This paradox has been carried

over Into modern attempts at de-

fining the self. Calhoun writes:

"We are almost all endowed with

a sense of being lost ... If we em-
phasize our individuality, we at-

tempt to define ourselves by the

method of differentiation. If we

seek to define ourselves in a re-

lation with everything, we lose

ourselves entirely, for all distinc-

tions cease."

For Calhoun, the solution Is to

be foimd in establishing "self-suf

ficlency In contest", that Is, by re-

lating to the aspects of en

vironment that are sensually Im-

nudlate. By developing a physic

homeostasis with tills environ-

ment, we escape both "unregen-
rate individualism" and "loss of

self".

In a short paper commenting
on Calhoun's presentation. Jay
Ogilvy found himself in essential

agreement with Calhoun. He pos-

ed the question: "If we identify

ourselves on the basis of stimula-

tion from our immediate environs,

can we retain our identities in a

world where the Jeffersonian

ideals have become increasingly

impractical."

Alan Schlosser offered the ap-
proach of modern psychology as

a more effective analysis of the

problems of man than that offer-

ed by Calhoun; "By probing Into

the iimer self, psychologists often

emerge with impulses, drives, and
motivations that are not just pec-

uliar to their patient. These drives

Continued on Page 3, Col. 1

Athletic Policy Formed
In 4-College Decision

Williams athletic teams may no longer participate in post-
season contests. Tliis ruling, as well as other atliletic policy de-
cisions, was officially announced, Wednesday, with the release
of the Octoher 11 Agreement among Amherst, Bowdoin, Wes-
leyan, and WiUiams Concerning Intercollegiate Atliletics.

The agreement arose from a conference of the Presidents,
Directors of Athletics, and Deans of Admissions of the above in-
stitutions called bv President Butterfield of Wesleyan last spring
to deal with problems of athletic policy accumulating during re-
cent years. Standing agieements were reviewed and revised with
the objective of best assuring the strictly amateur character and
spu-it of tlie athletic programs at tliese colleges.

The Wilhams Faculty Committee on Athletics lias reviewed
and unanimously approved the points of agreement. At its meeting,
November 1, the Faculty as a whole voted its complete support
of the decisions taken.

The text of the four-collcee agreement is as follows:
Off Campus Activity by Mem-

bers of the Dept. of Physical Ed-
ucation.

1. Members of the Department
of Physical Education may visit

secondary schools, public or priv-

ate, only on specific invitation

from an appropriate authority at
that school, and for the purpose
of being present at, or speaking
at, a banquet, an assembly, to
present awards, or some similar
scheduled function.

2. The Director and Assistant

Director of Admissions are the on-
ly officers of the College author-
ized at any time to make any
promise or commitment to a pros-

pective student as to admission,

scholarship or worK job.

3. The College wiU pay only
those expenses for travel for
coaches incurred in carrying out
regular coaching duties, in ac-
centing invitations to speak at
schools as described in Paragraph
1, or to speak at or attend other
appropriate meetings.

4. It Is agreed that the four
(4) Athletic Directors meet an-
nually, probably In June, to re-

view current practices.

It is emphasized that members
of the athletic staffs of these col-

leges are members of the regular

faculty and that their appoint-
ments are made under the same
conditions which apply to the ap-
pointment of any faculty member.
Their responsibilities and duties

correspondingly are commensurate
with their dignity as members of

the faculty and with the dignity

of the Institution they represent.

The primary points of the agree-

ment rest not with the specific

phrasing thereof, but rather with
the underlying spirit and philoso-

phy upon which the agreement is

based.

11 OUT OF SEASON PRACTICE
Out-of-season practice in all

sports is banned.
Out-of-season practice is defin-

ed as:

Fall sports - practice before
September 1st and after the last

game of the fall season.
Winter Sports - practice before

November 1 and after the last

game.
Spring sports - practice before

February 1.

NOTE: Out-of-season practice
would not Include individual par-
ticipation by an undergraduate in
the sport in question, i.e. tennis,

golf, squash, swimming, track, or
physical education classes in these
sports.

Body Building would not be
considered out-of-season practice.

Out-of-season practice would not
include meetings of a team at
which no physical activity took
place,

in. POST SEASON GAMES
Post-season games shall not be

allowed by the four colleges rep-
resented. This is to include tourn-
aments sponsored by the N.C.A.A.

to which a college may be invited

to represent New England or as
an "at large" team.
Participation by individuals In

N.C.A.A. meets or tournaments, 1.

e., golf, swimming, tennis, track,

wi-estling, fencing, and the like

are allowed.

All-star team participation

during the academic year Is not
approved.

IV. MISCELLANEOUS
Regularly scheduled dual con-

tests shall be played on the home
field, court, etc. of one of the
teams involved.

This is not to be construed as
eliminating some vacation tourn-
aments.
NOTE: Special exception; Hoc-

key game between Williams and
Amherst at Rye, New York.
There was considerable discus-

sion regarding letter writing to

secondary school coaches by the
Physical Education staff. It was
agreed that form letters going out
over coaches' ne mes constituted a

Continued on Page 2, Col. S

' In The Summer House ' To Be Presented Here

;

Play Is Produced By Bennington Theatre Group
The Bennington College drama

group's production of "In the

Summer House," will be present-

ed at the Adams Memorial Thea-
tre tonight at 8:30 pm.

"In the Summer House" sports

a cast led by Holland Taylor as

Gertrude Eastman Cuevas, Betty
Aberlln as Molly, Valarya Cllffton

as Mrs. Constable, and Deborah
Dupee as Mrs. Constable's daugh-
ter Vivian. Others playing lesser

roles are Stephan Bick, Alice Ad-

ler. Holly Long, Edith Stebblns,

Julie Jeppson, P. Brian O'Rourke,

Paul Day, and Brenda Samara.

The play will be directed by Man-
uel Duque and William Sherman
will design the sets; both men are

members of the Bennington

Drama Staff.

Two Mothen
The plot deals with two mothers,

one aelflsh and ruthless, who dom- HOLLAND TAYLOK

Inates the shy daughter she des-
pises, and the other a gentle wo-
man dominated by her strong-
minded daughter. In commenting
on the play. Brooks Atkinson of

the New York Times said that
"Jane Bowles writes with sensitiv-

ity and humor about neurotic peo-
ple in a vulgar world." William
Hawkins of the New York World
Telegram called the 1953 New
York production with Judith An-
derson and Mildred Dunnock "an
astonishing theatrical adven-
ture." Mr. Hawkins went on to

* say that playwrlte Bowles "
. . may

fairly be termed the most original
American dramatist of her gener-
ation.''

Although admission to "In the
Summer House" Is free, reserve

seat tickets must be picked up at
the box office, which la open to-

night.
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Letters To The RECORD: "
Compulsory Chapel

I wish to second your editorial

ol November 3 in regard to the

recently-a ggravated compul-
sory chapel issue. However, I wish

also to point out to the admin-
istration of the College that com-
pulsory chapel is as indefensible

from the point of view of religion

as from your stand that it "denies

the very basis of a liberal arts

education."

Article 5 of the new recommen-
dation seems one of the most
harmful things for religion that
I have seen. It turns campus re-

ligion into an obstacle which must
be hurdled before one can receive

his degree rather than a means of
spiritual fulfillment. Religion is

not Intended to block enjoyment
of life so much as it is meant to

add fm'ther meaning to life. While
admittedly religion does impose
necessary moral restraints upon
men's actions, it cannot conceiv-
ably begrudge someone his
diploma if he has justly earned it,

nor does religion itself attempt to
Stop someone from going off
campus to Smith, provided, of
course, that he has no malicious
intentions. People deprived of an
off-campus social hfe or of a de-
gree with the rest of their class-

mates will doubtless end up hat-
ing religion all the more; they
have been forced to see it a." a
roadblock rather than a roadmap.

The editorial was right in Its

assertion that religion cannot be
forced upon an individual. A stu-
dent will not realize the value of
religion until he discovers a spir-
itual need within himself that
unJy religion can satisfy. No ont
benefits from any sermon, no
matter how good or short it is,

unless he has a receptive attitude.
Those who go to chapel for credit
alone (and there are many) go so
as not to lose certain student priv-
ileges, but not to GAIN any-
thing. Hence, compulsory chapel
has outlived its usefulness; no one
can make a man sense his reli-

gious needs but himself, but some-
one else can arouse resentment in
him. The administration has, un-
fortunately, taken the wrong track
on this issue. The new penalties
are too strong and cannot do any-
thing but harm; those who will
suffer the penalties need religious
stimulation rather than punish-
ment anyway.

The concern of the administra-
tion for a suitable alternative for
chapel is legitimate. While they
search for that alternative, I

would suggest that they relax art-

icle 5 a little, for it is this clause

which makes the new proposal

WORSE than the previous com-

Rathskeller Audience Sees 'Oliver Twist*

;

Wilde Leads Discussion After Presentation

Invalid Invective
In last Friday's issue of the

Record, Paul Worthman wrote a

letter and John Klfner an article

in which they mis-stated the gen-

eral opinion of the Williams
campus and showed grievous dis-

respect for the new president.

That the undergraduate body pre-

fers abolition of compulsory chap-
el is probably true for a variety of

reasons. That they feel the issue

is so vital as to necessitate these

invectives against President Saw-
yer is not true.

All of us at Williams hope to

graduate from college as mature
young men. The fact that we do
not have complete control over ev-

ery facet of our existence at Wil-
liams does not mean that at-

tempts at attaining maturity are

being stifled. Respect for elders

and more experienced people may
no longer be a factor In the mat-
uring process of our distinguished
and enlightened reformers, but it

is to some of us.

Certainly anyone who read these

pieces by Worthman and Klfner
is concerned with their obvious
inability to mature. Wholesome
criticism Is useful, but to liken

the Williams community to that

of 1984 or compulsory chapel to

a masquerade party Is ludicrous,

childish and irrelevant. We have
not noticed any "general distaste

toward the administration" as

Worthman claims. It is unfortun-
ate that honest Interest in abol-

ishing compulsory chapel should
find itself associated with com-
ments such as Worthman's and
Klfner's.

Frank G. Pollock '62

Keith Doerge '62

pulsory set up. This new stand
merely aggravates matters, and it

solves little which the previous
program did not solve.

Perry Klneman '63

By John Wilson

"Oliver Twist", another ol the

Foreign Film Festival offerings,

was shown in the Rathskeller

Wednesday evening.

Twist, Dickens' orphaned boy

who falls in with Fagln's London
urchins, and finally comes into his

birthright, has the ill luck of be-

ing born and raised in a 19th cen-

tury Parish Workhouse. The place

is dominated by Bumble the bead-

le (a sort of parish Napolean)

and Mrs. Sowerly, two upstanding

creatures who finally arrange to

sell-off the trouble-some Twist as

an apprentice to a cofflnmaker.

Oliver holds out as long as he

can in his new life, but finally

escapes and arrives tired, hungry,

and confused In crowded London-
town. No sooner does he enter the

city, than he Is accosted by the

Dodger, one of Fagln's young rog-

ues, and Introduced to Fagln the

fence himself. A quick lesson In

the subtle art of pickpocket-

ing follows, and Oliver Is sent off

for a field demonstration with two

of the band.

Carted to Court
Things somehow go awry, how-

ever, and the young Innocent, sick

and tired, is carted off before the

magistrate, a splendid specimen

of British Jurlsprudeftce. Brown-

low, the kindly old aristocrat

whose pocket was picked, manages

to get Twist out of court and In-

to the gentry. Young Oliver grac-

iously accepts a four-poster for

his bed of rags.

Dlckinsonian complications en-

sue. Pagln and his two cohorts.

Bill and Nancy Slkes, spirit Oliv-

er away and force him to return

to the band. Enter Monks, be-

tween whom and a rich inheri-

tance only Twist stands. Arrange-

ments are made with Slkes and

Fagln to keep the boy out of the

way, but the sympathetic Nancy
foils the plot by revealing all to

Brownlow; whereupon Bill shows

his gratitude for the betrayal by

doing her In with a club.

Brownlow himself leads the

massive manhunt to save Oliver

(who turns out to be his own
grandson) and capture the three

scoundrels. All ends happily, and

young Oliver Twist, whose role in

the film Is mostly passive. Is re-

stored at last to those who love

him.

A discussion following the film

was conducted by Mr. Alan Wilde

of the English Department In the

Athletic Policy...
Continued from Page 1, Col. 5

poor practice and should not be

continued. Letters addressed per-

sonally and Individually to secon-

dary school coaches may go out

from the colleges, explaining tht

agreement of Amherst, Bowdoin,
Wesleyan and Williams that

coaches will not visit high schools

except under certain prescribed

conditions, even though this prac-

tice Is common for coaches of oth-

er Institutions. Indication that

the colleges are interested in good
students who do have athletic in-

terests is proper, and the addres-

see may have called to his atten-

tion the educational opportuni-

ties and the fin; facilities avail-

able at the colleges to qualified

students.

It was agreed to exchange schol-

arship information.

upperclass lounge. As an adapta-

tion of the novel, Wilde remarked
that the film was "very successful,

except for the last part," where,

he noted, plot changes had to be

made for simplicity. Commenting
on Dickens' films In general, he

saw those based on loosely con-

structed writing (such as the

"Pickwick Papers") as more suc-

cessful, than those on the more
complex novels.

PIZZA GRINDERS

JIMMINEY PETE'S

GL 8-9126

SKI INSTRUCTORS

Week-end positions available for

skiers to instruct High School boys

and girls. Prior instruction experi-

ence not required. Good compen-

sation. Excellent Ski Facilities.

Write or Call:

SHAKER VILLAGE SKI GROUP

P. O. Box 1149, PItMield, Moss.

Lebonon Springs, (N.Y.) 7-1255

MUSIC HALL, TROY, FRIDAY EVE., NOV. 17TH AT 8:30

DICK SCHORY and his

PERCUSSION POPS

ORCHESTRA of 19 Musicians Ploying 119 Insfrunienh
In Progrom including RCA Victor Rerord Favorites

'PORTRAIT IN JAZZ"
'HOLIDAY FOR PERCUSSION"

TICKET PRICES

"SLAUGHTER ON 1 OTH AVENUE
"BOLERO DIABLO"
$3.0O-$2.50-$2.0O

Mail Reservation ond Check to

TED BAYLY, 74 EAGLE ST.. TROY, N. Y.

Expect more...

get more from

The rich-flavor leaf among
L&M ' s choice tobaccos gives

you more body in the blend

. . more flavor in the smoke

. . . more taste through the

filter. Get lots more—L&M I

%a ON 1^

%n ON g^
%L9 S8A^

%\i SdJ00 83B8<J A
%69 s'nujqof

"

Get with the Grand Prix . . Enter today, enter incessantly-



Calhoun'* Paper Opens
Continuad from Page 1, Col, 3

are common to the human spec-

ies.''

The basis of most of the even-

ing's discussion was the criticism

offered by Jim Harrington. He

' DiBCu»$ion '
. . .

called attention to the abstract
and generalized nature of Cal-
houn's paper and particularly at-
tacked the consequences-ln-actlon
of such a view as escapist, un-

realistic, and Impractical.

THANKSGIVING AT THE WALDORF-ASTORIA

Spend Thanksgiving weel(end at New

Yorli's "Palace on Park Avenue"—and en-

joy the city in Its festive, holiday mood.

Feast to your heart's content in any one

of the Waldorf-Astoria's many restaurants

where you'll find atmosphere and food to

match your gala mood. Conveniently lo-

cated to all shops, theatres, museums.

STUDENT RATES
$8.00 per person, 1 in a room

$6.00 per person, 2 in a room

$5.00 per person, 3 In a room

Reserve your room through any

Hilton Reservation Service or

write direct to Miss Anne Hill-

man, Director of Student Rela-

tions, The Waldorf-Astoria.

^^^^'

Brownlow Talks About Govt. Careers
Louis Brownlow wound up his

series of appearances at Williams
on Wednesday with a lecture on
the opportunities for careers in
government. Placing special em-
phasis on local and state govern-
ment, Mr. Brownlow talked at
some length on the expanding and
interesting field of city planning
and management.

"The field is wide open," said
Mr. Brownlow. He went on to state
that there are some 2,000 city

managers In the United States to-

Ctinrad N. Hilton, President • 301 Park Ave., Uevi York 22, N.Y.

Cont. Sot. -Sun. 1:00 to 10:30

MOHAWK
TONITE Thru SUN.!

2 "1st Run" Hits!

"A droll, diverting

Illumination of the

frailties of girls and

women in love."

lOVE""""
^Frenchwoman

(France's Kinsey Report)

Childhood - Adolescence
Virginity - Marriage

Adultery - Divorce - Alone

COHIT!
Excitement! Temptation!

"MORE DEADLY
THAN THE MALE"

Next Fri. "THE MARK"

day. He produced a folder of lit-

erature both describing the role

of such positions on the local and
federal level and advertising for

qualified men to fill the available

openings.

Two areas of education In prep-
aration for such Jobs were dis-

cussed during the lecture. Mr.
Brownlow said that the careers of

many men have been considerably
limited "simply because they havt
accustomed themselves to speak
and write in non-english english

(jargon)." He went on to stress

the role of the liberal education
in the improvement of "communi-
cation,'' something that he fell

was sadly lacking in today's gov-
ernment.

In his closing remarks, Mr
Brownlow stressed the persona!
satisfaction to be gained in such
a career. He feels that the Jobs

described are interesting and that

they give "a feeling of satisfac-

tion for doing something for the
community you live in, and for

the republic of which you are a

part."

Old Spice Products

Available at

HART'S

DRUG STORE

GL 8-4102

THE BELL TELEPHONE

COMPANIES SALUTE

CARL HORN
How many more people will need telephone

service in Illinois by 1970? How many more tele-

phone buildings should be built, how much more

equipment ordered? Helping to find the right

answers (because tlie wrong ones could be very ex-

pensive) is the job of Carl Horn, a telephone com-

pany economist who graduated from college just last

year. His studies and estimates help management

make important forecasting decisions. Decisions that

will bring advanced communications to the nation.

Carl Horn of Illinois Bell Telephone Company,

and other young men like him in Bell Telephone

Companies, help make your telephone and com-

munications service the finest in the world.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Brownlow . .

.

Continued from Poga I, Col. 1

particular community. Even

though he didn't feel that there

was any "royal road" to improve-

ment, he did feel that cities will

not be able to exist properly and
perform their functions properly

in the future "unless they have

some excess to the federal grad-

uated Income tax."

Concerning the problem of loc-

alism In the Federal Government,
Brownlow felt that "national leg-

islators are elected, by definition,

to consider their local interests"

and that the President "and he
alone can speak for the national

Interest. The legislature is an es-

sential part of the government
though and must read and express

the Interests of its corjstituency."

Pressed by Instructor Warren
Ilchman concerning the lack of an
administrative elite in this coun-

try similar to that of Britain.

Brownlow exclaimed that "we can-

not and should not maintain a

civil service similar to that of

England, which is based on an ar-

istocratic and classed society, and

simply is not democratic. We can

supply a good civil service - and

have been for a long time - by

democratic means; that is, by

keeping the offices open to ev-

eryone." Brownlow is himself an

excellent example of the efficacy

of such a system as he came from

the Ozark Mountain region and

received a minimum of formal ed-

ucation.

PUBLIC SERVICE
To this standard for the Am-

erican bureaucracy, Brownlow
added the observation that he

doesn't think that "the word bur-

eaucracy can ever be made a re-

spectable word in the English

language." Accordingly, he preced-

ed to discuss the field of "public

service.'"

In answer to a Burns question

of "what do you think of Ken-
nedy?", he replied that "it is too

soon to evaluate trends in Ken-
nedy's administration," but he has
been "too much inclined to forget

his Congressional experience in

trying to get what he wants done.

He should go over the heads of

Congress and mobilize the people
to back his policies." For example,
Brownlow felt that he missed his

chance for success on the school
Issue by this oversight.

WMS Changes . .

.

Continued from Page 1, Col. 1

"We plan to offer something
that is not available on any of
the other local radio stations,''

said Axelrod. "We will have an
educational program that will en-
able us to qualify as a member of

some college radio network. And
if we can join a network, wc can
broaden our program to an even
greater degree."

The station plans for better
quality and harder competition
for membership. Greater lias-

on between station and commun-
ity will be developed. Program
guides will be sent out to listen-

ers in the area. The station is to
go on the air after Thanksgiving
on a 7 p.m. to 12 midnight sche-
dule, 7 days a week. Axelrod also
said, however, that early after-
noon games will be broadcast.

PARAMOUNT
NOW!
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Ephs, Wesleyan Battle In Football, Soccer, Cross-Country
r^ . r..^j c J mrw*:- A -= '^ ^frWpslevan Host For Little Three Soccer Tilt:
Coast Guard Squad

Whips Eph Harriers;

Kellogg Takes Third
A traditionally-strong Coast

Ouard cross-country team pound-

ed out a 30-46-48 victory over sec-

ond-place Williams and WPI at

Worcester last Saturday.

In a hard race for first, Coast

Guard's Brady strode to a 20:02

track record on the fast tour-mile

course. He was pushed through-

out by his teammate McDermott

and Williams' Spike Kellogg, who

finished third with a time of 20:22

Just 12 seconds off the old record

of 20:09.

Rick Ash and John Klfner garn-

ered sixth and eighth for the

Ephs, finishing just six seconds a-

part. Williams' Bud MuUer,

George Anderson, and Alex Teipel

also finished well out of a field of

36.

Saturday the Purple squad wlU

take on a strong Wesleyan team,

which previously has beaten

Coast Guard by a slim 27-30 mar-

gcln.

CROSS COUNTRY
SUMMARY

1

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

II.

12.

13.

14.

IS.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Bradv
McDcrniolt
Ktllosg
Hoffman
WlliUcii

Ash
McGee
Kifncr
Morrisa
\Vcl7cl

Cirrison
Anderson
Mullcr
Burchsll
Pierce

Anderson
Maddocki
Ttipel
Bncron
I.andon

(CO 2102

(CO 20.20

(W) 211.22

WIM) 20. S

(CC) 20.J4

(W) 2n.!6

(WIM) 20.59

(W) 21.02

(WPI) 21.0)

(CO 21.15

(WPI) 21.17

(CO 21.10

(W) 21. !S

(CO 2iM
(CO 21.45

(W) 21.45

WPI) 21.52

(W) 22.03

(CC) 22.14

(CC) 22.20

Ephs To Face Tough

Wesleyan Thinclads

The Williams varsity harriers

face their toughest dual contest of

the season this Satui-day at Mid-

dletown. Conn. Wesleyan, aiming

at its sixth consecutive Little

TTiree cross-country title, has

breezed through most of its meets.

The Cardinal thinclads, always re-

spected for their running prowess,

swept by Amherst two weeks ago,

18-45.

The Ephmen, as yet undefeated

In dual meet competition, have
been in serious training to avenge

last year's defeat. Wesleyan is fav-

ored, but will find tough compe-

tition In Eph Captain Spike Kel-

logg, Rick Ash, and John Kifner.
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GOODWIN ROMPS — Holfback Tim Goodwin turning the corner on hi>

way to a 67-yd. ID jaunt against Union, but the play was coifed bock.

Gridders Hope To Avenge '59-'60 Defeats;

Wesleyan Boasts Big Line, ' Best ' In Years
By Frank Eyster

LJttle Three competition for the

football championship* opens for

the Williams football team Satur-

day, as they journey to Middle-

town, Connecticut to take on Wes-
leyan.

This will be the sixty-sixth

meeting of the two teams In a

series dating from 1881. So far

Williams holds an edge In the

number of games won with a 36-

24-5 record. Wesleyan has defeat-

ed the Ephmen in the last two

contests.

Beaten by Amherst
The Cardinals opened Little

Three competition two weeks ago

against unbeaten Amherst. The
game resulted in a hmniliatlng de-

feat, as Amherst won the first leg

on the Little Three championship,
48-8. Wesleyan eked out its first

win last week by defeating Ham-
ilton College, 21-20. Previously

they had suffered five straight

losses to Middlebury, Bowdoin,

Coast Guard, WPI, and Amherst.

Last year the Cards were bless-

ed with two veteran backfields

and a green line which improved

as the season progressed. This
year the situation is reversed.

"The line," Head Coach Norm
Daniels says, "is potentially the

best I've had in my sixteen years

at Wesleyan." The backfield has

had to gain all their experience

this year. The Hamilton victory

may portend things for the future

as the offense was able to put to-

<;ether their largest score of the

Wesleyan Host For Little Three Soccer Tilt;

Ephs Favored Over Strong Cardinal Squad
.r. .„»-v, u.,»h came to WlUlamstown they had

year.

AU-American Gnard

Olljp litUtams IRprnrft

Wesleyan boasts a left guard in

the person of Co-Captain Jim
Dooney, who would be a welcome
addition on any football team.

Billed as a Little All-America can-

didate, the 215 pound guard, stat-

es the Wesleyan Argus, "explod-

es from his left or shortslde guard
position, driving opposing linemen

back 3-5 yards each play." On de-

fense Dooney anchors the Cards'

five-man line.

The Wesleyan line averages 208

pounds including 160 pound right

end Chris Martin who lacks fines-

se as a receiver but more than
makes up for this in his defensive

prowess. Playing at left tackle Is

Co-Captain Al Erda, who at 225

pounds is the heaviest man on
the team. The Cardinals will be

without the services of fine soph-

omore right guard Jim Davis, who
was injured in the WPI game two
weeks ago.

The Wesleyan offense runs out

of an unbalanced "T" formation.

Their backfield is sparked by the

tricky running of sophomore half-

back Jerry Miller. The Cards have
been alternating quarterbacks in

an attempt to develop a balanced

offense. Senior Tom Driscoll Is

adept at running the team on the

ground while sophomore Bart
Schick is developing a fine pass-

ing arm.

WUliams Strength

The Williams team should be up
to full strength for the game. The
Union game last week saw the re-

turn of fullback Ethan 'Eke' Nad-
el who should see more action this

week. Fullback and place-klck-

er Pete Stanley and All-East

Guard Choppy Rheinfrank should
be back in shape for the game.

Wesleyan soccer coach Hugh
McCurdiy seldom gets enthusiastic

about a team, but this year he

claims to have the best team un-

der his tutelage since 1955.

The facts bear him out. The

Cardinals opened their season at

Providence, R. I., with a 4-3 win

over Brown. Routs over Bowdoin

(7-0) and UConn (6-1) surround-

ed a 3-3 tie with Coast Guard.

But stronger competition has

dampened the highly-rated Wes
offense and penetrated their med-

iocre defense. Springfield beat
Wesleyan 3-1, and then Amherst

gained their first leg towards a

Little Three championship with
a 4-1 triumph over the weakening

Cards.

Williams will score against Wes-

leyan tomorrow and, backed by a

5-1 record, should be the favorite.

On the other hand, unless Wes-
leyan follows the lead of Spring-

field, it too will score. Springfield

had scored 29 goals In six games
before losliig to Williams; Wesley-

an's 22 goals are not far behind

this. But Williams handed Spring-

field their first shutout of the sea-

son, and would be glad to do the

same for their Little Three rivals.

In addlUon, when Springfield

allowed only four goals. Wesleyan,

in contrast, has allowed 14.

Offensive Struggle Looms
The game will turn out to be

one between two high-powered of-

fenses which have been muzzled
in their last few games. Williams,

touted though It be, has scored

only four goals In the past three

games.
Leading the Wesleyan offense

will be sophomore right In-

side Pete Sipples, who has already

scored eight times this year, and

veteran center-forward Bill
Needham, who has scored seven

times. When not scoring, the two

stars take turns feeding each oth-

er for shots. Also Instrumental In

setting up the two is Hans Heuer,

the hustling left Inside. The of-

fense is often built around the

wings (Dave Plske, Dick Duban-

oski) who bring the ball down the

sidelines and cross It to the middle

to set up Sipples and Needham.

Williams beat Wesleyan last

year, 5-0. The Ephs are a better

team with a better defense, and

should win; but, as Is always the

case In the late fall, this Is the

Little Three, and anything can

happen . .

.
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Post Season Bids
A significant contradiction stands out in the recent de-

cision to abolish participation in post-season athletic compe-
titions. While team participation is definitely disallowed, it

remains possible for individuals to accept invitations to post-

season tournaments, such as NCAA swimming or tennis. At
the same time, individual participation on an all-star team
has been ruled out.

The apparent reason for allowing individuals to compete
in NCAA tournaments is tliat they deserve both tlie honor
acknowledging their achievements during the regular season

and the opportunity to gain further recognition. Similarly, a
team may be so deserving, but the Administration has chosen
to draw a distinction here between team and individual per-

former (and a further distinction between all-star and NCAA
competition for the individual ) . The distinction is arbitrary and
artificial.

The fact of winning provides incentive and reward for ath-

letic effort, just as a gra(ie provides the same in the scholastic

field. Consequently, tournaments have been set up, like a

dean's list and academic prizes, to implement some degree of

reward for athletic superiority. Many of these tournaments,
including national (squash) and Eastern (track) and New
England (wrestling and swimming) championships, are placed
on the regular schedule for VVilhams teams. The trouble here
is that a weak squash team, for instance, may enter the Na-
tionals, whereas a basketball or soccer team rated high in the

New England standings is by the new ruling not allowed to

enter the only post-season tournament available for basketball

or soccer, namely the NCAA playoffs. This seems strictly un-

fair to a soccer or basketball team that deserves such a cmance
and has worked hard to get it.

Chi Psi Edges Beta For Football Crown;

Barber Interception, Goal-line Stands Crucial

Chl Psl scored two quick touch-

downs In the opening minutes of

play and afterwards made several

great goaUlne stands to defeat

Beta Theta Pi 12-6 Wednesday
afternoon for the college intra-

mural football championship.

The Chlpsles started the game
like a house afire. After their first

play failed, a Tim Baker to Har-

ry Hagey to Ron Banes pass put

the baU on the Beta four yard

line. On the next play, quarter-

back Al Mondell hit Herb Allen

with a pass In the left flat for the

score.

Barber Interception Crucial

The crucial point of the game
came four plays later with Beta

steadily moving deep Into Chl Psl

territory. Beta quarterback Bob
Klein had end "Llghthorse Har-

Lambert Cup Ratings
Amherst (6-0)
Lehigh (S-2)
Delaware (4 2)
Albright (S.e-I)
Bucknell (5-2)
Hofstrl (4-2)
Maine (5-0-1)
Susquehanna (6 1)
Trinity (4-11)
Weat Chester (5-2)

9 ) ptt.

8 9 pts.

7 3 pts.

6 S pts.

5 9 pts.

3 I pts.

3 pts.

2 5 pis.

I 9 pts.

I pts.

ry" Lee In the open on the next

play but his pass was too low.

Chl Psl halfback Joel Barber in-

tercepted Just In front of his goal-

line and ran It back almost the

length of the field before passing

to Mike Keating for the score.

Scoring two touchdowns within

the first minute, the game defin-

itely looked Uke a rout for the

Chlpsles.

However, Beta rallied on the

next series of downs to make the

score 12-6. After moving the

length of the field, Klein hit Lee

With a 20-yard pass in the left

corner for the score. For the rest

of the game. Beta moved across

mldfield almost at will and dom-

inated the game offensively but

they were unable to again cross

the opponents' goal, as the Chlp-

sles stopped Beta drives on the 2,

10, and 20 yard lines.

This was the third consecutive

year that Beta and Chl Psl met in

the finals and Chi Psl, by winning

this year, took the rubber match

of the series. Beta won last year

30-6 while Chl Psl won In 1959.

Both teams finished the season

with Identical 9-1 records.
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The pullover shirt

with no handicap

This new knitted shirt of 100%
nylon is magnificently tailored to

conform to natural body lines.

Its comfortable good looks

and swing-free action brings out

the best in you at work or play.

Banlon oomea in 12 colors.

|Mb Short sleeves $5.95

^P^' Long sleeves $6.96

-ARROW-
From the

"Cum Laude Collection"

OF WILLIAMSTOWN
131 COLE AVE.
T«I.GL 8-4412

Whara William*
Men Shop At
Tho RIGHT
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Gridders Defeat Wesleyan, 140;

Gordon, Chapman Tally For Purple

TOO LATE — Wesleyan's right end crashes in to nail Willioms' quarterback
Bruce Grinnell (20), but only offer the Eph southpaw hod shoveled the
boll off to his right holf Tim Goodwin (211 speeding around end.

By Dave Goldberg
Youth always helps rejuvenate

a football team, but experience

wins ball games. Seniors Bruce
Grinnell and Rawson Gordon
proved this point Saturday as they

came through In the clutch twice

to spark Williams to a 14-0 win

over Wesleyan.
Grinnell completed only 4 of 11

passes, but two of them were in-

strumental in the win. The first

came at 7:55 of the first period

after the Ephs had driven from

their own 44 to the Wesleyan 9.

Paced with a third down and goal

to go situation, Grinnell faded

back and hit Gordon, who had
cut across the middle from his

Rock-n-RollDance

Scheduled Friday

LONNIE YOUNGBLOOD
Baxter Hall will again pulsate

with the driving rhythms of rock

and roll when "Lonnie Young-

blood and the Redcoats" wail out

the first note Friday night at 8:00.

The group, sponsored by the

Freshman class, has been popu-

lar on the eastern college circuit,

appearing with name stars, such

as Chuck Berry at Amherst two

weeks ago.

Their leader, Lonnie Youngblood,

who looks somewhat like an ivy-

league Frankie Lymon, specializes

on the saxophone. He is backed

by base, guitar, drums, and piano,

a successful formula for produc-

ing "twistable" music. The group

is from New York, and despite

their name prefer to appear in

black coats.

Bill Burnett, campus rock and
roll entrepreneur, stated that "al-

though this group Is little-known

nationally as yet. they have scor-

ed successes at Amherst, Wesley-

an, Middlebury and should satis-

fy any connossieur of fine music

at Williams."
The dance, set In motion by the

Class of '65 to fill the entertain-

ment gap on feWay night, will

begin Immediately after the pep

rally. Free beer will be on hand,

and tickets only |3,00 per couple.

left end position at the five. The
wiry Southerner had no one near
him when he caught the pass, and
raced into the end zone untouch-
ed for the first score.

The second Grinnell-G o r d o n
completion came early in the

fourth quarter. With fourth down
and four yards to go at the Wes-
leyan 16, the Eph quarterback
called the same play that had
succeeded early in the game. This
time it worked for 11 yards and a
first down at the 5. Two plays

later. Bill Chapman smashed over

from the 3 for the clinching tal-

ly.

The two middle periods were
filled with smashing, if somewhat
dull line play. Although Wesleyan
moved the ball more than it had
been expected to do against the

strong Eph defense, the Cardinals

never threatened seriously. With
Dan Crowley, Mike Reily and Gor-
don anchoring the Williams line,

Wesleyan penetrated only as far

as the Williams 35, after an Eph
first down try had failed at the 40.

The Cardinals were even worse

off when they took to the air.

Quarterbacks John DriscoU, Steve

Humphrey and Bob Schick could

hit on only one of eight attempts.

Nonetheless, Williams had its

troubles. After a 56 yard march

Continued on Page 6, Col. I

Carnegie Corp. To Support
Forward Planning Committee

The Carnegie Corporation of New York has recently announced a $50,000 grant to support tlie

work of the recently estahlished Future Planning Committee.
Tlie committee is charged with the orderly evolution of jilans and projects in the long-range

development of the College. The Carnegie grant will allow latitude of action to study present
|3r(jgranis and possible alternatives, to gather data, to employ visiting consultants, and to pro-
vide for release of members of the staff invoh'ed.

Chapel Committee To Submit Study

For January Meeting Of Trustees
The 14 member Student Faculty Committee on Compul-

soiy Chapel has set Januiuy as the deadline for conclusion of its

study. It wants to be able to ))rcscnt its completed recommenda-
tion to die Trustees before their first meeting of the new year.

Chaplain John D. Eusden
Chairman of the Committep, em-
phasized that the group would
spare no effort in its attempt to

consider the complex problem. Tlie

Committee will thus hold weekly

meetings in order to achieve max-
imum speed.

Subcommittees have been es-

tablished to study independently

various aspects of the problem.

Eusden said that the Committee
intends to call in consultants, vet-

eran faculty for example, to study

the history and evolution of the

chapel situation over the years.

Rik Warch Appears
The first outside consultant to

appear before the Committee was
Rik Warch '61, last year's Chap-
el Board President. Warch dis-

cussed the results of the inquiry

into compulsory chapel conducted

last spring by the Board.
Statistically, the questionnaire

elicited negative responses from
92.4 per cent of the respondents

(more than 50 per cent of the

student body) to the question as

to whether the service at the

Thompson Memorial Chapel was
a "meaningful" religious ex-

perience." Nor, according to 85.3

per cent of those answering, could

chapel, "be made a more mean-
ingful spiritual experience" in the

context of compulsory attendance.

On the other hand, 48.8 per cent

felt they would attend at least

one service a month at a College

Church featuring voluntary mem-
bership and attendance and a
continued guest-preacher pro-

gram.

James Lanigan Here;

Reform NY Democrat

Views City Prospects
A few ripples in the unruffled

academic pond resulted from
James Lanigan's visit to the

campus last Friday as he discuss-

ed politics from the viewpoint of

the man who unseated Carmine
DeSapio as Greenwich Village

Democratic District Leader.
Lanigan, a leader of the insur-

gent group which re-elected Rob-
ert Wagner to his third term as

New York's mayor after a bitter

primary battle with the Tamany
Hall machine, addressed political

science majors and the Williams
Young Democrats.
A practicing lawyer in his ear-

ly forties, Lanigan is deeply com-
mitted to the reformation of the
Democratic Party, which is the
only one in a major city to pre-
serve intact the 19th century
hackrun machine. He attributes

its persistence to the fact that
New York still remains a port of

entry for the underprivileged and
undereducated, formerly the Jews,
Italians, and Eastern Europeans,
now Puerto Ricans and Southern
Negroes.

|

Peeling themselves unable to

participate effectively in politics,

these minorities abdicate their re-

sponsibility to a ward or district

boss In exchange for the patron-
age and the largesse he distribut-

es. Continued on Poge 3, Col. I

Scheduled for early action are
a survey of the present physical

plant and the establishment of

priorities, a study of educational
relationships with neighboring in-

stitutions, and certain curricular
developments, including an ex-
pansion of offerings in astronomy
and in the behavioral sciences. Al-
so under review will be a possible

extension of the existing summer
program and tlio new admissions
policy announced in President
Sawyer's induction address.

Expressing gratitude for the
grant. Sawyer explained that it

will enable Williams "to examine
immediate questions about pres-
ent operations and to look be-
yond in the next few years to such
questions as the most fruitful

lines of evolution that a col-

lege of Williams' caliber should
think about as it faces the future.

It is long run, durable growth we
are after, not hurried changes."

Serving with the President on
the Future Planning Committee
are Doctors Vincent Barnett,

chairman of the Cluett Center;

Charles Compton, secretary of the

faculty; Paul Clark, research di-

rector of the Cluett Center; C.

Frederick Rudolph, professor of

history; James Clay Hunt, profes-

sor of English; David Park, pro-

fessor of physics; and Guilford

Spencer, chairman of the Facul-
ty Curriculum Committee.

'Josh' Sings At

Chapin Saturday

Student Publications - 'Balloon\ Xow\ 'Nexus' - Appear
Nexus Gives Opinions;

Appears Next Week
Red Balloon Includes

Poetry, Frosh Talent
College creative talent will get

its initial formal airing of the

year this weekend with the pub-

lication of the first issue of "The

Red Balloon," the student lit-

erary magazine. The issue will in-

clude a number of poems, a short

story, a mime, and a dramatized

scene from "Moby Dick".

All of the material in the mag-

azine this year is selected by a

student board, headed by Erik

MuUer. The other members of the

board are John Calhoun, Erik 01-

sen, Mike Scott, George Downing,

and Emil Kratovil. Alan Wilde of

the English Department serves as

faculty adviser.

"We are quite pleased with the

interest shown by the freshmen

class this year," Wilde stated.

"Our problem now is to see that

their talents stay in the direction

of writing before they get chan-

nelled In other directions. We are

particularly glad to have the

freshmen write because presum-

ably they will, contribute for the

next four years."

Muller said that the expanded

board of students Is designed to

"get closer to the people who are

writing. We try to track down

contributors and see that they

keep writing. We also want to get
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Simonds Plans ' Cow

'

ForAmherstWeekend
The forthcoming Purple Cow

will, according to editor Chris

Simonds '64, "give its readers an
opportunity to relive vicariously

the 'Dear Dead Days' when Wil-

Uams was a country club." "This

'Goode Olde Williams' issue," he

said, "will, accordingly, be dedica-

ted to the Willlamstown Police."

Featured in the issue, which will

be released from captivity Just be-

fore the Amherst game, Saturday

will be a collection of "Rare Old

Cartoons" and a "Journey Down
Mammary Lane" or "Weekend
Memories" photo essay, which, as

Simonds happily revealed, will be

"Drawn from the annals of Hol-

lywood via the infirm minds of

Bruce Friedman and Phil Gor-

don."

Simonds stated that the "Cow,"

contrary to its usual policy of a-

volding any stifling, guiding pur-

pose, has finally, if momentarily,

ferreted out a purpose worthy of

the magazine's prestige value.

"We of the old carefree Wil-

liams stamp," he said, "feel that

since the "Cow"' is about the on-

ly tradition Williams has left, it.

the "Cow," should assume the re-

sponsibility of eulogizing the
'Goode Olde Williams' before the

braiawashing begins."

"Nexus", Independent student

journal of political opinion, will

appear on campus next week in

its first 1961-62 issue. The new
format includes editorials, articles,

reviews, and poetry.

The primary elements of this

number are articles entitled "The
Guilt for World War HI," in

which Scott C. Mohr '62, advocat-

es unilateral disarmament on the

part of the United States, and
"The East-West Struggle: Why?
"in which Arthur Garfield Web-
ster '62 explores the misunder-
standings underlying the 'ir-

rational' Moscow-Washington
conflict.

Cm-rent controversial books rel-

evant to the general area of in-

ternational affairs and American
foreign policy provide the basis for

three other articles. Loosely term-

ed reviews, these contributions are

by Edward A. Volkman '62 on
Herbert L. Matthews' "The Cuban
Story,'' Glen A. Thurow '62 on
George Delf's "Jomo Kenyatta."
and John Jobeless '63 on A.J. Lelb-

ling's "The Press."

The editorial board of the new
"Nexus" consists of Prank Wolf
'62 and Morris Kaplan '63, as well

as Mohr. Thurow, and Jobeless.

JOSH WHITE

Josh White, renowned blues and
folk singer-guitarist, will be pre-

sented at Chapin Hall this Sat-

urday night at 8:00 by the Stu-

dent Union Committee. This will

be Josh's second appearance on

the Williams campus, having

drawn a capacity crowd for the

1960 Spring Houseparties concert.

The agelessly vibrant Negro art-

ist ranges widely in his selections,

from tender ballads, soulful blues,

spirituals, "chain gang'' laments

to folklore tunes - from nonsense

to protest.

Born in South Carolina, the son

of Baptist minister, Josh has
walked the highways of America
with his guitar. Now. with his re-

cords and concerts applauded ev-

erywhere, he has not lost his in-

sight Into the heart of man and
the troubles of this world.

Tickets ($3.50 couple. $2.00

stag) will be available through
fraternities at mealtime, at the

booth across from the Snack Bar
in Baxter Hall at lunch and din-
ner, at the door, or from any
member of the Student Union
Committee.



Theatre Review

:

* Summer House ' Elicits Regret
By Bill Prosser

Last Friday night a company
from Bennington presented a

strange play entitled "In The
Summer House," by Jane Bowles.

Chekhovian in mood, it deals with

people who might properly inhabit

the world of Tennessee Williams.

It Is a study in abnormality, de-

pendence, fear, and love. Unfor-

tunately, the 'precious' staging
and writing seem to keep us al-

ways at a great distance from the

characters. Chekhov and Williams

never merge. The most effective

scenes are those which break down
the uninspired poetic haze to con-

front us with real people. For the

most part, however, the characters

are creatures of embarrassed ob-

servation since we are seldom
drawn into the play of their em-
otions. We never understand or

sympathize.

Mother-Daughter Conflict

The play is mainly concerned

with two mother-daughter rela-

tionships. One mother is proud,

selfish, dominating. She nags her

daughter Molly, destroying the

girl's confidence. By marrying and
leaving Molly, the mother pushes
her daughter into marriage with

an ordinary, healthy boy. When
her own marriage fails, she re-

turns to try to break the fragile

tie between the young people. This
struggle reveal's the mother's hyp-
ocrisy to herself in a terrifying

and violently dramatic finish - the

most successful scene in the play.

The other woman is an alco-

holic whose ravings have more
character than her sober melan-
choly. Her daughter is an aggres-

sively uninliibited child close to

dementia, who avidly embraces ev-

erything she encounters.
When she attaches herself to Mol-
ly's mother, she is killed by Molly.

The drinking mother finally un-

derstands enough to urge Molly

to escape her dominating parent.

The play boasts two finely

drawn characters, the mothers,

who were played with subtlety,

expertise, and understanding. Hol-
land Taylor gave a strong per-

formance as the domineering
mother. In a terribly difficult role

she carried off the illusion with
conviction. Valarya Cliffton as the
weak mother was equally fine.

She overcame early difficulty In

projecting by coming forth with
clarity and sureness in the third

act.

Daughters Unsuccessful

The two daughters were not
nearly as successful, and for this

I would blame the author. Molly
is a perfect drip. I don't believe

she could exist, except in a strait-

jacket. Betty Aberlin managed to

give her some maturity as the
play progressed, but her perform-
ance was primarily surface ten-
sion. One expected her to explode
at any moment. The part Is a dif-

ficult one to play with under-
standing. The other girl is equal-

ly strange. Her excess enei'gy mak-
es one think of a Bennington girl

imitating a Smithie. One must
admire Deborah Dupee's enthusi-

asm and spirit in the role, but I

must admit that I was rather hap-
py when she was finally pushed
off the cliff by Molly.

The presentation here was de-
cidedly inferior to that at Benn-
ington several weeks ago. A play

with poor construction was paced
with dreadful slowness here. At
Bennington the poverty of con-
struction was not so obvious. In

fact, the only thing that gave it

unity here was the audience's con-
tinuous attendance for more than
two hours.
Scenes Quietly Acted

In addition, the cast had
trouble projecting here. Most

Continued on Page 5, Col. 5

MUSIC HALL. TROY, FRIDAY EVt, NOV. I7TH AT 8:10,

DICK SCHORY and liU

PERCUSSION POPS

ORCHESTRA of 19 Muiielans Ploying 119 Initrumenti

In Program including RCA Victor Record Favorites

"PORTRAIT IN JAZZ" "SLAUGHTER ON lOTH AVENUE
"HOLIDAY FOR PERCUSSION" "BOLERO DIABLO"

TICKET PRICES $3.O0-$2.S0-$2.O0

Moil Reservation and Check to

TED BAYLY, 74 EAGLE ST., TROY, N. Y.

Old Spice Products

Available at

HART'S

DRUG STORE
GL 8-4102
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THANKSGIVING AT THE WALDORF-ASTORIA

Spend Thanksgiving weekend at New

York's "Palace on Park Avenue"-and en-

joy the city in its festive, holiday mood.

Feast to your heart's content in any one

of the Waldorf-Astoria's many restaurants

where you'll find atmosphere and food to

match your gala mood. Conveniently lo-

cated to all shops, theatres, museums.

STUDENT RATES
$8.00 per person, 1 1n a room

$6.00 per person, 2 In a room

$5.00 per person, 3 In a room

Reserve your room Ihrough any

Hilton Reservation Service or

write direct to Miss Anne Hill-

man, Director of Student Rela-

tions, The Waldorf-Astoria.

Conrad N. Hilton, Prnldtnt • 301 Park Ave,, New York 22. ILl.

haskell
the Schaefer bear

£.
V:

'^

Schaefer never leaves you stranded after

a glass or two -because Schaefer is the one
beer to have when you're having
more than one.

teiiAOT» aatwiwa, mw youk «ho AieAirr. w.y., tLtvtiAiio, ohio



Lanigan Lectures On N. Y. Politics
Continued from Poga I, Col. 4

The Other problem confronting
reformers on the local level Is the
apathy of the comfortable middle
class. Taken together, these fac-

tors explain why the insurgents

have thus far confined their ef-

forts to Manhattan.

The old-style Democratic clubs

me hierarchical and operate from
li closed membership, often eth-

Plan now for your

^^BERMUDA
College Week

1962
bigger, busier,

better than ever!

f Informal welcoming dance to start
the (un.

o College Day at the Beach . . . the
biggest beach party of the year,

e All-day cruise to historic St.
Georgo. Luncheon, Calypso music,
Gombey Dancers.

• Round Robin Tennis Tournament
• College Week Golf Competition.

• College Talent Revue.

• Fun Festival with jazz concerts,
choral groups, dance contests.

• Barbecue Luncheon.
• Sightseeing.

• Special Golf and Tennis Trophies.

ALL YOURS AT NO CHARGE

The BERMUDA
Trade Development Board

620 Fifth Av«., New York 20, N. Y.

nlcally based. The new clubs, such
as Lanlgan's, are open to all, and
operate democratically and con-
stitutionally In policy and nom-
ination matters.
Lanigan sees the hope of the

reformers In their ablUty to pro-
mote public works - housing pro-
jects, schools - and thereby win
the support of voters, contending
that patronage is outmoded and
that party-hacks who operate the
old clubs have never been Inter-
ested in such projects.
However, any attempts to reform
New York politics are liable to
founder on the archaic and un-
manageable government structure
in the city. The city's autonomy is

circumscribed on all sides by a
Republican legislature that char-
acteristically harbors a deep an-
tipathy to downstate affairs. Thus,
policy decisions on everything
from revenue to the dating of
milk products are made by Albany.

Lanigan expressed the opinHJu
that Wagner, deeply affected by
the criticism leveled at him during
the campaign is committeed to

supporting the reform effort and
writing a record on which he can
run against Sen. Keating in 1964.

Although a charter change that
goes into effect in 1963 will give
the Mayor some Increased power,
the city administration is still

encumbered by unnecessary juris-

dictions and incompetent politi-

cally-appointed employees which
were frozen into the structure by
civil service.

PreHminaryWarnings

Out; 40% Of Frosh

Get Danger Signals
Last Wednesday, approximately

40 per cent of the Class of '65

received preliminary fresh-
man warnings. In their first real
encounter with the Williams
marking system. In all. 128 fresh-
men were warned of failure or
near-failure, as of October 27, in
a total of 197 classes. Thirty-sev-
en E-warnings were Included In
these figures, about normal for a
freshman class and comparable to
last year's totals - 139 frosh with
183 subject-warnings.

The greatest difficulties for the
freshmen seemed to be in Math
101, KnglLsh 101, Chem 101 and
Physics 103 accounting collective-

ly for one-half the total number
of subject-warnings.

According to Dean of Freshmen
Harlan Hanson, however, these
warnings are merely an "inform-
al "notification of what is expec-
ted of the freshmen, as contrasted
to the more "formal" school-wide
warnings issued in November.
They are not as accurate a mea-
sure of achievement as the for-

mal warnings since few hour tests

have been given by October 27.

In addition, a long freshman
warning list does not necessarily

imply a long failure list in Jan-
uary. While there are always a

few students who go on to "real

trouble," according to Dean Han-
son, "most seem to .see what is

expected of them and do quite

well later on."

Williams To Offer Summer Course

In Liberal Arts For Businessmen
It has often been said that the

need for specialization In Ameri-
can Society has resulted in a

sacrifice of perspective, especlaily

for the businessman. In an etiott

to give executives a wider scope
and broader viewpoint on their

world, Williams is currently of-

ferhig a concentrated eight-week
summer program In the liberal

arts.

Running from July 2 through
August 24 next year, the $2400
course seeks to "sharpen aware-
ness transcend the communi-
cations barriers . . . broaden Indi-

vidual Interests" of businessmen
in their society.

Five Courses
Each executive takes five cour-

ses on American Culture based on
"intensive reading and study".

These include:

Problems of American Political

Development.
American Philosophy, Religion

ind Ethics.

American Art and Literature.

Problems of American Economic
Development

Special Studies In American
History and Culture.

In the seventh week, all five

courses will focus on the urban
sommunity and. In the eighth, on
oroblems of foreign policy and
world affairs.

Nature of State

Professor Vincent Bamett
'eaches the course in "Political

Development," which, among oth'

LUCKY STRIKE
presents;

uiCKYimms "HOMECOMING
WEEKEND"

'Wow!
Is the team
ever fired up

I
for tf}/s game!"

"Get on ttie float

committee, you said

nothing to it, you
said. .. a breeze,

you said. .

."

omm

WHAT DOES AN OLD GRAD LIKE BEST ABOUT HOMECOMING? Next to shaking

hands, he likes reminiscing. About fraternity parties, girls, sorority parties, girls,

off-campus parties, girls— and, of course, about how great cigarettes used to

taste. Fortunately for you, Luckies still do taste great. (So great that co!leg«

students smoke more of them than any other regular cigarette.) Which shows

that the important things in college life stay the same. Parties. Girls. Luckies.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some fosfe for a changel

0«.nck Product oj dfnit/^%*Me<vn,J<mtKto-<jmu><iM-- tAmetto- it tmr miJiU

er things, deals with the •'broad

development of typically Ameri-
can Ideas with respect to the nat-

ure of the state." It also plumbs
the profundities of the "role of

government in a constitutional

democracy." and the "function of
American political institutions."

"Philosophy, Religion and Eth-
ics" under Professor John
Chandler will delve into "the social
implications and consequences of
the major American philosophical
and religious movements," with a
later study of the problem of
forming and ethic "adequate to
the demands of a business socie-
ty."

Professors Stoddard and Oifford
conduct problngs into key figures
in the history of American art and
architecture and literature with
"an exploration of the basic lang-
uages" of these media.
"American Economic Develop-

ment under Professors Gates and
Clark examines such problems as
rates of economic growth, depres-
sion, inflation, trade policy and a
host of issues.

Finally, "History and Culture-
probes history and culture with
various experts on history and
culture. Topics under scrutiny in-
clude "Westward movement, mus-
ic in America, history of technol-
ogy, and problems of foreign pol-
icy and national security."

Each mentor has attended the
courses of the other instructor
with the aim of weaving the five

courses into a cohesive whole.

Frosh Dance, Rally

On Amherst Weekend
A rally, a dance, and an all-

night party are part of the Fresh-
man Council plans for Amherst
Weekend, according to Freshman
Social Chairman Chuck Johnson.
Friday night a short rally will

be held for all freshman teams
in the frosh quad just before the
varsity rally scheduled for 7:30.
The freshmen will sponsor an

all-college dance in the Student
Union following the rally. Music
will be by the Redcoats, a five-

piece combo from New York. Tick-
ets are $2.00 per couple.
A freshman dance will follow

the Josh White concert Saturday
night. The Shades will provide
music In the Student Union till

midnight. Tentative plans call lor
an all-night party in a house rent-
ed by the class, or a party in the'
Rathskeller, after the dance.

'Red Balloon'
Continued from Page' I, Col. 2

to know these people and get lliem
interested, particularly in the bus-
iness of putting out the magasttne.
The less attractive aspects of
pubhcation, such as advertising
and distribution have to be done."
MuUer explained that he 'and

Downing, as the only remaining
members of last year's staff, had
chosen the new members this year
not because they had contributed
to the magazine in the past but
because they are good critics.

PRESSURED^

1^51
So busy that yo!' can't bother
with career planning until gradu-
ation day 7

A career in life insurance sellino
may be right in your line. It offers
many benefits—among them:

• No limit on earnings

• A business of your own

Take the time now, to talk wllfi

the head of our college unit
about an absorbing future in
the life insurance business.

RICHARD W. SWETT
St. Anthony Holl

GL 8-921

1

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
• Cife Ineurance Company

of Philadelphia



Students Ponder Fraternity System

Rushing Committee,

Treasurers Council

Undertake Inquiries

Appointment by President Saw-
yer of the Angevlne Fraternity

Committee has led organizations

conducting affairs relevant to the

social system to extensive re-eval-

uations. Reports to the committee
are now In preparation by the

Treasurers Council and the Rush-
ing Committee.

The Treasurers Council, com-
posed of the fifteen house treas-

urers, has met with Charles A.

Foehl, College Treasurer, and Sid-

ney Chisholm, Director of Dining

Halls to discuss common finan-

cial problems. Peter Pitts, presi-

dent of the Council, commented,
"We are moving to try to cen-

tralize the economic power of the

fraternities as far as hiring con-
tractors and Student Union spend-

ing.

"Amherst fraternities run under
an efficient "house manager" sys-

tem with a central office in the

administration to act as a clear-

ing-house for financial affairs.

Such a system incorporated on
this campus would allow volun-

tary association for collective con-

trol over bids for such services as

snowplowing, fuel oil, lawn mow-
ing, garbage collection, and food

supplying.

"Inherent Power"

"This would result in lower rat-

es for all houses, and a boycott

would be effective on any contrac-

tor or service trying to jack up
prices and pad bills. This inher-

ent power has always resided in

the fraternity system, but has not

been utilized."

Rushing Report

Bob Henry, president of the

Rushing Committee, said that

their statement will probably be

In form of a critique of rushing

and the effects of it on other areas

of the social system. One report

has already been given, a statisti

cal summary on this fall's rush.

Henry commented, "This evalu-

ation is the job of each year's

Rushing Committee, not an in-

novation. Our report will prob-

able be aimed specifically at the

Fraternity Comm., but if any re-

vision in the present setup is

thought advantageous it will be

made public by the need for pre-

sentation to the Social Council

and College Council for approval."

Fraternity Committee

Is Preparing Report

On Social System
The Social Committee on Fra-

ternities, under Chairpian Pete
Thoms, '62, has begun to formu-
late a report on the fraternity

system as it exists at Williams
College. Tlielr approach to the
problem consists of three parts:

a criticism of the present system,
Recommendations for its improve-
ments, and a listing of the bene-
fits of the system.

The committee plans to compile
a list of criticisms based on in-

formation gathered from past is-

sues of the "Record," the spring
petition of last year, and the views
of non-affiliates, fraternity mem-
bers, faculty, and administration,
as well as the Faculty Committee
on Fraternities. A discussion of
the whole list, in order to deter-
mine the validity of the views ex-
pressed, will then be held In the
Social Council.

The second phase of the plan
will include the soliciting of the
houses to obtain as many sugges-
tions as possible for Improving the
current system. The committee
will then discuss and review this
list, incorporating It into their fin-

al report.

Part three of the program will

consist of listing the benefits of

the system. The statement of
house opinion prepared by Phi
Gamma Delta, views of members
of other fraternities, and opinions
Of the committee members will be
lised to compile this final listing.

Talbot Brothers. Famous Calypso Ensemble, Perform

In Folk Concert At Zeta Psi Saturday Evening

THE WILLIAMS RECORD .
WED., NOV. 15, 1961 a|

From Ictt to right, Austin, Ross, Archie, Dick, Mondy and Roy,

broted Talbot Brothers, playing at Zeto on Saturday.

Saturday night promises to pre-

sent the grassroots set with a sur-

feit of folk music. In addition to

the Josh White Concert at Cha-

pin, Zeta Psi is sponsoring The
Talbot Brothers of Bermuda, well

known exponents of the calypso

style.

the cele-

Originol Water Color

Sketches of Local Scenes

Available at

Marge's

Gift Shop

Colonial Shopping Center

The six-man group will appear

from nine o'clock on. Admission

will be $1.50 couple and $1.00 stag.

Among the exotic sights visible

for this nominal fee will be the

instrument wielded by Brother

Roy, the "dog-house". Construct-

ed from an old packing case, It

vaguely resembles a crude bass

violin, except that it has only one

s t r i n g—made out of ordinary

fishing line.

MOHAWK
Phone MO 3-9283.

N. Adams I
3 DAYS ONLY STARTING FRIDAY

Friday One Performance at 7:30
Sot. and Sun. Cont. 1 :00 to 10:30

A filnn that does not shield you from the

Truth! She gave him more than herself

. ,. . . his manhood.

MARIA SCHELL/STUART WHITMAN m

"The Mark" in cinemascope

,nd ROD STEIGER
as Doc McNally

, RAYMOND STROSS-
SIDNEY BUCMMAN ProOucton

D...ct«d b/ GUY GREEN
A Conl"-ltfl'

Oistrtbutinq. Inc Reie.i3>

Cofeature! "BREAKOUT" with Richard Todd

plui tax

Old Spice quality in a new hair tonic

• Keeps hair handsomely groomed— all

day • Fights dandruff • Moisturizes— pre-

vents dryness • Guaranteed non-greasy

0/dofiIce \ HAIR TONIC
SH ULTON

OnCair$us
with

{Aulhor of "Barefoot Roy With Cheek", "The Many
Loves ofDolne (,'illis", etc.)

IT'S LATER THAN YOU THINK 1

All year long you've been ijronii.sinR yourself to go there. Now
the semester is nearly over and you still haven't set foot in the

place. Shame on you

!

But it's not too late. Riglit now, this very minute, before

you wealjen, lift u|) your head and forward march to the place

you have been avoiding ever since school began. I refer, of

course, to the library.

Now here you are at the library. That w;asn't so bad, was

it? Of course not! Go in.side. What do you .see? A sign that says

"NO SMOKING." Go outside. Light a Marlboro. Smoke.

Go back inside.

Because now you are ready. Now your trembling resolution

is rigid. Now your jniLsing psyche is serene. You have been

calmed by mild Marlboro, ^'ou have been sooUkhI l)y that fine

selectrate filter, by that fine full flavor that dotes and pampers

and caresses, that lifts the fallen, repairs the shattered, straight-

ens the bent, unravels the knotted, rights the askew, and

fastens the unbuttoned. '

In the center of the library you see the main circulation de.sk.

Look in the card catalogue for the lunnber of the book you
want, write the nunilier on a slip, and hand it to the efficient

and obliging young lady at the desk. The eflleient and obliging

young lady then gives the slip to an efhcient and obliging page

boy who trots briskly back into the stacks, curls up on a limp

leather encyclopedia, and sleeps for an hour or two. Then,
puffy but refreshed, ho returns your slij) to the cfTicient and
obliging young lady at the desk, who tells you one of throe

things: a) "Your book is out." b) "Your book is at the bindery."

c) "Your book is on reserve."

Having learned that the circulation desk liasn't the least

intention of ever parting with a book, let us now go into the

periodical room. Here we spend hours sifting through an im-

posing array of magazines— niagiizines from all the far corners

of the earth, magazines of every nature and description—but
though we search diligently and well, we cannot find Mad or

Playboy.

''%'^imJormlkm?

Next let us venture into the reference room. Here in thia

hushed, vaulted chamber, wo find the true scholars of the
university—earnest, dedicated young men and women who care
for only one thing in the world: the pursuit of knowledge.

Let us eavesdrop for a moment on this erudite couple poring
over heavy tomes at the corner table. Hush! She speaks:

SHE: Whateha readin', hey?

HE: The Origin of Species. You ever road it?

SHE: No, but I seen the movie.

HE: Oh.

SHE: You like readin'?

HE: Na.ah.

SHE: Wlintdoyouliko?
HE: Hockey, licorice, girls, stuff like that.

SHE: Me too, hey.

HE: You pinned or anything?

SHE: Well, sort of. I'm wcarin a fellow's motorcycle
emblem . . . But it's oidy plalonic.

HE: Wanna go out for a smoke?
SHE: Marlboro?

HE:V\liatelse?

And a.s our learned friends t.ake their leave, let us too wend
our way homcw.ard-a trifle weary, perhaps, but enlightened
and n-ncwed and better citizens for having spent these happy
hours in the library, Aloha, library, aloha!

<D 1961 Max ShulDUn
* *

The makera of Marlboro, irho sponsor this column, could
urlle i-oliimcs about another one of their line products—
the unnilered kinn-Kize Philip Morris Commander—but
we II only tell j/oii this: Take a leaf from our book. Enjoy a
Commander today.



Cardinal Frosh Take
Ephs In Soccer, 4-1
A powerful Wesleyan freshman i Having defeated the Amherst

soccer team proved Its "Little freshmen by the same margin, the
Three" supremacy by downing the Cardinals opened fast and furl-
WlUlams frosh 4-1 Saturday, at ously, scoring their first goal in
Middletown.

FOR

HAIRCUTS

WILLIAMS

MEN

KNOW

IT'S

the early minutes of play. At one
half minute of the second quarter,
however, right wing Ken Ryder,
who together with Dave Wilson
and Ron McGlynn sparked the of-
fense all day, scored the equalizer
with an assist by left inside Mc-
Glynn. Wesleyan roared back be-
fore the half-time to recapture
the lead on a tally by their right
Inside Sharpe, an Englishman
whose name and ability are well
matched. Not a team to let down,
Williams outplayed their rivals in

the third period. However, a Wes-
leyan marker, coupled with a
fourth quarter goal by the fast-

breaking and hard-kicking Sharpe
ended the day's scoring.

Statistics show that this game
was not as one-sided as the score
might indicate. Each team took
fourteen shots and each had five

corner kicks. In addition, two
goals by Ken Ryder which might
have changed the entire complex-
Ion of the game, were called back
by the field judges.

SHAGGY DOG*
REAL SHETLANDS

"flegd. Trademark

J. PRESS SHAGGY DOG® REAL SHETLAND SWEATERS

Finest Shetland Island wool, hand-frame knitted and

soft brushed in Scotland, crew necked. Sizes 34 thru

46 for Ladies and Men in eight colors. $14,50

Navy Black/Blue Gray Natural Green Lovat

Gorse Dark Gorse Light Natural Brown Heather

J. PRESS SHAGGY DOG® CABLE STITCH PVLLOVERS

Hand-framed crew neck pullovers, entirely cable stitch

knitted, of finest Real Shetland soft brushed wool.

Dark Gorse Light Natural Brown Heather

Priced at $18.50

Color IlUistraled Brochure Upon Request

262 YORK ST.
NEW HAVEN

NEW YORK

CAMBRIDGB

COAST TO COAST
TKAVEL EXHIBITS

HERE TOMORROW

Store* ot:—

262 York St., New Hoven

341 Madison Ave., New York

82 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge

Our Traveling Representative

MR. JOHN KENNEDY

Exhibiting

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16TH

AT D. U. FRATERNITY HOUSE
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Motorcyclists Form
Open Handling Trials

On Berlin Mt. Grade
Moving from dream Into reality,

the Williams College Motorcycle
Club, under the direction of soph-
omore Jon Harsch, is sponsoring
its first organized event since the
club's formation earlier in the
year. A two-mile uphill coui'se on
Berlin Mountain will be the site

for open competition handUng (or

"scrambling") trials, Saturday
morning, November 18, at 10:00
a.m.

The race will be Judged on the
basis of both time and individual
handling skill. There will be min-
or obstacles, and Judges will be
stationed at corners with score
sheets. Taking in part of the Old
Boston-Albany Post Road, the
course will run west over the Ber-
lin Pass Trail, and then north
along the Taconic Crest Trail.

Harsch expects to have about
30 machines competing, and he
will start them off in one-minute
intervals. Entrance will be free

and open to all Interested. Cur-
rently rated as favorites are
Woody Hartman, '63, and Dr. An-
drew Knowland, a WilUamstown
dentist.

The sei-vices of a small coterie

of Bennington girls have been
called upon to design posters and
to serve refreshments in the WOC
Ski Cabin after the race. The race
will be made possible through the
co-operation of the "Purple Cow",
the WOC, and Harry Haskins,
owner of the property being used.

Program Of Induction

Available To Students
The commemorative booklet of

President Sawyer's induction will

be available to the general pub-
lic today, Wednesday, November
15. H. Richard Archer, Custodian
of the Cliapin Library and mem-
ber of the Induction Committee,
was in charge of the booklet's pub-
lication along witli Freeman
Foote, Chairman of the Induction
Committee. Archer explained tliat

the pamphlet will contain the
Greetings of the Undergraduates,
the Alumni, and the Faculty, and
the Congratulations of Professor
Robert Lee Wolff of Harvard and
President A. Whitney Griswold of

Yale. Also included is the actual
dialogue of the induction cere-

mony, the granting of a Litt. D.
degree to Wolff and a LL.D. de-
gree to Griswold, and President
Sawyer's address.

The Alumni Office is mailing a
copy to all alums, all parents of
students, all living recipients of
honorary degrees from Williams
College, all faculty, and all the
delegates to the induction cere-

mony. Archer said, "Any student
who wants a copy may pick one
up in the President's Office."

Football All-Stars
Continued from Page 6, Col. 4

ers from last year's squad. Stew-
ard and Sullivan are repeaters on
the defensive team, while Klein
was recognized this year for his

offensive leadership and passing.

Fourth member of the elite group
is George Mayer of TDX who led

his team to six straight victories

during the season.

Cont. Dally 1 :00 to 10:30

li'l!l!lllll

Theatre North Adams

TODAY Thru SAT.

"THE HUSTLER"

Paul Newman
Piper Laurie

Jackie Gleason

At: 2:00, 5:10, 8:30

Also! "Purple Hills"

Soon! "Paris Blues"

wijh Paul Nevyman

and Joanne Woodward

SPECTATORS —
Wandering REC-
ORD photographer
Stove Wilion snap-
ped tiiis picture of

Willioms' President

John Sowyer and
newspaper editor

Stew Davis con-
versing while wat-
ching Williomt
blank Wesleyan in

varsity soccer.

A MUSICIAN AND A MONKEY — Wosleyon fans h

at Saturday's football gome, but noise was provided

McGeary, trombonist in the Williams Marching Band,
tied but atavistic Wes cheerleader.

ad little to cheer about
by such men as Dove
and ????, on unidenti-

CRASH! — The EQV fraternity house at Wesleyan constructed on effigy,

the main feature of which was o half-destroyed automobile, painted purple.

Sunday morning Wilson found the car being further demolished by a girl

who admitted under questioning that she goes to Bryn Mowr College.

WRONG! - The
Wesleyon Chi Psis

constructed on ef-

figy, pictured ot

the right, which
predicted "udder
destruction" for

Williams. Using
the vorsity foot-

ball gome as a
yardstick, one
must assume that
the cow reacted vi-

olently and booted
the cordinol lurk-

ing behind her.

Chandler Gives Sermon On Death Of God,

Explore The Abyss Of Meaninglessness
"Our nothing, who art in noth-

ing, nothing be thy name." Thus
does a character in Hemingway's
"A Clean Well-Lighted Place" ex-

press tile sense of doubt and
meaninglessness which has come
to characterize the attitudes of

many modern minds.
Professor John Chandler, chair-

man of the Williams Religion De-
partment, explored the abyss of

meaninglessness in his chapel ser-

mon Sunday night. Quoting Nietz-

sche's Ugliest Man, Chandler
pointed out tliat many men have
murdered God in order to assu-

age their guilt at their own inad-

equacy.
Meaningless Vacuum
However, the death of God leav-

es a vacuum of meaninglessness

which causes us to doubt the sig-

nificance of all human life. Men
come to doubt the relevance of

the past, and are Immersed in a

"chasm of discontinuity." Tradi-

tional values no longer offer a

live option to many people today.

Alienated and displaced from
the spiritual heritage of the past,

we must seek "new conditions of

purposiveness for our lives". Ac-
cording to Chandler, "every reli-

gion is made up of human re-

sponses to our apprehension of the

divine." Religious values must be
re-interpreted in terms of person-

al and historical experience: "We
must acknowledge that we are not
only alienated from the past but
from the god of the past.''

In addition, modern man is los-

ing his faith In the future; a be-

lief in the automatic, redemptive
character of the future has sus-

tained many people throughout
the past hundreds of years. How-
ever, Chandler points out that
"the fruits of technological prog-
ress have been often bitter and
may yet prove to be fatal."

Increasing knowledge of the
world has also failed to be very
comforting: "As we come to know
more about the world, we feel

more alienated rather than more
at home." The result of this fail-

ure of faith in the future is the
narrowing of our aspirations and
the creation of an interim ethic.

Chandler remarked. "We drink
copiously at the well of pleasure
before the waters are poisoned
with radioactive dust."

Drama Review
Continued from Page 2, Col. 2

scenes were quietly acted. In par-
ticular. I might ask: Why must all

boy-girl relationships in the thea-
tre today be played as if both
participants were trying to con-
ceal bad breath?

The play also failed because of

the nature of the Williams aud-
ience. The strangeness of the fe-

male relationships made the male
I audience uncomfortable. And be-

I

cause of the separation of observ-
er from action, the result was
laughter instead of understanding.
In many ways our audiences are
more sophisticated than New York
audiences. They are certainly more
cynical. Unfortunately. I think the
actors sensed this. There was an
"oh my God why are they laugh-
ing" air in the performance. The
play ran away from the actors
because the audience frightened
them. What Williams students
need is a powerful play to knock
the guts out of them and get be-
neath the veneer which separates
them from the rest of humanity.
"In The Summer House" is not
this kind of play, but this obser-

I vation Is not so much criticism as

lit is regret.



Timely Passing, Tight Defense Spark 14-0 Win

Williams Soccer Squad Blanks Wesleyan, 3-0

Grinnell Hits Gordon

With 2 Key Passes
Continued from Page I, Col. 2

for a touchdown the first time

they had their hands on the ball,

the Ephs could not move. Wesley-

an used a six man line with shoot-

ing linebackers, which limited the

Williams ground attack. The red-

dogging also made Grinnell rush

his passes, several of which missed

open men.
Much of the credit for the Wes-

leyan defensive effort has to go

to its co-captains, guard Jim
Dooney and tackle Al Erda. The
only starters back from last year's

good team, they are probably a-

mong the best small college line-

men In New England. Offensively,

they haven't been able to make up

for mediocre support, but defen-

sively, they can cause anyone

trouble. Williams found that out

Saturday.
After almost three quarters of

trying to run through Dooney and

Erda, the Ephs began to get bet-

ter ideas - run around them, or

better yet, run where they didn't

have a chance to stop the ball

carrier - on the other side of the

field. On the last play of the third

quarter, Tim Goodwin put this

theory into practice. Taking a

punt on his own 29, the fleet

sophomore raced 40 yards down

the right sideline to the Cardinal

31. ^^
After Goodwin's run, the Ephs

went back to earher ways. Three

plays later, with the help of an

offside penalty against Wesleyan,

and a forward fumble which soph

guard Quentln Murphy recovered

for additional yardage, Williams

had barely eked out a 1st down on

the 21. Three more plays got the

Ephs five yards before Grinnell

hit Gordon tor the crucial fourth

down completion. Two more run-

ning plays, and Chapman had his

clinching touchdown.
Chapman, playing at full-

back for the third straight game,

led the limited Eph attack with

44 yards in 12 carries. Goodwin,

who looked so good last week a-

gainst Union, was held to 21 yards

in 14 tries, but contributed the

crucial 40 yard punt return and a

two point conversion on the extra

point.

Coach Len Waiters gives credit

for the 5-2 record to team desire

and hustle. Before the season, the

Eph mentor claimed he was shoot-

ing for a 4-4 mark.

STATISTICS
Wmj Wes

First Powiu 12 7

Yirds RiishiiiR II') 107

Passes Altc'iupletl 13 8

Passes Complflcd _4 I

I'assinR Yardase 54 32

Passes Interc'-ptcd by 2 I

Filmblci Lost
PumiiiK Avrr.ipe 36.2 35.8

Yards Penali/f.l 25 50

Cards Top^ Ephs In

Cross-Country Test

By 13 Point Margin
The Williams cross country

team was outrun 22-35 by a well-

trained, strong-running Wesleyan
squad last Saturday afternoon at

Mlddletown. The Cardinal harriers

captured five of the top seven pos-

itions in a race over a hilly, 4.3

mile pavement course.

The Wesleyan superiority

brought them a seventh consecu-

tive Little Three title. MacKinnon
of Wesleyan covered the course in

the fast time of 22:09.5; Eph Cap-
tain Spike Kellogg followed, mat-
ching the rugged pace with a

22:53. Rick Ash just missed a third

place with a 23:07 time. John Kif-

ner (23:36), George Anderson (23:

50), and Skip Owiazda (23:51)

completed the top Eph runners.

1. MacKinnon (Wes.) _ 22;09.S
2. Kelloiri! (Wms.) _ 22:5J
!. Biiddinumn (Wes.) _ 22:59
4. Ash (Wms.) _ 23:07
5. Wesleuren (Wes.) _ 23:15
6. Brown (Wes.) _ 23:19
7. Russell (Wes.) _ 23:20
8. Kifner (Wms.) _ 23:36
9. Wilson (Wes.) _ 23:40
10. And-rson (Wms.) _ 23:50
11. Gwiaida (Wms.) _ 23:51
IJ. Muller (Wms.) _ 23:53
I). Dunn (W«.) _ 24:01
14. Teiprl (Wm.) _ 24:02
15. Schrader (Wr.) _ 24 19

16. Hiflund (Wfi.) _ 24:44
17. Rum (Wm.) _ 25:20
11. Fo«er (Wms) _ 2541
19. Murr«r (Wms.) _ 27:46

A HcADY PLAY — Eph left wing Jim Lawsing unsuccessfully bids to head
one by Wesleyan goalie Dick Dubonski in Soturdoy's 3-0 Willioms triumph.

Eph Eleven Trounces
Cardinal Frosh, 35-0

The Williams freshman football team gained the fir.st leg

of a Little Tliree title by overwhelming a hapless Wesleyan
squad, 35-0, Saturday at Wesleyan. The Ephlets had dropped
two in a row, while the Cardinal frosh had an impressive 3-1
record including a 18-7 triumph

Totten, Stanton, Lawsing Tally For Boaters

While Eph Backs Stifle Wes Offense
By George Opdyke

The Williams varsity soccer

team left the Wesleyan field Sat-

urday somewhat disenchanted

with its performance, but a 3-0

victor nevertheless. While the

better team won, the lopsided

score indicated nothing of Wes-

leyan's generally superior hustle,

unfulfilled scoring threats, and e-

qual share of ball control.

The final score and a marked
difference between the teams was

to be found In goal-area effective-

ness. On offense. Williams recov-

ered some of the close-in finesse

and productivity lacking in the

recent scoring famine. Meanwhile,

the Purple backfield invariably

slowed the Cardinal attack suf-

ficiently to provide time to set up

the best defense In New England,

and then kept Wesleyan's offense

at three quarter field or forced the

ball outside to the wings.

The statistics attest Williams'

goal front superiority: 16 goal

kicks, 3 corner kicks, 5 saves, and
21 shots for Williams, 12, 7, 9, and
16 for Wesleyan.
The tone of the game was set

half way through the first quar-

over the Amherst freshman.

Wesleyan received the opening
kickoff, but was unable to move.
Williams began their drive on
their own 42. The Ephlets moved
to the Cardinal 26. On a third

down and 3 situation halfback

Gordie Bussard took a pltchout

from quarterback John DlMlceli

and galloped through the left side

of the hne for 6 points.

Although Williams threatened

on four more occasions, penalties

proved a successful defense a-

gainst further Eph scoring in the

first half. Wesleyan during the

same time was unable to pick up
a first down as it gained only 15

yards on the ground and Its on-

ly completed pass of the day for

20 yards was fumbled away.

Leitz Goes 72 Yards

Williams received to open the

second half. With third down and
4 on the Ephlet 28 halfback Jim
Leitz carried the ball around right

end and used several key blocks

to advantage as he raced 72 yards

for the TD. The successful con-

version made it 13-0.

To add Insult to Injury Ephlet

end Dan Alolsi intercepted a Car-

dinal pass moments later and ran
it back 35 yards for another Eph-
let score.

As the fourth period got under-
way Williams was in possession

on the Wesleyan 46. Diminutive
scatback Ken Watson entered the

game. In his first rushing attempt
of the season, he went for 12

yards, and for 35 and a score on
his second Jaunt. John Jay's kick

again split the uprights to give

the Ephlets a 27-point lead.

Young Tosses 40-yard TD Pass

With only seconds left in the
game quarterback Jay Young saw
his first action of the afternoon.
On the first play from scrimmage
he found end Bob Browne all a-
lone in the end zone and tossed a
40-yard aerial for the touch-
down. Steve Kaagan ran success-
fully for the two points.

Wesleyan managed to amass
only three first downs in the en-
tire game and one of these result-

ed from a penalty. The Ephlet
line finally seems to have regain-
ed its first game prowess as it

held Wesleyan to a mere 37 yards
on the ground.

Lambert Cup
1. Amh-rjt (7-0) 10.0 pts.
2. Lehiph (6-2) 9.0 pts
3. AlbriRht (6-0-1) 6 7 pts.
4. D-U«art (4-3) 6.1 pts.
5. Hofsira (S-2) ,..., 4.7 pis.
S.Maine (7-0.1) 4.1 pn.
7. Bucknell (5-3) J.7 pn.
8. Susqu'hanna (741-1) 3.Opts.
9 West Chester (6-2)) 2. J pt«.

10. Williims (5.2) 1.4 pM.

©Iff liilltama Ifrnrii
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Four Repeaters On '61 Intramural Allstars;

Champion Chi Psi's Place Three On Squad
The intramural football cham-

pion Chi Psl's lead the "Record"
intramural football All-Star team
for 1961 with three members. Close

behind the Chipsies are KA, Beta
Gam and Phi Sig with two all-

stars apiece.

Playmaker Al Mondell, end Herb
Allen and rusher Tim Sullivan

were the key men this year in Chi
Psl's drive to the championship.
Sullivan's speed was especially ap-
parent In the championship game
against Beta as his great rush-
ing forced the key Intercep-

tion that led to the winning
touchdown.

Runner-up Beta was led this

season by Bob Klein, possibly the

best playmaker In the league,

and "Lighthorse Harry'' Lee, one
of the best ends and defensive
halfbacks. KA's basketball-
type offense was centered around
ends Dan Voorhees and Charlie
Dickson and they led the Kaps
into the semifinal playoffs. Defen-
sive powers Phi Gam and Phi Sig
were represented by Bob Stevens
and Dave Steward, and Murray
Ingraham and Dave Goldberg, re-
spectively.

Only four all-stars were repeat-
Continued on Poge 5, Col. 3

ter, when, following a lengthy and
fruitless offensive siege by the
Cardinals, Williams center half-
back John O'Donnell displayed a
half field of fancy footwork cul-
minating in a score by Mike Tot-
ten.

Despite Wesleyan coach Hugh
McCurdy's strategy of thickening
the defense alternatively with
high scoring insides Pete Sipples
(10 goals) and Bill Needham (7),

Williams scored again shortly be-
fore the half, when centerforward
Tom Stanton aggressively bodied
the ball into the nets.

At 14:35 of the third quarter, a
rapid fire sequence of shots pro-
duced the Ephs' final goal. Right
wing Skip Rutherford's blast off
a hapless Wesleyan fullback was
rebounded by Totten, whose shot
returned in a dribble to inside
Steve Chaberski, whose off the
side of the foot spinner w^ lean-
ed on by left wing Jim Ijawslng
for the score.

Williams had Its usual number
of near misses, but even these
were noteworthy for crisp penalty
area passing and shooting. Set
up beautifully by Lawsing. Perry
Gates socked one off the cross bar.
A goal by Rutherford was nullified
by off sides.

Special tribute was deserved by
several Ephmen. Workhorse Ruth-
erford led Williams with 9 shots
at the goal. Methodically consis-
tent fullback Bill Ryan, whose de-
fensive lapses this entire season
might be counted on one hand,
broke up the Redmen's attack at
several crucial points. Despite a
heavily bandaged leg and a kick
in the head, gutty goaltender Gor-
die Pritchett played a superb
game. And finally, the hustle and
spark of Improving substitutes
Chaberski and Totten bears men-
tion.

Nevertheless, the victory was
clearly a team effort. In fact, It

is Just because the team is so well

balanced and Integrated that It

will be surprising If the AU-Am-
erican caliber play of Rutherford,
Ryan, O'Donnell and John Ohly
be so recognized. None of these

stars can claim the status of "sore

thumb" standouts often needed to

attain national recognition.

"Thanks, Mr. Frobish-but I still think
I'd rather have CHESTERFIELDS!" IGAT^TTES

G™^Uc!il^^°S '"AKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES'.ggLWITH THE GRAND PRIX . .. pntpp TnnAv »,..^ INCESSANtLy'i
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Weekend Features Bacchanalian - Olympian Fetes
Jeffs, Ephs To Vie

For Little 3 Crowns

In Football, Soccer

Two Little Three crowns will be
ai stake tomorrow afternoon as
Williams and Amherst resume
their long rlvah-les In football,

soccer, and cross-country. This
Homecoming weekend at Williams
will find both varsity and fresh-
man squads doing battle.

Highlighting the weekend events
will be the varsity grid battle be-
tween the Lord Jeffs, currently
ranked No. 1 among small college
teams in the East, and the Wil-
liams Ephmen, who climbed up
into the No. 10 slot last week. Am-
herst, riding along on a 7-0 rec-
ord, is a definite favorite to win
its third straight Little Three ti-

tle and the coveted Lambert Cup,
but Williams (5-2) has surprised
many followers this season with
its sophomore-studded squad, and
may well do it again tomorrow on
Weston Field. Whether or not con-
fident Amherst "just keeps rollin'

along", the visitors will not find
Williams an easy hurdle.

The Eph soccer team goes into
Saturday morning's contest hop-
inet to avenge last year's 1-1 tie

with Amherst and to gain the
well-contested Little Three crown.
A Williams victory will probably
bring with it the Samson Cup.
presented annually to the best
soccer team in New England. Both
teams enter the match riding on
a three-game win streak, but the
Enhs have compiled a 6-1 record
while the Lord Jeffs have manag-
ed only a 4-3 season to date. Wil-
liams rates a slight favorite, but
the Amherst-Williams soccer con-
test invariably turns into a close

and well-played affair.

No Little Three crown Is at

stake in the cross-country, but
the favored Ephs will find stiff

competition in the Amherst team.

Eph quorterbock Doug Fearon, shown here finding a hole in the Union gome,
will be backing up regular QB Bruce O'/innell in fhe troditionol Amherst
bottle tomorrow.

Community Chest Falls Short Of Goal;

Drive Marred By Poster Damage
"Due to the efforts of indivi

dual house and freshman-entry
representatives, the College Chest
Fund, though falling short of its

$8000 goal, was markedly success-

ful this year,'' stated Eoger War-
ren, Fund Chairman. A total of

$5157 was amassed, a $2200 im-
provement over last year.

The Fund plans to allocate

sums to a small, carefully select

ed group of worthy charities. The
traditional 40 per cent, or $204i

will go to the Williamstown Boys
Club, and the remainder will b
divided between the World Uni-
versity Service, the National

Scholarship Service and Fund for

Negro Students, the American
Friends Service Committee,
Morningside Mission (sponsor of

Crossroads Africa), and the Wil-

liams-ln-Chlna program.

Faculty Not Yet Solicited

In deference to the W 1 1 1 i a m s-

town Community Chest Fund

Plimpton Cites Faculty Salary Increases

As Reason For Amherst Tuition Rise

Amherst College tuition will be
raised $150 dollars for the aca-

demic year 1962-63. According to

an article in The Amherst Stu-
dent, the Board of Trustees said

that the main reason for the in-

crease was "to provide more ade-
quate compensation for the fac-

ulty."

Other reasons cited were in-

creased prices of materials and
services used by the college.

In a letter to parents of Am-
herst students, President Plimpton
wrote, that while "we regret that
we must take this step," financial

assistance would be adjusted to

compensate for the tuition In-

crease.

All other charges such as room

and board, according to the art-

icle, will remain unchanged. Tui-

tion will now be $1300.

New Chaplain

The article also announced the

appointment of Dr. Lewis S.

Mudge as college Chaplain. Mudge
is presently secretary of the World
Alliance of Reformed Churches in

Geneva, Switzerland. He will re-

place Rev. David S. King, who
resigned as chaplain last spring.

Mudge received his bachelor's

degree summa cum 1 a u d e at

Princeton in 1951, and studied

from 1951 to 1954 as a Rhodes

Scholar at Oxford. He was ordain-

ed to the Presbyterian ministry

in 1955 and received his doctorate

of philosophy in 1961.

The Budapait String Quartet. From laft: Roiimon, A. Schneider, Kroyt, M.
Schneider. Review, page two.

Drive, the college Fund has not
yet approached the faculty for
contributions. It was felt that a
more auspicious time would inr
duce a greater amount of support.
Warren will send letters to fac-
ulty members either immediately
before or after Thanksgiving.

Publicity for the fund hit at the
Committee's belief that $10 was
not too much to ask of any stu-

dent as an individual donation.

Goals were set high in hopes that

this expectation would be fulfill-

ed. Separate compilations reveal-

ed the $2591 was given in cash,

$1443 was put on house bills, and
51123 was taken in the form of

pledges to be paid before Pebru-

iry 2, 1962.

Poster Destruction

Marring the drive this year was
the destruction of a large poster,

AJhich would have ranked com-
paratively the PER CAPITA con-

tributions of each fraternity and

each freshman entry. "We felt,"

said Warren, "that the poster

would introduce the element of

competition into the drive, but
would not serve as a rushing de-

vice because freshmen are gener-

lUy unaware as yet of the frat-

ernity system and its behavior

patterns."

Fraternities Plan Weekend Worship

Of Rock n Roll, Dixie, Swing Deities
No one should be able to complain this weekend about a

lack of ciuality entertainment in secluded Billville. Besides the

individual fraternity dances, three attractions are open to the cam-
pus, ranj^ing from rock and roll ("The Redcoats") to folk singing

(Josh White) or calypso (Talbot

The Trial Of Socrates

DiscussedByVersenyi

At Bennington Soiree
"The Trial of Socrates," as dis-

cussed by Prof. Laszlo Versenyi of
the Philosophy Department, in-
cluded an account of the histori-

cal situation in which the trial

took place as well as a philoso-

phical examination of the position

in which Socrates found himself
in relation to his philosophy.
The talk was delivered to a

small group of people in the liv-

ing room of Swan House at Benn-
ington College last Tuesday night
as part of the College's series of
philosophical lecturers.

Versenyi opened by stating that
the charges rendered in 399 B.C.
were very vague and open to in-
terpretation. The formal charge
was "impiety" but how the people
of Athens interpreted this charge
was what Versenyi considered im-
portant. Among the various con-
temporary views of "impiety,"' for
which the penalty was death
were: atheism, neglect of rituals,

and dessecration of shrines.

Implied Charge
A corallary to the charges which

were definitely stated was one
which could be Implied, name-
ly corrupting the youth of Athens.
As Versenyi explained, these

charges were of perhaps the su-
preme Importance but had to re-

main unspoken because of the

state of political amnesty which
existed in Athens in 399.

One interesting fact which Ver-

senyi brought out concerning the

charges was that the people be-

lieved in their validity not out of

maUce toward Socrates but due

to their own Ignorance. Through-
out his talk, he stressed the hon-
esty of the Judges and the legal

fairness of the trial.

Versenyi then left the historical

background to discuss Socrates'

position in regard to his own phll-

bsophy, explaining that Socrates

knew full well what he was doing

Continued on Page 5, Col. I

Nehru Addresses Collegiate Meet

On United Nations, World Problems
In New York last week, Prime

Minister Jawaharlal Nehru ad-

dressed a conference of American

college students on the need for

serious, sustained thought about

future directions of world affairs.

Sponsored by the Collegiate Coun-

cil for the United Nations, the
meeting brought together over

1500 students from almost fifty

states to consider "United Na-
tions: 1961, Year of Crisis".

Five Williams students attended

the gathering which was high-

lighted by speeches by several U.

N. delegates and college profess-

ors. Nehru emphasized the need

for greater participation in the
search for solutions to the prob-

lems which perplex today's world.

Most thinking about world af-

fairs approaches questions in

terms of separate problems which
must be solved; Nehru called for

more fundamental, comprehensive
approaches to questions of value.

At the same time, Nehru main-
tained the importance of diversity

vlthln individual nation-states

ind within the world. Competing
ideologies and cultures make pos-

sible the achievement of the most

effective approaches to the world:

"Truth is greater than what a

small number of men can a-

^hieve." Only through the con-

certed effort of a large number
of concerned and varied people is

there hope for a prosperous peace
in the world.

Nehru cited complete and uni-
versal disarmament as the goal
most worthy and needful of

achievement in our time.

Also addressing the convention
were Professors Hans Kohn of

CCNY, Joseph Isaacs of MIT, and
Ernest Halperin of Princeton
Kohn stressed the Importance of

the UN for the underdeveloped
countries and the need of develop-
ing a non-monolithic third force
in world politics. Isaacs' main
point was the relationship be-
tween the ITN and the opportuni-
ties It provides for the expression
of national wills with the demo-
cratic traditions of Individual ex-
pression.

The students attending the con-
ference were John Bhoaff, Prank
Wolf, Mike Keating, Ken Kehrer,
and Mike Nlebllng.

Brothers).

Tonight there will be a pep rally

for the Amherst contests in front
of Chapln Hall, followed immed-
iately by an all-college Rock and
Roll Dance sponsored by the Class
of '65. Lonnie Youngblood and
"The Redcoats" will appear. They
are well known to eastern college
students for successful appearan-
ces this fall, and concentrate on
the pulsating rhythms of "The
Twist." Free beer will be served.
Saturday night Josh White hits

the Williams campus for the sec-
ond time, with virtually all seats
sold out for the concert. Josh will
sing and play his guitar from
8:00 to 10:00, ranging over the
spectrum of folk tunes — from
blues to bawdy or ballad.
Zeta Psi throws its house open

Saturday nleht at 9:00 when the
Talbot Brothers pick up the cal-
VDSO beat. A nominal admission
price will be charged to hear and
dance to this group, a favorite

JOSH WHITE
with visitors to College Weekend
in Bermuda each spring.

Fraternity Parties
The schedule for the other fra-

ternity houses is as follows:

Phi Oamma Delta - Annual
Norris Pig Dinner, "The Northern
Lights" (eve.)

Theta Delta Chi - "Route Two
Tooters" (aft.), "The Storms"
(eve.)

Continued on Poge 4, Col. 1

Weekend Schedule
Friday, November 17

7:30—Pep Rally - Chapln
Hall

8:00—Dance, featuring the
Redcoats - Student
Union

Saturday, November 18

10:00—WCMC Handling
Trials - Berlin
Mountain

10:30—Varsity Soccer - Cole
Field

Freshman Soccer -

Cole Field
Freshman Football -

Cole Field
11:30—Freshman Cross Coun-

try - Lab Quad
12:00—Varsity Cross Coun-

try - Lab Quad
1:30—Varsity Football - Wes-

ton Field
8:00—Concert, featuring

Josh White - Chap-
ln Hall

9:00—Calypso, featuring the
Talbot Brothers
• Zeta Psl



Magaxine Review

The Red Balloon'
By Bill Prosser

The first Issue of the "Red Bal-

loon'" for this year is now out.

My first comment Is to heartily

recommend it for several reasons.

First of all the material Is gen-

erally of quite a high quality. The
pieces are as diverse in mood as

they are in subject matter. The
"Balloon" is important because it

serves as a thermometer indicat-

ing the temperature of our atti-

tudes toward life. These are ser-

ious works which take long some-
times harrowing looks at the

world in which we live.

This article only allows space

for me to mention a few of the

works. If I were to chose my fav-

orite piece it would certainly be

Eric MuUer's "A Prospect of Flow-

ers". Here we have an elderly

woman approaching death. AH na-

ture, all objects, everything with

which the poem concerns itself

with is a symbol of the inevitab-

ility of death. There has been

loveliness - loveliness In simple

things during her life. There has
been an order which completes it-

self like the shawl which the wom-
an crochets. The thought is care-

ful and it is wedded to deep feel-

ing.

The Issue offers only one short

story. It is written by post-grad-

uate Bob Judd. Here we have in

a William Faulkner style, "Now
Maud Honey I Love You".
Through the eyes of a bald lech-

er we see Sweet Jack, a strong

stupid farmer, get rid of the wom-
an he has been shackin' up with.

This is all there is to the storv

but we have a perceptive insight

Into an interesting situation.

Maud is pure sex. She is con-

stantly throwing off her clothes

to hop into bed. But Sweet Jack

has grown tired of this. In some
way she has hindered his man-
hood. She is somehow useless. In

his own words, "Her hand is soft

like it ain't never done work out-

side of lovin'. " To be sure the

dialogue is a little too folksy and
selfconscious at times. But be-

neath the corn and fake Faulk-

ner is a real feeling of tragedy in

the relationship of the couple.

Five of George Downing's poems
appear this time. They range from
the beautiful to the mundane. Hi."?

finest effort is "Melissa" - a del-

icate and exquisite portrait. It is

drawn with sensitivity and love.

In the poem physical need be-

comes a gentle thing - longing

and bittersweet. His "On Past and
Future" is the least successful

It sees "the moment" as a thing

with wings which flies away.
Somehow this image is too hack-
neyed to be anything but trite.

The offense of the metaphor is

compounded by its repetition at

the end which gives it an impor-
tance that it doesn't deserve.

Freshman talent is found a-

plenty this time. Examination re-

veals several fine talents from
whom we may expect good things.

Hunt Hawkins, a bitter boy, com-
bines unique images with irony

and sophomorism. At his best he
is original, at poorest he is ob-

scure. "Mary Heard a Flapping" is

his most spectacular attempt. I

rather liked Bruce Owen's "A Pew
Less Roses". He has a control and
restraint which are attractive in

teen-age poets. Ted Cornell, using
his English 101 skills, writes an
e. e. cummings type poem which
has the wonderful image of "a
satyr sliding down a mountain-
side singing with the wind." Alex
Pollack contributes a strong
fragment entitled "At Night". Mr.
Pollack knows what rhythm can
contribute and uses it well.

In all of these works there seems
to bo a growing awareness of sen-
sation, of physical reaction to im-
age and sound. Many of the works
as usual lack discipline but they
are fresh and often exciting. Few
of the poems are concerned with
ideas as such. The best are in-
dicative of a feeling for life as
an emotional experience.

Angevine Committee

Convenes Tomorrow,

Hears Faculty Views

The Angevine Committee on
Fraternities will meet for the
third time tomorrow at Williams.

This will probably be the last

lime it will convene here, the win-
ter meetings being tentatively

scheduled for New York City.

J. Hodge Markgraf, secretary of

the Committee, stated, "We are

going to consider some faculty

viewpoints, a new area of opin-

ion. Hopefully, we will have for

the first time an opportunity to

talk among ourselves and define

what is for us the nature of the
problem. This has been impossible
so far due to overscheduling.

"After this, since the committee
is primarily New York based, we
will meet there to hear from the
organized alumni groups, such as
the Graduate Committee on Soc-
ial Units, composed of the heads
of all house corporations."

New Sophomore Dorm To Feature

Two Sizeable Community Areas
Tlie new sophomore dormitory now under construction will

contain two large community areas located in the rear of the
buikliuf^ on the ground level. The Committee on Forward Planning
and in particular its Sub-Committee on Campus Space have sug^
gested the need of these areas a' ^

St. Patrick's Prepares

Annual Chicken Barbecue

centers of sophmore social and
study activity.

The eastern room has been de-

signed as a reading room, and the

western room has been designed

as a lounge for the Sophomore
quad. Between the lai'ge rooms
will be a rear foyer which is in-

tended for ready access of guests

to the rooms without having to

pass by the living quarters in the

front of the building. There will

also be electrical connections be-

tween the rooms for the transfer

of music, so that the reading

room might be used for parties

in conjunction with the lounge.

Will Consult Students

More particular uses of the

rooms v/ill be determined after

consultation of student opinion.

The basic outlay of the rooms
has been determined by the nec-

essary positions of the building's

supporting columns and the nec-

essity of expediting completion of

blueprints. However the furnish-

ings and decoration will be large-

ly determined by the purposes to

which the present Sophomores

and Freshmen feel the rooms

should be put.

Harlan P. Hanson, Dean of

Freshman, will meet shortly after

Thanksgiving with several mem-
5ers of next year's Sophomore

class and representatives of the

present Sophomore class for the

purpose of discussing thoroughly

jjossible uses of the rooms.

Members of the Holy Name So-
ciety of St. Patrick's Church will
meet tonight at 6:30 in the Amer-
ican Legion Home on Spring
Street to make final arrange-
ments for the annual chicken bar-
becue to be held tomorrow morn-
ing of the annual Williams-Am-
herst football game, it was an-
nounced recently by Charles E.
Bosworth, general chairman.

The workers will assemble 900
pastry boxes for lunches they ex-
pect to sell Saturday morning.
Each box will contain half a
chicken, a buttered roll, potato
chips, an apple and salt. Tickets
may be obtained from John B.
Ortman, ticket chairman, his as-
sistants, James Fitzgerald and
Earl O'Neill, and other members
of the Holy Name Society.

Another work group has been
organized to report Saturday mor-
ning to set up the barbecue pit
and tent. Ticket returns may be
made directly to Ortman or his
committee any day this week but
fmai returns must be made by to-
night at the Legion home or at
Ortman's home.

Concert Review

The Budapest
By Bill Friedman

On Tuesday night in Chapin

Hall, the Budapest String Quartet

once again visited Williams Col-

lege and treated its students to a

captivating evening of chamber

music. The four-man ensemble

played Debussy's "Quartet, Opus
10". and then combined with Wil-

liam Tramplcr, Violist, to perform

Brahms' "Quintet, Opus U" and

Mozart's "Quintet, K. 515.''

Widespread Fame
There is little that can be said

about the musicianship of the

Budapest Quartet that has not
been said countless times by lead-

ing music critics from coast to

coast. "The New York Times," for

example, has called their music

"art without compromise." The

group has been acclaimed as fore-

most in the chamber music field,

and its recordings are perennial

best-sellers - a unique distinction

for so-called "high brow" chamber
music recordings.

It is easy to see why. After

years of practicing and perform-

ing together, the group has evi-

dently come to the point where
it plays and feels as one. Each
of the four musicians is of course

a high-skilled virtuoso musician
in his own right; but after many
years of ensemble performance,
their diverse musical styles have
been molded into one. Out of this

cohesive style emerges a perfect

blend of tone and an unfailing
precision of tempo.
Chamber Music Form
When chamber music is per-

formed by such skilled musicians
as these, the vast possibilities of

the string quartet become graph-
ically evident. The constant inter-

play of the four instruments, one
pitted against another in various
and changing combinations, gives

rise to an infinite variety of mus-
ical patterns. The possibilities be-

come even more complex when an
additional instrument like a sec-

ond viola is added, as in the
Brahms and Mozart quintets.

It is remarkable how the ad-
dition of this single instrument
can virtually change the entire

nature of the string group. This
is especially true in regard to the
intensity of sound. With five men
playing instead of four, the Bud-
apest group seemed to project al-

String Quartet
most as much volume as an en-
tire string orchestra.

The program was a well-round-
ed one, reaching out into the
Classical, Romantic, and Express-
ionlstic Periods. The Dvljussy
Quartet was perhaps the most
intriguing of the three works per-
formed.
DeBussy Quartet
This piece is not typically De-

bussean in the traditional sense
of the Nocturnes or La Mer, with
\heir dreamy, misty tone, it js

with the vigor and excitement of
this world. This feeling is e';pcc-
ially expressed in the animated
second movement, or in the rhyth-
mic second movement with its

'lively pizzicatto passages.
Unlike the Debussy work which

seems at times to burst out of
the chamber music mode with an-
imated liveliness, the Mozart
Quintet is held tightly within the
classical chamber music mode. But
it was one of Mozart's geniu.ses

to be able to show creativity and
emotion even within such a tiRht-

ly-restricted form. This quality is

evident in the Quintet, whicli a-
chieves a throbbing melanelinly
tone despite the use of all the
conventional classical devices.

In all, the concert was worth-
while from the point of view both
of performance and of program.
As was to be anticipated, there

was a wide turnout, with some
listeners arriving as much as a
half hour ahead of time. By the
time the concert began, Chapin
Hall was overflowing. Judging
from the reaction of the crowd
at the end of the evening, it was
well rewarded for its early arriv-

al.

Visits of the Budapest String

Quartet to Williamstown are by
now getting to be a regular oc-

currence. One certainly hopes that

the trend will not be discontin-

ued.

The next concert to be present-

ed by the Thompson Concert

Committee will be the second per-

formance of the Berkshire Com-
munity Symphony Orchestra on

November 28. Under the baton of

Thomas Griswold, the orchestra

will present Alban Berg's Violin

Concerto, Mozart's Symphony No.

39, and the Suite from "Der Ros-

enkavalier" by Richard Strauss.
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Art Review

Banks Exhibition
By John Palm
Currently in the ABC room of

Baxter Hall, there is an exhibition

of drawings, paintings and etch-

ings by Oliver Banks. Few people

realize what it represents. Fewer
still are aware of the amount of

conviction and courage required

to expose the nerve-ends of crea-

tive labor to a smugly sophistica-

ted audience of undergraduate
critics-at-large.

Criticism of any creative effort

on this campus has long tended

to be pompous, cynical and jaun-

diced. This attitude has arisen

from the sorely mistaken assump-
tion that the students criticized

are a breed of professional artists

whose work represents an attempt
to formulate a complete and mat-
ure statement: a finished work of

art. Criticism from this stand-

point consistently falls to recog-

nize the most vital and Import-

ant aspect of student art: the

fact that it is in the process of

becoming and developing.

Oliver Banks' work is exciting

precisely because It is not finish-

ed; exciting because It reflects an
honesty and Integrity of approach
which refuses to pay homage to

any one of a number of the new

schools of facile abstraction.

This conservative attitude, coup-

led with Banks' remarkable

fluency of line, lends itself well

to the landscape genre. Although

'the Positano scenes, in their weak-

er moments, tend to echo the

anemic cliches of the worst of

traditionalist landscape painting,

they are lyrically rendered with a
refreshing sensitivity.

The two small etchings are the

most successful works in the ser-

ies. In each of these. Banks ov-

ercomes the difficulty, which he
experiences elsewhere, of relating

environment and architecture. He
thus achieves not only a consis-

tency of scale but also creates a
subtle atmosphere of color and
texture which is absent even In
the washes.
Unfortunately, the two paint-

ings are not as successful. They
are inconsistent both in terms of

spatial conception and tonal at-

mosphere. The uncomfortable dis-

crepancy between line and color

heightens the ambiguity of in-

tention which tends to negate
both.

Best Work
These flaws, however, are more

Continued on Page 3, Col. 4
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Chapin Exhibits Outstanding Volumes:
' An ABC Of Great Printers: 1460 To 1960

'

"An ABC of Great Printers
from Aldus to Zapf: 1460-1960"
win be on display through the
month of November In the Chap-
In Library of Williams College.

Beginning with several out-
standing volumes printed In the
Incunabula period, the alphabet-
ical arrangement of the material
permits the Inclusion of such fam-
ous examples of the printer's art
BS the "PoUphllus" of Aldus
(1499), the "CathoUcon" of Bal-
bus attributed to Gutenberg
(1460), Cicero's "De Oratore
printed by Sweynheym and Pan-
nartz at Sublaco (1465), and con-
sidered by many authorities as the
first book printed in Italy; the
Han Plutarch on large paper

each with a volume representative
of the best produced by the crafts-
men of the times.

The earliest American produced
book in the show is the famous
and much admired "Cato Major"
printed by Ben Franklin (1744);
but the earliest folio edition of
the Bible, that printed by Isaiah
Thomas of Worcester, is also
shown (1791).

There Is a small selection of
books designed and printed by the
famous American printers after
1900; these are influential books
from Bruce Rogers, D. B. Updike,
the Brothers Grabhorn, Cummlng-
ton, Gravesend, Brother Antonl-

Old Observatory Will House
NewAstronomical Planetarium

printed in Rome (1470), and one '
"

1 ?^, J'V"^'
A'^'"**'! WUson, and

of the rarest of all "New Testa- ,

" ' L^^eslde Press. Other deslgn-

ments". that printed by Pust and
"''

''L^^^,^
and part-time prlnt-

Schoeffer in Mainz (1462), a sup- f" "'! also featured, from the

^erb copy of Jenson's Pliny (Ven- l^ZT. °^T ^V^^
^''"^'^

Ice, 1472) with illuminated miti- ,

"^'"^ .'^^"Srapher. Herman Zapf

als, and a fine copy of Caxton's
"Cato's Distychs" (1483). This
period concludes with one of the

rarest of Ratdolt's early scientific

productions, the Euclid of 1482,

with amazing diagrams and tables

and unusually wide margins.
Franklin's CATO MAJOR
There are books from such cel-

as well as the favorites, Basker-
vllle, Bulmer, Caslon, Gill, Ham-
mer, Koch and their colleagues in
this popular but always restricted
field.

A score of other printers are
represented, important In their
own right, and deserving of at-
tention: Didot, Estienne, Yvernel,

ebrated presses as the Estiennes and Elzevir of Prance, Zainer of
^in Paris, the Plantln-Moretus j'Ulm, Ashendene, Doves, Stan-
family of Antwerp, Nerlius of
Florence, Quentell of Cologne, Ib-

arra and Xlmenes of Spain, Ver-
ard and Vnstre of Paris, as well

as Oporinus and Proben of Basle,

PIZZA GRINDERS

JIMMINEY PETE'S

GL 8-9126

brook Abbey, Strawberry Hill,
Nonesuch, and Whlttlngham of
England, as well as the monu-
mental Bremer Press edition on
Ve.salius (1935), one of the most
admired books produced In this

generation.

The Chapin Library's hours are

dally 9-12 and 1-5 p.m., Satur-

days, 9-12; and the public is coi-

dially Invited to attend the exhib-

itions at no admission charge.

The Hopkins Observatory, the
oldest astronomical observatory in
the U.S. - and probably the oldest
planetarium in America - has
been moved and will be preserved
for its historical value with the
plan that it may be refurbished
and reactivated as an astronomi-
cal planetarium, following a re-

cent decision by the Williams
College Board of Trustees.

It took considerable engineering
skill and 2 and one-half months
to move the 254-ton stone observ-
atory 350 feet northward to a site

overlooking Route 2 which bisects

the campus. Kenneth Lester of

Hooslc Palls, N.Y., contrived a
two-layer grid of steel I-Beams as

a platform to raise the observa-
tory which then was Inched along
twin sets of steel rails. The pro-
pelling power, initially, was pro-
vided by two jacks pressing

against steel blocks welded to the
rear ends of the rails. Later a
winch was added to pull from the
front supplementing the power of

the Jacks.

Moved Before

Now 125 years old, the obser-
vatory was moved once before, in

1908, a distance of 100 feet south-
ward in the Berkshire Quadrangle
to make room for new dormitor-
ies. The current move was for a

similar reason - to make room

'Pennsylvania."

for a 95-man dormitory which ' Molyneux and Cope mercury com
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has been started with the expec-
tation that it will be ready for oc-

cupancy next fall.

Plans, now being developed in

the hope that funds for the pro-
ject can be obtained, envisage in-

stallation of a $15,000 planetar-

ium projector and the expen-
diture of approximately $10,000

for heating and lighting, display

cases for historical instruments
and a general rehabilitation to

make the observatory again avail-

able for classroom use.

It was in the autumn of 1836 -

exactly one century and a quarter

ago - that Professor Albert Hop-
kins started construction of the

observatory which was named af-

ter him. The building stood on a

gentle hilltop on the Williams
campus and was formally dedicat-

ed June 12, 1838.

Telescope Old, Usable

Still mounted in the dome of

the Hopkins Observatory, and in

completely serviceable condition,

is the 7-inch achromatic refract-

ing telescope which was installed

in 1852, the gift of Amos Law-
rence of Boston, to replace an
earlier telescope. The lenses of the

1852 telescope were consldred to

be of excellent quality and were
among the first made by Alvan
Clark Sr., who became perhaps
the most famous of 19th Century
telescope makers in America. The
equatorial mounting on a wooden
pier was by Phelps of Troy, N.Y.

The fate of the first telescope

Is now a mystery, but a minute
In the records of the Trustees for

1852 may provide a clue. It reads
"that Professor Hopkins may ex-

Recently moved Hopkins Observatory, oldest in country, soon to house newly
equipped planetarium.

change the old telescope for the i come to an end. Recognizing the
bones of some animal foimd in historical value of the structure.

and increased interest in astron-
In 1834 Professor Hopkins went omy, the Trustees hope to be able

to Europe to study the methods
of scientific instruction and to

purchase scientific instruments.

One of these, a Ti-oughton and
Simms transit instrument, turn-

ed between two while marble piers

in the east wing of the observa-
tory. There, too, was located the

pensated sidereal clock.

Building Inadequate Now
One of the most interesting fea-

tures of the Hopkins Observatory
is the central rotunda on the first

floor. This room, 20 feet in diam-
eter, has a hemispherical ceiling

"which was painted blue and on
which gold stars were pasted to

form the constellations as they
appeared from the latitude of

Willlamstown. Strips of paper,

marked off in degrees or hours,

were pasted on this ceiling-sky to

represent the equator, the eclip-

tic, and other circles of the cel-

estial sphere. Thus, Professor

Hopkins not only built what is

now the oldest astronomical ob-
seiTatory in the U.S., but he also

built what may, in some ways, be
considered the oldest planetarium
in America.

In recent years the Hopkins Ob-
servatory has had relatively lit-

tle use. Its single telescope and
limited observing space make it

completely inadequate for the
classes of 60 or more now result-

ing from an awakened interest

in astronomy. Laboratory instruc-

tion Is now given from an observ-

ing deck on the Thompson Physi-
cal Laboratory, where four tele-

scopes and an astronomical cam-
era are available for student use.

With its relocation at the north
end of the Berkshire Quadrangle,
the period of relative Inactivity of

the Hopkins Observatory may
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to restore the building as an as-

tronomical planetarium and mus-
eum.
Modern Exhibits Planned
The old Troughton and Simms

transit instrument and the Moly-

neux sidereal clock will be re-

mounted in their former location

in the east wing. Here, too, will be

located cases for the display of

smaller historical instruments

used in astronomy, navigation,

and surveying.

In sharp contrast to these dis-

plays of a by-gone day, the west

wing will have modern exhibits

designed to give a graphic explan-

ation of the latest knowledge of

the universe.

Plans being developed will re-

place Professor Hopkins' gold

stars in the central rotunda with

a modern projection planetarium.

Groups of 40 to 50 students or vis-

itors will watch the sky gradual-

ly darken as the purple hills of

the horizon slowly fade from sight.

Overhead the stars will come out,

each in its proper place and show-

ing its proper color. They will rise

in the east and set in the west

and swing around the poles, just

as they do in the sky. The planets

will occupy their positions among
the stars and move forward and
backward with the motions that

so mystified the ancients. The
moon will appear as a thin cres-

cent in the west, grow, day by

day to the full moon, and then

slowly wane.
At the will of the lecturer the

.sky will appear as it did to the

builders of the pyramids, to the

shepherds at the birth of Christ,

to Ahab from the deck of the

Pequod, or from any place on
earth at any time in the past or

future.

Banks' Art In ABC Rooms
Continued from Page 2, Col. 2

than compensated for by the one
outstanding drawing of the show:
'Prom the Alberga Santa Chiar-
ga'. In this drawing Banks aban-
dons the generalities of the land-
scape and, by focusing his atten-
tion on a concrete detail, creates
a world far more exciting than
the world of Positano. Here Banks'
superb mastery of his medium be-
comes strikingly evident. With the

which color and texture develop.

The details of the smudges and
weather-stains provide a concrete

point of departure into the realm
of history and time.

The two portraits in the show
reveal another aspect of Banks'
talent. The same selective eye that
perceived the view 'Prom the Al-
berga Santa Chiarga' is respons-
ible for 'Rachel'. Both of these
drawings, however, fall short of

simplest of lines he succeeds in tbe portrait standard Banks es
developing a brilliant spectrum of
color and texture. Prom the simp-
lest of subjects he proceeds to es-
tablish a series of forms which.
In their interrelation, become in-
creasingly and wonderfully com-
plex. Color, form and texture un-
ite to encompass the history of a
single building and the spirit of a
city.

The viewer looks from one win-
dow to another and in doing so
passes through the room of the
artist to the world outside which
then surrounds both artist and
viewer. This simple act of looking
from one building to another a-
cross a street creates a vivid a-
wareness of the space Involved.
The skew lines accentuate this a-
wareness. The spatial relation-
ships provide the framework In

tablished for himself in his show
last year.

Budding Artist

To criticise Banks' works as the
works of a student-artist in no
way lessens the obvious fact, as
evidenced by this show, of his gen-
uine and original artistic talent.
Although there are many prob-
lems and inconsistencies yet to be
overcome in his work, it must be
remembered that these difficulties
accompany any genuine artistic
development and, at times, are the
mo.st exciting aspects of watching
a student become an artist.

Banks, I am sure, will continue
to exercise his talent and, I hope,
broaden his technical range by
disciplined experimentation.

I salute his conviction and self-
confidence.



Magtudne Review

The Red Balloon'
By Bill Prosaer

The first issue of the "Red Bal-

loon'" for this year Is now out.

My first comment is to heartily

recommend it for several reasons.

First of all the material is Kcn-

erally of quite a high quality. Tiie

pieces are as diver.se in mood as

they are in subject matter. The
"Balloon" is important bccau.sc it

serves as a thermometer indicat-

ing the temperature of our atti-

tudes toward life. These are ser-

ious works which taice long some-
times harrowing' looks at the

world in which we live.

This article only allows space

for me to mention a few of the

works. If I were to chose my fav-

orite piece it would certainly be

Eric MuUer's "A Prospect of Flow-
ers". Here we have an elderly

woman approaching death. All na-
ture, all objects, everylhin;,' with
which the poem concerns itself

with is a symbol of the inevitab-

ility of death. There has been
loveliness - loveliness in simple

things during her life. There has
been an order which completes it-

self like the .shawl which the wom-
an crochets. The thought is care-

ful and it is wedded to deep feel-

ing.

The issue offers only one short

story. It is written by post-grad-

uate Bob Judd. Here we have in

a William Faulkner style, "Now
Maud Honey I Love You".
Through the eyes of a bald lech-

er we see Sweet Jack, a strong

stupid farmer, get rid of the wom-
an he has been .shackin' up with.

This is all there is to the storv

but we have a perceptive insight

into an interesting situation.

Maud is pure sex. She is con-
stantly throwing off her clothes

to hop into bed. But Sweet Jack
has grown tired of this. In .some

way she has hindered his man-
hood. She is somehow useless. In
his own words, "Her hand is soft

like it ain't never done work out-

side of lovin'. " To be sure the

dialogue is a little too folksy and
selfconscious at times. But be-

neath the corn and fake Faulk-
ner is a real feeling of tragedy in

the relationship of the couple.

Five of George Downing's poems
appear this time. They range from
the beautiful to the mundane. His

finest effort is "Melissa" - a del-

icate and exquisite portrait. It is

drawn with sensitivity and love.

In the poem physical need be-

comes a gentle thing - longing

and bittersweet. His "On Past and
Future" is the least successful

It sees "the moment" as a thing
with wings which flies away.
Somehow this image is too hack-
neyed to be anything but trite

The offense of the metaphor is

compounded by its repetition at

the end wliich gives it an impor-
tance that it doesn't deserve.

Freshman talent is found a-
plenty this time. Examination re-

veals several fine talents from
whom we may expect good things.

Hunt Hawkins, a bitter boy, com-
bines unique images with irony

and sophomorism. At his best he
is original, at poorest ho is ob-

scure. "Mary Heard a Flapping" is

his most spectacular attempt. I

rather liked Bruce Owen's "A Pew
Less Ro.ses". He has a control and
restraint which are attractive in

teen-age poets. Ted Cornell, using
his English 101 skills, writes an
c. e. cummings type poem which
has the wonderful image of "a
.satyr sliding down a mountain-
side singing with the wind." Alex
Pollack contributes a strong
fr.igment entitled "At Night", Mr.
Pollack knows what rhythm can
e;)!itribute and uses it well.

Ill all of these works there seems
to be a growing awareness of sen-
sation, of physical reaction to im-
age and sound. Many of the works
as usual lack discipline but they
are fresli and often exciting. Few
of the poems are concerned with
ideas as such. The best are in-
dicative of a feeling for life as
an emotional experience.

Angevine Committee

Convenes Tomorrow,

Hears Faculty Views

The Angevine Committee o n

Fraternities will meet for the
third time tomorrow at Williams.

This will probably be the last

time it will convene here, the win-
ter meetings being tentatively

scheduled for New York City.

J. Hodge Markgraf, secretary of

the Committee, stated, "We are
going to consider some faculty

viewpoints, a new area of opin-
ion. Hopefully, we will have for

the first time an opportunity to

talk among our.solvcs and define
what is for us the nature of the
problem. This has been impossible
.so far due to overscheduUng.

"After this, since the committee
is primarily New York based, we
will meet there to hear from the
organized alumni groups, such as
the Graduate Committee on Soc-
ial Units, composed of the heads
of all house corporations."

New Sophomore Dorm To Feature

Two Sizeable Community Areus
The new sopliomore dormitory now undt-r construction will

contain two Iarp;e commuiiilv areas located in the rear of tlie
huildini; on tlie "round level, the Committee on Forward Plainiin-j;
and in particular its Sub-Connnittce on Campus S|5aee ha\c' siitf
gested the need of these areas a

centers of sophmore social and
study activity.

The eastern room has been do-

signed as a reading room, and the

western room has been designed

as a lounge for the Sophomore
quad. Between the large rooms
will be a rear foyer which is in-

tended for ready access of guests

to the rooms without having to

pass by the living quarters in the

front of the building. There will

also be electrical connections be-

tween the rooms for the transfer

of music, so that the reading

room might be used for parties

in conjunction with the lounge.

Will Consult Students
More particular uses of the

rooms will be determined after

consultation of student opinion.

The basic outlay of the rooms
has been determined by the nec-

essary positions of the building's

supporting columns and the nec-

essity of expediting completion of

blueprints. However the furnish-

ings and decoration will be large-

ly determined by the purposes to

which the present Sophomores

and Freshmen feel the rooms

should be put.

Harlan P. Hanson, Dean of

Freshman, will meet shortly after

Thanksgiving with several mem-
)ers of next year's Sophomore

class and representatives of the

present Sophomore class for the

purpose of discussing thoroughly

possible uses of the rooms.

St. Patrick's Prepares

Annual Chicken Barbecue

Members of the Holy Name So-
ciety of St. Patrick's Church will
meet tonight at 6:30 in the Amer-
ican Legion Home on Spring
Street to make final arrange-
ments for the annual chicken bar-
becue to be held tomorrow morn-
ing of the annual Williams-Am-
herst football game, it was an-
nounced recently by Charles E.
Bosworth, general chairman.

The workers will assemble 900
pastry boxes for lunches they ex-
pect to sell Saturday morning.
Each box will contain half a
chicken, a buttered roll, potato
chips, an apple and salt. Tickets
may be obtained from John B.
Ortman, ticket chairman, his as-
sistants, James Fitzgerald and
Earl O'Neill, and other members
of the Holy Name Society.

Another work group has been
organized to report Saturday mor-nmg to set up the barbecue pit
and tent. Ticket returns may be
made directly to Ortman or his
committee any day this week, but
fmal returns must be made by to-mght at the Legion home or at
Ortman's home.

Art Review

Banks Exhibition
By John Palm
Currently in the ABC room of

Baxter Hall, there is an exhibition

of drawings, paintings and etch-

ings by Oliver Banks. Few people

realize what it represents. Fewer
still are aware of the amount of

conviction and courage required

to expose the nerve-ends of crea-

tive labor to a smugly sophistica-

ted audience of undergraduate
critlcs-at-large.

Criticism of any creative effort

on this campus has long tended
to be pompous, cynical and Jaun-
diced. This attitude has arisen

from the sorely mistaken assump-
tion that the students criticized

are a breed of professional artists

whose work represents an attempt
to formulate a complete and mat-
ure statement: a finished work of

art. Criticism from this stand-

point consistently falls to recog-

nize the most vital and import-
ant aspect of student art: the

fact that It is In the process of

becoming and developing.

Oliver Banks' work is exciting

precisely because it Is not finish-

ed; exciting because It reflects an
honesty and integrity of approach
which refuses to pay homage to

any one of a number of the new

schools of facile abstraction.

This conservative attitude, coup-

led with Banks' remarkable

fluency of line, lends itself well

to the landscape genre. Although

'the Positano scenes, in their weak-

er moments, tend to echo the

anemic cliches of the worst of

traditionalist landscape painting,

they are lyrically rendered with a

refreshing sensitivity.

The two small etchings are the

most successful works in the ser-

ies. In each of these. Banks ov-

ercomes the difficulty, which he
experiences elsewhere, of relating

environment and architecture. He
thus achieves not only a consis-

tency of scale but also creates a
subtle atmosphere of color and
texture which is absent even In

the washes.
Unfortunately, the two paint-

ings are not as successful. They
are inconsistent both in terms of

•spatial conception and tonal at-

mosphere. The uncomfortable dis-

crepancy between line and color

heightens the ambiguity of in-

tention which tends to negate
both.

Best Worit

These flaws, however, are more

Continued on Page 3, Col. 4
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Concert Review

The Budapest
By Bill Friedman
On Tuesday night in Chapin

Hall, the Budapest String Quartet

once again visited Williams Col-

lege and treated its students to a

captivating evening of chamber

music. The four-man en.semble

played Debussy's "Quartet, Opus
10", and then combined with Wil-

liam Trampler, Violist, to perform

Brahms' "Quintet, Opus 11" and

Mozart's "Quintet, K. 515.''

Widespread Fame
There is little that can be .said

about the musicianship of the

Budapest Quartet that has not
been said counlle.ss times by lead-

ing music critics from coast to

coast. "The New York Times," for

example, has c:ined their music

"art without compromise." The
group has been acclaimed as fore-

most in the chamber mu.sic field,

and its recordings arc perennial

taest-.sellcrs - a unique distinction

for so-called "high brow" chamber
music recordings.

It is easy to see why. After

years of practicing and perform-
ing together, the group has evi-

dently come to the point where
it plays and feels as one. Each
yf the four musicians is of cour.se

a high-skilled virtuoso musician
in his own right; but after many
years of ensemble performance,
their diverse musical styles have
been molded into one. Out of this

cohesive style emerges a perfect

blend of lone and an unfailing
precision of tempo.
Chamber Music Form
When chamber music is per-

formed by .such skilled musicians
as these, the vast possibilities of

the string quartet become graph-
ically evident. The constant inter-

play of the four instruments, one
pitted against another in various
and changing combinations, gives

rise to an infinite variety of mus-
ical patterns. The possibilities be-
come even more complex when an
additional instrument like a sec-
ond viola is added, as in the
Brahms and Mozart quintets.

It is remarkable how the ad-
dition of this single instrument
can virtually change the entire
nature of the string group. This
is especially true in regard to the
intensity of sound. With five men
olaying instead of four, the Bud-
apest group seemed to project al-

String Quartet
most as much volume as an en-
tire string orchestra.

The program was a well-round-
ed one, reaching out into th^
Classical, Romantic, and Exprcs.s-
ionistic Periods, The D^.bussy
Quartet was perhaps the niost
intriguing of the three works Dor-
formed.
DeBussy Quartet
This piece is not typically De-

bussean in the traditional .sense
of the Nocturnes or La Mer, with
\heir dreamy, misty tone, u j,,

with the vigor and excitcmeni of
this world. This feeling is o-pec-
ially exi)res.sed in the animated
second movement, or in the rliyth-
mic second movement with its

'lively pizzicatto passages.
Unlike the Dcbus.sy work wliicli

.seems at times to burst out of
the chamber music mode wltli an-
imated liveliness, the Mozart
Quintet is held tightly within llie

clas.sical chamber music mode. But
it was one of Mozart's geniu.sos
to be able to show creativity and
emotion even within such a tight-

ly-restricted form. This quality is

evident in the Quintet, vvhieh a-
chicvcs a throbbing melanelioly
tone despite the use of all tlie

conventional classical devices.

In all. the concert was worth-
while from the point of view both
of |)erformancc and of program.
As was to be anticipated, tlicrc

was a wide turnout, with ...ome

listeners arriving as much a.s a
half hour ahead of time. By the
time the concert began, ChajJin
Hall was overflowing. Judging
from the reaction of the crowd
at the end of the evening, it was
well rewarded for its earlv arriv-

al.

Visits of tlie Budapest SlnnB
Quartet to Williamstown are by

now getting to be a regular oc-

currence. One certainly hopes that

the trend will not be discontin-

ued.

The next concert to be present-

ed by the Thompson Concert

Committee will be the .second per-

formance of the Berkshire Com-
munity Symphony Orchesti'a on

November 28. Under the baton of

Thomas Griswold, the orclustra

will present Alban Berg's Violin

Concerto, Mozart's Symphony No.

39, and the Suite from "Der Ros-

enkavalicr" by Richard Strau.ss.
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Chapin Exhibits Outstanding Volumes:
' An ABC Of Great Printers: 1460 To 1960

'

"An ABC of Great Printers
from Aldus to Zapf: 1460-1960"
will be on display through the
month of November In the Chap-
In Library of Williams College.

Beginning with several out-
standing volumes printed in the
Incunabula period, the alphabet-
ical arrangement of the material
permits the Inclusion of such fam-
ous examples of the printer's art
as the "Pollphilus" of Aldus
(1499), the "Cathollcon" of Bal-
bus attributed to Gutenberg
(1460), Cicero's "De Oratore
printed by Sweynheym and Pan-
nartz at Sublaco (1465), and con-
sidered by many authorities as the
first book printed in Italy

Han Plutarch on large paper
printed in Rome (1470), and one

each with a volume representative
of the best produced by the crafts-
men of the times.

The earliest American produced
book in the show is the famous
and much admired "Cato Major"
printed by Ben Franklin (1744);
but the earliest folio edition of
the Bible, that printed by Isaiah
Thomas of Worcester, is also
shown (1791).

Old Observatory Will House
NewAstronomical Planetarium

Tliere is a small selection of
books designed and printed by the
famous American printers after
1900; these are influential books
from Bruce Rogers, D. B. Updike,

the
"^'^"^ Brothers Grabhorn, Cumming-
ton. Gravesend, Brother Antoni
us. De Vinne, Adrian Wilson, and

of the rarest of all "Now Testa- ,

"'" ^^)''^'<^^ P''<^ss. Other deslgn-

ments", that printed by Fust and
""'^ °^ '^"''^^ ^"'^ part-time prlnt-

Schoeffer in Mainz (1462). a sup-
erb copy of Jenson's Pliny (Ven-
ice, 1472) with illuminated initi-

als, and a fine copy of Caxton's

"Cato's Distychs" (1483). This
period concludes with one of the

rarest of Ratdolt's early scientific

productions, the Euclid of 1482,

with amazing diagrams and tables

and unusually wide marKins.
Franklin's CATO MAJOR
There are books from such cel-

ebrated presses as the Estienncs

Un Paris, the Plantin-Morctus
family of Antwerp, Nerlius of

Florence, Quentcll of Cologne, Ib-

arra and Ximcnes of Spain, Ver-
ard and Vnstre of Paris, as well

as Oporlnus and Froben of Basle,

PIZZA GRINDERS

JIMMINEY PETE'S

GL 8-9126

ers are also featured, from the
Innovator Bodonl to the greatest
living typographer, Herman Zapf,
as well as the favorites, Basker-
ville. Bulmer. Caslon, Gill. Ham-
mer, Koch and their colleagues in
this popular but always restricted
field.

A score of other printers are
represented, important In their
own right, and deserving of at-
tention: Didot, Estienne, Yvernel,
and Elzevir of Prance, Zainer of
Ulm, Ashondene, Doves, Stan-
brook Abbey, Strawberry Hill,
Nonesuch, and Whlttingham of
England, as well as the monu-
mental Bremer Press edition on
Ve.salius (1935). one of the most
admired books produced in this

generation.

The Chapin Library's hours are

daily 9-12 and 1-5 p.m.. Satur-

days. 9-12; and the public Is coi-

dially invited to attend the exhib-

itions at no admission charge.

Now- ^

give yourself

"Professional"

shaves
with ...
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NEW
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>^

SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE

New "wetter-than-water" action melts beard's tough-

ness—in seconds. Remarkable new "wetter-tlian-water"

action gives Old Spice Super Smooth Shave its scientific

approximation to the feather-touch feel and the efficiency of

barber shop shaves. Melts your beard's toughness like hot

towels and massage—m seconds.

Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feet the

blade. A unique combination of anti-evaporation agents

makes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No
re-lathering, no dry spots. Richer and creamier... gives you

the most satisfying shave... fastest, cleanest— anrf mo»t

comfortable. Regular or mentholated, 1.00.

• M u UTO M

The Hopkins Observatory, the
oldest astronomical observatory in
the U.S. - and probably the oldest
planetarium In America - has
been moved and will be preserved
for its historical value with the
plan that it may be refurbished
and reactivated as an astronomi-
cal planetarium, following a re-
cent decision by the Williams
College Board of Trustees.

It took considerable engineering
skill and 2 and one-half months
to move the 254-ton stone observ-
atory 350 feet northward to a site

overlooking Route 2 which bisects

the campus. Kenneth Lester of
Hoosic Falls. N.Y., contrived a
two-layer grid of steel I-Beams as
a platform to raise the observa-
tory which then was Inched along
twin sets of steel rails. The pro-
pelling power, initially, was pro-
vided by two Jacks pressing
against steel blocks welded to the
rear ends of the rails. Later a
winch was added to pull from the
front supplementing the power of
the jacks.

Moved Before

Now 125 years old, the obser-
vatory was moved once before. In

1908. a distance of 100 feet south-
ward in the Berkshire Quadrangle
to make room for new dormitor-
ies. The current move was for a
similar reason - to make room
for a 95-man dormitory which
has been started with the expec-
tation that it will be ready for oc-

cupancy next fall.

Plans, now being developed in

the hope that funds for the pro-
ject can be obtained, envisage in-

stallation of a $15,000 planetar-
ium projector and the expen-
diture of approximately $10,000

for heating and lighting, display

cases for historical instruments
and a general rehabilitation to

make the observatory again avail-

able for classroom use.

It was in the autumn of 1836 -

exactly one century and a quarter

ago - that Professor Albert Hop-
kins started construction of the
obsei-vatory which was named af-

' ter him. The building stood on a

gentle hilltop on the Williams
campus and was formally dedicat-

ed June 12, 1838.

Telescope Old, Usable

Still mounted in the dome of

the Hopkins Observatory, and In

completely serviceable condition,

is the 7-inch achromatic refract-

ing telescope which was installed

in 1852, the gift of Amos Law-
rence of Boston, to replace an
earlier telescope. The lenses of the

1852 telescope were considred to

be of excellent quality and were
among the first made by Alvan
Clark Sr., who became perhaps
the most famous of 19th Century
telescope makers in America. Tlie

equatorial mounting on a wooden
pier was by Phelps of Troy, N.Y.

The fate of the first telescope

is now a mystery, but a minute
in the records of the Trustees for

1852 may provide a clue. It reads
"that Professor Hopkins may ex-

«



Varsity Fbotball
Continued from Poge 6, Col. 5

Nort and a third quarter score by
Farina left the final score 13-0 In

favor of the Lord Jeffs.

Chaffee To Head Soccer

Committee For N.C. A. A.

Coach Clarence Chaffee will

head a committee to select one of
four teams that will participate

In the first small college NCAA
soccer tournament.

This NCAA Small-College Reg-
ional Soccer Tournament, to be
held Nov. 24-25 at Adelphi College
In Garden City, Long Island, re-

flects an NCAA Interest In

promoting small college regional
meets.

Six colleges are In a position to
be selected by Chaffee's commit-
tee: Springfield (6-2), Middlebury
(6-1-1), Bridgeport (6-1), Colby
(5-1-1, LoweU Tech (5-3), and the
Coast Guard Academy (3-1-4).

Weekend Events
Continued from Page 1, Col. 6

Chi Psi - "Plash and the Flar-
es" (aft.), Martin Cloud's Combo
(eve.)

Phi Delta - "New Orleans Jazz
Doctors" (aft., eve.)

Delta Upsilon - "The Redcoats"
(aft.)

Alpha Delta Phi - "Route Two
Tooters" (aft.)

Kappa Alpha-AD - "The Red-
coats" (eve.)

Beta Theta Pi - Win McKeith-
en's Jazz Band (aft.), Harry Lew-
Is and his Rock and Roll Band
(eve.)

Delta Phi - Truman McLane's
Dance Band (eve.)

Sigma Phi - "The Storms"
(eve.)

St. Anthony - Martin Cloud's
Combo (at Chi Psi, eve.)

Delta Kappa Epsllon - Alumni
Cocktail Party (aft.)

Phi Sigma Kappa - "Inebri 8"

(aft.)

Last year Amherst was favored

and did succeed In winning 21-6.

It was a closer game than most
people expected, and, curiously e-

nough, was highlighted for most
fans not, by a particular play or

tackle, but by the return of Wil-

liams captain Lou Ouzzettl after

being out nearly all season with
injuries. Steve Hyde sprung by a

Guzzettl block, scored for Williams
on a 62 yard interception, while

Van Nort amassed a total of 96

yards rushing for Amherst. Dave
Lawrence proved Indispensable in

the victory, passing for one TD
and engineering the other two
scoring drives.

Varsity Soccer . . .

Continued from Page 6, Col. 1

good ball control; DeWitt Is the

former Jeff center halfback, who
drew praise from Hai-vard's star

Chris Ohlri. Lord Jeff coach Steve

Rostas moved DeWitt to the line

to add scoring punch, and the ex-

periment has paid off with victor-

ies.

Another scoring threat to t h e

strong Eph defense will be left

wing Charlie Clark. The Jeff sen-

ior Is fast and a scrapper; he has
three goals to his credit.

Defensively the Sabrlnas will

depend on a halfback line com-
posed of soph Jack Levine (a

steady hustler). Bill Strong (De-
Witt's reliable replacement), and
Jim Guest. The two fullbacks,

Nick Prlgge and Freddy Wood-
worth, are not outstanding, and
will be found playing closer to the
goal than the Eph fulls.

The question is: can the short-

passing Eph line score more on
Scolnick than the Amherst line

can on Gordle Prltchett and his

tough backs? Probably not, but
tomorrow's contest for the Little

Three crown will tell . .

.
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headquarters for undergraduates

OUR UNIVERSITY SHOP
AND OUR "346" DEPARTMENT

These two fine departments have every-

thing for today's undergraduate . . . from

new unfinished worsted suits to tradition-

ally correct evening wear. . .all reflecting

our distinctive styling, quality and taste.

University sizes Zl to 42, "346" sizes Z^

to 46.

University Suks, $65 /o $80 • Topcoats, $80

Skpwearyjrm $ 1 1 • Outerwear, from $30

"346" Suits, $90 /o $105 • Topcoats, jrom $95

Tuoeed Sport Jackets, $65 to $75

Button-down OxfordS/iirts,$5.75 and $6.25

UTMUIHIOimt

3M MADISON AVB., COR. 44TH ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

46 NE\VBURy, COR. BERKELEY ST., BOSTON 16, MASS.

WTTSBURCH • CHICAGO • SAN FRANOSCO • LOS ANCELBS

RemkoH '63 Reports On Recent Changes

In Ghanaian Student Life, Political Attitudes

Williams student Bill Reznikoff

'63, spending his junior year at

the University of Accra In Ghana,

has recorded his impressions of

the social, intellectual, and pol-

itical life of the students he has

met in a letter to BiU Uilman
'64. He writes:

Generally the students here at

the University are very interest-

ed in the social and athletic ev-

ents which make up the Hall life.

Soccer is far and away the most

popular sport and the boys are

some of the best players that I

have ever seen. High-life dances

are the best social events.

However, this year there has

been a change of interest away

from these activities and It Is

this shift of emphasis which has

probably made my stay here most

Interesting. Up until this year

Ghanaian students were well

known for their disinterest in pol-

itics as compared with their coun-

terparts In other young nations.

One reason for this might be that

most of the student body is old-

er than twenty-five with the con-

sequence that many of them are

married and thus don't have time

to waste. Also almost all students

are on government scholarships.

A final reason might be that up

until this year the University was

fairly isolated from political life

In Ghana being outside of any

city and being under the direc-

tion of the University of London.

This year has brought about

quite a change. Since the Govern-

ment has nationalized the school,

the students have become very

conscious of politics in everything

they do. Many students attend

parliament debates in Accra reg-

ularly and every Government ac-

tion is followed with all night

discussions by almost the entire

student body in little groups. A-
merioans here have a supreme ad-

vantage since we are at liberty to

pick our friends indiscriminately

from all the different political

factions and thus can get a view

of the total campus outlook. Be-

cause of the University and the

Government, I have refrained

from taking sides, but I would
say that the student body, while

not being anti-government, a t

least isn't very happy with recent

government actions.
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Rink Constnictioii

Injures Workers
Two workmen were Injurei

Wednesday morning when the
platform scaffold on which they
were working collapsed, dropping
them to the hardpacked dirt floor
of the hockey rink. The men were
engaged In varnishing the Inside
of the new rink cover at a point
near the peak, which stands ap-
proximately fifty feet from the
ground.

Ernest Lafountaln, 30, suffered
a fractured nose and a possible
concussion. His partner, Ernest
Desormlaux, 48, broke both arms
and a leg. Both men were em-
ployed by Daniel Rounds of North
Adams, the painting sub-contrac-
tor on the structure.

j

Thoughtful people know they be-

long to a certain religion because

they happened to be born into a

family of that faith. Ask about

BROTHERHOOD RELIGION which

offers ONE RELIGION for all.

Joe Arnold, 1737 Cambridge St.,
'

Cambridge 38, Mais.

Check your opinions against L'lVI's Campus Opinion Poll 11

O Has the Berlin crisis increased

Russia's prestige in Asia and Soutli America?

'/.

a YES D NO

& Do you look at every

date as a prospective

wife (or husband)?

\

Q How many cigarettes

do you smoke a day?
n Half a pack or less D Less than a pack

n A pack or more

Ji'l/. I

D YES

D NO

u

Expect more, get. more, from

There's actually more
rich-flavor leaf in L&M
than even in some un-

filtered cigarettes. You
get more body In the
blend, more flavor in the

smoke, more taste
through the filter. So get

Lots More from filter

smoking wifh L&M . . .

the cigarette that smokes
heartier as itdraws freely

through the pure-white,

modern filter.
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HERE'S HOW 1029 STUDENTS
AT 100 COLLEGES VOTED!
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Get with the Grand Prix . . . Enter today, enter incessantly!



Williamstown Woman Offers Help

To AH Men With Female Problems

Jim Wood and Jon Horsch, two aficionados of t.,o Wihiomi College Mofor-
cycle Club, trying to find the Berlin Pass Trail in prcparofion for the club-
tponsored Handling Triols at 10;00 a.m. tomorrow. Dcutli-defyina nerve and
consummate skill w,ll decide the winner of this sports newcomer to the com-
pus, initiated by Horsch.

Socrates' Death SeenCrucial By Versenyi
Continued from Page I, Col. 4

throughout the trial. "Wisdom
took him to where he was," Ver-

senyi said "but It could not get

him out,'' raising the question,

one which has been in existancc

as long as there has been a man

Old Spice Products

Available at

HART'S

DRUG STORE

GL 8-4102

who has been more excellent than
his .society, as to why a man must
conflict with his inferiors.

"The Good Life"

The people expected Socrates to
recant his teachings and accept
exile but Socrates could not. To
him, the only life worth living

was "the good life" and he would
have had to reject this life in or-

der to escape his death.

The question which Versenyi
saw as basic to the consideration

of the subject was whether the ex-

cellence of a man has tragic ex-

cellence. In Socrates case, the an-

swer was "yes" since by living in

accordance with his nature and a-

chipving the greatest end open to

him, Socrates committed suicide.

By Stew Davis & Bill Richardson
Are women the $64 question in

your life? If they are, your ques-
tions concerning these female be-
ings will be answered by Susan
M. Rogers.

Mrs. Rogers, an energetic div-
orcee, writes a column entitled

"For Men Only" which is syndi-
cated nationally, and is presently
running in "The Williamstown
News."

She is now living at Swiss
Meadow.s, which is south of Wil-
lliimstown on Rt. 43. The estate
is owned by Joseph Agnelli, 59,

who bought it ten years ago when
he was executive vice president of

Bell Syndicate. Agnelli's wife was
the "second Dorothy Dix''; but
2 and one-half years ago tragedy
hit - while living in New York
City Agnelli had a stroke, and two
months later his wife died.

Ski Resort

"I've known him for many
years," Mrs. Rogers said. She
came to Williamstown in May to

join him, and since then has
"been running from here to New
York to Boston trying to take
care of his affairs."

Swiss Meadows, an estate of

five buildings, will serve as a re-

sort for skiers and hunters this

winter. One building has been
leased to the Norwegian Skiing

Club of New York from Dec. 15-

April 15. Another will serve as

housing for transient hunters and
skiers. Agnelli and Mrs. Rogers
will use the "chalet" as home, and
"the big house", which has 13

bedrooms and dramatic fireplaces,

will stand vacant.

Mrs. Rogers has a rich back-
ground of newspaper experience.

She wrote AP features at one
time, and at another was the fea-

ture editor of the "Chicago Mar-
ket Daily", a job at which she

said she worked 18 hours a day.

She has written three books -

"How to get along with the Boss",

"The Pine Art of Supervising

Women;" and "How to Sell to

Women."'

About four years ago Mrs. Rog-
ers went to Notre Dame to talk

about women and business. Here
she got her idea for her column.
She wrote to Agnelli about her
idea, then sat down for a night

and wrote three or four samples
to send to papers. They were re-

jected for reading like sociologi-

cal reports.

"Sympathetic Face"

So she dropped the Idea for a-

while, and then took it up again,

choosing the Question and An-
swer form of presentation. Need-
ing material to give her work the

ring of authenticity, she began to

search for men who had problems
with women. One gambit she

tried was sitting In a Chicago bar

drinking ginger ale, hoping to

meet men that way. "Nobody pick-

ed me up," she recounted. "I guess

I looked too much like Cary Na-
tion." But she had interviewed

1000 top businessmen in Chicago,

and began to recall the things

they had told her.

She credits herself with a "sym-

pathetic face". Once, she recall-

ed, she was sitting in a donut

house next to a well-dressed and

Tareyton

delivers

the flavor.

'^Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"

says turf lung Virgilius (Big Wheel) Plutarch. "Try the

Appian Way to fine tobacco taste-Dual Filter Tareytons,"

says Big Wheel. "From the Alps to the Aqueduct, we smoke

them summo cum gaudio. TVy Tareyton, one filter cigarette

that really delivers de gustibus!"
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i
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Tareyton

Obviously nervous man. He was
smoking via a cigarette holder,

and through this medium she
drew him into a conversation. It

turned out that he had had to
break his engagement; he told her
the whole story.

Now, she said, she gets her ma-
terial from talking to men and
from the mail. Her column differs

from "Dear Abbey" and Ann Lan-
ders in that it is devoted to men's
problems with women, and It

deals with both general and spec-
ific problems.

Wants College Letters

She noted that if she receives

a letter from Williamstown it will

be inserted in the local paper im-
mediately. "I am delighted to get
letters from college boys," she said.

One can get his questions an-
swered by writing her In care of
the "Williamstown News"; he need
not sign his queries.

Her column, which she has sold

by herself by letters and on the
road, first ran in the "Newport
News Daily Press." It is now In
12 papers, with the "Albany Times
Union" coming in at the end of
the month.

About Williamstown Mrs. Rog-
ers said, "I just love It; it's a
nice little American community -

I can relax down here." She says
it takes a long time for a soph-
isticated, urban individual to re-
lax in the country.

And after this winter? She will

hit the road again, selling her
column.

These two books of essays provide
practical Information relative to a
socially based and organized Ann-
erlcon economy, Incorporated Into

law, and operating to build na-
tional stability and world-wide ec-
onomic cooperation.

1. TOWARD A SOCIALIST
AMERICA
and

2. PUBLIC OWNERSHIP IN
THE USA —

Goals and Priorities

THE AUTHORS, representing o
cross-section of our national com-
munity:
Herbert Aptheker, Homer Ayres,

Reuben W. Borough, Frank Bel-

lamy, Alexander L. Crosby, Horace
B. Davis, W. E. B. Dubois, Stephen
H. Fritchman, Philip S. Foner,

S mon W. Gerson, Anthony Krch-
morek, John Howard Lawson, Leo
J. LInder, John T. McManus,
Broodus Mitchell, Mary Von
Kleeck, Scott Neoring, Victor Per-
lo, Basil O'Connor, George Ols-
hausen, Anton Refregier, Bertha C.
Reynolds, Holland Roberts, Paul
Sweezy.
Edited and with Introductions by

HELEN ALFRED
PEACE PUBLICATIONS,

P. 0. Box 164,
New York 24, N. Y.

Price of either book
$1.00 Paperbound
$2.00 Clothbound

Price of both books
$1.50 Poperbound
$3.50 Clothbound

I enclose $ Book 1,

Book 2, Cloth Paper

$ Both Books, Cloth ...

Poper

Nome

Address

City

Zone ,.:::. Stote
(Please print)



Underdog Eph Football Team Stalking Amherst;

Sabrinas Posing Threat To Soccer Supremacy
Jeff Booters Seeking

4th Straight Triumph
By Stew Davis
A revamped Amherst varslt;!

soccer team invades Williamstown
tomorrow seelclng to cast itself in

the role of a spoiler.

Williams, whose record is 6-1

after last Saturday's 3-0 win ov-

er Wesleyan, is now the top con-
tender for the James M. Sampson
Cup, emblematic of New England
soccer supremacy. Other aspirants
include, as of Nov. 4, Middlebury,
tied but not beaten (though
soundly trounced by Williams in

a scrimmage) : MIT, a steady win-
ner boasting the highest soccer
In New England play, soph Bob
Mehrabian; and Bridgeport,

which this past week was the re-

cipient of the NCAA bid which
rightfully should have come Wil-
liams' way, but did not as Wil-
liams could not accept it. Bridge-
port has lost to UConn, an early-

season victim of the Ephmen.
High-flying Springfield dropped
from contention last week after

successive losses to Williams, U-
Conn, and Bridgeport.

Close Game Expected
To win the cup Williams must

beat Amherst, and the challenge

will not be an easy one to meet.
After a disappointing start Am-
herst has won their last three
games - over Wesleyan, 4-1; over
UMass, 2-0; and over Trinity, 4-

0. The Ephmen have also won
their last three games.

In their first four games the
Sabrinas lost to MIT, 4-3, Har-
vard, 4-2, and Dartmouth, 2-0

while blanking Tufts, 2-0. The
Ephmen have beaten Harvard,
Dartmouth, and Wesleyan, but
have lost to Trinity, 1-0.

Tomorrow's game will be close.

Only once since 1949 did a Wil-
liams-Amherst game end with the
squads more than one goal apart;
never in these years has either
team scored more than two goals.

Last year's 1-1 tie exemplifies the

fact that the teams are always
evenly matched.
This year's game will be no ex-

ception.

Amherst has scored 17 goals to
their opponents' 11, while the
Ephs can boast 21 to their oppon-
ents' six. But, looking more close-

ly at the record, Amherst's out-
standing goalie, Tony Scolnick,
has allowed only three goals in
the past five games, while Wil-
liams, without Ben Kofi, has tal-

lied only seven times In their last

four.

Sabrina Sophs Can Score
Amherst's dangerous attack is

led by sophomores Ken Garni,
center-forward, with seven scores,
and right inside Larry DeWitt,
with three. Garni is a hustler with

Continued on Page 4, Col. 2

Williams: No Injuries, And Raring To Go

!

Amherst Has Prized Lambert Cup At Stake

Two Williams' regulars who will be counted on heavily in tomorrow's Am-
herst struggle: quarterback and co-captain Bruce Grinneil shown here lead-
ing interference for sophomore speedster Tom Todd oround Wesleyan's right
end lost Soturday.

Freshman Teams Meet Amherst;

Slim Favorites In Soccer, Football

Line Key To Victory Football Decides Title
A spirited and capable freshman

soccer squad will meet arch-riva

Amherst in Homecoming encoun-
ter Saturday at 10:30 on Cole

Field.

In a duel for second spot in

"Little Three" competition, the

Ephs will seek to avenge last Sat-

urday's 4-1 loss to Wesleyan. The
traditional contest should be a

close match as the Cardinals de-

feated Amherst by the same mar-
gin.

Sparked by a revamped and
hard-drilled offensive line, which
revolves around play-maker-su-
perb Dave Wilson, team high-scor-

er and center-forward Bob Pelder

and late season flashes Ken Ryd-
er and Ron McGlynn, the team
hopes to overcome their hereto-

fore meager output of goals. The
defensive unit of fullbacks Dave
Bryne and Carl Mclnerney to-

gether with goalies John Gepson
and Bill O'Neil, which to date has
proved most successful, is well pre-

pared to repel any Amherst of-

fense. The outstanding half-back

line of Mort Hodgson, who was
especially effective against Wes-
leyan, and co-captains John Stor-

ey and John Trainor, which both

offensively and defensively has

been an indefatigable bulwark, is

expected to shine in this game.
Carrying an overall record of 3-

3-1 into the game, Williams' chief

problem will be to mount a sus-

tained drive without those occas-

ional lapses which have proved so

fatal this fall. The team attitude

indicates that there is no better

time to do it.

Williams Chipsies PlciJ

AD^s For Crown

The Williams freshman footbal'

"earn meets the junior Lord Jeffs
'rom Amherst on Cole Field to-

morrow at 10:30. An Ephlet win
would give the Williams fresh the
Little Three Championship.
Although the Amherst fresh-

man lost 17-6 to a Wesleyan team
which the Ephlets swamped 35-0
there is no reason to assume that
the junior Jeffs will be an easy
mark. Once again the Ephlets wil]

find themselves facing a heavier
line, while the powerful Amherst
attack will have to be stopped
The Amherst offense is basically
the same as the one used by the
Ephlets. This will produce the un-
ique situation of the Ephlets hav-
ing to defense their own type
plays.

If the line gives the Ephlet run-
ners the holes and blocks they
need and if they can hold Am-
herst as well as they held Wes-
leyan, then the Ephlets should
win their third of five games.

By Denny Van Ness

This Saturday Williams will

meet Amherst in the Eph home-
coming football game at 1:30 on

Weston Field. In a series dating

back to 1884, Williams has won 40

games, lost 28, and tied four. Am-
herst has maintained an unde-

feated season so far this year,
downing Springfield 24-0, A.I.C.

28-14, Bowdoin 27-6, Coast

Guard 40-7, Wesleyan 48-8, Tufts

40-6, and Tilnity 22-8.

The Lord Jeff team will work
off a wing "T" right and left this

Saturday, a formation which en-

ables them to make the most of

their strong two-way offense.

Steve Van Nort, fullback il-

lustrates the versatility and
strength of the Amherst back-
field. He is a fine runner, the

best on the squad, a good pass
receiver, and an excellent block-
er. The big redhead was out of

play until the Trinity game this

season, and in that contest he
scored all three TD's for the Lord
Jeffs. Both halfbacks, Alan Deaett
md Bill Julavits, are good pass-
ers and runners. Julavits, only 5'

3'' and 155 pounds, is especially

speedy. Deaett, termed a "substan-
tial runner", took the college sin-

Tie game rushing championship
with 169 yards against Trinity.

At quarterback is a strong pass-

er, Mark Hallam, who is replac-

'ng regular QB Dave Lawrence,
out for the season with a knee in-

iury. Hallam has completed 40

out of 60 passes without having
one interception made.

250-lb. Tackle
The strong Amherst line is bas-

tioned by Co-captain Paul Abode-
^ley, a 250-pound left tackle. He
is the largest man on the team
and is relatively quick for his size.

The Jeffs will be playing with-
out the services of their regular
quarterback and starting left

Tuard. These injuries do not weak-
en the team perceptibly, however,
due to the supply of good replace-
ments. The Ephmen, in Watters'
words, are in "pretty good shape;
there is no one we have to keep
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Eph Harriers To Climax Season Saturday
;

Kellogg To Lead Team Against Lord Jeffs
The varsity thinclads wind up'. The second half of the Eph one-

their season this Saturday against two punch. Rick Ash, has con-
their traditional rivals, Amherst, stantly pushed Kellogg' to victory

Jeff
The Chi Psi Lodge, champions

of the Williams football intramur-
al league, are scheduled to meet
Alpha Delta Phi, the Amherst Col-

lege champion Saturday morning
at 10:30 on the Cole intramural
field in the traditional battle of

intercollege fraternity powers.
The game is to be played un-

der two sets of rules. In the first

half, the Williams "razzle-dazzle"

rules will prevail, where no
blocking Is allowed and passing is

permitted across the line of scrim-
mage. The second half will be
played under the "rag-tag" rules

used at Amherst, where blocking
Is permitted, no passing over the
line of scrimmage and the play Is

dead only after the defense takes

a rag from the opponent's back
pocket or tackles him.

On the basis of their outstand-

ing team speed and depth of ex-

perience In razzle-dazzle football,

the Chipsies are heavy favorites.

Two years ago, Chi Psi of Wil-

liams, with many of the same
playerii, beat the Jeff Betas.

Chi Pal wUl be led by three AU-

Stars and four Honorable Mention
players. Starting for the Chipsie
offensive team will be All-Stars
Herb Allen and Al Mondell at end
and quarterback respectively;
Honorable Mention All-Stars Har-
ry Hagey, Ron Ranes and Tim
Baker at center, end and half-
back; Sage Wlghtman and Jay
Johnston at the guards, and Bob
Critchell at the other halfback
position. The defensive team will

be led by All-Stars Tim Sullivan
and Herb Allen at guard and half-
back respectively, All-Star Hon-
orable Mention Finn Fogg at half-
back, Bob Schwab and Joel Bar-
ber at the ends, Clark Wilmott
and Tom Boyden at linebacker
positions, and Mike Keating at the
other guard.

Jttio Club
The Williams Judo Club Is a-

galn sponsoring PT classes this

winter. Freshman and sopho-
mores may elect Judo courses
when they register for winter
PT on Nov. 20-21.

Although the Lord Jeffs plan to

make the pace fast, Tony Plan-
sky's men are figuring to garner
the victory laurels. The Ephs are
2-1 in dual meet competition,
losing only last week to Wesleyan,
23-35. Amherst also lost to the
Little Three champs, 18-45.

The cross country squad has re-

mained strong throughout the
season. After winning their first

meet against Bowdoin, the har-
riers continued to outrun their
opponents. Only a fast Spring-
field and Coast Guard club in

triangular meets, and Wesleyan
last week have managed to con-
quer the Eph runners. Captain
Spike Kellogg has continua-
ly demonstrated his prowess, us-
ually finishing first for the Eph-
men and often first in the meet

finishing on his heels. Kifner, An-
derson and Gwiazda with the
sophomore contingent have added
depth as well as spirit to
squad.

the

Fresh Meet Amherst
The Ephlet harriers, led by PhilMcKnight and Mike Metcalf. hope

to end a year of stiff competition
^yjubduing the Amherst frosh

out except John Newton." The
Williams mentor added that, "On
paper they are stronger and deep-
er than we are. They are bigger,
stronger, and more experienced
than we are, but they are not any
tougher! Despite the fact that this
is probably the most talented
squad Amherst has ever had, I
don't think the game will bust
wide open."

Watters has faced Amherst
teams since 1948 when he came to
Williams. In his thirteen games
with Amherst, Williams has won
5 and lost 7.

Williams Romps In '57

In 1957 the largest crowd on
record at Weston Field, 8800,
watched and cheered as the Eph
team smashed Amherst 39-14 to
end Williams' first undefeated
season since 1917. Four TD's were
scored by the home team in the
first eighteen minutes, two on
runs and two by passes. In the
second half Watters emptied the
bench and Williams still contin-
ued to score. Unfortunately, the
Lambert Cup went to Lehigh des-
pite Williams' impressive record

Williams, and Watters, snatch-
ed another victory in 1958, but
a very closely contested one 12-7.
Both teams entered the rainy
game with 6-1 records, and both
were minus key players. The game
was decided late in the fourth
period, when, with Amherst lead-
ing 7-6 over a heavily-favored
Eph sciuad, Williams' halfbacic
Dan Rorke broke loose for a 74
yard scoring sprint and the Lord
Jeffs went down to a not inglor-
ious 12-7 defeat. This same Wil-
liams team was second behind
Buffalo In final Lambert Cup
standings, and speedy halfback
Chip Ide was chosen as a Small-
College All-American.

1959 saw Amherst claim its

first victory over Williams since

1955. It was another rainy day,

and this time Eric Wldmer was
out of play for the Eph men. It

was mainly a defensive game, but

a second quarter plunge by Van

Continued on Page 4, Col. I

Intramural All-Stars
Listed below are those play-

ers to the RECORD'S second
annual Intramural touch foot-

ball All-star squad.
OKFK.NSK
EmI — Dan Voorhcei _ KA
End _ Hrrl) Allen _ Chi Psi
Tackit _ Ptlc Obourn _ DU
Tackle — Tom Hcrschbach _ Saint
Center — Bob Stevens Phi Gam
Back _ Al Mondell _ Chi Psi
Back — Bob Klein _ Beta
Back _ Gene Goodwillic _ Phi Delt
DF.FENSR
End _ Charlie Dickson _ KA
End _ Dave Goldberg _ Phi Sig
Tackle _ Dave Steward _ Phi Gam
Tackle _ Tim Sullivan _ Chi Psi
LB _ Boots Dcichman _ Psi U
Back _ George Mayer _ TDX
Back — Murray Ingraham _ Phi Sig
Back _ Harry Lee _ Beta
HONORABLE MENTION
Be.idie. Bradley, Johnson. Cameron, R. Wil-
liams _ Beta; Wentz. Mitchell _ Phi
Gam; Tuxbury. Kipp. Russell __ Phi Sig:

Sage — SainI; Burger _ Mohawk; Stern
— 0, Phi : Ranes. Hagey. Fogg. Baker —
Chi Psi; Weinstock. Mahland. Blume. Sil-

ver _ KA; Whitney, Ciulla. Weiss _
TD.X; Pollock _ AD: Buxbaum. Mather
— Zete; .Snicer _ Greylock; Rodgera _
DU; R. King, B. King _ Psi U.

SKI INSTRUCTORS

Week-end positions ovailoble for

skiers to instruct High School boys

end girls. Prior instruction experi-

ence not required. Good compen-
sation. Excellent Ski Facilities.

Write or Call:

SHAKER VILLAGE SKI GROUP
P. 0. Box 1149. Pittifield, Mots.

Labanon Springi, (N.Y.) 7-1255

MOHAWK
Phone MO 3-9283

3 Days Only Starting TODAY
Friday One Performonce at 7:30
Sat. and Sun. Cont. 1 :00 to 10:30

A film that does not shield you from the
Truth! She gave him more than herself

• . his manhood.

Maria Schell/Stuart Whitman m
"The Mark" in cinemascope

•no Rod STEieER
I Doc McNally

• RAYMOND STROS3-
SIDNEV OUCMMAN l>,c>«-.io"

CmM •> auV GREEN
A Cowt-nentat

Ditlnbwtin^. Ine R*lc4««

Cofeoturef "BRtAKOUT" wifK Richard Todd
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Josh Comes Back To Ephland;

Folk Singing Buffs Enthusiastic
By Feb Bloom
Who is Josh White? He is a

man of medium height, heavy-set,

and the possessor of what could

be termed immense "animal mag-
netism." His singing projects this

quality which has made him un-

iversally acclaimed as "the great-

est folk singer of our time."

Joshua Daniel White, world

traveller and companion and
guide to 60-some blind street-

singers was sitting on a sofa with

a lighted cigarette behind his ear,

playing "bid-whist" when we ar-

rived to beg five minutes of his

time. Flashing his famous smile

he agreed and began what turned

out to be a 45-mlnute discussion.

Prefers College Audience

His love and gusto for living

seem to be reflected In his pre-

ference for the more youthful au-

dience rather than the night club

set. Although students may get

"stlnkin" from drlnkin' " they

never heckle or annoy him; in-

stead their enthusiasm seems to

double.

He dismissed rock and roll with

a "phoo," saying that it wasn't

"progressing." To him it is not

a true form of self-expression;

whereas he sings about things "I

like and what I don't like." He
used Pete Seeger as an example

of how close a singer Is to his

material. Seeger, in his eyes, is

"full of fire."

Two Lynchings
His early impressions were

drawn from two very different

sources. On one hand he had his

father, a preacher, who was a-

gainst his singing "blue or reels";

on the other hand, he saw around

him things he wanted to sing out

against. Before he was nine, he

had seen two lynchings.

From these opposite ways of

life he has drawn much of his

attitudes; Prom his blind singers

he learned technique. Lighting

another cigarette, he explained

that these people were hard and
cruel because their blindness kept

them from realizing "much of the

beauty around them."

Conscious Of Story

To him a true folk singer must
be more conscious of the story

than bis voice. Yet he must con-

vey this in his delivery and, above

all, believe In what he^ sings. A
singer who copies another's style

Is "unfair to himself"; for the ex-

perience of singing Is meaning-
less if one doesn't project himself

into the material.

He describes himself as a "so-

phisticated" singer, a "storyteller"

who doesn't "rant and rave with-

out any salt and pepper." Shuf-
fling a deck of cards, he said

that "purist critics" must accept

sophisticated songs as a part of

the development of the field.

His personal charm Is not some-
thing manufactured for the pub-

lic. It is a natural part of his

understanding of human beings

and the presentation of his in-

sights. To him folk singing Is a

calling; stubbing out his cigarette,

he said that his parents named
him Joshua because It connotes

doing something to "help people."

"A folk singer Is the voice and
conscience of his time and au-

dience."

Our discussion ended with the

return of the card players.

Williams To Host Brubeck Quartet
A personality, who in the minds of many peojile, stands for the personification of progress

andculturein the saga of liumanity, will finally wend his way to this oft-for.saken little Hamlet.

Dave Brubeck is coming to Williamstown! The Williams Rugby Club, under the able leadership of

Tim SulUvan, has taken it upon
r» p 1 r" 1 1 ni*.*„L;__ itself to fill this definite lack of

Rev. Eusden Evaluates Relationship

Of Christianity, Religious Pluralism
Chaplain John D. Eusden preached to a large congregation

of students, dates, and alumni Sunday morning on the topic

"Hinduism, Zen- or what?"

Two Motor Accidents

Mar Post-Game Fete

The otherwise happy atmosphere

of Amherst weekend was marred

by two accidents Saturday night.

At about 10:30 a car driven by

George Boltres, '63, collided with

the rear end of a car attempting

to make a left turn in front of

the AMT. His passenger. Miss Eliz-

abeth Adele Brown, a student of

Bennington College, was thrown

forward, striking her head on the

dashboard. She was listed in crit-

ical condition at the North Adams
Hospital on Monday morning. The

occupants of the other vehicle

were uninjured.

Boltres, who received minor cuts,

has been arraigned on several

counts of operating under the in-

fluence. Reportedly dazed and un-

attended by officers, he wandered

away from the scene of the acci-

dent, and has also been Indicted

on this charge. He has been re-

leased on one thousand dollars

bond, pending trial Dec. 11.

Later In the evening, William

McClung '65 while driving a car

owned by William Brown of Wil-

liamstown, rolled over an embank-

ment on North Hoosac Road. Mc-

Clung, who is charged with operat-

ing under the Influence, was un-

hurt. Due to the fact that he was

operating the vehicle with neither

the knowledge nor the consent of

the owner, bail was set by the

Williamstown court at two thous-

and dollars. His trial U scheduled

for December 13.

Music Critic To Talk

Paul Henry Long, music crit-

ic for the "New York Herald

Tribune", will lecture on the

topic "A Music Critic Looks at

the State of Music and Musi-

cal Criticism" In Jesup Hall,

Wednesday, November 29, at 8

p.m.

Jenkin Chosen Head

Of Career Weekend

Philip A. Jenkin '34, acting sup-

erintendent of the Swampscott,

Mass. Public School System , is

chairman of the eighth annual
Career Weekend program to b e

held at Williams Friday and Sat-

urday, February 9 and 10.

The alumni committee assisting

Mr. Jenkin includes: Daniel K.

Chapman '26 of E. I. Dupont and
Co., and president of the Society

of Alumni at Williams; Maurice

L. Opotowsky '53, of UPI; and
Clayton (Bud) CoUyer '31, TV and
radio star. A recent alumnus also

will be added to the committee

soon. The group met in Williams-

town, last Saturday to draw up
its preliminary plans.

The undergraduate committee is

headed by Bruce D. Grinnell '62,

captain of the football team. The
students have nearly completed

plans for panel topics to be given

the second day of the program.

For the first time since Career

Weekend was started, no classes

will be held, thereby encouraging

an even greater attendance by un-

dergraduates.

Right-LeftProponents

To Clash In Debate

By Alan Schlosser

On December 4, the Williams

campus will be the site of a head-

on clash between the Williams

Young Conservatives and the

Greylock Dialecticians. The form-

at will be a formal debate on the

following topic: "Resolved: Con-

servatism is a philosophy inappli-

cable to the decade of the 60's."

The conservative position will

be presented by Jerry Campaigne
62 and Ken Griffith '64. The

champions of the opposition will

emerge from the ranks of the
Greylock Dialecticians, a secret,

mystical society that has been or-

ganized "to stamp out non-virtue

on campus."

In an exclusive interview, Cam-
paigne revealed his strategy. "We
are dividing the topic Into econ-

omics, and government and social

ethics. It will be our aim to show

that THEY are the social reac-

tionaries. They are yearning for a

return to the paternaUstic feudal-

ism of the Dark Ages. We are hap-

py to put forth our viewpoint in

public. Perhaps this will clear up

a grossly misunderstood issue."

An authorized spokesman for
the Dialecticians stated: "We are

not going to offer an alternative

philosophy, but rather prove that

Campaigne 's solution Is not a val-

id one. We will deal with the pro-

position In terms of what sort of

philosophy should inform Ameri-

can policy, domestic and interna-

tional."

The debate will consist of four

constructive arguments of ten

minutes each, and four rebuttals

of five minutes each. The pro-

ceedings will take place In Baxter

Hall, under the sponsorship of Mr.

nchman and the Student Union

Committee.

The chaplain began his sermon
with a question, often asked of

members of the religious profes-

sion, "Is Christianity the only true

religion?" This question Is asked

not only in academic circles taut

all over the world. Since Chris-

tianity is not the predominant
world religion. Christians "h a d

better become aware of other re-

ligions."

The Christian Church has
shown a long record of intolerance

toward other faiths. The great tol-

erant thinkers In religion, Eus-
den continued, are often found
elsewhere. He cited the example of

the Hindu, Mahatma Gandi, who
said that God was so great and
perfect there must be more than
one way of reaching Him.

Service Lacking

Although the Christian Church
shows signs of improvement, con-

tinued the chaplain, It still feels

called upon "to judge and de-
nounce - not to serve." Africans

and Asians, connecting Christian-

ity with the western way of life,

ask "Is this really a faith?" Eus-
den pointed out that Vinoba
Bhave of India, who walks over

India to persuade landholders to

give some of their land to the
poor, comes closer than most
Christians to certain Christian

teachings.

One way out of the dilemma,
said the chaplain, is to choose the

best facets of each religion and
bring the strands together. Budd-
hism, for example, seems to give

the best answer to the problem of

suffering; Hinduism resolves the

goodness and power of God; Jud-
aism and Islam stress the Oneness
of God.

'Comparatively Religious'

The disadvantage here. Eusden
said, is that one who becomes too

deeply Involved in comparative

religions may end up by "being

only comparatively religious."

The chaplain concluded by stat-

ing his own personal views on his

Christian conviction: God Is a
God of all things, including sec-

ular things; Christianity preach-

es human responsibility; and it

teaches the concept of a forgiving

God. Finally, Christianity's cen-

tral figure, "who calls us to de-
cision and commitment," indicat-

ed that in regard to religion there

can be no middle ground - "He
who is not for Me is against Me .

.

He who is not against Me is for

Me."

campus life, and at the same time,

raise some funds for their pending

spring vacation trip to England.

Dave Brubeck and his quartet,

for the uninformed and culture -

bereft, are the most popular,

suave, "far-out" jazz combo in the

country. Organized in the early

fifties, the quartet has risen at

a meteoric rate behind the musi-
cal genius of Brubeck. No one
sound or style can typify the

group; rather, Brubeck has suc-

ceeded in exploring a spectrum
3f emotional expressions. Thus he
has been able to communicate his

music to a greater number of peo-
ple.

Brubeck began his piano career
playing in local jazz bands at the

age of thirteen. After serving in

the army and College of the Pac-
ific, he finished his musical ap-
prenticeship and organized h 1 s

jazz trio. Since then, his prestige

has been bolstered by appearanc-
es at the Newport Jazz Festival,

Carnegie Hall, and the New York
Jazz Festival, and several nation-
al television performances. Other
members of the quartet are Paul
Desmond, featured on alto sax,

Joe Morello on drums, and Gene
Wright on bass. The quartet has
constantly experimented with and
devised new art forms in the realm
)f music.

December 6 marks the night of

Williams' initiation into the ways
of culture and life. In Chapin
Hall, Brubeck will elicit, by means
of his jazz, "hot", "cold", "blue"
or "loud", those controlled emo-
tional responses which are the
manifestations of the civilized

man.

D. Phi Alumni Ratify

Chapter'sWithdrawal

From National Body
At a special meeting on Nov-

ember 19, the Alumni Corporation
of the Williams Chapter of Delta
Phi ratified the undergraduates'
withdrawal from the National
Fraternity. Ninety-three per cent
of those voting were in favor of

the move. The group further vot-
ed to continue to support the
chapter as a local fraternity, Del-
ta Phi Upsilon.

The Williams chapter has been
under suspension from the nation-
al for the past year, because
"Williams College no longer pro-
vides an advantageous field" for

the operation of a fraternity.

When in convention this Septem-
ber the national voted to contin-
ue the suspension for another
year, the representatives of the
undergraduates and the Alumni
Board decided to withdraw.

Competitors in the Williomt Collega Motorcycl* Club field trials held Sot-
urdoy on Berlin Mountoin ccmi) from as for os Yole. Warren King '63 (fourth
from right, above) posted the winning time on the muddy, uphill ride along
the old Albony-Boston Post Rood. All but three entrants finished the court*
whilo the houteporty oudiencq frosa in the driving tnew flurries at the tunf

lit.
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Viewpoint

Discrimination Survives At Bowdoin, Trinity;

Fraternities Repel Enlightenment Purveyors
By John Jobeless

Undergraduate and alumni
groups at Bowdoin and Trinity are

' involved in what seem at the pres-

ent to be winning struggles to

maintain discriminatory practices

in fraternity membership - selec-

tion. Individual attacks on claus-

es and agreements which institu-

tionalize discrimination have met
strong opposition on both campus-
es.

The Trinity Inter-Fraternity

Council on November 6 defeated

a motion to require each frater-

nity to print in the Freshman
Handbook a policy statement on
rushing; and pledging policies in

regard to members of minority
groups. Only three of the eleven

houses - Alpha Delta Phi, QED,
and Theta Zl - voted for the pro-

posal.

The proposal was presented by
Peter Williams, president of QED.
His intention was to "foster an
atmosphere of honesty and integ-

rity concerning rushing and pledg-

ing in the fraternity system ....

and in individual fraternities,''

and to "prevent any hurt to pros-

pective rushees." The requirement
was to cover written and unwrit-
ten, local and national clauses.

"Of course you can't figrht sev-

eral individuals who consistently

discriminate in their voting-," Wil-
liams said. "You just can't legis-

late against personal prejudice.

But you have to start somewhere
and this motion would be a sig-

nificant first step."

Williams and the TRIPOD edi-

torial in the same issue pointed
out that the main concern of the
IFC seemed to be the preservation
of harmony on Trinity's "frater-

nity row." The editorial indicted
the fraternities for failing to grasp
the significance of the resolution,

"which could have brought Trin-
ity a long way towards solving the
discrimination problem."

The editorial closed with the
following rhetorical question: "Is
it any wonder that the IFC, ac-
customed to being occupied with
. . . pettiness, failed to react when
confronted with the fact that dis-

crimination does exist on the
Trinity campus?"

A 1957 Bowdoin "self-study'' re-
vealed more discrimination among
its fraternities than had been
realized before. The Dean then de-
termined that four houses were
completely free of discrimination,

four had unwritten clauses, and
four had written clauses. The Ad-
ministration thereupon decided
that fraternities should eliminate
discriminatory practices in the
"near future."

SPBND YOUR (^
HOLIDAYS

IN 1hE*W0RLD'S
,

MOST ExciriNd c/ry

The world's most famous YMCA invltts

you to its special holiday protrams.

Clean, comfortable and inexpen-

sive accommodations for young

men and groups of all sizes are

available.

Rates: $2.50$2.60 single; $4.00-

$4.20 double.

Write Residence Olraefor for Folder

WILLIAM SLOANE
HOUSE Y.M.C.A.

35eWi(t34tliSt. (nrNltitliAvi.)

New York, N.Y. Phonis Oxford S-51 33
(On* Block From Pinn Stitlon)

The Student Council noted last

month, however, that little has
been done to achieve the desired

non-discriminatory fraternity at-

mosphere. It was agreed that it

would be better for the fraterni-

ties to solve the problem them-
selves than to wait for arbitrary

administration action.

The next Council meeting pro-
duced a different tone. It was de-
cided, on the basis of reports from
the fraternities, that only two
houses were effectively boimd by
discriminatory clauses or agree-
ments. Five were described as
completely n o n-dlscriminatory

;

Beta, Chi Psi, Deke, and Psl U
could presumably continue to vio-

late unwritten agreements with-
out Incurring severe repercussions;

Zete operates under local auton-
omy in this regard; and Kappa
Sigma and Sigma Nu can pledge
only Caucasians.

In one resolution "abhorring
any type of discrimination for

race, color, or creed," the Council

defeated another, by 16-3, which
would have had "The Student
Council recommend to the faculty,

administration, and the Boards,
that they set up administrative
procedures that would by the fall

of 1963 end discrimination on the
basis of race, color, or creed in

the Bowdoin fraternities."

The Bowdoin ORIENT reported
that the Alumni Council voted to

support the Student Council "In

its fight against administrative in-

terference with the National fra-

ternities." The two groups agreed
that "it is as undemocratic for

the college to force actions of e-

quality on the fraternities as it

is for the fraternities to bar ad-
mittance to certain groups."

Further support for this con-
servative position was advanced in

the ORIENT'S front-page editor-

ial of November 9, wherein John
W. Halperin, a member of Sigma
Nu and new editor-in-chief, as-

serted that "the ORIENT in no
way condones discrimination of

any sort; yet we must insist upon
the individual person's or the in-

dividual private organization's

freedom of choice. Once the free-

dom to choose one's associates has

been abridged on the campus of

a college of this size, there is little

left."

Make every "career planning
minute" count I There are plenty
of good angles to a life Insur-
ance career.

A few minutes with the head of
our college unit will tell you a
lot about ttiis absorbing busi-
ne«8. And If you're interested
in actual tales training you can
Start now-whilo you'rs still

In icftool.

RICHARD W. SWETT
St. Anthony Holl

GL 8-9211

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company

of Philadelphia

By John Wilson

Stacked high in the arms of

Editor-in-Chief C. Haskell Sim-
onds, '64, the second issue of the

PURPLE COW came to football

fans, their dates, and hordes of

visiting alumni Saturday. One of

the triumvirate of Williams stu-

dent periodicals, the COW spec-

ializes in campus wit and satire.

Sandwiched between two sub-

stantial blocks of advertising, this

Issue delves into the past. In "An
Album of Rare Old Cartoons,"

mostly from old COWS, Simonds
brings together some of the fun-

nies from the bygone days of the

'20's and the '30's. While the hu-

mor of a few of them has since

disappeared, the cartoon from
1909 has some small relevance to

the life of the Ephs today.

A large part of the issue Is also

dedicated to a sideline critique of

the administration. "I'd Rather

See Than Be ... " "The Williams

Drily Advisor," and "Rhymes of a

Malcontent" offer much of this

sort of lampoonery. The slick par-

ody of the DAILY ADVISER is

probably the best piece in the is-

sue, with such pleas as "UR-
GENT!!! Will whoever found a

small brown-paper parcel on t h e

chapel steps PLEASE immerse it

in water before 5:30 P.M.!" The
Satanic mind that thought that

one up deserves congratulations.

"Local Girl Guest at Football

Weekend" turns both barrels on

that tragicomedy locally known as

"Finding a Date." Tlie humor and
broad satire of this piece is ob-

vious to anyone who's been "shot

down" time after time after . . .

.

The glowing myth of Homecom-
ing Weekend topples with a crash
in "Weekend Memories," an Idea
plucked from the pages of
PLAYBOY'S "Teevle Jeebles." "A
Perfectly Lovely Time," a work
on the same theme, while effec-

tive, suffers from the same prob-
lem as "Weekend Memories" -

neither reaches the standard of

humor the COW usually main-
tains. The story of the long-suf-

fering innocent and her weekend
falls down by going overboard in

painting all the revelers as drunk-
en sops and panting bacchanal-
ians. This gets a little heavy af-

ter the initial dose.

"Twenty Questions" is worth-
while and pleasant, probably be-

cause there is a long, loud ring

of humorous familiarity in the
piece.

ARROW
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Williams Derails Amherst In 12-0 Upset

AMHERST STOPPED ON THE GROUND—Bruce Grinnell, Willioms' out-
standing quarterback, stops the Amherst ballcarrier cold with a vicious
tackle. Eph defense was crucial in Williams' 12-0 upset victory.

Reily, Wagner, Grinnell Spark Key Victory;

Gridmen Finish Season With 6-2 Record
By Dave Goldberg and
Stew Davis

A fired up Williams football

team proved tiiat Amherst's
vaunted Lord Jeffs are not super-

men. Talking advantage of every

brealc, the Ephs clinched the Lit-

tle Three crown with a convinc-

ing 12-0 win this afternoon.

The Williams defense, great all

year, was invincible today. Spear-
headed by two big sophomores,
Mike Reily and Ben Wagner, it

completely stymied the hopeful

Lambert Cup aspirants.

Amherst could not mount a sus-

tained drive until the last quar-

ter. That drive, riding on the pass-

ing arm of Jeff quarterback Mark
Hallam, was aided by a pass Inter-

ference call, but was stopped dead
when Reily intercepted a Hallam
pass inside his own ten. After

that, the Ephs controlled the ball

and ran out the clock.

Offense Clicks

The Ephs got their first touch-

down late in the first half after

Reily recovered a Hallam fumble

on the Amherst nine. Bill Chap-
man dove over right tackle from
the two on fourth down for the

score. Five minutes and 20 sec-

onds were left in the period.

Amherst took the second half

kick-off, but two plays later Eph
Bill Mosher picked off a Hallarr

pass and ran it back to the Jeff

48. It took Williams twelve playf

to score. The key play of the drive

was a 21 yard pass play from
Bruce Grinnell to junior end Bill

Holmes. Chris Hagy took the ball

over from the three to culminate

the drive.

The whole Eph line was out-

standing on defense. Reily picked

off two Amherst passes and re-

covered a fumble. Wagner played

head to head on Paul Abodeely

Amherst's great tackle, and push-

ed him all over the field.

The • Eph seniors were equally

great. Guards Dan Crowley and

Choppy Rheinfrank spearheaded

the drive that held Amherst to

63 yards rushing. Rawson Gor-
don and Carl Davis, the veteran

ends, kept the Jeffs from run-

ning outside.

The defensive backfleld was lt.<^

sharpest in three years. Amherst,

which had rolled up about 200

yards a game passing, could com-
plete only three of 13 passes, and

the alert Eph secondary Inter-

cepted four times.

The Eph offense, concentrating

on inside dive plays, was sharp

When it had to be. The Ephs pick-

ed up 142 yards on the ground

Bill Chapman led the rushers with

88 yards In 18 carries.

The win gives the Ephs a final

record of 6-2 and should move
them way up in the Lambert Cup
standings. The win broke a nine

game Jeff winning streak.

It was Amherst coach Jim Os-

tendarp's first loss to Williams

after victories In his first two

starts. It also ends a two year

famine for the Ephs In the Little

Three.

Al Deaeatt led the limited Am-
herst attack with 47 yards In 10

running threat, was limited to only
nine yards in six tries.

Amherst could not penetrate
past the midfield stripe in the
first half. In the second half the
pass Interference call let the Jeffs

get inside the Eph 40 for the
first time.

Approximately 7500 fans watch-
ed the Ephs take their first Little

Three title since the fabled 1958
team of Chip Ide squeaked out a
12-7 win on Amherst's Pratt Field.

Eph Coach Len Watters, carried
off the field by his team after

the game, can look with hope to

,iext fall. His only backfield loss

will be southpaw Grinnell, and
lis losses on the line will be off-

set by ever-improving underclass-

.-nen and by two fine freshman
,'nds.
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Varsity Soccermen Blank Amherst;

O^Donnell Stars In 2-0 Contest
By Stew Davis
It was significant that the last

goal of the Williams varsity soc-
cer season was scored by the best
Eph player, John O'Donnell.

Midway through the fourth

quarter of this morning's game
O'Donnell gained control of the

ball close to midfield and began
to dribble through the Amherst
defenders. As he wove his way to-

ward the Jeff goal, the cold but
excited crowd began to yell "Shoot,

shoot". So O'Donnell faked right,

slanted left, and fired the ball

with his left foot from about 40

feet out. Tony Scolnick, the fine

Amherst goalie, was screened from
the shot, and did not see it until

It sailed Into the left side of the

goal to secure Williams 2-0 vic-

tory.

O'Donnell did more than score

one goal, however. The Eph cen-

ter half was outstanding on de-

fense, and his efforts, along with

those of left half John Ohly and
goalie Gordie Pritchett, kept the

potent Jeff line from scoring.

Rutherford Assists

Eph co-captain Skip Ruther-
ford, playing his last varsity game
for Williams, lacked some of his

speed due to a pulled groin. Still

the swift right wing set up the

Ephs' first score In the opening

period. Rutherford dribbled past

Ephlels Drop Mis 19-0 For Title;

TD's For Bttssard, Gatchell, Gml
Little Three supremacy came to

the Williams freshman football

;eam as they raced past the Am-
herst freshmen 19-0. The victory

iver Amherst coupled with last

week's 35-0 triumph over Wes-
leyan gave the Williams frosh un-

llsputed possession of the Little

Three crown.

The initial score came late in

the first period after Amherst
fumbled a punt return on their

Dwn 7. Ephlet halfback Gordie

Bussard followed his interference

around left end for the score.

John Jay's kick was good and the

ittle-blg Purple led 7-0.

Frosh Booters Win

Over Jefflets, 3-1

Dominating play throughout a

spirited Saturday morning en-

counter, the Williams freshman

soccer squad easily downed the

Amherst frosh 3-1.

Finally overcoming the sporadic

lapses which had plagued them

ill season, the Ephs maintained

a sustained drive during the en-

tire game. However it was not un-

til late in the second quarter that

center forward Bob Pelder, in hik-

ing his team high scoring total to

seven goals, tallied the first Wil-

liams marker. Williams' first half

mastery is evident In observing

that they out shot the Jeffs 12-1.

A third quarter Injury to half-

back Mort Hodgson, whose first

half play was superlative, only

served to Inspire Eph aggressive-

ness. In the fourth quarter left

Inside Dave Wilson, team play-

maker, scored a long deserved

goal on a cross from Pelder. Late

in the period left outside Dave

Dlllman ended the Eph scoring

booting home a rebound off the

goalpost. Amherst, however, mo-

mentarily overcame a weak of-

fense to score their sole goal in

the final two minutes. Complet-

ing the season with a 4-3-1 re-

cord. Coach Flynt felt this final

two Jeff defenders and sent a
pass to soph Tom Stanton, the
Eph center forward. Scolnick was
3ut of position, and Stanton boot-
ed the ball into the upper left

3orner to break the scoring ice.

The officials kept Williams from
running up a higher score. Early
In the third period Ohly passed
:o left inside Doug Maxwell, and
a Maxwell to Jim Lawslng to Max-
well "give and go" play brought
the ball within scoring distance. As
Stanton pushed the ball past Scol-
nick, a referee called Rutherford
'or pushing and the tally w^s dis-

counted. Soon after Williams lost

xnother goal on a similar call.

Right inside Perry Gates and
Scolnick went for the ball at the
-ame time, and Gates reached it

first, pushing it with his body to
'lis left, where Maxwell and Stan-
ton combined to "score." Tiie tal-

y was called back, with Gates be-
ing charged with either "hands"
or the obscure foul of "elbows."
After the game Gates said he had
lit the ball with his chest, and
admitted that It might have hit
'lis right shoulder. Whatever hap-
pened, it did not count.

Amherst Tries

Amherst front line, credited

with 10 goals in its last three con-
tests, could not be blamed for not

trying to score. The Jeffs only

got off nine shots, but the Eph
defense had Its hands full with

speedy left wing Charlie Clark
and the center of the Jeff line

—

Larry DeWitt, Ken Garni, and
Tim Evers. On defense the heads-
up play of O'Donnell and Ohly,
and the sura trapping of left full

Larry Favrot, stifled Jeff scor-

ing threats.

Williams took 18 shots at the
Amherst goal, ten coming In the

last quarter. By this time Amherst
had almost given up playing of-

fense, and the Jeff wings and in-

sldes could be found deep In their

own territory.

Significant Game
The Ephs' main object in the

game was to beat Amherst, but
in doing so they ran their win-
ning streak to four, and their

shutout streak to three. More
important, they won the Little

Three crown and established

themselves as the top team In New
England, deserving the Sampson
Cup. Lastly, they proved beyond
doubt they should be representing
New England in the upcoming
NCAA tournament, which reliable

sources say they surely would be
doing had not the sudden anti-

post season games rule been pass-

ed.

oarrles. Steve VanNort, the Inside game to be the team's best effort.

Although the Ephlet defense re-

covered 3 other Amherst fumbles

and intercepted 3 times, Wil-

liams was unable to cross the goal

line again in first half. On two
occasions penalties halted Eph-
let scoring threats. It seemed as

though the Ephlets had fallen in-

to the erring ways of past losses.

But the Ephlets opened the sec-

ond half with a sparkling 42 yard
pass play from quarterback, John
DIMIceli to fullback Max Gail.

Once again, however, Williams
miscues stopped the Ephlets from
scoring. Amherst took over and
moved well behind the passing

and running of Amherst quarter-

back Wayne Kniffln. But the Wil-

liams defense proved impenetrable
inside their own 25.

Late In the third period Am-
herst was back to punt on a fourth

down situation. Linebacker Dave
Murphy crashed through and
blocked the kick. Williams took
over on the Amherst 32. On the
first play halfback "Gatch" Gat-
chell put on a spectacular burst of

speed and tore down the right

sidelines for the TD. The try for

point was unsuccessful as Wil-
liams led by a score of 13-0.

Early in the last quarter Gatch-
ell broke loose again for a 63

yard gain. The Ephlets scored In

five plays as fullback Max Gall

smashed over from the four. Wil-

liams went for the two points but
the pass was Incomplete. Williams

had another scoring opportunity

with just over a minute left but
a fumble ended that. As time ran
out Amherst was trying desper-

ately to get off a scoring pass,

without success. And the game
ended Williams 19, Amherst 0.

The win today gave the Wil-

liams frosh a 3-2 record with de-

cisive victories over both Little

Three opponents. Coach Art Rob-
inson was more than pleased with
his first team here at Williams.

The many capable freshman per-

formers should contribute greatly

to the Williams Varsity In coming
years.

Tllli SUMMARY
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Phil Meeder '54 Back At WilKams
As Assistant To Director Of AMT
By Bill Prosser

When Moliere's TARTUPFE
plays at the Adams Memorial
Theatre December 7, 8, 9, Williams
theatre-goers will have the oppor-
tunity of welcoming back to Wil-
llamstown the director of the
show, Phil Meeder, '54. Meeder, is

the new Assistant to the Director
of the AMT. Besides directing

major productions and teaching
drama courses, he is also the of-
ficial director of the Experiment-
al Theatre.
Our theatre is a familiar place

to Meeder. While an undergradu-
ate he was the president of Cap
and Bells and received the Gil-
bert Gabriel Award for Drama, an
award given to those seniors who
have contributed the most to the
theatre during their four years
here.

When asked about the theatre

In his day he remarked, "We have
the same problems here now that
we had then. Recruiting girls and
lack of time were always difficul-

ties. But it does seem that there
were more people over here then."

Asked to compare the Williams at-
mosphere today and then, Meeder
smiled, "I hear the same issues

being discussed today that we got
so excited about you know, the
fraternity question, compulsory
chapel, the honor system. They
all seemed very important then,

but somehow now ..."

Phil Meeder joined the High-
field Theatre a . Falmouth immed-
iately after graduating. This was
a summer theatre run and oper-

ated exclusively by Williams peo-
ple who liad been active in the
theatre here. Robert Mathews,
former assistant director of t h e

A.M.T., was also a member. Af-
ter fulfilling his duty to the

Basketball

United States via the Army, Meed-
er, returned to New York where
he was active in television and
radio.

After appearing in a number of
television "soap operas" including
Search For Tomorrow, Meeder di-
rected his attention back to his
first love, the legitimate stage.
Meeder served his muse by taking
professional actors' courses at the
American Theatre Wing and Inau-
gurating a group of young profes-
sional actors who would get toge-
ther to study different styles of
acting Including the classical.

It will be remembered that he
came back to Williamstown two
years ago to appear In Arthur
Miller's "The Crucible." One week
before production a principal
dropped out of the play, leaving
director Bob Mathews with a real
crisis. He called his old friend
Meeder who came in and with a
few days rehearsal gave what is

reputed to have been a "wonder-
ful performance."

His greatest involvement right
now is of course TARTUFPE.
Using what Meeder terms a "free
adaptation," the play will employ
his background in classical style.

"This is not to say that TARTUP-
FE is covered in moth balls. It

Is one of the funniest plays ever
written and should be played In

a grand farcical manner", assert-

ed Meeder. In rehearsals for two
weeks, Meeder added that he was
quite pleased with the progress his

cast is making. "The play should
be enjoyable," he said in closing

the interview," and will give the
student body and community the
opportunity of seeing a Mollere
play. The college theatre is one of

the last places where this is true."

Continued from Poga 6, Col. 3

there's the schedule, which has
toughened up quite a bit since last

year. Teams like Union, RPI,
Brandeis and AIC have Improved,
as have Wesleyan and Amherst,
and the Ephs have added Ivies

Harvard and Columbia to the
slate. Instead of the Springfield
Christmas tourney, Williams will

compete with Rutgers, Boston U.,

and Albright in the Albright In-
vitational at Reading, Pa.
The main goals for Williams

this year will have to be the Al-
bright tournament, the Army
game, and the Little Three cham-
pionship. As Shaw pointed out the
other day, "We'll win our share of

games".
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Phil Meeder '54 Back At Williams

As Assistant To Director Of AMT
By Bill Prosser

When Moliere's TARTUFPE
plays at the Adams Memorial
Theatre December 7, 8, 9, Williams
theatre-goers will have the oppor-
tunity of welcoming baclc to Wil-
liamstown the director of the
show. Phil Meeder, '54. Meeder, is

the new Assistant to the Director

of the AMT. Besides directing

major productions and teaching
drama courses, he is also the of-

ficial director of the Experiment-
al Theatre.
Our theatre is a familiar place

to Meeder. While an undergradu-
ate he was the president of Cap
and Bells and received the Gil-

bert Gabriel Award for Drama, an
award eivcn to those seniors who
have contributed the most to the
theatre during their four years

here.

When asked about the theatre

in his day he remarked, "We have
the same problems here now that

we had then. Recruiting girls and
lack of time were always difficul-

ties. But it does seem that there

were more people over here then."

Asked to compare the Williams at-

mosphere today and then, Meeder
smiled, "I hear the same issues

being discussed today that we got

so excited about you know, the
fraternity question, compulsory
chapel, the honor system. They
all seemed very important then,

but somehow now ..."

Phil Meeder joined the II i g h-
field Theatre at Falmouth immed-
iately after graduating. This was
a summer theatre run and oper-

ated exclusively by Williams peo-

ple who had been active in the

theatre here. Robert Mathews,
former assistant director of the
A.M.T., was also a member. Af-
ter fulfilling his duty to the

United States via the Army, Meed-
er, returned to New York where
he was active in television and
radio.

After appearing in a number of
television "soap operas'' including
Search For Tomorrow, Meeder di-
rected his attention back to his
first love, the legitimate stage.
Meeder sei-ved his muse by taking
professional actors' courses at the
American Theatre Wing and inau-
gurating a group of young profes-
sional actors who would get toge-
ther to study different styles of
acting including the classical.

It will be remembered that he
came back to Williamstown two
years ago to appear in Arthur
Miller's "The Crucible." One week
before production a principal
dropped out of the play, leaving
director Bob Mathews with a real
crisis. He called his old friend
Meeder who came in and with a
few days rehearsal gave what is

reputed to have been a "wonder-
ful performance."

His greatest involvement right
now Is of course TARTUFPE.
Using what Meeder terms a "free

adaptation," the play will employ
his background in classical style.

"This is not to say that TARTUF-
FE is covered in moth balls. It

is one of the funniest plays ever
written and should be played in

a grand farcical manner", assert-

ed Meeder. In rehearsals for two
weeks, Meeder added that he was
quite pleased with the progress his

cast is making. "The play should
be enjoyable," he said in closing

tlie interview," and will give the
student body and community the
opportunity of seeing a Moliere
play. The college theatre is one of

the last places where this is true."
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Wimams FaU Athletes Triumph
Season Culminates In Perfect 6-0

Little Three Champs

In Football, Soccer
After eight weeks of h a r d-

fought athletic activity, the Wll-

. Hams varsity teams have complet-

; ed their finest fall season in many
; years. Besides copping two Little

Three crowns, the teams amassed
seventeen victories while coming
out on the sliort end in only four

contests. The soccer squad estab-

lished itself as the top team In

New England. The football team
unseated Amherst iji its bid for

an undefeated, untied season. And
against chief rivals Amherst and

' Wesleyan, the three teams emerg-

ed victorious in all but one char-

: acter.

Football

The football team surprised al-

most all ob.servers with a highly

successful season. Last year's

squad, with a 2-6 record, left on-

ly eight returning lettermen so

that prospects for this year were
not very promising.

The team surpassed Watter's

expectations with a highly respec-

table 6-2 record. It began the sea-

son on the wrong foot with an 8-

6 loss to Trinity in the final min-
ute of the game. It swiftly began

to gain momentum, however, and
swept past Springfield, Middlebury

and Bowdoin as the opponents

were held to a mere 10 points.

Tlie second defeat of the season

came at the hands of a strong

Tufts team, 14-0. But the team a-

gain came baclc strongly to shut

out Union and its two Little Three
opponents. Wesleyan and Amherst.

The brilliant Amherst upset, in
which Williams was a heavy un-
derdog, was undoubtedly the sup-

erlative effort of the season.

WillLinis 6 Trinitv 8

Williams IS Sprincficld 7

WilU.inis \2 Mi<lcll.bury

Williams ) liovvdoin '

Williams Tufts 14

Williams 23 Ionian (

Williams 14 Wesleyan
Williams 12 Amli.-m

Soccer
The soccer team back from a

5-2-1 season in 1960, compiled the

best record of the three fall teams,

losing only one game to Trinity

by a close 1-0 margin. The team
established itself as Little Three
champion and probable recipient

of the Sampson Cup. Among Its

victims were Amherst, Wesleyan,
Dartmouth, and Harvard. The 3-2

victory over Harvard, in which de-

fensive halfback John O'Donnell
held Nii?crian star, Chris O-
'Hiri, scoreless and bottled up for

two periods, was perhaps the most
Impressive and decisive win of the

season.

Willijms S M'ddlibury I

Williams 6 Massachusetts
Willtains 3 Harvard 2
Williams ^ Connecticut 2

Williams Trinity 1

Williams 2 Dartmouth I

Williams 2 SprinKfield

Williams I Wesleyan
Williams 2 Amherst

Cross-Country
The varsity cross-country team

also enjoyed a fine season, ending

up with a 3-1 record in dual com-
petition. Having lost only one
member of last year's squad, ex-

perience was an important factor.

The team repeated all its 1960 vic-

tories, losing once again to a
strong Wesleyan team by a thir-

teen point margin. The harriers

chalked up victories over Amherst,
Tufts, and Bowdoin.

17 Of 21 Contests;

Day Over Lord Jeffs

Ephmen Enjoy Best Day In Many A Year

Williams
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DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET

Jazz To Jolt Chapin

With Bruheck Arrival
The Dave Brubeck quartet, con-

sidered by many to be the top jazz

combo In the country, will rock

the cultural rafters of Chapin
Hall this coming Wednesday. The
group is being brought to Wll-

liamstown under the auspices of

the Willlains Rugby Club, which
hopes to raise funds for a projec-

ted trip to England.
Brubeck's meteoric career be-

gan at the age of thirteen on the

keyboards of a local jazz band. He
has since combined his musical
genius with the talents of Paul
Desmond (alto sax), Joe Morello
(drums), and Gene Wright (bass)

to form the now-famous quartet,

which has gained a reputation for

successful experimentation with
new forms of musical expression.

The quartet has also communi-
cated a wide range of musical em-
otion to audiences at Carnegie

Hall, The Newport Jazz Festival,

and the New York Jazz Festival.

Tickets are available from mem-
bers of the Rugby Club or at the

door.

Taylor Discusses

'Eichmann Trial'
Telford Taylor, former chief

prosecutor at the Nuremberg war
crimes trials and a commentator
in Israel during the trial of Adolf
Eichmann, Nazi leader, will lec-

ture on "The Eichmann Trial,"

Monday, Dec. 11 at 8 In Jesup
Hall.

December 11 is the date tenta-
tively set for reconvening the
court to announce its decision,

which Is expected to cover 3

pages. The verdict is being trans-
lated from Hebrew into English,

German and French. Eichmann is

charged with 15 counts of war-
time mass murders and atrocities,

12 of which carry possible death
penalties.

Eichmann In Prison

Since the trial ended last sum-
mer, Eichmann has been held in

a prison in Northern Israel. Two
weeks before the verdict is an-
nounced by the three judges who
presided at the trial, Eichmann is

scheduled to be brought to Jeru-

salem under heavy guard.

Because of Taylor's experience

at the Nuremberg trials, he w a s

asked and accepted the job of at-

tending the Eichmann trial as a

radio-TV commentator for the
Metropolitan Broadcasting Com-
pany and various other radio and
television stations.

The talk by Taylor, who is a

1928 alumnus of Williams, will be

sponsored by the Williams Lecture

Committee. There is no charge for

admission and the public is Invit-

ed.

Post-Season Bid Ban Stirs Furor

Among Amherst, Wesleyan Students
Williams men are not alone in

criticizing the WiUiams-Amherst-
Wesleyan-Bowdoin ban on post
season athletic events. The furor

at Wesleyan paralled, and even

exceeded, the sentiment here at

Williams. The Wesleyan ARGUS
devoted a great deal of the Nov.

/4 issue to the controversy, and

the Amherst STUDENT reported

protests lodged by the Student

Council.

At all three colleges students

were disappointed that the stu-

dent body had not been consulted

in the decision. They raised the

question of whether the four col-

lege presidents considered them
too immature to handle those de-

cisions concerning athletics which
they have made in the past. The
newspapers challenged the 'dub-

ious' distinction between individu-

al and team play as ridiculous.

The ARGUS said that the distinc-

tion "presents the team as an ogre

putting pressure on the individual,

whereas the individual is com-
pletely pressure-free when decid-

ing to enter post-season competi-
tion." The point was made that

even If he were not willing to

spend more time for the team, as

most athletes who have worked
long hours during the season
would, the player has the right to

decide in his own interests wheth-
er or not to enter post-season

competition.

The ARGUS assumed the posi-

tion that the administration

should not issue such an all In-

clusive ban. Rather, if it at any
time believed that a specific

team's participation would not

benefit the school and the stu-

dents, the appropriate decision

could be made at that time. The
Wesleyan paper upheld post-sea-

son play as incentive and reward
for athletically Inclined students,

and good public relations for the

college. It went on to say that

student interest In any team
would not be Incompatible with

the intellectual goals of the col-

lege, and that there is no possibil-

ity of any dangerous ascendency

of athletics on the campus of a

school such as Wesleyan, or Wil-

liams. Glenn Hawkes, Wesleyan
'61, a former chairman of the
Student Athletic Committee, ac-

cused the administration of being

afraid of "dirtying their hands in

non-academic waters."

The ARGUS claimed that the
presidents not only flagrantly ne-

glected student opinion in their

decision, but also the view of the

coaching staffs. Several Wesleyan
coaches expressed disapproval.

Norm Daniels, the baseball coach,

complained, "Why not leave it up
to the institution?" Neil Keller cit-

ed the emphasis Wesleyan sup-

posedly places on student free-

dom, and its bearing on the new
ban; Wesleyan men "don't like to

be curtailed." To others this dis-

like for restriction was not only

prevalent, but justified in an ac-

ademic institution. Prosh coach

Don Russell lamented that "There

will be regrets at all four colleges

as situations pop up."

Sentiment on each campus of

the Little Three is much the same.

Tournaments and tournament

bids are believed to have a positive

effect on the entire college; the
rule precluding such events is

greatly unpopular. The ban is held

to de-emphaslze to the point of

absurdity.

Choreographer To Be
At AMT Next Week
Wayne Lamb, a New York

choreographer, will hold open

classes in stage movement Mon-

day through Friday from 4

to 5:30 in the experimental

theatre of the AMT. Mr. Lamb
is doing choreography for the

chorus in Oedipus Rex, an Ex-

perimental Theatre production.

uZflTch%Tks Social Council Backs
The WilUamstown Community

Chorus, under the direction of

Jerry T. Bidlack, will open its

second season on Dec. 4 with two
works by Johann Sebastian Bach.
Prank Baker will appear as guest
soloist in this yuletlde program,
composed of the "Christmas Ora-
torio" and "The Newborn Child".
"The Newborn Child", a short

cantata, was intended for presen-
tation the first Sunday after
Christmas. Production of the
"Christmas Oratorio" will focus on
the first, second, and sixth of six

cantatas, each to be performed on
a separate day of the Christmas
season. Parts I and II relate the
journey of Joseph and Mary to

Bethlehem, the birth of Christ,

and the appearance of the angels
to the shepherds. Part VI tells of

the coming of the Magi.

Most of the fifty-two members
of the chorus live in the Williams-
town area. Five WilUamstown res-

idents will be soloists - Elinore

Heme, Soprano; Helen Wright, Al-
to; and Allen West, Bass, all ap-
peared with the chorus last year.

Newcomers Suzanne Kemper and
Daniel O'Connor will make their

debuts with the chorus, singing
Soprano in "The Newborn Child"
and the Bass aria in the "Christ-
mas Oratorio", respectively.

Conductor Jerry Bidlack is Di-
rector of Music at the Buxton
School in WilUamstown and or-
ganist at St. John's Episcopal
Church in North Adams. Soloist

Baker, a graduate of the East-
man School of Music, is a member
of the music department at Benn-
ington College, and has appeared
with the American Opera Com-
pany and on the major New York
radio networks.

Tickets are being sold by mem-
bers of the chorus and at the
College Bookstore and the Wil-
liams Bookstore in WilUamstown.

Political Panel Discusses
'Attitudes To Cold War'

A four-man panel of Wil-

Uams College professors will

discuss "What Should Be the
Attitude of the Intelligent Man
Toward the Cold War?" on
Tuesday, Dec. 12, at 8 pan. In

Jesup Hall.

Sponsored by the Adelphlc
Union, the panel will be free

and open to the pubUc.
The paneUsts will be: Dr.

Vincent MacD. Barnett, Jr., the

A. Barton Hepburn Professor of

Government and Chairman
of the Cluett Center for Devel-

opment Economics; Dr. Fred

Greene, professor of poUtical

science; Dr. Frederick L. Schu-

man, Woodi-ow Wilson Profes-

sor of Government; and Dr.

Dwight J. Simpson, assistant

professor of poUtlcal science.

Hazing Regulations
At a meetinf; Tuesday night, the Social Council expressed

unanimous .support for the College Rules applying to pre-initia-

tion practices in fraternities. There were no objections raised to
the rules in tlieir present form.

The sentiment vote on these rules was undertaken as a result
of a report by Dean R. R. R. Brooks. Brooks stated that he had

heard of several incidents of vio-

lation of these rules, in spite of
r. Kennedy Here

To Talk Monday
Ted Kennedy, youngest brother

of the President, will visit Wil-
Uamstown on Monday, December
4, as part of a 'non-partisan'
speaking tour through Massachu-
setts. He has been mentioned as
the possible Democratic candidate
for the Senate in tliis state next
year.

Kennedy will address the for-

eign students at the Cluett Cen-
ter for Development Economics at
3 p.m. The Young Democrats will

present him in a discussion over
coffee in the upper-class lounge
of Baxter HaU at 4 p.m. Kennedy
foUows New York reform leader
James Lanigan and former Ver-
mont Congressman William Meyer
in the Young Democrats speakers
series.

Britishers To Debate

On Red China Friday
Two members of the Cambridge

Union Society Debating Team will

debate Friday, Dec. 8, at Williams
College the topic, "Resolved: That
This House Favors The Admission
of Communist China to the United
Nations Now." The Britishers will

take the affirmative side of the
topic.

Speaking for WilUams and tak-
ing the negative wiU be PhiUp
Bredell '64 and Richard Counts
'62.

The debate is scheduled for 8
p.m. in Jesup Hall and will be op-
en to the public at no admission
charge. The event is sponsored by
the WilUams Adelphlc Union, un-
(ier the supervision of George G.
ConneUy, Professor of PubUc
Speaking.

The two men from Cambridge
University in England are Leon
Brittan and David Saunders. Both
are 21 years of age. Brittan, whose
future intention is to become a
barrister-at-law, is now studying
at Trinity College, Cambridge,
where he previously studied Eng-
lish.

Saunders, who plans a career in
school teaching and is now reading
for his Diploma of Education, is

a former chairman of the Labour
Club and last year was vice pres-
ident of the Cambridge Union So-
ciety.

the fact that 600 copies had been
distributed this year to houses and
pledges. He concluded that al-
though "there are a lot of positive
aspects to the fraternity system .

.

I can think of no less worthwhile
activity undertaken by fraterni-
ties than the practice of heU week
or pre-initiation hazing."

President of the Social Council
Chip Black made an appeal for
adherence to these rules: "I ask
you to enforce these rules, not on-
ly for the good of your own In-
dividual houses but for the good
of the fraternity system."

The rules have been In effect
since 1956. In that year they were
accepted by the joint student-fac-
ulty discipline committee, the fac-
ulty, the president, and the Trus-
tees. The rules are as follows:

This prohibition of 'hazing' Is

not intended to prevent the re-
quirement by fraternities of the
legimitate pre-inltiation duties of
pledges. The basic principle in re-
quiring these duties, however, Is

that they must be worthwhile in
themselves, for example:

1) cleaning or repairing house
and grounds;

2) learning fraternity or col-
lege history, songs, rituals, etc.;

3) assisting welfare or pubUc
agencies;

4) taking part in recognized
extra-curricular activities;

5) performing normal house
duties and responsibilities;

6) meeting recognized stand-
ards of personal conduct.

It is equally clear that the In-
tent of the rules is to prohibit
pre-initiatlon practices which:

1) are Intended to worry, ridi-

cule, tire, or degrade pledges, or

2) might result in Injury to
person, loss of time and energy
for academic work, or

3) might create a nuisance to
the pubUc.
The following specific interpre-

tation of these principles were ad-
opted in 1957 and are now in ef-
fect:

1) no pre-initlatlon activities

except in the case of community
or college projects may take place
outside the fraternity house in-
volved,

2) no pledge may be required
to devote more than two hours
a day to preinitiation activities,

3) no preinitiation activities
may take place after midnight.

College Ice Rink To Be Ooen
The schedule for public skating sessions at

the Williams College Ice Hockey Rink for the
month of December shows that tne rink will be
closed on Christmas Day but sessions will be of-

fered every day of the week preceding aind fol-

lowing December 25.

WEEKENDS OPEN

According to William McCormick, assistant

professor of physical education and hockey rink
manager, the public skating sessions will be of-

fered every weekend this month with daily ses-

sions starting when Williams students leave De-
cember 16 for their Christmas recess which will
end on January 3.

TO USE RINK, CALL

Private groups in the community which wish
to use the rink can arrange to do so by contact-
ing McCormick at the college ticket office in the
gymnasium or by calling extension 240. Single

I admission tickets are sold at the rink.
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Hell Week
Hell week ha.s once again come to Williams College. Once

again the possibility of excesses in violation of college pre-initia-

tion rules is apjjareiit. Bnt this year is not like all other years. This

year, hell week may well leave scars on tlie fraternity system tliat

will not soon fade.

Hell week has been a part of fraternity life since the incep-

tion of fraternities. It is often argued that it is essential to the very

existence of fraternities—diat it unifies a pledge class, builds house
spirit, and stimulates reverence for the brotherhood. If, however,
hell week does in fact serve a constructive purpose, it must cer-

tainly cease to do so when it degenerates into an immature mara-
tlion of sadistic games. Such games are not becoming either to fra-

ternities or to college students.

Moreover, excesses in the practice of hell week must occur in

direct violation of college rules. These rules were designed to set

reasonable limits to hell week, and have been accepted by the col-

lege community as a whole: tlie administration, the faculty, and
tlie fraternity system through its Social Council.

If the fraternities have serious objections to the rules, then

these objections should certainly be discussed. If they have no
such objections, as the recent Social Council meeting seems to il-

lustrate, then no discussion is necessary. In either case, the rules

should be obeyed.

In a year when the question of a fraternity system's legitimacy

on the Williams campus is being examined, fraternities canfiot al-

low hell week to become an exercise in organized immaturity.

Moreover, being examined, the student body cannot afford the ir-

responsible violation of rules they themselves have accepted.

Williams Given Grant

By Insurance Firm

In College Aid Plan
Connecticut General Life In-

surance Company has contributed

$992 to Williams College under its

two-part Program of Aid to High-
er Education.

The program Is designed to give

annual assistance to privately

supported four-year colleges and
universities In the form of both

direct and matching grants.

The first part of the program is

a direct grant to colleges whose
graduates have been employed by
Connecticut General for ten years

or more. It is based on the prom-
ise that in four years a college

spends about $4000 more than
what it receives In tuition and

fees to educate each student.

Williams College has five alum-
ni for whom the company has

made direct grants: Byron Ben-
ton, '42; Donald A. Carpenter, '41;

Warren D. Chase, '36; Henry Daw-
es. '28; John B. WiUey, '43.

In the second part of the pro-

gram, Connecticut General mat-

ches individual gifts made by

employes to any accredited four
year college or university.

Pittsfield Man Designs 'Tartuffe' Set

To The RECORD:
Post Season Bid

:

Once again the great god Zeus

has unleashed his lightning bolt

and sent down his decree from a-

bove, but he can talk from now
until doomsday and still the ex-

planations for this decree will ap-

pear ridiculous to those people it

effects.

It is a shame that this decree

has been issued. It simply adds

one more shove towards pushing

Williams (often mixed up in most

circles with W.lUam and Mary)

Into obscurity. (No reflection on

the enterprising Williams publici-

ty bureau, If there is one). Such

a bad picture has been presented

of the paid athletics and corrup-

tion that is supposed to be pres-

ent In "other" colleges, that one

might think that if It is so bad

in these colleges, maybe it might

not be a bad idea to investigate

our own college. And If this "cor-

ruption" is present in the tourna-

ment games-so what? Is this not

life? Does the administration have

to admit by this decree that they

lack confidence in the uprightness

of the students they have admit-

ted to this college, or Is the col-

lege now playing the mother role.

Possibly anti-corruption kits can

be issued with the diplomas before

the boys take that big step out of

the nest and Into the cruel world.

In any case, oh Zeus, this decree

appears ridlculoiis and unfounded.
Why not let a team and the col-

lege reap the glory that they de-

serve! Peter C. Fitts

Dissent

:

Let me utter a dissent to t h e

views of Alan Keith '60. He wants
more news and fewer Ideas In

THE RECORD. There is news In

the paper, as there should be, but

the purpose of a college Is to ex-

amine Ideas, and when this pro-

cess ceases to be of paramount
interest to the students, I shall

recommend that my son go else-

where to college. Keep up the good

work.

John T. Connor started down a

road which I have not seen fully

explored in all the discussion of

the chapel situation. The advo-

cates of compulsory chapel no
doubt say that Christianity is a
part of our culture with which the

well educated man should have an
acquaintance. While this may be
true, the confusion of chapel - a
service of worship - with a class

is not helpful. If the place of the

college is to take over the func-

tion of the home in this respect,

should not the college also see

that the students are conversant

with the tenets of, say, Islam and
Buddhism?

An Interested Alumnus '37

THE BEMIS STORE
For All Classroom Supplies

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER AGENCY

Stan Blair '63 T. Claude Davies

The set for MoUere'a TARTUP-
PE, the next major production at

the A. M. T. playing December 7,

8, 9, will be a colorful stylistic

representation of a seventeenth

century drawing room. It was de-

signed by Robert M. Baloud, the

present director of the Fine Arts

Berkshire Community College In

Pittsfield. In previous years he has

designed the sets of "She Stoops

to Conquer", "The Glass Menager-

ie", and "Man with the Flower In

His Mouth". All of these were pro-

duced at the A. M. T. Mr. Baloud
was also the director - designer of
the Pittsfield Town Players who
presented "Kiss Me Kate" last sea-
son. The TARTUPFE set was built

by Jack Watson, the technical di-

rector of the A. M. T.

The period costmues were de-
signed by Baloud and were newly
created by the Ralph Warsliaw
Costume House In New York City.

The lighting was designed by
Chris Welsh, a freshman, under

supervision of Jack Watson
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BROOKIYN LAW SCHOOL
Approved by

American Bar AsiociaHon
Non-Profit

Educational Institution

DAY AND EVENING
Undergraduate Classes Leading to LL.B. Degree

GRADUATE COURSES
Leading to Degree of LL.M.

New Term Commences Februory 5, 1962
Further information may be obtained

from, the Office of the Director of Admiaaions,

1375 PEARL ST., BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. N.ar Borough HoHI

Telephone: MA 5-2200
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Check your opinions against L'M's Campus Opinion Poll 13

O Your best friend's beautiful date

asks you to meet her for a late date.

Would you . .

.

?\

D meet her in secret? Q meet her and tell your friend? D tell and not meet her?

@ For your major course

whicli would you

choose . .

.

Has advertising ever

influenced your choice

of cigarette?

te

FEUS ^I^AT
[DOMEJTICAi

a good teacher

D or an outstanding man In his field

but a poor teacher?

D Yes

D No

? Expect more, get morfe, Worn If

There's actually more
rich-flavor leaf in L&M
than even in some un-

filtered cigarettes. You
get more body in the

blend, more flavor in the

smoke, more taste
through the filter. So ex-

pect more, get Lots More
from L&M. And remem-
ber—with L&M's modern
filter, only pure white

touches your lips.
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HERE'S HOW 1029 STUDENTS

AT 100 COLLEGES VOTED!
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Get with the Grand Prix . . . Enter today, enter incessantly!



Engineers Investigate

Shelter Possibilities
The engineering firm of Char-

les A. Magulre and Associates of
Providence, R. I., has been retain-

ed to survey college buildings and
equipment to determine how col-

lege facilities can be best utilized

for nuclear fallout protection.

The engineers will begin their

two-month survey with the assis-

tance of the Buildings and
Grounds Department this week.

They will determine what build-

ings could be used immediately for

fallout use and what facilities

could be adapted for use in the
future.

STUDENT GROUPS

Review

Berkshire Symphony

TO£uft(^
A Wide Variety of Tours:

MUSIC and DRAMA

ART and ARCHITECTURE

COLLEGE CREDIT

MICROBUS . . . ISRAEL

DRIVE YOURSELF

and low-price "ECONOMY" Tours

or Form Your Own Group
Ask (or Plans and profitable

Organizer Arrangements

Specialisfs in

Student Travel Since 7 926 I

for folders and details I

See your local travel agent or write i

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CO.
Harvard Sq., Cf^mbiU^e, Mosjl^-?

by Bill Friedman

The Bericshire Community Symphony Orches-
tra presented Its ^second concert of the year before
a shamefully small audience on Tuesday night in
Chapin Hall.As usual, most of the listeners were
local WllUamstown folk, with only a smattering
of college students attending. The orchestra per-
formed works by Mozart, Berg, and Strauss, under
the baton of Thomas Orlswold.

The musical evening as a whole was below
par. The orchestra measured up to its usual stand-
ard in two of its offerings, but failed badly in
the third, Mozart's Symphony No. 39. Although
this symphony Is difficult to perform, one expec-
ted a more competent handling of It in view of
the excellence which Mr. Griswold and Company
have displayed in their last few concerts.

BLAND MOZART
The performance of the Mozart was bland and

flat, with almost no attempt made to capitalize
on its emotional appeal. This symphony, which
stands in a class with the "Jupiter" and "G. Min-
ar'" symphonies, has a distinctively expres-
sive quality which the orchestra failed to bring
out. One does not expect the 39th Symphony to
be performed with the romantic flavor of Brahms
or Berlioz; but Mr. Griswold Interpreted It with
a blandness and conservatism of emotion that be-
lles Its expressive character. Such an interpreta-
tion would have been appropriate to one of Moz-
art's earlier, less artful symphonies, but certainly

not to the 39th.

To add to the misfortune, there were fre-

quent technical mistakes. The strings were fre-

quently unprecise (despite the addition of five
string players from Schenectady), and had trouble

with the fast scale passages of the first move-
ment. Even the woodwinds, usually the most com-
petent section of this orchestral group, made sev-

eral bad slips. The slips came most frequently In

the first and second movements where the tempos
appeared to be slightly too fast.

ATONAL ENTERTAINMENT

The featured composition of the evening was
the Violin Concerto of Alan Berg. This work 1?

important as much for its historical value as for

Its value as a unique musical entity. Written in

1935, It stands today as one of the landmark
experiments in the development of atonal music
one of the compositions upon which much of our
recent modern music has been based.

The orchestra was quite fortunate in having
Louis Krasner, the viollst who commissioned and
premiered the work, as guest soloist. Mr. Krasner
is a competent violinist, and did an excellent Job
in mastering the difficult cadenzas which Berg
wrote for him, especially the intricate pizzlcatto
and double-bow sections. The orchestra assisted
him nicely, and the concerto was given a good
performance.

To even the exoerienced listener. Berg's mus-
ic often remains difficult to understand. Never-
theless, it is still possible to enioy listening for

the unique harmonic effects and to respect the
composition for its historical value.

DEB ROSENKAVALIER

The final work of the evening was in a light-

er vein - the suite from the opera "Der Roscn-
kavalier" by Richard Strauss - and the orches-
tra played it with considerable ease. Various rx-
oerpts from the opera were played, especially the
well-known waltz from Act II. Special praise
should be given to the concertmaster, Thomas
King, who proved himself an excellent soloist In
his rendition of the waltz theme.

The next performance of the Berkshire Sym-
phony Orchestra will be given on Saturday, May
5th. The program will feature the "German Re-
quiem" of Johannes Brahms, with Mac Morgan as
baritone soloist. The Wellesley College Glee Club
will join the Williams College Glee Club for the
performance.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: BILL PIGOT
Six years ago Bill Pigot graduated from college with an

engineering degree. Today he is responsible for the

performance of 12 microwave relay stations, numerous

communications cables, and other equipment. He also

supervises the work of some sixty transmbsion specialists.

Bill Pigot of Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Company,
and the other young engineers like him in Bell Telephone

Companies throughout the country, help bring the finest

communications service in the world to the homes and
businesses of a growing America.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Classrooms Abroad

Program To Sponsor

Students In Europe

"The only way to learn a langu-

age is to go to the country where

It Is spoken." This axiom is the

basis of Classrooms Abroad, a

summer study program in Europe

for college students. Since a sum-
mer abroad Is "rapidly becoming
an integral part of a college edu-

cation". Classrooms Abroad alms
at combining this wanderlust with
the improvement of the student's

language abilities.

The Classrooms Abroad program
will house groups of twenty to

thirty students In eleven European
cities in the summer of 1962. The
seminar groups will study the
language, culture and civilization

of the countries during their nine
week stay.

Three Ideas

Founded in 1955, the pro-
gram has three ideas in mind:
knowledge of the language is the
most effective key to understand-
ing the culture of a country; on-
ly one area can be experi-

enced during a summer; residence

with a family Is the best way of

becoming acquainted with the
language and customs of a coun-
try.

Dr. Frank Hirschbach, director

of Classrooms Abroad, finds: "It

is quite possible, even if you don't

know the language, to learn more
than a year's worth of college

German, French, Spanish, or Ital-

ian in the course of a summer".
The Classrooms Abroad program

feels that an organized study

group will benefit the student
much more than a tour of Eur-
ope would. As one returnee stated:

"I feel I gained in insight and
profited ten times more than the
average student tourist." Anoth-
er pointed out that "One is left

with an impression of the whole
rather than a series of parts.''

Learn By Living

Similar enthusiasm is In evi-

dence for the family living setup:

"My breakfast table discussions
with my landlady were the best

German lessons possible." "I think
that living with French families
and studying the language is the
best method of learning about
Prance and Europe."

FEELWa
BOXED IN?

Work and activities crowding

out your career planning? A
quick but interesting talk with

us may open a whole new career

Vista for you.

The Supervisor of our college

unit will show you what a career

in life insurance can mean to

you—and you cangotstarted now 1

We're notlookingforexpcrionce.

We need ability and imagination.

RICHARD W. SWETT
St. Anthony Hall

GL 8-921

1

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company

of Philadelphia

NORTHSIDE
GUEST AND MOTEL

Isabel and Alex Nagy

Fincit Aecommodationi For
Your Parents and Your Date

Swimming Pool

Next to Phi Gam
OL 8-4108
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Williams Cagers To Open Season Tonight;

RPI, Harvard First Foes For Tall Ephs
A tall and experienced Williams

basketball team will open its sea-

son tonight at RPI and then take

on Harvard Saturday night in

Cambridge.
Coach Al Shaw's biggest loss

from last year's Eastern small-

college champion squad is the re-

bounding strength of Sam Weav-

er and Lou Guzzetti, but return-

ing this year is Captain Bob Mah-

land, the team's leading scorer and

a Little All-America first string

choice last year. The Ephs com-

piled a 22-3 record in 1960-61, and

Journeyed to Evansville, Indiana,

before losing to eventual champ
Wittenberg in the NCAA Small-

College Tournament.

Shaw Elected NE Prexy
Basketball coach Al Shaw, in

his 13th year here at Williams,

has been elected president of

the New England Basketball

coaches Association at a re-

cent meeting of the New Eng-
land Conference on Athletics.

Floyd Wilson of Harvard,
Shaw's rival tomorrow, is the

outgoing president. The Eph
coach will hold office for one

year.

Another problem for Shaw is the

recent ankle injury to junior Steve

Welnstock, who will be counted

on under the boards. Welnstock

also owns a deadly one-handed

jump shot. It he is unable to start

this weekend, 6'6" soph Al Poster

will fill his post.

Lehigh Wins Lambert

Cup; Ephs Place 7th

Key to the rebounding problem

is big Dan Voorhees, 6'5", who will

hold down the center position.

Last season Voorhees was top re-

bounder and second-leading scor-

er, and is also valuable In leading

fast breaks.

Other Williams starters will be

playmaker. Jay Johnston, who will

start at guard with Mahland, and
6'6" Roger Williams, a leading re-

serve last year, at the other for-

ward. Junior Pete Obourn should

see a lot of action in the guard
slot.

RPI Trounced In 1960

RPI will feature two small back-

court men. Bob Baslle and Marc
Keller, who led a relatively weak
attack. The Engineers, who are

hurt by the ineligibility of several

key players, lost to Williams last

year, 88-46.

In Saturday's contest, the Ephs
will be out to avenge Harvard's
68-67 win in 1959, the last meet-
ing of the two teams. Leading the

nine lettermen returning from a

dismal 1960-61 season are 6'4'

Gary Borchard, one of the top

scorers in the Ivy League, and
guard Joe Deering.

The Ephs have been going

through intensive practice since

the beginning of November, In-

cluding seven scrimmages. Wil-

liams came out on top in all of

these practice games, the most
impressive win coming against Ivy

League power Yale by eight points.

WILLIAMS BEST IN NEW ENGLAND SOCCER—Coach Clarence Chaffee

holds the Sampson Cup as co-copfains Skip Rutherford ( I ) and Bill Ryon
look on. Williams won the Cup after completing a 7-1 season and finishing

first in New England.

Hockey Season Opens Next Week;

T. Roe Leads Returning Lettermen

WATTERS EATS HIS WORDS—Wil-
liams head football coach Len Wat-
ters, who optimistically predicted a

.500 season for his Ephs, looks down
at a cupcake with "4-4" written in

icing. The cupcake was presented ot

recent football luncheon as "pun-
ishment" for a strong 6-2 seoson.

Lehigh, boasting a 7-2 record

and a win over Ivy League cham-
pion Columbia, won the Lambert

Cup for the second time in Its

five-year history.

Williams held down seventh

place in the final voting on the

strength of a 6-2 season and a

12-0 upset of Amherst, on top for

most of the season. The Ephs were
second behind Lehigh by less than

one point in 1957, and third in

1958.

The fall of Amherst coincided

with Lehigh's last-second 17-14

victory over Lafayette in its final

game to give the Engineers the

Cup. Lehigh's only losses were to

Delaware. 14-6, and to undefeat-

ed, untied Rutgers, 32-15. The
winner received seven first place

and one second-place vote. Buck-
nell, Delaware, and Buffalo (now
a major college) were other prev-

ious recipients of the Cup.
FINAL TOP TEN
1. L-hijh (7-2) 9.9 pts.

2. AmS-nl (7-n 8.0 pti.

3. A'briKhl (7.0-1) 7.">pti.

4. Maine (8-n.r) 7.5 pll.

5. Hotiir. (7-2) 5.1 pii,

6. BucVnfll f6-)) 4.5 ptl.

7. WILLIAMS (6-2) J.5 pti.

I. Suiqurhinni (8-(i-l) J.l ptl

9. DrU»«re (4-4) 2.0 ptr

10. Wmi ChMler (7-2) 1.5 pti.

This year's edition of the Wil-

liams varsity swimming team is

faced with the critical problem of

replacing five key graduated sen-

iors.

As the opening meet with Union

! on Dec. 9 grows closer. Coach Bob

Muir has brought the team Into a

well-conditioned, highly-spirited

unit. Well aware of the difficulty

in replacing such 1960-61 record

holders as Terry Allen and Buck

Robinson, Muir won't make any
predictions, but says that when
the team reaches its top perform-

ance "it will be capable of giving

anyone a good race."

In the 400 yard medly relay the

tentative starters will be Pete Ry-

an '62, swimming the backstroke

leg, John Wester, last year's out-

standing freshman breast stroker.

Dave Larry '63 or Captain Tom
Herschbach '62 in the butterfly,

and John Moran '63 anchoring in

the freestyle.

The distances, the 220 and 44C

free, will find Bill Huppuch '63

and Carroll Connard '63. Last

year, Connard, a tireless swimmer,

was a familiar face on the team

at times swimming a total of 760

yards in one meet.

The 50 and 100 yard freestyle

events will be strong due to thr

presence of Herschbach who holds

the College record in the 50 free

Sandy Kasten '64 will be swim-

ming with Herschbach in the 50

while either Larry or Moran will

swim the 100.

Wester Frosh Star Last Year
Wester, holder of the Freshman

record in the Individual Medley

should be strong in this event. Al-

so swimming will be Larry and BUI

Carter '63.

The diving will be led by Junior

Dick Holmes, who as a sophomon
placed in the New England Cham-
pionships. John Dixon '64 wU
complete the other half of the

entry in this event.

The butterfly will suffer from
the doss of Nell Devaney, but

should improve as Marty Wasser-
man '64, Dick Lyon '64, and Pete

Weber '63 gain experience.

Tim Qanahl '64 and Ryan will

be the Williams entries In the 200

yard backstroke.

In the 200 breast, WlUlBms will

lack the fine swimming of New

James M. Sampson Cup Awarded

To Williams Varsity Soccer Team
The James M. Sampson Cup, symbolizing New England soccer supremacy, is now in the pos-

session ot Williams College.

The award, founded in 1934, has never before been won by Williams.

Soccer coach Clarence C. Chaffee retinnetl with the large trophy Sunday evenmg after accept-
ing it at the annual fall meeting
of the New England soccer coach-
es held in Cambridge. The Cup ig

slated to remain at Williams for

one year.

Sampson, the man for whom the

cup is named, played soccer for

Harvard in his undergraduate
days. He personally presented the
cup to Cliaffee.

Williams finished at the top of

the New England standings with
a 7-1 record. Trailing the Ephs
were Bridgeport and Colby (both
5-1 in NE play), MIT (6-1-1), and
Connecticut, last year's winner, (7-

3).

Over the years Springfield lias

won the Cup most often - six

times. Williams' Little Three op-
ponents, Wesleyan and Amherst,
are both previous winners.

Chaffee noted that no school

has won the trophy two years In

a row. "This shows how hard
teams work for it," he observed.
The Ephs have a good chance

to repeat next year, however. The
only seniors on this year's team
were the co-captains, wing .Skip

Rutherford and fullback Bill Ry-
an.

Chaffee credited everyone on
the Williams squad for the super-

lative play that won the Cup.

"It was a team effort. Everyone
did a job and contributed to our

fine season," he said.

Williams tallied 23 goals this

fall, while their opponents could

only muster six. Except for Ruth-

erford, who notched five, the hish-

scorlng line will again take the

field in 1962. If he recovers from

a torn ligament, Ben Kofi should

lead that line. Before side-lined

the Ghanian star scored eight

goals. Others with scoring poten-

tial Include linemen Jim Law.sing

(3), Perry Gates (3), Tom Stan-

ton (2), Mike Totten (I), and

halfback John O'Donnell (1).

Tourneys

In Thanksgiving tournaments

Baltimore and Westchester State

Teachers College emerged as vic-

tors. Baltimore won the NCAA
S m a 1 l-CoUege Atlantic Coast

Tourney by beating Brooklyn in

the final, 3-1. Mlddlebury, which

had lost to Baltimore in the semi-

final round, 4-1, salvaged some

glory for New England by beat-

ing C. W. Post in the consolation

game, 2-1.

Mlddlebury had been invited to

the tourney by a committee head-

ed by Chaffee.

The more Important tourna-

ment, the NCAA one In St. Louis

on Nov. 23, 25, featured Bridge-

port (who beat NYU, 1-0) . West-

chester (who beat Maryland, 4-2),

St. Louis (who beat San Francis-

co, 1-0), and Rutgers (who beat

Brockport, 4-1). In the semi-fin-

als St. Louis trounced Rutgers 6-1

while Westchester blanked Bridge-

port, 2-0. Westchester finished Its

season with a 13-0 record by de-

feating St. Louis In the final

game, 2-0.

Sparked by the return of elev-

en lettermen Including New Eng-
land all-star Tom Roe, the Wil-
liams hockey squad will take to

the ice away on Dec. 8 against

Cornell with hopes of bettering

last year's 16-4 record. But, as

Coach Bill McCormick put it, "It's

hard to match such a good season

Swimmers Optimistic

Despite '61 Departures
England record holder Buck Rob-
inson, but the event should be as
strong as last year with Fresh-
man record holder, Wester shoot-
ing for Robinson's time.

The 400 freestyle relay should
be the strongest event with three
3ut of four swimmers who held
the New England record in this

ivent returning. Herschbach, Mor
an and Connard should have more
han enough support from Larry,
Kasten, and Wester to better their
ime of last year.

DeLisser Pins Hopes

On Experience, Size
With five lettermen returning

this winter, the varsity wrestling

team is looking forward to "a def-

initely improved season," said
Coach Pete DeLisser. The squad
vorked out informally from Nov-
ember 6 until Thanksgiving, under
Captain Jack Staples' direction,

ind will have three weeks of for-

mal practice behind It when the
ieam takes on MIT, December 15.

At 123 lb., Jim Moodey, a jun-
ior and last year's New England
3hamp at that weight class, figur-

es to start. Junior Jim Bleber, an-
3ther letterman, should be at 130,

where he took a third last year in

the New Englands.

The 137-lb. class will be filled

by one of two sophomores, John
Winfleld, '60-'61 frosh captain, or
Fred Tuttle, who placed second in

the freshman New Englands. Lar-
ry Bauer, another Junior and re-

turning letterman, will fill the 147

'b. position, where he placed
Jourth In the New England tour-

.ley.

Less definite Is the 157-lb. class.

To date, letterman Jeff Howard
ooks like the starter. Staples will

probably wrestle at 167, while a
)ig question mark remains at the

177 position. Sophomore Mike
Relly, who took a second in the
frosh New Englands, should start

as the heavyweight.

DeLisser places his hopes for an
improved season over last year's
1-6 mark on the experience of his
returning men, several good sophs,

< and a 29-man squad, largest in
several years.

and some of the teams we bested
last year have shown marked im-
provement."

However, the Ephmen have
looked very good in practice. Af-

ter a two week conditioning per-

iod, they began skating during

Thanksgiving recess. In their one

scrimmage to date, the Purple

whipped a service team from Port

Devens 10-7. McCormick is keep-
ing a watchful eye on Cornell,

Colgate, Army, Mlddlebury, Colby,
Bowdoin, and Norwich, all of

whom he considers to be tough.

The Eph mentor has already
built t'vo forward lines and a pair

of defensive units from his nine-
teen man team. Roe, who, as a

sophomore, set a school scoring

record last year with 34 goals and
33 assists, will center one attack-

ing trio. Playing alongside him
will be his brother John and Andy
Holt. The Roe boys and Holt have
had a lot of experience playin?
together since they all attended
St. Paul Academy in Minnesota.

The other forward line consists

of center Bill Beadle and wings
Marc Comstock and Gene Good-
willie. Comstock and John Roe
will be this season's co-captains.

Mike Heath and Pete Marlow
will make up one defensive group
while Prank Ward and Dave Lou-
gee will join to form the other.
Bob Rich will be guarding the

Williams goal.

The December 9 game against
Colgate, the season's first home
contest, will also feature the for-

mal dedication of the college's new
hockey-rink roof which was erect-
ed this fall. Three hundred foot-

ball bleachers are being moved
under the wooden structure so

that the rink will now seat 1000
spectators.

2 Proqrams For Your "Must See" List!f

PARAMOUNT
THEATRE N. ADAMS

NOW THRU TUES.

ELIA KAZAN'S PRODUCTION OF

K„K'yK'.,WILLIAMINGE

.,TM PM HINGLE

tUOREY CHRISTIE
AND •MTHOOUCIM

NAIALIEWOOD
AND tMTna

WARREN BWm
TECHNICaOR* WARNER BROS

Also Brand New
'WORLD BY NIGHT'

In Technicolor

MOHAWK
THEATRE N. ADAMS

STARTS 7:30 TONITE

One Complete Performance

Sat.-Sun. Cont. from 1 p.n*.

"A French Thriller, well acted .
.

absolutely hoir-roising climax.

—iThe New Yorker

"PURPLE NOON"

BE SURE TO SEE IT FROM START

Tonite at 8:30

Sot. 2:20-5:40-9:00

Sun. 2:10-5:20-8:30

2nd Main Feature"

"ANNAPURNA"
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*Tartuffe' Set For Thurs. Opening; I
^^'^^enncrfy Queried

Comedy Set In Classical Style ^^ ^*'"'" ^"^ ^^""^

Moliere's comedy Tarltifje will play at the Adams Memorial
Theatre this coining weekend, December 7, 8, and 9, under the

direction of Phillip Meeder '54.

A seventeenth century comedy concerning a religious hypo-

crite and his amorous dealings with the wife of his benefactor,

the play combines low farce, sharp I

•

character in^iehl, social criticism,

and subtle Intellectual humor.
Moliere's work has been termed

"a catalogue of all types of hum-
or from the lowest to the highest."

TARTUPPE combines all of these

aspects.

The play will be staged in the

classical style employing techni-

ques not usually seen in modern
theatre. Costumes of the era of

Louis XIV will be used with a set

designed to evoke both the period

and the spirit of the play.

Freshman Talent

The cast of TARTUPPE con-

tains an unusually large number
of talented freshmen: only one

upperclassman - Roger Grimes '64

- was cast in the play. John M.
Sundstrom will play the title role

of Tartuffe. Sundstrom combines

a natural flair for comedy with an

imposing appearance. He has act-

ed previously as Cotton Mather

in the Freshman Revue.

Robert Anderson portrays the

part of Tartuffe's gullible bene-

factor Monsieur Orgon. Anderson,

a native of Savannah, Georgia,

played with the Savannah Little

Theatre while in high school, ap-

pearing in "The Remarkable Mr.

Pennypacker," "Brigadoon," and

"South Pacific." Last summer he

played in another of Moliere's

plays, "L'Avare," at Louisiana

State University.

Sensibility

Roger Grimes will appear as

Cleante, the brother-in-law of M.

Orgon, who maintains the element

of common sense in the play.

Grimes has appeared in several

AMT productions, including

"Death of A Salesman," "She

Stoops To Conquer," and "Aria de

Capo."
Vesla Boyd will play the wife of

M. Orgon, Elmlre. Mrs. Boyd is a

graduate of Sarah Lawrence Col-

lege, where she appeared in "Car-

mina Burana." She is the wife of

Alston Boyd '63.

Continued on Page 2, Col. 3

A. M. T. Season Lists

'Merchant Of Venice'

And 'Guys And Dolls'

Joseph G. Stockdale, Acting Di-

rector of the AMT, has announc-

ed the schedule for next semester's

theatre productions. The first per-

formance of the coming semester

will be Jean-Paul Sartre's "No

Exit," with the Prench Depart-

ment in charge of the production

The first performance under AMT
auspices will be "The Merchant

of Venice," scheduled for March

9, 10, 15, 16, and 17.

The Jose Limon Company, a

professional modern dance group,

will appear on March il. The fol-

lowing three evenings, March 22-

24, several one act plays will be

produced in the experimental the-

atre. Most of April is still un-

scheduled. Stockdale mentioned

that he was trying to get another

travelling group to appear. Lack

of funds and limited seating ca-

pacity, however, restrict the pos-

sibilities of getting anyone.

'Guys and Dolls'

Early in May, on the 3rd, 4th,

and 5th, several experimental per-

formances written by Drama 302

students will be presented. The

annual musical this year will be

Prank Loesser ar.d Abe Burron's

"Ouys and Dolls." It Is scheduled

for May 11, 12. 17. 18 and 19.

Stockdale recognized that some

people might object to the lack

Con»inutd on Poga 3. Col. 5

Veslo Boyd as Mme. Orgon and John
Sundstrom as the arch-hypo:ritc Tar-
tuffe in scene from Moliere's "Tar-
tuffe", opening Dec. 9 at the AMT.

Films, Xmas Chapel,

Faculty Panel Listed

In addition to the Williams-

Cambridge debate and the Bru-

beck concert tonight, and the

AMT production of "Tartuffe,"

opening Thursday, the College

calendar lists the Chapel's annual
Christmas Service, three film

presentations in the Rathskellar,

and a faculty panel on Cold War
attitudes Tuesday in Jesup.

Sunday evening will see the

Chapel's annual musical program,

featuring a 135-voice chorus. The
combined Williams and Elmira

College Glee Clubs, under Robert

Barrow and Sanders, will offer

Christmas carols and selections

from Handel's "Messiah."

Raymond Boleau's "Witches of

Salem" will be shown tonight at

7:30; B.C. Mathur will introduce

films of India, Priday at 8:00; and
Jacques Costeau's "The Silent
World," will be screened Saturday

night at 7:30.

Professors Barnett, Green, Schu-

man, and Simpson will discuss

"What Should Be The Attitude Of
The Intelligent Man Toward The
Cold War?" next Tuesday at

8:00 in Jesup.

Ted Kennedy, the younger of

President John P. Kennedy's bro-
thers, held an informal question-
and-answer period sponsored by
the Young Democrats in the up-
perclass lounge of Baxter Hall on
Monday after addressing the stu-

dents at the Cluett Center.

The moderate number of ques-
tions put to Kennedy were as a
rule extremely challenging, sever-

al of them being voiced by less

than self-conscious elementary-
school children, and these ques-
tions were of necessity answered
summarily.

When asked whether he thought
that Red China should be allow-

ed to join the U.N., Kennedy as-

serted that he was at the moment
opposed to this, although the move
would expose Red China more
thoroughly to world opinion and
would perhaps be of some assist-

ance to disarmament negotiations.

He reasoned that it would not be
feasible to allow Red China to

join the U.N., because it is against
the U.N. Charter to admit a coun-
try not committed to securing
world peace. Also he felt that Red
China is not really interested in

joining the U.N.

Kennedy cited the John Birch
Society and the Minutemen in ex-

plaining that even if such "super-
patriot" organizations are sincere,

their actions are still meaningless.
He illustrated this "uselessness on
the American scene"' by pointing
out the professed intention of

these organizations to form
groups of vigilantes or guerillas

in the event of the Russians'
gaining control of the United Sta-
tes.

'Nexus' Appears Sat.;

Gives Political Views
NEXUS, undergraduate journal

of political opinion, will final-

ly appear in its first 1961-62 Is-

sue next week. Delays occasion-

ed by deadline difficulties, print-

ing problems, and the unexpected
appearance of both the "Red Bal-
loon" and the "Purple Cow" push-
ed the publication date back by
almost three weeks.

This issue contains articles by
Scott C. Mohr '62, Arthur G. Web-
ster '62, Edward A. Volkman '62,

Glen A. Thurow '62, and John
Jobeless '63. The selling price is

35-cents per copy.

Bassett '62 Preaches In Chapel,

Stresses Need For Facing Reality
Jost'ph A. Bassett '62 ))rcached from the chapel pulpit Sun-

day night. The chairman of the Williams College Chapel Board

gave a sermon that was at times biting, often delightfully witty,

and eloquent and pointed throughout.

The topic was the necessity of finding reality and of orienting

oneself to it. Bassett began with

a vivid description of Jesus' visit

to Galilee before the Passover and

led up to the point where Ho said,

"Pay Caesar what is due to Caes-

ar, and Pay God what is due to

God."
God's Predominance
Clearly, indicated Bassett, Jesus

recognized Caesar's government
and the necessity of fulfilling

one's obligations both to Caesar

and to Gad. But Ho undoubtedly
considered the relationship to God
more important, for He said, "Set

your mind first on God's King-
dom and all the rest will come to

you as well."

"In this saying and elsewhere,"

said Bassett, "Jesus expressed the

relationship between man and
Reality in terms of a Kingdom of

God." The Kingdom, of G3d, he
went on, is not like that portrayed
in Rev. Charles M. Sheldon's book,

"In His Steps,'' where the char-
acters make all their decisions by
asking, "What would Jesus do?"

"Unfortunately for Mr. Sheldon,
Jesus' Kingdom of God was not
a group of people running around
trying to be ethical Jesii," said

Bassett, whereupon the unusually
large congregation roared with
laughter.

"Relationship to Reality"

"Rather," indicated Bassett,

"Jesus' Kingdom of God involved
an awareness of and a meaning-
ful relationship to the unchang-
ing reality of life He called God."
Martin Luther King, he said, is

an example in our time of one
whose life is built upon such an
awareness and relationship.

Bassett went on to say that all

men first seek the real and then
build their lives if free to do so,

on what they consider real. Thus,
"the shape of a man's life is an
obvious consequence of what he
considers the real." It makes a
great difference whether a man
believes the final reality of life to

be "a bowl of rice and a large
family."' or whether it is a work
of art.

Continued on Page 4, Col. I

Joe Bassett '62, President of the Wil-

liams College Chapel, who delivered a

sermon at the TMC last Sunday night.

Taylor To Speak On
'The Eichmann Trial'

Telford Taylor, special commen-
tator and legal adviser in Israel

during the trial of Nazi leader,

Adolph Eichmann, will be visiting

Williams on Monday, December 11.

Taylor, a 1928 Williams alumnus,
and Chief of Counsel for the Uni-

ted States at the Nurnberg War
Crimes Trials, will lecture at 8:00

p.m. in Jesup Hall. His subject will

be "The Eichmann Case," and the

talk will be free to the public.

The verdict on Eichmann by the

Israeli tribunal is scheduled to be

announced on December 11, the

day of the lecture. The accused is

charged with 15 counts of atroci-

ties and Crimes against Humani-
ty, 12 of which may carry possible

capital penalties; the decision is

expected to run to some 300 pages.

Because of his experience dur-

ing the Nurnberg Trials, Taylor

was asked and accepted the job

of attending the Eichmann Ti-ial

as a radio-T.V. commentator for

the Mutual Broadcasting System.
Following his lecture he will re-

ceive questions and conduct a dis-

cussion period in the Rathskeller.

Williams, Cambridge Debate China U. N. Membership
Two seasoned Cambridge Union lem makes the debate a timely

Society debaters will visit Wil- and important one.

liams tonight to debate the issue: Roy Sandstrom, '64, will Intro-

"Resolved, That this House Pav- duce Leon Brittan and David
ors the Admission of Communist Saunders, the two Cambridge visi-

China to the United Nations tors, who will speak for the affir-

Now." Recent conflict in the U.N. matlve side of the case; represent-

Assembly, and the long-standing jng Williams and opposing the

dispute over the Red China prob- Resolution will be Philip Bredell,

'64, and Richard Counts. '62.

Sponsored by the Adelphic Union,

under the supervision of Georyc
B. Connelly, Professor of Public

Speaking, the debate will take

place in Jesup Hall at 8:00 p.m.

The event is open and free to the

public.

Oxford Rules

The Resolution will be debated

under the familiar Oxford rules

of procedure, with each speaker

given 10 minutes to build a con-

structive case and a 5 minute re-

buttal period. At the end of the

session, the audience will be call-

ed upon to render its Impartial

decision.

Brittan and Saunders, both 21,

have already appeared at more
than forty schools since October,

and appear here under the auspic-

es of the Institute for Intema-

LEON BRITTAN tlonal Education. Brittan, Chair-

man of the Cambridge University

Conservative Association, is pres-

ently Reading Law with the in-

tention of becoming a barrister-at

-law. Saunders, who intends to

teach modern languages, is read-

ing for his Diploma of Education

and is former Chairman of the

CnmbridBP Lib-jur Club.

DAVID SANDERS

Ex-Rep. Wm. Meyer
Meets Young Dems.;

States Political Views
William E. Meyer, formerly Ver-

mont's at-1 a r g e Congressman
(1959-60), addressed and spoke
with undergraduates In Baxter
Hall last Monday. An informal
luncheon under the auspices of
the Young Democrats was follow-
ed by a 2-hour discussion with
several undergraduates.
Meyer is aiming for the 1982

Democratic nomination to oppose
incumbent Republican George
Aiken for one of Vermont's Sen-
ate seats.

Meyer asserted the importance
of his 'principle of ten,' whereby
even at the lowest levels each pol-
itically active person should
attempt to influence at least ten
voters. He stressed the value of

campaign assistance from student
Democratic groups.
Meyer is noted for his minority

positions on foreign policy. As a
freshman Congressman, he served
on the Senate Foreign Affairs
Committee. He advocates recogni-
tion of Red China and her seating
in the UN, disarmament, and a
neutralized Central Europe.
He stopped in WiUiamstown en

route to an executive meeting of
the New England Council of the
United World Federalists, of which
he Is chairman.
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In Defense Of Fraternities
The writer of the following letter in no longer officialhi

connected with the RECORD.
-eel.

As a concomitant to the discussion of fraternities, some de-

fenses of the system from witnin have ajjjieared. Tlie most
complete and articulate of these that has come to my attention

is the one prepared by Frank Lloyd '63 and issued by Phi

Gamma Delta. Since we are now observing the end of "hell

week", that animal paean to our paleolithic ancestors, it would
seem a particularly projjitious tuiie to examine the content of

this type of argument.

The Phi Gamma Delta pamphlet makes thirteen central

points in defense of fraternities. They arc: 1-the fraternity is

"a cohesive and compatible group, unified by a common pur-

pose;" 2-one of its prime concerns is academic excellence which
is reflected in its striving for higli rank relative to other fra-

ternities; 3-it provides for healthy competition in intramural
sports; 4-it encourages its members to greater effort in activi-

ties representing the college as a whole; 5-it gives "stable form
and organization to the social life of the college;" 6-it "incul-

cates a respect for property in undergraduates;" 7-it allows fews
and Nc^groes to enter "social groups at Williams in which they
would not normally be found; ' -it expands tlie students' circle of

friends; 9-plcdging is "an intensely serious period, well plan-

ned in advance and witli specific aims" such as teaching a re-

.spect for projicrty, admonishing pledges to tend to their aca-

demic responsibilities, teaching adjustment to communal life,

and censuring those who "dissipate their time in excessive

drinking and dating;" 10-"thero is no more effective way than
rushing to unify the four classes of the college;" ll-"pride is

fostered in every house, and no fraternity thinks of itself as

'bad' ", which is to deny that the system is "stratified" among
good and had houses; 12-national affiliations and national con-

ventions prevent Williams from falling prey to "the provincial-

ism of thought" characteristic of a small, isolated college; 13-

fraternities house, feed, and provide a social focus for most
of the college.

Albeit this remarkable document admonishes us at the end
not to raise objections to it by citing specific instances of de-

viation from this idealized view of fraternities because argu-
ment would then degenerate into "an enumeration of specific

cases", such a course might not be altogether unfruitful. Were
we not to follow such a course we would have to accept this

|5ietuR> of the fraternity ideal as one which most fraternities

a|3pio.vimate closely.

Firstly let us examine the assertion that the fraternity stim-

ulates academic excellence in terms of grades. An examination
of tlie |5ub!ish(;d fraternal grade ranking for the last academic
year will reveal that of the seven "top" houses, as measured by
number of JA's, Gargoyles, class officers, and intramural stand-

ing, oidy two of them rank in the top seven academically. The
assertions that fraternities inculcate a respect for property and
allow the Jew and Negro wider social latitude, if meant to im-

|)ly that they do this better than a non-fraternal structure, are

])atently absiud. The same is true, as anyone connected with

a fraternity knows, of the assertions that fraternities unify the

college through rushing and that national affiliation protects

Williams from a provincial outlook. The denial of stratification

within the system is contradicted by the boring repitition of low
cut-off points in rushing for the same houses each year and the

boring regularity with which the names of certain houses ap-

pear at the to|D of every sophomore's preference list each year.

In reference to the beneficial as]5ects of pledging, it is only ne-

cessary to remind everyone of the institution that has just

made its annual appearance to illustrate the unrealistic nature

of the Phi Gam picture.

Having said all this, I am still puzzled about the source

of motivation that would cause a fraternity to include these

seven points in tiieir defense of fraternities. This phenomenon
illustrates that, at least in some quarters, there exists the fear

that the traditional raison d'etre for fraternities is no longer

valid. Hence new reasons for the institution must be invented.

This leads, to put it charitably, to a somewhat unrealistic self-

analysis on some points, and to the use of bald-faced hypocrisy

on others.

EDWARD A. VOLKMAN
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Aesthetic New Stairs

Supersede Rail Ties

On Path To Learning
After many years, and many

falls, the "steps" between Chapln
Hall and Sigma Phi have finally

been replaced. The old steps were

constructed of railroad ties, more
or less randomly placed between

two levels of ground. They were

picaresque and when ice settled

over them in the winter they made
an excellent sliding pond. Also, the

infirmary was kept relatively busy

mending broken bones and in dig-

nities suffered on these hallowed

steps.

However, when this hazard was
mentioned to President Sawyer by

two students in a casual manner
l^c took immediate action. He first

had the students take him to the

scene and agreed that these

"steps" were totally inadequate
for the amount of traffic they
handled. Two weeks later, con-

struction began on temporary
steps to make this route to the

library safe for at least this win-

ter. The steps are now finished

and future generations of Ephdom
will have a safer if less conversa-

tional route from the Frosh Quad
or the Student Union to the lib-

rary.

f1,^ WniiMng :!^(oeb

World's Greatett Youth Movement

* Tartuffe

'

Continued from Page I, Col. 1

Others in the cast include Lucy
Kostelantz, as Dorine, Jackie West
as Mariana, Judy Meeder as Mme.
Pernelle, and Debby Sprague as

Flipote. Other men in the cast are

Peter Simon as Valero, Gordon
Stonington as Damis, Steve Lav-
ino as Loyale, and Ralph Mastroi-

anni as the Officer.

Tech Stars

TARTUPPE is fortunate to have
among its technical staff many
AMT notables such as A. Clark
Hobbie '63, Stage Manager. Hob-
ble is a member of the board of

Cap and Bells Inc. and a veter-

an of at least six major produc-

tions at the AMT, including "She
Stoops To Conquer" and "The
Glass Menagerie."

Production Manager is Laurent
A. Daloz '62. secretary of Cap and
Bells Inc. Daloz has been active

in some aspect - usually stage

management - of nearly every
AMT production in the past four

years. Most recently he was stage

manager and one of the princi-

pal organizers of the Freshman
Revue.

Chris Welch '65 is lighting de-
signer and also master electrician.

Welch, a native of Pittsfield, has
worked three years as light tech-
nician at the Williamstown Sum-
mer Theatre. Assisting him at the
light board are Jim Wick '62 and
Jan Berlage '63, both Cap and
Bells members.

Setting and costumes are by
Robert Boland of Pittsfield. Tech-
nical Director is John R. Watson.

Director Phil Meeder stated that
he was especially desirous of pres-
enting TARTUFPE, as it will give
the college community opportuni-
ty to see a rarely-produced play
which stands as one of the class-

Icsof dramatic literature.

Tickets are on sale at the box
office, open from 9 to 12 morn-
ings and 1:30 to 4:30 in the af-
ternoon. Reservations may be
made by calling GL 8-3023.

fiM
THEATRE N. ADAMS

TODAY thru SAT.
A Searing Story of a

borrowed love!

yward

John
.Gavin

5^5xce€|

Vsta Miles
"THE SERGEANT
WAS A LADY"

Comedy Cohit - New Too!

Coming Wed., Dec. 13
"Town Without Pity"

Kirk Dougloi
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WMS Resumes With Recast Image
WMS - WCFM, "the voice of

Williams College," has finally be-

come the educated voice of a

learned community.
For years, our college radio sta-

tion has provided enjoyment to

both its participants and its lis-

teners. It has contributed to the

educational experience of its mem-
bers, but never until now have its

educational possibilities been fully

exploited. Recently the station's

governing board realized it had a

commitment beyond providing en-

joyment - presenting a distinctive

bill of fare aimed at enhancing

the educational experience of Its

audience.

Last week, WMS resumed oper-

ations after a month layoff for

technical adjustments and sorely

needed program revisions. The

"new" WMS - WCFM, as it lias

been projected over the past week,
has been worth the four weeks of

radio silence. Fine classical music
tastefully selected for the station

by the Thompson Lecture Commit-
tee, Jazz, and folk music grace the

new schedule. Each evening, tliere

is news slanted from a difftrent

country's perspective. The station

heads also plan to tape campus
lectures and re-broadcast ihum.
and air educational tapes on var-

ious subjects procured from other

educational radio stations. In all,

it is rich and varied diet in store

for Williams College. There Is now
cause to tune In WMS rather tlian

one of the commercial stations in

the area. WMS is to be commend-
ed and heard for doing its share

of Williams' forward planning.
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SHAGGY DOG*
REAL SHETLANDS

'Regd. Trademark

J. PRESS SHAGGY DOG® REAL SHETLAND SWEATERS
Finest Shedand Island wool, hand-frame knitted and

soft brushed in Scotland, crew necked. Sizes 34 thru

46 for Ladies and Men in eight colors $14.50
Navy Black/Blue Gray Natural Green Lovat

Gorse Dark Gorse Light Natural Brown Heather

J. PRESS SHAGGY DOG® CABLE STITCH PVLLOVERS
Hand-framed crew neck pullovers, entirely cable stitch

knitted, of finest Real Shedand soft brushed wool.

Dark Gorse Light Natural Brown Heather

Priced at $18.50

Color Illustrated Brochure Upon Request

262 YORK ST.
NEW HAVEN

NEW YORK

CAMBRIDGE

COAST TO COAST
TRAVEL EXHIBITS

HERE TOMORROW

Stores at:

—

262 York St., New Havsn

34) Modison Ave., New York

82 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge

Our Traveling Representative

MR. JOHN KENNEDY
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Protestant, Catholic Clergy Against Chapel Policy; Call Rule * Invasion Of Conscience

'

niE BRITISH GOVEl^NMENT
has announced a change In Ihc Im-

miiration laws, Ihc effect of uililch

will te to bar all Immlgronta /rom

Cammonwcallh nations who fail to

thaiM I) that a job awaits them in

Britain, or 2) that then possess use-

ful skill'' <" 3) "'"' ""''' "" edu-

cated. Well, if the migrants can't set

into England, then m p,„m ih, curront isi

can always try
\

Newburgh — eh,

Rocky?"

ofNATIONALREVIEW.

Write lorfreecopy.

150E.35Sl.,NewYork

16, N.Y.fforfraacopy,

To present relevant views on
compulsory chapel from without
the collrge community proper, the
RKCOKI) is interviewing several
ilerffymen from iucal parishes. The
first two articles in this series
Iiresent the opinions of Father
I rancls (picture, right) of the
Newman Club and a frequent
preacher at the Catholic Church,
and Nicholas B. Phelps, '56 (pic-
ture, left) assistant rector of St.

John's Episcopal Church, who were
interviewed by RECORD staff
members John T. Connor and
Sieve Stolzberg.

Reverend Phelps
"A religious service is designed

as an expression of the life of a
cammunity. The college chapel
uses it as a means of education,
which Is fundamentally treacher-
ous to the tradition to which you
are trying to expose people."

This sums up the opposition to

compulsory chapel expressed by
the Rev. Mr. Nicholas B. Phelps
'56, assistant rector of St. John's
Episcopal Church, in a recent in-

terview with the RECORD. He de-
emphasized the effects of the col-

lege policy upon his own congre-
gation, noting that most of col-

lege students come to the same

Gentlemen:

I have the distinct privilege, and sad Hionor, of offering for sole my
1950 MG-TD. Th's classic roadster, complete with rigtit-hond drive,

is ripe for restoration. Its mighty engine and twin carburetors have
recently been thoroughly rebuilt. A new top and tonneau cover com-
plement a slightly tarnished finish. Many Smith girls hove known
and approved the comfort of this fine auto. For information, call or

write- A! Bo-jrfry, 69 Dcnn Street, Cambridge. TR 6-6698.

one of the four Sunday services

and that the ritual Is relatively

easy to follow.

"As far as my work is concern-
ed - one quarter of the student
body is nominally Episcopalian -

this policy sets up a pastoral bar-
rier. We have to apologize for be-

ing a sort of protected game from
an intellectual point of view.''

"The question is not whether or
not to do away with compulsory
chapel: that's perfectly obvious
But what do you put in its place?
Phelps stated three areas In which
solutions should be offerred.

Judeo-Xian Heritage
"If the College is committed to

a presentation of the values of the
Judeo-Chrlstlan tradition, then it

should be willing to encourage re-

ligious agencies on campus. At the
same time the churches in town
have allowed the college to usurp
their responsibility toward the
students. Each denomination will

have to resolve its ministerial and
extra-curricular roles."

Secondly, he noted a need to di-
versify the membership of the re-

ligion department, noting that its

composition is now 100 per cent
Protestant. "There is no reason
lot to have a Jewish or Roman
Catholic, providing first that they
are competent scholars."

Continue Chapel
Finally, he firmly advocated that

"the chapel should continue oper-
ating. Of course, when compul-
sion is done away with, you will

have a reaction for two or three
years in which you may have on-
ly 25 people show up, but college

generations pass quickly."

He noted, however, that the

chapel will always be in an ambi-
valent position, remarking that

when Martin Luther King wa.s

here many of his student parish-

ioners "deserted worship of Gad to

10 hear a man." On the other

hand, "the Williams College Chap-
si's semi-liturgical tradition ob-

viously never will be satisfactory

to the Roman Catholic or Epis-

copalian at one extreme or the

Jew or Unitarian at the other."

Chapel's Role
Thus, he would like the Chapel

to function as "a sophisticated

evangelical medium. My cxperienn
convinces me that tlicre is a con-
siderable amount of interest in re-

ligious questions. The idea that

you have to expose people to re-

ligious ideas is arrant nonsense.
because such ideas are raised i'l

the course of everyday human life.

But if any institution attempts to

impose manufactured religious is-

sues from the outside, these issues

are false."

Father Francis
"The basic problem regarding

compulsory chapel," Father Fran-
cis feels, "is one of means. For I

can understand that the reason
behind the ruling (making chapel
compulsory) is so that you men
won't go through college without
exposure to religion. But, even in

recognizing this purpose, we might
ask if the means - that is, com-
pulsory chapel - fulfill the pur-

pose? And, in fact, does it do more
harm than good?"
"But since there is so much dis-

cussion against compulsory chapel.

LUCKY STRIKE
presents:

UlCKYmFHtS "STUDENT
SOLDIERS'

"THE SMOKING LAMP IS LIT!" For Sailors and Marines, that means happy

time They can slow down and light up a Lucky, in the Army and Air Force, the

cry is "Take ten! "-Lucky lighting time again. But Lucky you; you can enjoy

Luckies any time. Why, you can even have one right now . And won't it taste

great! Full, rich tobacco flavor-that's why college students smoke more

Luckies than any other regular. March out and buy a pack.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some faste for a change!

n_ J..J .r .'^. je^.»/»i«r ,/a^&etx>-^rut€iim*— Ja^voto- is our middle namt

Oil. r. Ok
Pndurt of ,Mj/mM^ean S!^uBt»-^iry>my-Ja^uxo is our middU

we can't go overboard by saying

:hat religion doesn't have a part

to play in life. In disagreeing

with the means, we can't question

the purpose. It seems to me that

many students make a studied

purpose of ignorance of religion."

"For a University should foster

religion, and it, at least, should

challcn^-'e the students to consider

God's existence and what it should

mean to them. Some fellows are

against compulsory chapel because

to them religion has no place in

the college community. We, of

course, feel that it does; but the

situation being what it is on the

Williams campus, it (compulsory
chapel) involves putting tho.se stu-

dents who don't believe in God on
the spot unfairly."

Invasion of Conscience
"If this were a Catholic college,

compulsory church attendance
wouldn't be bad because it's part

of the Catholic belief, and all the

students would share the same re-

ligious convictions. God does in-

sist on His worship, and for those

who believe in Gad this ts bind-

ing. But since there isn't any un-
animity of religious conviction on
the Williams campus, it would be
an invasion of conscience to em-
barass those wlio don't share com-
mon convictions and force them
to go (to chapel)."

AMT Schediile
Continued from Page 1, Col. 1

of an original production written

by undergraduates. He offered

several explanations for using the

book musical. Primarily, poor at-

tendance at past productions
proved that something was lack-

ing in the quality and perfection

of the shows. Stockdale said that
he spoke to tlie presidents of most
of the houses and to several oth-
er people. All seemed in favor of

change. Sjcondly, it does not ap-
pear that there is another Steph-
en Sondheim '51 - successful
Broadway librettist - presently on
this campus. Thus, there seems to

be a lack of talent to create a
quality performance. Stockdale
gave a third explanation; that a
book musical would give the un-
dergraduates good training for

any possible future musical, would
be good material, and, in addi-
tion, would be fun to do.

There are still three produc-
tions remaining this semester.
Moliere's "Tartuffe" is scheduled
for next week, December 7, 8, and
9th. After the Christmas vaca-
tion, Sophocles' "Oedipus Rex"
will be seen January 10 and 12,

and Samuel Beckett's "Endgame"
will run January 9, 11, and 13.

FOR

HAIRCUTS

WILLIAMS

MEN

KNOW

IT'S



Chapel Sermon
Continued from Pogc 1< Col. 5

Absolute Reality?

The fact that two men can con-

ceive of two different "realities,"

continued Bassett, indicates that

no one can be sure of what is

absolutely real; everyone guesses

at what Is real and bases his life

on that guess. If this guess turns

out to be wrong and a man dis-

covers that what he thought was
real is not, then when that is des-

troyed, so is the man's life and
personality.

Jesus emphasized that the par-

amount Reality of life was God,
and maintained that this reality

was not found in the world of

Caesar. To find this Reality, it

is necessary to go beyond our jobs

and social existences. The Gospel,

said Bassett. has many examples
of those who took their wordly
possessions as final reality and so

lived estranged from God. Kier-
kegaard, in our own time, warns,
"Don't make relative ends abso-

lute ends."

"Death of a Salesman"
Bassett cited "Death of a Sales-

man" as "one of the most poig-

nant descriptions of such a fatal

mistake." Willy Loman thought
the real was in the world of Caes-
ar, the world of "contacts, smiles,

and shoeshlnes," and built his

life around selling and around
making his son Biff the all-Amer-

Ican boy so that in the business

world "his name would sound out

like a bell and all the doors

would open to him." After losing

his job, Willy Loman has nothing
to which he can turn.

Christian Solution

Christianity preaches that the

ultimate reality Is to be found in

Jesus the Christ, said Bassett. But
the Impact of this revealed reality

is undercut by the fact that today
the Church is so bound up in

trite platitudes that the Church
is entirely ineffective. Tlie sym-
bols and sacraments it uses to

express the revelation of Jesus

Christ have been lost in pious

cliches such as "for your soul's

sake," or "Remember His death-
it was for you," which is a ridicu-

lous oversimplification of tlie doc-
trine of the atonement, indicated

Bassett.

Amherst Weekend Wear
Makes Fashion Headlines

The Williams-Amherst football

game on Nov. 18, which was won
by Williams in a 12-0 upset, was
featured in two fashion spreads
taken by Bud Guyon of Port
Washington, N. Y.

The Nov. 21 edition of WOM-
EN'S DAILY WEAR had a two-
page, 12-picture spread, and the
sportswear section of the Nov. 22
edition of the DAILY NEWS REC-
ORD had a five-picture layout of
fashions at the game. MEN'S
WEAR Magazine is expected to use
some of Guyon's material at a
later date.

African Student Survey Shows Majority Satisfied

With American Experience, But Note Discrimination

WPTHECftEEIC?,

It's hard to hang on to your
money while you're in school,. let

alone start saving for the future.

But you needn't feel it's a hope-
less task. Provident Mutual offers
to young men an ideal insurance
plan with low cost protection and
savings features.

Just a few dollars a month now
will start your llfallmt financial
planning!

RICHARD W. SWETT
St. Anthony Hall

GL 8-9211

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company

of Philadelphia

The African student in the Uni-
ted States, in spite of economic
and emotional problems, is happ.\

with his American education. In a

survey Just completed of mort
than 1000 African students in

this country, 79 per cent reported
they were completely or mostly
satisfied with their training. An-
other significant finding is that
the majority feel they do not get

along well with American Negroes.
Their biggest problem is lack of

funds, their general academic per-

formance is above average, and
their image of America and Africa
is influenced by their U.S. cxper-
ionce.

' ^nguage Problem

These are some of the highlights
nf the African Student Survey
sponsored by the Institute of In-
ternational Education with all re-

search done at the University of

Michigan International Center. In

general the problems encountered
by Africans were similar to those
of all foreign students. In the

first weeks understanding English
was the primary problem, while
adjusting to American foods and
life were second and third respec-
tively. Later in their stay econom-
ic problems appeared and discrim-
ination was still a major difficul-

ty.

The most startling result of the
survey was the evidence of fric-

tion between African students and
American Negroes. Contrary to

popular belief, these groups do not

make friends easily, leaving the

iverage African with a sense of

Usappointment. These sentiments

vere also reported at Negro insti-

utions in the South where pos-

liblc friendships would seem to be

ireater. Twenty per cent of the
\fricans studying in the South re-

ported they had no American neg-
ro friends, and this In view of the
fact that all but one of the schools
were Negro institutions.

Racial Discrimination

The HE survey revealed that
African students met racial pre-

judice in all sections of the United
States but the rate of occurrence
was higher in the South. Where-
is one-fifth of the Africans in

northern schools said th'ey exper-
ienced discrimination "many
times", 38 per cent of those on
the South reported this degree of

discrimination. Particularly dis-

turbing to many Africans was the
attitude of Americans who dis-

criminate against American Neg-
roes but not against Africans. A
student at a large Eastern univer-
sity reported he was not served by
a restaurant the day he wore an
American suit but was served the
•.lext day when he wore his native
costume. More students in the
North reported discrimination in

housing than students in the
South.

Jobs Major Difficulty

The biggest problem was an ec-

onomic one. Part-time Jobs prov-
ed to be the way most Africans

managed to stay in the States.

Obtaining jobs posed another

problem. Unlike the American stu-

dents who take any kind of work
to stay in school, the Africans

sometimes consider manual labor

beneath their dignity. They want
jobs in their chosen professions

and are disenchanted when none
are available. •

The Image of America held by

the African student is really the

Image of the individual American.

What they like best about Amer-
icans Is "friendliness" ani "i i-

dustriousness". The spiritual and
political values of which the avor-

age American Is so proud did not

impress the African students. It

was these political and ideological

values - or lack of them - that

the Africans saw as American
shortcomings.

Bennington PresenU
Piano, Choral Works
Bennington College will presen»

two musical productions befor.
Christmas in its "Carriage Barn"
Bartok, Brahms, and Chopin.

Pianist Paula Epstein will give ,
recital Dec. 10. She will play work.
by Bartok, Brahms, and Chopu,
The "Christmas Concert" on

December 13 will consist of th«
"Mass in G" and "Die Sclion.
Mullerin'' both by Schubert
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Gifts Greeting Cords

MARGE'S

GIFT SHOP

Colonial Shopping Center

Plan now for your

BERMUDA
College Week

1962
bigger, busier,

better than ever!

• Informal welcoming danc* t« stait
the fun.

• ColleRe Day at the Beach.. Uu
biggest beach party of the year.

• All-day cruise to historie St
GeorRo. Luncheon, Calypso music!
Oonibey Dancer*.

• Hound Robin Tennis Toummnent.
• College Week Golf Competition.
• College Talent Revue.
• Fun Festival with jazz conrerls,

choral groups, dance contest*.
• B»rbecua Luncheon.
• Sightseeing.

• Special Golf and Tannis Troplii.*.

ALL YOURS AT NO CHA'^r;B

The BER?;^UDA
Trade Daveispmant Borrd

«70 Fifth A"« •'-... V—'. ^n •, v

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: LOREN GERGENS
Three years ago he was an economics major in college.

Today he is a salesman introducing Bell System products
and services to business executives. Loren Gergens and
his sales staff have improved the communications efficiency

of many firms by analyzing their operations and rec-

ommending advanced Bell System products and servicck.
Loren Gergens of Mountain States Telephone & Tele-

graph Company, and the other young men like him in
Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country, help
make your communications service the finest in the world.

Jy BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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DAY AND EVENING
Undergraduate Classes Leading to LL.B. Degree

GRADUATE COURSES
Leading to Degree of LL.M.

New Term Commences February 5, 1962
Further information may be obtained

from the Office of the Director of Admiasiont,

375 PEARL ST., BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. N.crBorou,hHaH
Tolaphone: MA 5-2200
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GOOD NEWSI NOW YOU CAN STAY
AT THE PALACE-ON-PARK-AYENUEI

Naw Verk'a most •utMfii helal

welcomae you I We are heats to

Prealdcnta, KInga and Queanc^.
to diplomata, ambaaaadors and
travelers from svery corner of

tlia earth . . . and now we loot*

forward to playing host to you I

8TUDBNT RATES
•8.00 par parson, 1 In a room
te.oo par person, a In a room
9S.OO par parson, 3 In a room

Reserve your room through any
IHIIton Reservation Service or
write direct to Miss Anns
IHIIIman, Director of Studsnt
Relations, The Waldorf-Aatorla.

THE WALDORF-ASTORIA
4»tli & eoth Sti. on P-^i-k Avenue, New York.N.Y,

conrad N. Hilton, Preddaat

SquashOutlookGood;

DepthMainAttribute;

Botts, Shaw Captains
With the return of four letter-

men this winter, Coach Clarence
Chaffee Is optimistically looking
forward to another winning
squash season. Although losing
several top-ranked seniors
through graduation last June,
Chaffee feels he has a strong ov-
erall team, one which has good
depth of field, and is hoping to

better last year's 6-5 record and
regain the Little Three crown from
Amherst. The team, however, does
lack a strong number one man;
rather, the players are of fairly

equal ability, which means rela-

tive strength in the deeper posi-

tions.

Heading the team are senior co-

captains John Botts and Ned
Shaw, seeded numbers one and
two, respectively. Following the

leaders are junior Lenny Bern-
helmer, ranked third; senior Mike
Keating and junior George Kil-

born, battling for the No. 4 slot;

and junior Brooks Goddard, sixth.

A good deal more strength has
been added to the team in former
freshmen stars Bud Elliott and
Bruce Birgbauer, playing No. 7

and 8, respectively. The ninth

player will be either senior Rick
Pietsch or soph Tom Stanton. An-
other senior. Bob Rubin, unfor-

tunately will not be able to com-
pete this season due to a severely

strained shoulder.

The schedule for the win-

ter looks to be a tough one.

Coach Chaffee has been running

the team for three weeks now,

in hopes that an overall improve-

ment in playing will bring about

a better record. The players scrim-

maged against the Hartford Boat

Club team Saturday, doing well.

The opening match is scheduled

for January ninth at Trinity.

THE WILLIAMS RECORD C
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Four Men Returning

To Mile Relay Team
BOB MAYER

Hopes are high among the members of tlie winter track mile-

relay team that this season will see the Williams 22-year old

record time of 3:23.2 go by the boards. There is good reason for

this ojjtimism because all four starters from last vear's squad,
whicii fell only 1.6 seconds short of tlie mark, are oack in com-
petition.

The thinclads will compete In

six meets this winter: the Boston
YMCA, The Boston Knights of

Columbus, the Millrose Games,
the IC4A college championships.
In all but the last of these e-

vents teams race primarily a-

gainst the clock. However in the

IC4A, the top ten squads run a
second heat in which they are

ranked in order of finish. In last

year's IC4A, Williams placed a

very respectable seventh against

such perennial track powers as

Villanova and Manhattan.

Plansky Confident

Coach Tony Plansky has ex-

pressed great confidence in the

Ephmen. "This is the best squad

we've had in the past ten years,"

commented the gray-haired men-

tor, "and because only one of the

boys is a senior, it is potentially

even better." Plansky added, "We
probably will have as good a

team as any from New England.

I'm hoping they run a 3:23.0 and

they've got it in them to do it!'

Veterans returning for the Pur-

ple are senior captain Dave Kief-

fer. Rick Ash, Karl Neuse, and

anchorman John Osborne. Also

fighting for a berth are Jim Bus-

sell, Boots Deichman, and sopho-

mores Rich Kipp and Skip Gwiaz-

da. With practice just getting into

high gear for the first meet which

Is on January 6. Plansky hopes to

be able to enter a quartet which

averages 51.0-52.0 for the 440. It

looks like the coach will get his

wish.

'^Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"

says Sextus (Crazy Legs) Cato, Bacchus Cup winner.

"There are lots of filter cigarettes around," says Crazy Legs,

"but e pluribus unum stands out- Dual Filter Tareyton. For

the best taste of the best tobaccos, try Tareyton-one filter

cigarette that really deUvers de gustibus!"

ACTIVATED CHARCOAl *
INNER HLTER

PURE WHITfc

igiyTeR FILTER

Basketball

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton

Continued from Page 6, Col. 3

Weinstock pick, the Little All-A-
merican faked once, then went ov-
er the bewildered Deering for the
climactic shot.

Harvard Outruns Ephs
The early part of the game had

best be forgotten. Harvard heav-
ier, although not taller than the
Ephs, controlled the boards and
Deering and Gene Augustine, two
small but fast guards, ran Wil-
liams into the ground. Only the
good shooting of Roger Williams,
who, with Mahland, had 16 points,
kept the Ephs in the game.

If the first half at Harvard was
bad, the RPI game was a farce.

Only Mahland, who had 24, and
Poster, who finished liis first var-
sity game with 16. showed any
consistent aptitude. Since the En-
gii't'ocrs liave a squad tliat would
have difficulty beating Pine Cob-
ble School, it was obvious from
the outset that Eph fans, who
stayed away from the game in

large numbers, had made a wise
choice. About the only skills

shown, aside from those of Mah-
land and Poster, were those of the
RPI band, which whistled, hum-
med and sang, in addition to play-
ing its quite loud music at every
time out.

Williams never trailed. RPI spent
the first half playing catch with
the ball, although RPI did have
one player, Leon Seibel, who seem-
ed to know that the object of the
game is to put the ball through
the hoop. The Ephs, who respond-
ed to the Engineers' ideas some-
what lackadaisically went off the
oourt at Intermission with a 25-

17 lead. Mahland, with 14, and
Poster, with 7, accounted for al-

most all the scoring.

The Ephs improved somewhat
In the second half. Nevertheless,
they were not to reach the poten-
tial they showed last year until
the final 13 minutes of the Har-
vard game.

Williams



Eph Five Downs RPI, Harvard;

Mahland Stars In Sub-Par Wins
By Dave Goldberg
Although most people knew It

last year, it has become apparent

in Williams' two opening games
this season that wlien Little All-

America Bob Mahland really

wants to score, there is very

little anyone, least of all the op-

position, can do about it. Recov-

ering from what was until then a

comparatively "off" game, Mah-
land hit on a jump shot with five

seconds left to give the Ephs a

72-70 win over Harvard Saturday.

The night before, he poured in 24

points to pace a sloppy 61-40 win

over RPI.
After exactly one game and 27

minutes of bad basketball, the

Ephs woke up with 13 minutes left

against Harvard to find themselv-

es down by 16, 56-40. From then

on, the contest turned into one

that was strikingly similar to the

Rochester game in the NCAA
tournament last year, complete

with the last-second Mahland
Jumper. But though the Eph star

sealed the victory, it was junior

Gordle Davis who paved the way
for it.

Davis Adds Rebounding
Davis, who had seen no action

Friday, nor in the first half Sat-

urday, entered the game at the

56-40 mark, apparently to provide

the rebounding that had been so

obviously lacking. The lean 6-4

junior finally lived up to his po-

tential. He immediately made his

presence felt under the beards'

added a big scoring lift.

Davis started the Eph spurt

witli two foul shots, to make the

Rugby Cosmopolitans

In N. y. Tournament
The Williams Rugby Club open-

ed and closed its fall season in

one day wlien it participated in a

7'a side tournament in New York
City over the Thanksgiving break.

A total of 28 teams played in the

tournament, which was held in

Van Cortland Park Nov. 26.

The team got off to an unex-
pectedly good start when one of

the other clubs, bearing the im-
probable name of the Montreal
Barbarians, forfeited, putting Wil-
liams automatically into the sec-

ond round of play.

Williams earned a win in this

round by defeating one of the
teams from the Baltimore Rugby
Club, 8-5. Woody Knight and Dan
Crowley provided the Purple
points, eacli .scoring a try, with
Knight adding a conversion.

Another team from the Balti-

more Rugby Club was the eventual
tournament winner, downing
Princeton in the final, 8-0.

Williams was defeated in the

third round, eliminating them
from the tournament. Tovi Krat-
ovil scored the only try as the

team lost to tlie Westchester Rug-
by Club, 5-3.

count 56-42. Then 6-6 soph Al

Foster, who was instrumental In

both wins, hit four consecutive

charity tosses to bring Williams
within 10. The omnipresent Mah-
land hit a jump shot, and then
Davis popped through a turn-a-

round push to make the score SO-

SO. Tliere were 10 minutes left

when a worried Harvard team
called time out.

Prom there things got harder.

With junior forward Dennis
Lynch dropping in bombs from all

angles, the Crimson maintained
its lead at from four to seven
points for the next seven minutes.
With three minutes left, Gary
Borchard hit on a foul shot to

give Harvard a 68-63 lead. Here
the Ephs started to move.

Ephs Close Gap
Mahland, who saved his baskets

for key times, hit on a jump shot
to narrow the gap to three points.

Then, after Lynch had been call-

ed for traveling under the basket,

the Eph captain fed Poster for

two more, and Williams was only

one point behind with 1:20 left

in the game. By this time the

Cantabs were rattled. Ace Crimson
guard Joe Deering promptly Ured

Frosh Quintet Scores

Easy Win Over RPI
By Pete Hutcheon
Backcourt aces Dave Coolidge

and Andy Sawyer racked up 38

points between them to lead the

Williams freshman basketball

team to a 65-40 victory over the

R.P.I, frosh on their Troy court.

In their first game of the sea-

son the Ephlet quintet displayed

an exceptional ability off the
boards as they pulled in 65 re-

bounds. During the first half this

was an especially crucial matter
as the Ephlets were able to make
only 11 baskets in 46 shots. But
the rebounding sparked by the ag-

gressive play of 6'4" forward John
Palmer gave the Ephlets a 32-19

halftime lead.

In the second half the Williams
frosh found their shooting eye as

they made 50 per cent of their

shots. Coolidge, a 6'1" guard had
been effective from the outside

with jump shots in the first half

now really hit his stride as he
amassed a game high total of 22

points. Sawyer, the other guard
and at 5'10" the shortest man on
the team, hit 16 points, most-
ly on lay-ups. Palmer .besides

pulling down 19 rebounds, also

managed to pump in 10 points for

the Ephlets.

On the more disappointing side

the Williams frosh could only hit

58 per cent of their foul shots.

Rounding out the starting quin-

tet for the Ephlets are Nick Gre-
ville, 6'5", at center, and Al Ton-
kin and Ed Chase, both 6'2",

sharing the forward position a-

cross from Palmer.

MOHAWK
Phone MO 3-9283 .

N. Adams )
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.. DECEMBER 8-9-10

SATURDAY and SUNDAY
Cont. from I to 10:30 p.m.

FRIDAY — One Complete
Performance at 7:30

"D3cameronicTc!cs... „
,

Three sisters-ln-Iaw
"•

'

start spilling the beans
about their love lives, and,

thanks to Mr. Bergman's wit

and tact, the revelations are,

by turns, harsh, touching and

funny." - thc New yo-tcf

Academy Award Winner ^-^ .;

INCMAR BERGMAN'S •.'=ii?S%

Plus!

That "NANA" Girl Is Back - "Her face and figure leave

little to be desired as a glory of her sex." N. Y. Poi*

"FOXIEST GIRL IN PARIS"

the ball over the end line, and
Williams had a chance to go a-

head.

The Ephs capitalized immediate-

ly. On the same manuever that

had worked a few seconds pre-

viously, Mahland fed Poster un-

derneath and the lanky soph laid

It In to put Williams ahead. He
was fouled on the play, made the

free throw, and the Ephs had a

two point lead with a minute to

play.

Borchard, who seemed to spend
a good part of the evening on the

foul line, tied it up again for

Harvard, when he converted a

pair of fouls with 16 seconds loft.

Everyone in the house knew Mah-
land would get the ball, but noth-

ing could be done about it. Driv-

ing to his right behind a Steve

Continued on Page 5, Col. S
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Mike Reily Captures Two All-Star Berths:

All-East North And UPI New England

ALL-EAST MIKE REILY

Skiing Team Has Strong Nucleus

:

First Meet Saturday In Vermont
By Frank Eyster

Long before the first snow falls

in Williamstown, the Williams
I'arsity ski team under the direc-

tion of Coach Ralph Townsend
begins practicing in preparation

for their first meet. Since Septem-
ber 25, the team has been run-
.ling cross country, hiking, and
lifting weights in order to get in

shape.

Returning Veterans

The team has returning a strong

nucleus of last year's team that

placed third in the Williams Car-
nival and was chosen to go to

the Nationals at Middlebury. Miss-
ing will be last year's Captain,
Tom Phillips, who was one of the

top skiers in the East last year
and Jan Rosendahl, a strong four-

event man.
Team Captain Spike Kellogg

'62, one of the leading cross coun-
try skiers in the East and a four-

event man, spent the summer ski-

ing in Chile. This added practice

should show results in the Alpine
events.

The other senior on the team.
Boots Coleman, is a strong cross
country skier and good in the Al-
pine events.

Two Juniors
Bruce Gagnier '63, is a four-ev-

ent man. Strongest in the Nordic
events, Gagnier will also be coun-
ted on heavily to lead the team
in the Alpine competition.
The other junior on the team.

Jim Hinds, specializes in the Nor-
dic events of cross country and
jumping.

Dick Gardner, the only sopho-
more on the team, shows good po-

tential in all events.

First Meet

The team begins competition

this Saturday at the Killington

Basin in Sherburne, Vermont with
a pre-season downhill and slalom
race. The skiers will remain in

Williamstown for most of Christ-

mas vacation and ski in a Nordic
Combined Meet at Lyndonville,

Vermont on December 30-31. On
the next two weekends the team
travels to New Hampshire to com-
pete in the Jackson Cross Coun-
try Race and the Hanover Re-
lays.

Winter Carnival

The Williams Winter Carnival
on February 2-3 will mark the bo-
ginning of the Dartmouth - Mid-
dlebury - Williams carnival com-
petition. In these three meets the
jkiers will face the best teams in

collegiate competition. The fol-

lowing week the team will be at

Dartmouth, and on February 23-

24 at Middlebury. At Norwich, on
March 2-3, Williams will compete
for the ski supremacy of the East
in the Eastern Collegiate S k i

Championships. Finally on March
10-11 the team will wind up the
61-62 season at the National and
Eastern Cross Country Champion-
ships at Andover, Maine.

Sophomore center Mike Reiij?

has received the double honor of
being chosen to two all-star foot-
ball teams. The standout from
New Orleans gained the distinc-
tion of being the only sophomore
to, find a berth on the All-East
Small-College North squad.
The UPI New England Small-

College team also found Reiiy
holding down the center position.

Senior guard Choppy Rheinfrank,
the "holler guy" who played only
part of the season but came back
to make ten individual tackles and
open big offensive holes against
Amherst, was picked for the All-

New England second team. Rhein-
frank was an All-East choice for

the North squad last year.

Several Williams players were
selected to the Western Massachu-
setts All-star team. Reily and
senior guard Dan Crowley were
picked on the first team, wliile

quarterback Bruce Grinnell, tack-

les Price Gripekoven, and Ben
Wagner, and Rheinfrank received

honorable mention. The Tufts
football team had earlier nom-
inated Reily for its all-opponent
team.

Reily had 79 Tackles

Reily was outstanding on both

offense and defense throughout
the season. Quick to diagnose the

opponent's play and moving his

205-pound frame around with cat-

like agility, Reily has been credit-

ed with 79 tackles from his line-

backing slot. This is a new school

record, eclipsing the old total of

34. His 15 tackles in the opening
Trinity game set a single-game

mark.

Joining Reily on the All-East

team are Paul Abodeely, Amherst
tackle; Dave Bales, Union quarter-

back; Don Deveaux, Tufts full-

back; and John Szumcyzk, Trin-

ity halfback.

Intra-Squad Swim Meet
The varsity swimming team

has scheduled an Intra-squad

meet for this afternoon at 4:00

in the Lasell Gym pool. Tlic

meet is being held in prepara-
tion for the season's opening
meet against Union here on

December 9.

"Every fraternity needs

some kind of mascot..." Ji<IG/\RETTES\m-

Iet^wK J?RA^ND^P°.?.
^^^^ 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES
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Young Conservatives, Dialecticians, Debate Adequacy

Of Rightest Approach To World, National Problems
By Alan Schlosser
The public debates between the

Presidential candidates In 1960
were designed to combat voter In-

difference and Ignorance. This
tactic was directed at the legen-
dary apathy of the Williams stu-
dent In a formal debate between
the Greylock Dialecticians and the
Young Conservatives. Its effec-
tiveness was attested to by the en-
thusiasm and Interest displayed
by an overflow audience In Bax-
ter Hall last Tuesday.
The topic for debate was "Re-

solved: That Conservatism is an
adequate philosophy for the dec-

POINT-COUNTERPOINT Ed Volkman speaking for the Greylock Oialectitioni ade of the 1960's." The first af-—Mr. Ilchmonn, moderator of the debate, ruminates. firmative speaker was Jamleson C.

Campaigne, Jr. '62, president of
the Williams Young Conservativ-
es. He began by drawing a distinc-

tion between the legal and social

aspects of segregation. In regard
to the legal question, Campaigne
alleged the unconstitutionality of

the 1954 Supreme Court decision

In "Brown v. Topeka Board of

Education." The framers of the
14th Amendment specifically den-
led Its applicability to schools and
social rights. Thus Campaigne
concl'.ided that the "Brown" deci-

sion was an extra-legal modifica-
tion of the supreme law of the
land.

Campaigne based his approach
to the social problem on William

L. Buckley, Jr.'s article In the

November 11, 1961 issue of the

"Saturday Review." Buckley den-

ies that Integration is the solution

to the psychic disturbances of

young Negroes alluded to in the

"Brown" decision. "I believe that

the forms of segregation which so

much engross us at the moment
and which alone are within the

reach of the law to alter, are of

tertiary importance and transitory

n a t u r e ; and under the cir-

cumstances the question arises

even more urgently: "should" we
resort to convulsive measures that

do violence to traditions of our

Continued on Page 3, Col. 4
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Cambridge Debaters Win Over

Counts, Bredell On China In UN
By J. H. K. Davies

Two able, well-informed and ef-

fective parUamentarians from
Pete Dawklns' rival, Cambridge,
arrived at Williams Wednesday to

debate the very pertinent ques-
tion: "Resolved: that this house
favors the admission of Red China
to the United Nations, now.''

Obviously well-versed in the in-

tricacies of forensics, and ex-

tremely knowledgable of the sub-
ject debated, David Saunders and
Leon Britton proved to be for-

midable foes for the Williams
contingent of Rick Counts and
Phil Bredell. Later, in an informal
gathering at the Alumni House,
the Englishmen showed themsel-

ves as interesting and interested

observers of the modern scene.

The affirmative position to the

resolution, as supported by the
two Britons, embraced five major
points. First, the UN, in opposl-

Political Panel Discusses
Attitudes To Cold War
"What Should Be The Attitude

Of The Intelligent Man Toward
The Cold War?" will be the sub-
ject of a panel discussion in Jesup
Hall, Thursday, Dec. 12, at 8:00

p.m. The discussion will be spon-
sored by the Adelphic Union and
open to the public.

Dr. Vincent MacD. Barnett, Jr.,

A. Barton Hepburn Professor of

Government and Chairman of the

Cluett Center for Development Ec-
onomics; Dr. Fred Greene, Profes-
sor of Political Science; Dr. Fred-
erick L. Schuman, Woodrow Wil-
son Professor of Government; and
Dr. Dwight J. Simpson, Assistant

Professor of Political Science, will

be the participants.

tion to the Ideals held at its in-

ception in 1945, is a conglomera-
tion of all existing independent
states - except Red China, not
just those that support peace-lov-
ing, democratic views.

Second, n o plan for peace
through the channels of the UN
can be carried out without the
presence of Mao Tse-Tung's rep-
resentation. Third, if Red China
is admitted she will have to make
her views clear, perhaps in opposi-
tion to those accepted by the neu-
tral nations or even Russia.

Fourth, there are many pre-

cedents for the admission of an
admittedly aggressive nation, and
Fifth, if she will undoubtedly be
admitted within the next two
years, why not now?

Negative Disagrees

Counts and Bredell met each
of these arguments saying that
the UN still states that as a pre-

requisite for membership, a nation

must have shown Inclinations to-

ward peaceful negotiation; that

there are existing mechanisms by
which China has and can be
brought before the UN regardless

of her membership; that in past

meetings with Russia their com-
mon aim of destroying the West-
ern world has eased them through
petty differences and finally, that

the subject for debate was wheth-
er or not Red China should be

admitted, not whether she will be.

Although the debate should

have been judged by these inter-

pretations, subtle references to

flowing oratorical styles, yaks and
patriotism amused the audience,

but clouded the issue.

With Britton's final words still

echoing through the Jesup Hall

auditorium, chairman Roy Sand-

strom called for a vote of the

audience. In the ensuing raise of

hands, the English visitors wer"
proclaimed the winners.

But the evening did not end
there. At the Alumni House thosi

interested in meeting the two
Englishmen learned much of thei

tour, that has taken them ti

many college campuses as part o

a cultural exchange, and of thi

two men themselves. Althougl
beer prevailed over the British

bitter, the visitors appeared in

their element sui'rounded by ani-

mated conversation.

John Sundstrom in the title role of "Tortuffe" exchanges snubs with Gordon
Stonington and Robert Anderson in the AMT production to be presented
this weekend.

r. M. C. Goes Co-Ed For Christmas As
Williams And Elmira Combine For Concert
The Williams College Glee Club I time in over 25 years that a com-

and the Elmira College Glee Club | bined group of men and women
has sung in the College Chapel,
and the first Glee Club concert of
the season. It replaces the trad-

itionally all male Christmas ser-

vice.

The soprano soloist for the
"Messiah" portion of the concert
will be Mrs. Sally Sears Mack, of
Schenectady, N. Y., head of the
voice department of the Emma
Willard School in Troy. Mrs. Mack
Is a graduate of the New England
Conservatory and taught for two
years at Russell Sage College and
at the Emma Willard School.

She has been a frequent soloist

In oratorios in the eastern New
York area as well as with the
Schenectady Symphony. In 1950
and 1951, she appeared in import-
ant roles in the only two operas

ever presented by Williams Col-

lege: "The Devil and Daniel Web-
ster" by Douglas Moore, and "Am-
ahl and the Night Visitors" of

Menotti. In addition, she has been

a frequent soloist with the Wil-

liams Glee Club.

Jim Johnson '64, a music maj-
or, will be the organist for the

program. The 53 man Williams
Glee Club will be combined for the
program with the College Choir

Edward Kennedy, the youngeit brother of the President, diicunet world problems with the ClueH Center studcnh. ** ''^^ *' ^^^ '"' woman group

He hot recently returned from a UNESCO conference, where problem! of Hnderdeveloped countries were diicuned. ttom Elmira.

Lamb Stylizes Stage Movements For 'Oedipus';

Choreographer Brings Modem Dance To AMT
Something new has been added to the multitudinous activities with which Wilhams abounds.

Modern dance classes are now being given every afternoon at the Adams Memorial Theatre from
4:00 to 5:30, to interested students. Groans, sighs, yelps and snapping fingers can be heard em-
anating from the experimental theatre these days as Wayne Lamb, choreographer for upcoming
Oedipus Rex, is pulling legs, bending backs, and teaching students to jump into the air with grace
and acumen.

The results, while enthusiastic and spirited, can hardly be called esthetically pleasing. Hulking
men of six feet throw out their arms, fling out their legs and land in positions reminiscent of the

elephant parade in Walt Disney's
Dumbo. But this does not seem
to distress Mr. Lamb or his height
soaring students. "You can hard-
ly be expected to do things which
have taken me years to perfect" .

.

Lamb consoles his students. And
so they pick themselves up off the
floor to tear into an African ex-
ercise smacking of bumps, and
grinds, all culminating In a glor-
ious twist.

Mr. Lamb has been brought In
from New York by A.M.T director
Joseph Stockdale to assist his
Greek chorus in the staging of
"Oedipus Rex." In Grecian days
of dramatic representation the
chorus danced and sang their lines
more like a musical comedy chor-
us than the solid, spartan phal-
anx we sometimes imagine. To
move this chorus is Mr. Lamb's
task.

Mr. Stockdale, using his inven-
tive mind, conceived that idea that
Mr. Lamb's presence was a won-
derful opportunity to give stu-
dents interested in acting the op-
portunity to learn how to move
their bodies on the stage. The
classes then have been designed
to teaching the students basic
stage movement rather than aim-
ing at the production of an ac-
complished dance troup. The mere
lack of inhibition which permits
a student to fling himself into the
air is a valuable asset which is

always to be developed in the ac-
tor. Freedom of movement, grace,
and relaxation are a few of the
benefits to be derived.

Wayne Lamb Is a professional
dancer and teacher who has been

Continued on Page 2, Col. 4

will present a joint concert of

Yuletide song this Sunday at 7:30

in the Thompson Memorial Chap-
el. The 135 voice chorus, under
the joint direction of Professor

Robert G. Barrow of Williams and
Forrest Sanders of Elmira, will

sing the Christmas section of

Handel's "Messiah", a motet by

Vittoria as well as traditional

Christmas Carols. Admission is

free to the public.

This Sunday will mark the first
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eliminatinj; the incentives for recruitinc in basketball or soc-

cer (and wliether one takes the risks or recruiting in soccer is

questionable), but does not touch football, which produces

tne most amount of recruiting.

Two asjjects, then, of the recruiting problem can be han-

dled without recourse to an all-inclusive ban on post-season

competition, and the third is solved only partially by the de-

cision. On the otlier hand, Williams is jjayine too high a price

for a panacea that is both unnecessary and deficient. The de-

cision remains unfair to the boys tliemselves, especially to

a soccer team that won despite numerous handicaps and clearly

deserved a chance in the NCAA tournament. At least this team
might have been allowed to enter the NCAA Eastern small-

college tournament (new this year), which contains none of

those pressures and "big, bad schools" the Administration fears

so much. The four-college remedy is unnecessary, unfair, and
too extreme.

Review

Brubeck Quartet
BY BILL FRIEDMAN

Some jazz enthusiasts like to think of the music of the Dave
Brubeck Quartet as sophisticated and highbrow; while others

enjoy it for its primitive, elemental quality. But regardless of the

differences of o]3inion, naive and sophisticated listeners alike seem
to find something to get excited about in Brubeck's jazz.

The Chapin Hall concert given by the Brubeck ensemble on

Wednesday night attested to this curious fact. Despite the diver-

sity of the listeners present—the audience was made up not only

of students, but of numerous towmsfolk and faculty members as

well—a good time was had by all. Everyone seemed to find some-
thing in Brubek's music suited to his own particular jazz tastes.

An imjDortant reason for the widespread popularity of Bru-

beck's music is its diversity of style and technique. Brubeck him-
self speaks of his music as "something emotional, sometimes cere-

bral, sometimes hard-driving, sometimes light swinging, humorous
or profoinid, according to the prevailing mood and the conception

of the soloist."

Most of these diverse qualities were evident in Wednesday
night's concert. Some pieces, like the jazzed-up version of "Some
Day My Prince Will Come", had a wistful, romantic flavor. Others,

like "Take Five", pulsated with complex, hard-driving rhythms. At
other times the group faded off into what Brubeck calls "cerebral

jazz"—that distinctive type of jazz commonly referred to in col-

legiate circles as "far off", or "way out".

Both Brubeck and sax player Paul Desmond are firmly

grounded in classical composition, having studied for several

years under composer Darius Milhaud at Mills College. As a re-

sult of this training, they began experimenting with various con-

trapuntal devices in their jazz compositions. Brubeck often in-

corporates Bach-type fugues into his piano improvisations. Among
the interesting experiments that have been tried in the past was
a composition written by Dave's brother, Howard Brubeck, in

which the jazz combo plays alongside a symphony orchestra.

The combo also delights in experimenting with strange, com-
plex rhythms. Some of Brubeck's pieces use 5/6 or 11/12 beats

(almost impossible to stamp your foot to), or often they combine
two different dance rhythms (like the curious Meringue-Waltz
performed). The group played several numbers from its most re-

cent records, "Time Out ' and "Time Farther Out", which experi-

ment with various unique rhythmic effects.

Nearly all of Bmbeck's jiieces conform to a set structural pat-

tern. The group begins with a prepared theme: sometimes an ori-

ginal motif, sometimes a take-off on some popular tune (for ex-

ample, "A-Train" and "Swanee"). Then, beginning with sax play-
er Paul Desmond, each musician branches off into an improvisa-
tional solo on the original theme. These improvisations are usually
diffuse and rambling, but always return to the original theme at

the end of the composition.
One of the high points of die evening was the long solo per-

formed by drummer Joe Morello. The spotlight was turned on
Morello as the other three performers left the stage, and he thrill-

ed the audience with several minutes of dynamic rhythmic dis-

play. Brubeck, Desmond, and bass player Gene Wright also eli-

cited loud applause from the audience throughout the evening
for their instrumental solos.

All in all, Williams students and townsfolk can thank Bru-
beck and his Quartet for an evening of sometimes "swingin"',
sometimes "way out", but always enjoyable jazz.

Letter To The RECORD
Chapin Hall
Although there are certain ar-

chitecturally displeasing elements
contained in Chapin Hall, one of

Its few saving graces Is the sump-
tuous and richly ornate quality

of the interior: the natural wood
paneling, the carved decorations
on the celling, and the Interesting

tapestry at the back of the stage.

Why, then, do Building and
Grounds' custodian department
and those in charge insist upon
destroying this relatively pleasing

image? By leaving In blatant view
the ancient packing box used as a
podium, the false front paneling
(unused in four years) In front of

the stage, the open-framed stage
addition with its beaverboard
flooring, numerous metal folding
chairs at the back of the stage,
and a layer of dust thick enough
to form a large cloud around Josh
White, those responsible succeed
in totally disrupting the mood of

any concert.

I should think that musicians
of the calibre of the Budapest
String Quartet would deserve a
clean, tasteful stage on which to

perform, perhaps even augmented
with suitable floral decorations.
We may live in the hills but It is

Not unreasonable to expect cer-

tain refinements in cultural mat-
ters. Peter 0. Marlow '62

Yoath Festival

The Vin World Youth Festival,

held "to reduce existing interna-

tional tensions through Increasing

mutual understanding" will take

place at Helsinki, Finland in 1962.

The July 27 to August 5 Festival

will include people from more
than one hundred countries rep-

resenting nearly every cultural

and political background. The
participants will have a choice of

over eight hundred events to en-

gage in dui'lng the Festival.

A variety of cultural activities

Include "up to fifteen concerts a
day, international art and photo-
graphy exhibitions, vocal, instru-

mental and dance competitions,

and numerous theatrical perfor-

mances.''

ModeraBamce Offered At IMT
Continued from Page 1, Col. 5

in show business for several years.

Originally from Dodge City, Kan-
sas and still speaking with a

slight drawl, he started dancing

at the age of eleven and made his

professional debut at the age of

20 In "Earl Caroll's Vanities." He
has appeared on Broadway In

such shows as "Bloomer Girl,"

"Call Me Mister," and "Yours Is

My Heart Alone". A few of the

television programs he has ap-

peared on include "Show of

Shows," "Martha Raye Show,"

"Toast of the Town" and "Stop

the Music".

Former head of his own dance

group in Michigan, he was also

the head of a ballet school in

New York. He has studied ballet

with Magaret Craske, and Palan-

ova; modern with Hanya Holme;

primitive with Katherine Dun-
ham; East Indian with Hodaksa.

Lamb also choreographed over 38

shows for summer stock and re-

cently did "West Side Story" with
his own company.

Wanl'ed: part-time, quali-

fied social worker for agen-

cy Call MO 3-7156.

Asked about his approach with
"Oedipus," Wayne noted, "Oedi-
pus Is a complete tragedy with
little opportunity for dance as
such. The majority of my work is

with stylized stage movement
This movement will be used as a
method of building emotional val-
ues."

When asked about his opinion
of dance in America, Lamb smiled
and continued. "Dance in Ameri-
ca has been looked down upon as
a vice. It has not been regarded
as the art that it is.

"Colleges have neglected dance
while they have gloried in their
drama, art, and music depart-
ments. If it has existed at all,

dance has been stuck In some
phys. ed. department. There Is

some Indication of a healthier at-

titude however. Balletic films, tel-

evision spectaculars, and the suc-

cess of touring ballet companies
has shown a growing Interest in

dance as an art. This Is what it

is and what it should be regarded
as."

FOR SALE
1960 JAGUAR - 3.4 leter

Perfect condition. Asking
$Sooo.
GL 8-5655 or Prof. Brandt

Physics Dept.

Check your opinions against L'M's Campus Opinion Poll 14

O Will the U.N. grow stronger

in the next 10 years?

n Yes

a No

& Which is most

important to you

in picking a date...

G Do you buy cigarettes

in soft pack or box?

,'^'

D Looks n Personality D Intelligence

O Soft pack

a Box

Expect more, get more, from

There's actually more
rich-flavor leaf In U&M
than even in some un-

filtered cigarettes. You
get more body In the

blend, more flavor in the

smoke, more taste
through the filter. So ex-

pect more, get Lots More
from L&M. And remem-
ber—with L&M's modern
filter, only pure white

touches your lips.

HERE'S HOW 1029 STUDENTS

AT 100 COLLEGES VOTED!
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European Universities Give Summer Courses

Six Eiiropean Universities are
offering American students the
opportunity to combine 1962 vaca-
tion travel abroad with six weeks
of liberal arts study next July and
August.

The British University Summer
Schools program, enables students

to attend one of four schools,

Stratford-upon-Avon, University

of London, Oxford, or Edinburgh.

The cost, including room, board,
and tuition. Is $254. Offerings in-
clude Elizabethan drama, modern
English art, music, and literature,

English history, and English phil-
osophy.

The Salzburg (Austria) Summer
School emphasizes German langu-

age and culture for a fee of $245.

The University of Vienna combin-
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es study with outdoor life at a
mountain lake. This six week pro-
gram is offered for $335, and in-
cludes various tours and excur-
sions.

Application forms are available

from the Institute of Internation-

al Education, 800 Second Ave.,

New York 17, New York,

Conservatism . .

.
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system . . . when the results are
thus ambiguous.

"I say no. A conservative is sel-

dom disposed to use the Federal
Government as the sword of soc-

ial justice, for the sword is gen-
erally two edged. If it is doubt-
ful just what enduring benefits

the Southern Negro would receive

from the Intervention of govern-
ment on the scale needed to, say.

Integrate the schools in South
Carolina, it is less doubtful what
the consequences of interposition

would be to the ideal of local gov-

ernment and the sense of com-
munity. Ideals which I am not
ready to abandon, not even to kill

Jim Crow.
"If it Is true that the separa-

tion of the races on account of

color is non-rational, then, cir-

cumstances will in due course
break down segregation. When it

becomes self-evident that biologi-

cal, intellectual, cultural, and psy-
chic similarities among the races
render social separation capricious

and atavistic then the myths be-
gin to fade, as they have done In

respect to the Irish, the Italian,

the Jew ..."

Goldwater Foreign Policy Tenets
Campalgne then turned from

segregation to foreign policy, and
from Buckley to Barry Goldwater.
Goldwater postulated four tenets

in a recent article in the "Nation-
al Review".

1—Our ultimate objective is a
world of maximum freedom and
prosperity.

2—These conditions are unat-
tainable without the prior defeat
of World Communism.

3—A victory over Communism
is the "dominant proximate" goal

of the United States' foreign pol-

icy. ,

4—The United States needs an
aggressive foreign policy.

Ed Volkman '62, the first speak-

er for the negative, also dealt

with the topics of segregation and
foreign policy. "Buckley criticises

the relativism of Liberals, claim-
ing that they do not see absolute

truths. But, Buckley treats segre-

gation quite relatlvistlcally."

Volkman maintained that It was
absurd to call an amendment to

the Constitution unconstitutional.

"In regard to the "Brown" case,

when the Supreme Coiu-t rules on
equity it cannot help but inter-

pret the Constitution. When a
state legislates an education bill,

this law, like all laws, must pro-

vide equal protection according to

the 14th Amendment.
"Buckley claims that white men

rule in the South because of the
present moral inferiority of the
Negro. Implicit In this statement
is that when the Negro raises his

cultural level, he will become en-
titled to all the rights and priv-

ileges now available only to the
white. But, when has a rul-

ing class ever voluntarily handed
over its privileges?"

Inadequacy of Force
Volkman also dealt with the ef-

ficacy of force In dealing with the
Communist challenge. "The ob-
vious point is the vast destruction

necessarily Involved. But, even if

Communism could be crushed,

there would still be vast problems
in the world, such as pover-

ty, hunger, and Intolerance. Mes-
sianic Goldwater Democracy
would merely replace Messianic
Communism. We must learn from
our experience In this century
that victory in a global war does

not bring happiness, or solutions

to the fundamental human prob-
lems.

"Thus Iti both civil rights and
foreign policy. Conservatism Is a
barren philosophy.''

Ken Griffith '64 expostulated on
Conservative views on economic
policy and aid to vmderdeveloped
countries. "The Conserva-

"Art feeds on past art: no mart evt-

dently than beneath the transtalor'e

hands. No one else conjronts so directly

the central artistic ritual, which t» to

confront our human past so Jar as we
l^now it, repeat its rites and summon up
its shades. For ciiiilization is memory;
translation Is memory refreshed.
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tlve views man as an Individual

who cannot be standardized. New
Deal economics gives freedom to

central planning which lead?

to more planning and more coer-

cion. The Conservative must end
these restrictions that prevent the

Uncommon Man from making
contributions."

Griffith claimed that political

and economic aid to the under-
developed countries Is not jus-

tified by the Constitution. Bas-
ing his analysis on the ideas of

Milton Friedman, a University of
Chicago economist, Griffith stated
that our aid "increases govern-
ment control in these countries,

and thus does not promote free-

dom. We must not replace the
stralghtjacket of tradition with
the straltjacket of rigid, inflexible

government planning. Any move
toward centralism aids the Com-
munist conspiracy in these under-
developed countries."

Griffith maintained that we
must let these countries develop
In freedom, while at the same
time trading with them, and
showing them how to invest their
resources. This will, he felt, dem-
onstrate the advantages of our
system.

The final speaker was Dialec-
tician George Ross '62. "Assuming
the Conservative notion that our
greatest problem is the Com-
munist challenge, we must prepare
to meet this threat on all levels.

This implies a Garrison State,
with vast government machinery
and government spending, primar-
ily directed toward military proj-
ects. It is impossible to maintain
such a state with a free market
economy; thus their own assump-
tion makes the Conservative ec-

onomic policy Irrelevant and ac-

ademic chatter.

"Also, the Conservative free
market picture is Inherently un-
stable, with cyclical depressions
and booms. Stability, however, is

of primary importance to a mod-
ern state, especially the Garrison
State. But the Conservatives pro-
pose no solution to the problem
of recurrent depression."

Foreign Aid

In regard to underdeveloped
countries, Ross pointed to the his-

tory of Western exploitations

"These nations do not want to

be our allies, and will not tie

themselves to our foreign poli-

cies. Foreign aid is the on-
ly means of gaining their respect

and friendship, and of preventing
them from developing along the
lines of Communist China."

After a five minute intermission,

each speaker delivered a five min-
ute rebuttal. Ross maintained that

the "preconditions under which
the Western countries developed
economically no longer exist.

Central planning is necessary for

the new nations, but private for-

eign Investment is not the answer,
for these countries would resist

the aid of American investors as

extensions of colonial exploita-

tion."

Griffith pointed to Turkey and
the Dominican Republic as coun-
tries which have developed with-
out central planning. Oil rich

Saudi Arabia, he claimed, is an
example of an underdeveloped
country that has accepted Amer-
ican investment.

Volkman agreed that Commu-
nism Is our greatest challenge, but
argued that the Goldwater cru-
sade meets the challenge by des-

troying civilization.

"In our complex, rapidly chang-
ing, modern society, man cannot
enjoy absolute economic or polit-

ical freedom. The area of freedom
that remains is the ethical and
intellectual sphere. But the trad-
ition-bound Conservatives deny
the latter freedoms while futllely

proclaiming the former, as in their

stand on segregation. Conserva-
tism Is barren because it refuses
to deal with changing society."

Campalgne felt that the Dial-
ecticians' mistake in the segrega-
tion question was the false equa-
tion of social and civil rights.

Whereas he would staunchly de-
fend, with Federal Marshals, the
Negro's right to vote, he felt that
the right to sit anywhere on a bus
is a social right and thus out-
side the province of law and gov-
lemment action.



POST SEASON BIDS: CON
At a recent meeting of the Purple Key Society, President

Sawyer explained some of the views and reasoning behind the

four-college agreements on athletic policy which included the

decision to eliminate post-season competition.

While the Key as a whole does not agree with all as-

pects of the decision, it does feel that the student body is

generally under-informed about the matter, and that the fol-

lowing i)oints wliich came up in the discussion should be taken

into account:

1. That the meeting of directors of athletics, directors of

admissions, and presidents of the four colleges had been ini-

tiated last spring in response to specific problems and practices

which could endanger the strictly amateur status of athletics

at the four colleges.

2. That those making these decisions were concerned to

remove the kinds of pressures on coaches and teams to com-
pete for post-season bids which could contribute to practices

contrary to the athletic policies agreed on.

3. That post-season contests on a national scale tend

to take athletics out of their relative place in the educational

jDrogram of the colleges in question and to shift into competi-
tion with institutions of much larger size or having different

policies of admissions and academic requirements for athletic

participation.

4. That a distinction between individuals and teams was
made in order to allow individuals to participate, there being
no problem before the group relating to individual participation.

5. That making a series of individual decisions would be
less effective than a clear policy arrived at in advance as best

designed to preserve the athletic tradition in which the four
colleges beheve—a position unanimously supported by the

Faculty Committee on Athletics and endorsed witliout aissent

by vote of the full Faculty.

In its capacity as a liaison between the administration and
student body on matters of athletics, the Key urges each indi-

vidual to consider these points in forming his own opinion.

Terry Davis, Pres. Purple Key

POST SEASON BIDS: PRO
The Purjile Key statement has shed a new light on the

recent decision to ban post-season competition. The student

must now acknowledge that a problem had existed in the form
of "specific practices" and "kinds of pressures," which we as-

sume to mean recruiting. We agree widi the Administiation

that such practices arc contrary to our amateur athletic tra-

dition; but we cannot agree with the four-college solution to

the problem.
Recruiting is manifest in tliree areas: first, the effort of

coaches to persuade the athlete to come to Williams; second
similar efforts on the part of alumni; and third, the admission of

athletes who are unqualified scholastically. Concerning the

first, a coach's activities can be regulated and checked, and
furthermore a Williams coach cannot promise any sort of aca-

demic dispuusaliun (such as "soft" scheduling or grading) of

the sort found at the large "sports factories." As for letting

the unqualified athlete "slip" into Williams, this can be best

eliminated by maintaining a strict and honest line in the Ad-
missions Office.

Going back to the second aspect of recruiting, we find

those very few alumni who would offer to the hot high-school

jjrospect such tangible inducements as transportation expenses

home over Christmas or even possibly a car. This form of re-

cruiting stems from a desire to "find" a team that will win,

but remember that there are important games and titles to

win even when post-season bids are not at stake. For instance,

beating Amherst in football can be just as much or probably
more important to the alumni than is an NCAA small-coUege

crown in basketball or soccer. The ban does go a long way in

Continued on Poge 2, Col. 1
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Williams Hockey Team To Oppose Cornell;

Team Shows Great Promise In Exhibition
The Williams varsity hockey team travels to Ithaca today for

tlieir season opener against a strong Cornell team. The Big Red
will be one of the toughest teams Williams faces all year.

Coach McCormick had special praise for Cornell goalie Laing

Kennedy, an all-small college choice last season. He is only one of

six Canadians on a Cornell team
composed mostly of sophomores.

Last year Williams defeated

Cornell twice, once at their own
Invitational tournament 5-2, and
at home in overtime 3-2.

Colgate

On Saturday the team returns

to Willlamstown to take on Col-

gate. The game, scheduled for four

o'clock, will feature the formal

dedication of the new hookey rink

cover.

Colgate also had an outstand-

ing freshman team and should be

considerably stronger than last
year when Williams defeated them
three times, 6-4, 9-2, and 4-1.

U. MASS.
Next Tuesday, Williams travels

to Amherst to play the University

of Massachusetts. Uusually a weak
hockey power, U. Mass. has a bet-

ter team than last year's, which
Williams trounced 15-2.

Last Saturday, the team play-

ed an unscheduled game against

the St. Nicholas Hockey Club,

which boasts one of the finest col-

lections of amateur hockey play-

ers in the East, ^yilllams won 9-7,

with Tom and John Roe scoring

3 and 4 goals respectively.

Williams Hoopsters Scuttle Coast Guard, JH-Si;

Voorhees Hits For 26 Points ; Mahland Gets JJ
That the Northeastern Region

al basketball champion Ephmen
would eventually subdue the Coast

Guard team was considered by

most to be inevitable. Tlie only

uncertainty was the margin,

which had reached 87-53 before

the final gun had sounded in

Wednesday's away game.

The Ephs controlled the game

from the opening tip-off when
big Al Poster tapped in the first

bucket. Prom then on, the team

pulled slowly ahead, playing good,

but rather unexciting basketball.

Even without the fired-up offense

so evident in the last ten min-

utes of the Harvard game, the

Ephmen methodically built up a

respectable 40-24 lead by halftlme.

Junior center Dan Voorliees sup-

plied the main impetus of the

drive, continually dribbling a-

round his man for the score.

The opening of the second half

almost spelled disaster; a reln-

vigorated Coast Guard team

jumped away with the first six

points. But then Captain Bob

Mahland's already precise passing

Ephs To Meet Columbia

In Home Cage Opener
After a three game road trip to

such garden s p o t s of tlio North-

east as New London, Cambridge

and Troy, the Williams basketball

team will finally get a chance to

play in the friendly confines of

Lasell Gym Saturday evening. The

Ephs will take on perennial Ivy

doormat Columbia, with game
time set for 8:15.

Apparently, the Columbia bas-

ketball team has not profited

from the athletic resurgence

shown by the Lion football squad.

The Light Blue hoopsters, sport-

ing a new coach in Jack Rohan,
lost their first two games, to CC-
NY 83-61, and to Colgate, 75-73.

Nevertheless, Columbia has the

potential to give anyone trouble.

Key man is 6-foot guard Fred
Portnoy, the captain and only

holdover starter from last year.

Most of the Lion scoring punch
is supplied by two sophs, 5-10

guard Art Woliansky and 6-7 cen-
ter Doug Bohaboy.

ReilyAnAll-America,

AIl-NewEnglandPick
Williams center Mike Reily, al-

ready picked for several all-star

teams, has been chosen on two
more: the AP All-New England
(small and major college) team,
and the third team of the AP's
Small-College AU-American squad.

Reily, a smart linebacker who
led the team in interceptions with
four, was the lone sophomore on
All-New England and one of few
sophs ever chosen to this team.
Joining players from such major
schools as BU, BC, Harvard, Holy
Cross, and Yale. Reily beat out
Yale's Matt Black for the center
slot. Amherst's Van Nort and
Abodeely also made the squad. Ab-
odeely and Bowdoin guard Char-
les Speleotis were third string AU-
Americans with Reily.

tUtama ISprnri
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Varsity Swimmers Open Against Union Sat.;

Williams Favored Over Mediocre Dutchmen
"We should win!" exclaimed

Williams Swimming Coach Bob
Muir. He was referring to the
meet to be held with Union at
2:00 this Saturday in Lasell Pool.

He added that Union Is "improv-
ing every year", but nevertheless
the perennially strong Eph squad
should be able to out-swlm the
visitors.

Union will rely heavily on three
men in this meet. Will Grant, a
junior, set a new Union record of
2:29.4 In the 200-yard breast-
stroke last year. Kal Schneider,
also established a Union record
in the 200-yard individual med-
ley. His time, about a second slow-
er than Wester's Ephlet record of

last year, was 2:23.6. Another
sophomore, John Boles, looks
promising in the 50-yard freestyle.

He has been clocked in pre-sea-
son workouts at faster than the
present Union record.

Five seniors are off the
Williams team which defeated
Union 61-30 last year. The .squad
has a strong backbone, both In
starters and In depth, from ex-
perienced varsity and freshman
competitors of last season.

Captain Tom Herschbach, John
Moran, Carrol Connard, and soph-
omore John Wester are the In-
gredients of a potentially record-

breaking 400-yard relay team.

became sharper, Voorhees" drives

became more aggressive, and Rog-

er Williams' big shadow contain-

ed the Coast Guard forward Lag-

gett. The Purple maintained their

ten to twelve point lead.

With about ten minutes of play-

ing time remaining. Gordle Davis

entered. Davis, who secured the

Eph victory over Harvard last

Saturday with his rebounding,

once again gave the team a much-
needed lift. With Davis and Wil-

liams now controlling both the of-

fensive and defensive boards, the

Ephs clicked, scoring 30 points in

ten minutes. The ever-consistent

Mahland kept hitting with his

jump shot, while Voorhees drove

into layup range. Pete Oborn add-

ed to the spurt, sinking four quick

buckets.

Although winning the 35 pointe
the Eph performance left a lot of
room for improvement. Coach AlShaw noted that there are some
problems with the team at the
moment, especially In defense, but
thought these would be straight-
ened out before too long.
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(Author of "Rally Round ThcFlag, Boys", "TheMany
Loves of Dobie flillis", etc.)

"HAPPINESS CAN'T BUY MONEY"

I have asked the makers of Marlboro—an enterprising and
aggressive group of men; yet at tiie same time warm and loval)lo;

though not without acumen, perspicacity, and drive; wliich docs

not, however, mask their essential great-lieartedness; a quality

evident to all who liave ever enjoyed the beneficence of their

wares; I refer, of cour.sc, to Marlboro Cigarettes, a anioke

fashioned with such loving care and tipped with such an eiusy-

drawing filter that these old c.yes grow misty when I think upon
it— I have asked, I s.ay, tlie makers of Marlboro— that aggregate

of shrewd but kindly tobncconists, that cluster of hearty souls

bound together by the profit motive and an unflagging deltr-

mination to provide a cigarette forever flavorful and etcrimllij

pleasing— I have asked, I say, the makers of Marlboro whether
I might use today's column to take up the controversial question'

Should a coed share expenses on a date ?

"Yes," said the makers simply. We all shook hands then and
squeezed each other's shonldcr.s and exchanged bravo smiles,

and if our eyes were a trifle moist, who can blame us?

To the topic then: Should a coed share expenses on a date?

I think I can best answer the question by citing the following

typical case:

Poseidon Nebenzal, a student at Oklahoma A and M, major-
ing in hides and tallow, fell wildly in love with Mary Ellen

Flange, a flax weevil major at the same school. Uis love, he had

a^lfiMr^/^^rMf^ymfiiM^^r
reason to believe from Mary Ellen's sidelong glances and
maidenly blushes, wsis not entirely unrequited, and by and by ho
mustered up enough courage to ask her the all-important
question: "Will you wear my 4-H pin?"

"Yes," she said simply. They shook hands then and squeezed
each other's shoulders and exchanged brave smiles, and if their
eyes were a trifle moist, who can blame them?

For a time things went swimmingly. Then a cloud appeared.
Mary Ellen, it seems, was a rich girl and accustomed to costly
pleasures. Poseidon was bone-poor and ho quickly ran out of

money. Unable to take Mary Ellen to the posh places she
fancied and too proud to tell her the reason, he turnecfsurly and
full of melancholy. Soon their romance, so promising at the
beginning, was headed for a breakup. But at the last moment,
Poseidon managed to blurt out the truth.

"Oh, beloved agrarian!" cried Mary Ellen, grappling him
close. "Oh, proud husbandman! Oh, foolish reaper! Why have
you not told me before? I have plenty of money, and I will

contribute according to my ability."

Poseidon, of course, protested, but she finally persuaded him
of the wisdom of her course. From then on they split all expenses
according to their incomes. Rather than embarrass Poseidon by
handing him money in public, a joint bank account was set up
to allow him to write checks. Into this account each week tlicy

faithfully deposited their respective allowances—35 cents from
Poseidon; 82300 from Mary Ellen.

And it worked fine! They were happy— truly happy! And
what's more, when they graduated they had a nice little nest
egg-eight million dollars-with which to furnish a lovely
apartment in Lubbock, Texas, where today they operate the
local laundromat.

So ynu see? You too can salvage your failing romance if you
will only adopt a healthy, sensible attitude toward money.

01801 Mkt8hulm»a

Lucre is no obstacle ichen it comes to popular-priced
Marlboro, or to Marlboro's popularly priced partner in
pleasure— the untiltered, king-size Philip Morris
Commander. Get aboard. You'll find long enfogment (or
short moneg.
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Social Council Verdict

SC Requests Revision, Clarification

Of Pre-lnitiation, Initiation Rules

ECAC Elects F. Thorns President;

Adopts Tough Policy On Recruiting
Director of Athletics Frank R. Thorns '31 was elected president of the Eastern College Ath-

letic Conference at their annual meeting in New York this week. The organization is made up of
re[3resentatives of 134 eastern schools and is tlie largest such group in the country.

The main business of the meet-

By John T. Connor
In the December 7th meeting of

the Social Council, President Chip
Black explained to the Council the
Instances of violation of Pre-In-
itiation Week rules.

Black mentioned that positive

charges had been brought against
the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity

and called for positive action from
the Social Council to deal with
tills situation. In citing this vio-

lation and the fact that Phi Gam
was not alone in violation of the
rules, Black reminded the Coun-
cil that this was Just another ex-
ample of a need for more stu-
dent responsibility.

In the discussion of the Pre-
Initiation Week situation which
followed Black's comments, it was
revealed that there must be a dis-

tinction made between Initiation

and Pre-Initiation activities. Such
a distinction is necessary in view
of the fact that some fraternities

require 10 to 12 hours per pledge
for initiation.

As a result of its 3-hour dis-

cussion and the various moltons
that were recommended and ad-
opted, the Social Council decided
to issue the following explanation
of its decisions:

Explanation of Decisions
"The Social Council, being a-

ware that violations of the pres-
ent College Pre-Initlation rules
have occurred in varying degrees
generally in the fraternity system,
recognize that such violations

cannot continue.

"We further bind ourselves to
the following revisions and clar-

ifications of these rules and ask
that the Committee on Under-
graduate Standing enforce them;

8 Hours Per Week
"Restrict all pre-initiation ac-

tivity to eight accumulative hours
per week and to allot 11 hours as
the maximum time allowed for in-

itiation ritual. These rules would

I

be in effect beginning in the Fall
of 1962 and would bind from the
time of pledge banquet to the
time of Brotherhood.
"Each fraternity, and specifical-

ly each fraternity president is re-
sponsible for enforcing collegs
pre-initiation and initiation rules
in the fraternity and will be re-
sponsible for the actions of indi-
viduals in the fraternity.

"As a further clarification, the
Social Council will also submit a
list of those specific pre-initiation

Ephlat Disc Available

Today In Recognition

Of Popular Demand
Williams music lovers can at

last stop their aimless and desul-
tory meanderings through the
Halls of Ivy - for now they have
direction; for now tlie Ephlat rec-
ord has arrived. For days bevies
of anxious Billvillemen have
camped at the door of Business
Manager Jay Keller's "Home of

Finance" in hopes of being a-

mong the very first to acquire this

rarest and fairest of possessions;
tMr, Ephlat Album.

In short, this disc packs more
excitement per groove than a dis-

tilled martini concentrate. Begin-
p.ing with a sickeningly enticing

sales pitch by pseudo-bass "J. T."

Connor and finishing with a sim-
ilarily sticky monologue by Terry
D2\'is, tlie platter otherwise con-
sists of nothing but fine, diverse

and well performed selections.

Davis, who reaches his high point

by groaning "Oh Harry ! '' through-
out the original Rock 'N' Roll

number "I Love My Baby," is al-

so featured on several other solospractices which it considers in vio
lation of the College Pre-Initia- 1 and the gutbucket.
tion rules." I Continued on Page 6 Col. I

Weavers, Bo Diddley

At Winter Carnival
Bo Diddley and the Weavers are

to be the main attractions of up-
coming Winter Carnival Weekend,
February 2, 3, and 4. On Friday
night, the supersonic Bo Diddley
and his rock 'n roll combo will

perform In Baxter Hall from 9:00
P.m. to 1:00 a.m. Saturday night
will feature the Weavers, world
famous folksingers, in a Chapln
Hall concert beginning at 8:00.

In addition, the usual full pro-
gram of skiing competition will

take place throughout the week-
end. The Sophomore Class, which
is running the weekend, hopes to

stage an outdoor skiing and skat-
ing spectacular before the dance
on Friday evening.

Tickets, information, and plans
concerning additional attractions
will be available shortly after va-
cation.

Taylor Sees Ben-Gurion Clemency

Reversing Eichmann Death Verdict
As the world eagerly awaits the sentence of Adolph Eichmann,

a large group of interested students, faculty and area residents

heard Telford Taylor '28 former Chief Prosecutor at the Nuern-
berg War Crimes Trials, give a perceptive analysis of the back-
ground and probable consequenc-
es of the trial.

Taylor began by placing the

trial's importance not on Eich-
mann, "a relatively unimportant
person," but on its reflection of

people's view of law and justice.

It must therefore be regarded in

the framework of its only analo-

gous predecessor, the trials at Nu-
ernberg where, Taylor said, Eich-
mann would have been executed
if his case were judged upon.

Also in this sense, the Israeli

judicial system must be consider-

ed, along with its right to the

trial. Eichmann was tried under a
statute that made a man liable to

the death penalty for "crimes a-

galnst the Jewish people." It was
because of his genocide that Israel

argued its right to be the locus for

the legal proceedings. Thus, the

whole question of the Jews belief

In a Jewish nation before the re-

alization of Israel and the politi-

cal pressure that would surely

have confronted Ben-Ourion if

he had failed to act in the way
he did, came into prominence.

Taylor then elaborated on the

various political and social impli-

cations of the trial, pointing out

Israel's desire to exert inter-

national Influence, the possible in-

ception of antl-Semetic move-
ments If Eichmann were to be ex-

ecuted, and the political reasons

for the illegal but precedent-sup-
ported "kidnapping" of the accus-

ed.

Before announcing his Inform-
ed prognosis as to the actual sen-

tence, Taylor presented his views

on punishment. He said that ex-

ecutions and Jail sentences do not
deter hardened criniinals from
pursuing their chosen work. In-

stead, they serve as constant re-

minders of the standards of soc-

iety for those whose criminal ten-

dencies are subdued by fear of

possible retribution.

FRANK R. THOMS

BARRISTER TAYLOR
Then Taylor phrophesied that

the judges would find Eichmann
guilty and sentence him to death.
But, the defense counsel would
appeal to Ben-Gurion for clemen-
cy, a plea that the Prime Minister
would grant as an affirmation of

Israel's new power and maturity.

Roper Receives Grant
The Roper Public Opinion Re-

search Center at Williams College

ha.s received from Tiie National Sci-

ence Foundation a three-year grant

of $109,350 it was announced re-

cently by Professor Philip K. Hastings,

director.

The funds will be used to finance

the acquisition of approximately 1000
public opinion and behavior surveys

conducted during the last two de-

cades by 26 research organizations in

21 foreign countries. The cooperating

survey groups are located in Australia,

Canada, Japan, India, The Philippine

Islands, South Africa, and most of

the countries of Western Europe and
Central and South America.

'Oedipus', 'Endgame*

In AMT Repertory
Tragedy - the oldest of the

Greek and the newest of the
avantgarde - will be presented in a
repertory of "OEdipus Rex" by
Sophocles and "Endgame" by
Samuel Beckett, in the most am-
bitious production yet attempted
by the Experimental Theatre of

the AMT.
The two productions will run

on alternate nights: "Endgame"
on Tuesday, Thursday, and Sat-
urday, Jan. 9, 11, and 13; "OEdi-
pus" on Wednesday and Friday,
Jan. 10 and 12. "Endgame", di-

rected by Steve Pokart '62, will
play in the experimental the-
atre; "OEdipus", directed by
Joseph G. Stockdale, will take
place on the main stage.

Claude Duval '63 as OEdipus
will combine with Jon Spelman
'64 and Robin Stockdale as Creon
and Queen Jocasta In the prin-
cipal roles of "OEdipus." The pro-
duction will emphasize not only
the acting of the principals but
also classical stage movement by
the Greek chorus, to achieve the
full dramatic value of the tragedy.

Bill Prosser '64 and Bill Men-
sel '64 will hold the lead roles in

"Endgame", a grimly humorous
presentation of man's pathetic
place in a lethal universe.

ing was the adoption of a report
calling for sterner enforcement of
more stringent rules affecting the
recruiting and subsidization of
athletes. Presented by the Com-
mittee of Forty, of which Thorns
was a member, the report was or-
iginally aimed at protecting col-
lege sports against further gamb-
ling and bribery encroachments
after last spring's outbreak of
scandals.

However, Thoms reported, the
Committee went beyond the spec-
ific problem and investigated
questions "fundamental to all that
is good in college athletics." He
went on, "I'm hopeful that we can
make some real progress next year
in putting into effect some of the
provisions of the report. It's a
wonderful thing, and I'm pleased
and proud that the report went ao
far."

The report cited "high-pressure
recruiting, financial aid to athlet-

es not available to all students,
double standards of admission,
and inordinate pressures for vic-

tory" as among the chief evils.

The Committee of Forty also de-
cried "the tendency for athletics

to become an end in themselves"
and called for "constant efforts

to keep athletics in their proper
educational perspective."

They labeled as the "essential
problem . . . the failure of some
colleges to regard athletics as ed-
ucation, with a consequent unwill-
ingness on their part to support
athletics as an educational cost.

"Until such times as education-
al institutions are willing ... to re-
lieve the athletic department of
the necessity of paying its way
many of the problems . . . will con-
tinue to plague us . . . because they
stem largely from the need to cre-
ate income by gate receipts", the
report concluded.

The Conference adopted the re-
port without dissent, thus setting
in motion the machinery for fur-
ther legislation and implementa-
tion. Earlier the meeting adopted
unanimously one of the report's
proposals banning outside compe-
tition of any kind in basketball.
This prohibits summer camp and
playground competition, previous-
ly allowed under certain condi-
tions.

President Butterfield Of Wesleyan Urges
Reorganization, Coordinate Women's College
Reorganization into small Div-

isions and Colleges, continued
stress on undergraduate-level in-
struction, and establishment of a
coordinate college for women are
among the proposals advanced for
the future of Wesleyan University
by President Victor L. Butterfield
in a 52-page report presented to
the Board of Trustees and Aca-
demic Council on December 2.

His greatest concern is with the
progress of the 'New University
Plan," which would have Wesley-
an evolve toward a new Identity
as a large university. On the one
hand he warned against Jumping
"hastily toward overall blueprints
for a New University," and on the
other stressed the importance of
recognizing its implications and
entertaining its possibilities.

To Fulfill Potential

The purpose of the report is to
point out, in general terms, the
best means to "fulfill the quite
remarkable potential that is Wes-
leyan's." He began by discussing
the accents or ideals of the Wes-
leyan education up to the present.

Primarily, there was "the prac-

tically exclusive and missionary
accent on the liberal arts and
sciences." Secondly, there was "the
accent on quality, the desire to be
highly selective of students, both
for brains and for personal qual-
ity, and the desire to provide the
finest possible faculty."

Tied up intimately with the idea
of quaUty was "the accent of the
SMALL college." And then, "as a
development of the ideal of in-
dividual needs, there was an ac-
cent on variety . . . variety of per-
sonal type and point of view."
Finally, there were the accents on
undergraduate education and
teaching and on scholarship.

'CoUege Plan'

"By all odds the most signifi-
cant development since the war,
and perhaps since the founding of
the College," is the College Plan.
Butterfield stressed its "unusual
potential for achieving more fully
all of the Ideals we had affirmed
including the unusual chance to
capture the full educational poten-
tial of the small commimlty,"
within the context of general

Continued on Page 4, Col. I



Review

Inexperience Marks 'Tartuffe'

L. to R. Dcbby Sprague as Flipote, Peto Simon as Volcre, Bob Masfroionni as Officer, Jackie West as Mariano, Judy
Meeder as Mme. Pernelle, Gordon Stonington as Damis, Lucy Kastelonetx as Dorine, Bob Anderson as M. Orgon,
and Vesia Boyd as Elmire in the Cop and Bells production of Moliere's TARTUFFE, directed by Phil Meeder '54.

By Bill Barry
It Is encouraging to report the

progress made by the actors In

"Tartuffe," which enjoyed the us-

ual three-day, end-of-the-week

run at the AMT, but it is disap-

pointing to have witnessed the

great discrepancy between the per-

formances and any standard of

excellency. Over the three nights,

the show improved measurably:

the pace the final night was rapid

enough to make the whole affair

bearable and the actors seemed to

have acquired some notion of how
to play to each other.

Although the characters knew
what they were supposed to do,

their carrying out their instruc-

tions proved to be the downfall
of the performances. The speech-
es, for the most part, were wood-
en and unfeeling, as if they were
simply being recited from memory
from the script; the gestures were
made simply because the blocking
called for them, not because a
character felt any motivation, the
result being a catalogue of cliched

poses and gestures. Some of the
blame can be laid to the inex-
perience of the cast with the class-

ical; they simply lacked, with a
few notable exceptions, the grace

and technique to play this diffi-

cult Moliere comedy
Robert Anderson, as Monsieur

Orgon, the duped father, stood far

above the others, a person in the
midst of a group of puppets. He
has a lightness of touch, excel-

lent timing, and, most important-
ly, a great flair for his role. His
performance was well compliment-
ed by that of Vesla Boyd, as his

wife Elmire who delivered herself

with grace and dignity through-
out.

John-Maurice Sundstrom, In the
title role, was pitifully inadequate.
He seemed to have no sensitivity

at all, no feeUng for his part; in

his monotonic speeches, he sound-
ed like a priest delivering a litany

rather than like a subtle charla-
tan. The beauty of this role Is the
range and variety which the actor

can bring to bear on it; Tartuffe
changes his actions to fit the
character he is trying to deceive,

allowing the actor any number
of different ranges. Sundstrom
had no flexibility at all but was
well received by the audiences
nonetheless.

Among the secondary characters,

Judith Meeder as Mme. Pernelle,

performed most convincingly, get-

ting the play off to a good start

through her strong performance

in the first scene. Lucy Kostelan-

etz, as Dorine, made too much of

a conscious effort to be pert and
saucy, ending up shrill and shrew-

ish, but a number of her facial nu-

ances were quite good. Steve

Lavino, as Loyale, was the only

minor character who seemed able

to do anything with his role, act-

ing in a manner that really put
across Moliere's burlesque of his

type.

Director Phillip Meeder did a
competant job but he seemed un-
able to communicate to the cast

the necessity for acting as if the

extended style were natural to

them; not merely a thing donned
like an ill-fitting garmet. The
characters were the hollow people,

going through their motions with-

out knowing why.

The set and the costumes, both
designed by Robert Boland, were
the usual sumptuous creations that

one has come to expect from the

AMT. But, also as one has come
to expect from the AMT, they of-

ten buried the cast by their opu-
lence, especially in the case of

Peter Simon who, as Valere, re-

sembled a stylized Superboy.

ARROW
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Letter To The RECORD:
It Is unfortunate that there will

be no original undergraduate mus-

ical produced at the AMT this

year. 'Unfortunate' is that grand/

old word one sees on the TIMES
editorial page. It means we don't

like what is going to be, but there

seems to be no alternative.

I know not the mystic ways of

the Williamstown theatre com-

munity. I have heard that one or

two student musicals were propos-

ed, but none was found to be good

enough to merit production here.

Instead, we will probably be treat-

ed to what is called In the local

jargon 'a book show' - quite pos-

sibly "Guys and Dolls".

This seems to me most unfor-

tunate. Perhaps, as has often been

argued, a book show affords a bet-

ter educational experience to the

actors and a 'more enjoyable ev-

ening to the audience,' and is 'the

only way to fill up the theatre.'

I don't see why on any of the

three counts.

It seems sad that the College

has been unable to produce some-

thing as tradition-warm as an un-

dergraduate musical; doubly sad

because of the great and irritating

absence of undergraduate activity

and PECK, and tl;o AMT has al-

ways been one of the bright spots

In the grey papers-tests-weather-

buU sessions syndrome.

Perhaps next year. Perhaps it Is

not even too late for this year.

Anyhow, I think it's unfortun-

ate.

Please accept the sincerest

expression of my most di.5-

tinguished sentiments,

Steve Cohen '62

Review

Fatalism Characterizes 'Nexus'

•V

By Stephen Stolzberg

"The best lack all conviction,

while the worst - Are full of pas-

sionate intensity." from "The Sec-

ond Coming" by W. B. Yeats

If the articles in "Nexus," the

undergraduate journal of political

opinion, are valid indicators, the

tenor of contemporary American
liberal-intellectualism is not far

removed from Weltschmerz, which
(with apologies to Goethe) has
been defined as cosmic melanchol-
ia.

The authors are on the one
hand quite convinced that the

world picture is quite hopeless, but
are nonetheless unable to resign

themselves to the fact that if

Armageddon Is come, then such
Is the will of God. Rather, they
contribute to the proliferating lib-

eral-pacifist journals, each offer-

ing some "last best hope" for hu-
manity.
A growing tendency of their ar-

ticles Is an inclination to see the
world situation in psychopatholo-
glcal terms and to offer solutions

In moral terms which usually in-

volve unilateral disarmament
coupled with non-violent resis-

tance. Thus In "War - Peace Re-
port" we find "A Psychologist's
Cure for the Arms Race"; the
"Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists"
features an article by a professor
of psychiatry at John Hopkins;
and in "Nexus" Scott Mohr has
written on "The Guilt for World
War III" and Glen Thurow has
reviewed Erich Fromm's "May
Man Prevail?"

If there is a defect, so-called,
to this whole approach It is that
it Ignores the good Dr. Pangloss'
concluding advice to Candide that
he should make his own garden
grow In its anxiety to convince us
all that this is far from the best
of all possible worlds, that we are
in fact faced with its imminent
demise. But since Isolationallsm
and provincialism are only achiev-
ed at the expense of intellectual-
ism, the periodical appearance of
"Nexus" is a reassuring display of
involvement.

Scott Mohr opens by noting that
responses to the probable nuclear
cataclysm take two forms: denial
of the danger (as In Kahn's "On
Thermonuclear War") or fatalism,
and attacks the former view. He
recitee the Uberal Uturgy. the like-

lihood of escalation, the n-th

country problem, the demonical

Immorality of the Rand Corpora-

tion's games-theories.

He slips momentarily into the

second category above - "World

War III will be the most barbar-

ous and inconceivably horrible ev-

ent in history. We are marching

steadily towards that debacle" -

but proceeds to argue that "only

in the U.S. is there any remote

hope of men with moral respon-

sibility prevailing in the councils

of power." At least, he suggests,

unilateral disarmament offers the

possibility of our offering the
glory that was Greece to Russia's

Roman grandeur. However, may
we not wonder what Greece would

have done If she had had an ul-

timate weapon?
John Jobeless' review of "The

Press" by A. J. Liebllng docu-

ments the breakdown of dialogue

in a state where "the function of

the press in society is to inform,

but its role is to make money."
His conclusion - that America
suffers from a "badly informed

government leading a badly in-

formed nation" - removes Mohr's

suggestion one more step over the

line separating the possible and

the politically attainable from the

desirable and Utopian. And if a

contemporary Socrates should as-

sert that the ideal is the highest

form of reality, perhaps he would

admit, too, that this is an age

which becomes more and more un-

real?

Glen Thurow explicates Erich

Fromm's thesis that the Soviet

Union is a "conservative, state

controlled. Industrial managerial

system"' in which ideology is a ra-

tionalization of, by, and for Rus-

sians only. The real conflict be-

tween us stems from Russian fears

of German aspirations in Central

Europe and the role that the un-

derdeveloped nations should play^

If Russia were not Interested In

stabilization, why would she sup-

port the ultranatlonalistlc neut-

rals? If American policy were not

pathological we *ould see that the

alternatives facing these countries

do not include democratic capi-

talism.

What Promm really fears Is the

"new and terrible form of human-
ity, one in which man has been

ConNnuad on Pog« 7, Col. 4



Trinity Frats Warned On Hazing
The fraternity system, an Instl

tutlon currently under much
strain at Williams, has become a
subject of serious questioning on
the Trinity campus. At Hartford,
the main criticism Is being aimed
at the attempts of the Inter-Prat-
ernlty Council and Individuals to
revitalize the social system.

In an effort to relnvigorate fra-

ternity spirit, hazing has been in-

creased to a point where Dean O.
W. Lacy felt compelled to issue a
warning to the house presidents.
In a mimeographed letter, he
pressed both the IPC and the in-
dividual houses to reduce the evils

of Hell Week. Should they fall to

reach a solution. Dean Lacy stated

that "it will remain with the col-

lege to act in an appropriate

fashion."

PARAMOUNT
Theatre N. Adorns
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The Dean pointed out that a re-
vival of certain hazing practices
was contrary to the administra-
tion policy of pledge training and
initiation that he set forth in

February, 1960. That directive for-
bids activities designed "to impose
embarassment, harassment, or
physical or mental strain" in con-
nection with pledge treatment.

In Lacy's opinion, a confusion
between the meanings of "hazing"
and "discipline" was at least part-
ly responsible for the undesirable
existance of a "Hell Week" in
place of a "Help Week."

An editorial in the Trinity TRI-
POD saw the increase of hazing
as a symptom of an ailing frat-
ernity system. In the same piece,
they cited the creation of a large
cup to be awarded to the overall
winner of intra-fraternity compe-
tition as a "grandiose diversion."

'Infectious Maturity'

Both the increase in Hell Week
activity and the cup were institut-

ed by the fraternities to combat
what they consider their main
threat, apathy. However, the TRI-
POD saw these measures as at-
tempts "to immunize the fraterni-

ty system against maturity.'' The
editors felt that this "infectious

maturity" is the true threat to the
social organization of the college

and that hazing and the cup are
simply shields against mature re-

ality in the "Alice-in-Wonderland
world of Ti-inity's adventuresome

IPC."

Review

Chapel Christinas Service
By Robert CiuUa

The Annual Service of Christ-

mas Music took place in the
Thompson Memorial Chapel on
Sunday evening before the annual
capacity congregation of faculty,

students, and townspeople. This
year the concert featured music
by Bach, Vittoria and Handel. The
Elmira Glee Club, conducted by
Porrest Sanders, Journeyed to Wil-

liamstown to join the Williams
College Glee Club and the College

Choir, both conducted by Profes-

sor Robert Barrow, for the pro-

gram.

Because of the size of combined
ensemble, a special platform was
constructed to seat everyone. The
conductor was of necessity buried

Peace Corps Film

On NBC Tonight
The first documentary tele-

vision presentation on the
Peace Corps in the field will be
shown on December 15 over all

NBC stations at 9:30 p.m. EST.
Despite the fact that only one
Williams man took the recent
examinations for the Peace
Corps, it is felt that this pre-
sentation should Interest many
because of its thorough cover-
age and because it is the first

such documentation of a high-
ly pubUcized project.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: STEVE BANKS
Because of Steve Banks, who just two years ago was an
undergraduate engineering student, the Bell Telephone
System is closer to wiping out the noise (or "static") that

sometimes interferes with telephone conversations.

On one of his first assignments, Steve examined the

noise levels that had "leaked" into telephone circuits in

Colorado. His findings shed new light on the source of

noise, and on the important methods of measuring it.

Steve Banks of Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph

Company, and the other young engineers like him in Bell

Telephone Companies throughout the country, help make
your communications service the fmest in the world.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

TELEPHONE MAN-OF-THE MONTH

deep in the middle of the singers

so it was rather difficult to main-
tain complete control of the sing-

ers. Nevertheless, both Barrow and
Sanders did excellent jobs in ov-

ercoming this problem, and except
for a few minor spots the ensem-
ble was a cohesive unit.

Sanders began the musical por-
tion of the service by directing

"Pour Porth, O Beauteous Heav-
enly Light" from J. P. Bach's
"Christmas Oratorio''. This was
followed by Vlttorla's "O Mag-
num Mysterium." In both of these
compositions the ensembel dis-

played a nice blend and in the
Bach maintained excellent pitch.
The weakness lay, though I do

not mean to sound provincial,

with the ladies. The support they
maintained under their voices was
Insufficient, and as a result phrase
endings were often far weaker
than they should have been, or
were disregarded altogether. Lack
of soprano strength in the upper
register was also evident, as seen
in the performance of portions of
the MESSIAH later In the pro-
gram.

Two Christmas carols were done
with simplicity and grace that
suited their meaning. Especially
lovely was "O Little One Sweet"
which was another of Bar-
row's fine and sensitive arrange-
ments which we have come to ex-
pect from this service.

The remaining portion of the
program was made up of Christ-
mas Selections for the MESSIAH
by George P. Handel. Barrow con-
ducted this part, beginning with
the chorus "And the Glory of the
Lord." The director realized the
problems he faced and thus took
this and the later selections from
the oratorio at a slower pace than
usual. The male voices were clear
and accurate, making entrances
precisely and confidently. "For
Unto Us A Child Is Born" suffer-
ed from the retarded tempo and
some of the intensity that is us-
ually found in this chorus is lost.

Sally Mack Brown was the com-
petent soprano soloist in the dif-

ficult aria "Rejoice Greatly." The
majestic chorus "Hallelujah" con-
cluded the concert. Taking into
account the physical problems and
the shortness of the rehearsal time
available to the various organiza-
tions, the ensemble blended well,

was unified, and furnished the lis-

teners with some lovely sac-
red music.

A great deal of praise must be
given James Johnson '64 for his

work at the chapel organ. His
playing in the prelude and post-
lude was marked by virtuosity and
musicianship. Johnson did a mar-
velous job supporting the 135-

voice chorus and was sensitive to

the direction of the conductors,
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Wesleyan ReportAssesses College Plan^ New University
Continued from Page 1, Col. 5

growth for the University as a

whole.

The College Plan essentially

consists of dividing the student
body into nine or ten colleges of

100 to 200 students each, and a

faculty of 15 to 20. These colleges

would have a curriculum vaguely
resembling the classical major
program. Also, there would be a

supplementary studies program
within each college which would
allow the student to expand his

field of study into all the relevant

peripherics of his major.

^;S*'9?vf8;Si?|

PRESIDENT BUTTERFIELD

The balance sheet of this post-

war period shows both credits and
liabilities. On the positive side,

"there has been a substantial if

gradual improvement in the qual-

ity of" the students. In general,

he concluded that "Wesleyan's
great gain is the energy and im-

pact of the community as a whole .

As the liberal arts academic world
goes we have come to a position

of outstanding force and recogni-

tion."

The main area of problems in-

volves the recruitment and main-
tenance of a top-rate faculty. Be-
cause of Wesleyan's enhanced rep-

utation, it has become a scouting

ground for other universities.

Thus some able faculty have been
spirited away to other campuses.
Butterfield also cited some dissat-

isfaction with appointment, pro-

motion, and salary standards.

This raises the belief of some
"that the liberal arts college is

fast losing its power to draw and

SIX
That's How Many Days you'll

have to Christmas shop when you
get home. Why not avoid thot
hectic rush and do your Christ-

mas shopping here in Williams-
town.

The Patrons of the Record ore

Ready, Able, and Eager to help
you.

hold the ablest of our scholars and
teachers and thus faces a steady
decline unless it does something
drastic to strengthen its scholarly

base."

In this regard, he pointed out
that the concept of a New Uni-
versity clearly suggests that
teaching has received too much
emphasis as against scholarship at

Wesleyan. In full recognition that

"professional scholarship is the
foundation of liberal education,"

he expressed the firm hope, how-
ever, that Wesleyan's primary con-

cern will continue to be with un-
dergraduate education.

As for the future, the report

terms 1961-62 "a year or digesting

recent change and planning for

new goals." Among the Immediate
decisions to be made are those In-

volving generalization require-

ments, the freshman year, course
loads, and the calendar. It must
also be a time of moving toward
a decision on the overall efficacy

of the College Plan experiments -

should they be continued as is,

modified, or abandoned altogeth-

er?

Butterfield suggests as well in-

creased offerings in Asian Studies,

Latin-American Studies, the Life

Sciences; the establishment of a
Language Institute; and the

strengthening of the Humanities
program in the face of threats to

it.

Perhaps the most startling pro-

posal contained in the massive

document is Butterfield's strong

urging that the Trustees establish

a coordinate college for women.
"After Wesleyan's half-century of

singleminded devotion to monas-
tic education I realize that this is

Joyous Noel *

The Square Deal

Store

wishes you and yours

A Merry Christmas

a radical suggestion, probably un-

palatable to a good many alumni,

particularly the older ones. I none-

theless feel that it is both an ob-

ligation and an opportunity . .

.

"The proportion of American
men who are looking for monastic
education is probably declining . .

.

"There should be social advan-
tages. It should create a more nat-

ural atmosphere and help reduce
the Intensity of present house-

parties and the present appreci-

able weekend exodus to women's
campuses and elsewhere."

Finally, the report suggests the

reorganization of the university

Into small Divisions and Colleges

along the lines of expansion of

some existing departments and af-

filiation of kindred departments.

Each would function under Its

own Director, with an independent

faculty, and individual autonomy

in scholarly and educational af-

fairs. In effect, "this plan could

help recapture the small college
Ideal throughout the University."

On the administrative level, im-
mediate changes will be the crea-
tion of a Dean of Provost for Ac-
ademic Affairs, a Dean of Provost
for Sciences, and a Director or

Vice-President for Planning and
Development.
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CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS FOR MOTHER:

Charms

Pendants

Pins

Signet Rings

and other fine Jewelry

THE COLLEGE

PHARMACY

wishes you and your family

a happy vacation and holiday

For the Ladies in your life:

Elizabeth Arden Gift Sets

Chanel Parfums

Lanvin Parfums

Coron Parfums

Guerlain Parfums

And for tJie Gentlemen:

Comoy and Kriswilt Pipes

Ropp Cherrywood Pipes

Yardley, Shulton Shove Sets

Leather Wallets

et al:

Parker Pens

Russel Stover & Whitman Candy

Kodaks and Film

HART'S DRUG STORE

(we will gladly gift uirap and mail!)

M
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R
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H
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FOR RELATIVES AND FRIENDS:
Silver

Williams Glassware

Bar Accessories

Richard Gold

Jeweler & Diamond Mercfiant

SPRING STREET

- ,*..->., ,:*>. -?^;.,>"

Mnx^ OIljriatmaB

BOOKS
For Every Age

BOOKS
For Every Taste

BOOKS
For Every Pocketbook

BOOKS
.Make Lasting Gifts at Christmas Time

Let Us Do the Wrapping and Mailing

So You Will Have More VacaHon Time

WASHBURNE'S
The College Book Store

WEST SIDE OF SPRING STREET

Dial GL 8-4808

Mnt^ GIIjnaimaB



Megaw Heads AAUP; Faculty Group Grows In Size
Rv Mnrrls Knnlan ». . . .

*^ •*•By Morris Kaplan

"The American Aasoclatlon of
University Professors Is not in any
sense a teachers' union. It's a pro-
fessional organization along the
lines of the American Bar Associa-
tion and began in 1915 as a group
of senior senators of the academic
world dedicated to raising the
prestige and dignity of college
teaching."

Professor Nell Megaw, president

of the recently reactivltated Wil-
liams chapter, goes on to explain
that several Williams professors

were among the founders of the
organization. "Originally, the em-
phasis was on the 'university pro-
fessor'. Members had to be rec-

ognized publishing scholars who
had been teaching in college for at

least ten years."

I

Today, anybody employed by the
' college is eligible for membership;
the current drive aims at 50,000
members by January, 1962. Aca-
demic freedom and tenure were
the main concerns of the AAUP
from its inception, and these mat-
ters still play a central role in
the organizations activities.

Expanded Activities

However, Megaw explains, the
organization has greatly expanded
its scope within the past few
years. One of Its most Important
contributions has been made by
the committee on the academic
status of the profession. They
have conducted thorough Investi-

gations and rank American colleg-

es on the basis of economic op-

portunities for teachers.

OnCampos ivith

M«§liuJman

(Autlior ofBarefoot Boy With Cheek", "The Mamj
Loves ofDobic Gillis", etc.)

FROM SEA TO SHINING SEA

America is a great country. America's cities are full of houses.

America's forests are full of tree,s. America's rivers are full of

water. But it ia not liouses and trees and water that make
America great; it is curiosity—the constant quest to find

answers— tlie endle.s.s, restless "Wliy?" "Why?" "Wliy?".
Therefore, wiien I wiis told tliat Marlboro was a top seller

at colleges from USC to Yale, I was not content merely to

.•locopt this gnitifying fact, I had to find out why.
I hied myself to campuses in every sector of thLs mighty land.

FirsI, I wont to the Ivy League—dressed, of course, in an
iipi)r()i>riate costume: a skull-and-bones in one hand, a triangle

in the other, a mask-and-wig on my head, a hasty pudding in

my chops. "Sir," I cried, seizing an Ivy Leaguer by the lapels,

which is no mean task considering the narrowness of Ivy League
lapels, but, I, fortunately, happen to have little tiny hands; in

fact, I spent the last war working in a small arms plant where, I

am proud to say, I was awarded a Navy "E" for excellence and
won many friends— "Sir," I cried, seizing an Ivy Leaguer by the

lapels, "how come Marlboro is your favorite filter cigarette?!'

\.sj^,e*»

y^mMkmkiotirS^^^^

"I'm glad you asked that question. Shorty," he replied.

"Marlboro is my favorite filter cigarette because it is the filter

cigarette with the unfiltered taste."

"Oh, thank you, sir!" I cried and ran posthaste to several

campuses in the Big Ten, wearing, of course, the appropriate

costume: a plaid Mackinaw, birling boots, a Kodiak bear and

frost-bitten ears.

Spying an apple-cheeked young coed, I tugged my forelock

and said, "Excuse me, miss, but how come Marlboro is your

favorite filter cigarette?"

"I'm glad you asked that question. Shorty," she replied.

"Marlboro is my favorite filter cigarette because the flavor is

flavorful, the flip-top box flips and the soft-pack is soft."

"Oh, thank you, apple-checked young coed," I cried and

bobbed a curtsey and sped as fast as my little fat legs would

carry me to several campuses in the Southwest, wearing, of

course, the appropriate costume: chaps, canteen, and several oil

leases. Spying a group of undergraduates singing "Strawberry

Roan," I removed my hat and said, "Excuse me, friends, but

why is Marlboro your favorite filter cigarette?"

"We are glad you asked that question. Shorty," they replied.

"Marlboro is our favorite filter cigarette because we, native sons

and daughters of the wide open spaces, want a cigarette that is

frank and forthright and honest. We want, in short, Marlboro."

"Oh, thank you, all," I cried and, donning a muu muu, I set

sail for Hawaii, because in Hawaii, as in every state where Old

Glory flies, Marlboro is the leading seller in flip-top box. On
campus, off campus, in all fifty states, wherever people smoke for

pleasure in this great land of ours, you will find Marlboro.

OlMltteiBhulMB

kr^ vou will alto Hnd another winner from the makeri of
Marlboro— the king-eize, unfiltered Philip Morrie
Commander, made bu a new proceti to bring you MIV
miUneie. Have a Commander. Welcome aboard.

As a result, Megaw states, "they
have provided administrators with
a better handle In coping with
state legislatures and trustees in
getting endowments raised. The
ratings shame the poorer schools
into putting more money into fac-
ulty salaries and encourage heal-
thy competition among the top
schools to keep ahead of their riv-
als."

However, the chief function re-

mains the defense of academic
freedom. "In the past, this meant
that the chapters in the North
and the West supported those in

the South - that is, until the
1950's when McCarthy proved that
the problem wasn't that limited."
noted Megaw.

Academic Freedom

"Academic freedom is not Just
intellectual freedom," he goes on,

"but an iron-clad guarantee that
yeu can speak out and say what
you believe in, give your reasons,
and expect an equally free re-

joinder from your students. The
attitude of independent Inquiry
and intellectual freedom carries

over to the students and Is a nec-
essary part of the liberal educa-
tion."

In recent years, the AAUP has
weakens^ and faded away in most
of the older New England colleg-

es. The main reason has been that
these colleges, like Williams and
Harvard, run pretty smoothly.
Faculty opinions are solicited and
respected and there is little local

irritation.

New Goals

Megaw states, "If the chapter
is conceived as a volunteer fire de-

partment operation, there is little

need for one here. When we re-

organized last spring, it wasn't be-
cause there was a crisis or there

were injuries to be rectified. We
thought of the AAUP as a con-
tinuing informal faculty forum for

the discussion of college prob-
lems."

"We were aided and abetted by
the fact that a new administra-
tion was coming in, and there
were thousands of ideas in circu-
lation. The faculty was really

hungry for a place to go and talk
about things in an Informal but
organized manner."

I to discuss both long range and
immediate problems of the college.

Among the future plans of the

I

chapter Is a discussion of college

athletic policy. "We're not here

Just to bitch and moan," Megaw
continues, "we're Interested in op-

ening up the lines of communica-
tion between those fEu:ulty mem-
bers Involved with the athletic

program and the rest of the fac-
ulty."

"We hope that the principles of
careful Investigation and objective
consideration that guide our pro-
fessional activities will carry Into

}ur discussions of the college's op-
erations."

At the last meeting of the year,
the chapter plans to discuss "what
we can do to Improve the quality
of teaching, research, and scholar-
ship on campus." The AAUP chap-
ter does not represent the faculty
as a whole. However, Megaw feels

that "we can be a source of en-
ergy and ideas as well as a for-
um for informal faculty discus-
sion."

Headquarters for

CHRISTMAS JOY

(in bottles or kegs!)

KINGS

PACKAGE

STORE

Spring St.

GL 8-4548

i^v ap I* "V ^r f ^* <gV.

NEIL MEGAW
At the first meeting this year,

the AAUP chapter discussed the
question of admissions policy and
procedure. Admissions Director
Fred Copeland discussed the op-
erations of his office in recruiting
and selecting students, and Pro-
fessor Fred Greene went into pos-
sible Improvements in admissions.
Their presentations were followed
by "open and candid discussion"
of the issues.

Sawyer Spealcs

President Sawyer met with the
AAUP membership, now over 70,

woe Ski Cabin
Persons interested in using

the Dolan cabin at Mad River
Glen for skiing during Christ-
mas vacation may sign up
either at the WOC office in
Jesup Hall or on the Outing
Club bulletin board, located to
the right of the freshman bul-
letin board in Baxter Hall.

Cabin costs a dollar a night,
stands in the shadow of Mad
River Glen, 130 miles north In
Waitsfield, Vermont.
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during the Christmas holidays, visit

OUR UNIVERSITY SHOP
AND OUR "346" DEPARTMENT

These two fine departments have every-

thing for today's undergraduate . . . from

new unfinished worsted suits to tradition-

ally correct evening wear. . .all reflecting

our distinctive styling, quality and taste.

University sizes 35 to 42, "346" sizes 36

to 46.

University Suits, $65 /o $80 • Topcoats, $80

Skiwear, Jrom $11* Outerwear, jrom $30

"3 46" Suits, $90 to $ 1 05 • Topcoats, Jrom $95

Tioeed Sport Jackets, $65 to $15

Button-down Oxford Shirts, $5.75 and $6.25

ISTAtUIHID Itit

9J^

^en'iSi furnishings, Pats ^fhots
346 MADISON AVENUE, COR. 44TH ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

46 NEWBURY, COR. BERKELEY ST., BOSTON 16, MASS.
PITTSBURGH • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANOELSS



Prof. Burns Views The Presidency

IN THE FAMILY—Professor Burns (right) is shown
above lulking to Theodore ("Ted") Kennedy, the bro-

ther of U. S. President John F. ("Jack") Kennedy.

KennedysCampaignBiographer,

He Disclaims Special Access

To National Administration

BY BILL BARRY

One of the occupational hazards concomit-

ant to affiliation, either presently or formerly, of-

ficially or Informally, with the New Frontier is

the status of national recognition. The government

is perpetually in the public light, much more so

than in past years, and the men who are identi-

fied with it, whether they like it or not, become

national figures.

A case in point is James MacGregor Burns

(pictured above right with Ted Kennedy), Profes-

sor of Political Science, who was interviewed last

week by U. S. News and World Report, and whose

uttering.s were subsequently distributed across the

country.

Burns said that anyone who complimented him
on his eminence was being "very kind" because he

thinks that "people don't pay too much attention

to articles like that; after all, they do have one

every week." He did indicate, however, his willing-

ness "to further prostrate himself at the feet of

the masses" through the medium of this article.

IRISH VS. HARVARD

Burns is quite interested In another magazine
article, however, one printed in The American
Scholar in which a number of the so-called "in-

tellectual elite" express disenchantment with the

Kennedy administration, feeling that "the Irish

politician has overshadowed the Harvard intellec-

tual'" in the realm of presidential policy-making.

He said that the argument was not as Im-
portant as it might seem because it is really too
early to evaluate the administration in terms of

such finality. "A president must mix both political

and intellectual feelings," he observed, "and the
ratio of the mix must depend on the immediate
problem facing him."

Although he admitted that an administration
could be evaluated at any point, Burns said that
scholars particularly should try to take a longer-
range view. "I was asked the same question of e-
valuation last week in light of what a man called
'my special acoo.ss to the Kennedy administra-
tion,' " he stated. "I replied that I had no such
special access; all I have is an access to history
and my judgments are based on that. There are
times when a president must be political, expedi-
ent, and practical, operating much in the short run.
The question is whether a president can come badk
to his original program as the strong presidents
have always done. Some scholars forget that many
intellectuals were dissatisfied at times with Wilson

and the two Roosevelts but finally all three re-

turned to the progressive thrust In this country."

"I KNEW JACK WHEN . .
."

Burns first met John Kennedy in 1949 when
Kennedy was running for senator of Massachu-
setts and has worked with him ever since in the

field of state politics. Burns made one personal

venture into active politics, running for Congress

In 1958. He was defeated and has no further de-

sire to enter personally again. "The area is still

too much of a one-party setup," he said, laughing

at the possibility that he would be drafted. "Tliere's

no such mechanism at the Congression level," he
instructed, "unlike the national conventions."

Burns is quite enthusiastic in his praise for

Kennedy as a person, a feeling based on the close

observation gained while working on his "official"

biography. "John Kennedy; A Political Profile."

"Kennedy Is very pleasant and likeable," Burns

said. "He is very quick and perceptive and has a

good sense of humor; just a very nice guy. He
has never taken on the heavy and ponderous ways

of a senator or of a president."

KENNEDY NOT SINATRA

Burns has said that he feels that Kennedy's

popularity is not deep or stable enough, as seen

by the problems that he has had in achieving suc-

cess with his programs in Congress. In emphasizing

this shallowness of popularity in a speech at Smith
College recently, he made the mistake, and admit-

tedly so, of comparing Kennedy to Prank Sinatra.

What Burns meant was that they both have im-
mediately striking personalities, being unaware of

the connotations which are attached to Sinatra's

name that the President would certainly be un-
willing to share. Burns has received several letters

on the subject informing of the discrepancy of

which he was unaware and says, somewhat tongue
in cheek, that he plans to excercise more care in

the future when di-awing parallels to the President.

Burns, incidentally, enjoys speaking at girls

schools because "the girls give the impression that

they arc drinking everything in. As I said last

week, it is pleasant to go from the arid mascu-
line atmosphere at Williams to the suffocatingly
feminine atmosphere at Smith.

"Williams men seem to wear a permanent look

of scepticism," he continued. "I think that their

cynicism is based on their operational and analy-

litical view of politics rather than an ideological

or inspirational view. Students are sceptical be-

cause politics is such a disorganized, hit-or-mlss

affair. There is also a gap today between routine

politics and the possibility of a nuclear catastro-

phe: students feel that they can no longer control

things.'"

Burns mentioned in the TJ. S. News article that
college students today do not care "to sit around
their dormitory rooms listening" to the President
speak, as was the case when P. D. R. presented
his fireside chats. This may be one reason why the
President has found it difficult to communicate
with the people, a problem which Burns cites as
vital in his dealing with Congress.

THE IMAGE MAKERS

While on leave next semester. Burns plans to
work with John M. Bailey, Democratic National
Chairman, to build Kennedy's power in Congress
by exploiting his popularity with the masses. Burns
said that he did not think the recent death of
House Speaker Sam Rayburn would make "a vital
difference to the President's power in Congress.

"It's a difficult situation in Congress anyhow,"
Burns said resignedly, "and the loss of Rayburn,
who had influence with some Southern Congress-
men, will be felt but not vitally."

A major part of Burns' leave will be spent In
Williamstown, however, as he plans to devote him-
self to a study of the Democratic Party in relation
to the Kennedy administration, an effort which
he hopes will culminate in another book. He will
also study the progress being made by both parties
in particular areas, such as the Republican Party
in Ohio, which he says is doing "some interesting
things," and the Democratic Party In Michigan
and California. He also plans to include a study of
politics in Manhattan, a project which will doubt-
lessly require some field work. "Manhattan has be-
come a significant political area," he said, "par-
ticularly in light of the recent election. Mayor
Wagner's victory was important because it show-
ed what one man can do If he chooses to stand
up against the organization of the machine."'

Ephlat Disc Appears Today
Continued frcm Page I, Col. 3

This 17 song spinner has
already sold itself 100 times over
to the Alumni. In addition to this

Amherst Weekend sales victory.

200 records have been sold as door
prizes for the Summit Cotillion in

New Jersey. Total advance sales

have proven to be well over the
expected figure and the Ephlats
even expect to have another 1,000

records pressed by RCA before

June.

Included on the record arc the
Kphlat "old favorites" Bandelaro.
"Alexis" (i.e. from Texas), "Ride
the Chariot," "Jerusalem Morn-
ing" and "Fare Thee Well." Com-
prising the "modern'" section of

the record are: an original num-
ber entitled "That's What The
Man Said" by R. J. Malone of

Greenwich, Conn.; "How High the
Moon" and "Les Girls" (I.e. "Lau-
ra," "Ruby." "Louise," "Tanger-
ine," "Liza"' and "Georgia") both
arranged by Malone.

In addition, the Ephlats feature
"Amo Amas," "Shendohah," "Yel-
low Bird," "CUmbln' Up the
Mountain," and "Persian Kitten."

Rounding out the selection are,

naturally, two Williams numbers;
"Yard by Yard" and "Neath the
Shadows.'"

Christmas Performances
Besides performing at the Sum-

mit Cotillion on December 26th,
the Ephlats have several other
tentative Chrlstmastide dates.
Two that have been confirmed are
it Centinary College in New
Brunswick, N. J. on the 16th,
and at Packer College in Brook-
'yn on the 27th.

Presently consisting of 12 mem-
bers under the direction of Rick
Rosan '64, the group includes;
top tenors John Romans, Jay Og-
ilvy, Phil Reynolds and Bob Tay-
lor; second tenors Rosan, Bob
Strong, Bob Fury and Terry Dav-
is; baritones Dave MacPherson,
Dick Mitchell and John Church-
ill; and ba.sses Stu Brown, John
Cannon and John Connor.
The cover "blurb" was compos-

ed by .senior wit George Opdyke
and the jacket itself was design-
ed by junior artist Roger Mandle.
Copies of the record are available
from any member of the group or
Jay Keller, Beta Theta Pi.

SPEND YOUR %D
HOLIDAYS

IN 'the WORLD'S

MOST EXCITING CITY

m
=K:ii;|

The world's most famous YMCA invites

you to its special holiday programs.

Clean, comfortable and inexpen-

sive accommodations for young

men and groups of all sizes are

available.

Rates: $2.5Q-$2.60 single; $4.00-

$4.20 double.

Write Residence Director (or Folder

WILLIAM SLOANE
HOUSE Y.IM.CA.

398 Wtit 34th St. (nr NIntti Ave.)

New York, N.Y. Plione: Oxford 5-9133

(Ont Block From Pinn Station)

Samuels Notes Williams Potential,

Criticizes Concern For Ephemera
By Frank Lloyd

"The Williams student Is very

bright, but it is disappointing that

the intellectual excitement he can

generate in class does not carry

over. There is little full-time com-
mittment to the life of the mind."

These were the words of Charles

Thomas Samuels, Instructor in

English, at WilUams for his first

year.

Samuels has had a wide educa-

tional background, having gradu-

ated from Syracuse in '57, received

his M. A. from Ohio State in '58.

and his Ph.D. at the University of

California, Berkeley, in '61. He is

currently teaching both the fresh-

man and sophomore level sequence

courses.

INSTRUCTOR SAMUELS

His main interest, however, is

American Literature. When asked

if America can produce a literary

tradition commensurate with that

of England, Samuels replied, "It

can never catch up, for the simple

reason of a temporal disadvantage.

We have no Shakespeare, no Mil-

ton, no Chaucer, and never will.

The comparison is false and
should not be made. It is sufficient

to realize that American Litera-

ture is rich and continuously vit-

al."

Current Activity

Samuels has published articles

on Milton, Tennessee Williams,

and the Wakefield CRUCIFIXION.
Having completed a dissertation

on Robert Penn Warren, he Is

now working on Warren's new
novel, and contemplating a study
of Bernard Malamud, a contem-
porary novelist now teaching at
Bennington.
Returning to an evaluation of

the Williams student, Samuels
said, "The raw intellectual power
here Is quite high. Everything Is

going for us; the faculty, curricu-
lum, and physical plant all seem
superb. Yet the educational pro-

cess seems not to be running at
white heat.

De-emphasize Ephemera

"What Is needed is a more li;.

tense and serious understanding
of the liberal tradition to which
we are devoted. The campus should
be concerned less with ephemera -

liquor, fraternities, and Benning-
ton - and more with the life of

the mind. Extra-curriculars are

ancillary to the primary purpose
of the college, yet they are often

thought central.

"Stupidity is not fashionable at

Williams, as at some other insti-

tutions; but frivolity Is. The stu-

dent here is quite serious in 'doing

well,' in wanting to master a
course's material, but he is not

disturbed by 11. I would like to

see more dialectical friction be-

tween student and teacher and a-

mong students."

Devoted to Teachlns

Asked why he came to Williams,

Samuels said, "I came to a small

liberal arts college because I'm

devoted to teaching. There is a

form of 'insanity' in higher edu-

cation today which slights teach-

ing in favor of publication that

is frequently only a means of self-

aggrandizement. The Williams
student is really lucky to be at-

tending a school whose faculty is

honorably devoted to scholarship -

that is, to scholarship as It pro-

motes better teaching.

"I feel fortunate to be at Wil-

liams. My dissatisfaction is less

with specifics and more with a

general blandness. If the students

were mediocre you would expect

this, but they are not. I don't

know all of the resources of the

college or Williamstown yet, but,

thus far, I am pleased with them
and hopeful that they can be used

to make Williams as exciting as

it can be."

Something NEW
has been added

for your greater skiing enjoyment

It's the New Sunnyside Area . . . the New
Double Chair Lift . . . and unique in Nev/
England - New high level novice trails, Fox and
Vixen located entirely above the 2,500 ft. level.

There's no better skiing anywhere in the East!

:^ MAO f?/V£R ffC€/V
MAO RiviR GLEN •

^£^ Ski Area^ WAITSFIELD . VERMONT



Eph Swimmers Down Union

The 440-yard freestyle race, a eruelling contest at best, pro-
vided sliarp disapnoiiitment to Williams' Huppuch who by all

rights should have boon the official victor of this contest. Huppucii
had nearly a three len^tli lead over Union's Banzliof and u full lap
lead over Union's Silverbeijr when he swam through the pen-
nants marking the finish line. E-
ventually Silverberg also swam a-

cross the finish line and stopped.

Still later, Banzhof crossed the

line but decided to keep on swim-
ming to the end of the pool.

After a considerable delay It was
announced that Banzhof was the

winner since he was the only

swimmer to go the required dis-

tance. The person counting laps

had become confused and appar-

ently the first two swimmers com-
pleted only 390 yards, one length

less than required. The officials

had no alternative but to award
the race to Banzhof.

The 200-yard breaststroke was
the one really legitimate loss suf-

fered by Williams. Eph Bill Carter

lost by about half a body length

to Union's Grant, and sophomore
John Morrow was close behind.

Dave Larry, a fine swimmer and
real asset to the team, was unable

to compete in the Union meet due

to the fact that he was recovering

from an Illness of the previous

week.
SWIMMING h

iOO-yi. M-Jdlcy Relay: (W) Ryan. Carter.

Weber. Morani 4:11.7.

220-ycl. freestyle: (I) Coimard (W), (2) Hup-
puch (W). (3) Banzliul (U); 2:13.8.

!0-yil. Ircejtylc: (I) llerschbach (W), (2)
Hole. (U). (3) Drieir (U); 23.!.

Individual M-dky. (I) Wester (W). (2)
Schneider (U), (3) Henderson CU) ; 2:21.2.

lOO-yd. Butterfly: (I) Weber (W). (2) Was-
sernian (W). (3) Oilman (IJ); 59.1.

lOO-yd. Freestyle: Kasten CW), (2) BoIm (U).
(3) Bernhard (U); 55.1.

2()n-yd. Backstroke: (I) Ganahl (W). (2)
Bcanc (D); 2:33.3.

440-yd. Freestyle: Banzhof (U)
220-yd. Breaststroke: (II Grant (U), (2)

Carter (W). (3) Morrow (W); 2:36.7.

4()l)-yd. Troestylc Relay; (li (colleKC, pool,

and New Kntjland record) (W) Moran, Con-
nard, Wester, llerschb.ich; 5:29.7.

Divins: (1) Holme (W), (2) Diion (W)
,,, ^^/.._.n.,^ (V),

Ski Team At Killington;

Season Prospects Good
The Williams skiing team had

an early start Sunday on the

slopes as they competed in the

Killington Pre-Season Open Gi-
ant Slalom race in Killington, Vt.

Despite the fact that this was
the first time that any of the

members had been on skis this

winter, several good performances
were turned in by the Ephmen.
In the Class B division, "Boots"
Coleman took a second place, and
in the Class C division, Dick Gar-
dner and Jim Hinds finished sec-

ond and fifth, respectively. Spike
Kellogg, Bruce Gagnler, Kim
Hart, and Howard Bass all fell

on the course and consequently

placed low on their divisions.

In the overall standings of the

day, Coleman led the Ephmen by

placing sixth, Gardner followed by
twentieth. Hart twenty-sixth, Kel-

logg thirtieth, Gagnier thirty-

third and Bass thirty-sixth.

Coach Ralph Townsend com-
mented that the performance
looked just like the first day of

the year on skis. But he added
that "we have a fair team and
their performance may be equal

to last year's team. We will have
a lot of fun trying."

In preparation for their first

meet of the year on December
30-31. a Nordic Meet at Lyndon-
ville, Vermont, the Eph squad
will set up a training camp in

Willlamstown over the Christmas
vacation.

Swimmers To Meet

Strong Army Squad

At West Point Today
With an opening 62-28 victory

over Union to their credit, the

Varsity swimming team travels to

West Point today to meet Army
in what is to be one of their most
difficult encounters of the season.

Commanding much respect from
the team which defeated them by
a close margin last year, Coach
Bob Muir's charges are up for a

hard fought contest. The Cadets,

who lost to a powerful Hai-vard

squad last week, boast a brilliant

distance swimmer and two superb

divers all of whom topped Crim-
son mermen. Planning on follow-

ing an attack similar to that used

so successfully against Union,

Muir will send mighty distance

strokers Carroll Connard and Bill

Huppuch in the 220 and 440-yard
freestyle events. Captain Tom
Hershbach and Al Kasten In the

50 free, and John Wester and Bill

Carter in individual medlay and
most likely the 200-yard breast-

stroke.

Tim Ganahl and Pete Ryan will

carry Williams' honor in the 200-

yard backstroke as will Pete Web-
er and either Marty Wasserman
or Dick Lyon In the 100-yard but-

terfly. John Moran, who will also

anchor the 400-yard medlay re-

lay, and Hershbach will churn
through 100 yards of freestyle.

Saturday's New England record-

breaking 400-yard freestyle relay

team of Moran, Connard, Wester,

ana Hersnoach, which negotiated

the route in 3:29.7, will probably

mWs the services of sophomore
phenom Wester, who will swim In

uie immediately-preceding breast-

stroke. Relay strength will rest in

Moran and Hershbach, who expect

assistance from either Kasten,

Pinklesteln, Lyon, or Potsubay.

Cagers Trip Columbia, 64-42

Box Score:



Rebounding Ephs Down Weak Columbia Hoopsters 64-42,

Eph Swimmers Break Record In Topping Union 62-28,

Hockey Squad Smashes Cornell 8-2; Edged By Colgate
Voorhees Paces Scorers With 16 Points;

Obourn, Foster Spark Second Half Attack

By Dave Goldberg
.Although the one weakness of

the Williams basketball team Is

supposed to be lack of rebounding
strength, It was board power that

was instrumental i:i Satui'day's 64

-42 trouncing of Columbia. With
Dan Voorhees, Roger Williams and
company clearing the rebounds

and little Pete Obourn sparking

the fast break, the Ephs came a-

llve In the second half for their

fourth win without a loss.

The game was closer than the

score indicates. Columbia jumped
off to an early 2-0 lead and held

an edge for most of th^ iirst half,

while the Williams shooters were
experiencing one Of their coldest

periods in two seasons. The larg-

est Lion margin was six points, at

18-12 soon after the 10 minute
mark. After the Ephs had narrow-
ed the game to two points, Col-

umbia moved out to a 22-16 lead

on jump shots by Art Woliansky
and Marty Erdheim.

2 Point Lead At Half

Here Williams finally got off the

ground. Roger Williams and Voor-
hees hit on consecutive drives, and
Steve Weinstock put in a jump
shot to knot the count at 22-22

with four minutes left in the half.

After Columbia picked up three

more points, the Ephs took over

for good. Weinstock converted a

foul shot, Obourn hit on a drive

and Al Poster made two foul shots

to put Williams ahead for the first

time, 27-25. After Jim eleven had
knotted the count for the Ivy

Leaguers, Bob Mahland converted

two fouls to give Williams a 29-27

lead at intermission.

The second half was all

Williams. Voorhees and Mahland
got quick buckets at the begin-

ning of the period to give the

Ephs a six-point lead. After that,

Columbia, which came out ex-

tremely cold, could never really

threaten. The Lions pulled as close

as 42-37 with 10 minutes left, but

then the Williams fast break real-

ly began to click. With Voorhees
and Gordie Davis, who had just

been Inserted into the lineup, con-

trolUng the boards, and Obourn
and Mahland leading the breaks,

Columbia was through. When Pos-

ter dropped in a layup to make
the score 52-39 with five minutes

left, Columbia coach Jack Rohan
virtually conceded. The Lion mem-
tor, who coached the NYU fresh-

men last year and is used to bet-

ter things, cleared his bench of

the eager subs, who were to do

no better than the starters.

Mahland Held to 9

Columbia did do a few things

of note. For one, Erdheim, the

Lion captain and one of the few

Continued on Page 7, Col. 4
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RECORD-BREAKERS—The 400-yd. frco-style relay team which brol(e the
New England racord Saturday: Connard, Moron, Herschbach, Wester, Coach
Muir.

Eph Relay Team Tops NE Mark;

Union Victorious In Two Events

THE LEAPER—Junior forward Gordie Davis (5), whose rebounding hos
been outstanding this yeor, demonstrates his tremendous spring as he goes
high up over his defenders to moke the top against Columbia.
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Castleton Falls 83-37

To Eph '65 Cagers
The Eph frosh basketball squad,

playing their first game before a
home crowd, handed the Castleton

Merchants a severe 83-37 setback.

The victory was the second of the
season for the frosh in two starts.

Although off to a very slow
start, the Williams quintet quickly

gained momentum, and after the
initial six minutes of play, began
to pile up points, capitalizing on
the not infrequent errors of the
visitors. In spite of the one-sided
score, however, credit must be giv-

en the Merchant squad for a fine

display of competitive spirit, and,
in some instances, of humorous
basketball antics.

Shootinr Percentage Poor

The victory notwithstanding, the

shooting percentage of the fresh-

men left very much to be desired.

In the first half, the Ephlets could

only connect on 14.4 per cent of

their shots. The second half was
better, with the percentage of

shots made rising to 31.2 per cent,

although this still leaves much
room for improvement.

High scorer of the game was
Pete Rogers of Castleton, with 18

points - virtually half of his
team's total. High scorers for
Williams were Dave Coolidge and
Ed Chase, with 14 and 12 points,

respectively. Dave also led his
teammates to last week's victory
over the R.P.I, frosh, with 22

points.

The Ephlets domhiated the

backboards throughout the game.
Big John Palmer gathered hi 16

"boimds." bringing his two-game
total to 34. Chase followed

for Williams with nine.

By Denny Van Ness

The Union swimmers went
down in complete defeat, 62-28,

before the Williams varsity Swim-
ming team last Saturday at Lasell

Pool. The meet, portentious to all

Williams opponents, saw the Eph-
men take all but two first places.

The victory was high-lighted by
the exciting 400-yard freestyle re-

lay in which the Williams team
of John Moran, Carroll Connard,
John Wester, and Tom Hersch-
bach nipped three-tenths of a sec-

ond off the New England record
to establish a new mark of 3:29.7.

Another highlight of the meet
was the controlled, graceful, and
well-executed diving of Dick
Holme, backed up by the support
of sophomore John Dixon.

Tlie contest got off Lu a good
start with the 400-yard medley
relay. Each member of the Will-
iams team consistently pulled a-
head of his opponent. A jump was
obtained on the Union four when
their butterfly man petered out
rapidly, but the real lead develop-
ed in the final, freestyle, leg of
the race when the Eph swimmer
started out a full length ahead
and finished an entire lap ahead
of his Union competitor.

Herschbach in Close Win
The 220-yard freestyle was won

easily by Connard and Bill Hup-

puch of Williams, but the 50-yard
freestyle was not so uneven. Eph
Tom Herschbach edged Boles of

Union, who has already in pre-
season workout topped the Union
record unofficially. The difference

was a matter of inches.

In the individual medley. Wes-
ter was swimming alone for Will-
iams. He remained a close second
for the first two laps of the race
and then pulled ahead in the
breaststroke and freestyle laps to

win by a safe margin, despite
trouble with his turns.

In the 100-yard butterfly Pete
Weber pulled ahead throughout

the entire race, winning by a con-

siderable margin over the third

place Union man. Eph sophomore
Marty Wasserman maintained his

second place position the entire

time and finished only a few yards

behind Weber. In the 100-yard

freestyle, Sandy Kasten was the

only Williams competitor. He
maintained a good lead and won
the race easily. The 200-yard
backstroke saw only one swimmer
from each team entered, and Eph
sophomore Tim Oanahl won this

race easily.

Continued on Page 7, Col. I

Raiders In 4-3 Win;

T. Roe Gets 6 Goals

The effects of a tight schedule
was evident last Saturday as the
Williams skaters dropped a 4-3 de-
cision at home to the Colgate Red-
Raiders after thumping a strong
Cornell sextet 8-2 the night before
in Ithaca.

Against Cornell, the Purple was
at its best. The outcome of the
game was never in doubt as the
Kphmen started fast and just kept
increasing their lead. Besides Tom
Roe's three goals, John Roe add-
ed a couple while Bill Beadie, Gene
Goodwillie. and Dave Lougee each
scored once. Goalie Bob Rich was
also effective, stopping 37 Cornell
shots.

Colgate Overtakes Ephs

In the Colgate contest, the Ephs
jumped to a 3-2 lead in the first

period. Tom Roe scored all the

markers, duplicating the "hat-
trick" ho had turned in against
Cornell. His first two goals come
out of melees around the cape. Roe
alertly fired home the rebound of

a shot by his brother John about
a third through the period to even
up the game. After Clint Kapiwle
matched a tally to give Colgate a

one point edge. Roe picked up a

loose puck, skated behind the cage,

and deftly flipped the rubber disk

past the surprised goalie.

The junior skater's last tally was

a picture play. Tom streaked from

a face-off with a pass from broth-

er John, and in one motion fired

the puck liome before anyone real-

ized what liad happened.

Rich Has 42 Saves

But despite goalie Rich's 42 sav-

es and the effective play of Co-

captain Marc Comstock, the visi-

tors from Colgate evened the

score in the middle period and won

the game on a goal by Mike Foley

with only 1;47 remaining in tlie

contest. An Eph rally in the final

stanza was squelched by the

strong checking and accurate

passing of the Colgate squad.

Although disappointed about the

loss. Coach Bill McCormick stress-

ed the greater depth of the Raider

skaters. "They were sending out

three forward lines while we only

have enough experienced boys to

make up two."

"What'll it be, Miss Porter...

the Dekes or us?" Cit;.\ui/n"KS
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ANTI-WARRIORS—Listening »o Professor Fred Greene (right) give his
opinions on the cold war ore (left to right) Professors Dwight Simpson, Vin-
cent Barnett, George Connelly (moderator), ond Fred Schumon.
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Political Science Professors

Attempt To Define Cold War
BY LISLE BAKER

Competing against tlie baski'tbull ganu", tlio Political Science Department opened at Jesup
Hall 'i'uesday niglit in the new lun panel game: "What should the intelligent man's attitude be
toward the cold war?". The stars were Professors Fied Schumaii, Fred Greene, Vincent Barnett and
Dwight Simpson, with Professor George Connelly moderating for the s|K)nsor, the Adelphic Union.

After copious ((uantities of time were consumed in explaining why (1) they were there (2)
the audience was there (3) the audience should be somewhere else (4) the whole thing was a left-

wing, fascist plot, the cold war broke into the footlights.

Schuman led off the discussion with the conmient; "The cold war?— I am against it." lie then
proceeded to train iiis guns on a number of issues tied up with it. Items:

Basii-. false assumption on both sides that each is pre]5aring to attack the other.

Dciiificrs: (1) possibility of accidental war, (2) larger and larger nuclear club with little pos-
sibility of blackball, (3) U. S. commitment to objectives which are unattainable.

(/. S. I'orcifiii Polici/: Founded on irrational concepts pursuing unattainable ends, leading to

continued frustration. Example: Containment, China, Cuba. The danger is that this frush-ation will

lead to a "national nervous breakdown" which in turn will produce the natural reaction: aggression.

Birch Sa))s and the Fallout Furor: manifestations of this "ner-

vous breakdown."
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Room Assignments

Committee Considers

New Dorm, Greylock

The Ad Hoc Committee on 1962-

63 Dorm Assignments is enter-

taining possibilities for the appor-

tionment of undergraduates in

College living space for next year.

The members of the committee
arc President John E. Sawyer '39,

Treasurer Charles A. Foehl Jr.

'32, Dean Robert R. R. Brooks,

Dean of Freshmen Harlan P.

Hanson. Professor Paul Clark,

Professor Warren Ilchman, and
Assistant Treasurer Shane Rior-

don.

The 'new' Berkshire Quad (five

buildings: Quint, not so?) will

accommodate 313 students, what
with the 95-man new dorm. This

total exceeds the prospective size

of the sophomore class by approx-

imately 30. This raises the ques-

tion of which upperclassmen will

be housed in the Berkshire Quad,

This increase in the College's

dormitory facilities makes possi-

ble: a) the elimination of off-

campus living by juniors and sen-

iors; b) the reduction of over-

crowding In Morgan Hall, where-

by 30 present triples would be

converted Into comfortable dou-

bles; and c) the abandonment or

razing of Greylock Hall.

The abandonment of Greylock

poses the problem of the housing

of Non-Affiliates. A building or

entry must be alloted as home of

this group. At present there are

34 NA's from the sophomore and

Junior classes. Allowing for some
Increase, one possible location

would be West College, which ac-

commodates 46.

Every problem and question In-

volved could be drastically effect-

ed by the recommendations of the

Angevlne Committee of ...leview on

Fraternity Questions. However,

due to the uncertain time of issue

of the Angevlne Report, dorm
assignment plans must be made
so that room drawings can be

held in March and April.

Committee Considers

Curriculum Additions

The Future Planning Commit-
tee is currently considering pro-

blems of the Williams curriculum

with an eye towards Increasing

the strengths of offerings in the

present departments.

Among possible future offerings

will be a new set of courses in

Astro Physics, which will be made
possible by the addition of a plan-

etarium projector in the Observa-
tory.

The possibilities of offering

courses in areas outside of the

United States and Europe is also

being studied. A course in the

Mid-East and Africa is slated for

next year, with a greater expan-
sion of non Western studies in

the future.

Strengthening the offerings In

the behavioral sciences is also un-
der consideration.

Berlin Crisis: It no longer exists, it has been solved. Berlin

as an escape hatch and as a showplace is no longer any good. The
WALL proved that. Khrushchev has what he wants, wby negoti-

ate—there's nothing to negotiate.

Hope and possible resolution: Negotiated settlement with de-

militarized zones as in Austria and

Five Williams Fraternities Scored

for Violating Pre-Initiation Rules

cam|)us

BY JOHN WILSON
Action by the Faculty and Student Discipline Committee has been taken against five of the
pus fraternities for violations of the "Principles and llules Applying to Pre-Initiation Practices."

Letters of rcpiimand have been sent from the Dean's Office to Zeta Psi, Alpha Delta Phi, Kappa
Alplia, and Phi Sigma Kappa addressed to the president of each house and directed to "its mem-
bers collectively and individually for ijcrmitting serious violations of the College rules governing
pre-initiation activities."

Phi Gamma Delta, for "gross violations ... of the rules," has been placed on Social Probation
until February 12. No women are allowed in any house under this penalty for the duration of the
Probation. The letter read, in part: "The Under:.iraduate Standing Committee, acting on behalf
of the Faculty and at the recommendation of tlie Student Disciplinary Committee has voted to
place the Williams Chapter of Phi Gamma Delta on Social Probation from this date (Dec 13) un-
til February 12. \

• /

The initial action against the fraternities came from the undergraduate and the Student
Discipline Committee. Sophomore
Class President Reggie Ray and
Social Council President Chip
Black sat in with the committee
and assisted in the week-long in-

vestigation. Pinal action by the

joint committee of faculty and
students was taken during the
third and final meeting. The Stu-
dent Committee's recommendation
of the above action was at that

time approved by the faculty

group.

It was found that nearly all of

the fraternities on campus were
guilty of minor or technical vio-

lations of the Pre-Initiation Rul-

es, first set down In 1956-57. These
require, among other things, that

no house shall "worry, ridicule,

tire, or degrade pledges," plan ac-

tivities which "might result in in-

jury to person ..." or "create a

nuisance to the public." All ac-

tivities must take place In the

fraternity (except for community
projects), consume no more than

two hours a day, and none are

permitted to extend past midnight.

Broken Rules
The action taken against the

five houses was decided upon be-

cause of REPEATED or especially

SERIOUS infractions of the rules.

Several were found to have spon-

sored Hell Weeks clearly inconsis-

tent with the plans each had fil-

ed previously with the Dean's Of-

fice. Most were found to have de-

tained their pledges past 12:00,

and one had kept them well into

the morning hours on at least one

occasion. Fun and games, in one

instance, cost one pledge a trip

to the Infirmary.

Pledgenapplngs were carried

out by several houses, and in

more than one black suppers were

prepared. Several cases of physi-

cal mistreatment and undue har-

rassment were uncovered.

Beginning action during the Un-
dergraduate Star Ung Committee
sessions, Chip Black's Social

Council produced a report design-

ed to slightly alter and enforce

the pre-initiation code. Under the

report. Initiation activities would
be confined to a maximum of an

U hour period, and pledge activi-

ties would be held "to eight ac-

cumulative hours per week." House
Presidents, together with their

houses, would be held responsible

for pre-lnltiatlon house doings,

and the actions of their individu-

al members.

Williams Studies

Punch Card System

An educational records commit-
tee has been appointed by Wil-
liams President John E. Sawyer
to explore the possibility of plac-

ing certain of the College's aca-
demic records on a punch-card
basis to save time and money
while providing meaningful sta-

tistics which may be of aid to

planning by departmental chair-

men, faculty committees, and ad-
ministrative officers.

Chairman of the committee is

C. Wallace Jordan, Jr., professor

of mathematics. Assisting him are

three members of the Faculty and
five administrative assistants.

They are: Dr. Fielding Brown, as-

sistant professor of physics; Dr.
John B. Sheahan, associate pro-
fessor of economics; Dr. James G.
Taaffe, instructor in English; Dr.

Robert R. R. Brooks, Dean of the
College, Orrin Sage Professor of

Economics and Director of Grad-
uate Studies for the Center for

Development Economics; Dr. Har-
lan P. Hanson, associate professor

of German and Dean of Fresh-
men; Mrs. Kathryn McCraw, reg-
istrar; Shane E. Riorden, assis-

Continiied on Page 2, Col.

Antartica.

Professor Barnett was the next
to take the floor, and restating

many eminently restatable argu-
ments, called for the cultivation

of a new attitude toward the cold
war. He, too, played with related

concepts, among them.

Definition: "The state of ten-
sion between the Western and the
Soviet Blocs, erupting from time
to time in conflicts carried out by
local intermediaries."

One must triumph theory: to

say that one or the other of the
two systems must inevitably tri-

umph is logically false. More than
likely both will change and the

situation will be entirely different

in twenty years.

Only way to whip the Comniu-

Continued on Page 3, Col. I

Park Discusses Future Energy

Needs, Sources At S. U. Lunch
"Unless the problem of overpopulation is solved, we will not

have to worry about the exliaustion of natural resources." The so-
ution offered by Dr. David Park of the physics department in a
brief address to the Student Union Committee Luncheon on
Tuesday, consists of "getting people closer together in cities."
This will require industrialization, and industi-y requires power;
hence his topic, "The Problems of Power in the Future."

Projecting a world population of sLx billion in a hundred
years, suggested that power requirements for the century might
run to 72 Q. Claiming that he felt happiei- using small numbers
and big units, he designated a "Q" as the energy contained in 38
billion tons of bituminous coal. Present use is at the rate of 1/10
of a Q per annum.

He suggested that we have two energy sources available:
capital and income, cones]Donding to fossil fuels and wind for in-
stance. Furthermore, we nnist keep economic factors in mind,
considering that 6 per cent of the industrial budget currently goes
for power.

Considering our coal resources, he advised that "the trends
of estnnates of available coal in the U. S. have been uniformly
downward since 1909 when they were put at 67 Q. Between our
use and corrections made for inaecessability of some resei-ves the
estimate is now closer to 7 Q. The world-wide resources may be
circa 32 Q". •'

Noting that oil and gas "are not now and never will be a con-
siderable energy source" he turned his attention to atomic fission
reactors. While known uranium resources will furnish 500-600 QPark noted tliat "this does not mean we should visualize automo-

TIRED WARRIORS— In the left, foreground, on unidenH fied and onhousted Trinity bosketboll plover leovM »h.
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Viewpoint

Notes From Underground
BY STEPHEN STOLZBERG

Upon hearing that the College has taken under advise-

ment the question of buildinj^ fallout shelters on campus, sev-

eral considerations occurred to me which should be presented

to the Committee on Military Planning (COMP). For, as fol-

lowers of the national shelter debate are aware, merely build-

ing a shelter for one's own is no safe way to assuage one's

conscience as one calmly contemplates Mr. Kahn's projections

of a Third World War. There reniains a difficulty not unfamil-

iar to the college administration: admissions policy.

But perhaps this will not be as difficult a solution as it

first seems. Students will gain admittance in the same way
they get into home football games or AMT productions. Nor
is there any reason not to extend the privilege to faculty and
their families; tliis would be a fringe benefit (I shall resist the

temptation to call it lunatic fringe) that will siuely find favor

with the American Association of University Professors when
they evaluate Williams amongst its sister institutions.

A few other minor jjrovisions occur to me, such as making
die undergraduates familiar with the layout of the heating

tunnels. Also, we might place the new wing of the library un-

derground where (a) it will not look like a lost pseudopod and
(b) the records of the Roper Center will be assured of preserva-

tion in the brave new world to come. This last point is most
im|)ortant for, lacking the detailed statistical analysis of Am-
ericana distilled onto its IBM cards, how could we hope to

reconstruct our society after the holocaust? If they are saved,

the problem will be analagous to the creation of an organism
from its genes and chromosomes.

The next conjecture which presents itself is the possible

deterioration of town-gown relations when it occurs to the

townspeople that are not included in the college's plans. How-
ever, this should be amenable to a relatively easy solution,

considering the problem of capital investment in underde-
veloped countries. Furthermore, if the town can find the finan-

cial resotnces for a new school and sewage ti-eatment plant,

it seems likely that it could also afford fallout shelters.

I think the most serious question facing the Committee,
one which will require decisive action contemporaneous with
the building of the actual shelter facilities, concerns the extent

to which oiu' limited resources will be taxed by the streams of

armed refugees, the homeless tem])est tossed and such eominsr
up from the coastal metropoli along routes 2 and 7. Wliile I

do not want to seem to preempt the Committee's ultimate juris-

diction in this matter, a brief consideration of the topographical
features of the Williamstown locale makes one very grateful to

the good Lord Who has put us in such an easily defended posi-

tion. Route 7 is easily commanded by emplacements in the
cliffs on Stone Hill above the 1896 House. To the east, the
opportimities for defensive positions in the North Adams Flood
Control Project are manifest. Finally, it has been suggested
tliat it is unlikely that any invasion from the north would be
of an undesirable nature.

Perhajis these suggestions to the Committee on Military

Planning sound somewhat hystericak But are not these deci-

sions equally as crucial as those which once moved a patriot

to declare "One if by land, and two if by sea . .

."

"BEST SHAW IN SEVERAL SEASONS"
-1 -Ge/fc.N. y. T™m

ltd IS^^ "'^^ MERRY AS CAN BE*
' in<-iir=y ThtNtwYorktr

'A HAPPY
TOUR DE FARCE'

' Timu Magaxin9[MOrlTn«| '' "^-^ -r™.*toec

n SEVENTH AVENUE SOUTH g. Sun. Mat. 3:00- t3.50. 3.J5. 4.00.— CH a-9609 f,i o, B.40 a Sat. 6;30 «, 1 0-t3.50. 4.50

GOOD NEWS I NOW YOU CAN STAY
AT THE PALACE-ON-PARK-AYENUEI

New Verk's meat axelttno he(tl

welcomes you I Wa are hosts to

Presidents, Kinga and Queens. ,.

to diplomats, ambassadors and

travslers from every corner ot

the earth . . . and now we look

forward to playing host to you I

STUDENT RATES
•8.00 per pereon, 1 In a room
<6.00 per person, 2 In a room
•5.00 par psrson, 3 In a room

Reserve your room through any
Hilton Reservation Service or

write direct to Miss Anne
Hlllman, Director of Student
Relations, The Waldorf-Astoria.

THE V\rAI.DORF-ASTORIA
49th t 60th St(. on P^'K Avenue. New Yot;. N.Y.

Conrad N, tiilton, Piutldtni

Industrialization Step

Toward Future Fuel

Continued from Page I, Col. S

biles with a little nuclear reactor

under the hood."

"Tlie way to drive a car Is to

use gasoline, which you can syn-

thesize from garbage If you have

the power. We will still have gar-

bage I presume." The difficul-

ty with fission power comes from
having to dispose of radioactive

wastes. Parenthetically, he noted

that carbon-dioxide from carbon

fuels has already changed the

composition of the atmosphere

measurably.
"Light coming through Is redder

than It was a hundred years ago.

If the amount of carbon junk is

increased ten times it is reason-

able to expect changes in the cli-

mate. The problem Is like what

win happen when the oceans are

saturated with detergents?"

Turning from capital to Income,

he noted that the sunlight falling

on a 70 mile square in New Mex-
ico could furnish the entire na-

tion's power consumption. But
while "70 miles of New Mexico

isn't too much to ask" the prob-

lems involved in storage and
transmission are beyond present

technology.

After glancing briefly at "a

world full of windmills, with wind-

mill operators the highest manag-
?rial class", and hydroelectricity

Park turned to nuclear fusion re-

actors. Not only are there no
harmful by-products, but "if the

deuterium in the ocean were used

by methods currently available it

would furnish ten-thousand bil-

lion Q, sufficient power to run the

world for the foreseeable future,

assuming we have a future.

Punch Cards...
Continued from Page 1, Col. 3

tant treasurer; and Philip F.

Smith, assistant director of ad-

missions.

President Sawyer said, "The
committee's primary goal is to

study the feasibility of placing

certain academic records on
punch-cards. But it also will keep

in mind the evolution of a gen-

eral system which may one day
be used by administrative depart-

ments such as the Placement
Bureau, Treasurer's Office and
Alumni Office as well as the Rop-
er Public Opinion Research Cen-
ter, the Cluett Center for Devel-
opment Economics, and other
possible users."

The committee expects to have
its recommendations ready for

President Sawyer by spring recess,

next March 24.

fb« Milling 3acfi(Jtii

published Wednesdays and Fridays

Baxter Hall, Williamstown, Massachusetts
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Hell Week
One house has been found guilty of violatinj; pre-initiation

rules. Tliis does not, however, entirely solve the problem. Phi

Gam was not alone in its violations.

Tlie social council's statement of last week was unfortuniitely

belated but could, nonetheless, constitute a step towards .solving

this problem. This statement was based upon a recognition oi

the fraternity system's blatant violation of rules of wliich tiiey

ioiew and to which they had acquiesced. To evade tliis fact would

be to add hypocrisy to irresponsibility.

In its statement, the social council resolved to outlaw specific-

ally those practices wliich occurred this year and which thev eon-

•lider to be in violation of the spirit of the pre-initiation rules. In

doing so, they will facilitate a more correct interpretation and

easier enforcement of these rules in the future.

But this action alone will not guarantee the elimination of

L'xcesses during hell week. The spirit of tiie rules is just as im-

portant in honoring as in interpreting them. The; intention of thc>se

rules is to prevent useless, often immature and sadistic, excesses

luring pledging, in general, and hell week, in (larticular. If these

'ules are to be enforced the student body must take this inl('iition

seriously.

If the student body wishes to be treated as an irresponsible

iub-socicty, then the continued spectacle of their violation of rules

they helped to make will go far to institute such treatment. If they

visn to be treated as responsible individuals, then they must act

accordingly.

Letter To The RECORD:
Afeu; Dorm :

The November issue of the Al-

umni Review has a drawing of the

new dormitory being erected

at the Southern end of the Berk-

shire Quadrangle. I think it's out-

rageous to put a modern type

front on it and disturb the beauty

and conformity of the other

dorms. What is done on the back
overlooking the hockey rink does

not matter but the front facing

the Quad should conform with the

others, In my opinion. Is It too

late?

Very truly yours,

Edward E. Connor "21

Wanted: part-time, quali-

fied social worker for agen-

cy Call MO 3-7156.

STUDENT GROUPS

TO£ufu^
A Wide Variety of Tours:

MUSIC and DRAMA

ART and ARCHITECTURE

COLLEGE CREDIT

MICROBUS . . . ISRAEL

DRIVE YOURSELF

and low-price "ECONOMY" Tours

or Form Your Own Group
Ask lor Plans and profitable

Organizer Arrangements

Specialists in

Student Travel Since J 926 I

for folders and details i

See your local travel agent or write i

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CO.]

Old Spice quality in a new hair tonic
• Keeps hair handsomely groomed — all

day • Figlits dandruff * Moisturizes-pre-
vents dryness « Guaranteed non-greasy

•

uO/MCe : HAIR TONIC
SHU LTOM



Smith Experiments With Interim Lecture Program
BY FRANK LLOYD

Smith College students, now in the midst of
their semester examinations, will have an op-
portunity to participate in an experimental three-
week interim period program beginning Jan. 8.

The heightened pre-exam academic acceleration
spurred protest from the student body and a
formal statement on the "impossible" work load
by the "Sophian", the college newspaper.

Tliis year's program is organized around two
major topics, radioactivity and Red China. Up-
perclassmen will do concentrated work in their
major fields while freshmen and sophomores
will be encouraged to participate in the special
lecture program. Reading lists in the subjects
under discussion will be given out to each stu-
dent.

Professor P. Kusch, chairman of the physics
department at Columbia University, will give a
series of lectures on "Tlie Nature of Radioac-
tivity." Amherst professors Arnold B. Arons,
physics department, and Henry T. Yost, biology
department, will take part in a panel discussion
of "Radioactive Fallout" in the last week of tlie

program.

The lectures on Red China will attempt to

be all-inclusive, covering political, economic,
and cultural life. An exhibition of Chinese art

will be on display in tlic ipuseum during the

period.

"The Nature of Chinese Thought" will be
discussed Jan. 10 by Professor Herrlee G. Creel
of the University of Chicago. Chih-Tsing Ilsia,

specialist in Enclish and Chinese literature, will

speak on "The World of Fiction" [an. 17. George
B. Cressey, geograplier and geologist of Syra-
cuse University, will lecture on "China Today:
A Geographic Appraisal" Jan. 22.

Although exhausted from the effort to cram
the learning of an entire semester into the 13
week period preceding Christmas vacation.
Smith students are generally excited about the
intellectual possibilities of their program. It is

felt that the experiment, designed in jiart to

eliminate tlie lame-duck period after Christmas
leading to exams, is good in concept but dif-

ficult in implementation. Difficulties are ex-

pected to be ironed out by this year's lessons,

however, and the interim may well become a

permanent program.

Smithsonian Exhibition Of Industrial Prinh

Chronicles 18th Century Architectural Style

"American Industry in the 19th

Century," an exhibition of 46 col-

or lithographs and watercolors, Is

now open at the Lawrence
Art Museum and will remain on
display through Dec. 27.

Assembled from the collections

of the prints and photographs di-

vision of the Library of Congress,

the exhibition Is being circulated

throughout the country by the

Smithsonian Institution Traveling
Exhibition Service.

The prints of Industrial archi-

tecture In 19th Century America
provide a rich panorama of ex-

panding Industry In a growing
country. The architecture Included

represents manufacturers of glass,

wood, straw, wall paper, leather,

shoes, sewing machines, and iron,

steel and lead products. The litho-

graphs are accompanied by excel-

lent didactic labels, frequently

with excerpts from contemporary
histories on the particular plant

or industry, telling about the ma-

Attitudes To Cold War
Continued from Page 1, Col. 5

nlsts is by war theory: false, and
the source of unilateral disarma-
ment and preventive war philoso-

phies.

Solution ( 1 ) : Lyslstrada.

Solution (2): Negotiation from
a position of strength, the only
other alternatives being preventive
war or surrender.

Next to speak was Professor

Fred Greene, who took Issue with
Professor Schuman's basis for the

cold war. He said that the cold

war was caused instead by "an
attempt to disintegrate the United
States by the U.S.S.R." He also

hit the doctrine of disengagement
as a partial solution:

Disengagement: The United

States was disengaged, virtually

speaking, in 1948 - the result?

The Berlin Blockade. The U.S. was
virtually disengaged In Korea m
1950 - the result? The Korean
War. We agreed to a test ban In

1958, and one month later, Khru-
shchev preclpatated the Berlin

Crisis. Our forces are in Europe
because the RUSSIANS took ad-
vantage of our disengagement.
Berlin: It was Khrushchev's cre-

ation. Berlin was at its best as an
escape hatch and as a showplace
when East Germany was at Its

nadir, in 1953. Berlin Is not the

Issue - the Issue Is East Germany,
and Khrushchev Is using Berlin

as a lever to pry loose recognition

of East Germany from the United
States.

Birch Saps and Blame the U.S.

people - leftovers from Isolation-

ism and Its slogan "World go

home!".

Problems of the Cold War: Re-
lations between the Increasingly

richer Industrial countries and the

Increasingly poorer underdevelop-

ed agricultural countries.

National Morality: No one's a

bargain, not even the underdevel-

oped countries who only don't

make trouble for the big powers

simply because they're too little.

Greene's Liberalism: More dem-
ocracy, more freedom, more hu-
manism, more trade, and more
union In the free world.

Professor Simpson was the last

to speak, and said he feared the

United States and the Soviet Un-
ion were on a collision course
which was fast approaching the
point of no return. As to the role

of the individual, he said no gov-
ernment had the right to consider

the possibility, namely war, where
it was a statistical certainty that

50 per cent of his family would

be killed. He called for new pol- ;

itlclans and new thought. I

A Williams TradiHon

"Let George Do It!"

RUDNICK'S

EXPERT LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING

SERVICE

chlnery used, the number of em-

employes, and products manufac-

tured. In many cases they are the

only remaining record of what the

buildings looked like.
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VMB PRECfOUS?
And how ! Every year you poit*

pone the start on a planned life

insurance program, it's costing

youcoldcash in higher premiums.

It's smart business to check th»

advantage of the Personal Plan*

ning Service with your campus
representative—now, whils yOd

are insurable. ^^

RICHARD W. SWETT
Sr. Anthony Hall

GL 8-9211

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company

of Philadelphia

LUCKY STRIKE
presents:

WmJUFFBRS WINTER SPORTStr

Bolires, McClung, Fined;

Both Now Out Of College

At WllUamstown District Court,

Wednesday, George Boltres '63

was fined $200 for driving under

the Influence of alcohol and $1000

for driving In a manner to endan-

ger life and property. The case a-

rose from an auto accident oc-.

curing Amherst Weekend, which
resulted In the death of Benning-
ton student Elizabeth Brown.
Boltres Is currently under sus-

pension from college.

In an earlier case, William Mc-
Clung, '65, had been fined $100

for driving under the influence

and $50 for driving In a manner
to endanger life and property. Mc-
Clung, a Tjmg Scholar, has been

dismissed from WUllams.

WHEN DOES A LUCKY TASTE BETTER THAN A LUCKY? There's a dangerous
question because, as you well know, college students are crazy about Luckies

and smoke more of them than any other regular. Still, there is one kind of

Lucky that tastes a little bit better than any other kind. These extra-special

Luckies are the ones you get for Christmas. The only thing better than a Lucky
is a free Lucky. Ask for a carton this Christmas.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some fosfe for a change!

Product of Ufue, iJ/rruMeo/n, (Jovojeeo-K^cityianu— tyavaeeo- ii our middle namt9a. r. Cb.



Basketball T^atn

Tackles Brandeis
Although Christmas vacation

starts tomorrow, the exodus will
liardiy terminate activity for the
undefeated Williams basketball
team. After tonight's game with
Bi'anaeis, the Ephs will travel to
Reading, Pa. Dec. 26 for a two
day tournament. Williams will
play Rutgers in the festival's op-
ening game, and will meet either
host Albright or Boston U. the
next night.

Brandeis, tonight's opponent,
has yet to lose. In their first five
outings the Judges have downed
Colby, New Hampshire, Bridge-
port, Tufts and Bowdoln. Brian
Hollaner, Stu Paris and Billy

j

Goldberg pace the attack for
Brandeis, which is without the
services of ineligible high scorer
Ron Kemper. The Judges are
coached by Philip Philip, who Is

In his first year.
Rutgers, the first opponent in

thcf Albright tournament, beat a
good, U.Mass team 77-57 In its

last outing. Joel Osofsky, a rugged
rebounder and Al Ammerman, a
good shooting guard, are the top
mep for the Scarlet Knights.

I»ast year Albright went to the
regional finals in the small col-
lege NCAA tournament with much
the same team as it has this year.
Williams beat the Lions in the
Springfield tourney last year 84-
71, but Albright's Tommy Pear-
sail, now the team captain, popped
in 32 points against the Ephs for
a tournament record. Besides the
5-9 Pearsall, Coach Will Renken's
Albright team is led by Ray Som-
merstad and Bob Holzinger, both
holdover starters. The Lion's on-
ly loss this year was to major
power LaSalle.

Boston University has dropped
two games of interest. They lost
to Massachusetts by two points
and dropped a 71-66 decision to
early Eph victim Harvard.

Vengeful Sextet Goes
Against Hamilton Tonite
The Williams varsity hockey

team will return to action tonight

at 8:00 at home against Hamilton
College. The Ephs, bouncing back
from Saturday's 4-3 loss to Col-
gate, will be out to avenge last

year's 5-2 upset loss to the Con-
tinentals.

Hamilton has returning a
strong nucleus of lettermen. Pat
McDonnell, one of the best de-
fensemen in the East, was elected
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ECAC Bans Out-Of-Season Basketball Play
4 1 Sports Illustrated Editors Oppose Decision

The visitors also have an ex-
cellent goalie in Ted Marks, and
two fine linemen. Bill Craner and
Rod Massay. In addition, they
have seven "outstanding" fresh-
men, who are allowed to play on
varsity teams at Hamilton because
of their small enrollment.

Williams defeated Hamilton
last season 9-2 and 8-6 in the

to the second-team All-Small Col- Cornell Tournament, and lost at
lege hockey squad last year. | home, 5-2.

Sawyer Names Shelter Committee

;

Study Begun By Engiueering Firm
Charles A. Maeuire and Associates, Providence, R. I. en-

gineering firm, has begun a study of Williams College facilities

to determine how they can best be utilized to provide protection
against nuclear fallout.

With the feeling that the College should come to a decision
in regard to its responsibility to students and faculty in case of
nuclear war, President Sawyer recently appointed a committee
under Treasurer Charles A. Foehl Jr. '32 to look into the problem.

Sawyer said, "A plan should be developed for emergency use
of our existing buildings. In the new 95-man dormitory which we
are building in the Berkshire Quadrangle we are incorporating
features which will make the basement area adaptable to fall-

out shelter use."
Foehl stressed that no policy de

During the ECAC annual meet
Ing last week in New York, repre-

sentatives from 103 colleges un-
animously voted to ban all out-of-

season basketball for varsity ball-

players. This ban placed special

emphasis on high-school alumni
games and various summer bas-
ketball leagues. It sanctioned,

moreover, any all-star games dur-
ing the regular academic year, and
participation in any internation-

al basketball play, as the Olym-
pics.

In the Dec. 18th issue of "Sports
Illustrated," the editorial board
opposes the arbitrary decision of
the ECAC on several points.

NORTHSIDE
GUEST AND MOTEL

Isabel and Alex Nagy

Finest Accommodations For
Your Parents and Your Date

Swimming Pool

Next to Phi Gam
GL 8-4108

The SI editorial board empha
sizes three points. First, the ban
allows a college official to intrude
unrighteously on a player's sum
mer vacation. In all fairness to
the player, the only requirement
should be that he remain an ama
teur. Second, the ban does not
reach the heart of the "fix" prob-
lem since many players who did
take bribes were contacted right
on campus. Instead, a more effec-
tive seasonal policing of players
should be established. And third

an undue restriction is placed on
the various summer leagues, which
for the most part serve high-
ly beneficial purposes.

por-

game

clslons can be made until his com-
mittee is in possession of the
range of possibilities involving
both existing and new facilities.

He also pointed out that when
the College reaches its decision it

will not be autonomous, but will

have to be coordinated with local

and other governmental and Civil

Defense agencies.

The members of the Foehl Com-
mittee are Peter P. Welanetz, t)i-

rector of Physical Plant; David A.
Park, Professor of Physics; Dr.
Thomas V. Urmy, Director of
Health; and Henry N. Plynt, Jr.,

Assistant Dean and Director of
Student Aid.

Farm of opproximste 150 acres
on Route 7, South Williomstown'
Twelve room, colonial house'
(good condition) built in l77o'
has 3 bathrooms, 3 enclosed
ches, new furnace, and
room with fireplace.

Also a small cottage, a large barn
all piped with spring water, an ap-
ple and maple orchard and trout
stream.

MRS. LILLIAN RHODES
SOUTH WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.

CHeckVoiir opinions against l^M's Campus Opinion Poll *15

J^^o How important is it for the U.S.

to be tlie first to reach the moon?

Why should you buy your ski equipmenf

in Williomstown ? ,.

1. We are recognized as one of the top

ski shops in the nation.

2. Any complaints or adjustments are

handled efficiently here.

3. We know New England terrain and
the type of equipment needed.

4. You are sold by our expert who
backs up our merchandise.

5. Naturally-like a car dealer we ser-

vice our skis in our own repair de-

partment.

6. Our prices ore as low or lower than
in the city.

BUY HERE AND BE SATISFIED

House Of Walsh Sid Shop

ESTABLISHED 1891

D Crucial

a Important but not crucial

Q Unimportant

O Would you mind

dating a girl who's

taller than you?

€) Do girls think it's

wrong to always smoke

their dates' cigarettes?

f>^^^

h

a Yes D No D Yes n No

Expect more, get more, from

There's actually more
rich-flavor leaf in L&M
than even in some un-
filtered cigarettes. You
get more body In the
blend, more flavor in the
smoke, more taste
through the filter. So ex-

pect more, get Lots More
from L&M. And remem-
ber—with L&l\j's modern
filter, only pure white
touches your lips.

HERE'S HOW 1029 STUDENTS
AT 100 COLLEGES VOTED!

xoq JO iioEd uj |^yi ue saeh

"'"Lfi ON g^

%Efr •••S3A ^
%0I lUBiJoduimn

%V) )ueviodiu| A
%9fr |B|onJ3



Basketball Team Wins
Continped from Page 6, Col 4

rebounding lift. When he came
through, as expected, the game
was as good as over.

After five games, the Individual
scoring marks show a great deal
of balance. Mahland leads the
team with a 15.8 average far off
last year's 20 point a game pace.
He is followed by Voorhees, who
Is averaging 14, and Poster, with
a 12-polnt mark. Then comes Rog-
er Williams with an 8.4 mark,
Welnstock at 7.4, and Obourn and
Jay Johnston at 5.4 and 5.0 re-
spectively. Davis is averaging 3.8

points in his limited appearances.
As a team, Williams has outscored
its opponents 73.6 to 54.2 per
game.
Th" box score

:

Williams
Foster
Wciristoclt

Voorhees
M;ihland

Williams
Johnslon
Diyis
F.wing
Hirrcll

Ili'Icher

Rappaport
Cosgrove

fK f pts Trinily
I 1 ? Li.*Kliorn

16 NoniiHti

4 14 Hrandcnb'r
1 1

1

Rroolo

36 12 84

Voorhees
6 Scully

6 '•-..rich

5 rplmff
n McKune

Keen
5

If I pti.

4 5 IJ

18 3 39
3 I 7
I I

()

2

GrapplersOpenToday Speedy Skip Rutherford Chosen
Against Strong MIT [n New England Soccer Selections

THE BIG THREAT—John Norman,
Trinity guard, was outstanding a-

galnst the Ephs Tues., scoring 39
points on long jump shots and twisting

loyups. Last year Williams held him

27 12 61 to only 38 points.

Leave your typewriter with us during

vacation for repair, greasing, resetting.

We also buy all styles of used typewriters.

BEMIS STORE, Spring Street

The Williams varsity and fresh-
man wrestling teams open their
seasons today at 4:00 In home
matches against M. I. T.

j

Eph Coach Pete DeLisser, who
has five starters back from last

;

year's squad, prophesied that "it
j

will be a very tight match, and
either team might win." Last year I

the Williams grapplers lost to es-
sentially the same M. I. T. team
in a fairly close contest. M. I. T. i

this year has beaten Tufts and
lost to perenially-powerful Har- ',

vard in a close 14-12 match. I

DeLisser expects the most ex- 1

citing event in the 147-pound pos-
i

ition with Ephman Larry Bauer :

going against M. I. T.'s Frank
Brown. Last year, Bauer lost 3-2

to Brown, the New-England run-
ner up.

The freshman team is hampered
this year by a very small num-
ber of participants. There are no
wrestlers for the 123-pound and
130-pound matches, and many of

j

the other lighter weights have lit-

tle or no experience. The heavier
weights provide some more prac-
ticed grapplers, but the total

strength and potential remains

unknown.

By Stew Davis
Alvord P. ("Skip") Rutherford,

co-captain and right wing for Wil-

liams' New England championship
soccer team, gained a slot on the

1961 All New England first team.
Left halfback John Ohly and cen-

ter-forward Ben Kofi both receiv-

ed honorable mention.

Rutherford, who will graduate
in June, was the team's second
high scorer with five goals, and
spent a good deal of time in each
game setting up scores with his

long crosses. Rutherford has
started on the Williams team
since his sophomore year. His
coach, Clarence C. Chaffee, calls

Old Spice Products

Available at

HART'S

DRUG STORE

GL 8-4102

ALL NEW ENGLAND
SKIP RUTHERFORD

Haircuts

RON'S

(naturally)

"Tareyton's Duo! Filter in duas partes divisa est!"

says Sextus (Crazy Legs)Cato, Bacchus Cup wrinner.

"There are lots of filter cigarettes around," says Crazy Legs,

"but e pluribus unum stands out- Dual Filter Tareyton. For

the best taste of the best tobaccos, try Tareyton -one filter

cigarette that really delivers do gustibus!"

ACTIVATED CH/^RCOAL
«. INNER FILTER

PURE WHITE
OUTcPv FILTER

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton

him, "a wonderful boy to coach,

and a great team player." Chaffee
praised Rutherford's speed, his

mastery of soccer's basic skills,

and his ball-control ability.

Ohly, only a sophomore, was
outstanding on both offense and
defense from his left half slot.

Kofi, the short Ohanaian with
the wonderfully accurate kick, tal-

lied eight goals In the four games
he played for Williams before be-

ing side-lined with a leg injury.

Men are selected for the All New
England squad by the coaches and
referees. After every game each
coach and each ref submits his

ballot, selecting up to three men
from each team. It is a known
fact that after some contests the
refs do not vote.

Many people at Williams were
surprised that New England's top-
ranked team did not place more
players on the all-star contingent.
Especially noticeable by their ab-
sence were John O'Donnell, star

Eph center half, and Bill Ryan,
standout right fullback on the
tight Eph defense. It is hard to
decide how the Williams defense,
which held its opponents to a tot-

al of six goals in eight games,
could be made up of mediocre
players. However . .

.

Pour other Little Three stand-
outs made the all-star first team.
They were Pete Sipples and Bill

Needham, Wesleyan's pass-'n'-
score twins, and two Amherst de-
fensemen, Tony Scolnick (goalie)
and Larry DeWitt (right half).
Also on the first team were two
Bridgeport, two Middlebury, one
M. I. T., and one U.Mass. stars.

U.Conn had the most players
mentioned with five, all honorable
mention.

Frosh Hockey Loses
The Williams freshman hoc-

key team lost Its season open-
er Monday, 1-0, to Hotchklss.
In a close fought game, the
freshmen were hampered by
their lack of experience in

working together, which was
evident in their inability to
mount a sustained attack.
The Hotchklss attack was

stalled repeatedly by the fine
play of defenseman Torrey Or-
ton. The single goal was scor-
ed in the second period. Gary
Berger, Eph center, led the
WiUiams attack with his fine
stickwork.

I Sheraton.

Hotels
^

Student-Faculty
|

Discounts Heap'
. fine news fox

smart Buck"'

Students, faculty 1 I
and other members i ,'" /
of college tribe get

^"-^

—

plenty good service at plenty low
rates. All because Sheraton's spe-
cial rates help Buck travel very
long way. If you're hunting for

travel bargains — you'll find
Sheraton Hotels the best place to
stay.

Generous group rates arranged
for teams, clubs and other ^>-v
college groups on the move. C<«^
Get these discounts at any of

Sheraton's 61 hotels in the U.S.A.,
Hawaii and Canada by presenting
a Sheraton Card. To get a
Sheraton I.D. Card or Faculty
Guest Card with credit privi-

leges, write us. Please state where
you are a full time faculty member
or student.

Mr. Pitrick Or*«ii
Collcg* Ralatlons Dapl.
Sheraton Corporation
470 Atlantic Avonu*
Boston U, Mas*.



Eph Five Beats One-Man Trinity Team, 84-66

Eph Swimmers Bow To Powerful Army, 61-34
West Point Captures

All But 3 Events
A powerpacked Army swimming

team downed the Eph Varsity 61-

34 at West Point Wednesday, in

a meet which saw Williams swim-
mers push the Cadets to two Mil-
itary Academy records. Team
depth unwont to Williams' oppon-
ents took its toll of the Ephmen.
Army opened the meet with a

stunning performance in the 400

yard medley relay, negotiating the

tour in 3:57.4. In the 220 yard
freestyle Carroll Connard, in un-
officially breaking the Williams
College record, pushed an out-

standing Cadet sophomore, Land-
graf, to a West Point record of

2:09.8, a half second better than
Connard.

Captain Tom Hershbach and Al
Kasten notched the top two spots

in the following 50 yard freestyle.

Williams' John Wester who had
been plagued by a cold all week,

. gained a third place in the indi-

vidual medley. Featuring two out-
standing divers, Army again took

first and second, with Eph jun-

ior Dick Holme earning an unac-
customed third. In the butterfly

ever-improving Pete Weber, trav-

; eling a 200 yard course not ordin-

arily used in N.E. college meets,

gained a second spot behind
Army's Sanabrough who establish-

ed another West Point mark at

2:20.0. Landgraf again proved to

be an Eph enigma by edging
Hershbach and Moran in the 100

free. Pete Ryan managed a third

in the back stroke but by this

time Army had earned the points

required to win. Wester, however,
returned to win the breaststroke

in 2:31.8, followed by Bill Carter
In second place. Connard then
gained revenge by winning the 440
yard freestyle in 5:00.8.

40n yi!. Medley Relay: (A) Ilcril-can. Ricc-
ni;iii. Shaniibrougli. Kilroy; 1:57.4

22a yd. freestyle: (II Lantisrnf (A), (21
O.nn.iril (W), (!) Finn (A): 2:09.8
(lies Academy record)

50 yd, Ireestyle: (I) llerslibach (W). (2)
,

Kisl-n (\V). (-,) Thom.is (A); 23.6
200 yd. Ind. M-dlcy; (1) Child r< (A) C)

.Vl.itrud r (A), (3) Wester (VV); 2:15.5
Diinc: (M Si-nr.'. 'A). 2) Danyuchult (A).

(3) Holme (W);
200 vl iMill-'dv: (1) Shin.ibroUBh (A), (2)

. . Weber (W). (3) Wildrick (A); 2:20.0
(nnv Army record)

100 yd. freestyle: (I) Hnndcral (A). (2)
Hershbach (W), (3) Moran (W); 51.6

.'00 vd. backstnike: (1) Herdjuan (A), (2)
McEneny (A). (3) Ryan (W) : 2:17.7

HO yd. freestyle: (1) Con'iard (W), (2)
Sbive (A). (3) Little (A): 5:00.8

!00 yd. breaststroke: (I) Wester (W). (2)
Carter (W). (3) Jcnks (A); 2:31.8

iOO vd. freestyle flay: (A) Chapman. Thomas.
Maj;rud;r. Kilroy; 3:30.1

A FAMILIAR PLAY—Eph center Dan Voorhces continually drove around his
Trinity defender for the two-point loyup in Tuesday's 84-66 win.

Fall Teams Choose New Captains:

Football Selects Nadel, John Bell

;

O'Donnell To Lead 1962 Soccer;

Ash, Kifner, Cross-Country Choices
Leadership, experience, and hard

work have characterized those five

men chosen in Wednesday night's

squad meetings to lead Williams
fall teams next year. John Bell

and Ethan "Eke" Nadel were
picked as football co-captalns,

John O'Donnell as the soccer cap-
tain, and John Kifner and Rick
Ash as co-captalns of the cross-

country team.

Football

Bell, a 6'2", 210-pound tackle,

played most of this season back-
ing up Price Gripekoven and Ben
Wagner. Last year as a sophomore.
Bell developed into an outstanding
tackle filling in for the Injured
Lou Guzzetti. Nadel, a stocky 5'7",

195-pound fullback, had nailed

down a starting assignment this

year, but was injured in the sec-

ond game and recovered enough
to see only limited action in the
Wesleyan and Amherst contests.

A powerhouse combining speed
and balance, Nadel carried 15

times for 53 yards gained and
none lost. He did not play foot-

ball as a sophomore. The new co-

Sljp ffltlltama l&etarh
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captains, taking over from Bruce
Grinnell and John Newton, will be
joined next year by 22 other let-

termen from the 1961 team that
finished a 6-2 season by taking
the Little Three crown from Am-
herst.

Soccer

O'Donnell, shifted this year from
his usual inside position to the
demanding center half slot, spark-
ed the Ephs with his teamwork
and aggressive play to a 7-1 sea-

son and the New England champ-
ionship. Praised by Coach Clar-
ence Chaffee as "a very fine

choice" to lead the team, O'Don-
nell was unable to play last year
but was a regular on the unde-
feated 1959 squad. The wiry speed-
ster played his finest game this

year against Harvard when he
held Nigerian star Chris Ohlri
scoreless with his man-to-man
defensive work. The out-going co-
captains, Skip Rutherford and Bill

Ryan, are the only seniors on the
team.

Cross-Country

Ash and Kifner will lead a cross-

country team (5-3 for the season)
that loses only Captain Spike Kel-
logg and has a strong nucleus of
sophomores. Ash is a natural run-
ner who is at his best on the
flats, while Kifner is a rugged hill

runner. Phil McKnight was elec-

ted freshman captain.

Weinstock Leads Balanced Scoring Punch;

Bantams' Norman Individual High With 39
BY DAVE GOLDBERG

If they hustle, five basketball players will always be able to

beat one. Williams proved this point Tuesday iiij;ht as it downed
Trinity and John Norman, its one man team, 84-66. It was the fifth

stiaight win for tlie undefeated Ephs, and the first loss for Trin-

ity after three early victories.

Williams' scoring showed more balance tlian it has had in the
last two years. Nine men scored 5

or more points, and four starters

were in double figures. Steve

Weinstock, who seems to have re-

turned to the form he showed last

year, led the way with 16 points.

He was followed by steadily-im-

proving soph Al Foster with 15

and big Dan Voorhees with 14.

Little AU-American Bob Mahland,
whose scoring has fallen off late-

ly, could get only 11 points, but
had numerous assists.

Norman Gets 39

Norman was Trinity's whole
show. Scoring from all over the

floor, the 6-2 senior racked up 39

points, 22 in the second half. In
the first stanza, he almost kept

the Bantams in the game person-

ally, sparking a drive that cut a
25-16 deficit to only 37-33 at

halftime. The lithe southpaw ac-

counted for nine points in the

surge, including several fantastic

drives.

Despite Norman's show, the

Ephs led almost all the way.
Weinstock and Pete Obourn hit

consecutive shots to break a 9-9

tie early in the first half. After
that, the Bantams had to work
hard to stay in the game. That
they did manage to stay only 4
points behind at the half is a tri-

bute to Norman and to their re-

bounders. Bob Brandenberger and
Barry Leghorn, who controlled the

boards against the taller Ephs.

UMass Hockey Game
The varsity hockey game a-

gainst UMass scheduled for last

Tuesday was postponed because
of weather. The contest has
been tentatively re-scheduled
for January 8 at Amherst.

Ephs Roll in 2nd Half
Williams started the second half

quickly. Poster took a pass from
Mahland for two quick points,

and Weinstock canned a long
jump shot for two more. With the
help of some sloppy Eph rebound-
ing, Trinity again pulled to with-
in four, at 43-39, before a pretty
tap by Foster and Voorhees' three-
point play swelled the gap to 9.

After that it was mostly down-
hill. With 7 minutes gone, Qordle
Davis entered the game to provide

Continued on Page 5, Col. I

FroshOvertakeSiena;

Chase, Storey Shine

Receiving a much-needed scor-
ing spark from two substitutes,
Ed Chase and John Storey, the
Williams freshman basketball
squad bounced back from a dismal
start to overhaul Siena for a 62-

44 victory in Lasell Gymnasium
Tuesday night. This was their
third straight win of the season.

Siena got off to a fast start
with a quick six points, while the
Ephlets, demonstrating the poor
shooting so evident in their first

two games, only damaged to miss
several easy shots. Then Chase
entered the game and the
Williams crew finally got off the
ground. Using his tremendous
speed and good height to advan-
tage, the big forward pumped in

16 points in short order. Follow-
ing this example, the rest of the

team also began to find the bas-

ket, and pulled ahead for good.
Storey Hits For 14

It was another sub. Storey, who
was second high scorer with 14

points. Storey's crucial shooting

was instrumental in staving off

Siena's determined but futile sec-

ond-half rally. Dave Coolidge,

with 11 points, hit in double fig-

ures for the third time in three

games this season.

The Ephlets again dominated
the boards, pulling in 41 rebounds.

Chase also led in this department
as he gathered in 11 off the

boards. John Palmer upped his

three-game total to 44, bringing

down ten against Siena. The Pur-

ple, however, had trouble under
the offensive boards in the sec-

ond half, thereby contributing to

the Siena comeback.
Not a standout as a scorer or

rebounder, but conspicuous for his

consistently fine, aggressive play

was Eph guard Mike Brewer.

FOR SALE
1960 JAGUAR - 3.4 leter

Perfect condition. Asking
$3000.
GL 8-5655 or Prof. Brandt

Physics Dept.
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New Editors Announced

NtW RttORJ EOlTORi — Morris Kaplan, Contributing Editor, John Kif-

t^ RVco7D"id!;;l.°Soo;d',;r'f962"6i,'""'^^ ^^*' "''"' ^'"'''«' "

Kifner To Head Editorial Board
elling how to count headlines into
I readable newspaper with the aid
it an artistic mind, a ruler, and a
JencU. Aside from his devoted
A'orlc on the RECORD, Connor
ings bass for the Ephlats, the
college's top singing group, which
le helped to found.
Stolzberg to Criticize

Two assistant managing editors,
:^ranlc Eyster and Ray kllUon, will
lid Connor In his work. As well
xs assisting with make-up, the
-wo will be in charge of making
;ure that stories come in on time,
ind that both stories and head-
'ines are counted to length. One
will work with Connor on the
Wednesday issue and one on the
Friday issue. Further each will go
'0 Lamb Printing Company to
read galley and page proofs, cut
5tories, and in general help the
typesetters, compositor, and press-
man to get the paper out efficient-
'y.

Filling the newly-created posi-

tion of critic will be Steve Stolz-

berg. His sphere of action will en-
Continued on Page 6, Col. 2

John Kifner, '63 will succeec'

Stewart Davis '62 as editor of th'

RECORD, it was announced las

evening at the newspaper's annu-
al banquet held at the 1896 House
As editor Kifner will be respon

sible for the overall functionin-

of the semi-weekly paper. The al

ready-busy junior will in particu-

lar have control over the paper',

editorial policy and will himsel
write many of the editorials. Kif-

ner is presently a Junior Advisor
secretary of the College Council
and an active athlete - he run
cross-country and was recently el-

ected co-captain of next fall',

team, wrestles, and runs track.

Jobeless to Run Mechanics
Kifner's second-in-command wil

be John Jobele.ss. As ex?cutiv(

news editor Jobeless will be in

charge of all the mechanical work-
ings of the RECORD. Sp'-cificilly

he will assign the articles whicb
fill the paper's pages and will di-

rect the paper's personnel. As per-

sonnel director he will assign men
to "office duty", where the paper
Is made up. The men assigned to

"office duty" will write and re-

write stories and compose the pa-
per's headlines. Jobeless will also

run the paper's "compet" program.
In his job Jobeless will use ex-
perience garnered by running his

high school newspaper, bji putting
long hours in on the RECORD,
and by being the present editor of

NEXUS.
The record's new sports edi-

tor will be Frank Lloyd, who will

succeed Bill Penick in running the
nearly-autonomous sports depart-
ment. Lloyd, a veteran RECORD
man and editor of his fraternity

paper, has himself participated in

both soccr and wrestling. Assist-

ing Lloyd in the make-up and
writing of the sports page will be
Phil Kinnicut.
Kaplan to Contribute
Morris Kaplan will hold down

the position of Contributing Edi-
tor. Kaplan is presently a Junior
Advisor, president of his class, a
member of "Discussion", and has
at times been at the top of the
Class of '63 scholastically. A Ions-
time RECORD journalist, Kaplan
will write a column of his own.
The paper's new managing edi-

tor will be John Connor. Essen-
tially Connor will be shouldering
the difficult job of laying out the
RECORD. His will be the task of

turning a pile of articles, a small- ching of science, mathematics,
cr pile of pictures, a handful of I and engineering in the nation's

make-up dummies, and a sheet , colleges and universities.

By Harry Schult

The chief adversary of the "Rec-
ord" editorial board for next year
will be Business Manager Phil
Smith, former business manager
of the "Choate News". He will be
helped by Brian Kirig in the new-
ly created post of associate bus-
iness manager, a nebulous title to

describe the second-most import-
ant job on the board. The remain-
ing positions are filled by Bill

Hubbard, treasurer and secretary,

Bruce MacDougal, subscription di-

rector, Bill Walker, advertising di-

rector, and Dan Voorhees, circul-

ation director.

Phil Smith

Phil Smith has been a "Rec-
ord" compet for the past three
years and has shown particular
leadership and initiative in help-
ing out-going business manager
Harry Schult in setting up a new
bookkeeping system. The new sys-
tem will require more of the bus-
iness manager's time than in the
past. The burden of the menial
work will fall to the compets and
other staff members. In order that
Phil may spend more time on
bookkeeping and top-level decision

, making, Brian King in his post as
associate business manager will

make sure that the tasks of of-

fice duty are carried out.

Replacing Buck Crist as sub-
scription director will be Bruce
MacDougal. He has shown a flair

for the imaginative in the past,

and it is hoped that in his new
position he will be able to in-

crease the circulation. To a great
degree the increase in circulation

will depend on the efforts of Dan
Voorhees, who as circulation direc-

tor succeeding Charles McCarthy,

will make sure that the mail ser-

vice is improved.

Bill Hubbard

Replacing Jack Kroh as treasur-

er and secretary is Bill Hubbard,
whose job will consist of billing

the advertisers and taking min-
utes at the board meetings. For
the past three years Bill has been

on both the editorial and the bus-

iness staffs. This diversification

may help the business board to

understand the problems facing

BUSINESS MANAGER PHIL SMITH

the extravagant editorial board.
Hubbard's financial ability was
used to its greatest advantage
when he was treasurer of the Col-

lege Chest Fund, the most suc-

cessful ever.

Members of the new board have
been active in other campus ac-

tivities. Dan Voorhees is the 6'5"

center on the vai'sity basketball

team and has been second-highest

scorer for the past two years

Bruce MacDougal was a membei
of the varsity ski team last year

but is now skiing purely for fun,

In order to concentrate on the

"Record" and pre-med activities.

Phil Smith is also an avid skier.

Brian King is a member of the

Purple Key and a varsity basket-

ball manager.

Profit-and-Loss

The 1960-61 year marked the
financial turning point for the
"Record." Past boards had little

regard for the profit or loss sit-

uation, resulting in a large out-
standing bill at the printers. This
situation has been remedied par-
tially by the use of cheaper paper,
with good quality, and a college-
sponsored loan at a local bank to
carry the newspaper through this

trying period. The new bookkeep-
ing system will enable the board
to keep a closer check on its prof-
it-and-loss position.

The outgoing board has attemp-
tfd to get better handling permits
from the Post Office. So far the
only action has been a letter from
Washington saying that they are
lookinij into the situation. If the
Post Office will not give better
handling to the "Record," the sol-

ution will lie in first class mall
.service.

Chemistry Grant

The Gulf Oil Corporation has
made a grant of $1,000 to the
Department of Chemistry at Wil-
liams College under the cor-

poration's departmental assist-

ance section of its aid to educa-
tion program. Tlie grant was re-

quested by the corporation's

transportation department and
ipproved by its education commit-
tee. The only restriction on the

;rant - which is a one-time don-
jtion - is that the $1,000 must
)e used by the Department o f

Chemistry.
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NSF Fellowship Goes

To Professor Park

For European Study

Professor of Physics David A.

Park has received a science facul-

ty fellowship from the National

Science Foundation and has ten-

tative plans to go to the European
Center for Nuclear Research in

Geneva, Switzerland, from June
of 1962 through August of 1963.

Park, first member of the Wil-

liams faculty to receive an NSF
grant, is among 12 Massachusetts
recipients. The NSF grants are

of two types, science faculty and
senior post.-doctoral, and are

part of two programs designed

to support advanced training and
research, and to improve the tea-

Experimental Theatre Combines

Greek Tragedy Wiih Avant Garde
An absurdist drama and r

Greek tragedy are paired in th'

final productions of the season

by the AMT Experimental Thea-

ter. "Endgame," which opener'

last night and will be given agair

tomorrow and Saturday, and "O-
edipus," opening tonight and play-

ing again Friday, are both free

and open to the public.

Samuel Beckett's "Endgame 1-

the third of his plays directec

here by Stephen Pokart '62, fol

lowing "Krapp's Last Tape" anf
"Waiting for Godot." Four char-

acters inhibit the grim world o
the play; two of them, Nagf
(Craig Williamson '62) and Nel
(Abigail Levine) never emergt
from garbage cans. Hamm (Hi!

Prosser '64), their son and Glo\
(Bill Mensel '64), his servant, arc

TrinJty, Bowdoin Act

To Stop Racial Bias

In Fraternity System

By John T. Connor

Recently there has been consid-
erable action at Trinity and Bow-
doin to erase minority group dis-

crimination as a national or loc-

al fraternity policy.

The Drcember 11 issue of the
Trinity TRIPOD reported that the
president of Trinity's Inter-Fra-
ternity Council had urged that
boiy not to avoid the issue of

Sophocles' classic "Oedipus" will fraternity discrimination and ask-

loth cripples, both beyond love

nd hate.

The theme of the play falls

vithin the French tradition that

ife is merely a game. Hamm and
:;lov, fearful of letting the game
•un down, continue their intel-

'ectual burlesque show but still

vonder, "Why this farce day af-

er day?"

Greek Tragedy

3e done on the main stage and
s under the aegis of the Experi-

nental Theater only by dint of

ts brevity, lasting only more than
m hour. The production directed

)y Joseph G. Stockdale of the

\MT has already attracted atten-

ion in the choral movements,
ivhich have been stylized by New
York choreographer Wayne Lamb,
and in the costumes, which have
been the original costumes de-
signed especially for the produc-
tion by a New York firm.

Stockdale noted that the "emo-
tions, motivations and thinking
in the play are absolutely valid
today. "Hamlet" and "Oedipus"
are the two greatest plays in the
history of drama." Commenting

ed individual houses to discuss the

problem in order to take a defin-
ite stand.

A motion was made that a let-

ter be sent to the Trinity Board
of Trustees that would place the
I.P.C. on record as opposing dis-

criminatory clauses and would ask
the Trustees to make a statement
concerning their position on the
issue. Such a statement would be
made, the letter would declare, in
recognition of the fact that "for-
mal statements of policy by the
Trustees and Administrations have
been successful in overcoming this
national fraternity pressure to
prevent local chapters' efforts to
abandon discriminatory practices
in membership. Statements such

twelve years." Stockdale em-
I

phaslzed that the approach to the i

production Was going to be thea-
trical rather than scholarly, and
was designed to have the audience
bring its own imagination into
play rather than strive for great
realism.

Oedipus will be played by Claude
Duvall '63, Creon by Jon Spel-

AT THE AMT — Bill Mentel '64 and Bill Proiier '64 (left) reheone a icane from Samuel Becket'i "Endgome", Sj*^"
'^*' ^^^ Jocasta by Robin

which opened loit night in the Experimental Theatre. Claude Duvoll '63 end Robin Stockdale (center) perform in otockdale. Both productions are
"Oedipui Rex," opening tonight of the AMT. At right. Bill Preseer in another "Endgame" scene. The re- at 8:30 and tickets may be ob-
peftory offen a unique theatrical experience In combining the cleiiic with the modern. gained frea of charge at the AMT.

that OEDIPUS is a Play you may Z^^^J^^XT frTttrnitre;

r ^^"^^. "J^!""^ I

to ''reak from national discXn!
Continued on Page 6, Col. 2

Erratum
Kappa Alpha fraternity was

erroneously listed with the
houses receiving letters of rep-
rimand from the Dean in the
RECORD of December 15. It
was Phi Delta Theta, not KA.
that was the fourth house re-
ceiving the letter for pre-ln-
Itlatlon activities.



Letters To The RECORD
New Dorm

Need For ' Christian Responsibility

'

Cited By Eusden In Chapel Sermon
by J. II. K. Davis

Pope John read his annual Christmas message extolhnf^ the
virtues and needs of world |K'ace, Kennedy and Khrushchev ex- ^
chanced cptimisfic wishes for the settlin;; of the two nations'

i which objected to the new dorni
problems, yet pessimism still dominates thought on the peace being built in the Berkshire quad,
issue. Chaplain Eusden e.\p!ored the reasons for this feeling in I

and suggested that steps be talt-

January 3, 1962

The Record recently printed a
letter, by Edward E. Connor, '21,

a sermon entitled "Christian Re-
sponsibility In Nuclear Times."

Spccific.iny, there seem to be

certain conflicting interests in the

advocation of bigger bombs and
blgjer fall-out shelters, pleading

for peace and continuing nuclear
testing. In the face of a moral Is-

sue, the only sction seems to be a

game of Cold War give-and-take.

With imaginative epigrams that
would make Ben Franklin praud,

a recent Stale Department pam-
phlet euphemistically dcscrib?d

the possibility of a "nuclear ex-

change" with Rus.sia and rx'iort-

ed us to "grt in .shape" in antici-

pation of the fight for survival.

The U.S., of course, is acting

confident that wo will win out for

wc are pursuing a right and right-

eous end. However, Mr. Eusden
asked that if we were to win the

atomic war and succeed in oblit-

erating Russia, could we live in

the knowledga that we had des-

troyed a large segment of Gjd's
creation. In our effort to live a

Christian life we should be re-

minded of an old prayer that urg-
es, "... save us, O Lord, from
unworthy means."

In place of the ambiguous course
our foreign policy is now follow-
ing, tile chaplain recommended an
open denunciation of nuclear test-

ing, and its subsequent cessation
by the U.S., as an expression of

our strength, of our desire for

peace, and of our Christian repul-
sion to an immoral practice. Our
attempts for peace are now barren,
sterile, dominated by words in-

stead of action.

Mr. Eusden saw little advan-
tage in the current "collective in-

sanity" Inherent in the shelter is-

su':. Ho doubted the college's right,

as a private institution, to follow
the proposed plan to construct its

own shelter. The necessary funds
would be better spent for scholar-
ships instead of "digging into the
ground of the intellectual com-
munity." Walter Lippmann des-
cribed the savage strujgle for sur-
vival and stringent military dic-

tatorship that wjuld ensue if shel-

ters and the bomb came. This is

in direct antithesis to the Biblical
notion of loving one's neighbor.

Our Christian responsibility

compels us to revere the Creation,
to be sincerely neighborly in our
domestic and foreign policies, to

employ moral means in our search
for the desired end, and to be op-
en, and brave in stating and sup-
porting our stands. We must fol-

low the advice of the apostle, Pet-
er, wlun he said, "We must obey
God rather than men.'"

After tlip service an interesting
discussion headed by the Chaplain
and Pr ifessors llchman and Simp-
son of the Political Science De-
partment was held in Baxter Hall
on the subject, "Chriitian Rrspon-
sibilily in the Nuclear Age."

WlJlamsWiidTunnel
Ded cjnted By Sawyer

President Johi\ E. Sawyer ded-
icated the new Cover for the hoc-
key rink preceding the 9-0 victory
over the University of Connecticut
last Saturday night. The designers
and contractors for the rink cov-
er also took part in the dedica-
tion.

Seven members of the R. P. I.

Skating Club, scheduled to give a

demonstration of skating and "ice

dancing," were unable to perform
due to icy roads which kept them
from crossing the mountains. In
addition, former Williams hockey
captains from 1961 back to 1916
were invited to attend.

Completed in November, the Im-
posing wooden cover is supported

by 11 arched beams of laminated
wood coupled at the top which
span 180 feet. Distance from the

lee surface to the highest point

of the cover measures 140 feet.

Wesleyan Talks Near

Impasse On Rushing
Confusion reigns at Wesleyan

University over what started as a
simple plan for delayed rushing to

j

replace the present off-the-train !

system. Today a third referendum
j

is being held on preference
|

between February and Spring
j

rushing periods, the first two be-
i

ing termed "inconclusive" due to
poor turnout and mismanagement.

!

In the late November poll 55
per cant of the campus favored
freshman rushing, with seven vot-
ing groups (houses plus independ-
ents) for each of the two time

'

periods. A two-thirds majjrii,y
must be attained to establish a
Constitutional amendment on
ime of rushing.

To further comphcate matter
the winning freshman time will

have to be paired with the soph-
|

omore rushing plan for another
vote. In a sentiment vote at the

!

Senate meeting, nine senators f.iv- I

ored sophomore rushing and fif-

teen delayed rushing in either

February or Spring of freshman
year.

en to change the design before it

' is too late. The objection was
based on the supposition that to

' put a "modern-type front" on the
new dorm would "disturb the
beauty and conformity of the oth-
er dorms."

Mr. Connor has made the ques-

tion of appropriateness of a build-

ing a question of style; according

to this theory, buildings of differ-

ent styles cannot possibly compli-

ment one another. But I wonder
if Mr. Connor realizes that even

now the styles of the various ex-

isting buildings in the quad are

not homogeneous. Surely the

heavy cornices, ornate windows,

and important doorways of Cur-

rier and Berkshire are in contrast

to the more austere style of Fay-
erwcather and East. The differ-

ence in style is not as great as

the change contemplated,
there IS a difference.

but
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And yet, there is no doubt that
the Berkshire quad forms a har
monious group of buildings, which
sugi'ests that the style is not in
fact the measure of appropriate
ness. Some much more basic con-
siderations are: the proportion of
one building to another, the rela-
tive scales of old and new, the
.space relations between the build-
ings, the kinds of materials used
whether the new building i.s .sy,n.'

metrical or not, and so forth, if
these questions are ignored, no
similarity of style will serve to
unite the old and the new; like-
wise, careful attention to ihe.se
questions will make similarity
of style unnecessary.

Of course, the new dorm may
not turn out well; It is ea.sy to

make mistakes. But the fact that

it is of "modern type" will not
insure its failure; changln;; the

design in the direction which I

suppose you, Mr. Connor, imagine,

will not insure its success.

Colleges, conscious as they are

of their history and tradition,

have a bad habit of fightin- the

last war as far as architecture

goes. This is lamentable because

the need to do so is imagined.

WilUams is to bo commended for

this step toward catching up with

the present.

Jim Wick 'G2

LUCKY STRIKE
presents:

mKYJUFFERS "AT THE PROM"

CHANGE TO LUCKIES ond gef some fo^ie for a change/
O^.r.Ok

^-^^f'^'^^'''^^Sii^,..>.e^y^



Bo, Weavers Light Carnival
By Lisle Baker
With the snow and the new

semester comes Winter Carnivdl,
to be February 2-3. This year, for
the second umi.', it is under the
control of the sophomore class,
and the Karnival Kommittee un-
der Scott Buchart has planned "a
whole pile of things."

The "pile" includes on Friday
night a "Snow SjKclacular" lo
start the weekend off, followed al
nine o'clock by Bo Diddlcy in
Baxter Hall from nine until one.
Saturday night the Weavers will

play Chapin Hall at eight o'clock.
Admission to both is $3.75 per
couple and $2.00 stag.

Skiing as usual will occupy bot. i

Friday and Satiu'day with Cross-
country at the Savoy Forest Fri-
day afternoon, and Downhill rac-
es, slalom, and Jumping at Berlin
Mountain on Friday morning,
Saturday morning and Saturday
afternoon.

For those who have never heard
of Bo Diddley, the Karnival Kom-
mittee can only suggest they go
borrow one of his records. But
he plays on a square or a fur-

covered guitar and makes either

do wondrous things. The Kommit-
tee says come hear him play.

"Road Runner" or "Bo Diddley's
a Lover."

Bo got his start playing in Chi-
cago, although his reputation has
ranged far from there. Besides the
tunes mentioned above. Bo's rec-
ords Include "Bo Diddley's a Gun-
slinger," "I'm a Man," "Crawdad-
dy," "Bo Diddley's Had a Farm",

"She's
Daddy,'

classic

THE WEAVERS
Alright", "R u n Diddley
"Scuttlebug," and the

"Before You Accuse Me,
take a look at Yourself."

The Weavers are in another
class by themselves.
The Quartet consists of Lee

Hays, Ronnie Gilbert, Fred Hell-
erman (guitarist-singer) and Erik
Darling (banjoist-singer). They
have made folk music their lives

for many years and share a com-
bined knowledge of the genre
which is unrivaled in their field.

Their program entitled, "Folk
Songs Around The World" includ-
es songs from the United States,
England, Scotland, Israel, Spain,

Chile. South Africa and many
parts of the world. Their repetoire
consists of well over four hundred
songs, but for this concert time
permits only forty songs for a
program. These are work songs,
blues, ballads, tell tale songs,
dance songs, spirituals, nation-
al songs, and songs of war and
peace, and friendship combined
with fine instrumental work of
guitar and banjo for melodic and
rousing effect.

The Weavers concerts have con-
sistently drawn overflow crowds
and their Vanguard record albums
are regularly listed on the best-
seller charts.

Lauderdale Prepares For Invasion;

To Replace Riots With Recreation
BY FRANK LLOYD

To dispel any current myths predicting; a barricaded city of

r'ort Lauderdale thi.s spring, the RECORD is happy to announce
that the annual e.xodu.s will again be made by thousands of col-

lege students. Urovvard County police, a familiar sight to last

sear's siinworshippers, will again be sfiategically placed, but the

jity is plaiiniiig more activities for visiting collegians to prevent

x reprtilion of their infamous riots.

Taking their cue from the Bermuda Tourist Association, which
andles their inflii.x effectively eacli spring, the city fathers have
^iven the go-ahead to recreation facilities provided with city

funds. Obviously unwilling to lose tlie nn'llion-dollar economic
boost given over the two-week period, the town seems willing

to let bygones be bygones, smile benevolently, and chuckle,

"Well, kids will be kids."

The bacchanalian revel which startttl rather uniinposingly

in the early 19o0's grew last year to a "lemming-like" (compli-

ments TIME magazine) horde of 50,000 students descending on
a town only slightly more imposing than our own fair New Eng-
land community. Tlieir hormones stimulated by the movie, "Where
the Boys Are", the male sex failed to gra.sp the significance of tlie

title and arrived only to find the ratio 9 to 1 against them.

"HARMLESS" RECREATION

Naturally frustrated, they let off their impulses in other di-

rections with such harmless activities as overturning cars and
baiting police. Unsympathetic to their plight, the Florida storm

troopers attacked indiscriminately with unwarranted brutality,

a fact admitted even by the local president of the Chamber of

Commerce.

Three Williams students out of the approximately 60 who
made the trek were arrested, and two canie to trial. Jails were
crammed full, many forced to sleep on the floor in the mass round-

up of anyone who looked the wrong way at a cop. "Public intoxi-

cation" charges were lodged against anyone who had a beer on
his breath.

rio|5efully police-state measures will not be necessary this

spring, if a more sensible attitude is taken by the town towards its

now-officially invited guests. The

PIONEERING
Somewhere out there, beyond the I'calm of man's present

understanding, lies an idea. A concept. A ti'uth.

Gradually, as it comes under the concenti'ation of

disciplined minds, it will become clear, refined, mas-

tered. This is the lonely art of pioneering.

In the Bell System, pioneering often results in major

breakthroughs. Planning the use of satellites as vehicles

foi- world-veide communications is one. Another is the

Optical Gas Maser, an invention which may allow a

controlled beam of light to caiTy vast numbci-s of telephone

calls, TV shows, and data messages.

Brealvthroughs like these will one day bring exciting

new telephone and communications service to you. The
responsibility of pi'oviding these .services will be in the

hands of the people who work for your local telephone

company, Among them are the engineering, administrative

and operations personnci who make your telephone .service

the {jnest in the world.

I BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

oanic-inspired street dances of

last year proved that some enter-
ainment can attract those not
able to legitimately or il-

Egitimatcly prove they are 21, the
isual source of trouble.

Twist Contests
Realizing that the Twist is going

o replace the Limbo as the most
popular beach dance this spring,
33ntcsts and dances in this skill-

?d art will rate top priority. Beau-
y contests, muscieman and com-
bo competition, talent and water
-jhows, fishing and fashion prizes,

and outdoor pavillion performanc-
es are a part of the agenda plan-
ned by the committee.
Aping the Bermuda College

Week, they've even given the
whole shebang the impressive
name of the 1962 FORT LAUDER-
DALE COLLEGE CONVENTION.
Somehow it seems to spoil the for-
mer spontaneity of the affair, but
it worked for Bermuda. If they
Rot 50,000 by word-of-mouth pub-
licity, the numbers this year
should double with an open invi-
tation.

But college students are strange
they may decide Daytona Beach is

more aopealing, or even Nassav
(fir $35 round-trip from Lauder-
dale), Whatever happens, Lauder-
dale will still maintain some of its

attraction, if only for the roots It

tri°d to avoid.

Ephlets B-ball Team
Beats Albany 71-58
Ripping off 14 straight points

early in the second half, the fresh-
men basketball team came from
behind to defeat the Albany State
freshmen 71-58, Friday night Ir
Lasell Gym.
Dave Coolidge and John Palmet

were the stars for Williams, scor-
ing 17 and 14 points respectively.
Coolidge scored 13 of his points
in the first ten minutes of play
in leading the Ephmen to an early
22-14 lead. Albany State then ral-
lied for a 35-33 halftime lead. As
the second half opened, the visi-
tors hit for five quick points be-
fore Williams went on its decisive
scoring spree.

Palmer hit for three baskets and
Ed Chase converted two steals in-
to scores to seal the victory for
the Ephmen. Skillful outside
sharpshootlng by Andy Sawyer,
Al Tonkin and Coolidge combined
with the tremendous board work
of Nick QreviUe, Chase, and Pal-
mer in the second half to turn
the game into a rout.

Sawyer and Storey had 9 points.
Chase added 8, and Tonkin had
8 for the Ephmen.
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Radical Malcontent

One of the primary characteristics of the American polity

is its conservative nature. Excepting the traumatic impact

of the Great Depression, our body politic has been larf^cly

unaffected by the changing world in any deep sense. Even the

effect of the Great Depression was largely a superficial change

involving realignment of the major parties. Whatever deep

effects it did have on its participants have long been diluted

by the passage of time and the ascendence of most of the par-

ticipants into the middle- and upper-middle classes. The fer-

ments, uijheavals, and controversies that have stirred European
intellectuals in this century have either not reached our shores

or have come in such a non-virulent condition as to be in-

nocuous and little able to move the American mind from its

torporific state.

In such a context, it is confusing, at least to me, to con-

stantly hear of a "Conservative Resurgence". Yet, in political

discussion, that is all one hears of today. This pseudo-ferment

has reached such heights that some particularly energetic

Conservatives have even gone to the trouble of arranging a

rally in Madison Square Garden, sandwiched in between the

Hanukah Festival for Israel Bonds and the Circus, to sing the

praises of their new discovery to each other.

There are many facile explanations for this, what the so-

ciologists so glibly refer to as a "sociopolitical phenomenon in

the psychodynamics of political mass action." The most reason-

able seems to be that we are witnessing the backlash of the

uprooted followers of Senator Taft and Senator McCarthy,
homeless since the death of Taft and the disgrace and death

of McCarthy, hacking out a new place for themselves in the

pohtical spectrum.

However, any explanation that depends purely on refer-

ence to external events to explain the new vigor which has

been infused into the radical Conservative cadaver would be
overlooking what seems to me to be the most important factor.

Conservatism today, and by this I mean the militant, activst,

radical brand rather than the ideological conservatism of Kirk.

Rossiter, and the others analyzed so brilliantly by Auerbach
in his Conservative Illusion , is intellectually bickstopped,

brought before the public eye, and defended in debate at the

various academic citadels, home court for liberals, by one man
—namely, William F. Buckley, Jr.

Once having decided that Buckley is the sustaining force

one is left with the question: Why? But before answering this

rhetorical question it would be wise to explore Buckley's po-
sition a bit.

Buckley's main plaints are that America no longer has
any values—moral relativism run rampant; Americans refuse

to disagree violently about anything—he misses the voice

raised in anger and belief; finally, Americans have no respect

for truth—hypocrisy is the basic political coin. His palliatives

flow from a belief in God, a violent anti-Communism, and a

desire for the reestablishment of the integrity and the respon-

sibility of the individual.

The interesting point about his position is that as far as

its criticisms of the "American" go, the radical left, most "ob-

servers of the social scene", and even your humble servant

agree completely.

Now we get to the previously shelved rhetorical question.

Namely, what makes Buckley different from people who fall

into the other, leftist categories? I would argue that the dif-

ferences arise in his radically different surroundings. His de-
vout Catholicism accounts for his faith in the Divinity. His
unreasoning anti-Communism flows, at least in part, from his

having fought in World War II before he began college, and
when he was a highly impressionable youth, like us. No doubt
his disillusionment at the emergence of the Cold War was
greater than most. Finally, his well-to-do roots might have
something to do with his curious, to me, economic predilec-

tions.

But, having said all this is to have said not much. Buckley
is Buckley, never mind why. Further, Buckley is a good thing
precisely because he is so right in his social criticisms. It is

hitrh time that someone forced the faceless mnsses who have
dubbed themselves "liberals" to at least check Webster for the
meaning of the word. Methinks that I hear the euphonious sym-
phony of voices raised in the heat of anger. Hallelujah!!!

My only worry is that Buckley will some day find tlie dul-
lards, magicians, and psychopaths who make up his entourace
too wearing, and he will pack it in to become a liberal academi-
cian.

EDWARD A. VOLKMAN

Williams Included In Sloan Scholarship Program

SALES REPRESENTATIVE WANTED
for new student publication

Generous Commission.

Write immediately for further details and

state your qualifications.

Box 1231 Hanover, New Hampshire

For the eighth consecutive year

Williams College will be Included

In the Alfred P. Sloan foundation

Scholarship Program. President

Sawyer announced the grant re-

cently.

This means that next fall Wil-

liams will be able to award four,

four-year Sloan scholarships to

students who have shown out-

standing ability and promise and

need financial assistance. The a-

mount of the stipend varies with

the need of the Individual, and

range between $200 and $2,000. In

addition, Williams Is given a grant

of $500 for each Sloan scholar to

compensate the college for costs

not covered by normal tuition

charges.

Since 1955 - the first year that

Williams was included In the

Sloan Program - Williams has had
26 Sloan scholars and the college

has received a total of $32,000 In
grants toward their education. The
four Sloan scholarships to be a-
warded next fall will make a tot-

al of 30 t h a t Williams has had
since 1955.
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Why not keep your next party rolling with

Schaefer beer? College men know it's the one

beer to have when you're having more than one.
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*I Musici', Renowned Chamber Music GroupJBnms Reviews Five
Will Perform In Chapin Hall Friday Evening Books In January 6

Issue Of 'The Nation'

MUSICI, inl-ernationally renowned chamber orchestra, wiil give o concert
of Baroque music, featuring works by Mozart, Rossini, and others, Fridoy
evening at Chapin Hall.

"I Muslcl," the renowned Ital-

ian virtuoso concert and record-
ing orchestra, whom Arturo Tos-
canini called "a perfect chamber
orchestra" upon hearing it short-
ly after Its Rome debut in 1952.
will give a concert Friday, Janu-
ary 12, at 8:30 p.m. in Chapin
Hall. The concert, sponsored by

•v«'' v«sa^w./j

MORE SUN

MORE SNOW

SKI CAPITAL
OF THE EAST

For folders, information or

reservations, write lodge of

your choice or Box 205
Stowe Area Association,

Inc., Stowe, Vermont

the Thompson Concert Committee
is open to the public with no ad-
mission charge.

The ensemble, whose name lit-

erally means "The Musicians",
consists of twelve artists, each of
whom Is a virtuoso individually
famed in European concert circles.

The group plays the violin, viola
d'amore, cello, contrabass, and pi-

ano. Playing without the aid of
a conductor. In the lively and
intimate style of the past, the
members of "I Musici" alternate
In solo and ensemble parts. Fri-
day night's concert will feature
works of Mozart, Rossini, Vivaldi,
Roussel, and Pergolesi.

"I Musici" made its first New
York concerts in January, 1955.
These were Immediate triumph
("These musicians have to be
heard to be believed. They
are superlative," said the New
York World Telegram and Sun),
followed by three cross-country
tours. These tours, together with
the ensemble's Epic and Angel re-
cordings, have firmly established
it's reputation here.

"I Musici," considered the lead-
ing chamber orchestra of the pre-

sent day, is an absolutely volun-
tary organization devoted to the
musical spirit and tradition of
17th and 18th century Italy. Re-
creating the wonderfully varied,

intelligent, and original composi-
tions of the Baroque era, "I Mus-
ici" performs with the disciplined

freedom characteristic of that vir-

tuoso era when the word "profes-

sionalism" had not yet assumed
the slightest significance, and ev-

erything was in the service of

music, for the sake of music it-

self.

by Peb Bloom

Professor James M. Bums of

the Political Science Department,
reviewed five books on Kennedy
In the January 6, issue of THE
NATION. In this review, he offers

both moderate praise and moder-
ate criticism of these books.

The first, "Let us Begin", by
Martin Agronsky et al, captures
the "freshness and exhilaration"
of Kennedy's first 100 days in of-

fice. It covers a wide range of

topics from "new personalities in

the White House to famine
in Kasal." Although Burns credits

it with some perception, the book
is already slightly dated. Cuba is

barely mentioned, and the
"months of caution and Indecis-

ion" are not covered.
The next three books: "John F.

Kennedy," "The Kennedy Circle"

and "The Kennedy Government,"
complement each other as a back-
ground for the second year of the
Kennedy Administration. They are
oacked with data, but Professor
Burns implies that they are a lit-

tle superficial.

He reviews most thoroughly
"Kennedy in Power," by J. T
Crown and G. P. Penty, which he
describes as a "shrewd, thought-
ful, informed essay on the a-

chlevements and fallings of the
first year." In this book, the auth-
ors analyze Kennedy's campaign
promises and his performance,
claiming to see a number of dis-

crepancies. Burns argues that the
"discrepancies" are merely dual-
isms expected to be found in "ac-
tivist Presidents."

He comments on its dryness,
finding "something bloodless a-

bout the book." A political scien-

tist, he says, should have more to

say about the drags on Kennedy,
the "governmental arrangements
he Inherited, "bottlenecks in for-

eign affairs, the difficulties with
Congress etc.''

He sums the five books up as a
"fascinating balance sheet" of the

hopes and criticisms of the intel-

lectuals after one year of the Ken-
nedy Administration.

Ski Movies Tonight
"Ski Thrills of Norway" and

"Skiing in the Swiss Mountains"
will be shown tonight courtesy of

the WiUiams Outing Club at 7:30

p.m. in the Thompson Biology lec-

ture hall.

All Outing Club members are

invited to remain after the films.
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"Now, now Susan . . .everybody

can't be the Homecoming Queen!"

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX . . . ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!

Chapin Exhibiting Books, Engravings

On Theme * Delights Of The Table'
The first exhibit of the new

year at the Chapin Library is a

display of books, engravings and
color reproductions around the

theme "Delights of the Table:
Prom Petronius to Lucius Beebe".
Of the more than eighty Items in

the cases, many are unusual
(though some are familiar) print-

ed works or graphic depictions of

the preparation and consumma-
tion of food a,nd drink, the joys

of good living, and the literary,

historical and artistic evidences of

this subject.

Prom the celebrated "Satyricon"
of Petronius, a contemporary of

Nero (1st century A.D.), In a Lat-
in edition of 1709 and the earliest

English translation (1694) with
illustrations by Norman Lindsay,
published in 1910, on through such
rare and valuable treatises as
Platina's guide to good living, "Dr
Honesta Volupte", 1480, (the first

printed book from a press in Civ-
idale, Italy) and an early Latin
edition of "De Re Culinaria" by
Aplclus, the 3rd century gourm-
and who lived In the time of Aug-
ustus and Tiberius, often referred
to by authorities as the first cook
book.

Other volumes from the pre-
Renaissance period include a mon-
umental edition of Pliny (1472),
a magnificent Macrobius (1483),
and the much used "Encyclopedia"
of Isadore of Seville (1473).

Several literary and historical
works famous in the 16th and
17th centuries are representative
of popular and Influential writings
known to readers of today; sue?)

as "Navlcula Slve Speculum Pat-
aorum" (Strassburg, 1511) satir-
izing the abuses of the day and
containing a remarkable series ol

113 engravings from Brant's "Ship
of Fools"; the scarce 1542 edition
of Rabelais' "Gargantua" with Its

account of a tremendous feast.
Holinshed's "Chronicles" (1577),
an important source book for
many later writers; and Coryate's
"Crudities" (1611) with a large
and skillful engraving showing the
celebrated and "stupendous Ves-
sell" for storing wine at Heidel-
berg.

Selections from appropriate
publications of 17th and 18th cen-
tury England are these: "Back
and Side go Bare", a drinking song
In "Gammer Gurton's Needle" at-
tributed to the Bishop of Bath;
"A Dialogue on Wine, Beer, Ale
and Tobacco" (1658); Ben Jon-
son's familiar poem on "Inviting
a Priend to Dinner" in the 1616
folio; Thomas Nabbes' light bit

of doggerel on "Excellent Strong
Beer" (1638); John Gay's "Wine"
(1708) as well as "A Treatise on
Cyder" by J. Worlidge (1691) and
John Philips' better known "Cyd-
er, a Poem" (1708).

Also displayed in this section
are a few guides of a more prac-
tical nature, such as LaQuintinie
on "Gardening and Care of Vine-
yards", translated by John Evelyn

(London, 1693); and the most

famous English cook book written

by a woman before Mrs. Beeton

made her appearance, "The Art

of Cooking" by Hanna Glasse,

(1747), a work that appeared In at

least twelve editions before 1800.

At least half of the exhibition Is

devoted to illustrated books, some
with hand colored engravings, oth-

ers with aquatints, which present

ielightful and sometimes humor-
ous or biting satire on 18th and
^arly 19th century manners and
customs. These are by Rowland-
5on, W. H. Pine, Pugin, Hogarth,
Pierce E?an, David Carey, Henry
Aiken, Glllray, "Dr. Syntax" and
the famous George Cruickshank.
Some specimens typical of the

reformer and teetotaller are also

shown: such as the temperance
tracts and moralistic works like

Timothy Shay Arthur's "Ten
Nights in a Bar Room" (1854) and
'The Village Bar Room" (1860),

as well as the English caricature
journal, "The Looking Glass" (18-

32).

Among the better-known works
involved is the familiar "Life of
Dr. Johnson" (1781) by Boswell
which shows bits of the Doctor's
conversation about the drinking
of wine, and two English trans-
lations of Brillat-Savarin's, "Phy-
siology of Taste", one with illus-

trations by Sylvain Sauvage
(1949), the other is an abridged
version for the 19th century
•jourmet.

The remaining four cases of the
exhibition display various 20th
century cook books, manuals, wine
cards, menus, treatises and eph-
emera that indicate the attention
that is being paid to the art of
wining and dining in our own soc-
iety. Pamous gourmets and liter-

ary figures are Andre Simon, M.
P. K. Pisher, Helen Evans Brown,
James M. Beard, Alec Waugh and
Lucius Beebe (among others).

Technical and historical accounts
of wine-making, distilling and
brewing, or medical and scientific

books which treat of nutrition
and dietetics, as well as philoso-
phical works pointing a moral or
preaching ethics of excess, abstin-

ence and moderations are also rep-
resented, most of these from the
collection of a local collector.

The wall panels in the gallery

contain a few large reproductions
in color of famous paintings of

festive occasions by Pieter Brueg-
hel (lent by the Lawrence Art Mu-
seum), and a selection of engrav-
ed 18th century English song-
sheets with decorative and hand-
colored headings for the early

drinking songs, as well as a mis-
cellaneous group of smaller re-

productions of scenes and objects

related to food and cooking.

The exhibition will remain on
view on the second floor of Stet-
son Hall on the Williams College
Campus through the month of
January, and as usual is open to

the public free of charge.

STATIONERY GREETING CARDS
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ISew Editors Chosen
Conllnuid from Paga 1, Col. 2

tall assigning men to cover the
various theatre productions, art
shows, and magazines which con-
tinually blanket the campus. As
well as covering these "creative
works", Stolzberg will write to

publishing houses in an effort to

obtain soon-to-be-published books
which will be relevent to the Wil-
liams campus. More often than
not, he will review these books
himself.

Schlosser to Control Features

The RECORD'S new feature ed-
itor will be Alan Schlosser. The
bearded Junior Advisor, an active
member of discussion and a con-
sistent Dean's List student, will
assign articles and series on in-
teresting issues confronting the
Williams community. In his Job
he will have to keep his eye on
developing trends and future ev-
ents in order to give the reading
public full background coverage.

Filling the position of exchange
editor will be Richard Berger. Ber-
ger will spend a good deal of his

time corresponding with other col-

lege newspapers and Journals In

order to either get them to ex-

change with the RECORD or re-

fuse to exchange the RECORD
with them. His most important
task will be keeping constant
touch with happenings at other
schools through their papers and
to get their most important stor-

ies rewritten for use by the REC-
ORD.

The new board was elected, as
has been the RECORD'S tradition,

by the members of the out-going
board. The new men will take
charge of the paper soon after the
beginning of the second semester.

The board was determined as
much as possible on the basis of

the special talents of its indivi-

dual members. New positions were
created because of the size of the
RECORD'S Junior staff.

BILL WALKER BRUCE MAC DOUGAL BILL HUBBARD BRIAN KING

Economics Majors, Cluett Students \Proprietor BMr '63

Tj 17 M d^ T • A • \Bemis Entrepreneur
Hear Ji.xpert Un Latin America kiaims Fab Business
Joe Grunwald, Visiting Research

Professor at Yale, and an active

leader in Latin American ecano-
mlc research, lectured to the sen-

ior economics majors on January
5.

In informal discussions at the

Cluett Center and Faculty Club,

as well as in his afternoon lec-

ture, Grunwald described the
problems of economic planning for

underdeveloped countries, and the

economic, social, and ethical con-

flicts which surround such at-

tempts. His experience in plan-

ning Includes seven years as Di-

rector of Research at the Econ-
omics Research Institute in San-
tiago, Chile.

This institute, which Dean Rob-
ert R. R. Brooks described as the

most Important of its kind in

Latin America, has been subsidizr

ed by various grants, including

Rockefeller Foundation Funds,
and a recent Ford grant for ex-

pansion of facilities. Orunwald
has also served as an economist
In Puerto Rico and Norway.

Basic Problem
Rising social consciousness in

imderdeveloped countries was cit-

ed by Grunwald as the prime mot-
ivation for economic planning.

This planning consists to a large

extent of programming, i.e. proper
allocation of such things as nat-
ural and human resources and
investments to achieve the maxi-
mum benefit. The basic problem
is one of balancing two conflicts;

that of economic growth versus

income redistribution, and region-

al development versus national de-

velopment.
He urged distinction between

undeveloped and underdeveloped
regions as economic problems. The
imdeveloped area is the new fron-

tier, the land which is only sparse-

ly settled and just opening to de-

velopment. The imderdeveloped re-

gion, however, is the older area
which has fallen behind the coun-
try as a whole. It has available

human and natural resources,

which are seldom being managed
efficiently.

Orunwald gave various reasons

why emphasis should be placed on
these underdeveloped regions as a

target of economic planning. From
one standpoint, social unrest is

most often present in the area

which has failed to keep the de-

velopmental pace. The economist
realizes that available manpower,
transportation, and utilities in the

"old sections" of the country,
makes development cheaper there.

Aa a word of caution, he atreis-

ed that the characteristics of an a pronounced plea for education thfsemTs Store^nSofinfStreetindividual country or region must :^s the best faciUtator of lasting on Au"st 14 ige" to her neoh-be carefully studied to insure sue- economic growth. Not only can it
°"

sf^ntpv Ri^fr -r^ tC iJnS^
cessful planning. Even a factor ' serve as a leveling device to bring Wsto

'

^o/, ^^^t J™. Tmv vL^^^^
such as religious customs can ser-j income redistribution, but it will ortZlirthf .forrJI, oft^^^^
lously effect the direction that inevitably improve a nation's pro-

O'^-S^'n^^y- ^he store was on the

should be undertaken. He madelductive capacity.

Racial Bias Criticized
Continued from Page 1, Col. 5

atory organizations. A national
fraternity can ignore the wishes
of a local chapter; it cannot ig-

nore the stated policy of the col-

lege."

The December 18 issue of the

TRIPOD reported that although
the I.F.C. had voted not to send
the proposed letter, the Trinity

Senate ratified its president's two
point program urging the college

Trustees to end fraternity dis-

crimination and extend appellate

jurisdiction over the I.F.C. to the

Senate.

Presenting his program in an
opening address, the Senate pres-

ident declared that "blantant rac-

ial discriminatory clauses should
not exist at Trinity College" and
expressed the hope that the Trus-
tees would take positive action. A
Trustee decision against discrim-
ination probably would result in

either revision of a fraternity's

national constitution or extension
of local autonomy to the Trinity
chapter. Rarely does the national
sever ties with the local in such
a case the president declared.

Having rejected the idea of

sending the letter described above,
the I.F.C, following a discussion

on the nature of local autonomy
and the news that the Senate had
passed its "anti-clause" motion,
took a vote which unanimously
approved sending the following
proposal to the Board of Trustees:

"The Inter-Pratemity Council
of Trinity College, speaking for

the fraternity system at Trinity
College, is in favor of local aut-
onomy of selection. By local au-
tonomy of selection we mean that
members of a local chapter of ev-
ery fraternity on the Trinity
campus should be free of all pres-
sure from the national fraternity
and any other external influence.
We hope that the President of
Trinity College and the Board of
Trustees of Trinity College will

support us in this decision."

1. P. C. President Ian Bennett
praised the Council's actions af-

terward in a TRIPOD interview

and asserted his belief that final

decisions for memberships to a
fraternity should rest with the
present members.
Bowdoln Action
In the action already referred to

in the proposed IJ.C. letter, Bow-
doin's faculty Sub-Committee of
i/he Student Life Committee pass-
ed a resolution delivering an ulti-

matum to those Bowdoln fra-
ternities with discrimination
clauses or practices of any nature
whatsoever. In reporting this, the
December 8 issue of the Bowdoln
ORIENT went on to explain that
"while the resolution is a clear

statement of policy of the Sub-
Committee, their resolution will in
no way affect the Bowdoln fra-
ternities until such time as both
the College faculty and the Gov-
erning Boards may conciu- in a
vote."

In a meeting following that of
its Sub-Committee, the Student
Life Committee considered the re-
port of the Sub-Committee and
voted unanimously to approve the
report and to recommend that it

be approved by the Faculty and
passed on to the Governing
Boards of the College for their
consideration.

site of the present c allege squash-
court lawn. When it was located
there the store had pool tables,

a soda fountain, and a nickleode-
on. That was before 1937. In 1938
Stan's uncle, Arthur Bemis, died
and Mrs. Bemis took over the bus-
iness. Stan's father, Lloyd S. Blair
'38, who is Williamstown's Town
Moderator, helped Mrs. Bemis f jr

some twenty years after Mr. B^m-
is' death. Thus, Stan is carryln-
on a family tradition. Now, how-
ever, the store belongs to Stan and
Mrs. Bemis has retired.

During the summer Stan look-

ed through some seldom-opened
drawers in the store. "I found", h'
laid, "college calendars from 1900-

1910 Inclusive, letters from som
guy who was thinking of startin'

the Williams Club in New York
1890-1897 Remington gun cata-
logues (The Bemis Store still ha?
a license to sell ammunition and
Stan can order guns if someone
wishes), watchfobs, stickpins for
ascots, and two 'racy' books, "Dar
lings of the American Stage, 1912'

and "American Beauties, 1909."

Stan said, "Business is pretty
fair; doing more business now
than ever. The place needs some
changes but I have to wait till

the summertime. There will br
gradual changes over a long per-
iod." He said that while he has
not lost that much studying time,
the business cut into his "fooling-
around" time.

Bryn Mawr-In-France Established
1000^*7? ^^^ College is opening for the first time in June.
1962 a Summer Institute in Avignon, France, for undergraduate
students who anticipate professional careers requiring a know-
ledge of France. The Institute will be open to young men and
women of high academic achievement and demonstrated pro
ficiency in French Preference wiU be given students contem-
platmg careers m which a knowledge of France and of the French
language is basic, such as teaching, foreign, or government ser-
vice.

A grant of $20,000 from the Carnegie Corporation of New
York has been made to Bryn Mawr to aid in the establishment of
the orogram which will be under the direction of Dr. Michel Gu2-
genheim. Associate Professor of French at the College French
piofessqrs teaching in the United States and France will con-
stitute the faculty for the first session. Courses in the fields of
French language and literature, history and art will be offered.

COurs^ at the school the Institute d'Ehides Francaises d'-Avi^on will begin on Monday, June 25. Applications for ad-

Ski Film To Be Shown
For Pine Cobble Benefit

In what might be considered a
Winter Carnival warm-up, the
ski movie "Once Upon an Alp"
will be shown in Chapin Hall at

8 p.m. on January 22.

The film, produced by John Jay,
features a 20 mile chase down a
steep Alpine slope. Photographed
in the Swiss village of Fllns the
flick features the Olympic skier

Putzi Frandi and the ski comic
Oon Powers.
The presentation Is a benefit

for the Pine Cobble School Schol-
arship Fund. Tickets may be pur-
chased at the House of Walsh.

•HE WILLIAMS RECORD ^
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Sawyer To Visit

Vassar Meeting
President John E. Sawyer will

'oe one of several specially Invited

uests who will meet this weekend
It Vassar College for a two-day
Uscusslon of the topic "The Am-
rican College: The Social Scien-

ists Challenge the Educators."
Sminent sociologists, psycholo-
ists and educators will pool their

alents in the discussion.

The conference is also in a sense

he kick-off of a new book report-

ng challenging new findings on

ntellectual and personality devel-

jpment during the formative col-

ege years. The voliune, recently

lubUshed, is "The American Col-

ego: A Psychological and Social

Interpretation of the Higher
^earning."

Editor of the book is Nevltt

Banford, Director of the Institute

for the Study of Human Prob-

lems at Stanford University and

former Coordinator of the Mary
Conover Mellon Foundation at

Vassar, under whose direction

•nuch of the research reported in

the book was done.

Karl W. Deutsch, Professor of

Political Science at Yale Univer-

sity, will give the opening address

on Friday evening. His subject will

be the implications of the Sanford
findings for higher education and
the desirability of change In lib-

eral arts Institutions. Harold Tay-
lor, former president of Sarah

Lawrence College, will comment on

Dr. Deutsch's address.

On Saturday leading figures in

social science and education, in-

cluding seven college and founda-
tion presidents, will examine pres-

ent day liberal arts education in

America. Miss Katherine McBrlde,

President of Bryn Mawr Colleg*.

will act as moderator.



Winter Relay Teams 1-2 In Mtel^i^l^ams Skiers Edge

Dartmouth; Townsend

Fourth In Combined

In a near-record performance,
the Williams winter relay team
won the mile relay event in the
Boston YMCA Track Meet Satur-
day night. The Ephmen entering
a second team also took second
place in the featured event of the
meet.

Running In the first heat of the
relay, the crack Williams team
posted a time of 3:38.7, less than
two seconds off the record set by
the same Eph last year. Dave
Kleffer led off for Williams a-
galnst a team from Huntington
Prep and came in second with a
time of 56.5 seconds. Rick Ash
gained the lead on the next leg

with a 54.5 quarter and the Eph-
men were never headed thereafter.

In the third leg. Karl Neuse in-

creased the lead with a time of

55 seconds. On the final leg, John
Osborne posted the fastest time
of the evening, a 53-second quar-
ter, to finish 40 yards ahead of
Huntington. Due to a slippery
track, the times were very slow.

A second Williams team, com-
posed of varsity sprinter Boots

Deichman and three freshmen
placed second in the mile relay
by winning the second heat. Run-
ning against New Bedford State,
Deichman shot out in front on
the first leg and opened up a 30
yard lead with a time of 55.4.

Williams freshmen Chuck Met-
calf, Phil McKnlght, and Jock
Wright all added to the lead as
they posted a time of 3:44.

The Williams relay teams will

run this Saturday night in the

Knights of Columbus Meet, the

first big meet of the winter track

season, in the Boston Garden.

FOR SALE
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ANTHONY BENN

M. P. Discusses

New Generation
By K. A. Larrabee

"The New Generation In British
Politics" was the subject of a
lecture by Anthony Wedgwood
Benn, MJ"., in Jesup Hall Tuesday
evening. Benn, who debated at
Williams College In 1947 on a de-
bating tour, has since graduated
from Oxford and has been elected
to Parliament at the age of twen-
ty-five.

While the central theme of the
lecture was the new generation
that Is now rising in British pol-
itics and the problems it faces,

the speaker treated the various
aspects and problems of the world
situation in general, thus clarify-

ing the position of his new gen-
eration. The lecture was highly
Intelllsen", interesting, and co-
gently expressed; Benn clearly
possesses the essential political

attribute of excellent speaking a-
bility.

World Problems
After a few introductory re-

marks, Benn began by saying,
"The thing that really makes me
feel at home anywhere" ... is that
"today the world is united by its

problems." That is, "people talk
about the same problems every-
where."

"This is the great breakthrough
In world politics," said Benn. The
Important thing now is "not
where you were born, but when
you were born." While the future
Is said to be unpredictable, and
while this is in some respects true,

there are things that can be def-
initely predicted. He proceeded to
cite three examples. These were
the development of science and
technology, the growing effect of
education which will break down
barriers, and the population rise.

New Generation

The new generation, continued
Benn, will see these matters dif-

ferently and perhaps more clearly
than the oldsters. To the younger
generation, not brought up in the
age of Franklin D. Roosevelt and
his contemporaries, those names
will be as historic as those of
Uoyd George, Disraeli, or Lincoln.
The young man will know of
them, but they will not have shap-
ed his thinking. He thus brings a
fresh approach to the problem.

The three greatest problems in
the world today, said Benn, are
the spread of nuclear weapons,
human rights, and the race a-
gainst starvation. In going a step
further and asking the answer to
these problems, if each Is a threat

Continued on Page 3, Col. 4

'I Musici' To Play
Tonight In Chapin
"I Muslcl," the famed Ital-

ian virtuoso concert and re-

cording orchestra, will play to-

night at 8:30 in Chapin Hall.

Sponsored by the Thompson
Concert Committee, the ensem-
ble will feature works by Viv-
aldi, Pegolesl, Rossini, Mozart
and Roussel.

The dozen members of "The
Musicians" will perform on the
violin, viola d'amore, cello, con-
trabass and piano. In a unique
revival of 17th and 18th cen-
tury virtuoso traditions, they
play together without a con-
ductor, each member of the
group taking his turn In both
sblo and ensemble parts.
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Economics Professor

Urges Impartial Aid
For Overseas Areas
By Lisle Baker
The lot of the foreign adviser

to economic planners in underde-
veloped counties is not an easy
one - some even end up in Jail.

This happened to an acquaintance
of Economics Professor Edward S.
Mason of Harvard who led a dis-
cussion on the function of these
foreign economic advisers last
Monday night at Griffin Hall.

Besides serving as an economic
adviser in this country. Professor
Mason has aided many Latin A-
merlcan, Asian, and African Gov-
ernments, spending much time in
Iran and Pakistan.

This experience has taught him
one thing, he says. "It is a great
mistake for the government of an
under-developed country not to

seek planning assistance from a
group owing allegiance to no one
nation."

Most of these nations pass
through three stages in their ec-

onomic development programs. At
first, as was the case in Iran,

many seemingly unrelated projects

were undertaken, with private

firms employing the foreign ex-

perts for the various areas of op-
eration. But these foreign experts

had almost no contact with the

native population.

Later, however, these projects

began to compete with each other

for labor, raw materials, capital

equipment, and cold hard cash.

The result: a system of priorities.

This second stage necessitated

a different type of foreign advis-

er, one who is concerned less with

construction and more with the

inter-relationships between proj-

ects. These were the economists,

the experts in public administra-

tion, the anthropologists, and ev-

en a few engineers for llason pur-

poses.

Even at this point there were

Continued on Page 2, Col. 5

Faculty Creates Two New Mafors;

Religion And Astrophysics Added
Two new majors have been added as a result of recent action by the Faculty Curriculum

Committee. The Rehgion Department, many of whose courses have become liij^hly popular, has
organized a set of courses to form a coherent major. In conjunction with the plan to turn the his-
toric Hopkins Observatory into a planetarium, an inter-departinenlal major has been estabhsh-
ed in Astro-Physics. The committee also took action on several English and Economics Depart-

ment course changes.

Carnival To Become Snow Paradise
There's no mystery about the

ubiquitous Paradise Frost stickers

plastered all over the campus:
they herald the coming of this

year's Winter Carnival, the big-

gest weekend on the social calen-
dar and Just three weeks away.
Bo Diddley and the Weavers are

the outstanding attractions of this

year's snow fete, and in addition
to these are several new features
which should liven up the week-
end and make it more spectacular
than ever.

First is the theme of Paradise
Frost, a new idea for carnival,

which will unify the weekend a-
round the unique "Winter Won-
derland" aspects of Winter Carni- i

val and captures the outdoor spir-

it of skiing the snowy Berkshires.

Carnival will also feature an out-

door skiing and skating show on
Friday evening to highMght the
start of the weekend's festivities.

Sculpture Contests

Beginning with a torch parade

to Weston Field, the show is one

"paradise" that won't be a total

"Frost," since bonfires, fireworks,

flares, and torches will all add
fire to the spectacular skiing and
skating show planned. The show
will be climaxed by the crowning
of the Carnival Queen, all in time

for big Bo Diddley and the twist-

ing festivities beginning at the

Student Union at 9 p.m.

BO DIDDLEY

Again this year there will be
contests for an idea for the Fresh-
man sculpture, and among the

fraternities on snow sculpture. An
innovation is the theme. Paradise
Frost, which suggests a wide range
of possibilities as a motif for the

snow artistry. Anything wintry,

like a giant snowball, would of

course be appropriate; but for

those with a flare for originality

.there are numerous clever possi-

bilities suggested by the obvious
association with Milton's "Para-
dise Lost," which actually inspired

the theme phrase. The Miltonian
imagery of fallen angels and Sat-

an, Adam and Eve, and the ser-

pent and the apple are rich with
suggestions for sculptures for the

carnival weekend.

beiigion

The new religion major will em-
phasize the analysis and interpre-
tation of religion as an aspect of
man's historical and contempor-
ary life. The focus of the program
will not be doctrinal or "to make
students more religious." Although
the Judaeo-Christian religious
tradition will be emphasized,
primitive religion and the major
Oriental religions will also be
studied.

"In part we are concerned,'' says
the Department's manifesto des-
cribing the major, "to show pat-
terns of historical development in
the institutional expressions and
modes of thought of various re-
ligions. We also study religion as
it influences and is influenced by
the character of culture and soci-
ety, tunally, we compare the be-
liefs, practices, and institutions of
various religions in an attempt to
arrive at adequate tlieoretical ex-
planations of religious phenom-
ena."

Because of its important rela-
tionships with such fields as phil-
osophy, history, literature, and
psychology, the religion major
hopes to provide a focus for the
integration of liberal studies.
Courses from other departments
will be listed among the parallel
courses in order to emphasize the
relationship between religion and
other fields. The religion major
would bear the same relationship
to graduate study as do oth-
er majors; it would prepare for

study leading to an M.A. or a Ph.
Continued on Page 3, Col. 4

Skip Rutherford Is Soccer All American
By Stew Davis

"OmyGod I couldn't believe It!" exclaim-

ed Williams soccer star Alvord B. ("Skip")

Rutherford when asked how he felt upon
receiving a telegram from Eph coach Clar-

ence C. Chaffee informing him that he had
made the first string All American team.

Tomorrow Rutherford will attend the

annual Awards Luncheon of the National

Soccer Coaches' Association in New York
City's Hotel Manhattan. There, as a cul-

mination point for nine years of playing soc-

cer, he will receive his All American Certifi-

cate.

Rutherford started playing soccer in the

eighth grade at Eaglebrook School in Deer-
field. "They wouldn't let me play football

because I was too small," he admitted rue-

fully. It was a good thing. He played the

center halfback position for two years, and
was elected captain of the team his "senior"

year.

Honors came to him more frequently. the

next three years as he started at right in-

side for the Episcopal High School team in

Virginia. In the mid-South soccer is a win-
ter sport, and there Skip got used to the

mud and snow ("you kick the ball five yards,

run, and kick it again.") which so often

faces Williams teams late in the fall. Play-
ing in the Washington, D. C, Metropolitan
Soccer League, he was chosen on the All-

MetropoUtan team for three years and in

'lis senior year, when he was co-captain for

his squad, he was named the league's Play-
r of the Year.

Skip noted with a grin, "Each year I

had one big game - against St. James." In
his sophomore year he tallied five against
hat rival, and in the following seasons he
tallied three. In all, he figures, he scored 20
;oals for Episcopal. In his senior year his

team beat Woodbury Forest which was rid-

ing a 28 game winning streak. In fact,

Episcopal beat them twice for the first time
n history, and in both wins Skip scored the
winning goal.

At Episcopal Skip also received awards
(or the school's outstanding soccer player
ind top athlete. He played varsity football

("or two years, and made All Prep as a de-
i'eiosive halfback. In the springtime he pitch-
ed and played shortstop on tbe baadbctll teem.

' Rutherford continued as a right inside

in his freshman year at Williams under the
tutelage of Hank Plynt. There he began his

long career of working with John O'Donnell,
whom Plynt made center forward. In his

sophomore year he played right inside while
O'Donnell filled the left inside slot. "I did

the running and he had the finesse," com-
mented Skip. The two did some scoring, but
spent a good deal of their time setting up
Ben Henszey.

"O'Donnell is the most all around good
soccer player I've played with in my life,"'

Skip added. The top opposing player he
could think of was Norm Edmunds, UConn's
center half last year.

Seven and a Half Years

Rutherford is full of praise for Chaffee.
"He's a fine coach and a fine person. You
want to play for him and will bust your
head to do it," said Skip. The star has en-
joyed playing soccer in New England; "The
emphasis there (in prep school) was on one
of two men rather than on the team," he
noted. "There there was little finess and no
teamwork. The calibre of play and the In-

dividuals are better in New England." On
learning soccer at Williams Skip added, "It's

amazing how much Chafe can teach you and
how much you can pick up from watching
other people play."

During last season's game with the Uni-
versity of Connecticut Chaffee switched Ru-
therford to right wing and has left him there
ever since. "After seven and a half years I
finally managed to get to the right position,"

the San Antonio swiftie said.

Rutherford was Invaluable to this year's
Sampson Cup-winning eleven. He set up or
scored the winning goal in at least four of
the team's seven victories. He Just shook his
head in dismay at mention of the team's one
loss, to Trinity. He recalled that one of Ben
Kofi's shots had been miraculously deflected
by the Bantam goalie, and that he himself
missed two heartbreakers - one hit Kofi,
who was getting up off the ground, and one
he tried left-footed hit the goalpost.

In all Skip figures he has scored twelve
goals In his varsity career at Williams. This
year he got five, and notes that he finally
found a happy medium between power and
accuracy. Many were the times that
his slashlnc kicks would sail o<

But scoring alone does not make a team
player, and Rutherford probably was credit-
ed with more assists than goals in his Wil-
liams career.

Much can always be said of Rutherford's
main attributes like ball control and mastery
of the game's fundamentals, but in the long
run it is his speed which made him outstand-
ing. And the fact that he could run all af-
ternoon without noticeable fatigue. He guess-
es that he can cover the century in about
10.4, although he has not been timed, and
judging by his present penchant for cigaret-
tes may never be.

SKIP RUTHERFORD

An all-around athlete, Rutherford play-
ed lacrosse both his freshman and sophomore
years, and played squash his freshman year.

But It will be for his abilities on the
soccer field that Williams will remember him
He is, after all, the first genuine All Am-
erican soccer player the college has ever had
•Hie last player of national prominance that
Chaffee can recaU was Tom Lincoln '58 a
second team All American, and. Incidentally
a right wing.



Oedipus Rex

Play Reviews

BY BILL FRIEDMAN
The ExpertiTiental Theater, under the direction of Joseph

Stockdale, took a brave plunge into the treacherous waters of

classical Creek drama this week and emerged safe and sound.

It presented Sophocles' tense tragedy, Oedipus, with Claude Du-
vall in the lead role. Despite some minor sore spots, the group
was able to bring the centuries-old play to life, rising at times to

levels of stirring intensity.

Like most Creek tragedies, Oedipus employs a minimum of

scenic and visual effects, placing a heavy burden on the actors

for maintaining the mood and story-line of the play through the

sijoken word. For this reason, the actors in the AMT production
deserve the most praise for tiie play's success.

Claude Duvall was well-cast as Oedipus, having a wealth
of natural attributes for the rolc-a pompous bearing, a deeply
resonant voice, a dark beard ( tlie swelled feet and bloody eyes

were simulated, alas)—to which he added an obvious deep feel-

ing for the part. Despite occasional over-acting, he moved smooth-

ly from moods of blind wrath eaily ii tlie play, to courageous re-

signation in meeting his self-inflicted fate at the end.

Oedipus was surrovmded by a ring of capable supporting

actors. Calm, rational Creon (Ton Spelman); Jocasta, Oedipus
sympathetic wife (Robin Stockdale); the chorus leader, who de-

clares the townsfolk's compassion for Oedipus (John Wilson);

and the blind soothsayer (Ash Crosby), all performed well. There
is a basic unity in these characters, who all stand as mitigating

forces to the wrath of Oedipus. They realize that his bitterness

toward Tiresias and Creon is only a defense, a desperate clutch-

ing toward something concrete as he feels his life slowly pulling

out from imder his feet. Only rarely are they too sucked into the

whirlpool of bitterness.

One must question, however. Ash Crosby's interpretation of

the character of Tiresias. This wise old soothsayer is perhaps the

most sympathetic character around Oedipus, reluctant to tell him
the truth due to the deep pity he feels for him. Only at the end,

after Oedipus ridicules him for his blindness, does his pity turn

to wrath. Mr. Crosby interpreted Tiresias, however, as an old

man bitter from the start; it seemed a bit too one-sided.

The possibilities of staging, costuming, and scenery were
fully exploited by director Stockdale while still remaining within

the classical mode. Fortimately, he rarely went overboard, as

modern directors often do in their adaptations of Greek drama.
A sim|)le altar, with stej^s for the main actors to stand on, was the

only prop on an otherwise bare stage. Tasteful costumes, designed
originally for the production by the American Costume Company;
and the eight-man chorus, symbolic of the blighted population

of Thebes, which remained on stage throughout the entire pro-

duction, also enhanced the visual spectacle.

Occasionally, however, the chorus detracted from the play's

serious natm-e. Often, in speaking their lines in unison, they be-

came too sing-songy ( it reminded one of the hidians in a high-

school play reciting the Song of Hiawatha. ) . Perhaps the lines

would have gone over more effectively if tiiey were broken up
among the various members of the chorus, as is often done in

productions of this type. And the little dance which is thrown in

toward the end of the play, although nicely choreographed, was
definitely out of place.

The play ends in a stirring finale. Oedipus, realizing that he
himself has inflicted misery upon his family and upon the people
of Thebes, shamefully gouges out his eyes. But his final moment
is one of triumph: after saying a tender good-bye to his beloved
daughters, he bravely faces his self-inflicted fate by banishing

himself from the city. And in doing so, he proves himself superior

to the forces of destiny which have shaped his hfe to such a tragic

end.
(Oe<iipus will be played on the AMT stage tonighf.

)
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BY MORRIS KAPLAN

The world has ended. All that's left is inside a bleak shelter:

Blind Hanun who cannot walk, Clov who walks in jjain but can-

not sit, t%vo aged, infirm Naggs who eke out their days in a match-

ed set of garbage cans. Samuel Beckett is at it again; in Endgame
we find once again the startling combination of burlesque comedy
and cosmic despair that seems to characterize so much avant-

garde tiieater, However, this time there's a difference.

In the production of Y.ndgamc at the Experimental Theater,

Director Stephen Pokart, with sensitivity and insight, brings to-

gether the disparate elements of tlie work into a coherent, and
beautiful, whole. Pokart seems to have a genuine sympathy for

Beckett's work, and he creates on tlie stage an exciting piece of

theater from which there emerges a kind of affirmation. Consid-

ering the subject matter, that's cjuite an accomplishment.

Moreover, he has not distorted the play at all, but rather has

succeeded in bringing to life the full scope of Beckett's vision.

Dark merges into light and light into dark as we run the full

scale of human emotions, needs, and frustrations. Beckett writes

for actors, and in diis week's production at the AMT, an excel-

lent cast gets quite a workout.

In the demanding role of Hamm, Bill Pressor is required to

be at center stage throughout the play. He is called on to be al-

ternately commanding, imploring, hopeful, despairing, angry,

ecstatic, contemptuous, pathetic, ironic. Beckett's poetiy often

seems an exercise in raw emotionalism, and Prosser renders it

with all the skill that such an endeavour demands.
And more. He achieves moments of electric transfiguration as

he undergoes tlie tortures of the damned. Prosser reached and
captivated the audience with his agony and his joy; his deft hand-
ling of comedy evoked gales of laughter wiiile his screams of ter-

ror and whines of loneliness hushed the house.

But Endgame is not really a play about people—and it's not
about symbols either. Its subject is human relationships, and what
we see on the stage is not Hamm alone, but Hamm and Clov. As
the only mobile figure in the play, Bill Mensel brings to life the
servile Clov who is linked to Hamm by a bond he cannot under-
stand. He progresses during the course of the play from annoyed
submission through increasing stages of frustration until his fi-

nal desertion.

Mensel's performance is tlie source of much of the comic de-
light of the play; his pained movements and facial expressions,

particularly in the bits with the ladder, reminds one of burlesque
stage humor. But he also portrays the quiet frustration of an emp-
ty life, and his rage is a joy to behold. Prosser and Mensel act well
together and between them generate a real sympathy for the cat
and dog relationship which keeps the two figures going. As Hamm
points out early in the play, one cannot sit, the otlier cannot
stand, they're a perfect combination.

As the two Naggs, Pokart and Abby Levine both turn in

skillful performances. In a kind of parallel to the cential charac-
ters, they reach out to each other with frustration, and recall to-

gether a better time in the past. Pokart's voice control is excellent,
and his squeaking rendition of an old dirty joke is one of the comic
high spots of the evening.

It is to the credit of the cast and of Pokart's inspired direc-
tion that Beckett's play seems neither obscure, tedious, nor ter-

ribly pessimistic. The author becomes a bit strident when he calls
to die audience "Cet out of here, and love one another", but it

needn't be, for he gets the message across rather convincingly
in the course of the play. Hamm and Clov have nothing but each
other; not even that really, they have their relationship. Each
reaches out to the other, sometimes imploringly, more often in
anger, but as long as there's a response, they manage to keep go-
ing. And even in Hamm's final isolation, Clov is still looking on,
still close, still loving, if only Hamm could see.

(Endgame plays tomorrow evening at the AMT.)
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problems. As an example, Mason
again cited the Iranian situation.

The only real central unit was
the Plan Organization, whose task
involved dispensing cash as well
as planning. Yet it had to com-
pete with several other agencies
within the Shah's government.
The result was no one had the

Job of assessing what financial re-
sources were lilteiy to be available
and how to divide these resources
when they became available.

This inadequacy precipitated
Iran's recent desperate foreign ex-
change crisis, despite the fact that
the country receives 60 per cent
of its oil revenues and borrows
300 megadollars a year in addi-
tion. Private enterprise also suf-
fered because it too had to com-
pete with the government for for-
eign investment capital.

A situation such as this leads
to stage three. This Involves plac-
ing' the whole development pro-
gram under a comprehensive plan,
an act which results in a new de-
mand for "foreign expertise."

Also contributing to this ex-
panding demand is the Kennedy
Administration's shift in attitude
toward planning and program-
ming. Henceforth U.S. aid will be
allocated to those countries that
can show that they have some
sort of economic plan.
Two Masters
But the demand for economic

advisers is rising. Consequently
more people are entering the field.

Here Professor Mason re-empha-
sized the advisability of these na-
tions seelclng non-national aid in

economic planning. The agencies
contributing to this expanding
supply of advisers do the best job
if they do not serve two masters;
the country they aid and the
country which supplies the aid.

For example, advisory aid from
the U.S. Government is so open
to political opposition within these
nations, that only those highly de-
pendent on U.S. financial aid will

accept it for fear of jeopardizing
the development program itself.

A much better source of aid in

economic planning is the Interna-
tional Bank, which attracts "first-

rate people" with high pay and
few restrictions. But these advis-
ers also owe a dual allegiance,
serving under strict Bank control
as well as control of the nation
aided.

Another agency Is the O.E.C.D.
(Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development, in
Paris), whose principal disadvan-
tage lies in its image as a "lend-
er's cabal." Finally the United Na-
tions gives aid through its reg-
ional organizations such as the
Economic Commissions for Latin
America, for Asia, and for Africa.

Theoretically the best method
for dispensing economic advising
aid, use of these agencies, is hamp-
ered because only the Commission
for Latin America presently ap-
proaches competent performance
of the Job.

Mason summed up the hazards
of "two masters" service, by cit-

ing his friend's case, who asked a
stop to U.S. financial aid to Iran,
and is now in an Iranian Jail.
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Unitied Management System

Considered For Fraternities
By Frank Lloyd
In the Interest of promoting a

coherent financial policy among
the Williams fraternities, Peter
Pitts, president of the Treasurers"
Council, recently consulted with
Arthur Davenport, Fraternity Bus-
iness Manager at Amherst College
since 1939. Davenport has also met
with the Angevlne Committee.

A unified House Management
system, In effect presently on
many campuses, has been proven
to offer a solution to recurrent
problems of preserving financial

Integrity and solvency in fraterni-

ty management.

Most house treasurers at Wil-
liams receive compensation fori
their Job, primarily In the form of i

free board. The work is sufficient '

to occupy the treasurer almost
full-time to keep the fraternity

running at maximum efficiency, i

yet the fact remains that he is a
student and has obligations to his

education.
|

Davenport maintains that his

Job is not specifically that of an
'

administrator, but that he acts

more generally in an advisory cap-

"1t seemed an Inspiration when the

United Naliom tuilJing In New York

mas formatly InauguralcJ in October

1952—an appropriate Inscription

caroeJ In Joothigh letters in the granite

parapet Jacing the building. In Decem-

ber 1961, the chosen inscription seemed

less felicitous. It reads: 'They shall beat

their swords into phwsharcs and their

spears into pruninf.-'iooks; nations shall

not lift up sword
|| From tht current iliu.

against nalion.nci- R ,.;,• TIONAl REVIEW.
thcr shall they learn r 'orfrt»copy.

war any more.' " f iSl.,M.wrork

aclty. He can suggest, prod, argue
with the individual treasurers, but
he cannot coerce them. His posi-
tion has full faculty ranking and
includes the duties of the present
Rushing Arbiter.

Central Office
Amherst's system is run by an

office made up of the Business
Manager, a secretary, and two
paid student auditors. From this

office $3 million dollars worth of
business is transacted In thirteen
fraternities, still autonomous
bodies within the central plan.

The most essential operation of
the office is a monthly audit of
each fraternity's books. Bud-
gets are made up at the beginning
of each semester, and with these
frequent assessments the treasurer

can tell at each point where his

house stands in relation to future
expenses. Financial reports are
sent to each national headquarters
and alumni corporation, most of

whom require these at present

from the individual treasurers. If

attempted individually, an audit-

ing program such as this would
cost each house close to $200.

A saving is guaranteed In house
supplies by group buying from
wholesale firms. On such items as

wax, polish, paint, and other

cleaning and repair equipment the

reduction In price Is now 40 per

Wanted: part-time, quali-

fied social wori<.er for agen-

cy Call MO 3-7156.

SALES



Williams Tramples AIC In Basketball, 77-61;

Weinstock Tallies 18 For Undefeated Efh Five
BY DAVE G9LDBERG

Eight minutes of good basketball may not be good cnouch trt win many giimes in the NBA,
but it was sufficient to give Williams a 77-61 decision over AIC at Lasell Cym Tuesday ni;^ht. Tlie

Ephs are now undefeated in 11 games this season, and have a 14 game home winning streak

that goes back to die '59-60 season.

AIC's m:'i'i attribute was hustle. On'v ccntc Tfirv McOjrinick. iif f)"4". came close to match-
ing the Ephs In height. But the

little Aces, spearheaded by 5'6"

George Sakellls and 6-footer Tony
Costa scrambled their way
through a first half that ended
with Williams ahead by only sev-

en points. 37-30.

Even then, the Ephs were some-
what fortunate to be that far out

In front. Only the phenomenal
shooting of Steve Weinstock, who
had 10 of Williams' first 15

points, and scored 14 in the first

half, kept the Ephs ahead. Mid-

way through the half, Coach Al

Shaw Inserted Obourn, and the

diminutive guard, who was just

about the only Eph playinp; at top

speed, soon began to move the

team. It was his drivin?; hook iust

before, halftime that gave Wil-

liams Its' '7 -point spread.

Ephs Rally in ZnA Half

After a one-minute lull in the

second half, Williams finally took

charge. With Obourn picking off

stray AIC passes and driving

downcourt, the Eph attack gained

momentum. Roger Williams, who
had come off the bench in the

first half, scored seven of his nine

points during this period. Bob
Mahland, who had an off-night,

Dan Voorhees and Weinstock also
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Will'ams Hockey Team Tops UMrss 11-6;

Tom Roe Leads Eph Scoring With 4 Goals

I

With hish-scDring Tom Rae Dave Laugee tallied on a long shot

leading the way with one of his from llie center Une. Gene Good-
hat-and-cwt-triek prrformances, wlllie followed with a marker two

V/illicms guard Pete Obourn (in wliito) goes up high on this tap ogainst

AIC OS teamm tes Al Foster (left) and Gordic Dcvis (right) msvs into

po:ition.

minutes left in the game, the Ephs
luul a 64-38 lead.

the Eph hockey squad came alive

with six goals in the third period

to down a hustling UMass sextet,

11-6. This spurt broke open a 4-4

deadlock in the Jan. 8 game, a

make-up for a cancellation last

month.

For the first two periods, the

rival teams traded gjals, as the

young UMass squad (11 sopho-

mores) tried to repeat its recent

2-1 upset win over Bowdoin. But

it was only a question of time

until the Williams team jelled and

drilled in five goals within ten

minutes, each scored by a differ-

ent skater, to clinch their sixth

victory.

Third Period Outburst

With only 17 .seconds gone by

in the third period, defenseman

From then on, Shaw experi-

mented with various new combin-
ations, including the rare use of

Objurn and Jay Johnston togeth-

er in the baclccourt. It was on'
contributed valuable points and of (.^e few times in the last two
sparkled on defense. With over 10

Al Foster dunking on fast break after

feed from Pete Obourn (in back).

years that they had been togcth-

I r. and at times it looked like they

were capable of injecting a lot of

life into the team. Still, the las

ten minutes was a typical (in one-
.sidcd games) hodge-podge of gun-
ning and sloppy play. AIC, which
kf>nt its regulars in until the last

two minutes managed to whittle

down the Eoh lead with the help

of a few dubious calls, but not

enough to cause a stir among Eph
fans.

Williams opens the Little Three
season Saturday night against a

respected Wesleyan team. Am-
herst, meanwhile, goes Its merry
way with a 4-4 record, and, al-

though the STUDENT has made
the team sound like Ohio State

after its recent conquests i n

Maine, may be more in AIC's

class.

Sunday B-Ball League
Carries On Tradition
By Dave Appelbaum
Just about five score and one

years ago, a young physical edu-
cation teacher of Springfield Uni-
versity named Naismith decid-

ed he had his fill of homework.
He was sick of lifting weights and
doing calisthenics. This aspiring

Charles A.,las decided it was time

for some more palatable form of

exercise. The game of basketball

was cjnceivcd.

The game bacame and has re-

mained amazingly popular. Back-
yard cjurts and Sunday leagues

sprang up. About three years ago,

the fad liit tvcn this sheltered

nook of the Berkshires. Sunday
basketball came to Williamstown.
j;m Bell Organizer
Al Miller and John Leroy of

Alpha Delt took it upon them-
selves to organize this recreatlon-

Frosh
By Choate Squad, 4-2

The visiting Choate hockey
team Jumped out to a three-goal

lead in the opening period of Wed-
nesday's game and held on to

clinch a 4-2 victory over the Wil-

liams frosh.

Down 3-0 late in the first per-

iod, the Ephs began to move. Left

wing Sam White broke away with

the puck but was robbed of a
score by Choate goalie Bob Pes-

sendum. Seconds later, however,

defenseman Tory Orton slapped a

shot past Fessendum.

Pessendum was invincible In the

second period, but in the last

frame let In a shot by Nell Pet-

erson, assisted by Bob EUwell.

.1,

al league for the college. They
secured sponsors for the teams
and included some town teams.
It was successful. The tradition

has been carried along this year
by Jimmy Bell also of AD, SANS
sponsors and town teams.

Dr. Naismith was concerned
with the lack of pure enjoyment
and relaxation in winter sports.

In this Sunday league, the em-
phasis In on PUN. Games are
played under low tension, with
concentration on skill for recrea-

tion's sake. Winning is not all-

important, but It is enough of a

drive to produce good basketball.

Seven fraternities (KA, AD, Phi
Gam, Phi Sig, DU, Chi Psi, and
TDX) and one freshmen group
sport teams open to all those that
can rouse themselves after a
rough Saturday night. Forfeits oc-

_, _, J : cassionally occur, especially after
bftaters Downed

\ a big weekend.

Round-Robin Competition

The procedure of the league, di-

rected by Bell (who also acts as
chief organizer, announcer, stat-

istician, and manager), is like a
round robin. Each of the eight
teams play seven games. After
these contests, the top four and
the last four teams play three
more games among themselves. By
then, everybody has had a good
time, and somebody might have
won the tournament. So far, KA
and AD arc undefeated.

So the Sunday league carries on
the great American tradition of
basketball in the spirit of its

founder. The guys have a good
Oordie Bussard saved 26 for WU- . time while they play good basket-

Uama, while Feoendum had 14. | ball.

Sqnadi Team Smashzs Trinity 7-2;

lower Men On Sqmd Grab Victory
The Williams varsity squash Hams ladder that obtained the vlc-

"eam, under the able guidancs of tory. From the fourth man
Ciach Clarence Chaffee, opened through the ninth man the scores

its 1962 season with a convincing wore either 3-0 or 3-1 in favor of

victory over Trinity last Tuesday.
|

the Eph racquetmen.

The match played at Hartfard, i

Co-captain John Botts, playing

was a complete rout as Trinity in the number one slot for Wil-

was able to win only two of the liams. found himself pitted against

line matches. Chaffee hinted that Don Mills, who was ranked fifth

this may be a precedent for his hi the nation among intercoUegi-

^^eam and indicated that a win-
,

ate players. All the games were

ning season is certainly possible

with the talent he has working
for him this year.

With the top three men up a-

Tainst extremely tough opposition,

it was the lower rungs on the Wil-

very close, but Mills won the
match 3-0. Ned Shaw, the other
co-ciptain and No. 2 man, eked
out a 3-2 win over his opponent.
No. 3 player Lenny B^rnheimer
lost to Bruce Leddy of Trinity in

another close 3-2 match. From
that point on the match was con-
trolled by the Williams team.
Today, the team is at West

Point to challenge Army, last

Unbeaten Ephs Face
Strcng Wesleyan Five
Although many Williams fans
eem to b2 looking ahead to next

;
year's seventh team in the "nation

week's basketball game with Army,
hey had better not look too far.

The Ephs open the Little Three
reason with a vastly improved
Wesleyan team at Middletown on
jaturday night.

The Cardinals, who have a 4-3

record, boast a fine 1-2 scoring

punch in Captain Brownie Towle
md 6-6 center Winky Davenport,
a solid sophomore. Davenport, who
had 38 points against Midctlebury

recently, is scoring over 20 points

per game, and Towle Is close to

ihe figure.

Included in the Cardinal losses

are two games with early season
Sph victims. Harvard took a 96-

79 decision in December, and Trin-
ity beat Wesleyan 75-71 Tuesday
night. Although the Bantams lost

John Norman (39 points against
Williams-remember?) with a knee
injury after he had scored 15

points in the first 14 minutes,
they still held on to win.

|
ing to stay ahead most of the

If the Eph's plays are up to time. In the closing minutes, how-
par, tliey should be good enough ever, Castleton capitalized on sev-

and Saturday the squash team
will play host to MIT.
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minutes later, and the Roe broth-
ers and Tovi Kratovil added to

the splurgo. Although Glew, the
UMass hat-trick man, put in two
goals after this, the Williams team
was never really challenged.

Goalie Bob Rich encountered
initial difficulty in following the
puck, but still kicked out 29 shots
in playing his usual fine game.
Tom Roe, with an assist to go
along with his four goals, Bill

Bcadie, with a goal and three as-

sists, and John Roe, who tallied

twice and set up another score,

led the Williams offense. The
ilphs monopolized the puck, forc-

ing a shell-shocked UMass goalie

.0 make 45 saves.
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Career Weekend Activities February 8-11

MAN TON COPELANO

More than any other question ringing In
his ears, the Williams man Is faced with the
(luery, "What are you going to do after col-
lege?" To assist him In answering this crur
cial problem, Career Weekend Is Just over the
horizon.

The weekend, which will run from
Thursday, Feb. 8 through Sunday, February
11, win be the eighth In the college's history.

The official klckoff for the event will
come Friday evening when the topic "Careers
in Education and Education In Careers" will
be discussed by Joseph Newman '35, U.N Bur-
eau Chief for the NEW YORK HERALD
TRIBUNE, and Dr. Richard B. ("Ditzy")
Sewall '29, professor of English at Yale Uni-
versity. Introducing the two speakers, and
the weekend, will be Philip Jenkins '34, chair-
man of the alumni Career Weekend Commit-
tee and supervisor of the Swampscott, Mass.,
School system.

The career panels, the heart of the
weekend, will follow the talks of Newman

and Sewall. The first four, on Friday night,
Include Government Career and Foreign Ser-
vice; Personnel and Labor Relations; Educa-
tion - College Level; and Law. The govern-
ment panel will be headed by Richard McO.
Helms "35, Assistant Director of the CIA. The
Education panel Includes Sewall as chairman
and, as panelists: Williams President John
E. Sawyer '39, Harvard Dean Dr. J. Peter
Elder '34, and Princeton head football coach
Richard W. Colman '37.

Panels will pick up again Saturday
morning at 9. They include Foreign Business;
Marketing and Sales; Communications;
Medicine; Brokerage, Finance, and Invest-
ment; Creative Arts; and Manufacturing and
Production. Graduates of prominence filling
the slots on these panels are too numerous
to mention here. Saturday afternoon's pan-
els are: Science and Engineering; Business
School; Ministry; Advertising and Public Re-
lations; Education on the Secondary School
Level; and Politics.

The afternoon panels will end at 4, and
at that time the panelists will gather at var-

ious spots in Baxter Hall to discuss general-

ly their field and to answer Informally any
specific questions.

On Thursday evening, before the official

opening of the weekend, there will be a mil-

itary panel somewhat like the one held on
Career Weekend two years ago. The purpose

of the panel Is to acquaint undergraduates
with ONE method of satisfying their mili-

tary obligations, by serving as officers. The
panel will present a contemporary point of

view by presenting one recent alumnus from
each branch of the service. The panel will

be introduced by Hank Plynt '44, who will

briefly describe the undergraduates relation

to the Universal Military Training Program.
Working as liason between the alumni

committee and the undergraduate committee
chaired by Bruce Grinnell '62 Is Placement
Director Manton Copeland '39, the executive
secretary to the alumni group.
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Patrick Malin Speaks
Director Of ACLU Traces Gains In Rights,

Federal Influence On Public Administration
BY PETER JOHANNSEN

Patrick M Malin, executive director of the American Civil

Liberties UnioTi since 1930, delivered a speech Thursday night on
The Present Stale of Law and Civil Rights. He confined himself
larfrely to an objective levicw of the progress which has been made
in ending ]);ib'.ic discrimination.

One of Malin's major points concerned the effect of the fed-

eral sysiitni of government on national court decisions and legis-

lation involving civil rights. In maintaining local and state au-

tononiv, .separate court decisions on the same issue, for instance,

must be made in each state and even in each locality. In ad-

dition, the standard application of nullification of laws can exist

on all three governmental levels and in the private sphere.

The price of federation, as opposed to centralization, is

therefore increased difficulty in abolishing nationally any form
of discrimination.

Closely allied to his point on federations was his mention of

the American desire to maintain a free society. "Since we're in a

free society, we need to refrain from using law in the name of

justice, in order to maintain flexibility, freedom, and variety."

The American system jjrefers to use private, municipal, and state

action to change morals, instituting federal law "only as a cap-

stone of earlier, more localized experiments."

Malin also discussed the difference in existing legislation

on public, i..e. governmental, and private discrimination. The pre-

sent Con.stitutional amendments forbid public discrimination, as

well as governmental su]3]50rt of private discrimination. However,
no requirements exist that states and municipalities legislate a-

gainst private biased actions.

He emphasized the expansion of discrimination from a sec-

tional problem, involving the South almost exclusively, into a

nationwide problem. Toaay the majority of Negroes no longer

live in the eleven states which comprised the Confederacy.

Moving into a more specific consideration of fiis topic, the

ACLU president commented on the six most important areas in

which the civil liberties fight is being waged; violence, voting,

education, employment, housing, and public accommodations.

Judah Goldin Speaks In Chapel;

Sermon Interprets 92nd Psalm
Professor Judah Goldin of Yale was guest preacher in Chapel

Sunday night. The sermon was unusual in its nature; instead of

the moral exhortations and inspirational messages usually deliver-

ed from the puljjit, Dr. Goldin departed from the accustomed
pattern and gave a sermon explaining a scriptural passage. The
sermon was primarily an intellectuEd exercise, and a very deep one

at that.

The sermon—or "explication de texte," as it was called—was
a thorough analysis of the ninety-

second Psalm. Dr. Goldin began
by reading the passage from be-

ginning to end, briefly comment-
ing at various points. He then
called attention to an apparent
paradox: the caption of the Psalm
indicated that It was intended as

a song for the Sabbath; yet there

was nothing In the Psalm itself

to Indicate this.

intimate Sabbath
It has long been a Jewish trad-

ition to recite this Psalm on the

weekly Sabbath; but there seems
to be nothing In the Psalm that

would not be appropriate for any
day. Dr. Ooldln cited an ancient

commentary which gives the ex-

planation that the psalm refers

not to the weekly Sabbath, but to

the ultimate Sabbath - the con-

DR. JUDAH GOLDIN
Contlnu.d on Pog. 3, Col. I

Angevine Committee Concludes Initial Hearings;

R. Markgraf Stresses Need For Thoroughness
As the first semester draws to

a close, the Angevine Committee
on Fraternity Questions is wrap-
ping up the first phase of its un-
dertalcing. Thus far, opinions and
suggestions have been elicited
from all concerned quarters. In
the coming weelcs, the group of
11 Williams alumni and students
will retire for its own reflections
on the multitude of material with
which it has been presented.
Appointed by President John E.

Sawyer to evaluate the social sys-

tem as it is now constituted and
to malce recommendations as to

how it can be improved, the An-
gevine Committee has heard stu-
dents, faculty, administration,
rushing officials, and alumni. At
a very long meeting last Friday,
presidents of the various alumni
corporations met with the com-
mittee and presented their views.
Among these alumni were two rep-

resentatives of the National In-
terfraternity Council.

Having looked into the social

systems of other colleges as well.

the committee now feels it has
nearly exhausted this investiga-

tory role. It has attempted to hear
representatives of all viewpoints

on fraternity matters and has
granted access to all parties who
have expressed an interest in be-

ing heard.

The task for the future, in the

words of J. Hodge Markgraf '56,

secretary of the committee. Is to

make "some semblance of order
out of chaos." No deadline has
been set for the conclusion of the

committee's work. There will be
no attempt to meet a schedule
at the expense of thoroughness.
Eventually, a time schedule will

be devised to fit the solution,

rather than devising a solution

to fit an imposed time schedule.

To date, the committee has pro-

ceeded very deliberately. Markgraf
emphasized that, in view of geo- very long, painful process. In its

graphic and mechanical factors, desire to consider fully every facet

no attempt will be made to step
' of every proposal, the committee

up this pace. He postulated that
'
will consciously avoid any quick,

reaching a conclusion will be a neat solutions.

JAY ANGEVINE

Quick Thaw ?

Putzi Frondl, Austrian Ski CItampian and Olympic star runs out of snow at-

tempting to elude her pursuers in a thrilling ski chose in the Swiss Alps.

Putzi, Powers, Jay Ski 'Once Upon An Alp*
John Jay, Williams alumnus

and world-reknowncd ski photo-

grapher, will present his latest

film In Chapln Hall on January

22nd. Photographed on the rugged

slopes of Films, Switzerland,

"Once Upon an Alp" stars Putzi

Prandl and Don Powers and fea-

tm-es, according to Jay, "a ski

chase to top all ski chases."

Jay began his unique career by
filming his own ski expeditions

for the benefit of his family. Dur-
ing the war he served with the

10th Mountain Division, partici-

pating In the first winter ascent

of Mt. Ranler.

In 1948, Jay was named official

U. S. Olympic photographer for

the winter games. The films that

resulted were taken under unus-

ual working conditions: from a

bobsled, on skates, and from skis

on the treacherous two-mile run

at St. Morltz.

"Once Upon an Alp" is being

shown for the benefit of the Pine

Cobble Scholarship Fund. Tickets,

not sold at the door, are available

from the House of Walsh or from
the Pine Cobble Students.

Brutcher Speaks

At Chem Meeting

The Plttsfleld Subsection of the
American Chemical Society held
a meeting last Thursday night at
8:00 p.m. in the Thompson Chem-
istry Building. Dr. F. V. Brutcher,
Jr. presented a discussion of "Cy-
clopentane Stererchemlstry."

Dr. Brutcher, formerly of Yale
and Harvard Universities and now
of the University of Pennsylvania,
spoke about the use of theoreti-
cal calculations to determine the
relative stability and importance
of ring systems. Rings systems
have a fixed number of confirma-
tions, or arrangements in space.
The number of confirmations Is a
characteristic of the compound.

Dr. Brutcher calculated results
for this most likely arrangement
In cyclopentane, then applied the
data to such rings in steriods. He
experimented to affirm his predic-
tions.

Edwards On Ireland

R. Dudley Edwards, Professor of
Modern Irish History at the Na-
tional University of Ireland In
Dublin, discussed "Ireland in the
Age of the Classical Revolution"
in a lecture at Williams College
Tuesday evening.

Professor Edwards, editor of the
well known historical work, "The
Great Famine," is currently In
this country doing research work
on 18th Century Irish Sources at
the Polger Shakespearean Library
In Washington, D. C.



Music Review

Concert Superbly Played
BY JIM JOHNSON

Last Friday evening the internationally famous I Musici

performed in Chapiu Hail before a capacity audience. To tliis un-

usually large and enthusiastic gathering, the group presented a

program consisting largely of works from the Baroque and Clas-

sical periods, and it may he said at once that I Musici's perform-

ance fully substantiated its reputation as an organization of the

highest virtuosity and musicianship. That remarkable quality of

ensemble was present at all times, as each player demonstrated
that he knew exactly what every other musico in the group was
up to.

At the outset, I must confess a certain disinterest, if not dis-

dain, in the genre of music for which this group is best known,
which is the Baroque concerto. I am well aware that the general

musical public is in disagreement, as evidenced by the growing
popularity of groups like I Musici. Music, however, is subject

very much to trends and fashions, and no one will deny that Vi-

valdi and the gang are very much in vogue these days. The dom-
inant feature of all these works is their incessant "beat" or rhyth-

mic vitality (described by one Beimington girl as a da da da da,

da da da aa that never stops), a cliaracteristic which seems to ob-

scure the fact that most of this music is pretty boring, if not down-
right trite. The conditions under which it was composed seem to

substantiate this judgment. It is hard for the modern listener to

realize that in the eighteenth century there were no "classics,"

or works written to be of lasting importance. New music was con-

stantly in demand, and the astonishing rate at which it was turned
out by Vivaldi and others indicates that there was more often

than not very little desire on the part of the composer to say any-

thing important (witness on the autograph of one of Vivaldi's

opera scores the statement "written in five days," certainly a rec-

ord, even for the Red Priest). Yet in spite of the businesslike pro-

duction of the concerto giosso, much wonderful music emerged
in this form, and although the pieces chosen by a co-operative

effort on the part of I Musici and the Department of Music were
far from the worst of theii' type, it is regrettable that the group
did not include even more distinguished works, such as those by
Handel and Bach, especially since they are in their regular reper-

toire.

The program began with a Concertino by the very short

lived Giovanni Pergolesi (1710-1736). The work was certainly

pleasant enough, and beautifully compact. The performance was
ahve from the start, and I Musici demonstrated at once the re-

strained richness of their ensemble, a texture at once both won-
derfully full and transparent.

The Vivaldi solo Violin Concerto, in E, opus 51, No. 2 fol-

lowed. This work seemed to be one of Vivaldi s better ones, less

mechanistic and unpersonal than most of the other 500 or so con-

certi (I have not heard them all). It possessed a singly unusual

affetto, light and delicate. Soloist Anna Maria Cotogni responded
with beautifully sensitive playing. Her tone showed an unusually
uniform fineness throughout its range, and technically she was in

absolute command. A few rubatos were most effective, and the

rest of the gi'oup was in close co-ordination.

Rossini s Sonata No. 4 which preceded intermission was the

least satisfying work on two counts. First, it is a bad piece of

music with a first movement whose inflated lines are not nearly

so funny as they are stupid, and a final Allegretto which is nice

enough in itself, but quite possibly from some other work, perhaps
Sonata No. 3. Then there was the problem of performance which,
in the first movement especially, was undistinguished for this

group.

The program continued with a Concerto Grosso in G by Vi-

valdi, followed by Mozart's Divertimento in B flat. The Vivaldi
work was simply a typical concerto grosso. As for the Mozart, it

was a fine and substantial work, and was wonderfully played. The
second movement demonstrated perhaps the finest ensemble work
of the evening.

Tlie concluding work was Sinfonietta opus 52 by Albert Rous-
sel. Important during his life, especially in France, Roussel is not
now a significant composer, and the Sinfonietta, dating from 1934,

is certainly not the most powerful statement of his creative abil-

ity. But it was well placed in relation to the rest of the program,
and was flawlessly performed, the final Allegro being executed
with all necessary agitation.

The Williamstown audience responded with an immediate
standing ovation, certainly a remarkable reaction from a musical
public which has not in the past been too liberal with its praise.

I Musici responded with Bartok's Roumanian Dances. Wonderfully
accessible to the least sophisticated listener, the youthful worlc

seemed less of an encore than a culmination of the entire program,
and was appropriately received. For a final encore, the Finale from
Benjamin Britten's Simple Symphony provided a vigorous conclu-
sion to a superbly played concert.
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Letter To The Record
A Voice In The Wilderness

To the Editor:

On looking back on three and

a half years of Williams College

life, It seems that one Is struck,

to say the least, by the common
factor of all these years; namely,

that they have been turbulent

years - turbulent as to the ac-

tions between the students them-

selves and also as to the actions

between the students and the ad-

ministration. Gains Of varying de-

grees have been made. It is true,

yet one cannot help but be amaz-

ed at the many examples of weak-
ness that have persistantly ap-

peared. To speak generally, com-
mittees have established laws and
systems without setting up the

necessary mechanics for the ful-

fillment of these laws and sys-

tems; rules have been made and
not followed by both the students

and the administration; there is

an obvious lack of communica-
tion between the students and the

faculty and the administration.

To speak specifically, one could

mention Total Opportunity, the

rushing system, the pledging per-

iod, the Junior Advisor system,

the lack of adequate Williams

publicity and the question of no

post-season bids. In both these

cases, these lists could be greatly

expanded In all directions!

A quotation from Descartes will

serve to be my answer to these

many problems. "It is true that

we never tear down all the hous-

es in a city Just to rebuild them
in a different way and to make
the streets more beautiful; but we

do see that individual owners of-

ten have theirs torn down and re-

built, and even that they may be

forced to do so when the founda-
tion is not firm and it is in

danger of collapsing.'' In short

it appears that these weaknesses
and difficulties are simply ves-

tiges of rottenness in the more
basic and fundamental systems of

Williams. The ultimate cause of

these examples (and I believe

these to be mere examples) of dif-

ficulties lies in the fact that the

basic foundations of many of the

standard systems are rotten in

themselves and can only bear sour

fruit. But this idea seems to have
become obscured and lost In the

vain attempts to add or subtract

from a weak foundation.

To be more exact let me cite
some examples. Why not abolish
the Social Council completely, and
then either leave it abolished or
let it be set up with a constitution
and a body of specific and work-
able rules and powers so that it

can and will be effective? But why
let it wallow In the mud of uii-
certainity and vagueness, and
then blame it for being an ex-
ample of student incompetancy?
Or why permit the "News Bureau"
to continue in its Inadequacy? -

The fact being that Williams stu-
dents receive no laudation for
their accomplishments in their
home-town newspapers or
preparatory schools.

In conclusion, it seems not on-
ly a shame, but also an outrage
that such inefficiency Is allowed
to continue. Probably the best ex-
ample of the state of affairs, and
also the greatest tragedy, is that
a letter such as this (which I

don't believe to be by any means
unique) will have no more effect

than that of being read and cast

aside on top of the pile of other
such voices in the wilderness.

Peter C. Pitts '62
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Goldin Speaks In Chapel
Continued from Pago I, Col. 2

summation of the world, the Last
Judgment.

At first, Indicated the preacher,

this seems far-fetched, but In ex-

amining the text we find this am-
azingly accurate. The Psalm
speaks of the ultimate exaltation

of the righteous and the destruc-

tion of the wicked. Even more
convincing is the Image of the

horn which appears about the

middle of the Psalm. The Hebrew
word which Is translated as

"horn" here Is used in other con-

texts in the Scriptures; and
wherever it Is used, it refers to the

beasts that are connected with this
consummation of the world.

Religious Insight

Dr. Goldin said In closing that
the fact that this Psalm, so con-
cerned with eschatologlcal ideas,
was intended to be read on the
weekly Sabbath indicates that the
ancients possessed profound re-

ligious insight. The reason for

this is that the idea of reading,

on a weekly basis, a Psalm con-

cerned with the ultimate, paral-

lels the situation of the religious

man who lives within the bounds
of the weekly Sabbath, that is of

the world, but is ever concerned

with ultimate purposes.

OnCanrpiis
with

MixShuIman

(Author o!"Rally Round The Flag, Boys", "The Many
Loves of Dobie GilHs", etc.)

RING IN THE NEW
Are you still writing "1961" on your papers and letters? I'll

bet you are, you scamps ! But I am not one to be harsh with
those who forget we are in a new year, for I myself have long
been guilty of tiie suiiie lapse. In fact, in my senior year at
college, I wrote 1873 on my papers until nearly November of

1874! (It turned out, incidentally, not to be such a serious

error because, as we all know, 1874 was later repealed by
President Chester A. Arthur in a fit of pique over tiie Black
Tom Explosion. And, a,s we all know, Mr. Arthur later came
to regret his hasty action. Who does not recall that famous
meeting between Mr. Arthur and Louis Napoleon when Mr.
Arthur said, "Lou, I \vi.sli I hadn't of repealed 1874." Wliere-

upon the Frencli emperor made his immortal rejoinder, "Tipi
que nous ct ti/ler lu." Well sir, they had many a good laugh
about that, as you can imagine.)

But I digress. How can we remember to write 1962 on our

palmers and letters? Well sir, the best way is to find something
memorable about 1962, something unique to fix it firmly in

your mind. Happily, this is very simple because, as vi'e all know,
1962 is the first year in history that is divisible by 2, by 4, and
by 7. Take a pencil and try it: 1962 divided by 2 is 981; 1962

divided by4is 490-1/2; 1962 divided by 7 is 280-2/7.This matlie-

matical curiosity will not occur again until the year 2079, but

we will all be so busy then celebrating the Chester A. Arthur

bi-centenary that we will scarcely have time to be writing

papers and letters and like that.

Another clever little trick to fix the year 1962 in your mind
b to remember that 1962 spelled backwards is 2691. "Year"

spelled backwards is "raey." "Marlboro" spelled backwards is

"oroblram." Marlboro smoked backwards is no fun at all.

Kindly do not light the filter. Wliat you do is put the filter end

in your lips, then light the tobacco end, then draw, and tlien

find out what pleasure, what joy, what rapture serene it ia to

smoke the filter cigarette witli the unfiltered taste. In 1962, as

in once and future years, you'll get a lot to like in a Marlboro-

available in soft pack and flip-top box in all 50 states and

Duluth.

But I digress. We were speaking of the memorable aspects

of 1962 and high among them, of course, is the fact that in

1962 the entire House of Representatives stands for election.

There will, no doubt, be many lively and interesting contests,

but none, I'll wager, quite so lively and interesting as the one

in my own district where the leading candidate is none other

than Chester A. Arthur

!

Mr. Arthur, incidentally, is not the first ex-president to come

out of retirement and run f' • the House of Representatives.

John Quincy Adams was tiic first. Mr. Adams also holds

another distinction : he was the first son of a president ever to

serve as president. It is true that Martin Van Buren's son,

Walter "Blinky" Van Buren, was at one time offered the nomi-

nation for the presidency, but he, alas, had already accep''!

a bid to become Mad Ludwig of Bavaria. James K. Polk'p

on the other hand, became Salmon P. Chase. Millan'

more's son went into air conditioning. This later wjis kno

the Missouri Compromi.se. e im: m» shuimu

/n Mluouri, or anywhere elie, there it no compromise with
quality in Marlboro or the new unMlered king-size Philip

Morria Commander. The Commander does tomelhing new
in cigarette making—gently vacuum cleans the tobacco for.

ilavor and mildness. Get aboard! You'll be welcome.

Jewish Association

Acquires Holy Scroll

And Ark From Hillel
The Williams College Jewish

Association received a Torah last

week, from the New England re-

gion of the B'nai B'rith Hillel

Foundation, Boston. The Holy
Scroll was presented on loan,
through the cooperation of Rabbal
Zlgmond, Director of the New
England branch of the Founda-
tion.

The Torah is the Pentateuch,
or five Books of Moses: Genesis,
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and
Deuteronomy. "The acquisition of
the Scroll represents a remarkable
accomplishment for the organiza-
tion," said Michael Yessik, Pres-
ident of the Jewish Association.
Mike explained that, "It takes a
long time to write a Torah since
it must be done by hand and in

accordance with special prescrip-

tions and regulations. The Scroll

must be written on parchment

and this represents only part of

the complex problem of inscribing

or printing a rare and beautiful

text."

Swimming
Continued from Page 6, Col. 5

passed him and beat him by three-

quarters of a length.

After this brief interruption, the
Eph parade marched right along
with Morrow and Carter sweeping
the 200-yard breast. The 400-yard
freestyle relay was no contest.

Williams won by almost a pool
length in the slow, for them, time
of 3:33.4.

SIMMAKY OF EVENTS
4U0 incil. relay: Larry, Wester, Weber, Moran

(W). (2) Boucher, Dcmsey, Sykei, Ori-
fice (i;.l'.): 4:1)2. J.

.'.'0 free: (I) It nstm (V.C.), (2) Connard
(\V), (J) Childs (U.C); 2:11.2.

!() (ree: (I) Hersclibacb (W), (2) Kaslcn
(W). (.1) lleml;r!On (U.C); 21.4.

Dive: (I) L;iii(! (i:.C.). (2) Ilolem (W),
(J) Diion (W); 75.03 divinii points.

lOU fly: (I) Weber (W), (2) Larry (VV),

(.!) Sykes (U.C.) I
59.1.

101) free: 111 lierschbacli (W), (2) llendetson

(U.C). (J) Orifice (V.C.): 51.').

JOU back: (I) Busher (U.C). (2) Hubbard
(U.C). O) Ryan (W): 2:20.4.

44U free; (I) B;nson (U.C), (2) Cunnard
(W). (3) Childs (U.C); 4:50.6.

201) breast: (1) Mnrrow (W), (2) Carter (W).
(3) Demsey (U.C); 2:34.0.

400 free relay: (I) Moran. Kasten, Wester,

Ilerscbbacb (W), (2) Tuterocian. Orifice,

Hend.rsim. Beiisun (U.C); 3:33.4.

200 iiid. medley: (1) Tuterocian (U.C). (2)

Wester (W), (3) Busher (U.C); 2:22.5.
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BROOKLYN LAW SCHOOL
Non-Profit

Educational Institution

Approved by
American Bar Association

DAY AND EVENING
Undergraduate Classes Leading to LL.B. Degree

GRADUATE COURSES
Leading to Degree of LL.JVI.

New Term Commences February 5, 1962
Further information may be obtained

from the Office of the Director of Admissions,

|375 PEARL ST., BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. NeorBorouc,/,Hc//i

Telephone: MA 5-2200
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Here's deodorant protection

YOU CAN TRUST
Old Spice Stick Deodorant. ../astest, neatest way to all-

day, every day protection! It's the active deodorant for

active men ... absolutely dependable. Glides on smoothly,

speedily... dries in record time. Old Spice Slick Deodorant

—most convenient, most economical deodorant money can

buy. 1.00 plus tax.

uee
STICK
DEODORANT

U l_X O IM

B-Ball
Continued from Page 6, Col. 3

points. Voorhees had 18. Towle
had 24 for the Cardinals, fol-

lowed by Davenport with 13 and
Woody von Seldeneck with 12.

Mahland Best in Clutch
Although Mahland has fall-

en off slightly in his scoring this

season (18.7 points a game, com-
pared to 20 a year ago), it is In-

teresting to note that he gets his

highest totals in tlie tight games.
When the rest of the team Is off,

the Eph captain will usually shoot
more. Saturday night, the Wil-
liams offense revolved around two
plays, a Weinstoclc piclc for Mah-
land and a Voorhees one on one
drive against Davenport.
Weslcyan did a good job on the

boards, especially when the for-
wards, von Seldeneclc and Jeff
"Please Help Mc. Im Falling" Ric-
Icetts, were hustling. Most of the
time, however, the Williams trio
of Voorhees, Weinstock and Mah-
land, with help from Al Poster
and Roger Williams, had things
pretty much their own way.
Assumption, which had been the

only other unbeaten team in New
England, finally lost Saturday
night. Holy Cross, with Jack "The
Shot" Foley scoring 26 points,
came on late to down the Grey-
hounds 55-43. Springfield, another
tough future opponent, mashed
Tufts 79-54. Amherst was idle.

After 12 games, the Ephs have
only two players, Mahland and
Voorhees, in double figures. Mah-
land is at 18.7, and Voorhees at
14.9. Foster is third, at a 9.6 pace,
followed by Weinstock at 9.5. Then
comes Williams at 6.6, Johnston
at 5.9, and Obourn at 5.5. Gordie
Davis, John Belcher, Mac Ewing,
Steve Birrell, Toby Cosgrove and
Ro-Ro Rappaport follow in that
order. The team as a whole is av-
eraging 74.3 points per game to
58.7 for the opposition.
«'illi.inis

V,».rli[.es

^Veinslock
•^mrer

M.ihl.iii.i

Inhnsioii

Dhniirii

Williams

fc f pis. Wcslcvan
8 2 18 Ritkcirs
3 1 7 von Scrnk

4 4 Davenport
2 } 27 Towlc
3 2 6 Srodcs
I 2 Brands

" 2 Rickey
66

1

27 i:

h f pt9.

2 n 4

6 12
6 I n
9 6 24
I 2 4
I 2

25 9 59

Hockey
Continued from Page 6, Col. 8

First Pcrin.i

1. (\V) T, Roe (Cireenlec): 3 in
2. (W) T. Roe (unassisted): 7:00
-1. (W) T. Roe (lloli): 7:08
4. (W) Goodwillie (Healh); 10:47
5. (W) Kratovil fMaxnell); 16:10
6. (W) Lotigec (Marlowe): 16:50
Second IVriod
7. (W) Pomslock (B-adie); 5:12
8. (W) Mapnuson (Iloli. T. Ur>-) ; 15:30
9. (W) I.ouBce (Kralovil); 17:10
10. (\V) Comslock (Heotli); 18:00
Third IVriod

I. (A) R-is (Clark. Wells); 12:30
11. (\V) T. Roe (unassisted); 13:20
12. (\V) M-,x«.|| (LnuB-e); 15:05
INDIVini AI, LKADF.RS

I'Livr



M. STANLEY LIVINGSTON

Physicist Livingston

To Discuss Research

Dr. M. Stanley Livingston, Dir-

ector of the Cambridge Electron

Accelerator, and authority on the

design and construction of cyclo-

trons and other high-voltage ac-

celerating machines for studies in

atomic physics, will bo a visiting

lecturer at Williams on Monday
and Tuesday, Feb. 19 and 20.

He will visit under the auspices

of the American Association of

Physics Teachers and the Ameri-

can Institute of Physics as part

of a broad, nationwide program
to stimulate interest in physics.

The program is now in its fifth

year and is supported by the Na-
tional Science Foundation.

InsUtute of Physics Members

The American Association of

Physics Teachers is one of the

five member societies of the Am-
erican Institute of Physics. Other

member societies are: American
Physical Society, Optical Society

of America, Acoustical Society of

America, and the Society of Rhe-
ology.

Dr. Livingston will give lectures,

hold informal meetings with stu-

dents, and assist faculty members
with curriculum and research

problems. Professor David Park of

the Thompson Physical Labora-

tory at Williams College is in

charge of arrangements for Dr.

Livingston's visit.

Dr. Livingston studied at Pom-
ona College, Dartmouth, and the

University of California, where he

received the Ph.D. degree, and
taught on the faculties of Dart-

mouth, California, and Cornell be-

fore joining the M I.T. staff as a

research associate. He was promo-

ted to professor in 1952.

Work At Brookliaven

Dr. Livingston, after having

been identified with cyclotron de-

velopment at the University of

California and accelerator work at

the Brookhaven National Labora-

tory, in 1956 was named Director

of the Cambridge Electron Accel-

erator which is being built jointly

by M.I.T. and Harvard University.

Arc You A

UNITARrAN or

UNIVERSALIST
without knowing it

Do you believe man is not con-

demned by the doctrine of "ori-

ginal sin," but is inherently

capable of improvement?

Do you believe the striving to live

nobly ond constructively more im-

portant than the accepting of re-

ligious creeds?

Do you believe in the brotherhood

of man, irrespective of color, cul-

ture, or country?

Do you believe tho primary re-

sponsibility for human progress

rests upon mon?

Then you arc

professing the

Unitarion Univcrsalist

belief.

Send lOc for booklets on Unitori-

anism and Universalis™ to; Fel-

lowship Office, Unitarian Univer-

salist Association, 25 Beacon

Street, Boston 8, Moss.

Nome

Addreii

Frosh Discuss

Winter Carnival
By Scott Shaffer

The Freshman Council discuss-

ed plans last week for freshman
activities on Winter Carnival

weekend. Reports were given by
Chuck Johnson, social chairman,
and by Bob Lisle, chairman of the

Snow Sculpture Committee.
"Besides attending Bo Diddley

iiad the Weavers," Johnson said,

"freshmen will have two parties

of their own." He pointed out that

on Saturday afternoon between 4

p.m. and 6 p.m., there will be a

party for freshmen in the Rath-
skeller with music provided by
Maxie Gail, '65, and his combo.
Later after the Weavers' concert,

there will be a freshman dance
until midnight. As yet there has
been no band decided upon for the

event.

As in the past, the Freshman
class is in charge of constructing

the massive snow sculpture in

front of Chapin Hall. For this

purpose, chairman Bob Lisle urg-
ed the support of the whole class

for suggestions and for actual

help in constructing the statue,

which will portray the Winter
Carnival theme. Paradise Frost.

Suggestions and drawings of the
ideas may be left in the sugges-
tion box at the bulletin board in

the freshman lounge.
Concerning the actual building

of the structure. Lisle said that

work would be done gradual-
ly from now till Carnival. He
then expressed hope tliat the en-
tire class would participate in con-
centrated efforts beginning on the

Monday after semester break.
A report from the chairman of

the Thomas E. Mares Memorial
Record Library concluded the

major business of the council

meeting.

Art Museum To Show 1961 Gifts
Egyptian, Medieval, Renaissance

and Modern works of art are now
on display in an exhibition of

gifts and purchases in 1961 of the

Lawrence Art Museum at Williams

College.

The exhibition of the acquisi-

tions of 1961, which museum di-

rector S. Lane Paison Jr. has call-

ed, "a banner year," is open to

the public until Jan. 26.

Falson today released a partial

listing of some of the many items

included in the exhibition. Among
them are "Portrait of Mrs. Gra-

ham," by the 18th century Brit-

ish artist George Romney, the gift

of Mr. E.W. Carter of Los Angeles,

Calif, who also gave two Old Tes-

tament scenes by Bonifazio de

Pitati (Verona 16th century); and
an Italian Gothic marble rehef,

"Madonna and Angels" (14th cen-

tury) gift of the Greylock Foun-
dation in Williamstown.

The "Head of a Young Girl," a

work by Federigo Baroccio (Ital-

ian C. 1600) is a gift of Mr. Stuart

L. Borchard of New York City. A
life-size statue of St. Paul (gilt

wood, Spanish c. 1700) was pur-

chased on the Karl E. Weston
Memorial Fund. John Opie's

(British 18th century) "Portrait of

his Mother" is the gift of Mrs.

James Phlnney Baxter, 3rd. Gov-

ernor Herbert Lehman of the class

of 1899 at Williams presented the

museum with a landscape by

Francois Daubigny (French 19th

century).

Other items on display are; a

landscape by George Inness (Am-

erican, 1825-1894), gift of Mr. and

Mrs. William H. Barnewell, Wil-

liams '24; a portrait by Eastman

Johnson (American, 1825-1906),

gift of Mrs. Edward N. Townsend

of Long Island; "Sea Light" by

William Keenbusch of New York
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Old Spice Products

Available at

HART'S

DRUG STORE

GL 8-4102
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By John F. Wilson

Obliged largely to the viewpoint
of the apprehensive liberal, vol. 1,

no. 3 of "Reflections from Chapel
HIU" makes a noble attempt to
combine In one periodical timely
political and social critique, Swlf-
tian satire, photography and
sculpture, and a little dabbling in

fiction and poetry. The format is

Impressive, as is the collection of

authors, but one is forced to won-
der at the synthesis of materials.

In a long editorial-article, Rob-
ert V. N. Brown (Editor and Pub-
Usher) consecrates his handiworli
to "the beliefs that the American
people are concerned with issues,

ideas, and opinions . .
" What liind

he means soon becomes clear: they

are political and social views he
Is speaking of. "A Rallying point

for southern liberals" and "A
forum for dissenters and defend-
ers,'' this University of North Car-

olina magazine takes up the cud-

gels against those who would (and

ARE, Brown contends) destroy our

Jeffersonian heritage. Quoth he:

Review Of Reflections From Chapel Hill

Jawahaklal NiLiiuu. InJia'i Judge

Roy Bean, continues hh campaign of

peace -by- lynch -laul. Having emerged

eicloriouslrom the hcroical War of IV6I

against the Porlugacsc sctllers of the

sixteenth century, he has noiu mooed

against the hoss-thief of Kashmir, Sheil{

Abdullah. The old llangin Tree, now

gray and leafless, still stands In Langtry,

. Maybe we should wrap it up

and ship it to Nehru I

as part of this year's
[

Technical Assist-

ance to India?"

From th« current inue

of NATIONAL REVIEW.

[wrilB (orfretcopy

I50E.35St.,N«wY<llk

16,N.Y.

"Yet It li a fact of present-day
America that the Jeffersonian
philosophy stated in the Declara-
tion of Independence is called sub-
versive and un-American.'' Broad-
sides are soon launched against
the NCUA, Bircliers, stalwart seg-
regationists, etc., with an explan-
atory aside that the magazine is

"a thoroughly anti-communist,
anti-totalitarian publication."

Sweezy and Ferlinghetti

What Brown assembles is large-
ly a provocative commentary on
the public scene. The sardonic au-
thor of "A Coney Island of the
Mind," Lawrence Ferlinghetti,
(not included in the poetry sec-
tion) is moved to address "One
Thousand Pearf-ui Words for Fid-
el Castro." Perhaps a more cred-
ible source on the "res publica",
Paul Sweezy, writes of "The Strug-
gle for Latin America" in an art-
icle which offers some cogent
thought on the future relations of
the "North American Goliath,"
and her twenty-one southern
neighbors.

The moral dilemma of "The
|
They are only a screen to keep us

FOR SALE

1959 CITROEN

all power, hydraulic suspension
for long distances, front wheel
drive, Michelin X tires for remark-
able snow handling. Unusual op-
portunity for one or sever I stu-

dents.

Hancock Center

4-4962 weekends

Last White Family on the Block,"
is a subject taken up by Marvin
Caplan, President of Neighbors,
Inc. His sensitive handling of the
problem of the avowed iniegra-
tionist whose own neighborhood
becomes chiefly colored has much
to commend it, and is certainly

an effort worthy of reading. This
is probably the best piece in the
work.

Contraction and Committees

With tongue firmly ( ? ) in

cheek, James K. Layton, a former
U.N.C. professor, advances "A
modest Proposal for the Final Set-
tlement of the American Ques-
tion : A Turgid Treatise on How to

Fix America But Good." His
tlicsis: Get rid of the baggage and
tlie provinces and contract into
the thirteen original states! Much
more serious is the argument of
Elizabeth Tornquist in her arti-

cle, "The Poverty of Liberalism,"
wlicro she takes to task the tliriv-

ing, striving, but "Ineffective"

committees for the promotion of

liberalism. Her prime targets in-

clude CORE, SANE, and the Pair

Play for Cuba Committee; and
she argues tliat, while the Right
is making political hay, "the Left

is frittering its time away witli

committees for this and tliat. . . .

Wanted: part-time, quali-

fiecJ social worker for agen-

cy Call MO 3-7156.

from seeing our need to organize.

But this is not nearly all. In

102-odd pages of articles and
photo-features, plus the usual

complement of judicious advertis-

ing. REFLECTIONS, ("a monthly
magazine of art and thought,"

offers up a substantial bit of fic-

tion and poetry. One's criticism

here must be that the fusion of

"visual excitement" and "stimula-

ting thought" and "high quality

prose and poetry" is hardly a per-

fect one. The undertaking, for a

periodical of this sort, is too mas-

sive to be wholly successful. The I year.

poetry and prose are Indeed good

and the "welded sculpture" of

Robert A. Howard absorbing, but

seem out of place and unrelated

in a work where the emphasis is

plainly on other things. The dan-

ger is that, setting out to be all

of these things, REFLECTIONS
risks becoming none of them.

"Reflections from Chapel Hill"

can be purchased at the Williams-

town bookstores, or subscriptions

can be entered through Daniel

O'Plaherty, '65, campus repre-

sentative. Issues are published

monthly at the rate of $5.00 per

Wes Senate On Post Season Bids
The following is from a letter by Scott l\. Lowden '62, Chair-

man of tlie College Body Senate Athletic Committee of Wesleyan

University in regard to controversy over the recent four-college

deci-sion on |)ost-season athletic bias.

There Itas been considerable concern on the Wesleyan campus

over the recent agreement of the presidents and athletic directors

of Williams, We.'deiian, Amherst, and Bowdoin to ban post season

(ithlclic competition for "team sports".

As a rcstiU, I have been authorized to endorse the following

inalcrial, consisting of the results of an interview on the part of

mil coininiltce witli Wcslet/an's President Btitteiiicld and a sub-

sequent statement of our objections to this action. It is the hone

of (Hir College Bodti Senate, ivhich tinanimoti.'ihi endorsed this

Idler, Ihat similar action will be taken bij i/otir student govern-

ment, partictilarhi in the form of a formal protest to the presi-

dent of t/our respective college and some puhliciti/ concerning

the matter. It is onhj through .stich coordinated effort that we
can hope to accomplkh a reversal of that unfortunate decision. A
.similar meeting of the presidents and athletic directors of the

above schools will take place in the latter part of Fehruartf where

our president has assured us that the situation will be discussed.

President Butterfield of Wesley-

LUCKY STRIKE
presents:

THE FACULTY TEA"

THE PROFESSORIAL IMAGE. It used to be that professors, as soon as they were
28, took on a father image— rumpled tweeds, tousled hair, pipe. But these days,

the truly "in" professor has the "buddy" look — Ivy suit, crew cut, Lucky Strikes.

It seems that students learn more eagerly from someone with whom they can

identify. Alert teachers quickly pounce on the fact that college students smoke
more Luckies than any other regular. Have you pounced on the fact yet?

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and ge\ some fosfe for a cfiange/

)4. r.( Product of dfni tJ^ni'ue<m. Jvwxgeo-<imu>€in^ — JaCiueeo- is our middle name

an listed several considerations

in presenting his view to the com-
mittee. He stressed above all that

"we don't want to get caught in

a constant temptation to over-

emphasize athletics." He main-
tained that the ban would prevent

added tension and infringement
on other college activities that

could happen in a situation overly

disproportionate to athletics.

He pointed out that the indi-

vidual must be considered because
of the great pressure which can
be exerted to force him to parti-

cipate in post season games. He
showed the group that the ban
expressed disapproval rather than
prohibition of all-star games.

In two final points, Butterfield

implied that because of long co-

operation among the four schools,

and the danger of the awkward
situation whicli could follow the

reversal of a public stand such as

that on the post season games,
that a reversal of policy seemed
highly unlikely.

The Senate Athletic Committee
took issue with two of President

Butterfield's points. On his men-
tion of the possibility of over-em-
phasis of athletics, the committee
stated that present admis-
sion standards of the schools In-

volved prevents such competition.
They also emphasized that the op-
portunity for post season NCAA
competition occurs so seldom for
the schools involved, that it could
not really create a threat of dom-
ination by athletics.

In considering the question of

individual responsibility, the com-
mittee sharply attacked the post
season ban. They maintained that
such a ruling presumes an inabil-
ity on the part of the student or
students to act with discretion.

In summary the Senate group
said, "To prevent all possibility of
team competition in post season
NCAA competition, is to de-em-
phasize enthusiasm, not athletics.
Athletic excellence and opportun-
ity to compete at a high level has
never indicated excessive interest
in, or preoccupation with athletics.
Such competition has never gen-
erated anything more than a
greater sense of loyalty and high
morale."

NORTHSIDE
GUEST AND MOTEL

Isabel and Alex Nagy

Finest AccommodoHont For
Your Porents and Your Date

Swimming Pool

Next to Phi Gam
GL 8-4108
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Carnival Features
Favorable Snowstorm

AddsSkiing,Sculpting

To Carnival Schedule
Qood news! Snow! Winter Car-

nival Is not unlikely to be not un-
like winter. (Cheers.)

While Buildings and Grounds
moves it, others are planning to

use It. On Friday morning at

9:30 the Williams Ski Team will

lead off the events with the

Downhill runs at the Berlin

Mountain Ski Area. Friday after-

noon Coach Townsend's men run

the cross-country at 2:00 at the

Savoy State Forest.

Friday Festivities

Friday night at 7:45 the less

athletic but equally demanding
events of Winter Carnival begin.

A torchlight parade with trucks

for transport and fire engine for

effect and-or emergencies will be-

gin on Main Street and end at

the old hockey rink on Cole Field.

Here the Karnival Kommlttee
has planned a "Snow Spectacle"

complete with skating and skiing

exhibitions and the crowning of

the Carnival Qurpn and her court,

with on'- contestant from each

house.

Following the spectacle, Bo Did-

dley winds and unwinds his square

guitar at the dance at the Student

Union from nine till one.

Saturday Siding

Saturday begins with the

Slalom skiing at the Berlin Area

at 9:30 a.m., followed at one

o'clock by the Jumping events.

The Freshmen swim against

Hotchklss at 3:30 and the Varsity

Hockey team takes on Penn at

4:00 Saturday afternoon.

Saturday Night finds the Weav-
ers at Chapln Hall at eight

o'clock with a program entitled

"Folk Songs Around the World."

Tickets are already reported sold

out.

The Freshmen have scheduled

two dances on Saturday of their

own: Saturday Afternoon at four

and night after the Weavers Con-

lert.

Snow Sculpting

In keeping with the theme

"Paradise Frost", action is now
under way in the construction of

snow sculpturl both for the In-

dividual houses and for the trad-

itional huge freshman monument
on the Batman and Robin scale.

All statues have to conform to

the design to win, with originality

and quality of execution being the

prime factors in the judging.

The town has come out in full-

fledged support for the Carnival

with plans ranging from offering

bargains for the weekend to hav-

ing its own private snow sculpture

contest.

House Flans

The houses too are planning

extra festivities. Here Is a tenta-

tive schedule:

Continued on Poge 3, Col. 2

Singing And Sports

Novelist To Lecture
William Golding, one of the ceding the start of their academic

most highly-regarded of the life here.

Williom Golding

younger British novelists, will lec-

ture in Jesup Hall next Thursday.
Feb. 8, at 8:30 on "Approaches to

Writing," with a special reference

to "Lord of the Plies." Sponsored
by the Williams Lecture Commit-
tee, the talk Is free and open to

the public.

Currently wrlter-ln-resldence at

Holllns College, Golding has au-

thored four novels, the first of

which was "Lord of the Plies."

The book - published eight years

aso - is being made into a movie.

The book has been on the requir-

ed reading list for two classes of

Williams freshmen as preparation

for their orientation program pre-

Mead Fund Applicants To Compete

For Summer Government Positions

Maziarz Displays Works

In Exhibit At Lawrence

An exhibition of paintings by

John Maziarz of Adams will be

given at the Lawrence Art Mu-

seum from Wednesday, Janu-

ary 25, through February 25.

There is no charge for ad-

mission and the public is In-

vited to view the paintings. The

museum is open dally from

9:00 to 12:00 and from 2:00 to

4:00, and on Sundays from

2:00 to 5:00.

A Pittsfield native, John

Maziarz is a graduate of Adams
High School and the Mass-

achusetts College of Art in

Boston. He is now In charge

of art instruction at Mt. Grey-

lock Regional High School.

Applications for the Washing-

ton Summer Intern Program are

due by February 24, the Office of

Student Aid has announced. Un-

der the Program Williams juniors

spend a summer working for the

Government or for Congressmen

In Washington under the sponsor-

ship of the George J. Mead Fund.

The Fund was established by a

substantial gift from the estate

of George J. Mead In 1951. Mead
expressed in his Will the inten-

tion that this gift shall be used

to improve the quality of leader-

ship and service in all branches

of government. ... by encouraging

young men of reliability, good

sense and high purpose to enter

with adequate preparation those

fields of politics and constitution-

al government upon which must

rest the future of the nation."

Members of the Junior class,

regardless of major, are eligible

to apply for this program, with

the Mead Fund Committee select-

ing those who show promise of

profiting the most from a first-

hand working experience in gov-

ernment. Academic performance,

post-graduate plans, and a state-

ment on what the Individual ex-

pects to gain from such an ex-

perience all bear on the final sel-

ection of Washington interns. It

is expected that each student will

spend a minimum of six weeks
In Washington, and that he will

make all the necessary arrange-

Dehaters To Attend

CanadianTonrnament
The Adelphlc Union of. Williams

College will send a four man team
to debate in the tournament to

be held in conjunction with the
annual McGlU University Winter
Carnival, which this year will be

held February 16-17.

Representatives from Williams
will be Alexander Kyrtls, '63, of

Montreal, Canada; Bernard K.
Wruble. '63, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.;

Philip K. Bredell. '64, of Indian-
apolis. Ind.; and Paul R. Michel,
'63, of Wayne, Pa. The topic for

the tourney will be: "Resolved

That the Western Alliance Must
Preserve a Policy of Strength and
Firmness Rather than Com-
promise with the Forces of World
Communism.'"

The Adelphlc Union also has
announced April 20-21 as the

dates for the Sixth Armual Eng-
land Preparatory School Debate
Tournament. The meet will be

held here, and a dozen teams are

expected to enter In the competi-

tion.

Scheduled to start soon is the

annual competition for the Stone
Interfratemity Debating Cup,
with the topics the Peace Corps

and bomb shelters.

ments for his work there. To the
extent that conditions permit,
members of the Mead Committee
may assist the interns in locating

a position In a Congressional or
Administrative office.

One or more Interns will re-

ceive a mlnlmuni grant of $400,
while others selected are offered
loan assistance from the Mead
Revolving Fund. Applications are
available In the Student Aid Of-
fice, and selections will be made
early in the second term.

Last summer twelve members
of the Class of 1962 held positions
as Mead Fund interns. They were:
John T. Calhoun; Henry Q. Con-
ley; Walter Graham; Robert R.
Henry; Michael Keating; Ken-
neth Kehrer; Irving Marcus; John
Pope; Glen Thurow; William Vau-
ghn; Frank Wolf; and Paxil Wor
thman.

Golding published a volume of

poems In 1935, and then turned
to teaching writing. His works in-

clude novels, "The Inheritors,"

"Pincher Martin," and "Free
Fall," and a verse play for the
British Broadcasting System.
The "Times Literary Supple-

ment" of London once described

Golding as "a writer truly obses-

sed by moral problems, one of the
few contemporary novelists who
seem capable of producing a work
of greatness rather than of tal-

ent." Recently, another critic

pointed out that Golding Is not a

member of the school of British

Continued on Page 2, Col 5

Dartmouth Junior

Opens Exhibit Here
John J. Moscartolo. a D a r t-

mouth College junior, arrives to-

day with a collection of his paint-

ings which will be shown in the

ABC Rooms of Baxter Hall over

the weekend. Two of his paintings

have been included in an exhibi-

tion of college artists now circu-

lating New England colleges, and
one of his murals was selected for

the Wilder Dam Museum.
Spontaneity and vitality spark

his varied paintings. Seascapes are

his favorite theme, but. as he be-

lieves each painting should cap-

ture a single moment in an ar-

tists's life, this theme by no means
dominates.

The exhibition is free to the

public, and Moscartolo has indi-

cated that he will be delighted to

talk with visitors, both about his

own work and about his concept
of the role of the modern artist

in society.

Career Weekend Adds Two Group Studies;

Panels Started For Teaching And Politics

Education will be given special emphasis in the eighth annual
Career Weekend, February 8 and 9, at Williams. The Weekend
tlieme, "Careers in Education and Education in Careers", will

set the mood for panel and forum discussion of career oppor-
tunities.

In the opening session on Friday, at 7:45 p.m. in jesup Hall

the theme will be discussed by Joseph Newman, head of the N. Y.
Herald Tribune's United Nations
Bureau, and by Professor Richard
Sewall. of the Yale English De-
partment.

Innovations in this year's Career

Weekend are the establishment of

new panels on government and
education. A panel on politics is

to be held, and education will be

divided into college and secondary

teaching.

The addition of the two new
panels will make a total of eigh-

teen meetings accessible to Wil-

liams undergraduates. The busi-

ness careers will be divided into

seven sessions; the professions

will occupy six separate meetings;

government opportunities will be

reviewed in two panels; science an

engineering, the creative arts, and
military service will be subjects of

the other panels.

The initiation of distinct panels

for secondary and college teach-

ing resulted from an increased de-

mand for Information on educa-

tion by Williams undergraduates.
The separate panels enable the

students to realize the differing

opportunities and problems of the

college and the secondary educa-
tional professions.

At the suggestion of the under-
graduate committee on Career
Weekend, politics will be included

in a separate panel. The politics

panel will discuss the opportunl-

Centiauad on Page 6, Co!. 1

College Elections

Due Thursday;

Voting In Stu. V.
The annual college elections will

move into their second stage next
Monday when petitions will be a-
vailable at the Dean's office for
those candidates who were prop-
erly registered at the beginning of
this week.

Petitions will be circulated for
.signatures during the first three
days of next week. No student may
sign more than three differ-
ent petitions.

Next Thursday, elections will be
held in the Student Union, with
voting being done in preferential
order. Only completed ballots will
be valid. For the class of 1963,
the offices are: president, sec-
retary-treasurer, and three col-
lege representatives; for 1964.
president secretary-treasurer, and
two college council representativ-
es; for 1965. president, secretary-
treasurer, and one college council
representative.

Petitions will be starting next
Monday. Each man whose peti-
tion is filled on Wednesday will

be a candidate for class office in
Thursday's elections.

The following students have
registered and will be eligible for
election if their respective peti-
tions contain the necessary forty
jignatures:

1963 - Joel Barber, William
Boyd, Stuart Brown, John Connor,
Millard Cox, Gordon Davis, Terry
Davis, Roger Mandle.

1964 - Scott Buchart, David
Cameron, Terry Collison, John
Dixon. Michael Doyle. Theodore
Ebberts, Vincent Farley, Doug-
las Pearon. John Foster. Lewis
Harvey. Reginald Ray, Richard
Rosan, Richard Scott, Denny Van-
Ness. Robert Warner, Martin Was-
serman, Jonathan Weiss.

1965 - Richard Aborn, Dana
Ackerly, Dean Bandes, William
Bennett, Edward Chase, Terry
Cowan, Douglas Drake, Robert
Pelder, Charles Johnson, R.
Curtis Mills, Alex Pollock, John
Rawls, George Relyea, Kenneth
Ryder, Louis Schaul, Norman
Spack, Gordon Sulcer.

"Benvenufo Cellini" woi ditcuised by John W. Pope-Hennesty, the Robert
Starling Clork Profetsor of Art at Wiltiami College, Thursdoy, in the Law-
rence Art Muieum. Thii lecture examined the firjt of eight tubiects to be dit-
uuued in the onnuol Faculty Lectures.
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Responsibility Re-examined
Then said a teacher, Speak to us of Teaching.

And he said:

No man can reveal to t/ou aw'ht but that which already lies

half asleep in the datvniiw of your kmnvlcd<ifi.

The teacher toho tvalks in the sliadow of the temple, among his

followers, gives not of his wisdom hut rather of his faith and
lovingness.

// he is indeed wise, he does not hid you enter the house

of his wisdom, but rather leads you to the threshhold of your

own mind.

The astronomer may speak to you of his understanding of

space but he cannot give t/ou his understanding.

The musician may sing to you of the rhythm ivhich is in all

space, but he cannot give you the ear tvhich arrests the rhy'hm
nor the voice that echoes it.

And he ivho is versed in the science of numbers can tell of the

regions of weight and measure, hut he cannot conduct you thither.

For the vision of o)ie nuin lends not its wings to another man.

And even a.s each one of you stands alone in Cod's knowledge,
so nmst each of you he a!oiw in his knowledge of God and his

understanding of the earth.

Kahil Gibran, The Prophet

The phrase 'student responsibility' seems to have gone the

way of all old cliches. During the past year, through use and even-

tually ovcru.se, it came to mean not one but many things. Con-
sef]ueiitly discussions about the status of 'student responsibility'

arc a])t, for a long time to come, to have little meaning. The dis-

putants will he talking about different things.

Many who originally argued for increased student respon-

sibility meant oidy that students should be given a greater amount
of responsibility for their own education. This aigument was
based upon the contention that education involves the crystali-

zation of .something that is the student's own, and thus, requires

the student's active participation. This participation, they argued,

is possible only when the student operates in an atmosphere of

freedom.

Many who argued against increased student responsibility

took the phrase to mean tliat students could be expected to act

responsibly, whatever that might mean, in everything they did.

At the basis of the argiunent for student responsibility they saw
the contention that students were somehow imbued with the

ability to make few if any mistakes. Such a contention was ob-

viously suspect.

The two sides engaged in extended controversy that could

have no resolution. One side argued that students would leaiTi

more in an atmosphere of greater freedom, the other that stu-

dents would act "irresponsibly' in such an atmosphere. In the

midst of this fiay, the term 'student responsibility' slipped into

ambiguity.

It is possible that, despite the demise of this tired cliche, its

underlying contention is still defensible. It is possible, as Profes-

sor George G. Stern (see page 5) argues, that the student's active

participation is necessary to education, and that this participation

can be stifled by an overemphasis of rules and requirements.

It is difficult to argue that a college could exist without
rules. In a college, as in any community, some basic rules are

necessary and existent rules must be enforced. However, as in all

communities, these rules are intended as means to an end and
must be constantly re-evaluated in light of that end. If the end of

the community is education, an overemiihasis of these rules may
well be detrimental.

It is similarly difficult to argue that a college could exist

without academic requirements. But, like rules, these require-

ments may, through overemphasis, come to impede progress to-

wards the end they are intended to serve.

If education truly does involve active student participation,

then Williams College must re-evaluate its policies concerning
rules and requirements. The present plenitude of regulations and
role of discipline on this campus must be questioned, A trend

towards increased academic requirements, extending at least fif-

teen years into the past, must be reversed.

Moreover, if anything is to be accomplished, the college

must assume maturity in the student body. Such an assumption
is obviously dangerous. However, the alternative assumption is

not only dangerous, but what is worse, futile.

If, as in the past, immaturity is assumed and if policy is bas-

ed upon this assumption, the resultant education will be one of

spoon-fed platitudes and data. Enveloped in a web of rules, which
stress his immaturity, and faced with stringent requirements which
stress his lack of intellectual curiosity, the student will cram for

exams and skim large volumes. Such an education precludes ac-

tive student participation and places the entire burden for the

student's development on the teacher. But , , ,

. , . the vision of one man lends not its wings to another man.
And even as each one of you stand alone in God's knotDledge,

so must each of you be alone in his knowledge of God and his

understanding of the world.

Letters To The Editor

A Reply To Fitts

TO THE EDITOR:
The assertion of Peter Pitts '62

In his recent communication
(January 17) to the RECORD
that "Williams students receive

no laudation for their accomplish-
ments In hometown newspapers,''
while uttered at a shrill pitch
from the "wilderness," Is equally
as disturbing to me as similar al-

legations spoken more rationally.

In all oases the plaint seems to

stem from Ignorance of the activ-

ity (and In some Instances, Ignor-

ance of the existence) of the Wil-
liams News Bureau which, the
"Eph Williams Handbook" states,

"supplies news to local and metro-
politan papers In addition to be-
ing the Williamstown correspond-
ent for the Associated Press and
UPI. Press coverage of all athletic

events and other newsworthy ac-
tivities is also supplied."

As an undergraduate at
Williams I had a vague awareness
that there was an office some-
where in which students with a
leaning towards Journalism- wrote
and mailed stories about Williams
men to hometown newspapers. My
ignorance was no more than that
jf an undergraduate who ventur-
ed into the office in Jesup Hall
this fall and was surprised to read
Ills name in several football stor-
ies which had been clipped from
newspapers. "I didn't realize there
was anything like this. This is

aretty good," was his reaction, I

feel most students would react
similarly it they were at home to
read their hometown papers,
"Laudation" Is hardly limited to

accomplishments on the playing
fields. The students in the News
Bureau continually send out
"hometowns" on students' mem-
bership in an organization, elec-
tion to office, extracurricular ac-
tivity and achievement of exemp-
lary academic work. It must be
pointed out that accomplishments
cannot be Invented or Inflated.

The stuff of which college news
bureaus make copy for hometown
papers is the contribution a stu-
dent body makes to Its institution.

Clearly the number of contribu-
tors Is far less than the total en-
rollment. When this number Is

"inadequate," so, too, must news-
paper coverage seem to be inade-
quate.

Information describing the work
of the Williams News Bureau has
been prepared for the Feb, 1 stu-

dent forum on extracurricular ac-

tivities and perhaps this will suf-

fice to acquaint students with it.

But the best means is a visit to
the News Bureau and an examin-
ation of its files and clippings.

As to publicity In general, which

Mr. Fltts finds lacking, It seems

appropriate to cite an Incident re-

lated by a member of the Purple

Key Society, which is currently

making a long-range study of

publicity at colleges and univer-

sities. On a visit to the Amherst
news office, his eye was caught by

a newspaper clipping of a story

about Williams. Above the clip-

ping was scrawled the query,

"Why don't we get any publicity

like this?" The so-called "prob-

lem," it appears, Is a universal

one, or to put it another way, the

print is always bolder when It's

about another school.

Peter P. Bradley '59

Assistant News Director,

Williams News Bureau

Cogito, Ergo Sum!
TO THE EDITOR:

In his recent letter to the REC-
ORD (January 17) regarding
"rottenness in the more basic and
fundamental systems of Wil-
liams," Peter C. Pitts '62 quoted
from Rene Descartes. It seems to

me that a further citation of Des-
cartes will serve more than ade-
quately to evaluate Mr. Pitts'

comments from the "wilderness,"
- "Cogito, ergo sum" (I think,

therefore I am.). Mr. Pitts ob-
viously is not,

Frank Wolf '62

Another Hopkins Hall
TO THE EDITOR:

I have read with Interest Jim
Wick's comments published in

your edition of January 10 in re-

ply to my letter of January 3 re-

lating to the facade of the new
dormitory at the Southern end of

the Berkshire Quadrangle.
There is no doubt in my mind

of the utility of the building, for

the distinguished architectural
firm responsible for Its design
have, Indubitably, incorporated all

the modern faucets, gimmicks,
and gadgets which will make for

the comfort and convenience of
the tenants.

My only concern was that the
north side of the building would
not conform with the architecture
of the other four buildings. While,
as Mr, Wick points out, there are
differences In the minor details of
the four, basically they are the
same - in my opinion. What I

am trying to avoid is another
Hopkins Hall. That, too, at one
time was an escape from a war,
as were Morgan Hall and the
Gym, I venture to wager, howev-
er, that no one will ever criticize

Griffin Hall or West College,

Edward E, Connor '21

A Reviewer Reviewed
TO THE EDITOR:

I noted with some little amuse-
ment the remarks of your new
music critic, as recorded in the Is-

sue of the RECORD for January
17. 1962, I was particularly im-
pressed with the candor of the
writer, who suggested at the out-
set that his own views on Baroque
music might color the review that
he was undertaking,

I was, however, somewhat
troubled by his statement about
it being "hard for the modern lis-

tener to realize that in the eigh-
teenth century there were nu
'classics,' or works written to be
of lasting Importance" , , thus, in
a few short words your reviewer
condemned to obscurity such com-
posers as Mr, Sebastian Bach, Mr.
Handel, Mr, Haydn, Mr, Mozart
and a substantial part of Mr.
Beethoven (to name but a few).
In that regard I was Interested
In reading a recent review by
someone named Paul Henry Lang
I whom your reviewer will perhaps
identify as the senior music critic

of the New York "Herald Tri-
bune)." Mr. Lang (and I do not
know what his disposition is to-

ward Bai-oque music) was able to
state about a work of Mr. Sebas-
tian Bach that "in the minds of
not a few (It Is) the greatest mus-
icial composition of all times."

Incidentally, I thought your
boy was a bit hard on Mr. Vivaldi
(especially his thrust at the speed
with which some of his works were
composed). If my recollection

serves me, I believe that Mr, Han-
del did a fairly prompt job on an
oratoria named "Messiah," which
still has at least some popularity
I am told (and in that regard I

wonder how quickly your reviewer
banged out his review—there be-
ing here no disposition here to

compare that review with "Mes-
.siah" in any important respect).

You should know that I have an
extravagant regard for the work
that you and your associates are
doing on the RECORD

Sincerely yours,

Allen P. Maulsby '44

Golding To Lecture
Continued from Poge I, Col. 4

satirical fiction exemphficd by the

"angry young men," and then

went on to describe Golding as

"not angry, but savage."

In reviewing Gelding's most re-

cent novel, "Free Fall," the Lon-
don Bookman said that it was a

"work of indisputable genius" and
that "for moral honesty and cos-

mic splendor of vision it towers

above most contemporary fiction."

"The Dean will see you now."
*,fV..ir-;*;:" v,^^
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21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES
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^ GET WITH THE GRAND PftlX . . . ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!



Prize For Poetry

By Academy Of
This year for the eighth time a

prize of $100 will be offered by
the Academy of American Poets
for the best poem or group of
poems submitted by an un-
dergraduate at Williams. Pounded
In 1934 to provide fellowships and
prizes as an encouragement to

American poets, the Academy has
awarded $5000 fellowships to such
established writers as E. E. Cum-
mings, Robert Frost, William Car-
los Williams, Robinson Jeffers,

and Louise Bogan. Horace
Gregory, well-known poet and
teacher at Sarah Lawrence Col-
lege, received the fellowship this
year. i^^i]!

In 1954 ten colleges, of which
Williams was one, were selected to
sponsor prizes for undergraduate
poetry. There are now twenty-four
colleges and universities In var-
ious parts of the country partici-
pating. The winner last year at
Williams was David P. R. Mc-
Oeary, '62 for three poems; hon-
orable mentions went to Eric H.
Davis, '61 and Erik S. Muller, '62.

The winner in 1960 was Walter L.
Brown, "60. According to William
Jay Smith, Williams' Poet in Res-
idence, the Academy have had a
considerable effect on the encour-
agement of poetry in colleges.

Many of the winners have gone
on to other prizes, and to pub-
lish volumes of their work. Smith
said that students should not feel

that the prize is limited to Eng-
lish majors; last year it was a
Geology major who received it.

Closes May 1

This year's competition will

close on May 1 , and the award will

be made at Commiencement. To

To Be Donated

American Poets
be considered, poems must be
written by an undergraduate now
enrolled In the College and must
not have been published except in

a local undergraduate publication.
Competitors should leave in

Smith's box in Stetson Library,
not later than May 1, two typed
copies of poems they wish to en-
ter in the contest.

Man AliVel

That's what we want—for a Job
that offers no limit on earnings
and the opportunity to be In busi-

ness for yourself.

A few minutes with the head of

our campus unit will tell you a lot

that you may not have realized

about the life insurance business.

And if you're interested in actual

sales (raining, you can get started

now—while you're still at collegel

RICHARD W. SWETT
St. Anthony Hall

GL 8-921

1

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company

of Philadelphia

Potp,OuMi

Some Scatological Views On Eschatology

Snowstorm Bolsters

Houseparty Schedule
Continued from Page 1, Col. I

A D and Chi Psi - Herb Lee
plays for a cocktail party at 4
and a dance at nine on Saturday
night.

Beta and Theta Delt - "Storms"
from 3 to 6 on Saturday after-
noon. Len Johnson and his band
play from 11-2 the same night.
Deke - The "Imperial Five" on

Saturday night from 9:30 to 1:30.
Delta Phi - Saturday night at

9:00; Fran Miller and his combo.
Delta Upsllon and K A - Sat-

urday Afternoon from 4-7; the
Flamingos. Saturday night from
10-1; Harry Lewis and the In-
dividuals.

Psl U and Phi Delta - Saturday
afternoon from 5-7 and night
from 8:30 to 12:30; The Ramrods.
Phi Gam - Old Maid and Whist

Friday and Saturday.
Phi Sigma Kappa - Saturday

afternoon: The Trojans.
St. A - Square Dance Saturday

night.

Slg Phi - Saturday afternoon:
Mike Mystic; Saturday night 10-

2: the Flamingos.
Zeta Psi - Friday night; Jam

Session; Saturday night from
10-2: The Dartmouth Hot Nuts
and Alex Lukeman, the foUc-sing-

er.

Alumni Fund
The Williams College Alumni

Fund has gone over the top for

the 12th consecutive year with a

total of $364,470 setting several

records in the process,

Goal of the drive was $350,000,

an Increase of $50,000 over re-

cent years. The drive brought in

$43,082 more than the previous

record set in 1958 and 5,963 al-

umni contributed, for a partici-

pation percentage of 58.55 percent,

an Increase of 1.56 percent over

the previous record set in 1959.

Alumni giving set a new high

of $293,790, which is $44,860 more

than the previous record estab-

lished in the 1959 campaign.

Parents gave $47,553, a remark-

able performance in view of the

fact that an increase in tuition

was announced recently. Chair-

man of that division was Her-

bert Allen of Irvington, N. Y.

An additional $17,628 came

from friends — corporations

matching gifts by alumni, neigh-

bors In the WllUamstown com-

munity and other supporters, and

another $5,497 was given In the

form of memorials to deceased

alumni and friends.
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AT KAPPA ALPHA

12-5 o'clock

By Edward A. VoUunan

Human experience is replete with endings. The
RECORD board is ending its editorial stewardship
with this issue, the Class of 1962 will end its college
career this June, and so it goes until the ultimate
end - death, or what have you.

Recently, however, another sort of end has
gained prominence and captured our attention.
Namely, the possibility that our civilization will
end. The ending of civilizations Is not a terribly
new concept, at least not since Toynbee and Spen-
gler. But, the end of this civilization is of a dif-
ferent nature in that our great advances in tech-
nology have had the con.sequence of making West-
ern Civilization an ubiquitous commodity. Hence,
when this civilization goes, it will carry with It the
prospect of any other civilization taking its place.
This is because, T. S. Eliot notwithstanding, we
shall go with a bang - a bang of nuclear proportions
which will render this planet unfit for biological
life and hence preclude the growth of any new
civilization.

Yet, despite the fact that our writings and de-
liberations are rife with references to the possibil-
ity of nuclear annihilation. I doubt that anyone
really believes total destruction to be a real possi-
biliiy. While we constantly, or at least often, talk
about it as if it were a real possibility, we nevef
act as though it were.

Our leaders, until very recently, our scholars,

our social gadflies, and even our cocktail party con-
versationalists, have all been telling us that nuc-
lear war is an intollerable and Inadmissable alter-

native. It is a fairly well established historical pre-
cedent that the inevitable denouement of an arms
race is war. Yet we are intensely Involved in a nuc-
lear arms race. Since Wilson, it has been a card-
inal rule of American policy that nation-state im-
perallsm is a "bad thing". One of the foundation
stones of Communist dogma is opposition to cap-
italism on the grounds that it inevitably leads to

pernicious imperialism. Yet we and the Com-
munist world, to varying degrees, are engaged In

an imperialist struggle of heretofore inconceivable
proportions to dominate the rest of the world. Both
camps are purportedly dedicated to the principle of
self-determination. Yet both, to a greater or lesser

degree, have adopted the philosophy of "If you ain't

with us, you're agin us."

We are told that the United States is fighting
for the freedom of the individual in an economic,
political, and intellectual sense. The Communists
claim to be fighting to free the individual, i.e., the
oppressed proletarian. Yet our battle entails an
economic collectivisation of mammoth proportions.

We are politically free only in a strictly prescrib-

ed areas of choices which in practice Is far nar-

rower than the reasonable limitations Imposed up-
on any choices which involve the teaching or ad-
vocacy "of the violent overthrow of the govern-
ment." Our Intellectual freedom is not without lim-
its as anyone who has followed the storm tossed
history of student publications and guest speakers
at the New York municipal-colleges will attest, not
to mention the ludicrous persecutions of Bertrand
Russel, Reverend Uphaus and Pete Seeger, who just

about cover Man from the sublime to the ridicu-

lous. The brand of freedom fought for by the Com-
munists must be interpreted paradoxically if an in-

terpretation is to encompass the examples of the
KULAKS, Finland, and Hungary and still have any
meaning.

Two events, which have occurred in recent
months, typify the state into which we have
fallen. The first was a visit I paid to the United
States Military Academy to photograph the Wil-
liams-Army basketball game. There, more clearly

than perhaps anywhere else, the society we are mak-
ing for the future is on view. Any criticism of that
Institution must exist in the context of its being a
primary training ground for an important segment
of this nation's leadership. Hence, to say that it

shares nothing of the respect for knowledge and
humanistic tradition that our institutions of high-
er learning purport to have in common, is not
merely to say that it is a poor academic institution,

(which it is,) and isn't that a shame. Such a crit-

icism says that the lacks that exist at West Point,

and they are legion, are lacks that are being incor-

porated Into a segment of our national leadership
that is assuming increasing importance to the im-
plementation of our present national goals and al-

ready wields an enormous portion of our public
power. It Is a segment of our leadership which, for

most of us, will have absolute authority over our
mode of living for two years.

There is only one positive aspect of the West
Point education. Namely, it endows its recipients

with a strong sense of self-control and self-disci-

pline and it trains men to an acute physical fitness.

However, the price paid for tills is a terrible one.

It is necessary to so train men, if you are training

them for war, and that is precisely what these men,
if they can be called that, are being trained for.

But, this is precisely the dangerous aspect of the

whole operation. Men usually wish to do what they

are trained to do best. War today means nuclear
war. Nuclear war means annihilation. "Stop the

world, I wanna get off."

Further, much of the overemphasis on the de-

humanizing, ascetic, Spartan aspect of the training

originates in, what seems to me to be, an infantile

mentality. The closest analogy for what goes on
there that occurs to me is "perpetual hell week."
This infantilism is incorporated into a tradition

wliich insures its perpetuation. It further insures
that these men, who after all came to West Point
as more or loss human beings, will have repressed
so much of that which makes them individuals,
that they cannot help but bear the world an eternal
grudge. A product of such an education is a dang-
erous person when he mans The Button.

A perfect example of their psychology is the

manner in which they compete in intercollegiate

sports. They play nearly 85 per cent of their con-

tests at home. They pick and pay the officials for

*hese contests, and in tight games the Long Gray
(Faceless) Line is MARCHED onto the scene of

battle to remind their opponents what they are up
against. The primary function of this horde seems

to be to scream the vilest epithets it can collec-

tively think of at the opponents, officials or any-

one else who stands in the way of Victory. When
they win, as their basketball team did, they take it

as their just due. When they lose, as their hockey
team did, they react like a baby torn from the

breast, with tears, tantrums and snarls. It is ob-

vious that they compete to win and only to win
and would be quick to agree with Leo Durocher's
philosophy of competition and equally quick to call

Grantland Rice a fairy. This is what the powers
that be at the Point have deemed necessary as an
outlet for the poison that is daily instilled in these
automotons. Victory, at any price, and for its own
sake is the lesson cadets are carefully and contin-
ually taught.

The second event of note was the appearance in

the December 23 issue of the Saturday Evening
POST of an article entitled, "Youth: The Cool
Generation". The article was based on a Gallup
Poll which attempted a "scientific fact finding".
"... we have created the typical or composite Am-
erican youth," these worthies tell us. Wiiat, in fact,

they have done is to illuminate the adolescent e-

quivalent of the shaky moral structure that is char-
acteristic of our society. They have presented their
results with the implication that the younger gen-
eration differs in some radical way from the par-
ent generation, i.e., the generation to which the
pollsters belong. They find little individuality, low
moral standards as evidenced by the almost uni-
versal condonation of cheating, and an overwhelm-
ing drive for security. Where in their generation
can they point to radical differences in attitude
that would be "statistically significant"? The men
of the Chi Square ought not be surprised. With the
multitude of normative studies and normative phil-
osophies that have inundated our society it is a
wonder that boys and girls are still distinguishable
as separate entities. We live, as Lindner pointed out,
under the tyranny of the "adjustment ethic". The
most pernicious implication that these noble scien-
tists of other-directedness propound is that ours is

a soft generation, i.e., we "would rather compromise
(with the Communists) than risk an all-out war."
Indeed, let us hark back to the halcyon days of
yore when men were men and fought for what they
had. Of course, arboreal habitation had its dis-
advantages too.

What can we do? All pacifist or unilateral dis-
armament pronouncements are met with derision
and scorn by the majority and the pronouncers
written off as "dupes" or Comsymps. Professor
Green, and those of my compeers whom I respect,
tell us that we cannot disarm unless the Russians
do. We can't unless they do, and they won't. That
leaves us in a roller coaster careening madly down
its track into a valley with all the occupants hav-
ing the vague suspicion that the track is about to
end and the vehicle to plummet into the hell fires
of nuclear annihilation. But the sign says, "Don't
Stand While In Motion" and rocking the boat or
roller coaster as the case may be is not an accepted
social activity. No doubt we shall go to our greater
reward accompanied by dissonant strains of pneu-
matic hammers hacking out the Roper Center An-
nex and the Northern Berkshire Co-educational
Fallout Shelter.
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Sawyer's Return

Is Top Story 01

To Williams

The Year
By Stew Davis

"...the RECORD, In Its Nov-

ember 3 issue, attacked the abso-

iutc prohibition of post-season

athletics and the institution of

compulsory chapel as unnecessary

restrictions on student freedom.

Such restrictions, we feel, are det-

rimental to the growth of student

responsibility on this campus."

The Williams RECORD, Nov. 8.

1961.

The past year has been an ex-

citing one, and the RECORD has

been the organ of reporting big

events as well as the active rea-

gent in creating many of the con-

troversies which flourished during

the span of 365 days.

Below, using the newspaper's

files, is an attempt to briefly cap-

ture the events of those days.

JES Returns to Williams

The college community became

expectant Just a year ago when

It was announced that John E.

Sawyer '39, an economics profes-

sor at Yale, was to be Williams'

thinking of chapel as the commit-
tee prepares to present its report
to the President.

Post-Season Bids Banned
The same week that the chapel

controversy hit Its peak it was
discovered by the RECORD that
the presidents of Williams, Am-
herst, Wesleyan, and Bowdoin
had jointly decided on Oct. 11

that athletic teams were not to be
allowed to participate in post-sea-
son games. This decision, which
essentially is a means for keeping
sports amateur at these institu-

tions, was met by dismay at Wil-
liams, where only the previous

February the basketball team had
gone to the quarter-finals of the

NCAA small college basketball

tourney with the faculty commit-
tee on athletics' approval. A
RECORD editorial on November
3 opined: "... a college can main-
tain its athletics on a de-empha-
sized, strictly amateur level while
allowing a certain amount of

post-season competition." The

eleventh president. Talk circulated - Wesleyan student Senate moved

about a "new frontier" as James against the action in January,

Phinney Baxter III '14 planned to ' and their President, Victor But-

retire. On Sept. 19 the RECORD
j

terfield, said that the issue would

introduced Sawyer as "a tall, lean be reconsidered in the presidents'

man whose scholarly mien is en-

hanced by a soft voice and pale-

rimmed glasses." At his induction controversy over the House

meeting later this month.
HUAC Draws Fire

Controversy over the

on Oct. 8 Sawyer said he would Committee on Un-American Ac-
offer "no educational panaceas"

but that "the time has clearly

come for the traditional liberal

arts college to investigate what

new areas of study should wisely

be added to the basic curriculum,

and how old ones might best be

regrouped to avoid excessive frag-

mentation or superficiality." He
called for an admissions policy

which would allow late bloomers

to enter Williams, men of "ex-

ceptional strength".

Fraternity Questioned

Fraternities, long the basic fab-

ric of the Williams social exls-

tance, threatened to be rent apart

by threats from both sides. At 1

a.m. on the morning of May 23 a

'small group agreed on a petition

which challenged fraternities on
the basis of selectivity. Somehow
men found time to study for ex-

ams as the petition's backers, led

by Bruce Grinnell '62, found
themselves in constant arguments
with fraternity supporters (who
drew up their own petition for

change within the present sys-

tem). The issue was further cloud-

ed by Eugene Hoyne '06, who
threatened to sue the college for

allowing Total Opportunity.
The solution is not yet, but

calmer heads prevailed in the fall

as rushing went smoothly, with
Total Opportunity being achieved.

President Sawyer moved the issue

one step closer to solution on Oc-
tober 28 when he announced that
the Trustees had appointed a
committee under Jay Angevine '11

to carefully study the problem.
The committee has held extensive

hearings, and is now recessed to

reflect on its findings.

Chapel Issue Arises

Williams is probably the only
college of its type which still re-

quires all four of its classes to at-

tend chapel. The issue of compul-
sory chapel boiled up this fall dur-
ing the week of Nov. 1. A commit-
tee of 14 was chosen by the Pres-

ident to look into the issue, while

at the same time attendance re-

quirements were tightened and
people with past records of too

many cuts were forgiven. A REC-
ORD editorial on Nov. 3 said that
chapel "cannot long remain at

Williams College if Williams is to

offer a true liberal arts ed-

ucation." The Issue stayed hot for

a short while, as a hymn appear-
ed anonymously, saying:

"Our chapel here at Williams is

beset by many foes.

The chaplain is against it al-

though ev'ry week he e-oes

But God is strong;ly for it, which
the administration knows.

So let's all go to chapel now."
Again cooler heads prevailed,

and today people are hardly

tlvltles raged before spring vaca-
tion, and the RECORD'S attacks

on the committee were met by
strong objections in the form of

letters from Nick Goodhue '64. A
petition against the committee,
circulated under the direction of

Pete Worthman '62 just before va-

cation, garnered some 40 signa-

tures. During the spring term
James Roosevelt came to Williams
to speak against the commit-
tee, and the Critical Issues Com-
mittee sponsored the showing of

the film "Operation Abolition" af-

ter which Howard Whiteside of

the ACLU debated witii committee
supporter Fulton Lewis III.

This fall a talk by Erik von
Keunnelt-Leddihn was well at-

tended by dissentind Greylock
Young Dialecticians, and a few
weeks later the Dialecticians, led

by Ed Volkman '62, debated the
Williams Young Conservatives,
headed by Jim Campaign '62, on
the adequacy of conservatism in

the 'OO's.

Hell Week Brings Trouble
In the Dec. 1 RECORD the ed-

itorial warned, "hell week may
well leave scars on tlie fraternity

system that will not soon fade."
But fraternities, jealous of tlieir

rights and used to tacitly ignor-
ing or misreading the rules gov-

Confinuod on Page 5, Col. 5

The Big Twenty
Durin;^ the administration of the 1901-1962 RECORD

board tlie \rdges of the new.sjjaper were filled with stories

which either were a result of campus controversy or which
served to create excitement on the campus. The 20 top stories

of the year:

1. ]uhn E. Sawt/er is chosen as Williams' eleventh presi-

dent and is inducted in October.

2. Feeliiij^s run high as the role of fraternities is ques-
tioned.

a. Rules are tij^htencd relatinj; to compulsory chapel, and
a committee is appointed to re-examine the institution.

4. Athletic teams are forbidden to accept post-season bids.

5. Winning comes easily to athletic teams and five par-
ticularly—basketball, hockey, lacrosse, football, and soccer—turn
in astoundinjf records.

6. Controversy is stirred by HUAC and by both con-
scroativcs (WYC) and liberals (GYD) on the campus.

7. Hell Week draws criticism and disciplinary action.

S. Operation Haijstack is established,

9. The WaldcH Theater hits snags, changes ownership.

10. A petition is circulated questioning /. A. selection.

11. Majors are established in religion, astrophysics.

12. Plans for a new dorm highlight additions to physical
plant.

13. Tttition goes up to $1400,

14. Honor si/slem revision is rejected by narrow margin by
faculty.

15. The Williams Program goes over its goal of $4,000,000.

16. A "day" is held for Hob Muir.

17. The Purijle Key proposes to rethink scheduling of
.s'/j;//ig trips.

18. The Student Union is to function as a College Union.

19. A Forward Plannins Committee is established, cets
$50,000.

^

20. Poster is destrot/ed during community chest drive.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: DON McCAHAN
When a new telephone building goes up in his area, Don
McCahan will be found right in the center of activity. It's

Don's responsibility to work closely with the architects in
developing blueprints, also to follow up to be sure con-
struction meets specifications. A lot of responsibility for
a young engineer just two years out of college, but a lot of

satisfaction, too. Because Don knows that his contribution*
lead to better telephone service for his community.

Don McCahan of the Bell Telephone Company of Penn-
sylvania, and tht other young engineers like him in Bell

Telephone Companies throughout the country, help make
your communications service the finest in the world.

m BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

TELEPHONE MAN-OF-THE MONTH
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Photographs From 1961
I

Prof Studies Intellectual Climate

NEW PRESIDtNT—ALovc is pic.ured Willicims' top
newsmaker in 1961, Joiin E. Sowyer. Sawyer took over

the reins in July and was formally inducted in October.
SLAMff—Bruce Grinnell, newsmaker in both the area
of fr .i'.;rn tics end on the football field, makes a tackle
in the EpSs' 12-0 upset of Amherst.

THE SALESMAN—Wood Lockhart o-
bove portrays Willy Loman in one of

his frequent acting jobs at the AMT.

' " " naturally

FULL HOUSE—Martin Luther King
filled the TMC last spring w,ien ,.

appeared at V/illioms to preach and

plug for civil rights.
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There has been much talk on
the Williams Campus lately about
Intellectual climate and what con-

stitutes It. A Syracuse University

p.sychology professor thinks he has

tound the characteristics of this

climate after a study made in 67

colleges.

What A Good School Needs
Those schools which Professor

George G. Stern rated the highest

had these characteristics:

There is a high level of en-
I rj'ctlc participation among both
'iidcnt.s and faculty. There is

much to do. Class discussions are

ion intense, with enthusiasm,
J orption and even exhaustion

! ivvailing.

High achievement levels are

;pected. More than the textbook
required. Bluff won't get you

liirough.

There i s academic moti-
vation. Careers are often discuss-

ed, and famous people are often
brought to the campus.

* There is freedom for "coun-
teraction." Discussion and argu-
ment are encouraged in the class.

Complaints can be registered, and
students can make their view-
points known.

• Flexibility of study and of
activities prevails. Students from
a wide variety of social back-
srouiids, work in equally varied
fields in the summer. Classes may
have irregular schedules and spec-
ial events.

" Community committments
are encouraged for both students
and faculty. Political programs for
students are encouraged, with el-

ections generating strong feelings.

The faculty plays a community
role.

Besides these qualities the top
schools had the usual "substan-
tive" elements of educational ex-
cellence.

Tareyton

delivers

the flavor

DVAL FILTER DOES IT!

*Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"

says Julius {Cookie) Quintus, ace javelin man and

B.M.A.C. (Big Man Around Coliseum). "A Tareyton would

even make Mars mellow," says Cookie. '"Tareyton's a rara

avis among cigarettes. It's one filter cigarette that really

delivers de gustibus. Pick up a pack today and you'll find

there's Pliny of pleasure in 'Ikreyton."

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
INNER FILTER

PURE WHITE
OUTER FILTER

DUALFILTER

Tareyton
jmu #4.r.«fc

These Included strong support
of the humanities and the scienc-

es, opportunity for reflective and
philosophical pursuits, and chan-
nels for sensual and artistic ex-
pre.ssion.

Negative Factors
Dr. Stern listed several negative

or "faculty Interference" qualities
that lend to the anti-intellectual
climate or the climate of conform-
ity.

Among these were undue em-
phasis on rules and regulations,
faculty suspicion of student mot-
ives, agreement with the profes-
sors views needed to get an "A"',

lack of informality (no calling
faculty members by their first

names), and no tampering with
the sacred myths and traditions of
the school.

Arguments with the faculty are
not encouraged in such a climate,
and "apple pohshlng" Is common.
The faculty keeps students wait-
ing for appointments; upperclass-
men give orders to lowerclassmen
for a time, and religious emphasis
tends to be stronger.

Sterns "Top 11"

Dr. Stern listed the top eleven
in intellectual climate among the
67. The colleges studied were
those that volunteered to make
their students accessible, with
most of the information coming
from student interviews. The find-
ings checked with the achievement
records of students who have at-
tended the colleges, based on ad-
vanced degrees earned, fellowships
won, and the like.

The top eleven, in order, were:
Reed College, Portland, Oregon;

Antloch College, Yellow Springs,
Ohio; Swarthmore College,
Swarthmore, Pa.; Oberlin College,
Ob°rlin, Ohio; Sarah Lawrence
College, Bronxville, N. Y.; Benn-
ington College, Bennington, Vt.;

Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr,
Pa.; Vassar College, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.; Wesleyan University, Mld-
dletown. Conn.; Goddard College,
Plainfield, Vt.; and Shimer Col-
lege. Mount Carroll, 111.

Williams was not included in the
analysis.

Top Stories . . .

Continued from Page 4, Col. 3

erning hell week, did not all obey
the strict letter of the law, which
resulted in letters of censure to
four houses and social probation
for a fifth.

A December 15 editorial said,
"If the student body wishes to be
treated as an irresponsible sub-
society, then the continued spec-
tacle of their violation of rules
they helped to make will go far
to Institute such treatment.
If they wish to be treated as re-
sponsible individuals, then they
must act accordingly."

Hong Kong Visited

One of the most positive ideas
of the year was quietly introduc-
ed by Chaplain Eusden in a chap-
el talk last February 5. "Opera-
tion Haystack", the first college-

sponsored, summer service proj-
ect in the Par East, took six un-
dergraduates and the chaplain to
Hong Kong over the summer. In
October Eusden commented simp-
ly, "... we have not been on a
picnic."

Other newsworthy events are

too numerous to be fully covered
here. The closing of the Walden
due to "block booking", the pe-
tition criticizing the selection of

JA's, the establishment of two new
majors, all were fully covered by
the RECORD. Previous pictures

and stories have heralded the
building at the new dorm, the
moving of Hopkins observatory,
the construction of a roof for the
hockey rink, a new DKE house,
and an addition to the Roper Cen-
ter.

The RECORD has also portray-
ed comedy and tragedy. Smiles
and frowns greeted the Interview
with young Pat Powers, the story
noting the disappearance of Ma-
ma Oirgentl, the article on a cat
dying a horrible death In a laun-
dromat dryer.

It has, in short, been a full and
exciting year.



Briton Appointed To
Clark Professorship;

Waterhouse To Teach

English Art Courses

Ellis K. Waterhouse, the Bar-
ber Professor of Fine Arts and
Director of the Barber Institute

of Fine Arts, University of Birm-
ingham, England, has been ap-
pointed Robert Sterling Clark
Professor of Art for the 1962-63
academic year.

Occupying the Clark art chair
at Williams this year is John
Wyndham Pope-Hennessy, Keeper
of the Department of Architecture

and Sculpture In the Victoria and I

Albert Museum in London, Eng-
land. The professorship was creat-

ed last year to honor the late

Robert Sterling Clark, founder of
j

the Sterling and Prancine Clark
Art Institute in Williamstown,
and was made possible through
funds contributed to the Williams

Program, a capital funds drive.

Author and Authority

Professor Waterhouse, whose
chief interest is British Painting

of the 18th Century, was Slade
Professor at Oxford from 1953-55.

His best known writing is "British

Painting", 1530-1790, in the Peli-

can History of Art, published by
Penquin Books In 1953, as one of a
48-volume history of art edited by
Nikolaus Pevsner. Professor Wat-
erhouse currently is engaged in

cataloguing the Dutch paintings

In the British Royal Collection.

Director of the Barber Institute

of Fine Arts since 1952, Professor

Waterhouse has been praised for

his 1958 monograph on Thomas
Gainsborough. A Gainsborough
portrait of Robert Butcher, Es-

quire, steward to the Duke of Bed-
ford, hangs in the Lawrence Art

Museum. The Clark Art Institute

owns two Gainsboroughs, por-

traits of Viscount Hampden, and
of Miss Linley and her Brother.

Professor Waterhouse was made
a Commander of the British Em-
pire in 1956. He was educated at

Marlborough, New College, Ox-
ford, and has an M.A. (Oxon) and
A.M (Princeton). From 1927-29

Professor Whitehouse was a Com-
monwealth Fund Fellow at Prince-
ton In art and archaeology, and
then was assistant at the Nation-
al Gallery, London, until 1933. The
following three years he was lib-

rarian at the British School,

Rome, and from 1938-47 he was
a Fellow at the Magdalen College,

Oxford. Professor Waterhouse
served in the Army and with the

foreign Office from 1939-45, was
Director of the National Gallery

of Scotland from 1949-52, before
becoming Slade Professor at Ox-
ford.

Courses In British Art

While at Williams, Professor

Waterhouse will give two courses
each semester. One part, "British

Art and Society and Their Euro-
pean Context, 1700-1850," will be
a lecture course at a broad level.

The other will be two honors
courses on "Studies in British

Art and Society," informal but
specialized seminars for students
taking honors work. Professor

Waterhouse will also give several

public lectures and probably will

lecture a few times to students
taking history courses.

Professor Waterhouse, who Is

married and has two daughters,
has published the following books,
in addition to his Gainsborough
monograph: "El Greco's Italian

Period," 1930; "Roman Baroque
Painting," 1937; and "Sir Joshua
Reynolds," 1941.

Career Weekend
Continued from Poge I , Col. 3

ties of public life on the local,

state and national levels.

The Career Weekend Com-
mittee, chairmaned by Phillip A.

Jenkin, Superintendent of School
of Swampscott, Mass., and Bruce
Grinnel, Williams senior aimed for

a career in education, directs and
organizes the Career Weekend.

The Career Weekend Committee
and Mr. Copeland have decided

that all the panel meetings and
the Initial session will be open to

the public. Both the opening for-

um and the panels will have a
discussion by the panel members
followed by question periods.

S Faculty Members To Partidpate

In Summer Humanities Program
Eight members of the Williams

faculty - and two former mem-
bers - will be teaching In four
Summer Institutes In the Human-
ities which the John Hay Fellows
Program will be sponsoring this

July.

Teaching at the Williams In-
stitute will be: Dr. Robert C. L.

Scott, the J. Leland Miller Pro-
fessor of American History, Lit-

erature and Eloquence; Dr. Robert
G. Barrow, professor and chair-
man of the Department of Music;
and Dr. William H. Plerson, Jr.,

professor of art. Dr. Barrow will

accompany the visiting teachers
to T^.nglewood for a program by
the Boston Symphony, and later

v'il' ' iv» a complete analysis. Dr.
Plerson will guide the teachers on
a tojr of the Lawrence Art Mus-
eum and the Sterling and Fran-
rinc Clark Art Institute, for the
detailed analysis of the art works.

Drs. Barrow and Plerson will

provide the same instruction for
the teachers attending the Benn-
ington College Institute. Also on
the Bennington Institute faculty
will be Dr. Fred Stocking the Mor-
ris Professor of Rhetoric in the
English Department, and Dr. Rus-
sell H. Bastert, associate professor

of history. Dr. Gerald Myers, who
formerly taught philosophy at

Williams - now teaching at Ken-
yon College - will also be on the

Bennington Institute faculty.

Chosen for the Institute to be
held at Colorado College are Dr.

Robert G. L. Waite, the Brown
Professor of History, and Dr. John
Shaw, formerly in the Department
of English at Williams, now
teaching at Hiram College.

'

Dr. Orville T. Murphy, Jr., as-

sistant professor of history, and
Dr. C. Frederick Rudolph, Jr.,

professor of history are to instruct

at the Institute to be given at the

University of Oregon in Eugene,
Oregon.

They will help teach 170 public

high school teachers and 70 pub- 1

lie high school administrators
i

from twenty-seven states and the
j

District of Columbia who will be
j

selected from schools and school i

systems which are not only aca-
I

demically sound but also are

interested in making the best pos-

sible use of their facilities and de-

veloping practices designed to

break educational lock steps.
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Russian Students To Face Adelphic Union

On 'Education For The World We Live In'

Three students from Russia and
a panel from Williams will discuss

"What Is the Proper System of

Education for the World We Live

In?" in March at Williams under

the sponsorship of the Adelphic

Union as one in a series of six

events planned for this semester.

The education panel will be held

March 13 at 8 p.m. in Jesup Hall

with Nicholas Fersen, instructor

in Russian, as moderator. The
three Russian students, currently

studying at Rensselaer Polytech-

nic Institute, are Yuri G. Andreev,

Oleg V. Roman and Vladimir F.

Perchick.

The Adelphic Union will send
LaJoie H. Gibbons. Jr., '63 of

Glenview, 111., and Michael C.

"Kennedy's early Pruldcnllal rhet-

oric u)ai constalenlly ptremptorg: W*
Musi. I Shall, Wc Shall. Exhilaration,

hope and resolution marked the times.

But in his recent Stale of the Union

message the President said, *We some-

times chafe at the burden of our obttga-

lions'. "The musical accompaniment of

the Administration started with the Rat

From the current il.u*

ofNATIONALREVIEW,
Write for free cop/,

1S0E.3SSt.,NewYerll

16,N.Y.

Gerhardt '62 of Chicago, m, to
the Norfolk Prison Colony in Bos-
ton to debate the affirmative side
of "There Should Be Federal Aid
For Parochial Schools" on Feb-
ruary 10. The Van Vechten Im-
promptu Speaking Contest

is
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. in Griffin
Hall on February 13, with Judges
chosen from the 'faculty.

Pour students will particlpatt
in the tournament debate at Col-
umbia University on the subject
"Trade Unions Should Be Subjec-
ted to the Anti-Trust Laws." The
Adelphic Union will also partici-

pate in tournaments at Mass-
achusetts Institute of Technology
and at New York University.

NORTHSIDE
GUEST AND MOTEL

Isabel and Alex Nagy

Finest Accommodations For
Your Porents and Your Dots

Swimming Pool

Next to Phi Gam
GL 8-4108

GirlT%tcher's Guide
Presented by Pall Mall Famous Cigarettes

>^^

FRONT SIDE

Three views of an average, healthy girl

[L@§§®K] H ° How to recognize a girl

It is not surprising, in these days of constantly changing
fashion standards, that girls are often mistaken for men.

Certain popular items of apparel, such as slacks,

baggy sweaters and boxy suits, contribute to this un-
fortunate situation. Therefore, we suggest that new
students of girl watching start with the fundamentals
(see above diagram). As you can see, girls are easiest

WHY BE AN AMATEUR?
JOIN THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF GIRL WATCHERS NOW I

FREE MEMBERSHIP CARD. Visit the editorial office of
this publication for a free membership card in the world's

only society devoted to discreet, but relentless, girl watch-
ing. Constitution of the society on reverse side of card.

Tills ad based on the book, 'Tlie Oii;l Watcher's Guide." Tent:
Copyright by Donald J. Sauers. Drawings: Copyright by Eldon
Dedlnl. Reprinted by permiasion of Huper & Brolhen.

to identify from the side. However, even the beginner
will soon achieve proficiency from front and rear as well.

Advanced students can usually tell a girl from a man
at five hundred paces, even when both are wearing
asbestos firefighting suits. (You might try offering the
subject a Pall Mall, but you won't prove anything. It's

an extremely popular brand with both sexes.)

Pall MalFs
natural mildness

is so good
to your taste

!

So smooth, so satisfying,

so downright smokeablel

f*rvi»ttef iAL *mmtmam ^Atam €wn^mfm ~^^igmo- \* 9tr midiU namt



1961 Williams' 'Finest Year' In Sports;

Spotlight On Football, Basketball Teams
By Bill Penick

The past year, perhaps the finest In the College's long history,

has been a remarkable and exciting period for Williams In the
field of Intercollegiate athletics: besides emerging as a top-flight
athletic power In New England, Williams has gained national
recognition in several sports. Looking back over the year, we find
a number of upsets, heart-breaking losses, team achievements, and
outstanding Individual performances.

The outstanding event was without doubt this year's stunning
12-0 upset of an Amherst football team confident of receiving the
Lambert Cup after polishing off the Ephs. This win climaxed a re-
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High-Flying Cagers Deflated By Army, Kehyon

Williams' 167-pounder Jeff Howord
hooks up wifh his RPI opponent in

the January 17 match won by Iht

Eph strongmen, 21-11. Junior How-
ord wot edged out in the bout by o

close 5-4 decision.

Freshman Wrestlers

Surprise RPI 20-18
The freshman wrestling team

did the near-Impossible In their

second match of the season, a-

galnst RPI on January 17. The
Ephlets were down 18-0, after for-

feits at the 123, 130, and 137

weights, at which the team has
no men, and a 4-3 loss by BUI
Norman at 147.

In order to win the team need-

ed four straight pins, and the

boys got them, coming out on

top, 20-18. All four falls came in

the second period.

Tim Watterson began the upset,

winning after 3:42, at the 157-lb.

class, and at 167 Art Wheelock
pinned In 3:40. Meet captain John
Selvig, at 177, pinned with ten

seconds to go In the second per-

iod, and heavyweight John
Hohenadel wrapped it up in his

first intersquad match, pinning in

4:00.

^\\t jiilltattts Iprord
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V. Grapplers Win Second Straight

As Rensselaer Falls Easily, 21-11

The varsity wrestling squad
took its second straight win of

the season by overpowering RPI
21-11 on January 17. Coach De-
Llsser's men swept through four

of the lower five weights, gaining
three pins to RPI's one. The
grapplers now have a 2-1 record,

with a 17-8 victory over WPI and
a 16-13 loss to MIT In earlier

matches.
Moodey Wins Third
Jim Moodey started the Ephs

toward victory, by decisively beat-
ing RPI's captain, 5-1, at the 130-

Ib. class. He wrestled up a weight
because exams kept Jim Bieber
from his usual position, while

John Kifner subbed at 123. Mood-
ey currently leads the squad with
nine points and a 3-0 Individual

record.

At 137, soph John Winfield de-

cisively outclassed his man and
got his first pin of the season,

showing him the lights after 1:54

of the second period. Winfield now
has a 2-1 record, with eight points

to his credit.

Larry Bauer and captain Jack
Staples also gained falls for Wil-
liams at the 147 and 157 divisions.

Bauer had. good control during his

high-scoring match and upended
his man with a 7:04 pin. Staples,

who also had little trouble with
his opponent, gained his fall in

4:46, after a first-period take-

down.
In a very aggressive 177-lb.

match, a better-conditioned Al

Oehrle broke into the winning col-

umn for the first time with a 5-1

decision, following two draws. He
gained a takedown, reverse, and

riding time.

Kifner, in his first bout, was

well beaten at 123, losing by a

pin with 1:43 gone in the second

period. For the second straight

time Jeff Howard was barely de-

feated in a tough bout by a 5-4

score. Soph Jamie Neidlinger, sub-

stituting for injured Mike Reily

In the unlimited class, did a cred-

itable Job against an undefeated

250-pound opponent, but he lost

2-0 on an escape and riding time.

On Saturday the squad travels

to the Coast Guard Academy in

New London, Connecticut, to a-

venge last year's very close loss.

Mike Reily will return to his pos-

ition as heavyweight, and the

Moodey-Bieber duo will also start

in their usual positions
•
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